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ADVERTISEMENT.

The Committee appointed by the Royal Society to direct the publication of the

Philosophical Transactions
,
take this opportunity to acquaint the Public, that it fully

appears, as well from the Council-books and Journals of the Society, as from repeated

declarations which have been made in several former Transactions, that the printing of

them was always, from time to time, the single act of the respective Secretaries till the

Forty-seventh Volume; the Society, as a Body, never interesting themselves any further

in their publication, than by occasionally recommending the revival of them to some of

their Secretaries, when, from the particular circumstances of their affairs, the Transactions

had happened for any length of time to be intermitted. And this seems principally to

have been done with a view to satisfy the Public, that their usual meetings were then

continued, for the improvement of knowledge, and benefit of mankind, the great ends

of their first institution by the Royal Charters, and which they have ever since steadily

pursued.

But the Society being of late years greatly enlarged, and their communications more

numerous, it was thought advisable that a Committee of their members should be

appointed, to reconsider the papers read before them, and select out of them such as

they should judge most proper for publication in the future Transactions

;

which was

accordingly done upon the 26th of March 1752. And the grounds of their choice are, and

will continue to be, the importance and singularity of the subjects, or the advantageous

manner of treating them ; without pretending to answer for the certainty of the facts,

or propriety of the reasonings, contained in the several papers so published, which must

still rest on the credit or judgement of their respective authors.

It is likewise necessary on this occasion to remark, that it is an established rule of

the Society, to which they will always adhere, never to give their opinion, as a Body,

upon any subject, either of Nature or Art, that comes before them. And therefore the
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thanks, which are frequently proposed from the Chair, to be given to the authors of

such papers as are read at their accustomed meetings, or to the persons through whose

hands they received them, are to be considered in no other light than as a matter of

civility, in return for the respect shown to the Society by those communications. The

like also is to be said with regard to the several projects, inventions, and curiosities of

various kinds, which are often exhibited to the Society; the authors whereof, or those

who exhibit them, frequently take the liberty to report and even to certify in the public

newspapers, that they have met with the highest applause and approbation. And

therefore it is hoped that no regard will hereafter be paid to such reports and public

notices; which in some instances have been too lightly credited, to the dishonour of the

Society.



A List of Public Institutions and Individuals, entitled to receive a Copy of the Philosophical

Transactions of each year, on making application for the same directly or through their

respective agents, within five years of the date of publication.

Observatories.

Armagh.

Cape of Good Hope

Dublin.

Edinburgh.

Greenwich.

Institutions.

Oxford Ashmolean Society.

Eadeliffe Library.

Swansea Eoyal Institution.

Sydney University library.

Woolwich Eoyal Artillery Library

Argentine Republic.

Buenos Ayres .... Museo Publico.

Kew.

Liverpool.

Madras.

Oxford (Eadeliffe).

Barbadoes Library and Museum.

Calcutta Asiatic Society.

Geological Museum.

Cambridge Philosophical Society.

Cape Town South African Library.

Dublin Eoyal Dublin Society.

Eoyal Irish Academy.

Edinburgh Eoyal Society.

London Admiralty Library.

Chemical Society.

Entomological Society.

Geological Society.

Geological Survey of Great Britain.

Institution of Civil Engineers.

Linnean Society.

London Institution.

Eoyal Asiatic Society.

Eoyal Astronomical Society.

Eoyal College of Surgeons.

Eoyal College of Physicians.

Eoyal Geographical Society.

Eoyal Horticultural Society.

Eoyal Institute of British Architects.

Eoyal Institution of Great Britain.

Eoyal Medical and Chirurgical Society.

Eoyal Society of Literature.

Society of Antiquaries.

Society of Arts.

The Queen’s Library.

The Treasury Library.

The War Office.

United Service Museum.

Zoological Society.

Malta Public Library.

Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society.

Melbourne University Library.

Montreal MCGU1 College.

Belgium.

Brussels Academie Eoyale de Medecine.

Academie Eoyale des Sciences.

Denmark.

Copenhagen Kongelige Danske Videnskabernes Selskab.

France.

Montpellier Academie des Sciences et Lettres.

Eaculte de Medecine.

Paris Academie des Sciences de l’lnstitut.

Depot de la Marine.

Ecole des Mines.

Ecole Normale Superieure.

Eaculte des Sciences de la Sorbonne.

Jardin des Plantes.

Societe Entomologique.

Societe de Geographie.

Societe Geologiqne.

Societe d’Encouragement pour l’Industrie

Rationale.

Toulouse Academie Imperiale des Sciences.

Germany.

Altona Die Sternwarte.

Berlin Konigliehe Akademie der Wissenschaften.

Physikalische Gesellschaft.

Briinn Naturforsehender Yerein.

Danzig Haturforschende Gesellschaft.

Dresden Kaiserliche Leopoldino-Carolinische deutsohe

Akademie der Naturforscher.

i
Frankfort Senckenbergische naturforschende Gesell-

schaft.

I
Giessen Grossherzogliche Universitat.

Gottingen Konigliehe Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften.

Gratz NaturwissenschaftlicheYerein fur Steiermark.

Hamburg Naturwissenschaftlicher Yerein.



A List of Public Institutions and Individuals, entitled to receive a Copy of the Philosophical

Transactions of each year, on making application for the same directly or through their

respective agents, within five years of the date of publication
(
continued).

Innsbruck Das Ferdinandeum.

Jena Medicinisch-NaturwissenschaftHche Ge-

sellschaft.

Konigsberg Konigliche pbysikalisch-okonomiscbe Ge-

sellscbaft.

Leipzig Koniglicb Sachsische GeseUschaft der

Wissenschaften.

Astronomiscbe GeseUschaft.

Mannheim Grossherzogliche Sternwarte.

Munich Konighch Bayerische Akademie der Wis-

senschaften.

Prague Konighch bohmische GeseUschaft der

Wissenschaften.

Vienna Kaiserhche Akademie der Wissenschaften.

Geologische Reichsanstalt.

Wurzburg Physikalisch-medicinische GeseUschaft.

Hungary.

Pesth AMagyar TudosTarsasag—Die Ungarische

Akademie der Wissenschaften.

Italy.

Bologna Accademia delle Scienze dell’ Istituto.

Catanea Accademia Gioenia di Scienze Naturah.

Florence Beale Museo di Fisica.

Milan Reale Istituto Lombardo di Scienze, Let-

tere ed Arti.

Modena Societa Italians deUe Scienze.

Naples Societa Reale, Accademia deUe Scienze.

Palermo Accademia di Scienze e Lettere.

Rome Accademia Pontificia de’ Nuovi Lincei.

Osservatorio del CoUegio Romano.

Turin Reale Accademia deUe Scienze.

Venice I. R. Istituto Veneto di Scienze, Lettere

ed Arti.

Java.

Batavia Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunsten en

Wetenschappen.

Netherlands.

Amsterdam Koninklijke Akademie vanWetenschappen.

Haarlem HoUandsche Maatschappij der Weten-

schappen.

Rotterdam Bataafsch Genootschap der Proefondervin-

deUjke Wijsbegeerte.

Portugal.

Coimbra ........ University.

Lisbon Academia Real das Sciencias.

Russia.

Kazan Imperatorsky Kazansky Universitet.

Moscow Societe Imperiale des Naturalistes.

Le Musee PubUque.

Pulkowa Nikolai-Haupsternwarte.

St. Petersburg .... Academie Imperiale des Sciences.

Spain.

Cadiz Observatorio de S. Fernando.

Madrid Real Academia de Ciencias.

Sweden and Norway.

Christiania KongeUge Norske Frederiks Universitet.

Gottenburg Kongl. Vetenskaps och Vitterhets

SamhaUe.

Lund Universitet.

Stockholm Kongliga Svenska Vetenskaps-Akademie.'

Trondhjem KongeUge Norske Videnskabers Selskab.

Switzerland.

Bern AUg. Schweizerische GeseUschaft.

Geneva Societe de Physique etd’HistoireNatureUe.

Institut National Genevois.

Zurich Das Schweizerische Polytechnikum.

Transylvania.

Klausenburg Az ErdelyiMuzeum—Das siebenburgisch.es

Museum.

United States.

Albany New York State Library.

Boston American Academy of Sciences.

Cambridge Harvard University.

Newhaven (Conn.) .The Editors of the American Journal.

PhUadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences.

American PhUosophical Society.

Washington Smithsonian Institution.

U. S. Naval Observatory.

ThQfifty Foreign Members of the Royal Society.



A List of Public Institutions and Individuals, entitled to receive a Copy of the Astro-

nomical Observations (including Magnetism and Meteorology) made at the Royal

Observatory at Greenwich, on making application for the same directly or through

their respective agents, within two years of the date of publication.

Observatories. Institutions.

Altona.

Armagh.

Breslau.

Brussels.

Cadiz.

Cambridge.

Cape of Good Hope.

Coimbra.

Copenhagen.

Dorpat.

Dublin.

Edinburgh.

Helsingfors.

Konigsberg.

Madras.

Mannheim.

Marseille.

Milan.

Munich.

Oxford.

Palermo.

Paris.

Seeberg.

Tubingen.

Turin.

Vienna.

Wilna.

Aberdeen University.

Berlin Academy of Sciences.

Boston American Academy of Sciences.

Brunswick, U.S Bowdoin College.

Cambridge Trinity College Library.

Cambridge, TJ.S Harvard University.

Dublin University.

Edinburgh University.

Eoyal Society.

Glasgow University.

Gottingen University.

Leyden University.

London Board of Ordnance.

Royal Institution.

Royal Society.

The Queen’s Library.

Oxford Savilian Library.

Paris Academy of Sciences.

Bureau des Longitudes.

Depot de la Marine.

Pestb Hungarian Academy of Sciences.

Philadelphia American Philosophical Society.

St. Andrews University.

St. Petersburg Imperial Academy.

Stockholm Royal Academy of Sciences.

Upsal Royal Society.

Waterville, Maine (U.S.) . . College.

Individuals.

Lowndes’ Professor of Astronomy Cambridge.

Plumian Professor of Astronomy Cambridge.

President of the Royal Society London.

The Earl of Rosse Parsonstown.



A List of Observatories, Institutions and Individuals, entitled to receive a Copy of the

Magnetical and Meteorological Observations made at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich.

Observatories.

Christiania C. Hansteen.

Gotha P. A. Hansen.

Heidelberg M. Tiedemann.

Hew B. Stewart.

Kremsmiinster P. A. Reslhuber.

Leipzig Dr. C. Bruhns.

Lisbon Senhor da Silveira.

Marburg Prof. C. L. Gerling.

Prague K. Jelinek.

Stockholm Professor H. Selander.

St. Petersburg (Twelve copies for distri-

bution to the Russian

Mag. and Met. Obs.)

The Compass Observatory
,

Capt. Belavenetz.

Toronto Professor Kingston.

Upsal Professor Svanberg.

Individuals.

Buys Ballot, Dr

Dove, Prof. H. W
Erman, Dr. Adolph

Fox, R. W., Esq

Hoskins, Dr. S. E
Kaemtz, Prof. L. F
Lloyd, Rev. Dr

Loomis, Prof. E

Phillips, Prof. John

Quetelet, Mons. A
Sabine, Lieut.-General, R.A. . .

Souza, Senhor da

Wartmann, Prof. Elie

Younghusband, Col., R.A

Utrecht.

Berlin.

Berlin.

Falmouth.

Guernsey.

Dorpat.

Dublin.

Yale College, New-

haven (Conn.).

Oxford.

Brussels.

London.

Coimbra.

Geneva.

Woolwich.

Institutions.

Bombay Geographical Society.

Bonn University.

Cherkow University.

Falmouth Royal Cornwall Poly-

technic Society.

London House of Lords, Library.

House of Commons, Li-

brary.

Royal Society.

University College, Li- I

brary.

Meteorol. Office, Board

of Trade.

Paris Meteorological Society.

St. Bernard The Hospice.

Washington Smithsonian Institution.

Woolwich Office of Mag. and Met.

Publication.



Adjudication of the Medals of the Royal Society for the year 1868 by

the President and Council.

The Copley Medal to Sir Charles Wheatstone, F.R.S., for his Researches in

Acoustics, Optics, Electricity, and Magnetism.

A Royal Medal to Mr. Alfred Russell Wallace, for his Labours in Practical

and Theoretical Zoology.

A Royal Medal to the Rev. George Salmon, D.D., F.R.S., for his Researches in

Analytical Geometry and the Theory of Surfaces, published in the Philosophical Trans-

actions, the Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, and the Quarterly Journal of

Mathematics.

The Rumford Medal to Dr. Balfour Stewart, F.R.S., for his researches on the

qualitative as well as quantitative relation between the emissive and absorptive powers

of bodies for heat and light, published originally in the Transactions of the Royal Society

of Edinburgh, and the Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, and now made more

generally accessible by the publication in 1866 of his Treatise on Heat.

The Bakerian Lecture was delivered by Professor Henry E. Roscoe, F.R.S. ; it

was entitled “Researches on Vanadium.”

The Croonian Lecture was not delivered.
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ERRATUM.

The — prefix has been accidentally omitted in the Yalnes of the Magnetic Intensities in pages 407 and 408.
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o PROFESSOR ROSCOE’S RESEARCHES ON VANADIUM.

We are indebted to the researches of Berzelius for almost all we know concerning

the chemical relations and composition of vanadium and its compounds. From his

celebrated investigation on Vanadium* (1831), the results of which have since been

more or less completely confirmed by ScHAFARixf and Czudnowicz $, it appears that the

formula of vanadic acid is V 03 . Hence it is evident that we have here to do with either

a case of dissimilarly constituted substances acting as isomorphous bodies and crystallizing

together, or else the conclusions of Berzelius are erroneous, and the true formula of

vanadic acid is V2 05 ,
corresponding to the pentoxides of phosphorus and arsenic. The

first of these alternatives has been properly accepted by most chemists as the only present

solution of the difficulty, inasmuch as the definite experimental data given by Berzelius

render the assumption of any other formula but V 03 for vanadic acid perfectly gratui-

tous in the absence of experiments proving these data to be erroneous.

Berzelius based his conclusions on the following experiments, viz. (1) the constant

loss of weight which vanadic acid undergoes on reduction in hydrogen at a red heat

;

(2) the action of chlorine on this reduced oxide, when a volatile chloride is formed and

a residue of vanadic acid remains, which is found to be exactly one-third of the quantity

originally taken for reduction in hydrogen. Hence Berzelius concludes .that the

number of atoms of oxygen in the oxide is to that in the acid in the proportion of

1 to 3 ; so that (assuming the lowest oxide to contain one atom of oxygen) the acid

contains three atoms, a result which Berzelius finds borne out by its capacity of satura-

tion. The question whether the acid contains one or two atoms of metal Berzelius

decides in favour of the former view, by finding that no compound corresponding to the

alums is formed when vanadic acid is brought together with sulphuric acid and potash.

The analyses of the volatile chloride made both by Berzelius and Schafarik confirm

this conclusion, and place beyond all doubt the fact that, if the atomic weight of vana-

dium be taken to be 68‘5 and 0=8, the formula of vanadic acid is V 03 ,
that of the

oxide prepared by reduction V O, and that of the chloride V Cl
3

.

In the present communication I shall show that, whilst confirming these fundamental

results in every particular, I still arrive at a totally different conclusion from Berzelius

respecting the constitution of vanadic acid, and all the other vanadium compounds ; for

I shall prove that the true formula of vanadic acid is V2 05
(when 0= 16), and the true

atomic weight of vanadium 51-3, inasmuch as the substance supposed by Berzelius to

be vanadium is not the metal but an oxide with an atomic weight of 67 ’3, nearly that

of Berzelius’s metal, whilst the supposed terchloride is an oxychloride.

The following are the grounds upon which I base my conclusions
; the experimental

proofs are contained in the sequel :

—

(1) An oxide of vanadium exists which unites with three atoms of oxygen to form

vanadic acid. Hence this latter substance must contain more than three atoms of

oxygen.

* Pogg. Ann. Bd. xxii. p. 1 (1831). t Ann. Ch. Pharm. cix. p. 84 (1859).

i Pogg. Ann. Bd. cxx. p. 33 (1863).
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(2) The following vanadium oxides have been obtained both in the dry and wet way,

and their compositions determined :

—

*(1) V2 02,
vanadium dioxide, or divanadyl . . . . = 134-6

(2) V2 03 ,
vanadium trioxide (Berzelius’s suboxide) = 150-6

(3) V2 04 ,
vanadium tetroxide = 166-6

(4) V2
05 ,

vanadium pentoxide (vanadic acid) = 182*6

(3) The so-called terchloride of vanadium (V Cl
3 . V=67‘3) contains oxygen ; it is an

oxychloride having the formula V O Cl
3
(V=51-3)

; it may be called vanadyl tri-

chloride, or vanadium oxytrichloride, and corresponds to P O Cl
3 ,
phosphorus oxy-

chloride.

(4) Three other solid oxychlorides exist, having the composition

(1) V O Cl
2,
vanadyl dichloride, or vanadium oxydichloride.

(2) V O Cl, vanadyl monochloride, or vanadium oxymonochloride.

(3) V2 02
Cl, divanadyl monochloride.

(5) All the native vanadates are tribasic :

—

(
a

)

Vanadinite from Zimapan, analyzed by Berzelius (Pogg. Ann. Bd. xxii. p. 63),

contains nearly three equivalents of lead oxide to one of vanadium pentoxide.

(b) Eusynchnite, analyzed by Czudnowicz (Pogg. Ann. Bd. cxx. p. 27), contains

three equivalents of a mixture of lead and zinc oxides to one of vanadium pent-

oxide.

(c) Arceoxene, analyzed by V. Kobell (Journ. fur. Chem. Bd. 1. p. 496), was found

to have a similar composition to eusynchnite.

(
d
)
An Americanvanadinite, analyzed by Smith (Journ. Pr. Chem. Bd. lxvi.p. 433),

is a tribasic compound.

(e) Dechenite from the Pfalz is, according to Brush (Sill. Am. Journ. series 2,

vol. xxxiv. p. 116), identical with Arceoxene, and therefore a tribasic compound.

if) Volborthite, according to Credner’s analysis (Pogg. Ann. Bd. lxxiv. p. 546),

also contains one of vanadic acid to three of basic oxide.

(6) Vanadic acid fused with sodium carbonate displaces three molecules of carbon

dioxide, showing that normal or ortho-sodium vanadate is tribasic, the formula of

this salt being Na3 V 04
.

(7) The so-called monovanadates are salts corresponding to the monobasic phosphates,

and may be termed metavanadates ; thus, Na V 03 ,
NH4 Y 03 ,

Ba 2V 03 . The

so-called bivanadates are anhydro-salts, similar in constitution to the anhydro-salts

of chromic and boric acids.

* [I had originally intended to call the first and third oxides vanadium monoxide and dioxide respectively,

giving to these substances the simplest empirical formulae Y 0= 67*3 and Y 0,=83 -

3, as it is as yet uncertain

whether the molecular weights of these oxides, in accordance with the law of even atomicities, are multiples of

the above, or whether, as in the only similar case, that of the nitrogen oxides, they are represented by the

above numbers themselves. Acquiescing in the opinion expressed by several chemists that the former alternative

is the most probable, I have now adopted the names as they stand in the text.—Jan. 20, 1868.]
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(8) Vanadium nitride has been prepared, which, on analysis, was shown to contain

51‘3 parts by weight of vanadium to 14 parts of nitrogen.

All the reactions according to which vanadic acid was supposed (Berzelius, Bammels-

berg, Schafarik, &c.) to contain three atoms of oxygen with an atomic weight V=67'3
can equally well be explained when V2 05 (V=5L3) is taken to represent the composi-

tion of this substance. That this is the case is seen from the following :

—

(
1

)

(
2
)

Berzelius’s formulas.

(V=68-5. 0=8.)

V0
3+H2

=V0+H
2 02

3(V0) + C16=V03+2(VC13 )

New formulae.

(V =51-3. 0= 16.)

V
2 05+ 2H2

=

V

2 03+ 2(H2 O)

3(V2 03)+ 6 C1
2
=V

2 05+ 4(V O Cl3)

II. OCCUERENCE AND PREPARATION OE THE’VANADIUM COMPOUNDS.

1. The sources of vanadium, although numerous, have up to the present time yielded

the compounds of this metal in such extremely small quantities that vanadium salts may

still be counted amongst the greatest of chemical rarities ; and consequently the satis-

factory investigation of their properties has proved so difficult that contradictory state-

ments, concerning even fundamental points, are made by recent experimenters. My
attention was directed some time ago to the occurrence of vanadium in some of the

copper-bearing beds of the Lower Keuper Sandstone of the Trias, worked at Alderley

Edge and Mottram St. Andrews, in Cheshire ;
and I was fortunate enough to secure a

plentiful supply of this rare metal by the purchase of a lime precipitate containing

vanadium which had been obtained as a residue in the extraction of cobalt from the

cobalt-bed sandstone at Mottram, by the Alderley Edge Copper Mining Company.

The geological features of the remarkable deposit of metallic salts which occurs in this

Keuper Sandstone have been well described by Mr. Hull*. The horizontal beds of

sandstone contain copper as blue and green carbonates, lead both as carbonate and as

galena, cobalt as black cobalt-ochre, and iron oxides, all in workable quantities, together

with arsenic, silver, manganese as dioxide, and barium as heavy spar. The sandstone is

of a soft and uniform texture, and is metalliferous to a depth of at least 60 feet ; it is

coloured variously from green and brown to black, according to the nature of the

covering of metallic ore which surrounds the grains of sand. The following arrange-

ment of the beds is given by Mr. Hull :

—

ft. in.

1. Yellowish sandstone 4 0

2. Shaly clay with a band of copper-sand at the bottom 2 6

3. Ferruginous sandstone, with large nodules containing carbonate of lead . 6 0

4. Cobalt bed, laminated sandstone containing earthy cobalt 4 6

5. White compact sandstone, with carbonate of lead 5 0

6. Iron-stained sandstone, with cobalt, manganese, and iron 12 0

The copper is disseminated throughout the sand in quantities on an average of not

* Geological Magazine, vol. i. p. 65 (1864).
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more than from 0‘5 to 2
'5 per cent. ; it is dissolved out by hydrochloric acid, and the

metal precipitated from the solution by scrap iron. The lead is contained in small

crystals throughout the mass, and is separated from the sand by maceration and washing

;

some of the rock contains as much as from 30 to 40 per cent, of the ore.

The sandstone from which the vanadium precipitate was prepared possesses a light

colour, and contains from 0 1 to O' 3 per cent, of the oxides of cobalt, nickel, and copper

disseminated as small black, green, and red specks throughout the mass. After crushing,

the metals were dissolved out by hydrochloric acid ; bleaching liquor and milk of lime

were then added to alkaline reaction ; a portion of the copper, together with the whole

of the nickel and cobalt, remained in solution, whilst the lead, iron, arsenic (partly derived

from the acid used), a little copper, and the vanadium were precipitated. As the Mottram

mine is now closed I have been unable to obtain a sample of the above-mentioned sand-

stone for examination, and therefore I cannot state positively whether the vanadium

occurs as vanadinite, although for other reasons I am inclined to think that it does.

The above-mentioned lime precipitate was believed by the manager of the mines to

contain about 10 per cent, of copper ; but when it was dissolved in acid and the copper

thrown down by zinc, the solution still retained a bright blue colour, which I soon recog-

nized as being due to vanadium. A rough analysis of the crude lime precipitate shows

that it contains about 2 per cent, of vanadium, together with lead, arsenic, iron, lime, and

sulphuric and phosphoric acids.

In order to prepare pure vanadium compounds in quantity from this material, I wras

glad to avail myself of the kindness of my friends Messrs. Roberts, Dale, and Co., who

were good enough to place their works at my disposal for this purpose. Three cwt.

of the crude material was dried, and then finely ground with four times its weight of

coal, and the mixture well furnaced with closed doors for several days until the greatest

part of the arsenic had been driven off. The coal having been thus burnt off, the mass

was then ground up with one quarter of its weight of soda-ash, and well roasted in a rever-

beratory furnace with open doors for two days, to oxidize the vanadium to a soluble

vanadate
;
the mass was next lixiviated, and the solution drawn off from insoluble mat-

ters: the liquid was acidified with hydrochloric acid, and sulphurous acid was then

passed into the solution to reduce the arsenates, when the remaining arsenic was preci-

pitated by sulphuretted hydrogen.

The deep-blue solution thus obtained was carefully neutralized by ammonia (an excess

causes much of the vanadium to pass into solution), the precipitated vanadium oxide

washed on cloth filters, oxidized by nitric acid, and evaporated to dryness. The well-dried

crude vanadic acid was then boiled out with a saturated solution of ammonium carbonate,

which left iron oxide and calcium sulphate, alumina, &c. insoluble, and the filtrate eva-

porated until the insoluble ammonium vanadate separated out. This crude vanadate was

then washed with sal-ammoniac solution to free it from soda-salt, and recrystallized. In

order to prepare from this salt pure vanadic acid, it was roasted in the air and the powdery

acid obtained was suspended in water, into which ammonia gas was passed ; the dissolved
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ammonium vanadate was separated by filtration from a residue containing silica, phos-

phates, &c., and was crystallized by evaporation in platinum ; the pentoxide obtained

from this salt was free from phosphorus. Another mode, which was adopted in order

to obtain perfectly pure vanadium pentoxide, was to prepare the pure oxychloride, and

this, on being decomposed by water, yielded the acid as a fine orange-coloured powder.

In order to free this powder from any trace of obstinately adhering silica, it was mois-

tened with sulphuric acid and exposed in a platinum vessel for some days to hydrofluoric-

acid gas ; after expelling the sulphuric acid and on fusion, a mass of large transparent

crystals of chemically pure vanadic acid was obtained.

The vanadium minerals appear invariably to contain more or less phosphorus, and

this fact in itself serves to establish the close relationship which exists between these

two elements. The complete separation of this substance from vanadium is attended

with great difficulty : if much phosphorus is contained with the vanadium, the method

which has proved most effectual for its removal is to deflagrate the finely divided impure

acid with its own weight of sodium in a well-covered wrought-iron crucible, and wash

the resulting mixture of vanadium oxides by decantation until the wash-water ceases to

give an alkaline reaction ; frequently this operation had to be repeated three times be-

fore the molybdenum test ceased to indicate phosphorus. In other preparations, in

which the phosphorus had been more completely removed by previous operations, the

process described above, of repeated crystallization of the ammonium salt, was found

capable of furnishing a product in which no trace of yellow precipitate was produced

by molybdenum.

The action of even traces of phosphoric acid on vanadic acid is most remarkable
; if

present in quantities exceeding 1 per cent, of the weight of the vanadium, phosphoric

acid altogether prevents the crystallization of the vanadic acid, and the fused mass pos-

sesses a glassy fracture, and a black vitreous lustre ; this effect is not produced by the

presence of either silica, arsenic, or the lower oxides of vanadium. Still more singular

is the protective influence which even traces of phosphoric acid exert upon the reducing

action of hydrogen on vanadic acid at a red heat. Thus a mixture of pure vanadic acid

with 1 per cent, of phosphorus pentoxide weighing 1-5888 grm., on ignition in a current

of hydrogen lost only 0-0007 grm.
;

if no phosphorus had been present it must have lost

0-2784 grm.

III. ATOMIC WEIGHT DETERMINATION OF YANADIUM BY REDUCTION OF VANADIUM
PENTOXIDE IN HYDROGEN.

The method originally adopted by Berzelius for the determination of the atomic

weight of vanadium, viz. the reduction of vanadic acid in a current of hydrogen, is per-

fectly reliable, inasmuch as the reduced trioxide (the suboxide of Berzelius) does not

undergo any further change when the temperature is raised to a bright-red heat, and the

reduction of the pentoxide to trioxide at temperatures much below this is perfectly defi-

nite. The number obtained by Berzelius according to this method was V=68‘5; the
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exact number which the following experiments yield, when calculated on Bekzelius’s

hypothesis, is 6 7 ’3.

In the following determinations of atomic weights the quantity of powdered pentoxide

employed was always more than 5 grms. * It was placed either in a bent tube of hard

glass, which when heated in a magnesia bath was found not to lose more than (M)001

grm. after repeated ignition and cooling, or in a platinum boat placed in a glass tube.

Before reduction the powdered vanadium pentoxide was gently heated in a current of

dry air until the weighings, after two successive operations, were found to be constant.

After the reduction, the tube was allowed to cool completely in a current of hydrogen,

and this gas was then displaced by a stream of dry air. If the reduced oxide be even

slightly warm when it is exposed to the air it absorbs oxygen, suddenly glows, and is

superficially converted into a blue oxide ;
if, however, the oxide be cold, it may be ex-

posed to dry air for some time without change of weight, an experiment in which nitro-

gen was substituted for air giving results identical with those in which air was used.

In the experiments in which the oxide was contained in the glass tube the latter was

carefully stoppered, and allowed to remain for half an hour in the balance-case before

weighing ; when the platinum boat was used it was carefully withdrawn, with the re-

duced oxide, from the combustion-tube and placed in a stoppered test-tube for weighing.

These precautions are absolutely necessary in order to ensure accuracy, owing to the

hygroscopic nature of the trioxide.

The hydrogen employed was most carefully purified and dried
;

all joints and stoppers

in the apparatus were well secured by copper wire and paraffin. The gas passed through

solutions of silver nitrate, sodium pyrogallate, caustic soda, and sulphuric acid, and a

tube filled with metallic copper kept red-hot during the experiment was placed before

the final drying-tube to ensure absence of oxygen. In order to ascertain whether

atmospheric oxygen diffused into the apparatus, a weighed tube containing phosphorus

pentoxide was attached to the further end of the combustion-tube during an experi-

ment, and allowed to remain for four hours whilst hydrogen was passing through the

heated tube; at the end of the operation the drying-tube had gained only 0 ,0002 grm.,

proving the absence of diffused oxygen. For the purpose of drying the hydrogen, boiled

sulphuric acid alone can be used. In many of the preliminary experiments phosphorus

pentoxide was used in the last drying-tube, and in all these cases the reducing action of

the hydrogen was not complete, the numbers thus obtained for the atomic weight being

all too high. After much labour this was found to be entirely caused by small traces

of the light particles of the phosphorus pentoxide, which were invariably carried over, in

spite of stoppers of cotton-wool, with the air and hydrogen into the vanadic acid,

* In order to ensure accuracy, it is absolutely necessary to employ a larger quantity of material than was

taken by Beezelius. The largest amount which he used was 2-2585 grms. vanadic acid, and the smallest

0-6499 grm. An error of one milligramme on the first weight will produce a variation of +0-2 in the atomic-

weight, whilst a similar error on the smaller quantity would throw out the result by +0-7. If 5 grms. of sub-

stance are operated upon the variation arising from a milligramme error is +0-086.
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the presence of the smallest quantity of phosphorus pentoxide rendering, as has been

shown, the complete reduction of the vanadic acid impossible. Thus, for example,

in two determinations it was found that

(1) 2’9232grms. vanadium pentoxide yielded 2-4840 grms. trioxide, or V=65 -

4.

(2) 4-2826 grms. yielded 3-5649 grms. trioxide, or V=55 -

4.

On testing the residual oxide for phosphorus, the top layer of trioxide in the boat was

found to contain phosphorus pentoxide, whereas the lower layers were free from it.

In order to show that the reduction in these cases was incomplete, 3-4886 grms. of the

reduced oxide from an experiment of the kind was treated in a tube with dry chlorine

;

when all the chloride had volatilized, the residual vanadic acid was fused and found to

weigh 2-165 grms. ; if the oxide had been completely reduced, the residual vanadic acid

would have weighed 1-407 grm.

No less than nine determinations of atomic weight were made with every possible pre-

caution, in which the results varied from 52-2 to 65-4, owing solely to the employment

of drying-tubes containing phosphoric anhydride. As soon as this source of error was

removed and a sulphuric-acid tube substituted, the pentoxide was completely reduced

to trioxide and the numbers became constant.

The formula of vanadic acid being V2 05 ,
and that of the oxide obtained by reduction

V2 03 ,
the atomic weight of vanadium is found from the equation

8 (5 b-3a)
X~ a-b ’

where a= the weight of vanadic acid taken, and b = the weight of reduced oxide ob-

tained.

Determination No. 1.—The vanadic acid used in this and the following determina-

tions was prepared from ammonium vanadate by roasting ; the acid thus obtained was

found to contain traces of phosphorus and silica. To free it from these substances

it was treated as follows : the powdered acid was first deflagrated with its own weight

of metallic sodium in an iron crucible, the reduced oxide completely washed by decan-

tation, treated with hydrochloric acid to free it from iron, and oxidized with nitric

acid. This vanadic acid was then reduced in a current of hydrogen and converted into

the oxychloride by heating in a current of chlorine
; after rectification the chloride

was decomposed by water, and the resulting powdery acid dried and afterwards mois-

tened with pure sulphuric acid and exposed in a platinum vessel for ten days to the

action of hydrofluoric-acid gas. On fusing and cooling this purified acid, dark red

transparent crystals, five to six centimetres in length, were obtained, stretching across

the bottom of the basin.

Platinum boat after first heating in air -f- tube* 19 6287 grms.

„ „ second „ „ 19-6287 „

* The glass tube and stopper were frequently reweighed to ascertain if the friction of the stopper produced

any appreciable diminution of weight. At the end of the series of determinations they were found to have
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Boat, tube, and vanadic acid after first heating in air 1 hour . . . 2 7 • o6 8 grms.

„ „ „ „ second „ 2 hours . . . 27*3684 „

,, „ „ „ third ,, 2 hours ... 27*3684 „

Hence weight of vanadium pentoxide taken. =7*7397 grms.

After the reduction the weighings were not begun until every trace of water had dis-

appeared
;
two weighings serve, therefore, to show that a constant weight has been

reached.

Boat, tube, and reduced oxide after first heating in hydrogen 5 hours. . 26*0120 grms.

„ „ „ ,, second „ 3-| hours . . 26*0114 grms-

The atomic weight calculated from these numbers, according to the above formula, is

V= 51*257.

Determination No. 2.—Platinum boat after first heating

„ „ second

in air + tube 19*6258 grms.

„ „ 19*6259 grms.

Boat, tube, and vanadic acid after first heating in air 2^ hours

,, „ „ „ second „ 2^ hours

26*2074 grms.

26*2079 grms.

Hence weight of vanadium pentoxide taken =6*5819 grms.

Boat, tube, and reduced oxide after first heating in hydrogen for 3^ hours . 25*058 grms.

,, „ „ „ second „ „ 3 „ 25*0569 ,,

„ „ „ third „ „ 3 „ 25*0560 „

„ „ „ „ fourth „ „ 3 „ 25*0555 „

The atomic weight calculated from these numbers is V= 51*391

In order to confirm this result, the reduced oxide was roasted in a current of dry air

until it again attained a constant weight. The powdery acid obtained was of a very

brilliant orange-colour ; the following numbers show that the original weight was

regained to within 0*0004:

—

Platinum boat, tube, and vanadic acid after gently heating in a current

of air for 14 hours 26*2075 grms.

Ditto, after heating for 3 hours longer 26*2073 grms.

Determination No. 3.—The pentoxide employed for this determination was prepared

by the decomposition of another portion of rectified oxychloride by water. It was free

from phosphorus, but was not treated with hydrofluoric acid. A hard glass tube heated

in a magnesia bath was used in this experiment.

Tube after first heating and cooling 38*4666 grms.

„ second „ 38*4667 „

Tube and vanadic acid after heating 1 hour in dry air . 43*6562

Plence the weight of vanadium pentoxide taken =5 1895 grms.

lost 00004 grm., a weight perfectly appreciable with the balance employed, but without influence on the

results. Stas likewise noticed a regular decrease of weight in a stoppered tube owing to the same cause.

MDCCCLXVIII. C
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Tube and reduced oxide after heating in hydrogen over three Bunsen’s lamps

42-7689 grms.

First heating in hydrogen gas in combustion-furnace 42-7678 grms.

Second „ „ „ „ 42-7511 „

Third „ „ ,, ,, 42-7486 „

The atomic weight calculated from these numbers is Y=ol*485.

Determination No. 4.—The acid used in this experiment was prepared by roasting,

and afterwards completely oxidizing with nitric acid, pure ammonium vanadate which

had been recrystallized four times, and had been prepared from acid obtained by the

decomposition of the rectified oxychloride in water. The acid was free from phosphorus

and silica, having been exposed, moistened with pure sulphuric acid*, for several days

to the action of hydrofluoric-acid gas in a platinum vessel. Platinum boat and tube

(constant weight) 25-2630 grms.

„ „ „ second „ 30-3074

„ „ „ third „ 30-3083

„ „ „ fourth „ 30-3080

Hence the weight of vanadium pentoxide taken =5-0450 grms.

Boat, tube, and reduced oxide after first heating with hydrogen .

,, „ „ „ second „ „ 29-4252 „

„ „ „ „ third „ „ 29-4244 „

„ „ „ „ fourth „ „ 29-4244 „

The atomic weight calculated from these numbers is V=51 -353.

On gently roasting the reduced oxide in a current of air, the constant weight 30-3074

grms. was attained; this is within 0-0006 grm. of the original weight of boat, tube, and

vanadic acid taken.

The mean of these four determinations is 51-371
; hence we may assume the atomic

weight of vanadium, as obtained from the reduction of pentoxide to trioxide, to be 51-4

as probably true to within ±0*07.

Determination No. 1. 51-257, difference from mean —0-114

„ No. 2. 51-391 „ „ „ +0-020

„ No. 3. 51-485 „ „ „ +0-114

„ No. 4. 51-353 „ „ „ -0-018

Mean . . 51-371 Mean error +0-066

is found to be 52-55 with a mean error

of 0-12, whilst the subsequent estimations of Czudnowicz serve only as an approximate

control of Berzelius’s number, giving a mean of 55-35 with a mean error of 2*33.

* A special experiment proved that every trace of sulphuric acid is easily expelled from vanadium pentoxide on

ignition.
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The fact that these older determinations all give a higher number than the above

experiments, shows either that the acid was not fully oxidized, or, more probably, that

the oxide was not completely reduced. It has already been stated (1) that the presence

of the slightest trace of phosphorus prevents the complete reduction of the pentoxide to

trioxide in hydrogen, (2) that all the naturally occurring vanadium ores contain phos-

phorus which can only be detected, when present in small traces, by molybdic acid, a

test unknown in Berzelius’s time, and (3) that the complete separation of phosphorus

from vanadium is attended with great difficulty. Hence we may fairly conclude that

the difference of 1T5 in the atomic weight between the above experiments and those of

Berzelius is due to the presence of small traces of phosphorus in the vanadic acid used

by the great Swede.

IY. THE VANADIUM OXIDES.

The oxides of vanadium of which Berzelius determined the composition were three

in number :

—

1. The suboxide, or lowest oxide, obtained by reducing vanadic acid in hydrogen.

This oxide Berzelius supposed to contain one atom of oxygen, and gave to it the formula

VO=76-5.

2. Vanadic oxide, to which Berzelius gave the formulaV02
=84'5, founding his view

upon the analysis of a hydrated sulphate as well as on that of the precipitated oxide

dried in vacuo.

3. Vanadic acid, V03
=92 5, was shown to contain three times as much oxygen as the

suboxide.

Berzelius describes several other intermediate oxides, but he did not isolate or analyze

any of them.

All these three oxides exist and possess in the main the properties which Berzelius

assigns to them; they all, however, contain for every one atom of Berzelius’s vanadium

(68*5) one additional atom of oxygen (0= 16), with the existence of which he was unac-

quainted. Besides these oxides, a still lower one has been found containing one atom

less oxygen than Berzelius’s suboxide, and therefore having the atomic weight of Ber-

zelius’s metal ; this oxide acts as a radical ; it may be termed vanadyl, VO, and may be

supposed to exist in the higher oxides.

Thus we have (V=5T3):

—

1. Vanadium dioxide, or vanadyl, V
2
0

2 .

2. Vanadium trioxide (Berzelius’s suboxide), V2 03 ,
or V

2
02+ 0.

3. Vanadium tetroxide (Berzelius’s vanadic oxide), V2 04 ,
or V2 02+02

.

4. Vanadium pentoxide (vanadic acid), V2
0

5 ,
or V2 02+03 .

1. Vanadium Dioxide (or Vanadyl), V2 02
=134 - 6.—In its power of uniting with

oxygen vanadium surpasses even uranium, as observed by Peligot*. Like uranium, the
*

* Ann. de Ch. et de Phys. 3 ser. tomes v. xii.

C 2
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metal vanadium can be separated from its last atom of oxygen with such extreme diffi-

culty, and the lowest oxide is found to enter as a radical into so many compounds, that to

this oxide the name vanadyl (VO) may appropriately be given.

Vanadium dioxide can be obtained in the dry state, as a grey powder possessing a

metallic lustre, by passing the vapour of vanadyl trichloride (VO Cl
3),

mixed with excess

of hydrogen, through a combustion-tube containing red-hot carbon. Lower solid oxy-

chlorides (see page 25) are found to be deposited in the further portions of the tube,

whilst vanadium dioxide remains as a bright grey metallic powder mixed with the

charcoal. On strongly igniting this mixture in a current of hydrogen, every trace of

chlorine is removed, and a pure mixture of charcoal and dioxide remains.

Vanadium dioxide possesses a grey metallic lustre, dissolves in acids without evolution

of hydrogen, and yields a lavender-coloured solution which bleaches strongly. Vana-

dium dioxide is insoluble in water.

Preparation 1. Analysis 1.—0-8650 grm. of a mixture of vanadium dioxide and car-

bon, prepared as described, and freed from chlorine by heating in hydrogen, was treated

with hydrochloric acid: the carbon, collected on a tared filter and dried at 120° C.,

weighed 0-6126 grm.
;
the filtrate, evaporated to dryness with nitric acid, the residue

fused and weighed, yielded 0-3605 grm. of vanadium pentoxide.

Analysis 2.—Another portion of the same substance free from chlorine was burned in

a platinum boat in a current of oxygen. The carbon dioxide formed was weighed, and

the residual vanadium estimated as pentoxide: 0-0996 grm. substance yielded 0-2482

grm. C02 ,
and 0-0416 grm. V2 05 . Therefore the percentage of vanadium dioxide con-

tamed in the grey powder is as follows:—No. 1, 105-3; No. 2, 96-1.

Vanadium Dioxide in solution .—If the dark-red solution obtained by dissolving finely

powdered vanadium pentoxide in strong boiling sulphuric acid be diluted with fifty

times its bulk of water and then digested with metallic zinc, the liquid rapidly changes

colour under the influence of the nascent hydrogen, passing through all shades of blue

and green until, after lapse of some time, it assumes a permanent lavender or violet

tint. The vanadium is then contained in solution in the lowest degree of oxidation

(V2
0

2
= 134-6) as sulphate, and this compound absorbs oxygen with such avidity as to

bleach indigo and other vegetable colouring-matters as quickly as chlorine itself, and

acts far more powerfully than any other known reducing agent. In order to estimate

the degree of oxidation of the dissolved vanadium, a standard solution of potassium per-

manganate wTas added to the reduced liquid until a permanent pink colour was produced,

experiments with vanadium trioxide of known composition (given on page 15) having

proved that this point is that of maximum oxidation (V2 05),
and that it can be accu-

rately reached provided an excess of sulphuric acid be present*.

* This method of estimation was proposed and used by Czudnowicz (Pogg. Ann. Bd. cxx. p. 37) ;
the results

described by him differ, however, altogether from my own. He did not obtain the lavender-coloured solution

by th$ action of zinc, and it is clear that in his experiments the reducing action of the hydrogen was not com-

plete.
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The strength of the permanganate solution, prepared from the pure crystals, was accu-

rately estimated by iron and oxalic acid
;
1 cub. centim. of standard solution was found

to be equal to 0-001413 grm. oxygen as a mean of three well-agreeing experiments; the

strength of this solution, as tested from time to time, was found not to vary during the

course of the determinations.

Reduction with Zinc .

—

Exp. 1. Exp. 2. Exp. 3.

Weight of V
2 05 taken 0-1038 0-0963 0-1672

Cub. centims. permanganate required . 19-4 18-2 31-6

Loss of oxygen on 100 V2 05 . . . . 26-4 26 - 6 26-6

The calculated loss of oxygen on 100 vanadium pentoxide, when reduced to the

dioxide V2 02 ,
is 26 -3 ; the mean experimental number is 26-53.

In order to control the foregoing results, a fresh solution of permanganate was pre-

pared; 1 cub. centim. represented 0-001301 grm. oxygen; 0-1397 grm. vanadium pen-

toxide dissolved in sulphuric acid and completely reduced by zinc required 27 -7 cub.

centims. of this solution for complete oxidation, corresponding to a loss of 25 "8 on 100

parts. In ascertaining the reliability of this method, it was further found that a solution

containing 0-1 grm. of vanadium pentoxide dissolved in sulphuric acid became of a per-

manent pink colour on the addition of 0'3 cub. centim. of permanganate solution; also

that 5 grms. of zinc dissolved in sulphuric acid and diluted to the same strength as in

the determinations, required only one drop of permanganate solution to produce the

permanent pink tint.

Reduction with Cadmium and Sodium Amalgam .—If solutions of vanadium pentoxide

in sulphuric acid be reduced by cadmium (platinum scraps being added to facilitate the

evolution of hydrogen), or by an amalgam of sodium, the ultimate result is the formation

of the lavender-coloured solution of the dioxide. Thus

:

Reduction by Reduction by
cadmium. sodium amalgam.

Weight of V
2 05

taken 0-0897 0-0681

Cub. centims. permanganate required (1= -001413) 16-4 12-8

Loss of oxygen on 100 V2 05 25*8 26-6

The mean of these six determinations gives 26-3 as the loss on 100 parts of vanadium

pentoxide, exactly corresponding to the calculated numbers.

The salt formed by the reducing action of hydrogen in presence of the above metals

and sulphuric acid is doubtless a vanadium sulphate, that is, sulphuric acid in which the

equivalent quantity of hydrogen is replaced by the metal. I have yet to determine the

composition of these salts. When ammonia or caustic potash is added to the lavender

solution, a brown-coloured precipitate, probably of vanadium hydroxide, is formed, and

this instantaneously absorbs oxygen.

On allowing the neutralized lavender solution to stand exposed to air for a few seconds
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the colour changes to a deep chocolate-brown ; so rapid, indeed, is this change of colour,

when nearly the whole of the free acid is neutralized by zinc, that such a lavender solu-

tion may serve as a reagent for the detection of free oxygen not inferior in delicacy to

an alkaline pyrogallate. When a current of air is passed through the lavender solution

of sulphate in presence of excess of acid, oxygen is absorbed, the colour of the liquid

gradually changes to a bright and permanent blue, and the vanadium is contained

in solution as tetroxide, two atoms of oxygen having been taken up (see tetroxide, page

16). If the free acid contained in the lavender solution of vanadium sulphate be com-

pletely neutralized by zinc and air passed through, the liquid assumes a permanent

brown colour, which on addition of acids turns green, and the vanadium is contained in

solution as trioxide (see trioxide, page 15). The point of the reduction at which the

bleaching action commences is easily ascertained by testing the liquid from time to time

with litmus paper. The changes in colour which the sulphuric-acid solution of vana-

dium pentoxide undergoes when treated with zinc may be divided into seven stages.

Stage. Colour. Reaction. State of oxidation of the metal.

1 Green Acid Vanadium pentoxide to tetroxide.

Vanadium pentoxide to tetroxide.

Vanadium tetroxide.

2 Bluish, green Acid

3 Blue Acid

4 Greenish blue Acid Vanadium tetroxide to trioxide.

5 Green Bleaches slightly .

.

Bleaches strongly .

.

Bleaches strongly .

.

Vanadium trioxide to dioxide.

6 Bluish violet Vanadium trioxide to dioxide.

7 Lavender or violet .

.

Vanadium dioxide.

This shows that the bleaching action commences in stage 5 with the formation of the

dioxide. A quantitative experiment made in the same way showed that the bleaching

action of the reduced solution ceased when to 100 parts of the dioxide 9*5 parts of

oxygen had been added; in order to pass completely into trioxide, 11 ‘9 parts of oxygen

would have been needed.

The reduction of vanadium to dioxide by means of nascent hydrogen in presence of

zinc serves as an easy and accurate method of estimating vanadium when mixed with

certain other metals.

2. Vanadium Trioxide (the suboxide of Berzelius), V2
O

;5
=150 - 6.—The anhydrous

trioxide is obtained, as is well known, by reducing vanadium pentoxide in a current of

hydrogen at a red heat. It is perfectly stable up to temperatures approaching a white

heat ; and even when heated in a current of hydrogen to this temperature the trioxide

does not lose weight. 0*411 grm. vanadium pentoxide, when reduced in hydrogen and

heated for two hours to whiteness in a wind furnace, yielded 0*366 grm. of black trioxide,

the theoretical quantity being 0*368 grm.

In addition to the complete description of the properties of the oxide given by

Berzelius, I have only to add that it undergoes oxidation, not only rapidly glowing

when exposed whilst warm to the air, but likewise slowly when exposed to the

air at ordinary temperatures. Black amorphous trioxide, when allowed to stand

exposed to the air for some months, undergoes a remarkable change ; it takes up an
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atom of oxygen, and is transformed to small dark indigo-coloured crystals of tetroxide

(see page 16).

Vanadium Trioxide in solution.—The trioxide is insoluble in acids, but it may be

obtained in solution as follows :—If solutions of vanadium pentoxide in sulphuric acid

are diluted and treated with excess of metallic magnesium, the changes of colour which

are observed when zinc, cadmium, or sodium amalgam are used do not continue beyond

the green, and the liquid contains vanadium trioxide in solution.

In order to ascertain the reliability of the method of analysis described, viz. oxidation

by means of a standard permanganate solution, a known weight of vanadium trioxide was

prepared by reducing vanadium pentoxide in a current of diy hydrogen with the pre-

cautions which will be found described under the atomic weights determinations.

The resulting trioxide was placed in a flask containing dilute sulphuric acid and filled

with carbonic acid
; on the addition of permanganate the black finely divided oxide is

rapidly oxidized, dissolving in the acid, and the point of complete oxidation can thus

be accurately attained. 0*4043 grm. of vanadium pentoxide thus reduced required 50*4

cub. centims. of permanganate solution (1 cub. centim.= 0*001413 grm. oxygen) for

complete oxidation; this corresponds to a gain of 21*35 on 100 parts of trioxide; the

theoretical gain in passing from trioxide to pentoxide is 21*24.

The following numbers were obtained by the action of magnesium on the solution of

vanadium pentoxide in sulphuric acid (1 cub. centim. standard solution represents

0*001413 grm. oxygen):

—

Reduction with Magnesium .

—

Weight of V
2 05

taken
Exp. 1.

. 0*0759
Exp. 2.

0*1593
Exp. 3.

0*1025
Exp. 4.

0*1187

Cub. centims. permanganate required . 9*4 19*6 13*0 15*0

Observed loss of oxygen on 100 V2 05 . 17*5 17*38 17*9 17*9

Ditto, calculated . 17*5 17*5 17*5 17*5

Solutions of vanadium trioxide can also be obtained by partial oxidation of the

lavender-coloured solution of dioxide. If a current of air be passed through a reduced

solution in which the free acid has been neutralized by excess of zinc, and the remaining

metallic zinc removed, the liquid attains a permanent brown colour, which, on the addi-

tion of a few drops of acid, turns to green. Both the brown and green liquids contain

trioxide in solution, the dioxide having taken up one atom of oxygen, as the following

analyses show :

—

(1) 0*1672 V2 05,
reduced by zinc and oxidized by air passing through for one hour,

required 21*9 cub. centims. of the foregoing permanganate solution for complete

oxidation.

(2) 0*1652 V2 05 ,
treated in the same way, but exposed for four hours to a current of

air, required 21*0 cub. centims. permanganate (1 cub. centim.= 0*001320 grm.

oxygen).
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Hence 100 parts of vanadium dioxide have absorbed (1) 13‘05 and (2) 12*96 parts of

oxygen; to pass to trioxide, 11*9 parts are required.

If a few drops of acid are added to the brown solution, which does not undergo change

even when air is passed through for several days, it immediately turns green, but does

not undergo any alteration as regards its oxygen ;
thus a brown solution was divided

into two equal parts, the one which was oxidized whilst neutral and brown required 12*13

per cent, of oxygen, the other, to which a few drops of hydrochloric acid were added,

became at once green and required 10*82 per cent, of oxygen to raise it to V2 05 .

Action of Chlorine upon Vanadium Trioxide .—The action of chlorine upon this oxide

led Berzelius to give to it the formula VO, (V=68*5) ; but, as has already been stated,

the fact that one-third of the vanadium remains in combination with oxygen in the

residual vanadic acid follows equally from the formula V2 03
when V=51*3.

Thus 3(V2 03)+6 C12=V2 05+4V O Cl
3 .

Two experiments made in order to test the purity of the trioxide prepared by reduc-

tion of vanadic acid in hydrogen gave the following results :

—

(1) 4*6004 grms. V2 03 ,
treated with dry chlorine, gave a residue of 1*8307 grm. V

2 05 ;

theoretically it should yield 1*8597 grm.

(2) 0*2686 grm. V2
0

3
yielded 0*992 V

2
05 ,

instead of 1*0858 grm.

The composition and constitution of the salts forming the green solution still remain

to be ascertained.

3. Vanadium Tetroxide
, V2

0
4
= 166*6 (the vanadic oxide of Berzelius).—The

anhydrous tetroxide was obtained by Berzelius (Pogg. Ann. Bd. xxii. p. 19) by preci-

pitating the hydrated oxide from a sulphate by sodium carbonate, washing, and igniting

in vacuo to free it from water. On reducing in hydrogen Berzelius found that 0*762

grm. yielded 0*691 grm., or 90*67 per cent, of his “suboxide” (V2
0

3 ,
V= 51*2) ; and

hence he legitimately concludes that “ vanadic oxide has lost as much oxygen as the

suboxide contains,—that is, as much as he thought it contained, for V2 04
yields 90*36

per cent, of V2 0 3 :

V2 02+0 =V
2 03 ,

V
2
0

2+02=V2 04
.

The anhydrous tetroxide can also be prepared by the slow oxidation of the black tri-

oxide at the ordinary atmospheric temperature. It possesses an indigo-blue colour, and

under the microscope is seen to consist of brilliant blue shining crystals. This remark-

able change occurs when the black trioxide is exposed for several weeks to the air, and it

has been repeatedly observed. 1*1686 grm. of the blue crystals thus obtained were

dried completely under the air-pump, yielded 1*2688 grm. vanadium pentoxide, corre-

sponding to a percentage increase of 8*57 : 100 parts of the tetroxide require 9*59 parts

of oxygen for conversion into the pentoxide. These blue crystals are anhydrous. A
weighed portion of trioxide was exposed to the air and from time to time dried in vacuo

and weighed. On November 13th, 1866, the weight of the black trioxide was 0*7507

;

on February 4th, 1867, the colour had changed to a bluish black, and the weight was
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0-8112; on March 25th the colour had become blue and the weight of the oxide was

0-8267, showing a percentage increase of 10-13, or an absorption of nearly one atom of

oxygen, as 100 of trioxide require 11-87 of oxygen for conversion into the pentoxide.

On further exposure the blue oxide increases in weight, again changes colour to a dark

olive-green, and a hydrated oxide is formed.

Vanadium Tetroxide in solution .—Solutions of the salts of vanadium tetroxide are

bright blue as described by Berzelius. They may be obtained (1) by the action of

moderate reducing agents, such as sulphur dioxide and sulphuretted hydrogen (probably

also oxalic acid, sugar, alcohol, &c.) upon solutions of vanadium pentoxide in sulphuric

acid, (2) by the action of a current of air upon the acid solution of vanadium sulphate.

(1) If sulphur dioxide or sulphuretted hydrogen be passed into the yellow solution of

vanadium pentoxide in dilute sulphuric acid, the liquid becomes permanently blue, no

green or violet colour being obtained by the continued action of these reducing agents.

In order to determine the state of oxidation of the metal, these blue solutions were boiled

in an atmosphere of carbonic acid until every trace of the reducing agent was expelled,

and on cooling standard permanganate was added until the pink tint was noticed.

Reduced by S 0
2
. Reduced by SH

2
.

a
r
~Q) (2~P (3) (4) (5) (6)

Weight of V2 05
taken . .

Cub. centim. permanganate)

0-1062

|

0T106 0-1060 0-1248 0-1489 0T239

required (1 cub. centim.

=0-0014130) . . . J

6-7 7-0 6-8 8-3 9-5 7-9

Loss of oxygen on 100 pent-]

oxide J
\
8-91 8-94 8-97 9-39 9-01 9-00

Giving a mean loss of 9-03, whereas theory requires a loss of 8 -

75.

(2) When a current of air is passed through acid solutions of the dioxide a perma-

nent blue colour is attained, two atoms of oxygen have been absorbed, and the solution

contains tetroxide.

(1) 0-1149 grm. vanadium pentoxide completely reduced by zinc, and the acid

solution oxidized by a current of air passing through for fifteen hours, required

9-5 cub. centims. of permanganate solution (1 cub. centim.= 0-001 320 grm.

oxygen) for complete oxidation.

(2) 0-0919 grm. vanadium pentoxide, treated in the same way, required 6*3 cub.

centims. of the permanganate solution for complete oxidation.

Hence 100 of vanadium dioxide has absorbed (1) 20-9 and (2) 23-4 parts of oxygen;

in order to pass from the dioxide to the tetroxide 23-78 per cent, is needed. The sul-

phate obtained by evaporating the blue solution containing this oxide was analyzed by

Berzelius
(loc . cit. p. 18), and it may be regarded as a vanadyl sulphate, or sulphuric

acid in which hydrogen is replaced by vanadyl.

4. Vanadium Pentoxide (Vanadic acid, V2 03 ,
molec. weight 182-6).—The properties

mdccclxviii. d
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of vanadic acid have been fully described by Berzelius ; the only important addition to

our knowledge of this oxide made since his time is the determination of the crystalline

.form (rhombic prisms) made by Nordenskjold*. In the present communication I

propose to discuss the properties and composition of vanadic acid and the vanadates only

so far as is necessary for the purpose of elucidating the true atomic weight of the metal.

Constitution of the so-called Monovanadates.—The analyses made by Berzelius of the

ammonium and barium vanadatesf suffice to point out the true character of these salts.

The formulse which he there gives, assuming the atomic weight of the metal to be 68-5,

show that these compounds must be considered as metavanadates when the atomic

weight of the metal is taken to be 5T3.

Berzelius’s formulae. V= 68-5, 0=8.

Vanadiate of ammonia, NH3V

0

3
+H O.

Vanadiate of baryta, Ba O V 0
3 .

New formulae. V=51-3, 0= 16.

NH.V Oo, ammonium metavanadate, or
^

^

41 09 .

4 3 VO )
2

BaV2 06 ,
barium metavanadate, or

Ba)

2V0J

In order to confirm Berzelius’s analysis of the ammonium salts, the following analyses

were made of the white anhydrous salt obtained by blowing ammonia gas into water

containing suspended vanadic acid, and repeatedly crystallizing. The ammonium salt,

on careful roasting in a platinum boat in a current of oxygen gas, yielded vanadium

pentoxide, which was fused and weighed.

Weight of ammonium Weight of pentoxide Percentage of Calculated

Nos. salt taken. obtained. pentoxide found. percentage.

1 . 6-8531 5-3263 77-72 77-82

2. 2-0445 1-5902 77-78

3. 2-6129 .
2-0314 77-75

Berzelius found 77*59 per cent, of vanadic acid. The analysis of the ammonium

metavanadate, if accurately made, serves likewise as a check on the atomic weight deter-

minations. If a represent the weight of the salt taken, and b that of the vanadium

pentoxide obtained, the atomic weight of vanadium is found from the equation

_r 666— 40fitV= Ta—b

From No. 1. V= 50-65.

From No. 2. V=5T06.
From No. 3. V=50 -82. Mean result 50-84.

Constitution of the so-called Bivanadates.—The bivanadates obtained by the cautious

addition of acetic acid to the monovanadates, according to Berzelius’s directions, have

* Pogg. Ann. Bd. cxii. p. 160. + Ibid. Bd. xxii. p. 49.
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been analyzed by Yon Hatjee*. The ammonium and sodium bivanadates were found to

correspond with the formulae N H4
O . 2V 0

3
and Na O 2Y 03 ,

whereV= 6 8 -5 and 0=8.

If we assume Y=51*3 and 0=16, these salts will be expressed by the formulae

(NH
4)2 V4

On and Na
2 Y4

On ; or they may be represented as anhydro-salts,
either

2(NH4Y03)+Y2
0

5
and 2(NaV 03)+V2 05,

or else as Na4Y2 0 7
+3(Y2 05)

as an

anhydro-salt of sodium pyro-vanadate.

Constitution of the Normal Vanadates.—That vanadic acid in its normal state is tri-

basic is shown by the fact first pointed out by CzuDNOWiczf, that when vanadium pent-

oxide is fused with an excess of sodium carbonate three molecules of carbon dioxide

(3C02)
are displaced for every molecule of vanadium pentoxide (Y2 05)

entering into

combination. In an experiment carefully conducted, in which sodium carbonate was

heated to redness with 0*4323 grm. of vanadium pentoxide until no further loss of

weight occurred, the pentoxide was found to expel 0*3078 grm. carbon dioxide (C02);

this corresponds to a ratio of 2*957 molecules of carbon dioxide to 1 of Y2 05 ,
or nearly

Na,
in the proportion of 3 tojjl. Normal- or ortho-sodium vanadate is Na

3Y 0
4 , YO

3
^ O,

Hence there is no doubt that vanadic acid in its normal state acts as a tribasic acid.

It is my intention fully to investigate the constitution and properties of the vanadates

at a future time.

V. VANADIUM OXYCHLOEIDES.

1. Vanadium Oxytrichloride, or Vanadyl Trichloride
,
V O Cl3 ,

molec. weight 173*67

(terchloride of vanadium of Bekzelius).—The fact that the lemon-yellow-coloured liquid

chloride of vanadium prepared by the action of chlorine upon the trioxide does contain

oxygen, contrary to the distinct statements of previous experimenters, was ascertained in

various ways :

—

(1) A few grammes of the lemon-coloured liquid chloride was placed in a bulb

attached to a long combustion-tube half filled with pure sugar-charcoal and half with

metallic copper. A current of dry hydrogen, purified from oxygen according to the

method previously described, was then passed over the bulb and cold tube until every

trace of air was expelled ; the carbon and copper were then heated to redness, and as

soon as the escaping gases had ceased for fifteen minutes to render baryta-water turbid,

Liebig’s bulbs containing clear baryta-water were attached. The bulb containing the

oxychloride, which up to this point had been kept cool, was now warmed, and the

chloride distilled into the heated carbon in the tube ; as soon as the vapour of the

chloride was carried forward by the hydrogen, a dense precipitate of barium carbonate,

which effervesced on the addition of hydrochloric acid, was thrown down in the Liebig’s

bulbs, proving that the liquid contains oxygen and undergoes partial decomposition when
mixed with hydrogen and brought in contact with red-hot charcoal.

This experiment was repeated twice with identical results. It is not possible hi this

* Journ. Prak. Chem. Bd. lxix. p. 388 (1856). + Pogg. Ann. Bd. exx. p. 33.

D 2
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manner to estimate the quantity of oxygen which the oxychloride contains, as only a

small portion of the oxygen combines with the carbon, by far the greater portion

remaining in combination with the metal to form dioxide or the lower solid oxychlorides

yet to be described.

(2) The yapour of the lemon-yellow chloride was passed over metallic magnesium

heated in a current of pure hydrogen ; the action was violent, and the metal took fire.

On cooling the tube the excess of magnesium was carefully removed, and the boat was

found to contain a dark-coloured powder which, on extraction with water, contained both

magnesium and chlorine ;
after repeated boiling with water, hydrochloric acid extracted

from this powder large quantities of magnesia, the oxygen of which could only be derived

from the vanadyl trichloride.

(3) The foregoing experiment, made with sodium instead of magnesium, showed that

a thick crust of caustic soda was formed on the tube close to the boat in which the metal

was placed.

(4) The vapour of the liquid oxychloride mixed with pure hydrogen was passed

through a red-hot tube ; the chloride was decomposed, black shining crystals of vana-

dium trioxide were deposited in the first portions of the tube, a mixture of lower solid

oxychlorides filled up the further portions, and small quantities of a dark-red liquid

were formed. The black crystals on analysis were found to be free from chlorine

;

0-0860 grm. of these crystals gave on oxidation 0-1051 grm. vanadium pentoxide, or

the substance contained 99*2 per cent, of vanadium trioxide.

(5) When vanadyl trichloride is rapidly distilled over heated carbon, or when it is

prepared by treating a mixture of trioxide and carbon with chlorine, a dark reddish-brown

liquid is formed consisting of a mixture of the oxychloride and another chloride. The

analysis of this dark liquid yielded results which, when calculated for chlorine and

vanadyl (V 0=67"3), always added up to from 103 to 105 per cent, on the quantity

taken, showing the presence in this liquid of a vanadium chloride containing no oxygen.

(i.) Preparation of Vanadyl Trichloride.—Finely divided vanadium pentoxide is

intimately mixed with pure sugar-charcoal, and the mixture heated to redness in a cur-

rent of hydrogen. After cooling in hydrogen the mixture of trioxide and carbon is

removed to a hard glass retort, heated by a large Bunsen’s lamp, and a current of dry

chlorine gas passed in. The crude oxychloride comes off as a reddish-yellow* liquid, of

which 180 grms. were collected in one operation. In order to purify this liquid it is

distilled upwards in a current of carbonic acid for several hours, and afterwards rectified

several times over clean sodium in a current of carbonic acid, when the sodium becomes

coated with a dark substance due to the decomposition of some other chlorides. The

liquid gradually assumes a light amber-colour, and on continued distillation it attains a

permanent lemon-yellow tint ; it began to boil at 126° C., and all came over before 130°.

* The dark colour of the chloride thus prepared is not due to the presence of vanadic acid as Schafakik sup-

poses, as the acid is insoluble in the chloride, but rather to some dark-coloured vanadium chlorides containing

no oxygen.
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When perfectly pure the boiling-point was accurately determined with 100 grins, of sub-

stance; the temperature corrected for freezing-point of the thermometer and mean

temperature of the column was found to be 126°- 7 under 767*0 millims. of mercury.

(ii.) Vanadyl trichloride is obtained at once of a bright lemon-yellow colour, and free

from the compounds which accompany its formation in the preceding reaction, by pas-

sing dry chlorine over the trioxide gently heated. The reaction is as follows, viz.

—

3(V2 03) + 6C1
2 = V2 05 + 4(VO Cl

3).

The liquid, thus obtained requires only to be distilled upwards for a short time in a cur-

rent of carbonic acid, to remove excess ofchlorine and hydrochloric acid, and then recti-

fied once over sodium to obtain the substance chemically pure.

The general properties of vanadyl trichloride have been already described by Ber-

zelius.

The specific gravity of this liquid was carefully determined at three temperatures,

and found to be

—

at 14°-5 .... 1-841.

17°-5 .... 1-836.

24°-0 .... 1-828.

The trichloride remains liquid at temperatures above — 15°C. As the coefficient of

expansion of this liquid has not been yet determined above 24°, it is not possible to cal-

culate the atomic volume of this liquid, or to compare it with that of phosphorus

oxychloride (PO Cl
3).

The vapour-density of vanadyl trichloride was determined according to Dumas’s method

with the following results :

—

Weight of bulb and air at 11° C. and under 776-5 millims. . . 6-5172 grms.

Weight of bulb and vapour at 18°t> C. and 780 millims. . . 7*0003 grms.

Residual air =0-0 cub. centim. Capacity of bulb 135*13 cub. centims.

Hence the vapour-density is found to be 88*20 (H=l) or 6*108 (air =1); the calcu-

lated density is 86-8 (H=l) or 6-000 (air =1).

Analysis of Vanadyl Trichloride. Determination of the atomic weight of Vanadium.

Method 2.—The difficulty attending determinations of the atomic weights of the metals

from analysis of their volatile chlorides has already been pointed out by Pierre * in the

case of titanium. The errors here referred to, arising from absorption of moisture by

these hygroscopic chlorides, may, however, be avoided by sealing up several portions of

the chloride for analysis at once from a large mass of liquid.

The following seventeen determinations were most carefully made, and the numbers

obtained, closely coinciding as they do with the results of the reduction experiments

already given, serve as a most important control of the reliability of the original method.

Volumetric Determination of the Chlorine.—Before employing Gat-Lussac’s method to

this determination, it was ascertained that when the chloride is decomposed by water in

* Ann. de Ch. et de Phys. 3 ser. t. xx. p. 257.
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presence of nitric acid and silver solution added, no trace of vanadium goes down with

the silver.

Pure silver was prepared with all the precautions detailed by Stas* in his first me-

moir, and the analyses were conducted in the manner described by him j\ The nitric

acid was prepared by distilling a large quantity of pure acid until three-fifths had come

over ; the remainder was then distilled and collected, and on careful testing with silver

showed not the slightest indication of chlorine. The distilled water used had been care-

fully redistilled, and likewise gave no indication of chlorine. The weight of silver to be

taken was calculated from a careful gravimetric analysis, and several volumetric deter-

minations were made at one time. The weighed quantity of silver was placed with ten

times its weight of pure nitric acid, sp. gr. 1*2, in well-stoppered 300 cubic centimetre

bottles, and heated to about 40° C. until all the silver had dissolved. After cooling, the

bulb containing the weighed quantity of vanadyl trichloride was brought into the bottle,

the bottle closed, and the bulb broken by shaking ; distilled water was then added, so

that the weight of the whole liquid amounted to from forty to fifty times that of the

silver employed. The lower oxides of nitrogen present in solution in the acid reduced

the vanadium to a bright blue solution, in which the slightest turbidity of silver chlo-

ride could be well seen.

In the volumetric determination of chlorine it has already been noticed, both by Gay-

Lussac and Stas, that when one or two milligrammes of silver per litre still remain in

solution, a turbidity is produced by the addition of both silver and chloride solution.

This fact was also observed in the volumetric analyses of vanadyl trichloride; and in

order to render the results comparable, the course proposed by Stas was invariably

adopted, viz. that of adding the decimal chloride solution until all turbidity ceased.

The error thus introduced is, however, extremely small (less than 0-0005), and is coun-

terbalanced by the error arising from a trace of impurity contained in the silver.

In several cases the vanadium in the filtrate was estimated by precipitating the excess

of silver, expelling the acid by evaporation, again filtering from the trace of silver

chloride which separates out, and evaporating the filtrate to dryness in porcelain, trans-

ferring to platinum, oxidizing by nitric acid, and weighing the fused acid.

The following Table contains the results of nine chlorine determinations made

according to the above method with trichlorides of various preparations. Nos. 1, 2, 3,

and 4 were made with substances of one preparation, Nos. 5 and 6 of a second prepa-

ration, Nos. 7 and 8 of a third preparation.

* Recherches stir les Rapports reciproques des Poids atomiques. Bruxelles, 1860, p. 25.“

t Idem, p. 62.
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Ho. of expe- Weight of trichlo- Weight of silver Percentage of

riment. ride taken. required for complete chlorine*.

precipitation.

1 . 2*4322 4*5525 61*49 Analyst A.

2. 4*6840 8*7505 61*37
55

3. 4*2188 7*8807 61*37
55

4. 3*9490 7*3792 61*39

5. 0*9243 1*7267 61*37
55

6. 1*4330 2*6769 61*37

7. 2*8530 5*2853 60*86 Analyst B.

8. 2*1252 3*9535 61*11
55

9. 1*4248 2*6642 61*43
55

Mean result . . . 61*306

Gravimetric Determination of the Chlorine.—As a check on the volumetric analysis,

weight estimations were made in the usual way, it having been proved that no trace of

vanadium is carried down with the silver in nitric acid-solution.

The trichloride used in these experiments was taken from four different preparations

;

analyses Nos. 4, 5, and 7 were made from the same sample by two different experi-

menters.

Ho. of expe- Weight of trichlo- Weight of silver Percentage of

riment. ride taken. chloride obtained. • chlorine.

1 . 1*8521 4*5932 61*33 Analyst B.

2. 0*7013 1*7303 61*01
55

3. 0*7486 1*8467 61*00
55

4. 1*4408 3*5719 61*30
55

5. 0*9453 2*3399 61*21
55

6. 1*6183 4*0282 61*55

7. 2*1936 5*4309 61*22 Analyst A.

8. 2*5054 6*2118 61*31
55

Mean result . . . 61*241

The atomic weight of vanadium calculated from the mean (61*276) of the above seven-

teen determinations is

(106*371x100) -•(122*371 x 61*276) „ .0 n
61*276

— ol*^J.

Taking the mean of the numbers found (1) by the reduction of vanadium pentoxide in

hydrogen, viz. 51*37, and (2) by the determination of chlorine in vanadyl trichloride,

viz. 51*29, we have the number 51*33 as the mean atomic iveight of vanadium.

Determinations of Vanadium.—The vanadium in vanadyl trichloride was directly

estimated in some instances (Nos. 1 and 4) in separate portions of the trichloride, whilst

in other cases (Nos. 2 and 3) it was estimated in the filtrate from the chlorine deter-

minations.
* Stas’s numbers are here used, viz. 0 = 16, Ag = 107-93, Cl = 35-457.
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Nos. Weight of trichlo- Weight of vanadium Percentage of

ride taken. pentoxide found. vanadium.

1 . 1-4188 0-7368 29-20

2. 0-7013 0-3679 29-47

3. 0-7486 0-3959 29-71

4. 1-1731 0-6252 29-94

Mean result . . . . 29-58

These results give as the composition of vanadyl trichloride,

—

Calculated. Found.

V = 51-3 29-54 29-58

Cl
3
=106-37 61-25 61-27

O = 16-00 9-21 —
173157 100-00

2. Vanadium Oxydichloride, or Vanadyl Dichloride, VO Cl
2
= 138-21.—This sub-

stance is formed, together with other lower solid oxychlorides, when the vapour of vana-

dyl trichloride mixed with hydrogen is passed through a red-hot tube. It is easily ob-

tained, however, in the pure state by the action of metallic zinc on the oxytrichloride in

sealed tubes at 400°. For this purpose strips of zinc and slight excess of the liquid chlo-

ride are heated in a strong tube placed in an inclined position in an air-bath for three

or four days in a temperature considerably above the boiling-point of mercury; the

oxytrichloride is decomposed, a black oxide of vanadium is formed together with zinc

chloride, and a sublimate of splendid grass-green tabular crystals of the oxydichloride

collects in the upper part of the tube. On opening the tube, the portion containing

the crystals was quickly pushed inside a wider tube heated to 130° in a paraffin bath

through which a current of dry carbonic acid was passed ; the excess of liquid oxychloride

was thus easily expelled and the green crystals obtained of a constant weight. The

black oxide formed together with the green crystals consists of the lowest oxide, V2 02 ,

as on treatment with dilute acid it bleaches strongly.

Vanadium oxydichloride is a grass-green body crystallizing in thin plates and possess-

ing an unctuous feel. It is slowly decomposed by water, and on exposure to moist air

it deliquesces; it easily dissolves in dilute nitric acid. Its specific gravity at 13°C. is

2 -88 .

The composition of the oxydichloride is readily determined by precipitating the chlo-

rine in nitric-acid solution, and estimating the vanadium in the filtrate.

Nos. Weight of oxydi- AgCl.
chloride taken. Found.

0-3765 0-7683

0-3207 0-6631

Percentages

V05 - , ;
A ^

Found.
, of chlorine. of vanadium.

0-2498 50-40 37-30

0-2160 51-07 37-87

1 .

9
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Hence we have as the composition of this substance :

—

Calculated. Found.

V = 51-3 37T2 37-58

Cl
2
= 70-91 51-39 50-73

0 = 16-0 11-59 —
138-21 100-00

3. Vanadium Oxymonochloride

,

or Vanadyl Monochloride, V O Cl=102-76.—Vanadyl

monochloride is a brown, light, powdery solid, formed by the action of hydrogen upon

vanadyl trichloride. It is obtained by passing the vapour of the trichloride together

with hydrogen through a red-hot tube, and is deposited at the end nearest to the point

where the trichloride enters the tube. It is insoluble in water, but easily soluble in

nitric acid. It may readily be distinguished and separated from the preceding and fol-

lowing oxychlorides by its appearance and light flocculent nature. The analysis was

made in the manner already described, the substance being dried at 130° in a stream of

carbon dioxide till its weight was constant.
Percentages

Nos.

Weight of substance

taken.

Weight of silver

chloride found.

Weight of vanadium
(

A
^

pentoxide found. of chlorine, of vanadium.

1 . 0-1393 0-1823 0-1240 32-35 50-03

2. 0-2631 0-3912 0-2285 36-71 48-82

Hence we have

—

Calculated. Found.

V= 51-3 49-92 50-21

Cl=
0 =

35-46

16-0

34-51

15-57

34-53

102-76 100-00

4. Divanadyl Monochloride, V2
0

2 C1=170‘06.—This substance is likewise formed hi

a similar manner to the foregoing oxychlorides. It has a bright, shining, metallic lustre

and a brownish-yellow colour, closely resembling the tin disulphide known as “ mosaic

gold.” This substance is always deposited in the portion of the heated tube furthest

from the trichloride, and it adheres firmly to the glass. From its heavy coherent nature

it can easily be separated from the preceding compound. Under the microscope it is

seen to consist of brilliant-yellow metallic crystals, and it has been mistaken for metallic

vanadium by Schafarik.

It is insoluble in water, but dissolves like the other solid oxychlorides easily in nitric

acid. The brown shining crystals were heated in carbon dioxide at 1 40° until their weight

was constant, and then they were analyzed as above described.
Percentages

Weight of substance
Nos. taken.

Weight of silver

chloride found.

Weight of vanadium
pentoxide found.

A. -

of chlorine, of vanadium.

1. 0-2130 0T777 0-2443 19-72 64-48

2. 0-6098 0-4767 0-6390 18-15 58-91

MDCCCLXYIII. E
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Hence we have

—

Calculated. Found.

V2
=102*60 60*33 61*69

Cl = 35*46 20*84 18*93

0
2
= 32*00 18*83 —

170*06 100*00

VI. VANADIUM NITRIDES.

1. Vanadium Mononitride
,
VN=65*3.—The process described by Berzelius for

preparing metallic vanadium by heating the ammonio-oxychloride in an atmosphere of

ammonia does not yield the metal but a nitride.

The mononitride is obtained by passing dry ammonia gas over vanadyl trichloride

contained in a bulb-tube, and igniting the ammonio-oxychloride formed until the

ammonium chloride has volatilized. The black powder thus produced (vanadium di-

nitride 1) is then placed in a platinum boat, which is exposed for some hours to the

white heat of a wind-furnace in a porcelain tube through which dry ammonia (or rather

a mixture of its constituent gases) passed. The substance thus obtained is a greyish-

brown powder, which does not undergo change on exposure to air at ordinary tempe-

ratures, and remains unaltered when it is again strongly heated in ammonia. When
roasted in the air it slowly oxidizes, glows, and forms a blue oxide ; on further heating

it melts, and ultimately forms pure vanadium pentoxide. Heated with soda-lime in a

glass tube, the mono-nitride readily evolves ammonia.

The nitride employed in the following analyses had been repeatedly heated to white-

ness in a current of ammonia until no further diminution of weight occurred.

Boat and nitride after second ignition in ammonia 6*285 grms.

„ „ third for three hours 6*284 „

(1) Determination of Vanadium .

—

Weight of nitride employed 0*3126 grm.

Constant weight of vanadium pentoxide, obtained by roasting, 04359.

Hence the nitride contained 77*8 per cent, of vanadium.

The formula YN requires 78*6 per cent, of metal.

(2) Determination of Nitrogen.—The nitrogen was determined according to Simpson’s

method, by heating the nitride with a mixture of the oxides of mercury and copper, and

passing the gases over red-hot metallic copper.

Analysis (1). Weight of nitride taken=02683 grm.

Observed vol. of nitrogen

(measured dry). Pressure. Temp. Vol. at 0° and 760 millims.

142T vols. 718 millims. 9°*2 43*2 cub. centims.

(1 vol.=0331 cub. centim.).

This corresponds to a percentage of 203 nitrogen.
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Analysis (2). Weight of nitride taken=0-2000 grm.

Observed vol. of nitrogen

(measured moist). Pressure. Temp. Vol. at 0° and 760 millims.

112 vols. 682-1 millims. 13° 31-8 cub. centims.

(1 vol.=0-331 cub. centim.).

This corresponds to a percentage of 20-0 nitrogen.

Calculated. Found.

Vanadium . . 61-3 78-6 77-8

Nitrogen . . . 14-0 21-4 20-3 20-0

65-3

2. Vanadium Dinitride, VN2
=79-3.—This substance is obtained as a black powder

by passing dry ammonia over vanadyl trichloride heated in a glass tube to expel sal-

ammoniac, washing with ammonia-water, and drying in vacuo over sulphuric acid.

This nitride was obtained in 1858 by Uhrlaub*, but this chemist made no direct

determination of the nitrogen, by which alone the true nature of these compounds can

be discovered; and he, adopting, as a matter of course, the atomic weight 68-5, showed

that the body obtained as above described cannot be represented by any simple formula.

If, however, Uhrlaub’s experimental results be calculated with the true atomic weight

51*3, it is seen that, according to the mean of three determinations, the substance con-

tains 64-1 per cent, of vanadium, the formula VN 2 requiring 64-6 per cent.

The existence of vanadium mononitride, V N, not only demonstrates with absolute

certainty the true atomic weight of the metal, but it also serves as the starting-point

from which to commence the study of the metal, as well as of an entirely new class of

bodies, viz. the compounds of the metal vanadium with chlorine and the other halogens,

which I have in vain endeavoured to obtain from vanadyl compounds. In the next

communication I hope to describe these interesting substances.

* Pogg. Ann. Bd. ciii. p. 134.
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II. Computation of the Lengths of the Waves of Light corresponding to the Lines in

the Dispersion Spectrum measured by Kirchhoff. By George Biddell Airy,

Astronomer Loyal.

Received March 2,—Read March 21, 1867.

The greatest and most valuable system of measures which we possess of the lines in the

Dispersion Spectrum, produced by the emanation of light from the Sun, by transmission

through the Atmosphere, and by the combustion of Metals, is that published by Pro-

fessor Kirchhoff in the Memoirs of the Berlin Academy for 1861 and 1862. This

noble series includes about 1600 lines, taken in uninterrupted succession through the

spectrum, beginning a little before Fraunhofer’s line A and ending a little after G.

The same apparatus was used throughout, and in the same manner; and the system

followed in the whole process was so nearly constant that we may speak of it generally

as one consistent series of measures. This work has been made known to English

readers by an accurate translation published by Professor Boscoe.

The measures thus exhibited depend upon the form of the apparatus, the refractive

and dispersive powers of the glass, the nature of the scale employed, and the value of

its unit of measure. They are not therefore available for physical research, until they

are cleared of the effects of these circumstances of experiment. There can be no hope

of our arriving at, or even commencing, any mechanical theory on the formation of the

spectral lines, until we have obtained the one natural measure of each, namely the

length of the Wave of Light corresponding to each.

I have therefore undertaken the labour of computing from each spectral measure the

corresponding length of the Wave of Light; and I trust that the result may not be

unacceptable to the Boyal Society.

I will now describe the method which I have used.

When I commenced this work, I could not learn (although I made inquiries) that any

careful measures had been made of the Diffraction Spectrum since the original measures

of Fraunhofer. I therefore determined to make Fraunhofer’s measures of the prin-

cipal lines the basis of my computations. From Gilbert’s ‘ Annalen der Physik und

der Physikalischen Chemie,’ XIV. Band, Leipzig 1823, page 559, I took the following

values of the Length of a Wave, omitting the value for B, which apparently was not

determined in the same series of measures with the others :

—

in.

FRc =Length of wave for C, in Paris inch, =0-00002422,

Frd= 55 r> 55
= 0-00002175,

Fre= 55 „ E 55
= 0-00001945,

MDCCCLXVIII. F
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in.

Frf=Length of wave for F, in Paris inch, =0-00001794,

Frg= „ „ G „ =0-00001587.

The lines are not designated, in Kirchhoff’s tables of measures, by the received

letters ;
the letters, however, as well as Kirchhoff’s scale-numbers, are attached to his

engravings of the spectrum, which appear to be carefully drawn. From these I took the

following numbers :

—

Kc =Kirchhoff’s scale-measure for C= 694-1,

Kd 55 55
D=1004-8,

KE= ,, „ E=1527-7,
II

&M F =2080-0,"

Kg— „ ,, G=2854-3.

The next step was to construct a formula, which, when applied to Kirchhoff’s values

for C, D, E, F, G, should produce Fraunhofer’s values for the same lines. I know no

physical reason for adopting one formula in preference to another; and I therefore

adopted the simplest algebraical formula. Putting ^^x^roK,, andf\—\ 00000000 x Fr„
T QccnTYiPfl

f,=a+l . k,+c(ky+d(Jc,Y +e(ky,

and formed five equations numerically by putting successively on the left side/c , fD ,
&c.,

and on the right side fcc, y&D ,
&c., giving to those symbols the numerical values derived

from the small tables above. Solving the equations, I found

/,= 3596-688

-2582-018 x h
+1587-046 x (Jc)

2

- 476-676 x (£,)
3

+ 52-959 x(^)4
.

From this formula, values off and Fr^ were tabulated for every 0-01 of kh or for

every 10 '0 of Kirchhoff’s scale. It will be sufficient to give here every tenth number.

KircKhoff.

Fraunhofer.
in.

0-0000
Eirchhoff.

Fraunhofer.
in.

0-0000
Eirchhoff.

Fraunhofer.
in.

0-0000

0 35967 1000 21780 2000 18148
100 33539 1100 21199 2100 17888
200 31400 1200 20697 2200 17625
300 29525 1300 20262 2300 17358
400 27887 1400 19879 2400 17087
500 26462 1500 19538 2500 16814
600 25227 1600 19229 2600 16539
700 24162 1700 ! 18942 2700 16269
800 23244 1800 18671 2800 16007
900 22456 1900 18407 2900

3000
15760
15535

Between the numbers computed for every 10-0 of Kirchhoff’s scale, the numbers

were interpolated for every one of Kirchhoff’s line-measures by simple proportion of
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first differences. Thus I had a complete table of the values of the length of the wave

of light expressed in Paris inches for every one of Kirchhoff’s lines. Each number was

then multiplied by 27'0700, and thus I had a complete table of the values of the length

of the wave of light expressed in millimetres for every one of Kirchhoff’s lines. In

this state I very carefully revised all the final numbers. This is the table of results

now offered to the Royal Society. It did not appear necessary to publish a long series

of results expressed by a measure which is now so nearly obsolete as the Paris inch

;

although, as will appear below, the possession of those numbers in my own hands has

proved to be of considerable utility.

From the description which I have given of the process by which I have computed

the wave-lengths from Kirchhoff’s measures, it will be perceived that the results are

not rigorously accurate, unless the same system (whatever it may be) has been rigorously

followed by Kirchhoff through the whole of his measures. Now Kirchhoff has

distinctly stated that he did not in every case adapt his prisms carefully to the angle of

minimum deviation. So far as I could learn by communication (through Professor

Roscoe) with M. Kirchhoff, no memorandum was preserved on the possible amount of

the error thus introduced. I was confident, however, as well from the character of

Professor Kirchhoff as from the absence of any apparent saltus in the measures, that

the error must be small, perhaps imperceptible. It was a matter of great satisfaction

to me therefore, after the completion of my work, to be referred to two late series of

direct measures of wave-length for numerous lines. One is that by Angstrom, published

in Poggendorff’s ‘ Annalen der Physik und Ohemie,’ CXXIII. Band, p. 498, in which I

have found 51 lines apparently identifiable with lines measured by Kirchhoff. The

measures in these series are expressed by the Paris inch
;
and the possession of my own

calculations in terms of the Paris inch, to which I have alluded above, greatly facilitated

the comparison of Angstrom’s measures with my calculations. The other is that by

Ditscheiner, published in the ‘ Sitzungsberichte der Mathematisch-Naturwissehschaft-

lichen Classe der Kaiserlichen (Wiener) Academie der Wissenschaften,’ L. Band, II.

Abtheilung, 1864, page 340 : it contains direct measures of the wave-length, expressed

in millimetres, for 107 of the lines measured by Kirchhoff. The comparison of these

direct measures with my computed values of the wave-length exhibited small discre-

pancies, of which the greater part arises from discordances between the values for the

fundamental lines found by Fraunhofer and those determined by Angstrom and Dit-

scheiner (which those philosophers ascribe to an erroneous evaluation by Fraunhofer

of his interference-grating)
; a part apparently is produced by faults inherent in every

process of interpolation among a limited number of values, especially when that inter-

polation is so extended as to become extrapolation ; but, as I believe, no sensible part,

or a very small part, can arise from the suspected class of errors in the measures of the

prismatic dispersion-spectrum.

I had arrived at this stage of my work, when I became acquainted with Ditscheiner’s

Essay contained in the £ Sitzungsberichte der Mathematisch-Naturwissenschaftlichen

f 2
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Classe der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften,’ LII. Band, II. Abtheilung,

page 289, &c. This paper gives the details of a new measure of the grating with which

Fraunhofer's original measures of wave-lengths were made (as I understand M. Dit-

scheiner’s words) ; and by means of this correction of measure, and the corresponding

correction of wave-length for the line D common to Fraunhofer’s and Ditscheiner’s

measures, Ditscheiner computed new values of wave-lengths for the entire series of

lines, primary and secondary, which he had himself observed. On careful consideration

of all the circumstances of formation of these new values, it appeared to me that it was

indispensable for me to base my reduction of Kirchhoff’s measures upon Ditscheiner’s

new values. I should thus have the opportunity of introducing a value for B, which

would enable me to adopt a function of the 5th order instead of the 4th order (upon

which all my preceding calculations were founded) ; and I could use the same oppor-

tunity for making correction for a petty error which I had committed in the line E (I

had inadvertently used 1527‘7 instead of 1523 -2 for Kirchhoff’s measure).

My immediate object, in calculation, now was, to make such an addition to the

function embodied in my former calculations as would produce definite alterations in

the wave-lengths computed for B, C, D, E, F, G. This, it was evident, could be done by

a function or a sum of functions of the 5th order
;
and I had only to adopt the most

convenient form. Kemarking that Kirchhoff’s measures for B, C, D, E, F (with the

decimal point thrown back three places) differ very little from 0’6, 0-7, 1*0, F5, 2T, and

that the measure for G is not very different from 2 -

9, I adopted the following form for

general correction; whereby [0*6], [0
-

7], [TO], [1‘5], [2T], [2
-

9], are meant certain

constants whose values will shortly be seen.

General correction for all values of k.

X (k— 0-7) X (^— 1*0) x (£—F5) X (k—2T) x (£-2-9)

,
correction for k= O' 7 /7 n r*\ n -i n\ / 7 -i r\ m m\ n O+ X(k— 0-6) X(&— T0)x(£—F5)x(&— 2 ml)x(k— 2*9)

+
[To] x °'6

) X (k— 0-7) x (k-l-b) x (k-2T) x (£-2-9)

+ ^ X (£—0-6) X (k— 0-7) x (£-1*0) X (k-2-1) X (k- 2-9)

+ X (#—0-6) x (k- 0-7) X (£-1-0) x (k— 1-5) x (k— 2-9)

+ ^9]
X(k— 0*6) x(&— 0-7) X (A— H))x(&— 1*5) x(^— 2T). .

The numerical values of the products following the fraction in each line are given,

for every 0T of k from 0-0 to 3 -

0, in the last six columns of the following Table.
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Corrections to the computed Wave-lengths, on different suppositions as to the parts of

the series which are to be left without alteration.

Approximate

places

of

principal

lines.

o
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>

1
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correction
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2 .2

11
0 0So

0-0 + 6395 -5481 + 3837 -2558 + 1827 - 132
0-1 + 4234 -3528 + 2352 -1512 + 1058 - 76
0*2 + 2668 — 2134 + 1334 - 821 + 562 - 40
0-3 + 1572 -1179 + 674 - 393 + 262 - 18 I

A 0-4 + 842 - 561 + 281 - 153 + 99 — 7
0-5 + 384 - 192 + 115 — 58 + 36 2

B 0-6 + 124 0 0 0 0 0

C 0-7 0 + 74 0 0 0 0

0-8 - 38 + 76 + 38 - 11 + 6 0

0*9 - 29 + 43 + 86 - 14 + 7 - 0

D 1-0 0 0 + 125 0 0 0

1-1 + 29 - 36 + 144 + 36 - 14 + 1

1-2 + 46 - 55 + 138 + 92 - 31 + 2
1-3 + 46 — 54 + 108 + 161 - 40 + 2
1*4 + 29 - 34 + 59 + 235 - 34 + 2

E 1-5 0 0 0 + 302 0 0
1-6 - 35 + 39 - 59 + 351 + 70 - 3
1*7 - 67 + 74 - 106 + 370 + 184 6
1*8 - 87 + 95 - 131 + 348 + 348 - 10
1*9 - 86 + 93 - 125 . + 281 + 562 - 11

2-0 - 59 + 63 - 82 + 164 + 819 - 9
F 2-1 0 0 0 0 + 1109 0 !

2-2 + 88 - 94 + 118 - 202 + 1411 + 20
j

2*3 + 200 212 + 261 — 424 + 1697 + 57
2*4 + 321 - 340 + 413 - 643 + 1928 + 116
2-5 + 432 - 456 + 547 - 821 + 2052 + 205
2-6 + 502 — 528 + 627 - 912 +2006 + 334
2*7 + 490 - 514 + 605 - 857 + 1714 + 514

Q
2*8 + 344 — 360 + 420 - 582 + 1081 + 757
2-9 0 0 0 0 0 + 1077
3*0 - 621 1 + 648 - 745 + 994 -1656 + 1490

It is easily seen now that [0*6] is the number corresponding to &=0*6 in the third

column of the Table; that [O’ 7] is the number corresponding to k— 07 in the fourth

column of the Table ; and so for the others.

It appeared now that the corrections to be applied to numbers which I had actually

computed, in order to produce Ditscheiner’s numbers, were the following:

—
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For line B . . . -}- 320

C . . . +147
D. . . +142
E . . . +97
F . . . +123
G . . . +213.

And, after making a preliminary calculation, the following corrections were found to

be necessary :

—

For £=-0-6, +306= +140+ 124x(l+i)

0-

7, +142= +140+ 74xife

1-

0, +140=+140

1-

5, +109= +140- 302 X-^

2-

1, +149= +140+1109 Xtto

2-9, _ 98=+140-1077 X (i+^).

The factors in the last column are f0 ’6], [0*7], &c. respectively.

Then, using the number +140 as a general correction, and using the numbers of the

last column for “Correction for &=0'6,” “ Correction for #=0*7,” &c. in the general

formula (or, in other words, multiplying the 3rd, 4th, &c. columns of the Table, by

(1+y), yy, &c.), the following special numerical corrections are obtained.

Corrections to the wave-lengths as originally computed. (The unit of the corrections is

the same as the unit of the last figure of the computed wave-lengths in millimetres.)

Jc. Correction. Jc. Correction. Jc. Correction.

0-0 + 8857 1-0 + 140 2-0 + 55
0-1 + 5891 1-1 + 174 2-1 + 149
0-2 + 3750 1-2 + 191 2-2 + 283
0*3 + 2257 1*3 + 184 2-3 + 447
0-4 + 1269 1-4 + 154

|

2-4 + 616
0-5 + 654 1-5 + 110 2-5 + 761
0-6 + 305 1-6 + 61 2-6 + 832
0-7 + 141 1-7 + 18 2-7 + 770
0-8 + 92 1-8 — 4 2-8 + 493
0-9 + 103 1-9

II

+ 6

2-

9

3-

0

- 97
-1116

With these numbers, a curve was laid down, and the corrections for every 0 -01 of Jc

were obtained graphically. Between these, the corrections for all the individual lines

were interpolated numerically, and were applied separately to each computed wave-

length. Every number which is presented in the following Tables is affected with the

correction.

The agreement of the computed numbers with Ditscheiner’s, or with Angstrom’s (after

multiplication by the proper factor), as far as they admit of comparison, is not so close

as I expected. For the lines B, C, D, E, F, G, the accordance with Ditscheiner’s
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numbers is necessarily (from the nature of the process) almost perfect. But between

each of these principal lines and the next, the discordance rises gradually from 0 to a

considerable value and then drops gradually to 0. Between E and G the value is large.

The discordances, however, are systematic. There is no appearance of any saltus be-

tween one principal line and the next ;
but there is nothing to enable us to decide posi-

tively whether there is a saltus at each principal line.

It appears to me that we must look to one of the three following causes for ex-

planation :

—

1. The actual inability of a formula of the fifth order to represent the wave-length

in terms of the spectrum-measure with sufficient approximation.

2. A change in Professor Kirchhoff’s method of observation at each successive prin-

cipal line.

3. A change in Ditscheiner’s and Angstrom’s methods at each successive principal

line.

The third of these suggestions is extremely improbable: and after remarking the

harmonious flow in the course of the discordances in every interval between principal

lines (a harmony which gives no small testimony to the care employed in both classes

of measures, and to the accuracy of the interpolation-details in the computation which

connects them), I am hardly inclined to advocate the second suggestion. I think it more

probable that the real cause is to be found in the first.

I remark, however, that this doubt affects only the physical question on the broad

scale. It does not affect the possibility of computing with accuracy the wave-length for

any one of Kirchhoff’s lines. By means of the comparison between the computed

wave-lengths and Ditscheiner’s measures (at the end of the Tables) there is no difficulty

in computing for any other line the correction that ought to be applied to the wave-

length in the principal Tables, in order to exhibit the true wave-lengths on Ditscheiner’s

scale, without appreciable error.

I have now only to explain the Tables which follow.

The principal Table, headed “ Conversion of Kirchhoff’s Spectral Measures into

Wave-lengths in terms of the Millimetre,” corresponds, in extent, to Kirchhoff’s Tables

in the Berlin Memoirs, 1861 and 1862. Instead, however, of adopting the broken

arangement of these Memoirs, I have placed the numbers in a continuous series, and I

have omitted the repetitions in Kirchhoff’s successive Tables.

The Table consists throughout of four columns (one of which is occasionally blank).

The first column Contains simply Kirchhoff’s measures ; and the second contains the

corresponding wave-lengths, computed by the process described above. The third

column contains Kirchhoff’s symbols expressing the darkness and the breadth of the

lines ; 1 expresses a slight darkness, 2 a little darker, and so on up to 6 which is very

dark ; a denotes a very narrow line, h a little broader, and so on up to g, which is a line

of considerable breadth (the measure of the breadth is not given). The fourth column

(where it is used) contains the contracted name of the metal which, by combustion, pro-
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duces a line corresponding in spectral position to the line here measured. This Table

is, in fact, Kirchhoff’s Table, with the insertion throughout of one column containing

the computed values of the wave-lengths. In copying the first column, I have endea-

voured to copy the’ braces and brackets of Kirchhoff’s Table, -without in every case

understanding their application.

The Table which next follows is Kirchhoff’s special Table for the lines produced by

the metals Cerium, Didymium, Lanthanum, Palladium, Platinum, Puthenium, Iridium,

with the corresponding wave-lengths. Two of its compartments contain the lines in a

combination of Lanthanum and Didymium, and in a combination of Ruthenium and

Iridium. It is accompanied by a similar Table of lines produced by the atmosphere.

The next Table (formed by myself) contains the wave-lengths for each of the metals

whose lines have been measured by Kirchhoff, and are contained either in the General

Table of lines of the solar spectrum, or in the smaller special Table which I have just

described. The numbers are simply extracted from those Tables. I may mention that

my original intention was to confine my computations to these metal-lines, in the hope

that they might give some assistance to the formation of a mechanical theory.

The two last Tables contain the comparison of direct measures of the wave-length

made by Angstrom and Ditscheiner with the computed measures given in the General

Table, as far as the identity of the lines appears to be established. Angstrom’s measures

were given in terms of the Paris inch : I have preserved these ;
and have also given

their equivalents in terms of the millimetre.

I have only to add that, in my original communication to the Royal Society, dated

1867, March 2, the modifications of the first computed numbers, now introduced after

consideration of Ditscheiner’s later measures, had not been applied. I have now
incorporated them in the finished Tables, with the permission of the President and

Council of the Society.

G. B. Airy.

Boyal Observatory
,
Greenwich

,

1867, October 35.
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Conversion of Kirchhoff’s Spectral Measures into Wave-Lengths, in terms of the Milli-

metre.

KircKhoff’s measure.

Wave-length,

0-000
Kirchhoff’s measure.

Wave-length,
m.m.
o-ooo.

381-7 77694 1 c /476-4 73266 1 b

384-1 77574 2 c
(

2
385-9 77479 2d >477-0 , 73240 5 b

387-5 77396 3 d
(

2
388-9 77322 4 d V477-8 73206 4 b

390-4 77249 4 e /479-1 73153 2c
392-1 77160 he

(
1

393-6 77085 6 e >480-1 73113 6 c

395-0 77012 6 e (480-4 73100 4 d
396-2 76950 he 481-2 73067 4 c

397-4 76890 4 e 482-1 73031 2d
398-4 76838 4 d 483-3 72979 4 d
399-2 76799 4 d 484-1 72949 2d
399-8 76767 4 d 485-1 72906 3d
400-4 76743 3d 486-2 72861 6 e

r 1
401-9 76670 4 c 486-8 72836 2c

3 from/488-2 72778 1

\402-4 76648 d
(488-8 72754 5 a

402-8 76625 489-6 72719 6 c

403-2 76605
g

/491-2 72652 3 e

405-0 76517 (491-5 72641 hb
405-6 76492

5 491*9 72621 4 c

/ 406-2 76462 4 493-1 72575 2c
. 3 494-1 72531 3b

\406-8 76436 he Z495-4 72478 1 e

408-5 76336 1 d (495-7 72466 2b
423-7 75641 2b 497-2 72400 1 b

426-6 75477 2b 497-5 72388 2 a
433-8 75147 2c 498-4 72351 4 c

437-0 75003 2b 499-0 72324
'

5 b

442-8 74746 2d 499-9 72287 hd
444-6 74663 2c 500-8 72253 3d
445-8 74611 2b /501-8 72214 2c
446-1 74599 2b (502-0 72207 hb
447-0 74560 2a 502-6 72183 he
448-4 74496 1 b 503-8 72132 6d
452-6 74308 2 c 504-3 72113 hb
453-0 74292 lb 505-1 72082 6c
454-4 74231 1 b /506-2 72036 2b
460-0 73981 1 c >506-4 72029 hb
461-0 73937 1 b (506-6 72020 2b
462-2 73884 2b 507-4 71990 5 c

463-3 73837 2 a 508-2 71956 3b
466-0 73720 1 b 509-1 71918 3b
466-5 73698 2c 509*9 71885 2b
467-0 73676 1 b 510-9 71846 1 a
468-1 73627 2 e 512-9 71767 2b
470-0 73542 2b 513-6 71741 3b
470-5 73520 3c 517-1 71606 2b
470-9 73504 2b 519-3 71513 2b
/472-4 73437 2 e 521-6 71426 1 b

\472-7 73425 3 c 529-4 71129 1 b

/ 473-8 73379 4 d 530-4 71089 1 c

1 532-8 70997 lb
\474-7 73341 3b 536-9 70840 2b

from 475-7 73297 2 537-3 70826 1 b

MDCCCLXVIII. g
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Table (continued).

Kirchhoff’s measure.

Wave-length,
m.m.
o-ooo.

Kirchlioff’s measure.

Wave-length,
m.m.
o-ooo

540-6 70705 3 b 597-4 68681 1 b

541-1 70685 2c 601-2 68556 1 a
542-0 70649 1 a 601-8 68535 1 b

543-6 70591 4 b 602-8 68501 1 a
544-6 70554 3 d 606-0 68396 1 b

547-0 70464 4 c 608-3 68317 1 a
547-9 70430 26 612-4 68186 1 b

549-6 70366 3 e 613-4 68151 1 a
551-2 70310 3 c 623-4 67831 1 b

552-5 70263 3c 626-1 67744 1 b

Z553-8 70213 1 c 631-4 67576 1 b

\554-0 70207 3 b 638-4 67357 1 b

554-6 70183 2b 639-8 67310 1 b

557*0 70100 1 a 641-0 67273 2b Ca
557-7 70073 2b 645-3 67140 1 b

558-1 70058 1 b 648-1 67053 1 b

559-7 69999 1 c 654-3 66865 2b
561-5 69937 1 b 659-3 66713 2 a
562-5 69902 3 b 665*7 66524 2 a
563-0 69883 2c 669-5 66410 2b
564-1 69845 4 c 678-6 66150 1 b

565-0 69809 2c 681-4 66068 1 a
566-0 69773 2 c 682-8 66028 1 b

566-9 69741 2b 683-1 66020 2a
567-4 69722 3 b 685-3 65956 1 b

/568-6 69680 2 b 689-8 65829 2b
1 690-9 65798 1 a

>569-2 69660 2b . 692-1 65765 2 a

(
1 f from /69 3-4 65729 1 1

v570-0 69629 3c C
\

694-1 65710 6 e [ Air
570-6 .69608 2b [to \694-8 65690 1 J
572-2 69552 3 b 698-1 65598 2a
572-9 69526 1 b 700-0 65545 2a
573-6 69502 3c 701-1 65514 2 b

574-4 69473 1 b 702-1 65486 2a
575-1 69449 2d 702-6 65472 1 b
576-6 69398 2d 705-5 65395 2 a
578-1 69346 3 d 705-9 65383 2a
579-6 69290 3 d 707-5 65339 1 b

581-1 69238 3 e 708-6 65311 2b
582-5 69192 3 e 710-5 65258 2 e

583-8 69137 4 e 711-4 65233 3c
585-0 69106 4/ 712-0 65218 2b
586-2 69065 4 e 713-2 65185 lb
587-0 69035 3 e 714-4 65151 1 c

587-9 69005 2b 717-8 65059 2b Ca
589-0 68970 3 b from /718-7 65035 2 Ba
589-4 68955 3 b \719-6 65011 3 a
589-9 68938 3 b 720-1 65000 2 e Ca
590-3 68925 3 b 721-1 64972 2b Fe
590-7 68911 3 b 723-7 64903 2c
591-1 68896 3 b 724-2 64890 1 b
591-5 68882 4 b 725-1 64867 1 b Air
591-9 68869 4 b 726-7 64825 3c
592-3 68856 3 b 727-8 64796 1 c

b /592-7 68853 6 c 728-0 64791 2 a
\593-l 68829 4 g 729-0 64764 2b Ca
595-0 68764 1 a 731-7 64695 5b Ca
596-6 68707 1 a 734-0 64634 Id
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Table (continued).

Kirchhoff’s measure.
Wave-length,

m.m.
0 000

Kirchhoff’s measure.

Wave-length,
m.m.
0000.

736-9 64559 3 b Ca 838-2 62158 1 b

740-9 64456 5 b Ca, Cd 838-6 62150 2b
743-7 64384 2 b 839-2 62136 2b
744-3 64368 4 b 845-7 62001 2b
748-1 64271 4 b 849-7 61915 3c Fe
748-7 64257 3 b 851-2 61881 1 a
750-1 64220 1 a 851-8 61868 1 a
751-0 64199 1 b 855-0 61802 2 a
752-3 64165 4 b 856-8 61764 2a
753-8 64129 3 b Sr 857-5 61749 2 a
756-9 64049 5 b Fe 858-3 61734 2 a
759-3 63989 3 b 859*7 61704 3 a
764-2 63869 1 a 860-2 61693 3d Ca
771-8 63683 1 a Zn 861-6 61662 2 a
773-4 63644 2b 862-2 61649 1 a
774-8 63611 2b 863-2 61631 2 c

778-3 63525 1 b (Ru, Ir) 863-9 61617 5b Ca
779-5 63498 1 b 864-4 61606 1 d
781-9 63438 3 b 866*2 61568 2b
783-1 63411 4 b 867-1 61549 2b
783-8 63395 3 b 867-6 61539 1 a

786-8 63323 1 a 869*2 61507 2 b

788-9 63273 3 b 870-9 61472 1 b

791-0 63223 Id 871-4 61461 2b
791-4 63214 3 b 872-5 61439 lb
792-9 63180 2d 874-0 61411 1 b

794-5 63144 1 d 874-3 61405 4b Ba
798-1 63059 3 a 876*5 61358 4 a
798-5 63049 4 a Fe 877*0 61348 4 c Fe
799-8 63019- 2b 879-8 61292 1 b

800-3 63005 2b 880-9 61271 1 a
801-2 62987 1 a :

881-6 61255 2a
801-5 62980 la 882-6 61237 1 a
802-7 62952 1 b 883-2 61223 1 b

803-5 62935 2 a 884-9 61191 4b Ca, Co
805-8 62881 1 b 887-7 61135 2 a Ni
807-4 62845 2b 890-2 61086 1 b Ba
808-2 62826 2c 891-7 61056 2 a Ni
808-7 62815 1 c 894-9 60990 0 e Ca, Li
809-5 62796 3 b Au 896-1 60968 1 a
809-9 62785 2d 896-7 60957 1 b

812-7 62723 1 a 898-9 60912 1 a
813-1 62715 2 a 899-1 60909 1 a
815-0 62672 4 b 900-2 60888 1 a
816-8 62631 2b 901-4 60864 1 a
818-0 62606 3c 901-6 60860 1 a
819-0 62582 4 b 902-4 60844 1 a
820-1 62558 4 b 903-1 60829 1 a
820-9 62542 4 b 903-6 60821 1 a
823-5 62482 1 a 904-6 60803 1 a
824-0 62471 4 b 906-1 60773 2c
824-9 62452 1 d 912-1 60659 3b Fe
826-4 62420 2a *916-3 60578 2b
827-6 62393 1 a 923-0 60452 2 b

828-0 62382 2a 929-5 60330 2b
830-2 62333 3 b 931-3 60297 4b Fe
831-0 62317 4 c Fe 932-5 60277 4b
831-7 62301 1 b 933-3 60262 4 c

836-5 62196 2b 935-1 60229 4b

* A large proportion of the measures, from 916-3 to 1006-8, are included in a subsequent Table of Atmo-

spheric Lines.—Gr. B. A.

G o
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Table (continued).

Eirchhoff’s measure.

Wave-length

o-ooo

Kirehhoff’s measure.
Wave-length,

m.m.
0 000

936-7 60199 4 b 1005-0 59017 2b Ni
937-4 60187 1 b Da 1006-8 58988 6b Na
940-1 60134 3 b 1011-2 58916 3 a
940-4 60128 2b 1023-0 58726 1 a
943-4 60075 3 b 1025-5 58686 3 a
946-6 60018 3 b 1027-7 58653 2a
947-0 60011 1 a 1029-3 58626 3c Ca, Ni
949-4 59967 1 b 1031-8 58583 2 a Ba
949-8 59960 lb 1032-8 58567 1 a
951-7 59925 1 c 1035-3 58528 la
952-9 59904 3 b 1058-0 58180 2b
954-3 59880 3b 1063-0 58104 2b
954-8 59872 3b 1065-0 58072 2b
958-8 59801 3b 1066-0 58059 1 a
959-6 59788 3b 1067-0 58046 2b
961-9 59745 1 a 1070-5 57990 2b
963-7 59713 1 c 1073-5 57946 1 a
964-4 59703 1 c 1074-2 57936 1 a
968-7 59628 2a 1075-5 57916 3 a
969-0 59623 2 a 1077-5 57888 1 a
969-6 59613 3 a from 1078-9 57866

1 j
970-5 59597 lb to 1079*7 57854
971-5 59578 2c 1080-3 57845 1 a
972-1 59568 1 b 1080-9 57836 1 a
973-1 59551 3 a 1081-8 57824 2b Cu
973-5 59544 3 a 1083-0 57805 2 a Ba
974-3 59531 2 a 1087-5 57738 2a
975-0 59519 2 a 1089-6 57709 2a
976-8 59487 3 a 1096-1 57616 3c Fe
977-4 59477 2a 1096-8 •57607 1 a
977-7 59471 2 a 1097-8 57592 1 a
979-1 59448 1 b 1100-4 57554 1 a

980-8 59421 1 a 1102-1 57527 3b
981-2 59415 3b 1102-9 57517 3 a
982-0 59401 1 a 1103-3 57511 2b
982-3 59396 2 a 1104-1 57498 2b
983-0 59384 3c 1107-1 57455 2c
984-5 59359 1 c 1111-4 57397 1 a
986-3 59329 1 a 1119-0 57289 2a
986-7 59323 2c 1122-6 57244 2 a
987-4 59310 1 b 1128-3 57162 2b
988-9 59284 2a 1130-9 57126 2b
989-2 59279 2 a 1133-1 57098 3c
989-6 59272 2a 1133-9 57087 3c
990-8 59252 2a 1135-1 57068 4 d
991-2 59246 1 a 1135-9 57057 2c
991-9 59234 3b Fe 1137-0 57043 2b
992*4 59225 1 a 1137 8 57034 3b
993-9 59199 1 b 1141-3 56985 2c
994-3 59192 1 b 1143-6 56956 2c
995-0 59180 1 a 1146-2 56921 1 b

997-2 59145 2b 1147-2 56908 1 b

998-1 59130 1 a 1148-6 56890 1 b

998-9 59117 1 a 1149-4 56879 1 b

999-2 59112 1 a 1151-1 56852 4b
1000-0 59099 1 a 1152-5 56834 2b
1000-4 59093 1 a 1154-2 56811 3b
1001-4 59078 1 a /I 155*7 56790 3 b

T>b 1002-8 59053 6 b Na U155-9 56788 2c
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Table (continued).

Kirchhoffs measure.
Wave-length,

m.m.
0-000

Kirchhoff’s measure.

Wave-length,
m.m.
0-000

1158-3 56756 2 a 1264-4 55439 1 a
1160-9 56724 2 a 1264-9 55434 2a
1165-2 56666 1 a 1267-3 55406 3 a
1165-7 56660 1 a 1268-0 55398 3 a
1167-0 56644 1 d 1271-9 55352 1 a
1168-3 56627 1 a 1272-4 55347 1 a

1169-4 56612 1 a 1274-2 55326 3b Ba
1170-6 56596 2 c 1274-7 55320 3 a Sr

1174-2 56550 5 d 1276-2 55303 2a
1175-0 56540 2 a 1276-7 55297 1 a

1176-6 56518 3c 1280-0 55259 §d
1177-0 56513 2 a 1281-3 55246 3c
1177-3 56509 1 a 1282-6 55231 2 c

1177-6 56505 1 a 1285-3 55199 2c
1178-6 56494 1 a 1287-5 55175 1 c Ba
1179-0 56489 1 a 1289-7 55149 2c
11/9-4 56483 1 a 1291-9 55125 3c
11798 56478 1 a 1293-8 55105 3 c

1180-2 56472 1 a 1294-5 55097 3 c

1183-4 56432 2 a 1295-6 55083 1 a

1184-8 56413 3 a 1296-3 55075 2c
1186-8 56386 2 a 1297-5 55061 1 a
1187-1 56383 2a 1298-9 55044 5 c

1189-3 56356 3 b 1299-7 55036 2c
1190-1 56345 2 b 1302-0 55012 2c
1193-1 56307 3 a 1303-5 54994 5 c

1199-6 56223 2 d 1306-7 54958 5c
1200-6 56210 4 b Fe 1315-0 54865 4 c

1201-0 56204 2 a 1315-7 54857 2b
1203-5 56175 2 c 1319-0 54821 3 c Co
1204-2 56166 2c 1320-6 54805 4c Sr

1204-9 56158 2d 1321-1 54797 3b
1206-1 56143 1 c 1323-3 54773 2b
1207-3 56129 5 ff Fe 1324 0 54765 2b
1217-8 55997 5 d Fe, Ca 1324-8 54757 4 d Ni
1219-2 55981 3c Ca 1325-3 54751 2d
1220-1 55970 2c 13277 54726 4b
1221-6 55951 5 d Ca 1328-7 54715 2b
1224-7 55913 5 d Ca 1330-4 54696 3b
1225-3 55904 1 b 1333-3 54665 1 a
1226-6 55888 2 d 1334-0 54657 4 b

1228-3 55868 2 d Ca 1336-3 54634 1 b

1229-6 55852 4 c Ca 1337-0 54626 4 d Fe
1230-5 55842 2c 1337-8 54618 1 b

1231-3 55833 bd Fe 1338-5 54609 1 b

1232-8 55814 2b 1343-5 54556 6c Fe
1235-0 55787 3 0? Ca 1351-1 54477 5 d Fe

'

1237-8 55752 2 c 1352-7 54456 5 b Fe
1239*9 55728 4a Fe 1356-5 54417 1 a
1242-6 55696 6 c Fe 1360-9 54373 1 a
1245-6 55660 4 rf Fe 1361-6 54365 1 a
1247-4 55639 3b 1362-9 54351 5 b Fe
1248-6 55625 3d 1364-3 54337 1 a
1250-4 55605 3c 1364-7 54333 1 a
1251-1 55597 2b 1367-0 54309 6d Fe
1253-3 55571 2b 1371-4 54262 1 b Ba
1255-2 55548 2b 1372-1 54255 1 b

1257-5 55521 3 c 1372-6 54250 5 b Fe
1258 5 55510 2b 1374-8 54226 1 c
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Table (continued).

Kirchhoff’s measure.
Wave-length,

m.m.
0 000

Kirchhoff’s measure.

Wave-length,
m.m.
o-ooo

1375-8 54214 2a 1483-0 53158 4b
1377-4 54198 1 a 1487-7 53113 5 b Fe
1379-0 54181 1 a 1489-2 53098 2c
1380-5 54167 4 e Fe 1489-9 53093 1 a
1384-7 54121 4 c Fe /1491-2 53081 1 c

1385-7 54112 bb Cr
• V1491-6 53078 3c

1386-3 54107 2 b 1492-4 53070 4b
1387-4 54096 2 b 1493-1 53064 4b
1389-4 54076 6 c Fe 1494-5 53050 1 a
1390-9 54063 5 d Fe 1495-9 53036 1 a
1394-2 54028 4 c 1497-3 53024 1 a Cu
1395-3 54017 1 c 1501-3 52988 2b
1396-4 54006 2 c 1504-8 52956 1 a
1397-5 53995 be Fe 1505-3 52950 1 a
1400-2 53964 3b 1505-7 52947 1 a
1401-6 53949 4 c Fe 1506-3 52941 be Fe
1403-1 53936 3c 1508-6 52919 5 b Fe
1404-1 53927 1 b 1510-3 52904 2 c Co
1405-2 53916 3b 1515-5 52855 4 d
1410-5 53862 4 c Fe 1516-5 52847 4 c

1412-5 53842 2b 1519-0 52823 4d
1414-0 53828 2b E J 1522-7 52792 6c Fe, Ca
1415-8 53809 2b *

1 1523-7 52782 6c Fe
1419-4 53771 2b 1525-0 52770 1 b Co
1421-5 53749 6c Fe 1527-7 52747 5 c Fe, Co
1423-0 53736 bb Fe 1528-7 52739 5 c Ca
1423-5 53730 2b 1530-2 52725 4 c Ca
1425-4 53713 5 b Fe 1531-2 52715 4 c

1427-5 53690 3b 1532-5 52705 4 b Ca
1428-2 53685 bb Fe 1533-1 52701 4b Ca
1430-1 53666 bb /1541-4 52622 1 9
1431-2 53655 lb U541-9 52618 3b
1438-9 53579 4 c Co 1543-7 52601 2 a
1440-2 53568 1 b Co 1545-5 52584 2 a
1443-1 53541 2b 1547-2 52569 3 a
1443-5 53536 2b Ca 1547-7 52565 2 a
1444-4 53528 4 c 1551-0 52539 2 a
1446-7 53508 4c 1551-6 52532 2 OL

1448-7 53488 2a Co 1555-6 52495 2 a
1449-4 53479 1 a Co 1557-3 52481 3 a
1450-8 53463 5 c Fe 1561-0 52450 1 a
1451-8 53454 5 b Fe 1564-2 52423 1 a
1453-7 53436 1 a 1566-5 52401 2b Co
1454-7 53425 3b 1567-5 52392 2b
1456-6 53408 1 a 1569-6 52375 be Fe
1458-6 53388 3c 1573-5 52341 5 a
1461-5 53359 2c 1575-4 52325 1 b

1462-2 53351 2c /l 577-2 52309 be Fe
1462-8 53346 5 c Fe U 577*6 52306 3c
1463-3 53343 5 c Fe 1579-4 52292 2 a
1464-8 53326 1 a 1580-1 52286 2a
1465-3 53323 1 a 1588-3 52215 Iff Cu
1466-8 53309 5 c Fe 1589-1 52208 3 b

1468-8 53289 2b 1590-7 52195 3b
1469-6 53280 1 b 1592-3 52180 3b
1473-9 53243 bb Fe 1598-9 52123 2b
1475-3 53229 1 a /1601-4 52102 6b Cr
1476-8 53215 1 a V 1601-7 52099 3d
1477-5 53208 1 a 1604-4 52077 5 b Cr
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Table (continued).

Kirchhoff’s measure.
Wave-length,

m.m.
o-ooo

Tfirnhhnff’fi measure.
Wave-length,

m.m.
0-000

1606-4 52060 5 b Cr 1710-7 51213 5 a
1609-2 52033 5b 1712-2 51201 3b
1611-3 52017 1 c 1713-4 51193 5b
1613-9 51996 3 b 1715-2 51178 4b
1615-6 51982 2b 1717-9 51157 4b
1616-6 51976 1 b 1719-4 51145 1 c

1617-4 51968 2b 1726-9 51087 1 a
1618-2 51961 3b 1727-3 51084 3b Ni
1618-9 51956 4 b 1733-6 51035 5 b

1621-5 51932 1 b 1734-6 51027 3b
1622-3 51925 5 c Fe 1737-7 51002 5 d
1623-4 51915 5 b Fe 1741-0 50976 4b Cu
1627-2 51883 5 b Ca 1742-7 50964 1 a
1628-2 51875 1 b 1743-1 50961 1 a
1631-5 51848 1 b 1744-6 50950 2 a

b /1633-5 51832 4 9 1748-9 50947 3c Ni
>1634-1 51826 6 g Mg 1749-6 50912 2d Ni
0634-7 51821 1750-4 50906 5 c

1638-7 51790 1 b 1752-0 50896 2 b

1642-1 51761 lb 1752-8 50889 4 c

1643-0 51754 1 b Ni 1762-0 50821 3c
1647-3 51718 5 a 1771-5 50748 3 c

/1648-4 51709 4 e 1772-5 50741 3c
b
x

>1648-8 51705 . 6/ Mg 1774-0 50729 2b
U649-2 51702 4 e 1775-8 50716 3b Ni
1650-3 51693 66 Fe 1776-5 50712 3 c Ni

f /1653-7 51664 66 Fe, Ni 1777-5 50704 3 c

b
2 4 \l654-0 51661 4 c 1778-5 50696 3e

(
/1655-6 51647 6 e Fe, Mg 1782-7 50665 3 b

V1655-9 51644 4 d 1784-4 50651 1 b

1657-1 51635 5 6 1785-0 50647 4b
/ 1658-3 51627 26 1787-7 50626 2 c

Vto 1659*4 51618 1 1788-7 50618 3b
1662-8 51592 5 6 Fe 1793-8 50583 4b
1667*4 51554 3 a 1795-4 50571 1 a
1670-3 51531 1 a 1 796-0 50567 3 a
1671-5 51522 36 1797-8 50555 1 a
1672-2 51517 4 a Ni 1799-0 50546 4 c

1673-7 51506 4 a 1799-6 50542 3b
1674-7 51497 3 c Cu 1806-4 50492 2b

/ 1 676-2 51484 2d 1818-7 50403 5 b

\i676-5 51481 46 1821-4 50384 5b
1677-9 51469 4 e 1822-6 50376 3 a
1681-6 51438 4 c 1823-2 50371 2a
1684-0 51421 4 a Ni 1823-6 50368 2a
1684-4 51418 1 6 1828-6 50330 1 b

1685-9 51404 2 a 1830-1 50320 3b
1686-3 51401 2 a 1832-8 50302 2 a Ca
1689-5 51377 5c 1833-4 50298 6 c

1690-0 51373 5 6 Ni 1834-3 50292 6c
1691-0 51365 5 6 1835-9 50282 3b
1693-8 51343 6 e Fe 1836-7 50276 3c
1696-5 51321 3c 1837-5 50271 3c
1697-0 51317 3c Ni 1841-0 50244 4b
1701-8 51281 5 c Fe 1841-6 50240 4b
/1704-6 51259 2c 1842-2 50236 4b Ni
U704-9 51257 36 1848-9 50189 2c
/1707-6 51236 2 c 1851-0 50173 1 c

\ 1707-9 51234 36 1853-2 50157 3b
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Table (continued).

Kirchhoffs measure.

Wave-length,
m.m.
0-000

Kirchhoff’s measure.

Wave-length,
m.m.
o-ooo

1854-0 50152 26 1966-2 49398 2 b

1854-9 50146 4 c 1966-7 49394 2b
1856-9 50133 1 c 1970-1 49373 3b
1857-9 50127 2b 1974-7 49344 4 b

1860-4 50108 2 b 1975-7 49337 2d
1861-3 50102 3c 1979-2 49316 3c
1862-3 50095 2b 1982-8 49293 5 a
1864-9 50079 3b 1983-3 49289 ha
1867-1 50063 5 d Fe 1983-8 49286 5 a
1868-4 50054 5 b Ni 1984-5 49282 4 b

1869-5 50046 1 c 1985-8 49273 4 b

1870-6 50038 3 a 1986-9 49266 2 a
1872-4 50025 5 b 1987-5 49263 3 a Ni
1873-4 50018 66 1989-5 49250 6 c Ba
1874-2 50013 2 a 1990-4 49243 5 b

1874-8 50009 2a 1991-8 49234 1 b

1875-8 50002 2c 1994-1 49219 5 b

1876-5 49997 66 1996-9 49201 2 a
1884-3 49945 66 1997-5 49198 2a
1885-8 49933 66 1999-6 49184 2 c

1886-4 49929 66 2000-6 49176 5 a
1889*5 49908 1 9 2001-6 49169 he Fe
1891-0 49898 36 2003-2 49159 3b
1892-5 49890 5 6 2003-7 49157 1 a
1893-8 49879 1 6 /2004-9 49149 2d
1894-8 49871 36 \2005-2 49148 6d Fe
18g6-2 49861 46 2007-2 49135 6c Fe
1897-9 49850 1 c 2008-1 49129 1 b Ni
1900 0 49835 1 c 2008-6 49125 1 b

1904-5 49806 46 2009*8 491 18 2 b

1905-1 49802 2 c 2013-9 49094 2a
1908-5 49778 5 d 2014-3 49092 2a
19 1 1-9 49755 3c /2015-7 49083
1916-2 49726 1 d to \20l6-9 49076 }
1917-5 49719 4 6 /2017-7 49070 2b
1917-9 49716 46

(
1

1919-8 49704 4 6 \2018-5 49066 2b
1920-2 49701 46 Ni 2019-5 49061 2 a
1921-1 49694 46 2021-2 49048 1 9
1922-0 49689 46 2024-9 49025 1 a
1922-4 49686 46 2025-7 49020 4 a Ni
1923-5 49678 46 2026-8 49012 4b
1925-8 49662 46 Ni 2031-1 48986 2c Ba
1928-0 49647 46 2035-4 48959 1 b

1931-2 49625 1 c 2039-6 . 48934 1 b

1932-5 49618 1 c 2041-3 48923 6 c Fe
1936-2 49593 3 c 2042-2 48917 66 Fe
1939-5 49574 2 c 2044-5 48904 5 b
1940-6 49566 2 c 2045-0 48901 hb
1941-5 49561 36 2047-0 48888 3d
1943-5 49548 2c 2047*8 48884 3b
1944-5 49543 36 2049-3 48874 3 a
1947-6 49522 4 c 2049-7 48873 3 a
1949-4 49510 1 c 2051-3 48862 3c
1953-6 49482 26 2053-0 48851 4b

c/1960-8 49433 6 6 1 2053-7 48846 4 c

4 / Fe 2058-0 48820 6c FeCa
\196l-2 49431 66 J 2060-0 48808 2b
1964-3 49412 2c 2060-6 48804 2a
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Table (continued).

Kirchhoff’s measure.

Wave-length,
m.m.
0000

Kirchlioff’s measure.
Wave-length,

m.m.
0000

2061-0 48802 1 a 2148-5 48284 4 a
2064-7 48778 2 c Ni 2148-9 48282 3 a
2066-2 48769 5 c Fe 2150-1 48277 3 a
2067-1 48764 5c Fe 2150-5 48276 3 a
2067-8 48761 3 b 2157-0 48239 3 a Co, Au
2068-8 48755 3 b 2157-4 48237 5 a
2070-6 48743 1 b 2159-0 48229 1 c

2071-3 48739 lb Co 2160-6 48219 5 a
2073-5 48728 3 b Ni 2160-9 48217 4 a
2074 6 48721 2b 2161-7 48213 4 a
2076-5 48709 1 b 2162-6 48207 3 a
2077-3 48704 2b 2163-7 48201 4 a

F (2079-5 48690 4 e 2164-0 48198 4 a Ni
>2080-0 48689 6y 2l67'5 48178 6b
V2080-5 48686 4 e 2171-5 48155 3b Co
2082-0 48676 6 a Fe 2172-2 48151 2 a
2084-6 48661 2b 2175-7 48131 2b
/2086-0 48651 1 ,

2176-4 48127 1 b

to\2086-9 48646 \
1

2179-9 48107 5 b

2086-9 48646 3 b Ni 2181-2 48100 3e
2087-6 48642 1 a 2184-9 48080 5 b

2089-7 48632 1 a 2186-5 48072 3b
2090-9 48625 1 a 2187-1 48069 5 a
2094-0 48606 2b 2187-9 48064 5 a
2096-8 48589 1 b 2188-5 48061 5 a
2098-8 48577 1 a 2190-1 48052 5 b

2099-8 48573 2a ,2191-9 48042 3 e

2100-4 48569 1 a \2192-3 48039 5 b

2102-6 48556 4 a 2193-3 48034 5 a
2103-3 48552 4 b 2195-7 48017 2b
2104-0 48548 4 a 2197-1 48010 2b
2105-1 48543 4 b 2197-7 48007 2b
2107-0 48531 1 a 2198-8 48000 4 a
2107-4 48528 2 a 2199*2 47998 3 a Ni
2109-1 48520 2b 2201-1 47988 2b
2111-1 48507 3b 2201-9 47983 5c
2112-7 48497 3b Ni 2203-3 47975 2 a
2115-0 48484 3 a Ni 2203-8 47973 1 a
2115-4 48481 3 a 2205-1 47965 1 b

2119-8 48456 1 b 2206-4 47958 1 a Co
2121*2 48446 4 b 2206-7 47956 1 a
2121-9 48442 5 c 2209-1 47943 4 c

2124-3 48428 1 b 2211-7 47928 4 b

2125-1 48424 2b 2213-4 47918 4b
2127-7 48408 3b 2215-1 47909 1 b

2132-3 48379 2a Co 2216-7 47900 3b
2132-7 48376 la 2217-5 47895 3b
2133-8 48369 2 a 2218-3 47890 3 a
2134-3 48367 1 a 2219-8 47882 3b
2136-0 48357 5 a Zn 2221-3 47873 1 a
/2138-0 48346 2 g 2221-7 47871 1 a
\2138-4 48343 4 a 2222-3 47868 5 c

2139-5 48336 4 a 2223-5 47862 3c
2140-4 48331 4 a 2225-4 47851 2b
2141-9 48322 2 a 2226-2 47845 4b
2142-4 48319 5 a 2227-6 47837 2 a
2144-6 48307 4 a 2228-6 47832 2a
2146-9 48293 3 a 2229-1 47829 4 a
2147-4 48291 4 a 2230-7 47820 4 a

MDCCCLXVIII. H
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Table (continued).

Kirchhoft’s measure.
Wave-length,

m.m.
o-ooo

Kirchhoff’s measure.

Wave-length,
m.m.
0-000

2231-2 47817 2 a 2316-0 47344 2 b

2232-3 47811 4 a 2316-6 47341 1 b

(2233-7 47803 5c 2322-0 47311 2b
\2234-0 47801 2 c 2323-0 47306 2b
2237-4 47784 1 b 2325-3 47291 6d
2238-7 47778 1 b 2328-3 47275 5b
2240-0 47769 3 b Zn 2329-5 47269 5 b Cu
2241-4 47760 2 b (2332-8 47250 2b
2245-1 47739 3b \2333-0 47248 5 b

2246-2 47733 1 b 2334-1 47242 2d Ni
2248-2 47722 3c 2335-0 47237 5b
(22497 47713 6 a Ni 2336-2 47231 2d
V2250-0 47712 3d 2336-8 47228 5b
2255-4 47682 4b 2339-9 47213 4b
2256-2 47678 2 b 2342-5 47198 1 d
2257-1 47673 4 d from /2343-7 47190 1

2257-6 47670 2 b V2345-1 47181 2d
2258-5 47666 2c 2346-7 47172 4b
2259-4 47663 4 c 2347-3 47168 4b
2261-4 47652 1 b 2349-4 47157 1 b

2262-1 47649 2 a 2349-9 47155 2b
2263-4 47642 2 a 2351-4 47145 1 c

2264-3 47638 6d 2352-2 47141 2b
2266-2 47627 2 a 2354-1 47130 6 c

2266-6 47625 3a 2357*4 47112 5a
2268-0 47616 3 a 2358*4 47104 5 b

2269 I 47611 3 a 2361-0 47090 1 d
2269-9 47607 3 a 2362-2 47084 1 c

2270-2 47605 3 a 2362-6 47083 4b
2274-2 47587 1 d 2364-0 47074 4b
2278-4 47560 4 c 2365-9 47064 2b
2279-8 47554 2 a 2366-8 47059 1 b

2280-7 47548 2 a 2367-7 47054 2b
2282-0 47541 1 a 2369-7 47044 2 b
2282-3 47539 1 6 (2371-4 47033 2b
2283-6 47531 2 a V2371-6 47032 4b
2284-9 47524 26 2372-4 47027 4b
2286-1 47518 26 2374-2 47016 3b
2288-1 47506 2 a 2375-0 47013 2b

from (2289*1 47501 1 2375-6 47010 4b
\2289-9 47496 26 2376-1 47OO6 1 b
2290-4 47493 1 6 2379*0 46989 6 c

2291-8 47486 2 9 Zn 2381-6 46975 6 c

/2293-1 47478 2 a 2386-1 46951 3b

(
1 2386-6 46948 2 a

\2293-6 47474 36 2388-7 46935 2c
2294-5 47469 26 Cd 2389-7 46929 2 c

2301-7 47428 4c 2390-7 46924 3 a
2302-9 47420 36 2391-2 46920 1 b
2305-3 47404 3d 2393-1 46911 5b
2306-8 47397 4 c 2394-4 46904 4 a
2307-8 47391 1 6 /2395-8 46896 1/
2308-2 47389 56 \2396-l 46895 3b
(2309-0 47385 5c /2396-7 46892 2 a

to V2310-4 47378 1
(

1

2310-9 47373 2c \2397-4 46887 2 a
2312-5 47365 36 2399-6 46875 3 a
2313-7 47358 36 2399-9 46874 3 a
2314-3 47354 36 2402-2 46858 3b
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Table (continued).

Kirchhoff’s measure.

Wave-length,
m.m.
0-000

Kirchhoff’s measure.

Wave-length,

6 000

2403-2 46851 3 b 2478-7 46404 2 a
2404-9 46842 2b 2479-7 46397 2 a
2406-2 46835 2b 2480-1 46395 2 a
2406-6 46833 6 c 2481-1 46388 1 a
2407-2 46828 1 b 2482-1 46384 1 a
2408-2 46823 4 b 2482-4 36381 1 c

2409-0 46818 1 h 2486-6 46355 5 b

2410-2 46811 4 b 2487-0 46352 5 b

2412-8 46799 3 b 2488-2 46346 4b
2414-7 46787 2b 2489-4 46339 hd
(2416-0 46780 3 d (2490-5 46333 5 a

(2416-3 46777 hb \2490-8 46330 3 d
2418-0 46768 3 b 2493-0 46318 3a
2419-3 46761 5 b (2493-6 46314 5 a Co
2420-6 46753 2b (2493-9 46313 3/
2422-3 46744 Gd Co 2495-8 46302 5 b

2423-8 46735 3c 2497-2 46292 Gd
2424-4 46731 4 b 2499-0 46282 Zb
2426-5 46720 4 b 2499-8 46277 Zb
2428-4 46709 1 a 2500-3 46273 4. c

2429-5 46703 Zb (2502-2 46262 4c
l p_

2431-9 46689 2b (2502-4 46260 lb \
r>a

2432-4 46686 1 b 2505-6 46240 4 d
/24S5-3 46668 2b 2509-4 46218 2d
}2435'5 46667 5 c 2512-1 46200 1 c

(2435-7 46665 2b 2512-5 46198 2a
2436-5 46660 5 a 2513-2 46194 2b
2438-5 46649 1 a 2513-5 46192 1 b

2439-4 46644 2 b 2517-0 46170 Zb
2440-0 46640 1 a (2518*2 46161 2c
2441-8 46629 2a (2518-4 46159 3 a
2442-4 46626 1 a 2520-9 46145 3 a
2443-9 46617 ha 2522-3 46136 1 a
2444-2 46615 5 a 2525-0 46120 2a
2445-3 46609 1 c 2525-4 46117 1 b

2446-6 46601 hb 2527-0 46106 4: a
2452-1 46570 2c 2532-0 46075 2b
2454-1 46555 4 b 2535-5 46052 2b
2457-5 46537 4 b 2535-9 46049 2b
2457-9 46534 4b 2536-6 46045 1 b

2458-6 46530 3 a 2537-1 46042 he
2459*5 46524 2b 2538-0 46035 1 b

2460-4 46518 1 c 2538-3 46033 2a
2461-2 46513 6 b Ba 2540-5 46021 2g pt

2463-4 46499 4b 2543-5 46002 4 c

2466-0 46482 3 a 2544-5 45995 2d
/2467-3 46474 3c 2545-4 45989 1 c

>2467-6 46472 5c 2547-2 45976 6 c

(2467-9 46470 3c 2547-7 45972 2b
2468-7 46465 3a 2548-4 45968 1 c

2470-1 46457 4 a 2549-7 45959 1 b

/2471-2 46450 2b 2550-1 45956 lb
\2471-4 46448 4 a (2551-2 45948 lb
2472-9 46439 4 a (2551-4 45946 3 a
2473-8 46433 2c (2552-4 45940 3 a
2474-6 46428 4b (2552-6 45938 1 b

2475-5 46424 1 c 2553-6 45932 Za
2477-4 46411 2 a 2554-0 45929 3 a
2477-8 46408 2 a

H 2
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Table (continued).

Wave-length, Wave-length,

Kirchhoff’s measure. m.m. Kirchhoff’s measure. m.m.
0000 0 000

(2554-9

\2555-l

45922 3 a 2624-1 45428 1 b

45921 2c 2625-2 45419 5 a
2556-3 45913 2c 2625-9 45413 4 a

2559-9 45890 3 b 2626-3 45410 2 a
2562*1 45875 4 b 2627-0 45405 5b
2564-0 45862 3 b 2627-9 45398 2 a
2565-0 45855 6 c 2628-9 45391 1 c

2565-9 45848 2 b 2629-7 45386 1 b

2566-3 45845 3 d 2630-5 45380 1 a

2567-8 45836 3 b 2633-6 45356 2c
2568-4 45832 2 b 2634-4 45351 1 d.

2574-4 45790 5c 2635-5 45343 3b
2579-3 45756 3d 2636-4 45337 2c
2581-0 45744 1 a 2637-4 45329 4 b

2581-5 45740 1 a (2638-5

\2638-8

45320 4 c V
Ca

2582-0 45737 2 a 45318 5a
1

2582-4 45733 2 a 2639-6 45313 1 c

2582-8 45730 1 a 2640-6 45305 2c
2584-0 45721 3 e 2641-6 45297 3 c

2585-4 45712 5 b 2642-5 45291 2 a

2587-9 45694 3 a 2643-2 45287 1 a
2588-5 45690 5 b 2643-5 45285 1 a,

2589-7 45681 1 b 2645-6 45268 4 b

2591-3 45669 4 a 2646-2 45263 2g (La, Di)
2591-7 45666 2c (2650-5

\2650-7

45233 5b
2593-0 45656 1 c 45231 3c

/ 2594-9 45643 2b
1

(2652*9

V2653-2

4:213
45211

Id 1

5b j
Ca

' 2595-4 45640 4 a from (2656-7

V2657-9

45185 1

^2595-9 45636 4 a 45177 3 b

(
1 2658-6 45171 1 b

v2596-4 45632 2c 2664-9 45119 3 a

2597-7 45622 3b 2665-9 45109 3 b

2598-5 45617 1 b 2666-7 45102 1 b

(2599-4

\2599-7

45611 3c 2667-6 45094 3 a
45609 5 b 2668-0 45091 1 0

2600-6 45602 2 a 2669-4 45079 3b
2601-0 45599 2 c /* 2670-0 45074 6 e Fe
2602-1 45590 4 b 2673-8 45042 1 a
2602-9 45583 1 a 2674-5 45036 2 a
2603-6 45577 2b 2675-6 45026 2c
2604-0 45574 1 a 2676-5 54018 2 a
2604-8 45568 4 b 2677-2 45011 1 a
,2605-8 45561 3 b

'

2678-4 45001 1 a
2

Ca
2679-0 44996 2 a

V 2606-6 45555 5c
'

(2680-0

12680-2

44988 5b
2607-1 45551 3c 44986 3b
2608-2 45543 1 c 2681-2 44977 5 a
2608-6 45540 1 b 2683-1 44961 4 b

2608-9 45538 1 a (2686-0 44936 3c
2610-2 45529 1 a

)
2686-4

12686-8
44933 6 f Fe

2612-3 45514 3b 44930 3 e

2613-6 45504 2c 2688-4 44915 2c
2614-1 45501 3c (2690-8

12691-1

44894 5b
2616-5 45486 2b 44890 3 e

2619-1 45467 5 b 2692-3 44881 3c
2619-9 45461 3 a 2693-5 44871 4 c

2620-3 45458 3 a from 2695-2 44855
}‘2622-3 45443 1 b to 2696-8 44841

* The identification of/ appears doubtful.—G. B. A.
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Table (continued).

Kirchhoff’s measure.

Wave-length,
m.m.
0000

Kirchhoff’s measure.

Wave-length,
m.m.
0 000

2698-2 44830 1/ ' 2755-4 44291 1 b

from Z2699-8 44816 1 2755-8 44287 2b
\2700-7 44810 2 a 2756-5 44279 1 c

/2702-1 44799 3 b 2757-2 44272 1 c

)
2702-3 44797 4 a 2759-4 44249 1 a
12702-5 44794 3b 2760-1 44242 2 a
2703-5 44786 3 a 2760-6 44236 2d

from 2703-8 44783 1 ,
2762-0 44221 4 e

to 2704-9 44773 j
1

2763-8 44202 3 f
/2707-4 44751 1/ 2767-2 44166 1 d
\2707-7 44748 3 a 2768-2 44155 2 a
2708-9 44737 4 b 2768-5 44152 1 a
2709-6 44731 2 b 2770-0 44136 2 b

/2710-6 44722 3 a 2770-8 44128 2b
\2710-9 44719 1 9 2774-0 44095 5 c

2711-9 44711 1 a /2775-4 44081 4 c

2712-8 44702 2 a >775-7 44077 6c
2713-3 44697 3 a (2776-0 44073 4 c

2714-3 44688 2 a / 2777-3 44059
1

3 a
2715-2 44681 2b

(
2

2716 1 44673 1 d \2777-8 44054 J
1

2718-5 44650 3 g l 1
1

/ 27 19-0 4464

6

4c 2778-5 44047 J

(
1 2781-2 44019 2b

\2720-2 44635 2782-2 44008 1 b

2720-8 44629 fl 2782-9 44001 3b
2721-6 44622

r e
2783-9 43990 1 b

2722-8 44611 |3 I

Z2784-8 43981 1 c

Z2725-5 44586 2d (2785-1 43978 2 c

12725-8 44582 3 a Z2788-8 43939 1 b

2726-8 44572 2 a (2789-1 43936 3 c

2728-0 44560 4b 2790-5 43921 1 c 1*

2728-4 44557 1 6 279M 43915 3b
2729-8 44543 2c 2793-0 43895

}
1

2730-7 44534 1 6 2794-0 43886
1 2

2731-6 44526 3c 2795-7 43868
j !

2732-4 44518 1 c ,2796-7 43857
2733-7 44506 5 6 2

/ 2734-1 44502 3b 2797-6 43848 3b
9

'2735 7 44487 3 6 )2798-0 43844 3b
2736-5 44479 3b 1

2736-9 44475 3b >798-9 43835 2c
2737-4 44470 1 a 1

2737-8 44466 2a >799-5 43829 2 c

2739-2 44453 2c
. 1

|

2739-9 44446 1 b >800-1 43823 3b
2741-3 44433 3d 1

2741-7 44429 3b >800-7 43816 3b
/2743-8 44408 1 f 1

2744-1 44406 4c '2801-4 43807 4d
(2744-3 44404 1 </ 2804-5 43771 1 b

2746-8 44379
1 1

2805-4 43761 1 b

(2747-2 44374 1
1

2806-9 43743 1 c
\2747-6 44370 3 a 2807-2 43739 2 a
2748-0 44367 4c /"2808-6 43723 1 b

2749*8 44350 3c >808-8 43721 2 a
2750-6 44341 3 a (2809-0 43719 1 />

2754-5 44300 2c 2810-8 43697 2b
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Table (continued).

Kii’chhoff’s measure.
Waye-length,

m.m.
o-ooo

Kirchlioff’s measure.

Wave-length,
m.m.
0000

2811*7 43687 2a ,2851*6 43202 3b
2812*0 43683 2a 2

(2812*5 43678 2a >852*0 43197 4 a

V2812-8 43675 1 e 2
2814*1 43659 lb >852*3 43193 4 a

2817*7 43615 3c 1

2819*2 43598 3b 2853*1 43181

2819*6 43594 2 b 2853*6 43175 f
6

t A

2820*6 43582
}
2 2854*1 43168 /

4

} Fe
2821*0 43578 G 2854*7 43160

t A
} Ca

2821*6 43571 (
3

2855*2 43153
f o

/ 2822*3 43564 } 6 Fe 2855*7 43146 }
3

3 2856*9 43129 4 d
X2823-4 43552 4 c from (2857*9 43118 3 >

/ 2824*2 43543 3 a V2858-5 43110 4 a
[

'2825*0

(

43534 4 c ^2858*9 43104 \* r Sr

'2825*9

(

43523 4 b 2859*4 43098
J
\

3
1

''2826-5 43516 4 e 2860*2 43088
1b

2828*9 43488 3b /2860-9 43078
}
2

2830*7 43467 3 g l 1

2834-2 43426 5 c Ca (2861-7 43069 4b
2837*7 43384 1 9 /2861-9 43066 3b
(2841*4 43339 5 b

(
1

V2841-7 43335 4 e (2863*1 43050 3b
(2843*0 43318 3d }2863*6 43044
\2843-3 43314 4 a 4

2844*0 43304 3b ,2864*2 43036 5 b

,2845*3 43286 4/ 2
‘

2 ,2864*7 43030 4b Ca
2846-1 43275 3c 2

2 ,2865*3 43022 4 c

>846*9 43264 4 c 1

1 2866-3 43009 5 b

'2847*7 43253 4 a 3

(
2 ',2867-1 42999

'2848*0 43249 4 a
(

2
2 '2868*1 42985 4 c

>848*4 43243 3b
(

3

2 '2869*7 42964 be Ca
2848*9 43237 3 b

(

4
2 '2871-2 42944

,2849*3 43232 3b ,2872*2 42930 4 d

(
2 1

2849*8 43225 3b >873-4 42913 2b
2 1

2850*2 43221 3b ,2873-9 42907 2b
2 1

,2850*7 43214 3b ,2874*3 42901 3 b

2 1

'2851-1 43209 3b
2

2874-7 42897 2b
1

( '2875*2 42890
1

4 c
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Conversion of Kikchhoff’s Spectral Measures into Wave-Lengths in terms of the Milli-

metre, for the lines produced by Metals and Air.

(The lines marked with an asterisk appear to coincide with dark lines in the Solar

Spectrum.)—Note by Kiechhoff.

Kirchhoff’s measure.
Wave-length,

0-000

Kirchhoff’s measure.
Wave-length,

0-000

Ce (La, Di)
1190-1 56345 1 1025-0 58693 1

1249-9 55611 1 1064*5 58080 1

1256-7 55530 1 1066-1 58058 1

1329-1 54710 2 1071*1 57979 1

1332-4 54676 2 1075-6 57915 1

1336-2 54635 1 1077-0 57895 1

1385-0 54118 2 1092*1 57674 2

1401-7 53948 2 *1302-0 55012 1

*1438-9 53580 3 *1303*4 54995 2

1460-9 53363 1 1317-6 54836 1

1517*9 52834 3 1345*4 54537 1

from 1571-0 52364
1 T

from 1486-8 53121
1 2

to 1572-4 52351 j
1

*to 1489*2 53098 J
1573-0 52345 2 *1622-3 51925 1

1623-1 51918 1 *1623*3 51916 1

from 1629-2 51866
1 2

1716*6 51167 2

to 1630-4 51858 1728-8 51072 2
1683-1 51427 1 from 1894*5 49873

1 2
1725-5 51098 1 *to 1895*2 49869 J

*1777-5 50705 2 1903-0 49816 1

from 1782*4 50669
I j

1940-2 49569 1

to 1784*5 50650 j from 1988-6 49255 hi
1938-8 49579 2 to 1989*5 49250 j

1

2052-3 48856 1 2003*8 49156 1

2221-5 47871 1 2004-7 49151 2
2031-0 48987 2

Di 2081-0 48682 2
1225-0 55908 2 2121*4 48444 1

1230-0 55847 1 2208-2 47948 2
from 1364-5 54335 1 , 2214-5 47912 2
to 1365*2 54327 |

1
2217*8 47894 2

1431-9 53648 1

147M 53269 1 Pd
from 1518-6 52828 I

!
1114*7 57349 1

*to 1519-4 52820 j
1

*1146-2 56921 2
1536-0 52675 1 1164-9 56670 2
1541-4 52622 1 1185*6 56403 1

1548-9 52555 2 1264-6 55438 2
*1567*5 52392 1 1269*0 55386 2
1709*2 51224 2 1279-1 55270 1

from 1400*0 53965
1 »

La *to 1400-7 53959
j

from 1411-6 53851
1 2

1430-1 53666 1

*to 1412-8 53839
i

2
1447-0 53504 1

1416-8 53798 2 1477*0 53212 1

1451-0 53462 1 1495*2 53042 3
1606-8 52056 2 1540-0 52636 1

1627*9 51878 2 from 1566-5 52401
1 *

1634-8 51821 2 to 1567-1 52396 1
2

2136*8 48352 1 1601-4 52103 1
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Table (continued).

KirelihofTs measure.

Wave-length,

0000
Kirchhoff’s measure.

Wave-length,
m.m.
0 000

from 1 660*0 51613
1 s

from 1488*2 53108
1 S

to 1660*7 51608 1
3

to 1489*0 53100 j
3

1732*9 51040 2 1576*8 52313 1

1801*9 50525 1 from 1806*1 50494
l 2

2062-0 48795 2 to 1806*9 50488 J
2

2123*6 48432 2 2057*0 48826 1

2162*0 48212 2

(Ru, Ir)

Pt 1348*3 54504 2
1325*7 54747 1 *1489-9 53093 1

Atmospheric Lines.

Kirchhoff’s measure.

Wave-length,
m.m.
o-ooo

Kirchhoff’s measure.

Wave-length.
m.m.
0*000

711*4 65232 977*7 59471
948*0 59991 982*0 59401
949*4 59967 982*3 59396
949*8 59960 988*9 59284
951*7 59925 989*2 59279
954*2 59881 989-6 59272
958*8 59801 993*1 59215
959*6 59788 993*4 59206
961*9 59746 998*1 59130
963*7 59713 999*2 59112
964*4 59703 1000*0 59099
965*7 59681 1001*4 59078
968*7 59624 1005*8 59004
969*0 59623 1008*3 58963
969*6 59613 1009*2 58949
970*5 59597 1010*5 58927
972*1 59568 1013*9 58873
974*3 59531 1015*1 58854
975*0 59519 1016*4 58833
975*7 59505 1017*7 58812
976*1 59499 1018*2 58803
977-4 59477
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Measures of Wave-Lengths, in Millimetres, for the Spectral Lines produced by Air and

different Metals : collected from the preceding Tables.

Air. Ba Ca Cr Fe La Na Pd
m Tm f min. m.m. m.m. m.m. m.m. m.m. m.m.
o-ooo 0-000 o-ooo o-ooo o-ooo 0-000 0-000 o-ooo

65729 65035 43153 54112 54167 53851 59053 52396
65710 61405 43030 52102 54121 53839 58988 52103
65690 61086 42964 52077 54076 53798 51613
65232 58583 52060 54063 53462 Ni 51608
64867 57805 Cd 53995 52056 61135 51040
60011 55326 64456 Cu 53949 51878 61056 50525

59991 55175 47469 57824 53862 51821 59017 48795
59967 54262 53024 53749 48352 58626 48432
59960 49250 Ce 52215 53736 54757 48212
59925 48986 56345 51497 53713 51754
59880 46513 55611 50976 53685 (La, Di) 51664 Pt

59801 46262 55530 47269 53463 58693 51517 54747
59788 46260 54710 53454 58080 51421 53108
59746 54676 Di 53346 58058 51373 53100
59713 54635 55908 53343 57979 51317 52 513

59703 Ca 54118 55847 53309 57915 51084 50494
59681 67273 53948 54335 53243 57895 50917 50488 1

59624 65059 53580 54327 53113 57674 50912 48826
59623 65000 53363 53648 52941 55012 50716 46021
59613 64764 52834 53269 52919 54995 50712
59597 64695 52364 52828 52792 54836 50236 (Ru. Ir)

|

59568 64559 52351 52820 52782 54537 50054 63525
59531 64456 52345 52675 52747 53121 49701 54504

I

59519 61693 51918 52622 52375 53098 49662 53093
59505 61617 51866 52555 52309 51925 49263
59499 61191 51858 52392 51925 51916 49129 Sr

59477 60990 51427 51224 51915 51167 49020 64129
59471 58626 51098 51693 51072 48778 55320
59401 55997 50704 Fe 51664 49873 48728 54805
59396 55981 50669 64972 51647 49869 48646 43118
59284 55951 50651 64049 51592 49816 48497 43110
59279 55913 49579 63049 51343 49569 48484 43104
59272 55868 48856 62317 51281 4.9255 48198
59215 55852 47871 61915 50063 49250 47998 Zn
59206 55787 61348 49433 49156 47715 63683
59130 53536 Co 60659 49431 49151 47242 48357
59112 52792 61191 60297 49169 48987 47769
59099 52739 54821 59234 49148 48682 Pd 47486
59078 52725 53579 57616 49135 48444 57349
59004 52705 53568 56210 48923 47948 56921
58963 52701 53488 56129 48917 47912 56670
58949 51883 53479 55997 48820 47894 56403
58927 50302 52904 55833 48769 45263 55438
58873 48820 52770 55728 48764 55386
58854 45561 52747 55696 48676 55270
58833 45555 52401 55660 45074 Li 53965
58812 45551 48739 54626 44933 60990 53959

! 58803 45320 48379 54556 44629 53666
45318 48239 54477 44622 53504
45213 48155 54456 43564 Mg 53212

Au 45211 47958 54351 43168 51826 53042
62796 43426 46744 54309 43160 51705 52636

j

48239
1

43160 46314 54250 51647 52401

MDCCCLXVIII. i
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Comparison of the Wave-Lengths found by Angstrom with the Wave-Lengths found in

the preceding Tables.

(For Angstrom’s measures, see Poggendorff’s ‘Annalen der Physik und Chemie,’

CXX1II. Band, page 498. Angstrom’s measures were originally given in terms of the

Paris inch, but are here converted into measures in terms of the millimetre.)

Designation of line

and Kirehhoff’s

measure.

Wave-length,

by Angstrom
in terms of

the Paris inch,

in.

0-0000

Ware-length,

by Angstrom
in terms of the

millimetre.

ODOO

Wave-length,
computed in

preceding

Tables,

m.m.
0000

Designation of line

and Kirchhoff’s

measure.

Wave-length,

by Angstrom
in terms of

the Paris inch,

in.

00000

Wave-length,

by Angstrom
in terms of the

millimetre,

m.m.
o-ooo

Wave-length,
computed in

preceding

Tables,

m.m.
0000

A 401-9-406-8 28120 76121 76561 1463-3 19696 53317 53343
B 592-7—593-1 25397 68750 68841 1466-8 19681 53276 53309
C 694-1 24263 65680 65710 1473-9 19653 53201 53243

849-7 22873 61917 61915 £ J
1522-7 19484 52743 52792

860-2 22796 61709 61693 { 1523-7 19480 52732 52782
863-9 22768 61633 61617 1527-7 19468 52700 52747
874-3 22694 61433 61405 1564-2 19364 52418 52423
877-0

j

22677 61387 61348 1569-6 19346 52370 52375
884-9 22621 61235 61191 1622-3 19196 51964 51925
894-9 22551 61046 60990 b 1633-5 19165 51880 51832

j-. f 1 002-8 21797 59004 59053 1648-8 19124 51769 51705u
\ 1006-8 21775 58945 58988

z.
f 1 653-7 19111 51733 51664

1200-6 20761 56200 56210
b2

[
1655-6 19105 51717 51647

1207-3 20713 56070 56129 c 1960-8 18327 49611 49433
1217-8 I 20654 55910 55997 2001-6 18191 49243 49169
1231-3 20601 55767 55833 2005-2 18184 49224 49148
1337*0 20169 54597 54626 2041-3 18083 48951 48923
1343-5 20136 54508 54556 2066-2 18011 48756 48769
1362-9 20073

1

54338 54351
p f 2079-5

1 1 7Q7q 48653
f 48690

1367-0 20053 1 54283 54309
[
2080-5 t 48686

1389-4 19984 54097 i 54076 f 2670-0 16322 44184 45074
1390-9 19979 54083 54063 2686-4 16285 44083 44933
1421-5 19858 53756 53749 2720-8 16204 43864 44629
1423-0 19853 53742 53736 G 2854-7 15923 43104 43160
1425-4 19842 53712 53713
1428-2 19835 53693

;

53685
1450-8

|
19742 53442 53463
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Comparison of the Wave-Lengths found by Ditscheiner with the Wave-Lengths found

in the preceding Tables. (See ‘ Sitzungsberichte der Mathematisch-Naturwissen-

schaftlichen Classe der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften,’ LI I. Band,

II. Abtheilung, 1865, p. 289, &c.)

Designation

of line and
Kirchhoff’s measure.

Wave-length,
'%

Ditscheiner.

m.m.
0-000

Wave-length,
computed in

preceding
Tables,

m.m.
0-000

Designation

of line and
Ivirehhoff ’s measure.

Wave-length,

^ by
Ditscheiner.

m.m.
o-ooo

Wave-length,
computed in

preceding
Tables,

m.m.
0000

B 593 68833 68835 1737-6 51180 51002

C 694 65711 65710 1750*4 51068 50906
711-5 65258 65233 1777-4 50879 50729
719-5 65054 65011 1799 50729 50546
783-5 63472 63403 1834 50493 50295
831 62407 62317 1854*5 50363 50149
850 62009 61915 1867 50264 50063

860 61796 61693 1873*5 50205 50018
864 61719 61617 1885*8 50145 49933
874-5 61520 61405 1908-5 50010 49778

877 61470 61348 1920 49914 49701
885 61322 61191 1961 49653 49432
895 61128 60990 1975-6 49541 49337

959 59859 59801 1983 49471 49289
D6 1002-8 59053 59053 1989-5 49412 49250
Da 1006-8 58989 58988 2002 49269 49169

1029-4 58670 58626 2018 49178 49068
1096-1 57716 57616 2041-4 48990 48923
1103 57621 57517 2058 48854 48820
1135 57193 57068 2067 48791 48764
1 155*7 56913 56790 F 2080*1 48687 48689
1174-4 56676 56550 2103-3 48499 48552 1

1200-4 56339 56210 2119-8 48317 48456
1207-5 56240 56129 2148-9 48092 48282

i

1218 56119 55997 2157-4 47991 48237
j

1231-6 55955 55833 2160-6 47959 48219
1242*5 55819 55696 2187-1 47717 48069
1280 55368 55259 2201-9 47626 47983
1303-7 55154 54994 2221-7 47470 47871
1307 55111 54958 2233-7 47371 47803
1324-8 54854 54757 2250 47161 47712
1337 54719 54626 2264-3 47106 47638
1343-5 54646 54556 2309 46742 47385
1351-3 54549 54477 2416 46097 46780
1367 54382 54309 2436-5 45901 46660
1389*6 54132 54076 2457-5 45714 46537
1410-5 53919 53862 2467-4 45606 46472
1421-6 53792 53749 2489-4 45409 46339
1451 53491 53463 2537-1 45089 46042
1463 53369 53345 2547-2 45046 45976
1492-5 53062 53070 2566-3 44880 45845
1506-5 52919 52941 2606 44633 45555
1515-5 52841 52855 2627 44498 45408

E 1523*5 52783 52782 2638-6 44418 45319
1542 52638 52618 2670 44222 45074
1569-8 52413 52375 2686-6 44121 44933
1577-5 52349 52308 2721-6 43908 44622
1589-1 52236 52-208 2734-9 43813 44495
1601-6 52171 52101 2775-6 43600 44077
1622-4 52006 51925 2797 43466 43857
1634 51912 51826 2822-8 43314 43564

b 1648-8 51809 51705 G 2854*7 43170 43160
1655-6

1693-8
51754
51503

51647
5 1 .>43

2869-7 43070 42964
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III. An Account of the Observations on the Great Nebula in Orion
,
made at Birr Castle,

with the %-feet and §-feet Telescopes, between 1848 and 1867. With a drawing ofthe

Nebula. By Lord Oxmantown. Communicated by the Bari of Rosse, K.P., F.B.S.

Received June 17,—Read June 20, 1867.

Many drawings of the Great Nebula in Orion have already been published by different

astronomers ; still as the present drawing was made with the advantage of instrumental

power far exceeding that at the disposal of previous observers, and as great care has

been taken to make it accurate, in fact every available hour during the winter months of

seven seasons having been employed upon it, perhaps it may be of some interest to the

Royal Society.

Several drawings of this wonderful object were published previous to the year 1825,

but they were made with instruments of little power ; however, in 1825, Sir J. Herschel

published a drawing made with his celebrated 18-inch reflector (Memoirs of the Astro-

nomical Society, 1826). Sir J. Herschel’s second drawing with the same instrument,

but under more favourable circumstances, together with a description and a catalogue of

stars, was published in 1847* (Cape of Good Hope Observations). That was succeeded

in 1848 by Mr. Bond’s drawing, also with a description and catalogue of stars (Memoirs

of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1848).

In 1854 Mr. Lassell published his observations on the Nebula in Orion made at

Malta in 1853 (Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Society, 1854); and in 1862

MM. O. Struve and Liapounov’s memoir, with a catalogue of stars, was published at

St. Petersburg.

The observations upon this nebula, recorded in the Journal of the Observatory at

Parsonstown, date from 1849. From that time till February 1858 there are entries of

54 observations.

In the year 1852 Mr. Bindon Stoney made a drawing of the Huygenian region, which

is a very interesting record. Mr. Bindon Stoney was a highly educated civil engineer,

well accustomed to use his pencil
; he accepted the office of assistant till he was enabled

to obtain an engineering appointment. His drawing was made with great care, and he

was engaged upon it the whole season. It was compared by several persons with the

nebula, and was considered exact. When we compare this drawing with the nebula as

it is at (Plate I.) present, there are strong indications of change f.

* This drawing appears to have been executed principally during the years 1835, 1836 & 1837.

f An outline of the principal features of this drawing is given at the upper right-hand comer of the Skeleton

Map (Plate II.).

MDCCCLXVIII.
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Between February 1860 and February 1864 there are 74 entries of observations.

In February 1860, Mr. Hunter, who was then the assistant, being an accomplished

artist, commenced a new drawing, and was engaged upon it till February 1864, when

he was obliged to retire from ill health.

As a groundwork for his drawing, Mr. Hunter laid down all the stars given in ‘ Ob-

servations de la grande Nebuleuse d’Orion faites a Cazan et a Pulkova, par O. Struve,

St. Petersbourg, 1862,’ in the positions given at page 118 of that treatise, the nebulosity

was gradually filled in by eye as correctly as possible with reference to the stars given

in that memoir, and twenty-eight* additional stars from the 9th to the 15th magnitude

were inserted by eye-estimation.

During the season 1864-65 the nebula was often examined with the view of verifying

the drawing made by Mr. Hunter, and in 1865-66 some additions were made to it in

the neighbourhood of the stars 1 IX, 2, 8, 4, 1VII , 2„ 9„ 27„ 45! (Plate II.) ; also the

positions of a few stars not given in Struve’s list were determined by rough microme-

trical measurement, and others were laid down by eye-estimation. During the season

1866-67 these measures were completed, the additions of the previous season verified,

and the drawing’ extended to the neighbourhood of the stars lx,
0VII, 0^, 46 I? 99 I5 143,

149, and 147.

The facts which seem to be of the most interest have been collected under the fol-

lowing heads :

—

1st. List of stars which do not occur in Otto Struve’s memoir.

2nd. Distance to which the nebulosity extends in various directions.

3rd. Peculiarities of form in some parts.

4th. Evidence of variability in some of the stars.

5th. Evidence of change in the form and brightness of various part of the nebula.

6th. Eesolvability of parts of the nebula.

7th. Spectrum of the nebula.

List of New Stars .

The following is a list of the stars which have been inserted in the drawing, but which

are not contained in the list at page 118 of M. O. Struve’s memoir.

In order to avoid altering Sir J. Herschel’s numbers and at the same time to keep

the whole list of stars in regular order in right ascension, each of the stars in this list

has affixed to it the same number as that of the star in Herschel’s list which next pre-

cedes it in E.A., one, two, three, &c. dots or Eornan figures being placed under the

number to distinguish each from Herschel’s star and from all other new stars. Some
of these stars have been laid down by rough measures of their distance and position

with respect to the nearest stars in Struve’s list, but the greater number have been laid

* Three of these are not inserted either in the engraving or in the list of stars, as I was unable to find them

in Mr. Hunter’s drawing. The positions given in Mr. Hunter’s list are — 1' 5", +0'‘52; 4- 2' 30", +1'35"
;

7' 13", -3' 20".
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down by eye-measurement. The measures were taken with a wire micrometer without

illumination, the parallel wires being bars inch in breadth, formed each of four wires

laid side by side
;
the position wire was a silk thread about yy inch thick. The instru-

ment generally used for these measures was an equatoreal of 18 inches aperture and

10 feet focal length, driven by a water-clock movement, as described in the Monthly

Notices of the Astronomical Society for 1866. Two measures only were taken, when

they were found to agree pretty well ; the object being, not to place the stars with the

utmost accuracy, but to lay them down so near their true position that the drawing of

the nebula might not be distorted to any appreciable extent.

Those stars which are marked (M) have been determined by micrometrical measure-

ment, the remaining ones by eye-estimation. The stars marked (H) have been

inserted by Mr. Hunter.

This list does not contain all the stars which can be seen within the limits of the

drawing. The positions given in the following list are taken from the accompanying

Skeleton Map by the method which Herschel describes (Cape Observations, Sect. 58).

AAt from 69. — A Declination.
Approximate
magnitude.

0i -36 40 -15 55 M 10 Distance only from lyn mea-

On -36 25 + 6 40 10 sured.

Out -36 0 + 13 30 M 10

OlT -35 20 -17 20 13

0v -34 55 -17 40 13

Oyx —34 55 + 7 35 11

Ovn -33 45 - 4 15 12

Ovill —33 20 — 11 30 9

l t
-30 30 + 3 35 13

In -29 5 - 4 50 11

lm -28 40 + 5 25 11

lull -27 55 + 1 45 10

lr —26 55 + 14 0 13

lvr — 26 45 — 1 20 12

lvu -26 55 —22 25 M 10

lym -26 30 -39 20 M 8

Inc -26 10 — 10 0 12

lx —26 10 + 17 10 12

lxi — 25 5 - 3 30 M 10

lxn -23 0 + 8 0 13

lxm -23 0 - 7 30 13

lxxv -23 0 + 13" 20 M 8

2i -22 5 — 22 55 M 9

8u -21 10 — 13 55 14

2m -21 0 -19 45 14

2iv — 20 45 — 18 50 14

4 t -20 0 + 5 45 H 9

4n — 18 50 -12 20 15

4iii -18 20 -13 5 14

4mr -18 10 — 13 40 13

4y -17 30 + 12 30 H 9

4vr -17 5 + 8 55 H 12

9i -14 30 -29 10 12
13 r

— 12 20 + 8 15 H 12

I6i — 12 5 — 1 55 H 13

16„ — 12 0 + 10 35 H 13

k 2
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List of New Stars (continued).

A ill from 69. —A Declination.
Approximate
magnitude.

18r 11 30 — 18 30 14

25 t
— 9 20 -36 5 9

87i — 9 5 -27 40 M 12

«8i _ 8 50 -18 50 14

28n — 8 45 -18 0 14

«9i _ 8 5 —20 0 14

89n _ 8 10 -36 30 M 7

89m — 8 0 -37 0 7

30i _ 8 45 —23 10 M ll

32i — 8 15 + 12 15 12

33i — 7 40 + 11 45 12

34 r
— 7 10 -29 20 M 12

34„ _ 6 40 -21 50 M 11

36z
_ 6 15 -20 10 14

36n — 6 5 -19 15 13

37i — 5 50 -35 40 9

37n _ 5 40 -20 40 M 11

37m — 5 50 -39 10 9

45 t
— 3 45 -20 5 14

46i 3 45 -37 20 M 5

46n _ 3 20 -36 45 M 5

47i — 3 10 -35 50 9
51 t

_ 2 10 -28 20 M 8

51n _ 1 55 -32 0 M 7

52i — 1 25 -38 25 9

56i — 1 0 - 2 40 H 13|

58i _ 0 45 + 1 30 H 14

58n _ 0 30 + 3 50 H 1H
59x — 0 40 -26 10 M 7

6li _ 0 20 —28 10 11

69i 0 0 -38 25 M 7

75i + 0 25 + 1 20 H 15

88i + 1 0 -27 30 11

88n + 1 15 - 3 35 H 14

91x + 1 38 - 0 42 H 13|
91 ii + 1 42 - 0 20 H 13|
96i + 2 0 -25 15 M 7

96ir + 2 10 -27 40 M 8

98i + 2 15 -26 0 10

99i + 2 20 -30 55 H Taken from B. A. Catalogue
100t + 2 25 - 7 0 H 134 = i Orionis.

112i + 4 0 - 5 50 H 134

112n + 4 5 - 7 0 H 134

113i + 4 40 - 5 45 H - 134

113n + 4 45 + 7 5 H 14|
1 13m + 4 45 + 7 30 H 15

114i + 4 25 -37 0 11

1 15 r + 5 20 -40 25 8

125 x =v Struve.

127i + 7 25 + 2 40 H
129i + 7 40 + o 30 H 15

129n + 7 50 -34 10 8

135i + 9 40 - 3 25 H
135n + 10 20 - 2 10 H 14

138! +11 10 + o 20 H iH
138„ + 12 10 -35 20 8

142x + 14 20 - 0 45 H iH
150! + 23 10 - 5 50 9
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jRemarks on the foregoing Inst.

Of the existence of all the stars in the foregoing list which are not marked with an H
I am fully satisfied, and of the remainder I have seen 4V ,

4VI , 13, 16„ 16n,
56 x

.

The nebulosity I examined very carefully, and except in a few places I was able to

verify most of the details. The three rays of nebulosity between the stars 13
x ,
16u , 28,

39 (Plates II. & III.) I was never able to see well, and on only one occasion did I

succeed in seeing two of them*. The patches of nebulosity in the region included

between the stars 25, 56, 79, and 99 I never succeeded in seeing, nor did the rays in the

region between 133, 142 I? and 149 come out as clearly as represented in the drawing;

the greater part of the nebulosity on the south and preceding sides of the drawing

is very faint and ill defined, but the curved outline above 20 is tolerably sharp, and the

neighbourhood of 20 and 30
x
is darker than anywhere in the surrounding parts, even as

far as 99 x,
37m ,

and 1VII .

Extreme limits of Nebulosity.

The distance to which the nebulosity can be traced is very great, but it fades away so

very gradually that it is quite impossible to assign any definite limit to it.

M. Liapounov, with an achromatic telescope of 9^ inches aperture, was able to trace

it up to a line a little beyond 15 through 34, 74, 135, 126, a little outside 135 x
near 82,

46, 6, 4VI ,
and 5, and the spiral round 108 f.

Mr. Bond does not mention the extreme limits to which he was able to trace the

nebulosity except in two directions. He says, “ The connexion of the main body of the

nebula with that portion which surrounds C Orionis is traced by the north preceding

route. It is quite decided,” &c. He also says that the main body of the nebula is not

connected with C on the following side ; and again, “ I was unable to satisfy myself how
far it might be possible to trace it (the light) southward, but certainly beyond i. Soon

after this star it, however, becomes very faint

His drawing extends to the limits mentioned by Liapounov, and therefore he was

probably able to trace it rather further on all sides.

Mr. Lassell, with his reflector of two-feet aperture, did not extend the nebula quite as

far as Mr. Bond in his drawing, but probably he was able to trace it a good deal further.

Sir J. Herschel’s drawing in the Cape Observations extends to the stars 6, 124, 145,

141, 96
x ,
a point halfway between 5 and 1XI ,

and to 34 and 58, and he says (page 29),

“ The area of the figure (half a square degree in extent) comprises all the nebulous con-

volutions and appendages which I have been able to trace, with the exception of the

terminal effusion of the greater proboscis beyond the star A (=135) southwards, which

may be traced as far as the double star / Orionis, which it involves and renders nebu-

* Mr. Hunter during the last season sometimes employed the 6-feet telescope as a Herschelian ;
I never did

so ; silvered glass was, however, occasionally substituted for the flat mirror of speculum-metal, which diminished

the loss of light by the second reflexion, but it soon became dewed and the silver surface broke up.

f Struve’s Memoir, page 2.

% Bono’s description of the nebula about 0 Orionis, page 93.
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lous. It is, however, of little intensity, and offers nothing remarkable enough in respect

of form to make it worth while to enlarge the dimensions of the engraving sufficiently

to include the whole.”

He also says (page 29), “ Northwards between this nebula and C Orionis; .... no

nebulous connexion has been traced.”

With regard to the extent to which the nebulosity can be traced with the 6-feet tele-

scope I do not find any record by Mr. Bindon Stoney. He appears to have confined

his attention entirely to the central portions, except in the following instance, where he

remarks

—

“Nov. 25 th, 1851. There is a long dark channel following theHuygenian region by

about the diameter of the latter, in which no nebulosity exists, and twice on good nights

with a freshly polished speculum it gave me the idea of immense depth, like a gulf

without any bottom ; ordinarily the light from the surrounding parts spreads a faint

light over it. Comparatively few stars follow this part of the nebula for about 80'.”

With reference to the extent of the nebulosity, Mr. Hunter says, “ It has been repeat-

edly traced up to the star i Orionis on the south, and on several occasions to C Orionis

on the north, while in the preceding direction the sky assumes a peculiar milkiness, at

least one degree before the nebula comes into the field. In the following direction it

does not seem to extend much (about 10') beyond the limits in the sketch.”

“ Between the stars 135 and / Orionis the nebulosity narrows to a band of about 5' in

breadth, and then again expands as it approaches / ;
there has been no attempt to trace

it further in this direction.”

“ Again, the nebulosity curves round from the star 6 in a north preceding direction

until it joins a narrow band of faint nebulosity, passing in the preceding and following

direction through the little group of stars of which C Orionis is the brightest.”

On many occasions I have examined the neighbourhood of this nebula with the view

of determining, as far as possible, the extent of the nebulosity. On the following side I

was able to trace it 35' following the trapezium
; this nebulosity was, however, exces-

sively faint, and of almost uniform intensity ; in fact the only proof of its existence was

the prolongation of the dark lane extending through it from the star 142
t ,
which made

the surrounding region look slightly luminous by contrast. On the north side the

nebulosity appears to be nearly cut off short by the same dark lane which extends by

the stars 114, 56, 25, 1X1V . At the last star this ceases, and a faint broad streak of

nebulosity appears to curve round in the direction of C Orionis, nearly in the position

described by Mr. Hunter. On the north side of this lane the nebulosity seems to begin

again, and gradually increases in intensity to the streak at C Orionis, the brightest part

being perhaps rather fainter than the nebulosity round /.

On the preceding side the nebulosity appears to extend to a great distance, and seems

to be of the same character as that about the stars 0IV,
0vm ,

ln ; the streaks, however,

gradually diminish in intensity, and though, when followed by the eye in the preceding

direction, they may be traced for some distance (5', or in some cases perhaps 10') beyond
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the drawing, yet when once lost sight of they cannot be recovered again without return-

ing to the brighter parts and tracing them in the preceding direction again. The great

difficulty in tracing them, however, appears to he due, not so much to their extreme

faintness, as to the uniform intensity of the nebulosity in this region; for when the

nebula is examined with the equatoreal of 18 inches, a very low power capable of taking

in a field of 1° being used, the whole sky in this region has a general luminous appear-

ance when contrasted with the following and north following region, which itself is not

entirely free from nebulosity. In drawing the greater part of the outlying regions of the

nebula an eyepiece of a magnifying power of about 230 only, and having a field of 26',

was generally used
;
higher powers do not seem to show as much as the lower power,

although with the higher powers the whole of the light from the large mirror is

received into the eye, which is not the case with the lower power. With higher powers

the field does not appear to be sufficiently large to allow of each streak of nebulosity

being compared with the surrounding parts where the nebulosity is not quite so bright.

The higher powers, however, bring out minute stars with ease which are hardly visible

with the lower power. On the south preceding side the nebulosity appears to be much

of the same character as on the preceding side ; long streaks have been traced from 1 VII

and from a point about 3' or 4' south of it, which have been represented in the drawing

just at their commencement. Another streak extends from the south side of 9
t
through

46
t ,
46n ,

which seems to extend considerably further than the drawing,—also another

from t in a south following direction.

It is probable that the drawing might be extended considerably further in various

directions, but the nebulosity is of such extreme faintness that the work would advance

very slowly, the eye requiring so long, after each exposure to even very feeble lamp-light,

to recover its full power:
**

Form.

Very little need be said on this subject as the drawing will speak for itself; it may,

however, be well to call attention to the apparent connexion between some of the stars

and the nebulosity near them.

In some places the stars appear to have either repelled or absorbed the nebulosity,

for instance at the trapezium, at 32 and 35, and 80 ; and in other places the nebu-

losity is denser, as if the stars had attracted it, for instance at 2„ 4, 34, and 108.

Around the star 108 the nebulosity seems to have a spiral character, and the same ap-

pearance, though much less decided, may be seen round 4. Round the stars 46„ 46„,

and 99j the nebulosity seems to have been concentrated, hut close to them there appears

to be an absence of nebulosity; and in the case of 99 x the dark hole is situated excentri-

cally with respect to the principal star, its nearer companion being close to the opposite

side of the hole* ; but in the case of the double star 46j 46n the hole is nearly symme-

trically situated, but the nebulosity is brightest at the north preceding side. We can

* A drawing of the nebulosity around < was published in the Philosophical Transactions for 1850, in which,

the hole is well shown.
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hardly, therefore, account for these numerous coincidences, except by supposing some

at least of the stars to be situated nearly at the same distance from us as the nebula

—

in fact immersed in the nebulous matter.

Evidence of Change.

1. Variability of the Stars.—The only remark concerning the variability of a star

which I find in Mr. Bond’s paper (page 94), refers to star 78, which he thinks is a vari-

able star of short period.

In Mr. Lassell’s paper I do not find anything on this subject.

A star marked x in Sir J. Herschel’s diagram, published in 1825, was not found by

him in 1837; perhaps this may be the same as 129„ hut as there is no list of positions

of the stars in the paper of 1825, the identity is uncertain. Possibly this star may be

variable.

Although M. Liapounov’s observations were made about fourteen years after Sir J

.

Herschel’s, Struve found that the magnitudes of the stars as given by Herschel

agreed very fairly with his (Liapounov’s) determinations, but one star (IV.), whose posi-

tion was estimated by M. Liapounov, and at about the same time was measured by

Mr. Lassell, does not occur in Sir John Herschel’s list, although it is so situated that

it would not be likely to be overlooked. M. Struve examined with considerable care

Bond’s Catalogue of Stars in this nebula with the view of identifying them, as far as

possible, with those in Sir J. Herschel’s list. B 26 and B 27 he considers identical, and

they are near the position of 75, but Mr. Bond appears satisfied of the existence of two

stars here of the 17th and 18th magnitudes respectively; their positions are only about

2-^" apart, and therefore their combined light might easily be taken for that of one of

12-^ magnitude, which is that assigned to 75 by Struve; Herschel, however^ assigns

to 75 the 18th magnitude, so that the star is possibly variable.

Mr. Bond gives two stars about 11" apart near the position of 57, but no one else

seems to have seen more than one. I have examined this part of the nebula repeatedly,

but have never seen more than one star in this position. He also gives two stars south

following 88, which may be identical with the two stars 91 and 91r Mr. Hunter gives

the two stars in his drawing, but he is not quite sure whether 91 t is not the same as 91,

as he was not able to find the latter on the night on which he saw 91
t.

Bond’s stars 42, 85, and 88 were not found by either Struve or Hunter ; there are

also several others which Struve could not identify and which are not given by Hunter,

but Struve is of opinion that some errors exist in Bond’s positions.

Struve next examines Lamont’s catalogue of 34 stars, all of which he identifies more

or less satisfactorily with stars of Herschel’s list, with the exception of four, viz. 4', 5',

7', and 28*
;

4' and 7' I do not find in Hunter’s list; 5' is in very nearly the position of

75u in Mr. Stoney’s drawingf (I do not find any mention of this star in Mr. Hunter’s

observations, but I am almost certain that I have seen one in this position and on the

-edge of the nebulosity) ; 28 is not more than 15" distant from Struve’s star II.

* See Steute’s Memoir, p. 95 ; these numbers are Lamont’s. + See diagram (Plate II.).
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Struve during his observations discovered a star (II.) which, strange to say, did not

occur in Herschel’s list, although it was brighter than several small stars in this neigh-

bourhood which were given in that list; nine days afterwards he saw it with difficulty,

while the other stars had preserved their brightness.

He repeatedly compared this star with 88, 51, 57, 75, 78, with the view of determining,

if possible, the period of their variability, and gives the maximum and minimum bright-

ness as follows, 88, whose brilliancy he found to be most constant, being taken as of the

12th magnitude :

—

51 varies from 11*9 to 12-5 magnitude.

57

II.

III.

75

78

12*5 to 13-5

11 '8 to invisibility.

12*5 to „

12-0 to „

12-5 to „

98 he also considers variable to a certain extent
;
and of the above list, II. he thinks is a

variable star, whose maximum is of short duration and minimum of long duration, and

75 one whose maximum is of a long and whose minimum is of short duration.

Another instance of variability is IV., which Struve considers varies from the 11*5

to 13*5 magnitude.

With reference to the variability of the stars, our observations furnish very little

information ; our attention was directed principally to delineating, as carefully as possible,

the various details of the nebulae with reference to stars whose positions had been pre-

viously determined. I may, however, remark that 29, to which Struve has assigned the

same (7-|) magnitude as that of 20, 23, and 24, is now decidedly fainter than they are ;
it

is about the 11th or 12th magnitude. Herschel, on the other hand, gives the following

magnitudes, 20=23=24=8th magnitude, 29=12th, which agrees with their present

appearance ; 29 also is not quite in the same relative position as given in Herschel’s

drawing
;
he represents it nearly in the same line with 20, 23, 24, whereas the line through

23, 24 is inclined through an angle of about 28 degrees from the line 24, 29. This

discrepancy is probably due to an error in the position of 29, as Herschel places this

star in his fourth or least accurately placed class. The discrepancy seems far too great

to be accounted for in any other way.

2. Variability of Form and Intensity of the Nebulosity .—On this subject it is impos-

sible to speak decidedly.

On comparing the following six drawings,

—

Sir J. Herschel’s of about the year 1825,

Sir J. Herschel’s „ ,, 1837,

Mr. Bond’s „ „ 1848,

M. Liapounov’s „ „ 1850,

Mr. Lassell’s „ „ 1854,

Mr. Hunter’s „ „ 1863,

MDCCCLXVIII. l
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great discrepancies exist in almost every part, but these are probably to be attributed

in a great measure to the difference of power in the instruments used and the amount

of labour expended on the drawings, as no continuous change seems to be shown by

them. In the case of the spiral nebula round 108, Bond’s, Lassell’s, and Hunter’s draw-

ings appear to agree tolerably well, allowance being made for the difference of size of the

instruments, but when we go back to Herschel’s drawing of 1837 we find a considerable

discrepancy. Herschel’s drawing of 1825, however, as far as it goes, is in this place

more like the latter drawings. With regard to the following extremity of the Huyge-

nian region, all the former drawings, with the exception of Liapounov’s, represent the

“ Frons” as curving round to meet the proboscis major, which latter also curves round to

meet the former
;
whereas Mr. Hunter represents both these parts as curving slightly in

the opposite direction. This I am satisfied is their present appearance. If, however,

the night is not good, they acquire very much the appearance of the other drawings, the

light of the brighter portions being scattered, to a certain extent, over the intervening

space. With regard to the shape of the preceding edge of the proboscis, the drawings of

Herschel (1825), Bond, and Liapounov represent it as of a uniform curve throughout

the greater part of its length, one elbow only at star 126 being shown in those drawings,

which extend far enough south ; whereas in the case of the other drawings, more

powerful means bring out more irregularity of outline. In the case of the Huygenian

region, Herschel’s drawing (1837) agrees much more nearly with Mr. Hunter’s than

any of the others, although the interval (30 years) is so much longer than in the case

of Mr. Bond’s and Mr. Lassell’s drawings (15 and 9 years respectively).

With reference to the relative brightness of the various parts, I find recorded by Mr.

Hunter, Feb. 22nd, 1861, “ In bright moonlight the degrees of brightness are

—

“1. The Huygenian region.

“ 2. The nebulosity immediately south preceding it.

“3. The Mairian region.

“ 4. The subnebulous region.

“ 5. The south Messierian branch, and the nebulosity immediately

north of the Huygenian region.”

And again, “ The Observation of February 22nd, 1861, gives very different degrees of

brightness for the various regions from what they had this season (1863-64).

“ 1. The Huygenian region.

“2. The nebulosity immediately south preceding it.

“ 3. The nebulosity immediately north of it.

“ 4. Subnebulous region.

“ 5. The south Messierian branch and the Mairian region nearly equal.”

Mr. Hunter on two occasions estimated, as nearly as he could, the relative brightness

of the various masses of nebulosity of the Huygenian region. The following are his

estimations (see diagram)*.

* To these estimates we may attach much importance, as Mr. Huntek had the advantage of a considerable

amount of training as an artist.
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February 13th, 1864.

<r, r, v, y nearly equal
;
brightest of

these is perhaps a.

7T.

&»,£,$,/3 ;
/3 is the faintest of these four,

a, /, yp, X.

<p, faintest.

March 1st, 1864.

v, brightest.

V, T.

y, g, X.

0, |0t-.

sr, very faint.

There are several places where we have reason to suspect that a change of form may

have taken place in the nebulosity since our observations commenced. 1st. In Mr.

Bindon Stoney’s drawing, of which an outline is given at the upper right-hand corner of

the Skeleton Map, a dark lane exists running from 88 in a direction parallel to the

“ Frons,” whereas at present the only break in the nebulosity at all in the same direc-

tion runs from 88 in a south following direction.

2nd. The projection of the nebulosity below 88 into the Sinus Magnus does not exist

in Mr. Stoney’s drawing.

3rd. The following outline of the nebulosity immediately below 75 is concave towards

the following side in Mr. Stoney’s drawing, but convex in Mr. Hunter’s ; in all these

points I believe that Mr. Hunter gives as nearly as possible the present appearance.

4th. Mr. FIunter represents the outline of the nebulosity surrounding the dark region

or lake round the stars 32, 35 as very marked
;

I often examined this part during the

seasons 1864-65 and 1865-66, but never saw it quite as distinctly as it is represented

on the following side, nor did I see the elbow just following 35 ;
the nebulosity appeared

to be more of the shape represented by the coarsely dotted line in the Skeleton Map.

5th. I was never able to see more than two of the three rays below this lake, and except

on two or three occasions I could only make out one. Mr. Hunter has since told me that

in the last season during which he was working, these rays were much fainter than the}

had been previously, and that they are represented too bright for their appearance

during the season 1863-64.

l 2
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In connexion with this subject it may not be uninteresting to compare the observations

of former observers with each other and with our own.

Sir J. Herschel in his paper of 1825 discusses the differences between his own

drawings and those of Huygens, Picard, Messier, and Le Gentil, and thinks that the

first three, when compared with his own, tend to show a gradual diminution or conden-

sation of the nebulosity ;
but Le Gentil’s, which was older than Messier’s, represents

it just as he himself saw it.

We next come to Sir J. Hersciiel’s paper of 1837, in which he says that although to

any one who has not viewed this object through powerful telescopes the differences

between the various drawings, including his own of 1824 and 1837, may seem great, and

tend to convey a strong impression of great and rapid changes undergone by the nebula

itself, yet, after carefully comparing his own two drawings, he comes to the conclusion

that the differences are not greater than he is disposed to attribute to his own inexpe-

rience in such delineations in 1824, to the greater care bestowed on the later drawing,

and especially to the advantage of better local situation and superior defining power, &c.

of the telescope at the latter date (Cape Observations, page 31). There are three points,

however, to which he directs attention, but in the case of two only of them is he inclined

to conclude that there is any evidence of change
; these points are

—

1. The form and position of the nebula oblongata between 127
x
and 129J.

2. The position of the nebulous spur between 111 and 122.

3. The form of the nebula round 108.

In 1 824 Sir J. Herschel saw the nebula oblongata as a “ tolerably regular oval,”

nearly in a line between the stars 120 and 136, whereas in his drawing of 1837 it is

irregular in outline, and decidedly above the line through 120 and 136.

With respect to the form of the nebula oblongata, the brighter part forms a “ tolerably

regular oval,” but when the fainter parts are included it seems to be more of the form

given in Herschel’s drawing of 1837. It is therefore quite possible, even probable,

that Herschel would have seen it oval in 1825, but long and slightly curved upwards

with the superior means at his disposal in 1837, without any change of form having

taken place in the interval
;
but as regards its position it appears to be now entirely

above the line 120-136.

With regard to the nebulous spur between 111 and 122, diagrams which he made in

1832 and 1834 represent it as “ running directly from 135 to 111 and forming a com-

plete hook no way disjoined from the proboscis.” In 1837 he saw it “neither

joined to the proboscis nor directed towards 135, but rather towards a point one-third

the distance from 135 to 126 ” near the position of 131. Herschel’s second drawing

appears to agree very fairly with the accompanying one in this respect
;
perhaps the

superior definition of Herschel’s instrument in 1837, a better atmosphere, and the

greater * meridian altitude of the object enabled Herschel to perceive the interval

between this spur and the proboscis which had escaped his notice in 1832 and 1834.

* This last applies to the diagram of 1832 only.
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With regard to the nebula round 108, the amount of detail in Herschel’s drawing of

1837 is so much greater than in that of 1824, and the detail in the accompanying

drawing is so much greater than in Herschel’s of 1837, that it seems hardly possible to

arrive at any conclusion by comparing them.

Resolvability.

On this subject Herschel remarks in his paper of 1825 that the illumination of the

Huygenian region is “ extremely unequal and irregular,” and compares it to “ a curdling

liquid, or a surface strewed over with flocks of wool, or to the breaking up of a mackerel

sky when the clouds of which it consists begin to assume a cirrous appearance ; not very

unlike the mottling of the sun’s disk, only the grain is much coarser and the intervals

darker, and the flocculi instead of being generally round are drawn out into little wisps.

They present, however, no appearance of being composed of small stars, and their aspect

is altogether different from that of resolvable nebula.” This describes very well the

appearance on any very moderately good night, but at this time Herschel does not

appear to have seen clearly the coarser mottling or breaking up into nebulous masses

which have since been seen and drawn. This curdled appearance he does not find

described in any previous account.

The next mention of this subject appears to be by Mr. Bond, who, after quoting part

of Herschel’s remarks given above, says, “ To me it appears composed of several clusters

of stars, the components being separately seen for a moment under favourable circum

stances, more particularly north of 75*, and likewise in the vicinity of 8 and 91 ; but

where the nebula assumes a cirrous character, as in the Messierian branch, I can see

nothing of the kind.”

The next mention of the subject is by Mr. Lassell, who says that with a power of

1018 the whole nebula “seemed like large masses of cotton wool packed one behind

the other, the edges pulled out so as to be very filmy
;

” also “ the brightness of the

minute points about the trapezium is strikingly greater than at Starfield, yet I could not

mark the places of more than three or four new stars.” “ With a power of 1018 there

is no appearance of resolvability.” “ With a power of 1018 the wool-like masses appear

as I have previously described them, and there is no disposition whatever in them to

turn into stars,” &c.

We now come to our own observations made with the 3-feet and 6-feet telescopes, and

find the following remarks :

—

February 17th, 1849.—“Saw a multitude of stars in the bright part about the trape-

zium, but when they came to be drawn, only got in 9 certain and 6 uncertain, the state

of the air having become worse.”

January 22nd, 1851.—“At times the 5th and 6th stars of the trapezium seen, also

red stars south following the trapezium,” &c.

Mr. Hunter on many occasions saw small stars in the brighter parts
; the following-

are nearly all his remarks on this subject:

—

* N.B. In all cases where not otherwise specified the numbers are those of Herschel’s list.
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December 4th, 1861.—“ I thought I could resolve the Huygenian region at v, £, and /.”

February 22nd, 1862.—“ 3-feet speculum newly polished shows it much better than

the former, indeed better than the 6-feet now in the tube. The part round the .trape-

zium looks just like fine flour scattered over a grey surface, so that 1 have no hesitation

in saying that it is composed of stars, many small ones seen through it,” &c.

January 12th, 1864.—“ The knots y, $, s, v are, I think, resolved”*.

February 3rd, 1864.—“ z is decidedly resolvable, / is also resolvable; I believe about

Q is also resolvable”*.

February 4th, 1864.—“At moments I could see stars through the Huygenian region

glancing, and I have no doubt that all the bright knots of it are resolvable ; at z, l, s, y

I saw clearly at least one star in each, and at & I believe for a short time I saw its stars

separated.” The little knots opposite r and a have each a resolvable look.

March 1st, 1864.—“The Huygenian region is clearly resolved ; I could see the indi-

vidual stars, though I could not count them ; the stars are well separated in the trian-

gular knot C6. I strongly suspect the region at 113m is resolved, especially at the edges

of the bay.”

March 10th, 1864.—“ Saw stars clearly at <r and at v*, at intervals also around 113m.”

March 24th, 1864.—“ Huygenian region clearly resolved.”

From these observations we may conclude that there are multitudes of small stars in

the whole of the bright parts round the trapezium, and also at 11

3

m . Mr. Hunter makes

no mention of resolvability in the proboscis major, but he has marked the preceding edge

from 126 to about 80'" below this star as resolvable. All the parts which have this

appearance are marked over in the drawing with dots of Indian ink, and the rest of the

nebula was done with a stump and blacklead pencil. It was, however, found almost

impossible to reproduce this difference of appearance in the engraving, since the whole

of the surface consists of minute black dots.

This resolvable appearance can be seen on good nights only, and with a very good

speculum.

We now come to the last part of our subject, the knowledge of the nature of this

nebula acquired by the use of

The Spectroscope.

Very little has been done with this instrument as yet. The clock-movement for the

six-feet telescope is not yet finished, and consequently it is impossible to keep the slit

steadily on any small object; we have, however, obtained the spectra of about twelve

objects, and our results, as far as they go, fully confirm those of Mr. Huggins, namely,

that some nebulse give gaseous spectra, consisting of one, two, or three bright lines,

while others give faint continuous spectra in their brighter parts. The telescope which

was generally used was the three-feet, in the Herschelian form; of course without

clock-movement. This instrument was found on the whole more convenient than the

six-feet, as it could be kept with greater ease on the object.

The following was the method of observation employed. One observer kept the ob-

* See diagram, p. 67.
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ject as well as he could on the slit by viewing with a lens its image in a diagonal re-

flector placed in front of the slit, and having its edge almost touching the slit, but not

actually covering it, and swinging the tube till the brightest part of the nebula just passed

the edge of the reflector, while the other observer looked into the spectroscope. The

telescope was used in the Herschelian form, as it was desirable to get as bright an image

as possible, but not of importance to get the best possible definition.

The following is a list of the objects which we have examined, some of which have

also been observed by Mr. Huggins. All these objects were examined both by Mr.

Ball the present Assistant, and myself alternately.

Gaseous Spectrum. Continuous Spectrum.

Great nebula in Orion.

2102

2343

4964

Great neb

2373

2377

2786''

2203

2207

2211

2347

2786.

ula in Andromeda.

No decided spectrum seen ;

spectrum suspected to be

continuous.

Although the last six gave no decided spectrum, there can be very little doubt but that

their spectra are continuous ; they were examined before our eyes had been accustomed

to a faint or continuous spectrum by examining those of brighter objects, such as the

nebula in Andromeda and the bright cluster in Canes Venatici. If they had given a

gaseous spectrum we could hardly have failed to have seen it.

Although in consequence of the smallness of the number of objects hitherto observed

it would be premature to lay much stress on any inferences derived from these observa-

tions, it may not perhaps be out of place to mention that in addition to the results arrived

at by comparing our observations with those of Mr. Huggins (viz. that no cluster or

resolved nebula yet observed gives a gaseous spectrum, and of the remainder those which

give a continuous spectrum are generally of a more resolvable character than those which

give a gaseous spectrum*) we find

—

1st. That no planetary or annular nebula yet observed has been found to give any but

a gaseous spectrum, with in some cases a suspicion of a very faint continuous spectrum.

2nd. That no nebula of the class generally denominated “rays” has yet been found

to give a gaseous spectrum.

3rd. That of the remaining objects observed, those which give a gaseous spectrum but

are not denominated planetary are in one respect of the same character with them, viz.

that they have in many places a well-defined termination to an almost uniformly bright

* See Mr. Huggins’s paper, Philosophical Transactions, Part I. 1866.
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nebulosity, whereas those nebulae which give a continuous spectrum appear to fade away

tolerably uniformly on all sides from their nuclei, and although in some cases they have

dark lanes running through them, the edges do not generally appear very well defined.

Spectrum of 'Nebula in Orion.

With regard to the spectrum of the nebula in Orion, three bright lines were seen

several times, both with 8-feet and 6-feet instruments, but no attempt was made to

identify them except on one occasion, when the spectrum of the nebula was compared

with that of the electric spark in a capillary vacuum-tube containing a trace of hydrogen,

similar to those used by M. Plucker in his researches on the spectra of gases, and one

glimpse of the coincidence of the green line in the latter with the most refrangible of

the three lines in the former was obtained. The least refrangible line was the brightest,

the most refrangible was next in brightness, and the middle line the faintest. Both

Mr. Ball* and I were almost certain that there was, in addition to the three bright lines,

a faint continuous spectrum ; to me there appeared to be a dark space on the less re-

frangible side of the least refrangible line, of breadth about equal to the distance from

the same line to the second, and beyond this a faint light dying gradually away towards

the red extremity. A continuous spectrum would probably explain this appearance, as

the intensity of the bluish-green and green on the more refrangible side of (b) in a con-

tinuous spectrum is much less than that of the yellowish-green and yellow. We also

once suspected a very feeble light at the other side of the three bright lines.

It might at first sight appear that these observations and those of Mr. Huggins on

the spectrum of this nebula lead us to results which are completely at variance with

those derived from our numerous observations, and those of Mr. Bond on the resolvable

appearance of the Huygenian region and other parts of the nebula ; but when we con-

sider the subject carefully we shall see that this is far from being the case.

Beason why no continuous Spectrum was seen .

It is evident that when a spectroscope whose collimator and telescope have object-

glasses of equal focal length is placed with its slit in the plane of the image of a nebula

giving out perfectly homogeneous light, a line of light of length and breadth equal to

the length and breadth of the slit will be found at the focus of the spectroscope-tele-

scope, and of brightness equal to the brightness of the part of the original image on the

slit at the time, multiplied by a constant quantity (E) less than unity, depending on the

number of reflecting surfaces in the apparatus, &c. ; and if the nebula give out light of

three different refrangibilities, the mean brightness of the lines will be one-third of this

quantity ;
whereas if the light emitted be of all refrangibilities the mean brightness will

be less in the ratio of the length of the spectrum to once or three times the breadth of

the slit, according as we compare it with a spectrum of one or three lines. This is fully

confirmed in practice
;
for in the case of those nebulae whose spectra are continuous, the

* The present Assistant.
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spectrum is extremely faint, except just at the nucleus, and even there it is pretty faint.

When therefore we consider that a great part of the light of the Huygenian region of

the nebula in Orion, the brightest parts of which are probably not much, if at all

brighter than the nuclei of such nebulse as 2373, 2377, goes to form a gaseous spectrum,

we can hardly expect that the remaining light could produce any but the feeblest conti-

nuous spectrum. As a further confirmation of this view, it may be mentioned that on one

occasion the spectrum of this nebula was examined in bright moonlight
;
the light was

so strong that the Huygenian region was scarcely visible ; in fact its boundaries were

not more apparent than the boundary of the proboscis major at 131 is on a dark night

;

yet although the three gaseous lines of the nebula were very fairly seen, no continuous

spectrum from the moonlight, which was probably equal in intensity to the light of the

nebula, could be detected.

This observation, however, was not so satisfactory as I could have wished, as a haze

which soon after eclipsed the nebula was beginning to come on at the time.

Besides the central parts of the nebula, the nebula Mairiani was examined with the

spectroscope, and a gaseous spectrum seen near the star 108. The proboscis major was

also examined near 126, and a gaseous spectrum seen. / Orionis was also examined,

but no spectrum but that of the star itself detected.

A clock-movement for the 6-feet telescope is now in progress, and when this is com-

pleted we hope to examine the spectra of this and other nebulae with more care.

Memorandum.

Through the kindness of Sir John Herschel I have been permitted to see his remarks

on this paper, and gladly take advantage of his suggestions. The engraving is upon the

whole very accurate
;
a little more softening off in the faint outlying parts would have

been desirable, but Mr. Basire did not think that it would be practicable consistent with

the reasonable durability of the plate
;
the forms, however, are correct. The sharpness

of outline and the hard and marked character of the principal features are the result of

the great light of the instrument
; with a diminishing aperture these characteristics gra-

dually fade away. The engraving faithfully represents the object as it may be seen on

any clear night, and the details are so well marked that no material change can take

place hereafter which will not at once be recognized with an instrument of similar

power. The interior of the trapezium has not been examined recently with the view

to the question whether it is absolutely dark. With the 6-feet instrument the eye is so

dazzled by the light of the four stars that it is difficult to form an accurate opinion

;

and any nebulosity which may exist is probably too faint to affect the spectroscope. I

am not certain that any part of the nebula is absolutely free from nebulosity, but the

contrast is so great between the dark spaces alluded to by Sir John Herschel, and the

contiguous portions of the nebula, that even in the drawing it was scarcely possible to

indicate nebulosity so slightly as not to interfere with the proper gradation of light ; in

fact it was scarcely possible to represent the bright parts sufficiently bright.
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IV. On the Curves which satisfy given Conditions. By Professor Cayley, F.R.S.

Received April 18,—Read May 2, 1867.

The present Memoir relates to portions only of the subject of the curves which satisfy

given conditions ;
but any other title would be too narrow : the question chiefly consi-

dered is that of finding the number of the curves which satisfy given conditions ;
the

curves are either curves of a determinate order r (and in this case the conditions chiefly

considered are conditions of contact with a given curve), or else the curves are conics

;

and here (although the conditions chiefly considered are conditions of contact with a

given curve or curves) it is necessary to consider more than in the former case the theory

of conditions of any kind whatever. As regards the theory of conics, the Memoir is

based upon the researches of Chasles and Zeuti-ien, as regards that of the curves of the

order r, upon the researches of De J onquieres : the notion of the quasi-geometrical

representation of conditions by means of loci in hyper-space is employed by Salmon in

his researches relating to the quadric surfaces which satisfy given conditions. The

papers containing the researches referred to are included in the subjoined list. I reserve

for a separate Second Memoir the application to the present question, of the Principle of

Correspondence.

List of Memoirs and Works relating to the Curves which satisfy given conditions,

with remarks.

De Jonquieres: Theoremes generaux concernant les courbes geometriques planes

d’un ordre quelconque, Liouv. t. vi. (1861) pp. 113-134. In this valuable memoir is

established the notion of a series of curves of the index N ; viz. considering the curves of

the order n which satisfy \n(n-\-?>)— 1 conditions, then if N denotes how many there

are of these curves which pass through a given arbitrary point, the series is said to be of

the index N.

In Lemma IV it is stated that all the curves C„ of a series of the index N can be

analytically represented by an equation F(y, x)=0, which is rational and integral of the

degree N in regard to a variable parameter A: this is not the case; see Annex No. 1.

Chasles: Various papers in the Comptes Rendus, t. lviii. et seg. 1864-67. The

first of them (Feb. 1864), entitled “ Determination du nombre des sections coniques qui

doivent toucher cinq courbes donnees d’ordre quelconque, ou satisfaire a diverses autres

conditions,” establishes the notion of the two characteristics (gj, v
)
of a system of conics

which satisfy four conditions
;

viz. g> is the number of the seconics which pass through

a given arbitrary point, and v the number of them which touch a given arbitrary line.

mdccclxviii. N
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The Principle of Correspondence for points on a line is, established in the paper of

June-July 1864. Many of the leading points of the theory are reproduced in the

present Memoir. The series of papers includes one on the conics in space which satisfy

seven conditions (Sept. 1865), and another on the surfaces of the second order which

satisfy eight conditions (Feb. 1866).

Salmon : On some Points in the Theory of Elimination, Quart. Math. Journ. t. vii. pp.

327-337 (Feb. 1866) ; On the Number of Surfaces of the Second Degree which can be

described to satisfy nine Conditions, Ibid. t. viii. pp. 1-7 (June 1866),—which two

papers are here referred to on account of the notion which they establish of the quasi-

geometrical representation of conditions by means of loci in hyper-space.

Zeuthen : Nyt Bidrag . . . Contribution to the Theory of Systems of Conics which

satisfy four conditions, 8°. pp. 1-97 (Copenhagen, Cohen, 1865), translated, with an

addition, in the Nouvelles Annales.

The method employed depends on the determination of the line-pairs and point-pairs,

and of the numerical coefficients by which these have to be multiplied, in the several

systems of conics which satisfy four conditions of contact with a given curve or curves.

It is reproduced in detail, with the enumeration called “ Zeuthen’s Capitals,” in the

present Memoir.

Cayley: Sur les coniques determinees par cinq conditions d’intersection avec une

courbe donnee.—Comptes Bendus, t. lxiii. pp. 9-12, July 1866. Besults reproduced

in the present Memoir.

De Jonquieres : Two papers, Comptes Bendus, t. lxiii. Sept. 1866, reproduced and

further developed in the “ Memoire sur les contacts multiples d’ordre quelconque des

courbes du degre r qui satisfont a des conditions donnees de contact avec une courbe

fixe du degre m

;

suivi de quelques reflexions sur la solution d’un grand nombre de

questions concernant les proprietes projectives des courbes et des surfaces algebriques,”

Crelle, t. lxvi. (1866), pp. 289-322,—contain a general formula for the number of curves

Cr having contacts of given orders a, b, c, . . with a given curve Um
See., which formula

is referred to and considered in the present Memoir.

De Jonquieres : Becherches sur les series ou systemes de courbes et de surfaces alge-

briques d’ordre quelconque ; suivi d’une reponse &c. 4°. Paris, Gauthier Yillars, 1866 *.

On the quad-geometrical representation of Conditions.—Article Nos. 1 to 23.

1. A condition imposed upon a subject gives rise to a relation between the parameters

of the subject; for instance, the subject may be, as in the present Memoir, a plane curve

of a given order, and the parameters be any arbitrary parameters contained in the

equation of the curve. The condition may be onefold, twofold, ... or, generally, #-fold,

and the corresponding relation is onefold, twofold, ... or &-fold accordingly. Two or

more conditions, each of a given manifoldness, may be regarded as forming together a

* The foregoing list is not complete, and the remarks are not intended to give even a sketch of the contents

of the works comprised therein, but only to show their bearing on the present Memoir.
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single condition of a higher manifoldness, and the corresponding relations as forming a

single relation ;
and thus, though it is often convenient to consider two or more condi-

tions of relations, this case is in fact included in that of a Mold condition or relation.

In dealing with such a condition or relation it is assumed that the number of parameters

is at least ~Jc\ for otherwise there would not in general be any subject satisfying the

condition : when the number of parameters is —Jc, the number of subjects satisfying the

condition is in general determinate.

2. A subject which satisfies a given condition may for shortness be termed a solution

of the condition ; and in like manner any set of values of the parameters satisfying the

corresponding relation may be termed a solution of the relation. Thus for a Mold

condition or relation, and the same number Jc of parameters, the number of solutions is

in general determinate.

3. A condition may in some cases he satisfied in more than a single way, and if a

certain way be regarded as the ordinary and proper one, then the others are special or

improper : the two epithets maybe used conjointly, or either of them separately, almost

indifferently. For instance, the condition that a curve shall touch a given curve (have

with it a two-pointic intersection) is satisfied if the curve have with the given curve a

proper contact
;
or if it have on the given curve a node or a cusp (or, more specially, if

it be or comprise as part of itself two coincident curves) ; or if it pass through a node

or a cusp of the given curve : the first is regarded as the ordinary and proper way of

satisfying the condition ; the other two as special or improper ways ;
and the correspond-

ing solutions are ordinary and proper solutions, or special or improper ones accordingly.

This will be further explained in speaking of the locus which serves for the representa-

tion of a condition.

4. A set of any number, say a, of parameters may be considered as the coordinates of

a point in ^-dimensional space ; and if the parameters are connected by a onefold, two-

fold, ... or Mold relation, then the point is situate on a onefold, twofold, ... or Mold
locus accordingly

;
to the relation made up of two or more relations corresponds the

locus which is the intersection or common locus of the loci corresponding to the several

component relations respectively. A locus is at most Mold, viz. it is in this case a point-

system. The relation made up of a Mold relation, an 7-fold relation, &c., is in general

(&-f-Z+&c.)fold, and the corresponding locus is (#+7+&c.)fold accordingly.

5. The order of a point-system is equal to the number of the points thereof, where,

of course, coincident points have to he attended to, so that the distinct points of the

system may have to be reckoned each its proper number of times. The locus corre-

sponding to any linear j-£old relation between the coordinates is said to be a^-fold omal

locus ; and if to any given Mold relation we join an arbitrary (<y—£)fold linear relation,

that is, intersect the Mold locus by an arbitrary (a— #)fold omal locus, so as to obtain

a point-system, the order of the Mold relation or locus is taken to be equal to the

number of points of the point-system, that is, to the order of the point-system. And
this being so, if a Mold relation, an 7-fold relation, &c. are completely independent, that

n 2
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is, if they are not satisfied by values which satisfy a less than (/£+/+ &c.)fold relation,

or, what is the same thing, if the /c-fold locus, the /-fold locus, &c. have no common

less than (7r+Z+&c.)fold locus, then the relations make up together a (&-f-Z-j-&c.)fold

relation, and the loci intersect in a (/£-b/-f-&c.)fold locus, the orders whereof are

respectively equal to the product of the orders of the given relations or loci. In parti-

cular if we have Jc-\-l-\-8zc.=u, then we have an &>-fold relation, and corresponding

thereto a point-system, the orders whereof are respectively equal to the product of the

orders of the given relations or loci.

6. A Afold relation, an /-fold relation, &c., if they were together equivalent to a less

than (Jc+7+ &c.)fold relation, would not he independent ; but the relations, assumed to

be independent, may yet contain a less than (£-j-Z-j-&c.)fold relation, that is, they may

be satisfied by the values which satisfy a certain less than (&+ Z-|-&c.)fold relation (say

the common relation), and exclusively of these, only by the values which satisfy a proper

(/£+ /-}-&c.)fold relation, which is, so to speak, a residual equivalent of the given relations.

This is more clearly seen in regard to the loci ; the 7>fold locus, the /-fold locus, &c.

may have in common a less than (#-f-Z-f-&c.)fold locus, and besides intersect in a resi-

dual (#+7+&c.)fold locus. (It is hardly necessary to remark that such a connexion

between the relations is precisely what is excluded by the foregoing definition of com-

plete independence.) In particular if #+Z-{-&c.= <y, the several loci may intersect, say

in an (u—j) fold locus, and besides in a residual a/-fold locus, or point-system. The order

(in any such case) of the residual relation or locus is equal to the product of the orders

of the given relations or loci, less a reduction depending on the nature of the common

relation or locus, the determination of the value of which reduction is often a complex

and difficult problem.

7. Imagine a curve of given order, the equation of which contains co arbitrary para-

meters : to fix the ideas, it may be assumed that these enter into the equation rationally,

so that the values of the parameters being given, the curve is uniquely determined.

Suppose, as above, that the parameters are taken to be the coordinates of a point in

<y-dimensional space ; so long as the curve is not subjected to any condition, the point in

question, say the parametric point, is an arbitrary point in the ^-dimensional space ; but

if the curve be subjected to a onefold, twofold, ... or 7>fold condition, then we have a

onefold, twofold, ... or /c-fold relation between the parameters, and the parametric

point is situate on a onefold, twofold, ... or 7>fold locus accordingly : to each position

of the parametric point on the locus there corresponds a curve satisfying the condition,

that is, a solution of the condition. In the case where the condition is <w-fold, the locus

is a point-system, and corresponding to each point of the point-system we have a solution

of the condition ; the number of solutions is equal to the number of points of the point-

system.

8. Considering the general case where the condition, and therefore also the locus, is

T’-fold, it is to be observed that every solution whatever, and therefore each special solu-

tion (if any), corresponds to some point on the 7>fold locus ; we may therefore have on
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the d-fold locus what may be termed “ special loci,” viz. a special locus is a locus such

that to each point thereof corresponds a special solution. A special locus may of course

be a point-system, viz. there are in this case a determinate number of special solutions

corresponding to the several points of this point-system. We may consider the other

extreme case of a special d-fold locus, viz. the d-fold locus of the parametric point may

break up into two distinct loci, the special d-fold locus, and another d-fold locus the several

points whereof give the ordinary solutions : wTe can in this case get rid of the special

solutions by attending exclusively to the last-mentioned d-fold locus and regarding it as

the proper locus of the parametric point. But if the special locus be a more than d-fold

locus, that is, if it be not a part of the d-folcl locus itself, but (as supposed in the first

instance) a locus on this locus, then the special solutions cannot be thus got rid of : we

have the d-fold locus of the parametric point, a locus such that to every point thereof

there corresponds a proper solution, save and except that to the points lying on the

special locus there correspond special or improper solutions. It is to be noticed that

the special locus may be, but that it is not in every case, a singular locus on the /(.'-fold

locus.

9. Suppose that the conditions to be satisfied by the curve are a d-fold condition, an

/-fold condition, &c. of a total manifoldness—u. If the conditions are completely hide-

pendent (that is, if the corresponding relations, ante
,
No. 5, are completely independent),

we have a d-fold locus, an /-fold locus, See., having no common locus other than the point-

system of intersection, and the number of curves which satisfy the given conditions, or

(as this has been before expressed) the number of solutions, is equal to the number of

points of the point-system, or to the order of the point-system, viz. it is equal to the

product of the orders of the loci which correspond to the several conditions respectively

;

among these we may however have special solutions, corresponding to points situate on

the special loci upon any of the given loci ; but when this is the case the number of these

special solutions can be separately calculated, and the number of proper solutions is

equal to the number obtained as above, less the number of the special solutions.

10. If, however, the given conditions are not completely independent (that is, if the

corresponding relations are not completely independent), then the d-fold locus, the /-fold

locus, &c. intersect in a common (u—j)fold locus, and besides in a residual point-system.

The several points of the (a—^’)fold locus give special solutions—in fact the very notion

of the conditions being properly satisfied by a curve implies that the curve shall satisfy

a true (d-j-/+&c.)fold, that is, a true cy-fold condition; the proper solutions are there-

fore comprised among the solutions given by the residual point-system, and the number

of them is as before equal to the order of thre point-system, or number of the points

thereof, less the number of points which give special solutions : the order of the point-

system is, as has been seen, equal to the product of the orders of the d-fold locus, the

/-fold locus, &c., less a reduction depending on the nature of the common (a—^‘).fold

locus, and the difficulty is in general in the determination of the value of this reduction.

11. In all that precedes, the number of the parameters has been taken to be a ; but if
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the parameters are taken to be contained in the equation of the curve homogeneously, then

the parameters before made use of are in fact the ratios of these homogeneous para-

meters ; and using the term henceforward as referring to the homogeneous parameters,

the numbers of the parameters will be =w-f- 1.

12. I assume also that the equation of the curve contains the parameters linearly:

this being so, the condition that the curve shall pass through a given arbitrary point

implies a linear relation between the parameters ; and the condition that the curve

shall pass through j given points, a y'-fold linear relation between the parameters. It

follows that the number of the curves which satisfy a given &-fold condition, and besides

pass through a— k given points, is equal to the order of the #-fold relation, or of the

corresponding #-fold locus ; and thus if we define the order of the k-fold condition to be

the number of, the curves in 'question, the condition, relation, and locus will be all of the

same order, and in all that precedes we may (in place of the order of the relation or of the

locus) speak of the order of the condition. Thus, subject to the modifications occasioned

by common loci and special solutions as above explained, the order of the
(
k-\-l-\- &c.)-

fold condition made up of a #-fold condition, a Z-fold condition, &c., is equal to the

product of the orders of the component conditions; and in particular if k-\-l-\- &c. =a,

then the order of the ay-fold condition, or number of the solutions thereof, is equal to

the product of the orders of the component conditions.

13. The conditions to be satisfied by the curve may be conditions of contact with a

given curve or curves. In particular if the curve touch a given curve, the parametric point

is then situate on a onefold locus. It is to be noticed in reference hereto that if the

given curve have nodes or cusps, then we have special solutions, viz. if the sought for

curve passes through a node or a cusp of the given curve ;
and each such node or cusp gives

rise to a special onefold locus, presenting itself in the first instance as a factor of the one-

fold locus of the parametric point ; this is, however, a case where the special locus is of

the same manifoldness as the general locus (ante, No. 8), and is consequently separable ;

throwing off therefore all these special loci, we have a onefold locus which no longer

comprises the points which correspond to curves passing through a node or a cusp of the

given curve
; the onefold locus, so divested of the special onefold factors, may be termed

the “ contact-locus ” of the given curve. To each point of the contact-locus there corre-

sponds a curve having with the given curve a two-pointic intersection, viz. this is either a

proper contact, or it is a special contact, consisting in that the sought for curve has on the

given curve a node or cusp, or (which is a higher speciality) in that the sought for curve

is or contains as part of itself two or more coincident curves (ante. No. 3). To a point

in general on the contact-locus there corresponds a curve having a proper contact with

the given curve, save and except that to each point on any one of certain special loci on

the contact-locus there corresponds a curve having some kind of special contact as above

with the given curve. To fix the ideas, it may be mentioned that for the curves of the

order r which touch a given curve of the order m and class n, the order of the contact-

locus is =w+(2r— 2)m.
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14. If, then, the curve touch a given curve, the parametric point is situate on the con-

tact-locus of that curve. If it touch a second given curve, the parametric point is in like

manner situate on the contact-locus of the second given curve, that is, it is situate on

the twofold locus which is the intersection of the two contact-loci
;
and the like in the

case of any number of contacts each with a distinct given curve. But if the curve,

instead of ordinary contacts with distinct given curves, has either a contact of the second,

or third, any higher order, or has two or more ordinary or other contacts with the same

given curve, then if the total manifoldness be =Jc, the parametric point is situate on a

Mold locus, which is given as a singular locus of the proper kind on the onefold con-

tact-locus ;
so that the theory of the contact-locus corresponding to the case of a single

contact with a given curve, contains in itself the theory of any system whatever of ordi-

nary or other contacts with the same given curve, viz. the last-mentioned general case

depends on the discussion of the singular loci which lie on the contact-locus. And

similarly, if the curve has any number of ordinary or other contacts with each of two or

more given curves, we have here to consider the intersections of singular loci lying on

the contact-loci which correspond to the several given curves respectively, or, what is

the same thing, to the singular loci on the intersection of these contact-loci ;
that is, the

theory depends on that of the contact-loci which belong to the given curves respectively.

15. Suppose that the curve which has to satisfy given conditions is a line ;
the equa-

tion is ax-\-by-\-cz= 0, and the parameters
(a , 5, c

)
are to be taken as the coordinates of

a point in a plane. Any onefold condition imposed upon the line establishes a onefold

relation between the coordinates (a, b
,
c), and the parametric point is situate on a curve

;

a second onefold condition imposed on the line establishes a second onefold relation

between the coordinates (a, b, c), and the parametric point is thus situate on a second

curve ;
it is therefore determined as a point of intersection of two ascertained curves.

In particular if the condition imposed on the line is that it shall touch a given curve, the

locus of the parametric point is a curve, the contact-locus
;

(this is in fact the ordinary

theory of geometrical reciprocity, the locus in question being the reciprocal of the given

curve
;)

and the case of the twofold condition of a contact of the second order, or of

two contacts, with the given curve, depends on the singular points of the contact-locus,

or reciprocal of the given curve ; in fact according as the line has a contact of the

second order, or has two contacts with the given curve (that is, as it is an inflexion-

tangent, or a double tangent of the given curve), the parametric point is a cusp or a node

on its locus, the reciprocal curve : this is of course a fundamental notion in the theory

of reciprocity, and it is only noticed here in order to show the bearing of the remark

(ante, No. 14) upon the case now in hand where the curve considered is a line.

16. If the curve which has to satisfy given conditions is a conic

(a, b, c, f, g ,
hjx, y,

z)
2=0,

we have here six parameters (a, b, c,f, g ,
li), which are taken as the coordinates of a

point in 5-dimensional space. It may be remarked that in this 5-dimensional space

we have the onefold cubic locus abc— af
2— bg'

1— ch'
2

-{-2fgk—0, which is such that to
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any position of the parametric point upon it there corresponds not a proper conic but a

line-pair; this may be called the discriminant-locus. We have also the threefold locus

the relation of which is expressed by the six equations

(be—

f

2=0, ca—cf— 0, ab—h2— 0, gli—af— 0, hf—bg= 0, fg—ch— 0),

which is such that to any position of the parametric point thereon, there corresponds

not a proper conic but a coincident line-pair. I call this the Bipoint-locus*, and I notice

that its order is =4; in fact to find the order we must with the equations of the

Bipoint combine two arbitrary linear relations,

(*Ja, b, c,f,g,h)= 0,

(#'X«, b, c,f, g, h)= 0;

the equations of the locus are satisfied by

a:b: c:f:g: h=a? : /3
2

: y
2

: j3y : yu, : a/3

(where a: (3:y are arbitrary) ;
and substituting these values in the linear relations, we

have two quadric equations in (a, /3, y), giving four values of the set of ratios (a : /3: y)

;

that is, the order is = 4, or the Bipoint is a threefold quadric locus.

17. The discriminant-locus does not in general present itself except in questions

where it is a condition that the conic shall have a node (reduce itself to a line-pair)
;

thus for the conics which have a node and touch a given curve
(
m

,
n), or, what is the

same thing, for the line-pairs which touch a given curve (m, n), the parametric point is

here situate on a twofold locus, the intersection of the discriminant-locus with the con-

tact-locus. It maybe noticed that this twofold locus is of the order 3(w-j-2m), but that

it breaks up into a twofold locus of the order 3n, which gives the proper solutions

;

viz. the nodal conics which touch the given curve properly, that is, one of the two lines

of the conic touches the curve ;
and into a twice repeated twofold locus of the order 3m

which gives the special solutions, viz. in these the nodal conic has with the given curve

a special contact, consisting in that the node or intersection of the two lines lies on

the given curve. By way of illustration see Annex No. 2. But the consideration of the

Bipoint-locus is more frequently necessary.

18. Suppose that the conic satisfies the condition of touching a given curve; the

parametric point is then situate on a onefold contact-locus
(
a

,
b, c,f, g, h )

q= 0 (to fix

the ideas, if the given curve is of the order m and class n, then the order g of the contact-

locus is =nJr 2m). The contact-locus of any given curve whatever passes through the

Bipoint-locus
;
in fact to each point of the Bipoint-locus there corresponds a coincident

line-pair, that is, a conic which (of course in a special sense) touches the given curve

whatever it be ; and not only so, but inasmuch as we have a special contact at each

of the points of intersection of the given curve with the coincident line-pair regarded as

a single line, that is, in the case of a given curve of the m-th order, m special contacts,

the Bipoint-locus is a multiple curve on the corresponding contact-locus.

* In framing the epithet Bipoint, the coincident line-pair is regarded as being really a point-pair : see post,

ISTo. 30.
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19. If the conic has simply to touch a given curve of the order m, and class then

the order of the condition (or number of the conics which satisfy the condition, and be-

sides pass through four given points) is equal to the order of the contact-locus, that is,

it is =n
i
-\-2m

1
. If the conic has also to touch a second given curve of the order m2 and

class n2,
then the order of the twofold condition (or number of the conics which satisfy

the twofold condition, and besides pass through three given points) is equal to the order

of the intersection or common locus of the two contact-loci
; and these being of the

orders n
i
-\-2m

l
and n2-\-2m2 respectively, the order of the intersection and therefore that

of the twofold condition is ={n
l
-\-2m

l
){n2 -\-2m^). But in the next succeeding case it

becomes necessary to take account of the singular locus.

20. If the conic has to touch three given curves of the order and class (m15 nj,

(
m2 ,

n2), (m3, n3)
respectively, we have here three contact-loci of the orders (n

l
-\-2m

]),

n2 -\-2m2 ,
n3-\-2m3 respectively; these intersect in a threefold locus, but since each of

the contact-loci passes through the threefold Bipoint-locus, this is part of the intersec-

tion of the three contact-loci
;
and not only so, but inasmuch as they pass through the

Bipoint-locus m2 ,
m3 times respectively, the Bipoint-locus must be counted m{m2m3

times, and its order being =4, the intersection of the contact-locus is made up of the

Bipoint reckoning as a threefold locus of the order 4m
1
m2m3 ,

and of a residual threefold

locus of the order

(n
l -f-2m i

)(n2-{-2m2)(n3+2m3)
— 4m{m2m3,

=w
1
w2w3+2(w,w2m3+&c.) +4(wpw2m3-f &c.)+ 4m

1
m2w23 ;

and the order of the threefold condition (or number of the conics which touch the three

given curves, and besides pass through two given points) is equal to the order of the

residual threefold locus, and has therefore the value just mentioned.

21. In going on to the cases of the conics touching four or five given curves, the same

principles are applicable
;
the contact-loci have the Bipoint (a certain number of times

repeated) as a common threefold locus, and they besides intersect in a residual fourfold

or (as the case is) fivefold locus, and the order of the condition is equal to the order of

this residual locus ; but the determination of the order of the residual locus presents

the difficulties alluded to, ante
,
No. 10. I do not at present further examine these cases,

nor the cases of the conics which have with a given curve or curves contacts of the

second or any higher order, or more than a single contact with the same given curve.

22. The equation of the conic has been in all that precedes considered as containing

the six parameters (a, b
, c, f, g, h) ;

but if the question as originally stated relates

only to a class of conics the equation whereof contains linearly 2, 3, 4, or 5 parameters,

or if, reducing the equation by means of any of the given conditions, it can be brought to

the form in question, then in the latter case we may employ the equation in such re-

duced form, attending only to the remaining conditions ;
and in either case we have the

equation of a conic containing linearly 2, 3, 4, or 5 parameters, which parameters are

taken as the coordinates of a point in 1-, 2-, 3-, or 4-dimensional space, and the discussion

relates to loci in such dimensional space. This is in fact what is done in Annex No. 2

MDCCCLXVIII. o
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above referred to, where the conics considered being the conics which pass through three

given points, the equation is taken to he fyz-\-gzx-\-hxy—h, and we have only the three

parameters (f, g, h)
;
and also in Annex No. 3, where the conics pass through two given

points, and are represented by an equation containing the four parameters (a ,
h, c, h) : I

give this Annex as a somewhat more elaborate example than any which is previously

considered, of the application of the foregoing principles, and as an investigation which

is interesting for its own sake. See also Annexes 4 and 5, which contain other exam-

ples of the theory. The remark as to the number of parameters is of course applicable

to the case where the curve which satisfies the given conditions is a curve of any given

order r; the number of the parameters is here at most =-^(r+l)(r+2), and the space

therefore at most \r(r-\- 3)dimensional
; but we may in particular cases have u-\-\ para-

meters, the coordinates of a point in ^-dimensional space, where a is any number less

than -^r(r+3).

23. I do not at present consider the case of a curve of the order r
,
or further pursue

these investigations; my object has been, not the development of the foregoing quasi-

geometrical theory, so as to obtain thereby a series of results, but only to sketch out the

general theory, and in particular to establish the notion of the order of condition, and

to show that, as a rule (though as a rule subject to very frequent exceptions), the order

of a compound condition is equal to the product of the orders of the component condi-

tions. The last-mentioned theorem seems to me the true basis of the results contained

in a subsequent part of this paper in connexion with the formulae of 1)e Jonquieres,

post, No. 74 et seg. But I now proceed to a different part of the general subject.

Reproduction and Development of the Researches of Chasles and Zeuthen.

Article Nos. 24 tb 72.

24. The leading points of Chasles’s theory are as follows : he considers the conics

which satisfy four conditions (4X), and establishes the notion of the characteristics

(g>, v) of such a system, viz. g,, =(4X • ), denotes the number of conics in the system

which pass through a given (arbitrary) point, and i/,= (4X/), the number of conics in

the system which touch a given (arbitrary) line. We may say that gj is the parametric

order, and v the parametric class of the system.

25. The conics

oo. (••/). (//), (•///). (////)

which pass through four given points, or which pass through three given points and

touch a given line, &c., ... or touch four given lines, have respectively the characteristics

(1,2), (2,4), (4,4), (4,2), (2,1).

26. A single condition (X) imposed upon a conic has two representative numbers, or

simply representatives, (a, /3) ; viz. if (4Z) be an arbitrary system of four conditions,

and (gj, v) the characteristics of (4Z), then the number of the conics which satisfy the

five conditions (X, 4Z) is=ugj+pt>.
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27. As an instance of the use of the characteristics, if X, X', X", X'", X"" be any five

independent conditions, and (a, j3), . . .
(a"", (3"") the representatives of these conditions

respectively, then the number of the conics which satisfy the five conditions (X, X', X",

X'", X"") is

=(1, 2, 4, 4, 2, 1X«, (3)(cJ, (3')(*'\ (3")(u"', /3"')K", ff)

viz. this notation stands for laM'aV+ . .+1(3(3'(3"@"(3"".

28. In particular ifX be the condition that a conic shall touch a given curve of the order

to and class n, then the representatives of this condition are (n, to), whence the number

of the conics which touch each of five given curves (to, n), . . . (to"", n"") is

=(1, 2, 4, 4, 2, 1~Jn, to"").

29. A system of conics (4X) having the characteristics (/a, v), contains

2v—fjj line-pairs, that is, conics each of them a pair of lines; and

2/a—

v

point-pairs, that is, conics each of them a pair of points (coniques infini-

ment aplaties).

30. I stop to further explain these notions of the line-pair and the point-pair ; and

also the notion of the line-pair-point.

A conic is a curve of the second order and second class
;
qua curve of the second

order it may degenerate into a pair of lines, or line-pair (but the class is then=0) : qua

curve of the second class it may degenerate into a pair of points, or point-pair (but the

order is then=0). The two lines of a line-pair may be coincident, and we have then a

coincident line-pair
;
such a line-pair (it must I think be postulated) ordinarily arises,

not from a line-pair the two lines of which become coincident, but from a proper conic,

flattening by the gradual diminution of its conjugate axis, while its transverse axis

remains constant or approaches a limit different from zero ; the conic thus tends (not to

an indefinitely extended but) to a terminated line*; in other words, the tangents of the

conic become more and more nearly lines through two fixed points, the terminations of

the terminated line
;
and these terminating points, which continue to exist up to the

instant when the conjugate axis takes its limiting value=0, are regarded as still existing

at this instant, and the coincident line-pair as being in fact the point-pair formed by the

two terminating points. Similarly the two points of a point-pair may be coincident,

and we have then a coincident point-pair ; such a point-pair (it must in like manner be

postulated) ordinarily arises, not from a point-pair the two points of which become coin-

cident, but from a proper conic sharpening itself to coincide with its asymptotes, and so

becoming ultimately a pair of lines through the coincident point-pair
;
and the coincident

point-pair is regarded as being in fact the line-pair formed by some two lines through the

coincident point-pair.

31. In accordance with the foregoing notions we may with propriety, and it will in

* A line is regarded as extending from any point A thereof to B, and then in the same direction, from B
through infinity to A

;
it thus consists of two portions separated by these points ; and considering either portion

as removed, the remaining portion is a terminated line.

o 2
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the sequel be found convenient to speak of a point-pair as a line terminated by two

points on this line, and similarly to speak of a line-pair as a point terminated (that is,

the pencil of lines through the point is terminated) by two lines through the point.

32. If in a point-pair thus considered as a line terminated by two points the two

points become coincident (the line continuing to exist as a definite line), or, what is the

same thing, if in a line-pair thus considered as a point terminated by two lines, the two

lines become coincident (the point continuing to exist as a definite point), we have a

“ line-pair-point viz. this is at once a coincident line-pair and a coincident point-pair ; it

may also be regarded as the limit of a conic the axes of which, and the ratio of the con-

jugate to the transverse axis, all ultimately vanish : it may be described as a line termi-

nated each way at a point thereof, or as a point terminated each way at a line

through it. The notion of a line-pair-point first presents itself in Zeuthen’s researches,

as will presently appear ; but it may be noticed here that line-pair-points, and these the

same line-pair-points, may present themselves among the 2v —p line-pairs, and among

the 2(a

—

v point-pairs of the system of conics 4X.

33. Returning to the foregoing theory of characteristics, I remark that the funda-

mental notion may be taken to be, not the characteristics (p, v) of the conics which

satisfy four conditions, but in every case the number of the conics which satisfy five con-

ditions. Thus. for the conics not subjected to any condition, we may consider the

symbols

(:•:). (/), {III (/III {Hill {IIIII)

denoting the number of the conics which pass through five given points, or which pass

through four given points and touch a given line, &c. . . ., or which touch five given lines

;

these numbers are respectively

= 1, 2, 4, 4, 2, 1.

So for the conics which satisfy a given condition X, or two conditions 2X, . . ., or five

conditions 5X, we have respectively the numbers

X, (::), (.-./), (://), (•///), (////)

2X, (.-.), (:/), (•//), ( //I

)

3X, (:), (•/), ( //)

4X, (•)> ( /)

5X,

where the X, 2X, &c. belong to the symbols which follow: read (X:: ),
(X.*./), &c.,

or, as we may for shortness represent them,

(jJ\ f, o’", r1"
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viz. the single condition X has the five characteristics (yJ", . . . r"), . . .; the four conditions

4X, the characteristics (+ v) as in the original theory
; and the five conditions 5X a

single characteristic yj0 .

34. We thus see the origin of the notion of the representatives (a, (3) of a single con-

dition X ;
for considering the arbitrary four conditions 4Z, the characteristics whereof

are (y, v), and assuming that the single characteristic, or number of the conics (X, 4Z),

is (3v, and taking for (4Z) successively the conditions

(.-./), (://), (•///), (////),

having respectively the characteristics

(1,2), (2,4), (4,4) (4,2) (2,1),

we have

^/"=la+2/3,

»/"=2a+4/3,

£'"=4«+4/3,

o-"'= 4a+ 2/3,

r"'= 2a+ l/3,

that is, the characteristics (yJ", g"', d". d") of a single condition X are not independent,

but are representable as above by means of two independent quantities (a, /3) ; or, what

is the same thing, we have

i/"=2yJ\ <r'"=2r", f=%(/+®'ff

),

which being satisfied, the representatives (a, /3) are given by

«=i(2d"-yJn
), (3=jt(2yj'"—7

J
").

35. I find that a like property exists as to the characteristics (yJ', v", g", o') of the two

conditions 2X, viz. these are not independent but are connected by a single linear relation,

&-¥+&-*=&
This may be proved in the case where the conditions 2X are two separate conditions

(X, X') ; viz. let the representatives of these be (a, /3), (a', /3') respectively, then com-

bining with them the three arbitrary conditions X", X'", X'" having respectively the

representatives (a", /3"), (
a'

", /3"'), (a"", (3 we have the general equation

(X, X', X", X'", X"")=(l, 2, 4, 4, 2, l£a, ,3)(«', /3')(a", /3"')(«"", fT);

taking herein

(X", X'", Xw
) =(.*.), (:/),(• //), (///)

successively, and observing that the representatives of
(

•
)
are (1, 0) and those of (/) are

(0, 1), we thus obtain for
(
yJ v", g", o"), characteristics of (X, X), the values

l“"=(l, 2, 4£a, /3)(a', (3%

'"=(2, 4, 4£a, /3)(a', (3).

(={ 4, 4,21a, £)(«', /3'),

<f'=(4, 2, 1X«, /3)(«', /3'),
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(viz. = 1 2 (os/3'+ oj'/3) -f- 4/3/3', &c.), and these values give identically

2^"— Sv"+ 3/— 2<r"= 0,

which is the foregoing equation. And I assume that the theorem extends to the case

of two inseparable conditions 2X, hut in this case I do not even know where the proof

is to be sought for.

The characteristics ((/l, v', g') of the three conditions 3X are in general independent.

36. It has been mentioned that if (a, (3) are the representatives of the condition X,

and (p, v) the characteristics of the conditions 4Z, then

(X, 4Z)=«H-0r;

this is the most convenient form of the theorem, hut as (a, (3) are known functions of

the characteristics (fjil", v
1

", g'", o’", r") of the condition X, the equation is in effect an ex-

pression for (X, 4Z) in terms of the characteristics ofX and 4Z respectively.

There is, similarly, an expression for (2X, 3Z) in terms of the characteristics

(/!//, v', g', a') of 3Z (satisfying the relation (j
!—fV -\-%g'—<j:'=0) and the characteristics

(/-&, v, g) of 2X, viz. we have

(2X, 3Z)= K -

* +" (—Ip'+tV+tW’—

M

+*'( V-i' )•

This may he easily proved in the case where the conditions 2X are two separable condi-

tions X, X' having the representatives (a, (3), (a', (3') respectively, and the conditions 3Z

three separable conditions Z", 71", 71" having the representatives (a", (3"), (a,'")(j3'"), (a!'", (3"")

respectively ; we have, in fact,

**'=(!, 2, 4X«, /3'), ^=(1, 2, 4, 4Ja", (3")(a"', (3 (3""),

"
f=(2, 4, 41 „ „ ), v=(2, 4, 4, 2X „ „ „ ),

g'=(4, 4, 2X „ ,, ), g=(4, 4, 2, IX „ „ „ ),

^=(4, 2, IX „ „ );

and with these values the function

(X, X', 7", 71", 71'"), =(1, 2, 4, 4, 2, 1X«, j3)(«f, j3')(«", 0 (3”')(*"", (3"")

is found to be expressible as above in terms of (^, v, g), (j
ul, 1

, g, <r')
; but I do not know

how to conduct the proof for the inseparable conditions 2X and 3Z.

37. It may be remarked by way of verification that writing successively

(3Z)= (.•.), (:/), (//), (///),

(f*,
g)=(l, 2, 4), (2, 4, 4), (4, 4, 2), (4, 4, 1),

that is,
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we have in the first case

(2X .•.)= -h'+¥
— — fo

/

+2fjj'—
1)

=p!+W-V+W-J),=t*',
and similarly in the other three cases,

(2X •//)=>', (2X •//}=/, (2X///)=<rf

.

38. Let (jM/, r, g, ff) be the characteristics of 2Z, ((««—fv+ff— <r=0), and (^', i/, g>', cr')

the characteristics of 2X, ((jJ—-fV+fg'—^= 0). Then in the formula for (2X, 3Z),

writing successively for 3X
(2X-), characteristics Qm, v, g),

and
(2X/), „ (,, e,*),

we obtain expressions for the characteristics (2X, 2Z •) and (2X, 2Z/) of (2X, 2Z), viz.

eliminating from the formulae, first the (a. </) and secondly the (p, ;jJ), each of these may

be expressed in two different forms as follows :

—

(2X, 2Z •

)

+iW'+^f

s)

-hi

+Uvi+ v'&

(2X, 2Z/)

-iff'

+W+ l/?)

is’®'

+Kw'+*/ff
)

~U?i+h\

the two expressions of the same quantity being of course equivalent in virtue of the

relations between (^, v, g, a) and (p/, v', g', <r') respectively.

The characteristics of (X, Z), (X, 2Z), (X, 3Z) are at once deducible from the before-

mentioned expression ap,-\-(3v of (X, 4Z).

39. Zeuthen’s investigations are based upon the before-mentioned theorem, that in a

system of conics (4X), characteristics (p», v), there are 2p—

v

point-pairs and 2v— p, line-

pairs. If in the given system the number of point-pairs is=X and the number of line-

pairs is =w, then, conversely, the characteristics of the system are

^=J(2X+ ts-), v=|(\+2®-).
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And by means of this formula he investigates the characteristics of the several systems

of conics which satisfy four conditions (4X) of contact with a given curve or curves, viz.

these are the conics

(1)

(1)(1)(1), (1,1)(1)(1), (i, 1)(1, 1), (1,1, 1X1). (1.1. 1.1).

(2)

(1)(1) , (2X1,1) , (2,1)(1) , (2,1,1),

(
2 )(2 ) , (

2
,
2
) ,

(3)

(1) ,(3,1) ,

(
4)

where (1) denotes contact of the first order, (2) of the second order, (3) of the third

order, (4) of the fourth order, with a given curve ; (1)(1) denotes contacts of the first

order with each of two given curves, (1,1) two such contacts with the same given curve,

and so on. A given curve is in every case taken to be of the order m and class n, with &

nodes, k cusps, r double tangents, and i inflexions (m15 n x ,
r1? m2 ,

n2 ,
See., as the

case may be). The symbols (1) &c. might be referred to the corresponding curves by a

suffix ;
thus (l)m would denote that the contact is with a given curve of the order m

(class n, See.) ; but this is in general unnecessary.

40. In a system of conics satisfying four conditions of contact, as above, it is compa-

ratively easy to see what are the point-pairs and line-pairs in these several systems

respectively ; but in order to find the values of X and vj, each of these point-pairs and

line-pairs has to be counted not once, but a proper number of times ; and it is in the

determination of these multiplicities that the difficulty of the problem consists. I do

not enter into this question, but give merely the results.

41. For the statement of these I introduce what I call the notation of Zeuthen’s

Capitals. We have to consider several classes of point-pairs and the reciprocal classes of

line-pairs. A point-pair may be described [ante. No. 31) as a terminated line, and a

line-pair as a terminated point
;
and we have first the following point-pairs, viz. :

—

A, line terminated each way in the intersection of two curves or of a curve with itself

(node).

B, tangent to a curve, terminated in a curve, and in the intersection of two curves or

of a curve with itself.

C, common tangent of two curves, or double tangent of a curve, terminated each way

in a curve.

D, inflexion tangent of a curve terminated each way in a curve

:

and the corresponding line-pairs, viz. :

—

A', point terminated each way in the common tangent of two curves or the double

tangent of a curve.

B', point of a curve terminated by the tangent of a curve, and by the common tangent

of two curves or double tangent of a curve.

C', intersection of two curves, or of a curve with itself (node), terminated each way by

the tangent to a curve.

D', cusp of a curve terminated each way by the tangent to a curve

:
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all which is further explained by what follows; thus in the case (1)(1)(1)(1),

=(l)
Bli
(l)

BJa
(l)Bl3(l)m4,

the value of A is given as 1m{m2 .w3m4(= 3m 1
m2m3m4). Here A is

the number of the point-pairs terminated one way in the intersection of any two mx , m2

of the four curves, and the other way in the intersection of the remaining two m3 ,
m4 of

the four curves. But in the case (1, 1)(1)(1), =(1, l)m(l)mi(l)m.2,
the value of A is given

as=^m
1m2+mmi.mm!!

. HereA denotes the number of the point-pairs, which are either

(
lm

x
m2)

terminated one way at a node of m, and the other way at an intersection of

mx,
m2 ,

or else (mm
x

.mm2)
terminated one way at an intersection of m, m

x ,
and the

other way at an intersection of m, m2 : and so in other cases.

42. This being so, we have

(1)(1)(1)(1), =(l)
OTl(lk(lk(lk

A.-=%ni{m2 ,m3m4 (=3 m
1
m2m3TO4), 1

B =.%mx
m2 .m3 .w4(=3Sm 1

m3m3w4 ), 2

C —'Zm x
.m2.n3ni (= %m

l
m2m3ni ). 4

A!=%n
x
n2 .n3ni (= 3%pz2%3w4 ),

B'= '%n
l
n2 . n3 .m4(

=

,

S%n
l
n2n3mi ),

G— 2n,.n„. mjn, (= 'Zn x
n2m3mi ).

(l,l)(l)(l),=(l,l)m(l)mi(l)W2 .

A= hn
x
m2 ~{-mm

x
.mm2 ^

B= ln
x
m2 + bi.2m x

-\-mm
x
(n— 2)m2-\-mm2(n—

2

)m
x

+mmx
n2(m— 1 )

+

mm2n x
(to— 1)

-\-m
x
m2n(m— 2),

C= Tm
x
m2

+nn
x
(m—2)m2 -\-nn2(m—2)ml

-\-n
x
n2.^m(m— 1),

D= im
x
m2 .

(l,l)(l,l),=(l,l)m(l,l)m,

A= +\mn x
(mm

x
— 1 ),

B= ln
x
(mx
— 2) 2)

-\-mm
l
(n—2)(m

1
—l)-j-mm

1
(n

x
—2)(m—l),

C= r.\m
x
(m

x

—
1) -f

1

+nn
x
(m— 2)(m,— 2),

D=/.%m
l
(m

1
— 1) -\-i

x .\m(m—l).

1 A'= Tn
y
n2 -\-nn

x
.nn2x

2 B'= Tm
x
n2 -{-rm2n x

-\-nn
x
(m—2)n2 -\-nn2(m—2)nx

-\-nnxm2{n—V) -\-nn2mx
(n—l)

-\-n
xn2m(n— 2),

4 C'= 'hlfh
x
Yl2

+mm
l
(n-2)n2-\-mm2(n—2)

+m
x
m2.^n(n—l),

*

3 D'= «WjW2 .

1 A'= tt
x

-\-\nnx
(nn

x
—}

2 B'== rm
x
(n— 2) +r

x
m{n— 2)

-\-nn
x
{m—2)(nx

—V)-\-nn
x
(m

x
— 2) 1

4 C'= ^.^n
x
(n

x

—
2) 1^

-f-mTOi(w-2X^—2),

3 D'= *.-iw 1 (» I
-l) +^.^(w-l

MDCCCLXVIII. P
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(l,l,l)(l)= (l,l,l)m(l) TO,

A= 1

B= S(n— 4)m, +^(^--2), 2

-+-mm
1
(n—2)(m— 3),

C= r(m—4)m
1 -l-nn 1

.%(m—2)(m—3), 4

D= i(m—3)m
1 ,

3

A'= «„
B'= r(m— 2),

2)(w— 3),

C'= cS(w— 4)^! +mm 1
.-|(w- 2)(w— 3),

D'= fc(n—3)nr

(
1 ,

1
,
1 , 1 ), =(1

,
1

,
1

,
1)..

A=-p(S—-1),

B= &(«-4)(ro-4),

C= r.^(m— 4){m— 5),

I)= ;.i(m-3)(m-4).

1 A'=ir(r-1),

2 B'= r(ra— 4)(w— 4),

3 C'= 4)(w-5),

4 D'= -A.\{n— 3){n— 4).

43. Secondly, we have the point-pairs :

—

E, tangent to curve from intersection of two curves or of a curve with itself (node),

and terminated at the point of contact and the last-mentioned point.

F, tangent to a curve at intersection with another curve or with itself, and terminated

there and at a curve.

G, common tangent of two curves or double tangent of a curve, terminated at one of

the points of contact and at a curve.

I), ut supra.

H, line joining cusp of a curve with intersection of two curves or of a curve with

itself, and terminated at these points.

I, line from cusp of a curve touching a curve, and terminated at the cusp and at a

curve.

J, Inflexion tangent of a curve, terminated there and at a curve

:

and the corresponding line-pairs, viz.

E', point on a curve in common tangent of two curves or double tangent of a curve,

and terminated by this tangent and by tangent to a curve.

F', point on a curve in common tangent of this and another curve or in double tangent

of this curve, and terminated by this tangent and by tangent to a curve.

D f

,
ut supra.

H', intersection of inflexion tangent of a curve with common tangent of two curves

or double tangent of a curve, and terminated by these lines.

I', intersection of inflexion tangent of a curve with a curve, and terminated by this

tangent and by tangent of a curve

:

and this being so,
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(
2)(1 )(1 ), =(2Ulk(lk-

E =n.m
xm2,

3 E':

F =mm, .m2+mm2.m„ 3 F:

G =nn2 .m x
-\-nn

x
.m2 ,

6 G' =

I) =im
x
m2,

2 D':

H—x,m
x
m2 .

1 H':

I —x.n
x
m2 +m2mx

. 2 1' :

(2)(l,l)=(2)
jn
(l,l) ro,

E =£
1%, 3 E'

F —
1), 3 F

G=to%, (to,— 2), 6 G':

D=<.^TOi(m,— 1), 2 D'

H=*&„ 1 H':

I =r^j (m,— 2). 2 1'
:

(2, 1)(1), =(2, i)„(i)„.

E =(«-2).«„ 3 E'

F =mm
x
(m—2)+2Sm„ 3 F

G= nn
x
(m— 2)-f-2rm15 6 G'

D=;(m— 3)m„ 2 D'

1 H'

I =z(n— 3)m, -\->tn
x
{m— 2), 2 I'

J ~=im
x . 5 J'

(2, 1, 1), =(2, 1, 1)..

E = J(to-4), 3 E'

F =.2&(ra— 3), 3 F
G=2r(m— 4), 6 G'

D= 3)(m— 4), 2 D'

H= 1 H':

I = *(to—3)(m— 4), 2 r :

J = / (to— 3). 5

p 2

J':

:m.n
x
n2 ,

:nn
1
.m2 +nn2.mx ,

mm2 .n x
-\-mn

x
.n2 ,

7tn
x
n2,

im2nx +im2nx
.

T.m,

n.n
x (

to,— 1 ),

(
to,— 2),

— 1),

IT,,

um
t

(n
x

— 2).

:(m— 2).TOTO„

; toto,(to— 2) +2r/i 1?

:mro
1
(»- 2) + 2&TO,,

— 3)w15

:i(m— %)nx -\- im,x
{n— 2 ),

:*TO,.

= r(w— 4),

=2r(»-3),

=2&(to-4),

: «.^(to— 3)(to— 4),

: <r,

: ;(m— 3)(to— 4),

: — 3).
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44. Thirdly, we have the point pairs :

—

K, common tangent of two curves or double tangent of a curve, terminated at points

of contact.

L, line from cusp of a curve touching a curve, and terminated at cusp and point of

contact.

M, line joining cusp of a curve with cusp of a curve, and terminated by the two

cusps.

N, inflexion tangent terminated each way at inflexion, viz. this is a line-pair-point.

O, cuspidal tangent terminated each way at cusp, viz. this is a line-pair-point

:

and the corresponding line-pairs :

—

K', intersection of two curves or of curve with itself (node), and terminated by the

two tangents.

L', intersection of inflexion tangent of a curve with a curve, and terminated by the

inflexion tangent and the tangent at the intersection.

M', intersection of inflexion tangent of a curve with inflexion tangent of a curve, and

terminated by the two inflexion tangents.

N', =0, line-pair-point as above.

O', =N, line-pair-point as above:

which being so, we have

(2X2), =(2)m (2)m,

K =nn
x ,

L —zn
x
-\-K

x
n^

M= /S/S
1
.

(
2

,
2 ), =(2

,
2
)m .

9 K'=mm„

3 L'

1 M l=u
l

’

K=r,

L = z(n— 3),

M=**(*-l),

N =i,

0=z.

9 k'= a,

3 L'= /(m— 3),

1 - 1 ),

2 N'= *,

1 0'= /.

45. Fourthly, we have the point-pairs:

—

P, tangent of a curve at its intersection with another curve or itself, terminated each

way at the point of contact

—

line-pair-point.

Q, common tangent of two curves or double tangent of a curve, terminated each way

at one of the points of contact

—

line-pair-point.

J, ut supra.

R, cuspidal tangent terminated at cusp and at a curve

:

and the corresponding line-pairs :

—
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P', =Q, line-pair-point.

Q', =P, line-pair-point.

J', ut supra.

R', inflexion of curve terminated by the inflexion tangent and by tangent to a curve :

which being so, we have

(3)(1), =(3)m (l)m,

P =«)»„ 2 P'= Wj,

Q= nn
x .

2 Qj=mm
x ,

J = /m,, 5 J' =
R = Jtm,. 4 D'= m.

(3, 1), =(3, l)m.

P=25, 2 O II to

Q=2r, 2 P'=2i,

J = i(m— 3), 5 co'1s*II1-9

CO1J,IIPS 4 R'= i{n— 3).

46.

And lastly, we have the point-pairs N, O
(
line-pair-points

)
and the line-pairs

N', O'
(
line-pair-points), ut supra,,

and

(
4), ==(4)m .

N=i,

0=z.

N'=*,

0'=/.

47. Where in all cases the central column of figures gives the numerical factors

which multiply the corresponding capitals, thus we have

for (1)(1)(1)(1)

x=2i> —p=A + 2B + 4C,

vr=2p—v =A'-}-2B'+4C'

;

for (1, 1)(1)(1),

\=2» -p=A +2B +4C +3D,

zs—2[h—v =A'+2B'+4C'+3D',
and so on.

48. The elements (m, n, S, r, /) of a curve satisfy Pluceer’s six equations, and

Zetjthen uses these equations, in a somewhat unsystematic way, to simplify the form

of his results.

It is convenient in his formulae to write 3m+ /, =3n+ %, =a, and to express every

thing in terms of
(m , n. a), viz. we have for this purpose

2S=m2—

m

+ 8n— 3a,

2r=n2 —Sm—n— Sa.
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But I make another alteration in the form of his results ; he gives, for instance, the

characteristics of (1, 1)(1)(1) as

(Jj=

+

m2n^) -\-^n x
n2 ,

v —v" 1

m{ni2 v" {m
x
n2+m2n l )

+ v' n
x
n2 ,

where

l«/
=2m( m+ n— 3)+ r, =(1,1.*.),

^ =v' =2n( m-\-2n— 5)+2r, =(1,1 :/ ),

(jj'"=v" =2n (2m+ n- 5)+2&, =(1,1.//),

/,=2»( m+ rc-3)+ &, =(1,1///),

viz. the four components have really the significations (1, 1 .\) set opposite to them

respectively ;
and accordingly, instead of giving the formulse for the two characteristics

of (1, 1)(1)(1), I give those for the four characteristics (1, 1 .*.), &c. of (1, 1), thus in

every case obtaining formulse which relate to a single curve only. Subject to the last-

mentioned variation of form, I give Zeuthen’s original expressions in Annex 6 ; hut

here in the text I express them as above in terms of (m, n, a), viz.

49. We have the formulse

W(
:: )

= w+2w,

(
.*./)=2%+4m,

( : //)=4w+4m,

(
•
///)=4w+2m,

(
////)=2n+2m;

.\)=2m2+2wm+-^2—2m—\n— -fa,

(
:/)=2m2+4wm+ n2—2m— n— 3a,

(
• //)= m2 -\-imn-\-2n2— to— 2«— 3«,

(
///)=%m2 -{-2mn-\-2n2—\m— 2n— -fa.

(1,1,1)

( : )=fm3+2m2w+ mw2+|»3-2m2— Zmn—\n2— a(—3m—fw+13),

( •/ )—\m2-\-2m2n-\-2mn2
-\-\n

2— m2—kmn— n2— — 3to— 3^+20),

( //
)=im3 4- m2n-\-2mn2

-\-^n
2—\m2—3mn— 2n2— §to— 3%-f- 13);

(1, 1,1,1)

( • )=^to4+fmVi

+

toW -f-\mn2+

-

2\m4

—
-fro

3— 3to
2w— 2tow2— —-^m2—21raw--^%2+

+ a(— §to
2—3wm— -^-f-^+a.f,

( / )= 4̂-m
4+|m3w+OTV-l-|mw3

-f y^-w
4

—^m3—

2

to
2w— 3mn2—

—

^-m2— 21inn— ^-f
1^2

-f- -f-

+a(—fro2—3wm—^n2
^-=p)-}-a

2
.§

;
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(2)

(•’•)=

( :/ )=2«,

(•//)=2«,

(///)= «;

(2,1)

( : )=12m+12w-|-(2m-f- w— 14)a,

( •/ )=24m+24#+(2m+2w— 24 )a,

( // )=12m+12n+ (
m+2w— 14)a;

(2,1,1)

( - )=24m2+ 36wm+12#2-168m-168w+a( m2+2mM-^2-25m-f>%+138)-

( / )=12m2+36mw+ 24w2-168m-168w+a(fm2 -f-2mrc+ n2-^m— 25ra+138)—

(2,2)

( • )=27m+24rc-20a+±a2
,

( / )
=24m+ 27w-20a+ia2

;

(3)

( : )= —4m— 3w-j-3a,

( / )=—8m— 8w-f6a,

( // )=—3m—4w+3a

;

(3, 1)

( • )=—8m2—12mw— 3w2+56m+53w-f-a(6m-f 3w— 39),

( / )=— 3m2— 12mw— 8%2-f53m-f-56ft+a(3m+6w— 39);

(
1

)

( • )=—10m— 8w+6a,

( / )=- 8m— 10%+ 6a.

50. By means of the foregoing formula; I obtain, as will presently be shown, the fol-

lowing formulae for the number of the conics which satisfy five conditions, viz. :

—

(5)=— 15m—15%+9«

;

(4.

1)

=— 8m2—20mw— 8w2

-f 104m+104w-fa(6m+6«— 66);

(3.2)

= 120m+120n+«(-4m-4w-78)+ 3a2
;

(3, 1, 1)=—fm3—10m2w—10»m2—fw3
4-iipm2+116mrc-fif%2—434m— 434n

;

+ a(fm2+ Qmn+

f

n2— —-^n+ 29 1 )—fa
2

;

(2, 2, l)=24m2+54mw+24«,2— 468m— 468w

+a(—8m— 8^+327)+a2
(fm-+-fw— 12)

;
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(2, 1, 1, l)= 6m3+30m2w+30wm2+6w3— 174m2—348mw— 174?t2+1320m+1320?t

+a(^m3 4-m2w+mw2+^3—i
2
1w2—26mw— J^i2

960)

+a2
(—fm— -fw+28);

(1, 1, 1, 1, 1)*= m»i5+ tS- W+£mV -1--^mn*+xio^
5

— —%m3n—2mV—%mn3— Y^n4

— 1Yrm3— ~Yi~m
2n—-^mn3—-^n3

+J^| 7m2+ 59^+i^%2_ 3I^_ 3J^
+ a(—im3—f

m

2w— -fm%
2— ^t3+\-m2+ 2 3m+-^w2— af2w—

+

486)

+ a2(fm+frc— 15);

51. I observe that by means of the abovementioned expressions of (X, 4Z) and

(2X, 3Z), the foregoing results, other than those for (5), (4, 1), &c., may be presented

in a somewhat different form, viz. we have

(4Z)(1)=< )+m(/),

where
(

• )
denotes (4Z •),(/) denotes (4Z /), and so in other cases, the understood term

being 3Z or 2Z, as the case may be.

(3Z)(2) = (•/»«;

(3Z)(1, 1)
=

+ (- / )(mn a)

+( //)(fyn
3—\m)

;

(2Z)(3) = (
.'.

)( fm+ n- fa)

+ (
: / )(

—'fan—f^+fa)

+ ( //){~ ,̂n~'kri "hf04
)

+(///)( m+>—|a);

(2Z)(2,1) = (.*. ){-3m-3w+ a(_>+^+2)}
+ ( : /){ fm+fw+ a( fm+>— 4)}

+ (•//){ |w+|^+a( |m+fw— 4)}

+ ( ///){—3m— 3w+a( £m->+ 2)} ;

(2Z)(1, 1,1)=

(
.-. ){—-^m3—|m2}i+|m»24-^3+ -g-m

2+ 0m?t— f ^
2+ri^+fl^+ a

( fw— f 1)1

+ ( :/){ r^3+l^+imw2— j^3—j^m2—iww+i^2— ¥^+<—
+ (

• //){ iV^
3+i^2^+|w^2+iL6^3

+i%m2-‘iw^— -xw~ J^+ a(“T^m"“'5V4+ 3)}

+ ( ///){ ^m3+-jm2w—|m»2-^*2— -fm2+ 0??m+ ^ w2+f-fm+y^+a(— fm+ fw— 1);

in all which formulae it is to be recollected that we have

(*)-« ;/)+!( 7/)-(///)=o.

* In my paper in tlie Comptes Rendus, I gave erroneously the coefficients — - a

s

59m— 32 °°
n.. +a(... + ++.
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55. Now in every case except (5)m the number of intersections of the conic with the

curve is >6 (viz. for (4, l)m and (3, 2)m the number is 7, for (3, 1, 1) and (2, 2, 1) it is 8,

and for the remaining two cases it is 9 and 10 respectively) ; hence if the given curve

m be a cubic, the number of conics satisfying the prescribed conditions is = 0 ; and since

a cubic may be the general cubic or a nodal or a cuspidal cubic, we have the three cases

(m, n, a)=( 3, 6, 18), (3, 4, 12), and (3, 3, 10). We have thus in each case three con-

ditions for the determination of the constants a, c; so that there is in each case a veri-

fication of the resulting formula.

56. In the omitted case (5)m ,
when the curve mis a cubic, the theory of the conics

(5)m is a known one, viz. the points of contact of these conics, or the “ sextactic” points

of the cubic, are the points of contact of the tangents from the points of inflexion
; the

number of the conics (5)m is thus =(n— 3)i, viz. in the three cases respectively it is =27,

3, and 0. Hence for determining the constants we have the three equations

9<z+18c=27,

7a-\-12c= 3,

6<z+10c= 0,

which are satisfied by a=— 15, c=9, and the resulting formula is

(5)=—15m—15w+9a.

In the particular case of a curve without nodes or cusps, this is (5)=12w— 15m,

=m(12m— 27), which agrees with the result obtained in my memoir “On the Sextactic

Points of a Plane Curve,” Phil. Trans, vol. civ. (1865) pp. 545-578.

57. The subsidiary results required for the remaining cases (4, 1), &c. are at once

obtained from the foregoing formulse for (4Z)(1), (3Z)(2), &c. ; for example, we have

(4)m(l)m,= n'(—10m— 8n-\-6a)

+mf(— 8m— 10w+6a),

with like expressions for (3, l)m(l) te -, &c.,

(3)m(2)TO
, = (_8m-8rc+6a),

(3)m(l, l)m, =(>'2 -\d )(—4m— 3^+ 3«)

+ (m'«'- fa' )(
—8m—8^+6a)

+(^m'2—|m')(— 3m—4w+3a)

;

with like expressions for (2, l)m(2)m,, (2, l)m(l, l)m,, &c. &c.

58. Calculation of (4, 1). We have

(4, 1W-(4, l).-(4, 1)„,=(4)„(1),,+(4)„.(1)„

= — 16mm'— 20(md -fm'n)—IQnd

+ 6 (an'-\- a'n)+ 6(am'-{- a'm),

the integral of which is

( 4, l)m= — 8m2— 20mn— Sn2+ «(m

+

n)+ «(6m+6n+ c)

.
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The particular cases (m,
n, a)=(3, 6, 18), (3, 4, 12), (3, 3, 10) give respectively

0=252-f9«+18c,

0= 64+7a+ 12c,

0= 36+ 6a+10c,

satisfied by «=104, c—— 66.

59. Calculation of (3, 2). We have

(3, 2)„+.,-(3, 2)„-(3, 2).,=(3W2)„.+ (3U2)„
= — 4(m«'+Wa)— 4{not! n'a

) -f 6aa'

:

the integral is

(3, 2)m=«(m -f-w)+ a(

—

4m— 4n+ c)+ 3a2
,

and, as before,

0=324+9a+18c,

0= 96 + 7«+12c,

0= 60+6a+ 10c,

satisfied by «=120, c— — 78.

60. For the calculation of (3, 1, 1) we have similarly

(3, 1, 1,Vh,-( 3, 1, l)m— (3, 1, 1)..=(3).(1, l)m'+(3)m/(l, l)m

+ (3, l)m(l)m/+(3, l)m/(l)m .

The function on the right-hand side was of course calculated from the values of

(3)m(l, l)m ,
&c. ;

but there is no use in this (and the more complicated cases which

follow) in actually writing down the values of the function in question
; it can in each

case be calculated backwards from the foregoing expressions of (3, 1, 1) &c., and the

values so obtained be verified by actual substitution. But assuming it to be known,

the solution of the functional equation gives of course the foregoing expression for

(3, 1, 1), except that the terms in m-\-n and a are therein a{ra-\-n)-\-ca ; and I shall in

this and the subsequent cases give only the three equations which determine the constants.

In the present case these are

— 332+ 9a+18c=0,

— 454+7«+12c=0,
— 306-f 6<z+10c=0,

satisfied by «= — 434, c=291.

61.

Remaining cases (2, 2, 1), (2, 1, 1, 1) and (1, 1, 1, 1, 1). We have

(2, 2, l)m+m,— (2, 2, 1),= (2, 2)m(l)w+ (2, 2)w(l)m

+ (2, l)m(2)m/+ (2, l)m,(2)m ,

and
-1674+9a+18c=0,

— 648+7a+12c=0,

— 462+ 6a+10c=0,
satisfied by a=— 468, c=327.

Q 2
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Again,

(2, 1, 1, l)m+ml —(2, 1, I, l)m— (2, 1, 1, l)w= (2, 1, lUl)m ,+ (2, 1, lUl)m

+(2, 1).(1, l)w+(2, 1U1).

+ (2)m(l, 1, l)m,+(2)w(l, 1, l)ro,

and

5400+ 9<2+ 18c=0,

2280+ 7a+12c=0,

1680 + 6a+10c=0,

satisfied by <2=1 320, c=— 960 ; and finally,

(1, 1, 1, 1, l)m+w-(l, 1, 1, 1, l)m-(l, 1, 1, 1, l)m,=
’

(1, 1, 1, l)m(l)w+(l, 1, 1, 1U1)™

+ (l,l,l)ro(l,l)w+(l,l,lUl,l)m ,

and
— 30618+ 90(2+180^=0,

— 14094+ 70a+120<?=0,

— 10692+60<z+120<?=0,

satisfied by 10«=6318, 10c=4860, that is, a———5—, c=486.

62. The contacts of a conic with a given curve which have been thus far considered

are contacts at unascertained points of the curve; but a conic may have with the given

curve at a given point thereof a contact of the first order, the condition will be denoted

by (2) ; or a contact of the second order, the condition will be denoted by (3), and so on.

It is to be observed that the conditions (2), (3), &c. are sibireciprocal, the contact at a

given point of the curve is the same thing as contact with a given tangent of the curve

;

but if we write (1) to denote the condition of passing through a given point of the

curve, this is not the same thing as the condition of touching a given tangent of the

curve ; and this last condition, if it were necessary to deal with it, might be denoted by (1).

But I attend only to the condition (1). The expressions for the number of conics which

satisfy such conditions as (1), (2), &c. are obtainable in several ways.

63. (1°) When the total number of conditions is 4, the question may be solved by

Zeuthen’s method, viz. by determining the line-pairs and point-pairs of the system 4Z,

with the proper numerical coefficients, and thence deducing the values of the character-

istics (4Z •
)
and (4Z /). A few cases are in fact thus solved in Zeuthen’s work.

64. (2°) By the foregoing functional method. It is to be observed that there is a

difference in the form of the functional equation, and that the general solution is always

given in the form, Particular Solution + Constant
,
so that there is only a single con-

stant to be determined by special considerations. To take the simplest example, let it

be required to find the number of the conics (3Z) (I, 1): writing for shortness in place

hereof (1, 1), or (in order to mark the curve (to) to which the symbol has reference)

(1, l)m ,
let the curve (in) be the aggregate of the curves (to) and (to'). Regarding the

point 1 as a given point on the curve (to), that is, an arbitrary point in regard to the
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curve (m'), we have thus the equation

• (I, i)m+m,-(I, i)m=( 1U
where the right-hand side is known

; and so in general the form of the functional equa-

tion is always <p(m+ w!)— <p(m)= given value
,
that is,

n-\-n\ a-\-a')—<p(m, n, a) = given function of (m, n, a, ml, n', a!);

whence, as stated, the general solution is Particular Solution + Constant. In the case

in hand, taking successively (3Z)= (.\), ( : / ), ( • //), and (///), we have in the first of

these cases

(I, l)m=n'+2m',

whence (1, Y)m=-n-\-2m-\- const. =(T, 1)(.‘.) ;
and the value of the constant being in

any way ascertained to be =— 2, we have (1, 1) (.\)=wfi-2m— 2 ; and the like for the

other three cases.

65. (3°) The expressions for the number of conics which satisfy such conditions as

(1), (2), &c. are deducible with more or less facility from the corresponding expressions

wherein (1), (2), &c. are replaced by (•),(: ), &c. ;
thus from ( : : Y)*=n-{-2m we deduce

(•••I, l)= (::/)-2(.-.2)=rc+2m-2,

viz. if one of the four arbitrary points of ( :
: / )

becomes a point on the curve, then the

condition (::/) is satisfied specially by the conic (.’.2) which passes through the

remaining three points and touches the curve at the point in question ; 2 of the conics

(: :/) coincide with the conic in question. We have thus a reduction 2(.\ 2), =2, and

the number of the conics (.‘.I, 1) is =n-\-2m— 2. Similarly, we have the system

(.-. 1, 1 )=n-\-2m— 2,

(: 1,1,1 )=.n-\-2m— 4,

(• I, T, I, l)=n+2m-6,

(I, I", I, I, l)=w+2m-8.

Again, two or even three of the given points on the curve may come together without any

reduction being thereby caused, that is, we have

( : 2, 1 ) =w+2to— 4,

(•2,1,1, )=(-!, 1 )=n+2m-Q,

( 2, T, 1, 1)=( 3, 1, l)=rc+2m-8;

but if the four points on the curve coincide in pairs, or, what is the same thing, if in

(2, 1, 1, 1) the points 1 and 1 come to coincide, then there is a special reduction, and

we have

(2, 2, l)=w-f-2ra— 8 [—(m—2)]=m+w— 6,

* I write indifferently (1) (: :), (1 : :) or (: : 1) ; and so in other cases.
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viz. here (m— 2) of the conics come to coincide with the two points considered as a

point-pair or infinitely thin conic. If the points 2 and 2 come to coincide, that is, if the

four given points on the curve all coincide, there is no further reduction, but we have

(4, l)=m-{-n— 6.

66.

The expressions involving a single (1) may in every case be reduced by the fore-

going method to depend upon other expressions ; thus we have

(3Z
)
(T, 1) = (' 1) -2(2) ,

(2Z
) a, 2) = (' 2) -3(3) ,

» (1. 1. 1) = ('1. 1) -2(2,1) ,

(Z
)

(I» 1, 2) = ('1. 2) -2(2,2) -

55
t-H

T—

1

IrH

!)=('•1, 1, 1)— 2(2, 1, 1),

55 (1, 3) =(' 3) -4(4) ,

(1> 4) =('•4) -5(5) ,

&c.,

where, comparing for example the equations for(Z)(l, 1, 2) and (2Z)(1, 1, 1), it will be

observed that in the first case the contacts 1, 2 of the symbol (1, 1, 2) successively

coalesce with the point 1, giving respectively 2(2, 2) and 3(1, 3), the exterior factor

being in each case the barred number, whereas the second case, where the contacts 1, 1

of the symbol (1, 1, 1) are of the same order, we do not consider each of these symbols

separately ^thus obtaining 2(2, 1)+2(1, 2), =4(2, 1)), but the identical symbol is taken

only once, giving 2(2, 1). Thus we have also

(1, 1,1,1, 1)=(-1, 1, 1, l)-2(2, 1,1, 1).

67. The value of a symbol involving (2), say the symbol (3Z)(2), is connected with

that of y(3Z • /) ; but as an instance of the correction which is sometimes required I

notice the equation

(2, 1, 1, 1)=K1, 1. l-/)-U(m-2)(m-3)+l(»-2)(»-3)+3(3, 1, 1)+ 2(4,1)},

which I have verified by other considerations.

68. We obtain the series of results :

®( :0=1.

( .-./)= 2
,

( ://)=4,

( 7//)= 4
,

( ////)=
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)
= n+2m-2,

( : / )
=2w+4m— 4,

(•//) =4w+4m— 4,

(///) =4^+2m-2;

(I, 2
)(:)

(•/)

(//)

(M7)
( . }

( 7)

(//)

= a— 3,

= 2a— 6,

=2a— 3

;

=2m2 4-2mra+fw2—6m—fw+ 8— fa,,

=2m2+4mw+ n2—6m— 5%+ 12— 3a,

= m2+4mw+2w2—3m—6w+ 8— 3a;

(M)
( 7
(/)

=—4m—3%— 4+ 3a,

=—8m—8n—4+6a

;

(1 j 1? 2)(
. )

_ gm _j_ 9% _j_3o_j_ a^2m+ w— 16),

(/ ) =21m+18^-|-30+a(2m-f-2w— 26) ;

(1? 7 1> 1)^
. )

==|m3
-{-2m

2w+ m%2+fw3—4m2—7»m—fw2+^m—§w—36+a(—3m—f^+16),

( /) =fm3+

2

m2n+2m»2
4-^%

3— 2m2—

8

mn—3n2— m— —

3

6+ a(
— 3m— 3% -f 23 )

;

( :/ ) =2,

(//) = 2
,

(///) =i;

: )
—2m+ n— 4,

(
• /) =2m+2%— 6,

( //) = m+2w— 4 ;

&*)(.) = «— 6
,

(/) =«- 6 ;

(2,1,1\ • )
= m2+ 2mra+-^2-7m—fw+18-fa,

(/) =|m2H-2mw+ w2—fm—7w+18—fa; v
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®0) =1,

(•) =2

(//) =1;

(B,l)
(

.

}
= w+2m— 6,

(/) = 2w-f m— 6;

(4)
(

.

} =1,

(/) =1;

which are the several cases for the conics which satisfy not more than four conditions,

and

69. For the conics satisfying 5 conditions, we have

(5) =1,

(4.1) 6,

(3.2) =— 9+a,

(3. 1. 1) =fm2+2mn+fw2— -^w-1-27—-fa,

(2.3) =— 4m

—

in— 6+ 3a,

(2.2.1) = 6m+6w+54+a(w+w— 15),

(2. 1. 1. 1) = + rtfn+

»

2+\n*—fm2— Smn— -§n
2+ — 75

+a(—fm—f»+-^),

(I, 4) = — 10m— 8n— 5+ 6a,

(T, 1, 3) = — 8m2— 12mn— 3w2+60m+57w+ 36-f-a(6m-f-3w— 45),

(1,2,2) =27m+24rc+27-23a-ffa2
,

(1, 1, 1, 2)
=-

2%2
2+30mw+J^2— 189

+a(m2

f-2mw f-fw
2— 27m—

-

2%+ -^f^-)—fa
2
,

(1, 1, 1, 1, l)= 2̂-m
4+fm3w+mV+fmw3+-^w4—fm3—5m2n—Amrf— \v?

-^m*-5mn-^^+^n+*iZn+150
+ a(—fm2— 3m%—f%2+

-

2%i+ —
^f^-)+fa

2
.

70. The given point on the curve to which the symbols 1, 2, &c. refer may be a sin-

gular point, and in particular it is proper to consider the case where the point is a cusp.

I use in this case an appropriate notation
;
a conic which simply passes through a cusp,

in fact meets the curve at the cusp in two points
;
and I denote the condition of passing

through the cusp by 1*1 ;
similarly, a conic which touches the curve at the cusp, in fact

there meets it in three points, and I denote the condition by 2*1 ; 1*1, 2*1 are thus special
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forms of 1, 2, and the annexed 1 indicates the additional point of intersection arising

ipso facto from the point 1 or 2 being a cusp. Similarly, we should have the symbols

3*1, 4zl, 5x1
; but it is to be observed that at a cusp of the curve there is no proper

conic having a higher contact than 2*1 ;
thus if the symbol contains 3x1, or a fortiori,

if it contain 4*1 or 5al, the number of the conics is in every case =0 ;
it is thus only

the cases 1*1 and 2x1 which need to be considered.

71. The several modes of investigation which apply to the case of contact at a given

ordinary point of the curve are applicable to the case of contact at a cusp : we may if

we please employ the functional method
;
we have here a functional equation of the fore-

going form, <p(m-\-vri)—<pm= given value (that is, <p(m+W, n-\-ri, a -{-a')

—

<p(m, n, «)=
given function of (m, n, a, m!, n', a!), and the general solution is as before = Particular

Solution -j- Constant; so that there is in each case a single arbitrary constant to be deter-

mined by special considerations. The determination of the constant is in some instances

conveniently effected by means of the case of the cuspidal cubic : see Annexes Nos. 4 and 5.

The formation of the functional equation itself is similar to that in the corresponding

case where the given point on the curve is an ordinary point. For example, we have

(2Z)(1, 1, 1W-(1,1,1),= (1,TU1)„ = »'(1, 1 • 1 /)m

+(I)„(1, I)* +1K-»')(I:)W

+ (m'ri—|a')(I • /)m

+iK -W)(I//)m,

and we may herein simply change 1 into 1*1. Writing successively 2Z=( :),(•/) and

(//), we find

(Txl, 1, l:)m+ml-(: )m=ri( w+2m-3)+m,(2w+2m-6)+0'2—|^')l+(mV-|a')2+(-

(
‘

’ /)m=n'(2n-\-4m— 5)-\-rri(4n-\-4m— 5)-\-(^n'
2— ^n')2-\-(m'n'

—

§a')4+(-

( //)m+m>— ( //)m—ri(4n-{-4m— 6)

+

m!(4n+2m— 3)

+

(\ri
2 —±ri)4

+

(m'ri

—

|a')4+ (-

which only differ from the corresponding expressions with 1 in that they contain

n-\-2m— 3, 2n-\-4m— 6, 4n-\-4m— G, 4m-\-2n— 3

in place of

n-\-2m— 2, 2n-\-4m— 4, 4n-\-4m— 4, 4m-\-2n— 2

repectively, and they lead to the expressions for (1*1, 1,1:), &c., the arbitrary con-

stant being in each case properly determined.

= 1
,

= 2
,

=4,

= 4,

= 2 ;

K

72. We have

(^( :: )

(•••/)

(:// )

( 7//)

( IIII)

MDCCCLXVIII.

\rri
2—\m!)

pri*-%rri)

pri
2
—\iri)
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a*1 . i)
(

...

)

(:/)

( 7/)

(///)

(ra, 2)
(

.

}

( 7)

(//)

= w+2m— 3,

=2w+4m— 6,

=4%-|-4m— 6,

=4w+2m— 3;

= «-4,

=2a— 8,

=2a— 4 ;

(l/sl, 1, 1)^ .
^
=2m2+2mw+fw2—8m—fw+13— fa,

(
• /) =2m2+4mw+ ?i

2—8m—7w+18— 3a,

(//) = m2+4mw+2w2—4m—8w+12— 3a;

(1*1, 3)^
. ^

=—4m— 3w— 5+ 3a,

(/) =—8m— 8n— 6+ 6a;

(1*1, 1’ 2)( • )
= 4mf- 8w+44+a(2m+ n—17),

(/) =20m+16rc+42+a(2m-i-2rc-27);

(1*1, 1, 1,
1)^

. )
==fm3_j_2m

2w+ mw2+fw3—5m2— 9mw— 2w2+-
3%i-{-^?i— 57+a(—3m—fwf--/

( / )=fm3+2m2w+2mw2

+f^
3—fm2—lOmw—An2— J

g
Lm+Jr^— 54+a(—3m— 3n+-£-

(2*!)
( ...

)

=1,

( 7 )
=2

( 7/3 =2,

(///) =1;

(2^.1)
( . ) =2m+ w— 5,

( 7) =2m+2w— 6,

(//) = m+2w— 4;

(2«1, 2)
( }

=a— 7,

(/) =a— 6

;

(2*1’ 1 >

!)( • )
= m2+2m%+fTi2-7m-^+21-fa,

(/) =fm2 +2wm-f- n2—fm— 7w+lS— fa.
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7 3. The remainder of this table, being the part where the symbols ( • )
and

( / )
do

not occur, I present under a somewhat different form as follows :

—

=0,

(4*1, 1) =0,

(3x1, 2) = 0,

(3^1, 1, 1) =0,

(2,3) —(2x1, 3) =0,

(2,2,1) — (2*1, 2, 1) ~n— 3,

(2, 1,1,1) —(2x1, 1,1, 1) =i(»-3)(»-4),

(i, 4) -(1^1,4) =1,

(1,1,3) — (1*1,1, 3) =(2*I, 3)+ (»-3),

(1,2,2) -(Ixi, 2,2) =3(w-3)+*-l,

(1,1, 1,2) -(51,1,1, 2) =(2*1, 1, 2)+|{n-3)(7i-4)+J+2»-3 m-

(1,1, 1,1,1)i-(lxl, 1,1, 1,1) =(2*I, 1, 1, 1).

These results relating to a cusp, are useful for the investigations contained in the

Second Memoir.

It will be noticed that the symbols which contain 2*1 are not, like those which contain

2, symmetrical in regard to (m, n) : the interchange of (m, n) would of course imply the

change of a cusp into an inflexion, and would therefore give rise to a new symbol such

as 2/1 ;
but I have not thought it necessary to consider the formulae which contain this

new symbol.

Investigations in extension of those o/De Jonquieres in relation to the contacts of a

Curve of the order r with a given curve.—Nos. 74 to 93.

74. De Jonquieres has given a formula for the number of curves O' of the order r

which have with a given curve Um of the mth order t contacts of the orders a, b, c, &c.

respectively, which besides pass through p points distributed at pleasure on the curve

IJ
m

(this includes the case of contacts of any orders at given points of the curve Um
), and

which moreover satisfy any other —-—(a-\-b-\-c-\-&c.)—g> conditions; viz. the num-

ber of the curves Cr
is =gj(a-\-l)(b +1)(<?+ 1) . . . into

[rm— (a-\-b-\-c . .)—jp ]'

+[m— (a-\-b+c . .)—p— Yf~\a -\-b . OLD]
1

' -\-\rm— (a-\-b-\-c . .)—p— 2]
<_2(a5+ac+Jc . .)[D]

2

+[m— (a-\-b+c . .)—p— ff (abc . .

.

r 2
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where the curve Um
is a curve without cusps

,
and having therefore a deficiency

V)(m— 2)— h; the numbers a, b, c, . . are assumed to be all of them unequal,

but if we have a of them each= a, (3 of them each=5, &c., then the foregoing expression

is to be divided by [«]
a
[/3]

?
. .

.

; and p denotes the number of the curves Cr which satisfy

the system of conditions obtained from the given system by replacing the conditions of

the t contacts of the orders a, b
,
c, &c. respectively by the condition of passing through

ci-\-b-\-c . . . arbitrary points. In order that the formula may give the number of the

proper curves Cr which satisfy the prescribed conditions, it is sufficient that the

\r{r-\-S)— (a-\-b-\-c . .)—p conditions shall include the conditions of passing through at

least a certain number T of arbitrary points : this restriction applies to all the formulae

of the present section.

75. I will for convenience consider this formula under a somewhat less general form,

viz. I will put p=0, and moreover assume that the %r(r-\-3)— {a-\-b-\-c .
.)

conditions

are the conditions of passing through this number of arbitrary points; whence ^=1.
We have thus a curve C’’ having with the given curve Um

t contacts of the orders

a, b, c . . respectively, and besides passing through ^r(r-\-S)— {a-\-b-\-c .
.)

arbitrary

points ; and the number of such curves is by the formula=(a+l)(5+l)(c+l), . . . into

[m—(a+J+c . .) y

+[rm— {a-\-b-\-c . .)— l]
i-1

(« -\-b -\-c . .)[D]‘

' -\-[rm— (a-\-b+c . .)—

2

y~\ab-\-ac-\-bc . -)[D]2

[
+[m— . .)— #]° (abc . . . )[D]*,

where, as before, in the case of any equalities between the numbers a, b, c, . . . ,
the expres-

sion is to be divided by [a]“[i3]
p

. .

.

76. I have succeeded in extending the formula to the case of a curve with cusps:

instead of writing down the general formula, I will take successively the cases of a single

contact a, two contacts a, b
,
three contacts a, b, c, See.

;

and then denoting the numbers

of the curves Cr by (a), (a, b), (a, b, c), &c. in these cases respectively, I say that we
have

(a)= {a-\-l)^rm—

l+«D 1

—a . .

(a, b)= (a-\-l)(b-\-l) f [rm—a—by

\
+[rm—a—b— 1]‘(«+£)[D]‘

1+ ah [DJ
— ’ «(£+l)[[m—a—b— l] 1

1

1+ VD\

-\-b(a-\-l)J[rm— a— l]
1

]

1+ «DJ

-{- (ib ...........
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(a, b,c)=(a+l)(b+ l)(c+l) [rm

—

a— b—

c

]
3

+ [rm—a—b—c— l~f(a-\-b-{-c )[D]‘

+[rm—a—b—c— Z\\ab-\-acbc)[p')*

+ abc [D]3

— [S<?(«+1)(£+1) f \rm—a—b— c— l]
2

J _|_[rm—a— c_2] 1(«+^)[JD] 1

[+ ab [D]2

-\-\%bc(a-\- 1) j
\rm—a—b—c— 2]

1

1+ aD

—abc [«]
3

77. The foregoing examples are sufficient to exhibit the law; but as I shall have to

consider the cases of four and five contacts, I will also write down the formula for

(a, b
,
c, d), putting therein for shortness

a-\-b-{-c-\-d=cc, ab-\- . . -\-cd=f.3, abc. . -\-bcd—y,
abcd=ti,

a-\-b-\-c=a!, ab-\-ac-\-bc=l3', abc= f

l/, a-\-b=a", ab-\-(3", a=al"

;

and also the formula for (a, b, c, d, e), putting therein in like manner

(cc, (3, y, a, .), (*', (3', y', V), (a", (3", y"), (3"% (*'"')

for the combinations of (a, b
,
c, d, e), (a, b, c, d), (a, b, c), (a, b) and (a) respectively.

We have

(a, b, c, d)= (a+l)(b+l)(c+l(d+l) [rm—a ]
4

+[rm— a— lJapD] 1

-j- [rm— a— 2]
2|3[D]2

+ [rm— a— 3]
1

y[D]
3

+ *[D] 4

[^(a+l)(5+l)(C+l)
[

[rm—a— l]
3

J -j-[rm—a—2]V [D] 1

I +[rm— a— 3]‘/3' [D]2

1 + r' [D]’

]W

+pSei.(a+l)(i+l)
[

[m-«-2]* l][*]
s

|

+[m-a-3]'a" [D]'
|

1+ 0"[D?J

-pW(«+l)f [m-a-3] 1

]][*]>

1 +
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(a, b, c, d, e)—{a-\-V)(b-\-\)(c-\-l)(d-\-V){e-\-\) [m— a ]
5

+[m—a— l]
4a [D] 1

+[m-a— 2]
3

/3 [D]2

+[m- a— 3]
2

y [D]3

+[m—a— 4]
!

c$ [D]4

.+ * PI1

-[2«(a+l)(S+l)(«+l)(^+l) [m- a— l
]
4

+[m—a— 2]
3
a' [D]‘

+[rm—a— 3]
2
j3' [D]2

+[m—a—4]V [D]3

.+ ^ [D]‘

3W

+[S«fe(«+l)(J+l)(e+l)
'

\rm-a- 2]
s

I +[m-a-3]V [D]’

|

-f[m— a— 4]’/3" [D]2

! + / P>]

W

-[S«fe(a+l)(5+l)r [m-a-3]1
1][*]*

i +[m— a— 4]y" [D] 1

1

1+ •
/3"'[D]

2

J

+[2bcde(a+l)f [m-a-4] 1

V][>]4

1+ ‘TM 1

/

— abode [*]
5
.

78. In all these formulae there is, as before, a numerical divisor in the case of any

equalities among the numbers «, b, c, &c. And D denotes, as before, the deficiency, viz.

its value now is -l)(w— 2)— z; or observing that the class n is =
m2—m— 2eS— 3*, we have or say D=l— =1+A if

A= — Tfi -|- -|- ttk .

79. It is to be observed with reference to the applicability of these formulae within

certain limits only, that the formulae are the only formulae which are generally true ;

thus taking the simplest case, that of a single contact a
,
the only algebraical expression

for the number of the curves Cr which have with a given curve U a contact of the order

«, and besides pass through the requisite number ^r(r+3)— a of arbitrary points, is that

given by the formula, viz.

(a)= {a+ 1)(r

m

— a+AD)

—

ax.

Considering the curve Um and the order r of the curve Cr
as given, if a has successively
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the values 1, 2, ... up to a limiting value of a, the formula gives the number of the

proper curves Cr which have with the given curve Um a contact of the required order a :

beyond this limiting value the formula no longer gives the number of the proper curves

Cr which satisfy the required condition, and it thus ceases to be applicable ; but there

is no algebraic function of a which would give the number of the proper curves Cr
as

well beyond as up to the foregoing limiting value of a.

80. The formulae are applicable provided only the conditions include the conditions

of passing through a sufficient number of arbitrary points ; viz. when the number of

arbitrary points is sufficiently great, it is not possible to satisfy the conditions specially

by means of improper curves Cr
,
being or comprising a pair of coincident curves. Thus

to take a simple example, suppose it is required to find the number of the conics which

touch a given curve t times and besides pass through 5— t given points: if the number

of the given points be 4 or 3 there is no coincident line-pair through the given points,

and therefore no coincident line-pair satisfying the given conditions ; if the number of the

given points is =2, then the line joining these points gives a coincident line-pair having

at each of its to intersections with the given curve a special contact therewith, that is,

having in \m(m— 1)(to

—

2)ways three special contacts with the given curve ; if the number

of the given points is 1 or 0, then in the first case any line whatever through the given

point, and in the second case any line whatever, regarded as a coincident line-pair, has

to special contacts with the given curve ; and so in general there is a certain value for

the number of given points, for which value the conditions of contact may be satisfied by

a determinate number of improper curves Cr
,
and for values inferior to it the conditions

may be satisfied by infinite series of improper curves Cr
. It is by such considerations

as these that De Jonqujeees has determined the minimum value T of the number of

arbitrary points to which the conditions should relate in order that the formulae may

be applicable : I refer for his investigation and results to paragraphs XVII and XVIII of

his memoir. I remark that in the case where the number of improper solutions is

finite, the formula can be corrected so as to give the number of proper solutions by

simply subtracting the number of the improper solutions : but this is not so when the

improper solutions are infinite in number ; the mode of obtaining the approximate

formula is here to be sought in the considerations contained in the first part of the pre-

sent Memoir; see in particular ante. Nos. 8, 9 & 10.

81. The expressions for [a), (a, b), &c. may be considered as functions of rm, 1+ A,
and K, and they vanish upon writing therein rm=0, A=0, x=0 ; they are consequently

of the form (rm, A,z) l

-\-(rm, A, «)
2+ &c., and I represent by [«], [a, b~]. See. the several

terms (rm, A, *)', which are the portions of (a), (a, b), &c. respectively, linear in rm,

A, and z. The terms in question are obtained with great facility ; thus, to fix the ideas,

considering the expressions for (a, b, c, d),

—

1°. To obtain the term in rm, we may at once write D=l, «=0, the expression is

thus reduced to

(a-fl)(5-l- l)(c-J-l)(^ -f 1) {[rm— a]4

-b[rm—a— l]
3a}

,
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=(a+i)(a+iX*+ix«i+i)

and the factor in { } being =rm\rm—a— l]
3
,
the coefficient of run is

(a+l){b+l){e+l)(d+l)l-*-Y\\
which is

= -(a+lXHl)(«+l)(^+l)-(«+l)(«+2X*+ 3)-

2°. To obtain the term in A, writing rm— 0, z= 0, and observing that

[D]'=A+ 1, [D]»=(A+1)A, [D]*=(A+1)A(A-1), [D]*=(A + l)A(A-l)(A-2),

&c. give the terms A, A, — A, +2A, — 6A, &c. respectively, the term in A is

(a+l)(b+l)c+l)(d+l) r [-a-1> . PA
+[_«_2]>

j3. 1

+[— a— 3]
J

y .
—1

+ i. 2

- «(a+lX«+2X*+3)

+ ft (“+ 2)(a+ 3)

+ 7 (
a+3)

+2S

3°. For the term in z, writing rm— 0, D=l, and observing that [z]\ [z]
2

, [«]
3

,
[z]4

give respectively the terms z, —z, 2z, —6z, this is

~-td («+lX5+l)(c+l){[-a-l] 3+[-«-2]V }. 1

+Xcd (a+lXfl—l) {[—a— 2]
2+[—a— 3]'a" } . -1

-tbcd{a—1) {[_ a_3]>+ a"'}. 2

+ abed . —6

where the terms in { } are

— (
a+ 1— 2)(a 3), («+2-a"X«+ 3) and -(a+ 3-a'")

that is,

— (^H-l)(«+2)(a+3), (c+6Z+2)(a-(-3) and — (6-fc-Fd+3)

respectively : whence the whole expression is

Xd (a+ V)(b+ 1)(<?+ 1)(^+ 1) . («+ 2X*+3)
- Xcd (c+d+2){a+l)(b+\). («+ 3)

-|-25$C£? {b-{-c-\-d+%)(a-\-l)

— 6abed

the expression multiplying (a-}-2)(a+3) is

(a+iX«+iXc+iX<*+i)2fc(fl+iX«+iXc+iX^+i>;

and we have moreover

(a+lX^+ l)(c+l)(^+l)=(l+a+/3+7+ ^)i
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the other lines are of course expressible in terras of (a, (3, y, S), but as the law of their

formation would then be hidden, I abstain from completing the reduction.

82. The series of formulae is

[a] = (a-\-l)rm

+(a+l)aA

[a, b~\=-(a-{- l)(6+l)(a+l) . . rm

-(a+l)(ft+l)f «(«+ 1)1 A

1
-

+ r 2%+i)(j+i)p,

— ab

where a=a-\-b, (3—ab; and coeff. of z expressed in terms of a
,
(3 is=a(l -\-u-\-(3)— /3.

[«,M]= (a+l)(&+l)(c+lX*+l)(«+2) .‘.m

+(a+l(«+l)(c+l)[ *(*+l)(«+2)
|

A

(3(a+2)

+ f-X c(a+l)(b+l)(c+l)(a+2)

J+^+c+2)(a+l)

1

where a=a-\-b-{-c, (3 =ab-{-ac-j-bc, y=abc

;

and the coefficient of z expressed in term&

of a, (3, y is =— a3—

a

2
/3—

a

2y— 3a2— a/3 — 2a -j- 2(3 -j-y.

0, b, c, d]=-(a+l)(b+l)(c+l)(d+ l) (a+ l)(a+2)(a+3) ..rm

-(fl+l)(i+l)(c+l)(^+l) r «(«+l)(«+2)(«+ 3)l A
— (3 (a+2)(a+3)

— 7 («+3)

+ f + t d(a+l)(»+l)(c+l)(i+l)(*+2)(«+3)J *,

- S cd(c+d+ 2) (a+l)(b+l) (a+3)
I

+22 bcd(b+c+d-\-3)(a+ l)

— 6 abed

where a=a+5+c+d, . . }>=abcd.

MDCCCLXVIIX.
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[a, b
,

c, d, e]= (a+l)(b-\-l){c-\-l)(d-\-l)(e-\-l)(ct,-\-l)(cc-\-2)(ct,-\-?>)(u-\-i) rm

+(a+lX^+lX«+lX^+l)(«+l)f <«+i)(«+-2X*+3)(«+4);

I

— /3 (a+2)(ct+3X«+4)

— 7 (a+3)(a+4)

|

— 2£ (a-f-4)

A

[
—6s

+ %b («+i)(»+i)(c+ix^+iX«+i)

+ (<?+e+2)(a+lX^+l)(c+l)

-22<?«fe (c+d+«+3)Ca+lX^+l)

+6^ic^(^+c+ ^+e+4)(a-il-l)

(“+2)(a+3)(a+4)

(a+ 3)(«+4)

(a+4)

—2^abcde

where a=«-|-5-f c+c£-f-<?, (3=&c., .

.

. g=ahcde.

83. The complete functions
(
a), (a, b), (a, b

, <?), &c. may be expressed by means of

the linear terms [a], [a, 5], [a, c], &c. as follows, viz. we have

(a) = [a]

(a, b) = toJS]

+ [«> $]>

{a, b, c) = [«][i][c]

+ [a][i, <]+[?][«> c]+ c[a, i]

+ [«, 6, c],

{«, d)= HP]P]M

+t[a, b][c, d]

+%][*, c, d]

+ [«, 6, ^

and so on : this is easily verified for (a, b), and without much difficulty for (a, b
,
c), but

in the succeeding cases the actual verification would be very laborious.

84. The theoretical foundation is as follows. Writing for greater distinctness (a)m in

place of (a), we have (a)m to denote the number of the curves Cr which have with a given

curve Um a contact of the order a, and which besides pass through ^r(r+3 )—

a

points.

Let the curve Um be the aggregate of two curves of the orders m, m' respectively, or say

let the curve XT'" be the two curves m, ml, then we have

a functional equation, the solution of which is

(d)m
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where [_d\m is a linear function of n, m, z, or, what is the same thing, of m, A, z. I

assume for the moment that when the coefficients are determined [«]m would be found

to have the value =[«].

Similarly, if (a ,
b)m denote the number of the curves Cr which have with the given

curve Um contacts of the orders a and b respectively, and which besides pass through

^r(r-\-3)—a—b points, then if the given curve break up into the curves m, m', then we

have
(a, b)m+ml-(a, b)m—(a, b)m/={(a)m(b)mf }+ {(a)ml(b)m },

where
{
(a)m(b)mi\ is the number of the curves Cr which have with m a contact of the

order a and with m! a contact of the order b, and which pass through the \r[r-)-3)

—

a—

b

points; and the like for \{a)m\{b)m }

.

Then, not universally, but for values of a and b

which are not too great, the order of the aggregate condition is equal to the product

of the orders of the component conditions
(
ante

,
No. 12), that is, we have

{(«).(»)-}=(«).•(*)-=H-IAU
{ }=(«}-•©»=

and thence the functional equation

{a, b)m+ml—(a, b)m—(a, b)ml=[a]m[b]ml+[a]ml[b]m .

But \a]m &c. being linear functions of m. A, z, we have

Mm+ml M.+[«U p]m+mJ P1.+P]ml5

and thence a particular solution of the equation is at once seen to be [a]mp] OT ;
the

general solution is therefore

(a, b)m=[a]m[b-]m +[a, b\,

where [a, b~]m is an arbitrary linear function of m, A, z. Hence, assuming for the pre-

sent that if determined its value would be found to be =[a, 5], we have the required

formula
(
a

,
5)=[«][5]-|-[a, b~\.

The investigation of the expression for (a, b, c)m depends in like manner on the

assumption that we have

{{a)Jb, c)*}={a)m .{b, P,

and so in the succeeding cases ; and we thus, within the limits in which these assumptions

are correct, obtain the series of formulae for (a, 5), (a, b, c)

85. It is to be observed in the investigation of (a, b) that if o—b
,
the two terms

[a]mp]w and [_a]mi\J)]m become equal, and the equal value must be taken not twice but

only once, that is, the functional equation is

(a, a)m+w— (a, a)m,=[a]m[a]m„

and the solution, writing \[_a, d]m for the arbitrary linear function, is

(a, a)m=l[a\[a]m ^\[a, d]m,

in which solution it would appear, by the determination of the arbitrary function, that

[«, a\ has the value obtained from [a, 5] by writing therein b=ci. Writing the equa-

tion in the form

(a, «)=ip][a]+£|>, a],

s 2
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and comparing with the equation for (a, b), we see that [a, b~\ is not to be considered as

acquiring any divisor when b is put —a, but that the divisor is introduced as a divisor

of the whole right-hand side of the equation in virtue of the remark as to the divisor

of the functions (a, b), (a, b, c) ... in the case of any equalities between the numbers

(a, b, c . . .). This is generally the case, and the foregoing expressions for [a, b\ [«, b, c],

&c. are thus to be regarded as true without modification even in the case of any equa-

lities among the numbers a, b, c . . .

.

86. To complete according to the foregoing method the determination of the expres-

sions for (a), (a, b), . . ,
we have to determine the linear functions [a], \_a, 5], See., which

are each of them of the form fm-\-gA -f- hz, where (/' g, h) are functions of r and of

a, b, See . ; and I observe that the determination can be effected if we know the values of

(a), (a, b), Sec. in the cases of a unicursal curve without cusps and with a single cusp

respectively. Thus assume that in these two cases respectively we have

(a)=(a-\-l)(rm—a),

(a)= (a -J- \)(rm— a)— a.

Writing first A=— 1, z=0, and secondly A=—l,*=l,we have

(a-\-l)(rm— a) =fm—g,

(a^-l)(rm—a)—a=fm—g-\-h,
whence

f=(a-\-V)r, g~[a-\-l)a, h=—a,

giving the foregoing value

[a]= (a-f l)r?n+ (a-j- l)aA— uz.

Similarly, for two contacts assume that we have in the two cases respectively

(a, b)=(a-\-l)(b-\-Vj\rm—a— $]
2

,

(a, b)={a-\-l){b-\-l)\rm—a—bf—{a(b-\-l)-{-b{a-\-l)}\rm—a—b— Y\
l

.

Starting here from the formula [a, b~]= (a, b)— [«] \b~\—fm+gA -f- hz, and writing suc-

cessively A=— 1, z— 0, and A=— 1, z— 1, we have

(«+l)(5-|-l)[m—a—bf— {(a-\-l)(rm—-a)} {(b-\-V)(rm— b)} —fm—g,

(<z-f l){b-\-l)\rm—a—bf— {a(b -{-!)+ b(a-\-l)}[m—a— b— l]
1

— {{a-\-l){rm—a)—a} {(b-\-V)(rm—b)—b} -=fm—g-\-li ;

the first of which, putting therein a-\-b=a, ab=fl, is at once reduced to

(a-\-V)(b a— l)-|-a(es-|-l)— /3} =fm—g

,

whence f= — {a-{-l)(b-\-l)((x,-\-l)r, g= —(a+l)(5+l)(a(a+l)— j3). And taking the

difference of the two equations, we have

— {a(b-\-l)-\-b(<x,-\-l)}(rm—a—b—l)

+ a{b -f- Y)(rm— b) +• b{a -J- 1)(rm—a)—ah—h,

that is h=(a+l)(b-\-V)(a-\- b)— ab

;

whence [a, b
]
has the value above assigned to it.

87. The actual calculation of [a, b, c] would be laborious, and that of the subsequent
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terms still more so ; but it is clear that the principle applies, and that the foregoing

values, assuming them to be correct, would be obtained if only we know, for a unicursal

curve without cusps, that

0, b, c, . .)=(a+l)(b+l)(c+l) . . . [rm-(a+b+c, . .)]'

(

t

the number of contacts a
,
b, c, . . .), and for a unicursal curve with a single cusp,

that

(a, b, c, . -.)= (a+l)(i+l)(c+l) • • •
[rm-(a+b+c . . .) ]*

—2ja(5+l)(c+l) . . . [rm—(a+b+c . . .)
— 1]*

_1
,

viz. that the diminution of a, b, c, . . .) occasioned by the single cusp is

==[rm— {a+b+c, . . .)— l]*
-1 .S{«(6+l)(c+l) . . .}.

88. Consider a unicursal curve U“, and a curve O' having therewith t contacts of the

orders a,b,c,... respectively. The coordinates (x, y, z) of any point of the unicursal

curve are given as functions of the order roof a variable parameter 6

;

and substituting

these values in the equation of the curve O, we have an equation of the degree rm in 6,

but containing the coefficients of Cr linearly ; this equation gives of course the values of

Q which correspond to the rm intersections of the two curves. Hence in order that the

curve Cr may have the prescribed contacts with Um
,
the equation of the degree rm in Q

must have t systems of equal roots, viz. a system of a equal roots, another system of b

equal roots, &c. : this implies between the coefficients of the equation an(«+ 5+c, . . .)-

fold relation, which may be shown to be of the order («+l)(5+ l)(c+l). . . .

[rm-{a-\-b-\-c, . . .)]*; and since the coefficients in question are linear in regard to the

coefficients in the equation of the curve Cr
,
the order of the relation between the last-

mentioned coefficients has the same value ;
that is, the number of the curves Cr which

have the prescribed contacts with the unicursal curve Um and besides pass through the

requisite number of given points, is=(«-j-l)(5+ l)(c+l). . . . [rm— («+5+c, . . .)]'.

89. The reduction in the case of a cusp appears to be caused as follows :—Consider on

the curve Um a points indefinitely near to the cusp, and let the condition of the curve

O' having the contact of the a-th order be replaced by the condition of passing through

the a points ; that is, consider the curves O' which have with the curve Um (t— 1) contacts

of the orders b, c, . . . respectively, which pass through the a points on the curve Um in

the neighbourhood of the cusp, and which also pass through the requisite number of

arbitrary points. The number of these curves is=(Z»+ l)(c+ l) . . .
[rm—a—

(

b-{-c -{- . .)]*
-1

(the term rm—

a

instead of rm, on account of the given a points on the curve : compare

herewith He Jonquieees’ formula containing rm—p). Each of these curves, in that it

passes through a points in the neighbourhood of the cusp, will ipso facto pass through

a -\- 1 points (viz. a curve which simply passes through the cusp of a cuspidal curve meets

the cuspidal curve there in two points, a curve which touches the cuspidal tangent meets

the curve in three points, &c.), and be consequently, in an improper sense, a curve having a

contact of the a-th order with the given curve Um
. I assume that it counts as such curve

a times, and this being so, we have, on account of the curves in question, a reduction
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91. In the case of the conic, (1), (2), &c. are the expressions denoted in the former

part of this Memoir by (1 :
:), (2 &c., the number of points being in each case such

as to make in all five conditions ; calculating these functions by means of the formulae

[a)=[_a\ See., the comparison of the resulting values with the values previously obtained

will show a posteriori the limits within which the formulae are applicable ; where they

cease to be applicable I find the difference, and annex it as a correction to the formula

value : I have in some cases given what seems to be the proper theoretical form of this

difference. We have

(1 = 0 = 2

(2.*.) — a ;

(3:) =— 4m— 3w+3a;

(4.) =—10m—8w+6a

;

(5) = -18m-15w+10a-[—3m+a] (=-[/]);

2(1, 1-0 = (2m+nj1

—4m—n— 3a ;

(1,2:) = (2m-\-n)a

+12m+12w— 14a ;

(1,3-) = (2m+w)(—4m—3w+3a)

+56m+49w— 39a

;

(1, 4) = (2m~i~n)(—10m— 8w+6a)

+140m+122w— 84a

— [(m— 3)(—12m— 6w-|-6a)] (= — [(m— 3)(4/+2«)Jj ;

2(2, 2 • )
= a2

-j-54m-j-48w— 40a

;

(2, 3) = a(— 4m— 3%+ 3a)

+144m+126w— 90a

— [24m+6%4-(w— 12)a] (= — [Qr-\-{n— 3)*]) ;

= (2

+ 3(2m-\-n){—4m—-n— 3a)

— 32m— 58w>-|-78a

— [4m(m— 1)
(m— 2 )] ;

6
(
1

,
1

,
1 :)
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2
(
2

,
1

,
1 • )

2(3, 1, 1)

2
(
2

,
2

,
1
)

24(1,1,1,1 •

6
(
2

,
1

,
1

,
1
)

= (2m+w)2a

4-2(2m+w)(12m+12w—14a)+a(—4m—n— 3a)

— 336m— 336%-}-288<y

— [2a(m— 2)(m— 3)] (= — [6%(m— 2)(m— 3)+2«(m— 2)(m— 3)]

;

= (2m+w)2(—4m— 3w+3a)

+2(2m+w)(56m+49w— 39a)

+(—4m

—

n— 3a)(—4m—3%+ 3a)

— 1184m— 1094w+ 786a

- ~— 13m3— 8m?n+4mw2+ 131m2+ 92mn— 8n2— 316m— 226ri

_+a(9m2—87m— 3w+204)

= (2m+w)a2

+2a(12m+12w-14a)

+(2m+w)(54m+48%— 40a)

— 1188m— lllOw— 820a

(=- r l{2n +10m-38)'

+^(3m2—19m+30)

+/ (6m2— 41m-J-69)

_+r(8m —32)
_
60m2+ 42mw—252m—174w” =(- IT1 r
+a(— 40m-)-166) + 6(m— 4)(w —3)*

_+a 2(m— 4) -f-18(m— 4)r

_+ (m— 3)(4/+2*) _

)= (2m+?i)4

+ 6(2m+ w)
2
(—4m— w— 3a)

+ 3(—4m—w— 3a)2

4-4(2m+w)(—32m— 58^+ 78a)

+2208m+2610w-2358a

— _
14m(m—l)(m— 2)(m— 3)”

-|-16w (m+2)(m—2)(m— 3)

_— 36a (m—2)(m— 3)

(= — [(m— 2)(m— 3)(14m
2+ 1Qmn— 14m—76^—3 6«)]) ,*

= (2m+w)3a

+ 3(2m+m)2 (12m+12w-14a)

+ 3(2m

+

n)a(—4m—n— 3a)

+3(2m+w) (—336m— 336w-f-288a)

+ a(—32m— 58w+ 78a)

+ 3(—4m—n— 3a)(12m+12w— 14a)

4-10656m+10656w— 8016a
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" 108m3+108m2w— 1116m2-1116mw+2736m+2736M
”

+a(7m3+6m2w— 147m2— 30m%+1040m+24w— 2256)

_ + a2

(
— 9m+ 36),

where the correction is

=—(m— 4)
|

108m2+108m%— 684m— 684%

I +a(7m2—119m+564 + 6w(m— 1))

[
-9a2

=—(m— 4) n (21w— 36)

+2r(18m-126)

+ »(7m2+6mw—65m— 13w+ 165)— 9(*
2—

»)

+ /(+16w— 96)

120 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1)= (2m+n)5

+ 10(2m+w)3

(
—4m— 3a)

+10(2m+w)2(— 32m— 58w+ 78a)

+ 10(—4m— %— 3a)(— 32m— 58v&+ 78a)

+ 5(2m+w)(2208m+2610w—2358a)

+ 15(2m+w)(—4m—n— 3a)2

— 102912m—112056w+ 86760a

where the correction is

=—(m— 4)

31m5+ 70m4
n-\- 40

m

3w2

— 310m4— 460m3w—120m2w2

— 235m3— 1030m2w— 400 mri2

+10690m2+16060m n+ 960 n2

+ a - 210m3—180m2w

+ 2970m2+900mw

—15630m — 720w

+28440

+a2(135m— 540),

31m4— 186m3— 979m2+ 6774m

+w(70m3— 180m2— 1750m+ 9060)

+ 40w2(m+3)(m— 2)

+a /—210m2+2130m— 7110\

\— 180w(m— 1) /

+ a2
. 135,

MDCCCLXVIII. T
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which is

= —(m— 4) 31(2$+ 3*)
2+ 110(2&+ 3* )(2t+ 3i

)

+(^m3+1142m+3174 )(*-./)

+ (-14w-638w-1524 )(2i + 3*)

+(-390m + 110#+ 4272)(2r+3/)

+(-210m2-180mw+2130m+990w-7110>+ 135^2

but I have not sought to further reduce this expression, not knowing the proper form

in which to present it.

92. The question which ought now to be considered is to determine the corrections or

supplements which should be applied to the foregoing expressions (a), (a, b), &c., or to

their equivalents [«], [a][^]+[«, 5], &c. in order to obtain formulae for the cases beyond

the limits within which the present formulae are applicable
;
but this I am not in a

position to enter upon. If the extended formulae were obtained, it would of course be

an interesting verification or application of them to deduce from them the complete

series of expressions (1
:

(2 .•.) ... (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) for the number of the conics which

satisfy given conditions of contact with a given curve, and besides pass through the

requisite number of given points. It will be recollected that throughout these last

investigations, I have put De Jonquieres’^= 0 ;
that is, I have not considered the case

of the curves Cr which (among the conditions satisfied by them) have with the curve Um

contacts of given orders at given points of the curve ; it is probable that the general

formulae containing the number^? admit of extensions and transformations analogous

to the formulae in which jp is put=0, but this is a question which I have not con-

sidered.

93. The set of equations («)=[«], (a, 5)=[«][5]-j-[«, 5], &c., considered irrespectively

of the meaning of the symbols contained therein, gives rise to an analytical question

which is considered in Annex No. 7.

The question of the conics satisfying given conditions of contact is considered from

a different point of view in my Second Memoir above referred to.

Annex No. 1 (referred to in the notice of De Jonquieres’ memoir of 1861).

—

On the

form of the equation of the curves of a series of given index.

To obtain the general form of the equation of the curves C” of a series of the index

N, it is to be observed that the equation of any such curve is always included in an

equation of the order n in the coordinates, containing linearly and homogeneously

certain parameters a, b, c . . ; this is universally the case, as we may, if we please, take

the parameters
(
a

,
b, c . .) to be the coefficients of the general equation of the order n \

but it is convenient to make use of any linear relations between these coefficients so

as to reduce as far as possible the number of the parameters. Assume that the

number of the parameters is 1, then in order that the curves should form a
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series (that is, satisfy 3)— 1 conditions), we must have a [a— l)fold relation

between the parameters, or, what is the same thing, taking the parameters to be the

coordinates of a point in ^-dimensional space, say the parametric point, the point in

question must be situate on a [a— l)fold locus. Moreover, the condition that the curve

shall pass through a given point establishes between the parameters a linear relation

(viz. that expressed by the original equation of the curve regarding the coordinates

therein as belonging to the given point, and therefore as constants)
; that is, when the

curve passes through a given point, the corresponding positions of the parametric point

are given as the intersections of the (a— l)fold locus by an omal onefold locus; the

number of the curves is therefore equal to the number of these intersections, that is, to

the order of the (a>— l)fold locus; or the index of the series being assumed to be =N,
the order of the (&>— l)fold locus must be also =N. That is, the general form of the

equation of the curves Cn which form a series of the index N, is that of an equation of

the order n containing linearly and homogeneously the u -\- 1 coordinates of a certain

(oo— l)fold locus of the order N. It is only in a particular case, viz. that in which the

(a— l)fold locus is unicursal, that the coordinates of a point of this locus can be ex-

pressed as rational and integral functions of the order N of a variable parameter 0
;
and

consequently only in this same case that the equation of the curves C“ of the series of

the index N can be expressed by an equation (#X^ ? V->
z)

n=0, or y,
l)

n=0,
rational and integral of the degree N in regard to a variable parameter 0.

If in the general case we regard the coordinates of the parametric point as irrational

functions of a variable parameter 0, then rationalising in regard to 0, we obtain an equa-

tion rational of the order N in 0
,
but the order in the coordinates instead of being =n,

is equal to a multiple of n
,
say qn. Such an equation represents not a single curve but

q distinct curves C”, and it is to be observed that if we determine the parameter by sub-

stituting therein for the coordinates their values at a given point, then to each of the N
values of the parameter there corresponds a system of q curves, only one of which

passes through the given point, the other q
— 1 curves are curves not passing through

the given point, and having no proper connexion with the curves which satisfy this con-

dition.

Returning to the proper representation of the series by means of an equation con-

taining the coordinates of the parametric point, say an equation (*Xx, V->
1)“=0, in-

volving the two coordinates (x, y ), it is to be noticed that forming the derived equation

and eliminating the coordinates of the parametric point, we obtain an equation rational

in the coordinates (x, y), and also rational of the degree N in the differential coefficient

; in fact since the number of curves through any given point (#0, y0)
is =N, the

differential equation must give this number of directi6ns of passage from the point

{x0 , y0)
to a consecutive point, that is, it must give this number of values of jr, and must

consequently be of the order N in this quantity.
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Conversely, if a given differential equation rational in x, y, ^ ,
and of the degree N in

the last-mentioned quantity admit of an algebraical general integral, the curves re-

presented by this integral equation may be taken to be irreducible curves, and this being

so they will be curves of a certain order n forming a series of the index N ;

' whence the

general integral (assumed to be algebraical) is given by an equation of the above-men-

tioned form, viz. an equation rational of a certain order n in the coordinates, and con-

taining linearly and homogeneously the coordinates of a variable parametric point

situate on an (at— l)fold locus. The integral equation expressed in the more usual form

of an equation rational of the order N in regard to the parameter or constant of inte-

gration, will be in regard to the coordinates of an order equal to a multiple of n
,
say

=qn, and for any given value of the parameter will represent not a single curve C", but

a system of q such curves : the first-mentioned form is, it is clear, the one to be pre-

ferred.

Annex No. 2 (referred to, No. 17).

—

On the line-pairs which pass through three given

points and touch a given conic.

Taking the given points to be the angles of the triangle formed by the lines (#=0,

y= 0, z— 0), we have to find (f, g ,
h) such that the conic (0, 0, 0, f, g, KJx, y,

z)
2=0,

or, what is the same thing, fyz+gzx-{-hxy=0, shall reduce itself to a line-pair, and shall

touch a given conic (1, 1, 1, X, vjx, y, zf= 0. The condition for a line-pair is that

one of the quantities/' g ,
h shall vanish, viz. it is/yA— 0 ;

the condition for the contact

of the two conics is found in the usual manner by equating to zero the discriminant of

the function ~\-—{'K-\-6f)‘
1
—(y*-\-()g)‘

i —(v-\-6h)'
l
-\-2(k-\-6f)(iJi>-\-6g)(v-\-6h)={a, A, c, d\6, l)

3

suppose ; the values of <z, A, c, d being

a— 2fgh,

A=-Uf+/+ A2- %Kgh- 2gJif- 2vfg),

c— t((p'-*y+(^-p)Ar+(¥-*')A )>

d— 1—

X

2— g?— v
2
-{-2xgjV.

Hence considering (/, g ,
A) as the coordinates of the parametric point, we have the dis-

criminant locus a=0, and the contact-locus

a2d2+ 4Ac3
'-}- 4A3d— 3AV— Qabcd= 0,

and at the intersection of the two loci, a— 0, A
2(4A<2— 3c

2

)
= 0, equations breaking up

into the system {a— 0, A=0) twice, and the system a=0, ibd— 3<?
2=0; the former of

these is

fgh— 0, ,/
2+/+

A

2—2kgh— 2phf— 2vfg— 0,

which expresses that the intersection of the two lines of the line-pair intersect on the

given conic; in fact the system is satisfied by/=0,/2+A2— 2X^A=0, giving a line-pair
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x(hy-\-gz)=0, the two lines whereof intersect on the conic (1, 1
,
1

,
X, p, vjx, y, z)

3=0

;

and similarly, if g— 0, then h2

-\-f
2
—2yjhf=0, or if h— 0, then f

2 +g2— 2\fg=0. As

noticed above this system occurs twice.

The second system is

fgh= 0, (/
2+^+A2-2^-2^/-2^X1-^-^-v2+2xH

+((p- +(M- v
)
hf= °»

or, as the second equation may also be written,

+ 2^A(l—X
2Xp—A)+ 2^/(1 — y?)(v\— p)+ 2fg( 1

—

v
2
)(Kgj— v)= 0,

which expresses that a line of the line-pair touches the conic ; in fact the system is

satisfied by f=0, g
2
(\— v

2)-\-Ji\l—gj2)-{-2gh(gjv—'K)=-0, viz. we have here the line-pair

x(hy+gz)= 0, in which the line %-fyz=0 touches the conic (1, 1, 1,X, v$x,y,z)2= 0 ;

and the like if g= 0, or if h— 0. This system it has been seen occurs only once.

Annex No. 3 (referred to, No. 22).

—

On the conics which pass through two given points

and touch a given conic.

Consider the conics which pass through two given points and touch a given conic.

We may take Z= 0 as the equation of the line through the two given points, and then

taking the pole of this line in regard to the given conic and joining it with the two

given points respectively, the equations of the joining lines may be taken to be X=0
and Y=0 respectively. This being so, we have for the given points (X=0, Z=0) and

(Y=0, Z=-0) respectively, and for the given conic

aX2+6Y2+2AXY+cZ2=0

;

and since the required conic is to pass through the two given points its equation will be

of the form
wX 2

-f-2xYZ-\-2^ZX -f2zXY= 0

,

where (x, y, z, w) are variable parameters which must satisfy a single condition in order

that the last-mentioned conic may touch the given conic. The condition is at once seen

to be that obtained by making the equation

(ia-\-\w)bc

—(a+-kw){h+-hz)2

-fay
— cX2

z
2

fi-27?xy(h-\-\z)= 0,
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considered as a cubic equation in X, have a pair of equal roots
;
or if we write

A=3c(ab—h?),

B =(ab—

h

2)w— 2 chz,

C = —ax‘l—by‘1—cz2-{-2h{xy—zw),

D=3z(2xy—wz),

then the required condition is

A2D2+ 4AC3+ 4B3D- 6ABCD— 3B2C 2= 0.

Hence the conic

wX2+ 2xYZ+ 2yZX+2zXY=

0

satisfies the prescribed conditions, if only the parameters (x, y ,
z, w) satisfy the last-

mentioned equation, that is, if
(
x

, y ,
z, w) are the coordinates of a point on the sextic

surface represented by this equation.

The surface has upon it a cuspidal curve the equations whereof are

A, B, C

B, C, D

= 0 ;

this may be considered as the intersection of the quadric surface AC—

B

2=0 and the

cubic surface AD—BC=0 ;
and the cuspidal curve is consequently a sextic.

The surface has also a nodal curve made up of two conics ; to prove this I write for

shortness k=h—\/ab, k
x
=h-\-\/ab

;

the values of A, B, C, D then are

A= — 3clcJc„

B= — kk
x
w— 2chz,

C =2— ax2— by
2— cz

1+ 2li(ccy— zw),

D=3z(2xy—zw).

And it is in the first place to be shown that the surface contains the conic

x:y:z: w=b\/b: b\/a: 1 :
—^2

+| 5

where 0 is a variable parameter. Substituting these values, we have

A= — 3ckJc
x ,

B = Jfkft—c(%h-\-*yab),

C=2M
1
0
2-|(3A-X/^),

D=3(^-|);
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and hence AD—BC= — 2£|[kklP+
2c '/

k
^\]

2^1IIW1O<1

BD-C2 =-
|

values which satisfy identically the equation of the surface written under the form

(AD- BC)2- 4(AC-B2)(BD- C2
)= 0.

Moreover, proceeding to form the derived equation, and to substitute therein the fore-

going values of (#, y, z, w), we have

dA:BB:BC:bD= 0:£2 :2£:3,

and then the derived equation is

(AD— BC)( 3A-2&B-£2C)

—2(AC —

B

2

)( 3B—y:C+^D)
— 2(BD — C2 )(2kA-2ktB )=0,

that is,

-k( 3A— 2/rB -^k2 C)

+ k2

( 3B-4/cC+£2D)

+ (2M-2PB),
or finally

-k(A- 3Bk+ 3£2C- k3D)=0,

which is satisfied by the foregoing values of A, B, C, D ; hence the conic is a nodal curve

on the sextic
;
and by merely changing the sign of one of the radicals \/«, (and

therefore interchanging k , k x )
we obtain another conic which is also a nodal curve on

the surface, that is, we have as nodal curves the two conics

x:y:z:w=Q\/b: Q\/a

:

1 : —W and

x:y:z:w=Q\/b: — a \ 1 : -kfi1
-{-j--

It is to be remarked that each of the nodal conics meets the cuspidal curve in two

points, viz. writing for shortness 0= \\/— , 0,=^- \/~'
,
for the intersec-

tions of the first conic we have

x:y:z:w=®^/a: Q^/b: ligand =-0 y/a: -0 s/b: 1

and for the intersections with the second conic

x:y:z: w=0lV/a : —Q lS/b

:

1
: j and = —0lV/a : Q

x
\/b : 1

: y
The condition of passing through any arbitrary point establishes a linear relation be-
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tween the parameters (x, y, z, w). Hence, if the conic in addition to the prescribed con-

ditions passes through two other given points, the point (x, y, z, w)
is given as the

intersection of a line with the sextic surface; the number of intersections is =6. If

(x, y, z, w) is situate on the cuspidal curve, then the conic instead of simply touching

the given conic will have with it a contact of the second order, and if we besides sup-

pose that the conic passes through a given point, then the point (x, y, z
,
w) is given as

the intersection of the cuspidal curve with a plane; the number is =6. Similarly, if

the conic has two contacts with the'given conic, and besides passes through a given point,

then the point (x, y, z, w
)

is given as the intersection of the nodal curve by a plane

;

the number is=4. Finally (observing that in the case in question of the contacts of a

conic with a conic we cannot have three simple contacts, or a simple contact and one of

the second order), a point of intersection of the nodal and cuspidal curves answers to a

contact of the third order; and the number is=4. That is, the theory of the sextic

surface leads to the following values (agreeing with those obtained from the formulae

by writing therein m=n= 2, «=6), viz.

(1::) =6, = 2m+n,

(1, 1 )=4 ,
= 2m2-\-2mn-\-^n2—2m—\n—fa,

(2.-.) =6, = a,

(3:) =4, =—4m— 3w-f-3a.

I remark that the section by an arbitrary plane is a sextic curve having 6 cusps and 4

nodes ; it is therefore a unicursal sextic ; this suggests the theorem that the sextic surface

is also unicursal, viz. that the coordinates are expressible rationally in terms of two

parameters ; I have found that this is in fact the case. In doing this there is no loss

of generality in supposing that a=b=c=l

;

and assuming that this is so, and putting

also — l+h—k, \+h=kl ,
and therefore 2h=k-\-Jc^, we have

A= — 3kk»

B=— MjW— (k+k^z,

C —— x2-y2—z2 -\-(k+k
1
)(xy—zw),

D= 3z(2xy—zw).

The equation of the sextic surface being, as before,

A2D2+ 4AC3+ 4B3D- 3B2C2- 6ABCD=0,
I say that tflis equation is satisfied on writing therein

x+V—\/ sin<P’

x—y= \/| (1 +ic a) cos<p,

2 = 1
,

w = ^2a—^ cos2
<p + ^2a— sin

2
<p,
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where (a, <p) are arbitrary. In fact these values give

^A= — Jclc
i

cos2
<p

—

kJc
x

sin2
<p,

B=— Jc(2a,Jc
x
-\-V) cos2

(p

—

Jc
x
(2a&+l) sin2 <p,

C= — a^+ 2) cos2

<J5

— Jc
x
a{ ctk-\-2) sin

2
<p,

= —ka 2 cos
2
(p
— Tc

x
a2 sin2 <p

,

whence u being arbitrary, we have

i(A, B, C, DX*, l)3

=— \Jc cos
2
<p (Jcx

w-\-\')-\-Jc
x
sin

2
<p (kw -j- l)](<w+ a)

2
,

viz. the equation (A, B, C, DX*>, 1)
3=0, considered as a cubic equation in a, has the

twofold root a— —a, that is, we have the above relation between (A, B, C, D). Whence

also writing sin<p= j-^^, cos <p= |~^2 ,
the equation of the surface is satisfied by the

values

x-\-y : x—

y

: z : w=.\J (1—7g«)2a(14-A2

)

: v/fd+fe (1-^)

:
(l+X?

:
(2._i)a-x7+(2«-5)^.

or the coordinates are expressed rationally in terms of a, A.

Annex No. 4 (referred to, Nos. 22 and 71).

—

On the Conics which touch a cuspidal cubic.

In the cuspidal cubic, if #=0 be the equation of the tangent at the cusp, y= 0 that

of the line joining the cusp with the inflexion, and 2=0 that of the tangent at the cusp,

then the equation of the curve is y
3=x2

z ; the coordinates of a point on the cubic are

given by x : y : 2=1 : 9 : 9
3

,
where $ is a variable parameter; and we have, at the cusp

9=co
,
at the inflexion 9=0. In the cubic, m—n— 3, a(=3?i+«)= 10.

Considering now the conic

' (a, b, c,f, g, hjx, y, zf= 0,

this meets the cubic in the 6 points the parameters of which are determined by the

equation

(a, b, c,fi g, hj1, 9, 9
3

)
2=0,

or, what is the same thing,

(c, 0, 2f, 2g, b, 2h, 1)
6=0.

The discriminant of this sextic function contains the factor c, hence equating the

residual factor to zero, we obtain the equation of the contact-locus in the form

(c,f, g, b
,
h, a)9= 0.

uMDCCCLXVIII.
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It follows that the number of the conics (1 :
:)

is = 9, which agrees with the general

value (1: :)= 2 If the conic pass through the cusp we have c= 0, and the equation

in b is reduced to a quartic ; it is convenient to alter the letters in such wise that the

quartic equation may be obtained in the standard form (a, b, c, d, e$b, 1)
4=0 ;

viz. this

will be the case if the equation of the conic is taken to be

(c, 6c, 0, \a, 2b, 2djx, y, zf= 0,

and we then obtain the equation of the contact-locus in the form

(ae-m+3cy-27(ace+2bcd-ad2-b2e-cj— 0,

which is a onefold locus of the order 6. It follows that we have

(1*1, 1 .\)=6, agreeing with (1*1, 1 .\)=n-\-2m— 3.

The condition in order that the conic may touch a given line is given by an equation

of the form
(*$a2

,
ab, b

2

,
2cc— 3<f, ae—8bd, ad—12bc) 1— ^,

which is a onefold locus of the order 2 ; it at once follows that we have

(1*1, 1, :/)=12, agreeing with (1*1, 1, :/)—2n-\-A.m— 6.

It is a matter of some difficulty to show that we have

(1*1, 1, • //)
= 18, agreeing with (1*1, 1 • //)=4w+4m— 6;

but I proceed to effect this, first remarking that I do not attempt to prove the remaining

case

(1*1, 1 ///)=15, agreeing with (1*1, 1 ///)=4%+2m— 3.

Investigation of the value (1*1, 1 • //)=18:

We have the sextic locus

(ae—4:bd -f- 3c
2

)

3— 27(ace -f 2bed— ad2— b
2e—cz

)
2= 0,

and combined therewith two quadric loci,

(

2

,
ab, b

2
,
2ce—2>d2

, ae—8bd ,
ad— 125c) 1= 0,

(#'X®
2

,
ab, b

2

,
2ce—Sd2

,
ae—8bd, ad—\2bc) 1=0,

which intersect in a threefold locus of the order 24 ; it is to be shown that this contains

as part of itself the quadric threefold locus («=0, b=0, 2ce—3d2=0) taken three times,

leaving a residual threefold locus of the order 24— 6,=18.

We may imagine the coordinates a, b, c, d, e expressed as linear functions of any four

coordinates, and so reduce the problem from a problem in 4-dimensional space to one in

ordinary 3-dimensional space. We have thus a sextic surface, and two quadric surfaces

;

the sextic is a developable surface or torse, having for one of its generating lines the

line a— 0, b—0

,

and for the tangent plane along this line the plane a— 0; the two

quadric surfaces meet in a quartic curve passing through the two points (a= 0, b= 0,

3cc

—

2d2
=Q), which are points on the torse ; it is to be shown that each of these points
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count three times among the intersections of the torse with the quartic curve, the

number of the remaining intersections being therefore 24—6, =18 ; and in order thereto

it is to be shown that each of the points in question (a=0, 5= 0, 3ce— 2(2
2=0)is situate

on the nodal line of the torse, and that the quartic curve touches there the sheet which

is not touched by the tangent plane a— 0 ;
for this being so the quartic curve touching

one sheet and simply meeting the other sheet meets the torse in three consecutive points,

or the two points of intersection each count three times.

The torse has the cuspidal line

S=ae— 45<7-|-3c
2=0, T=ace-\-2bcd— ad2—

b

2e— c
3=0,

and the nodal line

6(ac— 5
2

), 3{ad— be), ae-\-2bd—8c2

,
Z(be—cd), 6(ce— d2

)
II

a, b
, c

,
d

,
e

and the equations of the nodal line are satisfied by the values (a= 0, 5= 0, 3ce— 2^2=0)
of the coordinates of the points in question. To find the tangent planes at these points,

starting from the equation S3— 27T2=0 of the torse, taking (A, B, C, D, E) as current

coordinates, and writing

d=Ad a+Bb 4+C3 c -fDd d -f-Ed e ,

then the equation of the tangent plane is in the first instance given in the form

S2BS— 18TBT=0, which writing therein (a= 0, 5=0, ?)Ce— 2d2=9) assumes, as it

should do, the form 0= 0; the left-hand side is in fact found to be 9c3(Sce—2d2)A.

Proceeding to the second derived equation, this is S2B 2S+ 2S(BS)2— 18TB 2T— 18(dT) 2=0,

or substituting the values of the several terms, the equation is

9c4(AE—4BD -f 3C2

)

+ 3c2(eA-4dB+QcC)2

1 8<?
3
{ e(AC—

B

2

)+ 2<5(BC—AD)+c(AE+ 2BD— 3C2

)

}

- 9 {(ce-d2)A+2cdB-3c2C} 2=0 ;

the terms in BC, BD, C2 vanish identically, that in B2
is (48— 36= )12ck52— 18c3

<?,=

— 6c2
(3ctf— 2cZ

2)B2

,
which also vanishes; hence there remain only the terms divisible by A,

giving first the tangent plane A=0, and secondly the other tangent plane,

A(— 6cV+18c<72e— 9d*)

+B(— Q0c2
de-\-36cd3

)

+ C( 108c3e-54c2d2

)

+D(- 36c3
d)

+ E.27c4 =0.

Taking the equations of the quadric surfaces to be

* (X, (*, *
, g ,

<r, r^a2
, 5

2

,
ab, 3ce—2d2

,
ae—&bd, ad—12bc)=0,

(*!,?', S,g',crVX „ „ „ „ )
= 0,5?
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the equations of the tangent planes are

f(3cE+3cC-4dD)+c(cA-8dB)+r(dA-12cB)=^

g'( » )+*'( » )+^( » )=°>

in all which equations we have See—2d2=0
; and if to satisfy this equation we write

c:d: e— 2 : 3)3 : 3/3
2

,
then the equations of the tangent planes become

/3
3
(A/3— 8B)+ 8(3C/3

2— 4D/3+2E)= 0,

(3CB2— 4D/3+ 2E) -|- (<r /3+ r)(A/3— 8B)= 0,

§'( » )+(o-'/3-rX „ )=0,

or the three tangent planes intersect in the line A/3— 8B=0, 3Q32— 4D/3+ 2E=0,
which completes the proof.

Reverting to the sextic locus,

(ae+ ibd— 3c2

)
2— 27{ace+ 2bcd—ad2—b2e— c

3

)
2= 0,

considered as a locus in 4-dimensional space depending on the five coordinates
(a ,

b, c, d
,
e),

this has upon it the twofold locus

ae— ^bd -f- 3c
2= 0, ace -\-2bed— ad?—

b

2
e

—

c
3= 0,

say the cuspidal locus, of the order 6, and the twofold locus

6(ac— b
2

), 3{ad— be), ae-\-2bd—Sc2
, 3{be—cd), Q(ce—d2

)
II =0,

a ,
b

,
c ,

d
, e

say the nodal locus, of the order 4 : there is also a threefold locus,

«, b
,
c, d 1=0,

b, c, d, e
|

say the supercuspidal locus, of the order 4. We thence at once infer

(1*1, 2
: )=6, agreeing with (1*1, 2 :

)=a— 4,

(1*1, 1, 1
: )
= 4, „ „ (1*1,1, 1

:
)=2m2+2wm+^2— 8m— fw+ 13—fa

(1*1, 3 :)=4, „ „ (1*1, 3 :)= — 4m—

3

n— 5-{-3a;

but I have not investigated the application to the symbols with • / or //.

If the conic, instead of simply passing through the cusp, touches the cuspidal tangent,

then in the equation
(
a

,
b, 0,f, g, lifac, y ,

:s)
2=0 of the conic we have f= 0, or, what is

the same thing, in the equation
(e,

6c, 0, fa, 2b, 2dyjc, y, z)
2= 0 of the conic we have

a=0. The equation in 6 is thus reduced to ib8i -\-§c02 -\-A.dQ-\-e=0. For the inde-

pendent discussion of this case it is convenient to alter the coefficients so that the

equation in 6 maybe in the standard form
(
a

, 5, c, 1)
3=0, viz. we assume the equa-

tion of the conic to be
(
d

,
3b, 0, 0, fa, fc)£r, y, z)

2= 0. The equation of the contact-

locus then is

a2d2+ 4ae3+ 4b3d-6abcd- Sb2
c
2=0,

viz. this is a developable surface, or torse, of the order 4, and we at once infer

(2*1, 1 :)=4, agreeing with (2*1, 1
:
)=2m+n— 5.
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I will show also that we have

(2x1, 1 • /)=6, agreeing with (2x1, 1 • /)=2m+2n—6,

and (2*1, 1 //)=5, „ „ (2*1, 1 //)= m+2»— 4.

The condition that the conic may touch an arbitrary line ax-\-(3y-\-yz—0, is in fact

(0, -\a\ f(4^-3c2

), fac, -fab, Oja, (3, y)
2=0,

which, considering therein (a, b, c, d) as coordinates, is the equation of a quadric surface

passing through the conic a— 0, Ibd— 3c2=0 ; the quartic torse also passes through this

conic ; hence the quadric surface and the torse intersect in this conic, which is of

the order 2, and in a residual curve of the order 6 ; and the number of the conics

(2*1, 1 • /) is equal to the order of this residual curve, that is, it is =6.

If the conic touch a second arbitrary line a!x-\-(3'y-\-y'z= Q, then we have in like

manner the quadric surface

(0, -\a\ \(M-$c
2

), |ac, -\ab
, 0£«', /3', y')

2=°;

that is, we have the quartic torse and two quadric surfaces, each passing through the

conic a— 0, Ibd— 3c2=0, and it is to be shown that the number of intersections not on

this conic is =5. The two quadric surfaces intersect in the conic and in a second

conic ; this second conic meets the torse in 8 points, but 2 of these coincide with the

point a— 0, b= 0, <?=0, which is one of the intersections of the two conics (the point a=0,

6=0, c=0 is in fact a point on the cuspidal edge of the torse, and, the conic passing

through it, reckons for 2 intersections), and 1 of the 8 points coincides with the other of

the intersections of the two conics; there remain therefore 8— 2— 1, = 5 intersections, or

we have (2*1, l//)=5.

Annex No. 5 (referred to, Nos. 22 and 71 ).—On the Conics which have contact of the third

order with a given cuspidal cubic
,
and two contacts (double contact

) with a given conic.

Let the equation of the cuspidal cubic be x2z—y3= 0 (#=0 tangent at cusp, z— 0

tangent at inflexion, y= 0 line joining cusp and inflexion
;
equation satisfied by

x\yz— 1 :0:{)
3

);

and let the equation of the given conic be

U=(a, b, c,f,

; g, hjx, y, zf= 0

;

then writing

0= (a, b, c,f, g, Kfl, 6, 0
3

)
2

= cti
5+

2

fP+ 2gd
3+U2+ 2h0+ c,

the equation of a conic having with the given cubic at a given point (1, 6, 6
3

) contact of

^U, x, y, z

x/0 1, 6
,

0
3

(\Zey . 1
,

34
2

Cs/©)" . . 60

= 0 ,
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viz. this is

viz. in the rational form this is

3602U— x
, y ,

z
2=0,

n/0, 1, 0
, 0

3

(x/0)' . 1, 342

(x/0)" . . 60

and this will have at the point (1, 0
,
0
3

)
a contact of the third order if 0 be determined by

x/0, 1,0, 0
3 =0,

(x/0)' . 1, 302

(x/0)" . . 60

(x/©)'" . . 6

0(x/0)
w
-(x/0)

7=O;

or developing and multiplying by 0^, this is

0 {

@

20'"_f©©'©" -f |@'
3

} — (@
2©"—i©©'2

)— 0,

or, what is the same thing,

©2(40"'_0")

+ 00'(--fS0"+ ±0')

+ 0'2.fS0'=O;

and substituting for 0 its value, this is

(cS
6+ 2/S4+ 2^9

3+5S2
-|- 2AS+ a)

2
(45cS4+ 12/S2— b)

+ (cS
6+ 2/S

4+ 2</S
3+U2+ 2M+a) (3cS

5+ 4/S
3+ 3#S2+ bb+ h)( -42cS 5- 32/S3

— 15^0
2— 2SS+A)

+ 3S( 3cS
5+ 4/S3+ 3^S2+ 66+ 7i)

3= 0.

The coefficients of the powers 16, 15, 14, 13 of S all vanish, so that this is in fact an

equation of the twelfth order (*/0, 1)
12=Q; and putting, as usual,

(bc-f
2
,
ca-g2

,
ab-li2

, gh-af, hf-bg,fg-ch)=(A, B, C, F, G, H),

the equation is found to be

- 4cA S
12

-1- 72AA
'j + 45AB v

+ 30cH S
11 + >S

7 -20/C Is
4

— 36cB

j

- 227>H J + 10AGJ

+16/A + 40aA
|

+ 5AF I

'S
3

-lOcG
Js®

— 130AH + 20aGj

+ 40^A + 10yG
rO - UC 1

S
2

-12aF J+ 20SA
)

+ 40/F

-60/B Is
8 + 337iB >

I

1 Ox o Q>

— 90/H J + 2SG

— 108«H j

's
5 — aC =<
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where the form of the coefficients may be modified by means of the identical equations

(A,H,GXa,h,g)=K,

(H,B,FX „ )=0,

(G,F,CX „ )
= 0,

(A, H, GJJi, b,f)= 0,

(H,B,FI „ )=K,

(G, F, Cl „ )=0,

(A, H, GIs-,/, <0= 0,

(H, B, FX „ 0=0,

(G,F, CX „ )=K.

There is consequently a conic answering to each value of Q given by this equation, or we

have in all 12 conics.

In the case where the given conic breaks up into a pair of lines, or say,

(a, b, c,f, g,
hjx, y, z)

2=2(Xx-\-[*y+vz)(}?%+(*'y+iJz),

then, writing for shortness

gjv'—gJv, vX'—v'X, XgJ—x'^=X, Y, Z,

we have

(A, B, C, F, G, H)= (X2
,
Y2

,
Z2

,
YZ, ZX, XY).

Substituting these values, but retaining (a, b, c, f, g, h
)
as standing for their values

a= 2XX', &c., the equation in 0 is found to contain the cubic factor 2X03— 3Y02+Z,

where it is to be observed that this factor equated to zero determines the values of 6

which correspond to the points of contact with the cuspidal cubic of the tangents from the

point (X, Y, Z), which is the intersection of the lines ’kx-\-gjy-\-vz=Q, and X'x-{-yj'y-\-v'z=0;

and omitting the cubic factor, the residual equation is found to be

2eX —12cY — 8/X -20gX -10JX —407iX — 20aX + 15aY + 5hZ +aZ
—12/Y + %Y - 86Y + 177tY + 4&Z

+ 4c Z + 7gZ

= 0
,

where the form of the coefficients may be modified by means of the identical equations

aX+hY+gZ=0,

7iX+JY+/Z=0,

£X+/Y+cZ=0.

The equation is of the 9th order, and there are consequently 9 conics.
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Annex No. 6 (referred to, No. 48).

—

Containing, with the variation referred to in the

text
,
Zeuthen’s forms for the characteristics of the conics which satisfy four conditions.

:: )= n -f- 2m,

( .*./)=2n -\-4rn,

(
://)=4w+ 4m,

( ///)=4w+2m,

( ////)=2n+
^’

^(.\) —2m( m+ 3)+ r,

(: /) = 2m( m+2%— 5)+ 2r,

(
• //) =2w(2m+ 5)4-2<S,

(///) —2n ( m+ 3)+ &;

^(:) =-|-[2m3 -(-6m2w—

w

3— 30m2— 18m%-)-13w2 -l-84m— A2n-\-(fm-\-?>n— 26)r],

(
• /) =^[(m-[-w)(— (m+w)2— 7(m-fw)+ 48) -}-4mw(3m-|-3w— 13)-|-2(3to-1-3#— 20)(&+r)],

(//) =^[—

m

3+ 6mw2
-l-2M

3
-l-13m

2—\8mn— 30n2— 42m-j-84w+(3m-l-6w— 26)S]

;

(1? 1? 1> 1)^
. )
= -i{ 2(m— 3)(m— 4)(%

2—m— n)-\-(n— 3){n— 4)(m2—m—n)

+ 4(m2_llm+ 28)r +2(^2— 11^H-28)S

+ (4(ra- 4){m- 4)- l)(2i+ r)+ 2S2+

r

2
}

,

(/)
=i{ (m—3)(m—4)(n2—m—n) +2(n—3)(n—4)(m2—m—n)

+ 2(m2-llm+28)r +4(w2-llw+28)S

+ (4(n- 4)(m- 4)- l)(i+ 2r)+ S
2+ 2r2

} ;

(2)
(-'.)= ^+ ;,

(:-/)=2(3w+i),

(
' //)—2(3m+/),

(///)= 3m+ <;

^ (:)=3(2mw-J-w2+4m— 10w)-{-(2m-[-w— 14)«,

(
• /) —2(3m-4-i)(m-\-n— 12) +24(m-j-w),

(//)= 3(m2+2mw— 10m-\-4n)-\-(m-i~2n-- 14) i

(2, 1,
1)(

. )
= (2m+^-7)(6r+(w-3»

+ {{m—n)[m+n— 5)

+

r){3m+ /— 36)

+ 12(m—n){m-\-n— 3),

(/) = (m+2w-7)(6H(m-3»
+ ((n—m)(m -f n— 5)+ &)(3m -f /— 36)

+ 12{n—m)(m+n— 3);
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(2 ’
2
\ • )=-|(3m+/)

a-3(3»i+/)-9r- 8i,

( / )=i(3m+i)2-3(3m+/)-8r-9^

: )= 6w— 4m+3;s= 5m— 3w+ 3/,

(
•
/)=10w— 8m+6«=10m— 8^+6/,

(//)= 5w—3m+3«= 6m— 4w+3/;

(
lj 3

\ • )= 2(-4m2+ 3mw+3w2 +28m-32w)+ 3(2m+ »— 13)*,

( / )= 2( 3m2+3mw— 4m2— 32m+ 28w)+ 3( m+2w— 13);;

• )=10w—10m+6»= 8m— 8w+6/,

(/)= 8w— 8m+6*=10m— 10w+6/.

Annex No. 7 (referred to, No. 93).

In connexion with De Jonquieres’ formula, I have been led to consider the following

question.

Given a set of equations

:

a = a (viz.b = b
,
c—c, See.),

ab = ab /viz. ac= ac Se c., and the like in all the subsequent equationsx

+(ll)a.i\ +(11)a.c, /

abc = abc

+ ( 12)(a .bc+b . ac+c . ab)

+(111) a. b, c,

abcd= abed

+ (
13)(a . bcd-\- Sec.)

+( 22)(a5 . cd-\- See.)

+ (112)(a ,b.cd-\- &c.)

+ 1111 a.b .c .d,

and so on indefinitely (where the
( •

)
is used to denote multiplication, and ab, abc Sec.,

and also ab, abc Sec. are so many separate and distinct symbols not expressible in terms

of a, b, c Sec., a, b, c Sec.), then we have conversely a set of equations

a = a (viz. b =b, c=c&c.,

ab = ab /via. ac= ac Sec., and the like in all the subsequent equations^

+ [ll]a . b \ +[ll]a . c,
)'

abc = abc

= +[12 ](a.bc+b . ac+ c. ab)

+ [lll]a . b . c,

mdccclxviii. x
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abcd= abed

+ [13](a . bcd+ &c.)

+ [22](ab.cd+ &c.)

+ [112](a.b.cd+&c.)

+[1111] a.b.c.d,

and so on; and it is required to find the relation between the coefficients
( )

and
[ ]

;

we find, for example,

[11]=- (11),

[12]=- (12),

[Hl]= 3 (11)(12)

- (HI),

[13]=- (13),

[22]=- (22),

[112]= 2 (13)(12)

+ (22)(11)

- (H2),

[1111]=- 12 (13)(12)(11)

+ 4 (13)(1H)

- 3 (22)(11)(11)

+ 6 (112)(H)

- (1111).

And it is to be noticed that, conversely, the coefficients
( )

are given in terms of the

coefficients [ ]
by the like equations with the very same numerical coefficients ; in fact

from the last set of equations, this is at once seen to be the case as far as (112); and

for the next term (1111) we have

(1111)=+ I2[13][12][11] = (12)— 12+12=)— 12 [13][12][11]

- 4[1S]{3[12][11]-[111]} + 4 [13][111]

+ 3[22][11][11] +(3-6= )- 3 [22][11][11]

-
6[11]| 2[1S][12]| + 6 [11 2][11]

+[22][11] - [HU]

—[mi]l-[112] J
-

having the same coefficients —12, +4, — 3, +6, —1 as in the formula for [1111]

terms of the coefficients
( ) ; it is easy to infer that the property hold goods generally.

To explain the law for the expression of the coefficients of either set in terms of the

other set, 1 consider, for example, the case where the sum of the numbers in the ( ), or
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[] is =5 ; and I form a kind of tree as follows:

the formation of which is obvious ;
and I derive from it in the manner about to be

explained the expressions for the coefficients [14], [23] See. in terms of the corresponding

coefficients in
( ) ; viz. we have

[14]=- (14),

[23]=- (23),

[H3]= 2 (14)(13)

+ (28)(11)

- (113),

[122]— (14)(22)

+ 2 (23)(12)

- (H2),

[H12]=- 6 (14)(13)(12)

-
3 (14)(22)(11)

+ 3 (14)(112)

- 6 (23)(12)(11)

+ 3 (113X12)

+ 1 (23)(111)

+ 3 (122)(11)

- 1 (1112),

[11111]= + 6o (14)(13)(12)(11)

— 20 (14X13XU1)

+ 15 (14)(22)(11)(11)

-3° (14X112)(11)

+ 5 (14X1111)
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+ 30 (23)(12)(11)(11)

-10 (23)(111)(11)

-30 (113)(12)(11)

+ 10 (113)(111)

-15 (122)(11)(11)

+ 10
(
1112)(

11
)

- 1 (11111).

To form the symbolic parts, we follow each branch of the tree to each point of its

course : thus from the branch 113 we have

(113) belonging to [113],

(
11 S)(111) [11111],

(113X12) [
1112],

(113)(12)(11) „ [mu];

viz. (113) belongs to [113]; (113)(111), read 11(3 replaced by)lll, belongs to [11111];

(113)(12), read 11(3 replaced by) 12, belongs to 1112
; (113)(12)(11), read 11(3 replaced

by) 1(2 replaced by) 11
,
belongs to

[
11111].

And observe that where (as, for example, with the symbol 122) there are branches

derived from two or more figures, we pursue each such branch separately, and also all

or any of them simultaneously to every point in the course of such branch or branches

;

thus for the branch 122 we have

(
122

)
belonging to [

122],

(
122)(11)

(
122)(11)

• (same twice) »’
[1H2],

(
122)(11 )(11 ) „ [11111].

Similarly for the branch 23 we have

(23) belonging to [23],

(23)(111) „ [1H2],

(23)(12) „
’[122],

(23)(12)(11) (same as infra) [1112],

(23)(11)(111) „ [11111],

(23)(11)(12) (same as supra) [1H2],

(23)(11)(12)(11) [11111 ].

We thus obtain the symbolic parts of the several expressions for [14], [23] [11111]

respectively : the sign of each term is + or — according as the number of factors in
(

)
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is even or odd; thus in the expression for [11-111], the term (14)(13)(12)(11) has foul-

factors, and is therefore + ,
the term (113)(12)(11) has three factors, and is therefore —

.

The numerical coefficients are obtained as follows. There is a common factor derived

from the expression in [ ] on the left-hand side of the equation; viz. for [11111], which

contains five equal symbols, this factor is 1.2.3.4.5, =120; for [1112], which con-

tains three equal symbols, it is 1.2.3, =6; and so on (for a symbol such as [11222]

containing two equal symbols, and three equal symbols, the factor would be 1.2.1.2. 3,

=12, and so in other similar cases). In any term on the right-hand side of the equa-

tion, we must for a factor such as (11), which contains two equal symbols, multiply

by for a factor such as (111), which contains three equal symbols, multiply by

and so on. And in the case where a term (as, for example, the term (122)(1 1) or

(23)(12)(11), vide supra) occurs more than once, the term is to be taken account of each

time that it occurs ; or, what is the same thing, since the coefficient obtained as above is

the same for each occurrence, the coefficient obtained as above is to be multiplied by the

number of the occurrences of the term. For example, taking in order the several terms

of the expression for [1112], the common factor is =6, and the several coefficients are

6, 6.1, 6.1, 6.1x2, 6.1, 6.1, 6. 1-1x2, 6.1;

and similarly in the expression for [11111] the common factor is 120, and the coeffi-

cients taken in order are

120.1, 120.1, 120.1.1.1, &c„

without there being in this case any coefficient with a factor arising from the plural

occurrence of the term.

The foregoing result was established by induction, and I have not attempted a general

proof.

I observe by way of a convenient numerical verification, that in each equation the

sum of the coefficients (taken with their proper signs) is (—

)

M_11.2 .
.
(n— 1); if n be

the number of parts in the [ ] (n= 5 for [11111], =4 for [1112] &c.), and moreover,

that the sum of these sums each multiplied by the proper polynomial coefficient and the

whole increased by unity is =0
;

viz. for

[14] [23] [113] [122] [1112] [11111],

the sums of the coefficients are

— 1, —1, +2, +2, —6, +24 respectively,

and we have

l+5(— 1)+10(— 1)+10(2)+ 15(2)+10(— 6)+l(24), =75-75, =0.

If we have any five distinct things (a, b, c, d, e), then the polynomial coefficients 5, 10,

10, 15, 10, 1 denote respectively the number of ways in which these can be partitioned

in the forms 14, 23, 113, 122, 1112, 11111 respectively, and the last-mentioned theorem

is thus a theorem in the Partition of Numbers.
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V. Second Memoir on the Curves which satisfy given conditions; the Principle of

Correspondence. By Professor Cayley, F.B.S.

Received April 18,—Read May 2
, 1867.

In the present Memoir I reproduce with additional developments the theory established

in my paper “ On the Correspondence of two points on a Curve ” (London Math. Society,

No. VII., April 1866); and I endeavour to apply it to the determination of the number

of the conics which satisfy given conditions ; viz. these are conditions of contact with a

given curve, or they may include arbitrary conditions Z, 2Z, &c. If, for a moment, we

consider the more general question where the Principle is to be applied to finding the

number of the curves O' of the order r, which satisfy given conditions of contact with a

given curve, there are here two kinds of special solutions
;

viz., we may have proper

curves C'
-

touching (specially) the given curve at a cusp or cusps thereof, and we may

have improper curves, that is, curves which break up into two or more curves of inferior

orders. In the case where the curves Cr are lines, there is only the first kind of special

solution, where the sought for lines touch at a cusp or cusps. But in the case to which

the Memoir chiefly relates, where the curves Cr are conics, we have the two kinds of

special solutions, viz., proper conics touching at a cusp or cusps, and conics which are

line-pairs or point-pairs. In the application of the Principle to determining the numbei

of the conics which satisfy any given conditions, I introduce into the equation a term

called the “Supplement” (denoted by the abbreviation “ Supp.”), to include the special

solutions of both kinds. The expression of the Supplement should in every case be fur-

nished by the theory ;
and this being known, we should then have an equation leading

to the number of the conics which properly satisfy the prescribed conditions ; but in thus

finding the expression of the Supplements, there are difficulties which I am unable to

overcome; and I have contented myself with the reverse course, viz., knowing in each

case the number of the proper solutions, I use these results to determine a, posteriori in

each case the expression of the Supplement ; the expression so obtained can in some cases

be accounted for readily enough, and the knowledge of the whole series of them will be

a convenient basis for ulterior investigations.

The Principle of Correspondence for points in a line was established by Chasles in

the paper in the Comptes Rendus, June-July 1864, referred to in my First Memoir; it

is extended to unicursal curves in a paper of the same series, March 1866, “ Sur les

courbes planes ou a double courbure dont les points peuvent se determiner individuelle-

ment—Application du Principe de Correspondance dans la theorie de ces courbes,” but

not to the case of a curve of given deficiency D considered in my paper of April 1866
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above referred to. The fundamental theorem in regard to unicursal curves, viz. that in

a curve of the order m with \{m— l){m— 2) double points (nodes or cusps) the coordi-

nates (#, y, z)
are proportional to rational and integral functions of a variable parameter

Q
,
—as a case of a much more general theorem of Riemanns

—

dates from the year 1857,

but was first explicitly stated by Clebsch in the paper “ Ueber diejenigen ebenen Curven

deren Coordinaten rationale Functionen eines Parameters sind,” Crelle, t. 64 (1864), pp.

43-63. See also my paper “ On the Transformation of Plane Curves,” London Mathe-

matical Society, No. III., Oct. 1865.

The paragraphs of the present Memoir are numbered consecutively with those of the

First Memoir.

On the Correspondence of two points on a Curve .—Article Nos. 94 to 104.

94. In a unicursal curve the coordinates (%, y, z) of any point thereof are proportional

to rational and integral functions of a variable parameter 0. Hence if two points of

the curve correspond in such wise that to a given position of the first point there corre-

spond a' positions of the second point, and to a given position of the second point a

positions of the first point, the number of points which correspond each to itself is

=a For let the two points be determined by their parameters Q
,

S' respectively,

then to a given value of S there correspond a! values of S', and to a given value of S

there correspond a values of S ; hence the relation between (S, S') is of the form

(S, 1)“(S', l)
a'=0; and writing therein S'=S, then for the points which correspond each

to itself, we have an equation (S, l)a+a'—.0, of the order a-\-a!

;

that is, the number of

these points is =a-f-a'.

Hence for a unicursal curve we have a theorem similar to that of M. Chasles’ for a

line, viz. the theorem may be thus stated :

—

If two points of a unicursal curve have an (a, a') correspondence, the number of united

points is =a-\-a!. But a unicursal curve is nothing else than a curve with a deficiency

D= 0, and we thence infer

—

Theorem. If two points of a curve with deficiency D have an (w, a!) correspondence,

the number of united points is =«-}-a'-(-2/M) ; in which theorem 2k is a coefficient to

be determined.

95. Suppose that the corresponding points are P, P', and imagine that when P is given

the corresponding points P' are the intersections of the given curve by a curve 0 (the

equation of the curve 0 will of course contain the coordinates of P as parameters, for

otherwise the position of P' would not depend upon that of P). I find that if the curve

0 has with the given curve k intersections at the point P, then in the system of points

(P, P') the number of united points is

a= a
-J-

whence in particular if the curve 0 does not pass through the point P, then the number

of united points is = a-f- a', as in the case of a unicursal curve. (I have in the paper of
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April 1866 above referred to, proved this theorem in the particular case where the Jc

intersections at the point P take place in consequence of the curve 0 having a £-tuple

point at P, but have not gone into the more difficult investigation for the case where

the Jc intersections arise wholly or in part from a contact of the curve ©, or any branch

or branches thereof, with the given curve at P.)

96. It is to be observed that the general notion of a united point is as follows : taking

the point P at random on the given curve, the curve 0 has at this point Jc intersections

with the given curve ; the remaining intersections are the corresponding points P' ;
if

for a given position of P one or more of the points P' come to coincide with P, that is,

if for the given position of P the curve 0 has at this point more than Jc intersections

with the given curve, then the point in question is a united point.

It might at first sight appear that if for a given position of P a number 2, 3, . . ox j of

the points P' should come to coincide with P, then that the point in question should reckon

for 2, 3 . . . orj (as the case may be) united points : but this is not so. This is perhaps

most easily seen in the case of a unicursal curve ; taking the equation of correspondence

to be (0, 1)“(0', l)
a'=0, then we have a-\-a! united points corresponding to the values of

0 which satisfy the equation (0, l)
a
(0, 1)“'=0; if this equation has a /-tuple root 0= A,

the point P which answers to this value X of the parameter is reckoned as / united points.

But starting from the equation (0, l)
<x

(0
,

,
l)

a= 0, if on writing in this equation 0=X, the

resulting equations (X, 1)“(0
/

,
l)

a'=0 has a root 0'=X, it follows that the equation

(0, 1)“(0, l)
a'=0 has a root 0= A, and that the point which belongs to the value 0=X is

a united point ; if on writing in the equation 0=X, the resulting equation (a, l)
a
(0', l)

a'=0

has a/-tuple root 0'=X, it does not follow that the equation (0, 1)“(0, l)
a'=0 has a /-tuple

root 0=X, nor consequently that the point answering to 0=X in anywise reckons as

/ united points.

97. This may be further illustrated by regarding the parameters 0,
0' as the coordinates

of a point in a plane
; the equation (0, 1)“(0', l)

a'=0 is that of a curve of the order a -fa',

having an a-tuple point at infinity on the axis 0= 0, and an a'-tuple point at infinity on

the axis 0'= O; the united points are given as the intersections of the curve with the

line 0=0'; a /-fold intersection, whether arising from a multiple point of the curve or

from a contact of the line 0=0' with the curve, gives a point which reckons as / united

points. But if 0=X gives the /-fold root 0'=X, this shows that the line 0=X has with

the curve / intersections at the point 0= 0'=A ; not that the line 0=0/ has with the curve

/ intersections at the point in question.

98. Reverting to the notion of a united point as a point P which is such that one or

more of the corresponding points P' come to coincide with P ;
in the case where P is at

a node of the given curve, it is necessary to explain that the point P must be considered

as belonging to one or the other of the two branches through the node, and that the

point P is not to be considered as a united point unless we have on the same branch of
the curve one or more of the corresponding points P' coming to coincide with the point P.

If, to fix the ideas, Jc= 1, that is, if the curve 0 simply pass through the point P, then if

mdccclxviii. ‘ y
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P be at a node the curve 0 passes through the node and has therefore at this point two

intersections with the given curve ; but the second intersection belongs to the other

branch, and the node is not a united point ; in order to make it so, it is necessary that

the curve 0 should at the node touch the branch to which the point P is considered to

belong. The thing appears very clearly in the case of a unicursal curve ;
we have here

two values 0=X, 6=t! answering to the node according as it is considered as belonging

to one or the other branch of the curve ; and in the equation of correspondence

(4, l)
a
(9', l)a= 0, writing 0=X, we have an equation (X, 1)“(0', l)

a'=0 satisfied by 0'=\'

but not by 0'=\, and the equation (0, l)
a
(0, l)

a’=0 is thus not satisfied by the value 6 —\.

The conclusion is that a node qua node is not a united point.

99. But it is otherwise as regards a cusp. When the point P is at a cusp, the curve

0 (which has in general with the given curve k intersections at P) has here more than

k intersections, and (as in this case there is no distinction of branch) the cusp reckons as

a united point. In the case of a unicursal curve, there is at the cusp a single value 0=X

of the parameter, and the equation (0, 1)“(0, 1)“'— 0 is satisfied by the value 6=\. But

for the very reason that the cusp qua cusp reckons as a united point, the cusp is a united

point only in an improper or special sense, and it is to be rejected from the number of

true united points. We may include the cusps, along with any other special solutions

which may present themselves, under a head “ Supplement,” and instead of writing as

above a— a— a'= 2£D, write a

—

a— a'+Supp.= 2£D.

Before going further I apply the theorem to some examples in which the curve 0 is

a system of lines.

100. Investigation of the class of a curve of the order m with § nodes and z cusps.

Take as corresponding points on the given curve two points such that the line joining

them passes through a fixed point O ; the united points will be the points of contact of

the tangents through O
; that is, the number of the united points will be equal to the

class of the curve. The curve 0 is here the line OP which has with the given curve a

single intersection at P ; that is, we have k= 1. The points P' corresponding to a given

position of P are the remaining m— 1 intersections of OP with the curve, that is, we

have oi=n%— 1 ;
and in like manner a=in— 1. Each of the cusps is (specially) a united

point, and counts once, whence the Supplement is =z. Hence, writing n for the class,

rve have 11+ 2,(711— \)-\-z=2D, or writing for 2D its value =m2—3m+2— 2*, we

have n=irv2—m—2}>— 3x, which is right.

101. Investigation of the number of inflexions. Taking the point P' to be a tangen-

tial of P (that is, an intersection of the curve by the tangent at P), the united points are

the inflexions ;
and the number of the united points is equal to the number of the in-

flexions. The curve 0 is the tangent at P having with the given curve two intersections

at this point
;
that is, k=2 ;

P' is any one of the m— 2 tangentials of P, that is, a!=m— 2 ;

and P is the point of contact of any one of the n— 2 tangents from P' to the curve, that

is, a=n— 2. Each cusp is (specially) a united point, and counts once, whence the Supple-

ment is =». Hence, writing 1 for the number of inflexions, we have

/— (to— 2)— (n—2)+^=4D

;
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or substituting for 2D its value expressed in the form n— 2m-\-2-\-x, we have

t—3n— 3m+«,
which is right.

102. For the purpose of the next example it is necessary to present the fundamental

equation under a more general form. The curve 0 may intersect the given curve in a

system of points P', each times, a system of points Q', each # times, &c. in such manner

that the points (P, P'), the points (P, Q'), &c. are pairs of points corresponding to each

other according to distinct laws ;
and we shall then have the numbers (a, u, a'), (b, (3, (S'),

&c. corresponding to these pairs respectively, viz. (P, P') are points having an (a, a')

correspondence, and the number of united points is =a; (P, Q') are points having a

(f

3

, /3') correspondence, and the number of united points is =b, and so on. The theo-

rem then is

j?(a—a— oi')-j-g'(b—j3— /3')+ &c. + Supp. = 2&D,

being in fact the most general form of the theorem for the correspondence of two points

on a curve, and that which will be used in all the investigations which follow.

103. Investigation of the number of double tangents. Take P' an intersection of

the curve with a tangent from P to the curve (or, what is the same thing, P, P' cotangen-

tials of any point of the curve) : the united points are here the points of contact of the

several double tangents of the curve
; or if r be the number of double tangents, then

the number of united points is =2r. The curve 0 is the system of the n— 2 tangents

from P to the curve ; each tangent has with the curve a single intersection at P, that is,

Jc—n— 2 ;
each tangent besides meets the curve in the point of contact Q' twice, and in

(m— 3) points P'; hence if (a, a, a!) refer to the points (P, Q'), and (2r, (3 , /3') to the

points (P, P'), we have

2{a— a— a'}-f{2r—(3— Supp. =2(n— 2)D.

From the foregoing example the value of a— a— a' is =4D— ». In the case where the

point P is at a cusp, then the n— 2 tangents become the n— 3 tangents from the cusp,

and the tangent at the cusp; hence the curve © meets the given curve in 2(n— 3)-f3,

=2n— 3 points, that is, (n— 2)-\-(n— 1) points; this does not prove (ante, No. 96), but

the fact is, that the cusp counts in the Supplement (n—l) times, and the expression of

the Supplement is =(n— l)z. It is clear that we have (3=j3’=(n—2)(m—3), so that

the equation is

8D

—

2k+ 2r— 2(n- 2)(m-3)+(n-l)z=(n- 2)2D,
that is,

2r=2(n-2)(m-3)+(n-6)2D+(-n+3)z;

or substituting for 2D its value =n— 2m-\-2-\-x and reducing, this is

2r=w2+8m—lOn— 3%,

which is right.

104. As another example, suppose that the point P on a given curve of the order m
and the point Q on a given curve of the order in! have an (a, a!) correspondence, and let

t 2
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it be required to find the class of the curve enveloped by the line PQ. Take an arbi-

trary point O, join OQ, and let this meet the curve m in P'
;
then (P, P') are points on

the curve m having a (m'a, ma') correspondence ;
in fact to a given position of P there

correspond a' positions of Q, and to each of these m positions of P' ; that is, to each posi-

tion of P there correspond ma! positions of P' ;
and similarly to each position of P there

correspond m'a positions of P. The curve 0 is the system of the lines drawn from each

of the a' positions of Q to the point O, hence the curve 0 does not pass through P, and

we have Jc=0. Therefore the number of the united points (P, P), that is, the number

of the lines PQ which pass through the point O, is =ma' +m'a, or this is the class of

the curve enveloped by PQ.

It is to be noticed that if the two curves are curves in space (plane, or of double

curvature), then the like reasoning shows that the number of the lines PQ which meet

a given line O is =ma' -{-m'a, that is, the order of the scroll generated by the line PQ is

—ma'-\-m'a.

Application to the Conics which satisfy given conditions
,
one at least arbitrary .

—

Article Nos. 105 to 111.

105. Passing next to the equations which relate to a conic, we seek for (4Z)(1), the

number of the conics which satisfy any four conditions 4Z and besides touch a given

curve, (3Z)(2) and (3Z)(1, 1), the number of the conics which satisfy three conditions,

and besides have with the given curve a contact of the second order, or (as the case may

be) two contacts of the first order; and so on with the conditions 2Z, Z, and then finally

(5), (4, 1), . . . (1, 1, 1, 1, 1), the numbers of the conics which have with the given curve

a contact of the fifth order, or a contact of the fourth and also of the first order . . ., or

five contacts of the first order.

106. As regards the case (4Z)(1), taking P an arbitrary point of the given curve m,

and for the curve © the system of the conics (4Z)(1) which pass through the given

point P and besides satisfy the four conditions, then the curve © has with the given curve

(4Z)(I) intersections at P, and the points P are the remaining (2m— 1)(4Z)(1) intersec-

tions ; in the case of a united point (P, P'), some one of the system of conics becomes a

conic (4Z)(1)
;
and the number of the united points is consequently equal to that of

the conics (4Z)(1)
;
we have thus the equation

{(4Z)(l)-2(2m-l)(4Z)(l)}+ Supp. (4Z)(I)=(4Z)(1). 2D.

107. It is in the present case easy to find a priori the expression for the Supplement.

1. The system of conics (4Z) contains 2(4Z • )— (4Z/) point-pairs*; each of these, re-

garded as a line, meets the given curve in m points, and each of these points is (specially)

a united point (P, P')
;
this gives in the Supplement the term m{2(4Z • )— (4Z/)}. 2. The

number of the conics (4Z) which can be drawn through a cusp of the given curve is

* The expression a point-pair is regarded as equivalent to and standing for that of a coincident line-pair

:

see First Memoir, No. 30.
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= (4Z • ); and the cusp is in respect of each of these conics a united point; we have

thus the term «(4Z • ), and the Supplement is thus =m{2(4Z • )— (4Z/)} -f «(4Z • ).

We have moreover (4Z)(1)=(4Z • ), 2D=w—2m+2+« ;
and substituting these values,

we find

(4Z)(1)= (4m-2)(4Z . )

- m{2(4Z .
)— (4Z/)} —*(4Z .

)

+(w— 2m+2+;s)(4Z •

)

= n{4Z • )+m(4Z/),
which is right.

108. It is clear that if, instead of finding as above the expression of the Supplement,

the value of (4Z)(l),=w(4-Z )+m(4Z/), had been taken as known, then the equation

would have led to

Supp.(4Z)(l)=m{2(4Z . )-(4Z/)}+*(4Z • );

and this, as in fact already remarked, is the course of treatment employed in the re-

maining cases. It is to be observed also that the equation may for shortness be written

in the form

(4Z) |(1)— 2(2m— l)(l)j-

+ Supp. (1)=(1)2D

;

viz. the (4Z) is to be understood as accompanying and forming part of each symbol

;

and the like in other cases.

109. We have the series of equations

(4Z) { (1)— (I)(2m— 1)— (f)(2m— 1)}

+ Supp. (1) =(1)2D;

(3Z) { (2)— (2)(2m— 2)— ( 1 , 1)}

+ Supp. (2) =2(2)2D

;

(3Z) 2{(2)-(T,l)-(2)(2m-2)}_

+ {2(1, 1)-(1, l)(2m— 3)— (T, l)(2m— 3)}

+ Supp. (T, 1) =(I, 1)2D;

(2Z) { (3)— (3)(2m— 3)— (1, 2)}

+ Supp. (3) =3(3)2D;

(2Z) 2{(3)-(2, 1)— (2, 1)}

+ {(2, 1)— (2, l)(2m-4)-(T, 1, 1)2}

+ Supp. (2,1) =2(2, 1)2D;

(2Z) 3 {(3)— (I, 2)— (3)(2m— 3)

}

+ {(1, 2)— (1, 2)(2m-4)-(l, 2)(2m— 4)}

+ Supp. (1, 2) =(I, 2)2D

;
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(2Z) 2{(2, 1)— (T, 1,_1)2— (2, l)(2m-4)}

+ {3(1, 1, 1)-(1, 1, l)(2m— 5)— (I, 1, l)(2m— 5)}

+ Supp. (1,1,1)

(Z)
{ (4)— (4)(2m— 4)— (I, 3)}

+ Supp. (4)

(Z) 2{(4)-(3
L
l)-(2-2)}

+ {(3, l)-(3, l)(2m— 5)— (1, 1, 2)}

+ Supp. (3, 1)

(Z) 3{(4)-(2,2)-(3,I)}

+ {2(2, 2)— (2, 2) (2m— 5)— (1, 1, 2)}

+ Supp. (2, 2)

(Z) 2 { (3, 1)— (2, 1, 1)2— (2, 1, 1)2}

+ {(2, 1, 1)— (2, 1, l)(2m-6)-(*I, 1, 1, 1)3}

+ Supp. (2,1, 1)

(Z) 4 { (4)— (1^3)— (4)(2m— 4) f

+ {(1, 3)-(T, 3)(2m—5)— (T, 3)(2m— 5)}

+ Supp. (r, 3)

(Z) 3{(3, 1)— (T, 1, 2)— (3, l)(2m— 5)}

+2{2(2, 2)-(I, 1, 2)— (2, 2)(2m— 5)}

+ {2(1, 1, 2)-(I, 1, 2)(2m— 6)— (I, 1, 2)(2m-6)}

+ Supp. (T, 1, 2)

=(1,1, 1)2D;

=4(4)2D ;

= 3(3, 1)2D
;

= 2(2, 2)2D;

=2(2, 1, 1)2D

;

=(1, 3)2D;

= (I, 1, 2)2D;

(Z) 2{(2, 1, 1)-(I, 1, 1, 1)3— (2, 1, l)(2m— 6)}

+ {4(1, 1, 1, 1)— (T, 1, 1, l)(2m 7)-(I, 1, 1, l)(2m— 7) }

+ Supp. (T, 1, 1, 1) =(1, 1, 1, 1)2D.

110. I content myself with giving the expressions of only the following supplements.

Supp. (4Z)(1) =m[2( .)"(/)]+*( )•

Supp. (3Z)(2) =K2(
:
)-( • /)]+M • /)•

Supp. (3Z)(1, 1)= ( %nn— %n2— n-\-ncc)( :)

+(2m2— imn —2m+2w+(m— ^)a)( - /)

+(-m2 +m )(//).
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Supp.(2Z)(3) =-M2(.*.)— (-*/)]

+^[2(.-.)-(:/)+ 2
(2(:/)-(.//))]

+H-/y
Supp. (Z)(4) =a*+6(2*+2/),

where a, 5 are the representatives of the condition Z.

It may be added that we have in general

Supp. (Z)(4X)= <z Supp. (4X - )+£ Supp. (4X/),

where (4X) stands for any one of the symbols (4), (3, 1) ...
. (1, 1, 1, 1).

111. The expression of Supp. (4Z)(1) has been explained supra, No. 108. That of

Supp. (3Z)(2) may also be explained. 1. The point-pairs of the system of conics (3Z),

regarding each point-pair as a line, are a set of lines enveloping a curve
;
the class of

this curve is equal to the number of the lines which pass through an arbitrary point,

that is, as at first sight would appear, to the number of point-pairs in the system (3Z • ),

or to 2(3Z:)— (3Z • /): it is, however, necessary to admit that the number of distinct

lines, and therefore the class of the curve, is one-half of this, or =i[2(3Z:)-(3Z./)];

which being so, the number of the point-pairs (3Z) which, regarded as lines, touch the

given curve (of the order m and class n) is =^w[2(3Z
: )— (3Z • /)]. The point of con-

tact of any one of these lines with the given curve is (specially) a united point, and we

have thus the term ^w[2(3Z:)— (3Z • /)] of the Supplement. 2. The number of the

conics (3Z) which touch the given curve at a given cusp thereof, or, say, the conics

(3Z)(2/sl), is =^(3Z . /), and the cusp is in respect of each of these conics a united

point
;
we have thus the remaining term ^(3Z • /) of the Supplement.

Application to the Conics which satisfy five conditions of contact with a given Curve .

—

Articles Nos. 112 to 135.

112. We have twelve equations, which I first present in what 1 call their original

forms; viz. these are

—

First equation

:

{(5)-(5)(2m-5)-(T, 4)}

Supp. (5) =5(5)2D.

Second equation

:

2 { (5) (4, 1)— (2, 3)}

+ {(4, 1)— (4, l)(2ra— 6)— (1, 1, 3)}

+ Supp. (4, 1) = 4(4, 1)2D.
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Third equation

:

3{(5)-2(3, 2)— 2(3, 2)}

+ {(3, 2)— (3, 2)(2m— 6)
— 2(1, 2, 2)}

+ Supp. (3, 2)

Fourth equation:

2{(4, 1)— 2(3, 1, 1)— (2, 2,1)}
_

+ {(3, 1, 1)— (3, 1, l)(2m— 7)— (1, 1, 1, 2)}

+ Supp. (3, 1, 1)

Fifth equation:

4{(5)-(2,3)— (4,1)}

+ {(3, 2)— (2, 3)(2ra— 6)— (1, 1, 3)}

-f Supp. (2, 3)

Sixth equation

:

3{(4, 1)— 2(2, 2, 1)— 2, (3, 1, 1)}

+2{(3, 2)— (2, 2, 1)— (2, 2, 1)}

+ {2(2, 2,JL)-(2, 2, l)(2m— 7)— 2(1, 1, 1, 2)}

+ Supp. (2, 2, 1)

Seventh equation

:

2{(3, 1, 1)— 3(2, 1, 1, 1)— 3(2, 1, 1, 1)}

+ ((2, 3,1, l)-(2, 1, 1, l)(2m-8)-4(r, 1, 1, 1, 1)}

+ Supp (2, 1, 1, 1)

Eighth equation:

5{(5)-(I, 4)-(5)(2m-5»

+ {(4, 1)— (1, 4)(2m—5)— (1, 4)(2m— 5)}

+ Supp. (I, 4)

Ninth equation:

4 {(4, 1)-(1, 1, 3)— (4, l)(2m— 6)}

+ 2{(3, 2)— (1, 1, 3)— (2, 3)(2m-6)}

+ {2(3, 1, 1)— (T, 1, 3)(2m-7)-(l, 1, 3)(2m-7)}

+ Supp. (T, 1, 3)

3(3, 2)2D.

3(3, 1, 1)2D.

2(2, 3)2D.

2(2, 2, 1)2D.

2(2, 1, 1, 1)2D.

=(1, 4)2D.

= (1, 1, 3)2D.
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Tenth equation

:

3{(3, 2)— 2(1, 2, 2)— (3, 2)(2m-6)}

+ {(2, 2, l)-(r, 2, 2)(2m-7)-(I, 2, 2)(2m-7)}

+ Supp. (I, 2, 2) =(I, 2, 2)2D.

Eleventh equation

:

3{(3, 1, 1)— (T, 1, 1, 2)— (3, 1, l)(2m— 7)}

+ 2{2(2, 2, 1)-2(1, 1, 1, 2)— (2, 2, l)(2m-7)}

+ {3(2, 1, 1, 1)-(I, 1, 1, 2)(2m— 8)— (I, 1, 1, 2)(2m-8)}

+ Supp. (I, 1, 1, 2) =(1, 1, 1, 2)2D.

Twelfth equation

:

2{(2, 1, 1, 1)-4(T, 1, 1, 1, 1)— (2, 1, 1, l)(2m— 8)}

+ {5(1, 1, 1, 1, 1)-(1, 1, 1, 1, l)(2m— 9)— (I, 1, 1, 1, l)(2m— 9)}

+ Supp. (I, 1, 1, 1, 1) =(T, 1, 1, 1, 1)2D.

113. I alter the forms of these equations by substituting for 2D its value

=n—2m+2+a, and by writing for the expressions with (1) their values,

(1, 4)=( • 4)— 5(5), &c.,

and except in the terms {Supp. (5)— «(5)}, &c., by writing for k its value —3w+a
The resulting equations, if the Supplements were known, would serve to determine the

values of (5), (4, 1), &c. ; but I assume instead that the last-mentioned expressions are

known (First Memoir, No. 50), and use the equations to determine the Supplements, or,

what comes to the same thing, the values of the terms in { } which contain these Supple-

ments. We have thus the twelve reduced equations, with resulting values of the sup-

plements.

114. First equation

:

= 0=
(5)

+ { Supp. (5)— *(5)}

+(5)(8m+7w— 4a)

-(.4)

(that is, we have

Supp. (5)-*(5)=

—15m— 15w + 9a

— 3m + a

8m+ In— 4a

+10?w+ 8n— 6a

3m+a,

and so in the subsequent cases, the equation gives the value of the term in { } which

contains the Supplement).

mdccclxviii. z
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Second equation

:

=0=
2(5)

+(4 ,
1
)

+ {Supp. (4, 1)— *(4, 1)}

+ (4, l)(6m+ 5ra-3a)

-( 1
,
3
)

— 30m— 30w+a( 18)

-8m2-20mft-8rc2+104m+104w+a( 6m+6rc-66)

— 6m2— 3mn + 18m+ 9w+a( 3m — 9)

+ 6m2+llmw+ 5w2— 36m— 30w+a(— 3m— 3w+18)

+8m2+12wm+3w2— 56m— 53w+a(—6m— 3w+39).

I stop for a moment to notice a very convenient verification of the term in { } ;
putting

therein a=3n, the term is

— 6m2— 3wm+18m+9w+(9mw— 27w)

;

and if in this we write m=n=l, m2=w»=w2= 2, and when any higher terms enter

m3=m2w=mw2=w3= 4, m4=m3«=mV=mw3=?i4= 8, &c., the value is —12— 6+ 18

+ 9+18— 27, =0, viz. we should always obtain a sum =0. The reason is that the

term in question should always admit of being expressed in the form ^+<^+rr+ s/

;

the reduction to this form might be effected by the substitutions m=^(m+w)+-g-(*—
/),

w,=i(m+w)— jr(z—
/), m2=2.-|(m+w)+2^+3^, n2=2.-|-(m+w)+ 2r+3;, giving a result

=A(m+w)+terms in (h, x, r, /), where A is a numerical coefficient calculable as above

by simply writing m—n— 1, m2=mM=w2= 2, &c., and which is =0 when the term is of

the proper form ph-\-qK-\-rr-{-SL. The complete reduction to the form in question is

material in the sequel, but I advert to the point here only for the sake of the numerical

verification.

116.

Third equation

:

3(5)

+(3, 2)

+ {Supp. (3,2)-*(3, 2)}

+ (3, 2)(4m+3w— 2a)

— 2
(

* 2 , 2
)

— 45m— 45%+a( +27)

+120m+120w+a(—4m— 4w— 78)+3a2

+ 15m +a( n— 7)

— 36m— 27w+a( 4m+3w+ 18)— 2a2

— 54m~ 48w+a( +40)— a2
.

Verification is 15+3(1. 2— 7)=0.

117.

Fourth equation

:

2(4, 1)

+ (3, 1, 1)_

+ {Supp. (3, 1, 1)— *(3, 1, 1)}

+(3, 1, l)(4m+ 3w— 2a)

-(. 2
,
1

,
1

)

— 16m2— 40mw— 16%2
a)

-|m3-10m2w-10mw2—|w3+if%t2+ 116m%+if%2
(2)

—^m3+ \m2
n-\- 2mn2 + ^m2+ 1^mn— 7n1

o)

2m3+^-m2w+ 8m%2+ |w3— 26m2— ^mn— -
2%2

o)

— 24m2— 3Qmn— 12%2
(5)
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o) +208m+ 208w+a( +12m+12w— 132)

(2 ) — 434m— 434w+a( §m2+6mw+fw2—^m—^w+291)—fa2

(3) — 50m— 23n+a( -|m2 —xfm— +*+ 33)

w +108m+ 81%+os(—

m

2— 4mw— %2+ 7m+-^Lw— 54)+ 3a2

(s) + 168m+168w+ a(—

m

2—2mn—+i2+25m+-2
%— 138) + fa

2
.

Verification is (-i+i+2)4+(^+^-7)2-50-23+ 3(1 4-(^+i)2+ 33)=0.

118. Fifth equation

:

4(5)

+ (8, 2) _
+ )Supp. (2, 3)—*(2, 3)(

+ (2, 3)(2m+w— a)

- ( . 1, 3)

— 60m— 60w+ a( 36)

+120m+120w+a(— 4m—4w— 78)+ 3a2

w2+ 8m— w+a( — 3)

—8m2—12m%— 4w2— 12m— 6w+a( 10m+7w+ 6)— 3a2

+ 8m2+ 12mw+3w2— 56m— 53w+ a(— 6m— 3w+39).

Verification is 2+8— 1+ 3(— 3)=0.

119. Sixth equation

:

3(4, 1) —24m2— 60m%— 24w2+312m+312w (0

+2(3, 2) +240m+240w (2)

+2(2, 2, 1) +48m2+108mw+ 48w2— 936m— 936w (3)

+ {Supp. (2, 2, 1)— *(2» 2, 1)} + 12m2+ 6mw— 6w2— 60m— 6% (4)

+ (2, 2, l)(2m+w— a) + 12m2+ 18mn-\- 6w2+108m+ 54n (5)

— 2( • 2, 1, 1) — 48m2— 72mn— 24w2+336m+336% (6)

(i) + a( +18m+18w— 198)

(2) +a( - 8m- 8rc— 156)+a2

( + 6)

(3) + a( —16m— 16w+654)+a2

( m+%— 24)

(4) + a( mn — 8m— 2w+ 30)

+a( 2m2+ 3wm+w2— 36m—21w— 54)+a2(—m— w+15)

(6) +a(—2m2—4mw—

w

2+50m+29?z— 276)+a2

( + 3).

Verification is (12+6-6)2-60-6+ 3(4-(8+2)2+30)=0.

120. Seventh equation

:

2
(
3

,
1

,
1
)

+(2
,
1

,
1

,
1

)

+ {Supp.(2, 1, 1, l)-*(2, 1,1,1)}

+(2, 1, 1, l)(2m+w— a)

-( • 1
,
1

,
1 ,

1
)

\m3n+ mV
•§-m

4+ +3mV+fmw3+ fyt*

fm3n—4mV—fmw3—

0 )

(2 )

(3)

0)

(5)
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CD

(2 )

(3 )

,(i)

(S)

+<

— 3m3— 20m2%— 20m%2— 3%3+109m2+232m%+109%2— 868m— 868%

6m3+ 30m2
%+ 30m%2+ 6%3— 1 74m2— 348m%— 174%2+ 1 320m

— fm2%— bmri1—f%
3— 20m2— 5mn-\- ^%2+ 80m+ 26%

— 5m3—

-

2-m
2%— 13m%2—

-f%
3+ ^m2+ 37m%+ -

2
-%2— 150m— 75%

+2m3+12m2%+ 8m%2+ %3+i
f
i%&2+ 84m%+^f%2— 382m— 403%

3m2+12%i%+ 3%2— 60m— 69%+582)+ a2

(
- 9

)

+a( |m3-fm2w+m%2+|%3-^-m2—26m%—

-

2%2+-f-m+-|-%— 960)+a2

(—fm—f%+28)
+ a( — m2— fm%+ ^%

2+ 19m+ -fra— 54)

+a(—-gm
3— wi

2%—?%%2—^%3— -£m%+ %2+ -
3-m+ -

3%+ 75)+a2

( fm+f%—

-

2-)

+«( 6m2+12m%+ 3%2— 86m— 55%+357)+.a2

( — f).

Verification is

(l+l)8+(-f-5-t)4+(-20-5+2S)2+ 80+ 26+ 3((-l-f+|}4+ (19+l)2-54)=0.

121. Eighth equation

:

5(5)

+ (
4

,
1
)

+ [Supp. (1, 4)— *(1, 4) |

!-(>»— 1)(2( • 4)-(/4j)J

+(-»+!)(

•

4
)

+ (—m+-§)(/4)
+ 5%(5)

Verification is 1 — 4+ 3. 1= 0.

— 75m— 75%+a( 45)

8m2—20m%—8m2+ 104m+ 104%+a(6m+6%— 66)

+ 1?%— 4%+ a( 1
)

10%m+ 8%2 — m— -
3
- %+ a( — 6%+ 10)

8m2+ 10m% m—

-

3-%+a( — 6m +10)

+ 5%.

122. Ninth equation

:

4(4, 1)

+ 2(3, 2)

+ 2(3, 1, 1)

+ JSupp. (1, 1, 3)— *(1, 1, 3)

{_

(

m— 2)(2( . 1, 3)— (/ 1, 3))/

+ (-»+2)(-l,8)

+ (_m+ 2)(/l,3)

+»(4(4, l)+2(2, 3))

— 32m2— 80%m— 32%2

j

— 3m3— 20m2%~20m%2— 3%3+ 109m2+232m%+109%2

1 '

' — 2m2+ 12m%+ 2%2

+ 8m2%+12m%2+3%3— 16m2— 80m%— 59%2

+ 3m3+ 12m2%+ 8m%2 — 59m2— 80m%— 16%2

— 4m%— 4%2
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(1)

(2)

(3)

-f 416m4-416M+a(

4-240m+ 240M+«(

— 868m— 868m+c«(

+24m+24M-264)

— 8m.— 8m— 156)+ 6a2

3mi2+

1

2mM+ 3m2— 69m

—

69m+ 582 )
— 9a2

(4) — 6m+ 30M+a( — 4m— 10m— 6)+3a2

(5) + 112m+106M+a( — 6mM— 3M2+12m+45M— 78)

(6) + 106m+ 112M+a(— 3m2— Qmn + 45?m+12m— 78)

(7) — 36m

+

a( + 6m ).

Verification is
(
— 2+ 12-f- 2)2— 6+ 30+ 3((— 4-10)2— 6)4-3.9.2=0.

123. Tenth equation:

= 0 :

3(3, 2)

+(2
,
2 ,

1
)

4-jSupp. (I, 2, 2)— js(T, 2, 2)
|

{—(m— 2)(2( • 2, 2)— ( / 2, 2))}
j

+(-»+ 2)( • 2
,
2)

+(-m+ 2)(/2, 2)

+ 3m(3, 2)

4- 360m 4- 360m

24m2
4- 54?mm 4- 24m2— 468m— 468m

+ 6m 4- 33m

—27mM— 24m2
4- 54m 4- 48m

24m2— 27mn 4- 48m 4- 54m

- 27m

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

o) + «(— 12?m— 12m— 234)+ a2

( + 9)

(2 ) +a(— 8m— 8M+327)+a2(|m+-|M— 12)

(3) +«( — 3m— 13)+ a2

( 4- 1)

( 4 ) 4-a( +20m— 40)4-a2

(
— \n-\- 1)

(s) +a( 20m — 40)+ a2(^m 4- 1)

(6) + «( 4~ 3m ).

Verification is + 33 + 3(— 3.2— 13)4-9.2=0.

124. Eleventh equation:

3(3, 1, 1)

+ 4(2, 2, 1)

+ 3(2, 1, 1, 1)

+ |Supp.(T,l, l,2)-*(r, 1, 1, 2
) ]

l-(m-i)(2(.l, 1, 2)— ( / 1, 1, 2))J

+(-»+JX 1. 1. 2)

— fm3— 30m2M— 30?mm2— |m3

I + 18m3+ 9Om2M+ 90?mm2+ 1 8m3

— §mi
3— fm2M— 6mim2— 3m3

— 24m2M— 36mM2— 12m3

+ (-™+f)(/l, 1, 2)

+ m(3(3, 1 l)+ 2(2, 2, 1))

— 12m3— 36?m
2m— 24mM2

4- |maM+ 6mM2+ |m:

(U

( 2 )

(3)

(4;

US)

,6)

7 )
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(1) +^-§-m2+ 348mw+-a|-zw2— 1302m—1302w+a( (1

(2) + 96m2+ 216mw+ 96w2—1872m— 1872w+a( (2 )

( 3 ) — 522m2—1044mw— 522w2+3960m+3960w+a( ^m3+3m2w+3wm2+^w3
re?

a) + ^m2— -
2%iw+ 18w2— 2m— 191w+a( «>

<5) + 56m2+ 252mw+196w2— 392m— 392w+a( — m2n—2mn2—^ri>

(I

(6) + 196m2+ 252mw+ 56n2— 392m— 392w+a(—^m3—2m2w— mw2
(6)

(7) — xmw— ^^w2 + 189w+a( (»

o) fm2+18mw+ fw
2— 873)+ a2

(
—

-

2-)

(2 )
- 32m- 32w+1308)+a2

( 2m+ 2w-48)

o) —^m2—78mw—^n2
-\- 358m+ 358w— 2880)+a2(—|m—fw+84)

(4) — fmw— 2w2+ -3%^+ ^f%+ 55)+ a2

( m+ w—

(5> + |m24-^mwH-^^2— i
|
1m-iTi^+ 322)+ a2

( fm —
-f)

(6) +-31m2+-3%m+ fw2—ix%— i|-%+ 322)+ a2

( +f%— -f)

(7> 2mw+ 2w2 &
2% ).

Verification is 4(—|- 1-6-3)+2(^-^+18)-2-191

+ 3((-f-2)4+(¥+iF)2+ 55)+ 9((l+ l)4-^.2)=0.

125. Twelfth equation

:

2
(
2

,
1

,
1

,
1

)

+5(1, 1, 1, 1, 1)

+ (
Supp. (I, 1, 1, 1, 1)— *(1, 1, 1, 1, 1)

]

] —(m—§)(2(
• 1, 1, 1, 1)— (/ 1, 1,1, 1))}

+ (-»+t)( • !. 1
.
1

,
1
)

+ (-w+t)(/l s 1, 1, 1)

+ 2n( 2
,
1

,
1 ,

1
)

^jm5+^m4w+^V+|m2w3+ 1^mw4 w

(31

|mV- m2n3— \mn4 —-^n3 w

—Yjm5— \m4n— mV— fm2w3— -^pun4
re

(6

o) + 12m3+ 60m2w+ 60mw2+ 12w3
o

(2)
— -j^m4—^m3n—lOmW—^mn3— t^ti

4—-££m3— :L^^m2n— 1^hnn2—^^n3
re

(3) _ im4- |m3w

—

-£-m2n2— 3mn3— \n4Jr 4m3+ ^m2w+ ^mw2
-f 9w* $:

(4) + fm4+f|m3w+i
3
1mV+^mw3

+-|fw
4— fm3+ ffm2w+ ^mw2+1

2
-L
4%3 w

(5> +^-|m4+-^m3w+i
3
1mV+x^mw3+ fw

4+-
2
J^m3+ ^-m2

n-\- *^mn2— |m3
re

(6) ^m3w+ 2mW+ 2wm3+ ^w4 — 5m2n— 16m%2— 5w3
re
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— 348m2— 696m%— 348%2
-f- 2640m -f-2640%-|-a( fm3

-f- 2m2%+ 2m%2

+f%
3

<d

f-m2+—
3̂ -mw

+

&xf%2— 3159m— 3159%+ «(—fm3—^ntfn—^mn2—f%
3 w

— i
2%2- 14m%— -^f-%

2— J^m+ ~f%+“( ^m3+ m2%+ m%2

+f%
3

<s>

_ 3|^m2_ 3|%m- iLtt%2+ ^f%+«( fm2%+ 3m%2

+f%
3

<e

— 4|-|%i2— ^f%2+ -7-f%+a( fm3+ 3m2%4- fm%2
<*>

+ -^m%+ -^%2 — 150%+a( (6)

— 15m2— 52m%— 15%2
-}- 1920) +a2(— 3m— 3%-f56)

+-L|-Lm2+115m%+-Lf%2— ia/%+2430)+ a2

( ^m+^%— 75)

— f

m

2— m%+ f%
2— fm— ~

3
-%— 34)-j-a

2(— -fm— -f%+13)

— 4m2— hnn— -
4%2+ •Lpm+ 1

~

i 2^— 238)-fa2

(
— f%+ 3)

— -^-m2— -
2-m%— 4%2+iff1m+ -f%-— 238)+a2

(
— fm + 3)

— 3m%— 3%2 + 29% ).

Verification is

(-i-t-¥-3-i)8+(4+¥+¥+9)4+G¥-i4--H*)2+(--¥+*F)

+ 3((|+l + l+i)8+(-f-l+f)4+(-|-¥)2-34) +9((-|-|)4+13.2)= 0.

126. It will be observed that in the eighth and following equations, viz. those

wherein the expression of the Supplement contains the symbol (1), I have included along

with the Supplement within the { }, the terms —(m—f {2( • 4)— (/4)} &c., viz. these

are —(m— f) into number of point-pairs (4), &c. : this is for convenience only; it sim-

plifies the calculation, both from the symmetrical form under which the remaining terms

present themselves in the several equations, and because the expressions of the terms

in question, (these terms being mere multiples of a number of point-pairs) are by

Zeuthen’s theory known in terms of the Capitals. It is to be noticed that for any

equation, to find the system to which the Capitals belong, we diminish by unity the

barred number and then remove the bar ; thus for the seventh equation, where we have

Supp. (2, 1, 1, 1), the Capitals belong to the system (1, 1, 1, 1).
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127. Referring to Nos. 41 to 47 of the First Memoir, for convenience I collect the

capitals which belong to a single curve, giving the values in terms of m, n, a as follows.

(
1
)

(
2)

(
4)

(3 )

(
1

, 1, 1, 1
)

A =£$(&_ 1) —lm3+ 2

m

2n - im2— 2mn+ 8rc
2+ \m- 2n

+ <*(-§m2 + |m- 6n+ f)+f,;

B =h(n— 4)(m— 4) = \m3n — 2m3--|m2w+4mw2+ 10m2—14mw— 16w2— 8m+64

+ «( —fmn+ 6m+ 6w— 24);

C =r.i(m-4)(m—5)= YmV+2m3-im2w-|mw2-18m2+ £ww+ 5rc
2+ 40m- 5

+ a(—fm2 —15);

D =/.-|(m— 3)(m— 4) = —fm3 +-^m2 —18m

+ «( |m2 - \m + 6).

(2, 1, 1)

(3)
E =&(w-4) = \rtfn - 2m2- |mw+ 4ft

2+ 2m— 16:

+«( — fw+ 6);

(
3
)
F =2&(m— 3)

= m3 - 4m2+ 8m% + 3m— 24

+*( — 3m +9);

(6) G = 2r(m— 4)
= mft2+ 8m2— m»- 4ft

2—32m+ 4

+ a( - 3m +12);

(2) D[=i.£(m-3)(m-4) swprai]

;

(1) H =hz = —fm2
ft + fmft— 12ft

2

+ «( — -^m+^ft )-fc;

(2) I =x(n— 3)(m— 4) = — 3mft2 + 9mft+-12ft
2 -36i

+*( mw- 3m— 4ft+ 12);

(
5

)
J =i(m— 3)

= - 3m2 + 9m+a(m-'

(
2

,
2

)

(9) K = r

(3) L =z(n— 3)

(1) M 1)

^w2+4m—^+a( — f);

— 3w2 +9w+a( n—S);

fw2 -+-ftt+a(— 3ft— ^)+ ^a2
;
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(
2
)

(
2
)

(5)

(4)

(3, 1)

P =2S

Q =2r

J [=t(m— 3) supra]
;

R =x(m— 3)

m2 — m+8ft+a( — 3);

ft
2+8m— ft+a( — 3);

— 3mn + 9ft+a(fti— 3).

(4)

(
2
)

(4)

N[=/ supra]
;

0[=/c supra].

128. I make the following calculations, serving to express in terms of Zeuthen’s

Capitals, the terms in { } contained in the twelve equations respectively.

N= — 3m+ a

— 3m+a (first equation).

2J= — 6m2 + 18m +a(2m-6)

+R= —

3

mn + 9n +«( m— 3)

—6m2— 3mft+18m+9ft+a(3m— 9) (second equation).

6K= 3ft
2+24m—•3ft+«( -9)

+ L= --3ft2 -|— 9ft -j- ct(n

•

-3)

+ 3N= - 9m +«( 3)

-1-20= 6ft+a( 2)

15m +a(ft--7) (third equation).

E= \m2n — 2m2- •|mft+ 4ft
2+ 2m— 16ft q-a( -fft+ 6)

+ F = m3 - 4m2+ 8mn -j- 3m

—

24ft+a( — 3m + 9)

+2G= 2mft2+16m2— 2mft— 8ft
2— 64m

+

8ft+ a( — 6m +24)

+ D= --fm3 + — 18?ft + a(im2— -fm + 6)

+ 3J = - 9m2 +27m + «( 3m - 9)

+ J'= — 3ft
2
-J- 9ft+ a( ft- 3)

-|m3
- +2mft2+ — 7ft

2—50m—23ft+ a(-|m2— - + 33)

(fourth equation).

2 AMDCCCLXVIII.
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Q=tt2+8m—n— 3a

w2+8m—n— 3a (fifth equation).

3G= 3wm2+24m2—3mn— 12w2— 96m+12w+a( —9m +36)

+ I = — 3mn2 +9mw+12w2 — 36w+ u(mn— 3m— 4w+ 12)

+ 4J = —12m2 +36m +a( 4m —12)

+2J'= - 6w2 +18rc+a( 2»- 6)

12m2+6mw— 6w2—60m— 6n-{-a(mn— 8m—2w+30)
(sixth equation).

B =^m3n —2m3— -fm
2w+ 4mw2 +10m2— 14mw— 16w2— 8m+ 64% co

+ 4C = mV+ 8m3- m2n—9mn2 —72m2+ 9mw+ 20w2+160m— 20w w

+4D= —6m3 +42m2 — 72m o)

+ D'= —fw3 +-2
1^2 — 18w (»

|m!«+mV —
-fm2w—5m+2— fra

3— 20m2— 5mra+-22%2+ 80m+26ra (*>

o) +«( — fmra + 6m+6ra— 24)

(2 ) -j-«(— 3m2 +27m —60)

(3) +a( 2m2 —14m +24)

(t) +a( "fra
2 —fra+ 6)

(5) + a(— m2—fmra+fra2+19m+^ra— 54) (seventh equation).

—^N=m —fa

+fO= -4ra+fa

m— 4ra+ a (eighth equation).

(2, 3)=-4m-4ra- 6+3«

+2(4, 1)= 2m+2»-12
—2m— 2ra—18+ 3a (used infra)

— 2P=—2m2 +2m— 16ra+a( 6)

— Q= — ra
2—8m+ w+a( 3)

—2R= 6mra —18ra+a(—2m + 6)

+ J'= — 3ra
2 + 9ra+a( n— 3)

*{(2, 3)+ 2(4, 1)}= 6mra+ 6ra
2 + 54ra+a(-2m-llra-18)+ 3a2

— 2m2+ 12mra+2ra2— 6m+30ra+a(—4m— lOra— 6)+ 3a*

(ninth equation).
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3L =— 9m2 + 27m+«( 3m— 9)

+2M= 9m2 + 3m+«(-6m- l)+«2

—2N= + 6m +a( — 2)

— O = 3m+os( — 1)

6m+33M+a(—

3

n— 13)+ a2 (tenth equation).

<% 2, 1)= — 18mM— 18m2 — 162m (i)

-|D = W — fm2 + 6m (2)

— 2E — m?n + 4m2+ ImM— 8m2— 4m

+

32m (3)

— 2F =--2m3 + 8m2— 16mM — 6m+ £oo (4)

- G = — mn3 — 8m2+ lmM+ 4m2

-f 32m— 4n (5)

+|H = —\m?n + \rrm— 4m2
(6)

+11 = —bmn2 +15mM+20M2 — 60m (7)

-W = + 10m2 —30m (8)

+2D' = 3w3 +21m2 - 36m (9)

- J' = 3m2 — 9m (10)

—fm3—fm2M— 6mM2— Sm^^tm2—-^mM+18M2— 2m— 191m

0) +“( — 3mM --3m2+ 6m+ 51m + 54)+a2(m+M -15)

(2) +*(“-§-m2 + |m - 2)

(3) +a( 3m -12)

(4) + «( 6m -18)

(5) +a( 3m -12)

(6) + a
(

- |m+ "IpM )+«2

(
- i)

(7) + «( %mn - 5m— -^m 4-20)

(8)
’

-f-a( - J#m+10)

(9) +«( 1m2 — 7m +12)

(10) +«( - M + 3)

(11) + «(
— -fmM--2m2+ '

4pM +55) + a2(m+M--¥)
(eleventh equation).

2 a 2
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*(2 ,
1

,
1

,
1)= 1

M
*-
1 T 3mV— 3mw3—|^4 +^m2w4-24wm2+ i^m‘ — 37mw— 37rc

2

1 Os|hf>.> II 1^m4

4- fm3— %m2n + fm2
4- fwm— ¥^2

—fm3w +^m3
4-^m2n—^rnn2 —^m2 4-^m^4- ^2

IIQ
•^|w

1 — \m?n2 — fm3

4- \rrfn-\- %mn2
4-24m2— Smn—

-2D = 3m3 -21m2

- D' = fm1

nf^
2

— j-m4—^man—2£m2n2— 3wm3— \it+ 4m3+~^m2n+ym»2+ 9n3—^m2— 14mn—-f%z
2

+ 22 5w+a(fm
3+

m

2w

+

mn2+ —fm2— fnrn+ 2n2+ -n

—

75 )
4- a2

(—fm— fn

4

-

-

2-)

fm4~ |w+ a( w2 — m+ 8w— l)+ a2

(
— f)

(3) + ^f%+a(
<4) —Y|pm4- ^^4-a(

(>) 4- 36m 4-«(

( 6 ) 4- 18w4-«(

4-fmw —10m— 10^4-40)

— 9m 4-20)

4- 7m -12)

+ 6 )

— i
3%4-1flM+“(im3+TO!!}l 4-»2+ 6fi3-f w&

2— ww4-f^2— fw— 34)4-a2

(—fm— f 4-13)

(twelfth equation)

129. We have consequently, by means of the results just obtained,

Supp. (5) = a(5)

+N

Supp. (4", 1) = *(4,1)

4-2J 4-R . . .

Supp. (3, 2) = *(3,- 2)

4-6K4-L4-3N+20

Supp. (3, 1, 1) = *(3,1,1)

4-D+E4-F+2G4-3J4-J' . . .

Supp. (2, 3) = *(2,3)

4-Q •

Supp. (2, 2, 1) = *(2 ,
2

, 1)

+3G4_I4_4J+ 2J'

Supp.
(
2

, 1, 1, 1) = <2, 1,1,1)

-4-B4-4C+4D4-D' ....... (seventh equation)
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Supp. (1,4) = *(1,4) +(m—|)(4N+20)
-iN+fO .

Supp. (1, 1, 3) = *(I, 1, 3)+*(2, 3)+*.2(4, 1)

+(m-2)(2P+2Q+5J+4E)

—2P—Q— 2E+J' . . .

Supp. (T, 2, 2) = *(T, 2, 2)

+(m— 2)(9K+ 3L-|- M+2N+ 0)

+ 3L+2M-2N-0

(eighth equation)

(ninth equation)

(tenth equation)

Supp. (1, 1, 1, 2) = *( 1, 1, 1, 2) +*(2, 2, 1)

+(m—|)(3E+3F+6G+2D+ H+2I+ 5J)

-2E-2F- G-iD+iH+|I-^J+2D'-J'
(eleventh equation)

Observe that

G— 2E'=0, G'— 2E=0,
and

3G+I+8J=3G'+ r+ 8J',

relations which may be used to modify the form of the last preceding result.

Supp. (1, 1, 1, 1, 1)= *(1, 1, 1, 1, l)+*(2, 1, 1, 1)

+(m-f)(A+2B+4C+3D)

—fA—|B—fC— D' .... (twelfth equation)

130. We may in these equations introduce on the right-hand sides in place of a

symbol such as the symbol : for example, in the fifth equation, writing

(2, 3)=(2^T, 3)+ [(2, 3)-(2ST, 3)],

and therefore also

*(2, 3)=*(2*1, 3)+*[(2, 3)— (2*1, 3)],

the second term *[(2, 3)— (2*1, 3)] can be expressed in terms of Zeuthen’s Capitals.

The remark applies to all the twelve equations
;
only as regards the first four of them,

inasmuch as (5*1)=0, .
. (3*1, 1, 1)=0, it is the whole original terms *(5) . . *(3, 1, 1)

which are thus expressible by means of Zeuthen’s Capitals. By the assistance of the

formulse (First Memoir, Nos. 69 and 73) we readily obtain

Referring to

*(5) —z=0 (first equation)

*(4, 1) =*(m+w— 6)

=R+J' (second equation)
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*(3,2) =*(— 9+ a)=*(3(%— 3)+*— 1+ 1) Referringto

=3L+2M+0 (third equation)

*(3, 1, 1) =*(>2+2mw+i%2-^-i%+27-f«)
=H+2I+D'+J' (fourth equation)

viz. *
_1H =fm2 — fm +4% —fa

*
_1

. 21 = 2wm — 6m —8w+24

*-,
.D' = —§w+ 6

*
_1

J' = n— 3

fm2+ 2?7m

+

—L
2-m

—

1£jn+ 2 7—fa.

*(2, 3) =*(2*1, 3) (fifth equation)

*( 2, 2, 1) =*(2*1, 2, l)+*(w-3)

=*(2*1, 2, 1)+ J' (sixth equation)

*(2, 1, 1, 1)=*(2*I, 1, 1, l)+*.i(»-3)(w-4)

=*(2*1, 1, 1, 1)+D' (seventh equation)

*( 1, 4) =*(1*1, 4)+*

=*(1*1, 4)+0 (eighth equation)

*(T, 1, 3)+ *(2, 3)+*2(4, 1)

=*(1*T, 1, 3)+*(M, 3) +*(»-3)

+*(2*1, 3)

+ *(2m+ 2w— 6)

=*(1*1, 1, 3)+2*(2*l, 3) +2R+ 3J' .... (ninth equation)

*(1,2,2) =*(1*1, 2, 2)+*{3(w— 3)+*— 1}

=*(1*1, 2, 2)+3L+2M) (tenth equation)

*( 1 ,
1

,
1

,
2)+*(2 ,

2
,
1
)

=*(1*1, 1, 1, 2)+*(2*l, 2, l)+*{f(w— 3)(%— 4)+^+2 3 m— 4}

+*(2il, 2, l)+*(w_3)

=z(lzi, 1 ,
1

,
2)+2*(2*l, 1

, 2)

+D'+H+ 2I+J' (eleventh equation)
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*(1, 1, 1, 1, l)+ *(2, 1, 1, 1) Referring to

=*(LH, 1, 1, 1, 1)+ *(>1, 1, 1, 1)

+ *(2*1, 1, 1, l)+z.}(n-3)(n-4)

=*(1*1, 1, 1
,
1

, 1)+2*(2*1, 1
,
1

, 1)+ D' .... (twelfth equation)

131. Hence, substituting in the expressions of the several Supplements, we have

Supp. (5) = 0

+N (first equation)

Supp. (4, 1) = R+J'

+2J+R (second equation

Supp. (3, 2) = 3L+2M+0
+6K+L+3N+20 (third equation)

Supp. (3, 1, 1) = H+2I+D'+J'

+E+F+2G+D+ 3J+J' .... (fourth equation)

Supp. (2, 3) = *(2*I, 3)

+Q (fifth equation)

Supp. (2, 2, 1) = *(2*1, 1, 1)+J'

+3G+I+4J+2J' (sixth equation)

Supp. (2, 1, 1, 1) = *(2*1, 1, 1, 1,)+D'

+B+ 4C+ 4D+D' (seventh equation)

Supp. (I, 4) = *(LH, 4)+0
+(m-|)(4N+0)

-iN+|0 (eighth equation)

Supp. (I, 1, 3) = *(la, 1, 3)+ 2*(2*l, 3)+2R+ 3J'

+(m-2)(2P+2Q+5J+4R)

—2P— Q-2R+J' . . . (ninth equation).

Supp. (1, 2, 2) = *(LH, 2, 2)+3L+2M

+ (m-2)(9K+3L+ M+2N+0)

+3L+2M-2N-0 . (tenth equation).
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Supp. (I, 1, 1, 2) = *(I*1, 1, 1, 2)+2*(2Z, 1, 2)

+H+2I4-D'+ J'

+(m—|)(3E+3F+6G+2D+ H+2I+ 5J)

-2E-2F- G-iD+|H+|I-^J+ 2D'-J'.

(eleventh equation)

Supp. (1, 1, 1, 1, 1)= *(1*1, 1, 1, 1, 1)+2*(2*1, 1, 1, 1)+D'

+(m-f)(A+2B+4C+3D)

—|A—|B—fC—2D— D'. (twelfth equation)

132. Hence finally, merely collecting the terms, we have the following expressions

of the Supplements in the twelve equations respectively.

Supp. (5) =N+0 (first equation)

Supp. (4,1) =2J+2R+J' (second equation)

Supp. (3, 2) =6K-j-4L-f-2M+3N-|-30 (third equation)

Supp. (3, 1, 1) =D-f-E+F-j-2G-j-H+2I+3J+D'+2J7 (fourth equation)

Supp. (2, 3) =*(2*1, 3)+Q (fifth equation)

Supp. (2, 2, 1) =*(2*I, 2, 1)+ 3G+I+4J+3J' (sixth equation)

Supp. (2, 1, 1, 1) =(*2*1, 1, 1, 1)+B4-4C+4D+ 2D' (seventh equation)

Supp. (1,4) =*(1*1,4) +(4m— 7)N+(2m— 1)0 (eighth equation)

Supp. (1, 1, 3) =*(1*1, 1, 3) +2*(2*1, 3)

+(2m— 6)P+(2m—5)Q+(5m—10)J+(4m— 8)B+4J'
.

(ninth equation)

Supp. (T, 2, 2) =*(1*1, 2, 2)

+(9m—18)K+3mL+(m+2)M+ (2m— 6)N+(m— 3)0 . (tenth equation)

Supp. (I, 1, 1, 2) =*(Ld, 1, 1, 2)+2*(2a, 1, 2)

+(2m- 5)D+(3m- 9)E+ (3m- 9)F+(6m- 15)G

4-(m— l)H-|-(2m—l)I+(5m— 15)J+ 3D' .... (eleventh equation)

Supp. (T, 1, 1, 1, 1)=*(ffl, 1, 1, 1, 1)+2*(2*1, 1, 1, 1)

+(m— 4)A+(2m— 7)B+(4m—12)C+(3m— 10)D,
.

(twelfth equation)

where I recall the remark, ante, No. 126, that in each equation the Capitals belong to

the system obtained by diminishing the barred number by unity and removing the

bar; (4) for the first equation, (3, 1) for the second, and so on.
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133. These are, I think, the true theoretical forms of the Supplements, viz. (attending

to the signification of the Capitals) the expressions actually exhibit how the Supplement

arises, whether from proper conics passing through or touching at a cusp, or from point-

pairs (coincident line-pairs) or line-pairs (including of course in these terms line-pair-

points). Thus, for instance, Supp. (5)=N -}- O. Referring to the explanations, First Me-

moir, Nos. 41 to 47, N(=/) is the number of the line-pair-points described as “inflexion

tangent terminated each way at inflexion,” and 0(=%) the number ofthe line-pair-points

described as “ cuspidal tangent terminated each way at cusp,” or in what is here the

appropriate point of view, we have as a coincident line-pair each inflexion tangent

and each cuspidal tangent. Reverting to the generation of the first equation, when the

point P is a point in general of the given curve, the curve 0 is the conic (5), having

with the curve 5 intersections at P, and besides meeting it in the 2m— 5 points P'. When
the point P is at an inflexion, the curve © becomes the coincident line-pair formed by

the tangent taken twice, the number of intersections at P is therefore =6, and the

inflexion is therefore (specially) a united point. Similarly, when the point P is at a

cusp, the curve 0 becomes the coincident line-pair formed by the tangent taken twice,

the number of intersections at P is therefore =6, and the cusp is thus (specially) a united

point: we have thus the total number of special united points agreeing with the

foregoing a posteriori result, Supp. (5)=N+0.
134. Or to take another example ; for the fifth equation we have

Supp. (2, 3)=a(2^I, 3) + Q;

Q(= 2r) is the number of the line-pair-points described as “double tangent terminated

each way at point of contact,” or, in the point of view appropriate for the present purpose,

we have each double tangent as a coincident line-pair in respect to the one of its points

of contact, and also as a coincident line-pair in respect to the other of its points of

contact. Reverting to the generation of the equation, when the point P is a point in

general on the given curve, the curve 0 is the system of conics (2, 3) touching the curve

at P, and having besides with it a contact of the third order ; since for each conic the

number of intersections at P is =2, the total number of intersections at P is =2(2, 3),

and the remaining (2m— 2)(2, 3) intersections are the points P'. Suppose that the point

P is taken at the point of contact of a double tangent ;
of the (2, 3) conics, 1 (I assume

this is so) becomes the coincident line-pair formed by the double tangent taken twice,

and gives therefore 4 intersections at P, the remaining (2, 3)— 1 conics are proper

conics, giving therefore 2(2, 3)— 2 intersections at P, or the total number of intersections

at P is 2(2, 3)-j-2 intersections; or there is a gain of 2 intersections. As remarked

(No. 96), this does not of necessity imply that the point in question is to be considered as

being (specially) 2 united points
;
I do not know how to decide a priori whether it is to

be regarded as being 2 united points or as 1 united point, but it is in fact to be regarded

as being (specially) only 1 united point ; and as the points in question are the 2r points

of contact of the double tangents, we have thus the number 2r of special united points.

mdccclxviii. 2 B
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Again, when the point P is at a cnsp, all the (2, 3) conics remain proper conics

((2*1, 3)=(2, 3), First Memoir, No. 73), but each of these (qua conic touching the cuspidal

tangent) has with the given curve at the cusp not 2 but 3 intersections, so that the total

number of intersections at P is 3(2*1, 3), =3 (2, 3), and there is a gain of (2 3) =(2*1, 3)

intersections. Each cusp counts (specially) as (2*1, 3) united points, and together the

cusps count as *(2*1, 3) united points; we have thus the total number *(2*1, 3)+2r of

special united points, agreeing with the expression Supp. (2, 3)=*(2*1, 3)+Q.
135. As appears from the preceding example, or generally from the remark, ante,

No. 96, 1 have not at present any a priori method of determining the proper numerical

multipliers of the Capitals contained in the expressions of the several Supplements.

I will only further remark, that the reason is obvious why (while in the first seven

equations the multipliers are mere numbers) in the eighth and following equations

the multipliers are linear functions of m; in fact in these last equations the barred

symbol is 1, that is, when P is a point in general on the given curve, each of the conics

which make up the curve © has with the given curve not a contact of any order, but an

ordinary intersection at P. Imagine a position of P for which one of these conics be-

comes a coincident line-pair
;

this regarded as a single line has with the given curve

(m—a)
ordinary intersections (a a number, =4 at most, depending on the contacts

which the line may have with the curve); for each of the m—u points, taken as a posi-

tion of P, one of the conics which make up the curve © becomes the coincident line-

pair, and there are in respect of this conic two intersections at P instead of one inter-

section only. We have thus in respect of the particular coincident line-pair a group of

(m— a) special united points, viz. these are the m— a ordinary intersections of the coin-

cident line-pair regarded as a single line with the given curve, and we thus understand

in a general way how it is that the order m of the given curve enters into the expres-

sions of the multipliers of the several Capitals in the last five equations. The object of

the present Memoir was, however, the a, posteriori derivation of the expressions {ante..

No. 132) of the twelve Supplements; and having accomplished this, but being unable to

discuss the results with any degree of completeness, I abstain from a further discussion

of them.
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V I. Addition to Memoir on the Resultant of a System of two Equations.

By Professor Cayley, F.R.S.

Keceived August 6,—Eead November 21, 1867.

The elimination tables in the Memoir on the Resultant of a System of two Equations

(Phil. Trans. 1857, pp. 703-715), relate to equations of the form (a, b . . ^)
m=0,

without numerical coefficients ; but it is, I think, desirable to give the corresponding tables

for equations in the form (a, 6, . .fx, y)
m= 0 with numerical coefficients, which is the

standard form in quantics. The transformation can of course be effected without diffi-

culty, and the results are as here given. It is easy to see a priori that the sum of the

numerical coefficients in each table ought to vanish
; these sums do in fact vanish, and

we have thus a verification as well of the tables of the present Addition as of the tables

of the original memoir, by means whereof the present tables were calculated.

Table (2, 2).

Resultant of

(a, b, cjoc, yf,

(P> P rX^ yf'

MDCCCLXVIII.
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Table (4, 2).

Resultant of

(a, b, c, d, e\x, y)\

{p, q, rjcc
, y)\

Table (3, 3)*.

Resultant of

(a, b, c, djx, yf

(p, q, r
, sjx, yf

.

* N.B. In the corresponding

table of the memoir, there is an

error in the signs of the last

two terms
;
they should be
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Table (4, 3).

Resultant of

(a, b, c, d, ejx, y)\

(P> r, sjx, y)\

2 c 2
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Table (4, 4).

Resultant of

(a, b, c, d, ejx, y)\

(jo, q,
r

,
s, #)

4
.
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VII. On the Theory of Local Probability, applied to Straight Lines drawn at random in

a plane ; the methods used being also extended to the proof of certain new Theorems

in the Integral Calculus. By Morgan W. Crofton, B.A., of the Royal Military

Academy, Woolwich ; late Professor of Natural Philosophy in the Queen's University,

Ireland. Communicated by J. J. Sylvester, F.B.S.

Received February 5,—Read February 27, 1868.

1 . The new Theory of Local or Geometrical Probability, so far as it is known, seems to

present, in a remarkable degree, the same distinguishing features which characterize

those portions of the general Theory of Probability which we owe to the great philo-

sophers of the past generation. The rigorous precision, as well as the extreme beauty

of the methods and results, the extent of the demands made on our mathematical

resources, even by cases apparently of the simplest kind, the subtlety and delicacy of

the reasoning, which seem peculiar to that wonderful application of modern analysis

—

ce calcul delicat, as it has been aptly described by Laplace—reappear, under new forms,

in this, its latest development. The first trace which we can discover of the Theory of

Local Probability seems to be the celebrated problem of Buffon, the great naturalist*

—

a given rod being placed at random on a space ruled with equidistant parallel lines, to

find the chance of its crossing one of the lines. Although the subject was noticed so

early, and though Buffon’s and one or two similar questions have been considered by

Laplace, no real attention seems to have been bestowed upon it till within the last few

years, when this new field of research has been entered upon by several English mathe-

maticians, among whom the names of Sylvester and WooLHOUSEf are particularly

* The mathematical ability evinced by Buffon may well excite surprise
;
that one whose life was devoted

to other branches of science should have had the sagacity to discern the true mathematical principles involved

in a question of so entirely novel a character, and to reduce them correctly to calculation by means of the inte-

gral calculus, thereby opening up a new region of inquiry to his successors, must move us to admiration for a

mind so rarely gifted.

f Many remarkable propositions on the subject, by these eminent mathematicians, have appeared in the

mathematical columns of the £ Educational Times’ and other periodicals. A very important principle has been

introduced by Professor Sylvestee, which may be termed decomposition of probabilities. For instance, he has

shown that the probability of a group of three points, taken at random within a given triangle, fulfilling a given

intrinsic condition
(i . e. one depending solely on the internal relations of the points among each other), may be

expressed as a linear function of two simpler probabilities
;

viz. that of the same condition being fulfilled

(1) when one of the points is fixed at a vertex of the triangle, and a second restricted to the opposite side

;

(2) when all three points are restricted, one to each side of the triangle. The order of the integrations required

MDCCCLXVII1. 2 D
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distinguished. It is true that in a few cases differences of opinion have arisen as to the

principles, and discordant results have been arrived at, as in the now celebrated three-

jpoint problem, by Mr. Woolhouse, and the four-point problem of Professor Sylvester;

but all feel that this arises, not from any inherent ambiguity in the subject matter, but

from the weakness of the instrument employed; our undisciplined conceptions of a

novel subject requiring to be repeatedly and patiently reviewed, tested, and corrected by

the light of experience and comparison, before they are purged from all latent error.

The object of the present paper is, principally, the application of the Theory of Pro-

bability to straight lines drawn at random in a plane
;
a branch of the subject which

has not yet been investigated. It will be necessary to begin by some remarks on the

general principles of Local Probability. Some portion of what follows I have already

givenelsewhere* *.

2. The expression “ at random ” has in common language a very clear and definite

meaning; one which cannot be better conveyed than by Mr. Wilsox’s expression

“ according to no law.” It is thus of very wide application, being often used in cases

altogether beyond the province of mathematical measurement or calculation.

In Mathematical Probability, which consists essentially in arithmetical calculation,

when we speak of a thing of any kind taken at random, there is always a direct refer-

ence to the assemblage of things to which it belongs and from which it is taken, at

random,—which here comes to the same thing as saying that any one is as likely to be

taken as any other. When we have a clear conception of what the assemblage is, from

which we take, and not till then, we can proceed to sum up the favourable cases.

In many problems on probability there is no difficulty in forming a clear conception

of the total number of cases. Thus if balls are drawn from an urn, the number of cases

is the number of balls, or of certain combinations of them ; and if the number of balls

be supposed infinite, no obscurity arises from this. But there are several classes of

questions in which the totality of cases is not merely infinite, but of an inconceivable

nature. Thus if we try to imagine how to determine completely by experiment the

probability of a hemisphere thrown into the air falling on its base, we may suppose an

infinite number of persons to make one trial each
; afterwards we may suppose each

person to make two, three, or an infinite number of trials
;
again, we may suppose for

every trial that has taken place an infinite number of others, varying, for instance, in

the substance, size, &c. of the body employed; and so on. We can thus continually

suppose variations of the experiment, each variation giving a new infinity of cases-

Now problems of this nature are treated by means of the following principle :

—

In any question of probability regarding an infinite number of cases, all equally pro-

is thus reduced by three. The same method applies to any polygon, and also to the points taken in space within

a tetrahedron. It is to be hoped that Professor Sylvester will give these remarkable results to the public in a

detailed form : a general account of them was given to the British Association at Birmingham in 1865.

* Educational Times, May 1867.
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bable, the result will be unaltered if we take, instead of these cases, any lesser infinity

of cases, chosen at randomfrom among them*.

3. The case of a point or straight line taken at random in a plane or in space is a

problem of the above description. Thus, if a point be taken at random in a plane, the

total number of cases is of an inconceivable nature, inasmuch as a plane cannot be filled

with mathematical points, any infinitesimal element of the plane containing an unlimited

number of points. We see, however, by means of the above principle, that we may

consider the assemblage we are dealing with, as an infinity ofpoints all taken at random

in the plane.

Let us examine the nature of this assemblage. As the points continue to be scattered

at random over the plane, their density tends to become uniform. It is evident, in fact,

that a random point is as likely to be in any element dS of the surface, as in any equal

element dS'

;

and therefore by continuing to multiply points, the number in dS will be

equal (or subequal, to use a term of Professor De Morgan’s) to that in dS'. Of course,

though the density tends to become uniform, the disposition of the points does not tend

to become symmetrical; those within any element dS will be dispersed in the most

irregular manner over that element f. However, it is important to remark that, for all

purposes of calculation

,

the ultimate disposition may be supposed symmetrical ;
for as

the position of any point is determined by that of the element dS, within which it falls,

it matters not what arbitrary arrangement we assume for the points within the element.

* This proposition, of -which, in a somewhat different form, a mathematical demonstration is given by

Laplace (Theorie Analytique des Probability, chap. 3), may be regarded as almost axiomatic. Thus, suppose

an urn to contain an infinite number of black and white balls, in the proportion of 2 to 3 ; if any lesser infinite

number of balls be drawn from it, the black ones among them will be to the white as 2 to 3. For, imagine all

the halls ranged in a row ACB, the black from A to C, the white from C to B
;

if we now select an infinite

number at random from among them, it appears self-evident that, if the line be divided into five equal parts, the

numbers of balls taken from each part will be the same, or rather, will tend to equality on being increased inde-

finitely. Hence the black balls selected will be to the white as AC to CB, or as 2 to 3. When the numbers are

large, but not infinite, this principle is approximately true, and forms, as is well known, the basis of most of the

practical applications of Probability. Thus the chance of an infant living to the age of twenty is as truly found

from, say, 1,000,000 of observed cases, as it would be from the total number.

In its strict mathematical form, the proposition may be thus stated :—In any unlimited number of cases,

divided into favourable and unfavourable, if p be the ratio of the favourable to the whole number of cases, and

if we select any infinite number of cases at random from among them, the probability is infinitely small, that the

same ratio, as determined from the selected cases, shall differfrom p by a finite quantity.

+ Order thus results from disorder, the uniform density of the aggregate being unaffected by the disorder and

irregularity of arrangement of its ultimate constituents
;
much as a nebula of uniform brightness is related to

the stars which compose it. This remarkable law is to be traced, under one form or another, in most of the

applications of the Theory of Probability.

“Elle merite l’attention des philosophes, en faisant voir comment la regularity finit par s’etablir dans les

choses meme qui nous paraissent entierement livrees 'au hasard.”

—

Laplace.

A familiar illustration of the tendency to uniform density in the random points may be derived by observing

the drops of rain on a pavement at the commencement of a shower : as the drops multiply, it will be evident to

the eye that their density tends more and more to uniformity.

2 D 2
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Hence we may, if we please, assume that, when a point is taken at random in a plane,

those from which it is taken are an infinite number symmetrically disposed over the plane.

Likewise, points taken at random in a line may be supposed equidistant. And if

random values be taken for any quantity,
they may be supposed to form an arithmetical

series, with an infinitesimal difference.

Let us now consider the case of a straight line drawn at random in an infinite

plane : the assemblage from which we select it is, as before, an infinity of lines drawn

at random in the plane. What is the nature of this aggregate 1 First, since any direction

is as likely as any other, as many of the lines are parallel to any given direction as to

any other. Consider one of these systems of parallels ; let them be cut by any infinite

perpendicular. As this infinite system of parallels is drawn at random, they are as

thickly disposed along any part of the perpendicular as along any other; the inter-

sections being in fact random points on the perpendicular. Hence it is easily seen that,

for all purposes of calculation, the assemblage of lines may be thus conceived. Divide

the angular space round any point into a number of equal angles 18, and for every direc-

tion let the plane be ruled with an infinity of equidistant parallel lines, the common

infinitesimal distance being the same for every set of parallels. Or we may suppose one

such system of parallels drawn, and then turned through an angle 18, then through

another equal angle, and so on, till they have returned to their former direction.

If we take any fixed axes in the plane, a random line may be represented by the

equation

x cos 8-\-y sin 8=p,

where p and 8 are constants taken at random.

There is no difficulty in extending now our conceptions to points, straight lines, and

planes, taken at random in space.

4. We may take any plane area as the measure of the number of random points

within it : in the case of random lines, I proceed to prove the following important prin-

ciple :

—

The measure of the number of random lines which meet a given closed convex plane

boundary
,
is the length of the boundary.

Draw any system of parallels meeting the boundary, their common infinitesimal

distance being Ip. If we take this distance as wnity, the number of

these parallels is AB, a line cutting them at right angles. Let

AB=S, and let 8 be its inclination to any fixed direction in the

plane; conceive now a consecutive system of parallels inclined to

the former at an angle od, then a third, and so on, till the parallels

return to the direction in the figure
; then the total number of lines

will be

4^

»

or, if O be any fixed pole inside the boundary, and OV=p, the perpendicular on the

Fig. 1.AWT

a
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tangent to the boundary, $ its inclination to a fixed axis, the measure of the number of

lines * is

Now the integral extended through four right angles gives the whole length of

the boundary
,
whatever be its nature, provided it be convexf.

Hence if L be the length of the boundary,

N=L.

This result may be obtained also as follows. It may be shown very simply by the

above principles that the measure of the number of random lines which meet any finite

straight line of length «, is ‘la (it may indeed be assumed as self-evident that the number

is proportional to a). Conceiving now the boundary L as consisting of straight elements,

the number of lines meeting any element ds
,
is Ids

; so that the whole number which

meet the boundary would be 2L ;
but as each line cuts the boundary in two points, we

should thus count each line twice over ; hence the true number is L.

Hence if L be the length of any convex boundary, and l that of another, lying wholly

inside the former, the probability that a line drawn at random across L shall also inter-

sect l, is

v l

*=L‘

It is important to observe that the measure of the number of lines which meet any

non-convex boundary is the length of a string drawn tightly round it ; as is obvious on

consideration. The same is true for a boundary which is not closed.

5. Let there be any two boundaries external to each other : let X be the length of

an endless band passing round both, and crossing between them, and Y the length of

another endless band also enveloping both, but not crossing ; then the measure of the

number of random lines which meet both boundaries is X—Y.

It will be easily found from the principles explained above, that the number required

will be the integral
j
fdb (referred to O as pole), taken for the

left-hand curve from the position RR' of its tangent, to the

position PO ; then for the right-hand one from the position P'O

of its tangent, to the position S'S ; then for the left-hand one,

from SS' to QO ; then for the right-hand one, from Q'O to R'R.

Now the values of these integrals are, drawing the perpendiculars

OV, OW to RR', SS',

* It 'will be well to remember that this measure of the number of lines, N, means the actual number multi-

plied by the constant factor SO. Our notation is thus simplified, and no confusion need arise from sometimes

saying “ the number of lines,” for shortness, instead of “ the measure of the number of lines.” As SO remains

constant throughout our investigations, henceforth we will denote it by S.

t As L=j^ £dd, we see that the mean breadth of any convex area is equal to the diameter of a circle whose

circumference equals the length of the boundary. By breadth is meant the distance between two parallel tangents,

whose direction is supposed to alter by uniform increments.
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1. the mixed line KPO — RV,

2. „ „ S'P'O - S'W,

3. „ „ SQO -SW,

4. „ „ R'Q'O - R'V,

and the sum of these is evidently equal to X—Y.

I will add a different proof of this proposition, deduced from art. 4, as it is interesting

to see our results verified.

For shortness, I will use the symbol N(S) for “ the number of random lines meeting

the space S and N(S, S') for the number meeting both S and S'.

The number of lines meeting both boundaries is evidently identical with the number

meeting both the mixtilinear figures OPHQ, OP'PI'Q'. These two figures together form

the mixtilinear reentrant figure HPP'H'Q'Q, and by art. 4, N(HPP'H'Q'Q)=Y.

Now N(OPHQ)+N(OP'R'Q')=N(HPP'H'Q'Q)+N(OPHQ, OP'H'Q'). But OPHQ,
OP'H'Q' being convex figures, the number of lines meeting each is represented by its

length; therefore

X=Y+N(HPQ, H'P'Q').

The probability that a line drawn at random across a given convex boundary of length

L shall also meet a given external boundary is therefore

X-Y
P=-IT‘

6. If two convex boundaries L, L' intersect each other, in two or more points, it may

be proved in a similar manner that the number of random lines which meet both is

represented by L+L'— Y, where Y is the length of an endless band passing round both.

Hence the probability that a line which meets L shall also meet L', is

L + L'-YP=— L

7. It may easily be proved that the measure of the number of random lines which pass

between two given convex boundaries is

N=PP'+QQ'— arc PQ-arc P'Q',

where PP', QQ' are the two common tangents which cross each other.

Thus the number of random lines which pass between the two branches of an hyper-

bola is represented by A, the difference between the whole length of the hyperbola and

that of its asymptotes. This difference, as is known, is given by the definite integral

A=4a( \/l—e2
sin

2
0.cW,

Jo

where sina=—
e

8. Two lines are drawn at random across a given convex area : to find the probability

of their intersection lying within the area.
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Let AB be the internal portion of any random line crossing the area : the number of

its intersections with all the random lines in the area is the number of

2AB
those lines which meet it. Now this number is —y- (art. 4); hence

the number of intersections of the system of parallels to AB with all

the random lines in the area, is twice the sum of the lengths of all

these parallel chords divided by <$. But this sum is the area of the

figure (we have taken the common distance Ip of the chords as unity).

2fl
Let O be the area, L the length of the boundary. As, then, -y is the number of inter-

sections for any system of parallels, and the number of those systems is the total number

of intersections is But we have thus counted each intersection twice ; so that the

real number of intersections which fall inside the area O is

Hence the required probability is

/L
since the whole number of intersections is \ ^y

Thus it is an even chance that two random chords of a circle intersect within the

circle ; for any other figure the chance is less than

If an infinity of lines are drawn at random in an infinite plane, the density of their

intersections (L e. the measure of the number* of intersections in any given space,

divided by the space) is uniform, and equal to t.

9. If an infinity of random lines meet a given area, the density

of their intersections
,
at any external point P, is

q
—6— sin 6,

where S is the apparent angular magnitude of the area from that

point.

Conceive an infinitely small circle, or other figure (whose dimensions, however, infi-

nitely exceed hp), at P, and let us calculate the number of the said

intersections which fall inside this circle. Let the figure represent

this circle, magnified as it were ; QV, RW being the tangents PA, PB.

Draw one of the random lines CD, which meet both the circle and

the area Q, the actual number of intersections which lie on CD will

be iN(Q, CD), which is found from art. 5 to be

y
(2CD—CH— Cl),

Eig. 4.

Eig. 3.

*- We take for this measure the actual number multiplied by §6'2
, or S

: (see note, art. 4).
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CD,
^2— cos a— cos ($—

.

Hence the actual number of intersections on all the chords parallel to CD is

^ (area of circle) ^2— cos a,— cos (0— a)^.

Therefore the measure* of the whole number of intersections lying within the circle is

-|(area)J (2— cos a— cos (0—a)jdu=(area)(0— sin 0),

which proves the theorem.

10. The number of the intersections external to the given area is, then, measured by

the integral

jj(0— sin 0)dS

extended over the whole plane outside O ; dS being the element of the area. Now
the number of internal intersections is tO (art. 8), and the sum of both is We
obtain thus, in a singular manner, the following remarkable theorem in Definite Inte-

grals :

—

If 6 be the angle between the tangents drawnfrom any external point (x, y) to any given

convex boundary, of length L, enclosing an area 0, then

JJ
(0— sin 0)dxdy—\L2— sr!2,

the integration extending over the whole space outside D.

It does not seem easy to deduce this integral, in its generality, by any other method.

It may be verified by direct integration for the cases of a circle, and of a finite straight

line. It forms a striking example of what will doubtless be found, as the study of

Local Probability advances, to be one of its most remarkable applications, viz. the

evaluation of Definite Integrals. All who have studied the subject must have remarked

the variety of ways in which almost every problem may be considered ; now it often

happens that a question in which we are bafiled by the difficulties of the integration,

when we attempt it in a particular way, may be solved with comparative ease by other

considerations : we can then return to the integrals which we were unable to solve, and

assign their values. I proceed to give some further applications of the above theory to

Integration.

11. Given any infinite straight line outside a given convex boundary of length L, let

dx be any element of this line
;

a, (3 the inclinations of dx to the two tangents drawn

from it to the boundary, then

f (cos 05+ cos j3)^’=L.

* We take for this measure the actual number multiplied by 50
2

, or £
2 (see note, art. 4).
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It is easy to see from art. 5 that the number of random lines

cutting L, which also meet dx, is dx(cos a+ cos (3)

;

now the

sum of all such elements gives the number of lines cutting both

L and the given infinite straight line ;
that is, L (art. 4). This

integral may be otherwise verified.

If the boundary L be enclosed within any outer convex boundary, let ds be the differ-

ential of the length of the latter, a,
j
8 the inclinations of ds to the tangents from it to L,

then we find in the same manner,

J(cos a+ cos/3)<fe=2L,

the integral extending all round the outer curve.

I mention this merely as an illustration
; it is in fact easy to show independently that

L=J cos uds=

j

cos (3ds.

12. If an infinite number of random lines pass between two convex areas, the density

of their intersections will be (as in art. 9) at any point R in the Fig' 7 .

angle FOG, or in EOH, *\

g=0— sind; f '

and at any point S in the spaces POQ, P'OQ', (

q—r— <p— sin <p ; \ y
now the whole number of intersections is (art. 7) measured by * A

i(PP'+QQ'-PQ-P'Q')2
.

Hence

$(0- sind)<?S+jJ(<r-p- sinp)<ZS=-|(PF-|-QQ'-PQ-FQ')2
,

the first integral extending over the infinite spaces FOG, EOH, and the second over

the spaces POQ, P'OQ'.

Thus if Q be the angle between the tangents drawn from any external point to an

hyperbola,

jj(0— sin d)dxdy=^A2
,

where A is the difference between the hyperbola and its asymptotes, and d means the

external angle of the tangents, in the cases where they touch the same branch of the

curve, the integral extending over the whole space outside the hyperbola.

Fig. 6.

Received February 13, 1868.

18. If we consider a system of random lines disposed over the whole surface of an

infinite plane, and a second system all of which meet a given convex area 12 within the

plane, and then fix our attention on the infinite system of points in which the latter

system cuts the former, it will be seen that the density of these intersections, at any point

(x, y) exterior to 12
,

is equal to 2 d, 6 being the angle which 12 subtends at the point

mdccclxviii. 2 E
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.

(x, y) ; hence 2ffldxdy represents the number of these intersections which lie on any-

given portion of the plane outside 12.

Take now an arbitrary convex boundary surrounding 12 ; we will calculate in a dif-

ferent way the number of intersections which lie on the annular space between the two

boundaries, and thus arrive at a value for the above definite integral,

extended over the same annulus.

Let AD be a random line of the second system, meeting 12 ; the

number (within the annulus) of its intersections with the first system

will be measured by (art. 4) 2AB -\-2CD ; and hence the total number

of intersections of all parallels to AD (between the tangents MN, PQ),

with the first system, will be measured by double the area, cut from the

annulus, between MN and PQ. Hence if © represent the annulus, the actual number

of intersections which lie on those random lines of the second system which are parallel

to those in the figure, is

%=|(20—2 segment MHN— 2 segment PKQ).

Fig. 8.

Making now the parallel tangents MN, PQ revolve by constant changes of inclination,

h, through two right angles, we have for the measure of the total number of intersec-

tions, if <p be the inclination of MN to a fixed line,

N=j^(20-2MHN-2PKQ)d<p.

But if we make the tangent MN revolve through 4 right angles instead of 2, it will

occupy all the positions of PQ ;
denoting then the segment MHN by %, we have

therefore

n2ir

N=2tt0—
2j

%d<p;

^Odxdy= 7T0
—J

td<p.

The mean or average value of the segment 2, as the tangent alters by uniform changes

of inclination, is

A=
2-j

o

Zdp;

we have, then, the following theorem :

—

If 0 be the angle subtended at any
j
point (x, y) by a given convex area 12, then

^Qdxdy=T(Q— 2A),

the integration extending over the annulus between 12 and any given exterior convex boun-

dary

;

0 standing for the area of that annulus
,
and A denoting the average area of the

segments cutfrom the annulus by the tangents to the boundary of 12.
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This theorem gives the value of the integral in those cases where we are able to cal-

culate the value of A : if X is constant, we have the theorem :

—

Let there he any two convex boundaries so related that a tangent to the inner cuts off a

constant areafrom the outer. Let 6 he the angle subtended by the inner boundary at any

external point (x, y) ; and let A be the difference of the parts into which the annular

space between the two is divided by any tangent to the inner
,
then

§§0dxdy=vA,

the integration extending over the whole of the annulus.

For instance, we may apply the theorem to two similar coaxial ellipses. We may

deduce thus the following definite integral,

jj tan- 1 dxdy—rahiefc sin2 \a-a-\- sin a),

cc^ xP" m 1
the limits being given by 1 < + p< ft?

;
putting cos

In the case where #2=2, the value of the integral is 2rob

;

that is, the area of the

outer ellipse.

14. If we suppose an infinite plane covered with random lines, and then imagine

these divided into two systems, the first comprising all those lines which meet a given

convex boundary, the second all those which do not meet it, and if we now consider the

assemblage of points in which the first system intersects the second, we shall find (as in

art. 9) that the density of these intersections
,
at any point outside the boundary

,
is 2 sin 0,

6 being, as before, the apparent angular magnitude of the boundary.

Hence the number of intersections which lie on any given space is represented by the

integral 2JJ sin 6dS.

If we now suppose an endless string (of length Y) passed round Eig. 9.

the given boundary (whose perimeter we call L), and if this string

be kept stretched by a moving point which thus traces out a new

contour enclosing the given one (as the outer of any two confocal

ellipses may be generated from the inner), we may estimate in a

different manner the number of intersections which lie on the inter-

mediate annular space, and thus obtain the following value for the

above integral extended over that space,

JJ sin MS=L(Y— L).

Let AB be a line of the first system meeting the two boundaries in A, B ; the number

of points in which AB is cut by a system of random lines covering the whole plane is

(art. 4)
2AB

S

'

If we subtract from this the number of intersections of AB with those lines which

2 e 2
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meet the boundary L, the remainder will be the number of intersections of AB with the

second system of lines above, viz. (art. 6)

^B
-‘(2AB+L-Y),

that is,

l(Y-L).

This is constant for every position of AB ;
hence the number of intersections lying

on the annulus will be the above constant, multiplied by the number of positions of

2lAB ; now this number is -y (art. 4) (remembering that for every line AB, there is

also one A'B', forming a portion of the same straight line). Hence the total number

of intersections is

|l(y-l).

If, then, the integration extend over the annulus,

jJsin0.dS=L(Y— L).

This theorem will apply to an ellipse, the outer boundary being a confocal ellipse.

A particular case, which admits of verification by using elliptic coordinates, will be :

—

If Q be the angle which two fixed points F, F' subtend at the element dS,

JJ
sin QdS=8c(a—

c

)

;

the integration extending over an ellipse whose foci are F, F', 2a being the axis of the

ellipse, and 2c=FF'.

The above method will also show that in this case the integral remains unchanged in

value, if it extend over any Cartesian oval whose internal foci are FF', and whose axis

is 2a. An instance of such a Cartesian is a circle from F as centre with a as radius,

provided «>2c. The same will appear by means of elliptic coordinates*.

15. I will mention the following integral here, as, though strictly not derived from

the theory which forms the subject of this paper, the principle used in obtaining it is,

as in the cases which precede, the calculation of the number of intersections lying on a

given space, of a given reticulation of straight lines.

Given a closed convex boundary without salient points
; if we draw an infinity of

tangents to it, each making an infinitesimal angle (£) with the preceding, and consider

the intersections of all these tangents with each other, it will not be difficult to show (as

in art. 9) that the number of intersections lying on any element dS will be

82

sin 6

TV dS,

* The general integral above admits also of being established by means of a certain generalization of elliptic

coordinates, which defines the position of a point by the sum and difference of two strings, each of which is

attached to a fixed point on a given oval curve ; they are then wrapped round the curve in opposite directions,

and leave it as two tangents, meeting and terminating at the proposed point.
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where T, T' are the tangentsfrom d& to the boundary, and Q their mutual inclination.

Now the whole number of tangents is and that of intersections

therefore that

2tt
2

We infer

sin 9

TV
dS= 2v\

the integral extending over the whole external surface.

If the integral extend over the annulus between the given boundary and an outer line

along which Q has a constant value (a), then

If the same integral extend over the space between the given boundary and two fixed

tangents
,
including an angle a, its value will be J(t— a)2

. If it extend over the infinite

angle formed by those tangents produced, its value will be -|c5
2

.

If the given boundary contain salient points, then for every such point, where the

bounding line changes direction abruptly through an angle A, a number of the tangents,

equal to meet at that point; hence a number °f intersections coincide there,

and consequently we must subtract ^A2 from each of the above integrals. Hence if

there are any number of salient points A A' A", &c. in the boundary, the first integral

becomes

J’^(?S=2 !r
!-iSAs

,

and likewise for the second.

Thus for a regular polygon of
(
n

)
sides, the value is

If instead of drawing tangents to the given boundary at uniform angular intervals,

we draw a system of tangents whose points of contact are distant from each other by a

common infinitesimal interval, we shall find that the density of the intersections in this

case varies as

Iff sin 0,

where §§' are the radii of curvature of the boundary at the points of contact of TT' : this

gives us the integral

ff|^7 sin $dS=^L2

,

L being the whole perimeter of the boundary, the integral extending over the whole

plane.

Many analytical definite integrals may be deduced by expressing the general theorems

now given, in the language of different systems of coordinates, for various particular
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cases. Thus the first theorem in this article, applied to the ellipse, gives

ii^y
2 + b^x2

f{ [x
2+ y

2+ c
2
)

2— 4 c
2#2 } VcPy2+ W'x2—aL

b‘
i
dxdy—Tr2

-,

• lTO*"
r
U*'

the equation of limits being >1.

16. Let there be a closed convex area &>, length of boundary l, en-

closed within another of length L ; let 3 be the apparent magnitude

of a at any external point ; by considering two systems of random

lines, one crossing the boundary L, and the other l, and examining

the law of the density of the intersections of the former with the

latter, we arrive at the theorem :—if we put for shortness

a— sin a=ua ,

S(we+<n+u0+^—%~w+)dS+
2jJ3

dS=Ll—2‘7r&)

;

Fig. 10.

the first integral extending over the whole space outside L, the second over the space

between L and l.

17. But few problems on random straight lines admit of such simple results and of

such generality as those we have been discussing. In general they can only be solved

for particular forms of the boundaries. However, the above principles, applied to each

particular question, generally suffice to reduce it at least to a problem of the Integral

Calculus. I will give one or two examples.

If two random lines cross a given convex area, the chance of their intersection falling

on any internal portion of the area a, is evidently (art. 8)

2Troa

P=TF'

But the chance of the intersection falling on any external area is less easy to find ; it

depends on the integral jj(3— sin Q)dS extended over that area. Could we succeed in

finding the required probability by any different method, we could give the value of

this integral for any external area.

A line is drawn at random across each of two given convex areas Cl, Cl', external to

each other, lengths of boundaries L, L' ; to find the chance of their intersection being

outside both areas.

The density of the intersections of the system of random lines 11 •

crossing Cl with those crossing O', at any point P within O, is 23,

where 3 means the apparent magnitude of Cl' at P. Within O',

the density is 20. Hence it is easy to see that, as the whole

number of intersections is LL', the required probability is

the integrals extending over O and O' respectively. It is evident that these integrals,

however, can only be evaluated for particular forms of the areas.
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18, The following problems relate to a circular boundary:

—

1. A random point falls within a given circle and a random straight line is drawn

across the circle ; to find the chance of the line passing within a given distance of the

point.

As the general solution is somewhat complicated, I will take the particular case

where the given distance is the radius of the circle, which will serve equally well as an

example of the application of the foregoing principles.

Let C be the centre of the given circle, P any position of the random point, r the

radius of the given circle ;
draw an equal circle with P as centre ; then

the number of random lines meeting the given circle and passing within

a distance r of the point P, is the same as the number of random lines

cutting both circles ; this number is measured (art. 6) by the excess of

the two circumferences over an endless band wrapped round them
; that

is, putting CP=g>,
27rr— 2g>.

If dS be an element of the surface at P, the sum of the favourable cases will be

F=jJ(27rr-2 ?)^S=2jVr- f).2T^f ;

.-. F=(7T—1)2^.

But the whole number of cases is 27rr X vr2
; hence the required chance is

2

P= 1
-si-

Fig. 12.

I will give another solution of this problem :—Let AB be a position of the

line; take MN=r, then all the favourable positions of the random

point are within the segment ETIF
; the number of favourable points

is therefore

r2{%—$ -f- sin <p cos <p).

We have to multiply this by the differential of CM, and integrate

from CM=r to CM=0, which will give the favourable combinations

for all random lines parallel to AB, passing between C and H;
doubling this, we have the result for all lines parallel to AB ; that is,

F0=2r2

J
(tt— p+ sin <p cos <p)d.r coscp

= 2r3

J*
(tt— (p+ sin <p cos <p) sin<p<Z<p;

F0=2r3(7r—

Now if the system of lines parallel to AB revolve through two right angles, we have
for the measure of the whole number of favourable cases

F=2*r3

(7r-f);
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hence, as before,

JP=1- 3tt

The problem in its general form can be solved without any great difficulty by the

same methods. The result may be expressed in this form :—Let D be the given maxi-

mum distance ; draw a circle of radius D with its centre on the given circumference

;

let Y be a band enveloping both circles, and 20 the inclination of the two straight por-

tions of this band ; then the probability of the line passing within a distance D of the

point will be

2nr+ 2%D—Y cos3 0

2irr
+ -

3tt

Fig. 14.

or, if p0 be the probability when the point is taken anywhere on the circumference of

the given circle, then the general value of the probability is

,
cos3 9

p=p>+-$t

If a random point and a random straight line be taken within any convex boundary

of length L, the chance that the line shall pass within a distance D of the point, D being

small, is approximately,

2ttD

2. If three lines are drawn at random across a given circle, to determine the proba-

bility that their three intersections shall lie within the circle.

LetAB be one of the random lines. The total number of favourable

triads of random lines, each triad of which includes AB, is the same as

the number of intersections, which fall within the circle
,
of all random

lines which cross AB. For every such intersection which lies within

the circle, gives a pair of lines meeting AB, forming a triad whose

intersections all lie within the circle. Now if 0 be the angle which

AB subtends at any internal point P, the number of these intersec-

tions will be measured by (art. 9)

N=jj(0— sin 0)dS,

extended over the whole circle.

To integrate this, conceive the circle divided into an infinite number of elementary

crescents, by segments of circles on AB ; let O be the centre of the segment APB, q
its

radius; then the area of the segment APB is, putting AB=2«,

segment =(tt— 0)f-\-aq cos 6, orasg>sin0=«
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Differentiating this for 0, we obtain for the area of the crescent between APB and the

consecutive arc on AB,

crescent = (l +(7r—0) cot fjd0.

Hence the number of intersections above AB will be

N=2a’£ (1+Or-d) cot 6)de ;

N f" ( Odd 9 cos 9d9 9
2 cos 9 , dQ cos QdQ 9 cos 9 , 1

’* 2a2 J a
|sin2 9

' ^ sin3 9 sin3 9 sin 9
^

sin2 9 sin2 9
j

All these are elementary integrals, and give (reducing the indeterminate forms by the

usual methods)
N 3 a2 7T— a 7t -net

2a2 2 sin2 a sina ' 2
C0 a

^~2sin2 a

To find the number of intersections below AB, change a into ir— a; this gives for the

whole number of favourable triads (including AB),

N=2a2(3—^

;

y sin a 1 sin 2 a )

or if c be the radius of the given circle, «=c sin a

;

N=2c2
(3 sin

2a— <r sina fi-aT—

a

2
).

Multiply this by the differential of CM, and integrate from c to —c, and we have the

sum of all favourable triads, each of which includes any one of the random lines parallel

to AB,

F=2c3
! (3 sin

2 a— Tsinafi-a-r—

a

2

)
sin oedet

Multiply this by tt, and we have the measure* of the total number of favourable triads:

however, this must be divided by 3, as it is clear we should thus count each triad thrice ;

hence total value of

F=’^(16- !r
s
);

and the whole number of cases being ^-(2-ref, we find for the probability sought,

19. An interesting inquiry, though of a more difficult nature than that which has occu-

pied us in this Paper, would be the extension of the foregoing principles to straight

lines and planes drawn at random in space. It involves several intricate and curious

points relating to the general theory of surfaces. With regard to the measure of the

number of random straight lines which meet a given closed convex surface,
it is easy to

show that this measure is the surface itself.

* i. e. the actual number multiplied by S3 (as art. 8).

t It is not unlikely that this result may be obtained in some simpler manner.

MDCCCLXVIII. 2 F
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It may be assumed as self-evident that if space be filled with an infinity of random

straight lines, and they be cut by any infinite plane, the points in which it cuts them are

distributed with uniform density over the plane ;
and this density will be the same for

any other plane. Hence the number of the random lines which meet any plane area

is proportional to that area. Hence the number meeting any plane element of the

surface is proportional to dS ; the same is true for every other element ; and each ran-

dom line cuts two elements and only two ; hence the whole number of lines is propor-

tional to S,

We might view the question as follows. The entire body of random lines may be

considered (as in art. 3) as a system of parallels disposed

uniformly and symmetrically in space, which is afterwards

turned round by infinitely small angular displacements, into

every possible position. Let the figure represent one of these

systems of parallels meeting the surface S, and of course

bounded by the cylinder, enveloping S, whose generatrix is

parallel to these lines. Let O be the area of the perpendicular section of this cylinder,

then O is the measure of the number of these parallels. Let 0, <p be the angular coor-

dinates of the direction of these parallels, and let them now pass into every possible

angular position ; the whole number of lines which meet S will be proportional to

JJQ sin 0d0d<p,

Fig. 15.

extended through half the solid angular space round a point.

2*

O sin 0d0d<p=kS.

We infer from this that

To determine the constant k,
we may apply the theorem to any particular case, as a

sphere ; this gives k=^

.

We may accept this manner of viewing a system of random

lines, then, as a proof of the theorem in surfaces

If 0 be the area of the section of a cylinder enveloping a convex surface S ; 0, <p the

angular coordinates of the generatrix of the cylinder,

rr OsinM4d<p=^S.

The measure of the number of random planes which meet a given surface is easily seen

to be (as in art. 4)

N
=

j*
p sin 0d0d<p,

where p is the perpendicular from any internal point on the tangent plane, and 0, <p the

angular coordinates of p. I am not aware that this integral has ever been considered.

It is probable that it admits of some simple geometrical representation, which possibly

will be found to be the length of some closed curve, traced upon the given surface, and

bearing some remarkable relation to the general curvature of the surface.
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It is well to notice, with regard to the applications to integration of the theory laid

down in this Paper, that the theorems thereby deduced in no way depend for their truth

upon the doctrine of Probability, although it has been the occasion which has led to

them. The apparatus of a system of equidistant parallels, revolving through constant

angular displacements, which has been used in establishing their truth, is a strictly

geometrical conception, and which, as here employed, may be viewed as a method in

the Integral Calculus. A simpler species of reticulation, consisting of two systems of

parallels, crossing at a finite angle, has already been used by Eisenstein and others in

the Theory of Numbers and in Elliptic Functions.

It will be borne in mind also that this apparatus of lines is used only as a correct and

convenient representation of an infinite system of random lines, for the purposes of cal-

culation. Of course it is not asserted that all those random lines which are parallel

to a given direction will be equidistant, or* that there will be none of the random lines

intermediate in direction between 0 and 0+ ^3. Just as an infinity of points arranged

in horizontal rows and vertical columns will faithfully represent, for the purposes of

calculation, an infinity of random points, so will the above apparatus represent the

lines. Other arrangements, in either case, may easily be conceived which will represent

them equally correctly, and which possibly will be found, in certain cases, more con-

venient. Thus if an infinite plane be covered with points arranged symmetrically, the

system of lines obtained by joining each pair of points will, undoubtedly, truly represent

a system of random lines.

It is unnecessary to point out, that if we can succeed in the difficult inquiry involved

in extending the above methods to space, not only will the theory of probability be

advanced, but various remarkable results in the Integral Calculus may be expected.
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Opportunities for the careful dissection of the larger Cetaceans are so rare that the

memoirs on their structure are still very imperfect. Hitherto the greater part of our

information on the softer tissues of these animals has been due to the investigations of

Hunter, Knox, Jacob, Eschricht, Reinhardt, and Lilljeborg
;
and even these distin-

guished anatomists have left their results more or less incomplete, partly owing to the

infrequency of the captures, and partly to the numerous difficulties attendant on making

a minute and careful investigation of creatures so unwieldy.

The capture of a small cetacean on the Irish coast off Clogher Head, a fishing-station

near Drogheda, about 30 miles north of Dublin, having afforded a favourable opportunity

of making some further examinations into the anatomical details of one of the species,

we willingly took advantage of it ; but owing unfortunately to the length of time that

elapsed from the period of the capture of the animal before it came into our possession,

we were not able to make an examination of the brain and spinal cord, which we regret,

as it would have added to the completeness of this communication.

The animal was captured on the 8th of May, 1863, by a fisherman, in whose nets it

had become entangled, and after having been exhibited for a few days to the public at

Drogheda, it was for a similar purpose brought to Dublin, where, after the lapse of a

fortnight, we were enabled to procure it for anatomical examination, which we com-

menced on the 20th, after first having obtained, through the kindness of Mr. William

H. Baily, of the Geological Survey, an accurate drawing of the external form of the

animal, which was made on a scale of one inch to the foot. This drawing is reproduced

on one of our Plates, an explanation of which will be found at the end of the paper.

On examination the animal proved to be the Piked Whale of Pennant, Balcma

rostrata of O. Fabricius, or that described by Lac^pede and Cuvier as B. acuto-rostrata

or Baleine museau-pointu, and identical with the Balccna minimus borealis or Borqualus

minor of Knox, Pterobalcena minor of Eschricht, Balcenoptera rostrata of Gray,

B. Eschrichtii of Rasch.

• Our specimen was considerably larger than that described by Knox, but in most other

respects agreed with the description he has given of that individual.

Its body, though robust, was not quite so large in proportion to its length as in the

animal caught at Cherbourg, whose girth, as recorded by Lacepede, was 10' 2", its length

mdccclxviii. 2 G
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being 15' 10". The proportion existing between these two measurements in the present

specimen was as 9 to 18f, which will be seen to approximate closely to the proportionate

measurements of Knox’s specimen, in which the girth was to the length as 9 to 17

;

and it differed but little from the same relative dimensions of the foetus described by

Eschricht, which he states was 1' 6f" in circumference and 3' in length ; while, on the

other hand, it differed considerably in these proportional measurements from the speci-

men described by Hunter, in which the girth of the animal was less than a third of its

length

External Form.

From the central line of its greatest circumference, which was about 2 feet behind the

posterior border of the anterior extremity or paddle, the body gradually tapered forwards

to the level of the posterior canthus of the eyelids, from whence it narrowed much

more rapidly to the anterior extremity of the snout, without any indication of the frontal

convexity which has been represented on the forehead of a foetus of this species by

Eschricht, and figured in the first volume of the ‘ Untersuchungen fiber die Nordischen

Wallthiere,’ Tab. VI. fig. 1.

The outline of the head was much more pointed in front, when seen in profile,

than when viewed from the dorsal aspect ;
the difference being due to the great lateral

width of the interval between the rami of the lower jaw at their point of greatest

convexity, which caused the transverse diameter of this portion of the head to be

greater than the vertical. The contour lines of these aspects likewise differed, as

when viewed from above they were curved, whereas when seen on its lateral aspect

the head appeared more decidedly wedge-shaped with straighter borders. The point

of greatest lateral convexity in the inferior maxillae was situated about 21 inches behind

the symphysis.

Posterior to the before-mentioned point of greatest width the body commenced to

taper backwards, and as it merged into the tail was altered from its cylindrical form,

and became in section somewhat lozenge-shaped, with its major axis directed from the

dorsal to the ventral surface.

This alteration in the figure of the body at its caudal extremity was due to the

presence of a slight dorsal and ventral ridge, the former of which was continued from

behind the posterior edge of the dorsal fin, and extended down to the notch that sepa-

rated the lobes of the tail; this ridge at its origin was rather obscure, but as it

approached the tail became somewhat more distinct.

As in all the species of Balcenojptera and its allied genera, a dorsal protuberance or

fin existed, which in outline was the shape of a scalene triangle, its apex being directed

backwards, its anterior edge convex, and its posterior falcate.

Hunter conjectured the use of this appendage to be to prevent the animal rotating in

the water*.

* But little value is to be attached most probably to tbe precise position of the dorsal fin, as a means of dis-

tinguishing species, as from the descriptions of the different individuals recorded it would appear to vary con-

siderably. Dr. Gkay states that it is placed about two-thirds of the length of the entire body from the point
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No parasites were discoverable on the external surface of the animal.

The integument on the geniothoracic surface of the body was arranged in a series of

longitudinal folds or plicae, which at their origins, immediately beneath the rami of the

lower jaw, were flat and inconspicuous, but as they extended down towards the thoracic

region they became enlarged and much more numerous; subsequently, as they

approached the abdominal parietes, they decreased in number but increased in width,

being finally lost in the neighbouring skin.

The arrangement of these folds was by Hunter very appropriately compared to the

bands of a ribbed stocking. There were fifty-four of them on the thoracic surface ; the

average depth of the furrow or interval between each of them measured about three-

eighths of an inch, and on stretching the skin, which this peculiar arrangement

greatly facilitated, the outline of each rib or band was somewhat rectangular, thus

| | j | | |

; five of them, on the anterior or geniothoracic region of the

body, occupied a space of 3 inches, whereas the same extent of surface posteriorly, or

towards the pudendal outlet, contained but three such folds. The subcutaneous tissue

being highly elastic, rendered the skin in this region very distensible

No bristles were found at the extremity of the snout, as described by Knox in the

specimen of the same sex examined by him in 1839.

The epidermis was extremely thin and easily separable, coming off in delicate flakes.

The colour of the animal on the back was of a dark bluish black, merging gradually

into a pale pinkish white on the thorax and abdomen. The pectoral extremities or

flippers were of the same bluish-black colour, with a pinkish-white band crossing the

central part of each of them. The tail was of a uniform dark blackish hue on both

surfaces.

The eye was situated above and a little in front of the commissure of the lips ; it was

comparatively small and oval in shape, with the major axis running parallel to that of

the body of the animal.

The external auditory foramen was a very minute, oval, slit-like pore situated on a line

with the commissure of the lips, and about 7^ inches behind the posterior angle of the eye.

The external nares or blowholes occupied the summit of the head, but were not ele-

vated above its general surface
; they were two, curved, linear, slit-like outlets, each of

them about 4^ inches long, running in the direction of the long axis of the body, with

their convexities turned towards the mesial line ; these semilunar orifices were separated

of the nose ; according to the measurements given by Knox it would appear that in his specimen it was situated

nearer to the tail, and in the animal figured by Hunter it is represented as being placed still further back
;
in

the present instance, on the other hand, this protuberance was situated anterior to the position mentioned by

Dr. Gray.

Upon the situation of this fin Eschricht founds the distinction between his two varieties, Graenlandica and

Bergensis, with the latter of which our specimen seems to agree, not in this point alone, but likewise in

another character of that variety, viz. the non-coalition of the lateral processes of the fifth and sixth cervical

vertebrae.

Dr. Gray also refers to the position of this fin as being situated posterior to a line drawn perpendicularly

upwards from the pudendal fissure. In the present case it was placed vertically over this outlet.

2 g 2
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from each other by a straight median sulcus, which commenced about 1 inch in front of

the anterior commissures of the semilunar nasal outlets, and fell short of their posterior

commissures by about the same distance, thus ^ ; it was about \ an inch in depth, and

its use was evidently to facilitate the approximation of the lips of the nares.

No hairs were discernible in the immediate vicinity of these outlets, as existed in the

specimen described by Eschricht and Reinhardt; on the contrary, the skin in this

situation was smooth and polished.

The pudendal fissure was situated a little posterior to where the abdominal folds ter-

minated, at a point on the ventral surface coincident with a perpendicular line let fall

from the dorsal fin; it opened by a longitudinal slit or sulcus, which was bounded

on each side by thick and rounded labia on the central line of the abdomen. Into this

the orifices of the urethra, vagina, and rectum opened ; the urethra being situated most

anteriorly, the rectum at some distance posteriorly, and between them the vagina.

The umbilicus also lay in a small slit-like furrow, at the distance of about 6^ feet

anterior to the fork or commissure of the tail.

External and parallel to the pudendal fissure were two other sulci, in which the nipples

of the mammary glands were concealed, but owing to the immaturity of the animal

these glands were not well developed.

The mouth and fauces were lined by mucous membrane of a pale pinkish colour,

which was arranged in longitudinal folds similar to those on the geniothoracic region

of the animal ; this membrane, together with the mylohyoid muscle and skin, formed

the wall of the great submaxillary pouch, which from the elastic nature of its component

parts, was capable of great distention ; this enabled the animal to take into its mouth

a large quantity of water containing such substances as constituted its food ; the latter

was retained in the mouth by the straining mechanism of the baleen plates, while the

superfluous water was expelled by the contraction of the pouch.

The number of baleen plates was about 280 in each upper jaw, or 560 in all. The

longest blades were placed at the posterior third of the long axis of the jaw, and mea-

sured 3^ inches in length on their outer border ; from this point they gradually decreased,

both anteriorly and posteriorly, to the length of about 1 inch, finally passing into coarse

bristles about f inch in length. Each plate was somewhat triangular in outline, and

was attached to the jaw by its base or shortest side, which was imbedded in the basal

pulp, and measured If inch in length. The outer margins were long and curved, their

concavity directed outwards
;

this curve was greatest at the centre and continued very

well marked to the anterior extremity, but diminished towards the posterior end, where

the outer margins of the plates became comparatively straight from above downwards

;

the inner borders of the plates were fringed by bristles, which were coarse towards the

apex of each plate, but became much shorter and finer towards the internal margin of

the wreath. Each plate was curved transversely, the concavity being directed backwards

;

the inner margin of each lamina, just where it came in contact with the subsidiary

plates, had, however, a slight inclination forwards.
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The subsidiary plates varied in number from one to six or seven for each pulp ridge,

and occupied an extent of from f in the centre to \ of an inch in front, and towards

the pharyngeal end they disappeared by merging into a series of short and fine bristles.

The matrix or intermediate pulp was thick, tough, fibrous, and vascular.

In colour the blades were pale yellow, becoming slightly bluish at the base ; on

removing the pulp from the base of each lamina, the latter was divisible into an external

horny whitish yellow cortical substance, and an inner fibrous or bristly portion of a

purplish-blue colour ; this layer, by protruding beyond the external lamella, formed the

terminal fringe of bristles.

On removing the pulp from the attached margin of the baleen plates, it became

obvious that just at the point of contact between the larger laminae and the subsidiary

plates, the bases of both were transversely united for about half a line in extent, and a

similar transverse union existed at every interval between the different blades.

The following Table contains the measurements of the animal as compared with those

of Hunter and Knox :

—

Specimen. Hunter’s. Knox's.

ft. in. ft. in. ft. in.

Total length of the animal from point of snout to the bifurcation

of the tail 13 11 17 0 9 11
Total length from point of snout to extreme point of fluke of tail . . 14 4
Width of tail 2 10 5 0 2 8f
Length of upper jaw from point of snout to the commissure of the

lips 2 4i 3 3
Length of lower jaw from the symphysis to the commissure of the

2

lips 2 9 2 0
Distance from point of snout to the anterior angle of the eyelids . 2 4i 3 4
Length of the, long axis of the eye 0 2i 0 2\
Distance from the point of the snout to the anterior boundary of

the flippers or pectoral extremities 4 4
Length of flippers, external to integuments 1 11 2 4 1 3
Greatest width of flippers 0 6i 0 9
Distance between the flippers measured across the thorax 2 3
Distance from the point of the snout to anus 8 10
Height of dorsal fin or fluke . . , 0 6
Length of dorsal fin 0 .9 1 0
Distance from the bifurcation of the tail to the posterior edge of

dorsal fin or fluke 4 4 2 10
Distance from point of snout to the anterior commissure of cloaca 8 4
Length of the meatus of cloaca 1 2
Distance from the bifurcation of tail to the posterior commissure

of cloaca 4 4 4 4
Length of mammary sulci 0 3
Length of blowholes or external nares 0 U
Length of median sulcus between external nares 0 5
Distance between the posterior extremities of the blowholes .... 0 2^
Distance between the anterior extremities of the blowholes 0 £
Girth of the body, taken 2 feet behind the flippers, the largest part 6 9 5 0 5 2
Girth at the junction of the tail with the body 1 6i 1 0
Length of the cranium, taken on palate-surface 3 1 2 11
Breadth of the cranium, taken at the articulation of the lower jaw 1 5 1 3
Length from the hamular process of the sphenoid bone to the

foramen magnum 0 6 0 6|
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Table (continued).

Specimen- Hunter’s. Knox’s.

ft. in.

2 11
ft. in. ft. in.

2 8

0 9 0 4
Length of transverse processes of nineteenth vertebra from tip to tip

Length of first rib
1 H
1 3

0 11

Length of third rib 2 2 1 10
Length of fourth rib, the longest 2 3i
Length of eleventh rib, the last rib

a
2

1 6
Length of scapula, transverse diameter 0 74 0 6£
Length of scapula, longitudinal diameter 0 11?
Length of the humerus 0 54 0 4*
Breadth of the humerus at central part 0 3
Length of radius 0 8i 0 74
Length of ulna 0 7i
Length of carpus, metacarpus, and longest digit 0 9

Number of cervical vertebrae 7 7 7
Number of dorsal 11 11

Number of lumbar and caudal 28 30
Number of ribs ]1 11

Number of chevron or Y-shaped hones 7
Chevron hones commenced at 32 33 31

Skeleton.

The cranium, viewed from above, was considerably flattened ; its shape was somewhat

that of an elongated isosceles triangle, having its apex at the extremity of the inter-

maxillary bones, and its base corresponding to a line drawn from the anterior border of

one glenoid process to that of the other ; its length was a little more than twice its

breadth, and its component segments, with the exceptions of the petrous and tympanic,

were extremely soft and spongy in structure.

The occipital bone was made up of the combined interparietal, supraoccipital, exoc-

cipital, and basioccipital elements; it was the largest of all the cranial bones, and

consisted, first, of a broadly expanded superior portion, irregularly triangular in outline,

which formed almost the entire roof of the skull ; its somewhat rounded apex extended

forwards to articulate with the posterior edge of the frontal : the external margins over-

lapped those of the parietals and frontals, and the basal line, which extended from the

extremity of one exoccipital to that of its fellow of the opposite side, formed the poste-

rior boundary of the cranium
; this margin was irregular in outline and lay on a plane

posterior to the foramen magnum, which latter was situated at the junction of the

basilar and calvarial portions
;

it was oval in shape, and measured If inch in its vertical

by 2^ inches in its transverse diameter
;

it was bounded laterally by the condyles, which

approximated inferiorly, where they were separated only by a sulcus whose breadth

varied from half an inch at its widest, to one-eighth of an inch at its inferior and nar-

rowest part. The condyles were ovoid in shape, and extended backwards and outwards

;

their superior rounded extremities formed the boundaries to the inferior and lateral

halves of the foramen magnum, and were thickly covered with incrusting cartilage, but
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no synovial membranes intervened between them and the atlas. There were no condy-

loid foramina. The calvarial portion was convex posteriorly towards the foramen mag-

num, and was marked by an obscure central protuberance, from which very faintly

marked ridges were traceable running forwards and outwards. More anteriorly a blunt

median ridge existed, which was bounded on either side by a superficial concavity

for muscular attachments. Its inner or cerebral surface was concave generally, but pre-

sented a prominent median ridge, which was deeply grooved on the right side for the

superior longitudinal sinus.

The basioccipital portion of the bone projected forwards to meet the posterior border

of the basisphenoid ; it was marked by a ridge on each side, where it articulated with

the bullate tympanic bone; its inferior surface was also rough and concave, for the

attachment of the anterior cervical muscles
; its cerebral surface was slightly concave in

the antero-posterior direction, and presented a transverse ridge, where it united with

the body of the sphenoid bone.

Each exoccipital element extended outwards from the external border of the fora-

men magnum and terminated by articulating with the mastoid or squamous bone
; it

presented a rough surface posteriorly and inferiorly for muscular attachments, and was

separated from the condyles behind by a deep notch, which formed the posterior boun-

dary of the jugular foramen.

The squamous bone was irregular in shape, and was composed of, first, a large, some-

what crescentic glenoidal process, the inferior surface of which was concave, and formed

a large but shallow cavity for the articulation of the lower jaw ; its anterior extremity

was nearly in contact with the orbital plate of the frontal, and the posterior extended

backwards on a level with the anterior border of the occipital condyles ; to this the sterno-

mastoid and several other muscles were attached. A deep sulcus, perhaps the homologue

of the digastric groove, existed internal and posterior to the process, giving origin to the

depressor muscle of the lower jaw ; this sulcus ran backwards and outwards, and was

separated from a second groove, which existed on its outer side for the reception of the

posterior and external process of the periotic bone, by a sharp ridge which ran in the

same direction
; the posterior border united with the lateral process of the occipital bone

by an extensive surface, which extended as far as the posterior superior angle of the

parietal. The lateral aspect of this process was convex in front and concave posteriorly

and superiorly
; inwards or towards the temporal fossa it was deeply hollowed, where it

was continuous in front and above with the squamous plate, from which it was sepa-

rated below and anteriorly by a large fissure.

The squamous plate was slightly convex, its temporal surface looked upwards and

outwards; it was a narrow slip of bone and united anteriorly, by suture, with the

posterior border of the parietal, and a small portion of the basisphenoid, which was here

to be seen intermediate between the other bones forming the temporal fossa. Inferiorly

and in front the squamous plate was continued into a pyramidal mass, which was

directed forwards to meet the posterior border of the pterygoid bone, the outer edge

of which it overlapped. The temporal surface was smooth, and its inferior aspect pre-
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sented an oval aperture which transmitted the Eustachian tube inferiorly, and the tensor

tympani muscle superiorly; the former passed into the upper part of the tympanic

cavity, the latter hooked round a spur of bone which lay immediately external to the

border of the former. On its inner surface the squamous bone was deeply excavated for

the accommodation of the petrous element, and its cerebral surface was smooth and con-

cave *

The alisphenoid or pterygoid bone exhibited three aspects. First, an inferior or pte-

rygoid, which consisted of two osseous plates, external and internal, separated by a deep

ovoid cavity, the pterygoid fossa
;
the external plate was united with the petrous or peri-

otic and mastoid bones by suture, the latter of which overlapped it ; and the anterior

part of the former was received into a pyramidal depression formed by the meeting of

the mastoid and pterygoid bones. The internal plate was thick behind, extended further

back than the external, and met the lateral ridge on the basioccipital ; this plate formed

the inner boundary of the posterior nares, and was convex from before backwards on

its inner aspect ; above and internally it met the outer edge of the vomer, into a groove

in which it sent a sharp vaginal ridge forming a schindylesis articulation. The ptery-

goid plates united below to form a round blunt hamularf process, about an inch and

a half in length, which was directed backwards and slightly outwards. In front of the

pterygoid bone a series of lamellae projected, which interlocked with a similar series of

plates on the palate-bone. The second or temporal surface was somewhat triangular in

outline and rounded along its upper edge ; this surface was concave outwards, it arti-

culated with the parietal in front, with the mastoid posteriorly and above, and with

the temporal aspect of the basisphenoid anteriorly. The inner or cerebral surface

was smooth, and appeared concave in front, where it formed the floor of the sphenoid

fissure.

The basisphenoid presented on its upper or cerebral surface a central hollow or

groove, sella turcica, in which appeared four small foramina ; this fossa was bounded in

front by a very small roundish eminence, the rudimentary middle clinoid, or, more cor-

rectly, olivary process ; and posteriorly by a similarly diminutive posterior clinoid
; the

posterior edge of the bone presented an elevated transverse ridge, which marked its

union with the basioccipital bone. Midway between the external edge and the sella

turcica, on each side, a foramen was seen, from which a narrow canal was traceable

downwards, backwards, and outwards, and opened on a small triangular surface of this

bone externally between the basioccipital and the alisphenoid. This vascular channel

represents the canal of Vesalius. In front of the sella turcica a transverse suture was

situated, which separated the anterior or presphenoid element from the basisphenoid.

Still more anteriorly the former was grooved for the optic nerves and commissure
; as

this groove extended outwards and forwards on each side, it was formed into a foramen

by a thin scale of bone which completed it superiorly and posteriorly, and appeared to

* For a description of the petrous bone, vide “ The Organ of Hearing.”

t Eschricht and Eeinhardt mention that this process is scarcely distinguishable, which description does not

accord with the present specimen.
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be the representative of the anterior clinoid process. The optic foramen was situated

on a plane anterior to the sphenoidal fissure, which latter was formed by the frontal

and sphenoid bones. Anterior to the optic foramina and groove a slight ridge extended

transversely, in front of which the ethmoidal process was continued forwards to the pos-

terior border of the cribriform plate of the ethmoid bone. The inferior surface of the

basisphenoid was connected behind with the basilar process of the occipital
;
in front it

was overlapped by the posterior expanded part of the vomer, and the alisphenoid

covered it on each side ;
laterally it was concealed by the mastoid and alisphenoid bones,

with the exception of a small irregular-shaped portion situated in the temporal fossa

between these latter and the parietal bones.

The parietal bone was irregularly quadrilateral in outline, having two surfaces and

four edges. The external or temporal surface was concave posteriorly and convex in

front, and formed the inner wall of the temporal fossa. The superior surface was convex

and the most extensive ;
it articulated with the occipital, the external table of which

overlapped it, but its internal table formed with the latter a serrate suture
; more ante-

riorly this edge became thickened into a small wedge-shaped triangular process, and lay

between the frontal bone in front and the occipital behind
;
from this a flat, thin scale

of bone was continued forwards lying on the outer side of the frontal, on which it gradu-

ally attenuated to its anterior edge. Some of the small lamellae of this bone that indi-

gitated with similar plates on the side of the occipital, anteriorly approached their fel-

lows of the opposide side, but did not come into actual contact. The posterior edge

was thicker and almost straight, and was situated at the posterior part of the temporal

fossa
;

it extended downwards and forwards, and united by a plane edge with the ante-

rior margin of the squamous plate of the temporal bone. The inferior edge was the

shortest
;

it ran forwards to articulate with the small lateral part of the basisphenoid

(before described) that formed a portion of the inner wall of the temporal fossa ; from

this the margin was continued downwards and forwards to articulate with the upper edge

of the great wing of the alisphenoid, which was overlapped by it posteriorly, but in turn

was more superficial in front. The anterior inferior border was deeply hollowed for the

reception of the orbital plate of the frontal, and was continued forward as the thin scale

of bone before mentioned, that ended in the blunt anterior angle. The inner or cere-

bral surface was concave, and formed a large part of the superior lateral boundary of the

cranial cavity.

The ethmoid bone consisted, first, of a cerebral surface, or cribriform plate, Situated

between the frontal and sphenoid bones ; it presented a median ridge (crista-galli), on each

side of which existed three or four deep depressions perforated by foramina for the exit

of the olfactory nerves. Secondly, in the interior of the nares it presented four irregularly

shaped turbinated bones that were situated internal and superior to the nasal canals

;

these bones were soft and spongy, and were separated from each other by three meatuses

posteriorly, but anteriorly they communicated in common with the air-passages. Thirdly,

the ethmoid presented an orbital surface or os planum situated beneath the orbital plate

mdccclxviii. 2 H
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of the frontal and extending back as far as the anterior border of the pterygoid bone

;

the groove for the nasal nerve lay between this bone and the base of the vomer, with

which latter this plate was closely united. Fourthly, the large nasal lamella, situated in

the median line ; it was thicker below than above, and was fitted into the deep longitudinal

channel excavated in the vomer.

The superior maxillary bone in shape resembled a ploughshare, having its apex some-

what rounded in front, and its base behind. It presented four surfaces, one external or

facial, a second internal or nasal, a third inferior or palatine, and a fourth posterior.

The external or facial surface was triangular in outline, slightly convex and smoothish

;

it was prolonged upwards and backwards into a nasal process, which articulated by foli-

aceous indigitations with a similar arrangement of osseous plates on the frontal bone.

This surface was marked by eight or nine irregularly placed foramina, from which chan-

nels passed outwards and downwards for the transmission of blood-vessels, &c. to the

baleen plates ; the infraorbital foramen was large and situated at the junction of the nasal

process with the body of the bone ; from this a canal passed, at first downwards and out-

wards, then backwards and inwards ; through this canal the superior maxillary nerve and

vessels made their exit to supply the integument and muscles on the side of the snout.

The inner or nasal surface was slightly concave, and was directed upwards and inwards

;

it was furrowed for the intermaxillary bone above, and presented a groove for the upper

edge of the vomer, which was overhung by a sharp bony ridge : two oblique foramina,

which passed inwards and forwards into the base of the bone, were visible here ; these

were for the transmission of the nutrient vessels. The inferior or palatine surface was

deeply concave, and exhibited fifteen oblique apertures, the orifices of channels for the

transmission of blood-vessels which passed in various directions, radiating and grooving

the surface of the bone.

The posterior temporo-frontal surface or base was irregular, and divided into two

unequal surfaces by large excavated vascular foramina communicating with the aper-

tures already described on the various other surfaces ; the upper plane articulated with

the frontal and formed the anterior boundary of the temporal fossa ; the lower was free,

and passed under the supraorbital plate of the frontal bone without coming into actual

contact with it. The upper or nasal edge was marked by a shallow groove for the inter-

maxillary bone ; the posterior border, for about one-sixth of its extent, was sharp and

harmonized with the outer edge of the nasal bone. The inner or palatine edge was

concave, and its anterior four-fifths overlapped the vomer ; its posterior fifth was deeply

hollowed, and was covered by the palate-bone. The outer edge was sharp and convex,

and was prolonged into a blunt zygomatic spur, behind which it extended downwards

and backwards below the level of the bone for 3^- inches, where it formed the anterior

border of the orbit ; this spur was separated from the outer edge by a deep groove, and

above internally its continuation formed the anterior boundary of the temporal fossa.

The vomer was a long deeply channelled or spout-like bone, concave on its upper

aspect, narrowing anteriorly, and convex beneath, forming a blunt median ridge that
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lay between and separated the superior maxillae, where it assisted in forming the roof

of the mouth. This ridge was sharp behind, rounded in front, and partially covered

by the palate-bones posteriorly; in front it was overlapped by the superior maxil-

laries: the external edge of each lateral plate fitted into a groove which was situ-

ated on the nasal aspect of that bone. Posteriorly it became very thin and flattened,

and was separated from the basisphenoid by a small interval, into which the rudimen-

tary rostrum was projected. On either side it united by schindylesis with the base of

the internal pterygoid process, where it formed the upper and internal wall of each pos-

terior naris ;
more anteriorly it united with the frontal, sending a small process between

that bone and the pterygoid, which entered into the suture between the palate, alisphe-

noid, and frontal bones ; still further forwards its outer edge united with the ethmoid

by harmonia. The deep channel on the upper surface was occupied posteriorly by the

nasal lamella of the ethmoid bone, more anteriorly, in the recent state, a thick firm

fibrocartilage completed the septum narium, and occupied this sulcus as far forwards as

the extremity of the bone.

The palate-bone was quadrilateral in outline and exhibited two surfaces. First, a

superior or vomerine, which presented a ridge that fitted into a groove on the vomer

;

and second, an inferior or palatine surface, which was smooth and concave, and formed

the posterior superior wall of the palate. Of the edges of the palate-bone, the posterior

was convex and presented a series of plates, by which it was articulated to the anterior

surface of the alisphenoid by a similar arrangement of lamellae. The inner border was

smooth and rounded behind, where with its fellow of the opposite side it formed the

inferior boundary of the posterior nares ; its outer edge was sharp, and was adapted to

the contiguous surface of the superior maxilla, and the anterior border was short

and flat.

The intermaxillary bone was long, narrow, and somewhat twisted ; anteriorly it was tri-

quetrous, but its posterior third was flattened and presented but two surfaces. Its ex-

ternal surface was convex anteriorly, but as it passed backwards, the bone being, as it

were, twisted on its long axis, this surface finally looked directly inwards, where it also

became concave to accommodate the opening of the anterior nares. For the anterior two-

thirds of its length its internal surface was concave from side to side, broad in the centre,

gradually narrowing anteriorly to the point of the upper jaw, and behind to a sharp

ridge, which represented this surface on the posterior third of the bone. The inferior

surface was also laterally concave and channelled deeply behind for the reception of the

upper edge of the superior maxilla
; one vascular foramen, looking downwards and for-

wards, was found on the outer surface of the left bone only.

The three edges bounding these surfaces were sharp, convex, and irregular
;
posteriorly

the bone was flattened and formed a single lamina, which was fitted into a sulcus in the

frontal, internal to the nasal process of the superior maxilla, and external to the nasal

bone ; its anterior part or apex projected for nearly 3 inches in front of the superior

maxilla.

2 h 2
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Each nasal bone was a five-sided mass of light, spongy, osseous tissue, resembling a

blunt wedge Avith the narroAvest end posteriorly
; its posterior surface was furrowed into

a number of deep narrow longitudinal sulci for the accommodation of the articular

lamellae of the frontal bone
; the inferior surface was grooved along its posterior border

to articulate with the nasal ridge of the frontal, which projected forwards as a shelf to

support this extremity
;

it united externally by a flat surface with the intermaxillary,

and internally by a similar facet with its felloAv of the opposite side
; the anterior and

upper surface Avas convex, and Avas broader below than above.

The inferior maxillary was a curved elongated bone composed of a condyle, coronoid

process, and ramus. The condyle was divided into two unequal segments by a trans-

verse sulcus; the upper portion was much the larger, and articulated on a plane ante-

rior to the occipital condyles Avith the glenoid cavity of the squamous bone, through

the interposition of a large fibrocartilaginous interarticular cushion ; but, as stated by

Hunter, no true synovial membrane was found in this articulation, although the

existence of a double synovial sac has been demonstrated in B. mysticetus by Eschricht

and Reinhardt. The lower portion formed about one-fourth of the entire condyle, and

gave insertion to the posterior set of fibres of the depressor muscle of the lower jaw. A
shallow sigmoid notch, 6 inches wide, separated the condyle from the coronoid process,

Avhich latter was prominent and directed upAvards and outwards, its posterior margin

being 2f inches and the anterior 2 inches in height, where it gave insertion to the

tendon of the temporal muscle.

The projection of this bony process is one of the distinctive characters of this

species.

Below the centre of the sigmoid notch and on the inner surface of the bone the orifice

of the inferior maxillary canal, for the transmission of the nerves and vessels, AA7as situ-

ated; this canal continued through the ramus, sending off numerous branches which

opened ultimately by seven oblique foramina in a regular series along the upper border

of the external surface of the bone. A series of similar but smaller canals, about twenty

in number, with their orifices directed forwards, perforated the internal surface close to

its upper edge. The rami were firmly united by a dense fibrocartilage at the symphy-

sis. The lower jaw projected beyond the intermaxillary bones for about 2 inches, and

the transverse width between the rami, taken at the point of their greatest convexity,

which Avas about 1 foot 7 inches from the symphysis, exceeded the transverse width of

the superior maxillaries, measured from the same place, by about 9 inches
; and each

ramus towards its anterior extremity exhibited a slight tendency to that torsion Avhich

is so distinctly marked in the lower jaw of B. mysticetus ; and at the symphysial end

there was a distinct fissure, the remains of the channel for the distal extremity of the

Meckelian cartilage.

The lachrymal bone was in outline a scalene triangle with rounded angles; its external

border was the thickest and someAvhat concave, its upper margin being raised into a well-

defined ridge, the other sides being thinned off like a wedge ; the inferior surface Avas
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nearly flat, corresponding in shape to the superior surface of the external angular process

of the superior maxilla, and its superior surface, which was rough and slightly convex

internally, underlay the anterior portion of the orbital plate of the frontal, where the

lachrymal was wedged in between these two bones.

The malar or zygomatic bone was slender and somewhat rib-like or falcate
;
it formed

the inferior boundary of the orbit, and was broader behind than in front
;

its anterior

border articulated with the external orbital or zygomatic spine of the superior maxilla ;

its wider or posterior extremity was flattened, and fitted in between the anterior border

of the glenoid process of the squamous bone and the posterior angular process of the

frontal, where a digital depression existed for the reception of the former. In outline

the bone presented a curve which was much sharper in front than behind.

The external aperture of the bony orbit which was formed by the frontal, squamous,

malar, and lachrymal bones, measured 4^ inches in length by 3^ in breadth.

The cervical vertebrae were seven in number.

The first, or atlas, was an irregular bony ring, somewhat oval in outline, 5f inches

in height, having two surfaces, the anterior of which presented two lateral, reniform,

shallow concavities, for the reception of the condyles of the occipital bone ;
these were

separated from each other by a shallow groove with slightly elevated edges ; this in the

recent state was occupied by the anterior atlanto-occipital ligament. The neural arch

was angular in shape, with its apex terminating in a very short neural spine, directed

backwards
;
the neurapophyses were separated from the articular surfaces by a deep

semicircular channel for the transmission of the suboccipital artery. The transverse

processes, short and stout, stood out on each side about the centre of the transverse axis

of the bone external to the articular depressions, their upper edges being directed forwards

and upwards
;
the entire width of the vertebra across these processes was 7f inches.

The posterior surface presented two reniform convex articular facets, which corre-

sponded in outline with the articular cavities on the anterior aspect ; these articulated

with corresponding depressions on the anterior surface of the axis, and were separated

posteriorly from the neurapophyses by a very shallow groove or depression, for the

transmission of the second pair of cervical nerves. The neurapophyses arched back-

wards and coalesced to form a very rudimental neural spine.

On each side of the external surface of this vertebra an oblique ridge ran backwards

and upwards from the superior and external angle of the transverse process to a small

tubercle (zygapopliysis) which overhung the groove that gave exit to the second cervical

nerves. This ridge gave attachment to the rectus capitis lateralis. There was no ante-

rior tubercle on the ventral aspect of the body of this bone.

The second, or axis, consisted of a very narrow body irregularly elliptical in outline

with two surfaces, the upper of which presented a central hemispherical elevation

(odontoid process), and which, when the bone was placed in situ
,
occupied the anterior

semicircular space between the articular facets of the atlas. This eminence was parti-

ally separated from the body of the axis by a well-defined fissure, situated transversely in

the posterior wall of the body of the vertebra, where the osseous incrustations or epi-
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physial disks of two vertebrae were distinctly visible, separated from each other by a

rudimental articular surface, thus bearing out the theory promulgated by Professor

Owen, that the central elevation of the axis vertebra is in reality the homologue of the

centrum or body, not of this segment, to which it would now seem to belong by osseous

coalescence, but of the atlas. This theory is further evidenced by the fact that the

odontoid process appears to have three points of ossification ; first, a small irregular de-

tached piece of bone imbedded in the apex of the elevation, and which represents the

upper epiphysial disk of the atlas ; secondly, a point of ossification, but much larger, in

fact forming the greater part of the odontoid process, and coalescing anteriorly and

laterally with the upper surface of the axis ;
and thirdly, a small flat thin plate which

formed the upper boundary of the transverse fissure, before noticed as existing in the

posterior wall of the body or centrum of the bone.

Surrounding the hemispherical eminence, there was a crescentic-shaped depression,

which received the posterior articular surfaces of the atlas.

The posterior surface of the body of the axis was concave, and in outline irregularly

elliptical ; it was slightly grooved posteriorly. The neurapophyses arched backwards

and terminated in a bifid neural spine, which was more robust than that of the atlas.

The oblique or articular processes (zygapophyses) were small, with nearly circular facets

situated towards the bases of the neurapophyses, with their articular surfaces directed

backwards, downwards, and inwards. The diapophyses were large and robust, and pro-

jected from the sides of the centrum. The pleurapophyses were also well developed,

and, together with the diapophyses, formed nearly three-fourths of an oval, which in the

recent state was completed by interposed cartilage
;
the spaces thus enclosed in this

vertebra measured about If inch in diameter.

The remainder of the cervical vertebrae were in outline somewhat similar to the axis,

but their bodies were much more compressed in the antero-posterior direction. Their

parapophyses extended from the sides of the anterior portions of each centrum forwards

and outwards, diminishing in length to the seventh or last cervical, where they were merely

rudimental. The lateral processes (diapophyses) were much longer but less robust

than the parapophyses, and those of the third, fourth, and fifth were directed backwards,

while the other two arched forward from the bases of the neurapophyses ; these, in con-

j
unction with the parapophyses anteriorly and sides of the centrum, internally formed

an oval-shaped space, which in the recent state was completed by fibrocartilage uniting

the extremities of the parapophyses to those of the diapophyses. The zygapophyses

resembled both in shape and position those of the axis. In consequence of the lateral

extension of these processes, motion in the cervical region was greatly restricted ; this,

however, when we take into consideration the economy of the animal, was of little mo-

ment as compared to the protection afforded by these bony arches to the important vas-

cular sinuses, which in the recent state were lodged in these cavities on each side of the

neck, and which were formed by the interlacement of numerous vessels from the verte-

bral and carotid arteries, inosculating freely with each other and producing a beautiful

example of a rete mirabile.
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There were eleven dorsal vertebrae. The first closely resembled the last cervical, ex-

cept that its centrum was thicker, and was furnished with longer and more robust and

compressed diapophyses.

The remainder of the dorsal vertebrae had their lateral processes more horizontally-

placed and more elongated, those of the anterior six being directed forwards, while

those of the eighth to the eleventh pointed backwards, and those of the seventh pro-

jected at right angles with the axis of the body of the vertebra ; these processes were

thickened at their free extremities, where they articulated with the ribs ; their neural

spines were flattened and somewhat quadrilateral in outline, with their free extremities

directed, those of the second and third upwards, and the others backwards and upwards,

each of them becoming gradually more decumbent and elongated as they descended

towards the lumbar region. The zygapophyses were prominent and directed forwards

;

rudimentary parapophyses were developed in the first and second dorsals, similar to those

described by Lilljeborg in a female skeleton preserved in the Museum at Bergen. The

bodies became more robust as they descended towards the lumbar region, and were all

obtusely carinated on then inferior surfaces*.

The neural canal, which in the cervical and upper dorsal regions had its greatest

diameter in the transverse direction, in the lower dorsal region gradually diminished

in calibre, and its major axis changed its direction from transverse to vertical.

The bodies of the lumbosacral and caudal vertebrae were mostly solid and massive with

flat and thin lateral processes, which gradually became shorter and thicker as they

approached the tail. Those of the first lumbosacral vertebrae were directed transversely

outwards, those from the second to the twelfth were inclined forwards, those of the thir-

teenth and fourteenth looked directly outwards, and the remainder were turned forwards

;

at the nineteenth the lateral processes were entirely suppressed. Their neural spines

gradually increased in length to the middle of this region, and then rather rapidly dimi-

nished towards the tail, the seventh caudal being the last that possessed a spine. The

centrums presented on their anterior surface a bluntish keel, which gradually increased

in prominence to the thirteenth ; those of the twelve lower caudal were perforated on

each side of their dorsal aspect by a canal which opened on the ventral surface in a de-

pression situated external to the articular surfaces for the chevron bones. The crest on

the anterior aspect of the caudal vertebras was bifid, the lateral ridges being separated

by a central longitudinal groove, which was pierced about the central part of each

centrum by two foramina. •

The articular processes or zygapophyses of all the lumbo-sacral vertebrae articulated

with each other, while those of the caudals were free.

The foramina on the dorsal aspect of the sixteenth vertebra was situated at the root

of the transverse process, but when these processes ceased to exist, these apertures per-

forated the sides of the centrum on the dorsal aspect.

* This differs from the description of Lilljeborg, who says that none of the dorsal vertebrae are ridged on

the lover side of the corpus.
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The chevron or inferior spinous bones were seven in number, each being composed

of the two lateral branches which inferiorly coalesced and formed the hsemal spine. Of

these segments the second was somewhat larger than the first, in which latter, the

hsemal spine, though less prominent inferiorly, was more elongated posteriorly, with its

inferior or free edge, in outline, more elliptical
;
the hsemal spines of the remainder,

with the exception of the last, in which it was entirely suppressed, were more or less

circular, rounded, and decreased in prominence as they receded from the second. These

bones commenced to be articulated at the intervertebral space between the thirty-

second and thirty-third vertebrse, and ceased at the intervertebral space between the

thirty-ninth and fortieth.

The eight terminal caudal vertebrse were destitute of a spinal canal, which was

merely represented by a shallow groove, and their centrums were mere bony cubes with

their angles rounded off.

The ribs, eleven in number, were bony arcs, thicker, flatter, and somewhat more

spongy in texture at their sternal than at their vertebral extremities. The heads were

articulated with the transverse processes of the dorsal vertebrse through intervening

cartilage, and from each capitulum a bony ridge passed outwards to the angle or tubercle

on each.

The head of the first rib was simple and undivided, and its shaft was flatter and wider

than the others. The fourth was the longest, measuring along its convex border 2 feet

3 inches, and also the most curved. The heads of all the posterior ribs were marked

by a slight sulcus, and the fourth and fifth had a distinct tubercle placed about 2 inches

external to their heads, but this process ceased to exist on the four posterior ribs.

The sternum was a light flat porous bone, irregularly heart-shaped; it was notched in

front and prolonged posteriorly into a bluntish extremity. Mr. Flower describes the

shape of this bone, in the animal examined by him, as being that of an elongated cross

;

this difference may possibly be due to the different age of the two animals. The first

ribs alone were articulated to this segment.

The ischiatic bones existed as mere rudimentary fibrocartilaginous bodies about 6

inches long, of an arcuated or sigmoid shape, narrowing to their inferior extremities ;

they were imbedded in the muscles of the abdomen, and were placed perpendicularly

beneath the first chevron bones.

The scapula was triangular and flattened, slightly concave on its subscapular aspect,

where it presented four very superficial diverging furrows; the dorsum was likewise

slightly concave and perforated by a few vascular foramina towards the neck; the

external border was rounded and concave, blunt towards the glenoid cavity, becoming

sharper towards the posterior angle; the posterior or vertebral edge was curved and

porous, being, in the recent stale, bordered with cartilage; the anterior edge was nearly

straight and bevelled off obliquely towards the dorsum, forming an extremely narrow

marginal surface, separated from the proper dorsal surface by a slightly raised edge that

was bounded at its external third by a prominent flattened recurved acromion process.
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which was about 3 inches long by 1^ inch in breadth on its outside. The glenoid

cavity was shallow, rough, and ovoid in outline, with its larger extremity towards the

external edge, straighter along the subscapular than the dorsal border ; its margins

were rounded and covered with fibrocartilage. Anteriorly this cavity was bounded by

a blunt coracoid eminence f of an inch long, tipped with cartilage, which received the

insertion of the suprascapular ligament. In structure this bone was cancellous and soft

towards the superior border, and denser towards the glenoid cavity.

The humerus was a flattened irregularly club-shaped bone ; its head, roughly rounded,

was united to its shaft by cartilage, its area being much greater than that of the glenoid

cavity, and its long axis lying in the antero-posterior direction. The shaft was com-

pressed in front and convex behind, presenting several rough facets for muscular attach-

ments ; in those on the posterior surface were inserted the supraspinatus, infraspinatus,

and deltoid above, the first occupying the most external position, the second placed inter-

nally, and the third below and intermediate. From the posterior border of this surface

the external head of the triceps arose, and lower down on the shaft the humerus was

slightly hollowed to give origin to the extensor digitorum communis. The anterior

surface presented internally a tubercle for the subscapularis, behind which extended an

obscure ridge for the teres major ; above and externally the humeromastoid was inserted.

The lower extremity presented two elliptical articular surfaces, so placed as to produce

an obtuse angle with each other, the radial or larger surface looking downwards and

outwards, the ulnar upwards and inwards. These surfaces were not covered by synovial

membrane, as described in B. mysticetus by Eschricht and Reinhardt.

The radius was a flattened, curved, elongated bone ; its humeral head was oval, with

its long axis placed transversely
; the lower extremity was slightly dilated to correspond

with the carpal bones.

The ulna was likewise an elongated slightly curved bone, flattish, and separated from

the radius by a small interosseous space. These bones at the proximal and distal

extremities were in contact, and connected in the recent state by fibrocartilage.

The humeral extremity of the ulna was larger than its carpal, and presented a promi-

nence on its internal side, the olecranon process, which in the recent state supported

a large triangular mass of cartilage from which the three flexor muscles arose, and into

which the triceps was inserted.

Of the carpal bones there were only four perfectly ossified, and in shape these were

spherical, varying in diameter from ^ to a £ of an inch. The metacarpals were four in

number, and ranged from 1 to 1-g- inch in length, the second being the longest. The

phalanges were, as well as could be ascertained, four in each of the central digits, and

three in each of the lateral ones.

Eschricht and other authors have enumerated a larger number of phalanges as

belonging to individuals of this species, but as in the present specimen the terminal

extremities of the digits were purely cartilaginous, it was difficult to determine the

precise number of rudimentary phalanges in each. According to Lilueborg the typical

mdccclxyiii. 2 I
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numbers are in the first digit four, in the second seven, in the third six, and in the

fourth three ; the fifth digit, and the hooked-like carpal bone connected to it, mentioned

by Eschricht as being present in the foetus of this species, could not be detected.

Muscles.

On removing the integument from the anterior and lateral part of the body, the fol-

lowing muscles were exposed to view.

Pectoralis major was a flat, triangular, or fan-shaped muscle covering the anterior

surface of the wall of the thorax. It arose from the anterior border and inferior

surface of the sternum, from the sternal cartilaginous extremities of the five anterior

ribs, and from the dense fibrous aponeurosis which covered the muscles of the abdomen

;

its line of origin extended backwards for about 3 feet posterior to the anterior or cervical

border of the sternum, to within about a foot of the umbilicus. The anterior fibres passed

directly outwards, the middle and posterior ran forwards and outwards, all converging

to form a very broad flat tendon, which, crossing the anterior wall of the axilla, was

inserted into the anterior portion of the head of the humerus ; some of the lower fibres,

especially those arising from the abdominal aponeurosis, were connected with the inte-

guments and fascia which covered and formed the outer boundary of the axilla
;
the

tendon of this muscle was separated from the front and inner part of the head of the

humerus by a small synovial bursa, and its external margin covered the long respiratory

nerve, which, accompanied by a large artery and vein, passed to the serratus muscle

;

this nerve, a branch of the brachial plexus, with its accompanying long thoracic vessels,

lay between the anterior border of the serratus magnus and the greater pectoral ; the

artery and vein ran backwards on the side of the thorax and abdomen, the vein emptying

itself into the subclavian by turning over the edge of the first rib.

The lessor pectoral was absent, but beneath the pectoralis major a cellular lamina

existed which separated this muscle from the following.

The intercostales, twenty on each side, were arranged in two sets, external and inter-

nal ; the former ran downwards and outwards, the latter in the opposite direction, or

upwards and inwards.

On removing the dense integument and thick cervical fascia from the front of the

neck, the platysma myoides could be seen only in the median line.

Sternomastoid.—This muscle arose by two fleshy heads, one about 2-| inches wide,

from the middle line of the sternum, and from the cartilaginous extremities of the first

two ribs. The second head, somewhat rounded in shape, took its origin from the

external part of the first rib ; these two heads soon coalesced, and their united fibres

ran upwards, and converging, formed a tendon which passed over the external pterygoid

muscle, and was inserted into the mastoid process of the squamous bone.

Omohyoid.—A large monogastric flat muscle lay beneath the last named, and arose

tendinous from the upper surface of the coracoid process and from the anterior border

of the scapula ; it passed forwards and inwards to be inserted into the lower surface of
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the posterior cornu of the body of the os hyoides, crossing over the middle portion of

the carotid artery and jugular vein.

Scalenus anticus.—A round muscle ; it arose about 4 inches from the sternal end of

the first rib ; its fibres ran upwards and outwards to be inserted into the anterior surface

of the transverse process of the upper cervical vertebrae ; in its course it covered the

axillary vessels, and the cervicalis ascendens passed along its external border.

In Globiocephalus Svineval
,
Gray, the scalenus anticus was attached to the first and

second ribs in front of their angles, and was inserted into the transverse process of the

first cervical vertebra.

Mastohumeral was pyramidal in shape; it arose from the transverse process of the

anterior cervical vertebra}, and from the paramastoid process ; its fibres passed down-

wards and outwards, converging to form a long round tendon that, towards the head of

the humerus, became flattened prior to its insertion, which was into the anterior and

internal part of that bone; from this point a tendinous expansion was continued in

front of the humerus : this muscle probably represents the trachelo-acromial of quadru-

mana and other mammals, somewhat similar to the levator claviculse which is often

developed as an anomaly in Man
; a branch of the cervical plexus of nerves pierced the

belly of this muscle.

The sternohyoid muscle was long and flat, measuring 6 inches in length by 2 inches

wide
;

it arose from the upper border of the sternum, and passing upwards and outwards

was inserted into the lower border of the body of the os hyoides.

No sternothyroid muscle was found, although it exists in other Cetaceans. In the

Globiocephalus Svineval it arose from the back of the inner part of the cartilage of the

first rib, and was inserted into an angular line on the ala of the thyroid cartilage, the

direction of its fibres being upwards and inwards, and in its course overlapping the

carotid vessels.

Thyrohyoid was a flat quadrilateral muscle ;
it arose from the external and superior

border of the thyroid cartilage, passing forwards and outwards to be inserted into the

internal half of the superior cornua of the os hyoides ; in G. Svineval the origin of this

muscle was from an oblique line on the ala of the thyroid cartilage, and its insertion

was into the posterior border of the body of the os hyoides.

The thyroid body was a large thin somewhat triangular or, rather, V-shaped mass

enclosed in a fibrous capsule and about 6 inches in length, from before backwards,

having its apex directed downwards and backwards towards the thorax, almost reaching

to the bifurcation of the trachea ; its upper border or base corresponded to the inferior

portion of the thyroid cartilage, and concealed a part of the lateral edge of the cricoid,

being itself overlapped by the sternohyoid muscles. Large superior thyroid branches of

the carotid artery were traceable into it, but no inferior thyroids were seen. In Globio-

cephalus Svineval these vessels exist and attain a large size.

Superior to the depressor muscle of the lower jaw and posterior to the articulation of

that bone with the glenoid cavity, the portio dura of the seventh pair was situated
; this

2 i 2
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nerve, after passing through a large oval foramen in the pterygoid bone, ran directly

outwards and divided into three branches. First, the anterior or motor division wound

round the superficial surface of the fibrocartilage of the lower jaw, where it bifurcated,

sending one branch to the depressor maxillae inferioris, and the second to the temporal

and masseter muscles. Second, the posterior branch ; this ran backwards for about 1

inch and divided into two, one of which pierced the mastohumeral muscle and joined

some filaments of the cervical nerves ; the other branch supplied the muscles about the

shoulder-joint. The third, or internal branch of the portio dura, passed upwards and

inwards to supply the muscles of the neck, some filaments from it being distributed to

the integuments situated around the fibrocartilaginous ear-pedicle.

From the integument surrounding the external orifice of the ear there passed inwards

a round dense fibrocartilaginous cord about ^ an inch in diameter and 4-| long ;
this

structure was surrounded by a fibrous investment, and was traceable winding round and

behind the mastoid process to the tympanic cavity, to the wall of which its deep-seated

extremity was firmly attached.

Occupying the inferior or superficial part of the interspace between the rami of the

lower jaw in the anterior part of the middle line was a condensed fibrous expansion,

which extended forwards as far as the symphysis, and was bifurcated posteriorly at the

middle point of the lower jaw, giving attachment to the following muscle.

Mylohyoid or compressor of the inframaxillary pouch.—This muscle, broad, thin, and

flat, arose from the inner edge of the inferior border of the lower maxilla as far back

as its angle, and anteriorly from the aponeurosis just described ;
the fibres passed inwards,

converging and interlacing towards the mesial line, where they met, and were inserted

in common with the corresponding portion of the muscle of the opposite side.

In structure this muscle resembled a platysma myoides or panniculus camosus, or,

more correctly speaking, was of a dartoid character, being composed of fine muscular

fibres and areolar tissue permeated by numerous blood-vessels. Its use was by its con-

traction to compress and thereby empty the submaxillary pouch. The inferior or pos-

terior fibres of this muscle ran downwards as far as the lower part of the pouch, and

some of them were traceable backwards in the median line, forming a kind of subcuta-

neous muscular expansion on the anterior surface of the abdomen ;
this, however, did

not expand laterally in the cervical region, and hence that portion of the neck external

to the inner margin of the sternomastoid muscle had no superficial muscular investment.

Longus colli.—On the anterior surface of the spine, after removing the trachea, oeso-

phagus, and inframaxillary pouch, there existed an enormous muscular mass correspond-

ing to the longus colli, longus atlantis, and rectus capitis anticus muscles, and in part

also to the scalenus posticus and medius and supracostalis muscles. This mass arose

by three heads, the most internal from the anterior or, more correctly, inferior surfaces

of the bodies of the five posterior cervical and two anterior dorsal vertebrae ; this portion

represented the longus colli muscle. The middle portion arose from the outer part of

the first rib by a short fleshy mass and by a longer and flatter portion, which, descending
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over the thorax, was connected below and behind with the external oblique and rectus

abdominis muscles posteriorly, and appeared to be the combined equivalent of the

scalenus medius, rectus sternalis, and supracostalis muscles. The most external or

superficial fibres arose from the posterior portion of the three anterior ribs. The fibres

of these three portions converged, and uniting formed a single inseparable musculoten-

dinous mass which was inserted into the basilar process of the occipital bone extending

as far forwards as the posterior orifices of the nares, and by some tendinous slips into

the inferior and anterior cervical transverse processes.

On removing this muscular mass a very large plexus of blood-vessels, principally

venous, was seen extending from the first cervical to the fourth dorsal vertebra, lying

on the heads of the ribs, and passing also upwards into the large spaces formed by the

transverse processes of the cervical vertebrae ; a portion of this plexus likewise passed

in the interval between the two heads of the trachelomastoid muscle, and in the cup-

like cavities or interspaces between the necks of the ribs. In the interval between the

transverse processes of the second and third dorsal vertebrae it received a large vein

which passed out of the spinal canal
; this vessel and its fellow of the opposite side were

traceable upwards to the interior of the cranial cavity, one lying on each side of the

medulla spinalis external to the dura mater, and its origin appeared to be from a venous

sinus formed within the cranial dura mater. Arteries derived from the internal carotid

accompanied these veins, and were arranged in a somewhat similar, though more

numerous, finer, and more intricate retiform manner.

At the posterior or thoracic part of this rete mirabile the veins gradually coalesced,

and thus formed several large trunks on each side of the spine
; these again uniting

ultimately formed two large veins, which were distinctly traceable into the superior vena

cava immediately prior to its entrance into the right auricle. Two large spinal arteries,

after traversing this rete, were traceable downwards along the spinal canal, one on each

side of the medulla spinalis on the external surface of the arachnoid, but within the

dura mater, gradually converging and becoming smaller in calibre until they reached a

point opposite to the articulation of the first or most anterior chevron bone, where they

united and formed a single vessel, which was from thence traceable to near the termi-

nation of the spinal canal in the vertebrae of the tail. These arteries were accompanied

anteriorly by a somewhat similar arrangement of veins, branches passing into the internal

jugular, which were perhaps less complex in their anastomosis than were the arteries,

although the latter constituted a larger part of the plexuses.

The Depressor maxillae inferioris, situated behind the angle of the jaw, which it clothed

and almost completely concealed, was a powerful deltoid-shaped muscle, and arose from

the posterior surface of the mastoid process of the squamous bone, and the sulcus

behind and internal to it
; the fibres converging, ran downwards and forwards to be

inserted into the posterior and inferior surface of the angle of the maxilla, and also

into a portion of its ramus for the extent of about 4 inches anterior to that point. This

muscle appeared to be homologous with the digastric of other mammals, from its posi»
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tion as well as action, which latter was twofold, first to depress, and second to retract

the inferior maxilla.

On removing a strong temporal aponeurosis and a quantity of dense cellular tissue

the Temporal was exposed ; this muscle arose fleshy from the entire of the temporal

fossa, which latter was formed by the union of the squamous, frontal, parietal, basi-

sphenoid and pterygoid bones, extending as far forwards as the posterior angle of the

orbit, and backwards to the anterior edge of the glenoid cavity and interarticular fibro-

cartilage ; the greater part of the fibres ran downwards and forwards, converging to be

inserted by a very strong tendon into the prominent coronoid process of the inferior

maxilla, which its tendinous insertion embraced ; this muscle was of great thickness,

and composed of fine and firm muscular fibres. Posterior to the tendon of this muscle,

and in front of the interarticular cartilage, was placed a large oval, probably glandular

body, about 1| inch thick and 2 inches long. A large plexus of arteries and veins sur-

rounded its outer and posterior part, but no duct was detected in connexion with this

otherwise seemingly glandular body. Probably it was a rudimentary salivary gland,

although the existence of an organ of this nature has been generally denied to cetaceans.

The Pterygoid muscle was small and flat ; it arose fleshy from the external surface of

the pterygoid plate, which formed the outer wall of the posterior nares ; the muscle ran

downwards and backwards, and was inserted into the internal border of the lower jaw

near its angle, sending some of its posterior fibres to be inserted into the interarticular

fibrocartilage. This muscle was evidently the representative of the external pterygoid

;

no muscle corresponding to the internal pterygoid was found.

Superior and external to this muscle was placed a very remarkable plexus of arteries

and veins which lay in a distinct cavity, bounded internally by the pterygoid muscle, and

externally by the angle of the inferior maxilla and fibrocartilage ; the cavity was lined

by an extremely delicate glistening membranous structure, similar in texture and appear-

ance to the S'eroid lining membrane of the veins. The vascular plexus itself extended

from the coronoid process of the lower jaw to a point midway between the angle of the

latter bone and the upper border of the sternum. The venous ramifications that partly

formed the plexus gradually united as they passed backwards, and ultimately formed

one trunk, the jugular vein. The arterial portion of it was derived from the trunk of

the internal carotid. The common carotid artery ascended on the anterior surface of

the longus colli muscle, lying under the omohyoid and external to the great cornua of

the os hyoides, and midway between the top of the sternum and the angle of the jaw

;

it divided into four branches.

First, the external maxillary or facial, which passed upwards to the angle of the lower

jaw, lying external to the vascular plexus just described, and ramified on the surface of

the pterygoid muscle and maxilla. Secondly, the occipital, which ran parallel with the

longus colli muscle, crossing superficial to the pneumogastric nerves, and terminated on

the posterior portion of the occipital bone among the deep muscles in this situation.

The third branch or internal maxillary was the largest ; it passed forwards and outwards,
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and was lost among the deep structures at the base of the skull ; and fourthly, the

internal carotid, which formed part of the before-mentioned plexus, continuing its course

into the cranial cavity to supply the brain through the medium of its rete mirabile,

where its inosculating branches interlaced with those of the venous plexus at the base

of the skull.

The Masseter was a quadrilateral muscle consisting, as usual, of two planes of fibres,

superficial and deep. The former arose by a flat tendon from the central portion of the

inferior border of the orbit, from whence it ran downwards and backwards to be inserted

into the posterior part of the angle of the lower jaw in front of the depressor maxillse

inferioris ; a few of its fibres were inserted into the interarticular fibrocartilage. The

latter or deeper set of fibres arose tendinous from the margin of the glenoid cavity,

extending as far forwards as the posterior edge of the orbit ; the fibres of this plane ran

downwards and a little forwards, and were inserted into the base of the lower jaw about

3 inches in front of its angle, and occupied by its insertion about 3 inches of the outer

surface of this bone.

In a triangular space, bounded by the masto-humeral externally, the sternomastoid

internally, and the pectoralis major below, corresponding to the posterior inferior triangle

of the neck in the human subject, lay a considerable number of lymphatic glands, and

also a very remarkable oval glanduloid body which, under the microscope, was found to

consist of numerous cells or cavities imbedded in a matrix of loose fibro-areolar tissue,

and into which very few blood-vessels were traceable ; these are probably the represen-

tatives of the glandulse concatenate.

On removing the integument and fascia from the abdominal wall, the following muscles

were disclosed.

External oblique.—This muscle arose by fleshy slips from the eight inferior ribs, and

its origin was connected to the before-described muscular mass situated on the anterior

part of the thorax
; its fibres ran downwards and inwards, forming a large tendinous

expansion which covered the anterior part of the abdomen, and was inserted into the

linea alba as far backwards as the anterior commissure of the cloacal sulcus ; a thin

fascia was interposed between this and the following muscle.

Internal oblique, which was situated beneath the foregoing, arose tendinous from

the lumbar fascia as far backwards as the vulva ; its fibres ran forwards and inwards,

and were inserted into the sternal cartilaginous extremities of the eight or nine inferior

ribs, and into the linea alba as far forwards as the lower border of the sternum, and

backwards to the anterior commissure of the vulval fissure.

Transversalis abdominis.—This muscle lay deeper than the last described, and arose

fleshy from the lumbar fascia, extending as far back as the posterior limit of the origin

of the internal oblique, and continuing as far forwards as the tenth rib ;
the fibres ran

inwards, and were inserted tendinous into the linea alba, the entire insertion being

situated on the deep-seated surface of the rectus abdominis.

Rectus abdominis arose by a central tendon from the three or four anterior chevron
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bones, from whence its fibres passed forwards and outwards, expanding, arranged in a

penniform manner, and were inserted into the second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth ribs,

external to their cartilaginous or inner extremities, by a flat tendinous expansion. This

muscle covered, and was connected to, the rudimentary pelvic bones; over it were

expanded the tendons of the external oblique and internal oblique, and behind it lay

the transversalis muscle.

On removing the integument and fascia from the back of the animal, the following

muscles were disclosed.

Latissimus dorsi.—A flat thin muscle, which arose by a broad aponeurotic expansion

from the spines of all the dorsal and a few of the anterior lumbar vertebrae, behind the

attachment of the rhomboid muscle
;
the fibres passed downwards and outwards, and

were inserted into the internal edge of the inferior surface of the humerus.

Rhomboideus.—This muscle was thin and weak ; it took its origin from the spinous

processes of all the dorsal and one or two of the anterior lumbar vertebrae by a thin

aponeurosis, which was partly united to the origin of the latissimus dorsi ; the fibres

passed forwards and outwards to be inserted into the inferior angle of the scapula ante-

rior to the following muscle ; there was no sign of segmentation into major or minor

portions.

Serratus magnus vel depressor anguli scapulae.—This muscle arose from the aponeu-

rosis investing the abdomen and the eight inferior ribs ; the fibres ran upwards and

forwards almost parallel to the ribs, and were inserted into the inferior edge of the

scapula 4 inches above its inferior angle, where it united with the posterior edge of the

origin of the teres ; another flat slip of the serratus muscle arose from the second rib

and lay above the inferior and posterior part of the muscle. The long respiratory nerve

of Bell supplied its inferior portion.

Levator anguli scapulae.—A small pyramidal muscle ; arose from the transverse process

of the last cervical vertebra, from whence it passed directly outwards, and was inserted

into the posterior superior or cervical angle of the scapula.

Trachelomastoid was a short thick fleshy muscle ; it arose by two heads, one from the

transverse process of the first dorsal vertebra, and the second from the sides of the bodies

of the three or four posterior cervical ; the fibres passed upwards and outwards to be

inserted into the posterior surface of the mastoid process of the squamous bone behind

the articulation of the lower jaw. The two heads of this muscle were separated by an

offshoot of the great vascular plexus, as before described.

Longissimus dorsi.—A large and somewhat pyramidal-shaped muscle
; arose by a broad

flat tendon from the neural arches of the caudal vertebrae as far back as the extremity of

the tail ;
the fibres passed forwards, being connected to its fellow of the opposite side

by means of a strong tendon which passed up to within 3 feet of the posterior part of

the skull, at which point they diverged and were inserted into the osseous crest on the

external edge of the occipital bone as far forwards and outwards as the level of the

temporomaxillary articulation.
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External to but connected with this muscle, a distinct slip of muscular fibres passed

from the same origin to the posterior portion of the mastoid process, the lower fibres of

which seemed to represent the sacrolumbalis muscle, while the anterior portion

was probably the slightly displaced homologue and representative of the splenius

capitis.

Levator caudse, a very powerful muscle, was overlapped by the last described, with

which some of its fibres were continuous ;
it arose by strong fleshy fibres from the dorsal

aspect of the transverse processes of the lumbosacral and caudal vertebrae about 5 feet

anterior to the root of the tail ; it was inserted by eight strong flattened tendons, each

of which measured from \ to
f-

of an inch in thickness, into the sides of the neural

spines of the lower caudal vertebrae, expanding posteriorly into the fibrocartilaginous

tissue which formed the substance of the lateral flukes of the tail.

Depressor caudae major, an enormous muscular mass which formed the entire bulk

of the posterior and inferior part of the body from the pudendal fissure to the base of

the tail, and arose from the anterior surfaces of the bodies and transverse processes of

all the lumbosacral and all the caudal vertebrae, and also from the ventral and lateral

surfaces of the chevron bones. This muscle was divided into about nine subordinate

bundles, each of which terminated in a round powerful tendon, which, at its origin

from the muscle, measured about 1 inch in diameter; all these tendons passed back-

wards, and expanding were inserted into the sides and anterior surfaces of the bodies

of the caudal vertebrae, the last tendons expanding into the under surface of the sub-

stance of the tail.

Depressor caudse minor.—This muscle was similar to but smaller than the last

described
;

it arose below and external to it, from the anterior surfaces of the caudal

vertebrse, extending as far forwards as midway between the last rib and the posterior

extremity of the spinal column, and was inserted by roundish tendons into the substance

of the tail, sending a few of the most anterior fibres to the most posterior of the caudal

vertebrse immediately connected with that organ.

The anterior or pectoral extremity, although it externally appeared but a solid single

lancet-shaped organ, yet on examination was found to contain the rudiments of the

various segments of the typical vertebrate upper extremity as found in the other orders

of Mammalia, viz. scapula, humerus, radius and ulna, carpus, metacarpus, and phalanges.

The muscles, as might be expected, were small, rudimentary, and undeveloped

;

nevertheless it was not difficult to determine the position and homologies of those that

were present.

Among those of the shoulder.—The Deltoid was small, fleshy, and triangular in shape

;

it arose from the upper half of the external flat surface of the scapula above the infra-

spinatus
; the fibres passed outwards and backwards, converging towards the head of the

humerus, into the anterior and internal surface of which they were inserted by a strong

flat tendon
; its action was probably to advance the paddle upon the scapula.

Teres major.—A flattish muscle, arose tendinous and fleshy from the inferior border

mdccclxviii. 2 K
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of the scapula ; the fibres passed downwards, forwards, and outwards, and were inserted

into the anterior and internal surface of the neck of the humerus ; some of the fibres

were inseparably connected at their origin with the insertion of the serratus magnus.

Supraspinatus.—This muscle lay immediately beneath the deltoid ; it arose from the

upper border of the dorsum of the scapula and acromion process. The fibres ran

downwards and backwards, converging to form a large triangular muscle, about half the

size of the deltoid, and soon ended in a tendon, which was inserted into a ridge on the

anterior inferior and external surface of the head of the humerus.

Infraspinatus.—A large flat triangular muscle, arose fleshy from the lower half of

the dorsum of the scapula ; its fibres passed upwards and outwards, and were inserted

into the superior and external part of the head of the humerus.

Subscapularis, also large and triangular, with its base towards the vertebral border of

the scapula ; it arose from the entire subscapular fossa, and its fibres passed downwards,

converging to form a flat tendon, which was inserted into the front of the head of the

humerus superior to the humeromastoid muscle, which latter at this point formed a

round tendon that lay in a groove in the head of the humerus. This muscle exhibited

very few and indistinct tendinous intersections, thereby contrasting in a striking manner

with the corresponding muscle in Globiocephalus Svineval , in which there were eight

radiating tendinous plates running nearly parallel and partitioning the muscle into nine

fleshy slips, which ended in a tendon that did not pierce the capsule of the scapulo-humeral

articulation.

The axillary vessels and nerves passed in front of the subscapularis tendon
;
and the

artery, which in this situation was of about the size of the human popliteal, had two

venae comites accompanying it, and bifurcated at the lower border of the tendon, where

it sent one branch, about the calibre of the human radial, down along the humerus, and

the other (the subscapular) ran along the inferior border of the scapula. The brachial

plexus of nerves was composed of very small branches, which broke up into muscular

and cutaneous filaments. The plexus itself, prior to its division, lay on a plane superior

and external to the vessels.

At the upper part of the axillary space two remarkable series of veins were situated,

one set being placed anterior and horizontal, the second set posterior and vertical ; the

former was contained in a flat and membranous expansion, and was somewhat quadri-

lateral in outline ; the vessels composing it, with the exception of a few intercommuni-

cating branches, ran parallel to each other, and were held together by a strong cellular

investing membrane. This plexus was situated above the subscapularis and posterior to

the origin of the omohyoid muscle.

The second, or vertical plexus, lay about 2 inches posterior to that just described ; it

was flat and triangular in outline, with its apex, which was thin and membranous, directed

towards the vertebral column ; its base or inferior border, enclosing the second series of

vessels, was formed of dense cellular tissue, and presented a well-defined border, which ex-

.
tended from the first rib, internally, to the apex of the shoulder on the external or pectoral
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side of the omohyoid muscle. The free border of this structure may be considered as

homologous to the ligamentum bicorne or costocoracoicl membrane of other mammals*.

Coracobrachialis, a short round muscle placed anterior to the above-described

venous plexus ; it arose from the apex and anterior surface of the coracoid process, from

whence it passed downwards and outwards to be inserted, by a flat tendon, into the ante-

rior and internal part of the head of the humerus on the scapular side of the groove for

the humeromastoid muscle. This muscle had no connexion with the capsular fibro-

cartilage, but in Globiocephalus Svineval
,
in which a synovial capsule existed, it was

inserted into the ligament, thus forming a coracocapsular muscle similar to that which

exists in several other animals, and which has been lately described by Mr. Wood as an

abnormal condition in Manf.

No flexors of the fore arm were developed, but external to the coracobrachialis there

were a few tendinous bands which appeared to be the sole representatives of this group

of muscles, being probably the rudiments of the biceps flexor cubiti.

The triceps was a flat irregular mass, and consisted, first, of a long head which arose

from the inferior surface of the neck of the scapula, from whence it passed backwards

to be inserted into the extremity of the cartilaginous condylo-olecranal apophysis ;
this

division of the muscle crossed over the teres major, forming, with it, the humerus and

scapula, a quadrilateral space through which the circumflex artery and nerve passed,

winding round the neck of the humerus. The second, or external head, arose tendinous

from the middle part of the upper and posterior edge of the humerus, and passing

towards the long head, was inserted into the upper surface of the cartilaginous process

anterior to, but separate from, the long head ; this division of the muscle ran posterior

to the elbow-joint. The third, internal or shortest head, arose tendinous from the pos-

terior edge of the humerus, about 1^ inch below its head ; the fibres ran backwards and

inwards, and were inserted into the highest or most posterior point of the cartilaginous

olecranon, about 3 inches above the insertion of the long head; this division of the

muscle was about 2 inches long.

This muscle could have had but a very restricted action. In Globiocephalus Svineval

it was represented merely by interlacing fibrous bands without a trace of muscularity.

The rudimentary muscles of the fore arm were the followingJ : on the dorsal surface

* Vascular retia or reservoirs, similar to those recorded as existing in other Cetacea, were, in the present spe-

cimen, situated in three localities
;
of these reservoirs the first and largest was placed in the thorax, and corre-

sponded to that described by Hunter and others, hut did not, in the present instance, extend so far outwards on

the ribs as in the Porpoise and Dolphin. The second occupied the pterygomaxillary region, and has not been

mentioned by previous authors
; and the third, as above described, lay in the axilla. There was no plexiform

arrangement of vessels on the abdominal surface of the depressores caudse (psoae) muscles as noticed in other

Cetacea by Tyson, von Baer, and Breschet.

t Eoyal Society’s Proceedings, June 1867.

+ No muscles passing from the fore arm to the manus have been observed in any of the Toothed Whales. Their

presence in the large Fin-whale (Physalus antiquorum, Gray) was noticed by Mr. FiowER(Proc. Zool. Soc. Dec.

1865), but without detailed description.

2x2
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there was but one, the extensor digitorum communis, which was a mere slender fasci-

culus of muscular fibres having its origin from the interosseous space and from the fibro-

cartilaginous capsule surrounding the heads of the radius and ulna, a few fibres being

traceable downwards from the interosseous space between the bones of the fore arm ;
it

soon formed a flat tendon which, opposite to the first row of carpal bones, divided into

four tendinous slips that were inserted into the terminal phalanges of each digit, sending

a slight expansion into the sides of each of the proximal phalanges.

On the anterior aspect of the fore arm the following flexor muscles were found, which

though small were much better developed than the extensors.

Flexor carpi radialis.—This muscle arose fleshy from the anterior surface of the

humeral extremity of the radius
;

it soon formed a round tendon, which running down-

wards, was inserted into the base of the metacarpal bone of the first digit. To its inner

side lay

The Flexor digitorum communis, which arose by short tendinous fibres from the in-

ternal surface of the cartilaginous olecranon process, and by a few fibres from the

inner edge of the humerus
;

its fibres, after a short course, terminated in a round tendon,

which passed downwards to the level of the first row of the carpal ossicles, where it

divided into four tendons, one of which was inserted into the distal phalanx of each

digit, and in its course sent a slip to each of the intermediate phalanges.

Palmaris longus, an extremely delicate muscle, arose from the cartilaginous olecranon,

from whence, soon becoming tendinous, it passed downwards and was inserted into the me-

tacarpal bone of the fourth digit and into a rudimental palmar fascia, which was expanded

over the carpal bones and cartilages, and covered the tendons of the flexor muscles.

Flexor carpi ulnaris was the most internal and the strongest of these muscles ; it arose

from the internal surface of the olecranon, and soon became tendinous
;
it ran downwards

to be inserted into the inner side of the metacarpal bone of the fourth digit, posterior to

the last-described muscle.

The scapulo-humeral articulation was surrounded by a distinct capsular ligament, lined

by a thin distinct synovial membrane, and was perforated internally by the tendon of

the subscapularis muscle, which lay in contact with the synovial capsule
;
in this it dif-

fered from the shoulder-joint of Globiocephalus Svineval
,
in which latter animal the

tendon of the subscapularis did not pierce this capsule. In general the capsular liga-

ment was thin, except interiorly, where it was strengthened by several fibrous bands,

forming the inferior scapulo-humeral accessory ligament. These fibrous bands are not

present on the capsule of this joint in Globiocephalus Svineval.

The glenoid cavity of the scapula was deepened by a well-marked cotyloid ligament,

and a distinct synovial membrane lined the interior of this articulation.

The ligament of the notch of the scapula was a strong fibrous band flattened at its

attachments and rounded in the centre
;

it passed from the coracoid process to the supe-

rior border of the scapula, and the suprascapular nerve and artery passed under it.

The articulations existing between the radius, ulna, and humerus, as well as those
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between the former bones and the carpus, were amphiarthrodial in character, the several

osseous surfaces being united by a very soft, fatty fibrocartilaginous substance. This

character of articulation also obtained between the carpals, metacarpals, and phalanges,

without the slightest trace of synovial investments.

Viscera.

The mucous membrane on each side of the cavity of the mouth, which lined the

space intervening between the lateral border of the tongue and the internal or gingival

surface of the ramus of the lower jaw, was disposed in longitudinal folds corresponding

to those already described as existing on the geniothoracic region of the animal.

These folds were arranged in two sets, a superficial or primary, and a deeper or

secondary.

The former series were strongly marked, with deep furrows between them, and ran

parallel to the ramus of the lower jaw. The latter, which were much shallower and

finer, were situated in the furrows or interspaces between the former, and their course,

instead of being parallel to the primary folds, ran in an oblique direction forwards and

outwards across their interstices.

This peculiar arrangement of the mucous membrane and integuments greatly facili-

tated the expansibility of the submaxillary pouch.

The primary folds in the immediate vicinity of the tongue were coarse and irregularly

disposed, but as they approached the internal surface of the inferior maxilla they be-

came smooth, fine, and more unequally scattered over the surface.

The roof of the mouth represented in outline an elongated isosceles triangle, and

was divided longitudinally into two smaller and more acute triangles by a prominent

keel, formed by the inner border of the palate-plate of the superior maxillary as it over-

lapped the vomer ; this keel extended along the central line of the palate, from the meet-

ing of the superior maxillaries anteriorly to the isthmus faucium posteriorly. In front

the keel was rather obscurely marked, but as it extended backwards it became much

more prominent, and by its downward projection divided the palatine surface into two

lateral elongated triangular spout-like concavities, each of which was deeper posteriorly

than anteriorly, and more excavated along its inner or vomerine border, from the depth

of the median crest in this situation, than near to its outer or labial edge, which latter

was formed by the margin of the superior maxillary bone, where it met and was con-

cealed by the formative nidus or Avreath of the baleen plates. The mucous membrane

lining the roof of the mouth was dark in colour, rugose, and highly vascular.

The free edge of the upper lips was thick and rounded, but, although they nearly

covered the wreath, did not project downwards as far as the. level of the median palatine

keel. The lower lips were thicker and larger. The capacity of the mouth Avas much
diminished by the encroachment of the baleen plates, as well as by the median crest ;

however, this seemed to be compensated for in a considerable measure by the great ex-

pansibility of the submaxillary pouch.
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Eschricht and Reinhardt, in comparing this species with the Greenland Whale, Ba-

Icena mysticetus,
allude to and explain the great difference in the capacity of the bony

framework of the mouth of these two animals, the enormous size of that of the latter

being due to the immense vertical antero-posterior arch of the palatine surface, while in

the B. rostrata the roof of the mouth has scarcely any appreciable curvature in this

direction ; there is, however, no provision in the soft parts of the Mysticete for buccal

or submaxillary expansion so characteristically developed in the Rorqual
; and although

in the transverse direction the great outward lateral concavity of the anterior part of the

lower jaw in Balaena rostrata is not sufficient to enlarge greatly the mouth from side to

side, as it is counteracted by the posterior inward convexity of the bone, yet it seems to

us that the great expansibility of the submaxillary pouch in B. rostrata compensates for

the greater proportionate capacity of the bony framework in B. mysticetus.

There was no appearance of any of those pits and fissures on the mucous surface of

the palate described in B. mysticetus by Eschricht and Reinhardt, and supposed by

them to be the rudiments of the Stenonian ducts, although in consequence of the pre-

sence of the peculiar glandular mass, already noticed as existing between the muscles of

the lower jaw, a very careful search was made, but in vain, for even the slightest trace of

a duct.

The mucous membrane of the roof of the mouth was extremely vascular, especially

towards the wreath of the baleen plates ; eighteen or nineteen large blood-vessels, varying

from the size of a goosequill to that of a crowquill, traversed the superior maxillary bone

obliquely forwards and outwards, and were distributed to the formative nidus of the

whalebone ; of these vessels the anterior ran obliquely forwards, the middle outwards,

and the posterior backwards.

The tongue was oblong and flattened, somewhat elliptical in outline; it measured

1 foot 9 inches from base to tip, and 10 inches in breadth at its widest part, which was

about the centre of the organ. It was completely fixed to the floor of the mouth*;

the fraenum wide and short, extending to its tip, which was rounded and obtuse. On
each side the mucous membrane was reflected from its edges to become continuous with

that lining the general buccal cavity. The borders of the tongue were more distinctly

defined anteriorly than towards its pharyngeal end, but in no situation could the organ

be called free. Its dorsal surface was covered with a thick yellowish scaly epithelium,

transversely rugose, and easily detached; this coat invested the small fungiform and

filiform papillae, which were irregularly distributed all over the surface of the organ.

The basement layer of mucous membrane displayed also considerable rugosity, the folds

being small and placed transversely towards the centre of the tongue, but larger and

more obliquely situated near its edges. No calyciform papillae were observed, and of

the other two series the fungiform were the most numerous, and were better marked

laterally than in the mesial line.

* In a specimen of Globiocephalus intermedins ? recently (April 1867) captured off Newhaven the tongue

was free and moveable both at its tip and edges.—A. M.
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Proceeding from within outwards the muscles of the tongue were arranged in the fol-

lowing order, on either side of the well-developed, central, cellular raphe.

First. The Genioglossus, which was irregularly quadrilateral in outline and arose

from the internal border of the inferior maxilla near its anterior or symphysial extre-

mity ; the fibres ran upwards and inwards, forming a thin flat belly to be inserted into

the deep surface of the mucous membrane in the centre of the tongue.

Second. The Lingualis, or intrinsic muscle of the tongue, consisted of several series

of interlacing muscular fibres running both in a transverse and longitudinal direction,

which together contributed to form a considerable portion of the hulk of the organ

;

the longitudinal part lay between the genioglossus and the hyoglossus muscles
;
the

transverse fibres decussated with the fibres of the other muscles of the tongue.

A vertical series of lingualis fibres were found interposed between the lingual artery

and the hyoglossus muscle, separating the latter from the other sets of intrinsic fibres.

Third. The Hyoglossus arose by a round fleshy mass from the great cornu of the

hyoid bone, from whence it ran forwards expanding in its course, and Was inserted into

the entire length of the side of the tongue from base to tip.

Fourth. The Palatoglossus formed the orbicular sphincter surrounding the isthmus

faucium, and was exposed by removing the mucous membrane from the buccal

surface of the lateral boundaries of this opening ; it was a strong crescentic muscle -f

of an inch in thickness, 2 inches in breadth, and about 3^ inches in length, measured

from the tongue to the middle line of the velum palati
;

it arose from the median line

of the soft palate, and its fibres passed downwards and outwards in an arched direction

to be inserted into the dorsum of the tongue, on a plane external to the insertion of the

last-described muscle.

The Palatoglossus, from its position, was evidently of great importance in the economy

of the animal, as by its contraction it completely closed the isthmus faucium and so

prevented the entrance of water into the oesophagus during the prehension of food
;

it

likewise cut off the passage of air through the mouth during the act of respiration.

Fifth. A thin expanded muscular plane external to the hyoglossus existed as a

representative of the Styloglossus ; it arose from the outer side of the fibrocartilage,

which united the styloid bone or cornu of the os hyoides to the base of the skull, lying

external to all the other muscles of the organ ; its insertion extended forwards into the

posterior half of the lateral margin of the tongue.

From the arrangement of the preceding muscles, the following conclusions may, we
think, be deduced with respect to the motions of the tongue. Although fixed to the

floor of the mouth, its sides could most probably be elevated by the contraction of stylo-

glossus and palatoglossus muscles, and centrally depressed by the genioglossus and

hyoglossus, thus rendering it transversely concave on the upper surface, especially

towards the base
; its apex might likewise be depressed, as in prehension, by the genio-

glossus, and its base, during the act of deglutition, might be lowered by the hyoglossus

and depressor muscles of the hyoid bone. Its body might be shortened by the lingualis
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either in its vertical or transverse direction
; but from the fixity of the apex this portion

would scarcely admit of any retraction, consequently any shortening in the antero-pos-

terior direction could only be accomplished by the drawing forwards of the hyoid bone

by the action of the stylohyoid, basiokeratic, and the other advancers of this bone.

The nerves supplying the tongue were :—First, the lingual or motor nerve, which was

distributed to the muscles, and lay internal to the lingual artery upon the lingualis

muscle and beneath the hyoglossus.

Second, the gustatory or sentient nerve, a branch of the fifth pair, lay on the outside

of the genioglossus muscle, and sent branches upwards to be distributed to the papillae

on its mucous membrane.

Third, a small twig of the glossopharyngeal nerve from the eighth pair was distributed

to the mucous membrane of the back of the organ.

The lingual artery, a considerable branch of the external carotid at the base of the

tongue, gave off numerous branches which ramified among the muscles ; its continued

or ranine trunk ran along the outer border of the hyoglossus muscle as far forwards as

the tip of the tongue.

The veins of the tongue lay nearer to the median line than the arteries, and formed

a plexus in the raphe near its base which terminated in the great jugular vein.

At the inferior portion of the middle third of the tongue there existed a large closed

cellular pouch, lined by a dense smooth layer of areolar tissue ; this cavity was inter-

posed between the genioglossi muscles, and was about 8 inches long by 3 inches wide ;

it extended forwards beneath the organ to within 4 inches of its tip, and was of sufficient

capacity to contain the extended hand. Whether this cavity were a normal arrange-

ment of parts, or merely a want of lateral coalescence depending upon the immaturity

of the individual, it is difficult to decide ; the latter theory seems to be the more pro-

bable, as there was no apparent function which such a cavity could fulfil.

Pharynx.

The pharynx was separated from the cavity of the mouth by the palatoglossus muscle

already described.

From the anterior edge of this sphincter, the mucous folds which formed the great

submaxillary pouch commenced and passed forwards on each side of the tongue, as

before mentioned ; the mucous membrane lining this sphincter was completely devoid

of rugae, but was thickly studded with numerous secreting crypts opening by pores on

its surface, from which, by pressure, was expelled a quantity of viscid mucus. The

velum had a firm feel and was destitute of a uvula
;
this probably is a normal arrange-

ment in Cetacea, as there was no trace in Globiocephalus Svineval.

On the anterior portion of the pharyngeal cavity, behind the palatoglossus muscle,

th,e surface of the mucous membrane was marked with slight crescentic folds, concave

backwards; these folds bounded anteriorly and laterally a semicircular space that

extended backwards as far as a curved fold of the mucous membrane, hereafter to be
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described. This space was deeply alveolated, and its mucous surface presented a reti-

culated appearance, somewhat resembling the carneee columnse of the heart
;

its central

portion, however, for about the width of 1^ inch was smooth, being perfectly free from

all such alveolations. Posteriorly and laterally the alveoli were arranged in five or six

transverse series, gradually diminishing in size until they entirely disappeared towards

the middle of the pharynx, where the mucous membrane became perfectly smooth, and

so continued until it reached the commencement of the oesophagus.

Two inches in front of the root of the epiglottis, and surrounded by the alveolated surface

just described, there was a strong crescentic hood-like fold of mucous membrane, the

concavity of which was directed backwards ; this fold measured along its free posterior

border 9 inches, and the lateral cornua of this edge were prolonged on each side of the

opening of the glottis in the form of frsena, which were gradually lost in the mucous

membrane of the upper part of the oesophagus ; its convex margin anteriorly was con-

tinuous with the before-mentioned alveolated space ; the depth of the fold at its central

part, which corresponded to the opening of the larynx, was about inches ; its inferior

surface was smoother than its superior, and was studded with the orifices of numerous

minute mucous pores. This hood-like fold formed the covering of a cavity capable of

containing half a large orange. Beneath the mucous membrane of this fold were curved

muscular fibres passing from side to side, whose use appeared to be for the contraction

of the subjacent pouch.

This remarkable hood-like fold was capable of being drawn over the orifice of the

glottis when the margins of that opening were approximated, and its use appeared to

be to cover and protect the superior opening of the larynx during the act of deglutition,

a purpose which could be completely accomplished by the contraction of the muscular

fibres between its laminae, which, when the arytenoid bodies and epiglottis were closely

approximated, would suffice to cover and keep together the sides of the opening.

Immediately posterior to the crescentic or hood-like fold was placed the upper opening

of the larynx or glottis, on each side of which was situated a deep channel, which was

directed backwards and downwards towards the oesophagus, being separated only from

the glottis by that portion of the mucous membrane which was prominently elevated

on each side to form the aryteno-epiglottidean folds. Numerous rugae and mucous

pores were situated on the outer wall of this channel and continued down to the oeso-

phagus.

The orifice of the glottis was triangular in outline, the base being placed at the epi-

glottis, and the apex between the arytenoid bodies, the lateral boundaries being formed

by the aryteno-epiglottidean folds.

The epiglottis was tongue-shaped and extremely flexible ; its base was attached pos-

teriorly to the central part of the upper surface of the thyroid cartilage, and its edges

laterally became continuous with the aryteno-epiglottidean folds which embraced the

bases of the arytenoid bodies. It was attached anteriorly in the median line by a well-

developed ficenum, which extended into the floor of the pouch or sac before noticed
; and

mdccclxviii. 2 L
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beneath this fold of mucous membrane there was a strong muscular band, the hyo-epi-

glottideus muscle, which ran to the anterior surface of the epiglottis from the centre of

the posterior aspect of the body of the os hyoides. A prominent ridge extended along

the middle of the epiglottis on its posterior superior surface, descending into the larynx,

becoming more prominent as it passed downwards, and ceasing at the insertion of its

base into the thyroid cartilage.

The anterior extremities of the arytenoid bodies were thick, fleshy, and somewhat

tongue-shaped ;
they were united to each other in the mesial line from the top of the

cricoid cartilage to within 2 inches of their apices, where they separated and formed

two free linguate extremities, whose inner surfaces were directed towards each other,

and could be readily approximated by the contraction of the arytenoideus proprius

muscle; their outer borders were thick and fleshy, and were continued down as promi-

nent ridges into the larynx.

There is an important difference existing between the glottis of Balcenoptera and that

of Delphinus and Globioeephalus

;

that the constituent parts of the free upward tubular

prolongation of the larynx are closely united to a much greater extent in ’the latter

animals, whereas in the former the lateral boundaries of this opening are quite separate,

and only capable of being formed into a tubular elongation by the approximative action

of their appropriate muscles.

The cartilaginous portion of the epiglottis formed but a small part of the centre of

the entire organ, and beneath its mucous investment its lateral parts were constituted

of a layer of interlacing muscular fibres, which were continued into the loose fold of

mucous membrane that enveloped the base of the arytenoid bodies.

The larynx was firmly connected by muscles and ligaments to the os hyoides, which,

as before described, consisted of a body and four cornua
;
the former occupied the

median space about 4 inches anterior to the thyroid cartilage ;
its shape was that of a

flattened triangle, whose rounded and emarginate apex was directed forwards, and whose

lateral angles or posterior cornua were continuous with it, being prolonged backwards

on each side. Its inferior surface was convex, and presented externally an oblique line

that commenced about 2 inches from the apex and ran backwards and outwards to the

tip of the external angle, to which was attached the mylohyoid muscle ; anteriorly there

was a rough surface, about 2|- inches in extent, into which the basiokeratic muscle was

inserted. The superior surface was concave, and was occupied in the middle line by the

attachment of strong hyo-epiglottic ligaments and muscles
;
external to these the deep-

seated basiokeratic muscle had its origin, and extended outwards to the end of the

external angle. The anterior border terminated in front in the apex, which latter was

bounded on each side by a concave space,f to the anterior portion of which the bale of

the anterior cornu or styloid bone was closely united by strong fibrous tissue, the

remainder of the border being merely occupied by cellular membrane. The posterior

margin was rounded and concave ; to it the sternohyoid and thyrohyoid muscles were

attached, the former occupying a space extending outwards about 3 inches from the
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median line, the latter lying on a plane superior was inserted into a line leading from

the centre of the margin for about 1 inch in extent.

The cornua or ossa styloidea were distinct, curved, cylindrical bones, and were arti-

culated internally by short and firm fibrous and fibrocartilaginous bands to the sides of

the anterior portion of the body, as before described. In Globiocephalus Svineval the

union is accomplished by a prolonged fibrous rounded band. Eschricht and Keinhardt

picture a similar elongated intervening ligament in the Mysticete.

At their external extremities these bones were somewhat club-shaped, and were closely

united to the base of the skull by the interposition of a strong fibrocartilage ; from their

anterior or concave edge they gave attachment to the muscles of the tongue, viz. the

hyoglossus and genioglossus
;
posteriorly three muscles arose from each of them

; first,

the superficial hyokeratic, which occupied the inner third ; second, the deep hyokeratic,

which had its origin from the middle and part of the inner third of the bone ; this

muscle was prolonged posteriorly and superiorly to the last described; and third, the

keratopharyngeus, which took its origin from the remaining outer third of the cornu.

No muscles covered their fibrocartilaginous cranial articulation; but in Globiocephalus

Svineval the craniostyloid articulation was covered by a short flat muscle, the squamo-

styloid, which, arising from the squamous bone above the articulation, and crossing over

the fibrocartilage, went to be inserted into the styloid bone at its cranial third.

Another muscle in this animal, the stylohyoid, of a pyriform shape, arose from the

squamous bone behind the styloid articulation, and was inserted into the extremity of

the posterior cornua or lateral angle of the body of the hyoid bone, in its course crossing

the external carotid artery and the lingual nerves.

Larynx.

The framework of the larynx was composed of four true cartilages, viz. thyroid,

cricoid, and two arytenoid.

The thyroid formed the lateral and inferior boundary of the laryngeal cavity, and was

composed of two symmetrical halves or alee united by a central isthmus ; each ala exhi-

bited four edges bounding two surfaces. The anterior edge was concave forwards and

smooth, it measured 4 inches in length
;
the posterior edge was 84 inches in length, and

was deeply excavated ; it terminated internally in a triangular prolongation 2 inches in

length, with its apex directed backwards.

The external or lateral border was convex and slightly prolonged forwards to form

the anterior cornu, from whence the thyrohyoid muscle had its origin
;
posteriorly this

border was prolonged into a round digital process which formed the posterior cornu,

whose extremity was connected by fibrous tissue to a well-marked tubercle situated on

the posterior and lateral aspect of the cricoid cartilage. The entire extent of this

external margin, measured from its anterior to its posterior cornu, was 7 inches, and to

it the inferior constrictor of the pharynx was attached. The inner border was formed

of two distinct parts, an anterior and posterior ; the former, about an inch in extent, was

2 l 2
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united to its fellow of the opposite side, forming the median isthmus before mentioned,

while the latter, which measured about 2 inches in length, was free, smooth, and sepa-

rated from the corresponding portion of the opposite side by a deep triangular notch,

which at its posterior extremity measured 1\ inch in breadth. The inferior or superficial

surface was flat, and exhibited the attachments of three muscles along its outer margin

;

of these the thyrohyoid was most anterior, the cricothyroid most posterior, and the

sternothyroid intermediate.

The upper or deep-seated surface corresponded to and covered the upper third of the

inferior surface of the great laryngeal pouch, to be hereafter noticed, and posteriorly it

came into contact with the outer surface of the arytenoid cartilage ; its central portion

in front gave origin to the thyro-arytenoid muscle, and posteriorly to a few of the an-

terior fibres of the constrictor of the laryngeal pouch.

The cricoid cartilage, in outline, was irregularly rhomboidal, representing about two-

fifths of a circle, and formed the inferior boundary of the posterior three-fourths of the

larynx. It presented two surfaces, which were bounded by four irregularly shaped edges

and angles. The superior surface presented on each side a slight concavity, from which

the crico-arytenoideus posticus took its origin, and in the central line it was transversely

concave to accommodate the passage of the oesophagus ;
the inferior surface was the

reverse shape of the superior, i. e. concave on each side and convex on the central line

;

to this latter part the mucous membrane of the posterior three-fourths of the larynx was

closely adherent. The centre of the anterior edge presented a slight concavity, to which

the posterior edge of the arytenoideus proprius was attached. The posterior margin

was extremely irregular in outline, presenting in the median line a tongue-shaped pro-

cess, which was directed backwards towards the first ring of the trachea. The outer

edge was slightly convex, where it gave origin to the cricothyroid muscle. The ante-

rior and external angle formed a facet for articulating with the arytenoid cartilage ; the

posterior angle extended backwards, terminating in a flat process ; and about 1 inch in-

ternal to this a small tubercle was situated, to which the inferior cornu of the thyroid

cartilage was articulated by the interposition of strong fibrous tissue.

The arytenoid cartilages were extremely irregular in shape ; each of them consisted of

a body or central part and two processes
;
the body had three surfaces, an external, in-

ternal, and posterior; the first was enlarged by the projection of a prominent shelf-like

process along its lower and outer border, from this the upper fibres of the constrictor of

the laryngeal pouch arose.

The internal surface of the cartilage was convex, presenting on the middle of its pos-

terior border an oval concave articular facet, which measured 1^ inch in length by \ an

inch in width ; this was articulated with a convex surface placed on the outer edge of

the posterior and lateral aspect of the cricoid cartilage, and was lined by synovial mem-

brane and surrounded by a capsular ligament. The superior surface was somewhat

triangular, and of much less extent than either of the other two ; it lay in front and above

the articular surface just described, and was covered by the crico-arytenoideus posticus
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muscle. The posterior process was pyramidal, and prolonged downwards and inwards

towards the median line, where it was united to its fellow of the opposite side by a

strong round fibrous cord, about two lines thick and 1 inch in length, the transverse

ligament of the arytenoid cartilage. The anterior process was flattened; it curved

upwards and inwards, and terminated in a fibrous band, which was placed as a kind of

support in the centre of the free tongue-shaped arytenoid body, this latter forming the

posterior boundary to the rima glottidis. The entire length of this cartilage was 8 inches,

its greatest width in the centre being 3f inches.

The muscles of the larynx were seventeen in number, viz. on the anterior aspect there

were, first, the thyrohyoid, a flat muscle, 4 inches long by 1 inch broad
;

it arose fleshy

from a ridge on the anterior and outer portion of the thyroid cartilage behind the base

of the anterior cornu ; from this the fibres ran forwards and inwards to be inserted ten-

dinous into the posterior part of the body of the os hyoides, extending outwards 1 inch

from the median line. Second, the crico-thyroid, a strong and flattish muscle, measuring

4 inches long by If inch wide ; it arose fleshy from the outer surface of the anterior

extremity of the cricoid cartilage, passed forwards and upwards to be inserted into the

lower and external edge of the inferior cornu of the thyroid cartilage
; it lay behind, and

on a plane deeper than the sterno-thyroid. The muscles situated on the posterior

aspect were, first, the crico-arytenoideus posticus, a large fleshy mass, which took its

origin from the outer third of the posterior surface of the cricoid cartilage
; its fibres ran

forwards and outwards, and embraced the posterior and external angle of the arytenoid

cartilage into which they were inserted. Second, the arytenoideus proprius, a flat,

azygos muscle, which consisted of slightly decussating fibres running obliquely from the

inner edge of one arytenoid cartilage to the corresponding border of its fellow
; its lower

fibres ran transversely, while the middle and upper were slightly curved. This muscle

extended If inch above the superior border of the cricoid cartilage, and terminated 2f
inches behind the commissure of the arytenoid bodies.

Between the layers of mucous membrane that formed the arytenoepiglottidean folds,

on each side the superior aryteno-epiglottideus muscle was enclosed ; it passed from the

outer and anterior part of the arytenoid cartilage to be inserted into the external margin

of the epiglottis. On the same plane, but posterior to it, the inferior aryteno-epiglot-

tideus muscle was situated, whose attachments corresponded to those of the last de-

scribed, the posterior border of the superior being in contact with the anterior edge of

the inferior muscle.

The hyoepiglottideus muscle was triangular in shape, the base being directed towards

the os hyoides and the apex attached superiorly and posteriorly to the epiglottis. It

arose from a vertical median ridge on the upper surface of the body of the os hyoides,

ran backwards and upwards to be inserted into the anterior surface of the epiglottis ;

this muscle was separated from its fellow of the opposite side by a narrow cellular in-

terval, and lay beneath the frsenum epiglottidis. The superior laryngeal nerve, which

entered above and in front of the thyroid cartilage, ran enclosed in the aryteno-epiglot-
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tidean folds of mucous membrane, and was distributed to the mucous membrane lining

the larynx, apparently giving off no muscular branches.

On raising and reflecting the ala of the thyroid cartilage an accessory aryteno-epi-

glottideus muscle was exposed ;
it was somewhat triangular in shape, and arose from the

anterior and external angle of the arytenoid cartilage ; from this the fibres passed in-

wards, diverging, and were inserted into the side of the fibrocartilaginous pedicle of the

epiglottis, posterior to which its fibres coalesced with those of its fellow of the opposite

side.

The thyroarytenoid muscle was united to the posterior border of that last described,

in fact both appeared to be but parts of one large muscular expansion
;

it arose from

the vertical median ridge onthe superior surface of the thyroid cartilage, where its fibres

were distinctly separate from the foregoing muscle ; it passed forwards and inwards, and

was inserted into the anterior and external margins of the arytenoid cartilage, and into

the contiguous margin of the cricoid.

There were no vestiges of chordae vocales or of a ventricle, or a lateral laryngeal sac-

culus
; but situated in front of the cavity of the larynx, and opening by a wide orifice

immediately at the root of the epiglottis, there was a remarkable large musculo-membra-

nous mesial sac or laryngeal pouch, which extended downwards and backwards in front

of the trachea
;

its walls, which were thick, were almost entirely composed of circular

muscular fibres, which anteriorly or nearer the glottis took their origin from the upper

surface of the thyroid cartilage, and posteriorly formed a series of circles with no defi-

nite origin or insertion. The interior of this cul-de-sac communicated directly with the

central portion of the laryngeal cavity by a wide orifice, and was lined by a continuation

of the mucous membrane of the former.

-From the situation and structure of this pouch its probable use was to assist, by the

contraction of its walls, in the act of expiration, increasing the expulsive force of the re-

spiratory apparatus, by the sudden contraction of its circular fibres expelling the con-

tained air, and so not only considerably augmenting this power, but also sustaining the

expiratory current, more especially towards the termination of this act.

It might also be suggested as an organ for the production or modulation of sound, if

these animals possessed such a faculty, which must be considered as very doubtful. The

great size of its laryngeal aperture, and the absence of all constricting bands or apparatus,

militates considerably against the latter use of this organ.

A dissection of the soft part of the upper surface of the head exhibited the relative

anatomy of the

External nares.

These were two semilunar slit-like orifices situated on the superior surface of the

cranium acted on by three separate planes of muscular fibres. The lips of these aper-

tures, which have already been described, would permit a complete approximation, as

also of considerable divarication.

The first or most superficial plane of muscular fibres consisted of the dilator naris,
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which was exposed by raising off the dark-coloured integument and subjacent fascia; it

consisted of a fan-shaped series of converging fibres, which arose from the outer border

of the superior maxillary bone as far forwards as the anterior extremity of the intermax-

illary and the tip of the cartilaginous septum or primordial vomer, extending backwards to

the anterior extremity of the malar bone, and to that portion of the superior maxilla

which formed the front wall of the temporal fossa. It was also connected with the

dense fascia investing its superficial surface ; the fibres of the muscle passed inwards,

converging, and were inserted, the most anterior, into the cartilaginous median raphe

that extended from the extreme point of the snout to the anterior extremity of the me-

dian sulcus or groove interposed between the lips of the external nares. The middle

and posterior fibres ran to be inserted into the outer lip of the nares by a flat expanded

tendon. From the direction of the fibres of this muscle its use appeared to be to diva-

ricate the alee or lips of the nares, and by so doing to give free access to the air either

during inspiration or expiration.

The second or middle plane of muscular fibres consisted of two parts ; first, a frontal

portion, retractor alee nasi, which was probably a representative of the pyramidalis

nasi
;

it arose fleshy from the depression on the anterior and external portion of the

frontal bone immediately in front of the anterior occipital crest ; the fibres of this portion

ran directly forwards, forming a fleshy belly about 3-| inches in length, which was

inserted into the cartilaginous part that formed the posterior and lateral part of the lip

or boundary of the nares. The use of this portion of the muscle appeared to be to re-

tract and fix the posterior and external lips of the nares, and in conjunction with the

following muscle to close these orifices. The second portion of this muscle, or con-

strictor naris, arose from the anterior edge of the temporal fossa, and from the upper

edge of the superior maxillary bone ; its fibres passed, in a curved direction, forwards and

inwards to be inserted into the anterior superior surface of the median cartilaginous

raphe, some of the fibres passing into the outer lip of the nares, and others into the

upper edge of the superior maxilla. The fibres of this muscle in passing forwards took

an arched course, the concavity of which was directed inwards and upwards, and

with the corresponding muscle on the opposite side embraced the nasal outlets like a

sphincter; consequently, when these muscles contracted simultaneously, their action would

be to compress the external alee of these outlets and so close the nasal apertures. These

muscles are probably the homologues of the compressors nasi.

The third, or deepest plane, was formed of a single muscle on each side, which arose

from the whole of the upper and inner surfaces of the intermaxillary bone, and from the

inferior and external aspect of the cartilaginous mass or primordial vomer, which occu-

pied the fossa between these bones ; the fibres curved outwards and backwards, and were

inserted into the side of the cartilaginous body forming the outer boundary of the naris.

This muscle, probably the representative of the depressor alee nasi, seemed available to

open the nostril, its action being to rotate the alar cartilage, and thus to withdraw these

moveable nasal pads.
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On dissecting off the muscles, a large solid central cartilaginous crest or primordial

vomer was disclosed which extended anteriorly from the point of the snout, where it

passed 7 inches in advance of the bony vomer and completed the median portion of the

roof of the mouth, to the divergence of the intermaxillary bones posteriorly, where it

divided into three ; the two lateral parts passed forwards and gave support to the con-

strictor naris; the central division anteriorly, where it joined the primordial vomer, was

cartilaginous, but posteriorly and superiorly it became fibrous.

The external or alar fibrocartilages were oval in shape, and so arranged as to be

capable of completely stopping the nasal apertures
;
they were composed of a soft fibro-

cartilage permeated, especially on the external side, with fat-cells, which rendered them

highly elastic ; their inner or nasal surface was lined with a thick mucous membrane,

arranged in longitudinal folds and of a deep bluish-black colour ; on raising this a strong

muscle was exposed, which arose from the outer side of the median cartilaginous crest,

from whence it ran backwards and was inserted into the outer side of the nasal fibro-

cartilage
;
this muscle by its contraction would draw forwards and inwards the anterior

extremity of the fibrocartilage, and so remove it from the nasal aperture, leaving this

orifice perfectly free. The closing of these orifices appeared to depend, in a great mea-

sure, on the relaxation of this muscle.

On raising the posterior border of the second plane of muscles, a large nerve, the infra-

orbital branch of the fifth pair, was seen emerging from the foramen in the superior

maxilla
;

it divided into three branches, which were traceable into the muscles and inte-

guments of the nares.

As the blowholes are the only orifices through which the atmospheric air is allowed

to pass during the act of respiration, we find accordingly that these outlets are amply

provided with the means of carrying on this important function. Their alee can be

divaricated by the simultaneous action of the superficial and deep muscular planes, and,

on the other hand, they could be brought together by the middle plane of fibres, which

from their fasiculi running in an elliptical direction on each side of the blowholes,

formed a regular sphincter and approximate the external lips of the orifices ; at the same

time the central portion of the muscle, from its deep-seated position, would press the ex-

ternal or alar cartilages against the septum, and so completely close these passages; the

pressure of water from the outside may account for the fact that the muscles for opening

are much more powerful than those for closing these canals.

There are some points worthy of notice respecting the mechanism by which the func-

tions of respiration and deglutition are performed, in this and other Cetaceans, which we

think have not hitherto been clearly explained.

As regards the first or respiratory function, it is obvious that when the animal ap-

proaches the surface of the ocean its first act will necessarily be that of expiration, in

order to expel from its lungs the deoxidized air contained therein after the preceding

inspiratory act
;
expiration is accomplished in a great measure, as in other mammals,

by the contraction of the abdominal muscles drawing in the ribs, and propelling upwards
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the musculo-tendinous diaphragm, and thus forcibly diminishing in every direction the

capacity of the thorax ; this action, from the great mobility of the ribs, their non-attach-

ment anteriorly, and the obliquity of their position, can in these animals be carried to an

extent proportionally greater than in any other mammals. Whilst this is being accom-

plished the entire larynx is drawn forwards and elevated, and the posterior and internal

lips of the arytenoid bodies being at the same time brought into contact, form by being

overlapped and covered by the flexible margins of the epiglottis a protrusible tube
; in

this state the upper opening of the glottis is extended into the pharyngeal orifice of the

nares. The elevation of these parts appears to be accomplished in the following

way:—First, the styloid bones or great cornua of the os hyoides are drawn upwards

and fixed by the action of the stylohyoid muscles
;
next, the body of the hyoid bone is

raised and carried forwards by the hyokeratic and kerato-pharyngeal muscles, whose

combined action is to approximate the body to the cornua; and finally, the stylopha-

ryngeus, constrictor and hyoepiglottic muscles draw forwards the glottis, whose tubular

shape is preserved by the arytenoepiglottideus muscles approximating the lateral and

free margins of the arytenoid bodies on each side to the epiglottis in front of them, the

edges of the latter overlapping those of the former. This being accomplished, the pala-

tine muscular fibres situated round the nasopharyngeal orifices contract and grasp the

intruded glottis, and so by this beautiful and simple contrivance a free and direct channel

of communication is formed between the lungs and the external orifices of the blow-

holes. While these actions are in progress the palatoglossus by its contraction closes

the isthmus faucium, and shuts off all communication with the mouth. The lateral pro-

longations of the peculiar hood-like fold, before described as existing between the root

of the tongue and epiglottis, would seem by their contraction to engirdle the anterior

and lateral parts of the base of the tubular prolongation of the glottis, and so fix and

bind together the organs forming this aperture. The anterior nares or blowholes being

now opened by the action of the muscles before described for this purpose, and the

fibrocartilaginous pads being at the same time withdrawn from the nasal passages by

the appropriate muscles, the contained air is expelled, and this by its expiratory

momentum may likewise assist in freeing the channel.

This act of blowing or spouting has been represented by G. Cuvier and others as

having the appearance as if the animal forcibly ejected from its nostrils a large mass of

water, and it has therefore been conjectured that the creature for this purpose must

necessarily be furnished with some peculiar anatomical contrivance to retain such fluid.

But this phenomenon may be accounted for in a different way, and without the gratui-

tous assumption of the animal having any such reservoir, which, so far as the anatomical

structure of the present specimen bears on the point, is an assumption absolutely

groundless.

Expiration is most probably commenced when the animal’s head is near, but as yet

beneath the surface of the water, and when but a slight stratum of fluid is lying above

the outer orifices of the blowholes, which as the creature expires, combined with the

mdccclxviii. 2 M
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condensed halitus from the lungs being suddenly and forcibly driven upwards, may

simulate a column of water ; but that a large quantity of ingested fluid is got rid of by

the act of expiration through the blowholes is, at least in the present instance, not only

improbable, but in fact impossible, as from the mechanism of the organs engaged there

was no contrivance by which the entrance of the fluid from the larynx, if present, into

the lungs or digestive canal could be prevented ; the only appearance of a receptive

cavity in connexion with the respiratory tract was the large laryngeal pouch before

described, but from the position of the opening of this sac into the cavity of the larynx,

any fluid admitted into it must necessarily enter the lungs and so suffocate the animal.

Expiration having been accomplished, the animal now protrudes its blowholes above

the surface of the water ; the abdominal muscles are relaxed, and the diaphragm

descends ;
the nares at the same time being opened, a stream of air enters the lungs

through the larynx, the apex of which is still retained in the orifice of the posterior

nares ; the thorax is likewise expanded by the action of the serrati, intercostales, and

pectoral muscles, and when the act of inspiration is accomplished the larynx descends,

the middle plane of muscles closes the nares, and aeration of the blood, by means of the

inhaled air, is carried on. In other cetaceans the process of respiration is effected in a

manner somewhat similar, though the anatomical arrangements admit of individual

varieties. In Glohiocephalus Svineml there was developed a special muscle, the basio-

thyrohyoid, which arose tendinous from a longitudinal antero-posterior line on the

basilar process of the occipital bone, and was inserted into the posterior border of the

thyroid cartilage, and into the posterior cornu on the basihyoid bone ; this muscle seems

to be developed for the purpose of drawing the larynx upwards, and so compressing the

pharynx against the spine, and preventing the possibility of the entrance of air into

the digestive canal. In this animal likewise the superior constrictor of the pharynx

arose from the anterior edge of the internal pterygoid plate, about 3 inches within the

openings of the posterior nares, from whence the fibres ran inwards and backwards to

the median line of the pharynx, which it forcibly draws forwards. These additional

arrangements facilitated the drawing upwards of the larynx.

The act of deglutition appears to be more simply performed ; the animal, according

to Lilljeborg and others, subsists chiefly on fish, together with mollusca and medusae

;

in the stomach of our specimen nothing was found but the crystalline lens of the eye of

some small fish.

The mode of taking food appears to be as follows :—the mouth is opened under water,

and with the relaxed submaxillary pouch encloses a quantity of animals and fluid together,

while at the same time the palatoglossus being contracted, shuts off all communication

with the pharynx
;
the mouth is now closed, and the pouch contracted by the action of

the mylohyoid or constrictor muscle aided by the elasticity of the pouch itself; these

together exert a force sufficient to expel all the superfluous water, while the baleen

plates prevent the escape of all solid matters, which being strained are left in a

condition fit to be swallowed: the palatoglossus now relaxes, and the tongue being
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pressed upwards the contents of the mouth are passed into the pharynx ; the glottis is

simultaneously closed by the approximation of the arytenoid bodies, which are brought

together by the arytenoideus proprius and drawn upwards and forwards by the aryteno-

epiglottidis muscle, when they meet and are overlapped by the tip of the epiglottis, the

whole being covered by the hood-like fold of mucous membrane, which seems to be

especially adapted for this purpose. It will be seen that by this admirable contrivance

all extraneous matter is strictly excluded from the larynx while the food is passing

through the oesophagus to the stomach.

The Trachea and Lungs.

The trachea was continued backwards from the posterior and inferior extremity of the

larynx for about 5f inches, and terminated opposite the superior aspect of the arch of

the aorta by bifurcating into the right and left bronchi ; it measured in diameter of

inches, and its cartilaginous rings, which were irregular, often bifurcating and coalescing,

formed almost complete circles; the last was peculiar in shape, and consisted of two

arches united in the centre so as to form the commencement of the two bronchial tubes

;

this union was much more extensive in front than behind, and the pair of rings im-

mediately above were joined to it on the anterior aspect by means of a cartilaginous

plate continued up from the vertex of the angle of union of the lateral halves of the last

ring.

The tracheal mucous membrane had a peculiar folded arrangement, being traversed

by a number of longitudinal sulci, apparently to permit of its being distended. The

right bronchus bifurcated immediately after its origin, which gave to the termination of

the trachea the appearance of its being trifurcate : both these bronchi on the right side

entered the root of the lung at a considerable distance from each other. The upper, or

what may be termed the accessory division, was much smaller than the inferior, mea-

suring only 1 inch in diameter, whereas the lower division was nearly 2J inches in the

same direction. On the left side there was but a single bronchus, whose diameter was

3 inches.

The right lung measured 15|- inches in length and 7 inches in width ; the left was

17 inches long and 6^ inches broad, and passed further forwards than the right. The

bases of both lungs were much hollowed where they lay in contact with the diaphragm,

and measured 13 inches in breadth from their anterior to their posterior borders.

In the root of the right lung the pulmonary artery lay above the bronchus, and the

two principal pulmonary veins lay below and on a plane anterior to it ; at the top of the

root a small accessory pulmonary vein passed outwards, lying 3 inches below the trun-

cated apex of the lung, and 3^ inches above the pulmonary artery.

On the left side the pulmonary artery lay also above and behind the bronchus, and

the veins, two in number, were situated one on a level with the bronchus, the other

about 3 inches more posteriorly. The lining membrane of the pulmonary veins dis-

played a series of longitudinal plicae similar to those seen in the trachea. The roots of

2 M 2
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the lungs were bounded anteriorly and posteriorly by the pulmonary plexuses formed

by the pneumogastric and phrenic nerves. The divisions of the bronchi were traceable

into the substance of the lung for a very considerable distance, retaining their cartilages

to their seventh division, when the tubes measured about one line in diameter. Nothing

remarkable was found in the minute anatomy of the lung ; its parenchyma was highly

elastic, and contained a quantity of yellow fibrous tissue.

Pericardium, and Heart.

The pericardium was conical in shape, with its expanded base attached posteriorly to

the central portion of the muscular and tendinous diaphragm ; it exhibited no pecu-

liarities in its arrangement or in the sheaths accompanying the vessels that arose from

the heart, which were similar to those of mammals in general.

The crescentic fold described by Marshall, which corresponded to the obliterated

left superior vena cava, was not perceptible ; this fold, we may observe, does not seem

to bear in its development any relative proportion to the size of the animal in which it

is found, as, for example, we have not seen it nearly so well developed in the horse as in

the human subject.

The heart in its external configuration displayed little worthy of special remark ; it

was rather flatter than the hearts of most mammals, and had no white spot of Baillie ;

its apex was rounded, and its auricular appendices were short and blunt ; the coronary

arteries were large, forming a vascular collar round the circumference of the organ, and

sent off branches which, as usual, marked the divisions between its cavities.

The wall of the right auricle was about the fifth of an inch thick, and its endocardiac

aspect exhibited very strong musculi pectinati
; the greater eustachian valve was but

slightly marked, but the lesser fold was more distinct, and the superior cava had no pro-

tecting valve.

The foramen ovale was obliterated, but the annulus Vieussensii surrounding it was

well defined, prominent, and muscular. The right auriculoventricular opening was

guarded by the usual tricuspid valve, which was extremely strong and well marked.

The wall of the right ventricle was about § of an inch thick, and its cavity was crossed

by a strong trabecula, the moderator band of King, which was attached to its anterior

and septal walls. The conus arteriosus was short and dilated, and, as usual, gave off the

pulmonary artery.

The left auricle was rather smaller than the right) its wall was also smoother and

thinner, measuring only of an inch in thickness
; five pulmonary veins opened into

it, two on the left and three on the right side.

The wall of the left ventricle, at the base of the heart, measured If inch in thickness

and f of an inch at its apex ; its muscular bundles were extremely powerful, and its

mitral valve large and strong.

The aortic and pulmonary valves displayed no novel anatomical points worthy of

remark.
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The aorta, after its origin from the left ventricle, was directed upwards and forwards,

and at the sinus of Morgagni, which was well marked, it measured 3 inches in diameter

;

its coats were a line and a half in thickness and highly elastic. The entire length of

the arch was 8 inches ; it curved to the left side, immediately beneath the thymus gland

and in front of the trachea. The arteria innominata arose from its first curve, corre-

sponding to the upper border of the sinus of Morgagni ; it then ran forwards, outwards,

and towards the right side, being crossed in front by the left vena innominata just as it

was about to terminate by dividing into the right carotid and right subclavian arteries

;

its entire length was 4 inches, and its diameter nearly 14 inch
; its point of division was

situated about 4 inches above the first rib. The left carotid arose about 5 inches to the

left of the arteria innominata ; it then ran upwards by the side of the thyroid body,

where it measured about 1 inch in diameter, and continuing its course forwards for

about 5 inches, terminated in the usual manner by dividing into the external and deep-

seated branches. 14 inch still further to the left of the carotid the subclavian arose*

and after a course of f of an inch it gave off three branches, viz. first, the vertebral,

which ran directly forwards and outwards to the transverse process of the seventh cer-

vical vertebra; second, the transversalis colli, which passed forwards and outwards; and

third, the axillary, a small branch that passed outwards to supply the rudimentary

anterior extremity.

The descending aorta passed backwards into the posterior mediastinum, where it

measured only 1 inch in diameter and gave off intercostal branches, twenty-two in

number
;

it then passed through the diaphragm into the abdomen, in which cavity it

was continued backwards, finally terminating as caudal by being distributed to the

muscles in this region. In this part of its course its branches presented no variation

from the ordinary arrangement, with the exception that the superior mesenteric arose

from the cseliac axis, a variety occasionally met with in the human subject.

The main trunk of the pulmonary artery was 2f inches in diameter, its coats being

about \ of an inch thick ; it passed to the left of the aorta, and after getting behind

that vessel divided into the right and left branches. The large cord-like ligamentous

remains of the ductus arteriosus was crossed by a cardiac branch of the pneumogastric

nerve, which passed downwards in front of the aorta, between it and the pulmonary

artery, to join the cardiac plexus.

,
Digestive Apparatus.

No distinct superior pharyngeal constrictor was visible
;
but a few scattered muscular

fibres seemed to be substituted for it, having no very determinate course or attachment.

In other Cetaceans, however, this muscle is present, as, for example, we found it in

Globiocephalus Svineval.

The middle constrictor was a flat fan-shaped expanded muscle
;

it arose fleshy from

the entire length of the posterior border of the great cornu of the os hyoides ; the fibres

ran in a radiating manner, the anterior forwards and inwards, the middle directly

inwards and the posterior backwards, all being inserted into the median raphe on the
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superior aspect of the pharynx, along which it stretched for about 9 inches, passing

forwards as far as the base of the skull.

The stylopharyngeus was a strong round fleshy band ; it arose external to the basilar

process of the occipital bone, crossed over the middle of the anterior fibres of the last

muscle, and was inserted into the median raphe.

The inferior constrictor took its origin from the whole length of the posterior border

of the thyroid cartilage ; its fibres passed inwards, and were inserted into the posterior

portion of the median raphe for an extent of about 11 inches.

These two constrictors were separated by the glossopharyngeal nerve and the kerato-

pharyngeal muscle.

From the lower border of the pharynx, and on a level with the posterior margin of

the cricoid cartilage, the oesophagus was continued through the posterior mediastinum

for the length of about 18 inches, where it terminated at the cardiac orifice of the stomach.

The oesophagus measured 5 inches in circumference, and presented the usual number

of coats, viz. cellular, longitudinal, circular muscular, and mucous ; the last, or mucous,

was covered with a thick, softish, easily detached epithelium, which was only connected

closely to the subjacent basement layer by the processes which it sent in through the

numerous mucous crypts ;
these latter were arranged in longitudinal rows extending

the entire length of the tube. Intervening between these series of apertures were rugae

whose direction was principally longitudinal, their use being to facilitate distension ; the

rugae became smaller and more irregularly placed as they approached the cardiac orifice,

where their direction and appearance became more assimilated to those on the mucous

surface of the first stomach. The entire thickness of the wall of the oesophagus mea-

sured \ of an inch.

The gastric cavities were five in number, well covered with peritoneum ; of these the

second was the largest, and the third much the smallest.

The first stomach was somewhat oblong in shape ; it measured 12f inches in length

and 20 inches in circumference at its central part ; the spleen was closely connected to

its fundus by a short gastro,splenic omentum. The wall of this cavity was f of an inch

thick, was strong and firm, and divisible into the following layers, viz. first, peritoneal

;

second, longitudinal muscular, very well developed
; third, circular muscular ; fourth,

fibrous, firm, in colour white, and about half a line thick ; fifth, a thin pulpy layer of

fatty material of a light yellowish colour ; sixth, a white soft areolar^ lamina containing

nerves ; seventh, a second bright yellow fatty layer similar to the fifth ; eighth, basement

vascular layer of mucous membrane ; and ninth, epithelial or cuticular coat. The only

thing found in this cavity was the crystalline lens of a small fish, which corroborates the

statement of Lilljeboeg that this animal feeds occasionally on fish.

On opening the stomach its lining membrane presented a very remarkable rugose

appearance, the long axis of the rugae running transversely from right to left, each fold

being about a line in depth ; from these primary transverse ridges secondary spurs were

continued at unequal intervals, thus giving the whole surface a minutely convoluted

cerebriform appearance.
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A number of wide and rather shallow farrows ran from the cardiac orifice in a radi-

ating manner over the wall of the cavity, passing towards its fundus, crossing but not

interrupting the epithelial rugse just described.

The orifice of the oesophagus measured in its transverse diameter about If inch ;
it

was thrown into plicae in the direction of the long axis of the tube, and presented a

small valvular fold on the anterior border of the opening, which measured about f an

inch in depth and rather more than f of an inch in length ; numerous pore-like orifices

studded the entire epithelial surface, both on and between the above-described furrows.

The aperture of communication between the first and second stomachs was defined by

the sudden cessation of the cuticular lining of the former in a fringe-like border ; at this

point the diameter of the viscus measured 3f inches.

The second stomach was much larger than the first; it measured 27 inches in length

and 22 inches in circumference, cylindrical in shape with rounded extremities, and in

contour slightly sigmoid. The coats were much thinner and softer than those of the

last-described cavity, their entire thickness being only f of an inch, and consisted of a

peritoneal, circular, a fibrous, a submucous, which was very vascular, and an epithelial

layer. The rugae on the mucous surface were much thinner, sharper, and more promi-

nent than those in the first stomach, and towards the superior and posterior or concave

margin they became very small, and interlacing with each other, produced quite a reti-

culated appearance in this situation. The inferior border was thrown into transverse

folds, about twenty in number, which ran in an antero-posterior direction parallel to

each other ; each fold at its origin was small and flat above, but towards the convex

edge it became large, thick, and prominent. These folds extended over the surface for

about the length of 10 inches, with an average depth between them of 1 inch ; in the

centre, at the distal extremity of the second stomach, these folds attained their greatest

development, becoming smaller as they approached the orifice leading from the second

to the first cavity. They were crossed by many smaller longitudinal rugae, which varied

both in size and direction.

The mucous membrane lining the orifice leading from the second to the third stomach

was perfectly smooth; the opening measured 5 inches in circumference, and was

surrounded by a well-defined muscular annulus or sphincter, whose free margin was

mainly directed towards the cavity of the second stomach, and measured in depth about

1 inch.

The communication between the third and fourth stomachs was through a remarkably

constricted oblique and valvular aperture which measured in circumference 5 inches ; it

was guarded on the distal side, or that towards the fourth cavity, by a crescentic fold of

mucous membrane which was very thin, and gradually shaded away on the wall of the

cavity on both sides
; its extremities were about 1 inch apart, and its depth in the centre

measured about 1-| inch.

Within this orifice there was a pouch about 3|- inches long, 3 inches broad, and 3-^

inches deep ; it opened backwards into the third stomach by a large orifice, which was

surrounded by a muscular annulus whose fibres were better marked below than above ;
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this pouch, with the exception of one transverse fold of mucous membrane that traversed

its fundus, was perfectly smooth.

The fourth stomach in shape was broadly pyriform ; its length was about 144 inches,

its circumference varying from 24 inches at its widest or proximal to 19 inches at its

narrow or distal extremity
;

its mucous surface was smooth, being destitute of rugae

;

its coats were extremely thin, especially at its inferior margin, where they measured

only one line in thickness ;
superiorly the thickness increased to or 2 lines. Imme-

diately below the opening from the third stomach, the fourth dilated and afterwards

narrowed gradually towards its distal extremity; in this situation a few longitudinal

rugae were irregularly distributed, and some glands were detected, more particularly

round the orifice leading into the fifth stomach; this orifice presented a crescentic-

shaped appearance on its proximal, but was oval in shape on its distal side, the difference

in shape being caused by a semilunar fold or valve-like process which partially surrounded

the aperture on the side corresponding to the fourth cavity ; this fold measured along

the chord of its arc 1^- inch ; the distal side, or that corresponding to the orifice of the

fifth stomach, was even narrower, measuring only 1 inch in diameter, and was surrounded

with a few longitudinal rugae and the orifices of some mucous glands.

The fifth or last stomach was small in comparison to the others ; in length it mea-

sured only 94 inches, and in circumference about 20 inches ; its coats were slightly

thicker than those of the fourth cavity ; its walls were studded with numerous glandular

follicles, and it communicated with the duodenum through the medium of a small

pylorus, which was guarded by a muscular sphincter and marked with numerous rugo-

sities, both longitudinal and transverse ; the circumference of the pyloric orifice measured

44 inches. This cavity seemed to be more especially the seat of gastric secretion, and

so probably of digestion. In other Cetaceans the second or third stomachs are often

supposed to be the true digestive cavities.

On the outer or peritoneal surface and inferior border of these cavities the omentum

was attached, not quite \ an inch in thickness, as in the case described by Hunter, but

thicker at its left than at its right extremity ; however, nowhere did it exceed \ of an

inch in thickness. The pneumogastric nerves ramified over the surface of all the

stomachs, as also did the gastric arteries, but more especially on the coats of the second

stomach ; the long descending branch of the gastric artery ran in a groove which sepa-

rated the first from the second stomach. Immediately below the pyloric extremity of

the fifth stomach the duodenum commenced and passed on to join the jejunum ; its

entire course was superficial in the abdomen, only overlapped by the colon and omentum,

and its length, measured to where it passed through the root of the mesentery, was about

1 foot. The hepatic and pancreatic ducts lay on its posterior aspect ; these ducts joined

each other about 4 an inch before they entered the outer or peritoneal covering of the

intestine. The conjoined duct ran very obliquely for 2 inches between the coats of the

intestine, opening in a valvular manner under a very peculiar hood-like fold of mucous

membrane into the interior of the duodenum, at the distance of about 6f inches below

the pyloric orifice.
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The remaining portion of the small intestine extended from the duodenum to the

caecum ; it measured in length 80 feet, and in circumference from 4 to 5^ inches ; in its

course four remarkable dilatations were observable placed at variable distances from

each other ;
some of these measured 10 inches in circumference and about 4 inches in

length. Of the three divisions of the small intestines the duodenum was the largest

in calibre, the jejunum the smallest, and the ilium intermediate in size.

The mesenteric vessels were very large and numerous, and many lacteals and glands

clustered about the root of the mesentery, more particularly at the point of junction

between the ilium and caecum ;
a chain of glands lay in the concavity of the terminal

coil of the former, enclosed in the layers of the mesocsecal fold of peritoneum, each of

which was about the shape of a kidney bean ; similar glands were traceable upwards,

but less distinctly, and at greater intervals along the entire length of the ilium.

The intestinal wall consisted of four coats. First, a peritoneal ; second, a longitudinal

series of muscular fibres ; third, a series of circular fibres, which in the regions of the

dilatations or pouches before mentioned were thinner and more expanded than else-

where ; and fourth and lastly, the mucous lining, which was thrown into five or six folds

or plications, which in the upper portion of the intestine were arranged principally in a

longitudinal direction at irregular intervals round its wall ; these longitudinal folds were

here and there connected by transverse ones, which were best marked along the concave

or attached margin of the gut, and projected from its mucous surface for the depth of

about 3 lines.

The depth of the primary or longitudinal plicae varied from 6 to 9 lines ; sometimes,

but rarely, they joined each other at an acute angle, and wherever this occurred they

enclosed a long irregular lozenge-shaped space ; in the intervals of these folds the

mucous membrane was perfectly smooth, particularly on the convex wall of the intestine
;

in the other portions, especially on the sides of the jejunum, numerous patches of mucous

follicles were distributed. In the ilium transverse folds (valvulae conniventes) took the

place of the longitudinal ones and were increased in size. The glands of Peter occurred,

both solitary and in scattered patches, all through the ilium.

On laying open one of the before-mentioned dilatations, the mucous membrane lining

it was seen to be arranged in the form of crescentic folds at each of its extremities, the

concavities of the folds being placed in opposite directions, and the portion of the wall of

the gut intervening between them was sacculated and extremely thin, being but scantily

covered by the muscular coat ;
this was most observable at the fundus of each pouch,

where the wall of the intestine seemed only to consist of the serous and mucous coats.

In the parietes of the jejunum, at its gastric extremity, a number of hard tubercular

bodies were situated, which to the' touch conveyed the sensation of their being lym-

phatic glands
; these, on opening into the intestine, presented on its mucous surface the

appearance of somewhat bluntish conical papillae, which were perforated at their apices

by small orifices, one on each eminence, capable of admitting the head of a small pin.

These apertures led into tortuous canals enclosed in the coats of the intestine, and were
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for the most part occupied by the bodies of entozoa, one in each nidus, their heads

being firmly attached by hooks imbedded in the fundus of each canal.

On examination these animals proved to be the Echinorhjnchus porrigens of Rudolphi,

by whom they were discovered in the same species of whale, and described in his ‘ Syn-

opsis Entozoorum.’ They are also mentioned by Hunter in the second volume of his

‘Essays and Observations’*.

The large intestine extended for the length of 5 feet 8 inches, and communicated with

a caecum about 8 inches long, which latter exhibited no vermiform appendix ; the blind

or csecal extremity of this intestine was situated on the right side, and pointed down-

wards and backwards, with the small intestine lying along its inner margin enclosed in

the layers of 'the mesocsecum for the distance of about inches. This portion of the

large intestine was cylindrical, and measured 7 inches in circumference ;
from it the colon

was continued forwards and to the left side, forming a few slight curves for about 1 foot

of its extent and terminated in the rectum, which was 4 feet long, and passed directly

backwards to the cloaca. The circumference of this intestine varied from 5 at its centre

to about 2 inches at its cloacal or anal termination ;
this latter was surrounded by circular

muscular fibres that formed a well-defined and strong sphincter. The colon was imper-

fectly sacculated, and its coats were nearly the same as those of the small intestines.

The whole intestinal tract was thus about six times the length of the body of the animal.

The liver was a large brownish-coloured gland, irregular in outline, and presenting

two surfaces and two edges. The upper surface measured 22 inches across from side to

side, and was divided into two lobes right and left ; of these the former was the smaller

in area ; it was convex, and measured 16 inches in depth from its vertebral or thick to its

ventral or thin edge. The left lobe was thinner, flatter, and more pointed in front ; it

measured 16-J- inches in breadth.

The anterior edge was thin and excavated in the middle into an angular notch, 6 inches

in depth, for the reception of the umbilical vein. The posterior edge was thick and

nearly straight, corresponding to a very short coronary ligament, whose layers were

several inches apart. The falciform ligament separated these lobes, and was readily

separable into two layers ; it ran the usual course from the umbilical vein in front to the

vena cava behind.

The under surface was divided into three lobes by two intervening fissures. The right

lobe below was smaller than the corresponding portion on its anterior surface, and in

shape was somewhat crescentic, being, however, much wider anteriorly than along its

vertebral margin
; to the left it was separated from the Spigelian lobe by the vena cava,

whilst its right edge corresponded to the right lateral ligament. The lower surface of

the left lobe was concave, to accommodate the anterior aspect of the stomach ; and its

left margin presented two small notches and terminated anteriorly in a rather acute

point.

* Specimens from this "Whale have been described by Drs. John' Bap.icee and A. Macalistee in the * Proceed-

ings of the Dublin Natural-History Society ’ for 1865.
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The Spigelian or central lobe was elongated, and extended from the vertebral edge

behind to the transverse fissure in front, which its free anterior tongue-shaped extremity

bounded to the left ;
its right edge was thin and overlapped the vena cava partially

behind, while it completely covered it in front, and became continuous with the right

lobe by a thin bridge of hepatic substance
;

to the left a superficial branch of the vena

portae formed its boundary.

On the lower surface there were only two fissures, a transverse situated between the

right and Spigelian lobes for the transmission of the vena portae, hepatic artery and duct,

and a second for the reception of the vena cava. The portal vein, which measured

4 inches in circumference, entered at the posterior and right side of the fissure, where

it formed a dilatation or sinus, and then divided into two branches, of which the left was

the larger. The hepatic artery, which was an inch in circumference, entered the fissure

midway between the duct and the vena portse, but on a plane inferior to both, and after

dipping into the hepatic substance it divided into its right and left branches ;
the duct

which lay to the left side of the fissure was formed by the union of the right and left

branches, of which the latter was much the larger ; its coats were highly elastic, and it

measured about three-quarters of an inch in circumference. The umbilical vein entered

the free border of the falciform ligament, and for about the distance of 5 inches from

the left end of the transverse fissure was pervious. At 3 inches from its point of en-

trance it measured in circumference 2\ inches, but beyond this point it suddenly nar-

rowed and soon after became obliterated ; one of its branches united with a radicle of the

left branch of the vena portse, but no distinct ductus venosus could be seen, as is the case

in the horse. The vena cava grooved the posterior surface of the gland for about 10 inches

of its course, and formed a curve whose convexity was directed to the left, where it

entered this channel
;

its circumference measured 5 inches, and at its point of emergence

it had increased to 6 inches ; its coats were comparatively thin, but were strengthened

by a thin layer of the capsule of Glissok, and also by the liver substance that crossed

and partly surrounded it : no gall-bladder existed. A transverse section through the gland

displayed nothing but the orifices of extremely large vessels and coarse parenchymatous

tissue connecting the granules.

The kidneys were elongated, prismatically shaped organs, presenting three surfaces

bounded by three blunt edges ; they lay one on each side of the spine in the anterior

part of the lumbar region, and measured 15 inches in length by 5 inches in breadth,

and 2\ inches in thickness in the centre, but diminishing towards their extremities by

tapering into bluntish points. They were made up of numerous small lobules, some being

round, others polygonal in shape, averaging about half an inch in diameter. The renal

arteries entered their inner edge about 4 inches from the anterior extremity. The veins

made their exit immediately above the arteries ; the ureters commenced in the centre of

the gland by the direct union of the tubes from the several lobules, there being no

regular pelvis to the organ, and passed out from the inferior angle. Numerous large

2 n 2
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filaments of the sympathetic nerve formed a plexus in front of the renal artery and vein

on each side.

The spleen was single, extremely small, oval in shape, of a brownish-blue colour

and attached to the left, or bulging of the first stomach, by a very short gastrosplenic

omentum.
Ear.

The external auditory meatus opened on the surface by a very minute oval slit, whose

longest diameter was about one line ; it was concealed at the bottom of a furrow in the

integuments, which was situated about 7^ inches posterior to the external canthus of

the eyelid, and on a line continued backwards horizontally from the commissure of the

lips. From this aperture the auditory canal was continued backwards and inwards,

winding round the posterior border of the squamous bone to reach the membrana tym-

pani, where it terminated. The tube was readily separable from the deep-seated layers

of the integuments, and was accompanied for a part of its extent by a fibrocartilaginous

cord, which latter ceased about 3 inches from the superficial or tegumentary end of the

meatus
;
internally it was united to the posterior and external angle of the periotic bone.

Immediately within the auditory meatus the calibre of the acoustic tube became

slightly enlarged, but soon again resumed its original diameter ; its whole extent was

filled with a dark, greyish, sebaceous substance, the product of a very distinct series of

ceruminous glands, the orifices of whose ducts were visible on its lining membrane. The

ear-tube itself was composed of three coats. First, an external or fibrocellular one,

which, about 1^ inch from the external orifice, exhibited a thin stratum of circular

muscular constrictor fibres enclosed in its layers
;
second, a middle or fibrous coat, which

was much the thickest and strongest; and third, an internal or pseudomucous lining

membrane, which was formed by an involution of modified cuticle, and arranged in

three longitudinal
i. folds that commenced about three-quarters of an inch from the

external meatus, and terminated at the dilated portion of the canal.

The petrous or periotic bone was irregular in shape, and was lodged in a deep cavity

between the squamous, pterygoid, basioccipital, and exoccipital bones
;

it was separated

from the last-named by the foramen lacerum posterius, which gave exit to jthe jugular

vein. In this cavity it was loosely placed, being merely, fitted in, but not united by

suture to the surrounding cranial bones, and consequently could be removed from the

base of the skull without much difficulty. It presented four parts for description. First,

a posterior or opisthotic; second, an anterior or prootic; third, a central or labyrinthic;

and fourth, an inferior or tympanic. The opisthotic portion was prolonged backwards

and outwards, being somewhat curved, with the concavity directed forwards ;
it lay in a

deep groove in the squamous bone external and anterior to the sulcus for the depressor

maxillee inferioris, and was elongated, laterally compressed, and marked with irregular

longitudinal ridges and furrows; where its lower edge was joined to the labyrinthic por-

tion, it presented a prominent bony pedicle for the attachment of the tympanic element.
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The prootic portion resembled a three-sided pyramid, having its apex pointing forwards

and outwards ; it projected into a cavity in the squamous bone, which was traversed by

the Eustachian tube and tensor tympani muscle
; its surfaces were rough and somewhat

tuberculated, pierced by numerous small irregular foramina. On its inferior surface it

presented a flattened pedicle, the processus anterior mallei, by which it was united to

the anterior extremity of the tympanic bone. The tympanic portion was united to the

petrous by the two flattened osseous pedicles just described ; it measured 3-g- inches in

length by 2 inches in breadth, and 1-|- inch in depth ; in consistence it was extremely

dense and brittle, and in shape it resembled a Cypraea or Bulla shell * : its upper and

outer edge formed an extremely irregular extended lip and presented three notches, one

situated in front of the anterior osseous pedicle of the tympanic bone, which was hollowed

into a groove, and transmitted the tensor tympani muscle. The second notch was

placed between the anterior pillar of the tympanic bone in front and a large promontory

or ridge behind, which was continued upwards into a bony spur, and was continuous

with the handle of the malleus. This notch was for the entrance of the eustachian

tube. The third, or posterior notch, was situated behind the prominent ridge before

mentioned, and in front of the posterior pillar of the tympanic bone ; this was the audi-

tory meatus, and towards it the fibro-cartilaginous ear-pedicle ran ;
in the recent state

it was somewhat quadrilateral in shape and looked directly outwards. The inner lip

of the tympanic bone was bullate and rugose; it did no't come into contact with the

petrous bone, but was separated from it by a small interspace, which in the recent con-

dition was filled up by the continuation of the fibromucous membrane that lined the

cavity of the tympanum.

The labyrinthic segment, which contained the internal ear, formed the roof of the

tympanic cavity
; it presented four surfaces, viz. superior, inferior, external, and a poste-

rior. The superior surface was concave, rough, and porous
;

it exhibited internally a

large oval aperture, the internal auditory meatus, whose long axis extended from below

and without upwards and inwards, it presented internally on its floor two digital fora-

mina, one small and obliquely placed, the aqueductus Fallopii, which transmitted the

portio dura
; the other, or larger foramen, was placed posterior and inferior, and termi-

nated in a conical fossa, which was perforated by an irregular series of foramina [Ma-

cula cribrosa
)
for the transmission of the portio mollis to the internal ear : these fora-

mina were separated from each other by an osseous ridge.

Posterior and external to the internal meatus there was a deep funnel-shaped depres-

sion which terminated in a cul-de-sac, internal to which, and directly posterior to the

internal auditory meatus, was a small oval tube, which opened into the cochlea, the

aqueductus cochleae
; the lower or tympanic surface of this portion of the bone was

convex, hard, and smooth, and its anterior external border was perforated by the aper-

ture of exit of the portio dura nerve. The posterior surface, which was continuous with

* A S00(l representation of this segment is given in the ‘ Catalogue of Seals and Whales in the British Museum ’

by Dr. Gray, 1866.
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the inferior, was marked below by a large smooth round aperture that led forwards and

outwards to the inferior scala of the cochlea, the fenestra rotunda, above which was a

sharp ridge that separated it from a large oval foramen, which was partly closed at its upper

and anterior part by a thick scale of bone ; this aperture was directed into the jugular

foramen behind, and into the highest part of the tympanic cavity in front. The external

surface was deeply hollowed, and formed part of the superior and internal boundary of

the cavity of the tympanum ;
anteriorly it was marked by an opening for the transmis-

sion of the corda tympani nerve which communicated with the aqueduct of Fallopius

;

posterior and internal to this the fenestra ovalis was situated, which latter was closed

accurately by the base of the stapes with its narrow end directed forwards, and its long

axis pointing downwards and backwards
; it communicated with the vestibular cavity, a

small space that presented on its superior, posterior, and internal part extremely dimi-

nutive rudimentary semicircular canals. At the upper and outer part of the labyrinthic

segment the aqueduct of the vestibule wound obliquely to the lower part of this cavity.

The inferior posterior angle of the labyrinthic segment was prolonged backwards and

almost touched the opisthotic portion, where it formed the inferior boundary of the

large irregular foramen before noticed
; on the lower surface of this portion of the bone,

the cochlea was exposed on removal of the superficial osseous substance, which was ex-

tremely dense.

The cochlea consisted of two turns, with the apex of the modiolus directed downwards

and outwards ; the upper and inner part, or scala tympani, was somewhat larger than the

lower and outer, the scala vestibuli. The lamina spiralis was deeply grooved for the

reception of the filaments of the auditory nerve.

The separate ossicles of the ear were but two in number, as the malleus was, correctly

speaking, a process of the tympanic bone from which it projected upwards from the

centre of its margin. It consisted of a short, stout handle, which was continued as a ridge

of bone into the inner concave side of the tympanic cavity ; its upper or free portion pre-

sented a rounded process (or capitulum) projecting outwards, surrounded by a slight

groove that separated it from the articular surfaces for the incus; these latter surfaces

were placed on the posterior aspect, and were twofold
; one larger surface, ovoid in shape,

looked backwards, the second, directed upwards, was convex, and situated immediately

below and at right angles to the former ; a minute canal traversed this bone, piercing it

in a small triangular interval that separated the rounded extremity from the articular

surfaces, and opened into the fossa beneath the rounded process above described.

The incus in shape somewhat resembled one of the phalanges of a diminutive great

toe ;
it presented two concave articular facets on its posterior extremity, which corre-

sponded perfectly with the surfaces on the malleus ; the distal end was rounded and

bituberculate, but non-articular. On the upper surface a small oval facet was placed,

covered with a discoid articular crust to articulate with the narrow extremity of the

following ossicle,

—

The stapes, which was short, stout, and triangular in shape ; it consisted of two rami,
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a base, and an apex ; the latter was covered with an epiphysary lamina, and articulated

with a corresponding facet on the upper surface of the incus. The base was ovoid, and

exactly fitted into the fenestra ovalis
;
the two rami were short and thick, cylindrical,

and not channelled, and the intervening foramen small and ovoid.

Eye.

The eye was situated about 28^ inches from the point of the upper jaws, 2| inches

above, and directly in a line perpendicular to the commissure of the lips, and about

7\ inches in front of the external auditory meatus.

The eyelids measured 2-J inches along their free margin, and the depth of each of

them, taken at its centre, was about thirteen lines from above downwards. The pal-

pebi’83 were surrounded and defined by two crescentic furrows in the integuments, one

of which was placed an inch above the margin of the upper, the other If- inch below

the margin of the lower lid
; neither Meibomian follicles, cilise, nor tarsal cartilages

could be detected at the border of the lids.

The thickness of the palpebrse varied from three lines and a half at the base or orbital

attachment to one line at the free margin, the cuticle being three-fourths of a line in

depth. The basement layer exhibited a large number of elliptically disposed tendinous

fibres intermingled with light-coloured granular fat; on removing this structure a

strong orbicularis palpebrarum was exposed, which was half an inch thick at the ante-

rior canthus, but gradually became thin towards its posterior angle, where it measured

only one line in thickness. This muscle arose from the inner angle of the orbit; its

fibres ran in a semicircular direction, coursing round the upper lid and became slightly

attached externally to a strong tendinous band, that ran from the external canthus to

the outer wall of the bony orbit
;
passing this the fibres of the muscles curved downwards,

and were attached to the conjunctiva in the centre of the lower lid, where they were

gradually lost.

On removing the orbicularis palpebrarum, a large quantity of dark-brown fat was

disclosed, in which, at the lower and outer part of the orbit, the lacrymal gland lay im-

bedded ; this latter appeared as a small bilobed granular body, of a yellowish-brown

colour, and irregular in outline ; it measured 2 inches in its long diameter, which ex-

tended from before backwards, and 1 inch transversely ; its external or superficial lobe

was somewhat square in shape, and was covered by the orbicularis palpebrarum ; the

internal or deeper-seated lobe was round, and lay within the orbit. Its ducts, about

eleven in number, opened on the palpebral conjunctiva by oblique pores. A detached

and lighter-coloured glandular body (Hardee’s gland X) lay above and external to the

gland proper, and its ducts opened by numerous fine pores into the superior palpebral

sinus. The lacrymal nerve lay inferior to the gland, and was traceable through it to the

conjunctival surface of the eyeball.

Three folds of conjunctiva passed, almost horizontally, from the globe of the eye to the

anterior canthus, or commissure of the lids; above and below the central fold two small
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culs-de-sac were thus formed, which seemed as though they were rudimentary puncta

;

each of these extended to the depth of nearly a line, and was protected superiorly by a

similar fold of mucous membrane.

The muscles of the orbit were ten in number*.

The superior rectus arose by two heads, one from the common tendinous sheath of the

optic nerve, or ligament of Zinn ; the second head had its origin from the superior margin

of the optic foramen
;
these origins soon united and passed forwards to be inserted into

the sclerotic coat, about If inch posterior to the edge of the cornea. This muscle was

crossed superficially by the frontal branch of the ophthalmic division of the fifth nerve,

and its tendon was split by the following muscle.

The superior oblique, which arose from the ligament of Zinn, ran forwards to a point

about 3 inches behind the cornea, where the direction of its fibres was changed by

passing through an opening formed by the splitting of the tendon of the superior rectus.

From this pulley-like contrivance, which was lined by a small synovial bursa, the fibres

of the superior oblique took a direction backwards, outwards, and slightly downwards,

and were inserted tendinous into the sclerotic immediately in front of the insertion of

the choanoid muscle.

The internal rectus arose from the inner side of the optic foramen ; its fibres ran for-

wards on the posterior or external side of the globe of the eye to be inserted into the

sclerotic about 1 inch behind the cornea.

The external rectus arose from the outer side of the optic foramen ; its fibres ran for-

wards on the posterior or external side of the eyeball to be inserted into the sclerotic

about 1 inch behind the cornea.

The inferior rectus had its origin, like the preceding, from the border of the optic

foramen, and in addition from the ligament of Zinn
;

its fibres passed forwards and out-

wards, and in a manner precisely similar to the superior rectus. This muscle was perfo-

rated by the fibres of the inferior oblique ; its tendon formed by the reunion of the sepa-

rated fasciculi was inserted into the sclerotic at about 1^ inch below and behind the

cornea.

The inferior oblique was a short curved muscle
; it arose from the inferior and ante-

rior angle of the orbit
;

its fibres passed backwards and upwards, and having wound

through the pulley-like contrivance formed for it in the inferior rectus, before referred

to, was inserted into the posterior and inferior portion of the sclerotic.

The choanoid muscle was distinctly quadripartite, having its origin from the sheath of

the optic nerve, and being inserted, as in other mammals, into the posterior aspect of the

sclerotic coat.

The nerves seen in the dissection of the orbit were the third, which supplied the supe-

rior, inferior, and internal recti, the inferior oblique, and the choanoid
; the fourth,

which was distributed to the superior oblique ; the sixth to the external rectus ; and the

fifth to the soft parts of the orbit.

* The levator palpebrce superioris was absent.
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It is unnecessary to enter into any description of the globe of the eye, as it presented

no points of departure from the frequently described normal cetacean type, in the

great posterior thickness of the sclerotic, the comparatively small depth of the vitreous

cavity, and the globular shape of the lens.

Conclusion.

The JBalcenoptera rostrata has already furnished a subject for several descriptions, each

of them more or less complete. Of its osteology a most comprehensive and accurate

account has been given by Mr. Flower in the Proceedings of the Zoological Society of

London, 1864, with which, in most points, the osteological relations of the present speci-

men will be seen to agree, the main points of difference being that in our specimen the

foramina between the lateral processes of the axis were not completed by bone, but

remained as large oval-shaped notches with an interval of a little more than 1 inch be-

tween the free extremities of these processes.

Another difference in the present specimen was the existence of a small osseous tubercle

on the left side of the centrum of the seventh cervical vertebra, the rudiment of a para-

pophysis. Mr. Flower notices the existence of a similar tubercle on both sides of the

body of the same segment in a specimen in the Louvain Museum, but in the specimens

described both by him and other authors this tubercle does not appear to have been

present. Lilljeborg describes it as being developed in one individual more distinctly on

the right side than on the left.

There was also a discrepancy in the number of vertebrse, which in our specimen

amounted only to forty-six, whereas in most of the other recorded instances from forty-

eight to fifty are stated as the number present*. It is, however, possible, as our

animal was immature, that two or more cartilaginous terminal bodies might have been

present, and from their rudimental state have escaped detection. The last caudal bony

centrum measured three-quarters of an inch in its transverse, and five-eighths in its per-

pendicular diameter
; in texture it was spongy and friable.

All the cervical vertebrse, as in the specimen described by Hunter, were free;

whereas in the individual described by Dr. Gray in the “ Zoology” of the ‘ Erebus’ and
‘ Terror,’ and also in one of the specimens in the Louvain Museum, the second and

third were united by bone.

The shape of the sternum of the present specimen differed from those heretofore

described
; it had not the elongated cruciform outline of that described and figured by

Mr. Flower, but, as before stated in this communication, it was somewhat heart-shaped

;

this difference, however, might possibly be due to the immaturity of the animal.

* A specimen from Bergen is described in the Scandinavisk Eanna, in which forty-seven vertebrse were stated

to be the number present. This, however, Mr. Flower explains by the loss of the last one or two segments.

9 oMDCCCLXVIII.
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Explanation op Plates.

PLATE IV.

Fig. 1. Drawing of animal, made to the scale of 1 inch to the foot.

Fig. 2. Lateral view of myology of entire animal.

A. Pectoralis major.

B. Deltoid.

0. Infraspinatus.

D. Latissimus dorsi.

E. Dilator naris.

F. Humerus.

G. Masto-humeralis.

H. Sternomastoid.

1. Sternohyoid.

J. Mylohoid, covering maxillary pouch.

K. Depressor maxillae inferioris.

L. Masseter, superficial fibres.

M. Temporal.

N. Rhomboideus.

O. Longissimus dorsi.

P. Serratus magnus.

Q. External oblique.

RE. Depressor caudae minor.

S. Depressor caudae major.

T. Levator caudae.

PLATE Y.

Fig. 1. Rete mirabile shown in the neck and in the axilla.

A. Masto-humeralis, cut across.

B. Upper axillary vascular plexus.

Fig. 2. Muscles of the paddle, front view.

A. Vertebral edge of scapula.

B. Subscapularis.

C. Acromion process.

D. Masto-humeralis, cut across.

E. Costo-coracoid ligament of the

notch.

F. Supraspinatus.

G. Origin of teres major.

H. Insertion of teres major, cut

and reflected.

I. Brachial artery and vense comites.

J. Subscapular artery.

K. Long head of triceps.

L. Short or inner head of triceps.

M. Bifurcation of brachial artery.

C. Lower axillary vascular plexus.

D. Cervical rete mirabile.

N. Radial artery.

O. Ulnar artery.

P. Flexor carpi radialis.

Q. Space from which the palmaris

longus had been removed.

R. Flexor digitorum communis.

S. Flexor carpi ulnaris.

T. Condylo-olecranon process.

U. Radius.

V. Ulna.

W. Carpus.

X. Metacarpus.

Y. Interposed fibrocartilages.

Z. Phalanges.
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Eig. 3. Muscles of paddle, back view.

A. Supraspinatus.

B. Acromion process.

C. Ligament of the notch.

D. Origin of deltoid.

E. Infraspinatus.

E. Cartilaginous inferior angle of

scapula.

G. Circumflex artery and vein.

H. Humerus.

I. Long head of triceps.

Fig. 4. Os hyoides.

A. Body.

B. Posterior cornua.

C. Anterior notch.

Fig. 5. Thyroid cartilage.

A. Anterior cornua.

B. Posterior cornua.

C. External margin.

J. Teres major.

K. Latissimus dorsi, cut across.

L. External head of triceps.

M. Condylo-olecranon process.

N. Ulna.

O. Kadius.

P. Extensor communis digitorum.

Q. Carpus.

R. Metacarpus.

S. Phalanges.

D. Articulation with great cornua.

E. Styloid bones, or great cornua.

F. Temporal extremities.

H. Central notch.

E. Anterior margin.

Fig. 6. Skeleton of larynx, in situ
,
dorsal aspect.

A. Styloidbones,rotated outwards.

B. Articulation of styloid bones

with the body of the os hy-

oides.

C. Os hyoides.

D. Cricoid cartilage.

E. Posterior border of thyroid

cartilage.

F. Crico-arytenoid articulation.

G. Crico-thyroid articulation.

H. Arytenoid cartilage.

I. Transverse arytenoid ligament.

J. Epiglottis.

Fig. 7. Laryngeal pouch laid open, ventral aspect.

A. Os hyoides. E. Alveolations on mucous surface

B. Wall of laryngeal pouch. at apex of pouch.

C. Arytenoid bodies. F. Trachea.

D. Cavity of larynx.

PLATE VI.

Fig. 1. Sternum, showing its irregularly cordiform outline.

2 o 2
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Fig. 2. Vertical section through the second vertebra or axis, showing the morphological

relations of its different parts.

A. Anterior border of centrum.

B. Spinal canal.

C. Neurapophysis cut through.

D. Apical epiphysary crust or

summit of odontoid process.

E. Central portion of the upper

or second ossific part.

F. Upper epiphysary crust above

the primordial fissure, which

typically separates the odon-

toid segment from the cen-

trum.

G. Inferior epiphysary boundary

of the primordial fissure.

H. Cancellous tissue of centrum.

I. Inferior epiphysary crust.

There are four epiphysary crusts indicating the presence of two distinct vertebral

bodies ; the letters D and F indicating the upper and lower surfaces of the first or atlas-

vertebra ; G, I, the epiphysary laminae of the second or axis-vertebra.

Fig. 3. Muscles situated on the front of the larynx.

A. Styloid bones.

B. Body of os hyoides.

C. Thyroid cartilage.

D. Laryngeal pouch.

E. A fold of mucous membrane

reflected.

F. Kerato-pharyngeus.

G. Deep basio-keratic.

H. Superficial basio-keratic.

I. Sterno-hyoid, cut across.

J. Mylo-hyoid.

K, K. Thyro-hyoid.

L. Crico-thyroid.

M. Inferior constrictor.

O. Aryteno-epiglottideus.

Fig. 4. Laryngeal pouch laid open to show the thickness of its muscular wall.

Fig. 5. Front view of the tongue and pharynx.

A. The tongue.

B. Mucous folds extending along

its border.

C. Isthmus faucium, through

which is passed a rod.

D. Palato-glossus.

E. Opening of glottis.

F. Epiglottis.

G. Arytenoid bodies.

H. Alveolated surface of mucous

membrane.

I. Peculiar pre-epiglottic hood-

like fold of mucous mem-

brane.

J. Posterior great cornua of os

hyoides.

K. Trachea.

L. (Esophagus.

Fig. 6. Lateral view of tongue and pharynx. References similar to fig. 5.

Fig. 7. Glottis closed, as during the act of deglutition. The letters A, B, C, D, E, F,

G, H, I, J, K, L refer to the same parts as in fig. 5.

M. Frena of hood-like fold of mucous membrane.

Fig. 8. Glottis with its lateral walls divaricated. The letters as before.
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Fig. 9. Glottis open with the lips retracted. Similar references.

Fig. 10. Tympanic bone with malleus, incus, and stapes attached in situ.

Fig. 11. Periotic hone, lower surface.

a. The wall of the labyrinth.

b. Foramen ovale.

c. Pedicles by which the tympanic bone was attached.

d. Opisthotic portion.

e. Prootic portion.

PLATE VII.

Fig. 1. Cranium viewed from above, showing superficial anatomy of the blowholes.

A. Foramen magnum.

B. Occipital bone.

C, C. Temporal fossse.

I). External nares.

E. Median sulcus.

F. Retractores naris.

G. Dilator naris.

H. Superior maxillary bone.

I. Primordial vomer.

J. Constrictor naris.

Fig. 2. Anatomy of the deep structures of the blowholes as viewed from above.

The letters D, E, F, L, J, K refer to same parts as in fig. 1.

Fig. 3. Deep structures of blowholes as viewed from below.

A. Cavity of naris.

B. Black epithelial layer of mu-

cous membrane.

C. Alar fibrocartilages.

Fig. 4. Stomach and liver. Front view.

A. (Esophagus.

B. First stomach.

C. Second stomach.

D. Third stomach.

E. Fourth stomach.

D. Deep dilator of the nares.

E. Median crest.

F. I, J refer to same parts as in

fig. 1.

F. Fifth stomach.

G. Duodenum.

H. Liver.

I. Lesser omentum.

J. Spleen.

Fig. 5. Stomach, and outline of liver, back view.

Letters A to G refer to same parts as in fig. 4.

Fig. 6. Tympanic bone, upper surface with the ossicles attached.
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IX. Researches on the Intimate Structure of the Brain.—Second Series.

By J. Lockhart Clarke, F.R.S., &c.

Received May 1,—Read May 23, 1867.

CHAPTER I.

(1) Before I begin to describe the parts which form the subject of this communica-

tion, and to show how some of them are merely modified portions or developments of

others that belong to the medulla oblongata
,

it will be advisable to recur to those

morphological changes in the medulla, which I formerly pointed out as themselves

arising from modifications of the spinal cord. And while in unravelling structures so

extremely complex, such a course seems almost necessary to facilitate their compre-

hension, and convey to the reader a just notion of their morphological changes, in rela-

tion on the one hand, to the remaining parts of the encephalon, and on the other

hand, to the spinal cord, it will afford me an opportunity of adding to this recapitula-

tion some new facts that have been elicited by subsequent observation and a more ex-

tended experience.

It is gratifying to know that many of the results of my previous researches have been

found to throw considerable light on certain diseases of the nervous system, especially

on some forms of paralysis ;
and my own pathological investigations, as well as a close

study of nervous disorders, have not only enabled me to shape my present researches as

much as possible in accordance with the requirements of the pathologist, but, by point-

ing to the probability of certain anatomical connexions suggested by morbid symptoms,

they have sometimes been the means of directing the course of my dissections in a very

peculiar way*.

Some of the results comprised in this communication were obtained by adopting the

method of dissection which I so strongly recommended in my former Memoir on the

Medulla Oblongata. This plan consists in first making a number of delicate and careful

dissections in the course of the fibres of the medulla, after it has been well hardened in

strong spirit of wine, and then examining microscopically thin sections, made in dif-

ferent directions, and rendered transparent by the method which is known as my own.

By this means we may often succeed in unravelling structures which are so complex

that the investigation at first sight appears to be almost hopeless. Before the first dis-

* Dr. Hughlings Jackson (Physician to the Hospital for Paralysis and to the London Hospital) was the

first to apply with great ability and industry the recent advances made in the minute anatomy of the nervous

centres to the explanation of certain forms of paralysis. See especially ‘ The London Hospital Reports,’

vols. i. and ii. ;
‘ Ophthalmic Hospital Reports,’ vol. v., &c.

MDCCCLXVIII. 2 P
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section is begun, the hardened medulla should be macerated for a few days in strong

spirit to which a small quantity of liquor potassse has been added.

(2) At the highest point of the spinal cord, that is, at the first pair of cervical nerves,

a transverse section of both the white and grey substances has the appearance repre-

sented in fig. 1, Plate VIII. Here the central grey substance
(t)

surrounding the canal,

is of considerable size and of somewhat quadrangular shape. The neck of the posterior

horn, cervix cornu posterioris
,
between V and o, is very slender, and after stretching

obliquely outward and backward from the middle line, terminates in a tuft or expanded

extremity (V), which I have named the head or caput cornu posterioris. Between the

central canal and the bottom of the anterior median fissure
(
z
)
are seen the decussating

fibres of the anterior commissure extending on each side into the anterior white column

;

and in the deep and somewhat oval space (d!) of the lateral column (d) is a beautiful

network of nerve-fibres and blood-vessels extending from the borders of the surrounding

grey substance, and enclosing in its meshes a number of separate fasciculi which, a

little higher up, in the medulla oblongata, cross over to the opposite side in front of the

canal, and with the corresponding fibres of the anterior commissure, form the opposite

anterior pyramids (see fig. 2). This network in the lateral columns contains a number

of cells of different shapes and sizes, and which in animals are larger and more nume-

rous than in Man.

(3) At the lower part of the medulla oblongata, that is, at the points of the anterior

pyramids, a transverse section presents the appearances delineated in fig. 2. Here the

central grey substance (t) has become narrower laterally, but has increased a little in depth

from before backward in the middle line, and the posterior cornua (b', o, e) are some-

what depressed or thrown more to the side of the medulla. The head or caput cornu

posterioris
(e

)

has increased in size, and begun to detach itself from the extremity of the

cervix (o), being joined to it only by a small network containing slender bundles of lon-

gitudinal fibres, while the cervix itself has become a little thicker and more bulbous.

Meanwhile, the bundles of longitudinal fibres contained in the meshes of the lateral

^columns cross over to the opposite side and plunge into the anterior columns to form

the anterior pyramids at z. Ascending a little higher in the medulla (fig. 3), we find

that while the caput cornu posterioris continues gradually to enlarge, it becomes more

and more detached from the extremity of the cervix, or rather, is joined to it only by an

increase of the intervening network already mentioned. At the same time the central

grey substance
(
t

)

is encroached upon at the sides of the canal by the bundles of the

lateral columns destined for the anterior pyramids ; so that it has now a triangular shape,

and together with the posterior cornua has some resemblance to a bird with both its

wings expanded. From the root
(
V

)
of the posterior cornu, on each side of the poste-

rior median fissure, there now arises a grey network of fibres and blood-vessels con-

taining nerve-cells and extending backwards through the posterior pyramid (b) to form

the rudiment of its grey nucleus, or the post-pyramidal ganglion. Still further out, or

nearer its extremity, the surface of the cervix cornu is raised into an eminence (o) which
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projects into tlie restiform body (c) and constitutes its grey nucleus, or tbe restiform

ganglion. In figs. 4 & 5, we find the same changes carried to a still greater extent. In

the latter the decussating bundles of the anterior pyramids come only from the central

grey substance and roots of the anterior cornua at the sides of the canal, and scarcely at

all, as they did in fig. 4, from the lateral columns (d
1

), in which now the original net-

work is again distinguishable
; but it is larger, closer, more beautiful than we found it

in fig, 1, and contains in its meshes bundles that have no share in the formation of the

anterior pyramids *. The central grey substance, on each side of the median line, with

the corresponding cornu, are now represented by H tV o e (compare figs. 1, 2, 8, 4 & 5).

In fig. 6, which represents a transverse section a little higher up, just below the bulb of

the posterior pyramids, we see that the anterior part (f) of the central grey substance

immediately surrounding the canal, is distinct from the posterior part (t), which covers

it as by a kind of slanting roof. This latter is the vesicular tract or nucleus which

gives origin to the upper roots of the spinal-accessory nerves. The anterior part (f) is

the vesicular tract or nucleus of the hypoglossal nerve, and is the analogue of a portion

of the anterior or motor cornu of the spinal cord. These cornua are now scarcely

distinguishable, but their places are traversed by roots of the hypoglossal nerves in

their passage outward from their nuclei. Traversed also by these roots, and lying on the

outer and back part of each anterior pyramid (y), is a layer of small cells which, higher

up, form the anterior or inner part of the lamina of the olivary body
(
Ji

,
figs. 7 & 8).

On the outer side of this layer is another distinct group of cells
(
s
)
connected by a network

in the lateral column, and by nerve-fibres from the grey tubercle (e). This is the antero-

lateral nucleus. Meanwhile the post-pyramidal and restiform nuclei
(b', o) have increased

in size, and from these, especially the post pyramidal, proceed the chief portion of the

decussating fibres which sweep round the front of the canal to enter the anterior pyramids.

(4) In ascending the medulla, the changes just described continue to increase in

extent, and an important modification may be observed to take place. Fig. 7 repre-

sents a transverse section on a level with the lower part of the olivary bodies. Here the

posterior pyramid (b) is nearly filled with its grey substance (b
1

)

;

and that of the resti-

form body (o) has also greatly increased, although it is still covered by a considerable

layer of white substance (c), by which it is separated, on the one side, from the postpy-

ramidal nucleus (b
r

), and on the other side from the grey tubercle of Kolando (e). The

spinal-accessory nucleus (t) and the hypoglossal nucleus (t
1

)
have become enlarged and

somewhat modified in shape. The latter (£'), on each side and in front of the elongated

canal, now contains the large multipolar cells which give origin to the upper roots of

the hypoglossal nerve (x). As in fig. 6, a number of fibres proceeding from the poste-

rior pyramids
(
V

)
sweep round in a direction forward and inward, and decussate in front

of the hypoglossal nucleus ; but instead of plunging into the opposite anterior pyramid,

as they didin fig. 5, they terminate in the opposite lateral and olivary column. Further

outward and forward, other areiform fibres, proceeding from the grey tubercle (e), and

* See my memoir -on the Medulla Oblongata, fig. 19, Plate XY. Philosophical Transactions, Part I. 1858.
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grey substance of the restiform body (o), sweep through and around the olivary bodies

(to), some of them decussating in bundles across the back of the anterior pyramids (y),

and assisting in forming the commissure of the olivary bodies.

(5) If we examine a transverse section of the medulla a little higher up, at the point

of the calamus scriptorius, as in fig. 8, we find that the posterior pyramid (b
1

) is not only

thrown somewhat aside, but is a little more flattened, and more overlays the restiform

body (o), from the grey substance of which it is separated only by a smaller quan-

tity of white substance, as seen at b" on the right side of the figure, where the dotted

line indicates its outer boundary. At the same time the grey substance of the restiform

body (o) has not only increased, but become more irregularly scattered in groups or

patches through its white substance, as seen on the right side. It will be observed also

that the spinal-accessory nucleus
(
t) has not only increased in size, but has begun to

split into two lateral halves, by an antero-posterior fissure, at the bottom of which

the central canal has still a distinct existence.

(6) On a level with the middle of the olivary bodies, the vesicular column which gave

origin to the spinal-accessory nerve now gives origin to the vagus nerve, and may there-

fore be called the vagal nucleus. As shown in a transverse section (fig. 9,g), it is

much larger than in the preceding figure, and has become completely divided by its

median fissure into two lateral halves which are thrown widely apart at the floor of

the fourth ventricle. It will be seen also that the increase in the size of the vagal

nucleus takes place posteriorly, and apparently at the expense of the inner and under

part of the posterior pyramid
(
b), upon which it encroaches ; for it is evident that this

pyramid, the limit of which is indicated by the dotted line (on the right side), is

smaller here than in fig. 8. At the same time the grey substances of the posterior

pyramid and restiform bodies have coalesced, the white portion of the restiform body

which previously separated the two being now filled with its grey substance.

(7) A transverse section at a somewhat higher level presents the appearances seen on

the left side of the medulla in fig. 10. Here t' is a section of the hypoglossal nucleus

;

g is a section of the upper end of the oval nucleus of the vagus nerve (y, fig. 11, Plate

IX.), separating t' from i, which is a section of the auditory nucleus ; n represents a lon-

gitudinal fasciculus of fibres of the lateral column between the two horns of g, the vagal

nucleus ; c’ o is a section of the upper end of the pyriform grey substance of the restiform

and postpyramidal bodies seen at o, fig. 12, Plate IX., and forming part of the auditory

nucleus ; and p is a section of the superficial grey substance (g>, fig. 12) of the restiform

body, covered by arciform fibres, as shown at A, fig. 13, which represents a lateral view

of the medulla oblongata.

(8) Having thus briefly described these elementary structures of the medulla oblon-

gata as they are seen in transverse sections, I will now exhibit them in longitudinal dis-

sections, and employ, as far as possible, the same letters to indicate the same parts.

The posterior surface of the medulla oblongata, especially in the neighbourhood of

the fourth ventricle, presents a greater diversity of appearance, amongst different indi-
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viduals in Man, than in mammalia of the same species
;
but the general arrangement of

the parts is nevertheless the same in all. Fig. 11, Plate IX. represents the posterior

aspect of the medulla oblongata of a healthy middle-aged man who died in consequence

of an accident: a is the cut surface of the lower end of the medulla, near the level of

the points of the anterior pyramids. Adjoining the median sulcus, on each side, is the

posterior pyramid (5), which, as it ascends to the point of the calamus scriptorius, ex-

pands into a thick bulbous mass
(
b'), and then diverges as a flattened band. External

to the pyramid is the restiform body (c), which also enlarges as it ascends to the same

level. Between this and the posterior edge of the antero-lateral column
(
d
)

is a super-

ficial tract of grey substance (e), consisting of the expansion of the caput cornu, or

dilated extremity of the posterior horn, and known as the grey tubercle of Bolando.

(9) At the point of the calamus scriptorius, on each side of the median line, is an

oval or pyriform mass of ganglionic substance (g), of a bluish or pearly hue, constituting

the superficial part of the nucleus of the vagus nerve, seen in section at g ,
fig. 9, Plate

VIII.
;
and the small tract

(
t
')
between this and the median fissure is the upper part of

the nucleus of the hypoglossal nerve, seen in section in fig. 10, Plate VIII. ; its lower

end being covered in by the spinal-accessory nucleus and the posterior pyramids
(t ,

b\

figs. 6, 7 & 8, Plate VIII.). In the angle between the outer side of this vagal nucleus

(g ,
fig. 11, Plate IX.) and the upper divergent end of the posterior pyramid (5'), is the

commencement of another and larger mass of grey substance (i), which is seen in section

in fig. 10, Plate VIII., and forms the posterior nucleus of the auditory nerve, covered by

epithelium.

(10) If the posterior pyramid b V {on the left side) be carefully dissected from the

restiform body (c), from below upwards, and he thrown forward, as shown in fig. 12,

Plate IX., the exposed surface of the medulla will present the appearances delineated

at the lower half of this figure ; t is the downward continuation of the vagal nucleus or

tract, constituting the nucleus of the spinal-accessory nerve, and previously covered in

by the bulb of the posterior pyramid (b
1

), as shown at t, fig. 7, Plate VIII. in a trans-

verse section. The oval mass g, marked off by the dotted line, is the inner and posterior

portion of the vagal nucleus exposed at the point of the calamus scriptorius by the

divergence of the posterior pyramid ; l is its inner and more anterior portion, covered
,

like the spinal-accessory nucleus t, lower down, by the posterior pyramid, as seen in

transverse sections, figs. 8 & 9, Plate VIII. Its upper point (

m

)
forms the principal

nucleus of the glossopharyngeal nerve. Along the outer and anterior part of this grey

tract is a slender, longitudinal white column (n), which it lodges, as it were, in a groove

(see n, fig. 9, Plate VIII.), and which tapers to a point as it descends obliquely inward

along the base of the posterior pyramid to the mesial line (see n, fig. 12). In its course

upward it ascends along the inner edge of the pyramid, and joins those fibres of the

latter which pass into the anterior or outer auditory nucleus (see n, fig. 42, Plate XII.,

and fig. 58, Plate XIV.). On the outer side of this slender white column is a some-

what fusiform mass of grey substance, o (fig. 12, and oo', fig. 24, Plate X.), imbedded
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in the inner side of the restiform body, and exposed by the removal of 'the posterior

pyramid. From the upper end of this fusiform grey mass a thin but broad layer of

fibres, mixed with some grey substance (p), radiates upward and outward on the resti-

form body (see also p, fig. 24).

Fig. 14, Plate IX. is another careful dissection of some of these parts. The pos-

terior pyramid (b) has been separated on the left side of the medulla from the inner side

of the posterior column (<?), and drawn aside, exposing nearly the whole of the continuous

tract of grey substance constituting below, the spinal-accessory nucleus (t), and above, the

vagal nucleus (g). This grey tract is intimately connected and continuous at the point

of the calamus with the posterior pyramid (5), which sends forward into it a series of

fine fibres. It is composed of round, oval, crescentic, or angular cells of large size, and

a multitude of very fine fibres, of which a large number are longitudinal, and ascend

with an inclination outward from t to the calamus scriptorius at
_y, where those on the

outer side are connected with the posterior pyramid, from which again a bluish process

runs forward to the oval or vagal mass left uncovered by the posterior pyramid at g, as

shown in fig. 12.

(11) I will now briefly describe, in a series of transverse sections, the medulla oblon-

gata of the Monkey, not only because’ it exhibits certain interesting deviations from the

appearances observed in Man, but because it illustrates in a beautiful manner the highly

important morphological changes which I have just been endeavouring to explain.

In the lower kind of Apes it differs considerably in shape from the human medulla,

the antero-posterior diameter being less than the lateral, but proportionably greater

than in other animals. The form and arrangement of its different parts may be consi-

dered to possess a kind of intermediate character between man and the higher mammalia.

The anterior pyramids and olivary bodies are proportionably larger than in any inferior

animal, and, as in Man, are the chief cause of the increase in the antero-posterior dia-

meter of the medulla. The posterior and lateral white columns are largely developed

and very distinctly marked off from each other by indentations, as in some of the mam-
malia, especially of the feline species. Fig. 15, Plate IX. represents the grey substance

at the lower part of the medulla on a level with the points of the anterior pyramids.

It has a greater resemblance to the corresponding portion in Man than in any other

animal, but it differs from both in being pierced behind the canal by a greater number

of longitudinal bundles of fibres, represented by the four dark dots * ; d" is a close net-

work with nerve-cells springing out of the side of the anterior cornu, and forming,

higher up, the lateral nucleus. Fig. 16, Plate IX. is an exact representation of the grey

substance at a level corresponding very nearly to the same part in fig. 4, Plate VIII. of

the human medulla. Fig. 17, Plate IX. shows both the white and grey substances still

higher up, at a point nearly corresponding to that of fig. 5, Plate VIII. Here it will

be seen that the posterior pyramids {b, b), and especially the restiform bodies (c, c), are

largely developed. The lateral columns (d, d) are particularly large, and the posterior

* The same letters indicate the same parts as in all the preceding figures of the human medulla.
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parts of them are separated from the rest of the antero-lateral columns by a deep notch

on each side. Fig. 18, Plate IX. represents the posterior part of the right lateral half of

the medulla somewhat higher up. Here the posterior pyramid
(
b
)
has increased in dimen-

sions and become completely filled with grey substance. The restiform body
(c) has also

enlarged and is singularly prominent. The grey substance differs in some respects from

that of the human medulla. The part o of fig. IT has now enlarged into a broad mass,

from which a multitude of conspicuous fibres radiate like a brush to a remarkable group

of cells situated near the surface of the column (c). These cells are much larger and more

diversified in shape than those of the inner part (o) of the restiform nucleus, and are

united together by their processes in a network. This grey mass exists likewise in Man,

but is not so largely developed. It is seen to commence in fig. 5, Plate VIII. at c' e' v

as a small offset from o, and to increase in size through the rest of the figures. In

Man there are many more fibres constituting the network than in the Ape, and the

cells are somewhat smaller and more elongated. Fig. 26, Plate X. represents some of

the cells from the Ape, magnified 220 diameters. They are in close vicinity of bundles

of longitudinal fibres. In fig. 19 this outer nucleus of the restiform body has increased

in dimensions, and is united immediately, instead of by radiating fibres, to the inner

restiform nucleus (o), which, like the posterior pyramid (b), is also larger than in the

preceding figure. This inner nucleus
(o

)

is now seen to consist of numerous oval, glo-

bular, crescentic, or irregular masses of granular substance, with small, and, for the

most part, round, oval, or pyriform cells, which contrast strongly with the large, vari-

ously-shaped, and branched cells of the outer nucleus (c'). At each side of the canal,

1
1' has now taken the form of an oval mass, the lower part of which has become the

nucleus of the hypoglossal nerve; while the upper or posterior part
(
t), which is joined

to its fellow by a light commissure, has become the nucleus of the spinal-accessory nerve.

At this upper or posterior part it is directly continuous with the posterior pyramid
(
bb

") ;

but its outer side is separated from o, the inner restiform nucleus, by two sets of fibres,

the one proceeding from that nucleus and from the posterior pyramid, to the remains of

the anterior cornu, and the lower end (W) of the olivary body of the same side ; while

the other set (n) proceed from the lateral column at the side of the spinal-accessory

nucleus (t) to the olivary body, and back of the anterior pyramid of the opposite side

(yy), decussating with their fellows from the other half of the medulla. As usual, the

caput cornu (e), or dilated extremity of the posterior horn, has been pushed forward from

its cervix by the development of the post-pyramidal and restiform- ganglia (b and o). The

anterior pyramids (y, y) are much larger than in any of the mammalia (compare figs. 13,

14, Plate XII., and figs. 15, 16, Plate XIII. of my Memoir on the Medulla Oblongata,

Phil. Trans. 1858). Fig. 20, Plate IX. represents a transverse section of the right

lateral half of the medulla of the Monkey, at the point of the calamus scriptorius, where

the connexions between the spinal-accessory nuclei and the posterior pyramids of oppo-

site sides are broken through. The two oval masses (

t

,
t') are separated behind by the

opening of the canal into the fourth ventricle, and resemble a pair of acorns joined at
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their bases. In the lower or anterior part of each is seen the group of large cells
(t ')

which form the hypoglossal nucleus ; and in the upper or posterior part is seen another

and oval group of smaller cells (t"), forming part of the nucleus of the spinal-accessory

nerve. Behind this group of cells, the part t is finer in texture, consisting of granules,

nuclei, small cells, and fine fibres. The posterior pyramid (b) is rather larger than in

fig. 19, but it now begins to be bevelled off at its base, just below b

;

and between it and

the spinal-accessory nucleus (£) there is a small triangular and paler mass (b”), which is in

fact the inner side of the base of the pyramid, where it was joined to its fellow at the

bottom of the median fissure, as seen at b", fig. 19, enclosed in the dotted line on the

right side. The outer restiform nucleus (d) has increased considerably in dimensions,

while the inner nucleus (o) has somewhat diminished (compare figs. 7 & 8, Plate VIII.

of human medulla on the right side). The decussating fibres (n, y') proceeding from

the side of the spinal-accessory nucleus to the opposite olive and anterior pyramid are

less numerous. In fig. 21, Plate IX. the outer restiform nucleus (d) is quite as large as

in the preceding figure
;
while the inner nucleus (o) is much smaller, and is divided into

several separate masses, which are partially blended with the outer nucleus (d). The
posterior pyramid (b) has considerably diminished, and the part b" at its base has swollen

into a larger eminence, which is now directly continuous with the posterior part (t) of

the vagal nucleus, and seems to arise out of it (compare fig. 20), while its cells have

increased somewhat in size. At the point between t and b" there is an oval mass of

epithelial cells and fibres (seen at f on the left side) which is continuous with the layer

that covers the ventricle ; it exists also in Man, but is much smaller than in the Ape.

The hypoglossal nucleus (t
1

)
has increased considerably in dimensions, pushing, as it were,

outward, the oval group of cells
(
t"), which now becomes the nucleus of the vagus

,
instead

of the spinal-accessory nerve. The bundles of fibres (

n

,
y') have ceased to proceed from

the side of the spinal-accessory (now the vagal) nucleus to the opposite olive and anterior

pyramid, the point whence they issued presenting now only the cut end of a slender

column of longitudinal fibres
(
n)

enclosed in a crescent between the horns of the nucleus.

In fig. 22, Plate X. the outer restiform nucleus (d) and the scattered masses of the inner

nucleus (o) have somewhat diminished and become still more intermixed. At the same

time it will be observed that the posterior pyramid
(
b) is still further reduced, while the

part b

"

(which in fig. 20 belongs to the base of the pyramid) has extended in a corre-

sponding proportion ; so that now the posterior part
(
t

)

of the vagal nucleus, and the

part b" of the posterior pyramid form together a triangular mass (i) uniform in struc-

ture, and overlying the slender longitudinal column n and the oval group of cells (t")

which gives origin to the upper roots of the vagus nerve. The hypoglossal nucleus
(
t
')

reaches the surface of the ventricle, and completely separates i from its fellow of the

opposite side. In fig. 23, Plate X. at jp" is seen a large bundle of arciform fibres coming

from the outer part of the restiform body, and sweeping forward through the extremity

of the caput cornu (e e) to the olivary body (W). The hypoglossal nucleus has con-

siderably diminished, and retreated further backward and outward at the inner side of
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and in the form of an uncircumscribed group of cells
(t

') ; while the nucleus (t"), which

now gives origin to the lowest roots of the glossopharyngeal nerve, instead of to the

upper roots of the vagus, has been pushed, as it were, further outward, the bundles of

the small longitudinal column
(
n)

being now at the outer end of this nucleus, and sepa-

rating the fibres of the nerve at their point of entrance. The posterior pyramid as a

separate structure has wholly disappeared, while the triangular mass i
,
whose cells have

been enlarging, is likewise increased in dimensions ; and d o of fig. 22 (the outer and

inner nuclei of the restiform body) have now completely coalesced to form a beautiful

network of cells and fibres (d o), enclosing in its meshes longitudinal bundles of different

shapes and sizes, and overlying, as in fig. 22, the extremity of the caput cornu poste-

rioris (e e), through which transverse arciform fibres are sent across to the raphe to

decussate with their fellows of the opposite side. Now the former of these two struc-

tures (i) gives origin (as I shall presently show) to the posterior root of the auditory

nerve, and I have therefore termed it the posterior or inner auditory nucleus
;
while

the latter (do) gives origin to the other division of the auditory nerve which passes

underneath, or in front of the restiform body, and I have therefore termed it the anterior

or outer auditory nucleus.

(12) By referring, then, to figs. 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, & 21, Plate IX. we find that (1°)

the chief portion of the posterior pyramid with its grey substance, b', (2°) a large portion

of the restiform body
(e) with its grey substance (o) arising out of the posterior part of

the cervix cornu posterioris (see especially figs. 17 & 18), and (3°) the posterior part of

the central grey substance (t) which lies immediately beneath the pyramids, which

gives origin to the grey substance of the pyramids, and which subsequently becomes

itself the posterior part of the spinal-accessory and vagal nuclei (t t, figs. 20 & 21), are

all by the histological and morphological changes above described transformed into the

central organs of hearing, to say nothing at present of the similar relations of these

to other parts of the brain.

Fig. 24, Plate X. is a longitudinal and horizontal section of the left half of the

posterior part of the human medulla oblongata, presenting another view of the anato-

mical relations of the posterior pyramid, the restiform body, the vagal nucleus, and the

auditory nucleus. At the lower end of the figure the section corresponds to the trans-

verse horizontal line b" b" in fig. 6, Plate VIII., much below the point of the calamus

scriptorius. V is the grey substance of the pyramid, b is its white substance. Higher

up the section takes off the surfaces of the inner and outer restiform nuclei (o d), the

former being still separated from the grey substance of the pyramid by its white sub-

stance (b). A little above this point the white substance of the posterior pyramid is

lost, its grey substance being fused with that of the restiform body. At o' the section

corresponds very nearly to the transverse line b" b" in fig. 9, Plate VIII., running

through the middle of the vagal nucleus (g). Here the vagal nucleus has swollen into

a large oval or pyriform body, while the posterior pyramid is much narrower and still

more closely blended with the grey substance of the restiform body. Out of this united

mdccclxviii. 2 Q
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mass several bundles of fibres with intervening layers of grey substance ascend longitu-

dinally through the grey network with which they constitute the outer nucleus of the

auditory nerve (c' o, fig. 23.). The inner nucleus («, fig. 24) of the auditory nerve,

although marked off from g by the dotted line to indicate its limits, is really directly

continuous with it ; neither can any alteration of structure be discovered, as the one

passes into the other.

(13) I have been thus exact and particular in following out the gradual transitions

and morphological changes which take place in ascending the medulla, not only on

account of their extreme importance directly and indirectly in both a pathological and

physiological point of view, but also on account of the necessity of understanding exactly

the structure, connexions, and relations of the various elements of this part of the

medulla, in order to interpret correctly the morphological and histological relations of

the parts which are situated higher up. And indeed I believe that these changes which

I have thus described, and which have cost me no small amount of thought and labour

to follow out and confirm, will be the means of correcting many errors, and of leading

to a more exact knowledge of other parts of the brain.

(14) But before I proceed to these parts it will be necessary to describe some new
and important facts which I have recently ascertained with regard to the structure of

the medulla oblongata.

In my former memoir on this subject, I gave the following composition of the anterior

pyramids, according to my observations at the time :

—

1. Decussating fibres of the anterior commissure, continuous with that of the spinal

cord.

2. Decussating fibres from the opposite lateral columns, constituting their chief bulk.

3. Decussating fibres from, the posterior grey substance.

4. Non-decussating fibres of the anterior columns, forming a small part on their outer

side.

Now subsequent observations, while they have confirmed the truth of these statements,

have enabled me to make some important additions. I had already shown that the

decussating fibres from the posterior grey substance proceed out of the post-pyramidal

nucleus, the restiform nucleus, and the posterior horn, near its extremity, as represented

in figs. 3 & 4, Plate VIII. I have since ascertained, by means of longitudinal sections

made at appropriate angles, that some of the decussating fibres of the anterior pyramids,

which appear only to cross the antero-lateral grey substance, in their course from the

opposite lateral column, do actually arise out of that substance at the points d', d!

,
fig. 3,

Plate VIII. I have further ascertained that the decussating fibres from both the

posterior and the anterior grey substances ascend toward the brain after they have joined

the pyramids. There is another exceedingly interesting structure, which, although it

does not share in the formation of the anterior pyramid, I shall mention here, because

it is mixed up with the decussating fibres of those bodies in the lateral column. In fig.

4, Plate VIII. on the right side, several curved bundles of fibres
(d') may be seen pro-
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ceeding transversely outward to the lateral column, and crossing the fibres of that

column which run to the opposite pyramid. These fibres take no share in the formation

of the pyramids ; and after running outward for a short distance they turn round and

descend the cord obliquely across the longitudinal fibres of the lateral column. At the

points where these two sets of fibres bend round (where the former or transverse set

descend, and the lateral or longitudinal set become transverse as they cross to the oppo-

site side) there is a very complicated and curved interlacement of bundles. Now the

physiological importance of the former set is evident when we consider that the part of

the posterior grey substance from which they arise is precisely that which forms the

lower portion of the spinal-accessory and vagal nuclei, and with which the lower roots

of the spinal-accessory nerves are connected. It is moreover interesting to observe that

in ascending the medulla oblongata above the decussation of the pyramids, a similar

system of fibres was found to proceed from the same respiratory centre, and to run

down the lateral columns.

(15) Since the publication of my memoir on the medulla oblongata I have ascertained

some further and important particulars regarding the structure and connexions of the

respiratory centres. Fig. 25, Plate X. represents with great exactness a transverse

section of the central canal with the left lateral half of the spinal-accessory and hypo-

glossal nuclei, at the level of the highest roots of the spinal-accessory nerve, as shown

on a smaller scale in the entire transverse section of the medulla in fig. 8, Plate VIII.

The spinal-accessory nucleus consists of two portions, an anterior and a posterior portion,

which differ from each in structure, although they are closely connected. The poste-

rior portion (A A, B, D, M, fig. 25, Plate X.) slopes outward and forward and is overlain

by the posterior pyramid (see b
1

,
fig. 8, Plate VIII.). It contains two or three thick

longitudinal columns of grey substance, which in transverse section appear as oval or

roundish masses (B, fig. 25, Plate X.), either wholly or only partially separated from

each other. These masses consist of granules mixed with nuclei and small cells, and

are enveloped by curved fibres and traversed by others in different directions. Some of

the curved fibres at the outer borders of these masses run obliquely outwards and down-

wards along the medulla in straight lines to reach the base of the restiform body. Others

from the anterior and posterior parts of the same or of different masses proceed inward
,

and, decussating across the middle line, connect these masses with their fellows of the

opposite side (C C, fig. 25, Plate X.). This decussation of fibres is not observable in every

section, and is most conspicuous a little lower in the medulla. Another set .of fibres

proceeding out of these masses run obliquely forward and outward (D) to the lateral

column, and are joined by numerous others which issue from between the pyramids, at

the bottom of the median fissure (E), and run on either side of the masses in the same

direction. Those on the outer side (A A) curve forward and inward, and terminate in a

plexus of bundles which decussate across the raphe (F) with their fellows in the oppo-

site half of the medulla. They are interspersed with numerous small cells, of which

some are darkened by pigment. The fibres on the inner side (G) run forward and

2 q 2
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outward, partly into the lateral column (at n), accompanied by others from the masses B,

but chiefly into the group of cells (H) forming the anterior portion of the nucleus, and

are interspersed not only with small cells, but with numerous others of a larger kind,

which are oval or fusiform, and elongated in the same oblique direction. They decussate

with those in the opposite half of the nucleus across the central line at G. Many of

them are evidently derived from a mass of epithelial cells situated at E between the

bases of the posterior pyramids.

The anterior portion of the spinal-accessory nucleus consists of an oval or fusiform

group of cells (H), sloping forward and outward from behind the canal. The cells are

of various sizes, are mostly oval, and lie with their longer axes in both a transverse and

longitudinal direction. Many of them are filled with dark pigment. From the outer

and anterior extremity of this group fibres proceed to form the greater part of the

spinal-accessory nerve r ; and from its inner and posterior extremity another set of fibres

extend obliquely inward and backward behind the canal, to the opposite group of cells.

These commissural fibres, like the others that decussate between the opposite sides of

the spinal-accessory nucleus, are not so distinct in Man as in the Ox, Sheep, Cat, Dog,

or Rabbit, and are most conspicuous at a lower level of the medulla, especially at the

inferior extremity of the olivary bodies, in sections corresponding to fig. 6, Plate VIII.

Between this group of cells in the anterior portion of the nucleus, and the curved

outer fibres (A A) proceeding from the posterior portion, is a roundish or somewhat oval

column of longitudinal bundles
(
n), either wholly or only partially enclosed on its pos-

terior and inner sides by a band of fibres (M), which sweep forward and inward across

the root of the spinal-accessory nerve r, and round the hypoglossal nucleus (J) to the

median raphe (F), where they decussate with their fellows from the opposite half of

the medulla. This little column is at intervals interspersed with small nucleated cells,

sometimes united by a kind of network, and is, as I shall presently show, a structure of

great importance.

I have already shown that at the lower end of the medulla oblongata, a network of

fibres and cells is formed in the deep portion of the lateral column (d1

,
fig. 1, Plate VIII.)

between the anterior and posterior horns ; that from the meshes of this network proceed

the bundles that form the chief proportion of the opposite anterior pyramid (figs. 2, 3,

& 4) ; and that after these bundles have ceased to cross over, the original network reap-

pears in a finer form (fig. 5, Plate VIII.) with an increase in the size and number of its

cells, and containing in its meshes a multitude of bundles composed of finer fibres.

Now the deepest or most internal and posterior of these longitudinal fibres (those lying

immediately in front of the caput cornu or grey tubercle (
e), at the angle formed by the

lines L n, fig. 5, Plate VIII.) diverge from the rest as they ascend the medulla, and

curving inward and backward, form the slender column n of fig. 8, Plate VIII. and fig.

25, Plate X. The derivation and course of this little column are well seen in a longi-

tudinal section carefully made in a particular plane, that is, obliquely from behind

forward in the direction of the line Lf, fig. 8, Plate VIII., or almost in the course of
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the spinal-accessory nerve, and carried downward through the parts of the medulla

represented by figs. 7, 6, 5. From such a longitudinal section fig. 27, Plate X. was

drawn. The lower edge (L t) of the figure corresponds to the line L t of fig. 5, Plate

VIII. d is the superficial white substance of the lateral column, to the depth of the

angle formed by the lines L O, fig. 5, Plate VIII. It consists of coarse longitudinal

nerve-fibres, irregularly interlaced and crossed at right angles by some finer transverse

fibres, d' is the posterior part of the network which reappears after the bundles in its

meshes have ceased to supply the anterior pyramid, and corresponds to that part of the

line L t in fig. 5, Plate VIII., which lies between O and n. It consists of finer fibres

than those of the preceding or superficial white layer. These fibres are moreover

collected into neat longitudinal bundles, which are very close together and parallel, but

communicate with each other by very oblique lateral offsets, so as to enclose a multitude

of fusiform, and often exceedingly elongated meshes, which are filled with groups and

streaks of nucleated cells and nuclei, of a corresponding shape and size. Some of the

processes of the cells extend along the longitudinal bundles, while others project across

them in the plane of the section and in the direction of numerous fibres issuing from

the spinal-accessory nucleus
(
t t).

As they ascend the medulla, the deepest longitudinal bundles (W, fig. 27, Plate X.) of

this layer diverge inwards, and become much more widely separated from each other,

but still communicate by lateral offsets. At the upper border of the figure this portion

of the layer (n
m
)
in the longitudinal section, occupies the part between N and n

;

and

in a transverse section of the medulla at this level (fig. 8, Plate VIII.) it occupies that

portion of the line L which also extends between N and n. Several of the innermost

fibres, in ascending from n! (fig. 27, Plate X.), unite into bundles to form the slender

longitudinal column n, which increases in thickness and curves inward and backward as

it approaches the upper border of the figure. In fig. 8, Plate VIII., this little column

{n) is seen in transverse section. In the transverse section (fig. 5, Plate VIII.), which

corresponds to the lower border of the longitudinal section (fig. 27, Plate X.), it is at

first separated from the spinal-accessory nucleus (t) by the numerous bundles of transverse

fibres which sweep round from behind forward to decussate into the anterior pyramid.

In the longitudinal section (fig. 27, Plate X.), the cut ends of these transverse bundles

are represented at the lower border of the figure by the dark dots at n".
. They are con-

tained in the transversely elongated meshes of a network composed chiefly of fibres pro-

ceeding from the spinal-accessory nucleus (t), and connected with numerous nerve-cells.

As the slender longitudinal column ascends the medulla to n, fig. 27, the transverse

bundles
(
n", dark dots) diminish in number until they are reduced to a comparatively

few fibres, which are seen in the transverse section (fig. 25, M, Plate X.), arching round

the inner border of n. But in proportion as these transverse bundles diminish on the

inner side of the slender column, the fibres proceeding from the posterior portion (AA,

fig. 25, Plate X.) of the spinal-accessory nucleus sweep forward round it on its outer

side, in company with other fibres coming from the posterior pyramid. In fig. 8, Plate
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VIII. these arciform fibres are seen between n and N. They pass between the separated

longitudinal bundles n'" of fig. 27, Plate X., where their cut ends are represented by the

dark dots, and between other transverse fibres proceeding outwards from the spinal-

accessory nucleus ; and this kind of plexus through which they pass contains numerous

nerve-cells whose processes are continuous with the different sets of fibres.

The next or internal layer (t t)
of fig. 27, Plate X. is the spinal-accessory nucleus

or tract, the cells having been omitted to avoid obscuring the fibres. It has been already

stated that a multitude of these fibres run longitudinally. In fig. 25, Plate X. it has

been shown that a vast number run transversely outward, from G to the slender column

n and to the lateral column beyond it. In the oblique longitudinal section (fig. 27) we

see both sets of fibres together. The longitudinal are not quite parallel, but intersect

each other at different angles, and bend round to be continuous with the transverse.

The latter then run outward, between the other set of transverse arciform bundles (n",

fig. 27, dark dots) (and n, fig. 5, Plate VIII.), which cross them at right angles as they

sweep round from behind forward to the anterior pyramid. On reaching the slender

column (n, fig. 27, Plate X.) some of them run with it longitudinally; but by far the

greater number, frequently in bundles, continue their course outward, and cross it more

or less at right angles to enter the layer n1

n'", where they contribute to form the grey

network between the longitudinal and the outer transverse arciform bundles. With the

former of these bundles
(
n fig. 27, Plate X.) some of them are directly continuous;

and with the latter (represented by the dots at n"') others appear to be connected through

the medium of the intervening cells : the rest continue outward across the fine longitu-

dinal fibres of the next layer, d', where similar connexions with the cells and longitudinal

fibres appear to take place ;
some of them reaching the superficial white column d, in

which they become lost.

The course and arrangement of the different sets of fibres in this extremely compli-

cated structure may now perhaps be more completely understood, ifwe suppose the lon-

gitudinal section (fig. 27) to be applied with its plane perpendicular to the planes of the

transverse sections (fig. 8 & fig. 5, Plate VIII.), so that the upper border (t) of fig. 27 shall

coincide with the line L t of fig. 8, and its lower border (L t) with the same line in fig. 5.

In descending the medulla below fig. 5, Plate VIII., the innermost fibres (n
1

)
of the

layer d' (fig. 27, Plate X.), in which the slender column n terminates, become still

further removed from the central nucleus (t) of the spinal-accessory nerve, by the inter-

position of lateral grey substance, with which the lower roots of this nerve are connected,

the cells of the central nucleus behind the canal being now small and sparing in number.

Fig. 28, Plate X. represents the left lateral half of the grey substance of the medulla

between figs. 4 & 5, Plate VIII. The central nuclei of the spinal-accessory and hypo-

glossal nerves (t, t') are only just marked out around the canal, while the lateral grey

substance beyond them is crossed by portions of the remaining curved bundles proceeding

from the restiform and postpyramidal nuclei to the decussation of the pyramids, which

have ceased to derive their fibres from the lateral columns, that part of those columns
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from which these fibres were derived being now occupied by the beautiful network d' d',

fig. 28, Plate X., containing in its meshes the longitudinal bundles which are continuous

with the layer d! n't at the lower border of fig. 27, Plate X. The innermost of these

bundles (%'), in which the slender column (n) terminates, are, in fig. 28, Plate X., situated

at the extremity of the line n

;

and at this point the lower rootlets of the spinal-accessory

nerve (r) are connected with the border of the lateral grey substance. Some of the fibres

of these rootlets turn backward round the little network of fibres (e), mixed with cells.,

joining the lateral grey substance to the grey tubercle or caput cornu posterioris, and seem

to be connected with it ; while others turn forward toward the remains of the anterior-

cornu (/')*• Still further down these anterior roots of the spinal-accessory nerve may be

traced to the anterior horn of the spinal cord, as far forward as the group of cells from

which the anterior roots of the spinal nerves take their origin, as may be seen in fig. 29,

Plate X., which represents a transverse section of the grey substance of the spinal cord at

the lower part of the first cervical nervesf. r indicates three branches of the spinal-acces-

sory nerve of the left side, proceeding to the lateral grey substance, and thence forward

to the side of the group of cells in the anterior horn, e is the caput cornu or dilated

extremity of the posterior horn ; e" indicates the posterior nerve-roots first passing trans-

versely through the posterior white column immediately behind the caput cornu, and then

crossing the cervix cornu to the lateral grey substance with which the spinal-accessory

nerve is connected, and which they separate from the central grey substance (t). At

the same part of the lateral grey substance we see the origin of some of the decussating

bundles (f) which form the point or termination of the anterior pyramids, and which

frequently seem to be continuous with the posterior nerve-roots (e"). The spinal-acces-

sory nerve appears to be connected with the lateral grey substance all along its border

from before backward, within the curved line of the lateral column d', into which the

greater number of the decussating fibres of the pyramids pass (see figs. 2, 3, & 4, Plate

VIII.). The connexion of the anterior pyramids with this part of the grey substance

is exceedingly interesting in reference to the influence of the will on the respiratory

movements.

(16) The slender longitudinal column n (figs. 25 & 27, Plate X.) has the same kind

of important connexions with the vagal and glossopharyngeal nuclei as those which it

has been shown to form with the spinal-accessory ;
but it has moreover a direct and

especial connexion with the glossopharyngeal nerve. While the spinal-accessory and

vagus nerves enter their nuclei on the inner side of the slender column, although they

are connected with it, many of the fibres of the glossopharyngeal nerve pass directly into

it. Fig. 30, Plate X. represents an oblique longitudinal section of the human medulla

hVthe plane of the glossopharyngeal nerve, and passing through the slender column n n

and the glossopharyngeal nucleus t". Some of the roots of the nerve (y) are distinctly

seen to enter the slender column {n) and run with it down the medulla.

* See my Memoir “ On the Medulla Oblongata,” figs. 19 & 23, Phil. Trans. 1858.

t See my “ Eurther Eesearcbes on the grey substance of tbe Spinal Cord,” fig. 12, Phil, Trans. 1859.
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(17) It has been shown that the upper roots of the spinal-accessory nerve arise from

a special nucleus in the medulla oblongata, behind the canal, and that the lower roots

have their origin in the lateral grey substance and anterior cornu of the spinal cord. It

is an interesting fact that the hypoglossal nerve has a similar kind of double origin.

Its lower roots arise from the upper remains of the anterior cornu, as I formerly showed

in the Sheep*, and as may now be seen in Man (fig. 28 x, Plate X.). Here the central

nucleus t', which gives origin to the upper roots, is only just marked out and contains

only a few small cells ; while the remains of the anterior cornu (f) contain two little

groups of large multipolar cells in connexion with the lower roots x.

(L8) In fig. 25, Plate X., J is an exact representation of the central nucleus of the

upper roots of the hypoglossal nerve in Man, a little below the level of the calamus

scriptorius, and on a level with the upper roots of the spinal-accessory nerve (r). It con-

sists of a group of multipolar cells, which are larger, more varied in shape than those

of the spinal-accessory nucleus, and resemble in every respect those of the anterior

comu of the spinal cord. These cells send their processes in different directions, and

many of them are elongated longitudinally in connexion with fibres running in the

same direction. There is no actual line of separation between this group and the oval

group (H, fig. 25) belonging to the spinal-accessory nucleus, for each passes gradually, as

it were, into the other by means of more sparingly scattered cells and nuclei which occupy

the intervening space, exactly as is represented in the figure. In this intervening space

some fine fibres may be seen passing from one nucleus to the other as well as from

within outward ; but at a higher level in the medulla I discovered a more intimate and

important communication between the two nuclei, by means of nerve-processes and

fibres, which will be described further on. At the anterior part of the hypoglossal

nucleus, just where the nerves enter it, there is a little separate group composed of

smaller cells than the others, and from which several large bands of commissural fibres

proceed to the raphe, where they decussate with those of the opposite side (see J',

fig. 25). This little group is most conspicuous at a higher level of the medulla, above

the calamus scriptorius, where the other cells of the nucleus are also imperfectly divided

into separate groups (see fig. 32 J', Plate XI.). There is also a remarkable fan-shaped

set of commissure fibres (J", fig. 25, Plate X.), which, arising from different parts of

the hypoglossal nucleus, converge inward and forward to the raphe (F), where, like the

others, they decussate their fellows of the opposite side. More externally, the roots of

the nerves (x) are crossed, as already described, by numerous arciform fibres (M, A A)

which proceed from the spinal-accessory nucleus and the slender column (n) adjoining.

In animals these fibres are exceedingly numerous.

(19) In the Sheep, as I formerly stated, a few of the roots of the hypoglossal nerves

(x) join these commissural fibres and cross the raphe; and in Man a few of the higher

roots take the same course ; but almost all of them enter the nucleus without decus-

sating across the raphe. They traverse it from before backward and in other directions,

* See “ Medulla Oblongata,” Philosophical Transactions, 1858, fig. 13 z, Plate XII.
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crossing the fan-shaped set of commissural fibres and reaching as far as the scattered

cells intervening between it and the spinal-accessory nucleus. The lateral roots com-

pletely inclose the group of cells, those on the outer side curving inward, and those on

the inner side taking an opposite course. The latter often approach the raphe at L' so

closely that they might easily be supposed to cross it
;
hut they may always be traced

outward and backward as far as a separate but small group of cells (K7) lying nearer

the side and lower border of the canal. This little group or column contains numerous

longitudinal fibres, and is composed of much smaller cells than those of the hypoglossal

nucleus. At this level of the medulla it is in some sections scarcely perceptible, but it

increases in size as it ascends, and is a structure of great importance
; for I shall pre-

sently show that it forms the lower end of the column of cells and fibres which consti-

tute the fasciculus teres, and part of the nucleus of the facial nerve. We have here,

then, a most interesting communication between the facial nerve and even the lower

roots of the hypoglossal. Still further back and nearer the canal is another very small

group of nuclei, the use of which I have not ascertained.

(20) For some distance around the canal there is a dense layer of exceedingly fine

nucleated fibres, which decussate each other both behind and in front (L/), and run down

the raphe towards F. Further out from the side of the canal they are joined by similar

fibres which proceed from the oval group of the spinal-accessory nucleus (H), and from

the little group (K') belonging to the facial nucleus. In the Ox, Sheep, Rabbit, &c.,

all these fibres are more conspicuous than in Man. They are crossed at right angles by

a multitude of longitudinal fibres of a similar nature, which form a layer that is denser

in proportion as it approaches the border of the canal.

(21) I have already stated that fine fibres run between the hypoglossal and spinal-

accessory nuclei. At a higher level of the medulla I discovered a still more intimate

and a most important connexion between these parts. It can only be properly seen in a

longitudinal and horizontal section made at the point of the calamus scriptorius and

carried up through the middle of the hypoglossal and spinal-accessory nuclei ; for

the fibres arch upward, and are therefore more or less divided in a transverse section.

Fig. 31, Plate X. represents such a longitudinal section; and fig. 32, Plate XI. a trans-

verse section of the parts of these nuclei left after the longitudinal section was made, so

that the line of section J, PI, H' corresponds to the lower edge J, H, IT of fig. 31, Plate X. ;

where J is the hypoglossal nucleus, and PI the group of cells forming the anterior pro-

jecting horn of the spinal-accessory and vagus nucleus, on the inner side of the slender

column n, where the nerve r enters. In the hypoglossal nucleus (J', J", fig. 31, Plate X.)

a number of cells send their processes laterally outward in an arched direction to the

inner or anterior horn (H) of the spinal-accessory nucleus ;
and from this, hi return,

elongated cells send their processes inward to the hypoglossal nucleus (J"). The majority

of the cells of the anterior horn (PI) of the spinal-accessory nucleus are elongated longi-

tudinally with a multitude of fibres, and some of the transverse fibres coming from

the hypoglossal nucleus (J") cross these to the outer part of the spinal-accessory nucleus

(H'), and thence to the slender column n.

mdccclxviii. 2 E
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(22) But besides this most intimate and important connexion between the two nuclei

—the hypoglossal and the spinal-accessory—through the medium of their cellsr the

spinal-accessory nerve
,
as I formerly showed on several occasions, has a separate origin

from the hypoglossal nucleus ; and I also showed that both the vagus and glossophar

ryngeal nerves have each a separate origin from the same source. These interesting

facts have been fully confirmed by Dr. John Dean, of Boston, U. S. *. In birds this

separate origin of the vagus nerve from the hypoglossal nucleus is so striking, that in

well-made preparations it may be seen almost at a glance f. In fishes I have recently

discovered a beautiful and peculiarly interesting illustration of the same anatomical fact.

In these animals there is no separate hypoglossal nerve, but the tongue is supplied by a

branch of the vagus. Now I was very desirous of knowing what was the nature of the

vagal nucleus in these animals, and of ascertaining whether it was a double or com-

pound nucleus consisting of the vagal and hypoglossal nuclei joined together. On
examination I found that the lower division of the vagus nerve, after proceeding trans-

versely through the lateral part of the medulla, bifurcates into two distinct roots of con-

siderable size; and that while one of these curves backward to spread into the grey

substance behind the canal, the other bends forward into a round or oval nucleus, which,

in regard both to the character of its cells and its position in front and at the side of

the canal, corresponds exactly to the hypoglossal nucleus of the higher vertebrata.

These appearances are so well marked,—this anterior nucleus is so distinct, and its

connexion with the corresponding root of the vagus nerve is so evident,—that in well-

made preparations they may be seen with the greatest facility. In fishes the roots of

the vagus external to the medulla consist of two sets,—the one a little above the other.

The lower set are on a level with the calamus scriptorius ; the upper set are on a level

with the large vagal eminence of grey substance which rests on the floor of the fourth

ventricle beneath the cerebellum. Fig. 33, Plate XI. represents a transverse section of

the medulla oblongata of the Cod at the point of the calamus scriptorius, just where

the canal (6) opens into the fourth ventricle, and therefore on a level with the lower set of

vagal nerves (14). The anterior portion of the medulla, 1, 1, 2, 3 (see left side of figure),

on either side, consists of some nerve-cells, and a network of fibres and blood-vessels

containing in its meshes a multitude of longitudinal bundles of different sizes. Many
of these bundles are exceedingly large, particularly along the inner side next the raphe,

—as represented by the round or oval spaces (1,1),—and in front at 2, where they appear

to correspond to the anterior pyramids of the higher vertebrata. The nerve-cells are

of considerable size, and chiefly collected into a small group (3) .near the centre.

Behind the two lateral halves of this anterior portion of the medulla, and lodged in a

depression between them, are two other larger longitudinal bundles of fibres (4) ; and

immediately behind these are two oval and still larger longitudinal columns of nerve-

cells (5), which have precisely the same position at the side, and in front, of the canal

* On the Grey Substance of the Medulla Oblongata and Trapezium. By John Deast, M.D., 1864, pages

27 28.

t See my Memoir on the Medulla Oblorgata, Philosophical Transactions, 1858, Plate XIII. fig. 18.
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as have the longitudinal columns of cells constituting the nuclei of the hypoglossal

nerves in the higher vertebrata. Under a magnifying-power of about 100 diameters, a

transverse section of one of these columns has the appearance represented in fig. 34,

Plate XI. The cells are large and multipolar, resembling those of the hypoglossal

nucleus. Between them are numerous longitudinal fibres represented by the dots ; and

from all parts of the nucleus a number of fibres radiate transversely toward the surface

(see also fig. 33, 7, on left side), where they bend round and become lost, for there is no

nerve attached to this part of the medulla. From this nucleus the anterior roots of the

lower set of vagal nerves take their origin, and curving outward and backward in a thick

compact bundle (8, fig. 33) join the posterior roots (9), which are somewhat more nume-

rous, and arise from a large column of grey substance (10, 10) behind and at the side of

the canal (6). This substance is finely granular, and contains a multitude of very small

cells or nuclei. It sends numerous fibres into the anterior nucleus (5, see left side

of figure), as well as others which, in company with those issuing from the nucleus,

proceed outward to the surface at 7. On the outer side of the posterior nucleus (10)

is the restiform body (11) containing some grey substance (12), from which numerous

fibres converge into a large bundle (13) that runs forward and inward to decussate with

its fellow across the raphe in front of the canal, and terminate on the opposite side in

the anterior part of the medulla close to the group of cells (3). The correspondence of

the anterior nucleus (5) and of the anterior vagus-roots (8) in the Fish, with the

hypoglossal nucleus and hypoglossal nerve in the higher vertebrata, is very striking.

The arrangement in the Fish is such that the fibres distributed to the tongue, instead of

running forward across the medulla in the course of the dotted line x as a separate and

special hypoglossal nerve, are thrown backward and aside at 8 to join the vagus and be

distributed to the tongue as one of the branches of that nerve *.

(23) Of the Olivary bodies.—In my memoir on the Medulla, I gave a detailed account

of the general appearance and structure of the olivary bodies in Man, in the Ape, in

many of the Mammalia, and in Birds, and I have now only a few more observations to

make on the subject. In fishes I have never been able to discover any structures to

which I could point as the representatives of the olivary bodies of the higher animals.

In Birds, however, they certainly exist, although their cells are not arranged in the

form of a lamina, but are scattered about the column in which they are contained.

In the higher Mammalia, however, they assume the form of a lamina, which, in the

* In reptiles, also, the vagus sends a considerable branch to the tongue, and indeed is the only nerve that

supplies that organ. This branch must not he regarded as the glossopharyngeal, for it supplies not only the

muscular tissue of the tongue, but the muscles which protrude and retract that organ. “ La huitieme paire,”

says Desmoulins, “ est le seul nerf distribue aux muscles de la langue et de la glotte ” (Systtmes Nerveux,

tom. ii. p. 455). I have not examined the origin of the vagus in reptiles, hut probably it is similar to that

which I have discovered in fishes. The spinal-accessory, also, in reptiles and birds is only a part of the vagus,

which, according to Bischoff, gives one branch, or several branches, to the neck. In reptiles and fishes, both

the hypoglossal and spinal-accessory are only branches of the vagus, or rather the three nerves form one com-

mon system.

2 e 2
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feline tribe especially, is bent into a simple curve or loop. Fig. 35, Plate XI. represents

a transverse section of the right anterior pyramid and olivary body of the Cat. On the

outer side of the pyramid
(y)

is the olivary body, which consists of three masses of cells,

the one in the middle (W) being a simple loop. Now in ascending the animal scale, I

found that in the common Ape the olivary bodies are not only much increased in size

and more prominent on the surface of the medulla, but that the loops or folds of the

lamina, which are simple in the highest Carnivora, as the Cat, become thrown into

secondary loops or convolutions, as at w, fig. 23, Plate X. Still higher in the scale the

convolutions of the lamina are more numerous, and the bulk of the entire organ is

much greater, as may be seen in figs. 36 & 37, Plate XI. The latter figure represents

the right anterior pyramid (y) and olivary body (W) of a young Orang Outang*. Fig. 36

was drawn from a transverse section of a piece of medulla given to me by the late Mr.

Queckett, of the Royal College of Surgeons. From the strong resemblance of this

medulla to that of Man, and the large size of the olivary bodies, it evidently belonged

to one of the higher Simiadse. The olivary body itself closely resembles that of the

Orang Outang (fig. 37) ;
but it seems to be imbedded in the anterior pyramid, instead of

lying behind and on its outer side. Moreover, there is another peculiarity in the exist-

ence of a large separate column
(d)

forming part of the lateral column. In both this

medulla and that of the Orang Outang (fig. 37), the convolutions of the olivary lamina

are as numerous as in Man, and form a striking contrast to the simple loop of the

Cat at W, fig. 35. On a former occasion I showed that in Mammalia generally the

hypoglossal nerves are attached on the outer side of the olivary bodies, instead of on

the inner side, as in Man. It is somewhat curious that in all the Apes, even in the

Orang Outang and Chimpanzee, their point of attachment is intermediate, that is to say,

they are attached to the olivary bodies themselves.

I shall now proceed to describe the structures forming the upper part of the fourth

ventricle.

* For the medulla oblongata, pons Yarolii, and part of the cerebellum and cerebral convolutions of the Orang -

Outang, I am indebted to the kindness of Dr. Muie, of the Zoological Gardens.
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CHAPTEE II.

(24) The little column of cells and longitudinal fibres seen at K', fig. 25, Plate X.,

lying at the side of the central canal and immediately behind the hypoglossal nucleus (J),

increases in size as it ascends the medulla to constitute the so-called “fasciculus teres.”

Above the calamus scriptorius, on the floor of the fourth ventricle, it increases most

rapidly, and rather suddenly, just in proportion to the decrease of the hypoglossal

nucleus. Pig. 38, Plate XI. represents a transverse section of the floor of the ventricle

at this level, on the left of the median line. J is the hypoglossal nucleus considerably

diminished in size. Behind and overlying it is the “fasciculus teres ” (K'), much

increased in size, in consequence of the greater number of both the fibres and cells

which it contains, the fibres for the most part forming a layer nearer its posterior

surface. It is an oval or pyriform mass, and lies with its longer axis transversely inward

and outward. On its inner side it tapers over the back of the hypoglossal nucleus, to

join a small oval group of closely aggregated cells (T), which now makes its appearance

along each border of the raphe
; and on the outer side it tapers under, or in front of,

the oval group of cells (H) forming the inner portion of the vagal nucleus, which partly

overlies it. Some of the fibres of the vagus nerve (y) appear to be connected with it,

as they run along its lower border to the hypoglossal nucleus. The outer portion of

the vagal nucleus is at t, and the slender longitudinal column at n.

(25) A transverse section of the floor of the fourth ventricle a little higher up (on a

level with the roots of the glossopharyngeal nerve) is represented in fig. 39, Plate XI.

Plere we find that the hypoglossal nucleus has almost wholly disappeared, only a few

small cells (J, J'), belonging apparently to the anterior group, remaining in company with

a few commissural fibres and nerve-roots (x). The dark oval group of nuclei (T) is much

larger than in the preceding section, and on its outer side, on the surface of the ven-

tricle, is the cut end of one of the striae medullares (Tv). The “fasciculus teres ” (K') has

nearly doubled its size, and is connected by a curved band of fibres with the posterior

nucleus
(
i)

of the auditory nerve ; t is the outer portion of the glossopharyngeal nucleus.

It is much smaller than the corresponding part of the vagal nucleus (fig. 38), and has

diminished in proportion as the auditory nucleus (i) has enlarged. On the right of t,

the group of cells constituting the inner nucleus of the glossopharyngeal nerve has

altered a little in form, being somewhat club-shaped instead of oval.

(26) In the central part of each lateral half of the medulla, and near the inner side

of the caput cornu posterioris or grey tubercle (e, fig. 10, Plate VIII.), there is a pecu-

liar group of large multipolar cells (U), precisely similar in appearance to those in the

anterior cornu of the spinal cord. This is the lower part of a longitudinal column of

cells, constituting the nucleus of the lesser root of the trigeminal or fifth cerebral nerve.

Higher up in the medulla, on a level with the auditory nerve, it was pointed out by

Stilling; but I have traced it much lower down—sometimes nearly as low as the level
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of the inferior ends of the olivary body*. On a level with the glossopharyngeal nerve

it forms a group of considerable size (U, fig. 39, Plate XI.). Its cells are lodged in

the interspaces between the deep arciform and the longitudinal bundles of fibres already

described (§ 15), and may frequently be seen to curve round or embrace the latter,

with which some of their processes are continuous. By this continuity of their processes

with the longitudinal bundles they probably establish connexions with other cells at dif-

ferent lengths of the column ; and by a similar continuity with the transverse arciform

fibres, which freely communicate with each other, and decussate their fellows on the

opposite half of the medulla, they are brought into connexion with parts on either side.

In some sections the cells are especially elongated forwards and backwards, as shown at U,

fig. 39, and send their processes chiefly in both these directions. The processes which

extend forward, but which are not shown in the figure, sometimes form a kind of

tapering brush or tail of fibres in connexion with more scattered cells lying along their

course, and may frequently be seen to communicate with the transverse bundles which

traverse the grey tubercle (e, fig. 10, Plate VIII.), and the sensory roots of the fifth

nerve contained therein. By means of a special set of commissural fibres (U', fig. 39,

Plate XI.), the entire group has a very intimate connexion with other surrounding

parts, but particularly with the cells on the right of t, belonging to the glossopharyngeal

nucleus, and with the so-called “ fasciculus teres.” On proceeding from the group

backward, some of these fibres (at U') turn round at different depths to end in the

transverse arciform bundles
;
some turn round to he continuous with the longitudinal

bundles
; others pass further backward to the glossopharyngeal nucleus and “ fasciculus

teres while a few are seen to be continuous with returning fibres of the glossopha-

ryngeal nerve which do not enter their nucleus.

(27) Xnl857f I pointed out the fact that the descending portion of the posterior root

of the fifth nerve, instead of traversing the restiform body, as it was previously believed

to do, runs down through the front of the grey tubercle, or caput cornu posterioris.

The transversely cut ends of its longitudinal fibres are represented by the dark spots in

the grey tubercle at e, fig. 10, Plate VIII. Moreover, I formerly showed^ that both

the vagus and glossopharyngeal nerve, on their way to their nuclei, traverse the grey

tubercle and pass through this portion of the fifth nerve ; while I have since had reason

to think that some of their roots terminate in the grey tubercle as one of their centres

of origin.

* Schroder yaw dee Iyolh, who did not recognize this group of cells, says that Stilling has mistaken the

antero-lateral nucleus for it. This is quite a mistake on the part of Schroder yan dee Kolk, who has him-

self mistaken the antero-lateral nucleus for what Stilling really means. Stilling was not acquainted with the

antero-lateral nucleus, which I first pointed out in 1857, and which was subsequently more fully and well de-

scribed by Dr. John Dean, who gave it that name. The two groups are perfectly distinct, as may he seen in

fig. 10, Plate YIII., where s is the antero-lateral nucleus, and U the nucleus of the motor root of the fifth

nerve.

t “Medulla Oblongata,” read June 1857, Philosophical Transactions, 1858.

1 Philosophical Transactions, 1858.
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(28) This intimate connexion of the sensory division of the fifth nerve with the vagus

and glossopharyngeal nerves in the grey tubercle, as well as the connexion, just shown,

of its motor nucleus with the glossopharyngeal nucleus, with the returning fibres of the

glossopharyngeal nerve, and with the “ fasciculus teres,” are facts of uncommon interest.

(29) The longitudinal fibres (YY', fig. 8, Plate VIII.) immediately in front, and on

the outer side, of the hypoglossal nucleus (t')
have the same kind of anatomical con-

nexion with that nucleus as the antero-lateral white columns of the spinal cord have

with its anterior horn. In longitudinal sections carried through these columns and the

hypoglossal nucleus the fibres along the border of the nucleus may be seen to enter

or issue from it, just as the fibres of the antero-lateral columns do along the border

of the grey substance in the cord. It has been seen that along the line L t, from the

spinal-accessory nucleus outward, the longitudinal bundles between N and n are sparing

and wide apart (see n"
!

,
fig. 27, Plate X.). In front of this line, however, on the outer

side of the hypoglossal nucleus, and of the root of the hypoglossal nerve, at V', fig. 8, on

the opposite half the medulla, the longitudinal bundles are numerous and close together,

but as in the former case, their fibres are finer than those of the white column at the

surface. The smaller column (V) immediately in front of the hypoglossal nucleus,

and between the raphe and the origin of the nerve, contains many coarser fibres than

those just mentioned. Now this column, as far forward at least as the posterior part of

the olivary body, is the remains of the anterior column of the spinal cord, left on the

outer side of the decussating fibres of the anterior pyramid, and known as the non-

decussating portion of that body. It is seen at V in figs. 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6, Plate VIII.

In fig. 5, Plate VIII. this column on each side is pushed to the back of the pyramid (y),

and separated from its fellow by the numerous decussating bundles (n") which sweep

round from the bases of the posterior pyramids and restiform bodies. In fig. 6, Plate

VIII. the two columns (V) are brought more closely together, more in front of the hypo-

glossal nuclei ; and the decussating bundles of arciform fibres (which are now wider

apart), instead of separating them from these nuclei, cross them transversely and then

run forward between them to the back of the anterior pyramids and lower ends of the

olivary bodies. In fig. 8, Plate VIII. they have lost their definite outline, being fused

with other longitudinal fibres at the back of the anterior pyramids, between the decus-

sating commissure of the olivary bodies
; and they are still closer together, being sepa-

rated only by the central raphe, and bounded on their outer sides by the • hypoglossal

nerves. The anterior cornu (f, fig. 4, Plate VIII.) of the spinal cord is in fig. 5

resolved into network enclosing longitudinal bundles, and blending with the network (s)

further back, which is left after the lateral columns have crossed over to the anterior

pyramids (see n, fig. 28, Plate X.). In its place at/'’, fig. 5, Plate VIII. is developed the

olivary body (W, fig. 6), which is moreover connected with the white substance of the

anterior column at its surface. After the bundles from the lateral columns have crossed

over to the anterior pyramids, the central part of each lateral half of the medulla (at the

letter U, figs. 6, 9 & 10, Plate VIII.) contain, as I have already stated, a multitude of
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longitudinal bundles. How many of these fibres belong to those portions of the lateral

columns of the cord that have not contributed to the formation of the pyramids, it is

not easy to determine ; but it is certain that the greater number of them are new and

finer fibres, arising from the grey substance of the medulla. Nearer the surface,

however, and more anteriorly, the original and coarser fibres of the antero-lateral

columns of the cord continue to ascend the medulla
(d,

figs. 4, 5, 6, 8, Plate VIII., and fig.

27, Plate X.). Schroder van der Kolk believed that some of the original fibres of the

lateral columns of the cord ascend on the same side beyond the decussation, but that

they terminate, at the vagal nucleus, in the slender longitudinal column n, figs. 25 & 27,

Plate X.* This opinion, as will be readily seen, must be erroneous ; for it is very uncer-

tain whether the slender column (n) contains any of the original fibres of the lateral

columns; and even if it does, it is merely an offset from the layer d! (fig. 27, Plate X.),

which continues to ascend much beyond its point of divergence
(
n'), and, as I have

shown, consists, chiefly, at least, of new and finer fibres ; while at the same time the

superficial and original fibres of the lateral columns
(
d

,
fig. 27, Plate X.), like the layer

d', continue their course upward much beyond the point of divergence (n
1

)
of the slender

longitudinal column.

(30) I have already shown that the lit.tle group of small cells (T, fig. 38, Plate XI.)

which lies on the inner side of the hypoglossal nucleus (J), increases as it ascends the

medulla. In fig. 39, Plate XI., just where the hypoglossal nucleus ends, it is much

larger, is nearer the surface, and together with the outer column K', constitutes the

“fasciculus teres” or longitudinal column which runs along the fourth ventricle on each

side of the median line. Near the level of the auditory nerves this small and inner

group (T) sometimes lies with its long axis more vertical, as in fig. 40, Plate XI., and

therefore forms a slightly prominent column which borders the side of the median

sulcus, while the outer column (K') is more divergent, and runs along the inner side of

the auditory nucleus (i), to reach the digital fossa of the ventricle. It will be seen that

in fig. 40 this outer portion (K') of the “fasciculus teres” as a separate column, has

diminished in size, while it has become intimately blended with the auditory nucleus
(
[i),

from which, in fig. 38, it was completely separated by the interposition of the vagal

nucleus
(
t

,
PI). Amongst the commissural fibres (?/) which decussate across the raphe,

there is a conspicuous group of large multipolar cells.

(31) Of the Striae Medullares .—In the floor of the fourth ventricle of the human
medulla, a variable number of white bundles, of different sizes, and composed of nerve-

fibres, are seen running in several directions, but chiefly more or less transversely, from

the median sulcus, over the “fasciculus teres ” and the auditory nucleus toward the root

of the auditory nerves. These bundles are known to anatomists by the name of striae

medullares
,
and have been made the subject of investigation by Piccolomini, Soem-

mering, Santorini, Prochaska, Rudolphi, the Wenzels, Gall, Spurzheim, Cuvier,

Treviranus, Boek, Langenbeck, Arnold, Serres, Burdach, Bergmann, Heusinger and

* Schroder tan der Kolk, Medulla Oblongata.
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others, but more particularly by Otto Fischer. According to Prochaska and others,

these striae are sometimes entirely absent from the human medulla, and when they are

present are wholly unconnected with the auditory nerves*. On the other hand, Burdach,

Bergmann, Heusinger, and Arnold consider that they are directly connected, either

wholly or partially, with the auditory nerves. Treviranus thought that the delicacy and

variety of the sense of hearing in Man are due to these fibres because they are absent

in animals f. Arnold found that, as a rule, a large proportion of these striee were always

in connexion with the auditory nerves. According to Serres, the sense of hearing in

the child is never very acute until the strise make their appearance J. Longet, Meckel,

and Prochaska state that they are sometimes altogether absent. In one deaf and dumb

subject examined by Schroder van der Kolk, they were scarcely to be found, while

in another they were very fully developed.

(32) In the large number of medullse that I have examined, I have always found

these striae present in a greater or less degree ; but in every instance they differed to a

certain extent both in size and direction. Sometimes they arose out of the fasciculus

teres

;

sometimes out of the posterior nucleus of the auditory nerve, on the floor of the

ventricle; but more frequently they sprang from the median sulcus, and from the

fasciculus teres along its edge. Some of them crossed the ventricle transversely, either

in straight lines or in curves with their convexities upward, and winding round the

restiform body or the inner edge of the flocculus,
terminated somewhat abruptly,

either in the flocculus itself or in the auditory nerve. Commonly one thick bundle,

below the auditory nerve, turned round the restiform body to its anterior surface, and

running between it and the olive, was continued into the pons (see Z", fig. 41, Plate XI.).

This bundle, is pierced by the roots of the glossopharyngeal nerve, and by the upper

roots of the vagus in their course inward to their nuclei §. Some of the striae, instead

of passing transversely outward towards the auditory nerve, occasionally ran obliquely

upward to the inner surface of the middle peduncle ; and I have sometimes found them

taking an almost longitudinal course along the floor of the ventricle, beneath the supe-

rior peduncle, toward the corpora quadrigemina.

(33) On examining a transverse section of the medulla made in the course of a large

stria which ran transversely in a straight line from the auditory nerve to the median

* Prochaska. De structura nervorum.

t TJntersuchungen fiber den Bau und die Funktionen des Gehirns.

X Serres, Anatomie Comparee du Cerveau, tom. i. p. 424.

§ This is probably one of the bundles described by Bergmann, Arnold, and Otto Fischer. Arnold thinks

it is connected with the facial nerve : he says, “ Gewohnlich nimmt aber auch eine Partie der Streifen oder eine

ziemlich starke Tcenia meclullaris (tab. viii. fig. 3, n) welche Bergmann den Klangstab nennt, ihre Eichtung

aus- und aufwarts gegen den Pedunculus cerebelli und verbindet sich mit ihm
; nicht selten ziehen mehrere

Streifen um die strangfbrmigen Korper nach aussen und unten, gehen in die Bruckenfasern, auch in die

Wurzeln des Nervus facialis fiber, oder verlieren sich am obern Ende der Medulla Oblongata, in jener Grube

zwischen der Brficke, den oliven und stranformigen Korpern.” Otto Fischer says only, “ Spatium triangulare,

quod inter restiforme olivareque corpus et pontem Varolii interest, iniebant.”

MDCCCLXVIII. 2 S
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sulcus of the ventricle, I found that on reaching the median sulcus its fibres sank into the

medulla, and then ran at a right angle from behind forward down the corresponding

lateral half of the raphe, as represented at K, fig. 42, Plate XII. On tracing the fibres

from this point backward and outward, they were seen to pass through and on each side

of the oval group of cells (T), constituting, as already described, the inner portion of the

“fasciculus teres

f

and then to wind over the outer column (K') of that fasciculus, and

over the auditory nuclei (i and c o') as far as Q Q', where they were closely united to the

auditory nerve (P). The restiform body (c) was enclosed by both the stria and the nerve.

g represents the uppermost fibres of the glossopharyngeal nerve. Some of them in their

passage beneath the restiform body (<?) turn round to e, e, e, e, the cut ends of the

descending portion of the fifth nerve in the grey tubercle or caput cornu posterioris ;

others go to the slender longitudinal column (n), and the rest to the group of cells (H),

which constitutes the chief nucleus of the nerve, and is continuous with the column of

cells that belongs to the vagal nucleus. U is the lower end of the column of cells

forming the nucleus of the motor root of the trigeminus, and S is a network containing

several large multipolar cells, with intervening longitudinal bundles of fibres, beneath

the “fasciculus teres

f

and in the place where the hypoglossal nucleus ended. Fig. 40,

Plate XI. represents another transverse section of the fourth ventricle a little lower

down than the one just described, but passing through one of the striae. In this case,

however, the stria, instead of running in a straight line across the ventricle, curved

downward as it approached the median sulcus, and was therefore divided obliquely at

different parts of its course, as seen at QQ'. On examining the section, and then com-

paring it with the cut surface of the ventricle from which it was taken, and which con-

tained the remainder of the stria, it was not difficult to see that the fibres had different

destinations. On reaching the median sulcus, the stria partially divided into two branches.

One of these (at Q') ran transversely forward through the oval group of cells (T), espe-

cially through its inner and outer sides, and then passed into the raphe as in the former

case. The other branch turned longitudinally downward over and through the posterior

part of the oval group (T). The cut ends of its fibres are represented by the dark spots

at the extremity of the line (T) on the left side. It is most probable that these fibres,

after running for different distances downward, pass, like the others, transversely forward

through the vesicular column (T), and thence into the raphe.

(34) There can be no doubt whatever that many of the striae medullares connect both

the portio mollis and the auditory nucleus with other parts of the medulla and brain.

Fig. 41, Plate XI. represents the side and under surface of one lateral half of the pons

Varolii and medulla oblongata. W is the pons, y is the anterior pyramid; w the

olivary body ; X the portio dura or facial nerve
; c the restiform body ; Y the cut

surface of the middle and inferior peduncles of the cerebellum ; Z is the auditory nerve

turned backward over the restiform body ; Z '

the cut end of the fifth nerve. The large

hand of fibres proceeding out of the fourth ventricle, and turning round the restiform

body at Z", are seen to lie close against the roots of the auditory nerve (Z), as they pass
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forward to the pons, where some of them, after running round the root of the fifth

nerve (Z') plunge into its substance, while others are lost amongst its transverse fibres at

W'. Both these sets of fibres are joined by others, which also spring from the fourth

ventricle, but pass beneath the restiform body, and emerge at Y', decussating in their

passage with the roots of the auditory nerve (Z), as represented in the figure. These

fibres for the most part run toward W', where they are often continuous with a very

prominent bundle of the pons. Above the auditory nerve a few more fibres (X') pro-

ceeding from the fourth ventricle curve round the restiform body as it turns upward,

and are lost on the middle peduncle of the cerebellum. These fibres are joined by others

proceeding from under the restiform body at its junction with the middle peduncle.

(35) The whole of the fourth ventricle and most of the parts that I have just been

describing, are covered with a layer of columnar epithelium-cells which are shorter than

those around the canal of the spinal cord, but, like them, they give off from their tapering

ends a multitude of fine fibres which run in different directions through the subjacent

tissue. At the lateral parts of the ventricle, the epithelium frequently assumes the form

of a thicker membranous layer, which springs chiefly from the grey substance lying

in the angle formed by the divergence of the vagal nucleus and the posterior pyramid,

and sometimes from the vagal nucleus itself, upon which, as also shown in transverse

section, there is often a small heap of epithelium-cells (fig. 21, Plate IX. t'"). After

winding outward round the posterior pyramid and restiform body, the membranous

layer frequently spreads over the roots of the glossopharyngeal and vagus nerves, mat-

ting or joining them firmly together. Above, it is continuous with the general epithelial

layer of the ventricle, and extends over the auditory nerve and side of the flocculus.

When carefully peeled off from the side of the medulla, it is found to be firmly attached

to the grey substance, between the vagal nucleus and posterior pyramid, by a multitude

of fibres, which are the processes of the epithelial cells, and which on removal leave a

corresponding number of minute perforations, giving to the surface a finely dotted

appearance*.

Of the Auditory Nuclei and Nerves.

(36) I have already described the morphological changes that take place from below

upward in the formation of the nervous centres which give origin to the auditory

* The membranous layer of epithelium above described is evidently the “ membrane nerveuse ” described by

Fovtixe as springing from the auditory nerve to spread over the whole of the ventricle and into the cerebellum.

“ C’est de cette membrane,” he continues, “ que se detache la lame nerveuse qui unit au nerf auditif le petit

lobule suspendu au-dessus de lui (the flocculus) ; a cette membrane emanee du nerf auditif se rattache encore

la lame grisatre elevee de ehaque cote du calamus scriptorius” (the vagal nucleus). He considers the stria:

medullares as only thicker bundles of the fibres which spring from the auditory nerve and extend into this

“ nervous membrane.” “ Les tractus blancs, les tractus gris remarques a la surface du plancher du ventricule

cerebelleux et signales comme des racines de l’auditif ou comme un ganglion de ce nerf, ne sont que des fais-

ceaux plus forts parmi ceux qui du nerf auditif se portent a la membrane nerveuse parietale du ventricule.”

Fovnce, Traite complet de l’Anatomie, &c. du systeme nerveux cerebro-spinal, pp. 503, 504.

2 s 2
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nerves. These centres on each side consist of an inner and an outer nucleus. The inner

nucleus (i, fig. 40, Plate XI.) forms a large convex mass at the surface on each side of the

fourth ventricle. Lower down in the medulla it arises by a point or angle between the

pyriform nucleus of the vagus
(g ,

fig. 11, Plate XI.) and the upper extremity of the pos-

terior pyramid [V) in the way already described. In transverse section it is triangular,

one of its angles projecting forward into the root of the caput cornu posterioris, or grey

tubercle, e, at the side of the slender and longitudinal column, n (see figs. 42, 44,

Plate XII.). At the lower part of the fourth ventricle it is separated from the hypo-

glossal nucleus, t' (fig. 11, Plate IX.), by the vagal nucleus (g) ; but higher up it is con-

tinuous laterally with the “fasciculus teres,” K' (fig. 40, Plate XI.), the remains of the

vagal nucleus (H, fig. 42, Plate XII.) having sunk away from between them to a deeper,

more anterior, and lateral part of the medulla, at the root of the grey tubercle. This

inner nucleus of the auditory nerve (i) is thickly interspersed with nerve-cells, which are

round, oval, crescentic, triangular, or otherwise irregular in shape, and of every variety

in size, the largest being nearly equal to those of the anterior cornu of the spinal cord.

(37) The outer nucleus of the auditory nerve (d o, fig. 43, Plate XII.) is in contact

with the outer side of that jus tdescribed. It consists chiefly of the outer and inner grey

substance or nuclei of the restiform body
(
c'o

,
figs. 20 & 21, Plate IX., and figs. 22 & 23,

Plate X.), blended together, and with what remains of the posterior pyramid after the

complete formation of the inner auditory nucleus. This common mass now assumes

the appearance of a remarkably beautiful network composed of nerve-fibres, and

enclosing in its meshes a multitude of longitudinal fasciculi, the cut ends of which are

represented by the dark spots at c'o in fig. 23, Plate X., and fig. 43, Plate XII. The

manner in which these longitudinal bundles, with the grey substance between them, are

derived from the restiform and post-pyramidal nuclei, is shown in the longitudinal

section of the left half of the human medulla (fig. 24, Plate X.), where c'o, at the upper

part, is seen to be formed out of c', o blended together at o'. The transverse network

enclosing these longitudinal fibres is composed chiefly of bundles which proceed out of

the inner auditory nucleus (i, fig. 23, Plate X., and 43, Plate XII.), on the outer side

of which they form, on leaving it, a beautifully serrated border. The cells are of dif-

ferent shapes and sizes, but are very much branched, or elongated on the one hand, in

the direction of the transverse fibres of the network amongst which they lie, and which

their processes contribute to form
;
and on the other hand, in the direction of the lon-

gitudinal bundles enclosed in its meshes.

(38) From both of these nuclei (the inner and the outer) the posterior division of

the auditory nerve takes its origin. Near its exit from the inner nucleus (i, fig. 43,

Plate XII.) there is generally a gentle swelling or elevation on the surface (i
1

), which

contains a number of small cells dispersed amongst its fibres. From this point it

winds, as a broad convex band (P), outwards and forwards over the restiform body
( p').

In this course it contains at first a few small cells, but as it proceeds outward the cells

become larger, elongated in the dirction of the fibres, and more numerous, until, at the
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under or anterior border of the restiform body, they collect into a fusiform or a some-

what triangular group within a pyriform swelling of the nerve (P'). The inner layer of

the nerve is whiter and more fibrous than the rest, and is continuous with transverse

fibres (])') which radiate from the restiform body around which it winds. These

transverse radiating bundles (y/), which divide the longitudinal fibres of the restiform

bodies into flattened bands, belong to a system of arciform fibres which sweep round in

front of the grey tubercle to the antero-lateral nucleus and olivary body. They are seen

also aty/y?", fig. 10, Plate VIII., and fig. 24, Plate X.

(39) A few sections higher up in the medulla, on the inner side of the ganglionic

enlargement of the nerve, are several irregular clusters of fine nerve-cells (Z, fig. 44,

Plate X.). They are separated from the grey tubercle (e e) only by the arciform fibres,

just mentioned, which sweep round it from the restiform body, and they receive bands of

fibres, which, like the upper roots of the glossopharyngeal nerve, arise from the slender

longitudinal column (n), and proceed outward along the posterior surface of the grey

tubercle (e e), in which the more or less circumscribed spaces represent the cut ends of

the bundles in the descending portion of the sensitive division of the fifth nerve. At U is

seen the motor nucleus of the same nerve, increased in dimensions and connected by

fibres with the “fasciculus teres” (see fig. 46). QQ' (fig. 44) are the cut ends of two

linece transverse, taking an oblique course over the inner auditory nucleus (i) and the

“ fasciculus teres.” The network of the outer auditory nucleus {do) tapers forward and

outward, and completely overlays the grey tubercle
(ee), with which it is moreover

intimately connected (see fig. 43). The ganglionic enlargement on the auditory nerve is

seen at P'.

(40) A little above this level, in transverse sections carried somewhat obliquely upward

into the fourth ventricle, the anterior division of the auditory nerve comes into view. It

consists of two portions of unequal size. The smaller portion (P", fig. 45, Plate XII.)

runs backward along the upper edge of the restiform body (c), with an offset from which

it then crosses transversely over the superior peduncle of the cerebellum to the inferior

vermiform process. In this course it is accompanied by other fibres, which form with it

a kind of band of white substance (d
1

,
fig. 45, Plate XII.). This figure represents a

side view of the human pons Varolii and medulla oblongata, c is the restiform body,

bending backward to form a kind of fan-shaped expansion. The chief portion of it

enters the lateral lobe of the cerebellum, grasping, as it were, the corpus dentatum

;

but a smaller portion turns inward, and arching over the superior peduncle of the cere-

bellum, enters the superior vermiform process, in company with the auditory roots just

mentioned. This band of white substance (c") is joined by some twisted fibres (d)

coming from beneath the fillet (f) and the corpora quadrigemina (q
1

). Anteriorly it

is continuous with the epithelium on the surface of the superior peduncle.

(41) The other portion of the anterior division of the auditory nerve (P", fig. 46, Plate

XII.) is much larger than the one just described. It traverses the medulla as a

flattened band beneath the restiform body in a direction inward, backward, and a
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little upward, and contains nerve-cells of considerable size, collected generally into two

or three groups, and sparingly scattered at intervals with their longer axes in the direc-

tion of the fibres. In its course it immediately overlays the grey tubercle (e) enclosing'

the descending portion of the trigeminus, and is then inserted into the network of the

outer auditory nucleus (d o), where it diverges into several bundles. In careful dissec-

tions and longitudinal sections, the trunk of the nerve in its passage upward and inward

is seen to wind round the root of the middle peduncle of the cerebellum, where it

meets and overlays the descending root of the trigeminus contained in the grey tubercle,

which is itself only the downward continuation of the grey nucleus of the trigeminus,

first sight the two nerves seem to form a loop with each around the inner side of the

middle peduncle ; but on closer examination it is found that the auditory nerve passes

over the descending portion of the trigeminus and enters its own nucleus a little behind

and to the inner side of the conical mass which forms the nucleus of the large root of

the fifth. In its passage, however, it is very intimately connected with this nerve and

the grey tubercle. In fig. 46, Plate XII., there may be observed in the middle of the

grey tubercle a circular mass or column
(e

)

composed of small nerve-cells. In front of

this and closely connected with it is a beautiful and delicate grey network containing

small nerve-cells, and enclosing in its meshes the numerous bundles of the descending

root of the fifth nerve, the cut ends of which are represented by the dark masses. This

network is continuous behind with the coarser one which forms the outer auditory

nucleus (d o), and which gives origin to the anterior division of the auditory nerve (P").

On the inner side of the grey tubercle, at U, is the group of large multipolar cells com-

posing the nucleus of the small root of the fifth nerve, and connected by a plexus of fibres

with the fasciculus teres (K')
;
and in front of this nucleus and of the grey tubercle is a

broad band of arciform fibres (p" p"') which proceed from the restiform body and middle

peduncle at p\ to sweep round and diverge into the central parts of the medulla. Fig.

47, Plate XII. represents a dissection of the left side of the medulla and of the fourth

ventricle, showing the anatomical relations of these and other parts. The dissection was

made by first removing the epithelium on the posterior pyramid and peeling off the

posterior root of the auditory nerve from without inward, including the inner nucleus

in which it ends. The restiform body or inferior peduncle (c d) of the cerebellum, and

the middle peduncle were then drawn gently away or aside from the central portion

of the ventricle, and pressed a little downward, exposing a somewhat triangular space

which is divided into two unequal parts (A', B') by the large root (C") of the fifth nerve

in its passage to the conical eminence or nucleus (D') which projects from the side of the

ventricle. The descending prolongation of this nucleus with the descending portion of

the nerve, constituting together the grey tubercle (e) of fig. 46, are seen to be overlaid

by the anterior division (P") of the auditory nerve, as it passes obliquely upward and

inward to its nucleus beneath i, which is the concavity left by the removal of the inner

auditory nucleus with the posterior division of the nerve. The anterior and under

portion of the trigeminal nucleus (D'), where it is connected with the point of the fillet
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•(f), gives origin to the small or motor root (G') of the fifth nerve, which is separated

from the large root(C") by the smaller division (A') of the triangular space, transmitting

a small bundle of the middle peduncle coming from the pons Varolii. The larger root

of the fifth nerve (C") is separated from the anterior auditory nerve (P") by the larger

division (B') of the triangular space, transmitting a corresponding portion of the middle

peduncle, ascending also from the pons. At E' the superior peduncle of the cerebellum

is rolled forward, exposing a thick and broad tract of grey substance (D") which extends

obliquely upward beneath it from the conical nucleus (I)') of the fifth nerve. On the

inner side of the auditory nucleus (*) is an oval mass (F) imbedded in the substance of

the fasciculus teres, and connected with the facial nerve.

(42) In Mammalia generally the auditory nuclei and nerves present nearly the same

appearances as those which I have described in Man ; but in all those animals there are

one or two points of difference, and in some there are certain peculiarities which deserve

notice. In all the larger Mammalia, as the Ox, Sheep, &c., the nerve-cells of the outer

nucleus which gives origin to the anterior or lower root of the auditory nerve, are much,

superior in size to those of the human medulla. Moreover the anterior root on enter-

ing the nucleus is generally somewhat more divergent than in Man, as may be seen at

P", fig. 48, Plate XII., which represents the left lateral half of the medulla and part of

the inferior vermiform process of the cerebellum in the Rabbit. Amongst the divergent

roots are many longitudinal fibres, which are especially numerous at the bottom (d
1

!) of the

grey tubercle
(e). In the same animal the 'posterior root of the nerve is very large, and

is especially remarkable for the enormous convex enlargement, or ganglion on its sur-

face, at the side of the fourth ventricle just before it enters the inner nucleus. In the

Cat this remarkable ganglion is absent
; but as the nerve proceeds outward it gradually

swells into a large club-shaped ganglionic mass (PP', fig. 49, Plate XIIL), which is

crowded with nerve-cells. The inner nucleus (d 6) is largely developed, and its con-

nexion with the inner layer (Pm
)
of the nerve, which consists chiefly of white fibres, is

very distinct. Below the inner nucleus (do) is the descending trigeminal root (e"), which

here forms a broad and compact layer of fibres on the outer side of the grey tubercle (e).

On the inner side of this tubercle is the large round antero-lateral nucleus (s), which is

connected on the one hand with the arciform fibres sweeping round from the restiform

body
(p',p"), and on the other hand, with its opposite fellow, by means of a broad band

of commissural fibres which decussate across the raphe with those of the opposite side*.

(43) Just above the posterior root of the auditory nerve the auditory nucleus becomes

closely connected with the flocculus ; and at the level of the anterior root (P", fig. 48,

Plate XII.) the nuclei (d o and i) stretch backward and inward to join the side of the

inferior vermiform process (I' I"). At this part the plexus of bundles from the outer

* In the Rabbit the glossopharyngeal nucleus is very large, and the fibres which cross it from the inner

auditory nucleus (see t", fig. 24, Plate X.) are unusually numerous. On a former occasion (Phil. Trans. 1859)

I pointed out the very large size of the caput cornu and grey tubercle in all the Rodentia. The grey tubercle

in the Rabbit is seen at e, fig. 48‘, Plate XII., surrounded by the descending root of the fifth nerve (e").
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nucleus (c' o) runs through the commencement of the superior peduncle, or processus e

cerebello ad testem (E' E"), from which it extends into the vermiform process (I' I"). The

light spaces between the bundles of the plexus at E" are the longitudinal fasciculi of the

superior peduncle. The same kind of appearances are observable in the human medulla.

In fig. 46, Plate XII. a plexus of fibres containing nerve-cells is seen to extend back-

ward from the outer nucleus (c
J o), partly toward the corpus dentatum cerebelli (J'), but

chiefly, in company with other fibres from the inner nucleus («), over the fourth ventricle

to the inferior vermiform process.

(44) A brief account of the formation of the auditory nuclei and of the course and

connexions of the auditory nerves was given in my “Notes” published in the ‘Proceedings

of the Royal Society ’ for June 20, 1861, and has since been confirmed by Dr. John Dean,

whose descriptions are much superior to those of either Stilling or Schroder van der

Kolk. Stilling, however, was the first anatomist that described the course and attach-

ment of the auditory nerve within the medulla, and his descriptions, so far as they go, are

very correct, and faithfully illustrated by very beautiful engravings. But he failed to

trace the posterior auditory root to any nucleus within the medulla ; that which I have

shown to be its proper nucleus, he mistook for the nucleus of the glossopharyngeal

nerve*; and although he was the first to trace the anterior auditory root to what I have

called the outer auditory nucleus {d o), he scarcely seems to consider this as its proper

originf. Stilling had evidently not discovered the morphological changes through

which, as I have shown, the auditory nuclei are developed. Moreover the bundles of

longitudinal fibres which run along the front of the grey tubercle, and which I have

shown to belong to the descending root of the trigeminus, were mistaken by Stilling

for the primitive fasciculi of the posterior columns of the spinal cord,—“ pristina pars

funiculorum alborum posteriorum.” Schroder van der Kolk’s account of the origin

and connexions of the auditory nerves, although fuller than that of Stilling and in

many respects superior, is nevertheless imperfect, and in some points erroneous. Like

Stilling, he had evidently not detected the important morphological transformations

through which, as I have already shown, the auditory nuclei are developed, and he was

certainly not acquainted with the real nature and connexions of what I have termed

the inner nucleus. Whether, like Stilling, he mistook this nucleus for that of the

glossopharyngeal nerve, is not easy to say, as he has nowhere given us any account of

the origin of that nerve. Certain it is that he had not discovered the connexion of the

inner nucleus with the true posterior root, which he evidently confounded with the striae

medullares$. He corrected, however, the error which Stilling had made in describing

the longitudinal fibres in front of the grey tubercle as the primitive posterior columns

of the spinal cord, and showed that they consist of the descending root of the fifth cere-

bral nerve §.

* Ueber die Medulla Oblongata, p. 40, tab. vii. f Pons Yarolii, pp. 158, 159.

J Spinal Cord and Medulla Oblongata, pp. 126, 127.

§ This important anatomical fact was discovered independently by Schroder van der Kolk and myself at
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Of the Facial Nucleus and Nerve.

(45) The peculiar course taken, by the roots of this nerve, at their origin from the

floor of the fourth ventricle, as well as the intimate communications which they form

with the roots of the abducens nerve, have rendered their examination so exceedingly

perplexing, that although they have been carefully investigated by several eminent his-

tologists, it is acknowledged that the question has never yet been satisfactorily settled.

My own account of the course pursued by this nerve will be found to differ considerably

from that of preceding anatomists, in consequence, I believe, of the different and more

varied plan of investigation which I have adopted, and which has enabled me to deter-

mine, with great accuracy, the points of peculiar difficulty. I shall first describe the

minute structure of the facial nucleus. This nucleus occupies the greater portion of

the convex longitudinal column which runs along the floor of the fourth ventricle on

each side of the median furrow, and which is well known to anatomists as the “ fasciculus

teres.” A transverse section of this column on the left side of the ventricle, and a little

below the origin of the facial nerve, in Man, is accurately represented in fig. 50, Plate

XIII. Like the rest of the ventricle, it is covered with a single stratum of columnar

epithelium
(f Beneath the epithelium is a broad layer ofgrey substance, which is con-

tinuous with that of the opposite side, beneath the median fissure. It consists of nuclei,

cells, and fibres. The nuclei, for the most part, appear to belong to the connective tissue

of the layer, and are very numerous. The cells, on the contrary, are sparingly scattered,

and of small size. They are larger and more numerous along the under surface of the

layer, and at its lateral part, where they are frequently collected into a small group
(
g").

The fibres are of two kinds. Some of them, which are exceedingly fine, proceed from

the tapering ends of the epithelial cells, and running through the layer in different

directions, are connected in part with its nuclei. The others are connected with the

nerve-cells and nerve-roots, and run both in a transverse and longitudinal direction.

On the median side of the layer, at g" 1

,
the transverse fibres (which appear to consist of

those derived from both the epithelium and nerve-cells) are particularly numerous, and

some of them decussate in front of the median furrow (h"), with their fellows of the

opposite side. Sometimes at the side of the furrow there is a very distinct oval or fusi-

form group of small cells, as shown on the right in the figure.

(46) Beneath the lateral and middle portions of this superficial layer of grey substance,

almost exactly the same time. My Essay on the Medulla Oblongata, in which the statement appears, was read

before the Eoyal Society in June 1857, and published in Part I. of the Philosophical Transactions for 1858

;

and Schroder tan der Hole’s Essay on the Medulla Oblongata, in which the same fact is stated, was also

published in 1858 (see his translator’s Preface). But there is some difference between Schroder van der Kolk’s
account and my own. He considers that the whole of the grey tubercle in the upper part of the medulla
consists of the descending root of the trigeminus, and that it differs in structure from the grey tubercle below
the olivary bodies

; while I regard the grey tubercle throughout the medulla as the downward prolongation of

the grey nucleus of the trigeminus, and the longitudinal bundles in front of the tubercle, as the downward
prolongation of the fibres of the posterior root.

MDCCCLXVIII. 2 T
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and partially blended with it, is a large and nearly cylindrical column of nerve-cells (Q")

constituting the principal nucleus of the facial nerve. The cells are much larger than

those of the superjacent layer, but differ from each other considerably both in shape and

size, and have a great resemblance to the cells of the hypoglossal nucleus. Their average

size is smaller in Man than in the higher Mammalia, as the Sheep or Ox. From the

lateral part of this nucleus bundles of curved fibres (ft") proceed outward in the direction

of the facial nerve. From the middle of the nucleus other bundles of fibres (S") extend

forward to the motor nucleus of the trigeminal or fifth cerebral nerve ; and on the inner

side of the nucleus is another system of fibres (T" T'"), extending, like the former, from

behind forward, but differing among themselves with regard to their destination. Only

a part of these transverse fibres, as we shall presently see, issue from the superficial grey

layer (g
1

")

;

most of them radiate from a longitudinal column, rvhich runs immediately

beneath it, and which is composed of fibres of the facial and abducens nerves, but chiefly

of the former. Some of them curve outward and enter the facial nucleus (Q")

;

while

the rest extend forward, in company with those at S" proceeding from the middle of the

salme nucleus, to reach the motor nucleus of the fifth nerve, and the superior olivary

body*.

(47) Another set of transverse fibres (U", U'") crossing at right angles the three sets of

fibres just described, connect the column of cells (Q"), on the one hand with the audi-

tory nucleus (at U"), and on the other hand with the opposite side of the medulla across

the median raphe at V".

(48) In transverse sections made a little higher up, we see the oval cut-end of a lon-

gitudinal column, from which the third set of transverse fibres (T"), just described,

radiate forward. This column is represented at T", fig. 51, Plate XIII. It first makes

its appearance, however, below the level at which the nerve enters the nucleus, in sec-

tions intermediate between fig. 50 and fig. 51. In fig. 51 may be observed a number

of fibres converging from different parts of the superficial grey layer at g'", and turning

round the oval column (T") to decussate across the raphe, in company with others pro-

ceeding from the principal nucleus (Q"). Some of these converging fibres, however,

instead of winding inward round the column to the raphe, run forward as roots of the

abducens nerve (V').

(49) In the Mammalia the facial nuclei differ in some respects from those of Man.

In the Pabbit the commissural fibres are remarkably well seen. Fig. 48, Plate XII., as

before stated, represents a transverse section of the left half of the medulla. A little

below the entrance of the facial nerve, near the median furrow, is the cut-end of the lon-

gitudinal column (T"), which is more cylindrical than in Man. On the outer side of this

is the principal nucleus of the facial nerve, included within the crescentic and dotted

line. The cells of this nucleus are very numerous, but smaller than those of Man, and

somewhat different in shape. On its outer side are some much larger multipolar cells,

sparingly scattered, but passing uninterruptedly into the denser group constituting the

* In the Orang Outang these fibres are uncommonly numerous.
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outer auditory nucleus (d o), to which they seem to belong. The superficial grey layer

forming the floor of the fourth ventricle is deeper than in Man, and contains larger and

more numerous cells. Fig. 52, Plate XIII. represents the same parts in the Babbit

more highly magnified. The longitudinal column (T") is closely encircled by a dense

layer of fibres, which, after reaching its inner side, run for the most part together across

the raphe to decussate with their fellows immediately below the median furrow (h").

In this course they are joined by other fibres proceeding from the column itself. . Some

of them, however, instead of crossing the raphe appear to become longitudinal at the

point (A'"). Adjoining this layer of fibres, on the left or outer side of T", and forming

the chief part of the same commissural system, is a broad fan-shaped expansion of fibres,

which converge inward to the front of the longitudinal column (T"), where they inter-

lace each other in an intricate plexus (7d 7(7), between a multitude of longitudinal bundles

(represented by the dark masses) with intervening multipolar cells. The greater number

make their way through this plexus to the raphe to decussate with their fellows of the

opposite side
;
while the rest, instead of running to the raphe, bend forward precisely

in the direction of the abducens nerve (7c"), and joining in the general plexus between

longitudinal bundles and nerve-cells advance towards the front of the medulla. It is

probable, however, that many of these transverse fibres communicate their influence

longitudinally by means of their connexion with the numerous nerve-cells, of which some

of the processes run with the longitudinal bundles and form part of their constituent

fibres; for such an arrangement I have discovered in other portions of the medulla

having the same general appearance. If such be the case, the interlacement of the

transverse fibres, and their communication with different longitudinal bundles, provide

for a wonderfully extensive and complicated commissural connexion between parts at

different levels. On considering the parts from which this fan-shaped system of trans-

verse fibres is derived, we find that some of them issue from different portions of the

superficial grey layer (g" g"') with different degrees of curvature forward and inward

;

that others come from the neighbourhood of the auditory nucleus (d o)
;
and that many

arise out of the large group of cells included in the crescentic dotted line, and consti-

tuting the principal nucleus of the facial nerve*. All the fibres derived from both g"

and d o, d o, run into this nucleus
; but whether they all pass through it to reach the

plexus or the raphe I cannot decide. It is probable that some of them, at least, are

commissural between the facial nucleus and the parts from which they are derived,

Of the Facial Nerve.

(50) It was evident to me that the complicated course and connexions of the facial

nerve could never be accurately ascertained by the method hitherto adopted of examining

transverse sections alone. The plan pursued by myself was as follows. Having first

ascertained the exact course and connexions of the nerve, as exhibited in transverse

sections, I then carefully made a succession of longitudinal sections in planes inclining

* The cells have been omitted in order to show more plainly the fibres which pass through it.

2 T 2
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inward in the direction of the line m\ m", fig. 51, Plate XIII. (examining by means of a

lens the cut surface of the medulla after each section), until I found that I had exposed

the outer fibres of the nerve. The remaining portion of the nerve, in its course inward

to the “ fasciculus teres,” was then exposed by carefully taking off a succession of similar

sections in planes inclining more and more horizontally inward as the “ fasciculus teres ?

was approached, the last sections being quite horizontal, from l' to l", fig. 56, Plate

XIII.., and therefore including the posterior portion of the longitudinal column (T")

lying at the side of the median furrow
(
h When this process was completed, it was

found that the nerve, on reaching the fasciculus teres, bent longitudinally down the

medulla, and after a very short course, again bent transversely forward, to form a loop

along the side of the median furrow, as shown at q" in the Sheep (fig. 53, Plate XIII.)

and in Man (fig. 54). The summit of this curve constitutes the longitudinal bundle of

fibres of which the oval cut-end in transverse sections is seen at T", figs. 51, 52, & 56.

In the Sheep the course of the nerve q", fig. 53, through the medulla on its way to the

“fasciculus teres” is nearly straight, and nearly at a right angle to the axis of the

medulla; while in Man (fig. 54) its course through the medulla is not only rather ser-

pentine or wavy, but inclines somewhat upward. Hence the differences of appearance

between transverse sections in Man and those in animals. The loop which it forms

reaches close up to the edge of the median furrow
(
h"), and encloses its nucleus (Q"),

which together with it forms the oval swelling (r") seen on the surface of the fasciculus

teres of the opposite side. The lower arm of the loop in its course forward divides

like a brush into separate fibres which plunge into the motor nucleus of the fifth nerve,

and into the superior olivary body
(
s Pig. 55, Plate XIII., represents a thin section

of this loop, made in the plane of its course, from Man, magnified about 100 dia-

meters, and viewed as from the side of the medulla, g'" g'" is the superficial grey layer

on the surface of the fasciculus teres
,
and seen in transverse section at l" g” g"', fig. 56,

Plate XIII. The root of the facial nerve (v'" q”, fig. 55), just before it curves down-

ward along the side of the median furrow, beneath the superficial grey layer, is divided

into separate bundles by long but very narrow streaks of longitudinal fibres, represented

by the perpendicular, dotted lines. Its uppermost fibres (at v'") run directly backward

and slightly upward to a collection of small .cells and nuclei
(
v") lying beneath the super-

ficial grey layer of the ventricle, which is here composed of fine longitudinal fibres and

numerous oval cells. The rest of the nerve divides into two portions, composing a

superficial and a deep stratum of fibres. Its superficial stratum, on reaching the grey

layer, curves downward,—that is, to the right, and in the plane of the paper, as seen in

fig. 55,—to form the loop already mentioned. Its deep stratum of fibres bendsforward,

that is, perpendicular to the plane of the paper, and not to the right, in looking at fig.

55. For the most part they directly enter the nucleus Q", as shown at <f Q", fig. 56.

The course of these two strata of fibres may be better understood, perhaps, by supposing

fig. 56 to be turned halfway round to the right with its plane perpendicular instead of

parallel to the plane of fig. 55, and so that its nerve c[' shall coincide with the nerve q"
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of fig. 55. It must be understood that in fig. 55 the nucleus Q!' beneath the loop extends

under the trunk of the nerve q"

;

and that in fig. 56 T" is the loop cut transversely. More-

over, these two sets or strata of fibres decussate each other at the first bend of the loop

;

for some from the deep or anterior stratum (q", fig. 56) run first transversely and

obliquely backward from W", and then longitudinally downward
,
along the posterior

portion of the loop at U ; while others from the superficial or posterior stratum (l') run

first transversely but obliquely forward from W'", and then longitudinally downward

along the anterior and middle portion of the loop at T", U', which represents a transverse

section of it in the direction of the line Q!", fig. 55. It is evident, then, that the descend-

ing fibres of the loop cannot be parallel, but must intersect each at different angles, as

shown in fig. 55, Plate XIII., which represents exactly the appearances presented by a

very thin slice of the loop made in the plane of its course, and magnified about 100 dia-

meters. Some of the fibres of the superficial stratum are seen to extend backward to

the superficial grey layer (g'", fig. 56); while many of those belonging to the deep

stratum (q") curve forward into the group of cells (Q"). But the proper fibres of the

nerve are evidently joined and crossed by others which proceed from the smaller group

of cells (v”, fig. 55), and from the superjacent grey layer of the ventricle.

(51) The lower arm of the loop (q"', fig. 55) is smaller, looser, or less sharply defined

than the trunk of the nerve (q"), and hangs gracefully forward like a plume of feathers.

Many of its fibres droop into the facial nucleus (Q") over which the loop is formed, and

which is traversed moreover by a large number of longitudinal bundles communicating

with each other in the manner of a plexus.

(52) We shall now see what important light is thrown by this dissection on the other-

wise inexplicable appearances presented in transverse sections. If we make a transverse

section inclining somewhat upward through the medulla, in the direction of the line

W" W", fig 55, Plate XIII., and therefore in a plane passing through the lower arm of

the loop
(q"), we have the appearances presented in fig. 50, Plate XIII., which, however,

is more highly magnified. In this figure we see that the set of transverse fibres (T”, T"'),

of which the origin was exceedingly obscure, belong to the lower arm of the loop (q
m

,

fig. 55), and that their apparent abruptness of origin is due to the circumstance of their

having been cut across at the point where they change their course from longitudinal to

transverse. If we make another transverse section a little higher up, between the arms

of the loop, in the direction Q", Qw,
fig. 55, it is evident that instead of seeing the set of

fibres (T", fig. 50) which emanate abruptly from beneath the superficial grey layer (g"'),

we shall see the transversely-cut surface of the longitudinal portion of the loop. In

Man this cut surface is almost perfectly oval (T", fig. 51, Plate XIII.), but in the Rabbit

(fig. 52) and some other animals it is more circular. The positions of the cut-ends of its

fibres evidently show that these fibres are not parallel ; and this appearance is quite

explained by the decussation along the summit of the loop, at Q'".

(53) If a transverse section be now made along the lower side of the trunk of the

nerve
(
q", fig. 55, Plate XIII.), in the direction of the line g'", g'"', we find that its fibres,
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on reaching the commencement of the loop, spread out, and bend forward and inward,

but, at the same time, obliquely downward, so as to enter different parts of the nucleus

by a series of drooping bundles along the under surface of the loop, as seen at the end

of the line (Q'"). A transverse section along this part of the nerve is represented in

tig. 51, Plate XIII. If we turn this figure on its right side with the plane of the paper

perpendicular to the plane of that on which fig. 55 is represented, we shall have a good

idea of the course of these fibres, provided we recollect at the same time that they run

somewhat obliquely downward or to the right. In consequence of this downward course,

the fibres of the nerve, as they enter the nucleus Q", fig. 51, Plate XIII., are observed,

in transverse sections, to be shaved off obliquely at different lengths. Moreover, it will

be seen that all these fibres belonging to the lower side of the nerve-trunk enter different

parts of the nucleus from without inward, the innermost meeting and intimately mixing

with those of the abducens nerve (V'), as they bend forward on the outer side of the oval

column or loop (T"). It is evident, therefore, that none of them contribute to form the

longitudinal column (T"), although a few pass in front of it to decussate across the raphe

with their fellows of the opposite side.

(54) On examining a similar section of the medulla a little higher up, as at v1
", for

instance, fig. 55, Plate XIII., we find that the nerve divides into two portions, a super-

ficial and deep portion, as already stated, and as represented at 1! g", fig. 56. The fibres

belonging to its deep portion (q") bend forward and inward, as in the former case, and

enter the nucleus (Q"), which is now somewhat diminished, and where they meet the

network of bundles proceeding from the abducens nerve (V'). The fibres of the other

portion, on reaching the fasciculus teres
,
curve downward without entering the nucleus,

and thus contribute to form the longitudinal part or summit of the loop, the trans-

versely-cut end of which is shown at T". In the transverse section, therefore (fig. 56),

they are seen to enter the cut-end of this longitudinal part (T"). Before they enter it,

however, their arrangement, as already stated, is very curious, and doubtless very impor-

tant. Many of the fibres from the deep or anterior layer (q") of the nerve are seen to

run obliquely backward and inward to the posterior or upper layer (V) of the longitudinal

column (T"), where they bend round and run downward ; while the fibres forming the

superficial orposterior layer (?) of the nerve run obliquelyforward and inward to enter the

middle and anterior layers (T" V') of the longitudinal column, and run downward with it,

like the others. Some of them, however, continue their course transversely in front of

the column to decussate with their fellows of the opposite side, across the median raphe

(at h). It is evident, therefore, that just before these two sets of fibres bend round and

contribute to form the longitudinal portion of the loop, they decussate each other (as

shown in fig. 56, W" W'") immediately behind the facial nucleus (Q"), with which the

fibres forming the deep or anterior layer of the nerve are connected*. This, however,

* This decussation is crossed nearly at right angles by roots of the abducens nerve proceeding to the super-

ficial grey layer (g", g" 1

), and by other fibres which proceed from this layer to the nucleus (Q"), and which are

particularly numerous in the Rabbit, Sheep, and other animals.
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although the principal, is not the only, nucleus of the facial nerve ; for some of the

superficial or posterior fibres, as represented in fig. 56, may be traced backward and

inward to the superficial grey layer (</", g") of the fasciculus teres
,
and especially to a

group of cells (g'") situated on its outer side. Behind this group are the cut-ends of

three considerable blood-vessels enveloped in their sheaths. The trunk of the nerve (q")

is frequently separated into two portions by a long and broad streak of grey substance

(q'") containing some nuclei or small cells and the branches of a blood-vessel, and behind

these the fibres are again separated by long and narrow streaks of longitudinal fibres.,

represented by the dotted tracts.

(55) In transverse sections of the medulla made along the uppermost border of the

facial nerve, almost all traces of the principal nucleus disappear, and almost all the fibres

of the nerve may be seen to enter the longitudinal portion of the loop (T", fig. 56,

Plate XIII.). Of those that run inward along the front of this portion of the loop,

some turn backward to enter it (at V'), while others pass onward to decussate across the

raphe (at h), the rest appearing to stop at its inner side (h fig. 52), at the edge of the

median furrow, where they seem to become longitudinal, amongst the cut-ends of a

layer of longitudinal fibres. The fibres of the nerve which pass round the posterior

surface (T", fig. 56), all enter it in succession, none of them reaching the raphe, or even

so far as the inner side of T", but terminating in it about the point l"

;

so that it is not

even enclosed by fibres of the nerve.

Some of these uppermost fibres of the facial nerve, however, instead of running down

with the longitudinal portion of the loop, diverge somewhat upward and backward

amongst an irregular group of smaller cells and nuclei (as represented at v", fig. 55)

lying beneath the surface of the fourth ventricle.

(56) Such is the remarkable and complicated course of the roots of this importamt

nerve. The accounts which Stilling and Schroder van der Kolk have given of the

origin of the facial are very imperfect, and contain serious errors. Stilling, however,

has the merit of discovering that the lower fibres of the nerve arise from the large nucleus

of multipolar cells. Higher up the fibres appeared to him to run inward to the raphe,

without entering the nucleus, and to decussate with their fellows of the opposide side.

In this course they enclose in front and behind, but do not enter the longitudinal column,

which I have shown to be the longitudinal portion of the loop of the facial nerve itself.

This column is considered by him to be what he calls “ the constant root of the trige-

minus” or fifth cerebral nerve. At the upper limit of the nerve he found that all traces

of the nucleus had disappeared
;
but he thought that the fibres bend downward to the

nucleus below, while the rest run through the raphe to the columns which he considers

as prolongations of the anterior columns of the spinal cord. Upon these points, however,

he speaks with some diffidence*.

(57) Schroder van der Kolk’s account is exceedingly defective, being scarcely more

than “ a general assent to the description of the course of the facial nerve given by

* Stilling, Pons Varolii, pp. 37, 38, plates 3, 4 & 5.
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Stilling”*, with this exception, however, that he fell into a still more extraordinary

blunder than Stilling, by asserting that the longitudinal column is not, as Stilling

believes, a root of the trigeminus, but “ one of the cut posterior roots of the auditory

nerve ” (one of the strise medullares) f. It is remarkable that it did not occur to Scheo-

dee that bundles of fibres so variable in their course and size as the strife medullares

could not always be found in exactly the same place and present exactly the same ap-

pearances. Frequently in transverse sections the cut ends of more than one of the striae

are seen at the surface of the ventricle, and one of these, which is sometimes, but not

always, situated at the side of the ventricle, was mistaken by Stilling for another root

of the trigeminus, which he calls its “ inconstant root.”

(58) Dean’s account of the origin of the facial nerve is by far the fullest and best.

He states that at the upper part of the nerve, the whole bundle may be traced inwards

to the longitudinal column, where the central portion of the root terminates abruptly,

the outer fibres turning off behind and in front of the column, which is thus completely

encircled by the roots which afterwards pass onwards to the raphe. But “ even,” he

says,
“ in the upper portions of the facial course, where the whole bundle seems at first

sight traceable to the raphe, the number of bundles actually decussating or passing into

the raphe seems so small when compared with the great thickness of the root, that I

am inclined to think that many of the fibres do actually turn downwards, passing down

in the longitudinal columns on each side of the raphe to the underlying nucleus, justi-

fying in this respect the conclusion of Stilling. I have been confirmed in this suppo-

sition, by frequently observing in the columns which Stilling has called the constant

roots of the trifacial, and Scheodee van dee Kolk roots of the auditory

,

great numbers

of fibres obliquely cut across, which are especially noticeable in connexion with the

abrupt transmission of the facial roots just at this point, and I am inclined to consider

these columns as, at least, partial channels by means of which the upper portion of the

facial roots are conveyed downwards, either to the underlying nucleus or to decussate

below in the raphe” J.

On the Nuclei and Roots of the Abducens Nerve.

(59) The roots of the abducens nerve run nearly directly backward, from the junction

of the anterior pyramid with the lower border of the pons Varolii, to the fasciculus teres

on the floor of the fourth ventricle, at the same level as the roots of the Kg- A.

facial nerve. Their course through the pons, however, is slightly undu-

lating upwards and downwards, describing three gentle curves, as shown

in the accompanying figure A. As they pass through the pyramid (a) they

form a single compact bundle, which curves slightly upward. At the back

of the pyramid, however, this bundle separates into three or four, which

* Scheodee yah dee Kolk, Medulla Oblongata, pp. 117, 118. f Loc. cit. p. 117 (note).

X The Grey Substance of the Medulla Oblongata and Trapezium, by John Dean, M.D., Washington, U. S.,

1864, p. 59.
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curve first slightly downward, then upward, and again downward as they reach the floor

of the ventricle (
b

,
c). In consequence of this peculiar course, we find that in transverse

sections of the pons, at this level, the roots of the abducens nerve are always cut into

portions of variable length. Moreover, in transverse sections it is found that they are

also somewhat tortuous from side to side
,
and that, unlike the roots of the other cerebral

nerves, they curve outward instead of inward towards the raphe, as may be seen in

figs. 51 and 56, V, Plate XIII., from the adult brain, and fig. 65, Plate XIV., from

the brain of a child five years old.

(60) The lower bundles of the roots (V', fig. 51, Plate XIII.), as they approach the

fasciculus teres, give off some lateral branches or tufts of fibres which curve outward to

the column lying immediately below, or in front of, the great nucleus (
Q

"), and containing

branched nerve-cells, with numerous longitudinal and transverse fibres, the latter of

which might easily be mistaken for these branches. They then taper into a kind of

narrow band, composed of the remaining fibres, which curves backward and outward

round the inner side of the great nucleus (Q"), and along the outer margin of the longi-

tudinal portion (T") of the loop of the facial nerve. Amongst this band are numerous

cells of considerable size and of different shapes,- but for the most part oval, and elon-

gated with their processes in the direction of the fibres. They appear to form part of

the great nucleus (Q"). Some of the fibres curve outward into the middle of this nucleus

;

others curve outward round its posterior border, where they meet fibres coming in an

opposite direction from the facial nerve (q"), the two sets together forming a kind of

loop, interspersed with nerve-cells and some longitudinal bundles. The remaining

fibres run directly backwards, and crossing the facial roots between the nucleus (Q") and

the longitudinal column (T") of the facial nerve, diverge into the superficial grey layer

of the fasciculus teres, at rj". Some of them run more or less directly backward towards

the surface ; some turn outward over the convex surface of the facial nerve, amongst

nerve-cells of considerable size lying at the bottom of the grey layer
;
while the rest

turn inward around the posterior border of the longitudinal column (T").

(61) As it ascends beneath the floor of the fourth ventricle the common nucleus (Q",

fig. 56, Plate XIII.) becomes gradually smaller. Its outer portion, or that which is in

connexion with the roots of thefacial nerve {(f), consists, as it does lower down, of nume-

rous large multipolar cells and many longitudinal bundles
;
but in its inner portion, or

that which is more immediately connected with the roots of the abducens nerve (V'), the

cells are for the most part smaller, less numerous, and elongated in different directions,

or crescentic
; while the longitudinal bundles (represented by the dark masses), which

are often embraced by the cells, and of which many are exceedingly thick, have in-

creased considerably in number and are enclosed in the meshes of a network formed by

the rootlets of the abducens nerve, exactly as represented in fig. 56. These rootlets

unite rather abruptly, like the roots of a plant, to form four or five bundles (V'), which

lean against each other at the point of junction, and then separate or diverge slightly

as they traverse the pons Varolii outward. Many of the fibres, however, that con-

mdccclxviii. 2 u
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tribute to form these bundles proceed, not from the nucleus (Q"), but, as already shown,

in the case of the lower roots (fig. 51) from different parts of the superficial grey layer

of the fasciculus teres (
g

"

</'"), and in their way outward cross the decussating fibres of

the facial nerve, just where these are about to enter the longitudinal column (T").

(62) It is evident, then, that both the abducens and the facial nerves arise each

from two separate nuclei, as well as from the same nuclei. In longitudinal sections

of the pons Yarolii, both in Man and animals, I have repeatedly endeavoured to ascer-

tain whether any of the fibres of the abducens nerve turn round and run longitudi-

nally upward, but I have never been able to perceive the slightest indication of such a

course. Indeed, as already stated, the roots curve slightly downward on reaching the

fasciculus teres
,
although I have never succeeded in tracing them any further in that

direction *.

(63) Having ascertained the relations and connexions of the facial and abducens

nuclei and of the longitudinal column (T") in transverse sections, and in oblique-longitu-

dinal sections along the plane in which this column is entered by the facial nerve, I

wished, further, to ascertain their relations to parts situated both above and below them

in the medulla. For this purpose I first made a succession of longitudinal but hori-

zontal sections from side to side along the surface of the fourth ventricle, beginning at

the level of the facial nerve and nuclei (along the horizontal dotted line in fig. 51,

Plate XIII.), and carrying the section downward through the hypoglossal nucleus to

about the horizontal dotted line in fig. 32, Plate XI. Such a section of the left half of

the medulla and of a small portion of the right half is represented in fig. 57, Plate XIV.

Here we find that a large number of fibres belonging to the lower end of the longitudinal

column (T"), instead of curvingforward to the antero-lateral part of the pons (s", figs. 53,

54, & g'", fig. 55, Plate XIII.), spread laterally and curve horizontally outward just below

the surface of the ventricle. Some of these fibres pass through the facial nucleus (Q"),

but the greater number sweep round its lower end across the base of the grey tubercle

(e' e') at its junction with the inner auditory nucleus, i (compare fig. 51, Plate XIII.).

In this course they are met by another set of horizontal fibres radiating inwards from

the outer auditory nucleus or column (c'o, fig. 57). In fig. 51, Plate XIII. the fibres

* Stilling, who was the first to trace the facial and abducens nerves to the fasciculus teres, considers that

both these nerves arise from the common nucleus (Q"). He did not, however, trace any of their roots beyond

this point. Scheobee van bee Kolk denies that they arise from a common nucleus, and in forming this opi-

nion he seems to have been influenced, as on many other occasions, by physiological views, rather than by

actual observation. His objections on the ground that the two nerves have very different functions, are of no

value in the face of positive observation. It is certainly difficult to understand why the two nerves, which are

apparently never associated in action (except perhaps in certain cases of facial expression), should arise from

the same nuclei ; but even if the abducens could not be traced to the nuclei of the facial, it is equally difficult

to understand why its fibres are so closely interlaced with those of the facial, while it is separated by the whole

length of the pons Yarolii from the third nerve with which it is so closely associated in action. Scheobee van

bee Kolk says that all the roots of the abducens terminate in the floor of the fourth ventricle, and that they

seem to bend upward “ into a nucleus of ganglionic groups placed externally and superiorly to the facial

nerve.
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radiating backward from do are well seen, but not so those in question, which run

inward from do along the dotted line. In this figure, however, numerous fibres from di

are seen to sweep through and round the great nucleus (
Q

"), and in fig. 50 the same are

seen at eV". In fig. 57, Plate XIV. many of the horizontal fibres radiating from the

outer auditory nucleus (do to d) evidently consist of the processes of its large multipolar

cells. At the lower end of this nucleus or column (d o) there are numerous longitudinal

streaks of grey substance formed from the post-pyramidal and restiform ganglia, as shown

in fig. 25, Plate X. The superficial grey layer (</", fig. 57, Plate XIV.) of the ventricle,

at the side of the median furrow (h!'), as it passes downward becomes reduced to the

epithelium of the ventricle on the posterior surface of the raphe
;
on its outer side some

longitudinal fibres descend from the longitudinal portion (T") of the loop of the facial

nerve. This band of fibres inclines somewhat forward as it descends, diminishes in size,

and becomes continuous with the surface of the column which runs beneath the front

of the hypoglossal nucleus, between the hypoglossal nerve and the raphe (V, fig. 8,

Plate VIII. & fig. 32, Plate XI.). At the lower end of fig. 57, Plate XIV., the upper

tapering end of the hypoglossal nucleus is represented at J, and beneath its inner side,

the longitudinal band of fibres just mentioned is gradually lost to view. On its outer

side some plexiform bundles of the white column (J') ascend to the nucleus (Q!
1

). Still

further out is the vagal nucleus (H), and beyond this the lower end of the outer auditory

column do The raphe contains numerous cells of considerable size, and a system of

antero-posterior fibres. These are crossed nearly at right angles by another set of hori-

zontal decussating fibres, which are continued upward beneath the superficial grey layer

that lines the median furrow of the fourth ventricle. The decussating fibres cross the

longitudinal band on each side of the raphe somewhat obliquely from above downward

and from within outward. Some of them are certainly connected with cells in the

raphe, and through these they probably communicate with antero-posterior fibres of the

raphe, and thus establish a complicated commissural connexion between distant parts,

or levels, of the medulla. Others are continuous with fibres of the lateral bands, and

appear also to proceed from the raphe, and not from the opposite side of the medulla.

The rest of the decussating fibres cross the raphe and the lateral bands from one side

of the medulla to the other. The upper set extend obliquely downwards and outwards

to the base (dd) of the grey tubercle (see also d, fig. 51, Plate XIII.). The lower set

traverse the anterior portion of the vagal nucleus (H). Many of these proceed from

the cells of the hypoglossal nucleus, as shown in fig. 31, Plate X.

(64) Fig. 58, Plate XIV. represents a similar horizontal-longitudinal section a little

deeper from the surface of the fourth ventricle. Figs. 59 & 60, Plate XIV. are transverse

sections of the left lateral half of the medulla at the upper and lower ends of this longi-

tudinal section. In figs. 58 & 59 the upper lines of section correspond. F is the raphe

immediately below the median furrow of the ventricle. V is the white column between

the raphe and the entrance of the abducens nerve (V') into the nucleus (Q"). d is the

base of the grey tubercle, d o the outer auditory nucleus. The lower line of fig. 58

2 u 2
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corresponds to the upper line of the transverse section, fig. 60, in which J is the anterior

portion of the hypoglossal nucleus. V is the white column between it and the raphe.

O" is the white olivary column lying between it and the vagal nucleus (H). The slender

longitudinal column of the vagus is seen at n

;

and c' o' is the lower end of the outer

auditory nucleus, formed by the grey substance of the restiform body and posterior pyra-

mid. It will be seen, then, that in fig. 59, the white column (V) between the raphe (F)

and the entrance of the abducens nerve into the nucleus (Q") is continuous, in fig. 60,

with the white column (V) between the hypoglossal nucleus (J) and the raphe. This

column (V) is seen longitudinally in fig. 58, and is only a deeper longitudinal section of

the lateral band which descends in fig. 57, from the longitudinal portion of the loop (T")

of the facial nerve. At the lower end of fig. 58, this white column is seen on the inner

side of the remains of the hypoglossal nucleus (J), instead of immediately beneath it.

The olivary bundles (o", fig. 58) run up in a plexiform manner, partly from the remains

of the hypoglossal nucleus (J), through the facial nucleus (Q").

(65) From the longitudinal portion of the loop of the facial nerve, some fibres ascend

along the side of the median furrow, in company with those which ascend from its

under surface. They all curve upward and forward beneath the inner portion of the

superficial grey layer of the ventricle to form part of the longitudinal column imme-

diately beneath the nucleus of the third nerve on the same side. Adjoining them on

the outer side, the longitudinal bundles which passed through and beneath the common

nucleus (Q") of the facial and abducens nerves, now ascend beneath the outer portion of

the superficial grey layer, and contribute to form part of the crescentic column imme-

diately beneath the same side of the third nerve. A longitudinal but horizontal section,

from below upward, along the floor of the fourth ventricle, on the left side, and at the

inner surface of the superficial grey layer, is represented in fig. B. a is the grey

tubercle of Bolando, seen in the transversely-cut end of the

pons Varolii, just above the level of the facial nerve. From

its base at a! the longitudinal section is carried upward along

the fourth ventricle, b is the cut surface of the superior pe-

duncle of the cerebellum passing beneath the fillet c. The

outer border of the grey tubercle running upward and inward,

from its base, along the inner side of the superior peduncle

is seen at d. Along the inner side of this is a layer of black

matter or pigmentary cells (e), from which a number of fibres

ascend and curve inward to the side of the nucleus (/') of the

third nerve. From the inner side of the grey tubercle (a!)

—

at its junction with the upward continuation of the inner auditory nucleus—and from

the pigmentary matter, transverse fibres ascend obliquely to the superficial grey layer

{h) at the side of the median furrow of the ventricle. On the outer side of this furrow,

the band of white fibres (V) ascends from the loop of the facial nerve, and from beneath

it, to the side of the nucleus (f) of the third nerve.

Eig. B.
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(66) Fig. C represents the next deeper, but similar kind of, section. The pigmentary

matter at the inner side of the grey tubercle, as well as the oblique

fibres, have disappeared ;
but other fibres issuing from the base of the

grey tubercle (a
1

)
ascend and curve inward to the nucleus of the third

nerve {/) Adjoining these on their inner side, and ascending to the

same place, are the white fibres (ii), which have passed through and

beneath the common nucleus of the facial and abducens nerves, as well

as those fibres which run along the side of the median furrow. Hence

it appears that hotli the base of the grey tubercle into which the

sensory root of the trigeminus penetrates
,
and the bundles of fibres

which pass through and beneath the common nucleus (Q"), are con-

nected with the nucleus of the third nerve.

Of the Trapezium and Superior Olivary Bodies.

(67) In the Proceedings of the Royal Society for June 1857, I first showed that the

transverse band of fibres known in animals as the trapezium encloses on each side a

remarkable grey nucleus which bears a striking resemblance to the olivary body ; and

I further showed, at the same time, that the trapezium with its nucleus exists also in

Man, but that it is covered and concealed by transverse fibres at the lower border of

the pons. About a year later the grey nuclei of the trapezium, in animals
,
were

described by Schroder van der Kolk, and called by him the superior olivary bodies*.

As the structure of these nuclei has since been more fully investigated by Deanf ,
it

will be unnecessary to go over the same ground; and therefore I shall only point out

the chief differences in structure and position between the trapezium of Man and that

of animals generally.

(68) On turning to fig. 48, Plate XII., which represents a transverse section of

the left lateral half of the medulla of the Rabbit on a level with the auditory nerve, a

remarkable group or column of large cells (s) will be found imbedded in the anterior

part of the antero-lateral column, on the outer side of the anterior pyramid. This group

of cells was first pointed out by myselfJ, and was subsequently named by Dean the

antero-lateral nucleus. It begins low down in the medulla, both in Man and animals,

and ascends as high as the trapezium §. Here, however, we find it replaced, exactly in

the same spot, by another nucleus of a different form and somewhat different structure.

This consists of a convoluted grey lamina like that of the olivary body, but the convolu-

tions are few. In the Rabbit
(
s fig. 61, Plate XIY.) and in the Cat, in which it is

largely developed, it assumes rather a sigmoid form, with some small masses on its inner

side. In the Sheep and other Ruminantia there is less trace of convolutions. The cells

of the lamina are smaller than those of the antero-lateral nucleus, and the course of its

* Schroder tar der Kolk, Medulla Oblongata, 1858.

t Medulla Oblongata and Trapezium. By John Dean, M.D.

+ Philosophical Transactions, 1858. § Ibid.

Fig. C.
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fibres very much resembles that of the inferior olivary body. Notwithstanding, however,

the resemblance of this nucleus, in form and structure, to the olivary body, its position

is different, being situated behind the trapezium

;

while the lower olivary body in Mam-

malia is behind the anterior pyramid'*. The trapezium consists, for the most part, of

transverse bundles, which are partially separated from each other by flat longitudinal

bundles of the antero-lateral column. These transverse bundles (
p'p", fig. 61, Plate

XIY.) proceed, as arciform fibres, from the restiform body on each side, and from the

remains of the outer auditory nucleus. They sweep round the front of the grey

tubercle
(
e), then cross the facial nerve (q") , and run inward, in front of the upper

olivary body (s"), to the back of the anterior pyramid (y), where they decussate across

the raphe with their fellows of the opposite side. Dean states that many separate

bundles turn off and curve quite around the nucleus, “ either penetrating its interior or

completely surrounding it, till the upper side is reached, where the bundle frequently

turns still more and enters the central portion of the mass, radiating in the same manner

as the bundles which enter the convolutions in the lamina of the human olivaries”f.

(69) The prominence of the trapezium at the surface of the medulla is proportionate

to the development of the nucleus within. In the Cat it projects on each side of the

anterior pyramid as a large convex and somewhat oval mass J. In the Dog, the Sheep

and other Ruminants, it is less prominent, and appears as a flattened band in the same

situation. It is present in all the Quadrumana, but although it varies in size in different

species, it is generally small, and, in strong contrast to that of the Cat, is sunk deeply in

the fossa at the outer side of the pyramid. Fig. 62, Plate XIV. represents a transverse

section of the left lateral half of the medulla of the Orang Outang, on a level with the

facial nerves. When compared with that of the Rabbit (fig. 61, Plate XIV.) we find

that the anterior pyramid (y) is enormously developed, and that the trapezium (p") is

sunk between it and the facial nerve (
q"). Behind the transverse fibres of the trapezium

the lamina of the superior olivary body (s") appears in the form of a simple loop or fold,

overlaid, on its outer side, by the group of large multipolar cells constituting the nucleus

(U) of the motor root of the trigeminus. On each side of the raphe the decussating

fibres of the trapezium are thickly interspersed with small cells in irregular groups, one

of which extends forward in a tapering form along the inner side of the pyramid. The

surface also of the pyramid is covered with a thick layer of small cells (y
r

), which extends

backward along the inner edge of the raphe, as far as the level of the decussating fibres

of the trapezium. Nothing of the kind is found in the Rabbit, or in any of the Mam-
malia.

(70) Fig. 63, Plate XIV. represents a transverse section of the left side of the human

pons Varolii, at the same level, and magnified to the same extent as’ figs. 61 & 62.

After examining the trapezium, first in the Rabbit and then in the Orang Outang, it

will not be difficult to recognize the same structure in Man. As usual, it lies partly

* “ Medulla Oblongata,” Philosophical Transactions, 1858. + Dean, Medulla Oblongata, p. 64.

£ See my “ Medulla Oblongata,” Philosophical Transactions, 1858, fig. 4, Plate XII.
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behind and partly on the outer side of the anterior pyramid (y), where in animals it

forms the surface of the medulla (p", figs. 61 & 62) ; while in Man (fig. 63) it is covered

and concealed at this point by the transverse bundles of the lower portion of the pons

enclosing a quantity of grey substance, which consists of irregular masses of small cells

[y" y"). This grey substance extends round the front of the anterior pyramid (y) to

its inner side, where it forms a deep and broad layer (y'") next the raphe. The trans-

verse bundles of the trapezium are numerous and strongly marked. Along the central

line of the pons they decussate as usual with their fellows of the opposite side, the

most anterior being imbedded in a mass of grey substance (y"'), which is denser, and

contains larger cells than that which is continuous around the front of the pyramid

to y". On the outer side the fibres of the trapezium run into and round the front of

the superior olivary body (s"), crossing the abducens nerve (V') ; and as they reach

the inner side of the facial nerve (
y"), they intersect each other in a complicated

manner amongst irregular masses of grey substance consisting of granules and small

nuclei. They then cross the facial nerve and sweep round the extremity of the grey

tubercle (e) to the middle peduncle of the cerebellum. These bundles appear to consist

of several sets of commissural fibres : 1, between the superior olivary body, the grey

substance at the back of the pyramid, and the cerebellum
; 2, between the two opposite

olivary bodies.

(71) In Man the superior olivary body is not nearly so distinctly convoluted as in the

Cat or the Kabbit, nor is it nearly so large in proportion to the size of the brain. It

has the appearance, rather, of two or three ill-defined masses in continuity with each

other. The majority of its cells are somewhat smaller than those of the inferior olivary

body. There is one remarkable point in which this portion of the medulla, both of

Man and the Orang Outang, differs from that of Mammalia. In figs. 62 & 63, the

superior olivary is overlaid by the group of large multipolar cells (U) constituting the

nucleus of the motor root of the trigeminus, and connected by numerous fibres with

the common nucleus (Q") of the facial and abducens nerves. In Mammalia this nucleus

of the trigeminus is not found in the same situation.

(72) Schroder van der Kolk does not appear to have detected the existence of the

trapezium in the human pons Varolii. Stilling described and figured this part in the

human pons*, but he was not aware that it is homologous with the trapezium of animals

;

and as he was not acquainted with the nucleus or superior olivary body enclosed by the

fibres of the trapezium, he called this nucleus, in Man, “ quasi appendix nuclei inferioris

nervi trigemini, ad formam scafi.”

* Stillixg, Pons Varolii, tab. ii. s s.
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CHAPTEE III.

(73) Although in the course of these researches I have carefully endeavoured to

investigate the facts independently of any particular physiological views with which

they might seem to be connected, I shall nevertheless conclude this memoir with a few

remarks on some of the physiological and pathological points which they either modify

or explain.

(74) Before the publication of my memoir “ On the Medulla Oblongata,” in 1858, it

was believed by anatomists that the decussating fibres of the anterior pyramids are con-

tinuous only with the lateral columns of the opposite side of the spinal cord. I have

shown, however, that they are connected not only with the lateral
,
but with the anterior

columns, and with both the anterior and posterior grey substance. These facts, which

must modify to a certain extent the current opinion concerning the functions of the

anterior pyramids, have been confirmed by the investigations of M. Vulpian, announced

in his recent and valuable work on the 4 Physiology of the Nervous System*. “Nos

recherches anatomiques, d’accord en grande partie avec celles de M. Lockhart Clarke,

montrent que les pyramides anterieures sont formees par des fibres emanees
: (1) des

faisceaux anterieurs
; (2) des faisceaux lateraux

; (3) des faisceaux posterieurs
; (4) de la

substance grise de la moelle epiniere. A ces fibres, il faut meme en aj outer d’autres

qui font partie du groupe des fibres arciformes, et qui constituent parfois, soit d’un seul

cote, soit, mais plus rarement, des deux cotes du bulbe, une portion assez notable de la

pyramide anterieuref.”

(75) Besides the antero-lateral white columns, the particular parts with which I have

shown the decussating fibres of the anterior pyramids to be connected, are (1) the

antero-lateral grey substance, (2) the anterior border of the caput cornu, or expanded

extremity of the posterior horn, (3) the base of the cervix cornu on each side of the

central canal, (4) the continuation of this part of the cervix cornu in the posterior

column, forming its grey nucleus, and subsequently contributing to form a large portion

of the outer nucleus of the auditory nerve, and (5) the side of the spinal-accessory and

hypoglossal nuclei. From some of these facts M. Vulpian thinks it not improbable

that the anterior pyramids are to a certain degree sensitive and excito-motor :
“ Nous

presumons,” he remarks, “ que les pyramides anterieures pourraient bien etre sensitives

et excito-motrices, parceque l’anatomie nous demontre qu’elles sont en relation avec les

faisceaux posterieurs et avec les diverses parties de la substance grise ”J. Their con-

nexions, however, with the sensory portions of the medulla oblongata and cord do not

afford sufficient ground for the conclusion that they are sensitive ; although it is pre-

sumable that, by virtue of these connexions, they are excito-motor, probably through

the grey substance within the pyramids themselves, the pons Varolii, or both.

* Logons snr la Physiologie Grenerale et Comparee du Systeme Neryeux. Par A. Yulpiam, Paris, 1866.

f Ibid. p. 468. t Ibid. p. 484.
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(76) Now some of the connexions which I have pointed out between the fibres of the

anterior pyramids and certain other parts of the medulla oblongata, are exceedingly

interesting in a physiological point of view*. I have shown, both now and on former

occasions, that the spinal-accessory nerve may be traced to several different centres of

origin. Its upper rootlets arise from a special nucleus or column of cells, which descends

behind the canal to about the level of the lower end of the olivary body
; while its lower

rootlets arise from the lateral grey substance, and from the anterior grey substance which

gives origin to the lower roots of the hypoglossal nerve and to the anterior roots of the

spinal nerves in the cervical region. According to Bendz and Claude Bernard, the

upper roots—which I have shown to arise from the special nucleus behind the

central canal—go to form the internal branch which joins the vagus and is distributed

through it to the larynx, pharynx, and palate ;
while the lower rootlets—which we have

seen to arise from the antero-lateral grey substance of the cord and of the lower part of

the medulla—are collected into the external branch, which supplies the trapezius and

sternomastoid muscles employed in voluntary and forced efforts of respiration. Now it

is particularly interesting to find, as I first showed in 1858, that decussating fibres of

the anterior pyramid in their course downward from the cerebrum, turn obliquely

backward to the point about which the special nucleus and upper roots cease to arise
,

and the lower roots begin. In fig. 5, Plate VIII., we see these bundles crossing each

other from the opposite anterior pyramids (y y), then curving backward round the sides

of the hypoglossal nuclei (t
1

),
and of the special spinal-accessory nuclei (if). Their outer

bundles are connected at n, fig. 5, with the lateral grey substance where the lower roots

of the spinal-accessory nerve r begin (fig. 28, Plate X.). In fig, 27, Plate X. we have

an oblique transverse section of the left side of the medulla in the direction L, t, fig. 5,

Plate VIII. In this section we see the transversely-cut ends of these decussating

bundles (n") of the anterior pyramids, with fibres extending amongst them from the

spinal-accessory nucleus
(t t). On their outer side we see the slender longitudinal

column (n') ascending, from the point where the higher roots cease and the lower roots

begin, to the side of the vagal nucleus, as already described (§ 15). Moreover, in

descending the medulla oblongata and cervical region of the spinal cord, the decussating

fibres of the anterior pyramids pass into and through the antero-lateral grey substance

where the lowest roots continue to arise (see figs. 4, 3, 2, Plate VIII.). There appears,

then, to be scarcely a doubt that these particular decussating bundles of the anterior

pyramids are the channels through which the will influences the movements of respira-

tion. It is very probable also that they are functionally related, in the same way, to

the hypoglossal nuclei (t'), or at least, that they are one of the channels through which

the will acts on the hypoglossal nerves.

(77) The functions of the olivary bodies have been the subject of much discussion

amongst physiologists of different ages. Willis, I believe, was the first who considered

them as the central organs of articulate speech f. Burdach and Betzius regarded them

* The reperusal of the five last paragraphs of section 15 is here recommended. t Cerebri Anatome.

MDCCCLXVIII. 2 X
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as subservient to both speech and expression. Duges and Solly have adopted the

opinion of Willis. Seeees concluded, from pathological facts, that the olivary bodies

influence the movements of the heart. According to him, isolated and chronic altera-

tions of these bodies cause a jerking and irregular action of the heart*. He also found

that stammering was associated with structural alterations of the upper parts of the

olivary bodies close to the pons. In my memoir “ On the Medulla Oblongata” (1858),

I concluded, on anatomical grounds, that these bodies are probably the coordinating

centres for the different nuclei of the medulla oblongata
;
that is, that they are the

motor and associating agents by which the different complex movements dependent on

the medulla are carried on. Scheodee van dee Kolk concluded, both from anatomy

and pathology, that the olivary bodies are subservient chiefly to articulate speech and

deglutition. He collected from different sources, and recorded, several cases of loss of

speech, in which these bodies were more or less altered in structure. Two exceedingly

interesting cases of the same kind have come under my own observation.

(78) A lady, setat 55, fell down suddenly in a state of unconsciousness. When she

recovered her senses, she was hemiplegic on the right side, and unable to speak. This

was the state in which I found her. She regained the use of her arm and leg, with only

some slight remaining weakness, and the power of articulation returned with only some

slight impediment. During the next four or five years she had several slight and partial

attacks of paralysis, with some additional defect of articulation. She had chalky con-

cretions in the joints of her fingers, and during some of the paralytic attacks, she had

what appeared to be gouty inflammation of their joints. On subsiding it left behind

chalky deposits. Two years before her death deglutition became much impaired. A
year later she had an attack of partial unconsciousness, which rapidly passed away ;

but

from that time the power of articulation was almost lost. She could say “ Yes,” “ No,”

“ Shan’t,” and one or two other short words, but nothing more. At this time she was

almost wholly unable to protrude her tongue. During two months or more she entirely

lost the power to swallow, and was nourished by means of injections. She took

strychnine and iron ; and regained the power of deglutition sufficiently to dispense with

injections, although she was a long time in swallowing even a small quantity of liquid

food. She swallowed best in a recumbent posture, and it was evident that the pha-

ryngeal muscles were considerably paralysed. A large collection of mucus in the air-

passages frequently excited spasmodic coughing
;
but she had scarcely any voluntary

power over the respiratory muscles, and was unable to cough voluntarily. She could

scarcely do more than whisper the few words she was able to articulate. The power of

straining was completely lost, and large quantities of fsecal matter collected in the

rectum. Both arms and legs were very weak, especially the latter, so that she could

scarcely walk, even with assistance. Sensation was unaffected.

On post-mortem examination the kidneys were found to be very small and very gra-

nular on their surface
;
their cortical portions were much atrophied, with two or three

* Anatomie Comparee du Cerveau, tom. ii. p. 231.
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cysts on their surface. The heart was exceedingly flabby, soft, and yellowish, with

accumulation of fat outside the left ventricle, which was dilated, and broke down

easily under the fingers. There was no disease of mitral valve. The wall of the right

ventricle was exceedingly thin—nearly as thin as that of a healthy auricle. The

tricuspid valve was healthy.

At the base of the brain the arteries were atheromatous. The membranes at its upper

surface were thick and opaque, with some sub-arachnoid fluid and numerous patches of

white, flaky, and granular matter. They were adherent to the calvarium which was

unusually thick. About four ounces of fluid flowed into the calvarium on removing

the brain. The surface of the anterior lobes of the cerebrum was much depressed and

atrophied. The grey substance of convolutions was about the usual colour. The

under surface of the right crus cerebri was softened. On the outer part of the right

corpus striatum were the remains of an old clot, about the size of a horse-bean. The

substance beneath it was much softened. In the middle of the right optic thalamus

were the remains of another and much larger clot. On the surface of the left optic

thalamus was a softened and chocolate-coloured depression, and beneath this were the

remains of a small clot.

Cerebellum .—In the central white substance, on each side, was a cyst containing turbid

fluid. That on the right was about as large as a moderate-sized hazel-nut, and destroyed

only part of the convoluted lamina of the corpus dentatum ; that on the left was some-

what larger, and destroyed nearly the whole of the lamina. The fluid in the cysts con-

sisted of globular aggregations of oil-globules, some of which were tinted with brown

and yellow, and accompanied with crystals and granules of heematoidin.

The medulla oblongata was curiously misshapen, and tilted to the right side. This

displacement appeared to be due chiefly to atrophy of the right corpus olivare. At the

lower two-thirds of the olive the atrophy was considerable, but diminished along the

‘upper third. Fig. 64, Plate XIV. is an exact representation of a transverse section of

the medulla through the middle of the olivary bodies. Not only was the right olivary

body exceedingly reduced in bulk, but the greater number of its nerve-cells were wasted

to granular points or small granular masses tinted brown or yellow by pigment, as the

accompanying preparations very distinctly show*. Between the olivary bodies the

central part of the medulla was softened, so that its lateral halves readily separated

along the median raphe. Neither the hypoglossal nor the vagal nuclei were reduced in

bulk to any remarkable degree ; but the vagal nucleus, which in Man normally contains

a certain number of dark pigmentary cells, contained these in much greater number than

usual
; and many of the cells of the hypoglossal nucleus had lost some of their sharpness

of outline, and contained more than their natural amount of pigment.

* A case of extreme atrophy of the nerve-cells of the spinal cord, in muscular atrophy, has been published by

me in the British and Foreign Medico-Chirurgical Review, July 1862, and two others in the Medico-Chirurgical

Transactions, 1867 and 1868, with drawings. In No. XIII. of Beale's ‘Archives of Medicine,’ I recorded

another case, in which I described the successive changes by which the cells undergo the process of degeneration.

2x2
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All the central parts of the pons Varolii were very much softened. The softening

involved a large portion of the prolongations of the anterior pyramids, and extended

backward to within a sixth of an inch of the fourth ventricle.

(79) The second case was a gentleman, who, having recovered, in a great degree, from

an attack of left hemiplegia, with some difficulty of articulation, suddenly found that he

had altogether lost the power of speech, and then became insensible for a few hours.

He had total paralysis of the tongue on both sides. He was unable to cough, and had

very great difficulty in swallowing. Sensation was unimpaired. On laryngoscopic ex-

amination by Dr. Morell Mackenzie, there did not appear to be any paralysis of the

vocal cords. The patient was under the care of Dr. Hughlings Jackson, with whom I

saw him, from time to time, to the period of his death. The post-mortem examination

was made by Dr. Hughlings Jackson, who sent me the brain, medulla oblongata, and

spinal cord.

I found many of the principal arteries of the brain, particularly the basilar, the pos-

terior, middle, and anterior cerebral, and the right carotid loaded, and in some places

nearly choked up, with atheromatous deposit. I shall not give a detailed description of

the numerous lesions which, as might be expected from such a condition of the arteries,

I found in different parts of the brain, but shall only state that the convolutions of the

middle and anterior lobes, especially those along the front of the middle lobes, bordering

the fissure of Sylvius, and those of the insula
,
were much softer and paler than natural.

The anterior perforated space, and the orbital and adjacent convolutions, were particu-

larly soft. Both thalami optici were soft. On the surface of the left corpus striatum

was a dark brown and softened depression about the size of a pea. Over the posterior

half of the right corpus striatum and outer and fore part of the thalamus opticus, there

was a chocolate-coloured and softened mass about the size of a hazel-nut. Beneath

this the substance of both these bodies was very soft, and about a third of an inch from

their surface were the remains of an old clot.

Many parts of the cerebellum were exceedingly soft. The corpus dentatum on the

left side was almost wholly destroyed by a round cyst containing turbid fluid.

The surface of the fourth ventricle was softer than natural, and of a pale-yellow or

cream-colour. In the medulla oblongata, on the left side, a small rust-coloured spot was

observed at the origin of the vagus nerve ; and in the same section there was a dark

rust-coloured streak on the inner side of the right anterior pyramid. A third of an inch

below the pons Yarolii another rust-coloured spot, about the size of an ordinary pin’s

head, was found in the substance of the posterior convolutions of the olivary body.

This was proved by microscopic examination to be the remains of an old clot. It

descended the medulla about the third of an inch, gradually diminishing and at length

occupying the part immediately behind the convolutions of the olivary lamina, amongst

the deep arciform fibres.

(80) Valuable as these cases are in many respects, they by no means prove that the

loss of articulate speech was due to the lesions in the olivary bodies ; since it is impos-
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sible to say how far it might have been dependent on the numerous and extensive

alterations which were found in other parts of the brain, particularly about the nuclei

of the vagal and hypoglossal nuclei. The same objection may be made to Schroder

van der Kolk’s cases, when they are adduced as proofs that the olivary bodies are the

central organs of articulate speech.

(81) Neither are the anatomical points which Schroder van der Kolk brings forward

in support of this opinion exactly as he states them to be. According to his theory, the

olivary bodies effect the bilateral movement of the tongue by their action on the hypo-

glossal nuclei, because the actions of these nuclei are unilateral

;

“ for the greater part

of each nucleus,” he says “ seems to be isolated in its action, and not to be connected

with that ofthe other side.” Now it is not true that the hypoglossal nuclei are scarcely

connected with each other other ; for, as may be seen, especially in longitudinal and

horizontal sections along the fourth ventricle, at different depths of the nuclei, there is

a very evident decussation of fine fibres
;
and at the upper end of the nucleus, the com-

missural fibres between the anterior groups of cells are particularly striking, as may be

seen at J, fig. 57, Plate XIV. Vulpian speaks almost in derision of Schroder van der

Kolk’s theory of the action of the olivary bundles ;
but, nevertheless, there are not

wanting anatomical facts in favour of the opinion that these bodies are subservient to

articulate speech. In this process, the tongue, the lips, the jaws and the expiratory

muscles are simultaneously combined in action. Now I have already shown that the

connexion of the olivary bodies with the hypoglossal nuclei is very striking. I have

also shown that a column of cells connected with longitudinal fibres and continuous with

the fasciculus teres, whence the facial nerve takes its origin, descends low down into the

medulla and lies at the back of the hypoglossal nucleus (see K', fig. 25, Plate X., and

figs. 38, 39 & 40, Plate XI.). Moreover, a band of fibres descending from the loop of

the facial nerve (T", fig. 57, Plate XIV.) passes downwards beneath the hypoglossal

nucleus (J). The close commissural connexion between the hypoglossal nucleus (J
7

,
fig.

31, Plate X.) and the vagal nucleus (H, H') has been already pointed out. And lastly,

we have seen that the lower end of the column of cells constituting the nucleus of the

motor root of the trigeminus is imbedded in the columns Avhich ascend from the olivary

body. But whether the olivary bodies really act through the channels just mentioned,

and thus coordinate the movements of articulation, is not proved by the anatomical facts

alone. On the other hand, amcngst birds, in which scarcely any traces of olivary bodies

are to be found, the Parrot-tribe have the power of distinctly articulating particular

words; while in the Porpoise, which emits only a kind of moaning sound, the olivary bodies

are enormously developed*'. Experiment throws no light whatever on this subject, so

* I obtained, through the kindness of Mr. W. II. Flower, of the College of Surgeons, part of the medulla of

a Porpoise,” and found that the large olivary bodies overlaying the pyramids were everywhere crowded with

nerve-cells. The cerebrum of the Porpoise is large and globular, and the convolutions are very numerous and

deep. The only remarkable points in the actions of the animal, are its great agility and vivacity of movement,

and its extraordinary speed and muscular power.
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that our only hope is in some fortunate cases of disease, in which the power of speech

is perfect, while the olivary bodies are considerably altered in structure
; or in which

the olivary bodies, only
,
are damaged, while the power of speech is lost. Either of such

cases, determined with accuracy, would set the question at rest. M. Vulpian has re-

cently recorded a case which seems to be opposed to the opinion that the olivary bodies

are concerned in speech, since these bodies were altered in structure while speech re-

mained perfect to the last. The examination, however, does not appear to have been

sufficiently precise to justify a positive conclusion. I give his own words :
“ Les olives

du bulbe, surtout la gauche, offiaient une sclerose bien manifeste, quoique peu profonde,

de leur tiers moyen, et cependant,—ce qui n’est pas sans importance, au point de vue

d’une des hypotheses relatives aux functions de ces parties,—la parole est restee parfai-

tement nette jusqu’a la fin de la vie”*.

(82) Deglutition is another process to which the olivary bodies have been regarded

as subservient. If they have any share in this process, it is probably only in the first

or voluntary stage, in which the food is pressed through the anterior palatine arch by

the cooperation of the buccinator, the mylohyoid, the intrinsic muscles of the tongue,

and the styloglossi. The second stage, which is purely reflex and involuntary, is pro-

bably effected solely through the intimate and important connexions which I have

pointed out between the nuclei of the trigeminus, the hypoglossus, the glossopharyngeal,

the spinal-accessory, the vagus, and the facial. The third stage is reflex simply through

the vagus and spinal-accessory. Cases are on record in which the tongue, while entirely

removed from all voluntory influence, co-operates, nevertheless, perfectly with the mus-

cles of the fauces and pharynx in the second reflex stage of deglutition. The demon-

stration which I have given in this memoir, of the close anatomical connexion, in dif-

ferent ways, between the nuclei of the hypoglossal, vagus, spinal-accessory, facial and

trigeminal nerves throws an important light on the manner in which the complex and

associate muscular actions concerned in deglutition, vocalization, and articulation may be

effected ; and explains, in an interesting way, certain forms of partial or complete para-

lysis to which the muscles employed in these acts are subject. Dr. Hughlings Jack-

son was kind enough to show me one of his patients in whom there was complete para-

lysis and wasting of the right side of the tongue f, with paralysis of the same side of the

palate and vocal cords, as shown by the laryngoscope. The man had great difficulty of

swallowing, and soreness of throat. He was unable to cough, or rather he could not

shut the larynx in coughing. He was weak on both sides, but especially on the right.

The right shoulder was much lower than the left, and he was unable to shrug it up as

he could the other. He could not whistle so well as formerly ;
but he could articulate

in a whisper very well. Here we have paralysis of the spinal-accessory nerve on one

side, supplying the vocal cords and palate ;
total paralysis of one hypoglossal nerve, and

* Yflpian, Legons sur la Physiologie, p. 495 (note).

t The muscles of the tongue, when paralyzed, suffer atrophy much more rapidly than other muscles under

the same conditions.
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apparently partial paralysis of the facial supplying the orbicularis oris. I have already

shown that some of the roots, both of the spinal-accessory and vagus nerves, may be traced

directly into the hypoglossal nucleus, and that, on the other hand, numerous nerve-cells

of the hypoglossal nucleus, as may be seen in fig. 31, Plate X., send their processes deeply

into the vagal nucleus. Moreover, we have seen in fig. 25, Plate X., just below the oli-

vary body, that a small column of cells (K') mixed with numerous longitudinal fibres,

ascends, and increases as it ascends to the facial nucleus. It is first situated between

the spinal-accessory and hypoglossal nuclei, then between the latter nucleus and the

vagus (H, fig. 38, Plate XI.), and higher up (fig. 39), where the hypoglossal nucleus

ceases, it lies at the inner side of the glossopharyngeal (t) and inner auditory nucleus (i),

with both of which it is connected, as well as with the motor nucleus of the trige-

minus (U). Now it is not at all improbable that this column of cells (K') at fig. 26, Plate

X., and a little higher up, is the channel of communication for that portion of the facial

nerve which supplies the muscles about the lips and mouth. We know that this portion

of the facial is frequently paralyzed alone, and must therefore be, to a certain extent,

independent of the rest of the nerve ;
and we also know how closely and frequently it is

associated alone in function with the spinal-accessory and hypoglossal nerve in the opera-

tions of articulation and vocalization. By now referring to fig. 2.5, Plate X. (which of

course is considerably magnified*), it will be understood that in this section and in others

a little higher up, a small spot of lesion—either a clot or a disintegration in the spinal-

accessory nucleus (H)—would more or less paralyze the voice. A similar lesion in the

hypoglossal nucleus (J) would paralyze one side of the tongue. One which destroyed

K', would cut off the mouth and lips from co-operation with the voice and tongue ; and

a lesion that injured, more or less, all three of these nuclei, which are in such close ap-

position, would paralyze, more or less, at the same time, the voice, tongue, and lips.

But of course when I state that the small column (K') is subservient to the movements

of the muscles about the mouth in the co-ordinate movements of articulation, the state-

ment is wholly conjectural, although probably true.

(83) Now there is a form of disease which was first distinguished from ordinary facial

paralysis, by Duchenne (de Boulogne), and which has been called by Trousseau “ Pa-

ralysie Glosso-labio-pharyngee.” It consists of paralysis of the orbicular muscle of the

lips, of the tongue, of the velum palati, and of some of the muscles of the larynx. The

patient gradually loses all power of articulation
;
he is unable to protrude the tongue

;

deglutition becomes difficult ; the velum palati is insensible to the influence of different

kinds)of stimulants
; the posterior nares can no longer be closed by the velum and mus-

cles of the posterior palatine arch, so that the voice becomes nasal ; the mucous mem-
brane of the larynx frequently becomes insensible to irritation, and fits of suffocation

ensue. It is evident, therefore, that in this curious disease, the hypoglossal, the spinal-

accessory, part of the vagus, and part of the facial, are together more or less injured.

* I may here state that this figure is an almost photographically exact representation of all the parts of the

preparation from which it was drawn.
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The disease is not common, and little is known of its morbid anatomy. In one case

only, Trousseau examined with the greatest care, the brain, the cord, and the roots of

the nerves, but found nothing unusual
;
nevertheless, something certainly was to be found,

and lesions, sufficient to produce the symptoms, might very easily exist in the nuclei

at the floor of the fourth ventricle without detection, or in the roots of the nerves arising

from them. It is probable, however, that in none of these cases the lesion is limited

to the medulla. There is sometimes weakness of one side of the body or of one arm

;

and sometimes, towards the end, the limbs become flexed on each other, and the patient

is drawn up in a heap *.

(84) Whether or not the olivary bodies be subservient to the operations of speech and

deglutition, it is quite certain that these are not their only functions. We have seen

that in all the Mammalia, except the mute Porpoise, they are very much smaller than

in the Monkey, which is wholly unable to articulate, and in which the act of deglutition

has nothing peculiar. But even if it should be imagined by some that the “ chat-

tering” of the Monkey is a kind of speech, the Orang Outang and Chimpanzee are not

more gifted in this respect than the inferior tribes, and yet their olivary bodies are much

more highly developed, as I have already shown. Now, except their superior intelli-

gence, the only endowments that distinguish the Ape-tribe from all other Mammalia,

are their singular faculty of imitation and gesticulation, and their power of expressing

a variety of emotions, of which they are very susceptible ; and in these respects the

Orang Outang is by far the most highly endowed. Le Comte, in his ‘ History of China,’

says of one of these animals which he saw in the Straits of Molucca, that its actions so

strongly resembled those of Man, and its passions were so expressive and lively, that

a dumb person could scarcely make himself better understood. It signified its joy and

anger by stamping with its foot on the ground ; it could dance, and would sometimes cry

like a child. These animals are also distinguished for their surprising agility and mus-

cular power. Now since the olivary bodies are larger in the Ape-tribe than in any other

animals, and largest of all in the Orang Outang, which is the most highly endowed with

the power of expressing its emotions and desires, it appears to be extremely probable that

this power is dependent on the co-ordinating functions of the olivary bodies. Nor are

these functions limited to the medulla oblongata and the parts supplied by its nerves.

They extend to the spinal cord, and to the sympathetic influencing the glandular secre-

tions and the diameter of the capillary vessels, through the vaso-motor nerves.

(85) Anatomists and physiologists are too much in the habit of regarding the olivary

bodies as if they were connected only with the medulla oblongata and some other parts

* Since tlie above was written Ihave read Trousseau's account of the post-mortem examination of a case in

which the roots of the vagus were atrophied; the roots of the right hypoglossal were also atrophied to mere

filaments ;
the roots of the spinal-accessory were on both sides small, and of a greyish colour. In the neuri-

lemma there was a fatty granular substance. The anterior spinal roots were atrophied, especially near the

roots of the spinal-accessory. Many other anterior spinal roots were diminished in size. The grey substance

of the cord was of deeper colour and harder than natural. I shall be very glad to examine the brain, medulla,

and cord of patients who may die of this disease.
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of the brain. On this and on other occasions I have pointed out the way in which the

different parts of the grey and white substances of the spinal cord are disposed or modi-

fied in the medulla oblongata. I have shown (1°) that from the outer (posterior) part

of the cervix or neck of the posterior horn are developed the post-pyramidal and resti-

form nuclei which, higher up, form the nuclei of the auditory nerve, while the caput

cornu, or dilated extremity of the posterior horn, is thrown aside to be traversed by the

vagus and glossopharyngeal nerves, and ultimately to become the principal nucleus of

the large root of the trigeminus
;

(2°) that from the base of the cervix cornu, behind the

central canal, is developed the special nucleus for the spinal-accessory, vagus and glosso-

pharyngeal nerves; (3°) that the base of the anterior grey substance infront and at the

side of the central canal is developed into, or at least replaced by, the special nucleus

giving origin to the upper roots of the hypoglossal nerve
;

(4°) that the lateral parts of

the grey substance between the extremitities of the anterior and posterior horns, in-

cluding what I have named the tractus intermedio-lateralis

,

is especially connected with

the lower roots of the spinal-accessory nerve ;
and (5°) that, in ascending from the cord to

the medulla, the remaining part of the anterior grey substance, which lies against the

inner side of the anterior column, or the so-called non-decussating portion of the pyramid,

and from which the lowest set of hypoglossal roots arise,—gives place to the groups

of cells forming the lower end of the olivary body, which, as it swells out, becomes con-

nected with the anterior part of the antero-lateral column (see figs. 6, 7 & 8, Plate VIII.).

We have only to make a longitudinal section obliquely inward and backward through this

column and the olivary body to see the connexion between them*. We must therefore

regard the olivary body as a large motor nucleus, which is directly continuous by its

white and grey substances, with the anterior white and grey substance of the spinal

cord. The only other purely motor centre of the medulla oblongata, is the hypoglossal

nucleus, which is developed from the base of the anterior grey substance. It is located

apart from the olivary body, and is in the closest connexion with the vagus, spinal-acces-

sory and glassopharyngeal nuclei with which it is destined to cooperate in reflex actions.

Although distant from the olivary body it is, however, connected with it by a remarkable

band of fibres.

(86) It it probable that the olivary bodies are not only the centres through which

different movements are coordinated for expressing the passions and emotions, but that

they are the motor centres through which different movements are effected by sudden,

violent, or peculiar impressions on the special senses ; for they are intimately connected

with all the sensory ganglia of the medulla,—with the grey tubercle (trigeminus), the

vagus nucleus, the post-pyramidal and restiform nuclei (auditory ganglia), the corpora

quadrigemina (optic ganglia) through the fillet, and not improbably with the parts about

the root of the olfactory bulbs, since I have traced the olivary columns nearly to the

anterior perforated space.

(87) I have a few remarks to make on paralysis of the facial and abducens nerves.

* See my “Medulla Oblongata,” Plate XY. fig. 24, Philosophical Transactions, 1858*

MDCCCLXVIII. 2 Y
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When paralysis of the facial nerve depends on central lesion it is frequently associated

with paralysis of the abducens. Sometimes both nerves are paralyzed on one side, and

one of them on the other ;
and sometimes, but more rarely, both nerves are paralyzed

on each side. I have seen two cases of this kind. One of them was in the practice of

Dr. Hughlings Jackson. Now, when we consider that both the facial and abducens

nerves are connected with the same nucleus on each side of the floor of the fourth ven-

tricle (see fig. 51, Plate XIII. and fig. 65, Plate XIV.), it is evident that a tumour pressing

on this part, or any morbid process that injured it, would paralyze at the same time both

the facial and abducens nerves ;
and if the lesion or foreign body extended across the ven-

tricle to the other side, a bilateral paralysis to a greater or less extent would be the result.

Dr. Wilks had under his care a little girl four years old, with paralysis of the right facial

nerve and of both sixth nerves. The child’s arms and legs did not appear to be much

affected, but the left arm and leg were a little weaker than the right. On post-mortem

examination by Dr. Wilks, a tumour about the size of a large walnut was found to

occupy the pons Varolii, and more on the right side than the left. On opening the

fourth ventricle, the tumour was seen to project into its cavity, and thus all natural

appearance of this part was gone.

(88) I might dwell upon other points in this paper that may serve the purpose of the

physiologist and pathologist, and which will probably be noticed by the reader, but I

shall now conclude with a few words on the importance of combining together anatomy,

experiment, and pathology in physiological investigations. A great physiologist, who

conducted a large number of his researches by means of experiment, at length arrived at

the conclusion, which he expressed in a paper read before the Royal Society, that anatomy

is better adapted for discovery than experiment. “ Experiment,” he observes, “ may

take a colour from the preconceived idea, but the accurate investigation of the structure

will not deceive us”*. The truth, however, appears to be, that anatomy and pathology,

no less than experiment, are liable to deceive, and that neither of them, alone, is suffi-

cient for the purposes of the physiologist. In attempting to determine the function of

a particular part, pathology must be employed with great caution, when other parts of

the same complex organ are at the same time affected by disease. The many contra-

dictory results obtained by different experimentalists on the same subject are so frequent

that this method of investigation cannot be trusted alone. But experiment will be

more accurate and precise just in proportion to the accuracy of our knowledge with

regard to the structure and relations of the parts on which the experiments are made.

Moreover, even if the anatomist cannot immediately draw any physiological conclusions

from his observations, those observations may suggest and guide experiment ;
and with

this end in view, the philosophical observer will direct the course of his anatomical

investigations. If, therefore, the experimentalist has made no original researches into

the structure and relations of parts on which he purposes to operate, he must, if he

wishes to avoid error, make himself thoroughly acquainted with the minute details of

* Sir Chaeles Bell, Nervous System.
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structure supplied by tbe anatomist. From a want of this information serious blunders

have been frequently made ; for in dividing even a small part, particularly of the medulla

oblongata, the operator may injure other parts, with which, as we have abundantly seen,

it is so closely connected. Lorry and Serres divided the medulla oblongata through

the olivary bodies, and the latter anatomist concluded that the instant death of the

animal was due to injury of those bodies; but if he had known that he had cut through

the nucleus of the vagus, which Stilling had the merit of pointing out, his conclusion

would of course have been different. On the other hand, the anatomist should make

himself acquainted with the labours of the experimentalist, and pursue his researches by

the light which they afford. It is in this way that observation, experiment, and induction

alternately enlarge or enlighten the field of research and point out each other’s path.

Appendix (added during the printing of the Paper).

On the Method of making the Preparations.

The method which I introduced some years back (1851) for rendering sections of the

brain and spinal cord transparent and preserving them in Canada balsam, has been

generally adopted both in Europe and America. The principle of the method is this

:

given a section of opake nervous substance that has been hardened in a fluid not mis-

cible with Canada balsam
;

to render that section transparent and permeable by Canada

balsam without drying it. One of the fluids which I employed in the process was oil

of turpentine. The whole process may be described as follows.

The spinal cord or medulla oblongata is to be cut into pieces of from half an inch to

an inch long and hardened in a solution of chromic acid, composed of one part of the

crystallized acid to two or three hundred parts of water'*. To this solution I generally

add a small quantity of bichromate of potash, which brings out the nuclei of the nerve-

cells more distinctly, and causes the grey substance to take the colour of carmine more

brightly. At the end of three or four weeks the medulla is in a condition fit for making

thin sections by means of a razor or other sharp knife wet with spirit of wine. If the

sections are to be coloured with carmine, the ammoniated solution of this substance

should be previously filtered, and the sections should be washed free from the spirit

used in cutting them, before they are placed in the carmine solution, for spirit readily

precipitates the carmine in the form of granules. When sufficiently coloured the sec-

tions should be again washed in water, and then soaked in strong spirit for a few minutes

to expel the water. Sometimes a few drops of acetic acid may be added with advan-

tage f. On removing them from the spirit, the sections, if thin, are to be floated on the

surface of pure oil of turpentine, which will ascend from below and replace the spirit

* Tor the convolutions of the cerebrum and cerebellum the solution must be much weaker.

f Mr... Adam Addison; late of the Montrose Royal Asylum, sometimes adds a few drops of a saturated spiri-

tuous solution of chloride of sodium instead of acetic acid.

2 y 2
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that evaporates from their upper surfaces. In a short time, sometimes almost immedi-

ately, they will become quite or nearly transparent, when they are to he removed to glass

slides on which a little Canada balsam has been dropped. Before they be finally

covered with thin glass they should be examined under the microscope, and if all their

parts be not perfectly transparent or distinct and well defined, a little turpentine and

Canada balsam should be alternately dropped on them from time to time until the

requisite effect be produced. If the sections be thick, I find it best, instead of floating

them on the turpentine, to place them in a shallow vessel the bottom of which is simply

wet with turpentine, which then ascends from below while the spirit evaporates from

above. Before using the turpentine I also frequently remove a large portion of the

spirit by placing the sections for a minute on fine blotting-paper. The process may be

further hastened by the following plan
:
place the section on a glass slide, after the

spirit has been partially removed by blotting-paper ; drop on it some turpentine, and

then tap it gently with the end of the finger, repeating these steps alternately until

transparency be produced.

By any one practised in this method, a thin section, after having been coloured, washed,

and steeped in the strongest spirit, may be rendered perfectly transparent and fit for

mounting in Canada balsam in the course of eight or ten minutes ; and a section of mo-

derate thickness in fifteen minutes. But many observers have complained that the use

of turpentine renders the process slow, and they have therefore substituted for turpentine

a variety of other media, as oil of cloves, creosote, carbolic acid, which so much resembles

it, &c. Creosote is that which is now most used on the Continent. In this country

another modification ofmy method has been introduced by Dr. Charlton Bastian. The

section having been coloured, washed, and saturated in spirit, is placed on a drop of

carbolic acid, instead of turpentine, in the centre of a glass slide. In less than two mi-

nutes it is rendered transparent ; and when this is accomplished (having got rid of any

excess of carbolic acid), he pours over it three or four drops of chloroform, in which the

specimen is allowed to remain for two minutes. The superfluous chloroform is then

poured off, whilst one or two drops of a solution of Canada balsam in chloroform are

dropped over the specimen, and the covering glass is then quickly applied. The whole

process extends over ten minutes*. Although these modifications may possess some

advantages in point of expedition, the principle is the same as that of the original

method which I introduced. The preparations so made are certainly not in the slightest

degree superior to my own.

Gerlach now hardens the cord in a solution of bichromate of ammonia of the strength

of one to two per cent. The sections are then put into a solution of 1 part of chloride

* Journal of Anatomy and Physiology, November 1867. Dr. Bastian here speaks of my original process

•with turpentine extending over a space of four or five hours ! If this were the case it would have been impos-

sible for me to make the thousands of preparations I have made, and to have done the work I have done by

means of them. However, for Dr. Bastian’s satisfaction, I rendered a section transparent, and fit for mounting

in Canada balsam, in his presence, in the course of fifteen minutes.
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of gold and potassium to 10,000 parts of water slightly acidulated either with vinegar

or hydrochloric acid, for ten or twelve hours, when the white substance becomes of a

pale lilac (blass lilla), while the grey substance is scarcely coloured. They are then

placed in a mixture of 1 part of hydrochloric acid to 2000 or 3000 parts of water for a

few minutes. After this the sections are steeped for about ten minutes in a mixture of

1 part of hydrochloric acid to 1000 parts of 60 per cent, alcohol, and then for some

minutes in absolute alcohol ;
after which they are made transparent by means of creo-

sote and put up in Canada balsam*. This is rather a complicated process.

Explanation op the Plates.

PLATE VIII.

Fig. 1. Transverse section of the lower end of the human medulla oblongata at the points

of the anterior pyramids :

—

b c, the posterior column ; d, the posterior part of

the antero-lateral column ; e, the caput cornu posterioris, or expanded extre-

mity of the posterior horn ; d', network of fibres and blood-vessels, mixed with

small nerve-cells, in the deep portion of the lateral column, between the ante-

rior and posterior horns ; t, central grey substance behind the canal
;
in front

of the canal is seen the commencing decussation of the anterior pyramids

;

z, the anterior median fissure.

Fig. 2. A similar section a little higher up. The decussating fibres of the anterior

pyramids are much more numerous : V is a portion of the anterior column

of the spinal cord forming the non-decussating part of the anterior pyramid

of the same side.

Fig. 3. The same, a few sections higher up :

—

-f,
d', d', bundles of fibres coming from the

lateral column and lateral grey substance to form the anterior pyramid of the

opposite side ; b, V, rudiments of the posterior pyramid.

Fig. 4. The same, still higher up :

—

-f, anterior cornu ; o, conical eminence from the

outer part of the cervix cornu forming the rudiment of the grey nucleus of

the restiform body ; b
,
b, posterior pyramids containing grey substance derived

from the inner part of the cervix cornu on each side of the posterior median

fissure.

Fig. 5. Similar section at the upper part of the decussation of the anterior pyramids :

—

b', grey nucleus of posterior pyramid very much enlarged ; e, caput cornu

posterioris (grey tubercle of Kolando), also greatly enlarged ; o, inner grey

nucleus of restiform body much increased in size ; c', its outer grey nucleus

;

1c, posterior median fissure ; t, rudiment of central spinal-accessory nucleus

;

t\ rudiment of hypoglossal nucleus
; f, remains of anterior cornu of spinal

cord ; n", bundles of fibres coming from the restiform nucleus (o) and from

* Zur Anatomie des Menschl. Eiickenmarks. Medecin. Centralbl. Nos. 24, 25.
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the postpyramidal nucleus (b') to the opposite anterior pyramid (y'), those from

the opposite side decussating each other in front of the canal. The anterior

pyramids have now ceased to derive their fibres from the lateral columns of the

cord.

Tig. 6. Similar section just above the decussation of the pyramids. The restiform

nucleus
(o), the postpyramidal nucleus (£>'), and the grey tubercle of Rolando, e

(caput cornu posterioris), are still further enlarged. The decussating fibres

from b o, the postpyramidal and restiform nuclei, instead of entering the

anterior pyramids y y, now proceed to the lower ends of the olivary bodies

(W, W). The spinal-accessory nucleus (t) and the hypoglossal nucleus (t')

are still further developed, r is the spinal-accessory nerve.

Fig. 7. A similar section of the medulla nearer the point of the calamus scriptorius.

The inner and outer restiform nuclei (

o

and d) are much enlarged, and the

white substance (c) of the restiform body is overlain by the posterior pyramid

(
b)

and its contained nucleus (V\ also increased in size. The hypoglossal nerve

(w) is seen to enter its nucleus (l
1

), which, like the spinal-accessory nucleus (t) is

further developed. The olivary bodies (W) increase in size ; s is the antero-

lateral nucleus..

Fig. 8 is a similar section just below the calamus scriptorius. The posterior median

fissure has just begun to open into the fourth ventricle. The grey nuclei of

the posterior pyramids and restiform bodies nearly coalesce, the dotted line,

b
11 (on the right side), defining the limits of each. The olivary bodies are

much increased in size.

Fig. 9. A similar section through the fourth ventricle, a little above the calamus scrip-

torius. The grey nuclei of the posterior pyramids and of the restiform bodies

on each side have entirely coalesced. The spinal-accessory nucleus has now

become the vagal nucleus (g), und is more distinctly separated from the

hypoglossal nucleus (t
1

). At U is seen a small group of cells forming the

lowest end of the nucleus of the motor root of the trigeminus.

Fig. 10. Similar section of the medulla on a level with the upper roots of the vagus

nerve. The hypoglossal nucleus (t
1

) is brought to the surface of the ventricle,

while the vagal nucleus (g) is partly sunk between it and the rudiment of the

inner auditory nucleus (i) which is developed out .of the posterior part of the

vagal nucleus (g) and the inner part of the posterior pyramid (b, fig. 9). The

convolutions of the olivary bodies are more numerous than in fig. 9.

PLATE IX.

Fig. 11. Posterior view of human medulla oblongata:

—

a, its lower end; bb\ the poste-

rior pyramid of right side ; c, right restiform body ; d, lateral column ; e, grey

tubercle of Rolando, or caput cornu posterioris
; g ,

pyriform nucleus of vagus
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nerve; /, column at side of median furrow constituting the hypoglossal

nucleus.

Fig. 13. Side view of the same:—W, olivary body; y, anterior pyramid; A, arciform

fibres.

Figs. 15 to 21 represent transverse sections of the medulla oblongata of the Monkey;
fig. 15, section just below the point of the anterior pyramids. The same

letters signify the same parts as in figs. 1 to 10 of the human medulla, Plate

VIII.

PLATE X.

Fig. 22. Transverse section of the posterior part of the right lateral half of the medulla

oblongata of the Monkey at the level of the highest roots of the vagus nerve.

Fig. 23. Similar section of the whole right lateral half of the medulla:

—

i, the inner

auditory nucleus ; d o, the outer auditory nucleus, pierced by numerous lon-

gitudinal bundles of fibres (represented by the dark masses) ; t", nucleus of

the lower roots of glossopharyngeal nerve
(g).

Fig. 24. Longitudinal and horizontal section of the left half of the posterior part of the

human medulla oblongata :

—

b b', white and grey substance of the posterior

pyramid; o, inner grey substance or nucleus of restiform body; d, its outer

nucleus
; g, vagal nucleus ; i, inner auditory nucleus ; d o, outer auditory

nucleus, formed by the fusion of the restiform and postpyramidal nuclei.

Fig. 25. Transverse section of the spinal-accessory and hypoglossal nuclei of the left side,

at the level of the lower end of the olivary body :—E, bottom of the posterior

median fissure ; H, group of cells constituting the anterior portion of the spinal-

accessory nucleus ; r, the spinal-accessory nerve ; the remainder of the figure

behind this group is the posterior division of the spinal-accessory nucleus ;

B, columns of cells and longitudinal fibres, with transverse fibres decussating

across the middle line with those of opposite side ; below these are decussating

fibres from the anterior division (H) of the nucleus ; h, central canal lined by

columnar epithelium; J, hypoglossal nucleus; J", fan-shaped set of fibres

converging to decussate across the raphe (F) ; K', small column of cells and

longitudinal fibres, ascending and increasing as it ascends, between the hypo-

glossal and spinal-accessory nuclei to the “ fasciculus teres ;
” x, roots of

hypoglossal nerve.

Fig. 26. Nerve-cells from the outer restiform nucleus of the Monkey; magnified 220

diameters.

Fig. 27. Oblique-longitudinal section of the medulla oblongata, carried along the line

L t, fig. 5, and extending as high as fig. 8 :

—

n n' is the slender column of the

vagus and spinal-accessory nerves ; 1

1

is vagus and spinal-accessory nucleus
;

the dark masses at n" represent the cut-ends of the transverse bundles of fibres
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shown at n", fig. 5, and coming from the postpyramidal and restiform nuclei

to decussate into the anterior pyramids.

Fig. 28. Left lateral half of the grey substance of the medulla, a little below fig. 5, and

where the lower roots (r)
of the spinal-accessory nerve begin :

—

t
,
lower end of

the special nucleus of the upper roots of the nerve ; t', lower end of the special

nucleus of the upper roots of the hypoglossal nerve, at the side-front of the

canal
; x, lower hypoglossal roots arising from a group of cells in the remains

of the anterior cornu,f ; o, restiform nucleus ; b', postpyramidal nucleus. On
the left of t f are seen the last traces of the curved bundles of fibres which

the anterior pyramids in their course downward send into the posterior grey

substance (see n", fig. 5).

Fig. 29. Transverse section of the grey substance of the lowest end of the medulla

oblongata at the point of the anterior pyramids :

—

e", posterior roots of first

cervical nerves extending forward into the antero-lateral grey substance, to

the part where the lowest fibres (/') of the anterior pyramids are connected

with it. The same part is also connected with the lower roots of the spinal-

accessory nerve
(
r), which is seen to traverse the lateral grey substance and

reach the anterior cornu.

Fig. 30. Longitudinal section of part of the human medulla:

—

t", glossopharyngeal

nucleus ; n n, slender longitudinal column
; g, roots of the glossopharyngeal

nerve running partly longitudinally along this column ; i, the inner auditory

nucleus.

Fig. 31. Longitudinal and horizontal section along the floor of - the fourth ventricle, at

the dotted line, fig. 32, through the hypoglossal nucleus (J), the vagus nucleus

(H, H'), and the slender longitudinal column (n). From the large multipolar

cells of the hypoglossal nucleus (J, J", fig. 31), numerous processes extend

outward, between longitudinal bundles of fibres, into the inner and outer

portions (H, H') ofthe vagus nucleus, n is the slender column of longitudinal

fibres, continuous with some of the transverse fibres of the vagus nucleus.

PLATE XI.

Fig. 33. Transverse section of the medulla oblongata of the Cod-fish, at the point of the

calamus scriptorius :—1, 1, the anterior portion of the medulla; 2, 2, cut-ends

of large bundles of fibres at its surface ; 3, group of large multipolar cells in

its centre ; 4, cut-end of column of longitudinal fibres in front of the canal, 6 *

5, large group of multipolar cells at the side and front of the canal
; 7, fibres

radiating from it to the surface (on left side) ; 8, lower root of vagus

nerve arising from it, and joining the other root, 9, which arises from the

inner and posterior part of the medulla (10, 10) at the side and behind the

canal. The group of cells (5) occupies the position of the hypoglossal nucleus
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in mammalia. 11, restiform body; 12, grey substance within it; 13, large

band of fibres arising from it, and crossing obliquely to the anterior part of

the opposite side of the medulla, decussating with its fellow
; 14, trunk of

the vagus nerve.

Fig. 34. Group of multipolar cells giving origin to the anterior root (8) of the left vagus

nerve, as shown in preceding figure ;—6, left wall of the canal lined with epi-

thelium; 13, 13, decussating band of fibres; magnified 100 diameters.

Fig. 35 represents a transverse section of the right anterior pyramid (y) and olivary body

(W) of the Cat. The olivary body consists of three separate portions.

Fig. 36 represents a transverse section of the right lateral half of the medulla of one of

the higher Apes. The structure is peculiar. The highly developed and

convoluted olivary body (W) is imbedded in the anterior pyramid, and a

separate column
(
d)

is on its outer side.

Fig. 37. Transverse section of the right anterior pyramid and olivary body of the Orang

Outang. The olivary body largely developed, and its lamina thrown into

numerous folds.

Fig. 38. Transverse section of the floor of the fourth ventricle of the left side, from the

human medulla, on a level with the upper roots of the vagus nerve :—J, upper

part of column of large multipolar cells constituting the hypoglossal nucleus.

Some of the cells on its outer side are elongated outward, and send their pro-

cesses in the direction of the vagus nucleus (t, H) and of the nerve (y). It is

immediately overlain by the column K', which consists of smaller cells and

numerous longitudinal fibres, and which we saw lower down, much reduced in

size, in fig. 25. This column is in its turn overlain by the vagus nucleus,

between which and the hypoglossal nucleus (J), it is almost entirely imbedded.

If we suppose the lower part of the central canal
(h)

in fig. 25 to open into

the floor of the fourth ventricle, and the parts on its left to be thrown aside

outward, the three nuclei (J, K', H, fig. 25) will assume the position which

they occupy in fig. 38.

Fig. 39. Similar section a little higher up, on a level with the roots of the glossopha-

ryngeal nerve. The hypoglossal nucleus has almost wholly disappeared, a few

small cells only (J, J') remaining with a few nerve-roots. T, dark oval group

of cells, increased in size from fig. 38 ; K', in the fasciculus teres
,
much

increased in size; i, inner nucleus of auditory nerve; t, glossopharyngeal

nucleus with its club-shaped group of cells. It is overlain by the junction of

the auditory nucleus (i) with the fasciculus teres ; U, lower end of column of

large multipolar cells constituting the nucleus of the motor root of trigeminus

nerve. It is connected, by a plexiform system of fibres (U'), with both the

fasciculus teres and the glossopharyngeal nucleus, especially the latter
; n,

slender longitudinal column of fibres.

Fig. 40. Similar section still higher up. The inner auditory nucleus (i) has become

mdccclxviii. 2 z
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continuous with the fasciculus teres (K'), and increased in size:—Q, Q',

cut ends of oblique linece transversal
; T, the two oval groups of nuclei much

increased in size.

Fig. 41. One lateral half of the human pons Yarolii and medulla seen from its under

side :—-Y, cut middle peduncle
; X'', fibres winding round it from fourth

ventricle
;

c, restiform body ; Z", band of fibres winding round it from fourth

ventricle, to side of pons ; X, facial nerve
;
Z, auditory nerve ; Z', cut end of

fifth nerve ; w, olivary body ; Y, anterior pyramid ; W W', pons Yarolii.

PLATE XII.

Fig. 42. Transverse section of the posterior portion of the human medulla on left side :

—

c, restiform body ; d o, outer auditory nucleus ; i, inner auditory nucleus

;

K', fasciculus teres
;

S, a network containing several large multipolar cells,

with intervening longitudinal bundles beneath thefasciculus teres, and in the

place where the hypoglossal nucleus ends ; H, nucleus of glossopharyngeal

nerve ; n, slender columnar of longitudinal fibres, now containing a great

number of nuclei, and connected with glossopharyngeal nerve
(g)

;

U, nucleus

of motor root of trigeminus ; e eee, cut end of descending root of trigeminus

at extremity of caput cornu posterioris, or grey tubercle; P, posterior audi-

tory nerve ; QQ', a large stria medullaris winding over the surface of the

ventricle, and passing from behind forward along one side of raphe, E.

Fig. 43. Posterior half of the left side of the human medulla oblongata, just below the

pons Yarolii:—W, upper end of olivary body; e, grey substance of grey

tubercle overlain in front by the dark cut ends of the bundles of the descend-

ing root of the trigeminus ; i, inner auditory nucleus ; d o, outer auditory

nucleus ; P P', posterior auditory nerve arising from both these nuclei, and

from radiating fibres (f) of restiform body. A network of fibres proceeding

from the outer auditory nucleus (d o) crosses the grey tubercle
(e) to the

central part of the medulla and to the raphe
;
in the higher Apes these

fibres are very numerous and distinct (see fig. 36, Plate XI.).

Fig. 44. The same, a few sections higher up :—Z, clusters of small cells on the inner

side of the ganglionic enlargement of auditory nerve ; Q', Q, cut ends of strise

medullares.

Fig. 45. Side view of the human medulla oblongata, pons, tubercula quadrigemina, and

crus cerebri :

—

c, restiform body entering cerebellum ; P", anterior auditory

nerve ; one portion of it ascends with restiform body to cerebellum ; C', tri-

geminus
;
E, superior peduncle of cerebellum

; f, fillet
; q\ testis.

Fig. 46. Transverse section of left lateral half of the medulla oblongata of a child five

years old, at the anterior auditory nerve :—K', fasciculus teres, connected by

numerous plexiform fibres with U, the motor nucleus of trigeminus ; e
,
grey
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tubercle of Rolando, having in front the cut ends of numerous bundles of de-

scending root of trigeminus inclosed in a beautiful network of fibres containing

nerve-cells. The tubercle is connected with the motor nucleus (U) of trige-

minus by fibres ; i, upper part of inner auditory nucleus
; d o, outer auditory

nucleus, extending backward to the cerebellum
; P", the anterior auditory

nerve, entering this nucleus at d o, beneath the restiform body. Both the

nucleus, and the root of the nerve P" are intimately connected with the outer

side of the grey tubercle and with the network within it
; p\ radiating fibres of

restiform body in the middle peduncle
; p", p'", arciform fibres from the same

part extending round the olivary body
;

J', corpus dentatum cerebelli.

Fig. 47. Dissected portion of human fourth ventricle of left side :—c d, the restiform

body or inferior peduncle of the cerebellum
; d", middle peduncle of cere-

bellum ; C", large root of trigeminus
;

D', its conical nucleus ; P", anterior

division of auditory nerve; i, concavity left by removal of inner auditory

nucleus beneath which P" enters the outer auditory nucleus. The anterior

and under portion of the trigeminal nucleus D', connected with the point of

the fillet
(f), gives origin to the small or motor root (G') of the trigeminus,

which is separated from the large root (C"j by a small bundle of the middle

peduncle (A') coming from the pons. The larger root (C") is separated from

the anterior auditory nerve (P") by a larger bundle of the middle peduncle

coming from the pons ;
E', superior peduncle rolled forward, exposing a thick

and broad tract of grey substance (D") extending obliquely upward beneath it

from the conical nucleus (D') of the trigeminus
; F, loop of the facial nerve.

Fig. 48. Left lateral half of the medulla with part of the inferior vermiform process of

the cerebellum from the Rabbit :

—

e, grey tubercle ; d', cut end of descending

root of trigeminus in front of it ; P", anterior root of auditory nerve ; d", cut

ends of longitudinal fibres at root of grey tubercle, in connexion with fibres of

anterior auditory root
; d o, outer auditory nucleus giving origin to anterior

root of auditory nerve
; i,

upper part of inner auditory nucleus ; E' E", plexus

of bundles, with intervening cells running through the lower part of superior

peduncle to vermiform process (I' I"); T", longitudinal portion of loop of facial

nerve ; s, antero-lateral nucleus.

PLATE XIII.

Fig. 49. Transverse section of left lateral half of medulla oblongata of Cat, at level of

auditory nerve :—

P

w
,
under and whiter portion of nerve entering the outer

auditory nucleus (d.o); P', bulbous portion crowded with nerve-cells; e", de-

scending root of trigeminus
; s

,
antero-lateral nucleus connected with its oppo-

site fellow of decussating fibres across the raphe.

Fig. 50. Transverse section of the fourth ventricle in Man on left side:

—

g" g'", super**

2 z 2
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ficial grey layer covered with columnar epithelium
; h!

1

,
median furrow of

ventricle
; Q", principal nucleus of facial nerve ; i, inner auditory nucleus.

Fig. 51. A similar section a little higher up, including the grey tubercle of Rolando:

—

g'", superficial grey layer of ventricle
; T", cut end of longitudinal portion of

loop of facial nerve ; Q", principal nucleus of facial
;

q", facial nerve
; e e', grey

tubercle
; c' o, remains of outer auditory nucleus

; i, remains of inner auditory

nucleus, sending fibres to Q".

Fig. 52. Transverse section of fourth ventricle of Rabbit on left side.

Fig. 53 shows the course of the root of the facial nerve
(
q
") from without inward in the

Sheep.

Fig. 54 shows the same in Man.

Fig. 55 represents a longitudinal section of loop of the facial nerve in the plane of its

course, in Man : magnified 100 diameters.

Fig. 56 shows a transverse section of the fourth ventricle in Man, on the left side

along the root of the facial nerve :

—

g", superficial grey layer
;

g'", group of

cells on its outer part ; above this are the cut-ends of three blood-vessels in

their sheaths
;
T", cut-end of longitudinal portion of loop of facial nerve

;

A", median furrow of ventricle ; Q", principal nucleus of facial nerve
;

q", facial

nerve; q'", grey streak in its middle, behind which is a blood-vessel and

streaks of longitudinal fibres. The under portion of the nerve is seen entering

the nucleus (Q"); its remaining fibres decussate with those of the superficial

portion
(
l') of the nerve

; the chief portion enter T" and become longitudinal

along the loop ; the rest pass in front of the loop to the raphe beneath the

median furrow (
A
") ;

V', the sixth or abducens nerve, breaking up into a net-

work of bundles enclosing longitudinal fasciculi, and becoming connected

with the inner part of Q".

PLATE XIV.

Fig. 57. Horizontal and longitudinal section along the left side of floor of the fourth ven-

tricle in Man, extending from the upper end of the hypoglossal nucleus (J)

to the lower end of the facial nucleus (Q") :—do is the outer auditory nucleus

;

e', the base of the grey tubercle or caput cornu posterioris
; Q", the facial

nucleus; T7
,
lower end of the loop of facial nerve, diverging and curving

outward and downward round Q"
;
g"\ the superficial grey layer of ventricle

;

A", the median furrow of ventricle overlying the raphe. At the lower end of

the figure, H is the vagus nucleus
; J, the cells of the upper and tapering end

of the hypoglossal nucleus
; J', a longitudinal plexus of fibres running from

the facial nucleus (Q") to the hypoglossal nucleus (J).

Fig. 58. A similar horizontal-longitudinal section a little deeper from the surface of

the ventricle. Figs. 59 & 60 are transverse sections of the medulla at the
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upper and lower ends of the longitudinal section, after it was removed. In

figs. 58 & 59, the upper lines of section correspond :—F is the raphe immedi-

ately below the median furrow of the ventricle ; V, the white column between

the raphe and the entrance of the abducens (V') into the nucleus (Q") ; d is the

base of the grey tubercle ; do, the outer auditory nucleus. The lower line of

fig. 58 corresponds to the upper line of the transverse section, fig. 60, in which

J is the anterior portion of the hypoglossal nucleus; V the white column

between it and the raphe ; O", the white olivary column lying between it and

the vagus nucleus (H); n, the slender longitudinal column of the vagus;

do', the lower end of the outer auditory nucleus, formed by the grey substance

of the restiform body and posterior pyramid. The white column, Y, (fig. 59),

between the raphe (F) and the entrance of the abducens nerve into the nucleus

(Q") is continuous in fig. 60 with the white column (V) between the hypoglossal

nucleus (J) and the raphe.

Fig. 61. Transverse section of part of the left lateral half of the medulla oblongata of

the Rabbit, through the trapezium:

—

e, grey tubercle; d', descending root

of the trigeminus; g", facial nerve; p',p", arciform fibres running forward

and inward through the trapezium in front of the superior olivary body, s".

Fig. 62. Transverse section through the whole left lateral half of the medulla at the

level of the facial and abducens nerves, from the Orang Outang :—Q", com-

mon nucleus of facial and abducens nerves ; T", descending portion of loop of

facial. Transverse fibres of trapezium (p") more concealed by the enlarged

pyramid
(y).

Fig. 63. A similar section from Man. Here the transverse fibres of the trapezium' (p")

are completely enclosed and concealed by the anterior pyramid and pons

Varolii.

Fig. 64, A. Atrophied nerve-cells from the olivary bodies, in a case of paralysis ;
magni-

fied 350 diameters.

Fig. 64, B. Cells from a healthy olivary body; magnified 350 diameters.

Fig. 65. Transverse section through the fourth ventricle on a level with the facial and

abducens nerves, from a child : the letters indicate the same parts as in other

figures.
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X. Notices of some Parts of the Surface of the Moon By John Phillips, M.A.,D.C.L.,

F.B.S., F.G.S., Professor of Geology in the University of Oxford.

Received January 9,—Read January 16, 1868.

My first serious attempts to portray the aspect of the moon were made with the

noblest instrument of modern times, the great telescope of Lord Rosse, in 1852. The

mirror was not in adjustment, so that the axes of the incident and convergent pencils

of light were inclined at a very sensible angle. This being met by a large reduction of

the working area of the mirror, the performance was found to be excellent. I have

never seen some parts of the moon so well as on that occasion. But when I came to

represent what was seen, the difficulty of transferring from the blaze of the picture to

the dimly lighted paper, on a high exposed station, with little power of arranging the

drawing-apparatus, was found to be insuperable, and the effect was altogether disheart-

ening. It was like setting down things ex memoria
,
to give the rude general meaning,

not like an accurate and critical copy. I present as a specimen of this memorial a sketch

of the great crater of Gassendi, marked No. 1. (See p. 344.)

I next mounted, in my garden at York, a small but fine telescope of Cooke, only 2*4

inches in the aperture ; and, aware of the nature of the difficulty which beset me at

Birr Castle, I gave it an equatorial mounting, without, however, a clock movement.

The whole was adapted to a large solid stone pillar in the open air. It was not possible

with -ffe
of the (reduced) light of the Rosse mirror to see so well

;
but it was easy to

represent far better what one saw. A conveniently placed board to hold the drawing-

paper, a well-arranged light, no necessity of changing position,—I made in this manner

the drawing of Gassendi which is marked No. 2.

My next attempt was made in the same situation with a fine telescope by Cooke, of

6^-inch aperture and 11 feet sidereal focus, mounted equatorially, in the old English

mode, and carried by clockwork. With this excellent arrangement I was enabled to

use photography very successfully, and to obtain selenographs 2 inches across in 5 s of

time. The drawing of Gassendi (Plate XV. fig. 1) was made with this instrument (1853).

From these experiments the conclusion was obvious—that for obtaining good drawings

of the moon convenient mounting was actually more important than great optical power

;

and that for such a purpose it was desirable to increase in every way the comfort of the

observer, and furnish him with special arrangements for his own position and the placing

of his drawing-board and light.

Having been called to reside in Oxford (1853-54), my plan for continual work on

the moon was entirely cut through
; it was impossible to mount a large instrument near
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my dwelling till (in 1860) the ground was arranged about the museum, so as to give

me the requisite space and security close to the house which had been appointed for

me by the University. I then arranged with Mr. Cooke for a new telescope of 6 inches

aperture, to be protected in a well-planned observatory, the construction of which was

aided by the Royal Society. I now propose to give a short notice of some of the results

of my work with this instrument, in connexion with remarks on the most advisable

course to be followed by other surveyors of the moon.

In making drawings of ring-mountains on different parts of the moon’s disk, the

artist will be much aided by a projection of the mountain-border on the scale intended,

from a few measures, with its proper figure due to the latitude and longitude. Eye-

drafts not thus controlled are apt to become absurd, by the heedless substitution of an

ideal circle for a real ellipse. Thus I have seen Gassendi forgetfully represented in

more than one skilful drawing. Even with the advantage of such a projection (ofwhich

I give an example for Gassendi, No. 5) very considerable difficulties occur. One is the

variation of outline caused by the displacement of the boundary of light and shade, first

when the incidence of light varies through different angles of elevation of the sun, and

next when the moon’s position causes her to receive the light at the point observed on

a different lunar azimuth. Even on so great a ring as Copernicus the variation of the

outline as given by different artists is remarkable—hardly any one agreeing with what

is really the most accurate drawing of all, that by P. Secchi
;
and that represents, not

a simple ring, but a seven-angled outline. Dates must always be annexed to the figures

;

and as it is rarely possible to complete a good drawing of a large crater, except in two

or three lunations or more, it becomes very essential that a bold free sketch be made of

the moon’s shadows to control the special work.

Strictly speaking, there should be at least three drawings of a ring-mountain—in

morning light, at midday, and in evening. It would be better to have five drawings,

one at sunrise and another at sunset being added to the three already named. It will

be found most convenient to make the drawings within two hours of the moon’s meridian

passage.

Shadows thrown from objects on the moon have exactly the same character as those

observable on the earth. They are all margined by the penumbra due to the sun’s dia-

metral aspect; this is always traceable except very near to the object; but in conse-

quence of the smaller diameter and more rapid curvature of the moon’s surface, the

penumbral space is narrower. At the boundary of light and shade, on a broad grey

level tract, the penumbral space is about nine miles broad, quite undefined, of course,

but perfectly sensible in the general effect, and worthy of special attention while

endeavouring to trace the minute ridges (of gravel 1) or smooth hanks (of sand X), which

make some of these surfaces resemble the postglacial plains of North Germany, or

central Ireland, or the southern parts of the United States, which within a thousand

centuries may have been deserted by the sea.

To the same cause is due the curious and transitory extension of half-lights over some
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portions of the interior of craters, while other neighbouring portions have the full light.

The effect is occasionally to produce half-tints on particular portions of terraces within

the crater, as in the case of Theophilus, of which I present two drawings, one (Plate

XVI.) showing this peculiarity in the morning light, the other (Plate XV.) not. The

central mountains of that great crater are high enough to throw long shadows
;
and these,

as they catch upon other peaks or spread, softening with distance, over the surrounding

plains, present far greater variety of shadow-tones than might be expected on a globe

deficient, as the moon really appears to be, of both air and water.

If we suppose the moon’s mass to have been derived from an outer ring of the earth-

nebula, and, following the analogy of the planets in reference to the sun, admit its com-

position to have been the same as that of the earth, we should have as the originally out-

standing lunar atmosphere, only part of that which surrounds, or rather which

at first surrounded, the earth. The surface of the moon being part of that of the

earth, the barometric pressure o,f the atmosphere on the moon would be less than that

on the earth, in the proportion of The height of the lunar atmosphere, taken in

terms of the pressure at the surface of the moon, would be the same as that on the

earth (5 miles +). The refractions would be less than on the earth, in the proportion

of the function of density, but still very sensible, even in rude observations of occupa-

tions of stars.

In like manner the water due to the moon’s mass, would have its depth on the moon

diminished to of that on the earth. If we assume the water on the earth spread

over its whole surface to be 1 mile +, that on the moon would be 829 feet, a quantity

not so great as to preclude the possibility of its being accumulated on the surface

opposed to us, especially if we remember that the inequalities of internal earth-move-

ment have in fact occasioned the greater part of our oceans to be collected on one half

of the globe, while nearly all the land appears on the other half. In reference to this

subject the opinion of Hansen, that the centre of gravity in the spherical moon is

removed from the centre of figure 33^ miles in the direction from the earth, may be

kept in mind. If it could be admitted, the oceans of water and air might be wholly

collected on the remote half of the satellite. Moreover, it must be remembered that in

the rocks near the surface of our planet both oxygen in oxides, carbonates, &c., and

water in hydrates, are stored up in considerable quantities. We may suppose the

process of volcanic incineration and aqueous absorption to have gone to greater extreme

in the moon than on the earth, and so to have reduced the original atmosphere and the

original oceans to very much smaller amounts. To judge by the absolute freedom from

all change but that of degradation, which is observed on the visible disk of the moon,

and by the perfect and perpetual clearness of its sharply defined mountain-bordered

limb, cutting clear against the unbending rays of the stars, it would seem the most

probable opinion that now at least there remains no visible trace of atmosphere or ocean.

The different parts of the moon’s surface reflect light very unequally ; the dark parts

have several degrees of darkness, the light parts several degrees of light. On the same

mdccclxviii. 3 A
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level, as nearly as can be judged, under the same illumination, neighbouring parts are!

not only unequally reflective, but their light seems to be of different tints. Within the

large area of Gassendi, under various angles of illumination, but more conspicuously

when the angle of incidence deviates least from verticality, patches of the surface appear

distinctly marked out by difference of tint, without shadow. It is well known that in

this particular photography has disclosed curious and unexpected differences of the

light, which were not apparent, or not so obvious, to the eye. Reflecting telescopes

seem to be indicated as most suited for direct observation of differences of the kind of

light on the moon.

The surface of the moon is hardly anywhere really smooth, hardly anywhere so smooth

as may be supposed to be now the bed of a broad sea on our globe. By watching care-

fully the curved penumbral boundary of light and shade,—as it passes over ridge and

hollow, rift and plain,—broad swells, minute puckerings, and small monticules appear

and disappear in almost every part. In several of the maria, minute annular cup-craters

about half a mile across are frequent ; and on several of the exterior slopes of the

crater-rings occur pits, ridges, fissures, and rude craters, something like the sloping sur-

faces of Etna. Copernicus is a good example of this common occurrence. It appears

extremely desirable that the details of this magnificent mountain should be carefully

reexamined on the basis of Secchi’s fine drawing, for the purpose, amongst others, of

determining exactly how many of the bosses and ridges bear cup-hillocks
; for many

inequalities, which in feeble telescopes have but the indistinct character of being heaped

up, appear distinctly crateriform with superior optical power*.

For the purpose of determining the true form of the summits, and the outline of

the sides of many mountains, the method of observation of the shadows at different angles

of the incident sunlight will be found very useful. Thus, exactly as, in the clear evening

hours, one standing on the summit of the Malverns sees the long shadow sweep over the

vale of the Severn, and distinguishes the forms of the several beacons and intervening

passes, so in the clearer moonlight, the shadows which fall within the craters, and stretch

along the plains, often reveal the presence of angular escarpments and deep fissures as

well as of peaky summits crowning steep walls of rock.

One of the circumstances which is thus often placed in evidence is the exceeding

abruptness of many edges, and the uncommon steepness of many of the slopes. In par-

ticular, the interior edges of many ring-mountains appear with violently precipitous

cliffs and chasms, more or less parallel to the general outline ; while, more rarely, deep

cross cuts in such situations appear to radiate within the ring, or to traverse its crest.

An instance of the latter kind is found in Gassendi.

The steepness of the moon-crater walls and slopes is much greater in general than

in any, except very rare examples, known among the volcanic regions of the earth.

Popular descriptions are, in this respect, very misleading
;
and the word-paintings which

please so much the gratified ear, lose their reputation for exactness when confronted by

* See “ Comparative Remarks on Gassendi and Copernicus,” Roy. Soc. Proc. for 1856, p. 74.
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the clinometer. When, on the surface of the earth, we observe incoherent materials

resting at a slope approaching 45°, we frequently remark some peculiarity of the sepa-

rable masses which allows of mutual support, or observe that the usual atmospheric

agencies, the ordinary changes of temperature and moisture, have had only a very short

influence on a newly exposed surface. After a very long exposure, even hard and con-

tinuous rocks, such as those of Malvern, sink down to a slope of 18°; and it is chiefly

under freshly wasting escarpments of softer strata that we see, as in Mam Tor and

the west front of Ingleborough, anything approaching to the steepness of the moon-

crater walls. So in the old volcanic regions of Auvergne and Mont Dor, the Eifel

and even the Phlegrsean fields, which may be the fittest for comparison with the crater-

covered tracts of the moon, very steep slopes are almost unknown, except for small

spaces of consolidated rocks, such as in the Puy de Dome, Monte Somma, and the

Drachenfels.

Perhaps we may refer the obviously greater steepness of some of the surfaces on the

moon to the lesser influence of gravity on the satellite than on the earth. If in a given

mass of matter, exposed to various causes by which cohesion

is influenced, we represent by C (vertical) the residue of co-
j

hesive force, and by G (horizontal) the force of gravity, the J
C I

slope from C to G will be the final surface, and ^= tangent I

of its inclination to the horizon. On the earth, the force of &

gravity being more than six times as great as on the moon, the tangent of inclination

will be relatively less.

Also, if the degrading influences of all kinds on the moon be taken as very much less

than on the earth, this again will relatively increase the angle of slope
;

so that we

appear to have no difficulty in understanding why lunar mountains may be so much

steeper and less worn than the objects most like them on earth. Perhaps the same

general consideration of the greater relative value of heat and other molecular forces,

when compared with gravity, on the moon than on the earth, may account for the much

greater amplitude, and the generally greater elevation of the moon mountains ; for it

is only exceptionally that Chimborazo, Teneriffe, and Elburz ascend on the earth to so

great a height as the loftiest lunar summits*.

On the very crest of a ring-mountain it is rare to find a cup-crater; quite common to

find them in the interior, especially towards the middle, and, in several cases, exactly in

the centre. But it happens often that the central mountain-mass of a large crater, such

as Gassendi and Theophilus, is of a different structure. In the former a complicated digi-

tated mass of elevated land appeared to me for a long time to be entirely devoid of any

small craters
;
by continued scrutiny at last I see on one of the masses a distinct depres-

sion. The area in Gassendi reminded me of the volcanic region of Auvergne, in which,

* On the general relation of the moon’s surface to volcanic tracts on the earth, see a graphic passage in

Herschel’s £ Introduction to Astronomy,’ p. 229, Edition 1, 1833.

3 A 2
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with many crater-formed mountains, occur also the Puy de Dome, Puy Sarcoui, Puy

Chopin, and others which are heaps of a peculiar trachyte not excavated at the top,

while the others are formed of ashes and lava-streams, and are all crateriform. The

central masses of Theophilus (Plate XV.) are very, lofty and grandly fissured from the

middle outwards, with long excurrent buttresses on one side, and many rival peaks

separating deep hollows, and catching the light on their small apparently not excavated

tops. This is like the upheaved volcanic region of Mont Dor, with its radiating valleys,

wide in the central part, and contracted to gorges toward the outside of the district.

The Yesuvian volcanic system, including the Phlegrsean fields, exhibits, in all respects

but magnitude, remarkable analogy with parts of the moon studded with craters of

various sizes, as those adjoining Mount Maurolycus, engraved for comparison by

Mr. Scrope in his admirable treatise on Volcanos (p. 232). It is probable that many

of the differences which appear on comparing lunar ring-mountains may be understood

as the effects of long elapsed time, degrading some craters before others were set up,

and turning regular cones and cavities into confused luminous mounds. It would much

augment our confidence in the possible history of the moon which these differences seem

to indicate, if we could believe it to have ever been under the influence of atmospheric

vicissitudes as well as changes of interior pressure.

That the latter cause has been in great activity at some early period of the moon’s

history is evident, not only by the many sharply cut fissures which range like great

faults in our earthly strata for five, ten, twenty, and sixty miles, but is conspicuously

proved by the great broken ridges of mountains which, under the names of Alps, Apen-

nines, and Riphaean chains, make themselves known as axes of upward movement, while

so many of the craters near them speak of local depression. I have not been able to

discover in these great ridges any such marks of successive stratification, or even such

concatenation of the crests, as might suggest symmetrical and anticlinal axes. The

surface is, indeed, as rough and irregularly broken as that of the Alps and Pyrenees,

and marked by as extraordinary transverse rents, of which one, in the Alpine range near

Plato, is a well-known example. Must we suppose these mountains to have undergone

the same vicissitudes as the mountain-chains of our globe—great vertical displacement,

many violent fractures, thousands of ages of rain and rivers, snow and glacial grinding 1

If so, where are the channels of rivers, the long sweeps of the valleys, the deltas, the

sandbanks, the strata caused by such enormous waste 1 If the broad grey tracts were

once seas, as analogy may lead us to expect, and we are looking upon the dried beds,

ought we not to expect some further mark of the former residence of water there than

the long narrow undulations to which attention has already been called as resembling

the escars of Ireland \

Among other curious phenomena probably referable to movement of the solid crust

of the moon, are those long, straight, winding, or angularly bent fissures or cracks which

the Germans call 4
Itillen.’ The distinctness of these cracks for such great lengths as

some of them reach is consistent with extreme narrowness ; very narrow spaces, strongly
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contrasted in brightness with the neighbouring surfaces, being easily traceable, if conti-

nuous, where much broader tracts of a square or circular figure cannot be discerned.

This is familiar to persons who trace by the eye the far extended narrow telegraph wire.

But more than this. The rills are, under favourable lights, seen to be really fissures with

one dark and one enlightened side—deep dark fissures. Bills of this remarkable cha-

racter do not appear to be branched ;
and in this respect the long rill of Hyginus, marked

on Madler’s map for ninety-two miles, may be compared with the great North of

England dyke, which extends from Teesdale to near the Peak on the coast of Yorkshire,

seventy miles, without a branch. Contraction, rather than violent movement of the

moon’s crust, seems to suit best the facts observed ; and the same explanation may be

fairly applied to most of the fissures filled with whinstone in the coalfields of Durham

and Northumberland. Still the straight rill near Tebit (called the Kailroad), nearly on

the central meridian of the moon, bears the appearance of dislocation in the shadow

thrown by one side.

The rill which descends from Herodotus is of a different but equally remarkable cha-

racter. Parting from that dark crater—full perhaps of augitic compounds, in strange

contrast with its neighbour Aristarchus, which shines as if formed of white trachyte

—

the rill takes a winding course with some irregularity of width and appearance, till it

opens into what resembles an old delta, or dried gulf, margined by cliffs, and undulated

by recesses and promontories. The delta-like space is uneven, like the bed of the

German Ocean. Still, there are appearances in this seeming valley and outlet to an

ancient sea, which can hardly be reconciled to the conjecture. The rill has no branches

;

in the middle of its course is an oblong crater which makes a part of the seeming chan-

nel ; and thus this falls into the general rule which makes the rills dependent on the

craters, so as to pass commonly, but not always, from one crater to another, and often

to traverse them through the ring and athwart the interior space (Plate XVII.)*.

A very different class of phenomena may also be referred to some change of dimen-

sions or some displacement of masses affecting large surfaces of the moon. These are

the light-streaks which, from Tycho in particular, radiate, like false meridians, or rather

like meridians true to an earlier pole of rotation. Other light-streaks pass off from

Copernicus and Kepler, and several other mountains, but none are comparable to those

from Tycho. There is this singularity about them ; they are most distinctly visible in

the full moon, and for some days before and after that phase. When the light falls at

a low angle on the part of the moon’s disk where one or more of these rays exist, they

do not appear ; as the sunlight strikes at higher and higher angles they come out bright

and clear, again vanishing as the lunar evening comes on.

By the strictest examination these luminous bands are found to have no projection

above and no depression beloAv the surface, no shadow on either boundary. They can be

traced across what look like seas, and equally traverse the crateriform mountains, con-

tinuously
; sometimes branching, often varying in breadth. On a first view they seem

* See additional notices in the Supplement.
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like a system of radiating fissures, and Mr. Nasmyth very ingeniously imitated their

direction at least by a glass globe filled with water, which was made to crack in a nearly

regular manner from a centre. But their great and unequal width, their entire want

of relief, and the peculiarity of their reflexion of light, seem to point to some other

cause. The reflexion seems to be of the kind called “ metallic perhaps metals or metal-

loids may there be covered by a translucent crust, which may reflect light of low

incidence, but transmit light of higher incidence, to be reflected from the surface below.

This is the nearest conjecture which has occurred to me.

The parts of the moon’s surface to which I have devoted most time are the ring-

mountains of Gassendi and Theophilus. The sketches here given of Cyrillus and

Catharina (Plate XVI.), are only first though not careless drawings, in which are

omissions, which I hope at some future time to supply. Bather more progress has

been made with Posidonius, Aristarchus, and Herodotus. I have also begun to sketch

the large and noble group which lies to the south of Ptolemseus, and it is my earnest

hope to be able to finish these drawings as well as to complete a good deal of work on

the Bills.

In any further attempts of my own to contribute facts toward the survey of the moon,

now again taken in hand by the British Association, I shall probably select for careful

work some particular features, such as the mountains in the midst of a large crater, the

bosses and cup-like hills on the outward slopes of such a crater, the rents in mountain-

ridges, and the low winding banks which appear on the broad grey tracts. But for

those who desire to perform a work of high value, and lay a sure foundation for accu-

rate surveys of particular mountains, I would earnestly recommend a strict reexamina-

tion of every element in the great picture of Copernicus, for which we are indebted to

the Boman Astronomer.

The descriptions which follow relate principally to Gassendi and Theophilus.

Gassendi (Plate XV.), whose centre is situate nearly in Lat. S. 16° 56' and in Long.

E. 39° 82', has the long diameter of its apparently elliptical boundary inclined to

the equator about 64° 30'. Measured in this direction, the ring has a diameter of

forty-eight miles
; the shorter diameter is about thirty-six. Sunrise happens when the

moon is 10 -5 days old, midday at about eighteen, and sunset at twenty-five days. In

consequence of its position on the moon’s disk, shadows usually fall from elevated objects

a little toward the south.

At the instant of sunrise on the central peaks, the whole of the exterior ring is en-

lightened, except for a few miles on the south border, where the crests are low and

divided (18th May, 1853, 10 p.m.). As the early morning advances, very broad shadows

from the western border spread over the interior, and bring out in every part a mingled

effect of unequal height and unequal reflective power of the surface. When the moon

is eleven or twelve days old, the interior appears everywhere diversified by lights and

shades, nowhere smooth, but marked by ridges and hollows in various directions. Within
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the great ring in all the S.W., S., and S.E. portions are broken ridges, not terrace edges,

separated by considerable depths from the great encircling crest. Toward the northern

part there seems a sort of confluence of small ridges from the interior, directed towrard

the spoon-shaped crater, marked A on Madler’s map. The mouldings of the surface of

this very deep crater are best seen when the moon is a day older.

Directing our attention to the central mountain-mass, we perceive it to be divided

into many digitated parts, each diversified by lights and shades, so as to resemble, more

than anything which I remember, dolomitic or trachytic mountains. On their several

peaks I have sought carefully for the concavities which might indicate former eruptions,

but only on one of them, a little removed from the rest, do I feel sure of this occurrence.

Through these central mountains can be drawn a crescent concave to the S.E., and

along it occur four small craters, three of them rising separately in the area, and the one

already mentioned near to the eastern slope of the central mountain.

The ring of Gassendi, everywhere rugged and fissured, is broken through in one place

completely, in another less distinctly, both in the south part of the contour, so as to open

the area to Mare Humorum. In several other places it sinks between points greatly

elevated. The highest point is on the east border (9000 feet according to Madler),

where a sort of lacuna, rather than crater, occurs in the middle of the crest; nearly

opposite to this ridges detach themselves both outwardly and inwardly from the western

border.

The north-eastern edge is cut across by three oblique narrow clefts, and the northern

border is deflected by the concurrence of the ring of the smaller crater. The country

round Gassendi is very ridgy and mountainous in the east, where it is pressed up, as it

were, to the great peak and the lacunal crater. This is not the case on the west, which

side is much lower. On the south, in Mare Humorum, are many small craters not yet

mapped. On the north, in the high grounds leading to the old degraded crater of

Letronne, are a few craters apparently of older date than Gassendi.

As the daylight advances, and especially at midday, much of what has been described

disappears from sight ; but Gassendi, in consequence of its ridges usually having some

shadow toward the south, does not lose distinctness in the same proportion as Ptole-

mseus and the craters near the centre of the moon.

When the sun is on the meridian of Gassendi, the peculiarities of its surface in

reflecting light appear conspicuous. Within the south border is a broad dusky space,

apparently not much undulated, and resembling the dark parts of the Maria. This space

sometimes appears interrupted by a cross band of comparative brightness. A darkly

tinted space can also be seen in the N.E. No luminous rays stream from Gassendi.

In the afternoon, the appearances described in the morning are discovered, as far as the

main features are concerned, with shadows in the opposite direction; but the views

have not appeared to me so interesting, nor is the terrestrial hour (early morning) for

observation so convenient.

Theophilus, Cyrillus, and Catharina (Plate XVI.), situated south of the equator from
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10° to 20°, and in west longitude 21° to 28°, form a remarkable triplet of ring-mountains

nearly equal in magnitude, and in contact, yet offering singular differences of structure.

They are not of the same date: Theophilus intrudes its continuous outline within the

northern part of the older crater of Cyrillus
;
Cyrillus is linked to Catharina by a con-

cave isthmus ; Catharina includes the half-preserved ring ofan older and smaller crater.

In the centre of Theophilus is an aggregation of peaks ; in the same part of Cyrillus

is a huge double-horned mountain, and near it a considerable crater
;
neither of these

features occurs in Catharina.

Theophilus, situated in lat. S. 10° to 13° and long. W. 25° to 28°, though nearly cir-

cular in figure, shows some diversity in this respect according to the incidence of light,

being sometimes almost hexagonal. Copernicus also exhibits this diversity.

The longest diameter of Theophilus is above fifty-five miles in length. Sunrise hap-

pens when the moon is 5 ‘2 days old, midday when about 12 -

7, and sunset at twenty

days.

At sunrise the central mountain and all the surrounding ring are brightly illumi-

nated, only narrow channels of darkness running into Cyrillus. But the interior of the

crater is then wholly dark, except for a small breadth within and under the eastern crest

(1863, April 24). When the sun’s rays fall at a low angle on the surface of Theo-

philus, the shadow thrown from the lofty western crest (15,000 feet high) spreads widely

over the interior of the deep crater, and is undulated on the edge so as to mark the

effect of higher and lower parts of the crest. Between this shadow and the base of the

central mountain the area appears clear like a floor
;
but beyond this, toward the north,

east, and south, all is curiously uneven in heapy little ridges, and long partly fissured

surfaces parallel to the ring. I can discern only one distinct crater in this surface, and

that is under the north-eastern part of the ring, but there are several smaller pits.

Perhaps larger instruments may show that some of the small heaps and ridges have cups

on their surface.

To the central mountain (Plate XV.) I have given much and frequent attention,

for the purpose of ascertaining the form of its much divided mass, and of discovering

whether it contained any cup-formed summits. None were observed among the ten or

more bosses Avhich go to make up the rugged mass, elevated about 5000 feet above the

central area.

When the sun’s rays fall with less obliquity on Theophilus, the part which was

wholly in shade under the western crest assumes a quite different aspect—many bold

ridges and furrows showing themselves distinctly with light falling at 15° elevation.

Some of these appear in the lower part of the figure in Plate XVI., but they really exist

all round the inner and western part of the crater.

The phenomena which appear where Theophilus joins Cyrillus, are extremely curious

and complicated, not in the least like as if one cone of volcanic eruption had intruded

its convex sloping surface within another, but rather as if one great blister had pushed

aside another and then burst, leaving a sort of double folding along the line of junction.
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Cyrillus varies "greatly in appearance, according to the direction of the incident light.

The interior is largely rugose, as if ridged and furrowed by lateral pressure. In parti-

cular the great double central mountain appears in the two drawings here given (Plate

XV. and Plate XVI.) with a difference of outline very remarkable
; as well as a dif-

ference of shadows, for which, however, the sun’s position may perhaps account. The

eastern border is remarkably rugged and broken, so as to become indefinite. The crater

is unenclosed both to the south and north. Catharina seems to contain traces of more

than one old crater enveloped and partly obliterated within it. It is incompletely

bordered, or complicated in the boundary on all sides, and open or unenclosed on the

south and north. If we regard Catharina and Cyrillus as twin craters of old date, broken

into by Theophilus, we may admit the space full of old ridges and hollows to which

Cyrillus opens, on the east of Theophilus, as a third and still older, once crateriform,

mass which has lost almost every trace of the large ancient ring. In the same way the

triplet of larger mountains entitled Arzachel, Alphonso, and Ptolemseus, seem to have

been connected, Ptolemseus being the oldest, largest, and least distinct. These moun-

tains, indeed, may be regarded as part of a vast crescent of 60° arc, extending from

Barocius and Maurolycus, by Stoffler, Walter, and Regiomontanus, to Purbach, Arza-

chel, Alphonso, Ptolemaeus, and Hipparchus. In each of these cases the oldest moun-

tains, those most degraded and ruined, are near the equator. These are among the

greatest of all the lunar mountains.

Another arc, more directly meridional (long. W. 60°), includes the very great rings of

Furnerius, Petavius, Yendolinus, and Langrenus, whose diameters are about 5° of lunar

latitude. The more degraded and probably the older of these are those nearest the

equator.

In various parts of the moon occur twin mountains which do not communicate with

one another
;
as Aristarchus and Herodotus, one light the other dark

; Hercules and

Atlas
; Autolycus and Aristillus ; Eudoxus and Aristoteles ;

Mercator and Campanus.

Indications of this kind of symmetry or continuity of action in the old volcanic force,

appear worthy of special study, in relation to the physical history of the moon.

Explanation of Plates.

PLATE XY.

Fig. 1. Gassendi, as seen in morning light.

Fig. 2. Theophilus and part of Cyrillus, morning light.

Fig. 3. The central mountain-mass of Theophilus enlarged.

PLATE XYI.

Group of Theophilus, Cyrillus, and Catharina.

mdccclxviii. 3 B
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PLATE XVII.

The twin craters of Aristarchus and Herodotus, with the rill proceeding from the

latter. Several small craters on the side of the rill and about the seeming delta are

omitted. The crater edge of Aristarchus appears to me a double crest, with a narrow

deep chasm between the ridges. It. The rill from Herodotus. E.W. Borders of the

seeming delta, r. Smaller rill.

The memoir was accompanied by several other drawings, which it is the intention of

the author to present to the Royal Society for reference. The following is a List of

these illustrations. Nos. 1, 2, 4, and 5 are referred to in the Memoir, pages 333 and 334.

No. 1. Sketch of Gassendi, taken in 1852, at Birr Castle, with the great telescope of

Lord Rosse (morning).

No. 2. Sketch of Gassendi, taken in 1852, at York, with an achromatic by Cooke,

of 2 ‘4 inches diameter (morning).

No. 4. Sketch of Gassendi, taken in 1862, at Oxford, with an achromatic by Cooke,

of 6 inches diameter (evening).

No. 5. Working Plan of Gassendi, and Scale.

No. 6. Freehand sketches to illustrate the mode of working for general effect.

Oxford, 1864.

No. 10. Posidonius, early morning, 1863. Unfinished.

No. 11. Posidonius, nearer to midday, 1863. Unfinished.

SUPPLEMENT.

Eeceived May 23, 1868.

Since the preceding remarks were presented to the Royal Society, I have had the oppor-

tunity of reading the valuable memoir of J. F. J. Schmidt, the Director of the Observa-

tory at Athens, entitled “ Uber Rillen auf dem Monde,” 1866, and of comparing the

maps of some parts of the moon which accompany his essay with my sketches. I

rejoice to see how large an increase to the known number of rills has been made by this

experienced observer, aided by the favourable “ clearness of the Athenian climate.”

In my sketch of Aristarchus (Plate XVII.), the principal purpose was to show the

sharp-edged double western crest and the internal broad moulding. In the character of

the double crater-wall Schmidt’s Map agrees with my drawing, and extends this feature

to the eastern side.

There is less agreement in the shape of the interior surface, on which I have bestowed

much attention, first with the 3-foot mirror of Lord Rosse (power 200), next with my long

achromatic at York, and finally at Oxford with my 6-inch Cooke. The country lying
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to the north of Aristarchus has been five times drawn by me, often with difficulty, for

the appearances are very variable, with small differences of light. My results agree in

general with that of the Athenian astronomer, and with an earlier map published by

Madlee in 1837. I hope to complete a drawing of this tract.

In Plate XVII. Herodotus and the famous rill from it are merely sketched freely, to

show the general course of the rill, and its opening into a seeming delta. The eastern

border of the seeming delta (E) is treated as a rill by Schmidt and Madlee, and so it has

always appeared to me in the part marked r, which turns up to the south so as to be

rudely parallel to the first or main part of the rill from Herodotus, and seems to begin

under a crest of mountain. The smaller notch in this outline (at E) has only been

noted once. The western branch (IP) is not marked as a rill by Schmidt, but may be

traced on his map as a kind of coast by the line of the promontories, and so traced agrees

with my outline. I propose to complete the drawing of this part of the moon in the

next summer.

Plate 2 of Schmidt’s memoir contains map-sketches of rills lying east of Campanus,

which I have also drawn. The appearances in this region differ somewhat from the

map of Madlee, and the rills in particular are very interesting from their number,

general parallelism, partial concurrence, and distinct relation to small and large craters.

In a third plate of the same memoir is a diagram map of Gassendi, and the region to

the south, which may be compared with my drawing,. Plate XV. fig. 1. The agree-

ment is quite satisfactory in the general sweep and breaks of the border, the digitated

central mass, the small craters in the area, the complexity of the eastern crest and

slopes.

There is some difference requiring reexamination in regard to the sculpture of the

interior, and the linear inequalities, some of which are marked as distinct rills by

Schmidt. I shall take an early opportunity of making a careful study of the points of

difference.
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XI. Besults of Observations of Atmospheric Electricity at Kew Observatory
,
and at

King's College
,
Windsor, Nova Scotia. By Joseph D. Everett, B.C.L., F.B.S.E.

Communicated by Sir William Thomson, F.B.S.

Eeceived October 14,-—Read December 5, 1867.

My papers of June 18th, 1863 and January 12, 1865, contained a record of observations

at Windsor, Nova Scotia, from October 1862 to the end of February 1864. From this

latter date they were continued until August 8th of the same year, and 1 have now to

report this concluding series, giving at the same time a summary of results derived from

the whole of my observations.

I have also to report, at the request of Sir William Thomson, the results of two

years’ observations of atmospheric electricity taken at Kew Observatory with his self-re-

cording apparatus, and reduced under his direction and under my own more immediate

supervision at the Natural Philosophy Laboratory of the University of Glasgow.

The concluding series of observations at Windsor were taken regularly at the three

principal hours previously adopted, that is to say, about 9 A.M., 2 p.m., and 10 P.M., but

very few were taken at other hours. The station electrometer alone was used, and the

electricity was collected by burning-match. The glass fibre mounted in the electro-

meter July 31, 1863, remained unchanged to the end of the observations, thus giving a

full year’s observations with the same fibre.

All the generalizations noticed in my former papers apply also to the concluding

series, with the single exception that negative electricity was once observed under a clear

sky. This phenomenon was observed at 10 p.m., July 15th, and as its exceptional cha-

racter struck me at the time, it was carefully verified. The negative potential was equal

in absolute amount to about half the average positive potential. The temperature was

59°T, wet bulb 2°*7 below dry, barometer 30T0, no wind, sky perfectly clear, except a

little cirrocumulus near the horizon. There was a faint trace of aurora overhead. The

weather had been fine for several days, and continued so for several days after.

The following Table, showing the mean hourly electrical potential in fine weather

for each month in the concluding series, has been computed in the same manner as the

corresponding Tables in my previous papers. The numbers in this Table are in units

of “ Station Electrometer with third fibre.”

MDCCCLXVIII.
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1 April. May. June. July. August.

Total

No. of
Mean of

monthlyNo. No. No. No. No.
Gross

of Mean. of Mean. of Mean. of Mean. of Mean. obs.
mean.

means.
,

obs. obs. obs. obs. obs.

5 to 7 A.M. ... 1 17*2 1 17*2 17-2

1 7 to 8 6 23-9 5 18-9 9 23-4 2 49-4 2 21-5 24 24-6 27-4

8 to 9 12 32-1 18 26-3 14 20-3 14 26-4 3 28*7 61 26-2 26-8

9 to 10 1 28-8 3 25-9 2 23*0 2 31-6 8 27-0 27-3

10 to 11 ... 1 33-6 1 33-6 33-6

1
11 to 12

12 to 1 P.M.

1 to 2 16 28-5 21 24-9 18 22*3 11 23-3 1 13-4 67 24-6 22-5

2 to 3 4 20-0 5 28-5 5 33-0 10 21*8 3 27-3 27 25-5 26*1

3 to 4 1 32-2 3 19-2 1 21-7 5 22*3 24-4

4 to 5
"2

45-8 1 13-0 3 34-8 29-4

5 to 6

6 to 7

7 to 8

8 to 9

9 to 10 12 19-2 14 20*3 11 10-9 8 14-4 45 16-7 16-2

10 to 11 7 23-5 10 25-3 16 17-5 12 10-0 4 15-3 49 17*9 18-3

11 to 12 1 18-9 2 21*7 1 1-4 1 84-7 5 29-7 31-7

In the following Table, which includes the whole ofmy fine-weather observations from

the beginning, all observations, whether actually taken with first, second, or third fibre,

are reduced to units of second fibre, that being the unit adopted in my previous papers.

Although the numbers for the first seventeen months have already been published in

the Proceedings, it seems desirable to reproduce them, in order to show the connexion

of the whole series.

Mean of

observa-

tions before

noon.

Mean of

observa-

tions from
noon to

6 r.M.

Mean of

observa-

tions after

6 P.M.

Mean of

three pre-

ceding

columns.

Mean of

observa-

tions before

noon.

Mean of

observa-

tions from
noon to

6 P.M.

Mean of

observa-

tions after

6 P.M.

Mean of

three pre-

ceding

columns.

1862.

October ... 3-42 3*68 2-69 3*26

1863.

October ... 5-24 4-16 2-74 4-05

November 3-53 2-89 2*58 3-00 November 4-24 4-13 2*82 3-72

December 4-09 5-01 2-77 3*96 December 4-51 5-14 3-39 4-35

1863.

January ... 4-11 4-88 3-42 4-14

1864.

January ... 3-86 5*74 3-63 4-41

February 6-10 5-77 4-96 5-61 February* 4*78 4*97 3-16 4-30

March 6-28 5-10 5-02 5-47 1 March . .

.

5-88 6-72 4-05 5-55

April 4*41 4-37 3-26 4-01 April 4-60 4-24 3'24 4*02

May ...... 2-98 3*54 2-85 3-12 May 3-88 4-22 3-49 3-86

June 2-91 3*02 2-52 2-82 June 3-39 3-75 2-24 3-13

July 3-17 3-20 2-50 2-96 July 4*55 3-46 2-39 3-47

August ... 3-98 4-01 3-20 3*73 August . .

.

4-04 3-72 2-39 3-38

September 3-98 4-41 3-18 3-86

A portion of the apparatus employed in the observations of atmospheric electricity

at Kew Observatory was erected in January 1861, but the observations which have been

* Observations on two days in February 1864 were out of range and have not been included; hence the

values here given are too low.
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reduced commence with. June 1862, and extend to the end of May 1864, thus embracing

exactly two years.

The following description of the apparatus is, for the most part, copied verbatim from

a lecture delivered by the inventor, Sir William Thomson, at the Eoyal Institution,

May 18th, 1860, as reported in the Proceedings of the Institution*.

I„ The water-dropping Collector consists of an insulated copper vessel containing

water, which is allowed to flow out in a fine stream through a brass pipe projecting

through a hole in a window-frame on the west side of the Observatory into the open air,

which frame is, for still greater security, composed of ebonite. The nozzle of the pipe

is 11-J feet above the ground, and 3 feet from the wall of the Observatory. The effect

of the flow of water is to reduce the copper vessel and its contents to the same electrical

potential as that point in the air at which the water-stream breaks into drops.

II. The divided-ring electrometer, of which some of the internal parts are shown in

fig. 4, Plate XIX. consists of

(1) A ring of metal (A B) divided into two equal parts (CAD, C B D), of which one

is insulated, and the other connected with the metal case of the instrument and so with

earth.

(2) A very light needle (E) of sheet aluminium, hung by a fine glass fibre (H) and

counterpoised at G so as to make it project only to one side of the axis of suspension.

(3) A Leyden phial, consisting of an open glass jar, coated outside and inside in the

usual manner, with the exception that the tinfoil of the inner coating does not extend to

the bottom of the jar, which is occupied instead by a small quantity of sulphuric acid.

(4) A stiff straight wire (F E) rigidly attached to the aluminium needle, as nearly as

may be in the line of the suspending fibre, bearing a light platinum wire (K) linked to

its lower end and hanging down so as to dip into the sulphuric acid.

(5) A case protecting the needle from currents of air, and from irregular electric

actions, and maintaining an artificially dried atmosphere round the glass pillar or pillars

supporting the insulated half-ring, and the uncoated portion of the glass of the phial.

(6) A light stiff metallic electrode projecting from the insulated half-ring through the

middle of a small aperture in the metal case, to the outside.

(7) A wide metal tube of somewhat less diameter than the Leyden jar, attached to a

metal ring borne by its inside coating, and standing up vertically to a few inches above

the level of the mouth of the jar.

(8) A stiff wire projecting horizontally from this metal tube above the edge of the

Leyden jar, and out through a wide hole in the case of the instrument to a convenient

position for applying electricity to charge the jar with.

* This lecture, as reported in the Proceedings of the Royal Institution, was sent in the following year, with,

the photographic curves for four successive days, and an accompanying description, to the Philosophical Maga-

zine, hut was not inserted
;
and down to the present time no full description of the apparatus has been pub-

lished, the most successful attempt that we have seen being the description of the Electrometers at Kew in the

* Engineer’ for August 9th of the present year.
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(9) A very light glass mirror, about three-quarters of an inch in diameter, attached

by its back to the wire (4), and therefore rigidly connected with the aluminium needle.

(10) A circular aperture in the case, shut by a convex lens, and a long horizontal slit,

shut by plate glass, with its centre immediately above or below that of the lens, one of

them above, and the other equally below the level of the centre of the mirror.

(11) A large aperture in the wide metal tube (7), on a level with the mirror (9), to

allow light from a lamp outside the case, entering through the lens, to fall upon the

mirror, and be reflected out through the plate-glass window ; and three or four fine

metal wires stretched across this aperture to screen the mirror from irregular electric

influences, without sensibly diminishing the amount of light falling on and reflected

off it.

The divided ring (1) is cut out of thick strong sheet metal (generally brass). Its outer

diameter is about 4 inches, its inner diameter 2\ ;
and it is divided into two equal parts

by cutting it along a diameter with a saw. The two halves are fixed horizontally ; one

of them on a firm metal support, and the other on glass, so as to retain as nearly as

may be their original relative position, with just the saw cut, from rg- to of an inch

broad, vacant between them. They are placed with their common centre as nearly as

may be in the axis of the case (5), which is cylindrical, and placed vertically. The

Leyden jar (3) and the tube (7), carried by its inside coating, have their common axis

fixed to coincide as nearly as may be with that of the case and divided ring. The glass

fibre hangs down from above in the direction of this axis, and supports the needle about

an inch above the level of the divided ring. The stiff wire (4) attached to the needle

hangs down as nearly as may be along the axis of the tube (7).

Before using the instrument, the Leyden phial (3) is charged by means of its pro-

jecting electrode (8). When an electrical machine is not available, this is very easily

done by the aid of a stick of vulcanite, rubbed by a piece of chamois leather. The po-

tential of the charge thus communicated to the phial, is to be kept as nearly constant

as is required for the accuracy of the investigation for which the instrument is used.

Two or three rubs of the stick of vulcanite once a day, or twice a day, are sufficient

when the phial is of good glass, well kept dry. The most convenient test for the charge

of the phial is a proper electrometer or electroscope, of any convenient kind, kept con-

stantly in communication with the charging electrode (8). The gauge-electrometer

described below was used for that purpose at Kew. Failing any such electrometer or

electroscope, a zinc-copper-water battery of ten, twenty, or more small cells, may be very

conveniently used to test directly the sensibility of the reflecting electrometer, which is

to be brought to its proper degree by charging its Leyden phial as much as is required.

In the use of the divided-ring electrometer, the two bodies of which the difference of

potentials is to be tested, are connected one of them with the metal case of the instru-

ment, and the other with the insulated half-ring. In the Kew observations of atmo-

spheric electricity these two bodies were the earth and the water-dropping collector.

The needle being, let us suppose, negatively electrified, will move towards or from the
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insulated half-ring, according as the potential of the conductor connected with this half-

ring differs positively or negatively from that of the other conductor (earth) connected

with the case. The mirror turns accordingly in one direction or the other through a

small angle from its zero position, and produces a corresponding motion in the image of

the lamp on the screen on which it is thrown.

In the Kew apparatus, this image was thrown upon photographic paper, which was

drawn upwards with a uniform motion by clockwork, and a continuous trace of the

variations of electrical potential was thus produced. A zero line was at the same time

drawn by the image of the same flame reflected from a fixed mirror.

The curves of atmospheric electricity thus obtained are about 18 inches long; and

each sheet contains two. Each curve embraces a period of about twenty-four hours, the

paper having been regularly shifted or changed at about half-past 10 a.m.

Generally speaking, the curves are distinctly traceable through the whole twenty-four

hours. The interruptions which do occur are owing, in some cases, to the spot of light

having moved too fast to leave a trace, in others to its having passed off the paper. As

regards this latter source of failure, it may be remarked that it is not detrimental to the

investigation of the law of diurnal variation. It merely does for us what General Sabine

found it necessary to do in combining magnetic observations, that is to say, it rejects

observations at times of unusual disturbance.

Specimens of the curves, of the actual size, are given in Plate XIX.

The ordinates (positive or negative) of the curves are to a close degree of approxi-

mation proportional to the potential (positive or negative) of the air at the place of

observation, provided that the charge of the Leyden phial (3) be preserved constant;

and if this charge be allowed to vary, the ordinates will vary in simple proportion.

The charge was tested daily by the gauge-electrometer, which we shall now describe,

and which is identical with the station electrometer used in my own Windsor observa-

tions. Its external appearance is shown in fig. 1, Plate XVIII., and some internal parts

in figs. 2, 3, Plate XVIII. The same letters denote the same parts in all three figures.

It consists of

(1) A thin flint-glass bell (fig. 1, Plate XVIII.) coated outside and inside like a Leyden

phial, with the exception of the bottom inside, which contains a little sulphuric acid (H).

The dotted line AA indicates the boundary of the tinfoil.

(2) A cylindrical metal case (shaded in fig. 1, Plate XVIII.), inclosing the glass jar,

cemented to it round its mouth outside, extending upwards about 1-g- inch above the

mouth, and downwards to a metal base supporting the whole instrument, and protecting

the glass against the danger of breakage.

(3) A cover of plate glass (C) with a metal rim, closing the top of the cylindrical case

of the instrument.

(4) A torsion-head (B, fig. 1, Plate XVIII) after the manner of Coulomb’s balance,

supported in the centre of the glass cover, and bearing a glass fibre (E, figs. 1, 2, Plate

XVIII.) which hangs down through an aperture in its centre.
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(5) A light aluminium needle (LL, figs. 1, 2, Plate XVIII.) attached across the lower

end of the fibre (which is somewhat above the centre of the glass hell), and a stiff plati-

num wire (F, figs. 1, 2, Plate XVIII.) attached to it at right angles and hanging down to

near the bottom of the jar.

(6) A very light platinum wire (G, fig. 1, Plate XVIII.), long enough to hang within

one-eighth of an inch or so of the bottom of the jar and to dip into the sulphuric acid (H).

(7) A metal ring attached to the inner coating of the jar, bearing two plates (M, M,

figs. 1, 2, 3, Plate XVIII.) in proper positions for reflecting the two ends of the alumi-

nium needle when similarly electrified, and proper stops (as O, fig. 3, Plate XVIII.) to

limit the angular motion of the needle to within about 45° from these plates.

(8) A cage (P P, figs. 1, 2, Plate XVIII.) of fine brass wire stretched on brass frame-

work, supported from the main case above by two glass pillars (QQ) and partially

inclosing the two ends of the needle and the repelling plates, from all of which it is

separated by clear spaces of nowhere less than one-fourth of an inch of air.

(9) A charging electrode (J, fig. 1, Plate XVIII.) attached to the ring (7) and pro-

jecting over the mouth of the jar to the outside of the metal case (2), through a wide

aperture, which is commonly kept closed by a metal cap (K), leaving at least one-quarter

of an inch of air round the projecting end of the electrode.

(10) An electrode (ST, figs. 1, 2, Plate XVIII.) attached to the cage (PP) and pro-

jecting over the mouth of the jar to the outside of the metal case (2) through the centre

of an aperture. In order to dry any air which may enter through this aperture, a

hollow cylinder of pumice soaked in sulphuric acid is inserted in the leaden receptacle

(U, fig. 1, Plate XVIII.), through the centre of which the wire (T) passes, and the leaden

cover (V V) is pierced with a hole large enough for the wire to pass through without

contact. This cover has a depression (W) to receive the droppings of acidulated water

from the pumice.

This instrument is adapted to measure differences of potential between two conducting

systems, namely, as one, the aluminium needle (5), the repelling plates (7), and the inner

coating of the jar, and, as the other, the insulated cage (8). This latter is commonly

connected, by means of its projecting electrode (10), with the conductor to be tested.

The two conducting systems, if connected through their projecting electrodes by a me-

tallic wire, may be electrified to any degree, without causing the slightest sensible mo-

tion in the needle. If, on the other hand, the two electrodes of these two systems are

connected with two conductors, electrified to different potentials, the needle moves

away from the repelling plates
;
and if, by turning the torsion-head, it is brought back

to one accurately marked position, the number of degrees of torsion required is propor-

tional to the square of the difference of potentials thus tested.

In the ordinary use of the instrument, the inner coating of the Leyden jar is charged

negatively, by an external application of electricity through its projecting electrode (9).

The degree of the charge thus communicated is determined by putting the cage in con-

nexion with the earth through its electrode (10), and bringing the needle by torsion to
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its marked position. The square root of the number of degrees of torsion required to

effect this measures the potential of the Leyden charge. This result is called the

reduced earth-reading. When the atmosphere inside the jar is kept sufficiently dry, this

charge is retained from day to day with little loss, not more, often, than 1 per cent, in

twenty-four hours.

In using the instrument the charging electrode (9) of the jar is left untouched, with

the aperture through which it projects closed over it by the metal cap referred to above.

The electrode (10) of the cage, when an observation is to be made, is connected with

the conductor to be tested, and the needle is brought by torsion to its marked position..

The square root of the number of degrees of torsion now required measures the differ-

ence of potentials between the conductor tested and the interior coating of the Leyden

jar. The excess, positive or negative, of this result above the reduced air-reading,

measures the excess of the potential, positive or negative, of the conductor tested above

that of the earth ; or simply the potential of the conductor tested, if we regard that of

the earth as zero.

The mode of employing this instrument at Kew was to keep its Leyden phial (1)

always connected with the Leyden phial of the self-recording electrometer by means of

a wire protected by an air-tight tube, and to keep the cage-electrode (10) always con-

nected with the earth.

Leadings of the gauge-electrometer were taken daily at about 10 h 30m a.m. and entered

in a book. Whenever the charge of the Leyden jars as thus tested was found to have

fallen too low, a fresh charge was given. The earth-readings of the gauge-electrometer

were thus always kept between 245° as a lower, and 255° as an upper limit, or, to

speak more strictly, in the few instances in which these limits were exceeded, the obser-

vations were rejected in the reductions. These readings, however, require to be cor-

rected by subtracting the index-error, which was carefully ascertained from time to time,

and never varied much from 230°. The corrected readings were therefore contained

between the limits 15° and 25°; and as the square roots of these numbers are as 1:1-3,

the weakest and strongest charges must have differed by about 30 per cent. This dif-

ference, however, only affects the comparison of one day with another. The loss of

charge in twenty-four hours was from 1 to 3 per cent., and it is this loss only which

affects the diurnal curve. As the fresh charge was always given at about 10h 30m a.m.,

the disturbing effect is to be looked for in a sudden rise of the curve about this time, a

consideration to which we shall hereafter recur.

Since the erection of the Kew instruments the divided-ring electrometer has under-

gone considerable modification at the hands of its inventor. The flat ring (fig. 4) divided

into two segments is changed for a hollow box (figs. 5, 6) divided into four segments, of

which one opposite pair are connected with earth, and the other pair with the conductor

to be tested. This box encloses the needle, which is represented by. the dotted outline

in fig. 5, and projects symmetrically on both sides of the suspending fibre, thus obviating

the necessity for a counterpoise.
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The use of a gauge-electrometer has been superseded by the introduction of a micro-

meter-screw attached to one of the four segments, and regulating its distance from the

others. By diminishing or increasing this distance the sensibility of the instrument can

be increased or diminished at pleasure; and by attending to this adjustment as often as

may be necessary (say, once a day), the sensibility can be kept practically constant in

spite of variations in the charge of the Leyden jar*.

The retention of charge by the jar has been greatly improved by closing up the space

round the open electrode (as T, fig. 1) with vulcanite.

The portable electrometer employed in some of my Windsor observations has been

superseded by a smaller and at the same time more sensitive instrument, in which the

distance between two parallel plates, one of which is connected with a charged Leyden

jar and the other with the conductor to be tested, is varied at pleasure by a micrometer-

screw so as to obtain a constant force of attraction between them. Equal differences of

potential, whether in the conductor tested or in the charge of the jar, correspond to

equal movements of the micrometer-screw, and the potential of the conductor can thus,

by comparison with an earth-reading, be found by mere addition and subtraction.

The curves which have been measured and reduced comprise the two years commencing

with June 1862 and ending with May 1864. The method of procedure was as follows :-r—

1. Ordinates were erected at every hour and half hour, careful attention being paid to

the times of commencing and ending, which were in every case indicated by entries made

on the photographic sheets by the Kew observers. In placing the ordinates, it was

assumed that each sheet had moved with uniform velocity through its whole length,

but it was not assumed that different sheets had moved with the same velocity ; in fact

the difference in the lengths of the curves, taken in connexion with the times of begin-

ning and ending, showed that the velocities of different sheets must have differed by (in

extreme instances) about 5 per cent. As it was impossible therefore to use one time-

scale for all the curves, about twenty different time-scales were prepared differing by

small gradations one from another, and for the measurement of each curve that scale

was employed which suited it best.

2. The ordinates erected at the half-hours {e.g. half-past one, half-past two, &c.) were

joined by straight lines drawn by hand in such a manner as to give and take equal areas

as nearly as the draughtsman could judge.

3. The lengths intercepted by these joining lines on the hourly ordinates were mea-

sured with a scale divided to millimetres, and were adopted as the mean heights of the

curve for each hour.

Whenever the curve for part of an hour was not traceable, a blank was left for that

hour, and whenever the curve was partly above and partly below the zero-line (showing

that the electricity was partly positive and partly negative), the algebraic mean was taken.

The measurements made in the manner above described were entered in a book in

* Still more recently a “ replenisher ” acting by induction and convection has been added, by means of which

the jar can easily be kept at a nearly constant charge.
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order of date, and from these entries the results shown in the subjoined Tables were

computed.

Table I. shows the mean electrical potential for each day, omitting those days on which

the number of blanks exceeded two.

Table II. shows the mean electrical potential for each of the twenty-four hours, month

by month, and the last line and column contain the means of the other lines and columns

respectively.

From the numbers in the body of this Table the curves (Plate XX.) have been drawn,

the first twelve lines of numbers being represented by the continuous curves, and the

next twelve lines by the dotted curves. These curves very clearly show a double maxi-

mum and minimum, the principal maximum occurring about 8 p.m. in autumn and

winter, 9 p.m. in spring, and 10 p.m. in summer, and the secondary maximum about

8 a.m. in spring and summer and 9 a.m. in autumn. The principal minimum occurs

at 4 a.m. in spring and summer and 5 a.m. in autumn and winter. The curvature is

greater in the neighbourhood of the maxima than in the neighbourhood of the minima.

The mean diurnal curve at Kew (Plate XXI.) has been drawn by projecting the

numbers in the last line of the Table, the vertical scale adopted being twice as large as

for the twenty-four curves belonging to single months. Above this is placed the diurnal

barometric curve for Plalle, drawn from data contained in Kaemtz’s ‘ Meteorology,’ and

below is placed the diurnal electrical curve for Windsor, N.S., obtained by taking the

gross means of my own observations at each hour, observations from 2 to 6 a.m. being

entirely wanting*. The electrical curves for the two places are remarkably dissimilar,

both, however, having a maximum between 8 and 9 A.M.f The principal maximum at

Kew occurs between 8 and 9 p.m., and the principal minimum between 4 and 5 A.M.

The barometric curve for Halle bears a strong resemblance to the Kew electrical curve,

but is upwards of an hour later in phase. The slight rise in the Kew curve at 11 a.m.

is attributable to the fact that the Leyden jar was recharged at 10.30 a.m. By project-

ing the numbers in the last column of the Table, we obtain annual curves of electricity

for two years. I have projected these so as to form one continuous curve, and along

* These means, together with the number of observations from which they are deduced, are as follows, in

units of “ station electrometer with second fibre.”

Hour 17 to 19 19 to 20 20 to 21 21 to 22 22 to 23 23 toO 0to 1

Number of observations .

.

7 114 227 103 43 30 32
Mean 3-17 3-93 4-51 4-23 3-32 3-29 3-90

Hour 1 to 2 2 to 3 3 to 4 4 to 5 5 to 6 6 to 7 7 to 8
Number of observations .

.

155 223 35 53 45 38 26
Mean 4-44 4-53 3-67 3-84 3-76 3-73 3-44

Hour 8 to 9 9 to 10 10 to 11 11 to 12 12 to 14
Number of observations .

.

34 272 68 32 8
Mean 3-18 3-28 2-71 2-97 2-81

f At Windsor, in every month without exception, electricity wgs weaker at 10 p.m. than either at 9 a.m. or

2 p.m., hut the reverse of this rule would appear to hold at Kew.

MDCCCLXY1II. 3 D
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with this I have projected the corresponding curve for Windsor, N.S. The Windsor

observations commence four months later than those of Kew and terminate three months

later, the time from October 1862 to May 1864 being common to both. In order to

ensure a fair comparison, as I have no means of comparing the units in which the

observations at the two places are stated, I have calculated the ratios of the several

monthly means to the annual mean, and have projected these ratios.

Inspection of the curves for the two places shows that they agree pretty well from

January to October, but take reverse directions from October to January, the Windsor

curve having a decided minimum in November, which is about the time of the principal

maximum at Kew. The annual range (as a fraction of the mean annual potential)

appears to be greater for Kew than for Windsor. The following are the ratios thus

plotted :

—

Batio of mean monthly to mean annual potential.

At Kew. At Windsor, N.S.

1862. 1863. 1862. 1863.

June •770 June •681 October •832 October 1*033

July •773 July .. •643 November ... •766 November ... *949

August •836 August •685 December ... 1-010 December ... 1-110

September ... •845 September ... •854 1863. 1864.

October •981 October 1-000 January 1-057 January 1-125

November ... 1-600 November ... 1-390 February ... 1-432 February ... ?

December ... 1-188 December ... 1-460 March 1-396 March 1-416

1863. 1864. April 1-023 April 1-026

January 1-033 January 1-226 May •796 May -985

February ... 1-333 February ... 1-263 June •720 June -799

March 1-160 March 1-375 July •755 July *885

April •920 April •831 August •952 August -862

May
1

•672 May •549 September ... •985

The final step in the reductions has been to express the variations of electrical poten-

tial approximately by harmonic series. Both the diurnal and the annual variations have

been thus treated by calculating the values of the coefficients A0 ,
A„ E„ A2,

E2 in the

formula

A0+Aj sin 360°+E^ +A2 sin 360°+E2),

T denoting twenty-four hours in the case of diurnal, and a year in the case of annual

variations ; and t denoting the time reckoned from noon in the former case and from the

middle of January in the latter.

The first step in this calculation consists in finding the values of P„ Q„ P2 , Q2 which

are connected with the above-mentioned coefficients by the relations

Pi=Ai sin E15 Q^Aj cos E 15 P2=A2 sinE2 , Q2=A2 cos E2 .

Commencing with the diurnal variations, we have the following values of the latter

coefficients for the twenty-four months of observation.
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First year. Second year.

Pr Qr q2
. Pr Q,. P2 . Or

June -•139 + •185 + •002 -•241 -•218 + •114 -•099 -•328
July -•050 + •053 + •164 -•456 -•230 — •066 + •014 -•364

August -•083 — •Oil + •029 -•507 -•029 + •203 -•009 -•298
September -•284 + •409 -•002 -•490 -•255 + •378 -•115 -•467
October -•053 + •835 -•216 -•315 + •284 + •586 -•042 -•310

November —264 + •384 -•036 -•214 + •109 + •509 -•166 -•371

December + •028 + •767 -•058 -•563 + •297 + •957 -•017 -•449

January + •006 + 1-060 -•039 — *455 + 287 + 1-271 -•160 -•297
February -•051 + •743 -•033 -•582 -•089 + •630 -•236 -•561

March —119 + •008 -•144 -•516 -•211 + •441 -•127 -•565

April -•402 + •056 -•141 -•535 -•304 + •311 -•141 -440
May -•279 + •006 -•025 —•322 —381 + •044 + •046 -.95

|

From these we derive the following values of amplitude (A
}
and A2)

and epoch

(Ej and E2), regarding the former as essentially positive.

First year. Second year.

A- Ej. a2 . e2 .

1

Ay Er a2 . Eg.
j

June •232 - 36 53 •241

1

+ 179 24
j

•246 - 62 28 •343
/ i

+ 196 45

July •073 - 43 26 •484 160 15 •240 -105 53 •364 177 46

August •084 - 97 46 •508 176 45 •205 - 8 5 •299 181 45

September •498 - 34 47 •490 180 17 •456 - 34 2 •481 193 50

October •837 - 3 33 •382 214 21 •651 + 25 53 •313 187 46

November •466 - 34 26 •218 189 39 •521 + 12 3 •407 204 9
December •768 + 24 •566 185 55 1-003 + 17 15 •450 182 8

January 1-060 + 08 •457 184 39 1-303 + 12 43 •337 208 19 !

February •743 - 1 38 •583 183 14 •636 - 8 1 •609 202 51

March •119 - 87 53 •536 195 37 •489 - 25 36 •580 192 41

April •406 - 82 6 •553 194 45 •435 - 44 19 •462 197 46
May •279 - 88 48 •323 184 30 •384 - 83 29 •201 1 66 36

Year •400 - 20 36 •435 185 28 •452 - 7 50 •395 192 50

The value of A0 ,
or the mean electrical potential, is 2T4 for the first and 2T2 for the

second year.

It will be observed that the values of A
x
and E

x
are subject to much greater irre-

gularities than those of A2 and E2 .

The values of P15 Qn P2 , Q2 for the two years combined can be correctly found by

taking the means of their values for the two years, and the values of amplitude and

epoch (which can not be correctly found by taking the means of their values for the

two years) may be hence derived. The following Table has been thus computed.

3 d 2
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Two years combined.

Ai. Ei-

Hour of

maximum
from Er

a2 . e2 .

Hours of maxima
from E2 .

h m h m h m
June •232- -50 4 9 20 •292 + 190 3 8 40 20 40

July •140 -92 27 12 10 •395 166 40 9 27 21 27

August •111 -30 15 8 1 •398 177 59 9 4 21 4

September •477 -34 30 8 18 •483 187 1 8 46 20 46

October •720 + 9 16 5 23 •339 202 24 8 15 20 15

November •454 - 9 46 6 39 •310 199 6 8 22 20 22

December •877 + 10 39 5 17 •507 184 14 8 52 20 52

January M74 + 7 9 5 31 •389 194 45 8 30 20 30

February •689 - 5 25 6 22 •587 193 18 8 33 20 33

March •279 -36 15 8 25 •558 194 7 8 32 20 32

April •398 -62 28 10 10 •508 196 9 8 28 20 28

May •331 -85 40 11 43 •259 177 34 9 5 21 5

Year •424 -13 50 6 55 •413 189 0 8 42 20 42

The term involving and takes one maximum in the twenty-four hours, whose

times are given in the third column of the above Table. The term involving A2 and E2

takes two maxima which are always twelve hours apart. Their times are given in the

last two columns. In deducing the hours of maxima from the values of E
x
and E2 ,

it is

to be borne in mind that the phases are earlier in proportion as the epochs are greater,

15° in the value of Ej and 30° in the value of E2 corresponding respectively to differences

of an hour. It will be observed that the earliest and latest hours of maxima differ by

about seven hours in the case of E„ and by only one hour twelve minutes in the case ofE2 .

The values in the last line of the Table are derivable either from the last line of

Table II. or from the means of the values of Pn Q,, P2 , Q2 . The amplitudes of the

diurnal and semidiurnal terms are, it will be seen, nearly equal. Practically, the hours

of electrical maxima month by month agree, within an hour or two, with those of the

semidiurnal term, and the hourly values for the average of the year, given in the last

line of Table II., show a still closer agreement. The diurnal term, without having much

effect on the times of maxima, causes one maximum to be much greater than the other.

It may be interesting to inquire into the connexion, if any, between electrical and

barometrical maxima, an inquiry which is suggested by the fact that the latter, like the

former, occur twice in the twenty-four hours. In default of the necessary barometric

data for Kew, I have compared the numbers in the last line of Table II. with the fol-

lowing numbers which represent the mean heights of the barometer at Halle for all

hours on the average of the whole year, and are taken from Kaemtz’s ‘ Meteorology,’

page 248.

Barometric Heights at Halle (lat. 54° 29'), in millimetres,

750 plus the following numbers.

Noon.
3-29

lh.

3-11
2h.

2-99
3h.

2-89

4*.

2-84
5h.

2-86
6h .

2-91 3-02
8h.

3-14
9h.

3-24
^
CO

li h.

3-29

12h .

3-23
13h .

3-14
14h .

3*05
15h.

2-99

16h.

2-99

17h .

3-34
18h.

3-12

19».

3-24
20h .

3-37
21h .

3-44
22h.

3-46
23h .

3-40
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The value of E2 derived from these numbers gives maxima at 10h 28m and 22h 28m
,
or

an hour and forty-six minutes later than E2 for Kew electricity. About the same

amount of retardation can be roughly inferred either from inspection of the numbers

themselves, or from comparison of the curve representing them with the Kew electrical

curve (see Plate XXI.).

Thus far we have been speaking of diurnal variations. For annual variations, taking

the numbers in the last column of Table II. as our data, we have the following results :

—

For the first year,

A0=2T4, A1= -643, E1=107° 56', A2=-080, E2
=257° 31';

for the second year,

A
0
=2-12, Aj= -888, E1= 102° 38', A2=-030, E2

=358°26';

and for the two years combined,

A0
=2-13, Aj=*765, ^=104° 51', A2=-040, E2

=279° 19'.

The corresponding values for Windsor, N.S., derived from the numbers given in the

earlier part of this paper under the heading “ mean of three preceding columns,” are as

follows, the two years being combined, except for the months of February, August, and

September, which are taken from the first year’s observations alone, from defect of com-

plete observations in the second year.

A 0=3-92, Aj=-725, E1= 63° 43', A2=l-014, E2
=354° 29'.

In order to render these results for the two places more comparable, seeing that we

have no direct means of comparing the units employed, we shall, as we have already

done in the comparison of monthly means, take A0 (or mean annual potential) as our

unit at both places. We thus obtain the following values for the two years combined :

—

Kew . . . A1= -359, ^=104° 51', A2=-019, E2
=279° 19',

Windsor . . A1= -185, E1= 63° 43', A2=-259, E2
=354° 29'.

This comparison brings out the astonishing fact that while at Kew the half-yearly

term is almost inappreciable, at Windsor its amplitude is actually greater than that of

the annual term. As regards phase, confining our attention to the annual term, Kew is

earlier than Windsor by about forty-two days. The semiannual term at Kew is too

small and too fluctuating to admit of reliable comparison.

It must be borne in mind that the Kew reductions include wet as well as fine weather,

the only exclusions being those produced automatically by the spot of light passing out

of range or moving too rapidly to leave a trace
;
whereas, in the Windsor reductions,

all observations taken during rain, snow, hail, sleet, fog, thunder, or lightning were

excluded. It is assumed, however, that this difference can go but a little way towards

explaining the great differences which we have detected in the electrical variations at

the two places.

I am happy to be able to state that preparations are now in progress for resuming the

photographic registration of atmospheric electricity at Kew with new apparatus contain-

ing all Sir William Thomson’s most recent improvements.
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XII. Account ofExperiments on Torsion and Flexurefor the Determination ofRigidities.

—Third Paper. By Joseph David Everett, D.C.L . , Professor of Natural Philo-

sophy in Queen's College
, Belfast. Communicated by Sir William Thomson, F.R.S.

Received January 13,—Read January 30, 1868.

These experiments are a continuation of those described in my papers read February

26th, 1866 and February 7th, 1867. They were made during the Winter Session of

1866-67, in the same place, and with the same apparatus as the later experiments on

the steel rod (see p. 150 of last paper), the observer being Mr. Zacciieus Walker,

student of Engineering, who has been already mentioned as joint observer in the expe-

riments on the steel rod. I personally inspected the apparatus from time to time, and

assisted in the taking of those measurements which only required to be made once for

all in the case of each rod. The weights, in air and water, of the portions of rods ope-

rated on, were observed by Mr. John Tatlock, Laboratory Assistant to Sir William

Thomson, who also performed this portion of the labour in the previous experiments.

The rods operated on in the experiments now to be described wrere three in number,

and were of malleable iron, cast iron, and copper respectively, those previously operated

on being of flint glass (two specimens), brass, and steel.

Experiments on Malleable Iron Bod.

The mean values of T (proportional to torsion) and F (proportional to flexure) were

as follows, the pointer-readings indicating the amounts by which the rod had been

rotated about its axis from a certain initial position.

Pointer-

reading. T. E.

Pointer-

reading. T. E.

30° 210-3 165-3 120° 210-7 165-0

60° 212-0 164-8 150° 210-1 165-0
o

O05 210-3 165-3 II
180° 210-8 165-2

Combining, as theory requires, those positions which are mutually at right angles, we
have

—

From 30° and 120° . . . T=2105 F=165-2

„ 60° „ 150°
. . . „ 211-0 „ 164-9

„ 90° „ 180° . . . „ 210-6 „ 165-2

The cross-piece on whose arms the weights are hung, ought to have been turned

through a right angle in passing from the position 90° to the position 120°, in order to

MDCCCLXVIII. 3 E
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destroy the effect of inequality in the length of the arms. This operation was, however,

omitted through oversight, and it is therefore necessary, in comparing the torsional and

flexural rigidities, to correct for this difference.

The arm of couple, that is the distance SS' or TT' in fig. 1 of last paper, was 55*71

centims. for torsion and 55 '83 for flexure.

Also the units in which the numbers T and F are expressed, being tenths of scale-

divisions perpendicular and parallel to the rod respectively, are slightly different, being

and y|tu" cenlims - f°r torsion and flexure respectively.

The corrections for these two inequalities are in opposite directions. Their resultant

T
is a correction of *0016 ^ to be subtracted.

T
The values of ^ thus corrected are

—

From 30° and 120° . . . 1*272,

„ 60° „ 150° . . . 1*278,

„ 90° „ 180° . . . 1*273,

which when diminished by unity are determinations of a or Poisson's ratio, subject to

two other corrections, which we now proceed to calculate.

For the mechanical correction the data are

—

Torsion in portion of rod between mirrors . . . *00661,

Flexure in portion of rod between mirrors . . . *00519,

these numbers (which are in circular measure) being obtained by dividing T and F
respectively reduced to centimetres by 445*6, which is twice the height of scale above

mirrors. They must now be multiplied by -fff, which is the ratio of all that portion of

the rod subjected to torsion and flexure to the portion between mirrors, and also by the

constant number *729 (see last paper, p. 143). The products thus obtained are *0074

and *0058
; hence the mechanical corrections of T and F are

+ *0074 T and +*0058 F.

The optical correction (which I am told was too briefly described in my last paper) is

dependent on the fact that the ray from scale to mirror is not precisely vertical, and

therefore not truly perpendicular to the scale, which is horizontal. It is determined by

measuring

—

(1) Height of scale above mirrors.

(2) Distance of vertical through centre of scale from line joining centres of mirrors.

(3) Distances, resolved parallel to rod, of vertical through centre of scale from centre

of each mirror.

These three distances suffice to determine the corrections both for torsion and flexure,

on the hypothesis that the centre of the scale comes into the field of view of both tele-

scopes in every observation, an hypothesis which, though not strictly fulfilled, gives a

fail* approximation to the actual obliquities.
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Let j6 (as in last paper) denote the quotient of one of the distances (2) or (3) accord-

ing as we are dealing with torsion or flexure, by the distance (1). Then since (3 is the

tangent of a small angle (which call B), we have

& tan B=(l+tan2 B)SB=(1+|32)£B,

and therefore the angle turned by mirror (c$B) is found by dividing the observed deflec-

tion (tS tan B) by 1+/32
,
or, what amounts to the same thing, multiplying it by 1— j3

2
.

Let Bn /3 1
and B2 , (32 be the values of B, (3 for the nearer and further mirrors respect-

ively; then a tan B2-A tan B
1
= (1 +/3

2)SB2— (l+|32
)c)Bi, which may be shown to be

equal to

m2 and m l
being any two numbers which have the ratio § tan B2 : h tan B,. The observed

values of T and F are proportional to £ tan B2— o tan B„ and must therefore be multiplied

by the correcting factor 1- which, when j3, and /32 are equal, becomes simply

1-/32
.

In the present series of experiments (3 1
and (32 wTere sensibly equal, their common value

being about ‘069 for torsion and ‘064 for flexure. By squaring these numbers we

obtain the corrections

-•0047 T and --0041 F,

which are applicable not only to the experiments on the malleable iron rod, but also

to those on the cast-iron and copper rods.

Adding together the mechanical and optical corrections, we obtain the total corrections

+ •0027 T and + -0017 F.

T T
The resulting correction for p is

+•
001 |f, which applied to the values 1’272, 1‘278,

1*273 gives, after subtracting unity, -273, *279, -274 as the corrected determinations of

the .value of <r, and we adopt the mean of these, which is -275.

We proceed to calculate the torsional and flexural rigidities t andf.
The mean values of T and F, uncorrected, are respectively 210-7 and 165-1, which,

when corrected as above, become 211-3 and 165-4.

Now we have

t— twice distance X force X arm X length X -t-T,

f— twice distance X force X arm X length X *JLy F,

where, in centimetres and grammes weight, we have twice distance=445 -6, force=100,

length=29-45, arm=55-71 for torsion and 55*83 for flexure.

Hence
log £=9-71893— log T— 7-39403,

%/= 9-71823 -log F=7-49969.

The rod having been cut at the places where the mirrors were attached, the central

3 e 2
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piece was weighed in air and water, the weights found being 100485 and 87-400 grammes.

The temperature of the water was 10-4 Cent., at which temperature the expansion of

water is 1-0003. From these data the volume of the rod in centimetres is found to be

13-085 x 1-0003=13-089,

and the specific gravity 100-485 -v-13-089= 7-6771. Dividing the volume by the length,

which was 29-27, we find the sectional area 5rr
2= -44566, r= -37664. Hence we have

M (Young’s modulus)=^ =1,999,400,000,

n (Rigidity) =^ = 783,790,000,

TYT

k (Incompressibility)

=

3 7̂7=

^ =1,484,100,000,

M
a (Poisson’s ratio) =—— 1 = -275 as above.

Experiments on Cast-Iron Bod.

These experiments gave the following values for T and F :

—

Pointer- • Pointer-

reading. T. F. reading. T. F.

0
° 311-2 245-8 90° 311-8 245-2
o

oCO 310-7 245-3 120
° 310-8 245-0

60° 311-8 244-7 150° 311-7 245-3

Combining positions at right angles, we have

—

From 0° and 90°
. . T=311-5 F=245-5

„ 30° „ 120°
. . „ 310-8 „ 245-2

„ 60° „ 150° . . „ 311-7 „ 245-0

Here no correction is required for difference of arms, as the cross-piece was turned

through a right angle in passing from the third to the fourth position.

The values of corrected for difference of scale-divisions by subtracting one part in

266, are 1*264, 1-263, and 1-267, which are first approximations to l+<r.

To find the mechanical correction, we have length between mirrors 28-69, length

subjected to torsion and flexure 43*5, height of scale above mirrors 222-8, as before.

From these data, together with the above values of T and F, we have

—

Torsion in portion of rod between mirrors . . . .
• -0098

Flexure „ „ „ „ -0077

which numbers being multiplied by ffy X’729, give -0108 and -0085. Hence the me-

chanical corrections are

+ -0108T and + -0085F;

and the optical corrections being the same as before, the total corrections are

+ -0061 T and +-0044F.
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T • T
The resulting correction for

p
is +’0017 p, the application of which gives as the cor-

rected determinations of <r, *266, *265, and *269, and we adopt the mean -267,

The mean uncorrected values of T and F are 311*3 and 245*2, which, when corrected

as above, become 313*2 and 246*3.

For the torsional and flexural rigidities, we have

£=445*6 x 100 x 55*77 X 28*69 XOH -v-T,

f=445-6 x 100 x 55*77 X 28*69 x -i-F.

Hence
log £= 9*70805- log T=7*21223,

log/=9*70641- log F=7*31495.

The rod having been cut at the places where the mirrors were attached, the middle

piece was found to weigh 90*110 in air, and 77*658 in water at temperature 9°*9 C.

The expansion of water at this temperature being 1*00026, we have for the volume of

the piece

12*452 x 1*00026=12*455,

and for the specific gravity,

90*110 -f- 12*455 =7*2347.

The volume divided by the length, which was 28*66, gives 7rr
2=*43458, r=*37193.

Hence we have

M=l,374,100,000,

n = 542,340,000,

k = 982,180,000,

<7 = *267.

Experiments on Copper Rod.

These experiments gave the following values for T and F :

—

Pointer-

reading. T. F.

Pointer-

reading. T. E.

0° 365*0 265*0 90° 365*8 264*8

30° 365*2 265*0 120° 364*7 265*0
o

O50 365*8 264*7 150° 365*7 265*2

Combining positions at right angles, we have

—

From 0° and 90°
. . T=365*4 F=264*9

„ 30° „ 120°
. . „ 365*0 „ 265*0

„ 60° „ 150° . . „ 365*7 „ 264*9

T
The values of p corrected for difference of scale-divisions, are 1*374, 1*372, and 1*375.

To find the mechanical correction, we have length between mirrors 28*72, length

subject to torsion and flexure 45*5, height of scale 222*8.
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Hence we find

Torsion in portion of rod between mirrors . . . *0114,

Flexure „ „ „ „ . . . -0083,

which numbers being multiplied by ffyX '729 give -0132 and -0096. Hence the me-

chanical corrections are

+ -0132 T and + -0096F,

which being added to the optical corrections already specified, give the total collections

+ •0085 T and +-0055F,

rn

and a resultant correction +’003 d. The application of this correction gives as the
JP

corrected determinations of <r, -378, -

376, and *379, and we adopt the mean *378.

The corrected values of T and F are 368*5 and 266*4.

For the torsional and flexural rigidities, we have

£=445-6 X 100 X 55 77 X 28-72 xUH ^T,

/= 445-6 X 100 x 55-77 x 28-72 x JtfI?
Hence

log £=9-70850- logT=7T4206,

log/= 9-70686— logF=7-28133.

The rod having been cut at the places where the mirrors were attached, the middle

piece was found to weigh 110-645 in air, and 98-136 in water at temperature 10° C.

The expansion of water at this temperature being 1-00026, we have for the volume of

the piece

12-502xl'00026= 12-5122;
and for its specific gravity,

110-645 -r 12-5122= 8-84293.

The volume divided by the length, which was 28-61, gives 7ir
2= *43733, r=*37310.

TTpiipp

M=l,255, 800,000,

n = 455,640,000,

Tc =1,716,400,000,

<r = -378,

the units of length and force being the centimetre and gramme weight.

The values of n obtained by Sir W. Thomson, for brass and copper from observations

on the torsional vibrations of wires * were, in
,
millions of grammes weight per square

centimetre,

Brass, three specimens .... 410-3 354-8 350-1

Copper, two specimens .... 448-7 448-4.

Other specimens of copper in abnormal states gave results ranging from 393-4 to 472-9.

* Proceedings, Royal Society, May 18, 1865.
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The following Table contains the collected results of all my experiments, the figures

I., II., III. indicating the paper in which the experiments are described and the results

deduced. The values of M, n
,
and k are given in millions of grammes weight per square

centimetre.

M
(Young’s mo-

dulus).

(Rigidity).

Tc

(Resistance to

compression).

a
(Poisson’s

ratio).

Specific gravity.

Glass, flint (I.) .... 614-3 244-2 423-0 •258 2-942

„ „ (II.) .... 585-1 239-0 353-3 •229 2-935

Brass, drawn (II.) .

.

1094-8 372-9 5701 (?)
•469 8*471

Steel (II.) 2179-3 834-1 1875-6 •310 7-849

Iron, wrought (III.) 1999-4 783-8 1484-1 •275 7-677

„ cast (III.) .... 1374-1 542-3 982-2 •267 7-235

Copper (HI.) 1255-8 455-6 1716-4 •378 8-843

The values of M and n are derived directly from the observed amounts of flexure and

torsion respectively, and their probable errors (estimated as percentages) may be con-

sidered equal.

Again, the comparison between flexure and torsion is so direct (with the exception of

the first set of results for glass), that the probable error of ^ may be considered about

equal to that of M or n.

The values of <r and k are deduced on the hypothesis that the substances operated on

are isotropic ; and on this hypothesis, if e denote the probable error of the probable

error of a is e, and that of k is -

1 -— e nearly.
<r l— o-

. 1 -f- <r .

For all the substances in the Table except brass, the value of the coefficient is

from 5 to 11, but for brass it is 47 ; hence the enormous value of k found for brass

cannot be depended on.

The tendency of anything like fibrous structure in the rods operated on, the fibres

being supposed to run in the direction of the length, is to make <r and k come out too

large. This follows from the theoretical considerations adduced on page 152 of my last

paper, and I have verified it by experiments on a rod of wood which gave values of T
T

four or five times greater than those of F, whereas the ratio p for isotropic substances

must always lie between 1 and T5.

As the intention was expressed in my last paper of introducing a modification of the

apparatus with the view of diminishing the mechanical correction, I should state by way

of explanation that the experiments here described were nearly completed before that

intention was expressed.
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XIII. Contributions to Terrestrial Magnetism.—No. XI.

By Lieut.-General Edward Sabine, R.A., President of the Royal Society.

Eeceived and Eead June 18, 1868.

The object of the present (i. e. the Eleventh) Number of the Contributions to Terrestrial

Magnetism is the completion of the great national undertaking, the Magnetic Survey of

the South Polar Regions of the Globe, corresponding to the Epoch 1840-1845.

The Survey originated in a Report presented to the British Association for the Advance-

ment of Science at the Liverpool Meeting in 1837, entitled “ On the Variations of the

Intensity of the Earth’s Magnetic Force observed at different points of the Earth’s

Surface:” copies of this Report were widely circulated amongst the Members of the

Association previously to the Meeting at Newcastle in the following year, 1838; and

having received a favourable notice in the opening address of the then Secretaries of the

Association, Dr. George Peacock and Sir Roderick Murchison, resolutions were passed

by the General Committee, which are printed in pages xxi and xxii of the “ Annual

Report of the Proceedings at Newcastle in August 1838.” These resolutions having

been formally communicated to the Royal Society, a joint committee of the two scien-

tific institutions was appointed to bring the subject of the equipment of a naval expedi-

tion for magnetic observations in the Arctic Seas under the consideration of Her

Majesty’s Government. A single sentence from the address of this Committee may

be cited as evidencing the spirit in which the joint application of the Royal Society and

of the British Association was made to Her Majesty’s Government.

“The Committee consider the subject of Terrestrial Magnetism to have now attained

a degree of theoretical as well as of practical importance, and to afford a scope for the

application of exact inquiry, which it has never before enjoyed, and which are such as

fully to justify its recommendation to the revival of that national support to which we

are indebted for the first Chart of the Declinations, constructed by our illustrious coun-

tryman Halley in 1701, on the basis of observations collected in a voyage expressly

equipped for that purpose by the British Government”*.

The Report of the Committee thus prepared and presented to Her Majesty’s Govern-

ment (of which Lord Melbourne was at the time the Prime Minister) dwelt in some

detail on the principal objects to be accomplished by the expedition recommended. The

following passage may be especially cited as evidencing the early and just appreciation

of the leading desiderata in magnetical science, and as furnishing to the readers of this

paper the opportunity of judging of the degree in which the anticipations therein ex-

pressed have been realized.

* Proceedings of the Eoyal Society, December 22, 1838.
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“ The intensity lines in the southern regions rest on observations far too few to justify

any sure reliance on their courses over a large part of their extent, and over the rest are

altogether conjectural. Nevertheless there is good reason to believe in the existence

and accessibility of two points of maximum intensity in the southern as in the northern

hemisphere, the attainment of which would be highly interesting and important. A
correct knowledge of the courses of these lines, especially when they approach their

respective poles, is to be regarded as a first, and indeed indispensable preliminary step

to the construction of a rigorous and complete theory of terrestrial magnetism.”

Two ships, the ‘ Erebus’ and ‘ Terror,’ commanded respectively by Sir James Clark Ross

and Captain Francis Rawdon Crozier, who, besides their other qualifications, were already

favourably known for their magnetic observations in the course of several north polar

voyages, were selected for this service. The magnetical instruments to be employed

were prepared under my own direction, at an establishment then existing at Woolwich,

but since transferred in part to the Physical Observatory at Kew. It was a most fortu-

nate incident that instruments specially designed for the observation of the Dip and

Intensity at sea had been devised a few years previously by Mr. Robert Were Fox,

F.R.S., as with the instruments previously employed for these purposes the results

would scarcely have been such as to have justified the undertaking.

The ‘Erebus’ and ‘Terror’ sailed from the Thames in September 1839, arrived at the

Cape of Good Hope in March 1840, and, after a sojourn of some days in Kerguelen

Island, anchored at Hobarton in Tasmania, which was selected as one of the base-

stations of the Survey, and where a Magnetic Observatory was established. Quitting

Hobarton in November 1840, the two ships made good a nearly south course, surmount-

ing the difficulties occasioned by the ice, and carefully observing the Magnetic Declina-

tion, Dip, and Force in every twenty-four hours with very few exceptions, until, in the

latitude of 70°, the discovery was made of the great Southern Continent of South Vic-

toria
;
and its coast was followed and examined until further progress towards the south

was arrested, in a latitude little short of 80°, by a vast glacier extending in an east and

west direction for about 30° of longitude. In returning to Hobarton on the approach

of the southern winter, a route was chosen which led to the vicinity which had been

named to Sir James Ross as the probable locality of a higher intensity than would be

found in the region of the higher dips, and as the approximate locality of the second

southern magnetic pole. The expedition arrived at Hobarton in April 1841, having

completed the first year of the Survey, and having sustained no injury either to the ships

or to the instruments.

Quitting Hobarton in the following month (May 1841), it was Sir James Ross’s pur-

pose to penetrate a second time to the southward in the largehnterval of longitude com-

prised between the great glacier which had arrested their southern progress in the

preceding year and the land named South Shetland, to the south of Cape Horn. This

endeavour was frustrated by the ice, which admitted a progress through it between the
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latitudes of 60° and 70° only by a continual inclination towards the west, which at length

conducted them in 70° of latitude to the vicinity of their previous explorations and of the

great glacier which had barred their southerly progress in the preceding year. After

revisiting some of the geographical positions in which the magnetic observations of the

preceding year had been made, and thus verifying their earlier results, the ships returned

to the more navigable parallels of 59° and 60°, and, traversing the South Pacific in about

the latitude of 60°, rounded Cape Horn and arrived at Port Louis in the Falkland

Islands in August 1842. Here the ships were refitted, and, sailing thence in Sep-

tember 1842, passed some days at St. Martin’s Cove near Cape Horn, where very careful

examinations and comparisons of the magnetic instruments were made. Returning to

Port Louis, and sailing thence on the 17th of December 1842, the ships resumed

their eastern progress, continuing the habit of daily observation of the three magnetic

elements, and availing themselves of every occasion which presented itself of attaining a

higher south latitude. One notable opportunity occurred towards the end of February

and beginning of March, when the 71st parallel was reached, but with great difficulty

and considerable peril.

On the 4th of April 1843 the ships arrived at Simon’s Bay in the vicinity of the Cape

of Good Hope, thus completing the third year of the Survey, as well as the circumnavi-

gation of the globe.

It was the practice of Sir James Ross and Captain Crozier on all convenient occa-

sions during the Survey to transmit the successive records of their observations to the

Admiralty, by whom on their arrival they were sent to me for examination and reduc-

tion, pursuant to an arrangement between the Departments of the Admiralty and of the

Ordnance, in which provision had been made for those purposes in an office under my
superintendence at Woolwich. These original records have been carefully preserved,

and will be deposited for all future reference (if required) in the Archives of the Royal

Society. No time was lost, on the reception of these documents, in making such a pro-

visional calculation of the results as circumstances would then permit, and in commu-

nicating both the observations themselves and the results to the Royal Society. The

instruments employed being for the most part of novel design, and the conduct and

execution of a magnetic survey at sea being scarcely less so (especially of a survey which

should include the three magnetic elements), the provisional character of these commu-

nications was from the first distinctly recognized, and a final publication, such as the

present purports to be, was throughout contemplated. With this understanding the

observations of the first year of the Antarctic Survey, with their results provisionally

computed, were communicated to the Royal Society in 1843, and printed in the Philo-

sophical Transactions for that year, forming the Y.th Number of these Contributions

;

those of the second year in 1844, forming the Yl.th Number; and those of the third

year in 1866, forming the X.th Number of the Contributions to Terrestrial Magnetism.

The success with which such Surveys could be prosecuted at sea having been shown

by the first two of the publications thus referred to, the Royal Society was emboldened to

3 f 2
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propose to Her Majesty’s Government, in 1844, the employment of a third ship, supplied

with instruments of a similar construction, in a portion of the high southern latitudes

comprised between the meridians of 0° and 125° E., which was not comprehended in the

voyages of the 4 Erebus ’ and ‘ Terror.’ The Admiralty having acceded to this proposi-

tion, the ‘ Pagoda,’ a barque of 300 tons, was hired for the purpose by the Admiral Com-

manding at the Cape of Good Hope, and, having been duly strengthened for ice-naviga-

tion, was fitted for a voyage of some months’ duration. Two officers were employed

conjointly in the direction of this portion of the Survey, Lieut, (since Hear-Admiral)

J. E. L. Moore and Lieut, (since Colonel) Henry Clerk of the Royal Artillery. Lieut.

Moore had been one of the officers of the 4 Terror ’ in Sir James Ross’s expedition, and

was consequently accustomed to the navigation of the high latitudes, as well as practised

in magnetic observations, having taken a very prominent share in those of the ‘ Terror.’

Lieut. Clerk had been attached by Lord Vivian, Master-General of the Ordnance, to

the Magnetic Observatory at the Cape of Good Hope, with the express view of being-

employed in a Magnetic Survey, either of the Colony itself, or of such part of the globe

as might be conveniently accessible from it,- and, in the passage from England to the

Cape, had had an opportunity of practising with the instruments employed in a mag-

netic survey conducted on the ocean. The ‘ Pagoda ’ completed her survey between the

60th and 70th parallels, and between the 4th and 96th meridians of East longitude,

returning to the Cape by South Australia and Mauritius. The results were communi-

cated to the Royal Society in the same provisional form with those of the 4 Erebus ’ and
4 Terror ’ in the VIll.th Number of these Contributions, in which Number were also

included the determinations of the Inclination and Intensity made at sea by Lieut.

Alexander Smith, R.N., and by Lieut. Joseph Dayman, R.N. (officers employed at the

Magnetic Observatory at ILobarton), on passages from Hobarton to the Cape of Good

Hope, in which they were provided with instruments similar to those employed by Sir

James Ross.

One of the chief difficulties anticipated in these undertakings arose from the circum-

stance that magnetic determinations made at sea are necessarily subject to the disturbing

influence of the iron which cannot be wholly dispensed with in the equipment of a ship

fitted for general navigation, and which, even when reduced to its smallest practicable

amount, and kept as far as may be possible at a distance from the magnetic instruments,

still exercises a disturbing influence which in the high latitudes becomes excessive, and

requires to be met by appropriate corrections. The disturbing influence of the ship’s

iron on the pointing of the compasses had attracted the notice of some of the most

careful marine surveyors towards the close of the last century, and had been met by

empirical rules of inconsiderable extent and partial application—when in 1818 the
4 Isabella ’ and 4 Alexander,’ ships of a class corresponding in many respects to the
4 Erebus ’ and 4 Terror,’ were employed in the first expedition to the Arctic Polar Regions,

and were led by the objects of the expedition into localities where the navigation had

to be conducted in magnetic Inclinations exceeding 85°, when the superior influence of
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the ship’s iron so far prevailed over the directive influence of the earth (upon the hori-

zontal needles), that it was obvious that we had nearly attained the limit within which

the compass, as it had been previously employed, could be available in navigation. In

a paper presented to the Boyal Society on the return of the expedition to England, and

printed in the Philosophical Transactions for 1819, Art. XVI., I have related these par-

ticulars, together with the partial remedies which suggested themselves at the time and

on the spot, and which were so far practically successful that, both in that voyage and

in the next (viz. in 1819 and 1820, when Barrow’s Straits were passed and still higher

magnetic inclinations were encountered), we were still enabled to use the ship’s com-

passes in navigation, and in some degree also as aids in fixing geographical positions by

compass bearings, until the inclination became so great that the directive force of the

earth on the horizontal needle ceased to be appreciable, and the compass pointed uni-

formly to the general resultant of the ship’s attraction, whatever might be the direction

of the ship’s head at the time.

In 1824 M. Poisson communicated two Memoirs to the French Institute, in the

first of which he propounded a mathematical theory of transient induced magnetism

founded on the physical theory of Coulomb, that by induction each particle of soft iron

becomes a magnet, having an intensity proportional to that of all the forces which act

on it, including the force of the magnetism developed by induction in all the other

particles of the mass. In a subsequent Memoir, published in 1839, “ Sur les Deviations

de la Boussole produites par le fer des vaisseaux,” M. Poisson adapted his formulae to

observations made on shipboard in the particular case of the soft iron being symmetri-

cally distributed on either side of the principal section of the ship. The memoir was

accompanied by a practical application and verification of the theory, showing the

accordance of the calculated results with the facts recorded in the Arctic voyages of

1818, 1819, and 1820, spoken of above. A careful examination of the disturbances of

the needle in the ‘ Erebus ’ and ‘ Terror ’ in their passage from England to the Cape of

Good Hope in 1839, showed that in both ships they were occasioned chiefly, if not

wholly, by the magnetism induced in the iron of the fittings and equipment by the

vertical part of the earth’s force, and which was distributed symmetrically on either side

of the fore-and-aft vertical section passing through the compass. In the case of these

ships, therefore, M. Poisson’s method of analysis was strictly applicable ; and its practical

application was greatly facilitated by a memorandum drawn up by Mr. Archibald Smith,

F.B.S., with which he obligingly supplied me, and which was printed in the provisional

discussion of the observations of Sir Jambs Boss’s expedition in the first year of the

Survey, in the V.th Number of these Contributions (Philosophical Transactions, 1843,

Art. VIII.),—and by a supplementary memorandum, printed in the VIII.th Number of

the Contributions (Philosophical Transactions, 1846, Art. XVIII.). Mr. Smith has now
furnished me with a third memorandum, which I subjoin.
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Formulaefor the correction of observations of Dip and Total Intensity made in

Wood-built Ships.

In the Memorandum printed in the Contributions to Terrestrial Magnetism, No. V.,

Philosophical Transactions, 1843, p. 147, the following expressions will be found which

are immediately derived from the formulae given by Poisson in the Memoirs of the

Institute, vol. v. p. 533.

±_
A'<p

cos 6' cos %'= cos 0 cos £+a sin 0,

cos 0' sin %—b cos 0 sin £,

JL
A'<p

sin &=c cos 0 cos %-\-d sin 0

(
1
)

(
2
)

(
3
)

In these expressions

<p is the total Magnetic Intensity expressed in any unit.

0 is the Dip.

£ is the magnetic azimuth of the ship’s head.

<p', O', %' are the same quantities affected by the induced magnetism of the soft iron in

the ship.

A', a, b, c, d are coefficients depending on the amount and distribution of the soft

iron.

These expressions are based on the assumptions that all the iron of the ship is (mag-

netically) soft, and that it is symmetrically arranged on each side of the fore-and-

aft section. These assumptions are nearly true in ships such as the ‘Erebus’ and
4 Terror.’

In the same memorandum, p. 148, expressions are given for O' and <p' in terms of

0, <p, £, from which the coefficients may be determined if we have a sufficient

number of corresponding observations ; and from them Tables of double entry may then

be constructed, giving the corrections to be applied to the observed values 0' and <p' in

any required dip. These formulae are exact, and may be used whatever be the amount

of disturbing force, but are not very conveniently adapted for calculation.

When, as in the ‘Erebus’ and ‘Terror,’ the disturbing force is small, we may treat

the errors of Dip and Force as small quantities of which the squares and products may

be neglected, and we may then obtain the errors of dip and force by simple expressions

of the form

c$0=L-J-M cos£+N cos 2£,

^=P-}-Qcos£4-Ksin 2?.

If the observations of $0 and are made on any number of equidistant magnetic points

exceeding two, the coefficients L, M, N, P, Q, R may be obtained with great facility
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by applying the method of least squares, as in the Memorandum in Contribution

No. VIII., Philosophical Transactions, 1846, p. 346, and as in the ‘Admiralty Manual

for the Deviation of the Compass.’

In this way, from observations made on sixteen points in the ‘ Erebus ’ at Hobarton in

1840-1841, we obtain

<50= — 2'— 66' cos £+6' cos 2£,

^=+ -0053- -0146 cos £+ -0009 cos 2£.

These formulae give the error, and therefore, changing the sign, the correction of the

Dip and Total Intensity on any magnetic azimuth at the place of observation.

If we wish to know how the coefficients L, M, N, P, Q, R are affected by a change of

dip, we may proceed as follows.

From equations (1), (2), (3) we obtain

<p' cos 0' cos —
<p cos 0 cos £

cp cos 0

<p cos I

—A!a tan 4+ (A'— 1) cos £,

(A!b— 1) sin . . .

(
4
)

(
5
)

sin o — <s sin \

i

p sin i

=Aid— 1 -f- A!c cot 0 cos re)

Let x, y, z be the components of in the three rectangular directions, to head, to star-

board, and to nadir, so that x=<p cos 0 cos £, y= <p cos 0 sin £, z=cp sin 0, and let xJ
,
y', z 1

be the same quantities affected by the magnetism of the ship, and let h be the horizontal

force =\/x2
-\-y

2=(pcosQ, and let x'—x^x, y'—y=ty, z'— z=lz, then equations (4),

(5), (6) become

j=A!a tan 4+ (A'—

1

)
cos £,

(Alb— 1) sin £,

and as tan &=?->
h

=A!d— 1+A'c cot 0 cos £

;

10=khz— zVi

hz (iz U
h

= sin $ cos cos^— j sin
^j

=L+M cos ^ -f- N cos 2£,

-h^A'^—
^

sin 20,

where
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M=+^A'{c— a-|-(c+a) cos 23},

N=-£A'^sm23.
Also

<P
2=^M-f+z2

,

(phcf>=xhx -\-yty4- z6z,

cos2
3 cos £4-^ sin

£J
4- sin

2

3 j

=P4-Q cos £+R cos 2£,

where

P= + JA' cos 2<l
’

Q= 4- -2 A' (c-\-a) sin 2 0,

R= 4-1A' —g— (1+cos 20).

If we suppose 3,, <p,, L,, M,, P 15 Q,, R, to be values of 3, <f>,
L, &c. at a base-station,

then at any other station at which the dip is 0, we have

L=- \ sin 20,

QiM=M,— Q, cot 23,4- sm 2 g
cos 20

N=4k sin2<
-

L
iP=P,4-Li cot 3 ,

——^r cos 23,111 1 sm20, ’

Q=

R=

Qi
sin 20/

rj
AL_(1+cos2 S).

It will be observed that P, Q, R are abstract numbers, while L, M, N are angles the

numerical values of which depend on the assumed unit of angle. The values just given

may be used without modification if the angular unit be the angle subtended by the

arc=radius, or 570,
3. If the unit of angle be, say V, then in the expression for M we

must divide Q, by sin 1', and in the expression for P we must multiply L, by sin 1'.

As a check on the values of N and R, we may observe that we ought to have

-^=+ri$bs=+*A'

i(1-*)

=
in the notation of the Admiralty Manual

;

And that if we have the value of |A'i|-(l— b), or determined independently from
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the observation of deviation and horizontal intensity, it will in general be better to use

it than the value of
s ;n 23

,'
aU(J

i + 2^
obtained from the observations of dip and total

intensity.

The observations for the 4 Erebus ’ at Hobarton treated in this way give

3 ' sin + { - 3'+ 81' cos 25} cos £-14' sin 25 cos 2£,

“ ‘001 c°s 25+ -0234 sin 2d cos £+ -004(1 +cos 2d) cos 2£.

This is the formula from which the Tables used for correcting the dips and intensities
observed in the 4 Erebus ’ have been computed.

P.S. It may be convenient for persons who make use of the Admiralty Manual to
have the expressions for L, M, N, P, Q, K, A', a, i, c, d in the notation of that work.

E= 1— a.) sin 25,

M= +10— c)+ \{g+ c) cos 25,

N=— sin 25,

P= \{Jc— 1 -{-?*.)— cos 25,

Q= +\{g+c) sin 2d,

E=+ixT)(l+ cos25>

This Memorandum.

A' =
Admiralty Manual.

l+ff=A(l+ 2)),

c S3

l + ffl~l+® cot ^

l+c 1-T)

1 +a 1 +®’

C

d

9
1 +a

1+k
1 -|- CL

Before the ‘Erebus’ and ‘Terror’ sailed from Hobarton in November 1840 to
commence the first year of the Survey, the deviations of the Declination, as shown by
the Standard Compass in each ship, were very carefully observed; and the observations
were repeated on the return to Hobarton at the conclusion of the first year’s Survey, in
June 1841. The results are printed in Contributions No. V., those of the • Erebus ’ in
page 154, and those of the ‘Terror’ in page 159. Tables for the correction of the
Deviation m the different values of the Inclination, ’in the first and second years of the
urvey, were computed from these observations, employing Mr. Archibald Smith’s
MDCCCLXVIII. 3 G
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Table in Contribution No. VIII. pp. 352, 353 ;
and the same was done for the third year

of the Survey from a mean of similar observations at Port Louis in the Falkland Islands

in August 1842, and at the Cape of Good Hope in April 1843, as stated in Contribution

No. X. pp. 455-457. The corrections for the Deviation in the observations of the

Inclination and of the Intensity were computed in all cases by the method described in

Mr. Smith’s Memorandum in the present Number, page 379,—employing for the first and

second year’s Surveys the mean of the observations of the ‘Erebus’ at Hobarton in October

1840, before her departure for the south, and at the same place, in June 1841, on her

return*, and for the third year from the ‘ Erebus ’ Table in Contribution X. p. 459, and

the ‘Terror’ Table in Contribution X. p. 461.

The Deviations of the Declination became very large when the Inclination approached

90°
; in 88° of Inclination, for example, the influence of the ship’s iron occasioned a

deviation amounting to the excessive value of 50° and upwards at the extreme points

;

so that an observation with the ship’s head East would in consequence differ 100° or

even more from an observation taken at the same place with the ship’s head West.

It was doubtless the experience of such extreme differences which led to what might

almost appear an excessive multiplication of observations, as well as to the constant

endeavour to diversify the circumstances of the direction of the ship’s head, both

which precautions have contributed in no small degree to reduce within such com-

paratively small limits the differences which are seen in the Tables between the

mean values of the Declination on the same or on successive days. Even the

remaining minor differences which appear might probably have been still further

reduced by another precaution, the desirability of which may not have been so clearly

apprehended at the time, namely, the recording the direction of the ship’s head at the

precise instant when the pointing of the compass is read. Unless the two observed

facts strictly synchronize, the very slight and almost momentary change in the direction

of the ship’s head will occasion an apparent discordance in successive results when the

ship’s head is near the extreme points of East or West, though it may have little ulti-

mate influence on the position or the direction of the isogonic lines in the final result

of a great body of observations. This remark applies in a far minor degree to the differ-

ences of successive or of nearly adjacent results of the Inclination or Intensity, where

no such excessive increase in the amount of the deviation-corrections takes place when

approaching the point of 90° of Inclination. A critical eye may well regard the general

* Mr. Pox’s apparatus, designed for the use of the c Terror ’ in the Antarctic Survey, not having been quite

ready when the ‘ Erebus ’ and ‘ Terror ’ sailed from England in 1839, a smaller apparatus was supplied for

immediate use ; and the apparatus actually employed (in the 1 Terror ’) in the Survey did not reach that ship

until she was on the point of sailing from Hobarton in 1840. It was found, however, on careful subsequent

examination that in the two ships the corrections for the deviations of the Inclination and of the Porce were

so nearly the same in the course of the first two years of the Survey, that the Table computed from the obser-

vations of the £ Erebus ’ referred to in the text might safely be employed for the correction of the observations

of these elements in the ‘ Terror.’
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accordance of the results of the Declination on successive days, or on the return in suc-

cessive years to the same localities, as satisfactory to a degree which might scarcely have

been anticipated, supposing the existence of the above-noticed fact to have been known

and duly borne in mind, viz. that the observed Declinations were subject to variations

extending to 100 degrees and upwards, according to the direction of the ship’s head at

the moment when the compass was observed*.

Tables in -which all the required corrections have been applied to the individual

observations have been prepared, and will accompany this paper with a view to their

being deposited in the Archives of the Royal Society, in case a reference to them should

be hereafter desired : and from these, General Tables have been prepared showing the

mean Geographical Positions and the mean Magnetical Values after the application of

the Corrections (including the latest of these), together with the number of observations

from which each result has been obtained. These General Tables are subjoined at the

close of the paper.

The intensities of the magnetic Force are expressed in Absolute Value, in British

units, depending upon the determinations of these values at the Magnetic Observatories

of Hobarton and the Cape of Good Hope, regarded as the base-stations of the Survey

(Contribution X., Philosophical Transactions, 1866, Art. XX. pp. 463, 464).

The mean results have been inserted in the Maps of Declination, Inclination, and

Intensity of the Force, respectively, and constitute the authorities upon which the

endeavour has been made to trace the general course of the isogonic, isoclinal, and

isodynamic lines, in conformity with the observations of the Survey. The maps with

the lines thus traced upon them have supplied the groundwork for the next step, viz.

the assignment, as far as could safely be done, of the approximate values of each of the

three elements at the intersections of every fifth degree of latitude between — 40° and

— 90°, and of every 10th degree of longitude from 0° to 360°, thus supplying the nume-

rical coefficients which may be required, in whole or in part, in a revision of Gauss’s

‘ Allgemeine Theorie des Erdmagnetismus.’

We learn from the original publication of that important work, in the ‘ Resultate aus

den Beobachtungen des Magnetischen Vereins,’ im Jahre 1838, and the ‘ Atlas des Erd-

magnetismus,’ 1840, that the numerical data employed in the calculations were for

“twelve meridional points on each of seven parallels of latitude”—the greater part of

the parallels being taken north of the equator, and none south of —20°. To those who

duly considered the possible influence of this incompleteness of the numerical coefficients,

it will not have been matter of surprise that where these were wanting the result of the

calculations should have been found to differ widely from the facts made known by

* No record appears to have been made of the amount of the ship’s “ heeling ” at the times of observation

;

in reference to this Mr. Archibald Smith remarks in a note to myself, that in the ‘Erebus,’ on North aDd

South courses, when the effect produced is a maximum, it would only be 30" tan 0 for every degree of heel

;

which at a dip of 88° (nearly the highest observed) would give a correction of only about 15' for each degree of

heel, and may therefore be neglected.

3 g 2
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the Survey. The application of the theory professed, indeed, to be simply a first attempt

from which we were entitled to expect little more than a rough approximation. Viewed

in this light (and it must be remembered that this was all that the author himself claimed

for it), its publication could only be regarded as strengthening the grounds on which the

desire was felt for more complete and trustworthy data than were possessed by M. Gauss

in 1839. The failure of the theory, as provisionally applied, to reproduce in the Southern

Hemisphere the peculiar and characteristic features of the Terrestrial Magnetism which

were so well established by observation and represented by the theory in the Northern

Hemisphere, and the strong objection to receiving on less than conclusive evidence so

improbable an anomaly as this diversity in the two hemispheres, tended, without

doubt, greatly to stimulate the endeavours of those who desired to render the facts of

observation in the Southern Hemisphere more commensurate with the theory in which

they were to be employed. Accordingly in the VI.th Number of the Contributions (Phi-

losophical Transactions, 1844, Art. VII.) I exhibited in Plate XIII. the lines of equal

intensity deduced from the observations in the first two years of Sir James Ross’s Survey,

in comparison with Gauss’s theoretical lines taken from Plates XVIII. and XIX. of the

‘Atlas des Erdmagnetismus,’ showing the difference between the two. The immediate

object of this comparison was to strengthen the application which was then being made

for the additional employment of the ‘ Pagoda
;

’ whilst the two following sentences

which I venture to extract from the paper accompanying the Plate, are sufficient to

manifest that a full respect for the theory itself and for its illustrious author was not

wanting.

“ The very imperfect resemblance between the two systems of lines in the southern

hemisphere is of course no impeachment of the sufficiency of the theory, with corrected

numerical elements, to represent the natural phenomena in parts of the globe which

observation may not have reached. The degree of approximation to which it will do this

must depend upon the extent and correctness of the observation-basis from whence the

numerical elements are derived, and upon the order of the magnitudes comprehended in

the calculation.

“ The evidence which the Plate affords that the calculation in the elaborate work

referred to differs so widely from the facts in the southern latitudes, shows how much
observations were wanting in those latitudes for the purpose of perfecting the theory,

and is an ample justification (if indeed any justification were necessary) of the exertions

which the last few years have witnessed to obtain them.”

I am greatly indebted to the Hydrographer, Captain Richards, R.N., F.R.S., for his

kind permission to have the maps which accompany this Number of the Contributions

prepared at the Hydrographic Office, and am particularly obliged to the Assistant

Hydrographer, Captain Frederick John Evans, R.N., F.R.S., for the very valuable

superintendence which he has kindly given to their preparation and execution.

It may be desirable that I should add a few words in explanation of the sense in

which, in the present and in earlier papers, I have employed certain of the technical ex-
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pressions appertaining to this branch of the physical sciences. Thus:—I have used

the terms magnetic 'pole and poles in their original and natural sense, as designating

those points on the surface of the globe where the intensity of the magnetic force is a

maximum in comparison with adjacent localities—in other words, the centres of the

lemniscates into which, at our present epoch in the magnetic cycle, the isodynamic lines

of highest intensity resolve themselves.

In one of the earliest systematic treatises on the phenomena of terrestrial magnetism

as derived from and resting on observation, (that of Halley in the Philosophical Trans-

actions for 1683,) it is unhesitatingly affirmed, on the evidence of well-assured facts,

that “ the globe of the earth may be regarded as one great magnet having four magne-

tical poles, ox points of attraction
,
two of them near each pole of the equator; and that

in those parts of the globe which lie near any of those magnetical poles, the needle is

chiefly governed thereby, the nearest pole being always predominant over the more

remote.” It is in this, its original signification, bearing date so early as 1683, that I

have employed the term “ magnetic pole.” The magnetic surveys which have been so

carefully and systematically made in the course of the present century over almost

all the accessible parts of the globe, may now be considered to have fully confirmed

the truth of Halley’s remarkable anticipation, and may be claimed in full justification

by those who, following in the steps of our sagacious and illustrious countryman, employ

the terms which he was amongst the first to use (and the first to assign to them their

true significancy), in the same sense in which he himself employed them. The Halleian

hypothesis, and the incontrovertible facts on which it rested, were for a time obscured

by the prevalence of a uniaxial hypothesis, in which the points of maximum force were

assumed to be identical with the points where the inclination is 90°
;
around which, as

their centre, the isodynamic and isoclinal lines were supposed to be arranged symmetri-

cally in parallel lines
;
hence the term magnetic pole came, in the uniaxal hypothesis,

to be attached to the points where the inclination is 90°, that element being the easier

of determination, and consequently the one most popularly regarded. But the accept-

ance of the uniaxial hypothesis has gradually yielded to the progressive advance of

observational knowledge
; and one of its ablest expositors (Biot), as far back as the com-

mencement of the present century, was constrained to admit that, even in the case of

apparently the most simple of the three elements (viz. the Inclination), a single magnetic

axis would afford no sufficient explanation of the phenomena, unless it were supple-

mented by the supposition of subordinate centres ; whilst as regarded the known facts

of the Declination and Intensity, they must be held to be wholly inexplicable on the

supposition of a single magnetic axis (Beport of the British Association, 1837, p. 64).

Preserving, therefore, the sense in which Halley employed the term magnetic pole,

and in accordance with the evidence, now fully established by observation, of the exist-

ence of four such points on the surface of the globe, the magnetic eguator is most pro-

perly defined as the line connecting those points in each geographical meridian where

the intensity of the earth’s magnetism is less than in any other point situated in the
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same geographical meridian. This line, at the present magnetic epoch, has a double

curvature. I was myself the first, I believe, to trace (Philosophical Magazine for

February 1829, Art. XY.) the position on the globe of the magnetic equator as thus

defined, and to exhibit it in comparison with the line of no dip, from which it differs

very considerably in geographical position*.

In concluding this paper, I should be unjust to the memory of Sir James Ross and to

my own high regard to his memory, if I failed to record my conviction that, by the

remarkable character of his geographical discoveries, by the perseverance and indomi-

table resolution which he displayed on so many occasions, and by that which we of the

Eoyal Society are peculiarly able to appreciate and peculiarly bound to honour and

applaud, i. e. the large extent and high character of his contributions to the advancement

of the sciences connected with physical geography in the polar regions of both hemi-

spheres, he has established a claim to be regarded as the first scientific navigator of

his country and of his age.

* In an earlier paper (Philosophical Transactions, 1864, Art. YI.) I availed myself of what appeared to me

a suitable occasion to express the conjectural belief, which I have long entertained, that of the two magnetic

systems which are distinctly recognizable in the phenomena of the magnetism of the globe, one has a terrestrial

and the other a cosmical source. It is, I believe, the latter of these two systems which, by its progressive trans-

lation, gives rise to the phenomena of secular change, and to those magnetical cycles which owe their origin to

the operation of the secular change. I have naturally seen with great pleasure that this conjectural anticipa-

tion is received, and is viewed in the same light, by the author of the able Essay which obtained the Adams

Prize at Cambridge in 1865, and which has been since published under the title of “ Terrestrial and Cosmical

Magnetism, by Edwabd ’W’alkeb, M.A., late Eellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, &c.” I may add my entire

concurrence with the following statement of that gentleman in § 185, p. 298, of the work referred to.

“ Our final conclusion, therefore, upon the whole subject seems to be, that the magnetic influence at any point

of the globe is the result of two distinct magnetic systems, the principal of which is the magnetism proper of

the globe, having its [northern] point of greatest attraction in the north of the American Continent, whilst

the weaker system is that which results from the magnetism induced in the earth by cosmical action, and of

which the [northern] point of greatest attraction is at present in the north of the Asiatic Continent. Thus the

direction of the magnet at any point results from the superposition of the two systems,
—

‘

the nearest pole

being always predominant over the more remote.’ ”



TABLES.

I. Numerical Coefficients, for a revision of Gauss’s Allgemeine Theorie, pp. 386 & 387.

II. General Tables of the Values entered in the Maps (Plates XXII. to XXIV.), pages

388-416.

Note.—

I

n the vicinity of the Great Glacier, where the Southerly progress of the Ships was arrested, and

many days were passed in the endeavour to discover some channel by which a further advance might be made,

the rapid convergence both of the geographical meridians and of the lines which represent every 10th degree

of Declination has made it desirable to depart, in the Map of the Declination, from the practice which has been

generally followed elsewhere in the Map, of inserting the mean of each day’s observations in the geographical

position to which it corresponds. In the “ General Tables ” the daily means in this part of the voyage are

inserted as usual; but in the Map the number of entries in latitudes exceeding 75° S. has been reduced by

combining the observations in larger groups. The manner in which this has been done is shown in a small

subsidiary Table in page 391, where the small letters a, b, c, &c., referring to the results characterized by the

same letters in pp. 389 and 391 of the General Tables, supply the requisite connexion between the Tables and

the Map.
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Approximate Numerical Coefficients of the Magnetism of the Earth, Epoch 1840-1845, prepared

for a revision of Gauss’s ‘ Allgemeine Theorie des Erdmagnetismus.’

Lat. Longitudes.... 0°. 10°. 20°. 30°. 40°. 50°. 60°. 70°. 80°. 90°. 100°. 110°. 120°. 130°. 140°. 150°. 160°. 170°.

Q o Q Q Q 0 o o o o o o o o o

/'Declination... 21-2 w. 25-6 w. 30-0 w. 311 w. 30-0 vv. 27 0 w. 24-4 w. 22-2 w. 20-9 w. 20 0 w. 16-8 w. 11-9 w. 6-1 w. 0-4 w. 5-9 e. 10-5 e. 13-3 e. 14-9 e.

-40
•j
Inclination ... 47-5 52-8 56-9 60-2 62-7 64-8 66-1 66-8 67-4 68-0 68-7 69-5 70-0 69-9 69-7 68-4 66-2 64-1

t Intensity 7 0 7-4 7-9 8-5 90 9-6 10-2 10-8 11-5 12-1 12-5 130 13-5 13-75 13-6 13-3 12-95 12-6

/'Declination . .

.

200 w. 25-4 w. 30 0 w. 32-5 w. 32-3 w. 311 w. 29 0 w. 27 0 w. 26 0 w. 24-7 w. 21-0 w. 15-0 w. 8-2 w. 0’9 w. 6-0 e. 11-4 E. 14-5 e. 16-4 e.

-45 < Inclination ... 51-0 55-7 58-6 61-7 64-2 66-2 67-7 68-9 69-8 712 72-2 731 73-9 73-9 73 1 71 7 70-0 68-0

I

^
Intensity 7-55 7-9 8-35 8-85 9-4 100 10-6 11-2 11-8 12-4 12-9 13-4 141 14-6 14-2 13-8 13-5 13-1

/'Declination... 18-6 w. 23-8 w. 29-6 w. 33-5 w. 34-6 w. 34-3 w. 33-4 w. 32-5 w. 32 0 w. 31-0 w. 26-5 w. 19-5 w. 10-7 w. 1-8 w. 6-4 e. 12-4 e. 161 E. 18-0 e.

-50 j Inclination . .

.

54-2 57-5 60-5 630 65-5 67-4 69-0 70-6 720 73-6 751 76-5 77-2 77-2 76-4 750 73-5 71-9

^ Intensity 81 8-4 8-8 9-2 9-8 10-35 10-95 11-5 12-1 12-7 13-2 13-75 14-5 15-4 14-5 14-25 13-95 13-6

^

Declination... 17-4 w. 22-9 w. 29-0 w. 33-5 w. 36-3 w. 37-3 w. 37-7 w. 38-7 w. 39 0 w. 38-5 w. 33-3 w. 24-0 w. 14-0 w. 3-5 w. 6-6 e. 13-8 e. 18-0 e. 19-7 e.

-55 { Inclination ... 57-0 59-6 62-0 64-4 66-6 68-7 70-3 720 73-7 75-7 77-7 79-4 80-3 80-3 79-7 78-4 770 75-5

( Intensity 8-7 8-9 9-3 9-8 10-25 10-75 11-25 118 12-4 130 13-5 13-95 14-5 15 0 14-8 14-6 14-3 141

/'Declination... 15-5 w. 21-5 w. 28-0 w. 33-5 w. 37-2 w. 39-4 w. 42-0 w. 45-2 w. 47-0 w. 46-4 w. 41-0 w. 30 5 w. 19-5 w. 7-4 w. 61 E. 15-8 e. 21-0 e. 22-6 e.

-60 1 Inclination ... 59-6 61-7 63-9 65-9 68-0 69-8 71-7 73-4 750 77-4 79-6 81-8 83-3 83-5 830 81-7 80-3 78-8

I

^ Intensity
9-4

!

9-6 9-95 10-3 10-7 11-1 11-6 12-1 12-6 13-2 13-7 14-2 14-7 153
‘

15-2 14-95 14-7 14-25

( Declination . .

.

14-0 w. 20-0 w. 27-0 w. 33 0 w. 37-3 w. 41-4 w. 46-2 w. 51-8 w. 55-6 w. 55-0 w. 49-0 w. 41-0 w. 29-0 w. 15-0 w. 4-2 e. 17-5 e. 25-0 e. 27-4 e.

— 65 j Inclination .. 62-5 64-2 65-9. 67-8 69-7 71-5 731 746 76-5 78 6 809 83-4 85-4 861 860 85-0 83-5 82-2

^ Intensity
10-25 10-35 10-55 10-85 11-15 11-5 11-9 12-4 12-9 13-35 13-85 14-35 14-9 15-25 15-35 15-2 1505 14-8

/Declination... 13 0 w. 19-5 w. 26-3 w. 31-9 w. 37-0 w. 41-5 w. 47-5 w. 55 0 w. 62 0 w. 64-2 w. 60 5 \v. 55 0 w. 47-5 w. 35-0 w. 9-5 w. 22-5 e. 35-5 e. 38-8 e.

-70 -< Inclination ... 65-7 66-9 68*5 70-0 71-6 73-2 74-6 761 77-8 79-5 81-6 84-0 86-0 87-7 88-3 87-6 86-5 85-4

^ Intensity
11-0 11-05 11-15 11-4 11 65 11-9 12-3 12-7 13 1 13-65 140 14-5 150 15-2 15-4 15-4 15-25 1505

/Declination... 12-4 w. 18-8 w. 25-0 w. 30-8 w. 36-0 w. 41-3 w. 47-5 w. 55 0 w. 64-5 w. 72-8 w. 77-0 w. 78-0 w. 78-0 w. 80 0 w. 105-0 w. 150-0 e. 910 e. 80-0 e.

-75 -j Inclination ... 69-3 70-0 710 72-1 73-5 74-7 76 1 77-4 78-8 80-2 820 83 9 85-6 87-0 88-5 890 88-5 87-5

[ Intensity

/ Declination

11-8 11-8 11-85 12-0 12-15 12-4 12 7 13-0 13-5 13-75 1415 14-55 14-95 15-2 15-25 15-35 15-25 15-15

-80 j Inclination ... 72-6 73-2 73-8 74-6 75-5 76-6 77-4 78-4 79-5 80-6 81-9 831 84-3 85-2 86-0 86-4 86-5 86-3

1

^ Intensity 12-5 12-5 12-5 12 6 12-8 12-9 131 134 13-65 13-95 14-2 14-5 14-8 15-0 15-1 15 15 1515 15-1

/Declination...

-85
1

{ Inclination ...

1

76-4 76-7 76 9 77-0 77-7 78-2 78-8 79-5 800 80-7 81-2 81-7 82-5 82 -7 83-0 83-3 83-3 83-3

^
Intensity

Note.—All the Inclinations are Sout
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Approximate Numerical Coefficients of the Magnetism of the Earth, Epoch 1840-1845, prepared

for a revision of Gauss’s 4 Allgemeine Theorie des Erdmagnetismus.’

180°. 190°. 200°. 210°. 220°. 230°. 240°. 250°. 260°. 270°. 280°. 290°. 300°. 310°. 320°. 330°. 340°. 350°. 360°.
j- Longitudes. Lat.

14-5 e. 13-2 e. 115 E. lO'O E. 9-3 e. 9-3 e. 10-6 e. 12-7 e. 15-1 E. 18-3 e. 19-2 e. 17-6 e. 14 5 e. 9-4 e. 3-1 E. 3-1 w. 9-4 w. 15-5 w. 21-2 w. Declination i

626 61-3 600 58-5 57-8 57-4 56-6 550 53-3 510 48-8 45 1 41 7 39-5 38-0 38-0 397 42-9 47-5 Inclination V -4(1

12 2 12-0 11-8 11-6 11-55 11-45 11-25 11-0 10 7 10-4 9-8 9-2 8-6 8-1 7-7 A 6-9 6-8 70 Intensity J

15-8 e. 14 4 e. 12-8 e. 11-7 E. 110 E. 110 E. 12-3 e. 14-3 e. 17-4 e. 20-5 e. 21-2 e. 19-4 e. 16 0 e. 10-7 e. 47 e. H 7-7 w. 14 0 w. 20 0 w. Declination ^

66-6 65-6 64-7 63-5 62-5 62-0 61*2 60-2 58-4 56-2 53-7 50-5 470 44 2 42-6 42-6 441 46-9 510 Inclination
J.
-45

12-8 12-5 12 3 122 12 15 12-1 11-9 11-75 115 11-1 10 5 9-9 9-3 8-75 8-3 7-9 7-6 7-45 7-55 Intensity J

17*5 e. 15-9 e. 14-2 e. 13-1 E. 12-7 e. 12-8 e. 13-8 e. 16-3 e. 19-6 e. 22 6 e. 23-6 e. 21-6 e. 17-6 e. 12-4 e. 6-3 e. 0-2 w. 6-2 w. 12-5 w. 1 8 0 w. Declination i

70-4 69-5 68 6 67-6 66-7 66 0 65 1 64-3 62-7 60-8 580 55-0 51-8 490 474 47-2 48-4 150-8 54-2 Inclination
[
-50

13 3 13-05 12-85 128 12-75 12-7 12 6 12-4 12-15 11-8 11-25 10-55 9-9 9-4 8-95 8-6 8-25 8-1 8-1 Intensity J

|

19-1 E. 17-6 e. 16 0 e. 14-7 e. 14-3 e. 14-5 e. 16-1 E. 19-3 e. 22-5 e. 24-8 e. 25-8 e. 24 0 e. 19 2 e. 14-3 e. 8-2 e. 1-8 E. 4-3 w. 11-0 w. 17-4 w. Declination 'j

74-2 730 72-3 71-3 70-4 69-7 69-0 68-1 66-7 64-5 620 59-2 56-3 53-7 520 51-9 52-6 54-4 57-0 Inclination l !
— 55

1

13-85 13-6 13-5 13-4 13-4 13-35 13-25 13-1 12-8 12-5 119 112 10-65 101 97 9-3 895 8-7 8-75 Intensity J

j

21-8 e. 19-6 e. 18-6 e. 17-8 e. 17-5 e. 18-4 e. 20-6 e. 23-6 e. 25 -9 e. 27-4 e. 27-9 e. 25-5 e. 211 E. 16 0 e. 9-9 e. 3-8 e. 2-5 w. 9-5 w. 15-5 w. Declination ^

77-6 76-6 75-6 74-7 73-8 72-8 720 71-2 69-7 675 65-4 62-9 60-5 58-3 56-9 56-4 567 57-8 59-6 Inclination \ -60

14-2 14-1 14-05 14-0 140 14-0 13-9 13-65 13-4 13 1 12-5 11-9 11-3 10-8 10-4 100 97 9-5 9-15 Intensity J

27-0 e. 25-5 e. 24-0 e. 23-2 e. 23-0 e. 24-2 e. 26-0 e. 27-5 e. 28-6 e. 29-7 e. 29-7 e. 26-7 e. 22-5 e. 17-2 e. 110 E. 1

4-6 e. 1 1 '4 w. 8-0 w. 14-0 w. Declination 'i

81-0 80-0 790 78-0 76-9 75-7 74-7 73-6 71-9 700 680 660 64-2 62-5 61-2 60-8 60-9 61-4 62-5 Inclination !> -65

14-6 14-45 14-35 14-3 14-25 14-2 14 15 14-05 13-85 1345 130 12-4 1 19 11-45 11 05 107 10-45 10-25 10-25 Intensity J

38 0 e. 36-6 e. 34-8 e. 33-1 e. 32-0 e. 32 0 e. 32 0 e. 32-7 e. 34-2 e. 34-7 e. 32 0 e. 28-0 e. 23-4 e. 17 8 e. 11-6 E. 5 0 e. 0-8 w. 7 0 w. 13-0 w. Declination i

84-2 83-2 82-2 81-0 79-6 78-3 770 175-5 739 72-1 70-5 68-8 67-3 661 65-2 L |64-6 65-0 65-7 Inclination [ -70

149 14-75 14-6 14-55 14-45 14-4 14-35 14-2 1405 13 7 13-3 12-8 12-4 12-0 117 11-4 11-2 11-1 11-0 Intensity J

73-0 e. 66-0 e. 60 0 e. 56-6 e. 53-0 e. 49-5 e. 47-5 e. 45-5 e. 43-4 e. 40-0 e. 34-8 e. 28-5 e. 23-6 e. 17-8 e. 12 0 e. 5-0 e. 0-8 w. 67 w. 12-4 w. Declination 'j

I
86-5 85-6 84-6 83-2 81-7 80-2 78-8 77-2 75-7 74-3 72-8 71 5 70-4 69-5 68-9 68-6 68-5 68-6 69-0 Inclination [ -7a

15-0 14-9 14-8 14 7 14-65 14-55 14-4 14-25 141 13-9 13-5 13-2 12 85 12-55 12-3 12-1 ,, 11-8 11-8 Intensity J

I Declination ^
1

860 85-3 84-6 83-6 82-3 81-2 800 78 -7 775 764 75-5 74-5 73-8 731 72-7 724 72-3 72-5 72-6 Inclination > — S0|
i

15-05 14-95 14-8 14-7 14-6 14 -5 e. 14-35 14-25 14 1 13-95 13 7 135 13-2 13 1 12-9 12-8 12-6 12-55 12-5
|

Intensity )

Declination
"j

83-2 830 82-6 82-2 81-6 810 80-5 79-8 79-3 78-6 780 77-5 770 76-6 76-4 76-3 76-1 761 76-4 Inclination [
— 854

i

Intensity J

1

[Decimation 18<>-0

The South Pole of the Earth < Inclination S00
[intensity 14-0

MDCCCLXVIII, o H
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General Table of the Declinations observed on board Her Majesty’s Ship ‘ Erebus,’ by

Captain Sir James Clark Ross, between the Cape of Good Hope and Van Diemen

Island in 1840, April to August.

Date.

Position.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Declination.

Date.

Position.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Declination.

Lat. S. Long. E.

In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

Lat. S. Long. E.
In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

1840. 1840.

April 8. 36 01 18 38 6 + 30 08 + 30-1 April 30
1

°

10. 36 16 20 41 2 + 30 15 + 30'3 and V 46 32 52 01 2 + 33 16 + 33-3

11. 36 24 21 14 14 + 30 40 + 30-7 May 1.
J

12. 37 18 21 25 8 + 30 51 + 30-9 2. 47 03 56 22 3 + 31 32 + 31-5

13. 38 15 21 19 4 + 32 10 + 32*2 4. 47 45 62 27 2 + 29 00 + 29-0

14. 39 55 20 35 1 + 31 09 + 31*1 July 27. 47 18 93 36 5 + 25 38 + 25-6

15. 41 07 22 11 2 +29 51 + 29-9 31. 47 34 105 47 1 + 18 59 + 19-0

16. 41 28 25 14 6 + 30 25 + 30-4 Aug. 2. 47 45 113 49 2 + 11 29 + 11-5

17. 41 50 26 24 2 + 31 49 + 31*8 4. 47 40 121 50 3 + 9 34 + 9*6

18. 43 09 28 46 5 + 33 15 + 33-3 7. 46 18 132 00 13 - 0 50 - 0-8

25. 46 31 48 03 1 + 32 41 + 32-7 10. 44 23 141 11 7 - 7 52 - 7-9

28. 46 34 52 43 2 + 33 28 + 33-5

General Table of the Declinations observed on board Her Majesty’s Ships ‘ Erebus ’ and

‘Terror,’ between November 1840 and April 1841.

Position.

Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Declination. Position.

Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Declination.

Lat. S. Long. E.

In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

Lat. S. Long. E.
In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

o ,

45 36 152 53 Erebus. 8 -13 05 — 13*1 65 32 172 40 Terror. 7 — 28 15 -28*3
46 08 154 15 Erebus. 8 -13 26 -13-4 65 27 172 23 Erebus. 11 -27 22 -27*4
46 30 154 55 Erebus. 7 -14 04 -14-1 65 32 173 44 Terror. 8 -29 35 -29-6
49 47 161 00 Erebus. 8 -16 49 — 16'8 65 30 173 43 Erebus. 10 — 28 11 -28-2
50 32 166 12 Erebus. 8 -17 44 -17-7* 65 35 173 33 Terror. 9 -29 01 -29-0
50 54 166 35 Erebus. 7 -15 34 -15-6 67 16 174 41 Erebus. 16 -31 22 -31-4
52 33 169 50 Terror. 10 -16 03 -16-1 68 00 175 05 Erebus. 13 -33 42 -33-7
52 33 169 09 Erebus. 2 -17 40 — 17*7f 68 24 175 45 Terror. 10 -33 36 -33-6
54 14 169 06 Erebus. 5 -18 17 -18-3 68 31 176 05 Erebus. 12 -33 37 -33*6
57 33 170 30 Terror. 4 -21 58 -22*0 68 55 176 22 Erebus. 5 -34 52 -34-9
57 25 170 20 Erebus. 14 -21 19 -21-3 70 33 172 57 Erebus. 6 -38 22 -38-4
58 59 170 59 Terror. 7 -21 45 -21-7 70 53 173 00 Terror. 5 -42 49 -42*8
59 32 169 59 Erebus. 8 -21 11 -21*2 71 00 172 25 Erebus. 9 -43 43 -437
59 32 170 05 Terror. 13 -20 45 -20-7 71 21 171 14 Terror. 13 -47 01 -47*0
59 33 169 55 Terror. 10 -20 06 -20-1 71 22 170 55 Erebus. 10 -43 47 -43-8
60 13 170 25 Erebus. 10 -22 32 -22*5 71 51 171 19 Terror. 12 -45 59 -46-0
60 47 170 51 Erebus. 11 -22 10 -22-2 71 51 171 53 Erebus. 9 -45 06 -45-1
60 26 170 23 Terror. 10 -24 06 -24-1 71 55 172 00 Erebus. 9 -49 47 -49-8

I

64 16 172 31 Erebus. 9 -25 26 -25*4 72 16 174 09 Erebus. 6 -52 43 -52*7
64 26 173 00 Terror. 9 -25 44 -25*7 72 40 175 17 Terror. 11 -51 03 — 51*1

64 40 172 44 Erebus. 8 -25 42 -25-7 73 01 175 55 Erebus. 12 -52 21 — 52-3

65 26 172 20 Erebus. 8 -24 53 -24-9 72 36 173 40 Erebus. 5 -48 08 -48*1
65 57 171 45 Erebus. 7 -26 58 -27-0 72 33 172 51 Terror. 8 -48 41 -48-7
65 42 172 13 Terror. 7 -25 31 -25*5 72 36 173 39 Erebus. 8 -51 49 -51-8
66 23 169 51 Erebus. 17 -28 07 -28*1 72 34 172 44 Terror. 8 -53 16 -53-3

* On shore at Auckland Island. y Campbell Island.
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General Table of the Declinations (continued).

Position.

Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Declination. Position.

Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Declination.

Lat. S. Long. E.

In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

Jj&t. s. Long. E.
In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

73 37 171 13 Erebus. 12 65 05 65-1 70 11 167 27 Erebus. 17 -39 12 -39-2

73 47 171 23 Terror. 10 — 62 45 — 62*7 70 15 166 38 Terror. 10 -37 50 -37-8

74 01 171 42 Erebus. 10 . 65 14 — 65*2 69 19 167 46 Terror. 4 -34 09 -34-1

73 53 171 37 Terror. 8 — 63 37 — 63-6 69 33 167 31 Erebus. 11 -38 34 -38-6

74 01 172 35 Terror. 5 - 66 57 — 66-9 67 27 167 43 Terror. 3 -42 08 -42-1

74 39 169 00 Erebus. 7 _ 71 04 — 71T 68 59 167 46 Erebus. 12 -36 00 -36-0

74 26 168 37 Terror. 6 _ 68 27 — 68-5 67 56 167 31 Erebus. 8 -31 55 -31-9

74 46 168 42 Erebus. 10 — 68 54 — 68-9 68 12 167 40 Terror. 4 -30 32 -30-5

75 04 168 40 Terror. 3 — 84 03 — 84-1 65 43 165 10 Erebus. 13 -28 44 -28-7

75 39 168 33 Erebus. 9 — 85 32 — 85-5 65 32 167 30 Terror. 4 -24 53 -24-9

75 40 168 28 Terror. 6 _ 100 47 — 100-8 65 50 164 39 Terror. 9 -28 04 -28-1

75 58 168 50 Terror. 2 — 107 40 — 107-7 64 59 162 42 Erebus. 9 -26 09 -26-1

76 47 169 26 Terror. 2 _ 112 22 — 112-4 65 34 162 08 Terror. 6 -24 15 -24-3

77 21 172 04 Terror. 4 _ 115 44 — 115-7 64 33 163 23 Terror. 10 -26 22 -26-4

77 41 175 57 Erebus. 7 — 104 43 — 104-7 64 10 163 14 Erebus 11 -25 50 -25-8

77 47 176 20 Terror. 5 — 102 44 — 102-7 64 08 163 04 Terror. 7 — 24 57 -24-9

77 49 178 31 Erebus. 5 - 103 28 — 103-5 64 05 161 13 Erebus. 9 -24 37 -24-6

77 22 188 43 Erebus. 12 _ 82 37 — 82-6 64 05 161 47 Terror. 7 -23 53 -23-9

77 04 188 28 Terror. 5 — 83 12 — 83-2 63 10 156 25 Erebus. 9 -23 48 -23-8

77 09 188 22 Erebus. 9 — 91 28 — 91-5 62 51 157 02 Terror. 7 -25 24 -25-4

77 43 187 05 Terror. 8 _ 93 23 — 93-4 63 51 151 49 Erebus. 12 -18 44 -18-7

77 35 186 40 Erebus. 9 _ 93 46 - 93-8 63 50 151 35 Terror. 10 -17 59 -18-0

77 45 189 00 Terror.- 6 _ 94 32 — 94-5 64 18 149 03 Erebus. 5 -17 31 — 17‘5

77 46 186 54 Erebus. 8 _ 93 15 — 93-3 64 17 148 53 Terror. 7 -14 08 — 1 4*1
|

77 51 186 38 Erebus. 10 _ 96 40 — 96-7 65 03 142 47 Erebus. 2 -13 48 -13-8

77 44 186 06 Terror. 5 — 97 00 — 97-0 64 20 140 40 Erebus. 6 - 6 25 - 6-4

77 18 192 38 Erebus. 13 — 82 06 — 82-1 64 05 140 00 Terror. 2 - 3 32 - 3-5

77 06 192 22 Terror. 13 — 81 46 — 81-8 63 13 139 50 Erebus. 12 - 5 04 - 5-1

77 11 192 59 Erebus. 6 _ 82 21 — 82-3 63 08 139 35 Terror. 6 - 3 42 - 3-7

77 16 191 45 Erebus. 6 _ 83 57 — 83-9 62 37 138 04 Erebus. 6 - 3 47 - 3-8

77 08 189 02 Erebus. 6 — 82 02 — 82-0 62 15 136 22 Erebus. 7 - 0 23 - 0-4

76 57 188 30 Terror. 9 _ 82 30 — 82-5 62 13 136 12 Terror. 5 + 0 49 + 0-8

76 57 186 39 Erebus. 9 _ 83 15 — 83-3 62 06 136 07 Erebus. 6 + 0 54 + 0-9

77 03 186 40 Terror. 10 _ 88 26 — 88-4 60 22 131 28 Erebus. 25 + 7 45 + 7-7

77 12 187 01 Erebus. 10 — 88 20 — 88-3 60 22 131 34 Terror. 21 - 1 01 - 1-0

77 25 186 27 Erebus. 12 — 91 32 — 91-5 58 54 129 38 Erebus. 11 + 8 14 + 8-2

77 36 186 42 Terror. 9 — 92 04 — 92-1 59 03 129 42 Terror. 7 + 9 08 + 9-1

77 49 187 32 Erebus. 12 _ 97 11 — 97*2 57 21 127 46 Erebus. 10 + 8 35 + 8-6

77 52 189 27 Erebus. 13 — 93 38 — 93-6 57 22 127 40 Terror. 8 — 2 01 - 2-0

77 51 189 42 Terror. 7 — 95 08 — 95-1 56 14 130 44 Erebus. 8 + 5 17 + 5-3

77 44 187 59 Erebus. 8 _ 93 31 — 93-5 56 39 129 45 Terror. 7 + 6 13 + 6-2

76 39 188 27 Erebus. 5 _ 77 44 _ 77-7 55 11 131 21 Erebus. 14 + 0 35 + 0-6

76 23 177 25 Erebus. 2 _ 84 55 — 84-9 55 05 132 07 Terror. 18 + 0 59 + 1-0

76 25 177 34 Terror. 2 — 88 44 — 88-7 55 04 132 34 Erebus. 9 4- 0 34 -f 0-6

76 07 168 45 Erebus. 4 — 99 28 — 99-5 54 05 134 44 Terror. 11 _ 3 01 - 3-0

76 31 166 31 Terror. 9 — 1 22 41 — 122-7 54 04 134 38 Erebus. 13 — 2 04 - 2-1

76 22 165 44 Erebus. 6 — 119 17 — 119-3 52 52 135 26 Erebus. 7 _ 1 33 - 1-5

76 36 166 18 Erebus. 14 _ 113 24 — 113-4 52 56 135 05 Terror. 8 - 3 34 - 3-6

76 33 164 45 Erebus. 8 — 115 06 — 115-1 51 10 136 54 Erebus. 5 — 5 05 - 5-1

76 03 166 26 Terror. 6 _ 96 30 _ 96-5 51 15 136 49 Terror. 3 — 5 29 — 5-5

76 11 166 02 Erebus. 4 — 99 05 — 99-1 44 52 143 31 Erebus. 3 - 6 02 - 6-0

75 52 167 07 Erebus. 8 - 95 32 - 95-5 44 38 143 57 Terror. 11 - 8 11 - 8-2

74 46 167 53 Erebus. 2 — 79 14 - 79-2 44 02 145 5! Erebus. 6
;

- 10 32 -10-5
74 55 168 14 Terror. 5 - 82 05 82-1

The small letters a, b, c, d, and e refer to the Subsidiary Table in page 391.
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General Table of the Declinations observed on board Her Majesty’s Ships ‘ Erebus’ and

‘Terror,’ between May 1841 and August 1842.

Position.

Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Declination. Position.

Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Declination.

Lat. S. Long E.

In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

Lat. S. Long. E.

In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

42 52 147 24 Erebus. 2 -10 24* — io-4 56 15 211 47 Erebus. 9 -15 40 — 16*7

43 30 147 20 Terror. 4 -11 59 -12-0 56 20 211 40 Terror. 14 -14 51 — 14-9

42 40 148 45 Erebus. 2 - 9 54 - 9-9 56 23 211 58 Erebus. 9 -13 45 — 13*7

42 17 149 31 Terror. 5 -12 25 — 12-4 56 54 212 23 Erebus. 8 -13 08 -13-1
40 40 149 23 Erebus. 2 - 10 17 — 10-3 57 03 212 16 Terror. 10 -14 42 -14*7
40 51 149 21 Terror. 5 -11 39 -H-7 57 15 212 45 Erebus. 13 -13 41 -14-7

37 48 150 21 Erebus. 10 -11 27 — 11*5 58 25 213 13 Erebus. 12 -14 11 -14*2
37 54 150 20 Terror. 8 -11 13 — 11*2 59 25 213 20 Terror. 10 -16 52 -16*9

37 18 151 34 Erebus. 12 - 9 52 - 9‘9 62 49 212 00 Erebus. 12 -20 15 -20*3

37 10 151 32 Terror. 10 -11 44 — 11*7 62 56 212 07 Terror. 14 -19 55 -19-9
33 51 151 17 Erebus. 1 - 9 52t - 9-9 63 20 210 22 Erebus. 6 -20 47 -20-8
33 54 153 50 Erebus. 2 - 9 56 - 9-9 63 23 210 05 Erebus. 5 -19 69 -20’0§
33 56 151 00 Terror. 4 -11 29 — 11-5 63 23 210 03 Erebus. 19 -20 38 -20*6
33 33 162 01 Erebus. 8 -11 52 -11*9 63 21 209 48 Terror. 17 -20 42 -20-7
33 35 162 47 Terror. 10 -14 24 — 14-4 64 29 206 55 Erebus. ll -21 49 -2D8
33 41 166 26 Erebus. 8 -13 22 -13*4 64 54 206 04 Erebus. 8 -22 39 -22*7
33 48 166 29 Terror. 16 -13 33 — 13-5 64 48 206 10 Terror. 9 -22 15 -22-3
33 32 167 35 Erebus. 7 -13 16 — 13-3 65 13 205 54 Erebus. 8 -21 48 — 21*8

33 22 168 04 Terror. 12 -14 58 — 15*0 65 29 205 55 Erebus. 8 -22 35 -22*6
33 42 169 44 Erebus. 11 -12 45 — 12-7 65 32 204 57 Terror. 7 -23 51 — 23*9

34 15 172 33 Terror. 9 -13 52 -13*9 66 04 203 51 Erebus. 4 -24 06 —24*1
34 31 173 28 Erebus. 11 -13 48 — 13-8 66 22 203 40 Erebus. 11 -25 34 -25*6
34 32 173 47 Terror. 5 -13 39 — 13-7 66 04 203 16 Erebus. 8 -27 08 -27*1
35 16 174 00 Erebus. 1 -13 36+ -13-6 66 10 203 37 Terror. 7 -26 40 -26*7
36 40 177 58 Erebus. 11 - 14 07 — 14-1 66 16 204 39 Erebus. 6 -26 37 -26*6
38 03 179 32 Terror. 10 -14 46 -14-8 66 08 204 20 Erebus. 26 -25 43 -25*7
38 12 179 51 Erebus. 13 -14 23 — 14*4 66 02 20

t4 00 Terror. 18 -26 39 -26*7
39 10 182 43 Erebus. 13 -14 31 — 14-5 65 58 204 13 Erebus. 24 -25 24 -25*4
39 29 182 42 Terror. 11 -15 44 -15-7 65 58 203 54 Terror. 11 —25 04 —25*1
40 53 183 17 Erebus. 11 -12 36 -12-6 65 58 203 49 Terror. 17 — 25 18 —25*3
41 33 183 30 Terror. 15 -14 37 — 14-6 65 58 203 28 Erebus. 17 -24 49 —24*8
42 02 183 31 Erebus. 11

!

-14 09 -14-1 66 00 202 45 Terror. 9 -26 11 -26*2
43 37 183 05 Terror. 4 — 14 46 -14*8 65 47 202 13 Erebus. 6 -25 15$ —25*3
46 09 183 43 Erebus. 13 -16 13 — 16-2 67 38 204 20 Erebus. 9 -27 47 -27*8
45 29 183 10 Terror. 2 -17 17 -17-3 67 39 204 08 Terror. 11 -28 18 -28*3
47 32 184 52 Erebus. 11 -15 21 -15*3 67 20 202 03 Erebus. 8 -27 13 —27*2
47 27 184 48 Terror. 9 -14 49 -14-8 67 15 202 16 Terror. 9 -27 51 -27*9
48 52 186 47 Erebus. 15 -16 02 -16-0 67 19 201 56 Erebus. 8 — 28 53 -28*9
49 23 188 32 Terror. 7 -16 41 -16*7 67 20 201 40 Terror. 11 -28 34 -28*6

!

49 29 189 00 Erebus. 8 -17 27 -17-5 68 28 200 16 Erebus. 14 -30 09 -30*1
50 02 191 28 Erebus. 12 -18 10 -18-2 68 31 199 59 Terror. 10 -33 08 -33*1
49 57 191 10 Terror. 7 -16 24 — 16-4 68 46 199 47 Erebus. 13 -31 40 -31*7
50 51 192 32 Erebus. 6 -17 54 -17-9 68 36 199 43 Terror. 10 -30 59 —31*0
50 53 192 30 Terror. 8 -16 20 -16-3 70 13 186 20 Erebus. 9 -35 23 -35*4
51 39 194 50 Erebus 18 — 15 33 — 15-5 70 30 185 25 Terror. 23 -38 13 — 38*2

51 55 195 28 Terror. 9 - 15 25 -15-4 70 33 185 21 Erebus. 11 -38 40 -38*7
52 43 202 14 Erebus. 10 -13 40 -13-7 70 22 184 32 Erebus. 10 -37 34 — 37*6

53 07 205 21 Erebus. 12 — 12 44 — 12*7 70 13 183 52 Erebus. 11 -35 52 -35*9
53 08 205 11 Terror. 10 — 14 20 — 14-3 70 14 184 00 Terror. 17 -36 54 -36*9

|

54 54 209 24 Erebus. 8 -14 09 — 14-1 71 04 180 46 Terror. 5 -40 46 -40*8

Declinometers at the Observatory.

Bay of Islands.

f Magnetometers on shore.

§ Observed on ice.
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General Table of Declinations (continued).

Position.

Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Declination. Position.

Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Declination.

Lat. S. Long. E.

In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

Lat. S. Long. E.
In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

72 10 180 58 Erebus. 1 -45 43 -45-7 60° 20 205 12 Terror. 4 -18 02 -18-0

73 14 181 08 Terror. 2 -50 11 -50-2 60 16 212 59 Erebus. 4 -17 03 -17'1

75 06 173 14 Erebus. 3 -77 41 -77-7 60 05 213 52 Terror. 6 -17 05 -17-1

75 40 174 56 Terror. 5 -79 09 -79-1 58 59 220 29 Erebus. 6 -15 16 — 15*3

76 48 182 33 Erebus. 6 -86 51 -86*9 58 50 222 00 Terror. 4 -15 34 -15-6

76 54 182 17 Terror. 4 -79 15 -79-3 59 04 229 00 Erebus. 4 -17 23 -17-4

76 39 194 04 Terror. 10 -79 22 -79'4 58 58 227 00 Terror. 1 -16 31 — 16-5

76 40 194 37 Erebus. 10 -79 34 -79-6 60 14 236 32 Erebus. 3 -20 34 -20-6

77 44 198 07 Erebus. 10 -87 15 -87*3 60 14 237 30 Terror. 4 -20 44 -20-7

78 03 197 31 'Erebus. 10 -88 40 -88-7 59 17 245 40 Erebus. 1 -20 11 —20-2

77 54 198 08 Terror. 9 -87 04 -87-1 58 40 251 52 Erebus. 3 -21 30 — 21-5

74 45 193 57 Erebus. 6 -60 03 -60-1 58 28 251 40 Terror. 4 -22 28 -22-5

74 44 193 52 Terror. 4 -59 14 -59*2 58 41 254 59 Erebus. 4 -23 14 —23-2

71 56 186 36 Erebus. 2 -44 47 -44-8 58 36 255 20 Terror. 7 -24 27 -24-5

71 08 184 54 Erebus. 5 — 38 20 -38-3 58 46 258 07 Erebus. 3 -25 11 — 25*2

70 58 184 03 Terror. 3 -37 29 -37*5 58 48 259 04 Terror. 4 -27 04 -27-1

69 50 180 16 Erebus. 12 -31 04 -31*1 59 0] 268 34 Erebus. 9 -26 19 — 26-3

70 10 180 20 Terror. 3 -30 53 -30-9 59 03 270 00 Terror. 11 -26 11 -26*2

68 07 183 42 Erebus. 12 -27 41 -277 59 02 272 04 Erebus. 1 -26 57 -26-9
68 01 183 35 Terror. 4 -28 45 -28'7 58 51 276 04 Erebus. 5 -26 24 -26*4

67 25 186 42 Erebus. 4 -27 08 -27-1 58 55 276 26 Terror. 7 -28 46 -28-8

67 30 185 00 Terror. 7 -29 24 -29-4 58 20 280 27 Erebus. 5 -25 17 -25-3

67 19 187 25 Terror. 2 -23 47 -23-8 58 21 279 48 Terror. 10 -27 30 -27*5
65 07 192 24 Erebus. 7 —24 04 -24-1 58 30 282 05 Erebus. 8 -26 17 -26-3

65 06 191 55 Terror. 4 -25 54 -25-9 58 30 282 00 Terror. 10 -27 22 -27*4
63 33 194 53 Erebus. 1 -21 06 -21*1 58 30 282 30 Terror. 5 -27 18 -27-3
62 20 196 15 Erebus. 5 -19 54 -19*9 58 32 283 40 Erebus. 7 -26 46 — 26*8

62 26 195 40 Terror. 4 -19 55 -19-9 58 14 286 11 Terror. 4 -25 52 -25-9
j

60 57 199 31 Erebus. 8 -18 43 -18*7 56 46 294 30 Terror. 2 '— 20 50 : -20-8
;

61 00 199 00 Terror. 4 -19 34 -19-6 52 16 301 06 Erebus. 6 — 16 41 -16-7
!

60 29 203 40 Erebus. 4 -17 13 -17-2 52 14 301 09 Terror.
|

4 -18 12 -18*2 1

The small letter, f, refers to the Subsidiary Table which follows.

Subsidiary Table ; comprising “ Groups” in Latitudes exceeding 75° S.

Group. Lat. S. Long. E. Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Decli-

nation.
Group. Lat. S. Long. E. Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Decli-
|

nation.

a 76 50 173 22 Erebus. 21 96-2 d 77° 51 188 59 Erebus. 25 95-3

a 76 30 171 03 Terror. 22 103-3 d 77 39 187 00 Terror. 9 93-7

b 77 16 188 34 Erebus. 21 86-4 d 77 ll 186 44 Erebus. 15 87-1

b 77 36 187 40 Terror. 24 92-3 e 76 32 165 44 Erebus. 28 115-2

b 77 44 186 43 Erebus. 27 94-7 e 76 20 166 29 Terror. 15 112-2

c 77 16 192 45 Erebus. 19 82-1 e 76 00 167 15 Erebus. 16 97*6

c 77 02 190 47 Terror. 22 82-1 f 76 13 178 12 Terror. 9 79*2

c 77 06 188 47 Erebus. 21 83-1 f 76 28 187 26 Erebus. 19 81-6

d 77 19 186 41 Terror. 19 90-1 f 77 15 196 00 Terror. 19 83-0

d 77 19 186 44 Erebus. 22 90-0 f 77 53 197 49 Erebus. 20 88-0
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General Table of the Declinations observed on board Her Majesty’s Ships ‘ Erebus
’

and ‘Terror,’ between September 1842 and April 1843.

Position.

Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Declination. Position.

Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Declination.

Lat. S. Long. E.
In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

Lat. S. Long. E.
In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

51 32 301 53 Erebus. 1 -17 36 — 17-6* 64° 09 303 03 Erebus. 4 -21 32 — 21*5

54 10 305 35 Terror. 2 -16 02 -16*0 64 38 303 30 Terror. 5 —22 50 —22*8
53 55 304 19 Erebus. 3 -18 18 -18*3 64 42 303 20 Terror. 2 -24 08 -24*1
53 54 304 25 Terror. 3 -19 55 -19-9 64 30 303 00 Erebus. 3 -23 00 -23*0
55 07 300 19 Terror. 2 —21 39 -21-7 64 44 303 12 Erebus. 8 -22 03 —22*1
55 41 296 41 Terror. 3 -23 54 -23 9 64 44 303 10 Erebus. 3 —21 13 -21-2f
56 07 292 53 Terror. 4 22 21 -22-3 64 41 302 52 Terror. 3 -23 52 — 23*9§

55 39 295 23 Erebus. 4 — 24 03 -24-1 64 40 303 06 Erebus. 5 -23 32 -23*5
55 42 295 20 Terror. 6 — 24 50 -24-8 64 40 302 07 Terror. 2 — 24 37 -24*6
55 33 299 12 Erebus. 8 — 21 29 -21-5 64 38 302 40 Terror. 2 —24 07 -24*1 +
55 29 299 03 Terror. 11 24 06 -24-1 64 39 302 36 Erebus. 5 -23 04 -23*1

54 32 299 53 Terror. 5 —22 04 — 22-1 64 41 302 36 Terror. 6 -24 30 -24*5
54 53 299 59 Erebus. 5 -21 10 -21-2 64 39 302 36 Erebus. 1 — 22 14 — 22*2f
52 43 301 12 Terror. 12 -21 15 -21-3 64 36 302 38 Erebus. 7 — 23 11 -23*2
53 04 300 51 Erebus. 1 -19 48 — 19’8 64 31 302 36 Erebus. 4 —23 37 -23*6
52 04 302 47 Erebus. 5 — 18 03 -18-1 64 32 302 55 Terror. 4 -23 31 -23*5
52 46 303 12 Terror. 4 -19 41 -19*7 64 25 304 46 Erebus. 8 —21 17 -21 3

52 50 303 12 Erebus. 6 — 18 29 -18*5 64 03 305 10 Terror. 8 —22 23 -22*4
53 50 303 49 Terror. 2 —20 22 -20-4 64 20 306 00 Terror. 5 -21 30 -21*5
53 56 303 52 Erebus. 6 -17 35 -17-6 64 19 304 20 Erebus 8 -21 49 -21*8
55 45 305 17 Terror. 6 -20 12 -20-2 64 17 304 42 Terror. 4 — 21 49 -21*8
55 46 305 17 Erebus. 7 -18 47 -18-8 64 14 303 50 Erebus. 11 — 20 56 -20*9
56 36 306 38 Erebus. 5 -17 47 -17-8 64 09 304 10 Terror. 5 — 22 30 -22*5
56 54 306 41 Terror. 4 —21 09 -21*1 64 04 304 18 Erebus. 11 -20 49 - 20*8

56 28 306 45 Erebus. 2 -17 59 -18*0 64 05 303 55 Terror. 6 —22 27 -22*5
58 29 308 13 Erebus. 7 — 18 03 -18-1 64 08 304 12 Erebus. 4 -21 07 -21*1

58 25 308 00 Terror. 7 -20 06 -20*1 64 04 303 58 Erebus. 6 — 21 37 -21*6
59 28 308 20 Terror. 3 -21 29 -21-5 64 00 304 22 Terror. 5 -23 02 -23*0
59 34 308 28 Erebus. 5 -17 56 -17-9 64 08 303 47 Erebus. 12 -21 53 -21*9
62 00 307 52 Terror. 2 -20 22 -20*4 64 09 303 57 Terror. 7 —22 13 — 22*2

62 18 308 03 Erebus. 5 -18 24 -18*4 63 53 304 51 Erebus. 8 — 20 36 -20*6
62 31 308 05 Terror. 2 —23 50 -23*8 64 12 305 20 Terror. 10 -21 56 -21*9
62 20 308 12 Terror. 5 -22 43 -22*7 64 16 305 23 Erebus. 4 -20 37 -20*6
62 54 305 41 Erebus. 8 — 20 16 -20*3 64 10 309 30 Terror. 10 -19 58 -20*0
62 39 306 12 Terror. 22 —21 41 -21*7 64 44 315 41 Erebus. 4 - 14 00 -14*0
63 47 304 52 Erebus. 5 -22 19 -22*3 64 37 315 51 Erebus. 7 -13 51 -13*9
63 40 304 45 Terror. 1 -21 15 — 21*3 64 31 316 22 Erebus. 3 -13 49 -13*8
63 51 304 24 Terror. 5 -23 04 — 23*1 64 41 316 00 Terror. 9 -16 25 -16*4
64 14 304 21 Erebus. 5 — 20 56 -20*9 64 50 316 41 Terror. 10 -15 32 -15-5
64 17 304 17 Terror. 7 -21 34 -21*6 64 40 316 50 Erebus. 12 -13 46 -13*8
64 26 303 52 Erebus. 5 —22 51 -22*9 65 04 318 29 Terror. 8 -14 27 -14*5
64 26 304 20 Erebus. 2 -20 50 — 20*8f 65 06 318 20 Erebus. 6 -13 20 -13*3
64 35 303 47 Erebus. 6 —23 51 -23*9 65 13 319 20 Erebus. 3 -12 47 -12*8
64 33 304 05 Terror. 13 oo 23 -22*4 63 58 321 43 Terror. 7 -10 25 -10*4
64 31 304 28 Erebus. 7 -21 50 — 21*8 63 56 321 58 Erebus. 10 - 9 20 - 9*3

64 11 303 50 Terror. 9 -22 11 — 22*2 62 38 328 00 Terror. 8 - 7 37 - 7*6

64 20 304 34 Erebus. 7 -20 08 -20*1 62 50 328 20 Erebus. 3 - 7 54 - 7*9

64 04 304 41 Erebus. 4 -20 44 -20*7 62 37 328 30 Erebus. 7 - 2 50 - 2*8

64 20 303 12 Terror. 7 -24 02 — 24*0 62 16 330 30 Terror. 3 - 6 30 — 6*5

64 20 304 28 Erebus. 3 -19 19 — 19*3 62 20 330 30 Erebus. 8 - 4 41 - 4-7

* Magnetometers on shore at Port Louis.

X On ice : mean of 3 of Eater's compasses.

t On ice.

§ On ice : mean of 3 compasses.
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General Table of the Declinations (continued).

Position.

Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Declination. Position.

Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Declination.

Lat. S. Long. E.
In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

Lat. S. Long. E.
In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

62 06 333 43 Erebus. 8 3 41 3-7 61 16 349 00 Terror. 4 + 7 16 + 7-3

62 09 332 58 Terror. 15 _ 2 38 — 2-6 57 46 351 52 Erebus. 5 + 11 17 + 11-3

61 55 333 48 Erebus. 16 — 3 38 — 3-6 57 30 351 40 Terror. 9 + 10 36 + 10-6

61 36 336 20 Erebus. 10 — 0 44 — 0-7 57 22 352 12 Erebus. 7 + 13 10 + 13-2

61 32 335 33 Terror. 6 — 0 44 — 0-7 57 16 352 54 Terror. 12 + 11 24 + 11-4

62 24 343 58 Erebus. 8 + 4 40 + 4-7 57 10 352 53 Erebus. 8 + 12 28 + 12*5

62 18 343 44 Terror. 12 + 3 39 + 3-7 57 04 352 52 Erebus. 4 + 14 57 + 1+9
62 52 344 33 Erebus. 7 + 4 40 + 4-7 56 42 353 40 Terror. 2 + 11 22 + 11-4

64 04 345 07 Terror. 4 + 4 17 + 4-3 56 34 353 50 Erebus. 3 + 13 46 + 13-8

64 04 345 16 Erebus. 4 + 5 07 + 5-1 55 56 355 38 Erebus. 4 + 13 19 + 13-3

64 24 349 04 Terror. 4 + 4 46 + 4-8 55 58 355 30 Terror. 3 + 12 59 + 13-0

65 08 349 50 Erebus. 7 + 7 02 + 7-0 54 28 357 45 Erebus. 2 + 16 48 + 16-8

65 01 349 04 Terror. 8 + 5 58 + 6-0 54 30 357 50 Terror. 1 + 13 52 + 13-9

66 00 351 00 Terror. 6 + 8 12 + 8-2 54 06 359 38 Erebus. 6 + 17 11 + 17-2

66 01 353 00 Erebus. 5 + 9 06 + 9*1 54 18 359 38 Terror. 8 + 14 49 + 14-8

67 12 350 36 Terror. 6 + 7 08 + 7-1 50 00 9 35 Erebus. 4 + 24 12 + 24-2

67 04 350 39 Erebus. 7 + 8 56 + 8-9 48 12 10 29 Terror. 6 + 24 15 + 24-3

68 00 348 21 Erebus. 7 + 6 34 + 6-6 47 50 10 54 Erebus. 5 + 25 27 + 25-5

68 08 348 10 Terror. 13 + 4 15 + 4-3 43 36 13 47 Terror. 7 + 26 59 + 27-0

68 18 347 20 Erebus. 7 + 5 37 + 5-6 43 49 13 38 Erebus. 3 + 29 28 + 29-5

68 32 347 09 Erebus. 2 + 4 43 + 4-7 43 15 14 40 Erebus. 11 + 28 25 + 28*4

68 30 346 50 Terror. 6 + 4 15 + 4-3 41 51 15 03 Terror. 2 +27 29 + 27*5

63 36 345 18 Erebus. 4 + 3 05 + 3-1 41 43 15 10 Erebus. 7 + 29 01 + 29-0

69 42 345 20 Terror. 7 + 1 53 + 1-9 39 52 16 04 Terror. 5 + 26 53 + 26-9

70 55 343 30 Erebus. 6 + 2 24 + 2-4 39 43 15 45 Erebus. 5 + 28 29 + 28*5

70 43 343 12 Terror. 11 + 2 23 + 2-4 38 26 16 39 Terror 4 + 27 44 +27-7
70 24 341 56 Terror. 3 - 2 06 — 2*1 37 50 16 35 Erebus. 2 + 29 28 + 29-5

70 33 343 18 Erebus. 2 + 3 23 + 3-4 36 15 16 31 Terror. 3 +28 48 + 28-8

56 10 346 40 Terror. 3 + 5 35 + 5-6 35 50 16 29 Erebus. 11 + 30 02 + 30-0

64 29 346 02 Erebus. 4 + 4 25 + 4-4 35 26 16 14 Terror. 3 + 28 04 + 28-1

64 06 346 15 Terror. 7 + 5 29 + 5-5 35 01 17 08 Erebus. 5 + 30 32 + 30-5

61 16 348 56 Erebus. 4 + 8 59 + 9-0



General Table of the Declinations observed on board Her Majesty’s hired Bark ‘ Pagoda.’

Lat. S. Long. E.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Declination.

Lat. S. Long. E.
No. of

obser-

vations.

Declination.

In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

34 42 17 36 4 + 29 51 + 29-9 38 40 116 17 4 + 6 56 + 6*9

35 26 15 08 4 + 28 39 -28-7 36 51 116 36 3 + 4 31 + 4*5

35 17 14 00 3 + 27 15 + 27-3 36 10 116 43 8 + 4 52 + 4*9

35 10 13 25 3 + 25 40 + 25*7 35 12 117 41 5 + 6 20 + 6*3

38 43 14 25 1 + 25 09 + 25*1 35 28 117 04 1 + 6 55 + 6-9

39 18 14 28 11 + 28 20 + 28-3 35 02
j

117 56 3 + 5 33* + 5*5

40 15 14 35 11 + 27 40 +27-7 35 10 118 06 1 + 5 57 + 5*9

44 45 13 19 4 + 26 34 + 26-6 35 42 115 40 1 + 5 59 + 6*0

46 24 13 34 3 + 25 54 + 25-9 35 33 114 42 3 + 5 41 + 5*7

48 27 10 51 4 + 24 50 -24-8 34 18 113 12 4 + 6 37 + 6*6

50 45 10 18 8 + 23 55 + 23-9 32 42 111 43 5 + 6 36 + 6*6

51 47 9 34 17 + 23 37 + 23-6 30 25 109 07 4 + 7 20 + 7-3

52 56 7 53 4 + 23 46 + 23-8 29 20 106 55 2 + 6 30 + 65
53 52 6 12 12 + 21 34 + 21-6 27 41 106 35 2 + 6 33 + 6*5

55 29 5 54 3 + 21 23 + 21-4 26 10 105 16 3 + 5 30 + 5*5

59 02 4 09 4 + 17 30 + 17*5 24 07 102 28 2 + 5 32 + 5*5

61 12 9 30 10 + 20 29 + 20-5 23 58 99 21 4 + 5 14 + 5*2

62 03 12 45 4 + 22 07 + 22-1 24 01 97 34 4 + 7 08 + 7-1

61 54 16 40 8 + 23 11 + 23-2 23 56 95 46 6 + 6 10 + 6*2

61 49 19 13 27 + 26 16 + 26-3 24 17 94 06 4 + 5 31 + 5*5

62 05 20 58 9 + 28 05 + 28-1 24 05 92 11 1 + 6 34 + 6*6

63 18 21 10 6 + 28 56 + 28*9 22 46 90 40 9 + 5 56 + 5*9

64 25 25 05 9 + 30 24 + 30-4 21 53 89 42 2 + 4 23 + 4*4

65 43 28 33 11 + 31 37 + 31-6 20 46 88 06 5 + 4 45 + 4*7

66 26 37 25 3 + 35 39 + 35-7 20 37 85 32 3 + 5 20 + 5*3

66 55 38 32 5 + 37 43 + 37*7 20 25 82 32 5 + 5 08 + 5*1

67 34 39 41 7 + 38 13 + 38-2 20 36 79 20 7 + 4 43 + 4*7

66 41 39 22 3 + 37 18 + 37-3 20 44 78 34 21 + 5 29 + 5*5

67 06 40 03 5 + 36 59 + 37-0 20 39 77 45 3 + 5 22 + 5*4

67 01 40 30 2 + 37 12 + 37*2 20 28 76 23 3 + 6 01 + 6*0

64 52 38 37 5 + 36 38 + 36*6 20 45 73 20 1 + 5 54 + 5*9

64 52 40 12 6 + 36 54 + 36*9 20 27 70 49 2 + 6 35 + 6*6

1

64 22 40 49 2 + 36 32 + 36*5 20 34 69 37 2 + 6 07 + 6*1

63 57 41 37 3 + 37 34 + 37*6 20 58 68 12 5 + 8 00 + 8*0

1 63 22 45 31 6 + 39 39 + 39*7 21 11 67 54 3 + 6 34 + 6*6

63 37 47 01 7 + 40 03 + 40*1 21 12 67 29 2 + 7 37 + 7-6

63 43 49 29 2 + 39 21 + 39*3 21 01 66 24 3 + 7 46 + 7*8

61 33 53 4o 6 + 40 30 + 40*5 20 39 63 01 2 + 8 27 + 8*5

61 18 57 41 6 + 41 57 + 41*9 20 30 59 42 3 + 9 44 + 97
61 04 63 45 4 + 45 17 + 45*3 19 54 57 55 1

[

+ 9 27 + 9-5

61 43 69 36 1 + 45 51 + 45*9 20 09 57 31 2 + 9 44+ + 9*7

62 10 72 25 7 + 46 01 + 46*0 20 50 55 32 2 + ] l 15 + 11*3

62 46 76 30 ll + 50 35 + 50*6 21 54 53 00 4 + 13 44 + 13*7

63 05 80 20 l + 52 17 + 52*3 23 44 51 48 3 + 14 22 + 14*4

61 41 85 20 7 + 47 19 + 47*3 25 47 49 40 2 + 15 09 + 15*1

60 50 87 41 3 + 47 47 + 47*8 26 30 49 20 3 + 16 23 + 16*4

61 23 91 26 10 + 49 28 + 49*5 27 12 46 02 5 + 20 25 + 20*4

61 16 91 43 7 + 49 02 + 49*0 28 19 43 07 3 + 21 19 + 21*3

60 46 92 20 6 + 48 01 + 48*0 28 49 42 07 4 ! + 21 57 + 21*9

60 03 95 15 4 + 44 53 + 44*9 28 36 40 14 5 + 22 34 + 22*6

59 22 100 31 7 + 41 02 + 41*0 28 57 37 49 7 + 23 37 + 23*6

|

58 31 98 59 1 + 39 50 + 39*8 30 18 35 55 2 1 +26 29 + 26*5

|

58 30 98 32 3 + 40 37 + 40*6 30 30 33 42 6 + 27 28 +27*5
1 56 53 101 15 2 + 37 37 + 37*6 30 35 33 13 1 + 25 09 + 25*1

55 42 103 15 3 + 32 54 + 32*9 31 09 31 31 9 + 26 46 + 26*8

54 45 106 17 6 + 29 24 + 29*4 32 54 29 49 4 +28 44 + 28*7

54 05 108 15 2 + 26 34 + 26*6 34 44 26 50 9 + 28 41 + 28*7

53 12 110 24 6 + 21 52 + 21*9 35 39 23 35 5 + 29 26 +29*4
49 05 112 47 10 + 17 09 + 17*1 35 40 21 37 2 +29 16 + 29*3

46 32 115 54 1 + 12 02 + 12*0 35 06 20 46 1 + 27 56 +27*9
1

44 59 116 53 2 + 9 43 + 9*7 35 08 20 24 2 + 28 47 + 28*8

43 41 116 57 6 + 7 04 + 7*1 34 55 19 33 3 + 28 57 + 28*9
j

! 41 02 116 42 3 + 4 10 + 4*2 34 12 18 27 16 + 29 15 + 29*3
i

* On shore at King George’s Sound. f On shore at Port Louis, Mauritius.
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General Table of the Inclinations observed in Her Majesty’s Ship ‘Erebus’ with Needle
F 1, from the Cape of Good Hope to Kerguelen Island, and from Kerguelen Island
to Hobarton, between April 1840 and August of the same year.

Position.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Inclination. Position.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Inclination.

Lat. S. Long. E.
In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

Lat. S. Long. E.
In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

35 14

35 48
36 00

36 07
36 29
37 19
38 11

40 05

40 29
41 24
41 47
43 04

44 19

45 40

46 59
47 00
46 46

47 01

46 41

46 17
46 25
46 57
47 19

18 27
18 47
19 00
20 55
21 16

21 37
22 00

20 38

22 22
25 00
26 38

28 40
31 06
34 08

37 14

38 14

42 23
46 10

50 52
52 04

52 01

55 34

59 10

2
4

2

2
4

5

2
2
o

4

2

5

2

2
2

3

2
2

2
4

2

4

-54 32
-54 18

-55 24
-55 50
-55 38
-56 03
-55 35
-56 33
-57 28
-58 21
-58 43

-59 34
-60 52
-62 23
-64 00
-64 30
-65 47
-66 36
-67 41

-67 10

-67 30
-68 12
-68 42

1
I

1
.1

1
1I
1
1
!
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
I
|
|
||

47° 40
48 32
48 41

48 29
48 17

47 55

47 46

47 12

47 03

47 39
47 35

47 45

47 34

47 41

47 34
46 44
46 13

45 59
45 17
44 24
44 16

42 52

62 25

69 24
68 54
76 55
80 15

83 00
86 18

89 45

93 00
102 42 I

106 26
110 39
114 15

|

121 30 I

124 43
128 26
132 00
135 38

139 19
141 39
142 38
147 24

2
6

9

2

2

2
2

2
2

2

2

2

2

2
2

2
2

2
2

2

12

-69° 87
-70 59
-70 00
-71 08
-72 09
-72 49
-73 48
-73 51
-74 53
-74 46
-74 48
-75 25
-75 33
-76 22
-76 58
-75 58
-75 35
-74 05
-73 38
-72 55
-73 19
-70 38

- 69-6
- 71-0

I

— 70-0*
- 71-1

-72-1
-72*8
-73-8
-73-9
-74-9
-74-8
-74-8
-75-4
-75-5
-76-4
-77-0
-76-0
-75-6
-74-1
-73-6
-72*9
-73-3
— 70-6f

j

I

* °n sWe at Island. f On shore at Yan Diemen Island.

General Table of the Observations of the Inclination between the Cape of Good Hope
and Yan Diemen Island, by Lieut. Alexander Smith, K.N., 1844.

Lat. S. Long. E.
Inclination,

in degrees
and minutes.

In degrees,

and decimals
of a degree.

licit. S. Long. E.
Inclination,

in degrees

and minutes.

In degrees,

and decimals
of a degree.

38 00
38 28
39 06

39 42

39 33
39 33
39 50
40 01

40 32
41 06
41 00
40 43
40 56

39 34
39 00
38 31

38 22
38 08

38 10

38 25

4 20

7 45
12 00
15 44

23 05
26 52
28 36
32 22
36 40
41 40
46 13

49 12
53 30
60 55
65 44
68 45

70 10

73 35

75 22
76 44

— 52 00
— 53 03
— 55 42
-57 06
-59 32
-61 47
— 62 08
-62 56
-64 09
— 64 42
— 65 19
— 66 08
— 66 25
-67 27
-67 19
-66 45
— 67 06
—66 45
— 66 42
-66 54

-52-0
— 53*1

-55-7
-57*1
-59-5
-61-8
— 62-1

-62-9
—64-1
-64*7
-65-3
-66-1
-66-4
-67*5
—67-3
-66-7
-67*1
-66-7
-66*7
-66-9

38 48

39 04

39 58
40 06
40 06
40 02
39 52
39 54
40 08 I

40 31

41 16

41 54
41 58
42 17

42 35
43 00
43 16

43 28
44 06 !

0 ,

77 50

79 45
84 00

87 00
90 52
95 10

99 22
102 00
105 55

109 06

113 25
117 40
119 00
122 30
125 40

129 36
133 44

137 10

141 37

-67 14

-67 17

-67 43
-68 13
-68 41

|

-69 08

|

-69 00
-69 00
-69 22
-70 02
-70 30
-71 20
-71 33
— 71 45
-72 08
-72 08
-72 13
-71 55
-72 14

— 67‘2

-67-3
- 67-7

— 68*2

-68-7
- 69-1
- 69*0

-69-0
-69-4
-70-0
-70-5
-71-3
-71-5
-71-7
-72-1
-72-1
-72-2
-71-9
_

MDCCCLXV1II.
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General Table of the Observations of the Inclination between Van Diemen Island and

the Cape of Good Hope, by Lieut. Joseph Dayman, E.N., 1844 and 1845.

Lat. S. Long. E.

Inclination,

in degrees

and minutes.

In degrees,

and decimals

of a degree.

Lat. S. Long. E.

Inclination,

in degrees

and minutes.

In degrees,

and decimals
of a degree.

iHobarton 0 bservatory. -70 40 -70*7 23 11 95 40 -53 44 -53-7

44 48 144 51 -71 36 -71*6 22 54 93 48 -53 26 -53-4

i 44 30 143 56 -70 50 - 70*8 22 19 91 16 -53 11 -53-2

|

44 34 142 51 -71 31 -71-5 22 17 89 57 -53 11 -53-2

44 34 139 37 -73 11 -73-2 22 11 86 30 -53 20 -53*3

43 21 138 37 -70 33 -70-5 22 08 84 17 -53 52 -53-9

|

42 24 137 18 -70 42 -70*7 22 34 80 10 -54 23 -54-4

41 46 133 26 -70 40 — 70-7 22 35 78 08 -54 26 -54*4

41 24 129 30 -70 22 -70-4 22 38 76 10 -54 45 -54-7

42 08 128 45 -71 11 - 71-2 22 28 74 18 -54 41 -54-7

40 05 128 23 -70 08 -70-1 22 33 72 00 -55 04 -55-1

39 25 124 04 -69 40 -69-7 22 41 69 54 -55 54 -55*9

38 00 123 38 -68 21 -68-3 23 52 64 59 — 56 52 -56-9

!

38 21 122 46 -67 27 — 67*5 24 23 62 54 -57 57 -57-9

1
37 52 122 29 -67 39 -67-7 24 50 6l 11 -58 15 -58*3

!
37 14 121 58 -67 07 -67-1 24 43 59 46 -57 59 -58-0

|

37 13 120 40 -68 06 -68-1 24 36 58 37 -58 17 -58-3

36 28 118 57 -67 08 -67-1 24 45 57 03 -59 13 -59-2

35 22 117 46 — 65 53 -65-9 25 13 51 29 -58 34 -58*6

!
36 42 118 35 -67 03 -67-1 25 42 49 06 -58 43 -58-7

|

36 58 117 38 -67 19 -67-3 26 54 45 47 -58 41 -58-7

36 06 116 42 -66 27 -66-5 28 15 42 18 -59 37 -59*6

J

36 24 115 33 -66 44 -66-7 29 21 39 06 -60 01 -60-0

37 00 115 10 -66 35 -66*6 30 10 36 17 -59 08 -59-1

35 46 114 14 -65 48 -65-8 31 19 32 21 -58 32 -58-5

1
34 58 112 59 — 65 16 -65-3 32 17 29 34 -58 16 -58-3

33 47 111 04 -63 23 -63-4 34 02 26 53 -57 23 -57*4

32 37 108 24 -62 18 -62-3 34 35 25 31 — 56 45 -56*7

29 40 105 28 -59 37 -59-6 34 36 25 23 -56 35 — 56*6

28 04 105 06 —58 33 -58-5 34 40 24 16 -56 32 -56-5

26 44 104 26 — 56 54 -56-9 34 04 22 45 -56 43 -56-7

25 52 102 58 -55 50 -55*8 34 29 21 44 -55 36 -55-6

24 50 101 31 -54 44 -54-7 34 48 19 33 -54 50 -54-8

24 00 99 33 -54 20 -54-3
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General Table of the Magnetic Inclinations observed in Her Majesty’s Ships ‘ Erebus ’

and ‘Terror,’ between November 13, 1840 and April 6, 1841.

Ship. Lat. S. Long. E.
No. of

obser-

vations.

Incli-

nation.

In degrees,

and decimals

of a degree.

Ship. Lat. S. Long. E.
No. of
obser-

vations.

Incli-

nation.

In degrees,

and decimals

of a degree.

Erebus. 44° 16 149 29 3 -70 56 -70-9 Erebus. 70 23 174 50 4 — 85 02 -85-0
Erebus. 45 13 151 57 3 -72 03 -72-1 Terror. 71 15 171 38 1 -85 52 -85*9
Erebus. 45 33 152 45 3 -71 53 -71*9 Erebus. 71 20 171 00 8 -85 52 -85-9
Erebus. 46 18 154 30 3 -72 19 -72-3 Erebus. 71 47 170 52 3 -86 43 -867 1

Erebus. 47 46 157 40 3 -73 29 — 73’5 Terror. 71 54 171 00 1 — 85 26 — 85-4
1

Erebus. 49 20 160 13 3 -74 32 -74*5 Erebus. 72 07 172 19 4 — 86 43 -86*7
Erebus. 50 28 164 09 3 -74 40 -74*7 Terror. 72 12 171 47 1 -86 12 -86-2

Erebus. 50 33 166 19 3 -73 24* -73-4 Erebus. 71 53 172 00 6 -86 26 -86-4

Erebus. 52 34 169 10 8 -74 20f -74-3 Terror. 71 54 172 56 1 -86 19 - 86-3

Erebus. 54 06 169 09 4 -74 57 -74*9 Terror. 71 52 171 20 1 -86 42 -86-7
Terror. 55 40 169 38 1 -76 23 -76*4 Erebus. 72 10 172 54 7 -86 42 - 86-7

Erebus. 55 50 170 06 3 -76 23 -76-4 Terror. 72 12 171 49 1 -86 47 -86-8

Erebus. 57 35 170 32 6 -77 55 — 77°9 Terror. 72 08 173 39 1 -86 15 -86-3

Terror. 58 54 170 50 1 -78 25 -78*4 Erebus. 72 57 176 06 5 -86 40 -86*7

Erebus. 58 57 170 57 4 -78 09 -78*1 Terror. 72 54 176 27 1 -86 21 —86-3

Terror. 59 38 169 51 1 -78 56 -78-9 Erebus. 72 33 173 36 8 -87 00 —87'0
Erebus. 59 44 169 40 6 -78 47 -78-8 Terror. 72 32 173 10 1 -87 18 — 87*3

Erebus 60 14 170 15 3 -78 59 -79-0 Erebus. 73 58 171 11 15 -87 30 — 87'5

Erebus. 60 38 170 38 8 -79 09 -79*1 Terror. 73 45 171 41 2 -87 22 -87-4

Erebus. 61 34 170 40 3 -79 36 -79-6 Erebus. 73 56 171 35 8 -87 14 -87-2
Erebus. 62 07 172 54 4 -79 49 -79-8 Terror. 74 15 171 20 2 -87 27 -87-5
Terror. 62 35 174 54 1 -80 02 -80-0 Terror. 74 05 174 48 1 -86 11 — 86-2

Erebus. 62 40 173 40 1 -80 17 -80*3 Erebus. 74 34 173 23 7 -87 36 -87-6
Erebus. 62 46 174 34 6 -80 15 -80-3 Terror. 74 29 173 30 l -86 58 -87-0
Terror. 62 57 174 42 1 -80 26 -80-4 Erebus. 74 43 169 09 9 — 88 13 -88-2
Erebus. 64 04 172 41 9 -81 10 -81*2 Terror. 75 03 169 01 2 -88 02 — 88*0

Terror. 64 05 172 52 1 -81 36 -81*6 Erebus. 74 55 169 01 3 —88 40 — 88-7

Terror. 64 18 172 29 1 -81 35 -81-6 Terror. 74 56 168 55 2 -87 58 -88-0
Terror. 64 28 173 22 1 —81 20 -81*3 Erebus. 75 22 168 48 4 -88 40 -88-7
Erebus. 64 30 172 56 6 -81 19 -81-3 Terror. 75 36 168 27 3 -88 09 -88-1
Terror. 65 44 171 59 1 -82 26 -82*4 Erebus. 76 06 168 11 4 -88 50 -88-8

Erebus. 66 07 171 22 8 -82 27 -82-5 Terror. 77 09 170 57 2 -87 52 -87-9
Terror. 66 23 170 23 2 -83 30 -83-5 Erebus. 77 07 169 56 2 -88 29 — 88-5

Erebus. 66 31 169 29 8 -82 41 — 82*7 Terror. 77 54 176 28 2 -87 13 -87-2
Erebus. 66 01 170 28 8 -82 30 -82*5 Erebus. 77 44 178 18 6 -86 37 -86-6
Terror. 66 18 170 11 1 -82 50 -82-8 Terror. 77 45 178 21 2 -86 47 -86-8
Terror. 65 40 171 17 1 -81 34 -81*6 Terror. 76 56 188 35 3 -87 02 -87-0
Terror. 65 19 172 24 1 -82 00 -82-0 Erebus. 77 08 189 01 14 -86 28 — 86-5

|

Erebus. 65 22 172 40 4 -82 06 — 82*1 Terror. 77 33 186 10 2 -86 53 -86-9
Terror. 65 35 173 18 1 -83 32 -83-5 Erebus. 77 50 186 47 5 — 86 28 — 86-5

Erebus. 65 55 174 31 3 -82 33 -82*5 Erebus. 77 07 190 14 13 —86 22 -86-4
Terror. 67 22 174 42 1 -83 31 -83-5 Terror. 77 10 190 18 2 -86 25 -86-4

'

Erebus. 67 27 174 51 4 -83 24 -83-4 Erebus. 77 17 192 52 9 -86 15 -86-3
j

Terror. 68 08 175 18 1 -83 28 -83*5 Terror. 76 56 186 05 2 -86 25 -86*4
Erebus. 68 17 175 00 5 -83 29 -83-5 Erebus. 77 10 188 43 6 —86 12 — 86-2

Terror. 68 29 175 30 2 -84 09 -84-1 Terror. 77 37 186 43 3 — 86 25 — s6-4

Erebus. 68 32 175 49 6 -83 56 -83-9 Erebus. 77 00 186 37 5 -86 32 — 86‘5

Terror. 68 25 176 25 1 -83 56 -83*9 Terror. 77 54 190 34 1 -86 27 — 86*5

Erebus. 68 28 176 31 10 -83 39 -83-7 Erebus. 77 55 189 05 2 -86 06 -86-1
Erebus. 69 02 176 20 5 -83 48

' -83-8 Terror. 77 42 188 10 1 -86 24 -86-4
Terror. 69 23 176 17 1 -84 38 -84-6 Erebus. 77 43 187 10 5 -86 16 —86-3
Terror. 70 10 174 33 1 -85 07 -85-1 Erebus. 77 35 186 52 5 — 86 28 -86-5

* Auckland Island : observed on shore with needles whose poles were inverted,

f Campbell Island : observed on shore.

3 i 2
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General Table of the Magnetic Inclinations, ‘Erebus’ and ‘Terror,’ 1840 and 1841 (continued).

Ship. Lat. S. Long. E.
No. of

obser-

vations.

Incli-

nation.

In degrees,

and decimals

of a degree.

Ship. Lat. S. Long. E.
No. of

obser-

vations.

Incli-

nation.

In degrees,

and decimals

of a degree.

Terror. 76 27 183 03 1 -86 52 -86-9 Terror. 64 21 148 43 1 -84 22 -84-4
Erebus. 76 22 188 05 4 -86 22 -86-4 Erebus. 64 33 148 03 4 -85 15 — 85'3

Terror. 76 49 184 06 2 -87 14 - 87-2 Terror. 65 19 144 14 7 -85 41 -85-7
Erebus. 76 50 183 26 3 -86 50 - 86*8 Erebus. 65 12 143 45 12 -85 40 -85-7
Terror. 76 24 177 36 1 -87 12 - 87'2 Erebus. 64 20 140 40 5 -84 58 -85-0
Erebus. 76 16 175 11 7 -87 25 — 87-4 Terror. 64 32 140 46 1 -85 34 - 85-6

Terror. 76 31 170 51 2 -87 47 — 87'8 Erebus. 63 09 139 28 7 -85 06 -85*1
Erebus. 76 06 168 07 7 -88 25 — 88-4 Terror. 62 54 139 10 l -84 59 -85-0
Terror. 76 30 166 00 6 -88 56 - 88-9 Erebus. 62 30 137 21 6 -84 40 — 84*7

Erebus. 76 28 165 02 9 -88 39 — 88-7 Terror. 62 11 135 52 1 -84 28 — 84-5

Terror. 76 35 165 09 4 -88 33 — 88-5 Erebus. 61 18 134 02 5 -84 14 -84-2
Erebus. 75 30 167 47 6 -88 26 — 88-4 Terror. 61 40 133 26 1 -83 59 -84*0
Terror. 76 03 166 05 1 -88 25 — 88*4 Erebus. 60 20 131 23 5 -83 43 -83-7
Terror. 75 03 168 27 2 -88 20 — 88-3 Terror. 60 25 131 26 1 -83 22 -83-4
Erebus. 73 09 171 26 1 -87 48 - 87-8 Erebus. 59 25 130 14 5 -83 04 -83-1

Terror. 71 10 172 08 1 -86 42 -86-7 Terror. 59 22 130 12 1 -83 10 -83-2
Erebus. 71 10 170 25 4 -86 27 -86-4 Terror. 58 02 128 40 1 -82 22 -82-4
Terror. 70 20 167 50 2 -86 18 -86-3 Erebus. 58 06 128 43 1 -82 18 -82*3
Erebus. 70 42 167 26 7 -86 12 - 86*2 Terror. 57 25 127 35 1 — 82 09 -82*1

Terror. 70 09 167 50 2 -86 10 - 86-2 Erebus. 57 22 127 37 2 — 82 02 -82*0
Erebus. 70 13 167 27 9 -86 24 -86-4 Terror. 56 20 129 50 1 — 80 35 -80-6
Terror. 69 30 167 16 3 -85 43 -85*7 Erebus. 55 16 131 30 6 -80 32 -80*5

Erebus. 69 37 167 51 11 — 85 57 -85-9 Erebus. 54 55 132 50 6 -80 17 -80*3
Terror. 68 55 168 07 2 -85 16 —85-3 Terror. 55 11 132 10 2 -79 27 -79-5

: Erebus. 68 27 167 45 15 -85 28 — 85-4 Erebus. 54 01 134 59 8 -79 52 -79-9
Terror. 66 01 165 51 3 -83 21 -83*3 Terror. 53 49 134 54 2 -79 56 -79-9
Erebus. 65 48 167 H 4 -83 22 -83-4 Erebus. 53 13 135 18 5 -79 15 -79-3
Terror. 65 32 162 07 3 -83 48 -83-8 Terror. 53 10 134 37 1 -79 47 -79-8
Erebus. 65 51 163 31 6 -84 15 _84-3 Erebus. 51 16 136 50 4 -78 08 -78-1

Terror. 64 37 162 46 6 -82 55 — 82*9 Terror. 51 10 136 56 4 -77 44 - 77*7

1

Erebus. 64 30 163 02 8 -83 06 -83-1 Erebus. ! 48 40 138 33 4 — 77 04 -77-1

j

Terror. 64 17 163 22 3 -83 19 -83-3 Erebus. 49 14 139 05 1 -77 31 -77*5

|

Erebus. 63 52 160 55 6 -83 41 -83-7 Terror. 46 55 139 55 3 -75 57 -75*9
Terror. 63 43 160 15 2 -82 32 -82-5 Erebus. 46 29 140 40 4 -75 34 -75*6

j

Erebus. 62 41 156 59 5 -82 54 -82-9 Terror. 44 59 143 12 1 -73 30 -73-5

;

Terror. 62 42 157 05 1 -82 15 -82-3 Erebus. 46 22 141 06 4 -75 24 -75*4

j

Erebus. 64 10 154 23 15 -84 15 -84-3 Erebus. 44 57 144 19 8 -74 11 -74-2
Terror. 63 54 155 19 1 -82 12 - 82-2 Terror.

j

44 11 145 51 1 -72 36 -72-6
Erebus. 64 06 150 32 6 -84 47 -84-8 Erebus. 43 49 146 00 5 -72 30 - 72-5

j

Terror. 64 25 152 55 2 -83 25 -83-4 Terror.
|

42 52 147 24 3 -70 40 -70-7
Terror. 63 50 156 21 2 -84 11 — 84-2

1
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General Table of the Inclinations observed on board Her Majesty’s Ships ‘Erebus’

and ‘Terror,’ between July 1841 and July 1842.

Position.

Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Inclination. Position.

Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Inclination.
'

...

Lafc. S. Long. B.

•In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

Lat. S. Long. E.

In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

43 00 148 28 Erebus. 5 -70 44 -70°*7 39 20 182 59 Terror. 14 — 61 02 — 61*0 '

43 03 148 20 Terror. 3 -71 25 -71*4 40 47 183 03 Erebus. 5 -62 29 — 62*5

42 13 149 25 Erebus. 5 -69 57 -69-9 40 42 183 05 Terror. 13 -61 49 -61*8

42 24 149 30 Terror. 3 — 70 24 -70-4 41 49 183 41 Erebus. 5 -63 30 -63*5

40 55 149 12 Erebus. 4 -69 01 -69-0 42 07 183 43 Terror. 12 -63 13 -63*2

40 51 149 28 Terror. 3 -69 25 -69-4 43 32 183 03 Erebus. 5 -64 48 -64*8
|

37 50 150 22 Erebus. 4 -67 00 -67-0 43 52 183 05 Terror. 13 -65 16 — 65*3 i

38 17 150 22 Terror. 3 -67 19 -67-3 45 40 183 20 Erebus. 5 — 66 47 -66*8
;

37 21 151 33 Erebus. 5 — 66 24 — 66'4 45 39 183 18 Terror. 12 -66 45 -66*7

37 28 151 30 Terror. 3 -66 36 — 66*6 47 19 184 40 Erebus. 5 -68 06 -68*1

36 01 151 48 Erebus. 4 -65 29 — 65*5 47 26 184 42 Terror. 12 -67 38 -67*6
!

36 21 151 39 Terror. 2 -66 21 -66-3 48 43 186 30 Erebus. 6 -69 16 -69*3

33 52 151 21 Erebus. 5 -63 47 -63-8 48 44 186 29 Terror. 13 —68 48 —68*8
!

34 06 151 19 Terror. 3 -63 24 - 6.3*4 49 20 187 41 Erebus. 5 -69 55 -69*9

33 51 151 17 Erebus*. 8 -62 52 -629 49 24 187 23 Terror. 13 — 69 14 -69*2
1

33 51 151 17 Terror. 6 -62 57 -62*9 49 27 189 13 Erebus. 4 -69 46 -69*8

33 52 154 07 Erebus. 5 -63 05 -63*1 49 30 189 19 Terror. 12 -69 08 -69*1

33 57 153 35 Terror. 6 -62 43 -62*7 50 00 191 00 Erebus. 4 -69 46 -69*8

33 51 157 18 Erebus. 5 -62 26 -62*4 49 58 191 11 Terror. 12 -68 55 -68*9
|

33 56 156 38 Terror. 0 -62 03 -62*1 50 48 192 20 Erebus. 6 -69 57 -69*9
,

33 27 160 43 Erebus. 5 -61 50 -61*8 50 38 192 05 Terror. 12 -69 30 -69*5 !

33 31 160 20 Terror. 3 -61 18 — 61*3 51 34 194 29 Erebus. 5 — 70 20 -70*3

33 38 163 42 Erebus. 5 -61 05 -61*1 51 48 194 26 Terror. 13 -70 05 -70-1

33 42 164 05 Terror. 3 -61 01 -61*0 52 21 197 53 Erebus. 6 -70 35 -70*6

33 38 166 28 Erebus. 5 -60 38 -60*6 52 17 198 55 Terror. 7 -70 24 — 70*4

33 44 1 66 37 Terror. 8 -60 08 -60*1 53 01 202 11 Erebus. 5 -71 04 -7M
33 32 167 40 Erebus. 5 -60 00 -60*0 53 01 202 16 Terror. 3 -70 24 —70*4

33 32 167 39 Terror. 7 -60 15 -60*3 52 48 203 50 Erebus. 5 -70 47 -70*8

32 58 169 20 Erebus. 5 -59 28 -59*5 52 51 203 56 Terror. 7 -70 18 -70*3

33 00 169 20 Terror. 8 -59 06 -59*1 53 01 205 08 Erebus. 6 -70 21 -70*3

32 12 170 27 Erebus. 4 -58 36 -58*6 53 13 205 43 Terror. 13 -70 03 -70*1

32 12 170 27 Terror. 3 -57 04 -57*1 55 08 210 01 Erebus. 15 -71 14 -71*2
i

33 27 171 21 Erebus. 1 -57 45 -57*7 54 42 209 04 Terror. 19 -70 19 -70*3

32 11 171 20 Terror. 6 -57 33 -57*5 56 07 211 45 Erebus. 10 -72 04 — 72*1

33 55 171 54 Erebus. 5 -58 55 -58*9 56 22 211 46 Terror. 18 —71 46 -71*8

33 56 172 02 Terror. 10 -58 20 -58*3 56 22 212 25 Erebus. 11 -72 29 — 72*5
;

34 10 172 54 Erebus. 2 -58 26 -58*4 57 04 212 11 Terror. 15 -72 15 -72*3
34 15 172 50 Terror. 9 -59 03 -59*1 58 41 213 17 Erebus. 11

1
-73 54 -73*9

34 29 173 36 Ei'ebus. 6 — 58 38 — 58*6 58 19 213 06 Terror. 18 — 73 28 — 73*5
;

34 24 173 43 Terror. 6 -59 01 -59*0 61 20 213 57 Erebus.
!

11
I
-75 37 —75*6

35 16 174 00 Terror. 12 -59 26t -59*4 61 12 213 52 Terror. 12 -75 33 -75*5
35 16 174 00 Erebus. 10 -59 36t -59*6 62 40 212 53 Erebus. 7 — 76 41 -76*7
35 15 174 39 Erebus. 6 -59 21 -59*3 62 42 212 42 Terror. 7 -76 39 -76*7
36 27 177 34 Erebus. 5 -59 59 -60*0 63 23 210 02 Erebus. 12 -77 33 -77*5

|

36 20 177 27 Terror. 6 -59 32 -59*5 63 13 210 25 Terror. 11 -77 42 -77*7
,

38 35 180 31 Erebus. 7 -60 41 -60*7 63 47 208 26 Erebus. 5
1

-78 02 -78*0
38 13 179 46 Terror. 12 -60 31 -60*5 63 42 208 24 Terror. 18

|

—78 00 -78*0
j

39 01 182 12 Erebus. 5 -61 28 -61*5 64 47 206 40 Erebus. 1
13 -78 39 -78*7 1

38 55 182 17 Terror. 15 -61 13 -61*2 64 31 206 27 Terror. 12 — 78 34 -78*6
j

39 18 182 58 Erebus. 5 -61 58 -62*0 65 30 205 41 Erebus. 6 — 79 12 -79*2

Observed on shore, Garden Island, Sydney. t Observed on shore, Bay of Islands.
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General Table of the Inclinations (continued).

Position.

Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Inclination. Position.

Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Inclination.

Lat. S. Long. B.
In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

Lat. S. Long. E.
In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

65 26 205 04 Terror. 13 —79 20 - 79’

3

67 32 203 59 Erebus. 4 -80 29 -80*5
65 59 204 16 Erebus. 9 -79 53 -79*9 67 24 204 05 Terror. 5 -80 49 -80-8

65 47 204 19 Terror. 23 -79 36 -79-6 67 18 203 39 Erebus. 5 -81 05 — 81*1

65 57 203 52 Erebus. 13 -79 24 -79-4 67 21 202 14 Erebus. 6 -80 18 — 80*3

65 50 204 08 Terror. 10 -79 40 -79-7 67 12 202 24 Terror. 8 -80 47 -80-8
66 00 203 46 Erebus. 6 -79 56 — 79*9 67 14 201 34 Terror. 13 -80 50 — 80-8

66 01 204 00 Terror. 4 -79 47 -79-8 67 57 200 00 Erebus. 7 -80 56 -80*9
66 11 203 36 Erebus. 6 — SO 04 -80*1 67 56 199 48 Terror. 6 -81 18 -81-3

1 65 57 204 27 Terror. 4 -80 02 -80-0 68 21 200 03 Erebus. 5 -81 14 -81-2

|

66 16 203 31 Erebus. 2 -79 52 -79-9 68 21 200 06 Terror. 6 -81 27 -81-5

|

66 08 203 50 Terror. 9 -79 53 -79-9 68 43 199 43 Erebus. 6 -81 15 -81*3
: 66 20 203 22 Erebus. 2 -79 52 -79-9 68 46 199 39 Terror. 8 -81 34 -81*6

j

66 1

1

202 54 Terror. 3 -80 15 -80-3 68 59 196 00 Erebus. 6 -82 05 -82-1

|

66 24 203 51 Erebus. 3 -80 07 — 80T 68 52 198 24 Terror. 7 -82 48 -82-8
66 20 203 20 Terror. 4 -80 13 -80-2 69 48 192 25 Erebus. 5 -82 41 -82-7
66 31 203 07 Erebus. 4 -79 51 -79*9 69 55 192 17 Terror. 8 -83 06 -83-1
66 25 203 12 Terror. 6 -80 22 -80-4 70 16 190 06 Erebus. 11 -83 10 -83*2
66 32 203 33 Erebus. 2 — 80 04 -80*1 70 05 191 03 Terror. 8 -83 28 — 83-5

66 30 203 08 Terror. 6 -80 34 -80-6 70 18 186 01 Erebus. 5 -83 25 — 83*4

66 32 203 32 Erebus. 5 -80 00 -80-0 70 12 186 21 Terror. 14 -83 33 — 83'5

66 36 203 29 Terror. 6 -80 50 -80-8 70 39 185 31 Erebus. 6 -83 47 -83*8
66 35 203 29 Erebus. 5 -79 58 -80-0 70 32 185 38 Terror. 8 -83 51 -83-9

i
66 33 203 21 Terror. 4 -80 27 -80-5 70 11 183 50 Erebus. 5 -83 52 -83-9
66 34 203 51 Erebus. 2 -79 56 -79*9 69 56 184 43 Terror. 7 -84 30 -84-5

|

66 14 203 17 Terror. 1 -80 22 -80-4 70 08 181 42 Erebus. 4 -84 05 -84-1
66 06 204 24 Erebus. 5 -79 48 -79*8 69 53 182 49 Terror. 6 -84 33 -84-5
66 11 203 48 Terror. 3 -79 54 -79-8 7.1 00 180 44 Erebus. 5 -84 30 -84-5

1 66 13 204 22 Erebus. 7 -79 44 -79-7 71 03 180 56 Terror. 7 -84 33 -84-5
66 20 203 39 Terror. 8 -80 02 -80-0 72 46 181 46 Erebus, 6 -85 14 -85-2
66 13 204 33 Erebus. 14 -79 38 -79'6 72 07 181 50 Terror. 8 -85 12 — 85*2
66 05 204 02 Terror. 13 -79 57 -79-9 73 23 183 04 Erebus. 1 -85 57 -85*9

I
66 04 204 19 Erebus. 3 - 79 48 -79-8 72 59 181 30 Terror. 7 -85 34 -85-6
66 01 204 04 Terror. 11 -80 05 -80-1 74 24 177 09 Erebus. 1 -86 35 -86-6
65 59 204 12 Erebus. 6 -79 51 -79*9 74 20 177 55 Terror, 1 -86 47 — 86*8

65 57 203 46 Terror. 13 -80 05 — 80T 75 03 173 22 Erebus. 11 -87 12 -87-2
65 56 203 38 Erebus. 5 -79 46 -79‘8 75 00 173 38 Terror. 11 -87 27 -87-5
65 56 203 31 Terror. 6 -79 51 -79*9 75 57 175 10 Erebus. 6 -86 52 -86-9
65 45 203 23 Terror. 3 -80 08 -80*1 76 05 174 59 Terror. 7 -87 39 -87-7
66 12 203 04 Erebus. 11 -79 38 -79-6 76 58 181 03 Erebus. 5 -86 54 -86-9
66 09 202 11 Terror. 12 -79 54 -79*9 77 03 181 35 Terror. 7 -87 32 -87-5

1

66 14 203 09 Erebus. 4 -79 39 -79-7 76 44 185 12 Erebus. 6 -85 52 -85-9
1 66 08 201 46 Terror. 10 -79 46 -79-8 76 48 185 00 Terror. 7 -86 33 — 86*5

66 02 202 30 Erebus. 1 -79 35 -79-6 76 14 192 35 Erebus. 1 — 85 16 -85*3
1

65 58 202 21 Terror. 4 -80 01 -80-0 76 19 190 44 Terror. 7 -86 18 -86*3
65 49 202 02 Erebus.* 5 -79 39 -79-7 75 53 194 52 Erebus. 1 -85 40 -85-7
65 47 202 08 Terror. 7 -79 53 -79*9 75 45 195 02 Terror. 1 -86 01 -86*0
65 47 201 56 Terror. 1 -79 44 -79-7 76 42 394 39 Erebus. 11 -85 42 —85*7
66 18 201 22 Erebus. 2 -79 57 -79-9 76 46 189 22 Terror. 13 — 85 32 -85-5
66 11 200 45 Terror. 3 -80 20 -80-3 77 58 197 34 Erebus. 4 -85 01 -85*0
67 37 200 12 Terror. 6 - 80 31 -80-5 77 47 197 25 Terror. 8 -85 09 -85-1
66 49 202 40 Erebus. 4 -80 12 -80-2 76 55 198 40 Erebus. 1 -85 28 -85*5
66 43 202 50 Terror. 3 -80 40 -80-7 77 12 199 23 Terror. 7 -85 51 -85-9
67 12 203 12 Terror. 9 -80 23 -80-4 74 50 193 45 Erebus. 6 -85 06 -85-1
67 38 204 01 Erebus. 5 -80 22 -80-4 75 20 194 36 Terror. 8 -86 17 —86-3
67 47 204 17 Terror. 26 -80 55 -80-9 72 46 189 59 Erebus. 5 -84 45 -84-7

Observed on ice.
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General Table of the Inclinations (continued).

Position.

Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Inclination. Position.

Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Inclination.

Lat. S. Long. E.

In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

Lat. S. Long. E.
In degrees

and
minutes.

l

In degrees

and
decimals.

73 10 189 21 Terror. 6 — 85 30 — 85-5 60 01 241 31 Erebus. 5 -72 45 -72-7
72 01 187 35 Erebus. 5 -84 33 -84*5 59 39 243 13 Terror. 2 -71 48 -71*8

72 00 187 37 Terror. 8 -85 19 -85-3 59 17 245 40 Erebus. 5 -71 35 -71-6

71 08 184 59 Erebus. 6 -84 22 -84-4 59 07 248 39 Erebus. 11 -71 23 -71-4

71 06 184 11 Terror. 9 -85 04 — 85*1 59 04 247 30 Terror. 7 -71 37 -71*6

69 48 179 58 Erebus. 10 -83 42 -83*7 58 29 252 18 Erebus. 5 -71 01 -71-0
I

69 54 179 55 Terror. 7 — 84 58 -85-0 58 26 251 42 Terror. 6 -71 13 -71-2
68 04 183 25 Erebus. 10 -82 19 -82-3 58 35 255 10 Erebus. 5 -70 23 -70-4

j

68 09 183 10 Terror. 6 -82 50 — 82-8 58 33 254 45 Terror. 6 -70 40 -70*7
i

67 30 185 21
.
Erebus. 6 — 82 01 — 82*0 58 47 258 12 Erebus. 5 -69 59 -70-0

67 34 185 20 Terror. 9 — 82 14 -82*2 58 42 257 46 Terror. 9 -70 07 -70-1
1

67 22 188 10 Erebus. 5 — 81 08 — 81-1 58 54 263 35 Terror. 1 — 69 14 -69-2

67 40 187 40 Terror. 4 -81 34 -81-6 58 59 265 55 Erebus. 6 -67 49 — 67 -
8

j

67 09 188 02 Terror. 6 — 81 21 — 81-3 58 59 267 50 Terror. 6 -68 08 -68-1

65 15 192 04 Erebus. 5 -79 24 -79-4 59 02 271 58 Erebus. 5 -67 09 -67-1
:

65 07 191 53 Terror. 9 -80 06 — 80-1 59 01 272 06 Terror. 7 -67 04 — 67*1

63 30 194 22 Erebus. 6 — 78 18 -78-3 58 52 276 51 Erebus. 6 -65 34 — 65*6

63 30 194 15 Terror. 6 -78 58 -79-0 58 54 276 18 Terror. 6 -66 24 -66*4
62 16 196 10 Erebus. 5 -77 26 - 77.4 58 23 280 03 Erebus. 5 -64 54 -64*9
62 17 195 55 Terror. 6 -77 56 -77-9 58 25 279 44 Terror. 7 -64 58 — 65‘0

60 58 199 32 Erebus. 10 -76 12 -76*2 58 29 282 10 Erebus. 5 -63 50 -63*8
6l 06 198 08 Terror. 8 -77 00 -77-0 58 31 281 37 Terror. 8 -64 04 -64*1
60 18 204 03 Erebus. 6 -75 31 -75*5 58 31 285 54 Erebus. 5 -63 07 -63-1
60 57 199 03 Terror. 6 -75 30 —75-5 58 36 285 33 Terror. 6 -63 08 —63-1
60 18 208 29 Erebus. 1 — 74 14 —74-2 57 22 289 50 Erebus. 5 -61 19 -61-3
60 15 208 06 Terror. 6 -74 41 -74-7 57 21 289 36 Terror. 6 -61 42 -61-7
60 12 212 03 Erebus. 6 -74 14 -74-2 57 11 292 15 Erebus. 6 -59 07 -59-1
60 17 211 53 Terror. 7 -74 35 — 74*6 57 26 291 36 Terror. 7 -60 14 -60-2
60 00 216 12 Erebus. 1 -73 10 -73-2 56 40 294 46 Erebus. 5 -59 13 -59-2
59 53 216 28 Terror. 6 -74 04 -74-1 56 37 294 34 Terror. 6 -59 15 -59*3
59 20 219 14 Erebus. 10 -73 47 -73-8 54 50 298 08 Erebus. 4 -56 33 — 56*5

59 22 218 14 Terror. 8 -74 57 -74-9 54 48 297 21 Terror. 6 -56 49 -56*8
58 52 222 44 Erebus. 7 — 73 51 -73-9 52 54 300 27 Erebus. 5 -54 09 -54-1
58 49 221 33 Terror. 7 -73 17 — 73-3 52 33 300 20 Terror. 13 -53 30 — 53-5

59 22 230 47 Erebus. 16 -73 06 -73-1 52 11 301 46 Erebus. 3 -52 54 -52*9
59 01 227 41 Terror. 7 -73 50 -73-8 51 42 301 36 Terror. 6 -52 13 -52*2
59 32 231 46 Terror. 1 -73 16 -73-3 51 32 301 53 Erebus. 8 -52 39* -52-7
60 19 237 03 Erebus. 19 -73 01 -73-0 51 32 301 53 Terror. 21 -52 15* 52*3
60 15 236 41 Terror. 18 — 73 26 — 73-4

!

* Observed on shore, Port Louis, Falkland Islands.
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General Table of the Inclinations observed on board Her Majesty’s Ships ‘Erebiis’ and

' Terror,’ between September 1842 and April 1843.

r

Position.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Inclination. Position.

Ship.
No. of

obser-

vations.

Inclination.

Lat
j

S. Long E.

Ship. In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

Lat. S. Long . E.
In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

51° 32 301 53 Erebus. 4 -52 34 -52-6 62 25 307 58 Terror. 15 -60 52 -60*9
52 32 301 53 Terror. 4 -52 02 — 52-0 62 20 308 12 Erebus. 11 -60 44 -60*7
53 33 302 05 Erebus. 5 -53 18 -53-3 62 18 308 17 Terror. 13 -61 17 -61*3
52 48 303 10 Terror. 7 -53 46 — 53-8 62 30 306 30 Erebus. 5 -61 07 -61*1
54 03 305 26 Erebus. 5 -54 27 -54-5 62 36 306 09 Terror. 20 -61 52 6 1 *9

54 02 305 30 Terror. i -53 36 -53-6 62 36 306 20 Erebus. 6 -61 45 -61-7
53 47 304 48 Erebus. 5 -54 08 -54-1 63 24 305 40 Terror. 13 -62 30 — Q2’5

53 42 305 04 Terror. 1 -53 34 — 53-6 63 36 305 00 Erebus. 5 -62 18 -62’3
54 42 304 39 Erebus. 10 -54 22 -54-4 63 42 304 40 Erebus. 13 -62 09 -62-1
54 40 304 35 Terror. 1 -53 29 — 53 -5 63 57 304 32 Terror. 12 -62 42 -627
54 42 305 30 Terror. 8 -54 39 -54-7 64 23 304 00 Erebus. 6 -63 04 -63*1
55 08 300 44 Erebus. 1 — 56 24 — 56‘4 64 15 304 25 Terror. 7 -63 31 -63-5
55 10 301 00 Terror. 1 — 56 05 — 56*1 64 26 303 52 Erebus. 5 -63 16J -63*3

1

55 40 296 52 Erebus. 8 -57 21 -57*3 64 27 303 54 Terror. 11 -63 21

S

-63-3
55 30 297 00 Terror. 7 -57 29 — 57*5 64 12 304 11 Erebus. 1 -62 37' -62-6
55 51 292 28 Erebus. 7 -58 12* -58-2 64 26 303 54 Terror. 10 -63 07 -63-1
55 51 292 28 Terror. 14 -58 03f -58*1 64 32 304 20 Erebus. 5 -62 50 _62‘8
56 25 293 07 Erebus. 5 -58 29 -58*5 64 21 304 04 Terror. 19 -63 09 -63-1
56 02 292 57 Terror. 6 -59 20 -59-3 64 12 304 04 Erebus. 3 -62 58 _63-0 1

55 38 296 00 Erebus. 5 — 56 53 -56-9 64 13 304 06 Terror. 18 -63 10 _63-2
55 45 295 47 Terror. 8 -57 31 — 57‘5 64 12 303 04 Terror. 8 -63 27 _63-5

|

55 58 299 12 Erebus. 1 — 56 54 -56-9 64 34 302 50 Erebus. 6 -63 29 -63-5
55 56 299 17 Terror. 1 -56 46 — 56 -8 64 36 302 42 Terror. 15 -63 44 -63*7
55 32 299 08 Erebus. 2 -56 14 -56-2 64 35 302 13 Erebus. 4 -63 27 — 63"5

‘ 55 28 298 35 Terror. 3 — 56 57 -56-9 64 40 303 08 Terror. 29 -63 48 -63-8
54 24 300 08 Erebus. 9 — 55 07 -55-1 64 44 303 07 Erebus. 10 -63 21 + — 63‘3

|

54 59 300 12 Terror. 9 — 56 31 -56-5 64 43 303 10 Erebus. 2 -63 37 _63-6
52 52 301 05 Erebus. 9 -53 34 -53-6 64 40 303 08 Terror. 8 -63 49 -63*8
52 31 301 16 Terror. 9 -53 40 -53*7 64 42 302 54 Erebus. 1 -63 19 -63 3

51 32 301 53 Terror. 11 — 52 13+ — 52-2 64 35 303 06 Terror. 1 -64 04 -64-1
51 32 301 53 Terror. 11 -52 18+ -52*3 64 39 302 04 Erebus. 2 -63 12 -63*2
51 32 301 53 Erebus. 10 -52 49+ -52-8 64 36 302 07 Terror.

j

14 -64 04 -64*1
51 32 301 53 Erebus. 10 -52 30 -52-5 64 35 302 37 Erebus. 2 -63 17 -63-3
52 50 303 07 Erebus. 5 -53 20 -53-3 64 38 302 42 Terror. 7 -63 53 -63*9
52 49 303 19 Terror. 13 -52 57 -52-9 64 31 302 34 Erebus. 4 -63 39 -63*7
54 23 303 59 Erebus. 5 -54 29 — 54-5 64 28 303 03 Erebus. 8 -63 25 -63-4
53 38 303 43 Terror. 7 -53 11 — 53-2 64 26 303 05 Terror. 8 -63 07 -63-1
55 51 305 18 Erebus. 5 -55 25 -55-4 64 25 304 27 Terror. 15 -62 45 -62*7
55 48 305 26 Terror. 21 -55 03 -55-1 63 58 304 46 Erebus. 1 -62 57 -62-9
56 34 306 39 Erebus. 5 — 56 02 -56-0 64 22 305 01 Erebus. 5 -63 09 -63*1
56 57 306 41 Terror. 12 -56 13 — 56-2 64 22 305 44 Terror. 2 -63 36 -636
58 16 308 00 Erebus. 5 -57 08 -57*1 64 18 304 18 Erebus. 5 -63 19 _63-3
58 07 307 55 Terror. 21 -57 19 —57-3 64 17 304 20 Terror. 20 -63 22 -63-4
59 28 308 20 Erebus. 8 -58 33 -58-5 64 19 304 04 Erebus. 2 -63 00 -63*0
59 50 307 57 Terror. 8 -58 33 — 58*5 64 12 303 50 Erebus. 5 -62 34 _62-6
61 23 307 41 Erebus. 3 -59 35 -59-6 64 12 304 07 Terror. 11 -63 05 -63-1
61 21 307 41 Terror. 7 -59 55 -59-9 64 24 304 49 Erebus. 3 -62 41 -62*7
62 14 307 55 Erebus. l — 60 55 -60-9 64 20 304 08 Terror. 6 -63 23 -63-4
62 12 307 47 Terror. 7 -60 50 -60-8 64 16 304 40 Terror. 13 -63 03 -63-1
62 31 308 05 Erebus. 4 -60 34 -60-6 64 15 304 00 Erebus. 2 -62 54 -62-9

* Observed on shore, St. Martin’s Cove, with needles whose poles were reversed,

t Observed on shore, St. Martin’s Covea. + Observed on ice.

§ Dip on ice with needle whose poles were reversed.
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General Table of the Inclinations (continued).

Position.

Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Inclination. Position.

Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Inclination.

Lat. S. Long. E.
In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

Lat. S. Long. E.
In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

64 04 305 19 Erebus. 2 -62 53 — 62'9 63 58 345 10 Erebus. 5 -60 30 —60-5

64 01 304 20 Terror. 8 -63 09 -63*1 64 14 345 30 Terror. 7 -60 57 -60-9
64 08 304 09 Erebus. 3 -62 39 -62-7 64 38 348 00 Erebus. 5 -61 16 -61*3

64 08 304 08 Erebus. 2 -62 42 —62-7 64 33 347 52 Terror. 8 -61 39 -61-7
|

64 10 304 04 Terror. 11 -63 12 —63-2 65 12 350 05 Erebus. 5 -61 43 -6l*7

64 05 304 00 Erebus. 5 -62 47 -62-8 65 06 349 45 Terror.
1

10 -61 49 - 61-8

64 09 303 57 Erebus. 1 -63 01 -63*0 66 08 352 43 Erebus. 5 -63 08 -63-1

64 07 303 58 Terror. 6 -63 11 -63-2 66 01 353 06 Terror. 10
|

-63 12 -63-2

64 00 304 42 Erebus. 3 -62 29 -62-5 67 06 L 351 04 Erebus. 5 -63 12 -63-2

64 00 304 46 Terror. 11 -62 55 -62-9 67 00 351 07 Terror. 9 -63 30 -63-5

63 53 304 51 Erebus. 3 -62 25 — 62*4 68 14 347 08 Erebus. 9 -64 17 -64-3

64 16 304 38 Erebus. 2 -62 38 -62-6 68 20 347 41 Terror. 10 -64 07 -64-1

64 19 304 43 Terror. 9 -63 14 -63-2 68 32 347 09 Erebus. 5 -64 14 -64-2

64 18 305 11 Terror. 7 -63 10 -63-2 69 26 345 31 Erebus. 5 — 64 37 — 64*6
1

64 17 305 20 Erebus. 3 -62 21 -62-3 69 24 345 30 Terror. 10 — 65 20 — 65‘3

64 16 304 47 Erebus. 4 -62 42 —62-7 71 10 344 13 Erebus. 5 -66 13 -66*2

64 11 305 15 Terror. 9 -62 58 -63-0 71 09 344 10 Terror. 8 -66 54 —66*9

63 34 307 00 Erebus. 5 -61 38 - 61-6 70 55 343 14 Erebus. 1 -65 38 — 65-6

63 34 306 59 Terror. 2 -62 05 —62-1 71 08 344 18 Terror. 1 -66 52 -66-9

63 35 307 33 Erebus. 5 -61 38 -61-6 70 33 343 23 Terror. 1 -64 54 -64*9

63 36 307 35 Terror. 8 -62 18 —62-3 70 28 342 39 Erebus. 1 —65 39 — 65 -

7

63 54 308 00 Erebus. 2 -61 47 -61-8 70 28 342 26 Terror. 4 -66 12 -66-2

64 00 308 01 Terror. 15 -61 56 -61-9 69 56 344 03 Erebus. 1 — 64 07 -64-1

63 49 309 00 Erebus. 5 -62 06 - 62*1 69 36 344 15 Terror. 1 -64 43 —64-7

64 03 309 16 Terror. 16 -62 15 -62-3 68 06 344 40 Erebus. 4 -63 04 -63-1

64 19 309 36 Erebus. 10 -62 34 -62-6 68 07 346 13 Terror. 7 -63 23 —63-4

64 36 311 53 Erebus. 5 -61 47 —61-8 65 56 346 24 Erebus. 5 -61 48 - 61-8
I

64 43 312 06 Terror. 8 — 62 09 —62-1 65 57 346 40 Terror. 8 -62 10 - 62-2

64 37 314 21 Erebus. 6 -62 03 -62*1 64 31 346 01 Erebus. 4 -59 53 -59-9
64 38 314 01 Terror. 9 -61 50 —61-8 63 58 346 25 Terror. 4 -60 33 -60-5

64 39 316 04 Erebus. 5 -61 34 - 61-6 61 34 348 37 Erebus. 5 ! -58 52 -58-9
64 4Q 315 07 Terror. 10 -61 47 -61-8 6l 35 349 00 Terror. 7 -58 59 -59*0

64 38 316 57 Erebus. 5 -61 49 - 61-8 59 34 350 34 Erebus. 5 — 57 31 —57-5
64 47 316 57 Terror. 9 -62 23 -62-4 59 21 350 36 Terror. 7 -57 40 -57-7
65 06 318 46 Erebus. 5 -61 47 — 6l*8 57 27 352 08 Erebus. 8 — 56 43 -56-7
64 58 318 26 Terror. 16 -61 54 -61*9 57 31 352 04 Terror. 12 -56 33 — 56*5

64 40 320 12 Erebus. 5 -61 12 - 61-2 57 09 352 45 Erebus. 5 — 56 27 -56-5
64 37 320 28 Terror. 8 -61 10 — 6l-2 57 09 352 44 Terror. 7 — 56 13 —56-2
63 54 321 36 Erebus. 5 -60 34 -60*6 56 38 353 57 Erebus. 5 -56 09 . —56-1

64 02 321 55 Terror. 10 -60 30 -60-5 56 44 353 45 Terror. 4 -56 02 — 56-0

63 36 324 36 Erebus. 14 -59 50 -59-8 55 38 355 32 Erebus. 5 — 56 55 — 56-9

63 59 324 18 Terror. 7 -60 15 -60*3 55 56 355 39 Terror. 3 — 55 10 -55-2
62 39 328 16 Erebus. 8 -59 11 -59-2 54 31 357 35 Erebus. 1 -55 41 — 55*7

62 37 328 17 Terror. 9 -59 03 59-1 54 32 357 26 Terror. 4 -54 56 -54-9
62 20 330 00 Erebus 4 -58 45 -58-7 54 07 359 56 Erebus. 7 — 55 33 -55*5
62 13 330 38 Terror. 12 -58 37 -58-6 54 06 359 50 Terror. 10 -55 33 -55-5
61 59 333 43 Erebus. 5 — 58 17 -58*3 50 37 9 03 Erebus. 4 — 56 14 — 56-2

62 05 333 38 Terror. 10 -58 02 -58-0 50 35 9 01 Terror. 7 — 56 19 -56-3
61 37 336 05 Erebus. 5 -58 17 — 58-3 47 38 10 51 Erebus. 5 -55 46 — 55-8

61 32 336 10 Terror. 7 — 58 06 -58-1 47 36 10 41 Terror. 5 -55 55 -55*9
61 30 338 00 Erebus. 5 -57 55 -57-9 45 32 11 54 Erebus. 5 -55 24 — 55-4

61 28 337 42 Terror. 15 -58 05 -58-1 45 38 11 52 Terror. 7 -55 28 — 55-5

61 46 341 02 Erebus. 5 -58 17 -58*3 43 57 13 16 Erebus. 8 -54 35 -54-6
61 13 340 00 Terror. 2 — 58 04 -58-1 43 55 13 16 Terror. 7 — 55 19 -55-3
62 36 344 08 Erebus. 5 — 58 57 -58-9 43 10 14 44 Erebus. 8 -54 45 -54-7
62 41 343 18 Terror. 13 -59 02 -59-0 43 13 14 36 Terror. 15 — 55 24 — 55 -4

mdccclxviii. 3 k
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General Table of the Inclinations (continued).

Position.

Ship.

No. of

Obser-

vations.

Inclination. Position.

Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Inclination.

Lat. S. Long. E.
In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

Lat. S. Long. E.
In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

41 40 15 09 Erebus. 5 — 54 48 -54*8 36 02 1§ 32 Terror. 8 -53° 41 -53*7
41 58 15 11 Terror. 7 -55 01 -55-0 35 26 16 22 Erebus. 5 -53 42 -53*7
40 15 15 47 Erebus. 5 -54 54 -54-9 35 21 16 22 Terror. 14 -53 10 -53-2
40 07 16 08 Terror. 8 -54 43 -54-7 35 04 17 08 Erebus. 2 -53 19 -53-3

37 40 16 40 Erebus. 5 -54 40 -54-7 35 03 17 06 Terror. 15 -53 18 -53*3
38 00 16 45 Terror. n -54 20 -54-3 34 11 18 26 Erebus. 11 -53 40* -53-7
35 59 16 34 Erebus. 5 -54 15 -54*3 34 11 18 26 Terror. 12 -53 35* - 53-6

Observed on shore, Simon’s Bay.
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General Table of the Inclinations observed on board Her Majesty’s hired Bark

‘ Pagoda ’ in 1844 and 1845.

Position.

Observer.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Inclination. Position.

Observer.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Inclination.

Lat. S. Long. E.

In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

Lat. S. Long. E.

In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

34 44 17 50 Clerk. 3 -52 56 -52-9 67 00 40 07 Clerk. 4 -69 39 -69-7
34 46 17 46 Moore. 7 -53 34 -53-6 66 55 40 16 Moore. 7 -69 30 -69-5
33 29 15 09 Moore. 6 -51 27 -51-5 66 24 40 01 Moore. 4 -69 15 -69*3
35 17 14 00 Moore. 7 -51 16 -51*3 64 52 38 37 Clerk. 3 -68 40 -68-7
33 12 13 28 Clerk. 3 -51 35 -51'6 64 52 38 37 Moore. 6 -68 53 -68-9
35 24 13 23 Moore. 6 -51 19 -51-3 64 52 40 12 Clerk. 4 -68 44 -68-7

37 25 13 24 Clerk. 4 -51 44 -51-7 64 43 40 12 Moore. 7 -68 18 -68*3

38 42 14 27 Moore. 7 -53 31 -53-5 64 22 40 49 Clerk. 3 -68 40 -68*7

38 37 14 27 Clerk. 4 -52 39 -52-7 64 05 41 09 Moore. 2 -70 02 - 70-0

39 10 14 38 Moore. 7 -54 12 -54-2 63 49 42 00 Clerk. 4 -69 36 -69-6

39 10 14 41 Clerk. 4 -54 14 -54-2 63 19 45 52 Moore. 4 -70 14 - 70-2

40 41 14 16 Moore. 4 -54 59 -55*0 63 22 45 35 Clerk. 3 -70 03 -70*1

40 21 14 29 Clerk. 4 -55 10 -55*2 63 22 45 58 Moore. 4 -70 15 -70*3
42 50 13 00 Clerk. 4 -55 34 -55-6 63 36 46 41 Clerk. 4 -70 02 -70-0
44 50 13 19 Clerk. 4 — 56 14 -56-2 63 36 46 48 Moore. 11 -70 13 -70-2
50 21 10 31 Moore. 6 -55 34 -55-6 62 36 51 40 Clerk. 5 -69 13 -69-2

47 40 12 25 Clerk. 2 — 56 29 -56*5 6l 34 53 49 Moore. 7 -70 49 -70*8
48 35 10 51 Clerk. 4 — 56 44 -56-7 61 25 53 38 Clerk. 4 -70 46 -70-8
50 48 10 18 Moore. 7 -57 19 -57*3 6l 17 57 28 Clerk. 4 -72 01 -72-0
50 30 10 25 Clerk. 4 -57 02 -57-0 61 19 57 33 Moore. 4 -71 26 -71-4
51 44 9 36 Moore. 2 -57 28 -57-5 6l 22 57 41 Moore. 6 -71 27 -71*5
51 48 9 33 Clerk. 4 -57 13 -57-2 61 00 64 03 Clerk. 4 -73 27 -73-5
51 56 9 30 Moore. 3 -57 42 -57-7 61 10 64 20 Moore. 3 -72 18 -72-3
52 53 7 53 Clerk. 4 -57 03 -57-1 61 36 70 46 Clerk. 4 -74 02 -74*0
53 21 7 32 Moore. 7 -57 24 -57-4 61 49 71 30 Moore. 10 -73 38 -73-6

53 52 6 07 Clerk. 4 -57 01 -57*0 62 10 72 25 Clerk. 4 -74 35 -74-6

54 02 6 02 Moore. 7 -56 58 -57-0 62 10 72 25 Moore. 6 -74 33 -74-5
55 08 5 50 Clerk. 4 -57 26 -57*4 62 40 76 09 Clerk. 4 -74 50 -74-8
55 18 5 55 Moore. 3 -58 12 -58-2 62 48 76 15 Moore. 11 -75 05 -75-1

60 43 4 00 Clerk. 6 -59 58 -60-0 64 20 79 38 Clerk. 4 -76 34 -76-6
61 14 9 07 Moore. 7 -61 43 -61-7 64 20 79 38 Moore. 5 -75 57 -75-9
61 05 9 03 Clerk. 4 -61 01 -61-0 61 38 84 40 Clerk. 4 -76 27 -76-5
62 06 12 52 Moore. 4 -63 17 -63-3 61 42 85 07 Moore. 5 -76 58 -77-0
61 54 16 23 Clerk. 4 -63 00 -63-0 60 42 88 12 Clerk. 4 -75 43 —75-7
61 56 16 36 Moore. 7 -63 55 -63-9 60 48 88 33 Moore. 7 — 77 04 -77*1
61 50 19 13 Clerk. 4 -63 55 -63*9 61 23 91 15 Clerk. 8 -77 35 -77-6

!

61 50 19 14 Moore. 5 -64 44 -64-7 61 23 91 15 Moore. 7 -77 41 — 77*7
1

62 00 20 25 Clerk. 4 -64 55 -64-9 61 07 92 10 Moore. 5 — 77 57 -77-9
63 00 20 40 Moore. 6 -64 25 — 64'4 61 14 92 03 Clerk. 4 -78 26 -78-4
63 19 21 48 Moore. 7 -65 35 -65-6 60 30 92 34 Moore. 5 - 77 33 -77-5
64 20 24 05 Clerk. 4 -66 37 -66-6 60 35 92 25 Clerk. 4 -77 30 -77-5
64 25 24 18 Moore. 5 -66 41 -66*7 60 03 96 03 Moore. 4 -77 38 -77*6
65 34 28 30 Clerk. 4 -66 59 -67-0 60 03 95 36 Clerk. 3 -77 35 -77*6
65 39 28 48 Moore. 6 -67 56 -67*9 59 45 99 50 Moore. 7 -79 23 -79*4
66 27 30 45 Moore. 7 -68 31 -68*5 59 55 99 35 Clerk. 8 -79 36 -79*6
66 30 36 46 Clerk. 4 -68 16 -68*3 57 46 99 17 Moore. 4 -77 43 -77*7
66 36 36 50 Moore. 7 -69 22 -69-4 57 35 99 28 Clerk. o -78 36 -78*6
66 43 38 49 Clerk. 4 -69 22 -69*4 56 56 101 36 Moore. 5 -78 11 -78*2

67 10 38 51 Moore. 7 -71 07 -7M 56 53 101 24 Clerk. 4 -78 40 -78*7
67 35 39 31 Clerk. 3 -69 49 - 69-8 55 40 103 18 Moore. 5 -78 09 -78-1

67 39 40 28 Moore. 2 -69 27 -69*5 55 52 103 06 Clerk. 4 -78 56 -78-9
66 45 39 23 Clerk. 4 -70 12 -70*2 54 38 106 15 Moore. 5 -79 13 -79*2
67 18 40 22 Moore. 7 -70 20 -70-3 54 48 106 04 Clerk. 4 -78 09

3 k 2
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General Table of the Inclinations observed in the ‘ Pagoda’ (continued).

Position.

Observer.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Inclination. Position.

Observer.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Inclination.

Lat. S. Long. E.
In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

Lat. S. Long. E.

In degrees

and
minutes.

In degrees

and
decimals.

54 10 108 15 Moore. 5 -79 19 -79-3 20 38 85 26 Clerk. 4 -51 14 -51-2
54 17 108 05 Clerk. 6 -78 49 -78*8 20 25 82 00 Moore. 7 — 51 05 -51*1

53 00 110 35 Moore. 7 -77 39 - 77-7 20 26 82 22 Clerk. 8 -51 39 -51-7
53 00 110 08 Clerk. 4 -77 28 — 77‘5 20 36 79 10 Moore. 5 -51 46 -51-8
51 00 111 29 Moore. 1 -77 36 -77-6 20 36 79 22 Clerk. 8 — 51 50 — 51-8

51 20 111 23 Clerk. 3 -76 41 -76-7 20 44 78 31 Moore. 18 -52 00 -52*0
48 57 112 56 Moore. 6 -76 04 -76-1 20 44 78 31 Clerk. 19 -52 03 -52-1

49 01 111 47 Clerk. 4 -76 30 — 76-5 20 39 77 43 Moore. 12 — 51 58 -52-0

47 21 115 15 Moore. 7 — 75 32 — 75*5 20 39 77 43 Clerk. 12 -51 59 -52-0

47 21 115 15 Clerk. 4 -75 31 -75-5 20 29 76 22 Clerk. 8 — 52 20 — 52*3

45 08 116 50 Moore. 4 — 73 27 -73-5 20 26 69 19 Moore. 5 -52 19 -52-3
43 20 116 52 Clerk. 4 -72 45 -72-7 20 28 70 46 Clerk. 4 — 52 51 -52-9
43 22 116 49 Moore. 6 -72 10 -72-2 20 34 69 24 Moore. 12 — 53 01 -53-0
41 18 116 09 Clerk. 4 -70 11 -70-2 21 06 68 12 Clerk. 4 — 53 10 -53-2
41 00 116 42 Moore. 7 — 71 14 -71-2 21 08 68 04 Moore. 1 -53 01 -53-0
38 52 116 15 Clerk. 4 -68 49 -68-8 21 11 67 54 Clerk. 8 -53 02 -53-0
38 40 116 15 Moore. 5 -68 04 —68*1 21 11 67 54 Moore. 5 -53 46 -53-8
37 03 H6 57 Clerk. 4 -66 46 -66-8 21 12 67 29 Clerk. 8 -53 39 -53-7
37 00 116 57 Moore. 6 —66 21 -66-3 21 12 67 29 Moore. 5 -53 59 -54-0

j

36 12 116 50 Clerk. 4 -65 28 — 65*5 21 02 66 02 Clerk. 4 —54 03 -54-1

1
36 11 116 48 Moore. 4 -66 00 -66-0 21 01 66 50 Moore. 7 -53 49 — 53*8

! 35 18 117 07 Clerk. 4 —65 48 —65*8 20 40 62 58 Moore. 6 — 53 53 -53-9

j

35 07 117 28 Moore. 4 -65 24 -65-4 20 31 59 42 Clerk. 4 -53 59 -54*0
' 35 02 117 56 Clerk. 8 —65 11* -65*2 20 09 57 31 Moore. 10 -53 52+ -53*9
i

35 02 117 56 Moore. 12 -64 54* — 64-9 21 44 53 34 Clerk. 4 -54 38 —54-6

|

35 36 114 44 Clerk. 4 — 65 28 -65*5 21 50 53 25 Moore. 4 -54 51 — 54-9

35 30 114 35 Moore. 5 -64 54 -64-9 26 25 49 12 Clerk. 4 — 58 36 -58-6
34 16 113 01 Clerk. 4 —64 44 -64*7 26 26 48 20 Moore. 4 -58 46 — 58*8

32 24 111 26 Moore. 7 -62 22 -62-4 27 12 46 09 Clerk. 4 — 58 44 — 58-7

I
32 32 111 36 Clerk. 4 —62 14 -62-2 27 14 45 50 Moore. 4 -58 32 -58-5
29 16 106 49 Moore. 5 -59 30 -59*5 28 02 42 40 Moore. 1 — 58 10 -58-2

! 29 20 106 55 Clerk. 4 -59 19 -59-3 28 24 43 00 Clerk. 4 -58 52 -58*9
27 35 106 32 Moore. 7 —57 26 -57-4 28 44 42 01 Clerk. 4 -59 01 -59-0
27 47 106 36 Clerk. 4 -57 17 -57*3 28 35 40 24 Clerk. 4 -58 54 -58-9
25 46 104 55 Moore. 4 -55 05 -55-1 28 57 37 52 Clerk. 4 -59 08 -59-1
26 00 105 n Clerk. 4 -55 09 -55-1 28 57 37 45 Moore. 6 -59 14 — 59-2

23 58 99 06 Moore. 4 -53 46 -53*8 30 27 33 41 Moore. 2 -56 37 — 56-6

24 00 99 23 Clerk. 4 -54 28 — 54*5 30 33 33 19 Clerk. 4 -57 19 —57-3
24 01 97 25 Moore. 4 — 54 18 -54-3 31 06 31 26 Moore. 5 — 57 24 -57*4
24 01 97 30 Clerk. 4 -54 03 -54-1 31 06 31 34 Clerk. 4 -57 28 — 57-5

23 50 95 56 Moore. 5 — 54 26 -54-4 33 01 29 36 Clerk. 4 -57 34 -57*6
24 00 96 06 Clerk. 4 — 54 l6 -54*3 34 31 27 04 Clerk. 4 -57 06 -57-1
24 17 93 50 Moore. 5 -54 07 — 54-1 35 46 23 35 .Clerk. 4 -56 08 -56-1
24 02 92 07 Moore. 3 — 52 44 -52*7 35 40 21 40 Moore. 4 — 55 31 — 55’5

22 47 91 00 Cierk. 4 — 52 49 -52-8 35 36 21 40 Clerk. 4 — 55 18 —55-3
21 44 89 38 Moore. 4 -51 45 -51-7 35 07 20 46 Clerk. 4 — 55 08 -55*1
21 50 89 44 Clerk. 4 -52 17 — 52-3 34 12 18 26 Clerk. 2 -53 37t -53-6
20 38 87 50 Moore- 5 -51 33 — 51-5 34 12 18 26 Moore. 4 -53 37t -53-6
20 46 87 59 ClerK. 8 -50 57 -50-9 33 56 18 29 Clerk. 8 -53 31§ — 53-5

20 37 85 02 Moore. 5 -51 21 -51-3 33 56 18 29 Moore. 18 -53 29§ -53*5

* On shore, King George’s Sound,

i Observed on shore, Simon’s Bay.

t Observed on shore, Port Louis, Mauritius.

§ Magnetic Observatory, Cape of Good Hope.
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The — sign prefixed to the values of the Magnetic Force indicates that they belong

to that portion of the values of the Force which is on the South side of the Magnetic

Equator,

General Table of the Observations of the Intensity made by Her Majesty’s Ships ‘ Erebus’

and 4 Terror,’ on the passage from the Cape of Good Hope to Kerguelen Island in

1840, previous to the commencement of the regular Survey.

Lat. S. Long. E. Ship. Intensity. Lat. S. Long. E. Ship. Intensity.

34 11 18° 26 Erebus. 7’60* 4f) 41 29 00 Terror. 8-73

34 11 18 26 Terror. 7-60* 45 44 34 16 Erebus. 9-08

35 14 18 27 Erebus. 7*65 47 00 37 14 Erebus. 9-18

35 48 18 47 Erebus. 7-70 46 45 40 05 Terror. 9-27

36 04 19 19 Erebus. 7-62 47 00 38 48 Erebus. 9-04

36 16 20 04 Terror. 7-76 47 00 43 48 Terror. 9-51

36 11 20 42 Erebus. 7-76 46 46 42 41 Erebus. 9*55

36 52 18 25 Terror. 7-67 47 50 45 20 Terror. 9-82

36 35 21 20 Erebus. 7-89 47 01 46 10 Erebus. 9-82

37 44 16 36 Terror. 7-65 46 41 50 52 Erebus. 9-9

1

38 47 17 00 Terror. 7-81 46 28 52 43 Erebus. 9-95

38 58 17 26 Terror. 794 46 29 52 26 Erebus. 10-17

40 45 19 20 Terror. 7-94 46 18 52 04 Erebus. 10-30

38 13 21 30 Erebus. 8-08 46 25 52 01 Erebus. 10-26

40 05 20 38 Erebus. 7*94 46 57 55 39 Erebus. 10-28

42 40 22 02 Terror. 8*25 47 19 59 10 Erebus. 10-66

40 29 22 22 Erebus. 8-38 47 41 62 59 Erebus. 11-28

42 56 23 12 Terror. 8-31 48 36 69 21 Erebus. 11-43

41 24 25 00 Erebus. 8-24 48 36 69 07 Erebus. 1T55
44 28 24 55 Terror. 8-57 48 30 69 52 Erebus. 11-60

41 58 26 38 Erebus. ' 8-45 48 39 68 57 Erebus. 11-48

46 00 26 12 Terror. 8-76 48 41 68 54 Erebus. ll*32t
43 07 28 43 Erebus. 8-56 48 41 68 54 Erebus. 1 1*31

1

44 19 31 06 Erebus. 8-77 48 41 68 54 Terror. ll*34t

* Simon’s Bay. + On shore at Kerguelen Island.
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General Table of the Intensities of the Magnetic Force observed on board Her

Majesty’s Ship ‘Erebus,’ between September 1840 and April 1841.

Lat. S. Long.E.
No. of

obser-

vations.

Intensity. Lat. S. Long. E.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Intensity. Lat. S. Long. E.

No. of
obser-

vations.

Intensity.

42 52 147° 24 6 13-54* 72 03 172 00 4 15-07 68° 28 168 10 2 15-17

44 10 149 29 2 13-69 72 09 173 35 1 15-03 67 52 167 28 2 15-13

45 13 151 57 2 13-62 72 57 176 06 2 15-14 65 31 167 42 1 15-13

45 33 152 45 2 13-51 72 33 173 37 4 15-15 65 33 162 14 1 14-84

46 18 154 30 2 13-53 73 47 171 50 2 15-24 64 41 162 34 2 15-05

47 46 157 40 2 13-52 74 08 170 54 4 15-23 64 13 163 18 2 14-95

49 20 160 13 2 13-72 73 56 172 20 2 15-11 63 57 161 11 2 14-95

50 28 164 09 2 13-76 74 36 173 01 3 15-16 62 41 156 59 2 15-01

50 33 166 19 20 13*79+ 74 44 169 43 2 15-16 63 50 156 06 2 14-98

52 42 169 10 10 14-08+ 75 22 168 48 2 15-25 64 13 154 03 2 14-95

54 06 169 09 2 13-85 76 26 168 46 4 15-12 64 20 153 02 2 15-11

55 50 170 06 1 14-22 77 47 175 43 2 14-99 63 54 151 56 1 15-02

!
57 35 170 32 2 14-26 77 04 188 24 4 14-97 64 26 148 20 2 15-34

j

58 57 170 57 2 14-36 77 09 188 15 2 15-12 65 10 143 21 2 15-20

59 41 169 38 2 14-42 77 17 185 26 2 15-11 64 20 140 40 2 15-44

60 34 170 33 5 14-50 77 00 192 18 4 15-13 63 09 139 28 7 15-15

61 49 171 44 2 14-72 77 12 192 25 4 15-07 62 13 136 20 2 15-05

62 40 174 40 2 14-78 77 09 188 50 2 15-09 61 20 134 05 2 15-25

|

64 03 172 41 4 14-71 76 58 180 40 2 15-13 60 19 131 20 2 15-36

64 31 172 55 2 14-81 77 47 187 18 4 15-11 58 00 128 40 2 15-25

66 08 171 22 4 14-83 77 39 187 06 5 15-03 55 00 131 43 2 15-00

66 31 169 24 3 14-95 76 55 188 40 1 15-18 54 58 132 50 4 14-95

66 23 170 12 2 14-94 76 50 183 26 1 15-11 54 00 132 02 2 15-19

65 30 170 42 4 15-11 76 16 175 50 2 15-00 53 13 135 18 5 15-01

66 55 174 31 2 14-93 76 03 169 30 1 15-15 51 16 136 50 2 15-12

68 17 175 00 1 14-91 76 20 165 32 2 15-13 48 24 138 32 1 14-88

68 32 175 49 4 14-98 75 03 168 44 2 15-15 46 29 140 40 2 14-40

68 28 176 31 4 15-07 71 25 174 25 4 15-06 46 22 141 06 2 14-45

68 28 176 32 4 15-06§ 70 41 167 26 2 15-22 45 02 143 10 4 14-21

69 35
|

175 47 4 15-05 70 14 167 25 3 15-03 43 41 146 03 8 13-98

71 20 171 00 4 15-10 69 32 167 51 2 15-05

71 57 171 36 4 15-20 69 08 167 44 1 15-03

* On. shore at the Observatory, Hobarton. f On shore at Auckland Island,

j On shore at Campbell Island. § Observed on ice.

General Table of the Intensity of the Magnetic Force observed in Her Majesty’s Ship

‘Terror,’ between January 7 and April 16, 1841.

Position. No. of

obser-

vations.

Intensity.

Position. No. of

obser-

vations.

Intensity.

Position. No. of

obser-

vations.

Intensity.

Lat. S. Long. E. Lat. S. Long. E. Lat. S. Long. E.

72 54 176 27 1 15-03 77 40 18% 40 2 15-02 64 06 152 30 2 15-01

73 07 172 17 2 15-05 77 48 189 23 2 15-01 64 53 142 29 2 15-02

74 15 171 20 2 15-00 76 40 186 25 2 15-02 61 55 134 36 2 15-02

74 17 174 09 2 14-80 76 27 174 14 2 15-19 59 54 130 50 2 15-01

1

75 03 169 01 2 14-71 76 13 165 36 2 15-23 57 43 128 07 2 14-90

74 56 168 55 2 14-93 75 03 168 27 2 15-06 56 20 129 50 1 14-99

75 33 168 27 2 15-05 71 10 172 08 1 15-03 55 11 132 10 2 15-01

76 13 168 56 2 15-05 70 21 167 43 1 15-02 53 50 134 53 2 15-01

77 43 174 29 2 15-00 70 09 167 50 2 15-02 53 10 134 37 1 14-98

77 45 179 30 2 14-95 69 28 167 35 3 15-02 51 10 136 56 3 14-66

77 21 186 58 3 15-00 65 00 164 50 4 15-19 49 14 139 05 1 14-66

77 06 192 25 2 15-00 64 18 163 37 2 15-38 44 59 143 12 2 14-03

77 01 187 07 2 15-04 63 25 159 12 2 15-00 44 52 147 24 2 13-54*

* Hobarton Observatory.
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General Table of the Intensities of the Magnetic Force observed on board Her Majesty’s

Ships ‘Erebus’ and ‘Terror,’ between July 1841 and August 1842.

Position.

Ship.

No. of
obser-

vations.

Corrected
Position.

Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Corrected

Intensity.
Lat. S. Long. E.

Intensity.
Lat. S. Long. E.

42 52 147 24 Erebus. 12 -13-54* 45° 39 183 18 Terror. 8 -12-77
42 52 147 24 Terror. 20 — 13-54* 46 29 184 00 Erebus. 4 -12-76
43 00 148 28 Erebus. 2 -13-62 47 26 184 42 Terror. 8 -12-91
43 03 148 20 Terror. 2 -13-67 48 18 185 54 Terror. 10 — 13-06

42 13 149 25 Erebus. 2 — 13-43 48 43 186 30 Erebus. 3 -12-96
42 24 149 30 Terror. 2 - 1 3-49 49 05 186 54 Terror. 10 -13-07
40 54 149 13 Erebus. 2 -13-38 49 20 187 41 Erebus. 4 -12-97
40 51 149 28 Terror. 2 — 13-41 49 24 187 23 Terror. 11 -13-10

38 17 150 22 Terror. 2 -13*20 49 27 189 13 Erebus. 5 -12-89

37 31 151 09 Erebus. 3 -12-99 49 23 188 54 Terror. 10 -13-12

37 28 151 30 Terror. 2 -13-00 49 38 189 44 Terror. 4 — 13-06

36 21 151 39 Terror. 1 -13*12 50 00 191 00 Erebus. 5 -13-03
34 35 151 30 Erebus. 3 -12*72 49 50 190 46 Terror. 10 -13-15
34 06 151 19 Terror. 2 -12*72 50 08 191 39 Terror. 6 -13*09
33 51 151 17 Erebus. 12 — 12-60f 50 48 192 20 Erebus. 2 -13-10
33 51 151 17 Terror. 12 — 12-65f 50 32 191 52 Terror. 4 -13-18

32 52 154 07 Erebus. 2 -12*52 50 45 192 19 Terror. 10 -13-03
33 57 153 35 Terror. 4 -12-59 51 34 194 29 Erebus. 5 -13-24
33 51 157 18 Erebus. 2 -12-32 51 37 194 00 Terror. 10 -13-24
33 43 158 29 Terror. 4 -12-38 52 00 195 00 Terror. 4 -13-25
33 27 160 43 Erebus. 2 -12-24 52 21 197 53 Erebus. 2 -13-31

33 42 163 50 Terror. 4 -12-25 52 14 197 49 Terror. 4 -13-32
33 38 163 42 Erebus. 2 -12-13 53 01 202 16 Terror. 1 -13-22
33 44 166 37 Terror. 5 -12-02 52 53 203 10 Erebus. 5 -13-37

!

33 41 166 23 Erebus. 2 -12-02 . 52 51 203 56 Terror. 10 -13*53
I

33 34 167 37 Terror. 5 -11-82 52 53 205 07 Terror. 10 -13*30
33 22 167 40 Erebus. 2 -11-95 53 01 205 08 Erebus. 5 -13-42
32 58 169 20 Terror. 4 -11-87 53 31 206 14 Terror. 10 -13-53
32 12 170 53 Terror. 6 -11-72 54 37 208 57 Terror. 9 -13-39

|

32 35 169 53 Erebus. 4 — 11-70 55 08 210 01 Erebus. 6 -13-52
33 57 172 04 Terror. 6 -12-01 55 04 209 58 Terror. 4 -13*35
34 12 172 45 Erebus. 4 -11-76 56 20 211 52 Erebus. 6 -13*53
34 15 172 50 Terror. 5 -11-80 56 14 211 43 Terror. 8 -13-54
34 24 173 43 Terror. 4 -11-98 56 55 212 06 Erebus. 4 -13-64
35 16 174 00 Erebus. 24 — 1 1*81 J 56 30 211 50 Terror. 10 — 13-58

35 16 174 00 Terror. 24 -11-98:): 57 21 212 46 Erebus. 2 -13-74
35 15 174 39 Erebus. 2 -11-90 57 05 212 12 Terror. 8 -13-60
36 20 177 27 Terror. 4 — 11-88 57 44 212 59 Terror. 8 -13-75
36 27 177 34 Erebus. 2 -11-89 58 45 213 19 Erebus. 7 -13-85
38 00 179 34 Terror. 4 -11-95 58 36 213 10 Terror. 14 -13-92
38 17 179 31 Erebus. 2 -11-90 60 48 213 51 Terror. 10 -14-07
38 27 179 59 Terror. 4 -12-08 61 20 213 57 Erebus. 4 -14-10
39 10 182 35 Erebus. 4 -11-93 61 37 213 54 Terror. 4 -14-00
38 54 182 20 Terror. 10 -12-05 62 34 212 34 Terror. 10 -14-15
40 47 183 03 Erebus. 2 — 12-25 62 40 212 53 Erebus. 2 -14-24
39 22 182 57 Terror. 8 -12-04 63 32 209 16 Terror. 12 -14-14
40 42 183 05 Terror. 8 -12-29 63 23 210 02 Erebus. 2 -14*36
4] 49 183 41 Erebus. 2 -12-32 63 23 210 02 Erebus. 2 — 14*30§
41 34 183 40 Terror. 10 -12-26 63 47 208 26 Erebus. 6 — 14-20

42 40 183 46 Terror. 4 -12-38 64 38 206 53 Erebus. 2 -14-26
43 32 183 03 Erebus. 2 -12-55 64 38 206 24 Terror. 12 - 14-31

43 54 183 06 Terror. 8 -12-56 64 53 206 30 Erebus. 6 -14-38

* Hobarton. f Garden Island, Sydney,

t Bay of Islands.
§ Observed on ice.
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General Table of the Intensities of the Magnetic Force (continued).

Position.

Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Corrected
Position.

Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Corrected

Intensity.
Lat S. Long. E.

Intensity.
Lat. S. Long. E.

65 27 205 04 Terror. 8 — 14*25 76 42 194 48 Erebus. 2 -14*83
65 36 205 32 Erebus. 2 -14*47 76 20 191 26 Terror. 4 -14*97
65 47 204 19 Terror. 4 — 14*46 76 24 184 54 Terror. 4 -14*83
65 59 204 08 Erebus. 7 -14*49 77 05 194 38 Erebus. 6 -14*78
65 54 204 08 Terror. 4 — 14*43 77 13 193 52 Terror. 10 -14*88
66 10 203 42 Erebus. 6 -14*47 77 47 197 25 Terror. 4 -14*80
66 08 203 39 Terror. 5 — 14*42 77 14 199 29 Terror. 10 — 14*74

66 33 203 28 Erebus. 4 — 14*57 74 50 193 45 Erebus. 2 -14*69
66 36 203 29 Terror. 10 — 14*50 75 20 194 36 Terror. 4 -14*81

66 09 204 27 Erebus. 11 -14*49 72 46 189 59 Erebus. 2 -14*64
66 20 203 39 Terror. 4 -14*40 73 10 189 21 Terror. 4 -14*78
65 58 204 07 Erebus. 8 -14*53 72 01 187 35 Erebus. 2 — 14*64

66 05 204 02 Terror. 10 -14*43 72 03 187 40 Terror. 10 -14*80
66 12 203 05 Erebus. 4 -14*42 71 43 187 15 Terror. 6 -14*86
66 01 204 04 Terror. 4 -14*33 71 08 184 59 Erebus 4 -14*77
65 57 203 56 Terror. 14 -14*41 71 20 184 30 Terror. 4 -14*68
65 56 203 31 Terror. 4 -14*31 69 48 179 57 Erebus. 4 - 14*68

i

65 49 202 02 Erebus. 7 -14*45* 69 54 179 55 Terror. 4 — 14*78

65 47 202 08 Terror. 10 -14*49* 68 04 183 25 Erebus. 4 -14*59
66 49 202 40 Erebus. 2 -14*52 68 09 183 10 Terror. 4 — 14*68

66 07 201 58 Terror. 8 -14*43 67 32 185 09 Erebus. 2 -14*65
67 12 203 12 Terror. 5 -14*59 67 35 185 18 Terror. 10 -14*66
67 32 204 00 Erebus. 3 -14*52 67 24 187 51 Terror. 8 - 14*67

67 46 204 17 Terror. 16 -14-57 66 20 189 59 Erebus. 2 — 14*47

67 18 203 39 Erebus. 3 -14*51 65 05 191 58 Terror. 10 -14*48
67 24 204 05 Terror. 4 -14*35 63 30 194 52 Erebus. 4 — 1 4*42

67 21 202 15 Erebus. 6 -14*46 63 30 194 15 Terror. 4 -14*39
67 12 202 24 Terror. 6 -14*38 62 17 195 55 Terror. 10 -14*17
68 14 200 09 Erebus. 4 -14*64 62 16 196 10 Erebus. 2 -14*17
67 15 201 34 Terror, 8 -14*31 61 06 198 08 Terror. 4 -14*25
68 42 199 44 Erebus. 5 - 14*66 61 07 199 05 Erebus. 7 -14*17
68 08 199 57 Terror. 8 -14*45 60 19 203 42 Terror. 4 — 14*20

68 45 199 40 Terror. 13 — 14*50 60 18 204 11 Erebus. 2 -13*80
68 52 198 24 Terror. 10 — 14*53 60 15 209 55 Terror. 8 -14*09
69 24 194 08 Erebus. 4 -14*66 60 13 211 34 Erebus. 2 -13*91
70 00 191 44 Terror. 9 -14*53 59 53 216 28 Terror. 4 - 14*13

70 05 191 10 Erebus. 4 -14*73 59 20 219 14 Erebus. 4 -13*82
70 14 186 16 Terror. 15 - 14*62 59 22 218 14 Terror. 4 -14*06
70 18 186 01 Erebus. 6 -14*67 58 04 222 04 Erebus. 3 -13*83
70 32 185 38 Terror. 6 -14*69 58 49 221 25 Terror. 4 — 14*15

70 39 185 31 Erebus. 2 -14*72 59 04 228 57 Erebus. 2 -13*85
69 54 183 52 Terror. 8 -14*68 59 01 227 43 Terror. 4 — 14*02

70 07 181 45 Erebus. 3 -14*65 59 42 233 20 Erebus. 4 -13*91
71 03 180 56 Terror 4 -14*66 60 05 235 56 Terror. 4 -13*91
71 00 180 44 Erebus. 2 -14*74 60 19 237 07 Erebus. 9 -14*01
72 07 181 50 Terror. 4 -14*79 60 17 236 38 Terror. 4 -13*99
72 46 181 46 Erebus. 4 — 14*62 60 24 237 29 Terror. 4 -14*11
72 55 181 33 Terror. 4 -14*83 60 01 241 38 Erebus. 4 -13*71
75 05 173 17 Erebus. 9 — 14*87 59 05 247 27 Terror. 4 -13*87
74 51 174 02 Terror. 4 -14*90 59 07 248 48 Erebus. 4 -13*62
75 09 173 16 Terror. 9 — 14*86 58 26 251 42 Terror. 4 -13*94
76 29 178 09 Erebus. 4 -14*87 58 29 252 22 Erebus. 2 - 13*42

76 06 174 57 Terror. 4 -14*80 58 33 254 45 Terror. 10 -13*49
77 02 181 37 Terror. 4 -14*82 58 46 258 13 Terror. 8 -13*54
76 42 184 09 Erebus. 2 -14*85 58 35 255 10 Erebus. 2 -13*42
76 48 184 46 Terror. 4 -14*86 58 44 257 49 Erebus. 2 - 13*56

* Observed on ice.
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General Table of the Intensities of the Magnetic Force (continued).

Position.

Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Corrected

Intensity.

Position.

Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Corrected
Intensity.

Lat. S. Long. E. Lat. S. Long. E.

58 59 267 50 Terror. 4 -13-35 57° 22 289 50 Terror. 2 -11-62

J

59 02 268 30 Erebus. 2 - 13-33 57 26 291 32 Erebus. 4 -11-60

59 01 272 06 Terror. 4 - 13-10 57 10 292 11 Terror. 2 - 11-20

1 59 02 272 02 Erebus. 2 -12-88 56 37 294 34 Erebus. 4 -11-51

58 24 276 18 Terror. 4 -12-92 56 40 294 46 Terror. 2 — 11-14

58 50 277 12 Erebus. 2 - 12-68 54 48 297 21 Erebus. 4 -10-86
58 25 279 44 Terror. 8 -12-44 54 50 298 10 Terror. 1 -10-58
58 23 280 03 Erebus. 2 - 12-37 52 40 299 52 Erebus. 4 -10-04

58 31 281 33 Terror. 4 - 12-66 52 40 299 52 Terror. 5 -10-17
58 29 282 04 Erebus. 2 - 12-36 52 28 301 42 Terror. 4 - 9*99

58 36 285 33 Terror. 4 -12-35 52 54 300 57 Terror. 5 -10-11

58 29 286 04 Erebus. 1 -11-94 51 42 301 36 Jirebus. 4 -10-00

57 21 289 36 Terror. 4 - 12-13 51 32 301 53 Terror. 12 - 9-91*

* Observed on shore, Falkland Islands.

MDCCCLXVIII. L
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General Table of the Intensities of the Magnetic Force observed on board tier Majesty’s

Ships ‘Erebus’ and ‘Terror,’ between September 1842 and April 1843.

Lat. S. Long E. Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Corrected

Intensity.
Lat. S. Long. E. Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Corrected

Intensity.

53 03 302 05 Erebus. 2 - 9-89 64 13 304 06 Terror. 8 -11-87

52 48 303 10 Terror. 2 -10-18 64 12 303 04 Terror. 2 -11-95

54 03 305 26 Erebus. 2 - 9-89 64 34 302 50 Erebus. 2 -11-69

53 47 304 48 Erebus. 2 - 9-89 64 28 303 20 Terror. 8 -11-86

54 43 304 30 Erebus. 1 - 9-99 64 44 303 07 Erebus. 7 — ll-76§

54 42 304 46 Erebus. 2 -10-03 64 41 302 52 Terror. 8
j

-11-86

54 42 305 30 Terror. 2 -10-32 64 48 303 09 Terror. 8 -11-85+

55 40 296 52 Erebus. 5 -10-71 64 38 302 40 Terror. 2 -11-82

55 30 297 00 Terror. 2 -10-99 64 40 302 07 Terror. 2 -11-89

55 51 292 28 Erebus. 8 -11-13* 64 31 302 34 Erebus. 2 -11-65

55 51 292 28 Terror.** 8 — 11-19* 64 48 303 09 Erebus. 2 -11-95

56 02 292 57 Terror. 2 -11-48 64 48 303 09 Erebus. 2 — H'7i§
55 39 296 00 Erebus. 2 -10-82 64 30 303 04 Terror. 2 -12-06
55 52 295 41 Terror. 2 -10-99 64 04 305 00 Terror. 8 -11-75
54 24 300 08 Erebus. 5 -10-29 64 22 305 01 Erebus. 2 -11-54

55 05 299 49 Terror. 2 -11-01 64 18 304 18 Erebus. 2 -11-53
52 52 301 05 Erebus. 5 -10-05 64 16 304 42 Terror. 1 -11*81

52 26 301 16 Terror. 2 -10-05 64 20 304 40 Terror. 2 -11-80
51 32 301 53 Erebus. 18 - 9-96+ 64 12 303 50 Erebus. 2 -11*91

51 32 301 53 Terror. 14 — 9-92f 64 12 304 07 Terror. 6 -11-84

52 50 303 07 Erebus. 2 - 9*98 64 05 304 08 Terror. 6 -11-82

52 46 303 18 Terror. 7 - 9-92 64 05 304 00 Erebus. 2 -11-56
54 23 303 59 Erebus. 2 - 1 0-22 63 56 305 22 Terror. 2 -11-68

53 38 303 43 Terror. 2 -10-00 64 24 305 30 Terror. 6 -11-66

55 51 305 18 Erebus. 2 -10-22 64 16 304 47 Terror. 4 -11-63
55 51 305 26 Terror. 9 -10-34 63 30 306 59 Erebus. 2 -11-36
56 34 306 39 Erebus. 2 - 10-28 63 46 307 23 Erebus. 2 -11-37
56 55 306 40 Terror. 6 -10-42 63 47 308 00 Terror. 2 -11*51

58 16 308 00
j

Erebus. 2 - 10-51 63 49 308 53 Erebus. 2 -11-28
58 17 307 54 Terror. 9 -10-68 63 42 308 45 Terror. 2 -11-58

59 28 308 00 Erebus. 4 -10-81 64 19 309 36 Erebus. 6 -11-35

59 57 307 53 Terror. 2 -10-86 64 19 309 40 Terror. 8 -11-49
61 23 307 41 Erebus. 1 -10-86 64 36 311 53 Erebus. 2 -11-28

!

61 20 307 42 Terror. 2 - 11-10 64 43 312 06 Terror. 2 -11-48
62 12 307 47 Terror. 2 -11-10 64 37 314 21 Erebus. 2 -11-26

!

63 31 308 05 Erebus. 2 -11-06 64 38 314 01 Terror. 2 -11-53
i 62 25 307 58 Terror. 7 -11-32 64 39 316 04 Erebus. 2 — 11-13

62 22 308 00 Erebus. 7 -11*14 64 49 315 07 Terror. 2 - 11-37

' 62 18 308 17 Terror. 7 -11-32 64 56 317 01 Erebus. 2 -11-07
! 62 39 305 48 Terror. 8 -11-45 64 47 316 57 Terror. 2 -11-13

i
62 30 306 30 Erebus. 2 -11-22 65 06 318 46 Erebus. 2 -11-02

; 62 36 306 20 Erebus. 2 -11-32 64 58 318 26 Terror. 8 -11-34
63 35 305 47 Terror. 2 -11-73 64 40 320 12 Erebus. 2 -10-95
63 36 305 00 Erebus. 2 -11-34 64 37 320 28 Terror. 2 -11-22
63 39 304 40 Erebus. 7 -11-54 63 54 321 36 Erebus. 2 -10-71
63 57 304 32 Terror. 7 -11-67 64 02 321 55 Terror. 2 -11-38

|

64 23 304 00 Erebus. 4 -11-76 63 36 324 36 Erebus. 7 -10-62
64 26 303 52 Erebus. 2 -11-69+ 63 59 324 18 Terror. 2 -10-88
64 27 303 54 Terror. 7 — 11*79$ 62 39 328 16 Erebus. 5 -10-26
64 30 304 10 Terror. 2 — 1 1 86 62 37 328 17 Terror. 2 -10-19
64 32 304 20 Erebus. 2 -11-59 62 20 330 00 Erebus. 2 -10-16
64 38 304 20 Terror. 8 - 11-81 62 13 330 28 Terror. 6 -10-35
64 18 308 39 Erebus. 2 -11-50 61 59 333 43 Erebus. 2 - 9-94

* On shore at St. Martin’s Cove.

t On ice.

f On shore at Port Louis.

§ On an ice-floe.
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General Table of the Intensities of the Magnetic Force (continued).

Lat. S. Long. E. Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Corrected

Intensity.

Lat. S. Long. E. Ship.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Corrected

Intensity.

62 05 333 38 Terror. 2 -10-33 59 21 350 36 Terror. 2 -9*69
61 37 336 05 Erebus. 2 - 9-93 57 27 352 08 Erebus. 5 -9-13
6l 32 336 10 Terror. 2 -10-33 57 30 352 05 Terror. 6 -9*14
6l 30 338 00 Erebus. 2 - 9-78 57 09 352 45 Erebus. 2 -8-73
6l 28 337 42 Terror. 8 -10*05 57 09 352 44 Terror. 2

i

-9*42
6l 46 341 02 Erebus. 2 - 9*77 56 38 353 57 Erebus. 2 -8*59
62 36 344 08 Erebus. 2 - 9*98 56 44 353 45 Terror. 2 -9*17
62 41 343 18 Terror. 7 -10-06 55 38 355 32 Erebus. 2 -8*57
63 58 345 10 Erebus. 2 -10-19 54 32 357 26 Terror. 2

|

-8*73

64 14 345 30 Terror. 2 -10-49 54 07 359 56 Erebus. 4
1

-8*24

64 38 348 00 Erebus. 2 -10*27 54 05 359 33 Terror. 3 -8*76

64 33 347 52 Terror. 2 -10*60 50 37 9 03 Erebus. 2 -8*22

65 12 350 05 Erebus. 2 -10*30 50 41 8 56 Terror. 3 -8*52

65 00 349 30 Terror. 2 -10-54 47 38 10 51 Erebus. 2 -8-08

66 08 352 43 Erebus. 2 -10*44 47 36 10 41 Terror. 2
|

-8*40
66 00 353 00 Terror. 2 -10-90 45 32 11 54 Erebus. 2 -7*89

67 06 351 04 Erebus. 2 -10*68 45 38 11 52 Terror. 2 -8*19

66 54 351 15 Terror. 2 -11*01 43 57 13 16 Erebus. 5
!

-7*90
68 14 347 40 Erebus. 5 -10-91 43 55 13 16 Terror. 2

j

— 7*96

68 08 348 10 Terror. 2 -11*34 43 10 14 44 Erebus. 5 -7*75
68 32 347 09 Erebus. 2 -10*94 43 13 14 36 Terror. 8 -7‘99

69 26 345 31 Erebus. 2 -11*17 41 48 15 09 Erebus. 2 -7*78

69 24 345 30 Terror. 2 -11-51 41 58 15 11 Terror. 2
1

-7*96

71 10 344 13 Erebus. 2 -11-47 40 15 15 47 Erebus. 2 -7*63

71 09 344 10 Terror. 2 -11-80 40 12 16 06 Terror. 2 -7*83

70 28 342 26 Terror. 2 -11*74 37 40 16 40 Erebus. 2 !
-7*60

68 06 344 40 Erebus. 1 -10*91 38 00 16 45 Terror. 2 — 7*77

68 07 346 23 Terror. 2 -11*27 35 59 16 34 Erebus. 2 — 7*52

65 56 346 24 Erebus. 2 -10*59 36 04 16 32 Terror. 2 -7*63
65 57 346 40 Terror. 2 -10*83 35 26 16 22 Erebus. 2 -7*50
64 31 346 01 Erebus. 1 -10*20 35 21 16 22 Terror. 6 — 7‘56

63 58 346 25 Terror. 2 -10*39 35 03 17 06 Terror. 4 -7*60
61 34 348 39 Erebus. 2 - 9-65 35 00 17 00 Erebus. 2 -7*50
61 35 349 00 Terror. 2 - 9*98 34 11 18 26 Erebus. 7 - 7

.59*

59 34 350 34 Erebus. 2 - 9-23 34 11 18 26 Terror. 7 — 7*56*

On shore at Simon’s Bay, Cape of Good Hope.
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General Table of the Intensities of the Magnetic Force observed in Her Majesty’s Ship

‘ Pagoda ’ in 1845.

Lat. S. Long. E. Observer.

No. of

obser-

vations

Intensity of

the Force, in

British units.

Lat. S. Long. E. Observer.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Intensity of

the Force, in

British units.

j

33 56 18 29 Clerk. 12 - 7*57 66 55 40 16 Moore. 5 -11-29
!
34 12 18 26 Clerk. 6 - 7*62 66 24 40 01 Moore. 2 -11-32
34 44 17 50 Clerk. 3 - 7-43 66 43 40 12 Moore. 5 -11-22
34 46

1
17 46 Moore. 5 - 7-46 64 52 38 37 Moore. 5 -10-98

|

35 12 13 28 Clerk. 6 — 7'20 64 52 39 24 Clerk. 5 -11-10
35 09 15 09 Moore. 6 - 7'33 64 22 40 49 Clerk. 2 -11-06

:
35 17 14 00 Moore. 5 - 6-99 64 05 41 09 Moore. 1 -11-00
35 24 13 23 Moore. 7 - 7-07 63 49 42 00 Clerk. 3 -10-72
37 25 13 24 Clerk. 3 - 7-31 63 21 45 55 Moore. 6 -11-07
38 37 ! 14 27 Clerk. 3 - 7*63 63 22 45 35 Clerk. 2 -10-88
38 42 14 27 Moore. 5 - 7-41 63 36 46 41 Clerk. 3 -11-04

I
39 10 14 38 Moore. 5 - 7*30 63 36 46 48 Moore. 8 — 11-13

' 39 10 14 21 Clerk. 6 - 7-49 62 36 51 40 Clerk. 3 - 11-10

40 21 14 29 Clerk. 3 - 7*53 6l 34 53 49 Moore. 5 -11-35
40 41 14 16 Moore. 3 - 7-45 6l 25 53 38 Clerk. 3 - 11-58

42 50 13 00 Clerk. 3 - 7-55 6l 26 57 37 Moore. 9 -11-41
44 50 13 19 Clerk. 3 - 7-63 6i 17 57 28 Clerk. 3 -11-63
47 40 12 25 Clerk. 1 - 7*96 6i 00 64 03 Clerk. 3 -11-76
50 21 10 31 Moore. 5 - 7-96 6i 10 64 20 Moore. 2 -11-82
48 35 10 51 Clerk. 3 - 8*03 6i 36 70 46 Clerk. 3 -12-15
50 30 10 25 Clerk. 3 - 8-29 6l 49 71 31 Moore. 8 -12-16
50 48 10 18 Moore. 5 - 8-28 62 10 72 25 Clerk. 5 - 12-55

51 48 9 33 Clerk. 3 - 8-48 62 10 72 25 Moore. 6 -12-44
51 50 9 33 Moore. 3 - 8-40 62 40 76 09 Clerk. 5 -12-54
52 53 7 53 Clerk. 3 - 8*50 62 48 76 15 Moore. 9 -12-52
53 21 7 52 Moore. 5 - 8-59 64 20 79 38 Clerk. 3 -12-92
53 52 6 07 Clerk. 6 - 8-66 64 20 79 38 Moore. 3 -12-71

1

54 02 6 02 Moore. 6 - 8-64 61 38 84 40 Clerk. 3 - 12-79
|

55 08 5 50 Clerk. 3 - 879 6l 42 85 07 Moore. 3 -13-10
55 18 5 55 Moore. 1 - 8*66 60 42 88 12 Clerk. 3 -13-10

j

60 43 4 00 Clerk. 3 - 9*39 60 48 88 33 Moore. 5 -13-23
61 05 9 03 Clerk. 6 - 973 6l 23 91 15 Clerk. 6 -13-31

I

1 6l 14 9 07 Moore. 5 - 976 6l 23 91 15 Moore. 5 -13-25
1 62 06 12 52 Moore. 2 -10-22 6l 14 92 03 Clerk. 3 -13-35

j

61 54 16 23 Clerk. 3 -10-08 6l 07 92 10 Moore. 3 -13-31

|
61 56 16 36 Moore. 5 -10-01 60 35 92 25 Clerk. 3 -13-22
61 50 19 13 Clerk. 6 -10-10 60 30 92 34 Moore. 3 -13-25

: 62 00 20 25 Clerk. 3 -10-25 60 03 95 36 Clerk. 2 -13-62

63 00 20 40 Moore. 6 -10-20 60 03 96 03 Moore. 2 -13-41

|

63 19 21 48 Moore. 6 -10-32 59 55 99 35 Clerk. 5 -13-42
i 64 20 24 05 Clerk. 6 -10-61 59 45 99 50 Moore. 5 -13-91

1 64 25 24 18 Moore. 3 -10-59 57 46 99 17 Moore. 2 -1373
65 34 28 30 Clerk. 3 -10-85 56 53 101 24 Clerk. 3 -13-53

|

1 65 39 28 48 Moore. 6 - 10-85 56 56 101 36 Moore. 3 -13-65
j

j

66 27 30 45 Moore. 5 -10-97 55 52 103 06 Clerk. 3 -13-75
1 66 30 36 46 Clerk. 3 -11-22 55 40 103 18 Moore. 3 -13-75

{

i 66 36 36 50 Moore. 5 -11-13 54 48 106 04 Clerk. 3 -13-64

66 43 38 39 Clerk. 3 -11-29 54 38 106 15 Moore. 3 -13-76
j

! 67 11 38 51 Moore. 5 -11-23 54 17 108 05 Clerk. 4 -13-75
' 67 35 39 31 Clerk. 3 -11-50 54 10 108 15 Moore. 3 -1379
67 39 40 28 Moore. 1 -11-33 53 00 110 08 Clerk. 3 -13-74

|

66 45 39 23 Clerk. 3 -11-32 53 00 110 30 Moore 5 -13-82
|

' 67 00 40 07 Clerk. 6 -11-35 51 20 111 23 Clerk. 2 -13-53
i

67 18 40 22 Moore. 5 -11-33 48 57 112 56 Moore. 7 -13-79
I

1
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General Table of Intensities observed in the ‘ Pagoda’ (continued).

Lat S. Long. E. Observer.

No of

obser-

vations.

Intensity of

the Force, in

British units.

Lat. S. Long. E. Observer.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Intensity of

the Force, in 1

British units.
|

49 01 Ill 47 Clerk. 5 -13-62 20° 36 79 10 Moore. 4 -9*19
47 21 115 J 5 Moore. 5 -13-95 20 36 79 22 Clerk. 6 -9-44
47 21 115 15 Clerk. 3 -13-82 20 44 78 31 Moore. 12 -9 35
45 08 116 50 Moore. 2 -13-78 20 44 78 31 Clerk. 9 -9-38
43 20 116 52 Clerk. 5 -13-33 20 39 77 43 Moore. 6 -9-34
43 22 116 49 Moore. 6 -13-66 20 34 77 02 Clerk. 12 -9*31
41 18 116 09 Clerk. 3 -13-22 20 26 70 36 Moore. 3 -9*13
41 00 116 42 Moore. 5 -13-31 20 28 70 46 Clerk. 3 -9*08
38 52 116 15 Clerk. 3 -13-16 20 34 69 24 Moore. 8 -9-16
38 40 116 15 Moore. 3 -13-04 21 06 68 12 Clerk. 3 -9*02
37 03 116 57 Clerk. 6 -12-84 21 11 67 54 Clerk. 9 -9-11

37 00 116 57 Moore. 7 -12-70 21 11 67 42 Moore. 10 -9-10
36 12 116 50 Clerk. 3 -12-67 21 12 67 29 Clerk. 6

1
-9 10

36 11 116 48 Moore. 3 -12-65 21 02 66 02 Clerk. 6 -8-94
35 18 117 07 Clerk. 3 -12-89 21 01 66 10 Moore. 5 -892
35 07 117 38 Moore. 3 -12-83 20 40 62 58 Moore. 4 -8-88
35 02 117 56 Clerk. 11 -12-78* 20 31 59 42 Clerk. 3 -8-87
35 02 117 56 Moore. 10 -12*78* 20 09 57 31 Moore. 7 — 8-75J
35 30 114 35 Moore. 3 - 12-66 21 44 53 34 Clerk. 3 -8-93
35 36 114 44 Clerk. 3 -12-78 21 50 53 25 Moore. o -8*79
34 16 113 01 Clerk. 3 -12-43 26 25 49 12 Clerk. 3 -8*79
32 32 111 36 Clerk. 3 ] 2*22 26 26 48 20 Moore. 3 -8-82
32 24 111 26 Moore. 5 -11-91 27 12 46 09 Clerk. 3 — 8*55

29 20 106 55 Clerk. 3 - 11*76 27 14 45 50 Moore. 3 -8*78
29 16 106 49 Moore. 3 -11*35 28 24 43 00 Clerk. 3 -8-52
27 47 106 36 Clerk. 3 -11*29 28 44 42 01 Clerk. 3 -8-46
26 41 105 43 Moore. 7 -11*13 28 35 40 24 Clerk. 3 -8*54
26 00 105 11 Clerk. 3 -11-13 28 57 37 55 Moore. 5 -8*41
24 00 98 15 M oore. 6 - 10*46 28 57 37 52 Clerk. 6 -8-29
24 00 97 40 Clerk. 12 -10*37 30 33 33 19 Clerk. 3 -8-22
24 03 94 52 Moore. 9 -10-37 30 27 33 41 Moore. 1 -8-37
24 02 92 07 Moore. 2 -10-35 31 06 31 34 Clerk. 3 -8-04
22 47 91 00 Clerk. 3 -10-03 31 06 31 26 Moore. 3 -8-05
21 44 89 38 Moore. 3 - 9-95 33 01 29 36 Clerk. 3 -7-92

;

21 50 89 44 Clerk. 3 -10-04 34 31 27 04 Clerk. 5
I

-8-02
|

20 46 87 59 Clerk. 6 - 9*80 35 46 23 35 Clerk. 3 -7*82
20 37 86 26 Moore. 6 - 9-70 35 40 21 40 Moore. 2 -7-82
20 38 85 26 Clerk. 3 - 9-58 35 36 21 40 Clerk. 3 :

-7*76
20 25 82 10 Moore. 5 - 9-45 35 07 20 46 Clerk. 3 -7-67

!

20 26 82 22 Clerk. 6 - 9*52 33 56 18 29 Clerk. 12 — 7*58f
J

* King George’s Sound, West Australia. + Magnetic Observatory, Cape of Good Hope.

t On shore, Port Louis, Mauritius.
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Intensities of the Force observed by Lieut. Alexander John Smith, R.N., between

Hobarton and the Cape of Good Hope, in July to September 1844.

Lat. S. Long. E.
No. of

obser-

vations.

Intensity, in

British units.
Lat. S. Long. E.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Intensity, in

British units.

42 52 147 24 2 — 13-54 40 06 87 00 2 -12-01

43 28 137 10 2 -14-04 38 10 75 22 2 -10-79

43 14 133 22 2 — 14-06 38 08 73 35 2 -10-94

42 35 125 40 2 -14-25 39 00 65 44 2 — 10-40

40 31 109 06 2 — 13-17 41 00 46 13 2 - 9-69

39 54 102 00 2 -12-97 39 50 28 36 2 - 8-40

Intensities of the Force observed by Lieut. Joseph Dayman, R.N., between Hobarton

and the Cape of Good Hope, between December 1844 and March 1845.

Lat., S. Long. E.

No. of

obser-

vations.

Intensity, in

British units.
Lat. S. Long, E.

No. of
obser-

vations.

Intensity, in

British units.

44° 39 144° 23 4 - 13-70 22 34 80 10 2 -9-49

|

44 34 141 46 3 -13-75 22 35 78 08 2 -9-31
! 42 24 137 18 2 -13-75 22 38 76 10 2 -9-30

41 46 133 26 2 -13-89 22 28 74 18 2 -9*15
40 05 128 23 2 -13-96 22 33 72 20 2 -9-11
38 42 123 51 4 -13-51 22 41 69 54 2 -9-14
37 47 123 52 4 -13-34 23 52 64 59 2 -9-00
35 55 118 22 4 -12-93 24 36 62 02 4 -8-93
36 06 116 42 2 -12-90 24 43 59 46 2 -8-91
34 58 112 59 2 -12-68 24 36 58 37 2 -8-86
33 47 111 04 2 -12-10 25 13 51 29 2 -8-57
33 37 108 24 2 -12-06 25 42 49 06 2 -8-38
29 40 105 28 2 -11-56 28 15 42 18 2 -8-17
28 04 105 06 2 -11-23 29 21 39 06 2 -8-13
26 44 104 26 2 -11-03 30 10 36 17 2 -8-09
25 52 102 58 2 -10-69 31 19 32 21 2 -7-87
24 50 101 31 2 -10-64 32 17 29 34 2 -7-72
24 00 99 33 2 -10-58 34 02 26 53 2 -7*61
23 02 94 44 4 -10-05 34 36 25 23 2 — 7*68

22 18 90 36 4 - 9-65 34 40 24 16 2 — 7‘55

22 11 86 30 2 - 9-58 34 48 19 33 2 -7-40
22 08 84 17 2 - 9-41

Page 392, third line from bottom,

ERRATUM.

for 62 37 328 30 Erebus.

read 62 37 328 30 Erebus.

— 2 50 —2-8

-5 46 -5-8
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XIV. On the Resistance of the Air to the Motion of Elongated Projectiles having variously

formed Heads. By F. Bashforth, B.l)., Professor of Applied Mathematics to the

Advanced Class of Artillery Officers ,
Woolwich

,
and late Fellow of St. John's

College
,
Cambridge. Communicated by Professor Stokes, Sec. B.S.

Received January 30,—Read February 20, 1868.

The famous theory of the parabolic motion of projectiles was at an early period found

to give results not in accordance with practice. Manifestly, then, the air must offer a

very sensible resistance to a body which is moving through it with a high velocity.

This resistance will depend upon theform of the moving body, and upon the velocity

with which it is moving. Hence, before the path of a projectile can be calculated, it

will be necessary to determine experimentally the resistance opposed by the air to the

motion of the projectile, corresponding to various velocities. According to Newton’s

law, the resistance of the air varies as the square of the velocity. But the velocities

were low in the experiments made under his direction. In 1719 John Bernoulli

gave equations for finding by the method of Quadratures the path &c. of a projectile,

when the resistance of the air was supposed to vary according to any power of the

velocity. But in spite of grave doubts respecting the accuracy of Newton’s law, it

has been adopted by most of the eminent mathematicians who have written on the sub-

ject, such as Euler (1753), Lambert (1765), Borda (1769), Bezout (1789), Tempelhof

(1788-9), d’Ehrenmalm (1788), Lombard (1796), and Poisson.

The first good experiments made with a view to determine the resistance of the air

to the motion of projectiles were those of Robins in 1742. The projectiles used were

leaden bullets of small size. When we consider the great density of the material used,

its liability to change its form in the barrel of the gun, and the smallness of the solid

projectiles, it is truly wonderful that Robins was able to accomplish so much with his

ballistic pendulum. Afterwards Hutton carried on Robins’ system of experimenting

both with the whirling machine and ballistic pendulum, introducing additional pre-

cautions, and using iron projectiles of greater size. In recent times MM. Didion, Morin,

and Piobert have carried on experiments in France with heavier spherical projectiles,

by the help of an improved ballistic pendulum ; but they have done little more than

confirm the results of Robins and Hutton, and extend them to spherical projectiles of

larger diameter.

Robins came to the conclusions :
—“ First

,
That, till the velocity of the projectile sur-

passes that of 1100 feet in a second, the resistance may be esteemed to be in the dupli-

cate proportion of the velocity
; and its mean quantity may be taken to be nearly the

mdccclxviii. 3 M
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same with that I have assigned in the former paper. Second
,
That, if the velocity be

greater than that of 1100 or 1200 feet in a second, then the absolute quantity of that

resistance in these greater velocities will be near three times as great as it should be by

a comparison with the smaller velocities”*. Hutton remarks in a note on these con-

clusions:—“ These suppositions are not nearly correct. In fact, by more accurate expe-

riments with cannon-balls, it appears that the law of the resistance begins to increase

above the ratio of the square of the velocity, from the very slowest motions, and thence

goes on increasing gradually more and more above what is assigned by that ratio, till

we arrive at the velocity of 1600 or 1700 feet per second, where it is at the greatest,

amounting in that maximum state to only 2yg- times the quantity resulting from the

ratio of the square of the velocity. And at the velocity of 1100 feet, instead of answer-

ing to that law, it amounts to 1*86 times the same.” Euler, in the remarks which

accompany his translation of Robins’ ‘ Gunnery,’ states that, the greater the velocity of

the shot, so much the more does theory deviate from the truthf. Hutton’s formula of

resistance consisted of two terms, one varying as the velocity, and the other as the square

of the velocity.

In the year 1836 M. Piobert reexamined Hutton’s experiments, and found that the

resistance of the air for various velocities was sufficiently well represented by a formula

of two terms, one of which varied as the square, and the other as the cube of the velo-

city. In 1839 and 1840 numerous experiments were made at Metz, under the

direction of a commission, by means of an improved ballistic pendulum. The projectiles

used were spherical solid shot of 24, 12, and 8, or 26’47 lbs., 13*38 lbs., and 8*86 lbs. in

weight, and 5*85 inches, 4*66 inches, and 4*06 inches in diameter, and a shell 50*71 lbs.

in weight and 8*67 inches in diameter. The distances from the gun at which the pen-

dulum was placed were 49 feet, 82 feet, 164 feet, 246 feet, and 328 feet. The resist-

ance of the air to these projectiles was found to be represented by the formula

ttRV x 0*027(1+ 0*0023*;) $

;

and the new calculation of Hutton’s experiments gave

tf-RVx 0*02786(1+ 0*0023*;)+

When spherical balls and smooth-bored guns were used, it was only possible to strike

the receiver properly when at a moderate distance from the gun ; and thus the variation

of velocity to be measured was confined within very narrow limits. There was also the

disadvantage that, as the velocity of the ball had to be reduced to that of the receiver in

order to determine the striking velocity of the ball, only one velocity could be mea-

sured for each round fired. It would therefore be quite impossible to employ Robins’

ballistic pendulum to find the velocities of the heavy elongated projectiles in use at the

present day.

* Robins’ Tracts on Gunnery, by Hutton, 1805, p. 181.

f Neue Grundsatze der Artillerie, 1745, p. 508.

X Didion, Traite de Balistique, 1860, pp. 61 & 64.
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Various attempts have been made to measure the velocities of cannon-balls by the aid

of electricity. The machines with revolving cylinders were in general failures, because

their inventors made their success depend upon the known uniform angular velocity of

the cylinder. These failures opened the way for the introduction of Major Navez’

electro-ballistic pendulum, and others of the same class, which worked with two screens,

and therefore furnished no means for testing the probable accuracy of the velocity

determined. The apparent convenience and portability of these instruments led to

their general use both in Europe and America. Major Navez’ instrument, in its

original complicated form, is now out of fashion ; whilst Colonel Benton’s two-pendu-

lum instrument and Colonel Leurs’ modification of it are in common use, as they are

simpler than Major Navez’ instrument, and give results quite as much to be relied

upon. Even if the electro-ballistic pendulum were perfect in itself as a measurer

of time, considerable errors might be expected to arise from the imperfections of the

indications of two screens placed at moderate distances apart. A reference to a paper

by Major Navez, “ Considerations sur les experiences de balistique en ce qui concerne

la mesure du temps”*, will show how little had been accomplished when that was

written (1865). And Colonel Benet has well remarked:—“Electro-ballistic machines

heretofore used have been powerless to solve one of the most important problems in

ballistics—the law of the movement of a projectile through the air,—and this because

of the limited number of points of the trajectory that could be determined ”f. From

preliminary experiments already made, I feel certain that a simpler, cheaper, and better

instrument might be substituted with advantage for electro-ballistic pendulums where

such instruments can be used. The time occupied by a body in falling from rest

through a given space, or the time occupied by the sound of the explosion in travelling

over a given space, might be made the foundation of the measurement of a velocity

;

or the velocity of the shot might be directly compared with the velocity of the sound

of the explosion.

In the spring of 1864, when I was appointed Professor of Applied Mathematics to

the Advanced Class of Artillery Officers at Woolwich, and Keferee of the Ordnance

Select Committee, I strongly recommended the construction of a chronograph capable

of recording the time occupied by a projectile in passing over nine or more successive

equal spaces. The principle of the chronograph used at the Greenwich Observatory was

plainly the one to be adopted. The chief difficulties to be overcome were found (1)

in the arrangement of a proper system of screens, so that the ball in passing might

merely cause a momentary interruption (not a rupture) of the galvanic current, and that

the resistance of the circuit might be kept perfectly constant during the experiment, (2)

in the arrangement of a system of marking, which should give definite records on the

surface of the cylinder when moving with a velocity of about 10 inches per second, and

(3) in the compensation for the want of uniformity in the angular velocity of the cylinder.

* Revue de Technologie Militaire, t. iv.

t Electro-ballistic Machines, 1866, p. 39.
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The chronograph was completed in the summer of 1865, and in November and Decem-

ber of the same year it was tried with ten screens, placed at intervals of 120 feet.

Satisfactory records were obtained for eleven out of eighteen rounds of elongated shot

tired from a 12-pounder B.L. gun, which very plainly indicated that the resistance

of the air varied as the cube of the velocity. A full account of the chronograph and of

the method of using it, accompanied by a detailed statement of the eleven successful

rounds, was printed in the Proceedings of the Royal Artillery Institution, Woolwich, for

August 1866, and was also published in a separate form. At present it will be sufficient

to state that the axis of the cylinder is vertical, and in a line with the axis of the horizontal

fly-wheel, to which it is attached. The fly-wheel is spun by hand. When the gun is

ready to be fired, the markers are brought into contact with the paper ; and after the

clock has recorded three or four seconds the gun is fired. The clock is allowed to

record three or four seconds more, and then the markers are raised and the experiment

is completed. The friction on the axis of the fly-wheel, the resistance of the air to the

motion of the wheel, and the friction of the markers on the paper tend to reduce the

angular velocity of the cylinder. But as the pendulum of a half-seconds’ clock raises

a lever once each double swing, it interrupts the clock galvanic current once a second,

and thus the clock-records show what spaces have passed under the markers each second.

The changing angular velocity of the cylinder thus becomes accurately known. For if

we commence measuring from some arbitrary point taken two or three seconds before

the screen-records, and measure along the spiral traced by the clock marker, noting each

record of the clock, and continuing our measurements two or three seconds beyond the

screen-records, and if we difference these quantities, we shall find whether the angular

velocity has been sufficiently regular in its change during the experiment. If so, we can

by interpolation find what would have been the records if one had been made every

tenth of a second. It has always been found to be sufficient to suppose the angular

velocity constant during each tenth of a second, and to calculate smaller intervals of

time by proportional parts.

As the clock goes on all day breaking the current once a second, every record of the

clock is made under precisely the same circumstances. If there be a loss of time between

the breaking of the current and the making of the corresponding record, the loss of time

may always be expected to remain the same for any single experiment, and therefore

there can be no error ; for in experiments on gunnery the exact length of a second,

only, is required, and not the exact time of the day. The galvanic current which works

the screen-marker is kept constantly circulating through all the screens, excepting

during the momentary interruption caused by the breaking or repairing of a screen, or

some accidental rupture of the conducting wire. Although there is no necessity for

this arrangement, it is found to be practically convenient. The ordinary screens used

for other instruments are formed of fine copper wire stretched across a frame repeatedly,

and through which the galvanic current circulates. When, then, a shot passes through

the screen the current is permanently broken, unless some of the broken wires happen
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to rest in contact. But for my chronograph it was necessary to make provision for the

breaking and immediate restoration of the current, and that without changing the resist-

ance of the circuit. The galvanic current passes along the top of each of the ten screens

simultaneously. Equal weights are attached by long pieces of sewing-cotton to certain

wire springs which project through holes in sheet copper. When the shot cuts one or

more threads, the corresponding springs are released and fly from the bottom to the top

of their holes. So long as any single spring is not in contact with the side of the hole

through which it projects, the current is interrupted. This kind of screen secures a per-

fectly constant resistance to the screen galvanic current. But it has been objected that

if the galvanic current circulated about the screen electro-magnet for several minutes,

which elapse between successive rounds, the loss of time between the breaking of the

galvanic current and its corresponding registration would not be equal for all the ten

screens. This error would be the more pernicious because it might be expected tofollow

some law,
and therefore could not be eliminated. The following arrangements have

been made partly to meet this difficulty, and partly for the sake of the convenience of

keeping up a constant communication between the instrument and the range.

A self-acting contact-breaker and ringer (figs. 1 & 2) is

placed by the side of the gun. Ordinarily the lever a b is

down, as in fig. 1, in which case the galvanic current takes

the direct course, abed. When the lever a

b

is raised, the

current is permanently interrupted, but the insertion of a

metallic pinf (fig. 2) opens a passage through the contact-

breaker, e, when all the bells in the circuit are continu-

ously rung. After the screens have been mended the lever a b is raised to try whether

the current is good. If so, it is lowered and the gun is loaded. When the range is

clear and all is ready, the lever a b is raised and the pin f is inserted. The fly-wheel

of the chronograph is now put in motion. The rapid interruptions of the current by

the contact-breaker are recorded on the cylinder, till a pull at the lanyard, to fire the gun,

simultaneously withdraws also the pin f, and so shuts out the contact-breaker. The
screen-records often follow so closely that it is difficult, before measurement, to say which

is the first screen-record.

Another improvement, represented in fig. 3, has

recently been introduced. The two ends of the

circuit are at A and B, near the chronograph.

When the markers are being raised from the paper

by a lever, the spring l is simultaneously brought into contact with m, which turns the

screen-current from the marker to the bell. Thus every interruption of the screen-

current caused by the repair of the screens is signaled by the bell. When the bell rings

continuously, it is known that the lever a b (fig. 2) is raised ready for firing. The fly-

wheel is caused to spin, the markers are brought down upon the paper, and simulta-

neously the spring l is brought into contact with n, when the bell is silenced and the

J3ell

-

cn

r
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marker registers the breaks of the contact-breaker till the pin f is withdrawn and the

gun is fired. The clock is allowed to make a few beats ;
and then the markers are raised

from the paper, and contact is reestablished between l and m. Thus the galvanic cur-

rent only circulates for eight or ten seconds about the screen electro-magnet for each ex-

periment, and the current is always being rapidly interrupted quite up to the firing of

the gun ; so that there is no opportunity for the development of a varying strength of

remaining magnetism. The whole arrangement is found to work so satisfactorily that

on one occasion nine rounds (23 to 31) were fired in forty-five minutes.

After all possible precautions have been taken, it is found that there are small correc-

tions required in order to make the successive records of both clock and screen consist-

ently regular. The unit of the scale used in measuring is about half an inch, and the

scale is read off to two places of decimals, or to the -%ho °f an inch. The corrections are

carried to three places of decimals of the scale. The final calculations are carried to

four places of decimals of a second. This is done to secure accuracy to the nearest

of a second of time, giving an opening for an error of rbWo o °f a second of

time, or 6 or 8 inches of space, in finding the time occupied by the shot in passing

from the first to any succeeding screen. These corrections of the readings of the scale

are rendered necessary because the screens cannot be practically maintained at perfectly

equal distances. The point of the shot may strike fairly upon a thread at one screen,

and between two threads at the next screen. One spring may act more promptly than

another. One string may bend more than another before breaking. These corrections

are often merely nominal, but there are some sufficiently large to warn us to beware of

trusting implicitly to any measurement of a velocity by two screens only.

Shortly after the publication of the description of my chronograph, my attention was

directed to a chronograph with a cylinder, the invention of Captain Schultz*, of the

French Artillery, which had been tried in France and America. The instrument is

adapted for making any number of records
;
and, like my own, its success does not de-

pend upon the uniformity of rotation of the cylinder. My instrument makes the clock -

and screen-records side by side, on glazed paper which covers the cylinder, so that the

original records of the experiments can be preserved for future reference. Captain

Schultz makes his records on the slightly smoked metal surface of his cylinder, which

are effaced when they have been read off. Captain Schultz uses a large tuning-fork,

usually called a diapason, the vibrations of which are sustained by electro-magnetism, to

effect the mechanical division of the second into 250 or more equal intervals. The dia-

pason, vibrating as the cylinder turns, traces a sinuous spiral line. The pendulum in swing-

ing interrupts a galvanic circuit once a second, and causes a spark from a Ruhmkorff’s

coil to strike the cylinder and make a record. Thus it is found how many vibrations the

diapason makes per second. The clock is then taken out of the circuit, and the current

is made to pass through the Ruhmkorff coil and the first screen. When the first screen

is broken the coil gives a spark, and the galvanic current is made to pass through the

* Colonel Benet’s ‘Electro-ballistic Machines,’ 1866, p. 32.
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second screen*. When the second screen is broken, a recording spark is given by the

coil, and the current is passed on to the third screen, and so on to the end. All the time,

the diapason is tracing its sinuous spiral. Unless a careful system of compensation be

provided, this method of working the screens would cause great variation in the resistance

of the circuit. In the arrangement of my screens, I was careful to maintain a constant

resistance to the current, which end is secured by making the current pass through all

the screens simultaneously, and by providing for it to be interrupted, but not broken. I

am not aware that Captain Schultz’ instrument has been tried with more than two screens

;

but Colonel Benet has given a Table showing the number of vibrations per second made

by the diapason as determined at the Frankfort Arsenal. In this Table there are striking

variations in the numbers of vibrations made in successive seconds, as in the second trial,

extending to twenty-five seconds, we find 249T, 252-0, 249-5, 248-5, 246 0, 249-0,

&c. The result of the trials is stated as if the constancy of the mean number of vibra-

tions per second was all that was required. This is not the case. A succession of equal

intervals of time must be marked out by the clock, or diapason, so that, when the gun

is fired, the time of passing the screens may be noted by the side of a correct scale of

time. Now it would make an important difference in the resulting velocity, if the gun

were fired when the diapason was making 252-0, 248 -

5, or 246-0 vibrations per second.

If the vibrations of the diapason be maintained by the vibrations of a second fork whicli

alternately makes and breaks contact, as described by Helmholtzf, it is hardly to be

expected that the number of vibrations per second can be maintained with sufficient

constancy. There is another question. The point from which the spark is discharged

cannot be allowed to touch the smoked surface of the cylinder
;
and it may be asked

whether the spark is not liable to deviate in its passage.

After my chronograph had passed its first trial (in December 1865), it appeared to be

desirable to institute experiments with a view to find the resistance of the air to various

forms of heads of elongated shot, but such as were likely to be of practical utility.

The proposed experiments received the sanction of the Right Honourable the Secre-

tary of State for War, and ten of each kind of the following elongated shot were pre-

pared for the 40-pounder M.L. gun :

—

(1) Solid.

(2) Solid.

(
3
)

Solid.

(
4

)
Solid.

(
5
)

Hollow.

(6) Hollow.

Hemispherical head.

Hemispheroidal head (ratio of diameters 1 : 2).

Ogival, struck with radius equal to a diameter of shot.

Ogival, struck with radius equal to two diameters of shot.

Ogival, having precisely the same external form and length as (3).

Ogival, having precisely the same external form and length as (4).

* “ In working the instrument it is essential that the current pass only through one target at a time, there

being hut one coil and one battery no matter how many targets may be used. After the first target is ruptured,

the current must be transferred to the succeeding one before the projectile reaches it, and so on throughout the

series.”—Benet, p. 36. See also the Practical Mechanic’s Journal, Oct. 1, 1867, p. 195, to the same effect,

t Tonempfindung, p. 584.
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Forms of Shot.

Bounds 1-13 were fired on the 25th September 1866.

14-31 „ „ „ 26th September 1866.

32-43 „ „ „ 27th September 1866.

A barge having anchored in the range, there was no opportunity of firing a single

round during the whole of the following day, which interfered with the completeness

of the experiment with the solid shot. As a uniform charge of 5 lbs. of powder was used

for all the rounds fired, and as the solid were nearly double the weight of the hollow

shot, the hollow shot had a much higher initial velocity than the solid. Hence the

hollow shot had also a much higher initial angular velocity than the solid shot ; and

it is probable that the initial angular velocity would be preserved nearly unimpaired

throughout the observed range. This is manifested in the greater steadiness of the

hollow ogivals.

For the first round, the method of forming the Time-table, and the mode of using it

in the calculation of the times of arrival of the shot at each successive screen, are indi-

cated at full length. For further details I must refer the reader to the published de-

scription of the chronograph.

The screens were placed 150 feet apart, which distance is denoted by l. The first

screen was 75 feet from the gun. t denotes the time occupied by the shot in passing

from the first screen to a distance s feet, when t=as-\-bs
'
2

; and 0, t2 , t3 , ... tn will denote

the time when the shot passes the first, second, third, . . . nth screen, or the times corre-

sponding to the particular values 0, l, 21, . . . n—l l of s.
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(1) Hemispherical-headed Shot. Diameter 4*7 inches.

Round 1. Weight of shot 39‘34 lbs.

Reading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading.

1

2
4-91

20-82
0
0 20-820 — 7<f

36-660 67
52-433 *".'73 64
68-142

.

^‘709 -61

3 36-65 +010
4 52-44 -•007
5 68-14 +•002
6 83-79 0 88-790 + 15 '648

20

2-

5

30

3-

5
40

Interpolation.

20-820
28-748
36-660
44-555

52-433

7-912

7-895

+7-878

-17
-17

Time-table obtained

by interpolation.

2-5

2-6

2-7

2-8

2-

9

3-

0
3-1

3-2

3-3

3-4

3-5

3-6

3-7

4-0

28-748

30-

332

31-

915
33-497

35-

079

36-

660

38-

240

39-

820

41-

399

42-

977
44-555

46132
47-708

49-

284

50-

859
52-433

+ 1-584

1-583

1-582

1-582

1-581

1-580

1-580

1-579

1-578

1-578

1-577

1-576

1-576

1-575

+ 1-574

Screens.

No. Reading. Correction. Corrected reading.

1

2

28-26

30-26
0

+ •002

28-260
30-262

Ai.
+2-002

2-030 +&
3 32-30 -•008 32-292 28
4 34-35 0 34-350 onof 28
5 36-43 +•006 36-436

J'Doo
9-1 1/1

28
6 38-54 + 010 38-550 27
7 40-76 * 40-691 0-1R7 26
8 42-86 -•002 42-858 26
9
10

45-06

47-26

-•009
+•010

45-051

47-270

2-193

+2-219 +26

Having thus obtained the space described by the clock marker at the end of every

tenth of a second, from 2"-5 up to 4"*0, we can calculate the times when the screens

were passed as follows :

—

Screen 1 28-260 passed at 2-5 - 488
x -01 -2-4692

1584

.» 2 30-262 passed at 2-6— 01 = 2-5956

.» 3 32-292 passed at 27+— X-01 =2-7238

.. 4 34-350 passed at 2-8+-^X 01 =2-8539
1582

5 36-436 passed at 3-0
-
^Lx '01 = 2-9858

6 38-550 passed at 3-l+^x01=31196

7 40-691 passed at 3-2+^Lx -01 =3-2552

8 42-858 passed at 3-4-J^X'Ol =3-3925

9 45 051 passed at 3-5+i^X -01 =3-5315
1577

“ 10 47-270 passed at 3-7-^X’Ol =3-6722

00000
+1264 A„.

•1264

1282
+ 18

•2546

1301

19

•3847

1319
18

•5166

1338
19

•6504

1356
18

•7860

1373
17

•9233

1390
17

1-0623

1-2030

+1407
+ 17

3 NMDCCCLXVIII.
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Round 13. Weight of shot 39-33 lbs.

Clock. Reading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen. Reading.

Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading.

Time of passing

each screen.

1

2
3
4
5

15-51

39-56

63-52

87-37

111-13

0
0

-•007
0
0

15-510

39-560
63-513

87-370
111-130

A.

+24-050
23-953
23-857

+23-760

1

2
3
4
5

6

7

10

64-69

67-72

70-77
73-87

77-01

80-17

* *

0
-•005
+•006
+•003
-•006

0

-•002
-•008
+•003

64-690

67-715

70-776

73-873
77-004
80-170

83-371

89-882
93-193

Ai.
+3-025

3-061

3-097
3-131

3166
3-201

3-237
3-274

+3-311

A2 .

+36
36
34
35
35
36
37

+37

t.

00000
•1266

•2548

•3846

•5158

6486
•7829

9188
1-0563

1-1955

Ar
+1266

1282
1298
1312
1328
1343
1359
1375

+1392

An.

+ 16

16

14

16
15

+17

Round 34. Weight of shot 39-34 lbs.

Clock. Reading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen. Reading.

Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading.

Time of passing

each screen.

4
5

89-69

111-17
0

-•010
89-690

i 21-470
^2 ‘

111-160 -70
132-560

|
-70

153-890 + 21 330

1

2

104-33

10705
0

-•002
104-330

107-048

Ai-
+2-718

2-751

2-784

a
2

.

+33

// t-

0-0000
•1267

Ar
+ 1267

As .

+ 16

6 132-55 + 010 3 109-80 -•001 109-799 33 •2550
1299
1315
1331
1348
1367
1384

+ 1402

16

7 153-89 0 4 112-58 +•003 112-583 32 •3849 16

5 115-40 -•001 115-399
2-851

2-887
2-925

2-961

+2-997

35 •5164 16

6 118-24 +•010 118-250 36 •6495 17
7 121-16 -•023 121-137 38 •7843 19

8 12406 +•002 124062 36 •9210 17

9

10
12702
130-02

+•003
0

127-023

130-020
+36 1-0594

M996
+ 18

Round 43. Weight of shot 39-34 lbs.

Clock. Reading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen. Reading.

Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading.

Time of passing

each screen.

1

2
3
4

5

2405
45-51

88-21

109-45

0
-•005
+•010
-•005

0

24-050

45-505
66-890
88-205

109-450

Ar
+21-455
21-385
21-315

+21-245

Aa .

-70
70

-70

1

2
3
4
5

6

7

10

75-83

78-50
81-24

83-99

86-78
89-61

92-48

95-37

98-31

101-28

0
+•015
-•005

0
0

-•003
-010

0
-•003

0

75-830
78-515

81-235

83-990

86-780
89-607
92-470

95-370

98-307
101-280

Ar
+2-685
2-720

2-755

2-790
2-827
2-863

2-900

2-937

+2-973

A2 .

+35
35
35
37
36
37
37

+36

„ t.

0-0000
•1260

•2536

•3829

•5140

•6469

•7815

9179
1-0561

1-1961

A,.

+ 1260
1276
1293
1311
1329
1346

A2 .

+16
17

18

17

1382

+ 1400

18

+ 18

Summary (1). Hemispherical-headed Shot.

Time occupied by shot in passing from the first to each of the other screens.

No. of

round.
Screen 1. Screen 2. Screen 3. Screen 4. ScreenS. Screen 6. Screen 7. Screen 8. Screen 9. Screen 10.

1 0-0000 0-1264 0-2546 0-3847 0-5166 0-6504 0-7860 0-9233 1-0623 1-2030
13 0-0000 •1266 •2548 •3846 •5158 •6486 •7829 •9188 1-0563 1-1955

I
34 0-0000 •1267 •2550 •3849 •5164 •6495 •7843 9210 1-0594 1-1996

i

43 0-0000 •1260 2536 •3829 •5140 •6469 •7815 •9179 1-0561 1-1961
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Velocities at the following distances from the gun.

No. of

round.
150 ft. 300 ft. 450 ft. 600 ft. 750 ft. 900 ft. 1050 ft. 1200 ft. 1350 ft.

U fs. fs. fs. fs. fs. fs. fs. fs.
1 1187 1170 1153 1137 1121 1106 1092 1079 1066

13 1185 1170 1156 1143 1130 1117 1104 1091 1078
34 1184 1169 1155 1141 1127 1113 1097 1084 1070
43 1190 1175 1160 1144 1129 1114 1100 1085 1071

No. of

round.

Weight
of shot.

Value of

bl
2

.

Difference

from mean.

1

lbs.

39-34 •00091 +•00007
13 39-33 •00078 - -00006
34 39-34 •00082 - -00002

43 39-34 •00085 + -00001

Means 39-34 •00084 •00004

(2) Hemispheroidal-headed Shot (Axes 1 : 2), Solid.

Round 2. Weight of shot 38-72 lbs.

Clock. Reading

2 24-44

3 48-19

4 71-90

5 95-56

6 119-20

7 142-80

Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen. Reading.

Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading.

Time of passing

each screen.

0
0

-•004
+•003
-•004

0

24-440
48-190

71-896
95-563

119-196
142-800

A,.

+23-750
23-706
23-667
23-633

+23-604

A2.

-44
39
34

-29

1

2
3
4
5

6

7
8

103-28

106-28

109-31

112-35

115-43

118-55

121-70

124-87

+•005
+•002
-•007
+•002

+ •002

-•006
-010
+•001

103-285

106-282
109-303

112-352

115-432

118-544

121-690

124-871

+2-997
3-021

3049
3-080
3-112

3146
+3-181

A2 .

+24
29
31

32
34

+35

.. t.

00000
•1267

•2545

•3836

•5139

•6457

•7789

•9136

Ar
+ 1267

1278
1291

1303
1318
1332

+ 1347

A
2
.

+ 11

13
12
15

14

+ 15

Round 7. Weight of shot 38-69 lbs.

Clock. Reading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected readinj Screen. Reading.

Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading.

3 60-24 0 60-240 Ar A„. 1 82-59 +•003 82-593
Ar A,.

4 81-88 0 81-880
+21-640 -80 2 85-34 +•001 85-341

+2*748
+28

5 103-45 -•010 103-440 «i on 80 3 88-13 -013 88-117 28
6 124-91 +•010 124-920

2l*4o0 -80 4 90-92 +001 90-921 30
7 146-32 0 146-320

+2T400
5 93-75 + •005 93-755 30
6 96-62 -•001 96-619

.<5*004
27

7 99-51 0 99-510
^ 0*7

1

28
8 102-43 -•001 102-429 +27
9 105-35 +•025 105-375

4-2*946+ ’

Time of passing

each screen.

0 00000000
-L. 1273

.i 070 -j-U/o
1Hi 1286
•2559

A,-

+13

Round 35. Weight of shot 38-69 lbs.

Clock. Reading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen. Reading.

Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading.

3
4

5

52-97

71-20

89-37

0
0

-•003
71-200 0 Jjg
89-367 .{“'.{S' -64

1

2
3

68-09

**

**
j

0

*
*

6S-090 .Ah, A
2
.

70-399 +20
72-728 i Hi 23

6 107-47 0 107-470 +18 103
4
5

1 75-080 23
77-455 i.i'e 23
79-853 t 23
82-274 “'HA 24
84-719 24

6 79-85 + 003

7 82-29 -016
8 84-72 -001
9
10

87-19

89-68

-•002
0

87-188 4-2-492 +23
89-680

+249“

Time of passing

each screen.

//
* A

0-0000 A,.

•!268
+{|®J +12

•2548 JgO 13

ful S5 “

3 n 2
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Round 40. Weight of shot 38-69 lbs..

Clock. Reading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen. Reading.

Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading.

Time of passing

each screen.

4 87-30

5 10705
6 126-75

7 146-40

0
0
0
0

87-300

107050
126-750

146-400

+19-750
19-700

+ 19-650

Aj.
-50
-50

1

2
3
4

5

7
8

9
10

113-53

116-02

118-55

12108
123-65

126-23

128-87

131-52

134-19

136-90

0
+•001
-•012
+•001

0
+•016
-•001
-•002
+•004
-•004

113-530
116-021

118-538

121-081

123-650
126-246

128-869

131-518

134-194

136-896

“i-
+2-491

2-517

2-543

2-569

2596
2-623

2-649

2-676

+2-702

A2
.

+26
26
26
27
27
26
27

+26

//
*•

0-0000
•1264

•2542

•5138

•6457

•7790
•9137

1-0498

1-1873

Ar
+1264

1278
1291
1305
1319
1333
1347
1361

+1375

14
14

14

14

14

+ 14

Summary (2). Hemispheroidal-headed Shot.

Time occupied by shot in passing from the first to each of the other screens.

No. of

round.
Screen 1. Screen 2. Screen 3. Screen 4. Screen 5. Screen 6. Screen 7. Screen 8. Screen 9. Screen 10.

2 00000 0-1267 0-2545 0-3836 0-5139 0-6457 0-7789 0-9136 " ** **

7 o-oooo •1273 •2559 •3859 •5173 •6502 •7844 •9200 1 0569 **
35 0-0000 •1268 •2548 •3841 •5147 •6466 •7799 •9146 1-0507 1*1881

40 0-0000 •1264 •2542 •3833 •5138 •6457 •7790 •9137 1-0498 1*1873

Velocities at the following distances from the gun.

No. of

round.
150 ft. 300 ft. 450 ft. 600 ft. 750 ft. 900 ft. 1050 ft. 1200 ft. 1350 ft.

fs. fs. fs. fs- f.s. fs. f.s. f.s. f.s.

2 1184 1174 1162 1151 1138 1126 1114 ** **

7 1178 1166 1154 1142 1129 1118 1106 1096 **
35 1183 1172 1160 1149 1137 1125 1114 1102 1092

40 1187 1174 1162 1149 1137 1125 1114 1102 1091

No. of

round.
Weight
of shot.

Value of
bP.

Difference from
mean value.

2
lbs.

38-72 •00064 - -00003

7 38-69 •00069 + -00002

35 38-69 •00065 - 00002
40 38-69 •00069 +-00002

Means 38-70 •00067 •00002

(3) Ogival-headed Shot (one diameter), Solid.

Round 3. Weight of shot 39-56 lbs.

Clock. Reading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen. Reading.

Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading.

Time of passing

each screen.

1

2
3
4
5

6

21-09

46-94

72-69

98-36

123-97

149-53

0
0
0

4--001

0
0

21-090
46-940

72-690
98-361

123-970
149-530

+25
A
850 _Ak

25-750

25671
62

25-609

+25-560
“ 4J

1

2
3
4
5
6

7
8

114-12

117-43

120-78

124-15

131-09

134-62

138-18

0
0

-•005
+•013
-001

-•005
+•005

114120
117-430

120-775

124-163

127-599

131-084

134-615

138-185

+3-310
3345
3-388

3-436
3-485

3-531

+3-570

A
2

.

+35
43
48
49
46

+39

« *
00000
•1293

•2600

•3925

•5268

•6631

•8012

•9409

A,.

+ 1293
1307
1325
1343
1363
1381

+ 1397

A2 .

+ 14

18

18
20
18

+ 16
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Round 36. Weight of shot 39-56 lbs.

Clock. Reading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen. Reading.

Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading.

Time of passing

each screen.

3
4

52-79

72-49
0
0

52-790
72-490

A,. .

+ 19-700

19-595
JJ5

19-495
100

+ 19-400
"

1

2

99-25

101-29
0

*
99-250
101-716

^i- a
+2-466

2-493 +H
2-519 f
2-544 f
2-569

2-594

2-620 |6
+2-645 ^ 0

// *
0-0000
•1264

+• A
+ 1264 *»

1279
1294
1307

1320 \.
1335

1349 }J
+ 1362 + ld

5 9208 +•005 92-085 3 104-21 -•001 104-209 •2543

6 111-58 0 111-580 4 106-73 -•002 106-728 •3837

7 130-98 0 130-980 5 109-27 +002 109-272 •5144

6 111-84 +•001 111-841 •6464

7 114-44 -•005 114-435 •7799

8

9

117-05

119-70
+•005

0
117055
119-700

•9148

1-0510

Round 41. Weight of shot 39-56 lbs.

Clock. Reading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen. Reading.

Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading.

Time of passing

each screen.

2 53-16 -•006 53-154
Av An* 1 123-37 0 123-370

Ar An. 0-0000 Ai. a
2 .

3 76-64 +•008 76-648
+23*494

23-404
— 90 2 126-30 +•001 126-301

+2-931
2-962 +31 •1260 + 1260

1974 + 14

4 100-06 -•008 100052 90 3 129-26 +•003 129-263 31 •2534
16 / **

1 OQQ 14

5 123-36 +•006 123-366 loq.ool '-90 4 132-26 -•004 132-256 ^
99*? 30 •3822

lZoo
13

6 146-59 0 146-590 5 135-27 +•009 135-279 Cow 29 •5123
1301
1 Q1 A 13

6 138-33 +•001 138-331 Q- 29 •6437
1 QOQ 14

7 141-41 + 002 141-412 29 •7765
loZo

13
8

9
10

144-51

147-65

150-84

+•012
+•011
-•011

144 522
147-661

150-829

3*110

3 139
+3-168

29
+29

•9106

1-0460

1-1827

1341
1354

+ 1367

13

+13

Summary (3). Ogival-headed Shot (one diameter), Solid.

Time occupied by shot in passing from the first to each of the other screens.

No. of

round.
Screen 1

.

Screen 2. Screen 3. Screen 4. Screen 5. Screen 6 . Screen 7- Screen 8 . Screen 9. Screen 10.

3 0-0000 0-1293 0-2600 0-3925 0-5268 0-6631 0-8012 0-9409 * *
36 00000 •1264 •2543 •3837 5144 6464 •7799 •9148 1-0510 *
41 0-0000 •1260 •2534 •3822 •5123 •6437 •7765 •9106 1-0460 1*1827

Velocities at the following distances from the gun.

No. of

round.
150 ft. 300 ft. 450 ft. 600 ft. 750 ft. 900 ft. 1050 ft. 1200 ft. 1350 ft.

f.s. U fs. fs. U fs. fs. fs. fs.
3 1160 1147 1132 1117 1101 1086 1074
36 1187 1173 1159 1148 1136 1124 1112 1101 *

41 1190 1177 1165 1153 1142 1130 1119 1108 1097

No. of

round.
Weight
of shot.

Values of bl
2
.

3
lbs.

3956 •00085

36 39-56 •00071

1

41 39-56 •00068 J

Mean... 39-56 Mean of 2 rounds -00070
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(4) Ogival-headed Shot (two diameters), Solid.

Bound 4. Weight of shot 38-56 lbs.

Clock. Beading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen. Beading.

Correc-

tion.

i 1750 0 17'500
l OQ.llIj A 2-

40-615 +
23035

- 80
63-65°

23035
67

86-618 .it
903 -56

109-530 +22912

1 63-78 -•001
2 40-62 -005 2 66-67 +•019
3 63-64 + 010 3 69-63 +002
4 86-63 -012 4 72-61 -•002
5 109-53 0 5 75-62 -004

6 78-65 +•006
7 81-73 -003
8 84-83 -•004
9 87-95 +•004
10 91-11 0

Corrected reading.

63-779
66-689
69-632

72-608
75-616

78-656
81-727

84-826

87-954
91-110

+2dll0
2-943

3040
3-071

3-099

3-128

+3-156

A2
.

+33
33
32
32
31
28
29

+28

Time of passing

each screen.

// *
0-0000

1266
•2546

•3841

•5151

•6475

•7812

•9163

1-0527

1-1903

1295 }

1310 \

1324 {

1337 {

1351
\

1364
J

+1376 + 1

Bound 37. Weight of shot 38-48 lbs.

Clock. Beading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen. Beading.

Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading.

Time of passing
each screen.

4

5

51-40
68-04

0
0

51-400
. 1(?

A
V. n A„.

68-040 - 80
84-600 J ;

- 80
101-080 +16480

1

2
71-99

74-10

0
+•003

71-990

74-103

Aj.

+2-113
2-136 ‘

8s +fg^-S 1 s
s +ss +,s

6 84-60 0 3 76-24 -001 76-239
2-157

2-178
4.18

+2-196 +
7 10108 0 4 78-40 -004 78-396

5

6

80-57

82-77

+•004
0

80-574

82-770

Bound 42. Weight of shot 38-47 lbs.

Clock. Beading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen. Beading.

Correc-

tion.

4 69-77 0 69-770 114.900 A2-

84-730 -80
90010 +14S5

- 80
114-410 + 148UU

1 81-34 -•004

5 84-74 -•010 2 83-17 +•002
6 99-61 0 3 85 03 +•002

7 114-41 0 4 86-91 +005
5 88-82 +001
6 90-75 0

7 92-71 -•008
8 94-68 -•004

9 96-66 +-012
10 98-69 + 0

Corrected reading.

86-915 23
88-821 t

900
23

90,750
1-952

23
92702

1-974
22

94-676 22
96-672

* 99
5 +22

98-690 +2018

Time of passing

each screen.

0-0000
•1230

•2476

-3739

•5018

•6313

•7625

•8952

1-0295

1-1654

A
i-

+ 1230
1246 +{*

Summary (4). Ogival-headed Shot (two diameters), Solid.

Time occupied by shot in passing from the first to each succeeding screen.

No. of

round.
Screen 1. Screen 2. Screen 3. Screen 4. Screen 5. Screen 6. Screen 7. Screen 8. Screen 9. Screen 10.

• 4 0-0000 0-1266 0-2546 0-3841 0-5151 0-6475 0-7812 0-9163 1-0527 1-1903

37 0-0000 •1275 •2565 •3868 5184 •6513 * *
42 0-0000 -1230 •2476 3739 •5018 •6313 •7625 •8952 1-0295 1-1654

Velocities at the following distances from the gun.

No. of

round.
150 ft. 300 ft. 450 ft. 600 ft. 750 ft. 900 ft. 1050 ft. 1200 ft. 1350 ft.

fs. fs. f.s. fs. fs. fs- fs. fs. fs.
4 1185 1172 1158 1145 1133 1122 1110 1100 1090

37 1176 1163 1151 1140 1129 * * * *
42 1220 1204 1188 1173 1158 1143 1130 1117 1104
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No. of
round.

Weight
of shot.

Values of hi2.

lbs.

4 38-56 •00071

1

37 38-48 •00069 J
42 38-47 •00081

Mean... 38-52 Mean of 2 rounds -00070

(5) Ogival-headed Shot (one diameter), Hollow.

Bound 14. Weight of shot 21-78 lbs.

Clock. Beading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen. Beading.

Correc-

tion.

1 27-48 -•001 ss +A
69-557

2

J
999

78
90-478

20-841 80
111-319

+20-761
- 80

132080 +20781

1 96-37 +•002
2 48-56 — •002 2 98-46 -001
3 69-55 +•007 3 100-61 -•012
4 90-47 +•008 4 102-79 -•001
5 111-33 -•011 5 105-02 +•012
6 132-08 0 6 107-32 +•007

7 109-68 -•007
8 112-09 -•021
9 114-52 -•004
10 11701 +•004

Corrected reading.

96-372 A7 A2 .

98-459 +2087
+52

100-598 52
102-789 52
105-032

2
Hi 52

!9™» S 5!

Time of passing

each screen.

„ t. .

o oooo
, u7,; a2 .

• 1001 +1SJ +25
•2027 {g} 25

Bound 16. Weight of shot 21-81 lbs.

Clock. Beading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen. Beading.

Correc-

tion.

1 5-14 0 5-140 ina?AQ(\ A2 .

31-630 +26 490 _ 5
~

0
58-070 I

8
;

440
62

84-448
28378 -76

110-750 +28302

1 58-75 +•005
2 31-63 0 2 61-37 -012
3 58-07 0 3 64-02 0
4 84-45 -•002 4 66-74 +•004
5 110-75 0 5 69-52 +•014

6 72-39 +•003
7 75-33 -010
8 78-33 -•015
9 81-37 +008
10 84-50 +•009

Corrected reading.
Time of passing

each screen.

58-755

61-358
64-020
66-744
69-534

72-393

75-320
78-315

81-378

84-509

A,.

+2-603
2-662

2-724

2-790
2-859

2-927
2-995

3063
+3-131

A2.

+59
62
66
69

+68

O'OOOO *1' A2 .

•1994

•3026

•5168

•6278

•7414

•8576

•9764

1008
1032
1058
1084
1110
1136
1162

+ 1188

-t-zz

24
26
26
26
26
26

+26

Bound 18. Weight of shot 21-81 lbs.

Clock. Beading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen. Beading.

Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading.

1 28-12 -005 28-115 A,.

49-979 +21884 -65
71-778 2-739 80
93-517

2 084 55
115-201

21 884 -50
136-835 +21834

1 101-10 -•002 101-098
,

A
i- A„.

103-251 +* 150
+55

105-459
2208

55
107-722

2285
54

110039 25 '* 54

2

3

49-99

71-77
-Oil
+•008

2
3

103-23

105-46
+ 021
-•001

4 93-51 + •007 4 107-73 -•008
5 115-21 -009 5 110-03 +•009
6 136-84 -005 6

7

112-41

114-86
0

-025
112-410

2 ’37
! 54

114-835
2-425

54
117-314

2 ‘4 '° 54
119-847

, I™? +54
122-434 +2587

8 117-32 -•006
9 119-85 -003
10 122-43 +•004

Time of passing

each screen.

t.

•0000

•0993
•2011

•3055

•4124

•5218

•6338

•7483

•8653
, 110 -

•9848 + 1195

Ar
+ 993

1018
1044
1069
1094
1120
1145
1170
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Round 20. Weight of shot 21 ’83 lbs.

Clock. Reading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen. Reading.

Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading.

Time of passing

each screen.

1

2

11-95

33-74
0
0

11-950

33-740 +21790
01 .70A ‘-70

1

2

94-50

96 64
0

-005
94-500

96-635
+2735
2191 +56

„ t-

0-0000
•0990 + 990

1017

a2
.

+27
3 55-45 +•010 55-460

AY / A\

J

70 3 98-82 +•006 98-826
2*247

56 •2007 26

4 7711 0 77-110 91.^80 70 4 101-08 -•007 101-073 O.OAl 54 •3050
lOfiQ

26

5 98-68 +-010 98-690 21*510 70 5 103-37 +•004 103 374
A I

52 •4119
1093

24

6 120-20 0 120-200
t 0 1 . 4

-70 6 105-73 -•003 105-727 9^’ni 51 •5212 1117 24

7 141-65 -•010 141-640 7 108-15 -•019 108-131 9

*

1^ 50 •6329
111/

24
8 110-59 -•005 110-585 2*504 50 •7470

1141
24

9

10

113-08

115-64
+•009

+ 003
113-089

115-643
+2-554 +50 •8635

•9823 +1188 +23

Round 22. Weight of shot 21-81 lbs.

Clock. Reading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen. Reading.

Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading.

Time of passing

each screen.

3
4
5

6

66-77 0
87-23 — -005

107-60 +-008
127-92 0

66-770

87225
107-608
127-920

A,.

+20-455
20-383

+20-312

A
2
.

-72
-71

1

4
5
6

7

10

97-44

99-45

101-52

103-63

105-78

107-99

110-26

1 12-55

114-90

117-32

0
+•006
-•001
-•001
+•007
+•004
-010
+•005
+•010
-•005

97-440
9.9-456

101-519

103-629

105-787

107-994

110-250
112-555

114-910

117-315

Aj.

+2-016
2-063

2110
2-158

2-207

2-256

2-305

2-355

+2-405

A
2

.

+47
47
48

49
50

+50

„ t.

0-0000
•0990

•2002
3038
•4098

•5183

7425
•8584

•9768

“i-

+ 990
1012
1036
1060
1085
1109
1133
1159

+1184

24
24
25
24
24
26

+25

Round 24. Weight of shot 21-83 lbs.

Clock. Reading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen. Reading,

Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading.

Time of passing

each screen.

2
3
4

5

6

36-69

61-65

86-49

111-24

135-87

0
-•010
+002
-•002
+•002

36 690
61-640
86-492
111-238

135-872

Ar
+24-950

24-852

24-746

+24-634

1

2
3
4
5

6

7

10

71-78

74-26

76-79

79-39

8204
84-75

87-56

90-39
93-30

96-27

0
-•006
-001
-•005
+•003

+ 013
-015

0
-•002
-•001

71-780
74-254

76-789
79-385
82-043

84-763

87-545
90-390
93-298

96-269

“i*
+2-474

2-535

2-596

2-658

2-720

2-782
2-845

2-908

+2-971

A2 .

+61
61
62
62
62
63
63

+63

„ t.

00000
•0995

•2016

•3061

•4132

•5228

•6350

•7497

•8671

•9870

Ar
+ 995

1021
1045
1071

1096
1122
1147
1174

+ 1199

A2.

+26
24
26
25
26
25
27

+25

Round 26. Weight of shot 2T81 lbs.

Clock. Reading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen. Reading.

Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading.

Time of passing

each screen.

3 38-40 +•001 38-401
, .o.Vnn A- 1 78-16 -•005 78-155 . A„. 0-0000

,

+•_ A,.

4 56-51 -•003 56-507 + 8 166 -69
74-544

J
62

92-519 17975 -54
110-440 + J792i

2 79-94 +•010 79-950
+JJ55 +45

81-790
4849

45
83-675 44

•0997 + 997 +27
•2°21

)J2
4 +

24
•3069

j

648
25

5 74-54 +•004 3 81-78 + 010
6 92 52 -001 4 83-68 -•005

7 110-44 0 5

6

7

8

85-59

87-57

80-60

91-65

+•014
+006
-•009
-002

85604 j.070 43
87-576

2-015
43

89-591
2915

42
91-648

2099
42

93-747
+2-141 +42

95-888 +2141

-4142
\ol7

24
•5239

697
26

•6362 23
•7508

}

46
23

-8677
+1193 +24

•9870 + 11SW
9

10

93-74

95-89

+•007
-•002
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Eound 28. Weight of shot 21 '83 lbs.

Clock. Eeading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen. Eeading.

Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading.

i 27-41 +•010 27420 A,. A
2

. 1 7715 + 010 77160
Ar a

2
.

2
3

47-93

68-37

-•005
+•008

47-925
68-378

+20505
20*453

-52
51

2
3

7919
81-25

-010
0

79T80
81-250

+2020
2070 +50

50
4 88-78 0 88-780 -52 4 83-37 0 83-370 9 170 50
5 109-13 0 109-130 +*u oou

5 85-54 0 85-540
9 990 50

6 85-76 0 87-760 9-970 50
7 9005 -020 90030 9 ^90 50
8 92-35 0 92-350 50

1

9
10

94-72

9714
0
0

94-720

97-140

2370
+2-420 +50

Time of passing

each screen.

II A
ooooo a

2
.

0991 + +23
•2005 ln„o 25

Eound 30. Weight of shot 21-81 lbs.

Clock. Eeading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen. Eeading.

Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading.

Time of passing

each screen.

"
l

1 2

27-54
49-61

0
-005

27-540
49-605

A,.

+22065
21-975
21-890

+21-810

a
2
.

-90
1

2

91-67

93-83
0

+•013
91-670
93-843

+2-173
2-227

2-282

2-337

2-391

2-446

2-500

2-553

+2-605

a
2 .

+54

//
L

0-0000
•0995

A,.

+ 995
1019
1045
1071

a
2

.

+24
3 71-58 0 71-580 85 3 96-07 0 96-070 55 •2014 26

i

4 93-47 0 93-470 -80 4 98-35 +•002 98-352 55 •3059 26

5 115-28 0 115-280 5 100-69 -•001 100-689 54 •4130 25

6 103-08 0 103-080 55 •5226
1121
1147
1171

+1198

25

7 105-53 -•004 105-526 54 •6347 26
8 108-04 -014 108026 53 •7494 24

9

10

110-59

113-18

-•011
+•004

110-579

113-184
+52 •8665

•9863
+27

Eound 32 f. Weight of shot 21-81 lbs.

Clock. Eeading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. t, t (

Correc-
Eeadl"g- tion.

Corrected reading.
Time of passing

each screen.

44-45

6608
87-68

109-26

0
0

+•003
0

44-450 A+
0

A2.

66 080 -27
87-683 -26
109-260

65-19

69-72

7207
74-46

76-91

79-41

81-97

84-58

87-25

0

+•002
-001
+•005
+•001
-•001
-•006
-•002

0

65-190
i o.ooq A2 .

67-429 +54
69-722 54
72-069 t 49

It4™, 2-446 fO

0-0000
•1036

•2097

•3183

•4292

•5424

•6581

•7764

•8974

10211

[-1036
i 05'

1061 +i»
ins*:

Summary (5). Ogival-headed Shot (one diameter), Hollow.

Time occupied by shot in passing from the first to each succeeding screen.

No. of

round.
Screen 1. Screen 2. Screen 3. Screen 4. Screen 5. Screen 6. Screen 7. Screen 8. Screen 9. Screen 10.

14 0-0000 OTOOl 0-2027 0-3078 0-4155 0-5258 0-6385 0-7537 0-8713 0-9911

16 0-0000 •0986 •1994 •3026 •4084 •5168 6278 •7414 •8576 •9764

18 0-0000 •0993 2011 •3055 •4124 •5218 6338 •7483 •8653 •9848

20 ooooo •0990 •2007 •3050 •4119 •5212 •6329 •7470 •8635 •9823

22 0 0000 •0990 •2002 •3038 •4098 •5183 •6292 •7425 •8584 •9768

24 ooooo •0995 •2016 •3061 •4132 •5228 •6350 •7497 8671 •9870

26 0-0000 •0997 •2021 •3069 •4142 5239 •6362 •7508 •8677 •9870

28 0-0000 •0991 •2005 •3044 •4109 •5198 •6312 •7452 •8616 •9804

30 ooooo 0995 •2014 •3059 •4130 •5226 •6347 •7494 •8665 •9863

32f 0-0000 1036 •2097 •3183 •4292 •5424 •6581 •7764 •8974 1-0211

MDCCCLXVIII,

t G-un loaded all night. The initial yelocity is therefore reduced.

3 o
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Velocities at the following distances from the gun.

No. of

round.
150 ft. 300 ft. 450 ft. 600 ft. 750 ft. 900 ft. 1050 ft. 1200 ft. 1350 ft.

fs. f.s. f.s. fs. f.s. fs. fs. fs. f.s.

14 1499 1462 1427 1393 1360 1331 1302 1276 1252
16 1521 1488 1453 1418 1384 1351 1320 1291 1263
18 1511 1473 1437 1403 1371 1339 1310 1282 1255
20 1515 1475 1438 1403 1372 1343 1315 1288 1263
22 1515 1482 1448 1415 1382 1353 1324 1294 1267
24 1508 1469 1435 1401 1369 1337 1308 1278 1251
26 1505 1465 1431 1398 1367 1336 1309 1283 1257
28 1514 1479 1444 1408 1377 1347 1316 1289 1263
30 1508 1472 1435 1403 1369 1338 1308 1281 1252
32 1448 1414 1381 1353 1325 1296 1268 1240 1213

No. of

round.
Weight
of shot.

Values
of M-.

Difference from
mean value.

14
lbs.

21-78 •00125 •00000

16 21-81 •00124 - -00001

18 21-81 •00127 +-00002

20 21-83 •00127 +-00002

22 21-81 00119 - -00006

24 21-83 •00127 +-00002
26 21-81 •00125 •00000

28 21-83 •00123 - -00002

30 21-81 •00126 +•00001
32 21-81 •00123 -•00002

Means 21-81 •00125 •00002

(6) Ogival-headed Shot (two diameters), Hollow.

Bound 15. Weight of shot 21-92 lbs.

Clock. Beading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen. Beading.

Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading.

Time of passing

each screen.

1 3-55

2 26-00

3 48-39

4 70-69

5 92-87

0
0
0
0
0

3-550

26-000
48-390
70-690
92-870

“I*

+ 22-450
22-390“
22-300 .

+22-180“'

A,.

90
120

1

2
3
4
5

6

7

8

9

44-59

46-80

51-43

53-79

56-25

58-74

6127
63-87

-•003
+008
+•004
-•015
+•011
— •009

-•006
+•008

+ ’002

44-587
46-808
49-084
51-415

53-801

56-241

58-734
61-278

63-872

Ai-
+2-221

2-276
2-331

2-386

2-440

2-493

2-544

+2-594

a2 .

+55
55
56
54
53
51

+50

0-0000
•0993

•2012

•3055

•4124

5217
•6334

•7475

•8640

Aj.

+ 993
1019
1043
1069
1093
1117
1141

+ 1165

A
2
.

+26
24
26
24
24
24

+24

Bound 21. Weight of shot 21-89 lbs.

Clock. Beading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen., Beading.

Correcr

tion.
Corrected reading.

Time of passing

each screen.

1 4-24 0 4*240 A... A2 . 1 59-66 -•005 59-655
Aj.

A„.
//

*•

0-0000
Ar A,.

2 24-66 0 24-660
+20*420 -69 2 61-66 +013 61-673

+2-018
2-065 +47 •09.94 + 994

io9n +26
3 45-02 -•009 45-011

J OO 1
65 3 63-74 -•002 63-738 48 •2014 24

4 65-29 +•007 65-297
ZU JoO

61 4 65-85 +•001 65-851
2-161

48 •3058 23
5

6

85-53

105-69

-•008
0

85-522

105-690
+20-168

'-57 5

6

68-00

70-23

+•012
-•009

68-012

70-221
2-209

48
47

•4125

•5216

1067
1091

24
24

7 62-48 -•003 72-477 46 •6331
1

23
8 74-78 -•001 74-779

2-348
46 •7469

1161
23

9

10

77-13

79-52

-003
0

77127
79-520

+2-393 +45 •8630

•9815 + 1185
+24
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Eound 23. Weight of shot 21-94 lbs.

Clock. Reading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen. Reading.

Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading.

Time of passing

each screen.

1

2

21-66

45-00
0
0

21-660
45-000

A-
+23-340
23-290
23-240
23-190

+23-140

a„.

-50
1

2

92-55

94-84
0

-•002
92-550

94-838

A*
+2-288

2-341

2-394

2-449

2-505
2-560

2-616

+2-672

A-
+53

„ t.

0-0000
•0986 + 986

1009
1033
1056
1080
1104
1129

+1152

A,.

+23
3 68-28 +•010 68-290 50 3 97-18 -•001 97179 53 •1995 24
4 91-53 0 91-530 50 4 99-57 +•003 99-573 55 •3028 23
5 114-73 -•010 114-720 -50 5 102-01 +012 102-022 56 •4084 24
6 137-85 +•010 137-860 6 104-53 -003 104-527 55 •5164 24

7 107-11 -023 107-087 56 •6268 25
8

9

109-71

112-37
-007
+005

109-703

112-375
+56 •7397

•8549
+23

Round 25. Weight of shot 21-97 lbs.

Clock. Reading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen. Reading.

Correc-
tion.

1 28-14 0 28140 4.2PS I 5 A-
49 455 -102
70-668 101

91780
2 0 0

102

112 790 j-20-910
- 100

133-700 +20910

1 97-88 -•002
2 49-45 +•005 2 99-95 +•015
3 70-67 -002 3 102-10 -•001
4 91-78 0 4 104-28 0
5 112-78 +•010 5 106-50 +007
6 133-70 0 6 108-78 + 001

7 111-11 -008
8 113-46 +•010
9 115-88 +•006
10 118-35 0

Corrected reading.
Time of passing

each screen.

97-878
, „ A

2 .

99-965 +2 087
+47

102-099 i i"
4

47
104280 46
106-507 lit' 47
108-781 47
111-102 47
113470

2-416
48

115-886 ,o^+48
118-350 +2464

u t-

0-0000
•0993

•2008

•3047

•4108

•5192

•6298

•7427

•8580

•9757

Ar .

h 993
1015 +22

1039
22

1061 ji
1084 1%
1106

"
1129

24
?!?? +11+1177

Round 27. Weight of shot 21 ’97 lbs.

Clock. Reading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen. Reading.

Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading.

Time of passing

each screen.

1

2
1-40

20-84
0

-•010
1-400

20-830

Ar
+19-430

19-390

19-350

+19-310

-40
1

2
45-61

47-52
0

+•006
45-610

47-526

A •

+ 1-916

1-

962

2-

008
2-052

2-095

2-139

2-182

2-226

+2-270

A-
+46

//

0 0000
•0989 + 989 ^

1014
243 40-21 +•010 40-220 40 3 49-46 +•028 49-488 46 •2003

4 59-57 0 59-570 -40 4 51-50 —•004 51-496 44 •3041
1 038 nq
1061

"
1083
1106 f
1129 A
1152 JA

+1175 +M

5 78-88 0 78-880 5 53-54 +•008 53-548 43 •4102

6 55-65 -•007 55-643 44 •5185

7 57-78 + •002 57-782 43 •6291

8 59-96 + •004 59-964 44 •7420

10

62-19

64-46
0
0

62-190
64-460

+44 •8572

•9747

Round 29. Weight of shot 21-97 lbs.

Clock. Reading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen. Reading.

Correc-

tion.

'{ 16-26 0 16-260 „A?0 A„. 1 62-14 0
2 39-53 0 39-530 +23270 -60 2 64-44 -009
3 62-73 +•010 62' 74°

23210
73 3 66-77 +•008

4 85-88 -•003 85-877 jitAA ~ 85 4 69-20 -•019
5 108-93 -•001 108-929 5 71-64 -•002

6 7415 -002
7 76-81 -•099

8 79-32 +•006
9 * * *
10 84-71 0

Corrected reading.
Time of

each screen

62-140
64-431

66*778
69-181

71-638

74-148

76-711

7 9.
,

i26

81-992

+2291
2-347

2-403
™

If’ It
2*510 ro

2*563 %
2-615 “f

,

2000 +52

//
t-

0-0000
•0989

•2002

•3040

•4101

•5186

•6294

•7425

•8578

9754

+ 989
1013
1038
1061

1085
1 108

1131

1153

+ 1176

3 O 2
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Round 31. Weight of shot 21*91 lbs.

Clock. Reading.
Correc-

tion.

1 13-22 -•010
2 32-46 + 010
3 51-66 -010
4 70-73 +•010
5 89-73 0

Corrected reading. Reading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading.

Time of passing

each screen.

32-470 + 19 '2®0 - 80
51-650 90
70-740
89-730

19-090

+ 18-990

57-

06

58-

96
60-89

62-87
64-89

66-95

69-07
71-24

73-44

75-68

0
-•003
+•005
+•004
+•006
+•012
+004
-•008
-•004
+•006

57060
58-957
60-895

62-874

64-896

66-962

69074
71-232

73-436

75-686

+ 1-897
,

A
.V

1-938 +;}
1-979

"

•„ t.

0-0000 A
2
-

•0993 +22
2008 21
•3044 24

Round 33t. Weight of shot 21-94 lbs.

Clock. Reading.
Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading. Screen. Reading.

Correc-

tion.
Corrected reading.

Time of passing

each screen.

3 45-67 0
4 64 25 0
5 82-82 0

45-670
64-250

82-820

A..

+18-580

+ 18-570

1

2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

59-32

61-21

63-14

6513
67-14

69-21

71-33

73-47

75-67

0
+•003

+ 006
-•009

0
-•005
-•015

0
+•002

59-320
61-213

63146
65-121

67140
69-205

71-315

73-470

75-672

A
t
.

+ 1-893

1-933

1-

975

2-

019
2-065

2110
2-155

+2-202

A2.

+40
42
44
46
45
45

+47

Summary (6). Ogival-headed Shot (two diameters), Hollow.

Time occupied by shot in passing from the first to each succeeding screen.

No. of

round.
Screen 1. Screen 2. Screen 3. Screen 4. Screen 5. Screen 6. Screen 7. Screen 8. Screen 9. Screen 10.

15 0-0000 0-0993 0-2012 0-3055 0-4124 0-5217 0-6334 0-7475 0-8640 **
21 00000 •0994 •2014 3058 •4125 •5216 •6331 •7469 •8630 •9815

23 00000 •0986 •1995 •3028 •4084 •5164 •6268 •7397 •8549 **
25 00000 •0993 •2008 •3047 •4108 •5192 •6298 •7427 •8580 •9757

27 00000 •0989 •2003 •3041 •4102 •5185 •6291 •7420 •8572 •9747

29 00000 •0989 •2002 •3040 •4101 •5186 •6294 •7425 •8578 •9754

31 0-0000 •0993 •2008 •3044 .4104 •5188 •6296 •7429 •8587 •9770

33 00000 •1018 •2058 •3121 •4207 •5319 •6456 •7617 •8804 **

Velocities at the following distances from the gun.

No. of

round.
150 ft. 300 ft. 450 ft. 600 ft. 750 ft. 900 ft. 1050 ft. 1200 ft. 1350 ft.

f.s. f.s. f.s. f.s. /.s. U f.s. fs. fs.
15 1511 1472 1438 1403 1372 1343 1315 1288 **
21 1509 1471 1437 1406 1375 1345 1318 1292 1266
23 1521 1487 1452 1420 1389 1359 1329 1302 **
25 1511 1478 1444 1414 1384 1356 1329 1301 1274
27 1517 1479 1445 1414 1385 1356 1329 1302 1277
29 1517 1481 1445 1414 1382 1354 1326 1301 1276
31 1511 1478 1448 1415 1384 1354 1324 1295 1268
33 1473 1442 1411 1381 1349 1319 1292 1264 **

t Round 32 had remained in the gun all night. This probably accounts for the reduced initial velocity of Round 33.
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No. of

round.
Weight
of shot.

Value of
bP.

Difference from
mean.

15

lbs.

21-92 •00124 +•00006
21 21-89 •00121 + -00003
23 21-94 •00118 •00000

25 21-97 •00114 -•00004
27 21-97 •00118 •00000

29 21-97 •00119 +•00001
31 21-91 •00116 - -00002

33 21-94 •00118 •00000

Means 21-94 •00118 •00002

Since the second differences of 0
, t2,t3 tl0 are nearly constant in the preceding

experiments, we are led to the equation

t=as-\-bs2, connecting space and time.

This shows that if v be the velocity of the shot at time t, and/ the retarding force, then

_ds 1
V

dt a+ 2bs
i

and if v=V when s=0, we have V= -

;

5 a ’

1

and

/=g=-25»*.

The values of bl
2 for each experiment were obtained as follows :

—

Since t =as-\-bs2

If s—l, then t2=al+bl2

,

s=2l, „ t3=2al+m2

s—n—ll, „ tn=n—lal+n—

l

2
bl

2
, ;

or

\=al+ IP,
j

|=<rf+2iP, I

=.al-\-n— Ibl
2

.

Finding, then, the numerical values of

for each experiment, and taking the difference of two of these quantities, we find

t„

n—

1

—~=n—Sbl2
,
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where £=150 feet, and the mean value of bl
2
so determined from each round may be

taken to correspond to the mean velocity of that round.

Since the retarding force is f= — 2bv3

,
acting upon an experimental shot of weight

W' lbs., the resistance of the air measured in pounds

W'= -2bv3~;

and the resistance will always be the same against a shot of the same external form

when moving with the velocity v. IfW be the weight of a different shot, then the

retarding force

/<=-2^x4=- 2(4y,
or b varies inversely as the weight of a shot of given external form. If we vary the

diameter of the shot, it is usual to assume that the resistance of the air varies as the

square of the diameter for similar forms of heads of shot. The values of 2

b

are given

below in terms of E, the radius of the shot in feet, and W, its weight in pounds. But

inasmuch as the diameters of shot are generally given in inches, the same values of 2b

have been expressed in terms of d, the diameter of the shot in inches. Unfortunately

there are only three successful rounds for each of the solid ogivals, and one value of bl
2

in each case is manifestly too large. This must have arisen from unsteadiness of the

shot in its flight. If we reject these two, the values of bl
2 derived from the solid ogivals

agree very well with those derived from the hollow shot of the like forms.

For the hemispherical head we have bl
2= '00084 for shot of mean weight 39*34 lbs.,

and 4*7 inches in diameter. To find the value of 2 b adapted for hemispherical-headed

shot of weight W lbs., and diameter=d inches= 2B. feet, we have

2 x *00084 / d \ 2 /39*34\
25=TT5or x (l7) (w-) :=-0000001329 W’

2 x *00084 ,124R'

150 !

<
4 '

7
;

^=•000077 and so on for the rest.

Table of values of 2b for differently formed heads adapted for elongated shot

of weight W lbs. and radius B, feet, or diameter d inches.

Form of head.
Experimental
value of bl

2
.

Mean weight of

experimental

shot.

Value of 2b when
diameter =2R feet.

Value of 2b when
diameter ~d inches.

(!) Hemispherical

(2) Hemispheroidal

(3) Ogival (1 diameter)

(4) Ogival (2 diameters)

(5) Ogival (1 diameter)

(6) Ogival (2 diameters)

•00067

•00070

•00070

•00125

•00118

lbs.

39-34

38-

70

39-

56

38-52

21-81

21-94

•000077?"w
>?!w

•000064?"w
,w
'w
,R2

•000060 .

•000062

,K2

•0000001329

.

W
•0000001085 ŵ
0000001097—yw
•0000001042 J!w
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Although the motion of a shot may be well represented by supposing a retarding

force =—

2

bv* to act through a range of 1400 feet, there is reason to suppose that for

velocities ranging from 1500 to 900 feet per second the value of b will be less for the lower

velocities with equal degrees of steadiness. It unfortunately happens, however, that

the angular velocity imparted to a shot, which most probably remains little changed

during the time of flight, depends directly upon the initial velocity of the shot. Hence,

when shot are fired with low initial velocities with a view to determine the value of b

for low velocities, the steadiness of the shot is diminished, and therefore there is an

increase of the resistance of the air on this account. The only way to meet the diffi-

culty is to place screens near the gun to find the initial velocity, and others at a distance

of 2000 yards or more, and so compare theory and experiment.

It is worthy of notice that if a body move in a straight line under the action of a

force varying as the velocity cubed, the mean velocity obtained by dividing space by

time is exactly the actual velocity at the middle point of that space. Thus

space 2s 2s 1

time of describing space 2s 2as+ 4bs2 a + 2bs ' e 0C1 ^ a 1S ance s'

The date of the Report of the above experiments was October 23, 1866.

I have long been aware that Major Otto had made trial of various laws of the resist-

ance of the air in a work published in 1855. The law of the cube of the velocity was

tried, but without any definite result*. It was in April 1867 that I first learnt that

M. HELiEf had proposed the law of the cube of the velocity as the law of the resistance

of the air to elongated projectiles in a work dated 1865, which law he had deduced

from experiments made at Gavre in 1859, 1860, and 1861 J. It will be convenient to

quote his own statement of the best series of experiments made at Gavre in 1859, in

order to show the nature of the work done, and the perfect independence of my own

methods and numerical results. M. Helie used one of the electro-ballistic pendulums

to measure his velocities, but he does not state distinctly which it was.

“Si la resistance de Fair est reellement proportionnelle au cube de la vitesse, on doit

avoir un resultat sensiblement constant en substituant, dans l’expression
v ~

lt^
,
les valeurs

de v\ v" et x correspondantes a la meme charge.

* Hilfsmittel fur ballistische Rechnungen, 1855, p. 12. t Traite de Balistique, 1865.

t [In a Memoir, “ Etudes de Balistique experimentale,” presented to the Belgian Academy by Captain P. C.

BoniENGh, June 12, 1867, the author, having deduced the cubic law of resistance of the air from his experiments,

proceeds to remark :

—

“ Ce resultat est en accord complet avec les travaux les plus recents faits en France ;
en effet, les experiences

executees par la commission des principes du tir, en 1856 et 1857, ont conduit M. le capitaine Welter, pro-

fesseur 4 l’Ecole duplication de l’artillerie et du genie de Metz, a recounaitre que la resistance de fair sur les

projectiles spheriques est simplement proportionnelle au cube de la vitesse.

“ Cette loi, admise depuis 1862, comme base des etudes balistiques ii cette ecole, a fourni des formules tres-

simples et tres-facilement calculables sans l’intervention de tables, se pretant a des recherches que les anciennes

forinules balistiques ne permettaient pas d’aborder, et donnant des resultats plus conformes a la pratique” (p. 84).

—Aug. 1, 1868.]
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“Resultats moyens des experiences.

(Chaque vitesse est deduite de 30 coups.)

Charge du
canon.

Premiere
vitesse, v', a
33 metres du

canon.

Derniere
vitesse, v".

Intervalle

des points

d’observation,

X.

Valeur de
v'—v"

v'v”x

ou c.

kilog. metr. metr. metr.
1-5 225-

1

215-6 464 0-000000422
20 2637 252-5 467 0-000000360
2-5 291-9 275-9 467 0-000000425
30 309-6 291-8 467 0-000000422
35 326-9 306-4 467 0-000000438

“ Sauf l’anomalie que presente la charge de 2k-0 la valeur de
v,v„x

se montre sensible-

ment constante. Laformule r=cv3
est done suffisamment justifiee”*. The diameter of

the shot was 0mT623=6 ins,
39, its weight 30k=66 lbsT4, and its form hollow ogival

with head struck with a radius of nearly two diameters.

In order to facilitate the comparison of this experiment with my own, I have converted

the French into English measures.

Charge. v'. v". c—2b.

lbs. /•»• f.s. ft.

3-31 738-5 707-4 15224 0-0000000391
4-41 865-1 828-4 1532-2 0 0000000334
5-51 957-7 905-2 1532-2 0 0000000395
6-61 1015-8 957-4 1532-2 00000000392
772 1072-5 1005-3 1532-2 0-0000000407

Mean value of e or 26= 0-0000000384

= *0000358 if R ft.= radius of shot.W
= *000000069 if d in.=diameter of shot.W

The values of 25 given by my own experiments for shot of the same form were

R 2 rV*

•000060 ^ or -0000001042^

for velocities ranging from 1520 to 1270 f.s. ; so that the value of 25 deduced from my
own experiments might be expected to be sensibly greater than its value deduced from

M. Helie’s experiments made with lower velocities. There are three or four other

tabular statements of less complete experiments given by M. Helie. In the present

state of the question it is impossible to make any more exact comparison of the two

systems of experimenting f.

* Helie, Traite, pp. 407, 408.

t [An extended series of experiments just completed at Shoeburyness, with 3, 5, 7, and 9-inch elongated shot,

has shown conclusively that, although the motion of a shot may be well represented by supposing the resistance

of the air to vary as the cube of the velocity, and to he equal to — 2bv3 for a range of 1200 or 1300 feet, still
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Meteorological Register, Shoeburyness.

Date.

Hour. Barometer. Thermometer. Wind.
Weather and Remarks. 1

A.M. P.M.
j

Beading. Temperature. Dry. Wet. Direction. Force.

1866.

Sept. 25th
j

Sept. 26th
-j

Sept. 27th
-j

r 10

10
3

3

3

;

3005
3005
30-05

3000
29-95

29-95

61

61

61

61

59
60

61
61

61

60
56
59

54
55

59
|

59
56
58

S.W. by S.

S.W. by W.
s.s.w.

S.W. by S.

N.W.byW.

1

W -‘

1

2

3
3
2

Clear.

Clear.

Hazy.
Ditto.

Ditto with rain.

Hazy.

Direction of firing from the North to South.

b is subject to considerable variations for large variations in v. Por ogival beads struck with a radius of 1|

diameter of the shot, fired with great steadiness, the following values of v and b have been found.

V.

W

u
900 0-0000000604
950 0-0000000640
1000 0-0000000720
1050 00000000868
1100 00000001005
1200 0-0000001085
1300 0 0000001046
1400 00000000977
1500 0-0000000956
1600 0-0000000925

It thus appears that M. Helie’s value of 2b or c is true only for velocities about 950 f.s.—Aug. 1, 1868.]
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XV. On the Law of the Resistance of the Air to Rifled Projectiles.

By Charles W. Merrifield, F.R.S., Principal of the Royal School of Naval Architecture.

Received March 1 9,—Read April 23, 1868.

At the beginning of this month Lieut.-Colonel H. B. Halford applied to me to obtain

for him the law of atmospheric resistance resulting from his experiments in shooting

with Metford’s match-rifle, a small-bore with increasing pitch. I found the resistance

to vary as the cube of the velocity.

As the calculations and experiments were all made without any notion of the resulting

law, and without any knowledge of the work already done by Professor Helie and Pro-

fessor Bashforth, they afltord a remarkable confirmation of the results obtained by those

gentlemen. This is the more worthy of notice, as their data belong to pieces of large

calibre, and mine to small-bore bullets.

The experimental data originally submitted to me were simply the elevations found

necessary to give the different ranges of every 100 yards from 100 to 1100. These were

as follows :

—

Yards range. Elevation.

100 9 30

200 20 —
300 31 30

400 44 —
500 57 30

600 1 12 —
700 1 27 30

800 1 44 —
900 2 1 30

1000 2 20 —
1100 2 39 30

I was informed that these were the means derived from a g

trials, bad shots being of course discarded.

The laws of the motion were arrived at tentatively. I began the calculations from an

assumed velocity of 1360 feet per second, which is seen by the shorter ranges to be very

nearly true, of necessity. I then found that the law of the squares did not fit the results

at all, but that the law of the cubes very nearly did so, and a slight alteration in the

assumed velocity made them do so with exactness.

The method used was to determine the coefficient of resistance m
,
in —mv3

, which

mdccclxviii. 3 Q
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gives m= 2 cos ^

Vi being the initial velocity, s the actual range, and 0 the inclina-

tion. The time t was that of the range in vacuo due to the supposed initial velocity

and given elevation. It was assumed, first,
that the vacuum time might be taken to

represent the real time, and, second
,
that the horizontal resistance might be taken to

vary as the cube of the horizontal velocity. The result is given in the following Table.

Calculation of Resistance, supposed to vary as the Cube of the Velocity.

Initial velocity taken as 1358 feet per second.

Angle of

elevation.

Actual
range,

in feet.

Eange
in vacuo,

in feet.

Reduction
of range by
resistance,

in feet.

Time
of flight

in vacuo,

in seconds.

Coefficient

of resist-

ance pro-

portionate

to

Departure
from mean

value.

Pinal

velocity,

in feet per

second.

Velocity

lost in each

100 yards,

in feet per
second.

Actual
range,

in yards.

9 30 300 316-62 16-62 0-23316 16-620 -0-018 1222-4 135-6 100
20 600 666-57 66-57 0-49085 16-643 + 0-005 1111-5 110-9 200
31 30 900

|

1049-81 149-81 0-77309 16-647 + 0-009 1018-8 92-7. 300
44 1200 1466-32 266-32 1-07985 16-647 + 0-009 940-6 78-2 400
57 30 1500 1916-02 416-02 1-41115 16-643 + 0-005 873-4 67-2 500

1 12 1800 2399-00 599-00 1-76695 16-654 + 0-016 - 815-2 58-2 600
1 27 30 2100 2915-04 815-04 2-14732 16-644 + 0-006 ! 764-3 50-9 700
1 44 2400 3464-11 1064-11

1
2-55206 16-634 -0-004 719-4 44-9 800

2 1 30 2700 4046-12 1346-12 2-98133 16-639 + 0-001 679*4 40-0 900
2 20 3000 ! 4660-92 1660-92 3-43504 16-633 -0-005 643-7 35-7 1000
2 39 30 3300 5308-37

!

2008-37 3-91317 l6-6l6 — 0-022 611-5 32-2 1100

These two columns Mean ...... 16-638

contain the data.

Resulting Coefficient of resistance =0-00000 02723.

The coefficient of resistance, so determined for each range, has no sensible variation,

thus proving that the facts are exactly met by the law that the resistance varies accord-

ing to the cube of the velocity, with a coefficient of resistance, for this particular bullet,

of 0-00000 02723. This is subject to the assumptions previously mentioned. It is

further either involved or assumed that the bullet presents an invariable aspect in a

horizontal direction.

These assumptions are sufficiently right for such a very low trajectory as is given by

2° 40' for 1100 yards, giving a vacuum height of 64 feet. I got out a graphical solution

of the resisted time of a bullet thrown with a velocity of 64 feet per second (which cor-

responds to that height) and with a coefficient of 0-000001, and I found the variation in

time too small to detect in fine curves carefully drawn with ordinates of nearly 2 feet

in length. I consider this as amounting to proof that the difference between real and

vacuum time is insignificant in this problem. The second assumption, as to the hori-

zontal resistance varying as the cube of the horizontal velocity, is justified by the low

trajectory. On the question of aspect, my present knowledge does not authorize me
to form any decided opinion.
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The graphical method mentioned above was devised to evade the arithmetical diffi-

culties of the question; and I hope shortly to be able to publish an account of it*.

Colonel Halford has since been so obliging as to communicate to me the following

notes of the experimental data. These are as follows :

—

“ The means by which the angles of Metford’s match-rifles were arrived, at.

“ The rifles were shot at 12^ yards to get the zero on the tangent-scale.

“ This distance is taken because, with a radius of12^ yards, of an inch is one minute

of angular space, an easy quantity to deal with. Corrections made for height of fore

sight above axis of bore, and for fall of bullet, at 12^ yards, taken as one minute.

“ The tangent-scale is then carefully cut for radius between the sights to read to

minutes with a vernier. It can be read to 15" by careful inspection. The Table of

angles is then made from careful registers of shooting in all weathers, but especially

calm weather, at different distances, but chiefly at 200 yards, 500, 600, 800, 900, and

1100 yards. Nine times out of ten the angles will be found to be perfectly correct in

calm weather. Difference of barometrical pressure will make a slight difference. The
Table furnished [i. e. of elevations corresponding to ranges] was drawn out by Mr. Metford,

and has been very heavily tested by myself, and tallies exactly with my experience. The
angles have been compared with those used by other men using similar rifles, and have

been found to tally, making slight allowance for the little differences of speed which

different barrels will give—usually not more than is due to 0° 2' of elevation in 1000'

yards. I must have fired from 8000 to 9000 shots. I have most of my shots registered.

I should say that the Tables have been worked out from results given by at least 30,000

shots.

Ranges. Elevations,

Table No. i.

Elevations,

Table No. 2.

Elevations,

Table No. 3.

Yards.

100 9 15 9 30 10 30
200 19 30 20 20 30
300 30 45 31 30 32 30
400 43 44 45 15

500 56 15 57 30 59
600 1 10 30 1 12 1 14

700 1 25 45 1 27 30 1 29 30
800 1 42 1 44 1 46 30

900 1 59 30 2 1 30 2 4 45
1000 2 17 30 2 20 2 23
1100 2 36 45 2 39 30 2 42 30

“No. 3 Table is not perfect in itself ; it is a Table used occasionally with a head wind,

and has not been so carefully worked out as the others ; a head wind is so disturbing-

in its effects that, practically, it is almost impossible to verify it. The other Tables are

reliable within very small fractions.

* [This has since appeared in the Philosophical Magazine for June 1868.}
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“ Details of bullet, &c.

“Metford’s match-rifle: calibre 0-4605 inch.

“ Charge : 90 grains, Curtis and Harvey’s No. 5 powder.

“ length of bullet . . . 1*45 inch.

“Diameter at base . . . 0-451 „

^ inch from base 0*45 „

f inch from base 0-447 ,,

“ Weight : 530 grains.

“ Material : lead hardened with alloy.

“ Shape : cup-shaped in rear, nearly cylindrical for the first inch, and gradually rounding

off from there to a spherical or paraboloidal head, not pointed.”

These notes were not given to me until after my calculations had been made. It will

be observed that the data originally supplied, and from which I worked, are those of

Table 2. This appears to be the most reliable, being very near the mean of the other

two.

On the whole, I consider myself singularly fortunate in having had such a very good

series of experiments from which to calculate.

It will not fail to be noticed that the velocity of sound is intermediate between the

initial and final velocities of the bullets at the longer ranges.

Note added 3rd August 1868.—For the sake of comparison with other results, I give

the reduction of this coefficient of resistance to the standard of one pound weight avoir*

dupois, and one inch transverse section, on the (doubtful) assumption that the coefficient

varies inversely as the weight, and directly as the transverse section.

Coefficient reduced to 1 lb. weight and to one square inch section 0-00000 01267,

Ditto, and to one circular inch section . 0-00000 00995.
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XVI. On the Communication of Vibrationfrom a Vibrating Body to a surrounding Gas.

By G. G. Stokes, M.A., D.C.L., Sec. B.S., Fellow of Pembroke College
,
and Lucasian

Professor of Mathematics in the University of Cambridge.

Received June 18,—Read June 18, 1868.

In the first volume of the Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society is a

short paper by Professor John Leslie, “ On Sounds excited in Hydrogen Gas,” in which

the author mentions some remarkable experiments indicating the singular incapacity of

hydrogen for becoming the vehicle of the transmission of sound when a bell is struck in

that gas, either pure or mixed with air. With reference to the most striking of his

experiments the author observes (p. 267), “ The most remarkable fact is, that the

admixture of hydrogen gas with atmospheric air has a predominant influence in blunting

or stifling sound. If one half of the volume of atmospheric air be extracted [from the

receiver of the air-pump], and hydrogen gas be admitted to fill the vacant space, the

sound will now become scarcely audible.”

No definite explanation of the results is given, but with reference to the feebleness

of sound in hydrogen the author observes, “ These facts, I think, depend partly on the

tenuity of hydrogen gas, and partly on the rapidity with which the pulsations of sound

are conveyed through this very elastic medium ;

” and he states that, according to his

view, he “ should expect the intensity of sound to be diminished 100 times, or in the

compound ratio of its tenuity and of the square of the velocity with which it conveys

the vibratory impressions.” With reference to the effect of the admixture of hydrogen

with air he says, “ When hydrogen gas is mixed with common air, it probably does not

intimately combine, but dissipates the pulsatory impressions before the sound is vigo-

rously formed.”

In referring to Leslie’s experiment in which a half-exhausted receiver is filled up with

hydrogen, Sir John Herschel suggests a possible explanation founded on Dalton’s

hypothesis that every gas acts as a vacuum towards every other *. According to this

view there is a constant tendency for sound-waves to be propagated with different velo-

cities in the air and hydrogen of which the mixture consists, but this tendency is con-

stantly checked by the resistance which one gas opposes to the passage of another,

calling into play something analogous to internal friction, whereby the sound-vibration

though at first produced is rapidly stifled. Air itself indeed is a mixture ; but the

velocities of propagation of sound in nitrogen and oxygen are so nearly equal that the

effect is supposed not to be sensible in this case.

* Encyclopaedia Metropolitana, vol. iv. Art. Sound, § 108.

3 RMDCCCLXVIII.
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This explanation never satisfied me, believing, as I always have done, for reasons

which it would take too long here to explain, that for purely hydrodynamical phenomena

(such as those of sound) an intimate mixture of gases was equivalent to a single homo-

geneous medium. I had some idea of repeating the experiment, thinking that possibly

Leslie might not have allowed sufficient time for the gases to be perfectly mixed,

though that did not appear likely, when another explanation occurred to me, which

immediately struck me as being in all probability the true one.

In reading some years ago an investigation of Mr. Eaknshaw’s, in which a certain

result relating to the propagation of sound in a straight tube was expressed in terms

among other things of the velocity of propagation, the idea occurred to me that the

high velocity of propagation of sound in hydrogen would account for the result of

Leslie’s experiment, though in a manner altogether different from anything relating to

the propagation of sound in one dimension only.

Suppose a person to move his hand to and fro through a small space. The motion

which is occasioned in the air is almost exactly the same as it would have been if the

air had been an incompressible fluid. There is a mere local reciprocating motion, in

which the air immediately in front is pushed forwards, and that immediately behind

impelled after the moving body, while in the anterior space generally the air recedes

from the encroachment of the moving body, and in the posterior space generally flows

in from all sides, to supply the vacuum which tends to be created ; so that in lateral

directions the motion of the fluid is backwards, a portion of the excess of fluid in

the front going to supply the deficiency behind. Now conceive the periodic time of

the motion to be continually diminished. Gradually the alternation of movement

becomes too rapid to permit of the full establishment of the merely local recipro-

cating flow ; the air is sensibly compressed and rarefied, and a sensible sound-wave (or

wave of the same nature, in case the periodic time be beyond the limits suitable to

hearing) is propagated to a distance. The same takes place in any gas ; and the more

rapid be the propagation of condensations and rarefactions in the gas, the more nearly

will it approach, in relation to the motions we have under consideration, to the condition

of an incompressible fluid ; the more nearly will the conditions of the displacement of

the gas at the surface of the solid be satisfied by a merely local reciprocating flow.

This explanation when once it suggested itself seemed so simple and obvious that I

could not doubt that it afforded the true mode of accounting for the phenomenon. It

remained only to test the accuracy of the assigned cause by actual numerical calculation

in some case or cases sufficiently simple to permit of precise analytical determination.

The result of calculations of the kind applied to a sphere proved that the assigned cause

was abundantly sufficient to account for the observed result. I have not hitherto pub-

lished these results ; but as the phenomenon has not to my knowledge been satisfac-

torily explained by others, I venture to hope that the explanation I have to offer, sim-

ple as it is in principle, may not be unworthy of the notice of the Royal Society.

For the purpose of exact analytical investigation I have taken the two cases of a vibra-
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ting sphere and a long vibrating cylinder, the motion of the fluid in the latter case being

supposed to be in two dimensions. The sphere is chosen as the best representative of a

bell, among the few geometrical forms of body for which the problem can be solved.

The cylinder is chosen as the representative of a vibrating string. In the case of the

sphere the problem is identical with that solved by Poisson in his memoir “ Sur les

movements simultanes d’un pendule et de l’air environnant”*, but the solution is dis-

cussed with a totally different object in view, and is obtained from the beginning, to

avoid the needless complexity introduced by taking account of the initial circumstances,

instead of supposing the motion already going on.

A. Solution of the Problem in the case of a Vibrating Sphere.

Suppose an elastic solid, spherical externally in its undisturbed position, to vibrate

in the manner of a bell, the amplitude of vibration being very small. Suppose it

surrounded by a homogeneous gas, which is at rest except in so far as it is set in mo-

tion by the sphere
;
and let it be required to determine the motion of the gas in terms of

that of the sphere supposed given. We may evidently for the purposes of the present

problem suppose the gas not to be subject to the action of external forces.

Let the gas be referred to the rectangular axes of x, y,
z, and let u, v, w be the com-

ponents of the velocity. Since the gas is at rest except as to the disturbance commu-

nicated to it from the sphere, u, v, w are by a well-known theorem the partial differen-

tial coefficients with respect to x
, y, z of a function <p of the coordinates ; and if (f be

the constant expressing the ratio of the small variations of pressure to the corresponding

small variations of density, we must have

df~a \dx^dy^ dz
*) ’

(
1
)

and if s be the small condensation,

a2 dt

As we have to deal with a sphere, it will be convenient to refer the gas to polar coor-

dinates r, 6, co, the origin being in the centre. In terms of these coordinates, equation

(1) becomes

,2 dtp
,

1 d

dr' r1 sin $ d6 +1
d2

<p

'6 doj
2 (

2
)

and if u', v
1

,
w' be the components of the velocity along the radius vector and in two

directions perpendicular to the radius vector, the first in and the second perpendicular

to the plane in which 6 is measured,

i_ dtp

(3 )
dr t dQ r sin 0 dw

’

Let c be the radius of the sphere, and V the velocity of any point of its surface

* Memoires de l’Aeademie des Sciences, t. xi. p. 521.

3 r 2
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resolved in a direction normal to the surface, V being a given function of t
, 6, and <y

;

then we must have

^ =V, when r=c. (4)

Another condition, arising from what takes place at a great distance from the sphere,

will be considered presently.

The sphere vibrating under the action of its elastic forces, its motion will be periodic,

expressed so far as the time is concerned partly by the sine and partly by the cosine of

an angle proportional to the time, suppose mat. Actually the vibrations will slowly

die away, in consequence partly of the imperfect elasticity of the sphere, partly of com-

munication of motion to the gas, but for our present purpose this need not be taken into

account. Moreover there will in general be a series of periodic disturbances coexisting,

corresponding to different periodic times, but these may be considered separately. We
might therefore assume

V=U sin mat U' cos mat
,

but it will materially shorten the investigation to employ an imaginary exponential in-

stead of circular functions. If we take

V=Ueimat
, (5)

where i is an abbreviation for —I, and determine <p by the conditions of the problem,

the real and imaginary parts of cp and V must satisfy all those conditions separately

;

and therefore we may take the real parts alone, or the coefficients of i or y/— 1 in the

imaginary parts, or any linear combination of these even after having changed the arbi-

trary constants which enter into the expression of the motion of the sphere, as the solu-

tion of the problem, according to the way in which we conceive the given quantity V
expressed.

The function <p will be periodic in a similar manner to V, so that we may take

<p=^eimat
( 6 )

As regards the periodicity merely, we might have had a term involving e~ imat
as well

as that written above ; but it will be readily seen that in order to satisfy the equation

of condition (4) the sign of the index of the exponential in <p must be the same as in V.

On substituting in (2) the expression for <p given by (6), the factor involving t will

divide out, and we shall get for the determination of a partial differential equation

free from t. Now \p may be expanded in a series of Laplace’s Functions so that

'^= '4/o+4,
1+ '4/2+ (7)

Substituting in the differential equation just mentioned, taking account of the funda-

mental equation

and equating to zero the sum of the Laplace’s Functions of the same order, we find

(P-fyn .
2 dtyn

dr2 ' r dr

n[n+ 1
)

r
2 'pn+m2

'pn= 0 .
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This equation belongs to a known integrable form. The integral is

vbn—une~
imr f »(.+ !)

i

1 2 . imr '

(ft— l)w(ft+l)(ra + 2)

2 .

4

{imr) 2

+u'ne
imr

ft(ft+ 1)

2 . imr +
(ft— \)n(n + l) (ft + 2)

2 . 4 (imr) 2

un and u'n being evidently Laplace’s Functions of the order n, since that is the case

with
\f/„.

It will be convenient to take next the condition which has to be satisfied at a great

distance from the sphere. When r is very large the series within braces may be reduced

to their first terms 1, and we shall have

r<p=eim(at- r)2un+eim(at+r)2u,

n .

The first of these terms denotes a disturbance travelling outwards from the centre, the

second a disturbance travelling towards the centre, the amplitude of vibration in both

cases, for a given phase, varying inversely as the distance from the centre. In the

problem before us there is no disturbance travelling towards the centre, and therefore

%u'n=0, which requires that each function u'n should separately be equal to zero. We
have therefore simply

r^n—une-
imr

{ 1+
n(n+ 1) («— 1) . .

.
(ra+ 2)

2 . imr
'+ 2 . 4 (imr

)

2 + .••+
1.2.3. ..2ft

2 .4.6. ..2n[imr) (
8)

or, if we choose to reverse the series,

r-tyn—une'
1.3.5... (27.-1) 2n (2ft— 2) 2ft 2. 4. 6... 2ft

H- l
1 imr+

1 .2(2n- 1)2- (
imr)* • •+

1 Is.'" 2» ' <
9)

Putting for shortnessfn(r) for the multiplier of une~
imr on the right-hand member of

(8) or (9), we shall have

$=leim(at-r)2unfn{r).

It remains to satisfy the equation of condition (4). Put for shortness

i {;
e
~,mTUr)]=~b

so that

Fn(r)= ( 1 + imr)fn(r)

—

rfjr), (10)

and suppose U expanded in a series of Laplace’s Functions,

U0+U 1 + U2+...;

then substituting and equating the functions of the same order on the two sides of the

equation, we have

e~
imcFn(c)un,

and therefore

(ii)

This expression contains the solution of the problem, and it remains only to discuss it.
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At a great distance from the sphere the functionfn(r) becomes ultimately equal to 1,

and we have

<s=— v . (12)
r F„(c)

v '

It appears from (3) that the component of the velocity along the radius vector is of the

order r~\ and that in any direction perpendicular to the radius vector of the order r~ 2
,

so that the lateral motion may be disregarded except in the neighbourhood of the sphere.

In order to examine the influence of the lateral motion in the neighbourhood of the

sphere, let us compare the actual disturbance at a great distance with what it would

have been if all lateral motion had been prevented, suppose by infinitely thin conical

partitions dividing the fluid into elementary canals, each bounded by a conical surface

having its vertex at the centre.

On this supposition the motion in any canal would evidently be the same as it would

be in all directions if the sphere vibrated by contraction and expansion of the surface,

the same all round, and such that the normal velocity of the surface was the same as it

is at the particular point at which the canal in question abuts on the surface. Now if

U were constant the expansion of U would be reduced to its first term U0 ,
and seeing

thatf0(r)= 1 we should have from (11)

c2 IT
/R— pim(at-r+c) ^0

r
6

FoW

This expression will apply to any particular canal if we take U0 to denote the normal

velocity at the sphere’s surface for that particular canal ; and therefore to obtain an

expression applicable at once to all the canals we have merely to write U for U0 . To

facilitate a comparison with (11) and (12) I shall, however, write 2U
re
for U. We have

then

<s=—- . . (13)
r F0 (c)

' y J

It must be remembered that this is merely an expression applicable at once to all the

canals, the motion in each of which takes place wholly along the radius vector, and

accordingly the expression is not to be differentiated with respect to Q or a with the view

of applying the formulae (3).

On comparing (13) with the expression for the function <p in the actual motion at a

great distance from the sphere (12), we see that the two are identical with the exception

that UM is divided by two different constants, namely F0(c) in the former case and Fn(c)

in the latter. The same will be true of the leading terms (or those of the order r-I
)
in

the expressions for the condensation and velocity*. Hence if the mode of vibration of

* Of course it would be true if the complete differential coefficients with respect to r of the right-hand

members of (12) and (13) were taken, but then the former does not give the velocity v! except as to its leading

term, since (12) has been deduced from the exact expression (11) by reducingfn(r) to its first term 1 ;
nor again

is it true, except as to terms of the order r-i
,
of the actual motion of the unimpeded fluid that the whole velo-

city is in the direction of the radius vector.
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the sphere is such that the normal velocity of its surface is expressed by a Laplace’s

Function of any one order, the disturbance at a great distance from the sphere will vary

from one direction to another according to the same law as if lateral motion had been

prevented, the amplitude of excursion at a given distance from the centre varying in

both cases as the amplitude of excursion, in a normal direction, of the surface of the

sphere itself. The only difference is that expressed by the symbolic ratio Fn(c) : F0(c).

If we suppose Fn{c) reduced to the form [An(cos un+\/— 1 sin an), the amplitude of

vibration in the actual case will be to that in the supposed case as [j,0 to (*„, and the

phases in the two cases will differ by a0
—an .

If the normal velocity of the surface of the sphere be not expressible by a single

Laplace’s Function, but only by a series, finite or infinite, of such functions, the dis-

turbance at a given great distance from the centre will no longer vary from one direction

to another according to the same law as the normal velocity of the surface of the sphere,

since the modulus [hn and likewise the amplitude an of the imaginary quantity F„(c) vary

with the order of the function.

Let us now suppose the disturbance expressed by a Laplace’s Function of some one

order, and seek the numerical value of the alteration of intensity at a distance, produced

by the lateral motion which actually exists.

The intensity will be measured by the vis viva produced in a given time, and conse-

quently will vary as the density multiplied by the velocity of propagation multiplied by

the square of the amplitude of vibration. It is the last factor alone that is different

from what it would have been if there had been no lateral motion. The amplitude is

altered in the proportion of (Jj
0 to so that if

ln is the quantity by which the intensity which would have existed if the fluid had been

hindered from lateral motion has to be divided.

For the first five orders the values of the function F„(c) are as follows :

—

F0(c)=mc-j-

Fj{c)—imc-\-

F2(c)=«mc-f~ 4 +t^--}- ,.L
v ' 1 imc 1

(imcy

F3(c)=ime+ 7+j£+^+^»
t, , , . -... 65

,
240

,

525
,

525
F4(tf)_*mc+ll+j—H-^5+^p+(^4-

If A be the length of the sound-wave corresponding to the period of the vibration,

m=™, so that me is the ratio of the circumference of the sphere to the length of a
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wave. If we suppose the gas to be air and X to be 2 feet, which would correspond to

about 550 vibrations in a second, and the circumference 2re to be 1 foot (a size and

pitch which would correspond with the case of a common house bell), we shall have

mc—\. The following Table gives the values of the square of the modulus and of the

ratio I„ for the functions Fn(c) of the first five orders, for each of the values 4, 2, 1,

and -j- of me. It will presently appear why the Table has been extended further in the

direction of values greater than \ than it has in the opposite direction. Five significant

figures at least are retained.

me. n=0. n= 1. n=2. n= 3. n= 4.

4 17 16-25 14-879 13-848 20-177

2 5 5 9-3125 80 1495-8 =tH

1 2 5 89 3965 300137
<D

0-5 1-25 16-25 1330-2 236191 72086371 Js

0-25 1-0625 64-062 20878 14837899 18160 x 10 6 £

4 1 0-95588 0-87523 0-81459 1-1869

2 1 1 1-8625 16 299-16
1 1 2-5 44-5 1982-5 150068 0
0*5 1 13 1064-2 188953 57669097
0*25 1 60-294 19650 13965 x10 s 17092 xio 6 c3>

When me=co we get from the analytical expressions In=l. We see from the Table

that when me is somewhat large In is liable to be a little less than 1, and consequently the

sound to be a little more intense than if lateral motion had been prevented. The pos-

sibility of this is explained by considering that the waves of condensation spreading from

those compartments of the sphere which at a given moment are vibrating positively, i. e.

outwards, after the lapse of a half period may have spread over the neighbouring com-

partments, which are now in their turn vibrating positively, so that these latter com-,

partments in their outward motion work against a somewhat greater pressure than if

each compartment had opposite to it only the vibration of the gas which it had itself

occasioned
; and the same explanation applies mutatis mutandis to the waves of rare-

faction. However, the increase of sound thus occasioned by the existence of lateral

motion is but small in any case, whereas when me is somewhat small In increases enor-

mously, and the sound becomes a mere nothing compared with what it would have been

had lateral motion been prevented.

The higher be the order of the function, the greater will be the number of com-

partments, alternately positive and negative as to their mode of vibration at a given

moment, into which the surface of the sphere will be divided. We see from the Table

that for a given periodic time as well as radius the value of In becomes considerable

when n is somewhat high. However practically vibrations of this kind are produced

when the elastic sphere executes, not its principal, but one of its subordinate vibra-

tions, the pitch corresponding to which rises with the order of the vibration, so that to

increases with that order. It was for this reason that the Table was extended from
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me— 0’5 further in the direction of high pitch than low pitch, namely, to three octaves

higher and only one octave lower.

When the sphere vibrates symmetrically about the centre, i. e. so that any two oppo-

site points of the surface are at a given moment moving with equal velocities in oppo-

site directions, or more generally when the mode of vibration is such that there is no

change of position of the centre of gravity of the volume, there is no term of the order 1-

For a sphere vibrating in the manner of a bell the principal vibration is that expressed

by a term of the order 2, to which I shall now more particularly attend.

Putting, for shortness, mV=f, we have

^=2+l,^=(2*-9r*/+(4-?y=2-2+?+|.
q
3— 2q*+9g + 81

q\q+ 1)

*

The minimum value of I2 is determined by

£
3— 6£

2— 84£—54=0,
giving approximately

£=12-859, mc= 3-586, ^=13-859, ^=12*049, I 2
=-86941;

so that the utmost increase of sound produced by lateral motion amounts to about

15 per cent.

I come now more particularly to Leslie’s experiments. Nothing is stated as to the

form, size, or pitch of his bell ; and even if these had been accurately described, there

would have been a good deal of guesswork in fixing on the size of the sphere which

should be considered the best representative of the bell. Hence all we can do is to

choose such values for m and c as are comparable with the probable conditions of the

experiment.

I possess a bell, belonging to an old bell-in-air apparatus, which may probably be

somewhat similar to that used by Leslie. It is nearly hemispherical, the diameter is

1-96 inch, and the pitch an octave above the middle C of a piano. Taking the number

of vibrations 1056 per second, and the velocity of sound in air 1100 feet per second, we

have X=12‘5 inches. To represent the bell by a sphere of the same radius would be

very greatly to underrate the influence of local circulation, since near the mouth the gas

has but a little way to get round from the outside to the inside, or the reverse. To repre-

sent it by a sphere of half the radius would still apparently be to underrate the effect.

Nevertheless for the sake of rather underestimating than exaggerating the influence of

the cause here investigated, I will make these two suppositions successively, giving

respectively c=-98 and c=-49, mc='4926, and mc= -2463 for air.

If it were not for lateral motion the intensity would vary from gas to gas in the pro-

portion of the density into the velocity of propagation, and therefore as the pressure

into the square root of the density under a standard pressure, if we take the factor de-

pending on the development of heat as sensibly the same for the gases and gaseous mix-

tures with which we have to deal. In the following Table the first column gives the

mdccclxviii. 3 s
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gas, the second the pressure p, in atmospheres, the third the density D under the pres-

sure p, referred to the density of air at the atmospheric pressure as unity, the fourth, Qr ,

what would have been the intensity had the motion been wholly radial, referred to the

intensity in air at atmospheric pressure as unity, or, in other words, a quantity varying

as *p X (the density at pressure l)4. Then follow the values of q, I2 ,
and Q, the last

being the actual intensity referring to air as before.

Gas. P- D. Qr.

c-98. £=•49.

2- I2. Q. 2- I
2

. Q.

Air 1 1 1 •2427 1136 1 •06067 20890 l

Hydrogen 1 •0690 •2627 •01674 284700 •001048 •004186 4604000 •001191

Air, rarefied •01 •01 •01 •2427 1136 •01 •06067 20890 •01

The same filled with H 1 •0783 •2798 •01900 220600 •001440 •004751 3572000 •001637

Air of same density ... 0783 •0783 •0783 •2427 1136 •0783 •06067 20890 •0783

Air rarefied £
•5 •5 •5 •2427 1136 •5 •06067 20890 •5

The same filled with H 1 •5345 •7311 •1297 4322 •1921 •0324 74890 •2039

An inspection of the numbers contained in the columns headed Q will show that the

cause here investigated is amply sufficient to account for the facts mentioned by Leslie.

It may be noticed that while q is 4 times smaller, and I2 is 16 or 18 times larger, for

c— -49 than for c=°98, there is no great difference in the values of Q in the two cases

for hydrogen and mixtures of hydrogen and air in given proportions. This arises from

the circumstance that q is sufficiently small to make the last terms in and namely,

1 and 81 ^~
2
,
the most important, so that I„ does does not greatly differ from 81^

-2
. If

this result had been exact instead of approximate, the intensity in different gases, sup-

posed for simplicity to be at a common pressure, would have varied as D® ; and it will be

found that for the cases in which p—\ the values of Q in the above Table, especially

those in the last column, do not greatly deviate from this proportion. But the simplicity

of this result depends on two things. First, the vibration must be expressed by a

Laplace’s function of the order 2 ;
for a different order the power ofD would have been

different ;
and this is just one of the points respecting which we cannot infer what would

be true of a bell of the ordinary shape from what we have proved for a sphere.

Secondly, the radius must be sufficiently small, or the pitch sufficiently low, to make q

small
;
at the other extremity of the scale, in which c is supposed to be very large, or A

very small, Q varies nearly as instead of D^, whatever be the order of the Laplace’s

function. Hence no simple relation can be expected between the numbers furnished

by experiment and the numerical constants of the gas in such experiments as those of

M. Perolle *, in which the same bell was rung in succession in different gases.

B. Solution of the Problem in the case of a Vibrating Cylinder.

I will here suppose the motion to be in two dimensions only. In the case of a

vibrating string, which I have mainly in view, it is true that the amplitude of excursion

* Memoires de l’Academie des Sciences de Turin, t. iii. (1786-7) ; Mem. des Correspondans, p. 1.
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of the string varies sensibly on proceeding even a moderate distance along it, and that

the propagation of the sound-wave produced by no means takes place in two dimensions

only. But the question how far a sound-wave is produced at all, and how far the dis-

placement of the gas by the cylinder merely produces a local motion to and fro, is de-

cided by what takes place in the immediate neighbourhood of the string, such as

within a distance of a few diameters ;
and though the sound-wave, when once produced,

in its subsequent progress diverges in three dimensions, the same takes place with the

hypothetical sound-wave which would be produced if lateral motion were prevented, so

that the comparison which it is the object of the investigation to institute is not affected

thereby.

Assuming, then, the motion to be in two dimensions, and referring the fluid to polar

coordinates, r, 0, r being measured from the axis of the undisturbed cylinder, we shall

have for the fundamental equation derived from (1)

rm
dt*
—a

\dr2 + 7- dr+ r* d8*J
’

and if u\ v' be the components of the velocity along and perpendicular to the radius

vector,

1 d<f

If c be the radius of the cylinder, and V the normal component of the velocity of the

surface of the cylinder, we must have

^=V, when r=c.

As before, I will suppose the motion of the cylinder, and consequently of the fluid, to be

regularly periodic, but instead of using circular functions directly I will employ the ima-

ginary exponential e
imat

,
i denoting as before \J— 1, and will put accordingly ~V=eimat

\J,

U being a given function of 6, and <p—-he
imat

. For a given value of r, 41 may by a known

theorem be developed in a series of sines and cosines of Q and its multiples, and therefore

for general values of r can be so developed, the coefficients being functions of r. If
\f/„

be the coefficient of cos nQ or sin nQ, we find

d^n .ldtyn W2

dr2 ' r dr r
2 0 . (15)

If we suppose the normal velocity of the surface of the cylinder to vary in a given

manner from one generating line to another, so that U is a given function of Q, we may

expand U in a series of the form

U=U0 -J-Ui cos Q -{-U2 cos 2S -(- . . .

+U7

!
sin 0+U'2 sin 2Q-f-. . .

On applying now the equation of condition which has to be satisfied at the surface of

the cylinder, we see that a term Un cos nQ or sin nQ of the wth order in the expression

3 s 2
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for U will introduce a function ->!/n of the same order in the general expression for <p.

Now the only case of interest relating to an infinite cylinder is that of a vibrating string,

in which the cylinder moves as a whole. The vibration may be regarded as compounded

of the vibrations in any two rectangular planes passing through the axis, the phases of

the component vibrations, it may be, being different. These component vibrations may

be treated separately, and thus it will suffice to suppose the vibration confined to one

plane, which we may take to be that from which Q is measured. We shall accordingly

have
U=Uj cos 0,

U, being a given constant, and the only function which will appear in the general

expression for <p will be that of the order 1. Besides this we shall have to investigate,

for the sake of comparison, an ideal vibration in which the cylinder alternately contracts

and expands in all directions alike, and for which accordingly U is a constant U0 . Hence

the equation (15) need only be considered for the values 0 and 1 of n.

For general values of n the equation (15) is easily integrated in the form of infinite

series according to ascending powers of r. The result is

+ 2n)' 2.4 (2 + 2n)(4 + 2ri)-}]

2(2— 2n)~ 2.4(2— 2w)(4— 2n)

•
• (16)

When n is any integer the integral as it stands becomes illusory ; but the complete

integral, which in this case assumes a special form, is readily obtained as a limiting case

of the complete integral for general values of n.

The series in (16) are convergent for any value of r however great, but they give us

no information of what becomes of the functions for very large values of r.

When r is very large, the equation (15) becomes approximately

^+m*4-.=0,

the integral of wdiich is •*]/„=Be H'e
imr

,
where B and B' are constant. This suggests

putting the complete integral of (15) under the same form, B and B' being now functions

of r, which, when r is large, vary but slowly, that is, remain nearly constant when r is

altered by only a small multiple of X. Assuming for B and B' series of the form

Ara+ B/^+CrY
. . ., where a, (3, y ..

.

are in decreasing order algebraically, and deter-

mining the indices and coefficients so as to satisfy (15), we get for another form of the

complete integral

4,=C(imr)->e-<mrh-^ (

1

2— 4re
2
) (3

2—4n2
)

1 .2(8imr)
2

(l
2— 4ra

2
) (3

2— 4n2
) (5

2—4n2
)

1.2. 3 (8m)
3

-f-D(imrY^e"
(l 2—4n2

) (

1

2 — 4ra
2
) (3

2— 4n2
)

(l
2 -4rc2)(3

2-4n2
)(5

2-4rc2
)

1.8imr l.2(8mr)2 * i » +1.2.3(8w)5

•I

(
17

)
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These series, though ultimately divergent, begin by converging rapidly when r is large,

and may be employed with great advantage when r is large, if we confine ourselves to

the converging part. Moreover we have at once D=0 as the condition to be satisfied

at a great distance from the cylinder. If me were large we might employ the second

form of integral in satisfying the condition at the surface of the cylinder, and the

problem would present no further difficulty. But practically in the case of vibrating

strings me is a very small fraction ; the series (16) are rapidly convergent, and the series

(17) cannot be employed. To complete the solution of the problem therefore it is

essential to express the constants A and B in terms of C and D, or at any rate to find

the relation between A and B imposed by the condition D=0.
This may be effected by means of the complete integral of (15) expressed in the form

of a definite integral. For n= 0 we know that

•4/
0
=i

2

{E+F log (r sin
2

£)} cos (mr cos %)d% (18)
Jo

is a third form of the integral of (15). It is not difficult to deduce from this the inte-

gral of (15) in a similar form for any integral value of n. Assuming

^n=ra^xndr,

and substituting in (15), we have

r°- +ti ^7+(2«+/3+ l )r
a+fi~ l

Xn+ («
2—n*)iP~^r?yJLr+mVjr3%re

^r=0.

Assume
a2—n2=0, (19)

divide the equation by ra
,
differentiate with respect to r, and then divide by r3 .

result is

^"+(2« +(3+ 1 )(/3
- 1 )

The

This equation will be of the same form as (15) provided,

which reduces the coefficient of the last term but one to — (a+1)2
. In order that this

coefficient may be increased we must choose the positive root of (19), namely n, which I

will suppose positive. Hence

'r~
n
Xndr (20 )

gives

d\n l d_Xn _ (»+1) a
,

- n
dt2 ' r dr r2 +

the same equation as that for the determination of Hence expressing in terms

of from (20), writing n— 1 for n, and replacing by -^n ,
we have

\L —fn~ l —- y-(»-
dr

l

V»
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a formula of reduction which when n is integral serves to express 4n in terms of Mo-

have

We

(
21

)

an equation which when applied to (18) gives the complete integral of (15) for integral

values of n in the form of a definite integral.

Let us attend now more particularly to the case of n= 0. The equation (16) is of

the form ^n—Af(n)+¥>f(—n),f(n) containing r as well as n. Expanding by Maclauein’s

Theorem, we have

^=(a+bmo)+(a-b}/’(o>+(a+b)/"(0)
i
A+

. .

.

Writing A for A-(-B, n ‘B for A— B, and then making n vanish, we have

4-.=A/(0)+B/(0),
or

i / a i -d i \f-t
m2/l2

,

m4/'4

^0=(A+Blogr)( 1— .

.

•

+B

Sn=l“ 1

-l-2-
1+ 3- 1

... +W" 1

.

m2r2 _ m4
r4 „ m6r6 \

22 2242 224262 • •
• J

'

(
22

)

where

The integral in the form (17) assumes no peculiar shape when n is integral, and we have

at once

%|/0
= C(imr)~ie~ imr

-

+D(mr)~Vmr

j

I have explained at length the mode of dealing with such functions, and especially of

connecting the arbitrary constants in the ascending and descending series, in two papers

published m the Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society*, in the second

of which the connexion of the constants is worked out in this very example. To thfese

I will refer, merely observing that while it is perfectly easy to connect A, B with E, F,

the connexion of C, D with E, F involves some extremely curious points of analysis.

The result of eliminating E, F between the two equations connecting A, B with E, F
and the two connecting C, D with E, F is given, except as to notation, in the two equa-

tions (41) of my second paper. To render the notation identical with that of the former

paper, it will be sufficient to write A—Blog(m)+Blog(mr) for A+Blogr, and x for

imr. The equations referred to may be simplified by the introduction of Euler’s con-

stant y, the value of which is -57721566 &c., since it is known that

1- 1232 1
2325 2

1+ l|

1 . 8mr

l
2

1 . 2(8mr)~ 1.2. 3(8»r)!

1
232

1
2325 2

+ ...

8imr' 1 . 2(8imr)
2 1.2. 3(8mr) £ +

(23)

5r~*r'(i)+log4+y=0,

* “ On the Numerical Calculation of a Class of Definite Integrals and Infinite Series,” vol. ix. p. 166, and

“ On the Discontinuity of Arbitrary Constants which appear in Divergent Developments,” vol. x. p. 105. A
supplement to the latter paper has recently been read before the Cambridge Philosophical Society.
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T'{x) denoting the derivative of the function r(n). Putting

A—B log im— A',

we have by equations (41) of the second paper referred to

C=(2^)-‘{iA'+[(log2-y>--^]B;, (24)

D=(2T)-*{A'+ (log2-y)B} (25)

i being written for y/— 1. It is shown in that paper that these values of C, D hold

good when the amplitude of the imaginary variable x lies between the limits 0 and t, or

that of r (supposed to be imaginary) between the limits —A and but in crossing

either of these limits one or other of the constants C, D is changed. In the investiga-

tion of the present paper r is of course real.

We have now
A'=A—B log im=(y— log 2)B

for the relation between A and B arising from the condition that the motion is propa-

gated outwards from the cylinder
;
and substituting in (22), we have for the value of 4>

0

subject to this condition

^B(y+iog*=)(i-=£+3S-...)

+B(^S,-^8!+...) ;

or expressed by means of the descending series,

?
— _p/ g \ I

2
l
a3a V

to— \2imr)
^

| 1.8ijwr ‘ 1.2(8w)8 1.2. 3(8imr)
3

123252

(26)

(27)

We have from (21)

from which the complete integral of (15) for n— 1 may be got from that for n= 0. In

the form (17) of the integral the parts arising from differentiation of the parts contain-

ing e~imT and e
imr

respectively will contain those same exponentials, and therefore the

complete integral of (15) for n= 1, subject to the condition that the part containing

e
imr

shall disappear, will be got by differentiating the complete integral for n= 0 subject

to that same condition. Theform of the integral in the shape of a descending series

is given at once by (17). Hence we get by differentiating (26) and (27), and at the

same time changing the arbitrary constant by writing B,m_1 for B,

. BJ _ mV2 m4r4
|

i

2®~ 22.42
“

’

J

•\ (mr m3r3 m5rb
)

7 \T
"~22.4”^ 22.42.6~”

j

^,=Bi
/ 7TI

l 2mr)
Yv-Jl -1-3

,

-1. 1.8.5 -1.1.3«.5.7

\ 1.8m-"1" 1.2(8mr) 2
1 .2.3(8mr)8 +-} • •

(28)

(29)
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To determine the arbitrary constants B, and B, the first belonging to the actual

motion, the second to the motion which would take place if the fluid were confined by

an infinite number of planes passing through the axis, we must have, as before, for r—c,

whence

4_tt #i_tTdr~ dr~

cUU mr<? nro'
1

( me .tt\ /mV mV
,

\ ]

B =1 2F+ 2^42-“--(r+log-
2
-+*2j (“2"-2V + ---J

+^-
2

S- mrc

'2V4 22 48 ^

=E0(mc)+» ^/0(mc), suppose

;

(30)

Bj me

3mc
,
7m3

c
3 llm6

c
5

,

22
~'
_
22 .42 22 .42.62 '

(
7+ log

me .w\ /me 3m3
c
3

2" + *2
j
\2~“ 2^4"+ '

me 3m3
c
3
c+ 2 &I 224 22 .42 »6

S 3
— ...

=^{F‘(mc)+* i/(mc)}’ suppose.

(31)

If I be the ratio of the intensities at a distance in the supposed and in the actual

case, we see from (30) and (31) that I will be equal to the ratio of the squares of the

moduli of B and B,, and we shall therefore have

T {4F
1
(mc)} 2+ 7T

2 {/i(>»c)} 2 /onx

m2
c
2[4{F0(mc)}

2+ w2
{/0(mc)}

2] ^ '

For a piano string corresponding to the middle C, c may be about -02 inch, and X is

about 25 inches. This gives mc=-005027. For such small values of me I does not

sensibly differ from (me)
-2

,
which in the present case is 39571, so that the sound is

nearly 40000 times weaker than it would have been if the motion of the particles of air

had taken place in planes passing through the axis of the string. This shows the vital

importance of sounding-boards in stringed instruments. Although the amplitude of

vibration of the particles of the sounding-board is extremely small compared with that

of the particles of the string, yet as it presents a broad surface to the air it is able to

excite loud sonorous vibrations, whereas were the string supported in an absolutely rigid

manner, the vibrations which it could excite directly in the air would be so small as to

be almost or altogether inaudible.

I may here mention a phenomenon which fell under my notice, and which is readily

explained by the principles laid down in this paper. As I was walking one windy day

on a road near Cambridge, on the other side of which ran a line of telegraph, my atten-

tion was attracted by a peculiar sound of extremely high pitch, which seemed to come

from the opposite side of the road. On going over to ascertain the cause, I found that

it came directly through air from the telegraph wires. On standing near a telegraph
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post, the ordinary comparatively bass sound with which we are so familiar was heard,

appearing to emanate from the post. On receding from the post the bass sound became

feebler, and midway between two posts was quite inaudible. Nothing was then heard

but the peculiar high-pitched sound, which appeared to emanate from the wires over-

head. It had a peculiar metallic ring about it which the ear distinguished from the

whistling of the wind in the twigs of a bush. Although the telegraph ran for miles, it

was only at one spot that the peculiar sound was noticed, and even there only in certain

states of the wind. The wires seemed to be less curved than usual at the place in ques-

tion, from which it may be inferred that they were there subject to an unusually great

tension.

The explanation of the phenomenon is easy after what precedes. The wires were

thrown into vibration by the wind, and a number of different vibrations, having different

periodic times, coexisted. As regards the vibrations of comparatively long period, the

air around the wires behaved nearly like an incompressible fluid, and no sonorous

vibrations of sensible amount were produced. These vibrations of the wires were,

however, communicated to the posts, which being broad acted as sounding-boards, and

thus sonorous vibrations of corresponding period were indirectly excited in the air. But

as regards the vibrations of extremely short periodic time, the wires in spite of their

narrowness were able by acting directly on the air to produce condensations and rare-

factions of sensible amount.

The diameter of the telegraph wire was about T66 inch; and if we take the C below

the middle C of a piano for the representative of the pitch of the lower note, and a note

five octaves higher for that of the higher, we have in the first case X=50 inches nearly,

and in the second X=50x2~ 5

,
giving in the former case mc=’01043, and in the latter

mc=’3338 The former of these values is so small that we may take I=(mc)~2
;
in the

latter case the formula (32) gives for I a value a little less than We find in the

two cases 1=9192 and I=7'202 respectively, so that in the former case the sound is

more than 9000 times feebler than that corresponding to the amplitude of vibration of

the wire on the supposition of the absence of lateral motion, whereas in the latter case

the actual intensity is nearly one-seventh of the full intensity corresponding to the

amplitude.

The increase of sound produced by the stoppage of lateral motion may be prettily

exhibited by a very simple experiment. Take a tuning-fork, and holding it in the

fingers after it has been made to vibrate, place a sheet of paper

or the blade of a broad knife with its edge parallel to the

axis of the fork, and as near to the fork as conveniently

may be without touching. If the plane of the obstacle

coincide with either of the planes of symmetry of the fork,

as represented in section at A or B, no effect is produced

;

but if it be placed in an intermediate position, such as C, the

sound becomes much stronger.

mdccclxviii. 3 T
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XVII. Comparison of Magnetic Disturbances recorded by the Self-registering Magneto-

meters at the Boyal Observatory
,
Greenwich

,
with Magnetic Disturbances deduced

from the corresponding Terrestrial Galvanic Currents recorded by the Self-registering

Galvanometers of the Boyal Observatory. By George Biddell Airy, Astronomer

Boyal.

Received December 20, 1867,—Read February 6, 1868.

It would be difficult, even at this early stage in the history of the treatment of Spon-

taneous Terrestrial Galvanic Currents, to say how the science began * As far as relates

to my own acquaintance with it, it originated in some general knowledge of the existence,

on special days, of currents disturbing practical telegraphic operations, which were soon

found to synchronize with magnetic storms, and in communications with Mr. Edwin

Clark and Mr. Latimer Clark, both of whom volunteered their assistance, but more

particularly in conversations, and subsequently in correspondence, with Charles V.

Walker, Esq. On several occasions, tabular numerical statements were transmitted

by Mr. Walker to me, and copies of the Greenwich magnetic photograms were trans-

mitted by me to Mr. Walker
;
Mr. Glaisher also went to Tunbridge several times, to

discuss the subject with Mr. Walker. It is not necessary here further to allude to the

important papers in the Philosophical Transactions by Mr. W. H. Barlow (1849) and

by Mr. Walker (1861 and 1862), or to the subsequent observations of Dr. Lamont,

except for the purpose of remarking that these philosophers possessed no means of

maintaining a constant record by self-registering apparatus.

The history of the establishment of apparatus at the Royal Observatory is as follows.

In my Annual Report to the Board of Visitors of the Royal Observatory, 1860,

June 2, I submitted to the consideration of the Board, “ It may be worth considering

whether it would ever be desirable to establish in two directions at right angles to each

other (for instance, along the Brighton Railway and along the North Kent Railway)

wires which would photographically register in the Royal Observatory the currents that

pass in these directions, exhibiting their indications by photographic curves in close

juxtaposition with the registers of the magnetic elements.”

The subject having been thus formally opened, and various communications having-

passed with Mr. Walker as Superintendent and Engineer of the Telegraphs of the South-

Eastern Railway (in which capacity Mr. Walker has rendered very important services

to the Royal Observatory), I again, on 1861, June 1, brought the matter before the

Board of Visitors, in these words :
“ I alluded in my last Report to the possible esta-

* Allusion will be made hereafter to the paper by the late Professor Baelow in the Philosophical Transac-

tions, 1831, of which, however, the subject is different from that treated here.

3 t 2
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blishment of galvanic wires which would record, perhaps upon the same photographic

sheet which bears the declination and horizontal force, the magnitude and direction of

earth-currents in two directions. I conceive that this may be justly regarded as an im-

portant physical experiment
;
and I hope to be able shortly to lay before the Visitors

some details of plan, and to ask their opinion in a more precise form.” The Board,

after consideration of my proposals, resolved “ that it be recommended to the Board of

Admiralty that two lines of insulated wires be established from the Boyal Observatory

to the stations near Dartford and Croydon, with suitable apparatus at the Royal Obser-

vatory for the purpose of registering the intensity and direction of terrestrial galvanic

currents dependent on natural causes at present obscure.”

Mr. Walker, in his paper in the Philosophical Transactions, 1861, alluded to the

matter as having come before him, and as having been the subject of his Report and

Estimate; and added, “I have, to a certain small extent, made progress in anticipation.”

On 1861, August 14, I submitted a Memorial to the Lords Commissioners of the

Admiralty on the advantage of erecting the necessary wires and recording apparatus, at

an estimated expense of £250; and on August 19 I received Their Lordships’ sanction

to my placing that sum on the Navy Estimates for the Financial Year 1862-1863. On
August 24 I made formal application to the Directors of the South-Eastern Railway for

permission to place the wires on the poles of their Telegraph, and on December 20 I

received their assent. The terms on which this assent was granted were most liberal

;

no stipulation being made except for the nominal annual rent of five shillings for the

use of the poles and five shillings for the maintenance of the wires in a state of repair.

And I take this opportunity of adding that, when it was found that, by the adoption of

insulators of a high class, the expense was made to exceed the estimate, Messrs. Silver,

the contractors for the insulators, at once resigned all profit. The whole of the wire-

work has been done at cost price.

The wires were completely established under the superintending care of Mr. Walker

about the autumn of 1862. The wire is that technically called No. 8, ^ inch in dia-

meter, annealed iron wire, coated with zinc by galvanic deposit. The insulators consist

each of a double ebonite cup with outer porcelain cup. From the Observatory to the

Railway, the wires at different times have been led by different channels, but are now
led underground. The connexions with earth have been made in various ways, but at

present they are made at each of the three stations by soldering the wires to water-pipes.

The plan for forming, on a revolving cylinder (covered with photographic paper), a

spot of light whose position should depend on the galvanic current passing through the

wires, was arranged at the beginning of 1863. Each wire communicates with the coil

of a galvanometer. It may be mentioned here that the current has proved far stronger

than was anticipated. At first, a nearly astatic combination of needles was provided
; it

was speedily found necessary to turn the red * ends of the needles in the same direction
;

* By the red end of a needle, I mean that end which is charged with austral magnetism, and which when

the needle is freely suspended turns to the north magnetic meridian.
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and subsequently the coils were reduced. At present, the entire number of turns of the

wire about the acting needle of each galvanometer is 200, and the length of the acting

needle is a little more than 1 inch. The needle is suspended by a human hair. A
stalk below carries a small plane mirror, whose surface is about \ inch by 1 inch.

With the assistance of cylindrical lenses, a very neat spot of light is thrown upon the

revolving barrel by the following arrangement. The beam of light from the lamp falls

upon a fixed vertical cylindrical lens, and is made to converge in the horizontal plane.

In this state it falls on the plane mirror, converging in the horizontal plane, diverging

in the vertical plane. It leaves the plane mirror in the same state, only having received

the change of direction corresponding to the play of the galvanometer-magnet ;
and it

then falls on a fixed horizontal lens, which makes it converge in the vertical plane.

(This is the plane of a transverse section of the revolving cylinder, which defines the

direction of the time-abscissa of the photographic curve.) A single lamp gives light for

the recording apparatus of both wires.

The revolving barrels, which had been used for many years in conjunction with the

self-registering magnetometers of the Royal Observatory, were of glass, selected with

great care, first by Mr. Brooke, afterwards by Mr. Glaisher, from the extensive stock

of a large manufacturer; and their circularity and cylindricity of form were almost

perfect. I was desirous, however, of using for the earth-current-apparatus a barrel

turned in the lathe. After endeavouring in vain to obtain glass so turned, I succeeded

in procuring a barrel of ebonite, manufactured by Messrs. Silver. The difficulty of

securing this occasioned nearly a year’s delay in the completion of the apparatus.

Another year was added by the excavation of the Magnetic Basement in which the

apparatus was to be placed, and by the caution necessary to be used while the walls were

damp. Finally, the apparatus was brought into action and the records were made as a

matter of routine, on 1865, April 1, and from that time the registers are almost perfect

;

the principal interruption being that produced by the great snowstorm of 1866, January.

The instrumental elements on which it appeared desirable to maintain a constant check

are the following: the freedom of the barrel from end-shake, and the uniformity of its

rotation
; the zero of time on the line of time-abscissa ; and the zero of galvanic measure

for the ordinates. And the checks are thus made.

In regard to end-shake of the barrel, a small lamp throws a light through a definite

hole in the cover of the barrel, which, as the barrel revolves, forms a photographic line

parallel to the line of time-abscissa, usually called the “ photographic base-line.”

In regard to the uniformity of rotation, it has been the practice, since self-registering

apparatus was established, to produce an interruption in the register, by stopping ofl

the light for a few minutes, three times every day ; the observer registering from the

clock-dial the times of stopping and readmitting the light. For the test of circularity,

this has been done on a limited number of days, -six times in the day, at moments

extending with approximate uniformity of intervals through the twenty-four hours.

The operation to which I have alluded, even if performed only three times in a day,

when used in conjunction with pasteboard scales carefully adjusted to exhibit 24h for
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the revolution of the barrel, gives ample information whereby a time-scale can be laid

down applying to every part of .the photographic curve.

The zero of galvanic measure is obtained by simply interrupting the wire-circuit.

I desire to state that great attention has been given to every one of these adjustments,

more especially to those which relate to time. At an early epoch in the comparison of

the two classes of measures, it became obvious that questions of simultaneity would

arise. Great care has been taken by Mr. Glaisher in the formation and application of

all the time-scales, and I am confident that I can answer for the simultaneity or non-

simultarieity of the phenomena, to one or two minutes of time.

Before entering into details of our observations, I will remark that it is perfectly

certain that atmospheric influences have produced no effect on our records. This

appears in two ways. First, that the Croydon currents (which convey almost the whole

of the terrestrial galvanism) have, at all times, an aspect totally different from that of

the Dartford currents
; secondly, that whenever a wire is broken, at whatever place on

the wire, the galvanometer-needle then remains motionless at the zero point. In one

or two instances the wire has been broken at a considerable distance from the Observa-

tory, and has fallen so that its end lodged in the ground; and then it has conveyed a

very good terrestrial current.

We thus obtain simultaneous galvanic indications from the two instruments, measurable

by the parts of scales of sensibly equal value. I proceed to explain the method by which

they have been treated.

From the Map which accompanies this communication, it appears that the azimuth of

X If
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north in the direction N., E., S., W., is 122^°; and that of the Croydon station is 229

Let C be the measure of a galvanic current from Croydon, D that of a current of the

same kind (as referred to a battery-pole) from Dartford ; and assume these to be caused

by a galvanic current N of the same kind towards the north, and a galvanic current W
of the same kind towards the west ;

and that these north and west currents admit of

being resolved according to the rules of resolution of mechanical statical force. Put «

for the azimuth of Croydon, a! for that of Dartford. Then it is easily found that

W=C.-^^-D.- .

c
.°
sa

,, ;

sm (a— a') sin (a— a!

)

N=C .
. 7 .^-— D.

.

7* . ;

sm (a— a
)

sin (a— a!

)

which, converted into numbers, give

W=-C X 0-55800+D x 0-68259,

N=+Cx0 88437+Dx 0-79218.

Now, upon interposing a battery in the course of each of the wires, with its graphite

or copper pole towards Greenwich, it was found that, on the Croydon wire, it gave an

ordinate upon the photographic sheet in the direction which we are accustomed to

measure as positive ; and on the Dartford wire it gave an ordinate upon the photo-

graphic sheet in the negative direction. Let C' and D' be the measured quantities

;

then C'=+C, D'=—D; and

Graphite current towardsW=-C'x 0-55800— D' x 0-68259,

Graphite current towards N= + C'x 0-88437—D'x 0-79218.

Conceiving this graphite current, if it is really a terrestrial galvanic current acting on

our magnetometers, to be below them, it will deflect any part of a magnet possessing

red or austral magnetism to the right, estimated with reference to the direction of the

current’s course. Hence we obtain

Magnetic tendency to N= — C'x 0-55800— D' x 0-68259,

Magnetic tendency toW=—C'x 0-88437+D'x 0-79218.

It was found that when the ordinates as measured from the photographic sheet were

multiplied by these factors, they gave results larger than those on the magnetometer

sheets with which I desired to compare them ;
and, in order to diminish their

magnitude, they were multiplied by 0-5437. Hence, putting e=0-68259 X 0-5437.

jf=0-55800 x 0-5437, ^=0-79218x0-5437, A= 0-88437 X 0-5437 (the order of C' and

D' having been accidentally inverted),

Magnetic tendency to N=—D'xe—

C

'xf,

Magnetic tendency toW= -j- D' X g—

O

X h.

It now became important to consider how, from the photographic curves of the Earth-

currents, these Magnetic Tendencies could be most conveniently obtained. For my own
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preliminary trials, I had four proportional compasses constructed by Mr. Simms, by means

of which I took the proportional part (as expressed by the factor e, or f, See.) of the ordi-

nate to which that factor applied, laid it down on a new ordinate, and laid, at the top

or bottom of the ordinate, the other part which was to be added or subtracted, and

thus formed curves for Magnetic Tendencies without the use of any numerals whatever.

But this method is not suited to a junior computer. After having satisfied myself that

there was good ground for proceeding further, I arranged, for the work of the young

assistants, the following process. Four pasteboard scales were prepared, with different

graduations :

—

“Scale E for Dartford,” with graduation =~X graduation of Horizontal-Force-Mag-

netometer, measuring negatively

;

“ Scale F for Croydon,” with graduation

netometer, measuring negatively

;

r.X graduation of Horizontal-Force-Mag-

Scale G for Dartford,” with graduation

netometer, measuring positively
;

Scale H for Croydon,” with graduation

X graduation

X graduation

of Horizontal-Force-Mag-

of Horizontal-Force-Mag-

netometer, measuring negatively.

Then, the times for which the measures were to be taken having been previously pre-

pared, the ordinate D' was measured with scale E, and the ordinate C' was measured

with scale F ; the numbers were set down in parallel columns and added together, and

the sum was used to form a new ordinate of Magnetic Tendency to N. Similarly D' was

measured with scale G, and C' with scale H, and their numbers were added to form a

new ordinate of Magnetic Tendency to W. At every point where the zero of ordinate

had been obtained by breaking the wire-circuit, the ordinate was measured in the same

way.

In this manner were formed all the curves, exhibiting Magnetic Tendency to N. and W.
inferred from Galvanic Measures, which I now exhibit to the Society. (Plates XXV.
to XXX.)

For the other curves, that which exhibits Magnetic Force to the North is simply a

copy, on an altered scale, of the record of the Horizontal-Force-Magnetometer; and

that which exhibits Magnetic Force to the West is derived from the record of the

Declination-Magnetometer, the angular deviations being converted into proportionate

parts of horizontal force, and laid down on the same scale as the ordinates of the Hori-

zontal-Force-Magnetometer.

The days were selected as exhibiting rather bold curves. I was prevented from taking

several which I should have thought preferable, from some scruples (which afterwards

proved to be entirely unfounded) about the accuracy of the time-scale.

I now proceed to remark on the comparison of the two systems of curves.

It is impossible, I think, to see these curves without being struck with their general
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agreement. In particular, those which exhibit the irregularities of Northerly Magnetic

Force are extremely accordant. Yet there are some minor points of discordance, both

general and special, which merit most careful attention ; and to these I now call the

attention of the Society.

The remark of most extensive application is, that the irregularities of the curves

derived from the Galvanic Currents are more numerous than those derived from the

Magnetometers. I know not whether this is inherent in the nature or origin of the

currents, or whether the Magnetic apparatus is less sensitive than the Galvanic apparatus.

The next remark is, that the irregularities derived from the Galvanic Currents almost

always precede those derived from the Magnetometers. These intervals of time, as I

have already remarked, are perfectly certain. There are a few instances (as West Force,

1867, April 8, 14h
,
and June 1, 15h 50m ; and North Force, 1867, May 28, 7 h 20m

,
and

June 1, 12h and 13h
)
in which the Galvanic irregularity appears to follow the Magne-

tometer irregularity
;
and a greater number, especially in the North Force, in which

their coincidence of time is sensibly perfect
;
but in very far the greatest number, the

Galvanic irregularities precede the Magnetometer irregularities. In the instance of

West Force, 1866, October 4, 9 h 40m
,
and probably in some others, the advance of the

Galvanic irregularity is nearly half an hour.

In several instances, the proportions of consecutive rise and fall are not the same in

the two systems of curves. Thus on 1866, October 4, 5h to 6h
,
the proportions are

unequal for the West Force, and, in a minor degree, for the North Force. So also for

the West Force, 1867, May 28, 7h to 8U
,
and June 1, 10 1

* to llh . In this element, as

in the times, the accordance is better for the North Force.

On 1867, June 7, 3h
,
there is a remarkable salience of the Galvanometer curve for

the West Force. Mr. Glaisher suggests an explanation of this which I believe to be

correct. The circuits had been interrupted in order to make time-marks, and the wires

had probably taken a galvanic charge, which apparently burst out with great force when

the circuits were restored.

On 1867, April 4, West Force, there is discordance which is completely explained by

ordinary acceleration of Galvanic results and inequality in the proportions of rise and fall.

On 1867, June 2, West Force, there is discordance of which it is possible the expla-

nation may be different. The day was the Sunday following the Visitation, and it is

possible that the instruments may have been disturbed, and that the disturbances may

not have been corrected. [It is now believed that the movement of the Declination

Magnetometer was impeded by contact with its box.]

After all attention has been given to these points, I think that, on repeatedly examining

the agreements of the two systems of curves, it is impossible to avoid the conclusion

that the magnetic disturbances are produced by terrestrial galvanic currents below the

magnets. Yet there remain some points to be explained before we can state that gal-

vanic currents, as we observe them, will account for all that we observe in the magne-

tometer records.

MDCCCLXVIII. 3 u
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One point, of considerable importance, is the relation of the new curves to their zeros.

I have stated that the readings by means of Scale E, Scale F, &c. have been taken in

the same way for the zeros of galvanic ordinates as for the points of the curves
; and, by

means of these, zero-lines have been laid down on the diagrams. From general inspec-

tion of these, it would seem that, on the days of magnetic storms, the North Force, as

shown by the galvanic currents, is on the whole increased. But I believe that in all

examinations of magnetometer results for North Force during magnetic storms, and

certainly for those in the Royal Observatory (see the Analysis of 177 Magnetic Storms,

Philosophical Transactions, 1863) it is found that the North Force is diminished. I

cannot at present explain this discordance.

The other discordances, both of time and measure, may not improbably depend on

the following circumstance. The south-western (Croydon) wire is entirely south-west

of the Royal Observatory ;
and the south-eastern (Dartford) wire is entirely south-east

of the Royal Observatory. It is probable therefore that the times and magnitudes of

the terrestrial currents which pass through these wires, correspond rather to places near

the middle of the straight lines connecting the Royal Observatory with Croydon and

Dartford than to the locality of the Royal Observatory itself.

It might be a question whether, in continuing these observations, the length of wires

might not be considerably reduced, and whether an attempt might not be made to give

such terminations to each that the recording apparatus should be nearly in the middle

of the length of each. In the actual topographical circumstances, it may not be easy

to secure the latter condition.

At present we are unable to say whether the records of the galvanic currents throw

any light on the origin of the diurnal variations of the magnetic elements.

On one point, however, we seem to be able to speak with confidence ; they do not

explain the existence of the principal part of terrestrial magnetism. The hypothesis of

Professor Barlow in the Philosophical Transactions, 1831, plausible as it undoubtedly

was, is not supported by the discovery of galvanic currents competent to explain the

earth’s general magnetism.
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XVIII. On the Delation ofForm and Dimensions to Weight ofMaterial in the Construction

of Iron-clad Ships. By E. J. Reed, Chief Constructor of the Navy. Communicated

hy Professor G. G. Stokes, Sec. B.S.

Received March 3,—Read March 19, 1868.

The object of the present paper is to show that the proportion of length to breadth in

a ship, and the form of her water-lines, should be made in a very great degree dependent

upon the weight of the material ofwhich her hull is to be constructed—that an armour-

plated ship, for example, should be made of very different proportions and form from

those of a ship without armour, and that as the extent and thickness of the armour to

be carried by a ship are increased the proportion of length to breadth should be dimi-

nished, and the water-lines increased in fulness.

It is highly desirable that this subject should receive the attention of men of science,

not only because it bears most directly upon both the cost and the efficiency of future

iron-clad fleets, but also because it opens up a theoretical question which has hitherto,

I believe, received absolutely no consideration from scientific writers upon the forms and

resistances of ships, viz. the manner in which the weight of the material composing the

hull should influence the form.

Prior to the design of the ‘ Bellerophon,’ the forms of ships were determined in com-

plete disregard of this consideration
;
and even the most recent works upon the subject

incite the naval architect to aim always at approaching the form of least resistance.

The following investigations will show, however, that the adoption of a form of least

resistance, or of small comparative resistance, may, in fact, lead to a lavish outlay upon

our ships, and to a great sacrifice of efficiency ;
while, on the other hand, the adoption

of a form of greater resistance would contribute in certain classes of ships to great

economy and to superior efficiency.

In order to indicate clearly, but approximately only, the purpose in view, I will first

assume that figs. 1 & 2 roughly represent a long and a shorter ship respectively, both

being prismatic in a vertical sense. The length of fig. 1 is seven times its breadth

;

that of fig. 2 five times its breadth, the middle portion of the latter being parallel for

two-fifths of its length. I will further assume that the ship (fig. 1) will give a constant

of 600, and fig. 2 a constant of 500 in the Admiralty formula

speed3 x midship section
• , =constant.
indicated horse-power

The draught of water is in each case 25 feet, and the total depth 50 feet.

3 u 2
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I will take it for granted that the form fig. 1 has been found satisfactory for a ship

of such scantlings that we may consider her to he built of iron of a uniform thickness

JTig.l.

A

of 6 inches, the top and bottom being weightless, and I will take fourteen knots as the

speed at which the constant 600 was obtained.

Now, let it be required to design a ship of equal speed, draught of water, and depth,

but of such increased scantlings (whether of hull proper or of armour) that the weight

shall be equivalent to a uniform thickness of 12-inch iron, the top and bottom being

weightless as before. First, we will give to this new ship the proportions and form of

fig. 1 ; secondly, we will give her the form and proportions of fig. 2.

In each case the ship shall be engined with engines developing seven times their

nominal horse-power, and weighing (with boilers, water, &c.) 1 ton per nominal H.P.

In order that both ships may steam the same distance at the same speed, we will give

them a coal-supply equal in each case to the weight of the engines
; but as the smaller

ship will require less men and provisions, and a less weight of other stores, we will

require the larger ship to carry 2000 tons, and the smaller but 1500 tons of such addi-

tional weights.

Taking, first, the long ship fig. 1, and assuming to be the breadth, we have

143 x 50#
I.H.P.=

600

=228#.

228#
Therefore weight of engines in tons =—=—=32*5x tons.
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Weight of hull=4.ABx 50x12 X afro tons

=4^50#x^
=214N/2#.

Therefore, weight of hull, engines, and coal

=214a/2#+ 2x32-5#

=(65+214x/2>,
and displacement, or total weight,

=2000+ (65+ 214N/2)#.

But displacement is also equal to

14a? x 2x

2 X25x-^s-

whence

= 10#2
;

10#2=2000+ (65+ 214v/2)#,

#=41-5.

The following, therefore, are the dimensions &c. of the new ship of the fig. 1 type,

viz.

—

Length =14# = 581 feet.

Breadth =2# = 83 „

Nominal horse-power =32*5# = 1350 H.P.

Indicated horse-power=228# = 9450 „

Weight of hull =214\/2#= 12570 tons.

Weight of engines =32-5# = 1350 „

Weight of coals = 32-5# = 1350 „

Weight carried = 2000 „

Total displacement . . 17270 tons.

Taking next the shorter ship of fig. 2 type, and assuming 2# to be the breadth, as

before, and therefore 10# the length, and 4# the length of the parallel portion, we have

14s x 50#
:

500
I.H.P.

= 274#.

Pursuing the same process as before, and equating again the two values of the dis-

placement, we shall have

10#2= 1500 +299#
and

#=34*28.

The following, therefore, are the dimensions &c. of the new ship of the shorter type,

viz.

—
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Length = 10a— 342 feet.

Breadth = 2x= 681 „

Nominal horse-power
274a?

~~T ” 1337 H.P.

Indicated horse-power II to —7 II 9359 „

Weight of hull . . =22U= 7576 tons.

Weight of engines . = 39x= 1337 „

Weight of coals . . = 39x= 1337 „

Weight carried = 1500 „

Total displacement . . = 11750 „

It will therefore be seen that, by adopting in the new design the proportions and form

of fig. 2, a ship of the required scantlings and speed will be obtained on a length of 342

feet, and a breadth of 68-| feet ; whereas if the proportions and form of fig. 1 are adopted,

the ship, although of the same scantlings and speed only, will require to be 581 feet long

and 83 feet broad, the steam-power being in both cases as nearly as possible the same.

It was by considerations of the above nature, worked out more fully and corrected by

the results of the trials of many large ships of Avar, that in designing the ‘ Bellerophon’ I

Ayas led to depart so considerably from the proportions and form of the ‘ Warrior,’ 4 Mino-

taur,’ and other long iron-clads.

We are now in possession of the actual performances of these ships, and it is upon

these as a basis that I propose to continue the present investigation.

From the drawings of the ‘ Minotaur’ and of the ‘Bellerophon,’ and from calculations

based upon them, also from the official reports of the measured mile trials made with

those ships rigged for sea, the following particulars are obtained :

—

‘ Minotaur.’ ‘ Bellerophon.’

Mean displacement 6808 tons.

Mean midship section . . . 1235 sq. ft. 1127 sq. ft.

Mean of mean draughts of water .... ... 24' 11" 22' 101"

Weight of hull 3477 tons.

Weight of backing to armour ... 335 „ 165 „

Weight of armour . . . 1776 „ 1218 „

Weight of engines, coals, and stores . . . . . 2289 „ 1948 „

It follows from the above that the areas of the mean horizontal sections, which must be

equal to the mean displacement in cubic feet divided by the mean draught of water, are

‘ Minotaur.’ * Bellerophon.’

94

^,
35= 13333 sq.ft.

6898 * 3 -= 10407 sq. ft.

The draughts of water which are found to correspond with water-line areas of these

sections are,

‘ Minotaur’ . . .
9*6 feet.

‘Bellerophon’ . . 8-3 feet.
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Supposing the mean sections at these depths to be parallel to the construction water-

lines, we find from the drawings that their dimensions are

—

‘ Minotaur.’ ‘ Bellerophon.’

Half breadth extreme 26-8 ft. 26 ft.

Length measured along the side . . . 394 ft. 305-5 ft.

We also find from the drawings that the mean lengths of the horizontal sections of

the armoured sides are

—

‘ Minotaur,’ 420 ft.
4 Bellerophon,’ 320 ft.

Let us now suppose that the weight of the armour and backing is uniformly distributed

in each case oyer vertical prismatic sides of the dimensions of the armoured sides, and

that the weight of the hull is similarly distributed over vertical prismatic sides of the

dimensions below water of the mean horizontal section, and above water of the armoured

side, observing that the total depth of the armour and backing on the ‘Minotaur’ is

22 feet, and on the 4 Bellerophon’ 20-3 feet, and that the ‘Minotaur’s’ armour descends

5f feet below water, and the ‘ Bellerophon’s’ 6 feet.

Then we shall have

Weight per sq. ft. of armour and backing .

Minotaur.

2111

Tons.

='1142; ?

Bellerophon.’ Tons.

1383

2 x 420 x 22
"

’ 2 x 320 x 20*3“

‘ Minotaur.’ Tons. ‘ Bellerophon.’ Tons.

5092 3477
Weight of hull

2 x 394 X 24-U- + 2 x 420 x 16|
= '153

’ 2 x 305-5 x 22i + 2 x 320 x 14-3
“

In these two classes of ships, therefore, we have very similar conditions as respects

weight per sq. ft. both of hull and of defensive material carried (armour and backing).

The ‘Minotaur’ has slightly the heavier weight per sq. ft. for both, but as the ‘ Belle-

rophon’ has a large reserve of strength compared with ‘ Minotaur,’ we may without error

take the mean weights per sq. ft. both of hull and of armour and backing to be the same.

We shall thus have in round numbers for both ships

—

Weight per sq. ft. of hull =-152 ton.

„ „ armour and backing =-11 „

Here, then, we have two types of ship (the ‘ Minotaur ’ 400 feet long between perpen-

diculars and 59 feet 3^ inches broad, and the ‘ Bellerophon ’ 300 feet long and 56 feet

broad), both steaming on the measured mile at fourteen knots, and both having equal

weights per sq. ft. of hull and of defensive armour and backing
; and it has been ascer-

tained that on their measured mile trials, which were conducted in precisely the same

way, and with both ships fully rigged, they have given the following mean constants of

performance calculated from the formula

r. mid. sec. x speed3t= ULR > Y1Z -

‘ Minotaur.’

Mean constant. . . . 572-9

* Bellerophon.’

516-5
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The questions I now wish to consider are these
:
presuming it to be necessary to build

another ship, which shall steam at the same speed, carry the same proportionate supply

of coal to engine-power and proportionate quantities of stores, but shall have her armour

and backing of double the weight of the armour and backing of the 4 Bellerophon’ and

‘ Minotaur,’ then (1) what will be the size, engine-power, and cost of the new ship if built

of the 4 Minotaur ’ type, and having the same mean draught and depth of armour 1 and

(2) what will be her size, engine-power, and cost if built of the 4 Bellerophon’ type, and

having her mean draught and depth of armour \—this condition implying, of course, that

the same constants of performance as before will be realized in each case. Looking

to the great disproportion of size between the two types of ship, it is obvious that the

smaller one will require a much less weight of stores, crew, &c. than the larger vessel

;

we will therefore take the weight to be carried by the latter, in addition to the weight of

engines, boilers, and coals, as 1000 tons, and that to be carried by the former 700 tons.

The engines in each case are to weigh 1 ton per nominal H.P., and to work up to seven

times that power. The coal is to be equal to the weight of the engines in each case.

Taking first the case of the new ship of the 4 Minotaur ’ type, and calling the half

breadth of her mean level section 5,
we shall have (since for similar curves the lengths

are proportional to a dimension, and the areas to the square of a dimension)

Length along the side of the

mean level section J
2t5

' 8

13333
Area of the mean level section =—=rr 5

2=18-565
2
.

26 -

8]
2

Length of armoured side =^-; ^ = 15-675.

Length between perpendiculars b =14-95.

mersed mid. sec. i
26-8

Area of armoured sides =2x15-675x22=689-55.

Area of surface for hull =2{14-75x 24^-f 15-675X 16|} =1241-85.

Weight of armour and backing= 689-55 X '22 tons= 151-695 tons.

Weight of hull =1241-85 x T52 tons=188-755 . .
. (1)

and
Nominal horse-power=yI.H.P.= 31*535,

Weight of engines and coals=2 nom. H.P. =63-065 tons.
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Now,

Displacement in tons=Hg of mem level 5ec ' * draught= t8 ’56*1 * 24^= 13-W.
35 35

And displacement is also equal to weight of hull -(-weight of armour and backing

-(-weight of engines and coals-]- 1000 tons. Whence we have the equation

13-262=188-756+15L696-|-63-066-|-1000 ; (A)

.-. 13-262— 403-56=1000,
and

6=32-87.

From this value of 6 we get the following dimensions and particulars of the new ship

of the ‘ Minotaur ’ type with thick armour, viz.

—

Length between perpendiculars =14-96 =489*7 feet.

489'7
Breadth extreme =~4qq~X59-^= 72 -

5 „

Displacement = 13-262

Indicated horse-power =220-76

Nominal horse-power
220-7 7=—6

Weight of hull = 188-756

Weight of armour and backing= 151-696

Weight of engines and coals = 63-066

=14253 tons.

= 7254 H.P.

=10361 „

= 6194 tons.

=4986 „

= 2073 „

Taking now the new ship of the ‘ Bellerophon ’ type, and calling the half breadth of

her mean level section 6', we shall have, by a similar process to the preceding,

Length along the side of the) — 305*5
y =11-756'.

mean level section j
26

w

Area of mean level section =1>= 15-46'2
.

Length of armoured side
320——6'
26

0 = 12-36'.

Length between perpendiculars
300 7 ,= 26

6 =11-546'.

Area (approximate) of im-) -My = 43-36'.
mersed mid. sec. /

“26

Area of armoured sides =2 X 12-36' X 20-3=499-386'.

Area of surface for hull =2{1L756' X 221+12-36' X 14-3}= 889-546'.

Weight of armour and backing =499-386' X ‘22 ton= 109-866'.

Weight of hull =889-546' x *152 ton=135-216'.

MDCCCLXVIII. 3 X
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Also we have

Therefore

and

I.H.P.=
143X-^ seC,=2

-
4
^
X
/f

3
-=230-3y.

t>16*5 516*5

Nominal H.P.=| I.H.P. = 32*95',

Weight of engines and coals= 65*85'.

Equating the two values of the displacement, as in the former case, we have

10*065'2=135*215'+ 109*865'+65*85'+700;

and

... io*065'2-310*875'=700

6'= 33.

From this value of 5', substituted in former expressions, we get the following dimen-

sions and particulars of the new ship of the 4 Bellerophon ’ type with thick armour, viz.—

Length between the perpendiculars= 380*8 feet.

Breadth extreme =71*16 „

Displacement =10958 tons.

Indicated horse-power =7599 H.P.

Nominal horse-power =1085^ ,,

Weight of hull =4462 tons.

Weight of armour and backing =3625 „

Weight of engines and coals =2171 „

The foregoing investigation requires a correction which can with advantage be made

now. It will be observed that the length of the new ship of the ‘ Bellerophon ’ type is

less than that of the present 4 Minotaur,’ and her displacement is not much greater than

the actual displacement of the present 4 Minotaur ’ when on sea service. The strength

of the present 4 Bellerophon,’ which is greater than that of the present 4 Minotaur,’ will

therefore suffice for the new ship of the 4 Bellerophon ’ type. But the present strength,

and therefore weight of hull, would not suffice for a ship of the dimensions and propor-

tions of the new 4 Minotaur,’ which is to be nearly 500 feet long, of more than 14000

tons displacement, and heavily armour-plated upon long fine lines. Consequently the

strength and weight of hull of the new ship of the 4 Minotaur ’ type must obviously

undergo a considerable increase, which it would be unsafe to make less than 10 per cent,

upon the present weight of hull.

Making this correction, (1) will become

Weight of hull =1*1x188*75

5

=207*6255,

and the equation (A) being modified accordingly leads to the quadratic

13*252— 422*375=1000,
whence

*5=34*21,
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and the dimensions and particulars of the new ship of the ‘ Minotaur ’ type become

Length between perpendiculars = 509*7 feet.

Breadth extreme = 75 '5 „

Displacement =15447 tons.

Indicated horse-power =7550 H.P.

Nominal horse-power =1078 „

Weight of hull =7100 tons.

Weight of armour and backing=5190 „

Weight of engines and coals =2157 „

Putting the results into round numbers, writing them down for the two ships side by

side and adding the tonnage, we shall have

Length

New ship of

‘ Minotaur ’

type.

510 feet.

New ship of

‘ Bellerophon
’

type.

380 feet.

Breadth 75 ,, 71 „

Tonnage . 13770 tons. 8620 tons.

Nominal horse-power . . . . 1080 H,P. 1080 H.P.

Indicated horse-power . . 7560 „ 7560 „

Weight of hull . 7100 tons. 4460 tons.

Weight of armour and backing . 5190 „ 3630 „

Weight of engines and coals . 2160 „ 2160 „

Weight of stores carried . . . 1000 „ 700 „

Displacement . . . 15450 tons. 10950 tons.

Here, then, we find that with the same thickness of armour to be carried, and the

speed of 14 knots to be attained, the differences resulting from the adoption of the

‘ Bellerophon ’ type in preference to the £ Minotaur’ type would be a decrease in length

of 130 feet, in breadth of 4 feet, in tonnage of 5150 tons, in quantity of armour and

backing of 1560 tons, in hull of 2640 tons, and in total weight of ship, or displacement,

of 4500 tons. The average cost of the hull of armour-plated ships is about £55 per ton

of tonnage, so that the saving in the present ship would amount to £283,250, or consi-

derably more than a quarter of a million sterling.

The engines and coal would cost the same in both cases.

When it is borne in mind that the dimensions of the ‘ Minotaur ’ and a tonnage of

6643 tons were attained in that type of ship with almost the earliest armour backing

and skin plating, while in the 4 Hercules ’ much greater weights per sq. ft. of surface

are carried on a tonnage of 5226 tons (1417 tons less), it will be seen that there is

nothing contrary to actual practice in the above estimate of a saving of more than a

quarter of a million, large as it undoubtedly is for a single ship. And it must in

fairness be added that the ship of the ‘ Bellerophon ’ type which would be thus econo-

3x2
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mical in her first cost, would cost much less than the other for use, for maintenance,

and for repairs during the whole period of her existence, and would possess the inesti-

mable advantage of greatly superior handiness in action.

I will now pass from the consideration of existing ships, and take a more abstract case.

Let us presume that we have a ship with prismatic sides vertically, as before, but

with curves of sines for horizontal sections.

The weight of hull is to be distributed equally over the sides and bottom.

And let us in the first instance take the proportion of length to breadth to be 7 to 1.

It will be found by construction that the length along the curve is to the breadth as

7T to 1.

Let 6 = half breadth extreme.

w — weight per sq. ft. of surface for hull.

2w' = weight per sq. ft. of armour and backing.

d' = depth of armoured side.

d'- = depth of lower edge of armour below water.

d = draught of water.

3W= weight of equipment (exclusive of engines, boilers, and coal)

s = required speed in knots.

Surface for weight of hull . . =4 x 7T6(^+ f<6')+ 1462

=28-46(d+f<)+ 1462
.

Surface for armour and backing =4x 7T6x^'
=28-4bd'.

Let us assume in this case that Professor Rankine’s rule for the calculation of horse-

power and speed holds, viz. that the indicated horse-power equals the “augmented

surface” multiplied by the cube of the speed and divided by a certain “ coefficient of

propulsion where the “ augmented surface ” is the immersed surface multiplied by a

coefficient of augmentation, which is equal to 1 + 4 (sine of greatest obliquity of water-

line)
2
-!- the 4th power of the same sine. The coefficient of propulsion for a clean iron

ship of good form is 20000.

In the present case,

Angle of maximum obliquity of water-line curve=^-|^X y= 12y.

Therefore coefficient of augmentation = 1 -j- 4 sin 12y
2

+ sin 12^*
J

= l + 4x-2225l
2+ -2225Y

=l + 4x-0495 + *0024

And augmented surface .

and I.H.P

= 1 -2 .

=146(2<Z+6)xL2

= 16-86(2^+6),

16-8b{2d+b)s3—
20000 ’

2-46(2^+ 6) s
3

and nom. H.P
20000
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And supposing the engines (including boilers, &c.) to weigh 1 ton per nom. H.P.,

and the coal to weigh as much as the engines and boilers, we have

TT7 - w r . J •,
2-4b{2d+b)s3

Weight of engines and coal =
1Q0Q()

Equating the two expressions for the displacement, we shall have

{145° +28-U(d+id')}w+ 28-i .b.d'
. Vx 2 +

2
-

4i

1

(

oysS

+3W. . (I)

In the new ship let s=14 knots, d= 25 ft., ^'=24 ft., W=450 tons; and while w
remains the same as in ‘ Bellerophon,’ say, one-tenth of a ton, let w' be doubled, say,

-
2% ton

; the equation (I) then becomes

10y=(14y+ 28-4ix43)x-l + 28-4Sx24x^+
2 ,4-j

5

1o^ 2744
+ 1360,

or 7-94^=3015=1350,

whence 6= 41*95

;

consequently

Length = 14&= 587*3 feet.

Breadth = 2b— 83*9 ,,

I.H.P = 8890 H.P.

Weight of hull . = 7586*7 tons.

Weight of armour and backing . = 6124*7 „

Weight of engines and coals . . = 2541*3 „

Weight of equipment . . . . = 1350 ,,

Displacement = 17602 7 tons.

The area of the immersed surface of this ship = 1462+28 ,4£xd.

=54422 sq. ft.

and area of immersed mid. sec =83*9x25
=2097*5 sq. ft.

Next, let us take the case of a curve-of-sines ship having a proportion of length to

breadth of 5 to 1. It will be found by construction that the length along the curve will

be to breadth as 5*12 to 1. All the previous notation and values will be retained, ex-

cept that V will be substituted for b, and 2W for 3W, the latter change conditioning

that this vessel shall carry two-thirds the dead weight of the former vessel.

Surface for weight of hull .... =20•48£'(^Z+i^
,

)^
_lM,2

•

Surface for armour and backing . . = 20 *48 ^'^'.

Taking Professor Ranxine’s rule as before,

Angle of maximum obliquity of water-line curve . ——
2

°°

Xx=18
0

.

Therefore coefficient of augmentation = 1+ 4 x *0669+ *0049

=1*273,

and augmented surface = 10b'(2d+b')x 1*273,
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and I.H.P

and nominal H.P. . .

Weight of engines and coal

1273b'{2d +b')sP

20000 ’

l-82b'{‘2d+ b')s
3

20000

l‘82b'{2d+b')s3

10000 '

Hence we have, equating the two expressions for the displacement, as before,

{10S“+ 20-485'(<2+t<r)}w+20-48 . V . d'w'X 2 +-:-2

j

I^- '^+9°0 tons.

Substituting the numerical values, we have . . 5-645'2— 218*355'=900,

whence 5'= 42 ’45,

consequently

Length =105'=

Breadth =25'=
I.H.P =

ft.

Weight of armour and backing

Weight of engines and coals .

Weight of equipment . . .

424-5

84-9 „

6859-6 H.P.

5540-3 tons.

4470-8 „

1959 „

900 „

Displacement =12870-1 tons.

The area of the immersed surface of this ship .... =105'2+ 20-485'<Z

= 39753 sq. ft.

and area of immersed midship section = 84-9 X 25

=2122-5 sq. ft.

Collecting the results for the two ships, and writing them down in round numbers

.side by side, we have

Length

Ship seven times

her breadth.

585 ft.

Ship five times

her breadth.

425 ft.

Breadth 84 ft. 85 ft.

Indicated horse-power . . 8890 H.P. 6860 H.P.

Nominal horse-power . . . 1270 „ 980 „

Weight of hull 7586 tons. 5540 tons.

Weight of armour and backing . 6124 „ 4470 „

Weight of engines and coals . . 2540 „ 1960 „

Weight of equipment . . . 1350 „ 900 „

Displacement . 17600 tons. 12870 tons.

These results are very different in detail from those obtained in the cases based on the

actual ships ‘ Bellerophon’ and ‘ Minotaur,’ and on their trials, the shorter ship requiring

in this case 2000 indicated horse-power less than the longer ship to drive her at the
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given speed of fourteen knots, while the breadth of the short ship slightly exceeds that

of the long ship. But these differences in results are not greater than might have been

anticipated from the adoption of such different forms of ships, and from the application

to them of so different a rule for connecting speed with power.

At the same time the investigation serves to show conclusively, that whether we

adopt the theoretical best form of ship, and apply the most recent rule in our calcula-

tions, or whether we guide ourselves by the practical trials of existing iron-clad ships,

we in either case find that the speed of fourteen knots can be obtained in the short type

of ship with surprisingly less size and cost than the long type of ship requires.

It is easy to see how the difference between the horse-powers of the two curve-of-

sines ships arises. The immersed surface of the longer vessel exceeds that of the shorter

by 14669 sq. ft. At the speed of fourteen knots the frictional resistance per sq. ft. of

surface =1*96 lb., and consequently the excess of this resistance upon the larger ship

is 14669 X 1‘96= 28810 lbs. This insistence has to be overcome through a distance of

fourteen knots per hour
;
and taking the effective work of one I.H.P. to be equal to

200-knot lbs. per hour (which is the quantity used by Professor Rankine in his calcula-

tion), we obtain

I.H.P. expended in overcoming the excess of frictional resistance upon the larger ship

28810 x 14

200

=2016-7 H.P.,

which corresponds very nearly to the difference between the engine-power of the two

ships. As the immersed midship sections differ so little in the two cases, the difference

of horse-power due to this course would obviously be very slight.

It must be observed that the weight per sq. ft. of hull has been taken the same for

both curve-of-sines ships, whereas an increase would be necessary for the larger ship.

I omit this correction as it would lead to a cubic equation ; but it would obviously

enhance the size and cost of the larger ship, and thus exhibit the advantage of th e shorter

ship in a still clearer light.
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XIX. On the Amount and Changes of the Polar Magnetism at certain positions in Her

Majesty's Iron-built and Armour-plated Ship 4 Northumberland.’ By Frederick

John Evans, Staff Captain
,
R.N., F.R.S., Chief Naval Assistant

,
Hydrographic

Department, Admiralty.

Received March 5,—Read March 26, 1868.

In the year 1860 an official report made by me on the Deviations of the Compass

observed in all the Iron-built Ships, and in a selection of Wood-built Ships in Her

Majesty’s Navy, and in the Iron Steam-ship 4 Great Eastern,’ was communicated by

Captain Washington, E.N., F.R.S., the Hydrographer of the Admiralty, to the Royal

Society, and was published in the Philosophical Transactions for 1860, p. 3.37.

In the year 1865, with the sanction of the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, and

in conjunction with Archibald Smith, Esq., F.R S., I presented to the Society a paper

on the Magnetic Character of the Armour-plated Ships of the Royal Navy, which was

published in the Philosophical Transactions for 1865, p. 263.

These papers contained a reduction and discussion of observations of the deviations

of the compass, and of the horizontal and vertical magnetic force made on board a large

number of iron-built ships at different positions in the ship, at different times, and in

different geographical positions ;
and comprised almost all the results of any value or

importance regarding the deviations of the compass which up to the time of that publi-

cation had been obtained in the classes of ships to which they related.

The system pursued in the Compass Department of the Royal Navy of making careful

observations whenever the occasion offers, of the deviations and horizontal and vertical

force in the ships of the Royal Navy, and of reducing such observations so as to obtain

the magnetic coefficients 3f, SS, (S, 2), X, (*, will, I hope, enable me hereafter to lay before

the Society a continuation of the former papers, in which I trust one of the deficiencies,

viz. the want of a variety of observations made in the same ship in different geographi-

cal positions, will be removed by the zeal of the Navigating Officers now serving in

several of Her Majesty’s ships on foreign stations.

In the meantime I take the opportunity of an unusually detailed set of observations

having been made in the latest and largest of the armour-plated ships, the 4 Northum-

berland*,’ to lay before the Society, with the sanction of the Lords Commissioners of the

* The observations discussed in this paper were made, and the coefficients computed, by Staff Commander

William: Maxes, my successor as Superintendent of Compasses ofHer Majesty’s Navy
;
and I am happy to have an

opportunity of bearing testimony to the care and zeal with which he has discharged the duties of his office. I

MDOCCLXVII1. 3 Y
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Admiralty, some results as to the amount and changes of the magnetic forces at several

positions in that ship.

These results may be thought to have some special interest from the circumstance

that the c Northumberland’ was made the subject of an attempt to “ depolarize ” her,

which created some interest and expectation not only in the general public, but even in

the Navalprofession* *.

The ‘ Northumberland’ is an iron-built ship of 6621 tons, 400 feet long, 59^ broad,

26^ feet draught of water, 1350 horse-power, screw engines, armour-plated completely

round, with plates of an average of 6 inches in thickness. She has further three com-

plete iron decks supported by iron beams and iron uprights, and a poop-deck of wood,

but supported by iron beams and iron uprights. The five lower masts are also of iron.

The weight of iron employed in the construction of the hull was about 4250 tons, and

in the armour-plating about 1550 tons.

The ship was built at Millwall on the river Thames
;
the direction of her head in

building being N. 39-§-° E. magnetic. Contrary to the usual practice with ships built

on a slip, the armour-plating was completed previous to launching ; the latter operation

it may be recollected was performed with great difficulty and occupied several days.

The launch was completed on the 17th April, 1866, when the ship was anchored in the

river, and allowed to swing with the tide. On the 18th April she was towed to the

Victoria Docks, where, on the recommendation of the Compass department, she was

placed in a direction as nearly opposite to that of building as could be conveniently

arranged (viz. S. 22° W. magnetic).

Unfortunately two large iron-plated ships (one iron-built) lay close alongside, and no

doubt affected considerably the magnetic phenomena observed in the ‘ Northumberland.’

This circumstance prevents the observations made during her stay in the Victoria

Docks being strictly comparable with those made before and afterwards; and this

must be borne in mind in looking at the Tables. It has, as far as possible, been

allowed for in the assumed value of X. Some irregularities were also caused by the

introduction and movement of the large masses of iron constituting the steam-boilers

and engines.

have also to acknowledge my obligations to Mr. Archibald Smith, F.R.S., for the assistance which he has given

me in the discussion of the observations, especially in their mathematical and graphical treatment.

* I would refer especially to two papers read before the Royal United Service Institution, London, and the

discussions thereon, as published in the Journal of the Institution,—the first paper on “ Terrestrial Magnetism

with reference to the Compasses of Iron Ships
;
their Deviation and Remedies,” read January 29th, 1866

;

the second paper on “ The Demagnetization of Iron Ships, and of the Iron beams, &c. of Wooden vessels, to

prevent the deviation of the Compasses, experimentally shown by means of a model,” read May 6th, 1867, both

papers by Evan Hopkins, C.E., F.G.S. The latter paper was also read at the Salle des Conferences, Champ

de Mars, Paris (in connexion with the International Exhibition), on the 22nd June 1867, by Captain F. A. B.

Crah-furd, R.N.
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At the end of December 1866, the ship was completed in her equipment for tem-

porary service and steamed to Sheerness, where she remained swinging to the wind

and tide till the early part of March 1867; when she steamed to Devonport, at which

place, with the exception of two days’ trial at sea to test the machinery in the middle

of May, she has remained in a dry dock with her head directed S. 84° E. magnetic till

the present time.

The positions of the compasses at which observations were made were the following :

—

Standard Compass .—The ‘ Northumberland ’ having been built with her head nearly

N.E., the magnetism principally developed was in the upper part of the stern and star-

board quarter, and it was therefore desirable that this compass should be as far forward

as possible. It was accordingly placed 172 feet from the stern, and 8f feet above the

iron deck.

Steering Compasses .—The upper deck steering-wheel is 52 feet from the stern, under

the fore part of the poop wooden deck ; two compasses were placed close in front of it

6 feet apart, each 4 feet above the iron deck, and 3 feet 8 inches below the iron beams

supporting the poop-deck.

Poop Compass .—This compass was placed on the fore extreme of the poop-deck, and

9 inches before the line joining the steering compasses, and 4 feet above the poop-deck.

In the selection of a place for these latter compasses there was no room for choice ; the

arrangements of the architect and the requirements of the seaman could be alone con-

sulted.

The results of the observations will be found in the Table appended to this paper, and

will include a few made at temporary positions not necessary to describe in detail.

For a complete explanation of the meaning of the quantities tabulated, and the method

of obtaining them by observation, I must refer to the last of the two papers mentioned

above. Here it may suffice to say, that if

£ represents the magnetic azimuth of the ship’s head,

the azimuth by disturbed compass, }>=%—%' the deviation, then

sin($=9t cos &-+-9B sin £'-|-(5 cos sin (2^+ ^)+ @ cos (2£'-|-d) exactly,

or

d=A-|-B sin £'+C cos £' +D sin 2£'+E cos 2£' approximately.

Of these coefficients 91, 25, (S (or A, D, E) depend solely on the transient magnetism

induced in the soft iron, and therefore cannot be affected by any artificial magnetization,

or demagnetization.

9$ (or B) depends partly on the magnetism induced in soft iron by the earth’s vertical

force, partly on the permanent or subpermanent magnetism of the hard iron. (5 (or C)

depends on the last. It is therefore to the changes in SB and (5 only that we are to look

for the effects of polarization or depolarization.

X is a factor almost always less than unity, representing the mean force, to north, as

affected by the soft iron in the ship.
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A93 is the mean force, or, in other words, the polar force of the ship, to head.

X(§, is the mean or polar force to starboard, S3
2+ (5

2 the mean or polar horizontal

force of the ship ; each in terms of the earth’s horizontal force as unit.

is the tangent of the angle which the direction of the ship’s polar horizontal force

makes with the line drawn to the ship’s head, or the “ starboard angle.”

(jj is the mean or polar force downwards of earth and ship, in terms of the earth’s

vertical force as unit ; and depends partly on the subpermanent force of the hard iron,

partly on vertical induction.

^2)+ ^
—
1^

tan 0x1° is the heeling coefficient to windward, and represents the devi-

ation to windward caused by an inclination of the ship of 1°, when her head is North or

South by compass.

The values of these coefficients, and also of a and e, the coefficients of horizontal induc-

tion, headward and to starboard, for the several compasses are given in the General Table

appended to this paper.

The character of the deviations of the standard, steering and poop compasses and of

their changes, may he thus generally described.

In each, the S3 has originally a large negative value, caused by the ship having been

built nearly head North, (N. 39°^ E.). This gradually diminishes as she lies in the Vic-

toria Docks with her head to the South, but, as is usually found, shows a tendency to

return to its original value when the ship is allowed to swing. (5, which has originally

a large positive value caused by the starboard side having been to the South, decreases,

and even changes its sign in Victoria Docks, but returns to its original sign and nearly

to its original value when the ship swings at Sheerness.

In the poop and steering compasses down to 1st January 1867, and in the Standard

compass throughout,—except for a short period while a magnet was applied to reduce

the deviation—there are no changes except what may be considered to be due to the

ship’s position, and to the other circumstances adverted . to ; but as regards the poop

and steering compasses between 1st and 26th January, the case is different ; the causes

of the difference, and the inferences to be drawn from it, it is proposed now to

consider.

Early in 1866, Mr. Evan Hopkins*, C.E. applied for a patent for “An improved

method of correcting the Deviation of Compasses in Iron Ships.” In the provisional

specification, dated 23rd January 1866, the method is described as “ destroying the

* Mr. Eyan Hopkins was the author of a work entitled “ On the Connexion of Geology with Terrestrial

Magnetism,” 1844, 2nd edition, in which many singular opinions are propounded on Astronomy, Magnetism,

and general Physics. I regret to have to speak of Mr. Hopkins in the past tense. He died in the middle of

1867.
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polarity acquired while the ship is building, by passing electro-currents through the

hull.” In the final specification, dated 23rd July 1866, it is described as “moving an

electro-magnet from end to end over, and in contact with the main plates of the ship.”

There is some obscurity in both specifications, from the patentee not distinguishing

between electric currents and lines of magnetic force
;
but whatever may be the meaning

of the method described in the provisional specification, it is certain that that method

would be utterly inadequate to produce any sensible effect in a large ship.

The method described in the final specification would no doubt produce, wherever

applied, some local effect ; but the effect produced by the local application of magnetic

force of high and rapidly varying intensity must necessarily be wholly different from that

which has arisen from the general application of a force of low and uniform intensity,

and the former cannot possibly produce any general destruction of the latter. The pro-

cess is in fact not one of general demagnetization, but of partial counter magnetization.

The result will be an irregular distribution of magnetism of very variable intensity,

necessarily very unstable, and producing, wherever effective, a rapidly varying field of

force. The justice of these remarks will, I think, be shown in the sequel.

In April 1866 Mr. Hopkins applied to the Admiralty for permission to experiment on

the ‘ Northumberland,’ the largest and most heavily armoured ship in the Royal Navy.

The application was in the usual course referred to the Magnetic department, and on a

report that no injury was to be apprehended, the required permission was granted*.

The first trials were made on the 4th August 1866, and are thus described by

Mr. Hopkins in a report dated 10th August, and received at the Admiralty a few

days afterwards. “ After having ascertained the actual magnetic condition of the ship,

I applied two of Grove’s batteries of five cells each, with the electro-magnets to the

main plates at the stern and bow, and in a few hours the polarity of the hull was

destroyed ”
f.

The results of the observations shown in the General Table, I think entitle me to say

that there is no foundation whatever for the statement that the polarity of the hull was

destroyed ; there is in fact no evidence of its having been affected in even the slightest

degree. To facilitate the examination I subjoin the values of the semicircular deviation

of the two compasses which were most continuously examined in the period comprising

the 4th August, viz. the poop and starboard steering compasses ; the position of the

Standard compass being at that time occupied by machinery.

* That report, for which I am responsible, was made on the supposition that the process was one to be applied

to the hull of the ship generally, according to the specification of the patent. Had I understood that the iron

in the immediate vicinity of any compass was to be magnetized to a high degree of intensity, I should certainly

have reported differently
;
and it will be seen in the sequel that from the results of Mr. Hopkins’s experiments,

I was obliged to submit that no such experiments for the future he permitted within 20 feet of any compass

placed for the navigation of the ship.

f This statement was subsequently repeated at a Meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of

Science held at Nottingham in 1866, in a paper “ On the Depolarization of Iron Ships, to prevent the Devia-

tion of the Compass,” by Mr. Evan Hopkins, C.E. See Athenaeum of September 8th, 1866.
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Maximum of Semicircular Deviation.
A „

r
#

n

Poop compass. Starboard Steering compass.

1866.

May 29th ... 48f 39|

July 12th ... 64£ 50

August 10th . . . 55f 46^-

In each case it will be seen there is a slight decrease in the interval comprising the

4th August, but the decrease does not exceed half the increase in the preceeding interval

;

and seems only the recovery from an anomalous increase in July, probably attributable

to some external disturbing cause of the nature before mentioned, viz. the proximity

of the two armour-plated ships in the Victoria Docks.

The next and final trial was made between the 1st and 26th January 1867, at Sheer-

ness : ten or twelve days were occupied in passing large electro-magnets along the out-

side of the ship from the water-line to the top sides. Subsequently, and apparently as an

after thought,—as no mention is made in either specification of internal demagnetization

on so large a scale,—about five days more were occupied in applying the electro-magnets

to the transverse iron beams of the poop and upper deck nearest the poop and steering

compasses, and to two adjacent vertical iron stanchions supporting the upper deck.

As no appreciable effect was produced on the Standard compass, or on any compasses

except those in the immediate vicinity of the beams and stanchions operated on, we

may have confidence in attributing the change which took place entirely to the latter

operations.

The following Tables, derived from the General Table, furnish the means of deciding

this question.

Table I.

i At position of the

undermentioned
compasses.

1

(I.) (II.) (III.) (IV.) (V) (VI.) (VII.)

B
Part of

semicircular

deviation

from
Headward

force.

C
Part of

semicircular

deviation

from
Transverse

force.

sin— I VS32+S2

Maximum of

semicircular

deviation.

etan-i^

Starboard
angle.

J“

Mean vertical

force of earth

and ship, in

terms of earth’s

horizontal force

as unit.

Heeling
error to

windward
for 1 ° of heel.

/Standard -37 + H 173f 1-223 •fl 18

§ §g -| Starboard steering .

.

— 39f +15^ 461, 1611 1-056 + 1 4

|

Poop — 48| + 151 56* 164i 1-469 +2 1

£ ^ Port steering -43 + 19* 61 157-i

Table II.

( Standard -36i + 7 401

a »> i

-( Starboard steering . .

.

- 2£ +381 36f
3’-1 Poop - 31 + 121 12|
zo (

Port steering - H -11 11

1701 1-271 + 1 27

94i 1-250 +1 45
104| •986 +0 37
246
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Table III.—Amount and direction of Magnetic Forces on 1st January 1867.

\SS
Ship’s force

to head.

X g
Ship’s force

to starboard.

(ft
— 1) tan 9

Ship’s force

downwards.

X ViB2+®2

Horizontal
force of ship.

*»-!
Starboard

angle of
ship’s force.

tan-i
CoUIL

V Col. IIP+IV2
.

Total force

of ship.

Col. IV.

Dip of

ship’s force.

Standard -•562 + 062 + -553 •566 791 173f +44 24

Starboard steering . .

.

-•546 + •186 + -139 •578 •595 1614 +13 32
Poop -•691 +•196 +M63 •720 1-368 164^ +52 46
Port steering. -•580 + •242 •628 157+

Table IV.—Amount and direction of Magnetic Forces on 26th January 1867.

Standard -•554 +•094 +•672 •562 •876 170^: +50 5

Starboard steering . .

.

-•037 +•477 +•620 •478 •783 94,i +52 25
Poop -051 + 175 + 035 •181 •184 104| -10 57
Port steering -•062 -141 •153 246

Table V.—Amount and direction of additional forces introduced between

January 1st and 26th, 1867.

Standard +•008 +•032 + -119

Starboard steering . .

.

+ 509 +•291 + -481 •586 •758 +30 +38 25
Poop + 648 -•021 -M98 •648 1-362 - 2 -61 35
Port steering + 518 -•383 •644 — 36£

The values of B and C in Table I. show the remarkable amount of accordance in the

deviations of thefour compasses; a similarity which clearly indicates that the cause of

the deviations is to be sought for, not in the iron in the immediate vicinity of those

compasses, but in iron at such a distance that the distance between the compasses does

not materially affect its action on them.

The values of B and C in Table II. show an important change in three of the com-

passes. The value of B for the starboard steering, poop, and port steering are nearly

reduced to zero, showing the introduction of a powerful force attracting to the bow of

the ship, or repelling from the stern. With C the case is very different; in the port

compass a deviation to port is produced, in the starboard compassa deviation to star-

board
; indicating the introduction of a repelling force between the two. The same

conclusion may be drawn, and perhaps with greater facility, from a comparison of the

value of the quantities in columns III. and IV.

The quantities in columns V. and VI. show that the change produced is an upward

force on the poop compass, and downward on the starboard steering compass
;
pointing to

a repelling force emanating from a point or region at a height intermediate between the

height of the two compasses. These several comparisons show that the change was really

caused by a repelling force (a north pole) being introduced in the iron of the poop-

deck a little abaft the poop compass.

The precise amount and direction of the force so introduced, and the changes it caused

in the previously existing forces, will be seen distinctly by the mathematician from

Tables III., IV., V.
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The action of the several forces may perhaps be more clearly apprehended when they

are represented graphically as in Plate XXXI. In this, fig. 1 represents the projection

of lines indicating the amount and direction of the magnetic forces which act on the three

compasses on the horizontal plane. Fig. 2 represents the projection of the same lines

on the fore and aft vertical plane The figures are drawn to a scale in which one-fourth

of an inch represents one foot, and also one-tenth of the earth’s horizontal force. The

lightly dotted parts represent iron.

P, Q, E represent the positions of the port, the poop, and the starboard steering com-

passes respectively
;
P'p, Qq, Hr represent the projection of lines representing the mag-

netic forces of the ship at these positions on the 1st January 1867 ; P'p'
, Q(f, EP the

same projection on the 26th January 1867 ;
P'p", Qq", Er" the projection of the addi-

tional forces introduced in the interval.

In fig. 1 the near approach to parallelism and equality in Yp, Q^, Er indicate a

distinct cause of magnetic force. The lines Pp", Qq", Er" produced backwards nearly

meet in a point about 5 feet abaft the poop compass ;
indicating that the additional

force is introduced at or near that point. A similar convergence of the line Qq", Er" in

fig. 2 indicates that the point lies in or near the poop deck, and suggests that it arose

from the magnetization of the central part of the iron beams of the poop deck, modified

possibly by some magnetization of the beams of, or stanchions supporting the upper deck.

On the 28th February, and preparatory to the ship being navigated to Devonport, the

deviations and magnetic forces were observed. The deviation of the Standard compass

being too great for the safe navigation of the ship, and the deviation of the starboard

steering compass being so great as to make it practically useless, it was necessary to

reduce their semicircular deviations by the application of fixed magnets. The process

employed, and which is that generally employed in the Eoyal Navy, is identical with

one of the two methods described by the Astronomer Eoyal in his well-known paper on

the magnetism of iron-built ships (Philosophical Transactions, 1839, see page 196), and

may be described as follows.

The coefficients 93, X being found by observation, or where necessary S3 and (5

being found by observation, and X being estimated
; we have A^/SS 2

-j- (E
2 the tangent of

the semicircular deviation when the polar force acts to the east or west of the compass, and

^ the tangent of the “ starboard angle.” If we desire to correct the semicircular deviation

completely, a magnet of suitable size, adequate power, and proved permanence is

selected from those in store at the Compass Observatory at Woolwich. The distance

above or below the card at which this magnet, when placed East and West, will produce a

deviation of which the tangent is X\/S3
2+ ($

2

,
is ascertained by actual trial. The magnet

is then inserted into the pedestal of the Standard compass at the ascertained distance

immediately below the centre of the card and in the direction of the starboard angle,

the poles being so placed as to counteract the polar magnetism of the ship.

As in newly built ships the polar force is generally undergoing a process of gradual

diminution, it is generally considered best not to correct entirely the semicircular devia-
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tion, but to under correct it, leaving about 5° uncorrected. This was the object sought

in the application of magnets to the ‘ Northumberland ’

;
and the success with which it

was effected, and the certainty of the process, may be seen by the following comparison

of the deviations on the 28th February and the 2nd March.

Standard compass .

A B C D E

o o o
("February 28, 1867 +0 01 -36 13 + 7 09 +7 19 +6 59

(.March 2 -0 14 - 4 55 + 0 14 +7 13 +1 15

J
February 28 +0 41 - 5 20 +40 41 +6 28 +2 40

t March 2 -0 18 - 4 15 - 1 04 +6 42 +1 44

In general no attempt is made to correct the quadrantal deviation, that deviation

and the residual semicircular deviation being the subject of tabular correction. I may

observe that in some cases Mr. Airy’s second or tentative mode of correcting, viz. by

one or more fore and aft and transverse magnets, is adopted, but only when special cir-

cumstances prevent the first method being applicable. In general by the process first

described, all* that is necessary or desirable in the way of mechanical correction can be

effected.

In the middle of March 1867, the ‘ Northumberland,’ as before stated, was placed in a

dry dock at Devonport, and the magnets were removed ; her head in dock was S. 84° E.

magnetic. Such a position would, from all former experience, and especially in a newly

launched ship, be expected to increase considerably the force to starboard, or the value

of +6, but without much alteration in the fore and aft force, or the value of 93, in

those compasses in which the 93 and (5 were caused by the general magnetism of the

hull. We have continuous observations to the end of 1867 strictly comparable as

regards the Standard compass
;
but as regards the other three compasses allowance must

be made for the introduction between August and December 1867 of five iron beams*

to extend the light poop deck before the poop compass.

The changes in the Standard compass while the ship lay in dock with her head

S. 84° E. are shown in the following Table.

Swinging at anchors

[1867].

r January 26th

99.

-•637
S.

+•108

1 February 28th -•637 + 110

f June 26th -•576 +•277

Head S. 84° E. magnetic from middle of March
j
August 29th -•569 +•256

[ December 10th -•593 +•329

* The effect of the introduction of the five new poop-deck beams when the ship’s head was S. 84° E. mag-

netic would be to increase (5 and ® and diminish A. The exact value of the altered (£ cannot he computed

without knowing the altered values of ® and A ; and these cannot be ascertained till the ship is again swung.

I think, however, it is certain that the change in ® cannot exceed ‘017 (or 1° in !D), and the change in A cannot

exceed -020, and I have accordingly inserted in the General Table, under date 10th December 1 867, the values

of 33 and (5 computed as well with the original values of 3) and A, as with values allowing these amounts. It

may he safely assumed that the true values lie between the two as limits.

MDCCCLXVIII. 3 Z
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These results are clearly attributable to the change in the general magnetism of the

ship due to position ; the fore and aft force has been little affected, but there is a decided

increase in the transverse force, = +-219.

With respect to the compasses affected by Mr. Hopkins’s process, the results are widely

different:—in seven months (end of January to end of August), as will be seen by the

following Table, at the starboard steering — 33 has increased T83, (5 having scarcely

changed in value; at the poop compass — 33 has increased *281, and +6 T62
;
at the

port steering compass — 33 has increased -098, while the (5 has increased ’320; so

that the increase of the (S in the poop compass is almost exactly the mean of the increase

in the port and starboard compasses.

1867.
Port steering compass. Poop compass. Starboard steering compass.

33 e 35 e
January 26 -•078 -176 -•059 +•203 -046 +•596

February 28 -•071 -•128 -•070 +•230 -•078 +•625

June 26

August 29 -176 +•150

-•153

-•340

+•360

+'365 -•229 +•637

r--212 +•508

1

r - -215 + 541 n
j
_ -136 +-641i

December 10 1--218 +•48,1 l --221 +•516 J L — -141 + •617 }

If we confine ourselves to the practical question of the amount of the semicircular

deviation, and also of the direction of the ship’s force [starboard angle], or, in other

words, the direction of the neutral or zero-points of the semicircular deviation, the com-

parison is as follows :

—

Standard. Port steering. Poop. Starboard steering.

1867.

Maximum
semi-

circular

deviation.

Starboard
angle.

Maximum
semi-

circular

deviation.

Starboard
angle.

Maximum
semi-

•

circular

deviation.

Starboard
angle.

Maximum
semi-

circular

deviation.

Starboard
angle.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

January 1... 371 173* 47* 157 51 164* 42* 181*

» 26... 37 170+ 12 246 12* 104* 38* 94*

February 28... 37 170 8* 241 14* 107 41* 97

June 26..., 39* 155 23 112

August 29... 38* 156 13* 139* 30 133 42* 110

Deoember 10... 42* 151 33* 112* 3o^ 111* 40 102

From this comparison it will be seen how short lived is the apparent benefit derived

from the process we have been considering.

The nature of the changes in the polar force will perhaps be more clearly appre-

hended if we represent them graphically, as in Plate XXXII., by taking the position of

each compass as origin and laying down the points, of which X33 and are the coordi-

nates, as derived from the observations on January 1st and 26th, February 28th, August

29th, and December 10th, 1867.

As regards each compass, a line drawn from the origin to one of these points repre-

sents in amount and direction the polar force acting on that compass at that epoch ; and

a line drawn from one point to the next succeeding in order of date represents, in

amount and direction, the additional polar forces acting on that compass introduced in
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the interval. To avoid confusion in the figure, the lines from the origin are only drawn

for the earliest date. The joints added to these lines, therefore, represent the additional

forces introduced in each interval.

This Plate shows strikingly the contrast between the comparatively small and regular

changes in the polar magnetism of the Standard compass, and the large and irregular

changes in the polar magnetism of the other compasses
; but at the same time shows

strikingly the general analogy in the changes in these three compasses.

An attentive study of it will also show, that while the changes in the polar magnetism

of the Standard compass are almost entirely from an increasing attraction to the south

side of the ship, in the other compasses this is combined with an increasing attraction

to, or rather a diminishing repulsion from, the point abaft the poop compass to which a

powerful north pole had been communicated.

In the interval between the 28th August and the 10th December, a general headward

force on the three stem compasses is also added. What was the cause of this force I

am unable say ; it may possibly be connected with the introduction of the five iron

beams in front of these compasses, and the general hammering to which that part of the

ship was consequently exposed.

The views which I have taken of the effect of the application of the electro-magnets

are, I think, strongly confirmed by observations made on the 10th December 1867, at

four points surrounding the position of the supposed north pole produced by them.

Of these, the position of the poop compass was one ; the second was 18 feet abaft the

poop compass
;
the third, 7 feet 3 inches abaft the poop compass, and 4 feet to port of

the midship line ; the fourth, 7 feet 3 inches abaft the poop compass, and 4 feet to star-

board of the midship line. The values of © and (§, for these compasses were

—

33. <L

No. 1. Poop compass — *215 +'541

2. 18 feet abaft Poop compass — -641 + *482

3. 7J feet abaft Poop compass, 4 feet to port . . . —’457 +‘260

4. 7-j feet abaft Poop compass, 4 feet to starboard .

— -458 +-692

An inspection of these values will show that they indicate a generally attractive force

to the stern and starboard sides ; but modified by a repulsive force emanating from a

point nearly centrically situated with respect to the four compasses. We may, in fact,

I think, infer that the mean of these values, or a © of —-443, and a 6 of +‘494,18 due

to the general magnetism of the ship, and as regards (E partly to the new iron beams,

and that the difference from these values as to each compass arises from local magne-

tization. These differences—which are also multiplied by X(*860) to express them in

terms of the earth’s magnetic force as unit—will be

33. e. x33. A®.

No. 1. Station (Poop) . .
+-228 + •047]

1

+-196 + •040

2. „ . — T98 — -012J1 — T70 -010
3. . --014 -•234] -•012 -•201

4. . --015

3 z 2

+ -198J -013 + •170,
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The interpretation of which Table is that, besides the general magnetism of the ship,

there is a horizontal force nearly equal to one-fifth of the earth’s horizontal force,

repelling the north end of each needle from a point situated nearly in the centre of the

compasses. This I conceive to be the remains of the strong north pole to which I have

referred, which it will be remembered affected the poop compass with a repelling force

= '648, and now reduced to *200
;
so that more than two-thirds of the force introduced

in the operations of January 1867 seem to have disappeared in the course of eleven

months ; and the general result of these operations may be described as the introduction

at a point in the poop-deck, a few feet abaft the poop compass, of a north pole acting

on the compass with a force of nearly two-thirds of the earth’s horizontal force, and

which force in the course of eleven months diminished to about one-fifth of the earth’s

force, or to less than one-third of its original amount.

The effect of the forces introduced by the operations of January 1867, and of the

gradual decay of these forces in the interval between January and December, is no less

obvious in the heeling-errors of the different compasses. This error, it may be remem-

bered, is expressed by the deviation to windward produced by an inclination of the ship

of 1°, when its head is North or South by the disturbed compass.

In the interval between the 1st and 26th January 1867, there is a diminution of the

heeling-error of the poop compass from 2° 1' to 0° 37', but an increase of the heeling-

error of the starboard compass from 1° 4' to 1° 45'. The diminution is caused by the

upward force on the poop compass ; the increase by the downward force on the star-

board steering compass introduced in the interval.

The changes so introduced in both compasses diminish as time passes. By the 10th

December that of the poop compass had risen to 1° 14', that of the starboard steering

diminished to 0° 56'. During the whole of this period the heeling-error of the Standard

compass is hardly altered ; the slight apparent changes being not greater than can be

accounted for by unavoidable errors of observation.

We are now in a position to form an opinion as to the real nature of the changes

effected by the operations of January 1867, and the advantages and disadvantages of

these changes.

The process was in no sense of the word one of “ depolarization,” either of the whole

ship or of any part, of it. It was, on the contrary, the “ polarization ” to a high degree

of intensity of a particular portion of the iron in the neighbourhood of three of the

compasses. The iron so magnetized was iron capable of receiving only subpermanent

magnetism, and which from its forming part of the structure of the vessel was

subject to strains and concussions from which detached magnets are wholly free. The

magnetism so communicated was therefore necessarily unstable and transient, and from

its liability to change suddenly and unexpectedly, was a source of danger to the vessel.

So strongly was I impressed with the danger that in an official report to the Admiralty

of 31st January 1867, after a careful reduction of the observations the results of which

are already given, I expressed the hope that, should further experiments be permitted in
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Her Majesty’s ships for depolarizing their hulls, the so-called “ depolarization ” should

not be allowed “ within 20 feet of any compass that may be placed for the navigation

of the ship.”

Nor could the effect produced, even if it had been much more permanent than it

proved to be, be considered an advantage. In two out of the three compasses to

which it was applied the semicircular deviation was reduced within the limits which

make tabular corrections possible, not within those which allow it to be dispensed with.

In the third—the starboard steering compass—the effect, though considerable, was

rather a change in the direction, than a reduction of the amount, of the semicircular

deviation ; for it exceeded 36°, and a reduction by a magnet was still necessary. In the

two compasses in which the process was effective to the extent we have mentioned, the

requisite reduction might have been effected with infinitely greater ease and certainty,

as well as permanency, by the application of a single magnet to each compass.

In dismissing this subject it may seem that some apology is necessary for occupying

the time of the Society with the details of a process which had so little to recommend

it, and which has proved injurious, not beneficial ; it is, however, a process to which many

persons looked with hope, and from which no one apprehended danger ;
both were mis-

taken, and in both respects it is desirable that the results of the trials should be known.

The Tables and the discussion will also 1 hope be accepted as an interesting example

of the method now constantly practised in the Royal Navy of supplementing the obser-

vations made in “ swinging ” a ship, by observations of deviation and horizontal and

vertical force made on one azimuth.

As regards the observations generally, the conclusions to be drawn from them, or

rather which, having been already drawn from numerous other observations, are sup-

ported by those made in the ‘ Northumberland,’ seem to be

—

1. That in an iron-built ship, and in that part of her within which the Standard

compass is generally placed, the polar force is that from the magnetism of the whole

body of the ship, and is nearly uniform.

2. That we cannot escape from the action of that force by any care in the selection

of a place for the compass.

3. That though positions may be found where from the magnetism of particular

masses of iron counteracting that of the ship, the deviation will be small, yet that such

positions are in general to be avoided, as the change of magnetic force in such positions

will probably be larger and less regular than when the compass is only acted on by the

general magnetism of the whole ship :—any attempt to produce this counteraction by

magnetizing artificially masses of iron in the vicinity of a compass is to be deprecated.

4. That in iron-built ships, as at present constructed, the ship’s polar force is generally

so great as to make it necessary to employ magnets to equalize the directive force on

different azimuths of the ship’s head, even at the most carefully selected position
; but

that the use of correcting magnets does not dispense with the necessity of ascertaining

from time to time by observations, the amount of the remaining deviations.
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General Table.—Her Majesty’s Ship Northumberland.

Northumberland,

(6621 tons),

26 guns,

1350 horse-power.

Iron hull,

iron-plated.

Armour
bulk-heads.

Rifle-tower on
quarter-deck.

Built at Millwall,

River Thames

;

head N. 39^° E.

magnetic.

Plated on Stocks.

Launched
April 17, 1866.

Compass.

Poop.

On Stocks . . .Mar. and Apr. 1866

Off Deptford..Apr. 19, 1866...

Sheerness Jan. 1, 1867 ...

Sheemess Jan. 26, 1867 ...

Sheerness Feb. 28, 1867 ...

Sheerness..March 2, 1867

Devonport ...June 26, 1867...

Devonport ...Aug. 29, 1867...

Devonport ...Dec. 10, 1867...

On Stocks . . .Mar. and Apr. 1866

Off Deptford..Apr. 19, 1866.

,

In
Victoria

Docks.

( Apr. 21, 1866.

May 29, 1866.

I

July 12, 1866.

' Aug. 10, 1866.

Sept. 1, 1866 .

Oct. 24, 1866 .

l^Dec. 17, 1866.

Sheerness Jan. 1, 1867

Sheerness Jan. 26, 1867 .

Sheerness Feb. 28, 1867 .

Devonport . . .June 26, 1867

.

Devonport ...Aug. 29, 1867.

Devonport ...Dec. 10, 1867 •

Devonport ...Dec. 10, 1867 .

Approximate coefficients.

+0 50

\e point .

.

-36 53 + 4 35 + 7 02

+ 1 12 -36 13 + 7 02 +7 22

+0 01 -36 13 + 7 09 +7 19

-0 14 -4 55 + 0 14 +7 13

-0 24

-0 35

+0 59

+1 15

By deviation, horizontal and vertical forces

point. Ship in dock, head S. 84° E. magnet

Exact coefficients.

By deviation and forces on one point

.

From swinging through a Quadrant .

By deviation and forces on one point (head S.

magnetic). Two iron-plated ships alongside,

machinery, iron masts, dfc., placed on board

this interval

-48 43 + 15 13 +5 55 -0 35

- 3 16 +12 20 +5 39 —0 48

- 3 5i +13 59 +6 07 +0 29

+1 15

+2 14

+0 35

By deviation, horizontal and vertical forces

point. Ship in dock, S. 84° E. mag's

21 £ 3) <S

' r
-157 +•427 +T33a

1 -•004 +•416 +-133a

+•015 -•646 +•071 +•122 -•007

+•021 -•637 + T08 +•128 -•010

+•001 -•637 + 110 + 127 +•017

-004 -091 + •004 +•126 +•022

I
-•576 +•277 +T23a

m one 1 -•569 +•256 +T20a
“

J
-•593 +•329 +T20a

f
-788 +•358 +-090a

1 -•801 +•361 +'104a

f -877 +•296 +-090a
1 -•890 +•291 +T04a

-•800 +•135 +-090a

-•742 +•129 „

22° W. -•900 +•075 „
Steam

'

during
-•821

-•842

+ 099

+•076

"

-•814 + 003 „

,
-•825 +•025 „

+ 022 -•803 +•228 +•103 -010

+•039 -•059 +•203 +•098 — •014

+•010 —•070 + •230 +•107 +•008

J

-•153 +•36° +"iooa

on one 1

/ l

-•340

-•215

+•365

+•541

”

1 — •221 +•516 +-n 7a

Note.—The coefficients marked (a) are assumed Talue*.
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General Table (continued).—Her Majesty’s Ship Northumberland.

Maximum of semicircular
deviation

Mean horizontal force of ship

V$82+£2
t-

Mean
force to
North,

X

t

X

Coefficients of
horizontal induction.

Part of© from

Mean
Vertical
force,

P

Heeling
coefficient

to
windward.

Heeling coefficient

for
Variable part

of Vertical force. 1

Headward

a

\

To
starboard.

e

Fore
and aft

induction.

Transverse
induction.

Vertical
induction
in trans-

verse iron.

Vertical
force and
induction
in vertical

9
tan 0

!

§
•Amount. Direction.

0 0 0 / 0
/

0
1

0
!

0
/

274 •461 110 •860a 1-241 +1 25 4- 007a

244 416 904 860a 1 164 +1 11

404 •650 1734 •869 1151 -025 -•237 -0 48 +7 50 1-223 +1 18 +0 40 +0 38 4--007 +•017

40/ •646 1704 •870 1149 -•019 -•241 -0 34 +7 56 1271 +1 27 +0 41 +0 46

404 •646 170
.

54 091 177-1 878 1139 -012 -•232 -0 21 +7 34 1-168 4-1 07 +0 39 4-0 28 4-013 + 032

39f •639 1544 •885a 1-272 +1 24 4-

-

010a

384 •623 156 •885a 1-232 +1 17

42f •678 151 •885a 1-266 +1 22

59f 1554 •800 1 1-637 +2 50 \ +-070a h
61| 880 1554 •840/ 1 691 +2 48 / •000 j
674 1614 •800 i 1-646 +2 52 1

4- -070a
1

694 •936 1614 •840/ 1-596 +2 30 ) •000
j

544 •811 1704 •800a 1-529 +2 30 4-’070a

48f •753 170 „ 1531 +2 06

644 •902 1754 „ 1383 +2 03 „

55| •827 1734 1-411 +2 08

57| •847 1744 „ 1-449 +2 15 „

544 •814 180 „ 1-442 +2 14 „

554 •825 178 » .
1-355 +1 58

564 •834 1644 •860 1163 -•052 1C1C OO -1 44 +7 30 1-469 +2 01 +0 39 + 1 22 -001 -003

124 •211 1044 •854 1-171 — •062 -•230 — 2 04 +7 43 •986 +0 37 +0 40 — 0 03

H 240 107 •894 i-ii 8 —•010 — *202 — 0 21 + 6 28 •929 +0 22 +0 34 — 0 12 4-'°33 -f '082

23 391 1 12 •880a •996 +0 35 4- 030a

30 '499 i33 i'°44 +0 43 „

M •580 1114
” 1

1-230 +1 J4 „

34 •561 U 3
•860a/

Part of 2) from -j

«= X®-(l-X).
e=-X©-(l-X).

(

Pore and aft induction = lj.

Transverse induction =— ^+^— 1 ^

.

Heeling coefficient to windward= 4-^—
1^

tan 9.

Part of

heeling coefficient.

f from Yertical induction in trans- \
J verse iron J

|

from Yertical force and Vertical 1

r induction in Vertical iron / -(G)
J Earth’s Horizontal force (H) being unit.

tan 6.

§ Earth’s Vertical force (Z) being unit.
t Mean force to North (XH) being unit.
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General Table (continued).—Her Majesty’s Ship Northumberland.

Northumberland

(continued).

Starboard

steering.

Approximate coefficients.

On stocks . . .Mar. and Apr. 1866

Off Deptford April 19, 1866

In Victoria

Docks.

( April 21, 1866

May 29, 1866..

July 12, 1866 .

Aug. 10, 1866..

Sept. 1, 1866 ..

Oct. 24, 1866 ..

(Dec. 17, 1866..

Sheerness Jan. 1, 1867 .

Sheerness Jan. 26, 1867 .

Sheerness Feb. 28, 1867 .

Mar. 2,1867.

Devonport ...Aug. 29, 1867.

Devonport ...Dec. 10, 1867 .

Devonport ...Dec. 10, 1867 .

Port steering.

Lower deck.

Sheerness Jan. 1, 1867 .

Sheerness Jan. 26, 1867 .

Sheerness Feb. 28, 1867 .

Devonport ...Aug. 29, 1867.

Devonport ...Dec. 10, 1867 .

Devonport ...Dec. 10, 1867 .

Sheerness Feb. 28, 1867 •

Devonport ...Aug. 29, 1867.

Devonport ...Dec. 10, 1867.

By deviation and forces on one point

Exact coefficients.

By deviation andforce on one point (head S. 22° W,

magnetic).
.

Two iron-plated ships alongside steam machinery,

iron masts, Sfc. placed on board during this interval.

+0 09

— o 24

+0 41

-O 18

-39 50 +15 18 1 + 6 39

- 2 37 + 38 19 + 6 24

- 5 20 +40 41 + 6 28

-4 15 -1 04
|

+ 6 42

+ 0 42

+ 2 40

+1 44

Ship in dock (head S. 84° E. magnetic)

+1 13

— o 39

+0 53

+43 0

- 4 13

- 3 55

+ 19 48

— 10 52

7 50

+ 6 18

+ 7 4°

+ 6 54

- 0 28

— 2 11

— o 12

By deviation and forces on one point ....

Ship in dock (head S. 84° E. magnetic) .

- 3 23 + 11

+•003

— •007

+•012

-005

+ 021

—•on

+0-15

+ 13 02 + 0 32

By deviation and forces on one point

Ship in dock (head S. 84° E. magnetic)

•003

+•499
+•491

+ •455

+•447

+•150

+•018

-•108

+ •022

-071

-•107

+-105a

+ .117a

+ ‘105a

+ 117a

-(-•105a

046

-•725

— •078

-•071

-176
— •212

-•218

-065

-025

+•232

+•596

+•625

-018

+•637

+•641

•+617

+•302

— •176

-•128

+•150

+•508

+•481

+•170

+ 333

+•412

+ 116

+•112

+•113

+ 117

+•110

+•1 10

+‘ I27a

+•110

+•133

+•120

+ -noa

+-!27

+•220

+ 220

—•008

-•038

— •003

+•008

Note.—The coefficients marked (a) are assumed values.
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General Table (continued).—Her Majesty’s Ship Northumberland.

Maxin

Mean He

Amo

urn of semicircular
deviation

Mean
force to
North,

X

X

X

Coefficients of
horizontal induction. Part of 2) from

Mean
vertical

force,

§

Heeling
coefficient

to
windward .

Heeling coefficient

for
Variable part

of vertical force.

unt. Direction.

Headward

a

X

To
starboard.

e

X

Fore-
and-aft

induction.

Transverse
induction.

Vertical
induction
in trans-

verse iron.

Vertical
force and
induction
in vertical

9
tan 6

9

X

O O O
f 0

1
O

1
0

!
0

!m •976 149* r M86 +1 28 +-100a "1

in •984 150* 1 1-259 +1 43 -•005a
84* •995 152* r 1-296 +1 49 +-100a 1

78* •984 153
\ 1-221 +1 36 -•005a

51 •777 168* •800a 1-126 +1 17 +-100a

39* •635 178| 1-163 +1 24 n
50 •767 1884 •996 +0 58

46* •726 1784 99 •821 +0 37

48* •744 1854 99 •935 +0 40

42* •676 189
99 •949 +0 43

41 •657 188 •924 +0 39 „

46} •721 161* •802 1-247 — •105 -•291 -3 45 +10 24 1-056 +1 04 +0 54 +0 10 -•005 -012
361 '59s 94* •783 1-277 -•105 -*3°4 -4 43 + 11 12 1-250 +1 45 +0 57 +0 47

394 •630 97

4* 080 193 •841 1**89 — •064 -•254 — 2 11 + « 39 1-285 +1 35 +0 45 +0 50 +•041 +•102

4*t •678 no •820a i*ii4 +1 10 „

4° •655 102 » \ 1*03 6 +0 56 „

39i 633 103 •800a /

51 •786 157*

1

1

•i93 246

8* •146 241

J3* •231 *39* •820a 1-^55 +1 36

33* •55° 1 12* „
*

1*102 +1 08 „
3i* •527 1 14 •800a

10* •182 111 •729 1-371 -•105 -•437 -4 05 + 17 24

19* •334 94 •740a

24f •420 101 ”

X25— (1— A).

-A2)-(l-A).

Part of 2> from
(Transverse induction = —

+
^jL— lj-

Heeling coefficient to windward= (2)+^— l^tan 9.

from Vertical induction in trans- 1 _
verse iron (

heeling coefficient. 1 from Vertical force and Vertical! _/u *
1

‘-finer*
t Mean force to North (XH) being unit.

induction in Vertical iron

.

J Earth’s Horizontal force (H being unit).

^2)+^— l^tanO.

sH-
Earth’s Vertical force (Z) being unit.

4 AMDCCCLXVI1I.
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XX. Contributions towards determining the Weight of the Brain in different Races of

Man. By Joseph Barnard Davis, M.I). ,
&c. Communicated by J. Marshall, Esq.,

F.RS.

Received November 30, 1867,—Read January 23, 1868.

The Brain being the most essential and characteristic portion of the human organiza-

tion, as connected with intelligence and mental manifestations, it would naturally be

expected to have absorbed great attention. Still, comparatively little has been done to

ascertain its relative magnitude in the different races of mankind. Opportunities for

the examination of exotic brains are very rare ; and it is only by gauging the capacities

of trustworthy skulls of different races, and thence deducing the volume of the ence-

phalon that extended and reliable data are to be obtained. That an accumulation of

observations of this kind is required for dny results deserving confidence, ensues from the

manifest diversity of volume and weight which pervades all individual organs of the body.

These skulls are but seldom met with in such variety and such number as to yield satis-

factory data. Hence it seems to be very desirable to place on record the averages cal-

culated for a considerable collection of human crania, embracing most of the chief divi-

sions of mankind.

It may be supposed that this method is inferior to that of ascertaining directly the

weight of the brain. This, however, is itself subject to considerable fluctuations, depen-

dent upon sex, age, the kind of disease with which the person has been affected, and the

condition of the organ at the period of death *. These all influence the determination,

and complicate the deduction of any average weight and volume of the brain when sub-

jected to the manipulation of the observer. It has been asserted “that the actual

weights of human brains can alone form just data for conclusions; and that it seems

scarcely possible that any method of ascertaining the size of the brain from examination

of the skull can be free from fallacy ”f. Without undervaluing the views of so excellent

an observer as Dr. Peacock, it may be said that, if this be allowed to be correct in refer-

ence to any individual case, since the disease which terminates the life of a person itself

alters the relation of the solid to the fluid contents of the cranium, it may yet with con-

fidence be affirmed that the examination of a large series of skulls in ascertaining their

* Chronic diseases tend to change the proportions between the weight of the brain and the fluids of the cra-

nium. These fluids are abundant at an early period of life, diminish from birth to a mature age, from twenty

to thirty years of age, after which they again increase. Dr. A. AVeisbach, in his careful observations, found

the fluids more abundant in the brains of men than in those of women.

t Dr. Thomas B. Peacock, ‘ Tables of the AVeights of the Brain and of some other Organs of the Human
Body,’ 1861, p. 22. Reprinted from the ‘ Monthly Journal of Medical Science,’ vol. vii. 1847.

4 a 2
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capacities and deducing from those capacities the average volume of the brain, affords,

in some respects, more available data for determining this relative volume for any par-

ticular race than the weighing of the brain itself. It might be less easy in this way to

fix the exact weight of any individual encephalon, which might be much changed by

some lingering and wasting disease (a large portion of Dr. Peacock’s cases died of

Phthisis) ; but, practically, this method is more sure to yield an accurate average size of

the organ, because we have it in our power to use an unchangeable substance with

which to gauge the capacity of the skull. And we thus arrive at conclusions the same

in result as if we had the brain in all skulls at a uniform density, which, in fact, is the

true basis of comparison.

The method followed in the present researches has been to fill each skull, as uniformly

as possible, with clean and dry Calais sand of a definite specific weight, 1425 *. Then

to pour out the sand, and weigh it carefully. The great difficulty which has always

stood at the threshold of ascertaining the volume of the brain from the mere internal

capacity of a skull, has arisen from the necessity for, and the variable mode of, making

allowance for the other contents of the cranium besides the encephalon, and the uncer-

tainty of the proper amount of such allowance in each special case. This difficulty being

once overcome and a uniform rate of allowance being fixed upon a reliable basis, it will

be almost as satisfactory in all investigations of this kind to obtain the weight of the

brain by gauging the capacity of the skull as by weighing the encephalon itself.

In order to get the proper allowance, or tare
,
to be deducted from the weight of sand

which filled the cranium, as a compensation for the weight of the dura mater, the fluids

of the membranes and ventricles, and also of the blood contained in the large vessels

(after much inquiry and deliberation and consulting the best information to be got

upon the absolute weight of the membranes and fluids of the human brain), it has been

decided to allow a proportionate or percentage deduction as a tare upon the capacity of

the skull and its contents
;
and this deduction has been fixed at 15 per centum. By this

means the allowance will vary in exact proportion to the size of the brain itself, increasing

as this increases. And when we come to compare the brain-weights acquired by dif-

ferent observers from actual metrological experiments with the results obtained by

such a uniform deduction of 15 per cent, they will be found to agree upon the whole

accurately
*f\

The weight of the sand, after this deduction of 15 per cent., has then to be converted

into its equivalent of cerebral matter of the specific gravity of 1040, which is the nearest

average datum carefully determined by different competent observers J.

* The weight of a given bulk of dry Calais sand, moderately shaken down, is, to distilled water, as 1425 to

1000.

t In the ‘ Crania Britannica,’ p. 224, Note *, it was proposed to allow 5 ounces av. in the skulls of men,

and 4-5 oz. in those of women. This was the result of some observations made by Dr. Thurnau:.

j In a subsequent part of this memoir a reference will be made to actual metrological experiments on indi-

vidual brains, where the cranial capacity has likewise been determined, when it will he seen that the results
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It has already been stated that the 15 per centum tare is intended to cover the weight

of the dura mater and pia mater, the arachnoid, the fluids of these membranes and of

the ventricles, and also of the blood contained in the large vessels. This weight alto-

gether is considerable. Professor Marshall has made the following explanatory remarks.

“ If the brain, in its natural state, filled the cranial cavity as completely as water will

afterwards, it would be easy, by taking the specific gravity of nervous substance as com-

pared with water, to estimate the quantity of brain which once occupied any given skull

;

but the fact that this is not the case, especially in regard to the base of the brain, and

the difficulty in determining the weight of the membranes, the amount of blood which

the vessels may contain, and the quantity of cerebro-spinal fluid which fills the ventricles

and all otherwise unoccupied spaces, render it impossible thus to arrive at so definite an

estimate as in the other way,” i. e. by weighing theencephalon* *.

The present may be regarded as the first attempt to deduce with accuracy the weight

of the brain from the capacity of the skull, on any commensurate scale. Professor

Tiedemann’s and Professor Morton’s crude observations are of small value in this respect,

and the attempts of others have been very limited and uncertain. It is remarkable that

neither of these two accomplished men made any allowance in their observations for the

membranes and fluids. This might not be deemed necessary in the comparison of the

relative size of the cranial cavity in different races, aimed at by the former, who, when

he subjected the brain to the weighing process, divested it of the arachnoid and the

pia mater. The latter observer might seem to have overlooked the need of any allow-

ance ; at all events, in his Memoirf ,
he tells us that by his process of gauging the cavity

of the skull with leaden shot, “ I thus obtain the absolute capacity of the cranium, or

bulk of the brain, in cubic inches
;

” and he describes his great Table as “ showing the

size of the brain in cubic inches ”—whereas, in fact, it merely gives the capacity of 623

crania in cubic inches. It is quite needless to endeavour to prove that an allowance for

membranes and fluids is absolutely necessary.

Attempts have been made by different observers to determine the proportion in weight

by which the brains of men exceed those of women. This appears to be variable,

and possibly the variation may be in relation to particular races ; but to decide this

question would require materials of a very exact nature. The proportion differs from

about 5 per cent, in our Australians, to more than 10 per cent, in our Tasmanians. It

may be said generally in our series to range from less than 10 per cent, to something-

more than 12^ per cent., so that the proposal of Professor Welcker to regard it as 10

per cent, may for the present be as safe as any other.

When Professor Tiedemann considered as the result of his investigation, that he was

closely coincide. Eor reasons already given, it is apparent that no rule can be formed -which shall agree with

all individual cases.

* John Marshall, F.R.S., “ On the Brain of a Bushwoman,” &c., Philosophical Transactions, 1864, p. 506.

t Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, October 1849.
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justified in making the assertion, which he said could not be regarded as a hypothesis,

that Nature, inasmuch as a certain size and mass of brain is a necessary condition for

the exercise of the faculties of the mind, hath furnished the people of all human races

herewith in an equal degree, he was compelled to have recourse to a series of secondary

influences to account for the diverse intellectual state of mankind. It was the hypo-

thetical error of his system that led him to insist on the physical unity of man; his

intellectual inequality could not be denied*. On the other hand, Professor Huschke

affirmed that a difference in the weight of the brain in different races cannot be mis-

taken, with which the stature may correspond. He adds, thus the German brain

exceeds in the mean 1400 grammes, the French has been by many observers specified

to be only 1300 grammes, and that of the small Hindoos and indigenes of Bombay

amounts to only 1000 to 1100 grammesf. It will be easier to test the correctness of

these and various other statements, after our Tables have been examined.

The importance of the average stature and weight of the body, so variable in different

races, in their relations to the size and weight of the brain, although these relations

have not yet been properly investigated, has not been overlooked. The large Germans

and the small Hindoos are obvious instances. Up to the present time, exact observa-

tions upon the stature and weight of the races of man are almost wholly wanting. The

notes to the Tables will include some information upon these points, in the cases in

Avhich it can be obtained.

The weight of the brain is much influenced by sex and by age. In the following

Tables the sexes of the crania have been determined, as accurately as may be from their

examination, where they have not been otherwise known. They are always distinguished

in their relative numbers. This was omitted in Morton’s Table, as may be mentioned

with regret. The observations have been confined to the skulls of adults. Any more

definite rule respecting age it was not easy to lay down. The brain-weights have been

arranged in six Tables, corresponding very much with the races of the six great divisions

of the globe. In all cases, the estimated weight of the heaviest brain of the series is

given first, then that of the lightest, and last the average weight of the whole. By the

insertion of the averages of each sex and of the whole series, as much is done as may be

to correct the preponderance of those individual exceptional cases of large brains, mega-

locephali, and small brains, microcephalia which occur in probably all races of man.

In general it has not been thought necessary to exclude from our estimates either

synostotic or artificially distorted skulls. The effects of synostosis are almost always

much confined to limiting the development of the cranial cavity in one direction, whilst

it has received a corresponding expansion in another compensatory direction
; so that

there is no material diminution in the mass of the cerebral matter contained in the

skull. In the cranium of the Stettin Weaver, the most remarkable example of syno-

* Professor Tiedemann’s Memoir was read before the Royal Society in 1835, and appears in the Philosophical

Transactions, vol. cxxvii. The reference is here made to the German edition, Das Hirn des Negers mit dem

des Europaers und Orang-Outangs verglichen, 1837, S. 47.

t Schsedel, Him und Seele des Menschen und der Thiere, 1854, S. 60.
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stotic deformation recorded, the internal capacity is not materially interfered with*.

There are exceptional cases, as those in which most of the sutures are simultaneously

ossified at a very early period of life, producing a limited growth of the brain in the

whole mass, and constrained microcephalismf. Artificial distortion of the skull also

acts in a similar manner
;

it arrests development in one direction, which is compensated

for by increased growth in another. This mainly corresponds with the evidence of all

the best observers, as Morton and Catlin, that individuals with the most frightfully

compressed heads, speaking in ordinary terms, are in every respect equal in intellectual

power to those whose heads have undergone no distortion. But this must not be allowed

to affect the question, whether those with distorted crania, either from synostosis or by

art, are not more prone to moral perversions, and more frequently the subjects of mental

aberration than others^.

In the Notes to the foliowing Tables it is intended to add and to collate observed

weights of brains, where they have been ascertained, with the weights deduced, so as to

compare, authenticate, and correct the computed results.

As already said, the heaviest brain-weights are given first, the lightest next, and then

the average, which is obtained by adding the special weights of all the examples of either

sex together, and dividing by the number of individual specimens. The mean of the

sexes is obtained by adding the average of the males and that of the females together,

and dividing by two. The mean of the series is obtained by adding the particular weights

of all the examples of both males and females together, and dividing by the number of

specimens. This is a convenient mean, but must be taken subject to some variation,

according to the relative proportion of the examples of the one sex to those of the other.

In general, the males greatly exceed the females in number ; in some cases, as in the

French, the Vedahs, the Cingalese, and the Hindoos, the sexes are almost equal ; in

the Esquimaux of Greenland and in the Caribs, they are exactly so ;
and in the Irish

and Guanches there is a preponderance in the number of the skulls of women §.

* On Synostotic Crania among Aboriginal Eaces of Man. J. Barnard Davis, 1865. Plates 9, 10, and 11.

Transactions of the Dutch Society of Sciences of Haarlem.

t Ibid. p. 21. + Ibid. p. 22.

§ There are many other important queries suggested by these Tables, such as the exact origin of the skulls

themselves, what particular portions of the different countries they are derived from, their authenticity, and

other questions which cannot be introduced here. They are all more or less fully illustrated in an octavo volume

just issued, entitled ‘Thesaurus Craniorum. Catalogue of the Skulls of the Various Eaces of Man in the Col-

lection of Joseph Barnard Davis, M.D.’ London 1867.
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Notes to Table I.—European Races.

1. Ancient Britons.—The average weight of the brain in 56 skulls of men is 52-54 oz.,

or 1489 grins. ; that of 10 women 43-27 oz., or 1226 grms. The mean of the sexes is

47-90 oz., or 1357 grms.; the mean of the series gives a brain-weight of 45-83 oz., or

1299 grms.

2. Ancient Scottish.—The mean of these 5 skulls, 3 of men and 2 of women, is 43-42

oz., or 1230 grms.

3. Ancient Bomano-Britons.—The mean weight of brain deduced from 56 crania, 44

of which are those of males and 12 of females, is 45‘97 oz., or 1303 grms.

4. Anglo-Saxons.—The average brain-weight of about the same number of Anglo-

Saxon crania, in which the males and females are nearly in the same proportion, is very

nearly the same, viz. 45*46 oz., or 1288 grms.

5. English.—The average brain-weight of 21 English men is 50-28 oz., or 1425 grms.

;

that of 13 English women 43-13 oz., or 1222 grms. That of the entire series, of which

three-fifths are those of men and two-fifths those of women, is 47 -50 oz., or 1346 grms.

It should here be observed that the great design kept in view in forming the collection

of skulls from which our data are derived was to acquire exotic crania. Not a single

English example has been sought for, and some of those which have accidentally fallen

into our hands may be poor specimens ; so that the average weight of the English brain

may be a little higher than is here set down. Still, a comparison with actually tested

weights of brains shows that there cannot be any material error.

Dr. T. B. Peacock has made two series of metrological observations on the weight of

the brain. The first was conducted at the Edinburgh Infirmary, and therefore refers

to the brains of the Scotch. The second was conducted in London, and related to

English brains. Dr. Tiiurnam has analyzed Dr. Peacock’s Tables, and gives as the

result that he found the Scotch adult male brain to weigh on the average 50 oz. av.,

and that of the English 49 oz.*

In the former series of observations by Dr. Peacock upon the Scotch brains, he states

as his first conclusion that “ The encephalon in the adult male weighs, on an average,

50 oz. 3-25 dr., or 3 lb. 2 oz. and 3*^ drachms avoirdupois, and exceeds in weight that

of the female by 5 oz. 4*95 dr., the latter weighing on an average 44 oz. and 14-3 dr.,

or 2 lb. 12 oz. 14f-f dr.”f. To express Dr. Peacock’s conclusion in our mode, it is as

nearly as may be that the male brain weighs 50-34 oz., and the female 44-15 oz. Our

: results give 50-28 oz. and 43-13 oz. respectively for the English brain.

Dr. Peacock’s Note deserves to be quoted. It is to the following effect :
—“ A com-

parison of these averages, with those deduced by Dr. Reid, will show that they corre-

spond very closely, though the numbers on which the calculations are based are consi-

:
derably extended. They do not differ, also, very greatly from the conclusions of Sir

* “ Outlie Weight of the Brain, and on the Circumstances affecting it, by John Tottenam,” Journal of Mental

: Science, vol. xii. p. 15.

j f Op. cit. p. 19.
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Wilaiam Hamilton, Dr. Sims, and Dr. Clendinning. Sir W. Hamilton estimated the

weight of the adult male encephalon at 3 lb. 8 oz. troy, and the female at 3 lb. 4 oz.,

which are nearly 48 oz. 5 dr. and 43 oz. 15 dr. avoirdupois. On calculating the

weights of the brain in the two sexes separately, from the observations published by

Dr. Sims, I find the male brain, in 54 persons between 20 and 60 years of age, to average

47 oz. 13 dr. ; and the female brain, in 58 persons, 44 oz. and 10 dr. Dr. Clendinning

states the male brain, in persons between 21 and 60 years of age, to average 45*85 oz.,

and the female 41*25 oz. These several averages, together with those deduced by Dr.

Reid and myself, range between 45f oz. and 50\ oz. for the male, and 41|- oz. and nearly

45 oz. for the female”*.

Dr. Robert Boyd states, as the result of his great and continued metrological labours

upon the weight of the brain, that the average weight of the encephalon in insane males

at adult age, varied from 48*17 oz. to 43*87 oz., and in insane females from 44*55 oz. to

40*55 oz .

;

and that in the sane at the same period of life, the average varied in the male

from 48*2 oz. to 45*34 oz., and in the sane female from 43*7 oz. to 39*77 oz. To place

this in another form, it may be said that the average weight of the brain in

insane English men was found to be 46*02 oz., or 1304 grms. ; and in insane English

women 42*55 oz., or 1206 grms. In the sane English brains the average for the men

was 46*77 oz., or 1325 grms.; and for the women 41*73 oz., or 1183 grms., or, taking

both together, the mean would have been 44*25 oz., or 1262 grms.f. It will be seen

that this result does not quite agree with the weight as deduced from the capacity of

our English skulls, nor with Dr. Peacock’s observations with the scales. It is rather

more than two ounces less than our mean, and three ounces less than Dr. Peacock’s.

The conclusions given by Dr. Thurnam from the examination, by actual weighing, of

the brains of 257 insane men and 213 insane women, who died in the Wiltshire County

Asylum, agree very closely with those of Dr. Boyd. The average weight of the former

was 46*2 oz., or 1309 grms. ; that of the latter 41 oz., or 1162 grms., producing a mean

of the men and women of 43*6 oz., or 1236 grms., a little less than the mean derived

from Dr. Boyd’s results.

6. Irish .—The Irish brains of these 28 skulls have been slightly larger than those of

the English. Still the mean of the series is less, viz. English, 47*50 oz., or 1346 grms. ;

Irish, 46*70 oz., or 1323 grms.

8. French .—Of these there are 16 examples, 9 of men and 7 of women, or nearly an

equality of the sexes. The mean of the series is 45*17 oz., or 1280 grms. They are

decidedly below the English.

Dr. Parchappe weighed a few French brains, and the result, as stated by Dr. Thurnam $,

* Op. cit. p. 19.

f “ Tables of tbe Weights of the Human Body and Internal Organs in the Sane and Insane of both sexes at

various ages, arranged from 2614 post-mortem examinations. By Robert Boyd, M.D.,” Philosophical Transac-

tions, 1861, p. 261.

+ Loc. cit. p. 15.
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was an average brain-weight of 47 '9 oz., or 1358 grms., i. e. two ounces more than our

mean.

The results derived from our 16 French skulls may be compared with those obtained

by Professor Paul Bkoca from carefully gauging the internal capacities of a large series

of French crania of both sexes*. These were 115, derived from a vault in the Cite at

Paris, and considered to be of the XII.th century, which gave a mean capacity of 1425

cub. centims. ; 117 derived from the Cemetery of the Innocents, having a mean capacity

of 1409-031 cub. centims. ; and 125 others from the Cemetery de l’Ouest, at Paris, skulls

of the XlX.th century, which gave a slightly greater internal capacity, viz. 1461-53 cub.

centims. By first of all subjecting these figures to our rule of the deduction of 15 per

cent., and then reducing them to the weight of brain they represent, the following results

are produced. The 115 French skulls of the Xll.th century must have held brains

averaging 44*37 oz., or 1257 grms.
; those of the Innocents, 43 -93 oz., or 1245 grms.

;

and those of the XlX.th century, 45-46 oz., or 1288 grms. This gives a mean of the

whole 357 French crania, which are both those of men and women, the relative number

of the two sexes not having been stated, of 44’58 oz., or 1263 grms., only 17 grms.

below our reduced general average,—a result which shows a remarkable agreement

between the two different series of observations. Besides which it seems to indicate

that the rough allowance of 1300 grms. to the French brain, by Professor Huschke, is

sufficiently liberal.

11. Italians .—15 skulls of Italians, 13 those of men and only 2 those of women, give

averages agreeing closely with those deduced from the crania of the two sexes of English.

Dr. Weisbach gauged the skulls of 27 Italian men of the Austrian dominions, and his

observations, when reduced to our standard, give an average of 46-19 oz., or 1309 grms.f,

again closely agreeing with our series, which afford 47'58 oz., or 1348 grms.

12. Lapps .—7 skulls of Lapps, of pure blood, exhibit weights of brain very nearly

equal to those of our Italians, and the same as the Italian men of Dr. WeisbachJ.

13. Swedes .—12 skulls of Swedes, three-fourths of which are those of men, present a

general mean closely agreeing with that of the English.

14. 15. Frisians
, Dutch .—These skulls again agree in brain-weight with the English.

16. Germans.—Of these there are 13 males and 2 females, or a great predominance

of the skulls of men, i. e. about six-sevenths. Hence it might be anticipated that our

mean would be high. It is 50-28 oz., or 1425 grms. It is probable that our crania of

the men are unusually large, and those of the 2 women seem to be unusually small.

The mean of the series of German skulls exceeds our English mean.

The late Professor Huschke weighed a number of brains of Germans, and these are

* Bulletins de la Societe d’Antkropologie de Paris, tome in., p. 106 (186%).

t Beitrage zur Kentniss der Schadelformen osterreichischen Volker, 1867, S. 76, I. Abtheilung.

X The Lapps are short people. Among 8 Lapp men the mean stature was found to be 5 ft. 0-3 in., among .

3 Lapp women the mean was 4 ft, 8'7 in. Notwithstanding this low stature the brain-weight of the Lapps is

seen to be considerable.
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the averages he obtained* . In the encephala of 40 adult men the mean weight was

1384 grms., of 22 adult women it was 1244 grms., and the mean of the two sexes, in

these unequal numbers, was 1314 grms. In comparing these results of Professor

Huschke with our Table, it is seen that our German skulls of men are much above, and

those of our women below the average size. The mean of our entire series exceeds that

of Huschke’s series by 100 grammes. The late Professor Rudolph Wagnee weighed

the brains of 31 Germans, 18 of men and 13 of women. The results of these metric

observations are that the mean weight of the 18 brains of men was 1392 grms., and of

the 13 brains of women 1209 grms., which confirms the remarks already made with

respect to our male skulls, and our females also. By combining the means of both

sexes, and embracing the observations of Huschke, Wagnee, and those of our Table, we

obtain a mean of 1314 grms. as the mean weight of the brain in Germans. In a series

of investigations by Professor Heemann Welckee, he filled 30 normal adult skulls of

German men and 30 of women with husked wheat corns, and then poured the grains

into a graduated glass measure, so as to obtain the internal capacity of each in cubic-

centimetres. By the deduction of 15 per cent., and the conversion of his means into

their equivalents of brain, we obtain these results. The average weight of brain of the

30 men was 45*17 oz., or 1280 grms., that of the 30 women 40*50 oz., or 1148 grms.,

and the mean of the two sexes 42*83 oz., or 1214 grms.f It will thus be seen that the

brains of Welckee’s 60 skulls, both those of the men and those of the women, are

smaller than the averages obtained from the three former sources. And the same will

be made apparent if we refer to the observations of Dr. Weisbach, who, however, made

them upon the German people of Austria, who cannot be regarded as a pure German

race. The average of his 50 men is 47*36 oz., or 1342 grms. of brain, and that of 19

women 40*94 oz., or 1160 grms., the mean of the two sexes being 44*15 oz., or 1251

grms.J So that there is a considerable probability that the magnitude of the brain

among Germans has been overestimated §.

17. RussniaJc. 18. Poles .—We here enter upon the decidedly brachycephalic races

of eastern and south-eastern Europe. In this series of skulls to the end of the Table,

with the exception of the Wallachian Gipsies, it must be expressly noted that we have

the skulls of men only, therefore we get the weights of male brains solely, the great

reason why the figures are so high. In this division we shall be able to avail ourselves

of the elaborate researches of Dr. A. Weisbach on the skull-forms of Austrian people.

The method he employed was that of filling each skull well with groats, and thus

* Schsedel, Him und Seele des Menschen und der Thiere, Jena, 1854, S. 113.

f Untersuchungen iiber Wachsthum und Bau des menscliliclien Schadels, 1862, S. 35, 130.

i Op. cit. S. 34, 56.

§ 'Without supposing that brain-weight stands in direct relation to stature, authentic data concerning the

latter deserve attention. Dr. A. Wetsbach gives the results of his observations on the stature of the Germans.

The measurement of 30 men afforded an average of 1680 millims., or 5 ft. 6-2 in.
; of 11 women 1544 millims..

or 5 ft. 0-9 in.—Reise der Novara. Anthropologischer Theil. Korpermessungen. Tabelle VII. 1867.
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obtaining the cubic contents in centimetres. There will be this advantage, that Dr.

Weisbach’s observations were made upon the crania of young men only, soldiers dying

in the Military Hospitals of Vienna, with which he was connected. His results will be

subjected to the usual deduction of 15 per cent., and converted into their equivalents of

ounces of brain, and the corresponding grammes. Our two Poles give a mean brain-

weight of 47T4 oz., or 1336 grms. Dr. Weisbach deduces a mean internal capacity

from his 25 Polish skulls of 1517-42 cub. centims. By subjecting this volume to our

process we obtain a weight of brain of 47'21 oz., or 1338 grms., which is almost identical

with the result of our observations, being but 2 grms. more. The result of Weisbach’s

gauging of his 15 Russniak skulls, when reduced, is a brain-weight of 47 -07 oz., or 1334

grms., showing that ours is an unusually capacious one.

19. Czechs .—Two skulls of men yield exactly the same mean brain-weight as the two

Poles, viz. 47T4 oz., or 1336 grms. One of our Czech crania is unusually large. Dr.

Weisbach’s mean of 28 Bohemian skulls does not exceed 45-32 oz., or 1284 grms.

20. Magyar.—One man yielding a brain-weight of 45’03 oz., or 1276 grms. Dr.

Weisbach’s mean of 29 men’s crania is 44-30 oz. of brain, or 1255 grms.

21. Slovak.—This male skull affords a brain-weight of only 43' 78 oz., or 1241 grms.

The mean deduced from Dr. Weisbach’s 9 Slovak men is also somewhat low, viz. 45-76

oz., or 1297 grms.*

22. Finns. 23. Russians. 24. Turks .—These three classes yield considerable brain-

weights, viz. 48-31 oz., or 1369 grms., 50-28 oz., or 1425 grms., and 47-58 oz., or 1348

grms. The Russians, which are the heaviest, are most probably represented by excep-

tionally large skulls.

25. Rumanyos, or Wallachians.—These people are not a branch of the Sclavic family.

The 6 male crania yield a brain-weight of 45'97 oz., or 1303 grms.

26. Gipsies of Wallachia.—These consist of 2 skulls of men and 2 of women. They

afford an average brain-weight of the men of 43-93 oz., or 1245 grms., and of the

women of 43-20 oz., or 1224 grms. Thus exhibiting an unusual uniformity in the two

sexes, and also a marked diminution of brain-weight when compared to that of the

Rumanyos, among whom they live.

The general average of brain-weights of the whole series of 393 skulls of European

Races, in unequal numbers as to sexes, about 3 males to 1 female, is 47-12 oz., or 1335

grms., which must be regarded as a high average.

Without attaching any more importance to it than it deserves, the order of the brain-

weights of this series of European crania may here be stated, beginning with the highest

and descending to the lowest. Russniak, one single example, a megalocephalic skull,

Merovingian Franks, Germans, Russians, Frisians, Spaniards and Portuguese, Finns,

Swedes, Italians and Turks, English, Dutch, Ancient Romans of Italy, Poles and Czechs,

Irish, Lapps, Ancient Romano-Britons and Rumanyos, Ancient Britons, Anglo-Saxons,

* Dr. Weisbach found the mean stature of 20 men of Slavic races to approach very closely to that of his

German men, viz. 1678 millims.
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French, Magyar, Slovak, Ancient Scottish, and Gipsies; the Gipsies standing the

lowest in the whole series of European peoples in brain-weight, and, so far, supporting

their supposed Indian origin.

Table II.—Asiatic Faces.

In entering upon the Asiatic Eaces, we shall perceive a striking diminution in the

volume of the brain at the commencement of the series.

1. VedaJis of Ceylon.—The three skulls of men give an average of 45*51 oz., or 1290

grms., that of five women is only 39*33 oz., or 1115 grms., the former being kept up by

a megalocephalic cranium with an unusual brain-weight of 57*58 oz., or 1632 grms.

The general mean of the series is nevertheless only 41*23 oz., or 1168 grms.

2. Cingalese.—The 6 men have an average of 47*21 oz., or 1338 grms. ; the 5 women

of 42*98 oz., or 1218 grms.; the mean of the entire series being 45*32 oz., or 1284

grms.

3. Afghans.—It is almost the same with the Afghans as with the Vedahs, the average

of the 4 men is 45*32 oz., or 1235 grms., notwithstanding one of the series is a megalo-

cephalic skull giving a brain-weight of 58*96 oz., or 1671 grms. The diversity of mag-

nitude in crania occurring in the same race is well exemplified in two of these male

specimens, as given in the Table. The mean of the entire series of males and females

is only 42*11 oz., or 1193 grms.

4. Hindoos.— The 35 male Hindoos give an average brain-weight of 44*22 oz., or

1253 grms.; the 31 women of 39*99 oz., or 1133 grms.; and the mean of the entire

series is 42*11 oz., or 1193 grms., which is exactly the same as that of the Afghans.

Both general means are so low that they are almost equalled by that of the small Vedahs

of Ceylon. This extraordinary difference in the weight of the brains in the races of

India from those of Europe seems to be deserving of the serious consideration of the

advocates of the Indo-Germanic, or Aryan hypothesis. The mean brain-weight of

Hindoos is one-tenth less than that of Germans and English. Hr. Morton in his Table

introduces his “ Indostanic Family,” which is composed of 8 “ Ayras ” and 25 Bengalees,

mixed of the two sexes, and when his means are reduced to our standard, according to

our rules, they exhibit a general mean of 41*74 oz., or 1183 grms., which is a little less,

about 10 grms., than our mean. The results we have thus obtained go far to justify, if

they do not entirely justify, the depreciatory estimate of Professor Huschke, wdien he

roughly stated the brain-weight of the Hindoos at from 1000 to 1100 grms.

5. Mussulmans.—A comparison of the averages of the brain-weights of these skulls

with those of the Hindoos, shows a slight advantage in favour of the Mussulmans.

6. Khonds.—The 2 skulls of men of this race of the unquestioned aborigines, or Hill

Tribes, of India, give a very small mean, only 37*87 oz., or 1073 grms., which is a dif-

ference of brain-weight amounting to nearly 6 ounces less than the mean of English

women.

8. Lepchas.—As we ascend the Himalayan slope we meet with races having an

mdccclxviii. 4 c
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increased weight of brain. The 13 Lepchas, which include almost an equal number

of men and of women, give a mean of 44-08 oz., or 1249 grms.

9. Bodos. 10. Bhotias.—These two races agree in having an equally increased

weight of the encephalon, the first of 45-97 oz., or 1303 grms., and the second of

45-90 oz., or 1301 grms.

11. Mishmees. 12. Singpho. 13. Nagas.—These three races of Assam, of whom we

have male skulls only, agree in presenting a brain-weight in the medium of 47 '80 oz.,

or 1355 grms.

14. Siamese.—The people of Siam are represented by 7 crania, 4 of men and 3 of

women, and they come slightly below the races of Assam, the mean being 47-14 oz.,

or 1336 grms.

15. Chinese.—The Chinese are well represented by 33 skulls, 25 of men and 8 of

women, or about three-fourths those of men. The mean of the series reaches to 47-00 oz.,

or 1332 grms*.

16. Burmese.—These 5 skulls of men prove that the races of Assam, Siam, China, and

Burmah agree in the relative volume of brain, which is a mean on a par with the

general mean of European races.

17. Japanese.—From the examples here given, which, however, are only one skull of

each sex, it might be considered that the Japanese suffer a serious diminution of brain-

weight from their neighbours the Chinese and others. The mean of the two is only

40-32 oz., or 1143 grms. Further observations will probably correct this conclusion.

18. Ainos.—The European-looking skulls of the Amos of Yesso, present a brain-

Aveight decidedly greater than the Japanese of this Collection.

It will be seen that the general average of the 210 skulls of Asiatic Races is 44‘44 oz.,

or 1259 grms. That of the European Races was 47-12 oz., or 1335 grms., which shows

a difference of 76 grms. in favour of Europeans.

Table III.—African Races.

In proceeding to the African Races we commence with

1. Berbers , and

2. Guanches, the old inhabitants of the Island of Teneriffe. These were people with

somewhat small brains
; the mean of the series of 21 skulls, the great majority of which

are those of women, is 43-49 oz., or 1233 grms.f.

* The mean stature of 26 Chinese men was found by Dr. Weisbach to be 1630 millims., or 5 feet 4-2 inches,

of 3 Chinese women 1475 millims ., or 4 ft. 10 inches.

t The Guanches, unlike the Negroes of the adjoining Continent, were a race of small stature. The mummy
at Cambridge measures 4 feet 10 inches, that of the man in the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons of

England is of the same height, and that of another man in the Museum of the Jardin des Plantes is half an

inch taller. The skeleton of the woman in this last collection I found to measure only 4 feet 4 inches. It was

a singular misconception on the part of Baron Al. yon Humboldt, who said the Guanches were famed for their

tall stature, being the Patagonians of the Old World.
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3. Negroes of Tribes unknown.—These continental Negroes slightly exceed the insular

Guanches in brain-weight. There are 16 skulls, three-fourths of which are those of

men, and the general mean brain-weight is 44-08 oz., or 1249 grms.

The individual crania of different tribes, of which there are many, give different brain-

weights, varying among the men from 46-92 oz., or 1330 grms., a Joloff and a Serryia,

both Tribes of the Gambia, to 41-60 oz., or 1179 grms., a Fantee. There are but two

of women, a Fantee 39-11 oz., or 1108 grms., and a Mandingoe only 34-15 oz., or 968

grms. These brain-weights deserve to be recorded, but are not sufficiently numerous to

be of much value.

10. Nahomans.—These 12 crania, of which three-fourths are those of men, and the

rest belonged to the Amazonian soldiers of the King of Dahomey, present a higher

general mean at 46*34 oz., or 1313 grms.

14. Bcikeles.—A warlike Tribe on the Equator, of whom there are seven specimens,

a majority of which are those of women, present a general mean of the series equal to

the Daliomans, viz. 46 - 41 oz., or 1315 grms.

It may be convenient in this place to express the general means of the series of all

these Negro Tribes, from 3. Negroes of Tribes unknown to 21. Manganja. The mean

brain-weights of the 38 men is 45"88 oz., or 1300 grms. That of the 31 women is

41-06 oz., or 1164 grms. And the mean of both sexes is 43-47 oz., or 1232 grms. This

is a surprisingly small weight of brain, when we call to mind the assertions of Professor

Tiedemann upon this subject.

The only Negro brain actually weighed by Professor Tiedemann appears to have been

that of “ Honore,” who died at Liege, in 1834, whose brain was preserved in spirits of

wine and sent to Tiedemann. He used Nuremberg apothecaries weight in his experi-

ments, which he seems to have regarded as equal to our troy weight, but this is not the

case*. From the fact of the great change undergone by Honore’s brain by hardening

in spirit, and the confusion of weights, it is not desirable to dwell upon this observation.

The errors into which this distinguished physiologist was led by his sympathies for the

Negro race, and which have been so often pointed out, render it advisable that we should

refer to more reliable authorities.

Dr. Peacock has weighed the brains of 5 Negroes and given a Table, into which he has

introduced two observations of Professor John Reid. The average brain-weight of the

men is 44-34 oz., or 1257 grms., that of the women 43-50 oz., or 1233 grms., and the

mean of the sexes 43-92 oz., or 1245 grms.f. This result of actual weighing is exactly

13 grms. more than our mean of the sexes. The brain of a Negro weighed by Professor

Paul Broca was found to be 925 grms. ; but this is not to be regarded as a satisfactory

* The Nuremberg apothecaries weight stands in relation to English apothecaries weight as 357854 to 373095.

Balbi, “ Abrege de Geographie,” 1833, Tableau Comparatif des Monnaies, et des Poids et Mesures, pp. 1355

and 1295.

t “ On the Weight of the Brain of the Negro,” Memoirs of the Anthropological Society of London, vol. i.

pp. 65 and 520.

4 c 2
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observation, since the brain had undergone much decomposition*. The brain of a

Negro examined by Dr. Edmond Simon was found to weigh, with the membranes,

1226 grins, f.

As a general conclusion, without analyzing the results of Tiedemann’s gaugings of

Negro skulls, it may be unhesitatingly asserted that the brain-weight of Negroes is posi-

tively below that of Europeans.

23. Kafirs—The average brain-weight of Kafirs is considerable, and quite in contrast

with that of the true Negroes. The average of 7 Kafir men is no less than 49*04 oz.,

or 1390 grms., and that of the series 48T6 oz., or 1365 grms.

Tiedemann’s friends examined for him four skulls of Kafir men, and one that of a

woman. The result of these observations, which, for brevity’s sake, shall be reduced to

our standard, is for the whole 46*05 oz., or 1305 grms. Perhaps our examples may be

of a somewhat unusual size.

25. Bushmans.—Finally, we have this singular race of people, inhabiting the self-

same countries as the Kafirs and other Tribes, and so remarkably different from them

all, especially in the development of the brain. These four skulls of Bushmans, one of

a man and three of women, yield a mean brain-weight of only 39*70 oz., or 1125 grms.,

which is nearly a sixth less than the mean of Europeans, no doubt, a people of greater

stature, and about in the same proportion less than their fellow aborigines the Kafirs.

In the elaborate and valuable account of the Brain of a Bushwoman, by Professor

John Marshall J, there is a careful calculation of its weight in that specimen. The

brain reached him in the cranium preserved in spirits of wine, which had also been

injected into the carotid arteries. Professor Marshall endeavoured to determine by

experiment the amount of loss ofweight ensuing from this process of hardening in spirit.

His conclusion was that it is “from one-third to one-fourth, i. e. as a mean seven-twenty-

fourths of the original weight ”§. Hence, he determines that in a recent state, when

deprived of its membranes, the brain of this Bushwoman, who appears to have been

rather aged, would have weighed 30*75 oz., or 875 grms. Our estimate of the weight

of the smallest brain of the three Bushwomen is 37*22 oz., or 1055 grms. This is not

in agreement with Professor Marshall’s calculated weight, still, it is fully supported by

the statement of Messrs. Flower and Murie, as we shall see, and also by Professor

Marshall’s gauging of the capacity of this Bushwoman’s skull.

Besides weighing the brain and carefully restoring its original weight by his experi-

ments to ascertain loss from hardening in spirit, Professor Marshall gauged the capa-

city of the skull itself by filling it with water. He thus found the internal capacity of

this Bushwoman’s skull was equal to 60*64 cubic inches. Here we have both the cubic

capacity of the cranium, and also the actual weight of the brain it contained determined

metrologically, which might be regarded as a crucial test of the accuracy of the method

we have been led to adopt. By our method followed in the Tables of this Memoir, of

* Bulletins de la Soeiete d’Anthropologic de Paris, tome i. p. 54.

% Philosophical Transactions, 1864.

t Ibid, tome iv. p. 350.

§ Loc. cit., p. 506.
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allowing a tare of 15 per cent, for membranes and fluids, it is found that a skull of 60-64

cubic inches capacity would contain a brain weighing 31 •01 oz. Professor Marshall

weighed this Bushwoman’s brain, and determined its weight in the recent state to have

been 80 ‘75 oz., or only '26 oz., i. e. a quarter of an ounce less, which is a very close

agreement, showing that in this case a deduction of 15^ per cent, might have been

allowed, and that our rule is not excessive, and indeed affording an unexpected and

critical proof of the general accuracy of the method*. That it is, upon the whole, the

readiest and most reliable one for ordinary application in determining the true weight

of the brain from the internal capacity of the skull, seems to be proved.

The weight of the Bushwomen’s brain dissected by Messrs. Flower and Murie was

found to be 38 oz., or 1077 grms.f. This is in close approximation to our deduction

from the three Bushwoman’s skulls, which yield an average of 39-48 oz., or 1119 grms.^.

The general mean of our African Races, as deduced from 113 skulls, 53 of men and

60 of women, a tolerable equal proportion, is 43-89 oz., or 1244 grms. This is 3-23 oz.,

or 91 grms. less than our European general mean.

Table IV.—American Races.

1, 2, 3. Esquimaux.—We have here included the Esquimaux of the whole Arctic

Circle, from Greenland westwards. They have a considerable general mean brain-weight,

viz. 46-56 oz., or 1319 grms.

4 to 15. Iroquois to Comanche .—A series of mostly individual skulls amounting in the

whole to 18, 12 of men and 6 of women, which affords a general mean of 46-23 oz., or

1310 grms. With these may be compared the 164 crania of the “ Barbarous Tribes” of

Morton’s “ American Family.” When the mean cubic contents of these latter are

reduced to our terms, with the observation of our rule, they produce a brain-weight of

only 42-84 oz., or 1214 grms., which differs by something more than three ounces from

our mean.

14. Caribs.—These four skulls, two of each sex, produce a general mean of 42-32 oz.,

or 1199 grms.

Of South American Tribes.

15. Muizcas .—Twelve crania, 8 of men and 4 of women, produce a general mean of

44-92 oz., or 1273 grms. This is not far from the average brain-weight of the Tribes

until we reach the

22. Araucanians .—These 6 skulls, 5 of which are those of men and one of the five a

megalocephalus
,
produce a higher mean, viz. 48-02 oz., or 1361 grms.

The general mean of the whole 83 skulls of American Races, of which 52 are those of

* Perhaps in small brains the membranes will be proportionately heavier than in large ones.

t The Journal of Anatomy and Physiology, May 1867, vol. i. p. 286. Account of the Dissection of a Bush-

woman, by W. H. Floweii, F.R.S., and.

J

ames Mukie, M.D.

+ Her stature was 4 feet inches, or 4 inches less than the Hottentot Venus.
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men and 31 those of women, is 44*64 oz., or 1265 grms. This is 2*48 oz., or 70 grms.,

less than the general mean brain-weight among European Races. It is also so near the

general mean of the Asiatic and African Races, as to lead to the conclusion that all three

may be regarded in general as nearly equal in the weights of their brains.

Table V.—Australian Races.

We come next to the Australian Races, or the Tribes occupying the Great Australian

Continent, and Van Diemen’s Land. These are highly interesting people, impressed as

they are so deeply with marked differences from the races of all the rest of the globe.

These differences extend to their average brain-weights.

1. Australians.—These 24 crania of Australians, 17 those of men and 7 of women,

afford a general mean brain-weight of 41*38 oz., or 1173 grms.*

2. Tasmanians.—Of these there are 11 examples, 7 those of men and 4 of women,

and they yield a slightly higher brain-weight than the mean of the Australians. This

might have been expected, as they are a distinct race, and also decidedly more robust in

physical conformation than the gracile Australians.

The investigation of the 35 skulls of Australian Races, 24 of which are those of men
and 11 those of women, gives a general mean brain-weight of 41*81 oz., or 1185 grms.

In this they stand apart from the people of all the other great divisions of the globe by

possessing the smallest brain. They have a brain-weight which is one-ninth less than

that of Europeans.

Table VII.—Oceanic Races.

The last great section into which for convenience we have divided human beings. It

includes the aboriginal inhabitants of all the Islands of the North and of the South Pacific

Oceans. It embraces very diverse peoples, differing materially in physical conformation

and every human character. Some of these races are distinguished by considerable deve-

lopment of the brain, whilst others are as remarkable for deficiency of brain-weight.

A few brief remarks upon these peculiarities must suffice.

* Dr. Weisbach states the mean stature of two Australian men to have been 1617 millims., or 5 feet

3-7 inches, and that of two Australian women 1552 millims., or 5 feet 1*2 inch. The two Victorian Austra-

lians measured by Dr. Ludwig Becker were respectively 5 feet 2 inches and 6 feet inches. By adding to

these the few reliable replies obtained by the Select Committee of the Legislative Council of Victoria, where the

data were acquired by actual measurements, we obtain a mean stature of 15 Australia men of 5 feet 6 inches.

(Report on the Aborigines, Victoria, 1858-59.) The only two women said to have been positively measured

were respectively 4 feet 10|- inches and 4 feet 11 inches. These, together with Dr. Weisbach’s examples,

afford a mean of 4 feet 11-5 inches. The heights of three skeletons of male Australians are respectively 1514

millims., or 4 feet 11-7 inches, 1540 millims., or 5 feet 0'6 inch, and 1660 millims, or 5 feet 3 - l inches, in the

mean 5 feet 1-9 inch. There is no reason to doubt that the stature of Australians in different regions of the

continent varied, even that of different Tribes did not agree. These singular and interesting people afford con-

vincing evidence fhat the weight of the brain is a special race-character.
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1. Nicobarian*. 4. Malays

.

—Eight skulls, six of men and four of women, afford

one of the highest means among the Oceanic Races, viz. 47*07 oz., or 1334 grms. of

brain-weight. This might have been anticipated for such a bold and enterprising race

who have pushed their migrations, chiefly for commercial purposes, over almost the

whole Ocean.

5. BanJcans. 7. Madurans\. 12. Tidorese.—These three races are represented by

skulls of men only, and hence their mean brain-weights are considerable—53*36 oz., or

1512 grms., 50*79 oz., or 1439 grms., and 50*28 oz., or 1425 grms.

6. Javans$.—The Collection which has afforded the materials for this Memoir is rich

in crania from the Dutch dominions in the East Indian Archipelago. It should be

observed that among these the skulls of men predominate. Hence the higher means

which prevail among the races of these islands.

Among the remaining Islands of the Pacific there are two markedly different brain-

weights to be observed, of which examples may be noted here.

29. Marquesan Islanders. 30. Kanakas.—These peoples are represented by a tole-

rably fair number of each sex. The former in 16 skulls of men give a mean brain-weight

of 47*80 oz., or 1355 grms., and among 11 skulls of women, a mean of 43*20 oz., or 1224

grms; the mean of the whole 16 being 46*56 oz., or 1319 grms. Of the Kanakas, or

Sandwich Islanders, there are 67 crania of men, affording a mean brain-weight of 47*89 oz,

or 1357 grms., and 54 of women, with a mean of 43*78 oz., or 1241 grms. ; the mean of

the entire series being 45*97 oz., or 1303 grms. If we suppose these to be represen-

tatives of the more highly endowed of the islanders of this vast Ocean, others might be

selected to exhibit the less favoured races. Among these are—1. Nicobarian. 15. Kayaks.

17. Negritos. 18. Oolean. 20. Salomon Islanders. 23. New Hebrideans. In some of

these, as the Nicobarian, the Negritos and the Oolean, male skulls alone produce a very

low brain-weight, as 40*35 oz., or 1143 grms. for the first, 40*53 oz., or 1149 grms. for

the next, and 42*13 oz., or 1194 grms., for the third. In others a great preponderance

of the skulls of men raises the brain-weight to only a low mean ; as the Dayaks, where

there are three-fourths of the skulls those of males, the general mean is 44*08 oz., or

1249 grms. The Salomon Islanders offer the same proportion of the sexes, and the

mean of the series is 44*15 oz., or 1251 grms. Among the New Hebrideans nine out

of ten of the skulls are those of men, yet the mean brain-weight of the series only rises

to 43*92 oz., or 1245 grms.

* The mean stature of 51 Nicobar Islanders, men, was found by Dr. Weisbach to be 1668 milbms., i. e.

5 feet 5-7 inches. The brain-weight of the individual in the Table was only 40-35 oz.

t Dr. Weisbach found the stature of 4 Maduran men to be 1625 millims., or 5 feet 4-1 inches. This is an

evidence that, although, as a general rule, the brain is found to be small in people of short races, yet it is not

by any means uniformly so. In truth, this and other similar facts show that the size of the brain, like most

other human peculiarities, is a race-character.

+ Dr. A. Weisbach found the average stature of 9 Javan men to he 1679 millims., or 5 feet 6 inches, that of

8 Javan women 1461 millims., or 4 feet 9-6 inches.
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25. Maoris *.

In conclusion, a hope may be expressed that this investigation has shown that some

confidence may be placed in the method which has been followed ; and that there is

reason to think this communication may prove a valid contribution to the important and

interesting subject of the weight of the brain in the different Races of Man.

Postscript.

[Deceived July 31, 1868.]

The value of this communication, so far as it turns upon the proposed tare employed

in its calculations, has received an important illustration, which must be alluded to here.

The great politeness of an eminent Austrian anatomist, Dr. A. Weisbach, of Vienna,

has afforded the means of testing this validity in a more complete manner than could

be expected to occur in this country. He has taken the encephala out of 115 skulls of

males and females, and carefully weighed them ; subsequently, when the cranium was

prepared, he has gauged its capacity in each case. The data he has thus obtained, he

has had the goodness to communicate. They afford the chief materials for the following

Table. The capacity is given in cubic centimetres first, then the estimated weight of the

brain as deduced from our method, next the actual weight of the brain, without mem-

branes, fluids and medulla oblongata
,
as determined by Dr. Weisbach. In order to

compensate for this deficiency of the medulla oblongata, an addition of 14 grms., or

half an ounce av., is made to each mean, so as to show in the next column the real

weight of the entire brain. By this addition it is believed that we shall compensate as

nearly as may be necessary for the absence of the medulla oblongata, which constitutes

a portion of the contents of the skull. Professors Quain and Sharpey, quoting

from Dr. Reid, state that the pons Varolii and medulla oblongata conjointly weigh in

men 15f drs. av., in women 1 oz. and a quarter of a dr.f. By Dr. Robert Boyd it is

said, “ the average weight of the pons Varolii and medulla varied in the males from

1T5 oz. to 1'02 oz., and from T05 to -95 oz. in the females”^. Considering these ob-

servations to prove that these two portions of the contents of the cranium, the pons

Varolii, and the medulla oblongata, weigh on the average about an ounce, we may con-

veniently regard them as each weighing half an ounce. The last column of the Table

shows the exact average amount of the deficiency, or of the excess, of our estimated

weight of the brain, in relation to that obtained by Dr. Weisbach’s experiments.

* The mean stature of 3 New Zealand men was found by Dr. Weisbach to be 1757 millims., or 5 feet 9-2

inches.

t Elements of Anatomy, 5th ed., 1848, vol. ii. p. 672.

X Philosophical Transactions, 1861, p. 262.
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Number
of

cases.

Sexes. Ages.
Capacity

of skulls.

Estimated
weights of

brains.

Actual weights of

brains, without
membranes, fluids,

and medulla
oblongata.

With the addition

of 14 grms. for the

medulla oblongata.

Differences between
estimated weights

and actual weights.

The former more
than the latter -j-,

less than thelatter—

.

5

75

9
11

100

15

115

6
6
6
6
6
$

<S and $

10 to 19 years

20 to 29 years

30 to 59 years

60 to 90 years

10 to 90 years

cub. cent.

1436-62

1535-52

1556-96

1550-43

1533- 11

1318-30

1505-09

grms.

1270-06

1355-11

1374-95
1349-44

1352-27

1165-16

1329-59

grms.

1209-85

1327-43

1316-12

1227-21

1310-06

115965
1290-44

grms.

1223-85

1341-43

1330-12

1241-21

1324-06

1173-65

1304-44

grms.

46-21 +
13-68 +
44-83 +

108-23+
28-21 +
8-49-

25-15 +

The results of these tests of our rule of a tare of 15 per cent., for so the experiments

of Dr. Weisbach may be regarded, are that in each of the groups into which the ages

are divided our estimated weight exceeds the true weight of the brain, except in the case

of the brains of the 15 women. In these the estimated weight falls short of the actual

weight by an average of 8‘49 grms., or nearly *30 of an ounce. The other groups stand

thus, ascending from the lowest to the highest. In 75 men from 20 to 29 years of age,

that is, in the vigour of life (and it is to this period of life that the great majority of the

skulls of the preceding race-Tables belong), the estimate exceeds the true weight by only

13-68 grms., or about half an ounce. In the whole number of cases taken together, the

excess of the estimate is 25T5 grms., or about -90 of an ounce. In the entire group of

males this excess is 28-21 grms., or as near as may be one ounce. In the 9 males from

30 to 59 years of age, when it seems that the brain begins to have an increment in its

fluids, it rises to 44-83 grms., or a trifle more than an ounce and a half. Before this

organ reaches its maturity, as in the group of males from 10 to 19 years of age, the

excess of our estimate is almost the same, viz. 46-21 grms., or somewhat above an ounce

and a half, which shows the large amount of serosity in the brain at this early period of

life, when the organ is in a state of active growth. But it is in advanced life, when this

serosity again abounds, that our estimate is most remote from the actual weight of the

cerebral mass itself. Here the discrepancy amounts to 108-23 grms., or approaching

to 4 ounces.

It must be recollected that, although our general rule is of great value in estimating

the true weight of the brain from the capacity of the skull, where we have a large

number of specimens of different sexes and ages before us, and is perhaps as near as any

general rule that can be laid down, it is not to be expected that any uniform rate of

deduction can be devised which will be correct even in the majority of individual in-

stances, where the causes of deviation are so varied and complex. The complete test to

which our rule has been put by these 115 careful experiments on brains of very different

ages, shows its value and general correctness in a more satisfactory manner than could

have been anticipated. If further investigations should prove that Dr. Weisbach’s

observations may be taken to possess an average value, it will probably be desirable to

increase our rate of tare to a slight extent.

mdccclxviii. 4 d
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XXI. Further Observations on the Spectra of some of the Stars and Nebulae, with an

Attempt to determine therefrom whether these Bodies are moving towards orfrom

the Earth, also Observations on the Spectra of the Sun and of Comet II., 1868.

By William Huggins, F.B.S.

Eeceived April 23*,—Read May 14, 1868.

§ I. Introduction.

In a paper “ On the Spectra of some of the Fixed Stars ”f by myself and Dr. W. A.

Miller, Treas. E.S., we gave an account of the method by which we had succeeded

during the years 1862 and 1863 in making trustworthy simultaneous comparisons of the

bright lines of terrestrial substances with the dark lines in the spectra of some of the fixed

stars. We were at the time fully aware that these direct comparisons were not only of

value for the more immediate purpose for which they had been undertaken, namely, to

obtain information of the chemical constitution of the investing atmospheres of the stars,

but that they might also possibly serve to tell us something of the motions of the stars

relatively to our system. If the stars were moving towards or from the earth, their

motion, compounded with the earth’s motion, would alter to an observer on the earth

the refrangibility of the light emitted by them, and consequently the lines of terrestrial

substances would no longer coincide in position in the spectrum with the dark lines

produced by the absorption of the vapours of the same substances existing in the stars.

The apparatus employed by us was furnished with two prisms of dense flint glass,

each with a refracting angle of 60°, and permitted the comparisons to be made with so

much accuracy that the displacement of a line, or of a group of lines, to an amount

smaller even than the interval which separates the components of Fraunhofer’s D would

have been easily detected. We were, therefore, in possession of the information that

none of the stars the lines in the spectra of which we had compared with sufficient care,

were moving in the direction of the visual ray with a velocity so great, relatively to

that of light, as to shift a line through an interval corresponding to a difference of wave-

length equal to that which separates the components of D. To produce an alteration

of refrangibility of this amount, a velocity of about 196 miles per second would be

required. The following stars, with some others, were observed with the requisite accu-

racy :—Aldebaran, a Orionis, j3 Pegasi, Sirius, a Lyrse, Capella, Arcturus, Pollux, Castor.

F* This date of reception applies to the part of the paper containing the observations on the stars and nebulae.

The part containing the observations on the sun was received April 30 ;
that containing the observations on

Comet II., 1868, was received July 2, and is printed in continuation of the paper read May 14.—G. G. S.J

t Philosophical Transactions, 1864, p. 413.

4 D 2
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It appeared premature at the time to refer to these negative results, as it did not

seem to be probable that the stars were moving with velocities sufficiently great to cause

a change of refrangibility which could be detected with our instrument. The insuffi-

ciency of our apparatus for this very delicate investigation does not, however, diminish

the trustworthiness of the results we obtained respecting the chemical constitution of

the stars, as the evidence for the existence or otherwise of a terrestrial substance was

made to rest upon the coincidence, or want of coincidence in general character as well

as position of several lines
,
and not upon that of a single line.

According to the undulatory theory, light is propagated with equal velocity in all

directions, whether the luminous body be at rest or in motion. The change of refran-

gibility is therefore to be looked for from the diminished or increased distance the

light would have to traverse if the luminous object and the observer had a rapid motion

towards or from each other. The great relative velocity of light to the known planetary

velocities, and to the probable motions of the few stars of which the parallax is known,

showed that any alterations of position which might be expected from this cause in the

lines of the stellar spectra would not exceed a fraction of the interval between the

double line D, for that part of the spectrum.

I have devoted much time to the construction and trial of various forms of apparatus

with which I hoped to accomplish the detection of so small an amount of change of

refrangibility. The difficulties of this investigation I have found to be very great, and

it is only after some years that I have succeeded in obtaining a few results which I hope

will be acceptable to the Royal Society.

The subject of the influence of the motions of the heavenly bodies on the index of

refraction of light had already, at the time of the publication of our paper in 1864,

occupied the attention of Mr. J. C. Maxwell, F.R.S., who had made some experiments

in an analogous direction. In the spring of last year, at my request, Mr. Maxwell

sent to me a statement of his views and of the experiments which he had made. I have

his permission to enrich this communication with the clear statement of the subject

which is contained in his letter, dated June 10, 1867.

In 1841, Doppler showed that since the impression which is received by the eye or

the ear does not depend upon the intrinsic strength and period of the waves of light and

of sound, but is determined by the interval of time in which they fall upon the organ

of the observer, it follows that the colour and intensity of an impression of light, and

the pitch and strength of a sound will be altered by a motion of the source of the light

or of the sound, or by a motion of the observer, towards or from each other *.

Doppler endeavoured by this consideration to account for the remarkable differences

of colour which some of the binary stars present, and for some other phenomena of the

heavenly bodies. That Doppler was not correct in making this application of his theory

is obvious from the consideration that even if a star could be conceived to be moving with

* “ TJeber das farbige Iicbt der Doppelsterne und einiger anderer Gestime des Himmels,” Bobm. Gesell. Abh. ii.

1841-42, s. 465.
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a velocity sufficient to alter its colour sensibly to the eye, still no change of colour would

be perceived, for the reason that beyond the visible spectrum, at both extremities, there

exists a store of invisible waves which would be at the same time exalted or degraded

into visibility, to take the place of the waves which had been raised or lowered in refran-

gibility by the star’s motion. No change of colour, therefore, could take place until

the whole of those invisible waves of force had been expended, which would only be the

case when the relative motion of the source of light and the observer was several times

greater than that of light.

In 1845, Ballot published a series of acoustic experiments which support Doppler’s

theory in the case of sound. In the same paper Ballot advances several objections to

Doppler’s application of his theory to the colours of the stars*.

This paper was followed by several papers by Doppler in reply to the objections which

were brought against his conclusions f.

In 1847 two memoirs were published by Sestini on the colours of the stars in con-

nexion with Doppler’s theory J.

More recently, in 1866, Klinkerfues § published a memoir on the influence of the

motion of a source of light upon the refrangibility of its rays, and described therein a

series of observations from which he deduces certain amounts of motion, in the case of

some of the objects observed by him.

The method employed by Klinkerfues has been critically discussed by Dr. Sohncke ||.

It may be sufficient to state that as Klinkerfues employs an achromatic prism, it does

not seem possible, by his method of observing, to obtain any information of the motion

of the stars
; for in such a prism the difference of period of the luminous waves would be

as far as possible, annulled. It is, however, conceivable that his observations of the

light when travelling from E. to W., and from W. to E., might show a difference in the

two cases, arising from the earth’s motion through the ether.

Father Secchi has quite recently called attention to this subject^]". In his paper he

states that he has not been able to detect any change of refrangibility in the case of

certain stars, of an amount equal to the difference between the components of the double

line D. These results are in accordance with those obtained by myself and Dr. Miller

in 1863, so far as they refer to the stars which had been examined by us.

Father Secchi’s method of using an unrefracted image as a fiducial mark with di-

verging rays passing through the prisms might, it is conceivable, be open to objection.

* “ Akustische Yersuche auf der Niederlandischen Eisenbahn nebst gelegentlichen Bemerkungen zur Theorie

des Urn. Prof. Doppler,” Pogg. Ann. B. lxvi, s. 321.

f See Pogg. Ann. B. lxxxi. s. 270, and Pogg. Ann. B. lxxxvi. s. 371.

X Memoria sopra i colori delle stelle del catalogo de Baily osservati dal P. Bane Sestini. Roma, 1847.

§
“ Eernere Mittheilnngen iiber den Einflnss der Bewegung der Licbtqnelle anf die Brechbarkeit eines Strahls,

von W. Rlinkereues,” Nachr. K. G. der ~W. zu Gottingen, No. 4, s. 33.

||

“ Ueber den Einfluss der Bewegung der Lichtquelle anf die Breebung, kritische Bemerkungen zu der Ent-

deckung des Hrn. Prof. Klinkerfues. Yon Hrn. Dr. Sohncke, Astron.” Nachr. No. 1646.

If Comptes Rendus, 2 Mars 1868, p. 398.
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He appears to consider that, to produce a certain alteration of refrangibility, half the

velocity would be required in the case of the approach of a star to that which would be

necessary if the star were receding. This is not the case, for equal velocities of separa-

tion or approach give equal changes of wave-length. It is true that a difference of an

octave is produced by a relative velocity of separation equal to that of light, and by a

velocity of approach equal to half that of light ; but the difference in length of a wave

and its octave below (which is twice as long) is in the same proportion greater than the

difference between it and the octave above (which is half as long).

The experiments of M. Fizeau in connexion with this subject are referred to by

Mr. Maxwell in the following statement of his views and experiments, which was received

by me on June 12, 1867.

On the Influence of the Motions of the Heavenly Bodies on the Index of Refraction of

Light.

Let a source of light be such that it produces n disturbances or vibrations per second,

and let it be at such a distance from the earth that the light requires a time T to reach

the earth. Let the distance of the source of light from the earth be altered, either by

the motion of the source of light, or by that of the earth, so that the light which ema-

nates from the source t seconds afterwards reaches the earth in a time T'.

During the t seconds nt vibrations of the source of light took place, and these reached

the earth between the time T and the time #-j-T', that is, during tffi-T'—T seconds.

The number of vibrations which reached the earth per second was therefore no longer n,

but n t+T,_T
-

If v is the velocity of separation of the source of light from the earth, and V the velo-

city of light between the bodies relative to the earth, then ^=Y(T'— T), and the

number of vibrations per second at the earth will be n *r— •

L V +v

If V0 is the velocity of propagation of light in the luminiferous medium, and if v0 is

the velocity of the earth, v—

v

V — V 0 v0,

and the wave-length will be increased by a fraction of itself equal to

V

vo-^o
Since v0 only introduces a correction which is small compared even with the alteration

of wave-length, it cannot be determined by spectroscopic observations with our present

instruments, and it need not be considered in the discussion of our observations.

If, therefore, the light of the star is due to the combustion of sodium, or any other

element which gives rise to vibrations of definite period, or if the light of the star is

absorbed by sodium vapour, so as to be deficient in vibrations of a definite period, then

the light, when it reaches the earth, will have an excess or defect of rays whose period

of vibration is to that of the sodium period as Y-f-w is to Y.
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As an example, let ns suppose the star to be fixed and the earth to be moving directly

away from the star with the velocity due to its motion round the sun. The coefficient

of aberration indicates that the velocity of light is about 10,000 times that of the earth

in its orbit, and it appears from the observations of Angstrom and Ditscheiner that the

wave-length of the less refrangible of the lines forming D exceeds that of the other by

about one-thousandth part of itself. Hence, if the lines corresponding to D in the light

of the star are due to sodium in the star, these lines in the starlight will be less refran-

gible than the corresponding lines in a terrestrial sodium-flame by about a tenth part

of the difference between D, and D2 .

When the earth is moving towards the star, the lines will be more refrangible than

the corresponding terrestrial lines by about the same quantity.

The effect of the proper motion of stars would of course have to be compounded with

the effect of the earth’s own motion, in order to determine the velocity of approach or

separation.

To observe these differences of the light from stars, a spectroscope is necessary, that is,

an instrument for separating the rays of different periods ; and it is immaterial in what

direction the refraction of the light through the prisms takes place, because the period

of the light is the thing to be observed by comparison with that of a terrestrial flame.

If, instead of a spectroscope, an achromatic prism were used, which produces an equal

deviation on rays of different periods, no difference between the light of different stars

could be detected, as the only difference which could exist is that of their period.

If the motion of a luminiferous medium in the place where the experiment is made is

different from that of the earth, a difference in the deviation might be expected according

to the direction of the ray within the prisms, and this difference would be nearly the

same whatever the source of the light.

There are therefore two different and independent subjects of experiment. The one

is the alteration in the period of vibration of light due to the relative motion of the stars

and the earth. The fact of such an alteration is independent of the form under which

we accept the theory of undulations, and the possibility of establishing its existence de-

pends on the discovery of lines in the stellar spectra, indicating by their arrangement that

their origin is due to the existence of substances in the star having the same properties

as substances found on the earth. Any method of observing small differences in the

period of vibration of rays, if sufficiently exact, will enable us to verify the theory, and

to determine the actual rate of approach or separation between the earth and any star.

The other subject of experiment is the relation between the index of refraction of a

ray and the direction in which it traverses the prism. The essentials of this experi-

ment are entirely terrestrial, and independent of the source of light, and depend only on

the relative motion of the prism and the luminiferous medium, and on the direction in

which the ray passes through the prism.

The theory of this experiment, however, depends on the form in which we accept the

theory of undulations. In every form of the theory, the index of refraction depends on
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the retardation which a ray experiences on account of having to traverse a dense medium

instead of a vacuum. Let us calculate this retardation.

Let there be a transparent medium whose thickness is a, and let it be supposed fixed.

Let the luminiferous ether be supposed to move with velocity v in air, and with velocity

v' within the medium. Let light be propagated through the ether with velocity V in air

and with velocity V' within the medium. Then the absolute velocity of the light will

be w-f-V in air and «/+V' within the medium, and the retardation, or difference of time

in traversing a thickness a of the medium, and an equal thickness of air, will be

a
(v'+y' v+Y)

;

and the retardation in distance reckoned as at the velocity, Y will be

[V v' /V2 v\ v'*/Y3 v*\ . "}

a
[V'
— 1“V ^V,2

~
v'

)

+V2^V,3 “?;'2
)
~ &C

-

J

Y
Now, according to every form of the theory, y,=^, the index of refraction, and

according to Fresnel’s form of the theory, in which the density of the medium varies

as yj
2
,
the equation of continuity requires that ^=^2

. In this case the second term dis-

appears and the retardation is terms in which may be neglected, as V is

more than 10000 times v.

Hence, on Fresnel’s theory, the retardation due to the prism is not sensibly affected

by the motion of the earth. The same would be true on the hypothesis that the lumi-

niferous ether near the earth’s surface moves along with the earth, whatever the form of

the theory of the medium.

Since the deviation of light by the prism depends entirely on the retardation of the

rays within the glass, no effect of the earth’s motion on the refrangibility of light is to

be expected. Professor Stokes (Phil. Mag. 1846, p. 63) has also given a direct proof of

this statement, and the experiment of Arago confirms it to a certain degree of exactness.

In order to test the equality of the index of refraction for light moving in opposite

directions through a prism, I employed in 1864 the following arrangement.

I made use of a spectroscope constructed by Mr. Becker, and provided with a tube at

right angles to the axis of the observing-telescope, carrying a transparent plate of parallel

glass placed between the object-glass and its focus, so as to reflect the light which enters

the tube along the axis of the telescope towards the object-glass. In this tube is placed

a screen with a vertical slit, in the middle of which is a vertical spider-line so arranged

that its virtual image formed by the first surface of the glass plate coincides with the

crossing of the spider-lines of the telescope at the principal focus of the object-glass.

This coincidence is tested by observing the cross lines through the other telescope, with

the two telescopes facing each other. The eyepiece of the second telescope is then

removed, and a plane mirror is placed at the focus of the object-glass, perpendicular to

the axis, and the telescopes are so adjusted that light entering by the side tube is
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reflected down the axis of the first telescope, traverses the prisms in succession, enters

the second telescope, is reflected by the mirror at its focus, and emerges from the tele-

scope parallel to its direction at incidence
; it then traverses the prisms in the reverse

order, and is brought to a focus at the cross lines of the first telescope.

If the deviation of the rays in passing through the prisms from east to west differs from

that produced during their passage from west to east, the image of the vertical spider-

line formed by the rays which have traversed the prisms twice will not coincide with

the intersection of the spider-lines as before.

I have found, however, that when the instrument is properly adjusted, the coincidence

is so perfect with respect to rays of all refrangibilities, that the image of the vertical

spider-line is seen with perfect distinctness, though the rays which form it have passed

twice through three prisms of 60°.

If we observe the coincidence of this image with the intersection of the spider-lines

at the focus when the rays pass through the prisms first in the direction of the earth’s

motion and return in the opposite direction, we may then reverse the whole instrument,

so that the rays pursue an opposite path with respect to the earth’s motion. T have

tried this experiment at various times of the year since the year 1864, and have never

detected the slightest effect due to the earth’s motion. If the image of the spider-line

is hid by the intersection of the cross lines in one position, it remains hid in precisely

the same way in the other position, though a deviation corresponding to one-twentieth

of the distance of the components of the line D could be easily detected.

On the other hand, M. Fizeau* has observed a difference in the rotation of the plane

of polarization according as the ray travels in the direction of the earth’s motion or in

the contrary direction, and M. Angstrom has observed a similar difference in phenomena

of diffraction. I am not aware that either of these very difficult observations has been

confirmed by repetition.

In another experiment of M. Fizeau, which seems entitled to greater confidence,

he has observed that the propagation of light in a stream of water takes place with

greater velocity in the direction in which the water moves than in the opposite direc-

tion, but that the acceleration is less than that which would be due to the actual velo-

city of the water, and that the phenomenon does not occur when air is substituted

for water. This experiment seems rather to verify Fresnel’s theory of the ether ; but

the whole question of the state of luminiferous medium near the earth, and of its

connexion with gross matter, is very far as yet from being settled by experiment.

June 10, 1867. James Clerk Maxwell.

§ II. Description of Apparatus.

All the experiments were made with my refractor by Alvan Clark, of 8 inches aper-

ture and 10 feet focal length, which is mounted equatorially, and carried very smoothly

* Ann. de Chimie et de Physique, Feb. 1860.

4 EMDCCCLXVIII.
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by a clock-motion. As even on nights of unusual steadiness the lines in the spectra of

the stars are necessarily, for several reasons, more difficult of minute discrimination of

position than are those of the solar spectrum, it is important that the apparatus employed

should give an ample amount of dispersion relatively to the degree of minuteness of ob-

servation which it is proposed to attempt.

In 1866 I constructed a spectroscope for the special objects of research described in

this paper, which was furnished with three prisms of 60° of very dense flint glass. The

solar lines were seen with great distinctness. I found, however, that, in order to obtain

a separation of the lines sufficient for my purpose, an eyepiece magnifying ten or twelve

diameters was necessary. Under these circumstances the stellar lines were not seen in

the continued steady manner which is necessary for the trustworthy determination of

the minute differences of position which were to be observed. After devoting to these

observations the most favourable nights which occurred during a period of some months,

I found that if success was to be obtained, it would probably be with an apparatus in

which a larger number of prisms and a smaller magnifying power were employed.

The inconvenience arising from the pencils, after passing through the prisms, crossing

those from the collimator when more than three or four prisms are employed, and also,

in part, the circumstance that I had in my possession two very fine direct-vision prisms

on Amici’s principle, which had been made for me by Hofmann of Paris, induced me to

attempt to combine in one instrument several simple prisms with one or two compound

prisms which give direct vision. An instrument constructed in this way, as will be seen

from the following description, possesses several not unimportant advantages *.

a is an adjustible slit ; b an achromatic collimating lens of 4 -5 inches focal length ;

c represents the small telescope with which the spectrum is viewed. The train of prisms

* [An apparatus in many respects superior to the one here described has been constructed since.—October

1868 ?]
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consists of two compound prisms, d and e, and three simple prisms, f, g, h. Each of the

compound prisms contains five prisms, cemented together with Canada balsam. The

shaded portions of the diagram represent the position of the two prisms of very dense flint

glass in each compound prism. The compound prism marked e is much larger than the

other, and is permanently connected with the telescope c, with which it moves. These

compound prisms, which were made specially to my order by Hofmann, are of great per-

fection, and produced severally a dispersion fully equal to two prisms of ordinary dense

flint glass. The prisms/* and g were cut for me from a very fine piece of dense glass of

Guinand by Messrs. Simms, and have each a refracting angle of 60°. The prism h was

made by Mr. Browning from the dense flint glass manufactured by Messrs. Chance, this

prism has a refracting angle of 45°. The great excellence of all these prisms is shown

by the very great sharpness of definition of the bright lines of the metals when the induc-

tion-spark is taken before the slit, even when considerable magnifying power is employed

on the small telescope with which the spectrum is viewed. The instrument is provided

with a second collimator, of which the object-glass has a focal length of 18 inches.

The compound prism e is so fixed that it can be removed at pleasure, when the total

dispersive power of the instrument is reduced from about six and a half prisms of 60°,

to about four and a half prisms of 60°. The facility of being able to reduce the power

of the instrument has been found to be of much service for the observation of faint

objects, and also on nights when the state of the atmosphere was not very favourable.

The telescope with which the spectrum is viewed is carried by a micrometer-screw,

which, however, has not been employed for taking measures of the spectra, but only for

the purpose of setting the telescope to the part of the spectrum which it is intended to

observe. This precaution is absolutely necessary when nebulae are observed which emit

light of two or three ref'rangibilities only.

For the purpose of the simultaneous comparisons of the light of the heavenly bodies

with the lines of the terrestrial elements, the slit was provided, in the usual way, with a

small prism placed over one half of it, which received the light reflected upon it from a

small mirror placed opposite the electrodes. The plan of observation formerly employed,

and which is described in the paper “ On the Spectra of some of the Fixed Stars,” was

adopted to ensure perfect accuracy of relative position in the instrument between the

star-spectrum and the spectrum to be compared with it, since it is possible by tilting the

mirror to alter within narrow limits the position of the spectrum of the terrestrial sub-

stance relatively to that of the star. Before commencing an observation, a small alcohol-

lamp, in the wick of which bicarbonate of soda was placed, was fixed before the object-

glass of the telescope, and then the mirror and the electrodes were so adjusted that the

components of the double line D were exactly coincident in both spectra.

This plan was soon found to be very inconvenient, and even in some degree untrust-

worthy for the more delicate comparisons which were now attempted. An unobserved

accidental displacement of the spark, or of the mirror, might cause the two spectra to

differ in position by an amount equal to the whole extent of want of coincidence which

4 e 2
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it was proposed to seek for in this investigation. The observations of many nights have

been rejected, from the uncertainty as to the possible existence of an accidental displace-

ment.

Another inconvenience, so great as even to seem to diminish the hope of ultimate suc-

cess, was found to arise from the difficulty of bringing the lower margin of the star-spec-

trum into actual contact with the upper margin of the spectrum of the light reflected

into the instrument. The lines in the spectra of the stars are not, on ordinary nights,

so steady and distinct as are those of the solar spectrum. Under these difficult circum-

stances it is very desirable, as an assistance to the eye in its judgment of the absolute

identity or otherwise of the position of lines, that the bright lines of comparison should

not merely meet the dark lines in the star-spectrum, but that they should overlap them

to a small extent. When the two spectra are so arranged as to be in contact, the eye is

found to be influenced to some extent by the apparent straightness or otherwise of the

compound line formed by the coincident, or nearly coincident lines in the two spectra.

Owing to the unavoidable shortness of the collimator the lines in a broad spectrum are

slightly curved. From this cause the determination of the identity of lines in spectra

which are in contact merely is rendered more difficult, and it may be less trustworthy.

The difficulties of observation which have been referred to were in the first instance

sought to be overcome by placing the spark before the object-glass of the telescope. In

some respects this method appears to be unexceptionable, but there are disadvantages

connected with it. The bright lines, under these circumstances, extend across the star-

spectrum, and make the simultaneous observation of dark lines, which are coincident,

or nearly so with them, very difficult. When the spark is taken between open electrodes,

the consequent disturbance of the air in front of the object-glass is unfavourable to good

definition. An important disadvantage arises from the great diminution in the bright-

ness of the spark from the distance (10 feet) at which it is placed from the slit ; since in

consequence of its nearness to the object-glass, the divergence of the light from it is

diminished in a small degree only by that lens. It is obvious that, by means of a lens of

short focal length placed between the spark and the object-glass, the light from the spark

might be rendered parallel or even convergent ; but the adjustments of such a lens, so

that the pencils transmitted by it should coincide accurately in direction with the optical

axis of the telescope, would be very troublesome. When two Leyden jars, connected as

one jar, were interposed, and the spark was taken in air between platinum points, there

was visible in the spectroscope only the brightest of the lines of the air-spectrum, namely,

the double line belonging to nitrogen, which corresponds to the principal line in the

spectra of the gaseous nebulae. When a vacuum-tube containing hydrogen at a low

tension was placed before the object-glass, the line corresponding to F was seen with

sufficient distinctness, but the line in the red was visible with difficulty. Some obser-

vations, however, have been made with the spark arranged before the object-glass.

The following arrangement for admitting the light from the spark appeared to me to

be free from the objections which have been referred to, and to be in all respects adapted
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to meet the requirements of the case. In place of the small prism, two pieces of sil-

vered glass were securely fixed before the slit at an angle of 45°. In a direction at right

angles to that of the slit, an opening of about inch was left between the pieces of

glass for the passage of the pencils from the object-glass. By means of this arrange-

ment the spectrum of a star is seen accompanied by two spectra of comparison, one

appearing above, and the other below it. As the reflecting surfaces are about 0'5 inch

from the slit, and the rays from the spark are divergent, the light reflected from the

pieces of glass will have encroached upon the pencils from the object-glass by the time

they reach the slit, and the upper and lower spectra of comparison will appear to over-

lap to a small extent the spectrum formed by the light from the object-glass. This

condition of things is of great assistance to the eye in forming a judgment as to the

absolute coincidence or otherwise of lines. For the purpose of avoiding some incon-

veniences which would arise from glass of the ordinary thickness, pieces of the thin

glass used for the covers of microscopic objects were carefully selected, and these were

silvered by floating them upon the surface of a silvering solution. In order to ensure

that the induction-spark should always preserve the same position relatively to the

mirror, a piece of sheet gutta percha was fixed above the silvered glass ; in the plate of

gutta percha, at the proper place, a small hole was made of about inch in diameter.

The ebonite clamp containing the electrodes is so fixed as to permit the point of sepa-

ration of these to be adjusted exactly over the small hole in the gutta percha. The

adjustment of the parts of the apparatus was made by closing the end of the adapting-

tube, by which the apparatus is attached to the telescope, with a diaphragm with a

small central hole, before which a spirit-lamp was placed. When the lines from the

induction-spark, in the two spectra of comparison, were seen to overlap exactly, for a

short distance, the lines of sodium from the light of the lamp, the adjustment was con-

sidered perfect. The accuracy of adjustment has been confirmed by the exact coincidence

of the three lines of magnesium with the component lines of b in the spectrum ofthe moon.

In some cases the spectra produced by the spark are inconveniently bright for com-

parison with those of the stars and nebulse. If the spark is reduced in power below a

certain point, many of the lines are not then well developed ; the plan, therefore, was

adopted of diminishing the brightness of the spectrum, by a wedge of neutral-tint glass

which can be moved at pleasure between the plate of gutta percha and the silvered

mirror.

Two eyepieces were employed with the apparatus, the one magnifying four diameters,

and the other six diameters.

The induction-coil was the same which I employed in my former observations. It

was excited by a form of bichromate-of-potash battery, which I have found so exceed-

ingly convenient for the occasional work of celestial observations that I will describe it

here.

The battery, which was made for me by Mr. Ladd, consists of two large cells of

ebonite, each of which contains two plates of graphite, 6 inches by 7^ inches, connected
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together with copper bands. These plates are fixed into varnished plates of wood, which

form covers to the cells. In each wooden cover is a slit of the length of the width of the

carbon plates, by which an amalgamated zinc plate can be inserted between the plates of

graphite. An important part of the arrangement is a third large cell of ebonite, which

is filled with water acidulated with a few drops of sulphuric acid, and contains at the

bottom some mercury. As soon as a plate is removed from the battery after use, it is

rubbed clean under running water, and then immersed in the spare cell until it is again

required. By this arrangement the plates are always clean and perfectly amalgamated.

The solution employed to charge the battery is a saturated solution of bichromate of

potash, to which about yg- part of sulphuric acid has been added. The battery is suffi-

ciently powerful and always ready for instant use. For the convenience of varying the

power of the battery, three sets of zinc plates are kept in the spare cell ; the plates are

2 inches, 4 inches, and 6 inches in width.

§ III. Observations of Nebulas.

For the greater convenience of reference and of comparison, the spectrum of 37 H. IV.

Draconis from my paper “ On the Spectra of some of the Nebulae”*, has been added to

fig. 2, Plate XXXIII. The spectrum of this nebula may be taken as characteristic, in its

general features, of the spectra of all the nebulae which do not give a continuous spectrum.

At present I have determined satisfactorily the general characters of the spectra of about

seventy nebulae. This number forms but a part of the much larger list of nebulae which

I have examined, but in the case of many of these objects their light was found to be

too feeble for a satisfactory analysis. Of these seventy nebulae about one-third give a

spectrum of bright lines. The proportion, which is indicated by this examination, of

the nebulae which give a spectrum of bright lines to those of which the spectrum is

continuous (namely, as one to two), is probably higher than would result from a wider

observation of the objects contained in such catalogues as those of Sir John Herschel

and Dr. D’Arrest, since many of the objects which I examined were specially selected,

on account of the probability (which was suggested by their form or colour) that they

were gaseous in constitution.

All the differences which I have hitherto observed between the spectra of the gaseous

nebulae may be regarded as modifications only of the typical form of spectrum which is

represented in the diagram, since they consist of differences of relative intensity, of the

deficiency of one or two lines, or of the presence of one or two additional lines. It is

worthy of remark that, so far as the nebulae have been examined, the brightest of the

three lines, which agrees in position in the spectrum with the brightest of the lines of

the spectrum of nitrogen, is present in all the nebulae which give a spectrum indicative

of gaseity. It is a suggestive fact that should not be overlooked, that in no nebula

which has a spectrum of bright lines, has any additional line been observed on the less

refrangible and brighter side of the line common to all the gaseous nebulae.

* Philosophical Transactions, 1864, p. 438.
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The faint continuous spectrum, which in some cases is also seen, has been traced in

certain nebulse, by its breadth, to a distinct brighter portion of the nebula which it is

convenient still to distinguish by the term “nucleus,” though at present we know

nothing of the true relation of the bright points of the nebulse to the more diffused

surrounding portions.

It must not be forgotten that when gases are rendered luminous there may usually be

detected a faintly luminous continuous spectrum. In the case of several of the nebulse,

such as the annular nebula of Lyra and the Dumb-bell nebula, no existence of even a

faint continuous spectrum has been yet certainly detected.

The determination of the position in the spectrum of the three bright lines was

obtained by simultaneous comparison with the lines of hydrogen, nitrogen, and barium.

The instrument which I employed had two prisms, each with a refracting angle of 60°,

and the positions of the lines were trustworthy within the limits of about the breadth

of the double line D.

The objects which I proposed to myself, in attempting a reexamination of some of the

nebulae with the large instrument described in this paper, were to determine, first,

whether any of the nebulae were possessed of a motion which could be detected by a

change of refrangibility ; secondly, whether the coincidence which had been observed of

the first and the third line with a line of hydrogen and a line of nitrogen would be found

to hold good when subjected to the test of a spreading out of the spectrum three or

four times greater than that under which the former observations were made. It would

not, it seemed, be difficult, in the case of the detection of a want of coincidence,

to separate the effects of the two distinct sources referred to, from both of which equally

a minute difference of refrangibility between the nebular lines and those of terrestrial

substances might arise. The probability is very great indeed that in all the nebulae

which give the kind of spectrum of which I am speaking, the two lines referred to are

to be attributed to the same two substances, and that therefore, in all these nebulae,

they were originally of the same degree of refrangibility. On the other hand, it is not

to be supposed that nebulae situated in different positions in the heavens would have a

similar motion relatively to the earth. An examination of several nebulae would

therefore show to which of these causes any observed want of coincidence was to be

attributed.

The Great Nebula in Orion .—In my description of this nebula* I stated that the light

from all the parts of this strangely diversified object, which were bright enough to be

observed with my instrument, was resolved into three bright lines similar to those

represented in the diagram.

On the present occasion I applied myself in the first place to as careful a comparison

as possible of the brightest line with the corresponding line of the spectrum of nitrogen.

My first observations were made with the light from the induction-spark taken in pure

nitrogen sealed in a tube at a tension a little less than that of the atmosphere, whicli

* Proceedings of the Eoyal Society, vol. xiv. p. 39.
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was reflected into the instrument, as in my former series of observations, by means of a

mirror and a small prism. The precaution was taken to verify the accuracy of the

position of the spectrum of comparison relatively to that of the nebula, by placing a

small lamp before the object-glass in the way already described.

The coincidence of the line in the nebula with the brightest of the lines of nitrogen,

though now subjected to a much more severe trial, appeared as perfect as it did in my

former observations. I expected that I might discover a duplicity in the line in the

nebula corresponding to the two component lines of the line of nitrogen, but I was not

able, after long and careful scrutiny, to see the line double. The line in the nebula was

narrower than the double line of nitrogen ; this latter may have appeared broader in

consequence of irradiation, as it was much brighter than the line in the nebula.

The following observations are suggestive in connexion with the point under consi-

deration. Electrodes of platinum were placed before the object-glass in the direction of

a diameter, so that the spark was as nearly as possible before the centre of the lens. The

spark was taken in air. I expected to find the spectrum faint, for the reasons which

have been stated in a previous paragraph, but I was surprised to find that only one line

was visible in the large spectroscope when adapted to the eye-end of the telescope.

This line was the one which agrees in position with the line in the nebula, so that under

these circumstances the spectrum of nitrogen appeared precisely similar to the spectra

of those nebulse, of which the light is apparently, monochromatic. This resemblance

was made more complete by the faintness of the line
; from which cause it appeared

much narrower, and the separate existence of its two components could no longer be

detected. When this line was observed simultaneously with that in the nebula, it was

found to appear but a very little broader than that line. When the battery circuit was

completed, the line from the spark coincided so accurately in position with the nebular

line, that the effect to the eye was as if a sudden increase of brightness in the line of

the nebula had taken place. In order to make this observation, and to compare the

relative appearance of the lines, the telescope was moved so that the light from the

nebula occupied the lower half only of the slit. The line of the spark was now seen to

be a very little broader than the line of the nebula, and appeared as a continuation of

it in an unbroken straight line. These observations were repeated many times on

several nights.

An apparent want of coincidence, which would be represented by 002 division of

the head of the micrometer-screw, would be about the smallest difference that could be

observed under the circumstances under which these observations were made. At the

part of the spectrum where this line of nitrogen occurs, the angular interval measured

by -02 division of the micrometer corresponds to a difference of wave-length of -0460

millionth of a millimetre.

At the time the comparisons were made the earth was receding from the part of the

heavens in which the nebula is situated by about half its orbital velocity. If the velo-

city of light be taken at 185,000 miles per second, and the wave-length of the nitrogen
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line at 500‘80 millionths of a millimetre, the effect of half the orbital motion would be

to degrade the refrangibility of the line by 0'023, an alteration of wave-length which

would correspond to about 0-01 of the large micrometer-head, an interval too small to

be detected.

We learn from these observations, that if the line be emitted by nitrogen, the nebula

is not receding from us with a velocity greater than ten miles per second ; for this motion,

added to that of the earth’s orbital velocity, would have caused a want of coincidence

that could be observed. Further, that if the nebula be approaching our system, its

velocity may be as much as twenty miles or twenty-five miles per second ; for part of its

motion of approach would be masked by the effect of the motion of the earth in the

contrary direction.

The double line in the nitrogen-spectrum does not consist of sharply defined lines,

but each component is nebulous, and remains of a greater width than the image of the

slit* . The breadth of these lines appears to be connected with the conditions of tension

and of temperature of the gas. PLUCKERf states that when an induction-spark of great

lieating-power is employed, the lines expand so as to unite and form an undivided band.

Even when the duplicity exists, the eye ceases to have the power to distinguish the

component lines, if the intensity of the light be greatly diminished.

Though I have been unable to detect duplicity in the corresponding line in the

nebula, it might possibly be found to be double if seen under more favourable condi-

tions ; I incline to the belief that it is not double J.

In my Tables of the lines of the air § I estimated the brightness of each of the com-

ponents of the double line in the spectrum of nitrogen at 10, and the components of the

double line next in brightness in the orange at 7 and 5, and those of a third double line

on the less refrangible side of D at 6 and 4. It was with reference to these two double

lines next in apparent brilliancy that I wrote
|| ,

in speaking of the line in the nebula,

“ If, however, this line were due to nitrogen, we ought to see other lines as well
;
for

there are specially two strong double lines in the spectrum of nitrogen, one at least of

which, if they existed in the light of the nebulse, would be easily visible.”

As the disappearance of the whole spectrum of nitrogen, with the exception of the one

double line, was unexpected, though, indeed, in accordance with my previous estimations,

I examined the spectrum of nitrogen with a spectroscope furnished with one prism with

a refracting angle of 60°, in which the whole of the spectrum from C to G is included

in the field of view. I then moved between the eye and the little telescope of the spec-

troscope a wedge of neutral-tint glass corrected for refraction by an inverted similar

* Secchi states that with his direct spectroscope this line in the annular nebula in Lyra appears double. As
the image of the nebula is viewed directly, after elongation by the cylindrical lens, and without a slit, it is

probable that the two lines may correspond to the two sides of the elongated annulus of the nebula.

f Philosophical Transactions, 1863, p. 13.

i “On the Spectra of the Chemical Elements,” Philosophical Transactions, 1864, p. 141.

§ Ibid.
||

Ibid. p. 443.
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wedge of crown glass, and which I had found to be sensibly equal in absorbing power

on the different parts of the visible spectrum. As the darker part of the wedge was

brought before the eye, the two groups in the orange were quite extinguished, while

the lines in the green still remained of considerable brightness. The line which under

these circumstances remained longest visible next to the brightest line, was one more

refrangible at 2669 of the scale of my map. This observation was made with a narrow

slit. When the induction-spark was looked at from a distance of some feet with a

direct-vision prism held close to the eye, I was surprised to observe that the double line

in the orange appeared to me to be the brightest in the spectrum, and when the neutral-

tint wedge was interposed, this line in the orange remained alone visible, all the other

lines being extinguished.

When, however, in place of the simple prism a small direct-vision spectroscope pro-

vided with a slit was employed, I found it to be possible, by receding from the spark, to

find a position in which the double line in the green, with which the line in the nebula

coincides, was alone visible, and the spectrum of the spark in nitrogen resembled that

of a monochromatic nebula.

It is obvious that if the spectrum of hydrogen were reduced in intensity, the line in

the blue, which corresponds to that in the nebula, would remain visible after the line

in the red and the lines more refrangible than F had become too feeble to affect the eye.

It therefore becomes a question of much interest whether the one, two, three, or four

lines seen in the spectra of these nebulae represent the whole of the light emitted by

these bodies, or whether these lines are the strongest lines only of their spectra which,

by reason of their greater intensity, have succeeded in reaching the earth. Since these

nebulae are bodies which have a sensible diameter, and in all probability present a con-

tinuous luminous surface, or nearly so, we cannot suppose that any lines have been

extinguished by the effect of the distance of these objects from us.

If we had evidence that the other lines which present themselves in the spectra of

nitrogen and hydrogen were quenched on their way to us we should have to consider

their disappearance as an indication of a power of extinction residing in cosmical space,

similar to that which was suggested from theoretical considerations by Cheseaux, and

was afterwards supported on other grounds by Olbers and the elder Struve. Further,

as the lines which we see in the nebulae are precisely those which experiment shows

would longest resist extinction, at least so far as respects their power of producing an

impression on our visual organs, we might conclude that this absorptive property of

space is not elective in its action on light, but is of the character of a general absorp-

tion acting equally, or nearly so, on light of every degree of refrangibility. Whatever

may be the true state of the case, the result of this reexamination of the spectrum of

this nebula appears to give increased probability to the suggestion that followed from

my former observations, namely, that the substances hydrogen and nitrogen are the prin-

cipal constituents of the nebulae of the class under consideration.

I now pass to observations of the third line of the nebular spectrum, the one which I
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found to coincide with the line ofhydrogen, which corresponds to Fraunhofer’s F. The

substance in the nebulae which is indicated by this line appears to be subject to much

greater variation in relative brilliancy, or to be more affected by the conditions under

which it emits light ;
for while the brightest line is always present, the line of which I

am speaking seems to be wholly wanting in some nebulae, and to be of different degrees

of relative brightness in some other nebulae

In the nebula of Orion this line is relatively stronger than in 37 H. IV. Draconis, and

some other nebulae. I have suspected that the relative brightness of this line varies

slightly in different parts of this nebula. It may be estimated perhaps in the nebula of

Orion at about the brightness of the second line. The second line suffers in apparent

brilliancy from its nearness to the brightest line, and may, without due regard to this

circumstance, be estimated as brighter than the third line.

In order to compare the position of the line with that of the corresponding line in the

spectrum of hydrogen, I employed a vacuum-tube containing hydrogen at a very small

tension, which was placed before the object-glass of the telescope. Under these condi-

tions the line appears narrow, when the slit is narrow, without any sensible nebulosity at

the edges. The character of the line is altered, as has been shown by Plucker, when

hydrogen at the atmospheric pressure is employed
;
the line then expands into a nebu-

lous band of considerable width, even with a very narrow slit. Such a condition of the

line is obviously unsuitable for the delicate comparisons which it was proposed to

attempt.

The narrow, sharply-defined line of hydrogen, when the vacuum-tube was before the

slit, was observed to coincide perfectly in position with the third line of the nebula.

This observation, which shows the coincidence of these lines with an accuracy three or

four times as great as my former observations, increases in the same ratio the probability

that the line in the nebula is really due to luminous hydrogen.

I suspect that although the third line in this nebula may impress the eye as strongly

as the second line, yet it is not so narrow and well defined as that line. If this

suspicion be correct, this condition of the line might indicate that the hydrogen exists at

a rather greater tension than that in the so-called vacuum-tubes, but that it is not nearly

so dense as would correspond to the atmospheric pressure at the surface of the earth.

As, however, the character of the lines of hydrogen is also greatly modified by tempera-

ture it is not possible to reason with any certainty as to the state of things in this distant

object, the light of which we have now under examination.

I am still unable to find any terrestrial line which corresponds to the middle line. I

have made the additional observation that the line in the nebula is in a very slight

degree less refrangible than the line of oxygen at 2060 of the scale ofmy map. It is in

a rather larger degree less refrangible than the strong line of barium at 2075 of my scale;

Several other nebulae have been observed with the large spectroscope, I prefer, how-

ever, to re-examine these objects before I publish any observations of them.

4 f 2
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§ IV. Observations of Stars.

The chief difficulties which I have had to encounter have arisen from the unsteadiness

of our atmosphere. There is sufficient light from stars of the first and second magni-

tude for the large spectroscope described in this paper, and so far as the adjustments of

the instrument are concerned, the lines in the spectra of the stars would be well defined.

Unless, however, the air is very steady, the lines are seen too fitfully to permit of any

certainty in the determination of coincidences of the degree of delicacy which is

attempted in the present investigation. I have passed hours in the attempt to deter-

mine the position of a single line, and have then not considered that the numerous

observations which I had obtained were possessed, even collectively, of sufficient weight

to establish with any certainty the coincidence of the line with the one compared with it.

I prefer, therefore, to reject a large number of observations which appear unsatis-

factory from this cause, and to give in this place a very few of the most trustworthy of

the observations which I have made.

Sirius .—The brilliant light of this star and the great intensity of the four strong lines

of its spectrum, make it especially suitable for such an examination. The low altitude

of this star in our latitude limits the period in which it can be successfully observed

to about one hour on each side of the meridian.

T have confined myself to comparisons of the strong line in the position of E, with the

corresponding line of the spectrum of hydrogen. My first trials were made with hydrogen

at the ordinary atmospheric pressure
;

the width of the band of hydrogen, under these

circumstances, was greater than the line of Sirius. This line in Sirius, from some cause,

is narrower relatively to the length of the spectrum, when considerable dispersion and

a narrow slit are employed, than when the image of the star, rendered linear by a cylin-

drical lens, is observed with a single prism*.

When the large spectroscope was employed I estimated the breadth of the line to he

about equal to that of the double line D. In Kirchhoff’s map the line F of the solar

spectrum is represented as a little more than one-fourth of the interval separating the

lines D. When the spectroscope attached to the telescope was directed to the moon,

the line F appeared even narrower than it is represented in Kirchhoff’s map; I

estimated it at about one-sixth of the apparent breadth of the corresponding line in the

spectrum of Sirius. The character of the line agrees precisely with Kirchhoff’s repre-

sentation of the solar line F. It appears, as in the diagram, to be equally nebulous at

both edges, and agrees in this respect precisely with the line of hydrogen under certain

conditions of tension and temperature.

As it was obviously impossible to determine with the required accuracy the coincidence

of the line of Sirius when the much broader band of hydrogen at the ordinary pressure

was compared with it, I employed a vacuum-tube fixed before the object-glass. In all

these observations the slit used was as narrow as possible. The air at the time of the

present observations was more favourable than usual, and the line in Sirius was seen with

* See Philosophical Transactions, 1864, p. 42.
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great distinctness. The line from the spark appeared, in comparison, very narrow, not

more than about one-fifth of the width of the line of Sirius. When the battery circuit

was completed, the line of hydrogen could be seen distinctly upon the dark line of Sirius,

and extending to some distance on both sides of the spectrum of Sirius. The observa-

tion of the comparison of the lines was made many times, and I am certain that the

narrow line of hydrogen, though it appeared projected upon the dark line in Sirius, did

not coincide with the middle of the line, but crossed it at a distance from the middle,

which may be represented by saying that the want of coincidence was apparently equal

to about one-third or one-fourth of the interval separating the components of the

double line If. I was unable to measure directly the distance between the centre of

the line of hydrogen and that of the line in the spectrum of Sirius, but several very

careful estimations by means of the micrometer give a value for that distance of 0040

of the micrometer-head. This value is probably not in error by so much as its eighth part.

Comparisons on many other nights were also made, sometimes with the vacuum-tube

before the object-glass, and sometimes with the vacuum-tube placed over the small hole

in the gutta-percha plate. On all these occasions the numerous comparisons which

were made, gave for the line in Sirius a very slightly lower refrangibility than that of

the line of hydrogen, but on no one occasion was the air steady enough for a satisfactory

determination of the amount of difference of refrangibility.

I have not been able to detect any probable source of error in this result, and it may

therefore, I believe, be received as representing a relative motion of recession between

Sirius and the earth.

The probability that the substance in Sirius by which this line is produced is really

hydrogen, is strengthened almost to certainty by the consideration that there is a strong

line in the red part of the spectrum which is also coincident with a strong line of hydro-

gen. There is a third line more refrangible than F, which appears to coincide with the

line of hydrogen in that part of the spectrum.

As the line in Sirius is more expanded than that of the vacuum-tube, it seemed of

importance to have proof from experiment that this line of hydrogen, when it becomes

broad, expands equally in both directions. I made the comparison of the narrow line

of the vacuum-tube with the more expanded band which appears when denser hydrogen

is employed. For this purpose the intersection of the wires of the eyepiece was brought,

as nearly as could be estimated, upon the middle of the expanded line which is produced

by dense hydrogen. The vacuum-tube was then arranged before the slit, when the

narrow line which it gives was observed to fall exactly upon the point of intersection of

the wire. Under these terrestrial conditions the expansion of the line may be consi-

dered to take place to an equal amount in both directions. There is very great proba-

bility that a similar equal expansion takes place under the conditions which determine

the absorption of light by this gas in the atmosphere of Sirius, for the reason that the

nebulosity at the edges of the line in the spectrum of that star is sensibly equal on both

sides.
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I made some attempts to compare the strong line at C with the corresponding line of

hydrogen
;
but when the large spectroscope was employed, though the lines could be

seen with tolerable distinctness, they were not bright enough to admit of a trustworthy

determination of their relative position. When one of the compound prisms was

removed, the lines were much more easily seen, but under these circumstances the

amount of dispersion was insufficient for my present purpose.

The lines of Sirius which, in conjunction with Dr. Miller, I had compared with those

of iron, magnesium, and sodium are not sufficiently well seen in our latitude for com-

parison, when a powerful train of prisms is employed, such as is necessary for this

special inquiry.

From these observations it may, I think, be concluded that the substance in Sirius

which produces the strong lines is really hydrogen, as was stated by Dr. Miller and

myself in our former paper. Further, that the aggregate result of the motions of the

star and the earth in space, at the time when the observations were made, was to degrade

the refrangibility of the line in Sirius by an amount corresponding to 0’040 of the micro-

meter-screw. Now the value of the wave-lengths of 0-01 division of the micrometer at

the position of F is 0 ,02725 millionth of a millimetre*. The total degradation of

refrangibility observed amounts to 0T09 millionth of a millimetre. If the velocity of

light be taken at 185,000 f miles per second, and the wave-length of F at 486-50 mil-

lionths of a millimetre (Angstrom’s value is 486-52, Ditscheiner’s 486-49), the observed

alteration in period of the line in Sirius will indicate a motion of recession existing

between the earth and the star of 41 -4 miles per second.

Of this motion a part is due to the earth’s motion in space. As the earth moves

round the sun in the plane of the ecliptic, it is changing the direction of its motion at

every instant. There are two positions, separated by 180°, where the effect of the earth’s

motion is a maximum, namely, when it is moving in the direction of the visual ray,

either towards or from the star. At two other positions in its orbit, at 90° from the

former positions, the earth’s motion is at right angles to the direction of the light from

the star, and therefore has no influence on its refrangibility.

The effect of the earth’s motion will be greatest upon the light of a star situated in

the plane of the ecliptic, and will decrease as the star’s latitude increases, until with

* The value in wave-lengths of the divisions of the micrometer for different parts of the spectrum was deter-

mined by the aid of the tables of the wave-lengths corresponding to every tenth line of Kjrchhoff’s map by

Dr. Wolcott Gibbs (Silliman’s Journal, vol. xliii. January 1867). A paper on the same subject by the Astro-

nomer Eoyal, presented to the Eoyal Society, is not yet in print. [The Astronomer Eoyal’s paper is contained

in the Philosophical Transactions for 1868, Part I. p. 29. The wave-lengths computed by him differ slightly

from those assigned to Kirchhoff’s numbers by Dr. Gibbs at the part of the spectrum under consideration in

the text. The difference is due in part to the employment, by the Astronomer Eoyal, of Ditscheiner’s later

measures. These give for F the higher value of 486-87.—October 1868.]

t The new determination of the value of the solar parallax by observations of Mars requires that the usually

received velocity of light, 192,000 per second, should be reduced by about the one-twenty-seventh part. The velo-

city, when diminished in this ratio, agrees nearly with the result obtained by Foucault from direct experiment.
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respect to a star situated at the pole of the ecliptic, the earth’s motion during the whole

of its annual course will be perpendicular to the direction of the light coming to us

from it, and will be therefore without influence on its period.

That part of the earth’s resolved motion which is in the direction of the visual ray,

and which has alone to be considered in this investigation, may be obtained from the

following formula

:

Earth’s motion towards star=v . cos X . sin (l—

l

1

),

where v is earth’s velocity, l the earth’s longitude, l' the star’s longitude, and X the star’s

latitude.

At the time when the estimate of the amount of alteration of period of the line in

Sirius was made, the earth was moving from the star with a velocity of about 12 miles

per second.

There remains "unaccountedfor a motion of recessionfrom the earth amounting to 29-4

miles per second
,
which we appear to he entitled to attribute to Sirius.

It may be not unnecessary to state that the solar motion in space, if accepted as a

fact, will not materially aflect this result, since, according to M. Otto Steuve’s calcu-

lations, the advance of the sun in space takes place with a velocity but little greater than

one-fourth of the earth’s motion in its orbit. If the apex of the solar motion be situated

in Hercules, nearly the whole of it will be from Sirius, and will therefore diminish the

velocity to be ascribed to that star.

It is interesting, in connexion with the motion of Sirius deduced from these prismatic

observations, to refer to the remarkable inequalities which occur in the rather large

proper motion of that star. In 1851 M. Peters showed that the variable part of the

proper motion of Sirius in right ascension might be represented by supposing that

Sirius revolves in an elliptic orbit, round some centre of gravity without itself, in a

period of 50-093 years. This hypothesis has acquired new interest, and seems indeed

to have received confirmation from direct observation by Alvan Clark’s discovery of a

small companion to Sirius.

Professor Safford f and Dr. AuwersJ have investigated the periodical variations of

the proper motion of Sirius in declination, and they have found that these variations,

equally with those in right ascension, would be reconcileable with an elliptic orbital

motion round a centre not in Sirius. The close coincidence of the observed positions of

the new satellite with those required by theory, seem to show that it may be the hypo-

thetical body suggested by Peters, though we must then suppose it to have a much

greater mass relatively to Sirius, than that which its light would indicate.

At the present time the proper motion of Sirius in declination is less than its average

* Astron. Nachrichten, No. 748.

t Proceedings of the American Academy, 'yol. vi. ;
also Astron. Notices, Ann. Arbor, No. 28; Monthly

Notices, vol. xxii. p. 145.

+ Astron. Nachrichten, No. 1506 ; Monthly Notices, yol. xxii. p. 148, and vol. xxv. p. 39.
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amount by nearly the whole of that part of it which is variable. May not this smaller

apparent motion be interpreted as showing that a part of the motion of the star is now

in the direction of the visual ray 1 This circumstance is of much interest in connexion

with the result arrived at in this paper.

Independently of the considerations connected with the variable part of the star’s

proper motion, it must not be forgotten that the whole of the motion which can be

directly observed by us is only that portion of its real motion which is at right angles

to the visual ray. Now it is precisely the other portion of it, which we could scarcely

hope to learn from ordinary observations, which is revealed to us by prismatic investi-

gations. By combining the results of both methods of research we may perhaps expect

to obtain some knowledge of the real motions of the brighter stars and nebulae.

It seems therefore desirable to compare with the result obtained by the prism, the

motion of Sirius which corresponds to its assumed constant proper motion. The values

adopted by Mr. Main*, and inserted by the Astronomer Boyal in the Greenwich ‘ Seven-

year Catalogue,’ are — 0',-035 in R.A., and +l"-24 in N.P.D.

The parallax of Sirius from the observations of Henderson, corrected by Bessel,

= 0"T50. A recent investigation by Mr. C. ABBEf gives for the parallax the larger

value of 0"-27. If the radius of the earth’s orbit be taken at its new value of 91,600,000

miles, the assumed annual constant proper motion in N.P.D. of 1
,,_24 would indicate,

with the parallax of Henderson, a velocity of Sirius of 24 miles nearly per second, with

the larger parallax of Mr. Abbe, a velocity of 43‘2 miles per second. It may be that in

the case of Sirius we have two distinct motions, one peculiar to the star, and a second

motion which it may share in common with a system of which it may form a part.

Observations and comparisons, similar to those on Sirius, have been made on a Canis

Minoris, Castor, Betelgeux, Aldebaran, and some other stars. I reserve for the present

the results which I have obtained, as I desire to submit these objects to a reexamination.

It is seldom that the air is sufficiently favourable for the successful prosecution of this

very delicate research.

§ V. Observations of the Sun.

Received April 30, 1 868.

I have recently applied the large spectroscope described in this paper with some

success to the examination of the spectrum of the umbra of a large sun-spot.

Before I describe the results of this examination, I will refer briefly to observations of

the sun which I have made on many occasions, since 1864, with three distinct objects

in view.

1. I have sought to discover if the spectrum of the light from near the sun’s limb

differs in any sensible degree from that of the light from the central parts of the disk.

* Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Society, vol. xix.

f Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, vol. xxviii. p. 2.
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Since the diminished intensity of the marginal parts of the sun is probably due to the

greater depth of solar atmosphere through which it had passed, it was conceivable that

by its spectrum the light of these parts of the solar disk might exhibit some indications

of the larger amount of absorbing medium which it had traversed.

Two different methods of observation were employed. The telescope, armed with one

of the spectroscopes constructed for stellar observations, was directed to the sun. By
the aid of the finder the telescope was moved so as to bring in succession upon the slit

different parts of the solar disk. Though the detection of any difference depended upon

the memory of the observer, still any considerable alteration would certainly have been

noticed.

The other plan was to cause the sun’s light, after reflection from a plane mirror

attached to a heliostat moved by clockwork, to fall upon an achromatic object-glass of

6 feet focal length, by which an image of the sun was formed upon the slit of the large

spectroscopewhich I employed for the examination of the spectra of the chemical elements.

By neither of these methods have I been able to detect any difference in the spectra

of different parts of the sun’s disk.

2. I have made numerous observations for the purpose of obtaining a view, if possible,

of the red prominences which are seen during a solar eclipse. The invisibility of these

objects at ordinary times is supposed to arise from the effect of the illumination of our

atmosphere. If these bodies are gaseous, their spectra would consist of bright lines.

With a powerful spectroscope the light from our atmosphere near the sun’s limb would

be greatly reduced in intensity by the dispersion of the prisms, while the bright lines of

the prominences, if such were present, would remain but little diminished in brilliancy.

These observations have been made with different spectroscopes, and also with other con-

trivances arranged on the same principle, but hitherto without success.

[The observations made in India of the solar eclipse of August 18 have shown that

the spectra of the prominences are discontinuous. Lieut. Herschel, R.E., who had

charge of the instruments sent out by the Royal Society, determined approximately the

position of three bright lines. One in the red about C, one apparently coincident with

D, and one near F. On the day after the eclipse, M. Janssen, making use of a method

similar to that described above, succeeded in observing the solar ^protuberances. On
October 20, 1868, Mr. Lockyer also succeeded in viewing the spectrum of a protu-

berance. Now that the positions of the lines are known, one of the “ other contrivances
”

mentioned above will probably succeed. It consisted of screens formed of absorptive

media, by which light of all refrangibilities other than those corresponding to the lines

of the flames might be absorbed. By this method the flames could be examined and

measured.—October 30, 1868.]

3. The third object which I had proposed to myself was to seek to gain from an

examination of the spectra of the umbrae and penumbrae of solar spots some information

as to the nature of these remarkable phenomena.

I had already made some experiments in this direction when in August 1866 I received

mdccclxviii. 4 g
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a note from M. Faye, in which he suggests to me the prismatic examination of solar

spots, since, according to his theory of the constitution of the sun, the spectrum of the

umbra of a spot should be compound, consisting of a continuous spectrum with dark

lines, and a second spectrum of bright lines. My first observations were made with

a direct-vision spectroscope of Hofmann, which was so arranged that the image of the

sun was formed upon the slit, after the light had been enfeebled by reflection from

a prismatic solar eyepiece.

When, by means of the finder, a spot was brought upon the slit, the feeble light from

the umbra appeared as a narrow dark band upon the bright solar spectrum. The lines

of Fraunhofer appeared stronger and thicker in the spectrum of the umbra.

In October 1866, Mr. Lockyer, who had independently made similar observations,

presented a paper to the Royal Society *, in which he states that he observed the lines

of absorption of the solar spectrum to appear thicker where they crossed the spectrum

of the spot. He also states that he saw no indication of the presence of bright lines.

It was not until April 15, 1868, that a favourable opportunity occurred to examine a

large spot with the new spectroscope described in this paper.

The presence of some haze in the atmosphere permitted the spectroscope to be

applied directly to the telescope, and the slit to be placed at the focus of the object-

glass. The slit was rotated so that its length was in the direction of the length of the

spot, and when the middle of the umbra fell upon the slit, its spectrum appeared as a

feebly illuminated band upon the bright solar spectrum. The band appeared divided

into two parts by the spectrum of the bright prominence, which extended nearly across

the umbra.

The phenomenon of an increase of thickness of the lines of Fraunhofer, which I had

previously observed, was very marked.

It was obvious that a part only of the light which appeared to form the spectrum of

the umbra came from that particular region of the sun. The imperfect transparency of

our atmosphere causes it to become strongly illuminated when the sun shines upon the

earth
;
and the brilliant light which is seen to be radiated by it near the sun’s limb, is

also radiated by that portion of the atmosphere which is between the observer and the

sun. It might be, therefore, that the whole of the light which appeared to come from

the umbra was really due to the illuminated intervening atmosphere. That such was

not the case, and that some part of the light to which the spectrum was due came from

the umbra, became evident when the telescope was moved so as to bring the sun’s limb

across the slit
;
for then the spectrum of the light from our atmosphere was less bright

than the spectrum of the umbra of the spot.

In order to obtain some estimate as to how much of the apparent light from the

umbra really came from it, I made use of a graduated wedge of neutral-tint glass. The

spectrum of our atmosphere at the sun’s limb became so dark that the lines could not

be distinguished when the part of the wedge marked 10 was before the eye. To bring

* Proceedings of the Eoyal Society, vol. xv. p. 256.
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the spectrum of the umbra to about the same degree of invisibility the wedge had to be

moved until the part marked 20 came before the eye. A photometric examination of

the wedge shows that the light intercepted at 10 is to that intercepted at 20 as 1 to 8.

It may then be concluded that about three-fourths of the light which formed the spec-

trum of the umbra was really due to the umbra of the spot.

There were several bright granules on the umbra, but the spectra of these were seen

distinct from that of the umbra. Each bright point as it came upon the slit gave a

narrow spectrum like a bright thread extending along the dark spectrum of the

umbra.

There still remained two sources of uncertainty. 1. In consequence of the mode in

which the spectrum is formed, under similar conditions of the instrument, the dark lines

should appear rather thicker when the light is feebler. 2. The increased thickness of

the lines in the compound spectrum might be due to the light of the umbra, or to that

of our atmosphere.

The uncertainty on both these points was removed by observing the feebler spectrum

of the illuminated atmosphere near the sun’s limb. The lines in this spectrum, though

they appeared very slightly stronger, were not so in a degree that could afford an expla-

nation of the very marked increase of strength which most of them presented in the

spectrum of the umbra. It seemed, therefore, satisfactorily determined that the light

from the umbra had really suffered a more powerful absorption. The term umbra is

used to include the cloudy stratum and the darker nucleus into which Mr. Dawes has

shown the umbra of a spot may be usually resolved. It is probable that nearly the

whole of the light under examination came from the part of the umbra known as the

cloudy stratum. It was not possible to distinguish the spectra of these portions of the

umbra.

The spectroscope was sufficiently powerful to show all the lines which are given in

Kirchhoff’s maps.

I carefully examined the spectrum of the umbra with that of the adjoining parts of

the solar surface from A to G, but I was not able to detect any line of absorption in the

spectrum of the umbra which was not also present in that of the sun’s normal surface,

or that any ordinary solar line was wanting in that of the umbra.

The increase of thickness, however, did not appear to take place in the same proportion

for all lines. The lines C and F, due to hydrogen, appeared increased but very slightly,

if indeed they were any thicker than would be due to a spectrum of feebler intensity.

I incline to the opinion that these lines are not sensibly altered.

There is a small group of lines a little less refrangible than b, at 1601 to 1609, of

Kirchhoff’s scale, and which in his map are marked as coincident with lines of chromium,

which was especially noticeable from increased thickness. That this circumstance was

not connected with any peculiarity of the spot under examination is shown by a similar

observation having been made on other spots.

Fig. 3, Plate XXXIII. represents the appearance of the double line D in the spec-

4 g 2
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trum of the umbra. The line nearly central between the two lines may be due, in part

at least, also to sodium*. These lines appeared slightly broader, as if by the addition

of a faint and narrowed nebulosity at both edges.

The group of lines at B are stronger, also b and E. Many of the lines marked in

Kirchhoff’s map as coincident with iron appeared much stronger in the spectrum of

the spot.

The absence of sensible increase in F was marked in comparison with a line or lines

which were very strong, situated at a little distance on the less refrangible side of F

—

probably those of 2066*2 and 2067*1 of Kirchhoff’s map.

It may be well to consider some of the conditions of the solar surface by which the

phenomena observed may have been produced. A cooler state of the heated vapours by

which the lines of absorption are produced, would diminish the radiation from the gas

itself, and so leave more completely uncompensated the absorption by. the gas of the

light from behind it. This cause would produce increased blackness of the lines, but

would not account for more than a slight apparent increase of breadth. The greater

breadth of the lines seems to point rather to a condition of the gases in which their power

of absorption embraces for each line an increased range of wave-length. That the power

of absorption of gases varies in this respect is shown by the increase of breadth which

some of the bright lines of some gases assume under altered conditions of tension and

temperature. It will be sufficient to refer to the expansion of the lines of hydrogen as

the tension increases. A similar increase in the range of its power of absorption on light

passing through it should take place under similar conditions of density and tempe-

rature.

The phenomena may point to an increase of density in the vapours existing within

the umbra. Such a state of things would necessarily exist at a point somewhat nearer

the sun’s centre ; but we do not know through how great a depth of gas below the pho-

tosphere we receive the light which comes from the umbra. Our views on this point

will be connected with the interpretation we give to Mr. Dawes’s discovery of the exist-

ence within the umbrae of spots of a still darker part almost wholly devoid of light.

Does this nucleus represent a more complete unveiling of the inner part of the sun 1 or

does it show a still cooler and less luminous part of the down-rushing solar atmosphere l

The latter suggestion, which is in accordance with the explanation of sun-spots proposed

by Dr. Balfour Stewart, would seem to connect a lower temperature with the broader

lines of absorption.

Some information might be gained if we could view the spectra of the dark pores of

the solar surface, an observation which is perhaps not impossible, since these pores are

of varying degrees of darkness, and are probably due to conditions of the solar substance

* The spectrum of the sodium at a high temperature is much more complex than was supposed. In addition

to the three double lines besides D and a nebulous band, described in my paper “ On the Chemical Elements,”

Philosophical Transactions, 1864, p. 147, there is a line nearly central between the lines D. It is possible there

may be also other lines in the interval between the strong lines D
x
and D

2
.
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beneath the photosphere, similar to those which exist in the less normal phenomenon of

sun-spots.

Mr. Lockyer’s observations and my own would seem to show that probably no con-

siderable part of the light which emanates from the umbra of a spot is due to luminous

gas. It does not appear to me that this negative evidence is of great weight as to the

complete absence of light in the umbra from such a source. The luminous gas would

almost certainly emit light of the same refrangibility as some of the dark lines of the

solar spectrum
;
and if there existed above the spot the vapours of the same substances in

a cooler state, the light might be wholly absorbed, and the feebler emanations of the

still luminous but cooler vapours might not do more than render somewhat less intense

the dark gaps produced by the vapours in the stronger light of all refrangibilities which

is evidently present.

What may be the source of the light which gives the continuous spectrum of the umbra

we know not. It is not impossible that the dense and intensely heated gases which pro-

bably form the inner substance of the sun, may in some cases emit lines so greatly

expanded as to form, when numerous spectra are superposed, a sensibly continuous

spectrum. In addition to this consideration, Dr. B. Stewart has suggested that, as gases

possess a power ofgeneral absorption of light, a heated mass of gas if sufficiently dense to be

opake, or partly so, would give a continuous spectrum as well as the spectrum of bright

lines peculiar to it. It may be that, notwithstanding the high temperature, some sub-

stances may exist in the liquid state in consequence of the pressure produced by the sun’s

mass.

§ VI. Observations of Comet II., 1868.

Beceived July 2, 1868.

On June 13 a comet was discovered by Dr. Winnecke, and also independently the

same night by M. Becquet, Assistant Astronomer at the Observatory of Marseilles.

I was prevented by buildings existing near my observatory from making observations

of this comet before June 22. On that evening the comet was much brighter than

Brorsen’s comet, a description of the spectrum of which I recently presented to the

Royal Society*, and it gave a spectrum sufficiently distinct for measurement and com-

parison with the spectra of terrestrial substances.

Telescopic appearance of the Comet .—A representation of the comet as it appeared on

June 22 at 11 p.m. is given in fig. 1, Plate XXXIII. The comet consisted of a nearly

circular coma, which became rather suddenly brighter towards the centre, where there

was a nearly round spot of light. The diameter of the coma, including the exterior faint

nebulosity, was about 6' 20". The tail, which was traced for more than a degree,

was sharply defined on the following edge, but faded so gradually away on the opposite

side that no limit could be perceived. No connexion was traced between the tail and

** Proceedings of the Eoyal Society, vol. xvi. p. 386.
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the brighter central part of the coma. The circular form of the coma was uninter-

rupted on the side of the tail, which appeared as an extension of the faint nebulosity

which formed the extreme margin of the coma.

The bright roundish spot of light in the centre, when examined with eyepieces mag-

nifying from 200 to 600 diameters, presented merely a nebulous light without a defined

form.

Spectrum of the Comet .—When a spectroscope furnished with two prisms of 60° was

applied to the telescope, the light of the comet was resolved into three very broad bright

bands, which are represented in the diagram.

In the two more refrangible of these bands the light was brightest at the less refran"

gible end, and gradually diminished towards the other limit of the bands. This grada-

tion of light was not uniform in the middle and brightest band, which continued of

nearly equal brilliancy for about one-third of its breadth from the less refrangible end.

This band appeared to be commenced at its brightest side by a bright line.

The least refrangible of the three bands did not exhibit a similar marked gradation

of brightness. This band, though of nearly uniform brilliancy throughout, was perhaps

brightest about the middle of its breadth.

These characters, which are peculiar to the light emitted by the cometary matter,

must be distinguished from some appearances which the bands assumed in consequence

of the mode of distribution of the light in the coma of the comet. The two more refran-

gible bands became narrower towards their most refrangible side, as well as dimi-

nished in brightness. This appearance was obviously not due to any dissimilarity of the

light in the parts of the coma, but to the circumstance that as the light of the coma

became brighter towards the centre, it was emitted by a smaller area of the cometary

matter. The strong light of the central spot could be traced the whole breadth of the

band ; but the light surrounding this spot, in proportion as it became fainter and broader,

was seen for a shorter distance, so that the light from the faintest parts near the margin

of the coma was visible only at the brightest side of the band. Since in the least

refrangible band a similar gradation of light did not take place, this band appeared of

nearly the same width throughout.

The increasing brightness of the coma up to the brilliant spot in the centre showed

itself in this band as a bright axial line fading off gradually in both directions.

On this evening I took repeated measures of the positions of these bands with the mi-

crometer attached to the spectroscope. These measures give the following numbers for

the commencement and termination of the three bands on the scale adopted in the

diagram.

I could not resolve the bands into lines. When the slit was made narrow the bands

became smaller both in breadth and length, from the invisibility of the fainter portions.

I suspected, however, the presence of two or three bright lines in the bright central part
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of the middle band near its less refrangible limit. This part would consist chiefly of

light from the bright central spot.

As has been stated, the middle band commences probably with a bright line
;

for the

limit of the band is here abrupt and distinct. On the contrary the exact point of com-

mencement and termination of the other bands could not be observed with certainty.

I could perceive no other bands, nor light of any kind beyond the three bands, in the

parts of the spectrum towards the red and the violet.

When the marginal portions of the coma were brought upon the slit, the three bands

of light could still be traced. When, however, the spectrum became very faint, it ap-

peared to me to become continuous ; but the light was then so very feeble that it could

not be traced beyond the three bands towards the violet or the red.

On this evening I observed the spectrum of the comet in a larger spectroscope, which

gives a dispersion equal to about five prisms. In this instrument the middle band was

well seen. It retained its nebulous, unresolved character, and the abrupt commencement,

as if by a bright line, already mentioned, was distinctly seen.

For convenience of comparison, the spectrum of Brorsen’s comet, and that of the

gaseous nebulae, have been added to the diagram, fig. 2, Plate XXXIII. The spectrum

of Brorsen’s comet consisted of three bright bands and a faint continuous spectrum.

These bands appeared, as represented in the diagram, narrower than those of the comet

now under examination. It is not possible to say to what extent this circumstance

may be due to the much feebler light of this comet. Though the bands of Brorsen’s

comet fall within the limits of position occupied by the broad bands of Comet II., they

do not correspond to the brightest parts of these bands. In the middle band I sus-

pected two bright lines, which appeared shorter than the band, and may be due to the

nucleus. Brorsen’s comet differed from the two small comets which I had previously

examined* in the much smaller relative proportion of the light which forms a conti-

nuous spectrum. In Brorsen’s comet the bright middle part of the coma seemed to

emit light similar to that of the nucleus, in the other comets the coma appeared to

give a continuous spectrum. The three comets resembled each other in the circum-

stance that the light of the central part was emitted by the cometary matter, while the

surrounding nebulosity reflected solar light.

It will be seen in the diagram that the bands of Brorsen’s comet, and those of

Comet II., occupy positions in the spectrum widely removed from those in which the

lines of the nebulae occur. The spectra of the gaseous nebulae consist of true lines, which

become narrow as the slit is made narrower.

The following day I carefully considered these observations of the comet with the

hope of a possible identification of its spectrum with that of some terrestrial substance.

The spectrum of the comet appeared to me to resemble some of the forms of the spectrum

of carbon which I had observed and carefully measured in 1864. On comparing the

* Comet I., 1866. Proceedings, vol. xv. p. 5, and Comet 1867, Monthly Notices of Royal Astronomical

Society, vol. xxvii. p. 288.
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spectrum of the comet with the diagrams of these spectra of carbon, I was much inter-

ested to perceive that the positions of the bands in the spectrum, as well as their general

characters and relative brightness, agreed exactly with the spectrum of carbon when the

spark is taken in olefiant gas.

These observations on the spectrum of carbon were undertaken in continuation of my
researches “On the Spectra of the Chemical Elements”*. I have not presented them

to the Royal Society, as they are not so complete as I hope to make them.

Though the essential features of the spectrum of carbon remained unchanged in all

the experiments, certain modifications were observed when the spectrum was obtained

under different conditions. One of these modifications, which was referred to in my paper

“On the Spectra of the Chemical Elements ”f, may be mentioned here. One of the

strongest of the lines of carbon is a line in the red a little less refrangible than the

hydrogen line, which corresponds to Fraunhofer’s C. Now this line is not seen when

the carbon is subjected to the induction-spark in the presence of hydrogen. Two of the

other modifications of the spectrum of carbon are given in fig. 2. The first spectrum

represents the appearance of the spectrum of carbon when the induction-spark, with

Leyden jars intercalated, was taken between the points of wires of platinum sealed in

glass tubes, and placed almost in contact in olive-oil. In this spectrum are seen the

principal strong lines which distinguish carbon. The shading of fine lines which accom-

panies the strong lines cannot be accurately represented on account of the small size of

the diagram. A spectrum essentially the same is produced when the spark is taken in

a current of cyanogen. It may be mentioned that when the heating-power of the spark

was reduced below a certain limit, though the decomposition of the oil still took place,

the carbon was not volatilized, and the spectrum was continuous.

The third spectrum in the diagram represents the modification of this typical spectrum

when the induction-spark is taken in a current of olefiant gas. The highly heated vapour

of carbon emits light of the same refrangibilities as in the case of the oil
; but the sepa-

rate strong lines, with a similar power of spark, were no longer to be distinguished.

The shading, when the carbon was obtained from olefiant gas, was not composed of

numerous fine lines, but appeared as an unresolved nebulous light.

Of course in all these experiments the lines of the other elements present were also

seen, but they were known, and could therefore be disregarded.

In the^case of the spark in olefiant gas, the three bands in the diagram constitute the

whole spectrum, with the exception of a faint band in the more refrangible part of the

spectrum.

It was with the spectrum of carbon, as thus obtained, that the spectrum of the comet

appeared to agree. It seemed, therefore, to be of much importance that the spectrum

of the spark in olefiant gas should be compared directly in the spectroscope with the

spectrum of the comet. The comparison of the gas with the comet was made the same

evening, June 23.

* Philosophical Transactions, 1864, p. 139. + Ibid. p. '145.
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My friend, Dr. William Allen Millee, visited the observatory on this evening, and

kindly took part in the following observations.

The general arrangement of the apparatus with which the comparison was made is

shown in the following diagram.

A glass bottle converted into a gas-holder, a, contained the olefiant gas. This was con-

nected by means of a flexible tube, with a glass tube b, into which were soldered two plati-

num wires. The part of the tube in front of the points of the wires had been cut away,

and the surfaces carefully ground. A small plate of glass closed the opening by being held

in its place by a band of vulcanized india-rubber. This tube was arranged in its proper

position before the small mirror of the spectroscope c, by which the light of the spark was

reflected into the instrument, and its spectrum was seen immediately beneath the spec-

trum of the comet. The spectroscope employed was furnished with two prisms of 60°.

The brightest end ofthe middle band of the cometic spectrum was seen to be coincident

with the commencement of the corresponding band in the spectrum ofthe spark. As this

limit of the band was well defined in both spectra, the coincidence could be satisfactorily

observed up to the power of the spectroscope ;
and may be considered to be determined

within about the distance which separates the components of the double line D. As

the limits of the other bands were less distinctly seen, the same amount of certainty of

MDCCCLXVIII. 4 H v.
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exact coincidence could not be obtained. We considered these bands to agree precisely

in position with the bands corresponding to them in the spectrum of the spark.

The apparent identity of the spectrum of the comet with that of carbon rests not

only on the coincidence of position in the spectrum of the bands, but also upon the very

remarkable resemblance of the corresponding bands in their general characters, and in

their relative brightness. This is very noticeable in the middle band, where the grada-

tion of brightness is not uniform. This band in both spectra remained of nearly equal

brightness for the same proportion of its length.

On a subsequent evening, June 25, I repeated these comparisons, when the former

observations were fully confirmed in every particular. On this evening I compared the

brightest band with that of carbon in the larger spectroscope, which gives a dispersion

of about five prisms.

The remarkably close resemblance of the spectrum of the comet to the spectrum of

carbon necessarily suggests the identity of the substances by which in both cases the

light was emitted.

It may be well to state that some phosphorescent and fluorescent bodies give discon-

tinuous spectra in which the light is restricted to certain ranges of refrangibility. There

are, however, several considerations which seem to oppose the idea that the light of

comets can be of a phosphorescent character. Phosphorescent bodies are usually so

highly reflective that the phosphorescence emitted by them is not seen so long as they

are exposed to light. This comet was still in the full glare of the sun, and yet the

continuous spectrum corresponding to reflected solar light was of extreme feebleness

compared with the three bright bands which we have under consideration. The pheno-

menon of phosphorescence seems to be restricted to bodies in the solid state, a condition

which is not apparently in accordance with certain phenomena which have been observed

in large comets, such as the outflow of the matter of the nucleus, and the formation of

successive envelopes.

There are, indeed, some phenomena of fluorescence, such as that of a nearly transparent

liquid becoming an object of some brightness by means of the property which it pos-

sesses of absorbing the nearly invisible rays of the spectrum, and dispersing them in a

degraded and much more luminous form, which are less obviously inconsistent with

cometary phenomena than are those of phosphorescence.

The violent commotions and internal changes which we witness in comets when near

the sun seem, however, to connect the great brightness which they then assume more

closely with that part of the solar force we call heat. There is also to be considered

the fact of the polarized condition of the light of the tail and some parts of the comae

of comets, which shows that a part of their light is reflected.

The observations of the spectrum of Comet II. contained in this paper, which show

that its light was identical with that emitted by highly heated vapour of carbon, appear

to be almost decisive of the nature of cometary light. The great fixity of carbon seems

indeed to raise some difficulty in the way of accepting the apparently obvious inference
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of these prismatic observations. Some comets have approached the sun sufficiently near

to acquire a temperature high enough to convert even carbon into vapour*. Indeed

for these comets a body of great fixity seems to be necessary. In the case of comets

which have been submitted to a less fierce glare of solar heat, it may be suggested that

this supposed difficulty is one of degree only
;
for we do not know of any conditions

under which even a gas, permanent at the temperature of the earth, could maintain

sufficient heat to emit light, a state of things which appears to exist permanently in

the case of the gaseous nebulse.

If the substance of the comet be taken to be pure carbon, it would appear probable

that the nucleus had been condensed from the gaseous state in which it existed at some

former period. It would therefore probably consist of carbon in a state of excessively

minute division. In such a form it would be able to take in nearly the whole of the

sun’s energy, and thus acquire more speedily a temperature high enough for its conver-

sion into vapour. In the liquid or gaseous state, or in a continuous solid state, this

substance appears, from Dr. Tyndall’s researches, to be diathermanous. Still, under the

most favourable of known conditions, the solar heat, to which the majority of comets are

subjected, would seem to be inadequate to the production of luminous vapour of carbon.

It should be stated that olefiant gas when burnt in air may give a similar spectrum of

shaded bands. If the gas be ignited at the orifice of the tube from which it issues, the

flame is brilliantly white, and gives a continuous spectrum. When a jet of air is directed

through the flame it becomes less luminous, and of a greenish-blue colour. The spec-

trum is now no longer continuous, but exhibits the bands distinctive of carbon. Under

these circumstances, for obvious reasons, the bright lines of the hydrogen spectrum are

not seen. In this way a spectrum resembling that of the comet may be obtained, with

the difference that the fourth more refrangible band, which was not seen in the cometic

spectrum, is stronger relatively to the other bands, than is the case when the spark is

taken in olefiant gas. If we were to conceive the comet to consist of a compound of

carbon and hydrogen, we should diminish in some degree the necessity for the excessively

high temperature which pure carbon appears to require for its conversion into luminous

vapour ;
but other difficulties would arise in connexion with the decomposition we must

then suppose to take place ; for we have no evidence, I believe, that olefiant gas or any

other known compound of carbon can furnish this peculiar spectrum of shaded bands

without undergoing decomposition. If, indeed, it were allowable to suppose a state of

combustion, with oxygen or some other element, set up by the solar heat, we should have

an explanation of a possible source of a degree of heat sufficient to render the cometary

matter luminous, and which the sun’s heat would be directly inadequate to produce.

* The comet of 1843 “ approached the luminous surface of the sun within about a seventh part of the sun’s

radius. The heat to which the comet was subjected (a glare as that of 47,000 suns, such as we experience

the warmth of) surpassed that in the focus of Parker’s great lens in the proportion of 24| to 1 without, or

3| to 1 with the concentrating lens. Yet that lens so used melted cornelian, agate, and rock-crystal.”—Sir

John Herschel, Outlines of Astronomy, 7th edit. p. 401.

4 h 2
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There is one observation made by Bunsen which appears to stand as an exception to

the rule that only bodies in the gaseous state give, when luminous, discontinuous spectra.

Bunsen discovered that solid erbia, when heated to incandescence, gives a spectrum con-

taining bright bands. It is therefore conceivable, though all the evidence we possess

from experience is opposed to the supposition, that carbon might exist in some form in

which it would possess a similar power of giving a discontinuous spectrum without vola-

tilization. There is the further objection to this hypothesis, that the telescopic pheno-

mena observed in comets appear to show that vaporization does usually take place.

However this may be, a state of gas appears to accord with the very small power of

reflexion which the matter of the coma of this comet possessed, as was shown by the

great faintness of the continuous spectrum.

A remarkable circumstance connected with comets is the great transparency of the

bright cometary matter. The most remarkable instance is that of Miss Mitchell’s

comet in 1847, which passed centrally over a star of the fifth magnitude. “ The star’s

light appeared in no way enfeebled, yet such a star would be completely obliterated by

a moderate fog extending a few yards from the surface of the earth”*. We do not

know what amount of transparency is possessed by the vapour of carbon, but the absence

of a continuous spectrum seems to show that, as it existed in the comet, it was almost

perfectly transparent. The light of a star would suffer, therefore, only that kind and

degree of absorption which corresponds with its power of radiation, as shown by its

spectrum of bright lines. As these occur in the brightest part of the spectrum, we

should expect a noticeable diminution of the star’s light, if it were not for the luminous

condition of the gas, in consequence of which it would give back to the beam light of

precisely the same refrangibilities as it had taken, and so enable the part of the field

occupied by the image of the star to appear of its original brightness, or nearly so.

This state of things would not prevent an apparent diminution of the star’s light from

the effect upon the eye of the brightness of the surrounding field. In the case of the

tails of comets, the great transparency observed is more probably to be referred to the

widely scattered condition of the minute particles of the cometary matter.

I may be permitted to repeat here a paragraph from my paper on the Spectrum of

Comet I., 1866f.
“ Terrestrial phenomena would suggest that the parts of a comet which are bright by

reflecting the sun’s light, are probably in the condition of fog or cloud.

“We know, from observation, that the comae and tails of comets are formed from the

matter contained in the nucleus^.

* Outlines of Astronomy, p. 373. t Proceedings of the Eoyal Society, vol. xv. p. 5.

t The head of Halley’s comet in 1835 in a telescope of great power “ exhibited the appearance of jets as it

were of flame, or rather of luminous smoke, like a gas fan-light. These varied from day to day, as if wavering

backwards and forwards, as if they were thrown out of particular parts of the internal nucleus or kernel which

shifted round, or to or fro by their recoil like a squib not held fast. The bright smoke of these jets, however,

never seemed to be able to get far out towards the sun, but always to be driven back and forced into the tail as

if by the action of a violent wind setting against them (always from the sun), so as to make it clear that the
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“The usual order of the phenomena which attend the formation of a tail appears to

be that, as the comet approaches the sun, material is thrown off, at intervals, from the

nucleus in the direction towards the sun. This material is not at once driven into the

tail, but usually forms in front of the nucleus a dense luminous cloud, into which for a

time the bright matter of the nucleus continues to stream. In this way a succession of

envelopes may be formed, the material of which afterwards is dissipated in a direction

opposite to the sun, and forms the tail. Between these envelopes dark spaces are

usually seen.

“ If the matter of the nucleus is capable of forming by condensation a cloud-like mass,

there must be an intermediate state in which the matter ceases to be self-luminous, but

yet retains its gaseous state, and reflects but little light. Such a non-luminous and

transparent condition of the cometary matter may possibly be represented by some at

least of the dark spaces which, in some comets, separate the cloud-like envelopes from

the nucleus and from each other.”

Now considerable differences of colour have been remarked in the different parts of

some comets. The spectrum of this comet would show that its colour was bluish green.

Sir W. Herschel described the head of the Comet of 1811 to be of a greenish or bluish-

green colour, while the central point appeared to be of a pale ruddy tint. The repre-

sentations of Halley’s comet at its appearance in 1835, by the elder Struve, are coloured

bluish green, and the nucleus on October 9 is coloured reddish yellow. He describes

the nucleus on that day, thus :
—“ Her Kern zeigte sich wie eine kleine, etwas ins gelb-

liche spielende, gluhende Kohle von langlicherForm”* *. Dr. Winnecke describes

similar colours in the bright comet of 1862. “Die Farbe des Strahls erscheint mir

gelbrothlich
;
die des umgebenden Nebels (vielleicht aus Contrast) mattblaulich.” “ Die

Farbe der Ausstromung erscheint mir gelblich ; die Coma hat blauliches Lichff’f

.

Now carbon, if incandescent in the solid state, or reflecting, when in a condition of

minute division the light of the sun, would afford a light which, in comparison with that

emitted by the luminous vapour of carbon, would appear as yellowish or approaching

to red.

The views of comets presented in this paper do not, however, afford any clue to the

great mystery Which surrounds the enormous rapidity with which the tail is often pro-

jected to immense distances. There are not any known properties peculiar to carbon,

even when in a condition of extremely minute division, which would help to a solution

of the enigma of the violent repulsive power from the sun which appears to be exerted

upon cometary matter shortly after its expulsion from the nucleus, and upon matter

tail is neither more or less than the accumulation of this sort of luminous vapour darted off, in thefirst instance

towards the sun, as it were something raised up, and, as it were, exploded by the sun’s heat out of the kernel,

and then immediately and forcibly turned back and repelled from the sun.”—Sir John Herschel. Familiar

Lectures on Scientific Subjects, p. 115.

* Beobachtungen des Halleyschen Cometen, s. 41.

f Memoires de l’Academie Imperiale des Sciences de St. Petersbourg, tome vii. No. 7.
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in this condition only. It may be that this apparent repulsion takes place at the time

of the condensation of the gaseous matter of the coma, into the excessively minute solid

particles of which the tail probably consists. There is a phenomenon occasionally seen

which must not be passed without notice, namely, the formation of faint narrow rays

of light, or secondary tails, which start off usually from the brightest side of the

principal tail, not far from the head. Sir John Heeschel* considers that “they

clearly indicate an analysis of the cometic matter by the sun’s repulsive action, the

matter of the secondary tails being darted off with incomparably greater velocity (indi-

cating an incomparably greater intensity of repulsive energy) than that which went to

form the primary one.” The important differences which exist between the spectrum of

Beoesen’s comet and that of Comet II., 1868, appear to show that comets may vary

in their constitution. If the phenomenon of the secondary tails were observed in a

comet which, like Comet II., 1868, appears to consist of carbon, the analytical action

supposed by Sir John Heeschel might be to separate between particles of carbon in

different conditions, or possibly in a state of more or less subdivision. The enormous

extent of space, sometimes a hundred millions of miles in length, over which a compara-

tively minute portion of cometary matter is in this way diffused, would suggest that we

have in this phenomenon a remarkable instance of the extreme division of matter.

Perhaps it would be too bold a speculation to suggest that, under the circumstances

which attend the condensation of the gaseous matter into discrete solid particles, the

division may be pushed to its utmost limit, or nearly so. If we could conceive the

separate atoms to be removed beyond the sphere of their mutual attraction of cohesion,

it might be that they would be affected by the sun’s energy in a way altogether different

from that of which we have been hitherto the witnesses upon the earth.

Though comets may differ in their constitution, reference may be permitted to the

periodical meteors which have been shown to move in orbits identical with those of some

comets. If these consist of carbon, we might have some explanation of the appearances

presented by these meteors, though their light is doubtless greatly modified by that of

the air rendered luminous by their passage, as well as by the degree of temperature to

which they are raised. Carbon is abundantly present in some meteorites, but we have

no certain evidence at present that the periodical meteors belong to this class of celestial

bodies.

Note to Plate XXXIII.

In fig. 2, the bright line at the beginning of the middle band of the spectrum of

.olefiant gas is made too strong.

* Familiar Lectures on Scientific Subjects, p. 129.
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XXII. New Researches upon the Dispersion of the Optic Axes in Earmotome and

Wohlerite, proving these Minerals to belong to the Clinorhombic \Oblique\ System.

By M. A. L. O. Des Cloizeaux. Communicated by Professor W. H. Miller, For.

Sec. B.S.

Received March 12,—Read April 23, 1868.

We are already acquainted with a considerable number of crystals, natural as well as

artificial, the forms of which have only been determined with precision by the examina-

tion of their optical properties as doubly refracting bodies. Harmotome and Wohlerite

furnish two fresh examples of this ;
and they afford all the more important proof of the

necessity of appealing to these properties, inasmuch as the crystals of these substances

would appear certainly to be derived from a right rhombic prism, so long as we consider

only the apparent symmetry of their external forms, or the orientation of the plane

containing their optic axes. The different sorts of dispersion which these axes might

be capable of presenting* are so feeble, and so difficult of appreciation on account of

the slight transparency of Wohlerite, and the complex structure of the crystals of Har-

motome, that the determination of these dispersions has hitherto been too incomplete

to allow of any conclusion being drawn as to the crystalline type they might otherwise

serve to characterize.

It was a remark of M. Axel Gadolin, to which I shall make further allusion, that

induced me to resume the attentive study of the phenomena of dispersion, first in Har-

motome, and then in Wohlerite, and as a consequence to modify the crystallographic

type to which these minerals have been in general referred.

Harmotome.

It is now some yearsf since I showed that simple crystals of Harmotome did not

exist, and that those of Strontian in Scotland (Morvenite), considered as such, presented,

in fact, a twinning formed by the interpenetration of two principal individuals. The

particular orientation of the plane of the optic axes in each of the crystals of which the

least complicated of such groups are composed had led me to refer their crystalline form

to a right rhombic prism of 124° 47'
;
and I had been induced to look on this prism as

presenting a peculiar sort of hemihedrism, or rather hemimorphism, such that only the

half of the fundamental rhombic octahedron existed, that namely formed of four faces

parallel two and two, and lying in the same zone. More recently I had established, in

* See my memoir “ Sur l’emploi du microscope polarisant,” Annales des Mines, 6me serie, t. vi. 1864.

t “ Sur l’emploi des propriety optiques birefringentes pour la determination des especes cristallisees,” 2nd

memoir, Annales des Mines, t. xiv. 1858.
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the modifications which heat induces in the position of the optic axes and of their

plane *, a phenomenon less compatible with the hypothesis of a primitive rhombic form

;

but the slight transparency of the plates on which I had operated, the wide separation

of their optic axes, which rendered the examination of the two systems of rings almost

impossible in air, and finally the almost complete absence of dispersion, had led me to

believe in an anomaly as the result of the always highly complex structure of the

crystals.

In a memoir published towards the middle of 1867, “ Sur la deduction d’un seul

principe de tous les systemes cristallographiques,” M. Axel Gadolix suggested the

idea that the crystals of Harmotome might probably belong to the oblique system, and

that then their forms would no longer present any hemihedrism.

Desirous of verifying the truth of this suggestion, which had been communicated to

me by M. Gadolix in the month of June 1867, I had some new plates cut normal to

the positive acute bisectrix, from very transparent crystals of the Scotch Morvenite, for

which I was indebted to the kindness of my friend Mr. Maskelyxe ; and I have been

enabled to establish, both in oil and in air, a very decided twisted dispersion. Thanks

to a separation of the optic axes less divergent than that of my former plates, I have

been able also to satisfy myself directly that the displacement impressed by heat on the

plane containing these axes is a rotary one, quite analogous to that which I have shown

to exist in the cases of borax and Heulandite.

It is therefore now beyond doubt that the crystalline type of Harmotome is the oblique

rhombic prism, and that the figures 185, 186, and 187 (pis. 31 and 32) of the atlas of my
• Manual of Mineralogy,’ ought to be turned so as to make the plane p, which pre-

sents the crossed striations, into the plane of symmetry of the new form. The simplest

plan, then, is to look on the faces of the figure as forming the lateral faces m of the

new primitive prism, one of the former faces m as the base of this prism, and the other

as the plane h 1 truncating its obtuse edge.

The figures 1 to 5 (Plate XXXIV.) which represent the principal combinations of the

forms observed have the new symbols, the relations of which with the old ones are as

follows :

—

New symbols. Former symbols.
.a

Des Cloizeaux’s Miller’s Des Cloizeaux’s

notation. notation. notation.

m . . . . 110 . . • . H
h 1

. . . . 100 . . . m
P • • • . 001 . . . rn

hi .. . . 410 . . • •

hi .. . . 520 . . • • 55

g
1

• . 010 . . .
. P

o l
. . . . 101 . . • • hi

* Nouvoiles recherches sur les proprietes optiques des cristaux naturels ou artificiels, inserees dans les Memoires

presentes par divers savants a l’Institut Imperial de France, t. xviii. 1867.
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The figures 1, 2, and 3 belong to the simple macles which constitute the Morvenite of

Scotland and the greater part of the crystals of Oberstein ; the figures 4 and 5 are the

double cross-formed macles so common at Andreasberg. In the first the two individuals

interpenetrate one into the other so as to form four sectors, usually very unequal in their

magnitude. Theoretically these sectors ought to occur following two planes perpen-

dicular to each other, the one parallel to the base, the other parallel to the very simple

modification a}, the inclination of which upon this base is precisely 90°
;
but in reality

these sectors more frequently are united only in an imperfect manner, and there exist

between their sides little channels more or less sinuous (fig. 6). It is easy to show this

by passing parallel rays of polarized light through plates cut very thin parallel to the

plane of symmetry.

In the cross-formed macles (figs. 4 and 5) two individuals, already composite, penetrate

one another so as to have their planes of symmetry perpendicular, but their intercrossing,

instead of taking place on the planes inclined at 135° on the base, and very nearly in the

plane e\ usually occurs with surfaces that are irregular and jagged : however, the direc-

tion of what is theoretically the plane of assemblage is sometimes indicated by a series

of plates excessively thin and which fill the little interval, then sensibly rectilinear, which

exists between the two individuals (fig. 7).

It is well known that on crystals of TIarmotome it is very difficult to obtain measure-

ments for the angles that are at all precise
;
nor can it be otherwise ; for independently

of the crossed strife the points of junction of which form upon the plane of sym-

metry (f two slightly salient lines perpendicular to each other, the base p is almost

always more or less decidedly waved with lines parallel to its intersection with h\ and

the faces to are finely striated in the direction of the edge jx ; furthermore, the indivi-

duals of which the macles are composed are hardly ever united in a manner suffi-

ciently perfect for the four faces h l and ,?/ of a crystal similar to that represented in

fig. 1, to be found exactly in the same zone with the two basest? ; the same is true of

the faces anterior and posterior to A 1

to, which ought to form one single vertical zone.

Thus it is only an exceptional case, or where one is operating on very small crystals of

Morvenite from Strontian, that one can obtain the inclinations p to and A 1

to with any

exactitude.

Combining the results formerly known with those which a new and very numerous

series of observations have afforded me, the following Table will give the inclinations at

which I have now arrived.

5: A :: 1000:1007,00 D=818,02 d=575,19.

Plane angle of the base . . . =109° 46' 27".

Plane angle of the lateral faces .
=109° 10' 50".

4 iMDCCCLXVIII.
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Calculated angles.

' *m m 120° 1'

ffl/t
1 150° O’ 30"

mg 1 119° 59' 30"

j h\hl 171° 47'

h^g1 98° 13'

h\b> 167° 0'

m hf 163° 0'

l h>g l 90°

r po l 144° 18'

j

o'/i
1 160° 32'

!
*ph l 124° 50'

|

o 1

t
o 71° 24' over A1

|

h\y adj. HO0 20'

L h1

xy 69° 40' overp
f pm 119° 39'

I mm adj. 120° 42'

m m 89° 23' on g
l

*p a 1 90°

p e
1 134° 42'

Instead of the prism hf of Phillips, I have observed the prism hf on many crystals of

Morvenite, and instead of o', given by Greg, I have found of- with

Calculated. Measured.

pof 131° 49' 131° 30'

of 173° 1'

There exist two principal cleavages, the one easy and rather neat parallel to the plane

of symmetry g\ the other less easy parallel to the base p.

The plane of the optic axes and their acute positive bisectrix are perpendicular to the

plane of symmetry. The disposition of the coloured rings in plates normal to the two

bisectrices had heretofore induced me to look on the mean optic axes as situated exactly

in the plane bisecting the angle p h 1

; but I have since assured myself that this was not

altogether true. In fact the results from a great number of observations made at 15° C.

by means of two Nicol prisms crossed at right angles in the direction in which the maxi-

mum of extinction takes place in two neighbouring sectors, taken from many plates of

Morvenite parallel to the plane of symmetry, may be stated as

—

First. That the plane of the axes corresponding to red rays makes angles of about

25° 42' with a normal to p,

29° 28' with a normal to h\

Second. That the plane of the axes corresponding with the blue rays makes an angle

of about
25° 5' with a normal to p,

30° 5' with a normal to h1

.

a Phil.=

P

hillips. b Dx.=Des Cloizeatjx.

Measured angles.

120° 1' (Kohler;.

150° 0' 24", mean (Dx.) ;
149° 32' (Phil.) a

.

120° 15', mean (Dx.) ;
120° 56' (Phil.).

171° 4' (Phil.).

166° 30' (Dx.) b
.

162° 50' to 163° (Dx.).

124° 50' just; 124° 53', mean (Dx.) ;
125° 5' (Phil.).

110° 28', mean (Dx.) ;
110° 26' (Phil.)

; lll°15'(K6hler).

69° 39', mean (Dx.).

119° 5' approx. (Dx.).

120° 45' to 121° 37' (Dx.) ;
121° 6' (Levy)

;
121° 28' (Kohler).

89° 2', mean (Dx.).

Twin plane of the simple macles.

Face nearly corresponding to the twin plane of the crossed macles.
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There is then a separation of about 0° 37' between the plane of the red axes and the

plane of the blue axes ; and this explains the twisted dispersion which shows itself suf-

ficiently sensibly by the colours exhibited in plates of Harmotome that are sufficiently

transparent and are normal to the acute bisectrix, when one examines them by aid of the

polarizing microscope.

Among the plates of Morvenite which have allowed, as I before said, of my studying

afresh the action of heat on the separation and the orientation of the optic axes, the

most perfect has given me in oil for the red rays, and at 24° C., 2H a
=87° 2'.

If one compares this number with those which I have published in my ‘ Manual of

Mineralogy,’ it will be seen that the optic axes present separations that vary greatly

according to the specimens.

The preceding plate, when placed on the heating cell of the microscope in such a

manner as to show its optic axes in a horizontal plane perpendicular to the plane of

polarization, permits of our seeing, when one inclines it sufficiently to right or left, the

greater part of the bar which traverses the central ring of each system. An elevation

of the temperature produces an approximation of the axes, and the change in form of

each central ring, which have been described in my c Nouvelles recherches sur les pro-

prietes optiques des cristaux naturels ou artificiels,’ while the two transverse bars

have a tendency to an inclination in opposite directions and are displaced by the same

amount, the one above, the other below the horizontal plane which at first contained

them. This displacement, which indicates a rotation of the optic axes, is hardly sensible

between 15° and 80° C., but from above 90° it becomes very evident and augments with

the temperature.

A peculiar and somewhat abnormal character is imparted to this change by the circum-

stance observed in one of my experiments in which the temperature had been elevated

up to 160° C. In this case the displacement continued on the increase during the cooling

of the air-bath from 160° to about 108° C. At the moment of maximum displacement

the angle through which the plane of the axes had turned seemed at least equal if not

greater than that which I had been enabled to measure in the case of borax. At 92° C.

the transverse bars approached again the horizontal position, and began to move in the

direction of their first orientation, but they did not exactly attain that orientation until

the lapse of about thirty minutes after the thermometer in the air-bath had come back

to its original reading. In other experiments, where the temperature was maintained

between 50° and 52° C., it took twelve or fifteen minutes for the displacement of the

bars to become sensible. In from fifteen to thirty minutes more this displacement

had attained its maximum. When the lamp was removed, the return movement of the

bars hardly became visible before ten or twelve minutes had elapsed after the thermo-

meter had begun to fall, and thirty to forty-five minutes more subsequently elapsed

before they had exactly returned to the position they had occupied at the beginning

of the experiment.

Harmotome is up to the present time the only crystallized substance which exhibits

4 i 2
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a considerable delay between the moment when certain optical phenomena are mani-

fested, and the moment of the change of temperature. This delay, produced by causes

probably very complex, is all the more remarkable from the plate on which I made most

of my experiments having dimensions no greater than two millimetres in width by

half a millimetre in thickness, dimensions far less than those of the plates which I am

in the habit of introducing into my air-bath, and of which the modifications, thermic as

well as optical, have always presented themselves to me as nearly as possible simulta-

neously.

Wohlerite.

In my ‘ Manual of Mineralogy’ I described the crystals of Wohlerite as derivable

from a prism of very nearly 90°. In the point of view from which I had been induced

to look at them, from a consideration of the orientation of their optic axes, they appeared

to offer a certain number of homohedral forms, associated with forms that were hemi-

hedral or hemimorphic, analogous to those that 1 have drawn attention to in Harmo-

tome. Since I have established that this last mineral belonged in reality to the clino-

rhombic system, I have sought to ascertain whether this was not so also in the case of

Wohlerite, all the forms of which would in that event be homohedral. But in this case

a study of the different varieties of dispersion is rendered difficult by the yellow colour,

and by the imperfect transparency presented by the substance even when in very thin

plates. Besides this, contrary to what one finds in the case of Harmotome, whilst the

dispersion belonging to the optic axes is very distinct, the horizontal and twisted disper-

sions, which should be sought for in the plates normal to the two bisectrices, are, on the

contrary, but slightly evident. However, on examining in oil some thin plates placed so

as to have the plane of their optic axes horizontal and perpendicular to the plane of

polarization, I observed in the plates normal to the obtuse positive bisectrix, some faint

blue and red fringes disposed in contrary directions above and below the bars which

traverse the two annular systems. These colours indicate, then, the existence of an

appreciable twisted dispersion. In the plates normal to the acute negative bisectrix,

the transverse bar of each system is bordered on one side by very pale blue, and on the

opposite side by an equally pale yellow. The horizontal dispersion is thus feebly indicated.

Furthermore, in the former, as in the latter plates, the edges of one system of rings often

show a colour decidedly more brilliant than those of the other system ; but this apparent

dissymmetry is only the result of the imperfection of the plates, and especially of the

unequal transparence presented by their different parts in consequence of internal fissures.

The crystals of Wohlerite ought, then, to be referred to an oblique rhombic prism, in

which the plane of symmetry is normal to the plane which contains their optic axes.

The primitive form which it seems most convenient to choose is a prism with an angle

of very nearly 90°, which presents a cleavage, easy though interrupted, parallel to its plane

of symmetry, and cleavages which are more difficult in the directions of the lateral faces

m and of the plane h\ which is parallel to the horizontal diagonals of the base.

The figures 1 to 9 (Plate XXXIV.) represent the actual appearance of the crystals
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which carry the different combinations of forms which I have observed. Eig. 10 is the

projection upon h l

,
of a crystal measured by Dauber, regarded by him as orthorhombic

(Poggendorff’s ‘ Annalen,’ t. xcii. p. 242). The spherical projection (fig. 11) made upon

the plane of symmetry shows the principal zones in which all the faces are comprised

that are hitherto known.

The dimensions of the primitive forms and the calculated inclinations compared with

the inclinations as directly measured are given in the following Tables.

b : h : : 1000 : 487,8112 D=687,8636 ^=725,7450

Plane angle of the base = 86° 56' 17"*8

Plane angle of the lateral faces . . =103° 50' 37"

Calculated.

^ m m 90° 14' in front

m m 89° 46' on y
l

A 1

Af 164° 7'

h^g1 105° 53'

A 1 A3 153° 32'

A'V 11 6° 28'

*A‘ m 1 35° 7'

mg' 134° 53'

< h'g3 116° 39' 30"

g
3
g

1 153° 20' 30"

h'g2 108° 30'

161° 30'

m g
3
adj. l6l° 32' 30"

mg3 108° 13' 30" on g
1

m g- 153° 23'

g
3
g

2 171° 50' 30"

A 1

g
1 90°

^V A 1 136° 42'

o'

p

152° 33'

*p A 1
ant. 109° 15'

,
pa 1

adj. 140° 49'

a} A 1
adj. 1 09° 56'

pa\ adj. 113° 41'

a\ A 1 adj. 137° 4'

< p A 1
post. 70° 45'

" pe2 161° 30'

eV 108° 30'

p e
1 146° 12'

e' g
1 123° 48'

p e\ 126° 45'

e\g' 143° 15'

.Pff
1 90°

Measured.

90° 3' to 30' (Dx.)a
.

90° approx. (Dx.).

164° 15' (Dx.).

153° 29', mean (Dx.); 152° 55' (Dau.)b
.

116° 30' (Dx.); 116° 51' (Dau.).

135° T, mean (Dau.); 135° 16', mean (Dx.).

134° 54', mean (Dau.); 134° 59', mean (Dx.).

11 6° 32', mean (Dx.); 116° 14' (Dau.).

153° to 153° 20' (Dx.); 153° 30' (Dau.).

108° 58', mean (Dx.) ;
107° 39' (Dau.).

l6l° 15' (Dau.).

l6l° 35' (Dx.).

108° 40' (Dx.).

153° 40' (Dx.).

172° (Dx.).

90° (Dx.).

136° 42' (Dx.); 138° (Dau.).

152° 32' (Dx.).

109° 15', mean (Dx.) ;
110° 25', mean (Dau.).

140° 48', mean (Dx.); 140° 15' (Dau.).

109° 34', mean (Dx.); 108° 45' to 109° 40' (Dau.).

113° approx. (Dx.).

138° 35'? (Dau.).

162° 45' (Dau.).

145° 35' to 52'; 146° 15' (Dx.) ;
146° 14' (Dau.)

123° 10'; 50'; 124° 15'; 25' (Dx.) ;
124° 7' (Dau.).

143° to 143° 10' (Dx.).

90° (Dx.).

“ Dx.=Des Cloizeaux.

b Dau.=Dauber.
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Calculated.

r pd±U2°!tf'

d\m 140° 34'

p m ant. 103° 31'

p b\ adj. 130° 10'

]

b\m 126° 19'

p b| adj. 106° 48'

b\m 163° 12'

1^ pm post. 76° 29'

r p A3
ant. 107° 10’

p x adj. 137° 20'

J pa
s
adj. 111° 13'

]
p h3

post. 72° 50'

a
3
A3

adj. 141° 37’

r py 129° 30'

] p g
3 ant. 98° 30'

J p <j> adj. 117° 43'

|
pg3 post. 81° 30'

I adj. 143° 47'

p g- ant. 96°

r e
2 A1

ant. 108° 13'

1 * A1
adj. 108° 53'

^ d\hl
adj. 130° 53'

e
1 A1

ant. 105° 54'

e
1 A1

post. 74° 6'

d\el 155° 1'

e
x b\ 147° 37'

J b\a
s
155° 15'

b\ A1 106° 29' over a
3

b\ A1 73° 31' over e
1

a
3
A1

adj. 131° 14’

a
3 di 97° 53' over e

1

^
a
3
A 1 48° 46' over e

1

r y A1
adj. 121° 27'

j 4 A 1 ant. 101° 23'

J 4 A 1 post. 78° 37'

) <p A
1 101° 48' over b\

{ b\ A1
adj. 121° 46'

r g
l

y 134° 12'

J 44 115° 56'

I 4 o 1 90°

" g
l

<p 143° 8'

4 b\ 123° 41'

<p b\ 160° 33'

^ 4* 108° 26'

4 a1 90°

b\al 146° 19'

, x a> 161° 34'

Measured.

1 42° 35'
;
143°; 143° 30' (Dx.).

140° 35' (Dx.).

103° 15' approx. (Dx.).

129° 35' to 131° 30' (Dx.).

125° 5' to 126° (Dx.).

107° 5' (Dx.).

110° approx. (Dx.).

98° 10' (Dx.)

80° 40' (Dx.).

143° approx. (Dx.).

95° 35' approx. (Dx.).

131° 12', mean (Dx.) ;
130° 49' (Dau.).

106° 10', mean (Dx.); 106° 54'? (Dau.).

73° 20', mean (Dx.)
;
73° 31' (Dau.).

155° 3', mean (Dx.).

147° 30' (Dx.) ;
147° 43' (Dau.).

155° (Dx.).

106 3
25' to 45' (Dx.)

;
105° 44'? (Dau.).

73° 33', mean (Dx.).

131° 30' (Dx.) ;
130° 10' (Dau.).

97° 40' (Dx.).

49° 8', mean (Dx.).

120° 57' (Dau.).

101° 45' to 102° 20' (Dx.).

78° 18', mean (Dx.).

102° 10', approx. (Dx.).

134° 18' (Dau.).

115° 18', mean (Dx.).

143° 15' to 143° 30' (Dx.).

123° 49', mean (Dx.).

160° 30' (Dx.).

89° 55' (Dx.).

145° 40' (Dx.).
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Calculated.

rSfH 134° 1'

J g'a
3
115° 47'

i 4 a\ 90°

ro'm adj. 121° 2' 30"

o'm 58° 57' 30" over e
1

m adj. 135° 12'

e
3 m ant. 116° 27* .'

s-y nt. adj. 149° 30'

|

e
xm ant. 125° 55'

I a1 m 76° 1' over e
1

^ a 1 ® 103° 59 f over a
3

I

a
3
m adj. 140° 43'

I a>a3
143° 16'

4 m ant. 134° 51'

b\m 1 00° 58' over e\

a\ m adj. 121° 15'

rV/i3
adj. 130° 39'

I o
1

e
2 147° 18'

S e
3 h3 93° 14' over b\

(
b\ h3 adj. 120° 5'

o 1

g
3
adj. 109° 4'

o1 e\ 122° 5'

4 g
3 post. 128° 52'

dig3
ant. 133° 12'

e
l

g
3
ant. 128° 19'

Cd\h3
ant. 141° 20'

I
e
2

/i
3 114° 55' over d\

a>li
3 72° 14' over e

2

a 1 k3
adj. 107° 46'

44 ant. 143° 34'

ax

g
3 82° 29' over4

a 1

g
3 97 31' over b

i

‘^44 adj. 149° 0'

re1 A3
ant. 119° 33'

I x h3 98° 33' over e
1

S a\ h3 49° 3' over e
1

(^<4 A3 adj. 130° 57'

r <pg
3
ant. 128° 33'

J <p a\ 122° 16'

[ adj. 109° 11'

44 ant. 128° 30'

e‘4 ant. 130° 21'

e
1 4 post. 1 16° 8'

4 rn post. 115° 11'

44 post. 128° 32'

<p m ant. 1 14° 48'

f4 ant. 133° 55'

<p 4 post. 145° 26'

Measured.

115° 10' (Dx.).

121° 55' (Dx.).

135°, approx. (Dx.).

126° 20', approx. (Dx.).

75° 40', approx. (Dx.).

103° 40'; 52' (Dx.)

140° 2' to 141° (Dx.).

143° 15' (Dx.).

99

130° 30'; 131° (Dx.).

109° 6' (Dx.).

132° 10', approx. (Dx.).

128°; 128° 30' (Dx.).

142°, approx. (Dx.).

99

72° (Dx.).

98° 5' to 20' (Dx.).

119° 52' (Dx.).

99

127° 40' to 128° (Dx.).

128° 30', mean (Dx.).

129°, approx. (Dx.).

115° 55', mean (Dx.).

11 4° to 115°? (Dx.).

128° 50' (Dx.).

114° to 115°? (Dx.).

134° 30', approx. (Dx.).

145° (Dx.).

y — (^
l b\4) x-(bx b\h\).

a=(b x b\h>) ?=(6*44).
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The forms which are most frequently met with on the crystals which I have had at

my disposal are h\ h3
,
m, g

3

, g
2

, g\ o\p, a\ e\ d\,b\, a3 . The forms Af, o\ (fig. 7),

e\ (fig. 8), <p (fig. 9) are, on the contrary, very rare
; e

3 and y have only been announced

by Dauber (fig. 10). I have supposed the existence of x and b^ corresponding to these

two last faces by analogy with what I have observed upon the crystals I myself examined,

on which there occur both in front and in rear planes such as ^9 and a\ o
1 and a\, e

1 and b^,

d\ and a3, e\ and <p, which make respectively almost equal angles with A 1

. The plane

of the mean optic axes is very nearly parallel to o\ In a made artificially formed

of two plates cleaved in the direction g
l and twinned after the plane A 1

,
the maximum

extinction takes place at the same moment for both plates ;
these plates therefore have

their optic axes situated in planes perpendicular to one another, and each of them

inclined at 45° to the face of union A1
. As the yellow colour of the substance does not

permit of any certain results being obtained with monochromatic glasses of red or blue,

it is impossible to determine directly the angle which the plane of the axes corresponding

to the red rays makes with the plane of the axes which correspond to the blue rays

;

this angle must, however, be very small, in consequence of the weak horizontal and

twisted dispersion which is exhibited in oil, and to which I have alluded above. The

bisectrix of the acute angle formed by the optic axes is negative and normal to the

horizontal diagonal of the base. The separation of these axes varies with the crystals,

and even with different portions of one and the same crystal. The following are the

actual results that I obtained from three different crystals, each of which contributed a

couple of plates normal to the acute and obtuse bisectrices :

—

First crystal cited in my ‘ Manual.’

2Ha
=89° 34', 2H0

=128° 6', whence 2Y=76° 10', j3=l-67 for the red rays.

2Ha= 90° 54', 2H0
=127° 6', whence 2Y=77° 2', /3=l-69 for the blue rays.

Second crystal recently examined.

2H
ffi

=85° 41', 2H0
=139° 3', whence 2Y=71° 56', /3=l-69 for the red rays.

2Ha
=86° 12', 2H0

=138° 32', whence 2Y=72° 18', j3=l-71 for the blue rays.

Third crystal recently examined.

2Ha
=86° 24', 2H0

=144° 24', whence 2Y=71° 26', >3=1-72 for the red rays.

2H0
=87° 30', 2H0

=144° 8', whence 2Y= 72° 1', >3=1*74 for the blue rays.

Plates cut normally to the acute bisectrix in three other crystals gave for the red rays

III.

I. II. r ^
,

2H0
=141° 17'

;
138° 42'; 140° 32', first portion; 138° 48', second portion.

The dispersion belonging to the optic axes, weak in oil and in the interior of the

crystals with §<v is, on the contrary, very considerable in the air
;
for on the second
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crystal the red axes undergo an apparent separation in air equal to 170° 53'. while the

blue axes undergo a total reflexion. If we cast our eyes over the Table of the inclina-

tions of the planes, it is easy to see that the crystals of Wohlerite, besides the faces indi-

cated above, as making angles almost equal in front and in rear with the vertical axis,

present, furthermore, modifications with inclinations which are very nearly identical in

two zones at right angles to each other. These crystals being rarely sufficiently good

to furnish very precise measurements, it is almost impossible to distinguish crystallogra-

phically between the one and the other of the forms to, o\ and a\ ; rf, p, and a 1

;

d\ and az ; e
1 and ; e\ and <p : one can only do this by looking out for the facile

cleavage that runs parallel to g
l and the orientation of the plane of the optic axes. At

the time of my first publications on the subject of Wohlerite'*, it was almost impossible

to employ these two methods, in consequence of the scarcity of isolated crystals. This

scarcity having become less felt in consequence of Professor Nordenskiold having been

so kind as to send me some specimens, and from my having sacrificed one fine specimen

upon its gangue, I have been enabled to obtain the precise interpretation of all the crystals

I have figured in Plate XXXIV. accompanying my new investigation. The greater part

of these crystals have been described in my two former memoirs and in my ‘ Manual’^;

and as there has been confusion between the zones A 1 mg 1 and A1 dp, on several of them,

it may be useful that I should show here how my new symbols correspond with those of

Dauber and with those which are introduced in my ‘Manual,’ or in the figures 234,

235, 236, plate 40 of my ‘Atlas.’

New symbols. Dauber. Manual. Eig. 234, pi. 40. Fig. 235, pi. 40. Fig. 236, pi. 40.

h1 a m, m m central.

ff
l b in P m m lateral.

k% „ ,, ,,

h3 n bj\ id h2 and g
%

m m bio h 1 and g
1 h l and g

1

9
Z

9 bio „ h? and g
2 h2 and g‘

9
2 h bl b l h3 and g

3 A3 and g
3

p and a1 k b1 h3 and g
3

„ b l

o
1 and a\ d H h x and g

1

„
e
2 and x=(V b\li\

)

X a 1 and e
1

„ „ a 1 and e
1

e
1 and b\ 0 a

2
and e

2 ,, a
2
and e

2
a
2
and e

2

e\ and f= (bl d^g1
')

,, a
i
and e

4 „ „
d\ and a

3 p Jt and % „ k and ^
y=(c9 b

g

1

) and b^ i s and <r ” ” and a

The faces formerly (v and <p) were erroneously placed upon my figure 236 ; they belong

to the zone g
l

e
x

p (new symbols), and are the same as a4 and e4 . The former prism,

Af g\, having only been met with once and having yielded but one, and that a very

imperfect measurement, must, it seems to me, be abandoned.

* Annales de Cliimie et de Physique, 3rd series, vol. si.

t Annales des Mines, 5th series, t. xvi. 1859. Manuel de Mineralogie, vol. i. 1862.
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XXIII. On the Conditionsfor the existence ofThree Equal Boots, or of Two Pairs ofEqual

Boots, of a Binary Quartic or Quintic. By A. Cayley, F.B.S.

Received November 26, 1867,—Read January 9, 1868.

In considering the conditions for the existence of given systems of equalities between

the roots of an equation, we obtain some very interesting examples of the composition

of relations. A relation is either onefold, expressed by a single equation U=0, or it is,

say #-fold, expressed by a system of k or more equations. Of course, as regards onefold

relations, the theory of the composition is well known: the relation UV=Q is a relation

compounded of the relations U= 0, V=0; that is, it is a relation satisfied if, and not

satisfied unless one or the other of the two component relations is satisfied. The like

notion of composition applies to relations in general ;
viz., the compound relation is a

relation satisfied if, and not satisfied unless one or the other of the two component rela-

tions is satisfied. I purposely refrain at present from any further discussion of the

theory of composition. I say that the conditions for the existence of given systems of

equalities between the roots of an equation furnish instances of such composition ; in

fact, if we express that the function y)

n
->
an<^ first-derived function in regard to x,

or, what is the same thing, that the first-derived functions in regard to x, y respectively,

have a common quadric factor, we obtain between the coefficients a certain twofold rela-

tion, which implies either that the equation (*fx, y)
n— 0 has three equal roots, or else

that it has two pairs of equal roots ;
that is, the relation in question is satisfied if, and

it is not satisfied unless there is satisfied either the relation for the existence of three

equal roots, or else the relation for the existence of two pairs of equal roots ; or the

relation for the existence of the quadric factor is compounded of the last-mentioned two

relations. The relation for the quadric factor, for any value whatever of n, is at once

seen to be expressible by means of an oblong matrix, giving rise to a series of deter-

minants which are each to be put =0 ; the relation for three equal roots and that for

two pairs of equal roots, in the particular cases n— 4 and n— 5, are given in my “ Memoir

on the Conditions for the existence of given Systems of Equalities between the roots of

an Equation,” Phil. Trans, vol. cxlvii. (1857), pp. 727-731
;
and I propose in the present

Memoir to exhibit, for the cases in question n— 4 and n= 5, the connexion between the

compound relation for the quadric factor with the component relations for the three equal

roots and for the two pairs of equal roots respectively.

Article Nos. 1 to 8, the Quartic.

1. For the quartic function

(a, h, c, d, ejx, y)\

4 k 2
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the condition for three equal roots, or, say, for a root system 31, is that the quadrinvariant

and the cubinvariant each of them vanish, viz. we must have

\—ae—4^+3c2=0,

J

—

ace— ad2— b
2
e -f 2bcd—

c

3= 0

.

2. The condition for two pairs of equal roots, or for a root system 22, is that the

cubicovariant vanishes identically, viz. representing this by

(A, B, 5C, 10D, 5E, F, GJx, yf= 0,

we must have

A= add — octbc Jr 2b'
3 =0,

B= a?e +2«^-9ac2+662
c = 0,

C= abe~3acd-\-2b2d =0,

D— —ad2
-\- b

2
e =0,

E=— ade-\-%bce — 2bd2 =0,

F= — ae1 — 2bde-\-9c2
e — Qcd2=0,

G=-be* +Zcde-2d3 =0.

3. But the condition for the common quadric factor is

a
,

U, 3c, d

b
,

3c, 3d, e

a, 3b, 3c, d

b
,

3c, 3d, e

and the determinants formed out of this matrix must therefore vanish for (I, J)=0, and

also for (A, B, C, D, E, F, G)= 0, that is, the determinants in question must be syzy-

getically related to the functions (I, J), and also to the functions (A, B, C, D, E, F, G).

4.

The values of the determinants are

—

1234= 3 X 1235= 3 X 1 1245= 1345= 3 X 2345= 3 X

+ 1 a2
ce — 1 a-de -1 aV — 1 abe2 + 1 ace2

— 3 d2d2 + 4 abce + 2 abde + 4 aede — 1 od2
e

— 1 aide + 1 abd2 + 9 ac2
e -3 ad3 - 3

+ 14 abed — 3 ac2d — 9 a.cd
2 + 1 b2de + 14 bede

— 9 ac3 -3 b3
e — 9 Idee — 3 bde - 8 bd3

- 8 b3d ,

+ 6 b~c
2

+ 2 b-cd + 8 Idd2 + 2 bed2 — 9 c
3
e

+ 6 ddd

5.

The syzygetic relation with (I, J) is given by means of the identical equation

= —6I.HU+9J.U,6*y, X4-

a
,
u

,
3c

,
d

b , 3c
,

3d
,

e

a. 3b
,

3c
,

d
,

3c
,
U

,
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or, as this may be written,

(1234, 1235, 1245, 1345, 2345X#,y)
4==-6I.HU+ 9J.U,

where HU is the Hessian of U,

ac 2 a.d ae 2 be ce

-

b

2 — 2 be + 2 bd
-3 c

2

-2 cd -d2

6.

That is, we have

1234=( ac — b
2

,

4. 1235=(2ad—2bc

6. 1245=( ae+2bd-3c\

4. 1345=(2£c —2cd

2345=( ce- d2

aJ-6 1, 9J),

45X-6I, 9J),

6<?X-6I, 9J),

4d£— 61, 9J),

eX-6I, 9J).

7.

The determinants thus vanish if (I, J)=0, that is, for the root system 31 ;
they

will also vanish without this being so, if only

/3J \ ac—b2 ad— be ae + 2bd—3c2 be—cd ce—d2
_

\2l / a 2b 6c 2d
~ ’

and we may omit the first member since if the remaining terms are equal to

oj
each other they will also be —— . The equations may then be written

ac-tf, ad— be, ae-\-2bd—3c2
,

be—cd
,

ce—d2

a
,

2b
,

6c
,

2d
,

e

and the ten equations of this system reduce themselves (as it is very easy to show) to

the seven equations

(A, B, C, D, E, F, G)= 0,

which, as above mentioned, are the conditions for the root system 22.

8.

It may be added that we have

A B c D E F G

1234= c -4b + 3a
i. 1235= c -3b + a

0 = d —3c + a
1245= —e + 4rf -3c
0 = —

e

+ 6e —a
0 = — d 3c - b

£.1345= — e -f- 3d — c

0 = — e + 3c -b
£.2345= — 3e + 4d —c

where it is to be noticed that the four equations having the left-hand side =0, give
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B : C : D : E : F proportional to the determinants of the matrix

d
,
— 3c,

,

—e, . ,
6c,

a

. , —

a

—d
, 3c, — b,

—e, . ,
-j-3<?, — b

the determinants in question contain each the factor c, and omitting this factor, the

system shows that B, C, D, E, F are proportional to their before-mentioned actual values.

Article Nos. 9 to 15, the Quintic.

9. For the quintic function

(a, b, c, d, e, fjx, y)\

the condition of a root system 41 is that the covariant, Table No. 14, shall vanish,

viz. we must have

A=2(«e-4^-f-3c2

)
= 0,

B= af—3be+2cd= 0,

C=2(bf— ice+ 3(f)= 0.

10. The condition of a root system 32 is that the following covariant, viz.

3 (No. 13)
2(No. 14)— 25(No. 15)

2

,

shall vanish, where

No. 13 = [a, b, c, d, e,f\x, y)

5

,
the quintic itself.

No. 14 = (
ae of bf

-4 bd -3 be — 4 ce

1

+ 3 c
2 + 2 cd + 3 d}

0 . 15 = (
ac 3 ad 3 ae of 3 bf 3 cf df

— 3 be 3 bd + 7 be + 3 re -3 de —e-
— 6 <r — Scd -6 d1

11. The developed expression of the foregoing function is as follows.

—



A
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The conditions for the common quadric factor are

a, 4b, 6c, 4d, e = 0,

a, 4b, 6c, 4d. e

b, 4c, 6d, 4e, /
b, 4c, 6d, 4e, f

the several determinants whereof are given in Table No. 27 of my “Third Memoir on

Quantics,” Philosophical Transactions, vol. cxlvi. (1856), pp. 627-647.

13.

These determinants must therefore vanish, for (A, B, C)=0, and also for

(31, 35, . • • %> JH)=0, that is, they must be syzygetically connected with (A, B, C), and

also with (91, 35, ... it, iH). The relation to (A, B, C) is in fact given in the Table

appended to Table No. 27, viz. this is

Cx +Bx + A x

1234= + 6 a2 -12 ab + 16 ac- 10 b2

1235= + 6 ab — 2 ac — 1 0 b2 + 6 ad
1236= — 2 ac + 8 b2 + 6 ad— 18 be - 2 df+ 8 c

2

1245= + 18 ac — 6 ad— 30 be + 8 ae + 1 0 bd
1246= + 12 be + 4 ae — 4 bd — 24 c2 + 4 be + 8 cd
1345= + 24 ad — 8 ae —40 bd + 4 af+20 be

1256=' — 1 ae + 4 bd + 3 c2 + 1 of+ 5 6e — 1 8 cd - 1 bf+ 4 ce + 3 cP

2345= + 20 ae +40 bd — 30 c
2 -80 be +20 cd + 20 bf + 40 ce -30 d2

1346= + 4 ae + 8 bd + 6 c
2 — 36 cd + 4 bf+ 8 ce + 6 d2

2346= + 4 af+ 20 be — 8 bf — 4 ce + 24 cf
1356= + 4 be + 8 cd + 4 bf — 4 ce — 24 cP + 12 de

2356= + 8 bf + 1 0 ce - 6 cf — 30 de + 18 df
1456= + 6 ce jt + 6 cf — 1 8 c?e - 2 df+ 8 e

2 '

2456= + 6 cf - 2 rff-10 e
2 + 6 ef

3456= + 16 df- 10e2 -12 ef + 6 f2

14.

Between the expressions 91, 35, &c., and 1234, 1235, &c.
?
there exist relations

the form of which is indicated by the following Table

:
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95*e
j

95*2}

9582 J

9581

1

9*82 j

9H*ll

5*82 [

9521 J

151 J

9*81

9*21

9*21

9821

9821

*821

b »c> b "B

B to "8 - s

B « 'B « S
B to *B to s

B to B « v.

B to "B to s

B rO « B3 to

S *C> « 'B • Si

B *C> to "B to s

B b *B «

B -B s

B to "8 to

B o to 'B to

b O • "B

b •O to "8 -

B B "B

B - "B B

B O to 'B B ^
B to "B to S

B *c> to "B to s
B *0 to *B to s

B to "B to S
« to 'B to

B o "B to

b O to -B -

8 - "B to S
"B - 'S

'B -

1 II
to
CO
CM
r-i

5S

CO CO
CM CM

53 >«>

+ +

m
e

£ O
«§ +
CD ^ ^

53 .
«

-M " N

° + +
2 m m
c3 ^ ^
CO

Vs^
.2 + +
3 «g w
CD •'—s

CD

<%

4 LMDCCCLXVIII.

where

the

brackets

()
denote

numerical

coefficients,

determinate

as

to

their

ratios.
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15. Assuming the existence of these relations, we have for the determination of the

numerical coefficients in each relation a set of linear equations, which are shown by the

following Tables, viz. referring to the Table headed c9l, 61$, «C, «.1234, if the multipliers

of terms respectively be A, B, C, X, then the Table denotes the system of linear equations

0 A + 3B + 33C + 0 X=0,

3 A + 0B -102 C —16 X=0,

&c.,

that is, nine equations to be satisfied by the ratios of the coefficients A, B, C, X, and which

are in fact satisfied by the values at the foot of the Table, viz.

A:B:C:X=66: -11: +1: +6.

There would be in all fourteen Tables, but as those for the second seven would be at

once deducible by symmetry from the first seven, I have only written down the seven

Tables
;
the solutions for the first and second Tables were obtained without difficulty,

but that for the third Table was so laborious to calculate, and contains such extraordinarily

high numbers, that I did not proceed with the calculation, and it is accordingly only the

first, second, and third Tables which have at the foot of them respectively the solutions

of the linear equations.

16. The results given by these three Tables are, of course,

66cg- 1161$+ ltfC+ 6«.1234=0,

330dg[+110d$—555C+9a3B-105 «.1235=0,

+266478575 eg

-617359490 ffi

+ 144200810 c€

+ 9656911 6B

+ 9090785 a(&

-721004050 c . 1234

+ 90914175 6.1235

-160758675 a. 1245

+ 11559295 a. 1236=0.

It is to be noticed that the nine coefficients of this last equation were obtained from,

and that they actually satisfy, a system of fourteen linear equations
;
so that the cor-

rectness of the result is hereby verified.

17.

The seven Tables are
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First Table.

585

c® 633 a€ a. 1234

a*bf + 3 + 33
a3ce + 3 -102 - 16

a3d2 -216 + 36
a-be2 + 21 + 135 + 16

orbed — 12 - 144 + 120 -152
a2

c
3 -16 + 480 + 96

ab3d + 30 -150 + 80
aV(? + 50 + 240 -300 - 60
Vc -25 — 150

+ 66 -11 +1 +6

Second Table.

cl3 6C aS a. 1235 b . 1234

+ 3 + 10 — 4

o3de + 3 - 390 +24
aWf + 33 + 155 + 4

drbee + 21 -102 + 100 -84 - 16

a?bd2 -12 -216 - 600 -24 + 36
a?c‘d -16 - 144 + 1600 + 64 + 16

obs
e + 135 + 125 + 60

ab‘cd + 50 + 30 + 120 -1000 -40 -152
abc3 + 240 + 480 + 96
b4d -25 -150 + 80

¥c- -150 -300 - 60

+ 330 +110 -55 +9 -105 0

Third Table.

cC bm a<£ c. 1234 6.1235 a. 1245 a. 1236

a-‘df + 3 - 90 - 6 + 6
a3

e
3 + 3 - 195 + 16

drbcf + 33 + 10 + 360 - 4 + 6 -22
cirbde -12 + 21 - 390 -1500 + 24 -26 - 6

a"c~e -16 -102 + 900 - 16 -96 + 16
a‘cd~ -144 -216 + 1800 + 36 +96
ab7 + 155 + 225 + 4 + 16

ab2
ce + 50 + 135 + 100 + 16 -84 +90 -10

ab2
d~ + 30 - 600 -1500 -24 -80

abe'd +240 + 120 + 1600 -152 + 64
ac

*

+ 480 + 96
b
4
e -25 + 125 +60

b3cd -150 -150 -1000 + 80 -40
b3
c
3 -300 - 60

+ 266478575 -617359490 + 144200810 + 9656911 + .9090785 -721004050 + 90914175 -160758675 +11559295

4 l 2
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Fourth Table.

j'%. e33 d£ cm be a# d. 1234 c.1235 b. 1236 6.1245 a. 1246 a. 1345

a?ef + 3 + 3
1

— 114 + 4

arbdf — 12 + 33 - 90 - 264 + 6 - 6 — 4 - 24
drbe1 + 21 - 193 - 990 + 16 - 4 + 64
d-cj -16 + 10 + 468 - 4 — 24 + 24
a2cde -144 -102 — 390 + 1320 — 16 + 24 + 24 -208
d2d3 -216 + 1080 + 36 + 144

atrcf + 50 + 155 + 360 + 900 + 4 -22 + 6 + 24
aPde + 30 + 135 -1500 -2700 + 16 - 6 -26 -20 - 40

abc~e + 240 + 100 + 900 + 900 -84 + 16 -96 + 60
abed3 + 120 — 600 + 1800 - 600 — 152 -24 + 96 - 40
ac3d + 480 + 1600 + 96 + 64

b\f 24 + 225 + 16

Pee -150 + 125 + 60 -10 + 90
Pd2 -150 -1500 + 80 -80
Pc~d -300 — 1000 - 60 -40

Fifth Table.

/B ce b$ e.1234 J.1235 e.1236 c.1245 b. 1246 6.1345 a. 1256 a. 2345 a. 1346

Pf + 3 - 19 + 1

Pbef + 21 + 33 - 114 - 608 + 4 - 2 + 16

a-cdf -144 + 10 - 90 + 537 - 4 + 6 - 6 -16 + 20 -36
tree

2 -102 - 195 - 245 - 16 + 16 + 16 - 80 -16
Pd2

e -216 - 390 + 1740 + 36 + 24 + 16 + 60 + 36

aPdf + 30 + 155 - 264 - 245 + 4 - 4 - 24 - 15 - 80 -16

aPe 2 + 135 - 990 -1700 + 16 - 4 + 64 + 240

abej + 240 + 360 + 468 + 1740 -22 + 6 _ 24 + 24 + 60 + 36

abede + 120 + 100 -1500 + 1320 -2000 -152 -84 - 6 -26 + 24 -208 -860 -20

abd 3 - 600 + 1080 + 600 -24 + 144 +960
ac3e + 480 + 900 + 600 + 96 + 16 -96 + 960

ac2d 2 + 1600 + 1800 - 400 + 64 +96 -320

Pc/ -150 + 225 + 900 + 16 + 24

Pde -150 + 125 -2700 ' + 80 + 60 -20 - 40

Pc2
e -300 + 900

]

- 60 -10 + 90 + 60

Pcd 2 -1000 -1500 - 600 -40 -80 - 40
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.

1

234

e.

1235

rf.

1236

rf.

1245

c.

1246

c.

1345

6.1256

6.2345

6.1346

a.

2346

a.

1356
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And the remaining seven Tables might of coarse be deduced from these by writing

(/', e, d, c, b, a) instead of (a, b, c, d, e, f), and making the corresponding alterations in

the top line of each Table.

18. The equations 91=0, 15=0, . . .
., J$l=0 consequently establish between the fifteen

functions 1234, 1235, ...3456 a system of fourteen equations, viz. the first and last

three of these are

1234=0,

1235=0,

-160758675.1245

+ 11559295.1236= 0,

+ 11559295.1456

-160758675.2356= 0,

2456=0,

3456=0.

To complete the proof that in virtue of the equations $=0, 33= 0, .
. , i¥l=0 all

the fifteen functions 1234, 1235, . . . 3456 vanish, it is necessary to make use of the

identical relations subsisting between these quantities 1234, &c. ; thus we have

« . 1345+ 4b . 1245 + 6c . 1235+4^ . 1234=0,

b . 1345 + 4c. 1245+6<L 1235 + 4c . 1234=0,

which, in virtue of the above equations 1234=0 and 1235=0, become

a. 1345 + 45. 1245=0,

b . 1345+4c . 1245=0,

giving (unless indeed ac—b2= 0) 1245=0, 1345=0; the equation 1245=0 then

reduces the third of the above equations to 1236= 0, and so on until it is shown that

the fifteen quantities all vanish.
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XXIV. Researches on the Blood.—On the Action of Nitrites on Blood. By Arthur

Gamgee, M.B., F.B.S.E. ,
Assistant to the Professor of Medical Jurisprudence in

the University of Edinburgh. Communicated by Professor Frankland, F.R.S.

Received April 1,—Read May 7, 1868.

Introductory Propositions
1

.

In the following propositions the leading facts which have been ascertained by previous

observers with regard to the colouring-matter of the blood and its relation to gases have

been condensed.

1. The colouring-matter of blood, to which the names of Cruorine 2 or Haemoglobin 3

have been given, occurs in solution in the blood-corpuscles, but may by suitable treatment

be obtained from them in the form of crystals, which when seen individually are of a

yellow, and when seen collectively are of a reddish colour. Their solution possesses

the property of absorbing light so as to yield a remarkable spectrum characterized by

two very well-defined absorption-bands situated in the yellow and green portions of the

spectrum, and by the cutting off of the greater part of the more refrangible rays 4
.

These crystals are identical with those noticed by Leidig 5

,
Reichert 6

,
and Kolliker 7

,

and afterwards more fully described by Funke 8
,
Kunde 9

,
and Lehmann 10

.

2. The composition of these crystals appears to be perfectly definite. The following-

are the results of the analyses of two independent observers, C. Schmidt 11 and Hoppe-

Seyler 12
:

—

1 The author has thought it right to introduce these propositions in order to remove any doubts which might

exist in the mind of the reader with regard to the identity of Cruorine or Haemoglobin with the blood-crystals

of Funke and Lehmann, and to place in as clear a light as possible the leading facts which have been made out

on this subject.

2 “On the Reduction and Oxidation of the Colouring-matter of the Blood, by Professor Stokes, F.R.S.,”

Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, vol. xiii. p. 357, paragraph 8.

3 Berzelius applied the term Haematoglobulin to the colouring-matter of blood. Hoppe-Seyler and other

German physiologists have adopted the term Haemoglobin.

4 Hoppe, Yirchow’s Archiv. vol. xxiii. p. 446 (1862).
5 Zeitschrift f. wiss. Zoologie. 1849, Bd. I. p. 116.

6 Muller’s Archiv, 1849, p. 197.

7 Zeitschrift f. wiss. Zoologie, 1849, Bd. I. p. 261.

8 Zeitschrift f. rat. Med. Bd. I. p. 172 (1851).
9 Zeitschrift f. rat. Med. Bd. II. p. 271.

10 Qualis sit Haemocrystallines natura chemica. Programm. Jena, 1856 (quoted by Hoppe). Lehmann’s

‘ Physiological Chemistry,’ translated by Dr. Day, Cavendish Society, vol. iii. pp. 485—495 (1854).
11 Ueber Blutkrystalle. Dorpat, 1862, p. 33.

12 Medicinisch-chemische Untersuchungen, zweites Heft, p. 187.
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C = 53-64

H = 711

N = 16-19

S = 0-66

Fe = 0-43

O = 21-02

C = 53-85

H = 7-32

N = 16-17

S = 0-39

Fe = 0-43

O = 21-84

3. The colouring-matter exists in blood in combination with oxygen; this oxygen

cannot be discovered by pyrogallic acid 1

,
nor is its absorption by the colouring-matter

regulated by Dalton and Henry’s law of absorption 2
. The combination is, however,

of a loose character, and is broken up by the addition of reducing-solutions to blood 3

,

as well as by boiling blood, or merely exposing it in a Toricellian vacuum 4
. The blood-

colouring-matter freed from its loose oxygen differs from the oxidized substance, (a) in

colour 5

, (
b
)
in its absorption-spectrum 6

. To this substance the names of reduced or

purple cruorine 7 and reduced haemoglobin 8 have been given.

4. By passing hydrogen, carbonic acid, or laughing-gas through blood the oxygen

is expelled, i. e. the colouring-matter is reduced 9
. Blood which has been reduced by

hydrogen or carbonic acid may be made to furnish crystals of reduced haemoglobin,

which are isomorphous with those of the oxidized body, but which differ from it in

colour and in optical characters when examined with the spectroscope 10
.

5. “We may infer from the facts above mentioned that the colouring-matter of blood,

like indigo, is capable of existing in two states of oxidation, distinguishable by a differ-

ence of colour and a fundamental difference in the action on the spectrum. It may be

made to pass from the more to the less oxidized state by the action of suitable reducing

agents, and recovers its oxygen by absorption from the air” (Stokes) n .

6. The loosely combined oxygen of the colouring-matter may be expelled by carbonic

oxide gas 12

;
one volume of carbonic oxide takes the place of one volume of oxygen 13

.

The compound thus formed differs from the O-compound in not yielding a less oxygen-

ized substance when treated with suitable reducing agents 14
. It possesses an absorp-

1 Bernard, Proprietes des liquides de l’organisme, t. i. p. 337 (1859).

2 Lothar Meter, “Die gase des Blutes,” Zeitschrift f. rat. Med. Bd. VIII. p. 257 (1857).
3 Stokes, op. tit.

4 Hoppe-Seyler, Med.-chemisch. Untersuchungen, zweites Heft, p. 191.

5 Stokes, Proceedings of Roy al Society, loc. tit.
6 Ibid. 7 Ibid.

8 Kuhne, Lehrbucli der Physiologischen Chemie, 1866, zweites Lieferung, p. 218.

9 Kuhne, op. tit., zw. Lief. p. 210. L. Hermann, “ Ueber die wirkungen des Stickoxydgases auf das Blut,”

Muller’s Arcbiv, 1865, p. 470. 10 Kuhne, op. tit. p. 218.

11 Stokes, Proceedings of the Royal Society, vol. xiii. p. 357, paragraph 8.

12 Claude Bernard, Legons sur les effets des substances toxiques et medicamenteuses. Paris, 1857, p. 158.

Proprietes des liq. de l’organisme, vol. i. p. 365.

13 De sanguine oxydo carbonico infecto. Auctor Lothar Meter, Diss. Inaug. Chym. Vratislavise 1858-

“ Ueber die Einwirkung des Kohlenoxydgas auf Blut,” Zeitschrift f. rat. Med. Dritte Reihe. V. Band. 1859, p. 82.

14 Hoppe-Seyler, Zeitschrift fur Anal. Chemie, vol. iii. p. 439.
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tion spectrum almost identical with that of the O-compound 1

. It may be obtained

in well-defined crystals which are isomorphous with those of the O-compound 2
.

7. Similarly the CO-compound may be decomposed by nitric oxide, one volume of

CO being apparently replaced by one volume of N2 02 . The body thus formed may

be obtained in crystals isomorphous with those of the O- and the CO-compounds. Like

the latter it is unacted upon by reducing solutions 3
.

8. Hydrocyanic acid when added to blood appears to combine with the colouring-

matter ; the nature of the compound formed has not, however, been ascertained. It

may, however, be obtained in crystals identical with those of the O- and CO-compound.

Its spectrum is identical with the former and, like it, is capable of reduction4
.

9. When heated, or when treated with strong acids and alkalies, haemoglobin furnishes

amongst other products of decomposition, an insoluble body called hsematin 5

,
which was

until recently supposed to be the colouring-matter of blood 6
. This body possesses no

power of combining with oxygen. The absorption-coefficient of oxygen for a solution

of haematin is nearly the same as for water 7
.

Note.—The author has purposely avoided entering upon the description of the inte-

resting physical properties and chemical reactions and relations of haematin, as these do

not immediately concern the object of this memoir.

On the Action of Nitrites on Blood.

No one has hitherto investigated the action which the nitrites exert upon the blood

and upon its colouring-matter. Two of the oxides of nitrogen have been studied in their

relation to blood by Dr. Ludimar Hermann, viz. laughing-gas 8 and nitric oxide 9
. With

regard to the first of these, it has been shown that it acts upon blood and haemoglobin

very much as hydrogen, carbonic acid, and nitrogen, whilst in reference to the second,

Hermann has shown that it actually combines with the colouring-matter.

My attention was directed to the peculiar action of nitrites upon the blood-colouring-

matter by observing that the blood of mice poisoned by exposure to an atmosphere im-

pregnated with the vapour of nitrite of amyl presented a chocolate-colour. I was thus

1 Hoppe-Seyler, Medicinisch-chemische Untersuchungen, zweites Heft, p. 203.

2 Hoppe-Seylek, Med.-chem. Unters. p. 201.

3 Dr. Ludimar Hermann, “ Ueber die wirkungen des Stickstoffoxydgas auf das Blut,” Muller’s Archiv, 1865,

pp. 469-481.
4 Hoppe-Seylee, Med.-chem. Untersuchungen, 11 Heft, p. 206. Preyeb, Yirchow’s Archiv, 1867, Sept,

p. 125.

5 Hoppe, Yirchow’s Archiv, Bd. NXIII. p. 446. Stokes, op. at. p. 355 et seq.

6 The reader who wishes to become acquainted with the different methods employed formerly for separating

haematin are referred to Gorup-Besanez, Lehrbuch der Phys. Chemie, Braunschweig, 1862, p. 168 et seq.

Berzelius clearly distinguished the difference between the unaltered colouring-matter and the coagulated

colouring-matter.—Traite de Chimie, par J. T. Berzelius, Paris, 1833. t. vii. pp. 48-65.

7 Lothar Meyer, De sanguine oxydo carbonico infecto, pp. 9-12.

8 “ Ueber die physiologischen wirkungen des Stickstoffoxydulgases,” Muller’s Archiv, 1864, p. 521.

9 “ Ueber die wirkungen des Stickstoffoxydgas auf das Blut,” Muller’s Archiv, 1865, p. 469.

MDCCCLXVIII. 4 M
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led to find that the optical properties of blood were considerably modified by the action

of nitrites. I embodied the results of my first observations in a preliminary note which

I read before the Royal Society of Edinburgh on the 4th of March, 1867 l
. At that time

I was acquainted with little more than the changes in the optical characters induced by

nitrites.

The nature of the changes and the influence which they exert upon the relation of

the blood to gases are chiefly to be discussed in the present paper.

I. On the Changes in the Colour of the Blood induced by Nitrites.

When defibrinated and well-arterialized blood is mixed with a solution of nitrite of

potassium or nitrite of sodium, its colour becomes almost immediately altered
;
from its

beautiful florid-red it changes to a more or less chocolate-brown colour. The rapidity

with which this change takes place appears to vary considerably in the case of different

samples of blood. Just as great differences are found to exist in the relative rate with

which the colour of blood (and its spectrum) is affected by standard solutions of alkalies

and acids, so considerable variations occur in the rapidity of the action of nitrites. In

the course of this investigation the nitrites whose action on blood has been chiefly

examined have been those of potassium, sodium, silver, and amyl. The alkaline nitrites

were always prepared by decomposing repeatedly crystallized nitrite of silver by means

of an exactly equivalent quantity of the alkaline chloride. The nitrite of amyl was pre-

pared by the action of nitrous acid upon repeatedly fractionated amylic alcohol. The

product was also repeatedly fractionated, and only those portions which boiled between

95° and 100° C. collected as pure.

The differences in the rapidity with which nitrites and other active substances act

upon blood, probably depend much upon physical conditions affecting the blood-cor-

puscles. The freshly-drawn blood of the Dog is almost instantaneously affected in

colour when mixed with solutions of nitrites, whereas in the case of the blood of the

Ox and Sheep occasionally twenty minutes, or even longer, will elapse before a solution

of nitrite of potassium or sodium effects the characteristic change. The blood of the

Dog, it must be remarked, is used in preference to that of the Ox and Sheep in the

preparation of haemoglobin, because its blood-corpuscles when treated with Avater burst

so much more readily than those of the Ox and Sheep.

When it is desired to act upon blood with nitrite of amyl, the latter should be dis-

solved in alcohol, and a few drops of the alcoholic solution added to the blood.

Solutions of haemoglobin are immediately affected by the addition of nitrites.

When blood has, through the addition of nitrites, assumed a chocolate-colour, the

latter is immediately changed to a red on the addition of ammonia.

The change in colour induced by nitrites in no way depends upon an alteration in the

shape of the blood-corpuscles, as I have ascertained by numerous experiments.

1 “ Note on the Action of Nitric Oxide, Nitrous Acid and Nitrites on Haemoglobin,” Proceedings of the

Royal Society of Edinburgh, 1867, No. 73, p. 108.
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II. On the Spectrum of Blood acted upon by Nitrites.

If normal arterialized blood be suitably diluted so as to admit of an accurate examina-

tion of its absorption-spectrum, and if after the position of the two characteristic absorp-

tion-bands has been noted, a solution of any nitrite be added to it, it will be noticed

that when the solution begins to change from a red to a brown tint, the absorption-

bands undergo notable changes. The two sharply-defined absorption-bands of the

oxidized colouring-matter become fainter and fainter, and are, indeed, only visible when

a comparatively thick layer of the fluid is examined. At the same time, if the layer be

sufficiently thick, it will be noticed that an additional, though comparatively faint,

absorption-band appears in the red : this band appears absolutely to coincide with that

of acid hsematin ; it is seen to greatest advantage when so thick a layer of solution is

examined that all but the red rays are cut; off. The complete change, as seen with the

spectroscope, is always coincident with the complete change of colour. If, now, the

solution be made alkaline by the addition of ammonia, the colour changes from the

chocolate-brown to blood-red again
;
simultaneously the absorption-band in the red dis-

appears, and the two absorption-bands between D and E become more distinct again.

In addition, however, it is noticed that the portion of the spectrum occupying the

confines of the yellow and orange has become shaded by a less well-defined absorption-

band.

A. B C I) E G-

I. indicates approximately the position of Fraunhofer’s lines A, B, C, D, E. and G
in relation to the millimetre scale of the spectroscope used in this research.

4 m 2
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II. indicates the position occupied by several of the bright lines of the metals in rela-

tion to the millimetre scale of the spectroscope used.

Koc 30

Lia 43

Na 60

Th 75

Iri 110

Kb/3 136

Kba 137

K/3 152

III. indicates the absorption-spectrum of oxidized haemoglobin as seen in relation to

the millimetre scale of my instrument.

a . . . 60-65

/3 . . . 72-78.

IV. indicates the absorption-band of reduced haemoglobin (purple cruorine).

7 . . . 65-74.

V. indicates the spectrum of blood which has been treated with nitrites. The crys-

tals of the nitrite compound of haemoglobin also exhibit the same spectrum.

a . . . 60-65 (very faint).

(3 . . . 72-78 (very faint).

& . . . 49-51.

VI. indicates the absorption-bands of the compounds of nitrite with haemoglobin after

the addition of ammonia.

a' 56-59.

(3 60-65T

a 72-78/
blacker and more sharply defined than in V., not so much so as in III.

The spectroscope which I chiefly employed in this research was one with a single prism,

constructed by Desaga, of Heidelberg. I ascertained exactly the positions of the most

characteristic lines of the metals in relation to the millimetre scale of the instrument.

The position of the absorption-bands described by me will be better seen by comparison

with the drawing, in which the position of the bright lines of the metals is marked.

I have also, for comparison, inserted spectra of oxidized and reduced cruorine, in which

the position of the absorption-bands of these substances is seen in relation to the milli-

metre scale of my instrument. In the case of the oxidized colouring-matter, I shall

distinguish the absorption-bands in the yellow and green as a and (3 respectively ; that

of reduced cruorine I shall refer to as 7.

Obs. I. A solution of dehbrinated Ox’s blood was made by diluting 5 cub. centims.

to the volume of one litre with distilled water. The solution was placed for examination
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in a hollow glass prism, which permitted me to examine definite and varying thicknesses

of fluid. The prism had a capacity of 200 cub. centims.

With a layer of solution 2 centimetres thick, the following observations were made :

—

Extent of spectrum visible . . . 30-110

Absorption-band in yellow (a) . 60-65

Absorption-band in green (/3) . . 71-76

Five drops of nitrite of amyl were now added
;
after ten minutes a slight fading of

the band in the green and a brown tinge in the colour of the fluid was noticed. After

fifteen minutes the two absorption-bands a and /3 had become so exceedingly faint and

ill-defined as not to be capable of accurate measurement. There was also a faint

absorption-band in the red, having its centre at 49. A stratum of the fluid 3-8 centi-

metres broad was now examined with the following results :

—

Extent of spectrum visible . . . 35-110

Absorption-band a 60-65 (very faint)

Absorption-band /3 71-76 (very faint)

Absorption-band l (in red) . . . 48-51

The fluid was now made faintly ammoniacal. The band in the red instantly disap-

peared ; the haemoglobin bands became much darker ; the orange was, however, shaded

partly by a faint absorption-band which appeared to run into the band a. The following

observations were made :

—

Length of visible spectrum . . . 30-110

Absorption-band a 60-65

Absorption-band a' 56-59

Absorption-band (3 72-78

The observation just detailed is merely taken as an example of what always occurs

when a nitrite acts upon blood, and when the latter is afterwards treated with ammonia.

Obs. II. If after the action of a nitrite upon blood and the subsequent addition of

ammonia, a solution of sulphide of ammonium or a reducing iron-solution be added,

there is a very rapid and extraordinary change, viz. the spectrum of the original blood

is first re-established, and thereafter gives place to that of reduced haemoglobin.

The reduced blood then differs in no respect from blood that has been reduced

without the previous addition of nitrites; it yields, when shaken with air, the spec-

trum of the oxidized colouring-matter, and instead of a brown chocolate-colour-, it

possesses again the colour of blood. The action of the reducing-solution in first of all

changing the nitrite spectrum to that of oxidized haemoglobin takes place quite inde-

pendently of the external air. If, for example, the blood-solution in which a nitrite

had induced its characteristic action be placed in the prism bottle, and then a long-

pipette full of sulphide of ammonium be plunged to the bottom of it, the two sharply-

defined absorption-bands of O-Hb at once appear at the point where the fluids have
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come in contact ; whereas it is only after some time that the further reducing-action of

the sulphide makes itself manifest.

Obs. III. Five cub. centims. of freshly defibrinated blood of the Ox were diluted to the

volume of one litre, and the solution was then examined in a hollow prism. A layer of

solution two centimetres thick was examined. The spectrum of this solution was as

follows :

—

Band a 60-65

Band (5 72-76

Extent of spectrum . . . 30-110

One cub. centim. of a solution of nitrite of potassium of unknown strength was added

to 200 cub. centims. of the above blood-solution. Almost instantaneously the bands

became much fainter. About two minutes after the addition of the nitrite, on exa-

mining a stratum two centimetres broad, the two absorption-bands had become almost

invisible, appearing as mere shadings of the spectrum. There was a very faint band

with its centre at 50. On examining thicker strata of fluid the original bands could be

seen more distinctly, and the band in the red was very well marked. A solution of

ammonia was added to the fluid. The red band disappeared at once, and the two bands

became more intense. The orange was observed to be shaded, a faint absorption-band

appearing to overshadow it and to join the band a; as in other observations to deter-

mine this point it was impossible for me to decide whether the band in the orange was

separated from the band « by any unshaded portion, i. e. whether it was an absolutely

separate band. On bringing a soda-salt into the flame of the lamp whose light was

passed through the blood-solution and examined, the yellow line was seen to be bounded

above by a very marked absorption-band extending from 60 to 65, and below by the

shadowy but distinct band in the orange (a'). The following observations were now

made :

—

a . . 60-65

a! . . 56-59

j3 . . 71-78

On now passing a long pipette charged with sulphide of ammonium to the bottom of

the fluid, the sharply defined absorption-band of O-Hb appeared.

a . . 60-65

/3 . . 70-78.

The bands were very much blacker than before, and the absorption-band in the

orange had disappeared. After some time the fluid had assumed a purple tint, indi-

cating reduction. On then examining it a single broad band, that of reduced haemo-

globin, was seen. This band extended from 65-74. The fluid in the prism was now

poured into a beaker and thoroughly shaken with air, then reintroduced into the prism

bottle. The colour had now changed again from purple to red, and the following

reading obtained:

—

a . . 61-65

j8 . . 70-78
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The two observations which I have adduced suffice to show the action which the solu-

tion of any nitrite exerts upon the colouring-matter. In my observations I have most

frequently treated blood with solutions of nitrite of potassium and sodium. The action

of a solution of nitrite of silver is, however, similar. The latter solution should be

freshly prepared, and should not be much exposed to light. The observations should

also, in this case, be made within a short time after the addition of the nitrite to the

blood-solution, as otherwise the solution often becomes turbid.

The fact that ammonia altered the colour of blood which had been treated with

nitrites from a chocolate-colour to red, might be explained on the supposition that some

change had occurred in the constitution of the body formed under their influence, although

it was quite possible that the spectrum of the body in a decidedly alkaline fluid might be

different from that of the same substance in a nearly neutral solution. In order to deter-

mine whether the difference induced in the colour and spectrum was merely due to the

alkalinity of the fluid, or to the presence of free ammonia, I prepared a dilute solution

of ammonia. This solution contained 10 grms. of ammonia in 1 litre. I then made

an exactly equivalent solution of phosphoric acid. The solutions were so exactly made

that when equal quantities were mixed the fluid had no action on litmus. A weak

solution of haemoglobin was made, and a solution of nitrite of sodium added to it. As

soon as the bands a and j3 had almost disappeared and the band in the red had ap-

peared, I added 1 cub. centim. of the solution of ammonia. Immediately thereafter

the absorption-band in the red disappeared, and the spectrum previously described as

developed by the action of ammonia was seen, i. e. the orange was shaded over, and the

bands ct and j3 became more distinct.

One cub. centim. of the dilute solution of phosphoric acid was now added. Instantly

the spectrum returned to the condition in which it had been before the addition of am-

monia. On again adding another cub. centim. of ammonia, the band in the red disap-

peared and the orange became shaded over. By repeated observations I found that if

care were taken to measure out exactly the same volume of the dilute acid and ammonia,

the change from one spectrum to the other might be almost indefinitely repeated.

Without wishing at this stage to enter into a discussion concerning the cause of the

changes which nitrites induce, I shall confine myself to remarking that the observations

which I have described appeared to me to show

—

First, that nitrites exert a marked influence both on the colour and the spectrum of

blood, due obviously to a chemical change exerted on the colouring-matter.

Secondly, that, whatever the nature of the change, it is obviously not one which mate-

rially alters the composition of the colouring-matter, as by mere action of reducing-agents

all effects of the change disappear
; and

Thirdly, that the fact of reducing-agents developing, without the intervention of the

atmospheric oxygen, the spectrum of oxidized haemoglobin before exerting their reducing-

action, proves that by the action of nitrites the loose oxygen of the blood is neither

expelled nor removed.
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III. On the Influence of Nitrites in modifying the Bespiratory Functions of the Blood.

Under the term respiratory functions of the blood, I mean to include those physical

and chemical processes which are concerned in the absorption of oxygen by blood, in

its combination with the blood-colouring-matter, and its retention thereby so as to be

readily available for purposes of oxidation, as well as those functions and processes which

are concerned in the formation and evolution of the carbonic acid of the blood.

If the action which any substance exerts upon any or all of these various physical and

chemical processes had to be ascertained, the methods of inquiry ought, in my opinion,

to be equally varied.

Hitherto the method which has been almost exclusively employed to furnish evidence

upon the influence which individual medicinal and poisonous substances exert upon

blood, has consisted in finding out whether their addition to blood influenced the absorp-

tion of oxygen or the evolution of carbonic acid. For this purpose two samples of blood

derived from the same source (one of which has been subjected to the action of the poison

under examination) are brought in contactwith the same quantity of oxygen or atmospheric

air, and after the fluid and gas have been allowed to remain in contact for some time, the

amount of oxygen absorbed and carbonic acid evolved is ascertained. This is done by

determining, first, the contraction which the fluid has undergone, and, secondly, the

amount of carbonic acid, nitrogen, and oxygen present in the gas after contact. Were

it easy to place the blood under precisely similar circumstances in the two cases, the evi-

dence yielded by the method would be very much greater than it really is. In order to

ensure a very marked action of the blood upon the air, they must be brought together by

agitation; the violence and the length of time during which this is continued are

circumstances having the most marked influence upon the rapidity and amount of gaseous

interchanges which take place. The difficulty of securing the same degree of agitation

is very considerable, and probably introduces one of the chief errors attaching to this

method of experimenting.

In such experiments I believe it to be most essential that the total volume of gas re-

maining after the experiment, and any contraction or dilatation which may have

occurred, should be determined with the greatest accuracy. Some experimenters have

not considered this essential
; for in experiments to test the influence of poisonous agents

on blood, they have merely made percentage analyses of the air after contact.

A second method which suggests itself as most valuable in investigating the action of

poisonous agents upon the respiratory functions, is based upon the property which car-

bonic oxide gas possesses of displacing the oxygen of blood. The normal condition of

the colouring-matter will obviously be tested in a valuable manner if we agitate it

thoroughly with air and oxygen, and then bring it in contact with carbonic oxide gas.

If the gas displaces as much oxygen from the poisoned blood as from normal blood which

has been under exactly the same circumstances, we shall have evidence to show that

the addition of the poison has, first, not prevented the normal absorption of oxygen

;

secondly, has not removed the oxygen from the blood by a special chemical action of its
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own; and thirdly, has not so altered the compound of oxygen with blood-colouring-

matter as to render the oxygen irremovable by carbonic oxide gas.

A third method consists in adding the poisonous agent to blood, arterializing it as com-

pletely as possible, and then boiling out the gases of the blood in vacuo
,
determining

their amount and ascertaining their composition.

It is well known that by merely exposing the blood to the temperature of the body in

a Torricellian vacuum, the haemoglobin which it contains is reduced as completely as by

contact with reducing-agents. The oxygen which has been in combination with it can

therefore be determined with the greatest accuracy
;
and in addition we can determine

the amount and rate of evolution of the more or less loosely combined carbonic acid ex-

isting in the blood. This method, taken by itself, possesses perhaps more value than

either of the others to which I have alluded.

The fourth method to which I must allude has already, in some cases, afforded informa-

tion upon the action of certain poisons on blood which could scarcely have been observed

in any other way, viz. spectrum analysis. If used in connexion with the three other me-

thods of research which I have thought it proper to allude to in detail, we may expect

that our knowledge of the mode of action of poisons on blood will become both accurate

and complete. Having shown what light it appears to throw upon the action of nitrites

upon blood, I shall detail the experiments which have been performed according to the

three remaining methods.

Experiments in which Blood acted upon by Nitrites was agitated with Air.

All the gas-analyses made in the course of this investigation have been conducted with

the admirable instrument of Dr. Frankland and Mr. Ward ; its value for such a re-

search as the present one cannot be overestimated ; for, besides permitting of the most

accurate analysis of the gases (which have been in contact with blood) being made, it

enables the experimenter to separate perfectly the gas from the blood, and to deter-

mine, with great ease and remarkable accuracy, the volume of the gas after contact with

blood.

The air or gas whose action upon blood has to be studied is first measured in the

eudiometer, and then passed into the laboratory-tube; into the latter is then introduced,

by means of a very perfect metallic syringe of the form shown in the annexed cut, an

accurately measured quantity of the blood to be acted upon. The stopcocks of the

eudiometer and laboratory-tube having been closed, the clamp which unites these is

taken off ; the laboratory-tube is then closed with the thumb, and being taken out of

the mercurial trough, is agitated as long and as violently as is required. It is then

mdccclxviii. 4 N
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allowed to remain at rest for a considerable number of hours, so as to allow the froth to

subside, and (unless this has been done immediately after the agitation of the tube had

been completed) it is again clamped to the eudiometer. When the time has elapsed

during which it is desired to keep the gas and blood in contact, the gas can be de-

canted in the most perfect manner from the blood which remains in the laboratory-tube

;

it is then measured and analyzed. The accuracy with which this separation of gas from

the blood can be effected constitutes one of the greatest merits of the instrument for

such experiments. Where gases are placed in contact with blood in ordinary absorp-

tion-tubes, it is impossible to determine with sufficient accuracy the amount of gas

remaining after the experiment. It is true that the gas may be decanted with a gas-

pipette. It is, however, impossible in this way to decant the whole of the gas without

carrying with it some of the fluid from which it is desired to separate it. The small

gasometers of Bunsen 1 which were used by Dr. Harley 2 in his experiments on blood,

although they allow of a transference of the gas which they contain to be easily effected,

do not permit the gas which they contain to be sufficiently accurately read off to

enable the exact change of volume which has occurred to be ascertained.

An admirable manner of conducting these experiments consists in measuring out suc-

cessively two, as nearly as possible equal, quantities of gas, which are transferred to two

laboratory-tubes of the same size, each of which fits accurately to the eudiometer. Into

one tube is introduced the normal blood, and into the other the same quantity of blood

to which has been added the substance whose action it is desired to study. Both tubes

are then agitated in the same manner and for a like time ; having been allowed to remain

at rest for eighteen or twenty hours, one of the laboratory-tubes is connected to the

eudiometer, and its gaseous contents are decanted and measured. This laboratory-tube

having been emptied of blood and decanted, the' gas in the eudiometer is analyzed. The

other laboratory-tube is then connected with the eudiometer, and the same series of

operations gone through. If one sample of blood have been placed in contact with its

measured volume of gas an hour later than the other, it will on the following day also

be decanted, measured, and analyzed one hour later ;
during the preceding hour there

has then been ample time to analyze the gas from the first tube.

I. One cubic inch of freshly defibrinated blood of the Sheep, which had been arterialized

by shaking with air, was introduced in the laboratory-tube of Frankland’s apparatus.

Then 2 cub. centims. of a solution of nitrite of sodium of unknown strength were intro-

duced by means of a small pipettte. A quantity of air had previously been introduced

into the eudiometer and measured; this was now passed into the laboratory-tube.

The mixture of blood, nitrite, and air were then thoroughly agitated by shaking
;
the

blood readily acquired a chocolate-colour. After twenty-three hours the gas was de-

canted from the blood, measured, and analyzed.

1 Gasometry, translated by Dr. Roscoe, 1857, p. 20.

2 “ On the Influence of Physical and Chemical Agents upon Blood,” Philosophical Transactions, 1865,

p. 687.
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Blood employed 16’38 cub. centims.

Air placed in contact with blood 225 - 7 vols.
1

After contact with blood for twenty-three hours . . 225 -

8 ,,

After absorption of carbonic acid ....... 225 ‘8 vols.

After addition of hydrogen 343T7 ,,

After explosion 203-30 ,,

In 100 parts of gas.

Oxygen 20 ’65

Nitrogen . . . . 79-35

The volume of gas before and after contact with blood has remained the same.

Yol. of gas before contact =225"7 vols. = 25T4 cub. centims. at 0°C. and 0 ra*76.

Oxygen present in air before contact (calculated)=47" 3 vols.

Oxygen present in air after contact (found) . = 46-62 vols.

The amount of oxygen absorbed by the blood used= 0-68 vol.= 0-075 c.c.at0°C.& 0m -76.

The blood and nitrite which had been used in this experiment was at its conclusion

examined with the spectroscope. The spectrum exhibited a dark absorption-band in

the red, with very great faintness of the normal bands.

In the experiment just detailed, in which the blood brought in contact with air had

been fully acted upon by nitrite of sodium, no marked absorption of oxygen had taken

place. A cubic inch of blood had not absorbed one-tenth of a cubic centimetre of

oxygen.

II. This observation is intended also to illustrate the action of nitrite of sodium upon

blood.

The blood used was defib rinated blood of the Sheep, well arterialized by agitation

with air. It was found by direct experiment that 1 cubic inch of this blood was fully

and readily acted upon by 1-5 cub. centim. of a solution of nitrite of sodium of known

strength. A sufficient quantity of air having then been introduced in the eudiometer

and measured, not quite 16 cub. centims. of blood were thrown into the laboratory tube,

then 2 cub. centims. of the solution of nitrite of sodium added. This quantity of solu-

tion contained 0-016 grm. of NaN02 . The gas and blood were then agitated.

Vol. of blood about 16 cub. centims.

Air placed in contact with blood 271 -2 vols.

After contact with blood and nitrite for twenty-four hours . . 271‘5 vols.

After absorption of carbonic acid 268-6

After addition of hydrogen 394"03

After explosion 223-36

' I have not thought it advisable to give in the body of the paper the uncorrected readings made in the course

of the gas-analyses. I have reduced all these to corrected volumes

:

1 volume =0-1114 cub. centim. at 0° C. and 0m-76.

4 n 2
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In 100 parts of gas.

Carbonic acid 1*06

Oxygen 20-97

Nitrogen 77*97

100-00

Vol. of air before contact . =2712 vols. =30-211 cub. centims. at 0°C. and 0m -76.

„ after contact . =271*5 „ =30*245 „ „ „

Vol. of oxygen in gas before exp. (calculated)=56*84

,, after experiment (found) . =56-89

In this case spectrum analysis proved that the blood had been fully acted upon by

the nitrite. There had been no absorption of oxygen by the blood
; the only changes

had consisted in the diffusion of a little carbonic acid out of, and nitrogen into the blood.

III. The jugular vein of a dog was opened and the blood allowed to flowr into a

beaker. It was stirred with a glass rod so as to separate the fibrin, care being taken to

shake it as little as possible, so as not to favour its arterialization. When the fibrin had

been separated, the blood still preserved a very venous colour.

A syringeful, viz. 20 cub. centims., of this blood was introduced into a laboratory-tube,

then 5 cub. centims. of a solution of nitrite of sodium were added to it. The blood and

nitrite were agitated together, and allowed to remain in contact for two hours. At the

end of that time air, which had been measured in the eudiometer, was transferred to the

laboratory-tube and agitated with the mixture of blood and nitrite.

Immediately after the agitation the colour of the blood became much darker. After

twenty hours’ contact the gas was decanted, measured, and analyzed.

Volume of blood taken 20 cub. centims.

Vol. of air before contact 238-5 vols.

,, after contact 240*5 „

After absorption of carbonic acid . . 240'5 „

After addition of hydrogen 363*8 „

After explosion 224*6 „

In 100 parts of gas.

Oxygen 19-28

Nitrogen .... 80*72

100*00

Vol. of air before contact 238*5 vols. =43*16 cub. centims. at 0°C. and 0m, 76.

Oxygen present in the gas before contact (calc.) 49*98 vols.

„ „ after contact . . 46*40 „

3*58 vols. =0*66 cub. centim. at 0°C.'.

1 In this case as the gas was measured at a different division of the eudiometer, the absolute volume as compared

with the arbitrary volume is different from that mentioned in the note to Observation I.
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From this observation it would appear that although nitrites diminish to a remarkable

extent the capability which venous blood possesses of absorbing oxygen, yet they do not

abolish it entirely. The action was such, however, that highly venous blood did not

absorb more oxygen than average samples of thoroughly arterialized blood would have

done.

IV. In this experiment, before acting upon the blood with nitrite of sodium, it was

treated for half an hour with a rapid stream of carbonic acid. The object of this was

partially to reduce the blood before acting upon it. The blood used was that of the

Sheep, defibrinated. After passing the gas through it for half an hour, the blood, when

examined in thin layers, presented a decidedly venous hue. It was then treated with

nitrite-of-sodium solution. Two cub. centims. of the same solution as was used in the

last experiment were added to every 25 cub. centims. of blood. Carbonic acid was then

again passed through the blood.

Twenty cub. centims. were then introduced into the laboratory-tube, and a previously

measured quantity of atmospheric air was passed from the eudiometer into the laboratory

tube. On shaking the laboratory tube a considerable evolution of gas took place, so

that when replaced into the mercurial trough a considerable quantity of mercury was

expelled, and the quantity of gas in it appeared very sensibly increased.

After a contact of twenty hours the gas was decanted from the blood, measured, and

analyzed.

Volume of blood taken

Atmospheric air brought in contact with the blood

After contact with the blood for twenty hours

After absorption of carbonic acid

After addition of hydrogen

After explosion

In 100 parts of gas.

Oxygen 15-9

Carbonic acid . . . 21*07

Nitrogen .... 63*03

KHKK)

Volume of atmospheric air taken 255*4 vols. =47*37 cub. centims. at 0° and 0m *76

Volume of O in air taken (calculated) 53*53 vols.

Volume of O remaining . . . . 51*25 „

Amount of oxygen absorbed by blood= 2*28 vols.= 0*421 cub.centim. at 0°C. and 0m*76.

The above experiment confirms the results of those previously described, as the

amount ofoxygen absorbed by blood which had been for a considerable time treated with

carbonic acid was not as great as that absorbed by the same amount of the most arteri-

alized blood. It is interesting, moreover, as furnishing an example (although an exag-

20 cub. centims.

255*4 vols.

322*2 „

254*3 „

388*96 „

235*20 „
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gerated one) of the fallacious conclusions to which mere percentage analyses of the gases

which have been in contact with blood may lead. The determination of the composition

of the gas would, by itself, have led to the opinion that a large quantity of oxygen had

been absorbed by this very venous-looking blood. An accurate knowledge of the total

amount of gas before and after contact shows that this apparent diminution of oxygen

was merely relative, and due to the dilution of the gases by the large amount of carbonic

acid which had, on agitation, diffused out of the fully saturated blood.

Y. In the experiments now to be described, pure defibrinated and strongly arterialized

blood was placed in contact with a measured volume of atmospheric air. Shortly after

a like quantity of the same blood, to which nitrite of potassium had been added, was

placed in contact with nearly the same volume of atmospheric air in another tube.

0)

20 cub. centims. of thoroughly arterialized defibri-

nated blood of the Sheep brought in contact with a

measured volume for twenty-two hours.

Vol. of air taken 337-6 vols.

After contact for twenty-two hours . 331-08 „

After absorption of carbonic acid . . 324-5 „

After addition of hydrogen .... 483-9 „

After explosion 295-4 ,,

Carbonic acid .... 1-98

Oxygen 18-98

Nitrogen 79-04

100-00

Yol. of air taken . . =37-6 c. c. at 0° and 0m-76.

O in air taken (calculated) . . 70-76 vols.

O remaining 62-84 „

7-92 „

O absorbed by 20 cub. cen- i 0-9 c. c. at 0° C. and

tims. of arterialized blood J 0m,76.

(*)

20 cub. centims. of the same blood as that used in

(a) had 0-02 grm. of pure KN0
2
added to them, and

were then brought in contact with air for twenty

hours.

Yol. of air taken 348-2 vols.

After contact for twenty-two hours . 349-3 „

After absorption of carbonic acid . . 346-8 „

After addition of hydrogen .... 527"3 „

After explosion 319-21 „

Carbonic acid .... 0-71

Oxygen 19-85

Nitrogen 79-44

100-00

Yol. of air taken . = 38-8 c. c. at 0° C. and 0m,76.

O in air taken (calculated) . . . 72-98 vols.

O remaining 69-36 „

3-62 „
O absorbed by 20 c. c. of

)

arterialized blood treat- v 0-4 c.c. at0°C.and 0m -76.

ed with KN0
2 . . )

VI. In the two experiments now to be described it was determined to take two

portions of the same blood, to one of which a certain quantity of distilled water was

added, and to the other the same quantity of water holding nitrite of potassium in solu-

tion, and to place these in tubes of the same capacity in contact with the same volume

of atmospheric air, and then, in order to give the greatest possible facilities to the gas

to act upon the blood, to subject them to prolonged and thorough shaking. For obvious

reasons a mechanical contrivance must be devised if it be desired either to shake two

tubes to the same extent or to continue the process of shaking for many hours. The

instrument which I have employed for this purpose is merely a modification of a very

ingenious piece of apparatus which was suggested by Mr. C. Hanbury, Jun., for washing

photographic prints. It consists of a tin box, ABCD, well balanced and swinging freely
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in gudgeons fixed in the sides of the tin box E F, G H. The box ABCD is divided by

a central partition, K T, into two equal compartments. Into the bottom of the box are

fitted, one in each side, the valves v, v', which are so constructed that when either half

of the box is dependent, the valve of that side opens. The apparatus is brought beneath

a stream of water so that the water can enter one half of the box a little to the side of

the central partition; when a certain amount of water has accumulated, that side

of the box more than balances the other, and swings over with a powerful jerk ;
this

movement, however, brings the opposite side of the box under the tap, and this

commences to fill. In the meantime the valve in the side first filled is opened and the

water is escaping. Thus the box swings alternately from side to side. Supports are

attached to either end of the box for supporting the absorption-tubes containing the

blood and gas. If the apparatus be well constructed, the two tubes are placed in exactly

the same circumstances, each receiving the most thorough shake several times in a minute.

(«)

25 cub. centims. of defibrinated and well-arterial-

ized blood of the Sheep were diluted with 10 cub.

centims. of distilled water. 25 cub. centims. of this

mixture of blood and water was placed in a tube of

the capacity of 55 cub. centims., which was imme-

diately corked.

The tube was tied to one of the supports of the

shaking machine at 4.30 p.m. of one day, and the

process of agitation continued until 1.15 on the fol-

lowing day. During this time the tubes received

1944 shakes.

After the air had been in contact (for 22 hours

and 45 minutes) with the blood, it was decanted by

means of Professor Miller’s gas-pipette and analyzed.

Yol. of gas taken . . . 154 vols.

After absorption of C0
2 . 152 „

After addition of H . . 246-8 „

After explosion . . . 155-5
,,

Composition of gas in 100 parts.

C0
2 . . . . 1-29

O . . . . 19-76

IT .... . 78-95

(&)

The same quantity of blood as was used in (a) was

mixed with 10 cub. centims. of distilled water con-

taining 0-1 grm. of KN0
2
in solution. 25 cub. cen-

tims. of this mixture of blood and solution of nitrite

of potassium was placed in a tube of the capacity of

55 cub. centims., which was immediately corked.

The tube 6 was treated in all respects like the

tube a.

After the air had been in contact with the blood for

22 hours and 45 minutes, it was decanted by means

of Professor Miller’s gas-pipette and analyzed.

Yol. of gas taken . . . 159 vols.

After absorption of C0
2 . 159 „

After addition of H . . 245-3 „

After explosion . . . 145-2 ,,

Composition of gas in 100 parts.

C0
2 . . . . o-oo A

O . . . . 20-99

N .... 79-01

100-00100-00
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In these experiments I was only able to make percentage analyses of the gases after

contact with blood, from the impossibility to measure, by the method used, the exact

volume of gas after the experiment. As far as they go they fully confirm the experi-

ments which had preceded them ; as in the case of the air brought in contact with the

normal blood mixed with distilled water, the oxygen was decidedly diminished, whilst

in the case of that which had been in contact with the blood and nitrite, the air remained

quite unaltered. I have performed several other experiments on exactly the same plan

as those just described, and with precisely similar results. As, however, those which I

have adduced are sufficient to illustrate the action of nitrites on blood, in so far as that

action can be discovered by this mode of experimenting, I have preferred to omit giving

further details, more especially as I myself attach little importance to these percentage

analyses of air left in contact with blood 1

.

Experimentsin which Blood was acted upon byNitrites and then treated with Carbonic Oxide.

In the experiments now to be described I have made use of carbonic oxide as a reagent

for the detection and expulsion of the loosely combined oxygen existing in blood. The

plan of the experiments has generally consisted in taking defibrinated blood of the

Sheep and agitating it with air so as effectually to arterialize it, then treating it with

a solution of some nitrite, and bringing it in contact with carbonic oxide gas. The car-

bonic oxide gas used was always prepared by the action of pure sulphuric acid on pure

formiate of magnesium ; in several of the first experiments I analyzed the gas before

bringing it in contact with blood. I invariably found that the gas which I prepared in

this way was absolutely pure.

As I wished in these experiments merely to find out the amount of oxygen which the

carbonic oxide was capable of expelling from the blood, 1 confined myself to determining

1 Since the experiments just described were performed, I have made others with the view of determining

whether the power which the blood-colouring-matter appears to possess of ozonizing the atmospheric oxygen

which comes in contact with it, is destroyed by the addition of nitrites.

Alexandek Schmibt has pointed out that when a drop of diluted blood is placed upon bibulous paper which

has been soaked in tincture of guaiacum and dried, at the edges of the drop the paper assumes a blue colour such

as is produced by the action of ozone. I find that the reaction can be obtained with blood which has been

fully acted upon by nitrites. In order to observe this reaction, the blood should be diluted with twenty times

its volume of water. I may mention that all specimens of tincture of guaiacum do not give the reaction ; of

three samples which I purchased, only one was found to render the paper sufficiently sensitiveAo show the

reaction, although the other two possessed the colour, smell, and taste of the genuine tincture.

It has been shown by Schonbein that when peroxide of hydrogen is added to blood, a copious evolution of

oxygen occurs, as when the same reagent acts upon certain peroxides.

Blood which has been acted upon by nitrites effervesces on the addition of peroxide of hydrogen, just as

normal blood does.

In so far, then, as we can judge by the two experiments which bear most directly on this point, we must

conclude that nitrites do not destroy the ozonizing properties which the blood-colouring-matter appears to

possess.
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the amount of carbonic acid by absorption with potash and of oxygen by absorption with

pyrogallic acid. The residual gas, consisting of carbonic oxide and nitrogen, was not

further analyzed, but merely measured.

Obs. I. 25 cub. centims. of defibrinated and well-arterialized blood of the Sheep were

mixed with 3 cub. centims. of a solution of KN0
2

. The 3 cub. centims. contained

0*03 grm. of pure nitrite of potassium. The blood was allowed to remain in contact

with the nitrite for 24 hours
;
at the end of that time it had acquired the characteristic

chocolate-colour and spectrum which I have already described.

Pure carbonic oxide was prepared by the action of pure sulphuric acid upon chemi-

cally pure formiate of magnesium. A measured quantity of the gas was brought into the

laboratory-tube, into which had already been introduced 20 cub. centims. of the mixture

of blood and nitrite of potassium.

The blood and gas were agitated together and then left in contact for 24 hours. At

the end of that time the gas was transferred, measured, and analyzed.

Quantity of blood used . 17*8 cub. centims.

Carbonic oxide taken 273*4 vols.

After 24 hours’ contact gas measured . . . . 273*0 „

After absorption of carbonic acid 271*5 „

After absorption of oxygen 270*5 ,,

Composition in 100 parts.

Carbonic acid 0*54

Oxygen 0*36

Carbonic oxide and nitrogen . . .99*10

100*00

Vol. of carbonic oxide before contact= 273*4 vols.= 30*45 cub. centims. at 0° andOm*76

Yol. of carbonic acid exhaled =1*57 vol. =0*167 cub. centim. „

Yol. of oxygen exhaled =1*0 vol. =0*1114 cub. centim.
,,

The mixture of blood and nitrite was examined after the completion of the experi-

ment, and it was found that the optical characters remained unaltered. The colour was

still brown, and the blood exhibited the spectrum of blood which has been acted upon

with nitrites.

In the above experiment the agitation of 20 cub. centims. of a mixture containing

17*8 cub. centims. of blood (diluted to 20 cub. centims. with a solution of nitrite of

potassium) with 30*45 cub. centims. of carbonic oxide gas only resulted in the evolution

of 0*11 cub. centim. of oxygen gas—a quantity which is quite insignificant when com-

pared to that invariably yielded by either venous or arterial blood. In so far as an

opinion can be formed from the results of one experiment, it would then appear either

that under the influence of nitrites the loose oxygen of blood-colouring-matter had been

removed, or that its constitution had so altered that its oxygen was no longer capable of

expulsion by carbonic oxide gas.

mdccclxviii. 4 o
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Obs. II. 25 cub. centims. of well-arterialized Sheep’s blood

centims, of distilled water containing 0"03 grm. of KN02
in

mixed were allowed to remain exposed to the air ; then after

20 cub. centims. of the mixture were brought in contact with a

were treated with 3 cub.

solution, and after being

an interval of two hours

measured volume of car-

The carbonic oxide gas, which was prepared by the action of sulphuric acid upon

formiate of magnesium, was found, on analysis, to be perfectly

The blood was allowed to remain in contact with the gas for

measured, and analyzed.

Carbonic oxide taken measured ....
After contact with blood for 21 hours .

After absorption with potash

After absorption with pyrogallic acid

pure.

21 hours, then decanted.

315-

9 vols.

316-

2 „

314-8 „

314-8 „

Composition in 100 parts.

Carbonic acid 0‘44

Carbonic oxide and nitrogen . . . 99*56

100-00

Carbonic oxide taken =315-9 vols.= 35T9 cub. centims. at 0° C. and 0m-76

Carbonic acid exhaled= 1*4 vol. = 0-156 „ ,, „

In the above experiment a mixture of blood and nitrite containing 17*8 cub. centims.

of blood furnished on agitation with 35T9 cub. centims. of CO, no trace of oxygen gas!

Obs. III. 50 cub. centims. of defibrinated and well-arterialized blood of the Sheep

were treated with a few drops of an alcoholic solution of nitrite of amyl. In a few

minutes the chocolate coloration was very marked, and the spectrum had the character

of that of blood treated with nitrites.

Carbonic oxide was prepared by the action of sulphuric acid on formiate of magnesium.

The gas was analyzed and found to be perfectly pure. 20 cub. centims. of the blood

acted upon by nitrite of amyl were brought in contact with a measured volume of it,

and the gas and blood having been mixed by agitation, were allowed to remain in contact

for twenty hours.

Volume of blood taken ....
Carbonic oxide measured....
After contact with blood and nitrite

After absorption of carbonic acid .

After absorption of oxygen . . .

20 cub. centims.

387-9 vols.

.398-4 „

391-1 „

390-57 „

Composition of gas in 100 parts.

Oxygen 0*38

Carbonic acid 1-58

Carbonic oxide and nitrogen . . 98-04

100-00
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Gas taken (CO) measured 44’359 cub. centims. at 0° C. and 0m, 76

Carbonic acid exhaled=6 , S vols.= 07 cub. centim. „

Oxygen exhaled =0*5 vol. = (H)5 cub. centim. „

The apparent increase in the volume of gas after contact with the mixture of blood

and nitrite of amyl is due to the tension of the vapour of the nitrite of amyl. The

amount of oxygen exhaled by the blood is quite insignificant.

Exp. IV. In the last experiment it was pointed out that the volume of gas appeared

to have increased after contact with the blood
; this was, however, due to the tension of

the vapour of nitrite of amyl. It is a curious fact that when carbonic oxide acts upon

blood, although very considerable changes take place in the composition of the gas, its

volume is almost imperceptibly affected. I shall in a separate paper, devoted to the con-

sideration of the relation which the volume of carbonic oxide absorbed by blood bears

to that of the gases exhaled, point out how this insignificant change in volume can be

explained. At present it will suffice to remark that, since the volume of gas does not

change materially, we may bring it in contact with blood, agitate it thoroughly, and then

take a fraction of the gas and analyze it without having to wait for many hours to have

elapsed, as is the case in the first experiments on the action of atmospheric air upon

blood. In the latter, as the gas is very liable to change in volume, we are obliged,

after agitating the blood with air, to wait for a considerable number of hours so as to

allow of such a subsidence of froth as will enable us perfectly to separate the gas from

the fluid. In these experiments, as the volume of the gas in contact with the blood

alters considerably, mere percentage analyses do not suffice to show to what extent the

gas has been altered in composition, whereas in those in which atmospheric air is replaced

by carbonic oxide, we may dispense with a measurement of the gas after action, and rest

satisfied that, by a determination of the percentage composition, we shall obtain a full

insight into the changes which have occurred. The ground upon which this assertion

is based will be seen by reference to the analyses and experiments which I quote in a

paper “ On the Relation which the volume of CO absorbed by Blood bears to that of

the O displaced.”

In the experiments now to be described, recently defibrinated blood, which had been

arterialized by shaking with air, was brought in contact with a measured volume of pure

carbonic oxide. Having been agitated for the space of half a minute, and then left in

contact with the blood for one hour and twenty minutes, the gas was decanted and the

amount of oxygen which had exhaled was determined. Then the same quantity of the

blood mixed with nitrite was treated in exactly the same manner, and the changes which

occurred in the composition of the gas which had been added to it determined.

(a) Normal Hood.

Vol. of Hood used 20 cub. centims.

Vol. of CO taken 468-5 vols. =41-03 cub. centims.

Vol of gas analyzed . . 315 vols.

After absorption of C0
2 . 313 „

After absorption of 0 . . 305 „

(6) Blood and Nitrite.

25 cub. centims. of tbe same blood as was used in

(a) were treated with 5 cub. centims. of water, con-

taining 0-05 grm. of UNO, in solution.

20 cub. centims. of tbe mixture brought in contact

with the gas and left in contact for one hour and

twenty minutes.
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Composition of gas in 100 parts.

Oxygen 2-53

Carbonic acid 0-63

Carbonic oxide and nitrogen . 96-84

100-00

Assuming that the volume of gas in contact with,

tbe blood did not alter, i. e. still continued after con-

tact for one hour and twenty minutes to be 368-5 vols.,

or 41-63 cub. centims., tbe amount of oxygen exhaled

by the blood would amount to 9-32 vols., or to 1-03

cub. centims. at 0° and 0m-76.

Yol. of CO taken 362-8 vols.=40-4 cub. centims.

Yol. of gas analyzed . . . 355-8 vols.

After absorption of C0
2 . . 355-0 „

After absorption of O . . 354-8 „

Composition of gas in 100 parts.

Oxygen 0-00

Carbonic acid 0-22

Carbonic oxide and nitrogen . . 99-78

100-00

After the conclusion of this experiment the blood

was examined with the spectroscope. The haemo-

globin bands were very faint and a marked band in

the red. NH
3
caused this to disappear and shaded

the orange. Sulphide of ammonium was then added.

It readily reduced the blood
;
on blowing through it,

the bands of oxidized haemoglobin came out brilli-

antly . On now passing a stream of CO through the

blood thus acted upon, it readily acquired the CO

colour and became irreducible.

Exp. V. In the experiments now to be described, the conditions were as nearly as

possible the same as in Exp. IV., with the exception that the blood used was treated

with a stream of pure oxygen gas before being brought in contact with the carbonic

oxide gas, or before having the nitrite of potassium added to it.

a (pure blood).

The carbonic oxide was prepared by the action of

pure sulphuric acid upon pure formiate of magne-

sium.

Yol. of blood 20 cub. centims.

Yol. of CO taken . . . 373-98 vols.

Period of contact with blood 60 minutes.

Gas analyzed 340-0 vols.

After absorption of C0
2 . 340-0 „

After absorption of O . . 326-0
,,

Composition of gas in 100 parts.

Oxygen 4-11

Carbonic acid 0-00

Carbonic oxide and nitrogen . 95-89

100-00

Assuming the volume of gas not to have changed

during the experiment, but to have remained 373-9

vols. or 41-66 cub. centims., the O exhaled would

amount to 15-37 vols.= 1-71 cub. centim. at 0° C.

and 0m-76.

b (blood+KN0
2).

The gas used -was prepared as in a. 20 cub.

centims. of a mixture of blood and solution of nitrite

of potassium used. It contained

16-6 cub. centims. of blood.

Yol. of CO taken . . . 388-5 vols.

Period of contact with blood 85 minutes.

Gas analyzed 373-0 vols.

After absorption of C0
2 . 373-0 „

After absorption of O . . 370-0 „

Composition of gas in 100 parts.

Oxygen 0-80

Carbonic acid 0-00

Carbonic oxide and nitrogen . 99-20

100-00

Assuming the volume of gas not to have changed

during the experiment, but to have remained 388-5

vols. or 43-2 cub. centims., the amount of O exhaled

would be 3-10 vols.=0-345 cub. centim. at 0° C.

and 0m-76.

In the experiments which have preceded it has been shown that, after the action of

nitrites has been exerted upon blood, carbonic oxide is incapable of thrusting out the
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loose oxygen ; this gas, whose action on normal blood is so powerful, has for the time

lost all power of action. It has also been shown that although CO loses its property of

acting upon* blood treated with nitrites, it acquires it again if the blood be, subsequently

to the action of nitrites, acted upon by sulphide of ammonium.

It now remains for me to consider, before passing to the next series of experiments,

whether nitrites have any action upon blood treated with carbonic oxide. Without

detailing all the experiments which I have performed to obtain information on this

point, I may state that nitrites appear to have no power of acting upon CO-blood.

Whenever blood had been well agitated with carbonic oxide so as to acquire the well-

known florid character and to become irreducible, it was found to be totally unaffected

by the addition of solution of nitrites.

Experiments in which the Gases of the Blood are hoiled out in vacuo, their amount

determined
,
and their composition ascertained.

Magnus was the first experimenter who made use of a mercurial pump in order to

obtain the gases of the blood 1

. Before his time several inquirers had attempted to

discover the presence of dissolved gases in the blood, but their results were so contra-

dictory that little reliance could be placed upon them. Thus whilst Sir Everard

Home 2 had asserted that the blood evolves gases when placed in vacuo, Stevens 3 and

Hoffmann 4 in this country, and Gmelin, Mitscherlich, and Tiedemann 5
in Germany had

stated that they had arrived at a different result. The failure of these experimenters

was undoubtedly due to the imperfection of their air-pumps
;

for, as Magnus discovered,

it is essential, in order to remove the gases which exist in a state of solution and loose

chemical combination in blood, to place it in a very perfectly exhausted space. Working

with his very ingenious arrangement, Magnus found that blood yielded in vacuo from

about 7 to 10 volumes per cent, of mixed gases, which consisted of a mixture of

carbonic acid, oxygen, and nitrogen. These numbers are extremely low when compared

with those obtained by experimenters who have worked according to more recent and

improved methods. After Magnus, Lothar Meyer determined the gases existing in the

blood

6

. Instead of a mercurial pump, he made use of the well-known method devised

by Bunsen for boiling out the gases of water". His plan of working enabled him to

secure as good a vacuum as Magnus obtained, and to boil the blood in addition
; it is

probably due to this that Meyer obtained much larger quantities of gases than Magnus.

1 Poggendorff’s ‘ Annalen,’ 1837, p. 583, “ IJeber die im Blute entkaltenen Gase, Sauerstoff, Stickstoff, und

Kohlensaiire.”

2 The Croonian Lecture for 1817, Philosophical Transactions, 1818, p. 181.

3 Observations on the Blood, by W. Stevens, London, 1832.

4 London Medical Gazette, 1833.
5 Poggendorff’s ‘ Annalen,’ xxxi. t. 289.
B Die Gase des Blutes, “ Zeitschrift, f. rat. Med.” Bd. VIII. p. 257 (1857).
7 Gasometry, &c., by Robert Bunsen. Edited by Dr. Roscoe, 1857, p. 16.
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From 100 volumes of arterial blood of the Dog he obtained from about 49*5 to 54

volumes of total gases at 0° C. and 760 millims. pressure, containing from 12 ’43 to 18*42

volumes of oxygen, and from 26*25 to 34*75 volumes of carbonic acid, besides from 2*83

to 5*04 volumes of nitrogen. By his method Meyer was, however, only able to get a

small proportion of the carbonic acid in a free condition, by far the larger proportion

only being evolved on the addition of an acid
; tartaric acid was, therefore, in his expe-

riments, always added to the blood after the free carbonic acid had been boiled off, and

then the more firmly combined carbonic acid was obtained.

The very small amount of carbonic acid which could be obtained by Meyer’s method,

without the addition of acid, was probably due to the blood having been mixed with

from ten to twenty times its volume of water before being boiled out; for all more

recent experimenters who have used the mercurial pumps for exhausting blood, and

who have boiled the undiluted blood in vacuo
,
have succeeded in boiling off the greatest

portion of the carbonic acid of the blood without adding any acid.

Ludwig, and his pupils Setschenow and Schoffer, were the first to use the modern

mercurial pump (which, as modified by Geissler, has proved so invaluable in researches

on the blood) for the purpose of extracting the gases of the blood.

Professor Pfluger, with the aid of Geissler, of Bonn, has succeeded of late years in

constructing the most perfect mercurial pumps. This physiologist has not only insisted

upon the necessity of exposing the blood to a true Torricellian vacuum, as Ludwig and

his pupils had done, but contended that an arrangement whereby the gases of the

blood were freed from all watery vapour was essential in order to obtain, without the

addition of acids, all the carbonic acid of blood. His determinations made with the dry

vacuum (das trockne vacuum) are probably the most correct which we yet possess
1

.

Becently Pfluger has recommended that, in addition to having a drying chamber (con-

taining sulphuric acid) in connexion with the blood-receptacle, as large a vacuum as

possible should be employed, i. e. the vessel containing the blood to be exhausted should

be connected with vessels of very large capacity, in which a Torricellian vacuum has been

obtained; by this method he finds that the gases may be obtained from blood in as many

minutes as the process formerly occupied hours, and that the amount of oxygen obtained

is indeed greater when a large than when a small vacuum is employed.

The following Table exhibits the mean of the most recently published experi-

ments of Pfluger on the gases of arterial blood.

At 0° C. and 0m-76 pressure. At 0° C. and 1 metre pressure.

Total gases 58-3 vols. 44'9 vols.

Oxygen 22*2 „ 16*9 „
Carbonic acid 34-3 „ 26-6 „
Nitrogen 1*8 „ 1*4 „

1 Pfi/ctgek, “ Die Normalen Gasmengen des arteriellen Blutes nacb verbesserten Methoden.” Centralblatt fiir

die Med. Wissenschaften, 26 October 1868.
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In my experiments on the gases of the blood, I have used Sprengel’s mercurial

aspirator for exhausting my apparatus and obtaining the gases of blood. The results

which I have obtained with this instrument have been remarkably satisfactory, and of

such a nature as to lead me to think that it may supersede the very expensive and more

complicated mercurial blood-pump of Geissler. In the annexed diagram I have exhi-

bited the apparatus which I employed.

J hik exhibits a section of a wooden stand which is 4 feet high, and which supports

three tin boxes, x, y, and z. The box x is intended to be used as a water-bath, and

is heated by a gas-burner placed below it. y and z are tin boxes to be filled with cold

water.

a exhibits the glass bottle into which is received the blood to be exhausted, and of

which a larger diagram is given below. The neck a of this bottle is very accurately

ground, and into it fits the ground tube deb, which dips to the bottom of the bottle,

and which is bent at c. The bottle has an exit-tube, f.

The open end of b e d is closed by means of a narrow tube of black india-rubber, which

is wired (after having been smeared on the inside with melted india-rubber) and furnished

with a very perfect steel clip. Besides having the tube deb very perfectly ground, the

tightness of the apparatus is further secured by pouring melted shellac into the hollow
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space remaining between the rim h and the tube, and thereafter slipping the caoutchouc

cap g over the neck, and. wiring it at i and k.

The exit-tube f is connected to a bulb b of the capacity of 100 cub. centims. ; this

bulb is supported in the water-bath x along with the bottle a; it is connected with the

bulb c

,

which rests in a separate tin vessel y containing cold water
; c is united to the

IJ-tube d ,
and this is surrounded by cold water in the tin vessel z. The U-tube d is

joined to the bulb e, which is connected to a very perfect Sprengel tube fixed in a firm

wooden stand. The various tubes and bulbs are united with the aid of black tubing,

melted india-rubber, and wire. Working with care there is no difficulty in getting this

apparatus admirably tight. In my first experiments I made use of a more complicated

Sprengel tube than the one figured in my diagram, i. e. one furnished with a gauge-tube

on which a millimetre scale was etched, and which dipped into a vessel in which a very

perfectly boiled barometer also dipped. In my later experiments I have used the sim-

plest form of Sprengel tube, as I have found that the most satisfactory and perfect test

consists in getting a perfectly unbroken column of mercury in the fall-tube, and observing

that on allowing the mercury to flow after the apparatus has remained exhausted for

some hours, not a particle of air can be removed.

When the tightness of the apparatus has been ascertained, and it is desired to use

it to extract the gases of blood, the water in the bath x is heated to about 100° Fahr.,

and the temperature kept as constant as possible by regulating the supply of gas to the

burner which heats it. A small glass tube (see diagram representing the blood-recep-

tacle, page 613), limn, having an internal diameter of a millimetre, bent at right angles at

m, is filled with the blood to be analyzed. The end n is closed with the fore finger of the

right hand, and with the aid of the other hand the end l of the tube is inserted into the

end o of the india-rubber tube on bed, until its passage further is resisted by a clip at e.

The finger may now be taken away from the end n, without any risk ofthe blood which

it contains escaping. The india-rubber tube had, however, better be wired to the glass

tube Imn
,
so as to remove all risks of air getting access to it.

The blood to be analyzed is now placed in an accurately measured flask or bottle, and

after its volume has been determined the vessel containing it is weighed. When this

operation has been completed, the tube Imn, previously described, is plunged to the

bottom of the flask containing the blood, and the clip e is cautiously opened ; the blood

is sucked into the vacuum, and when enough has entered the clip is rapidly and firmly

closed. The flask which contained the blood is now weighed
;
after this, distilled water

is allowed to flow out of an accurately graduated burette until the level of fluid in

the flask is the same as it was before the blood was taken for analysis. The amount

of distilled water poured out of the burette indicates the volume of the blood used.

The blood which has thus been allowed to flow into the receptacle enters into violent

ebullition; a tube filled with mercury has, of course, previously been placed in the

pneumatic trough connected with the Sprengel tube, and now mercury is made to flow

through the latter incessantly. In about six minutes from the time when the blood
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was admitted into the heated blood-receptacle the evolution of gases is most rapid.

Very soon, however, the bells of gas become fewer and fewer, and in about twenty-five

minutes after the pumping has been commenced the process is virtually at an end.

For the sake of greater accuracy I have in my experiments generally exhausted the

blood for one hour.

At the end of this time the blood-receptacle and the first bulb contain a dry red mass

;

the second bulb contains a little fluid blood which has spirted over, whilst the U-tube

contains the greater part of the water of the blood which has condensed there. Some

of this is also deposited in the large bulb situated between the U-tuhe and the Sprengel

aspirator.

After describing separately my experiments, I shall draw attention to some interesting

facts connected with the use of the Sprengel tube as a blood-pump, and show that the

success of my experiments throws doubt upon statements which have lately been made

in reference to the conditions which are most favourable for the extraction of gases

from the blood.

In order that the observations which have been made upon the gases of blood treated

with nitrites should be understood, and to prove the accuracy and value of the methods

used, I must quote some analyses of blood to which no nitrite was added.

I. In this experiment the gases were determined in venous blood obtained from the

right side of the heart of a dog. Having exposed the external jugular vein, I passed a

catheter into the right auricle, and when this had been completely filled with blood, its

free extremity was inserted into the india-rubber tube attached to the glass tube leading

into the blood-receiver. On opening the clip the blood flowed rapidly into the vacuous

receiver.

The quantity of blood admitted was 21*52 grms. The pumping was carried on for

three quarters of an hour. There was no trace of gas then coming off. At the end of

that time the 21*52 grms. of blood had been, through evaporation, reduced to 8*648 grms.

The following Table exhibits the amount and composition of the gases obtained.

Gases evolved by 100 volumes of the blood of the right side of the heart of a Dog 1

.

At 0° C. and 0m'76 pressure. At 0° O. and 1 metre pressure.

Total gases 66-03 vols. 47*59 vols.

Oxygen 12*76 „ 9*19 „
Carbonic acid 49-95 ,, 36-00 „
Nitrogen 3-32 „ 2-40 „

II. In this experiment defibrinated and well-arterialized blood of the Sheep was

analyzed.

1 I have thought it well to state the volume of gases obtained at 1 metre pressure, as well as at 0m, 76, as the

majority of the German experimenters who have lately made determinations of the gases of the blood have calcu-

lated the volumes at 0° C. and 1 metre.

4 pMDCCCLXVIII.
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The blood was allowed to flow into the receiver at one o’clock, and the exhaustion

was carried on exactly for one hour.

Weight of blood used 31 grammes.

Volume of blood used 29-6 cub. centims.

Volumes of gas obtained .... 167-8 vols.

After absorption of C02
70-19 „

After absorption of O 6-62 „

100 parts of gas contain-

Oxygen 37-88

Carbonic acid ...... 58T7

Nitrogen 3-95

100-00

167-8 vols. of total gases =18*69 cub. centims. at 0° C. and 0 ,m76.

6-62
,, Nitrogen = 0-737

55 55

97-61 „ Carbonic acid =10-873 55 55

63-57 „ Oxygen = 7-073
55 55

Gases evolved by 100 volumes of defibrinated blood of the Sheep arterialized by

agitation with atmospheric air.

At 0° C. and 0m#760 pressure. At 0° C. and 1 metre pressure.

Total gases. 61-12 vols. 46-97 vols.

Oxygen 23-88 „ 18-14 „
Carbonic acid 36-72 „ 27-90 .,

Nitrogen 2-48 1-88 „

III. In this experiment the same blood was used as in II., with the exception that

0T95 of pure nitrite of potassium were added to 100 parts of blood.

Weight of blood taken . . . 43-2 grammes.

Volume of blood taken . . .
41 ’2 cub. centims.

The bath into which the blood-receiver was plunged had a temperature of 98° Fahr.

From the very moment that the blood entered the receiver the mercury was allowed to

flow freely through the aspirator. The gas was collected in a laboratory-tube of Franr-

land’s apparatus.

The evolution of gas appeared to be most brisk at 3.13, i. e. eight minutes after the

blood had been admitted into the receiver. The temperature of the latter was gradually

brought up to 110° Fahr. At 4.5 (after fifty-two minutes) the laboratory-tube was

removed to Frankland’s apparatus and the gas analyzed. Still another tube having

been substituted, the pumping was carried on until 4.50, the temperature of the water

being taken up to 130° Fahr. Only a tiny bubble (which it would have been vain to

attempt to measure) was collected during the forty-five minutes which followed the first

hour’s pumping.
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Volume of blood exhausted 41*2 cub. centims.

Total gases obtained =145*8 vols.

After absorption of C0
2 = 11*65 „

After absorption of O = 9*58 „

Total gases obtained=145 *8 vols.

Carbonic acid .... 134*15

Oxygen ...... 2*07

Nitrogen 9*58

Composition of gas in 100 parts.

Oxygen ...... 1*41

Carbonic acid . . . . 92*00

Nitrogen ...... 6*59

100 volumes of arterialized blood of the Sheep mixed with 0*195 grm. of pure nitrite

of potassium yield

—

At CP C. and 0m'76 pressure. At 0° C. and 1 metre pressure.

Total gases 39-91 vols. 30-30 vols.

Oxygen 0-56 „ 0-42 „
Carbonic acid 36-38 „ 27*64 „
Nitrogen 2*97 „ 2-25 „

IV. In this experiment 100 cub. centims. of recently defibrinated and thoroughly

arterialized blood of the Sheep were treated with four minims of nitrite of amyl diluted

with sixteen minims of rectified spirit. After having been mixed with the nitrite for

one hour and forty-five minutes, a portion of the blood was admitted into the exhausted

receiver. The exhaustion was carried on for one hour. After twenty-five minutes the

vacuum appeared perfect, and scarcely any more bells of gas could be removed.

Weight of blood used .... 40*5 grammes.

Volume of blood used .... 38*27 cub. centims.

Total gases obtained 178*12 vols.

After absorption of C02 . . . 21*64 „

After absorption of O .... 8*64 „

Composition of gas in 100 parts.

Oxygen 7*29

Carbonic acid .... 87*85

Nitrogen 4*86

100*00

Total gases obtained=178*1 2 vols. =19*84 cub. centims. at 0° C. and 0*m76.

Oxygen = 13*0 „ = 1*44 „ „

Carbonic acid =156*48 „ =17*43 „ „

Nitrogen = 8*64 „ = 0*96 „ ,,

4 p 2
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100 volumes of arterialized blood of the Sheep treated with nitrite of amyl yielded

—

At 0° C. and 0m,760 pressure. At 0° C. and 1 metre pressure.

Total gases 51*84 vols. 39-39 vols.

Oxygen 3-78 „ 2*87 „
Carbonic acid 45*54 „ 34*61 „
Nitrogen 2*52 „ 1*91 „

V. In this experiment the same blood was used as in the last, but without the addition

of nitrite of amyl.

Unfortunately the blood was allowed to spurt into the U-tube, and the contents of the

latter beginning to froth, I discontinued the pumping before the gas had been entirely

removed. As by far the larger part of the gas had been obtained, I considered that it

would be amply sufficient for the purpose of comparison with IV.

Weight of blood used ... 37 grammes.

Volume of blood used . . . 34‘97 cub. centims.

Total gases obtained .... 147-4 vols.

After absorption of C02 . . . 7T62 ,,

After absorption of O . . . 6-94 „

Composition of gas in 100 parts.

Oxygen 43-87

Carbonic acid .... 51 ‘41

Nitrogen 4 -72

100-00

Total gases obtained 147-4 vols.=16-42 cub. centims. at 0° and 0m-760.

Oxygen .... 64-68 „ = 7-20

Carbonic acid . . 75-78 „ = 8-44 „ „

Nitrogen .... 6-94 „ = 0’77 „ „

100 volumes of arterialized blood of the Sheep evolved. (Exhaustion not completed.)

At 0° C. and 0m,76 pressure. At 0° C. and 1 metre pressure.

Total gases 46*95 vols. 35*68 vols.

Oxygen 20*58 „ 15*64 „
Carbonic acid 24*13 „ 18*33 „
Nitrogen 2*24 „ 1*71 „

VI. Five drops of nitrite of amyl were added to 50 cub. centims. of blood of the Sheep.

Before the addition of the nitrite the blood had been thoroughly arterialized.

Weight of blood used . . . 28 -

7 grammes.

Volume of blood 27'3 cub. centims.

Exhaustion was carried on for one hour. The temperature of the bath in which the

blood-receptacle was plunged was at first 100° Fahr., and was raised gradually to 120°.
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The great bulk of the gas had been collected within fourteen minutes from the com-

mencement of the exhaustion.

Volumes of gas obtained 83-44

After absorption of C0
2 22 -2

After absorption of O 6 -67 vols.

Composition of gas in 100 parts.

Oxygen 18-61

Carbonic acid . . . . 73-39

Nitrogen 8*00

100-00

83"44 vols. of total gases =9-29 cub. centims at 0°C. and 0 m-76.

15-53 „ oxygen . =1*73 „ „

61-24 „ carbonic acid=6 -82 „ „

6-67 „ nitrogen . =0-743 „ „

100 volumes of blood treated with nitrite of amyl yielded

—

At 0° C. and 0m-760 pressure. At 0° O. and 1 metre pressure.

Total gases 34-02 vols. 25-85 vols.

Oxygen 6-33 „ 4*81 „
Carbonic acid 24-90 „ 18-92 „
Nitrogen 2-79 „ 2-12 „

Having described the experiments in which the gases of normal blood and of blood

treated with nitrites were extracted by ebullition in vacuo, I shall point out the facts

which were either confirmed or made out in these experiments.

Three of the analyses illustrate the composition and quantity of the gases obtained

from healthy blood ; from these it will be seen that venous blood taken directly from

the right side of the heart yielded 9*19 cub. centims. (at 0°C. and 1 metre pressure) of

oxygen for every 100 cub. centims., that the amount obtained from two samples of arte-

rialized blood was 18-14 and 15-64 cub. centims. (at 0° C. and 1 metre) for every 100

cub. centims. of blood. The addition of nitrites to well-arterialized blood was shown to

lead to an enormous diminution in the amount of oxygen which could be removed bv

the pump ; the amount of oxygen obtained being lowest in the case where the nitrite

had been in contact with blood during the longest time, and highest when the nitrite

was added to the blood only a short time before its exhaustion. A sample of blood

which yielded 18-148 vols. of oxygen per 100 vols. of blood, after the addition of nitrite

of potassium, gave up only 0-425 cub. centim. of oxygen.

In another case, where the amount and composition of the gases were determined in

normal blood, and in the same blood after the addition of nitrite of amyl, it was found

that 100 cub. centims. of the pure blood yielded 15-64 cub. centims. of O (at 0°C. and
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1 metre pressure), whilst 100 cub. centims. of the same blood after the addition of nitrite

of amyl yielded only 2-87 cub. centims.

These experiments, therefore, bear out, in a striking and satisfactory manner the

results of those in which carbonic oxide was made to act upon blood which had been

treated with nitrites.

The latter experiments showed that carbonic oxide had lost its power of thrusting out

oxygen, although from certain facts which had been previously described, it appeared

that the oxygen of the blood is neither expelled nor permanently taken possession of

by nitrites.

The fact that the loose oxygen which can be thrust out by CO is identical with the

oxygen which is given up by blood in vacuo, led me to suppose that bodies which, as

nitrites, have the power of locking up the loose oxygen of haemoglobin and preventing

its expulsion by CO, would likewise prevent its removal by the air-pump. The hypo-

thesis has proved to be a correct one.

I must now make a few remarks upon the use of Sprengel’s mercurial aspirator in

the extraction of the gases of the blood.

In the detailed account of the individual experiments I have shown that, using the

arrangement which I have employed, the removal of gases may be completed in a very

short time (twenty-five or thirty minutes), and that the amount of gases obtained agrees

admirably with the most successful of Pfluger’s analyses. Hitherto it has only been

by Pfluger’s method (with the so-called dry vacuum) that the gases could be rapidly

and completely removed from the blood ; and as the excellence of the method has been

supposed to depend upon the removal of the vapour of water by the acid in the drying

chamber, it appears to be worth while examining how it is that as good results can

be obtained with the arrangement which I have employed. The object of the drying

chamber containing sulphuric acid, in Pfluger’s method, is to make the vacuum as perfect

as possible by removing the steam as well as the air. It is thus intended to obviate the

influence which the tension of the vapour of water would have in causing the gases to

be retained. It appears to me, however, that whilst the blood is still in ebullition it

would be quite hopeless to try to obtain a dry vacuum, as simultaneously with the

drying of the air by the action of the sulphuric acid, it would again become saturated

with the vapour of water given off by the blood, so that whilst the sulphuric acid pro-

bably hastened the evaporation it would scarcely influence the tension of the steam.

The sulphuric acid would, however, tend to establish a continued current of steam

from the receptacle in which the blood is boiled to the chamber containing sulphuric

acid, and probably this current aids very much in sweeping out the gases from the blood.

When Sprengel’s apparatus is used, all the apparatus connected with the blood-receiver

is thoroughly and rapidly swept by a continual current of steam, and to this probably some

of its efficacy in removing the gases of the blood may be referred. Probably it is this

current which is the cause of the superiority of Pfluger’s arrangement, and of my
adaptation of Sprengel’s apparatus, over the other methods which have been employed.
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On the Nature of the Action which Nitrites exert on the Colouring-matter of Blood.

Whatever might be the nature of the change induced by nitrites in haemoglobin,

it resulted from my experiments that it could not be one which deeply altered the con-

stitution of the substance, seeing that the addition of certain reagents at once caused

all the effects of the action to disappear and revealed the continued existence of oxidized

haemoglobin in the blood. Nitrites had, by my experiments, been shown to resemble in

no way those agents which thrust oxygen out of the blood ; on the other hand, it had

been proved that the action of nitrites resulted in the locking up of the oxygen of the blood

so as to render it irremoveable by CO or by a vacuum. A consideration of all the facts

which I had observed led me to believe that probably nitrites might actually link them-

selves to oxidized haemoglobin—a supposition which has been verified in the most ample

manner.

In the experiments now to be described I have always made use of haemoglobin pre-

pared from the blood of the Dog, in the following manner. The dog whose blood was

to be used for the preparation of haemoglobin was kept for a considerable time under

the influence of chloroform, and then bled to death.

The blood was allowed to coagulate, and the serum separated as completely as pos-

sible.

After twenty-four hours the blood-clot was broken up and firmly squeezed in linen or

calico. The red fluid thus expressed was mixed with one and a half times its volume

of distilled water, and set aside for three or four hours. At the end of that time the

fluid was filtered through Swedish paper and mixed with one-fourth of its volume of

eighty per cent, spirit. It was then placed in a vessel surrounded by ice and salt, and

set aside until the following morning. The fluid was usually found to have become semi-

solid from the separation of magnificent microscopic crystals of haemoglobin. These

were collected on a filter, washed with distilled water, and then dissolved in water at

about 38° C. The clear red solution was filtered, treated with one-fourth of its volume

of alcohol (eighty per cent.), and frozen. The haemoglobin had at the end of twenty-

four hours again crystallized out.

1. Action of Nitrite of Potassium on Hcemoglobin.

When solutions of haemoglobin are treated with solutions of nitrite of potassium, the

colour changes, as in the case of blood similarly acted upon, to a dark brown. Simul-

taneously the spectrum assumes the characters observed when nitrites act upon blood.

If a saturated solution of haemoglobin be treated with a solution of nitrite of potassium

until its colour is thoroughly changed, and if one-fourth of its volume of alcohol be

then added, and the fluid set aside in a freezing-mixture, a brown deposit separates

after some hours, having very much the colour of chocolate. This deposit consists of

magnificent microscopic crystals, quite undistinguishable in form from those of oxidized

haemoglobin, but differing from these in appearing much less coloured, under the micro-

scope, than the crystals of O-Hb, and in possessing only a faint yellow, but no red colour.
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When a layer of these crystals is examined with the micro-spectroscope of Mr. Sorby, or

with an ordinary spectroscope, the spectrum of nitrite-blood is seen to perfection.

The chocolate-coloured deposit may be dissolved in water, with the aid of a little heat,

and the solution having been filtered may be treated with alcohol and frozen, when

crystals identical in shape, colour, and optical properties with those precipitated the first

time will again separate. The crystals when agitated with water give to it a dirty-brown

colour ;
sometimes I have obtained them of such a size that, when shaken with water,

they could be seen to float about as minute needles. If to this dirty-brown fluid a drop

of ammonia be added the change is most marked and beautiful ;
for the fluid assumes

the magnificent red colour of haemoglobin.

If the crystals are drained by being placed on filtering paper laid on porous slabs,

and then dried as rapidly as possible in vacuo over sulphuric acid, a reddish-brown mass

is obtained which readily crumbles to powder. The crystalline form of the substance is

lost in the process of drying. The dry body, when powdered, is soluble in pure water

at the temperature of the body ; it is much more readily soluble in water containing a

trace of free ammonia ; in this case a red, instead of a brown solution is obtained.

When the dry body is ignited an ash is left which has an alkaline reaction, and which

contains only oxide of iron and potash.

3*379 grammes of the nitrite-of-potassium compound of haemoglobin yielded on igni-

tion a red ash, which was treated with water and evaporated, and then after the addition

of hydrochloric acid ignited.

The chloride of potassium obtained weighed 0-014 grm.

100 grammes would therefore yield 0-47 of KC1.

5'2 grammes of the nitrite-of-potassium compound prepared at a different time yielded

0-026 grm. of KC1.

100 grammes would therefore yield 0‘57 grm. of KC1.

The amount of potassium in the nitrite compound was by these analyses shown to be

so small as to render very accurate results scarcely attainable. The results agree very

nearly with the view that a molecule of haemoglobin combines with a molecule of nitrite

of potassium.

2. Action of Nitrite of Sodium on Haemoglobin.

If a solution of nitrite of sodium be substituted for a solution of nitrite of potassium,

the changes which have been described under 1 all occur, and crystals are obtained which

only differ from the first by containing Na instead of K.

3. Action of Nitrite of Silver on Haemoglobin.

When a solution of haemoglobin is treated with a solution of freshly prepared and

several times recrystallized nitrite of silver, it immediately becomes chocolate-coloured,

and presents the spectrum of blood treated with nitrites. The solution reacts exactly

as solutions of Hb which have been treated with the alkaline nitrites when ammonia
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and sulphide of ammonium are added. When a concentrated solution of hsemoglobin

is treated with a solution of nitrite of silver and then with alcohol, and placed in a

freezing-mixture, a precipitate separates, which is usually amorphous, and has a choco-

late colour. Sometimes it is very readily soluble in water, holding a trace of ammonia

in solution
; at other times it is soluble only with difficulty.

This precipitate, when washed and ignited, leaves a residue consisting entirely of silver

and oxide of iron.

When solutions of hsemoglobin which have been treated with nitrite of silver are

exposed, or set aside for some time, a precipitate separates, which is scarcely soluble in

ammonia ; the solution obtained has, however, all the properties of ammoniacal solutions

of the nitrite compounds of hsemoglobin.

a. 4-279 grms. of the nitrite of silver compound yielded 0-0517 grm. of Ag Cl.

1-042 grm. of the same sample yielded 0-0067 grm. of Fe
2
03

.

b. 3-591 grms. of the nitrite of silver compound prepared on another occasion and

from different blood, yielded 0-0177 grm. of AgCl.

The first sample, therefore, contained in 100 parts 0-759 of silver, corresponding to

1-083 of Ag N02 ; whilst the second contained almost exactly half the quantity, or *346

of silver, corresponding to 0-494 grm. of AgN0
2
per 100 parts of the compound.

These two analyses clearly indicate that, although nitrite of silver enters into actual

chemical combination with hsemoglobin, the amount which is taken up varies remarkably.

Preyer has calculated the molecular weight of hsemoglobin on the assumption that

each molecule of this substance yields a molecule of hsematine. The molecular weight

of hsematine being 626 (G32H34 N4 Fe 06),
that of hsemoglobin would on the above

assumption amount to 13280.

On the assumption that one molecule of hsemoglobin has the power of combining with

and retaining loosely one molecule of oxygen, 13280 grammes of hsemoglobin would

combine with and retain 32 grammes of oxygen, or 1 gramme of hsemoglobin would

have the power of retaining 1-3 cub. centim. of oxygen at 0° C. and 1 metre pressure

;

this number agrees, as perfectly as can be expected, with direct observations made to

determine this point.

If one molecule of oxygenized hsemoglobin combined with one molecule of a nitrite,

13312 grammes of oxidized hsemoglobin would combine with 154 grammes of AgN0
2 ,

and 100 parts of the compound should contain 1-14 gramme of AgN0
2 ,

or 0-79 of Ag.

Comparing these numbers with those which I found, we have

In 100 parts. Calculated.

Silver .... 0-79

Iron .... 0-419

Bound.

0-759 0-346

0-44

4. Action of Nitrite of Amyl on Haemoglobin.

If, instead of the solutions of the nitrites already mentioned, we add an alcoholic solu-

MDCCCLXVIII. 4 Q
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tion of nitrite of amyl to a solution of haemoglobin, then treat the mixture with one-

fourth of its volume of alcohol and expose it to cold, after some hours a brown deposit

separates having very much the appearance of chocolate, and forming on microscopic

examination the characters which have been already described as possessed by the bodies

formed when haemoglobin is treated with other nitrites. These crystals can, like the

others, be recrystallized without undergoing any change. On one occasion (20th Decem-

ber 1867) I placed in a test-tube a magma of these crystals along with their mother-

liquor, and on examining them now, after an interval of nearly three months, I find

them still perfectly preserved and possessing all the characteristic features. This is

probably due to the preservative influence of the nitrite, as I have hitherto failed in

all attempts to preserve haemoglobin crystals. I may remark that when haemoglobin is

dried, even in vacuo
,
the crystals always crumble to pieces.

In order to show that the chocolate-coloured crystals of the nitrite compounds of

haemoglobin are identical in form with those of O-haemoglobin, I shall place two micro-

scopic photographs at the end of this paper 1

. The first represents the compound of

nitrite of potassium with haemoglobin
; the second the body formed under the influence

of nitrite of amyl, and which we may, reasoning by analogy, conclude to be a compound

of nitrite of amyl with haemoglobin. These microscopic photographs I owe to the

kindness and skill of Mr. Nicol, a very able photographer in Edinburgh.

In now drawing the account of my experiments to a close, I shall state the conclusions

which in my opinion may be legitimately drawn from them, and then add certain obser-

vations on the relation of the nitrite compounds of haemoglobin to the 0-, CO-, and

N
2 02

-compounds.

Conclusions.

1. When a solution of any nitrite acts upon the blood, peculiar changes occur in the

colour, and simultaneously in the absorption-spectrum.

2. These changes in the optical properties of blood are due to the formation of com-

pounds presenting the same crystalline form, colour, and spectrum, whatever the nitrite

which has been employed in their preparation.

3. These bodies appear to be compounds of the nitrite used with oxidized haemoglobin.

4. The substances formed by this process of chemical addition, although isomorphous

with haemoglobin, differ from it in many of those remarkable properties upon which its

functions in the economy of the body depend. By this process of addition the blood-

colouring-matter appears to have lost its power of absorbing oxygen.

5. The addition of nitrites to haemoglobin appears to result in the locking up of the

loosely combined oxygen, so as to make it irremoveable by CO, or by a vacuum.

Observations.

We have hitherto been acquainted with haemoglobin itself as well as with its 0-, CO-,

and N
2 02

-compounds. These compounds are all isomorphous, and possess almost the

1 These have not been reproduced, but are preserved in the Archives of the Royal Society.
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same physical characters; in all the O free haemoglobin has apparently linked itself

to a molecule of O, CO, and N2 02 respectively, the stability of the compound being

least in the case of the O- and greatest in the case of the N
2 02

-compound.

All these bodies, and preeminently the O-compound, appear to be examples of a class

of bodies which stand, as it were, on the boundary line which separates chemical from

physical combination—to be, in fact, examples of the class of so-called molecular com-

pounds. Like other molecular compounds their composition varies greatly within certain

limits, and is influenced by circumstances and conditions which have no action on che-

mical compounds proper 1

.

That a body possessing such a very complicated molecular structure as haemoglobin

should present numerous points of attachment, as it were, for the linking-on of such

active, condensed bodies as the nitrites, is more than probable, and it is not remarkable

that, as in the case of other combinations of a molecular kind, such as the union of salts

with their water of crystallization, of bases with sugar, of albumen with metallic oxides,

of iodine with the compound ammonias, the amount of the simpler body added to the

more complex, should vary within wide limits.

Simultaneonsly with the observations which I have conducted, and which have shown

the power of nitrites to combine with haemoglobin, those which have lately been made

by Hoppe-Seyler and Preyer, although discrepant in many particulars, seem to agree

in proving that hydrocyanic acid possesses the property of linking itself to haemoglobin,

forming a body which is isomorphous with it, but which physiologically is an inert

body, having lost the power which, normally, haemoglobin seems to possess of ozonizing

atmospheric oxygen.

1 My friend Mr. James Dewar, Assistant to the Professor of Chemistry in the University of Edinburgh, first

suggested to me the idea of the molecular nature of the compounds of haemoglobin.
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XXV. On the Mysteries of Numbers alluded to by Fermat.—Second Communication.

By the Bight Hon. Sir Frederick Pollock, Bart., M.A., F.B.S., F.S.A. ,
F.G.S., &c.

Received January 14,—Read February 13, 1868.

In the last paper I described the mode of constructing a square (which, for brevity, I

shall call The Square) which would necessarily be made up of three different series

;

the indices in the margin and in the small squares were explained, and I must refer to

that paper for the explanations.

I propose in this paper to show (from that square and a supplemental one) that all

the odd numbers possess the properties that I have ascribed to them. The Square also

proves the first theorem of Fermat, viz. that every number is composed of three trian-

gular numbers or less from the 2nd theorem (relating to the squares), which I believe

has not hitherto been done.

If any one will take the trouble to examine any odd number, he will find that it may

be divided into four squares (generally in several ways or forms) in some set of four roots

of the squares composing the number; two of the roots will be equal, two of the same,

or another set of four will differ by 1 ;
two will differ by 2, two by 3, and so on, as far

as the number is large enough to have roots of sufficient magnitude to furnish such dif-

ferences. This, of course, cannot be done by one set of roots, except by a few of the low

numbers*. If the four roots do not furnish all the differences, then he will discover

that there is another or more forms that will furnish the whole of them.

The algebraic sum of the four roots will also, in some or other of the forms, be equal

to 1, 3, 5, 7, &c., that is, to every odd number within the compass of the given number.

These properties, which may be discovered in any odd number, I propose to show belong

to all odd numbers.

It may be well, in order to make this statement quite clear, to take an example.

73 is one of the terms in the series 1, 3, 7, 13, 21, &c., a series increasing by 2, 4, 6, 8,

&c. ; every term of the series has roots of the form n, n, n, n+ 1.

73 is composed of four squares in four different forms; the four sets of roots are

4, 4, 4, 5

2, 2, 4, 7

0
,

1
,
6

,
6

1
,
2

,
2

,
8

Differences of roots.

0, 1, 8, 9

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11

5, 7, 12, &c.

10, &c.

* 3, 5, 7, 11, 15, and 23 have each but one form, and the last (23) is the highest odd number that has only

one form of roots.

MDCCCLXVIII. 4 R
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These forms give the differences of roots set opposite to them ; 12 is the limit, as the

roots.

lowest number which can give a difference of 18 is 85 (0, 0, 6, 7). G.7 have a difference

of 13.

So with reference to the algebraic sum of the roots

:

4, 4, 4, 5 gives 1, 7, 9, and 17

2, 2, 4, 7 gives 1, 3, 7, 11, 15

0, 1, 6, 6 gives 1, 11, 13

1, 2, 2, 8 gives 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13.

It is remarkable that the sum of the roots being equal to every odd number is imme-

diately connected with Fermat’s first proposition of the triangular numbers ; it is also

remarkable that the second proposition of the differences of the roots being equal to

every number, odd or even, is immediately connected with Fermat’s second proposition

of every number consisting of four squares or less. The connexion between the sum of

the roots and Fermat’s first proposition was observed by me in the year 1854, and is

mentioned in a paper which the Royal Society did me the honour to publish in the

Philosophical Transactions for that year, vol. cxliv. p. 315, as Theorem C : see also p. 318.

Before I proceed to show the other properties of The Square
,
I think it right to call

attention to the manner in which a change in the roots of the four squares alters the

sum of the squares themselves. This subject was touched upon by me in a paper pub-

lished in the Philosophical Transactions for 1859, vol. cxlix. p. 49, in which it is stated,

and a sort of proof (not a satisfactory one) given, that in some form of division into four

squares the roots will be equal, will differ by 1, by 2, by 3, &c.

I propose now to call attention to the effect, or result, of altering the roots so as to

increase or decrease the sum of the squares. If the roots of two of the four squares

that compose any odd number differ by n, and the larger of the two be increased by 1,

and the smaller be decreased by 1, the sum of the squares will be increased by 2w+2.

Let^> and p-\-n be the roots that differ by n
,
the sum of their squares will be

2p
2
-f2pn+n2

.

Ifp— 1 and {p-\-n)-\- 1 be squared, the sum of their squares will be

p
1— 2p+ 1 -bp

2+ 2^m 4-n2+ 2p -f- 2n 1

,

or

2p
2
-}-2j0w-j-w

2+2w-f-2 ;

the increase is 2^+2.
If n= 0 the increase is 2,

if n— 1 the increase is 4,

if n—1 the increase is 6,

and so on, always twice the difference +2.

There is a similar theorem for reducing the sum of the squares ; ifp and p+

n

become
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p-\-l and^)+ft— 1, the sum of the roots will then be diminished by 2ft— 2. The alge-

braic sum of the roots is not altered by this increase of one and decrease of another of

them by the same number.

For, if

or 2ft-|-l,

then
±«±(^ft)+(c+ft);±;^= 1, or 2ft-|-l.

All these changes reciprocate ; thus, if a number has two roots equal, the number which

is greater by 2 will have two roots differing by 2 ; and vice versa
,
if a number has two

roots differing by 2, the number which is less by 2 will have two roots equal
;
thus, if

13 has two roots differing by 2 as 0, 2, then 11, which is less by 2, will have two roots

equal, viz. 1,1.

If an odd number has roots differing by 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, &c., the four roots of the odd

numbers, next in succession, one after another, will be discovered till the differences are

exhausted ;
and if every number has this property, the succession will continue through

the whole series of odd numbers, and every odd number will be composed of four squares,

and therefore every number will be so likewise ;
for every even number is ultimately the

double of an odd number, and the double of four squares is itself composed of four

squares.

There is another mode of altering the roots, substantially the same, but occasionally

applicable when the other is not. It is mentioned as Theorem A in page 313 of the

Philosophical Transactions for 1854 ; but I was not then aware of its full effect, and did

not pursue the subject.

If the difference between the sum of two of the four roots, and the sum of the other

two be ft, and each of the larger be decreased by ft, and each of the smaller e bincreased

by n, the increase in the sum of the squares will be 2n, if ft=l the increase is 2.

This is a proper place to mention a property of the series mentioned above, 1, 3, 7,

13, &c. In a former paper (see Philosophical Transactions, 1854, page 315) I called

this a gradation series
,
but I was not then familiar with its properties, and did not pursue

the subject as I propose now to do. Every term in the series has roots of the form

ft, n, n, %±1. If any term, as 13 (which is composed of the squares of the four roots

1, 2, 2, 2), be increased by the methods above mentioned, taking care to keep the sum

of the roots always equal to the number 7 (the sum of the roots of 13), it will be found

that, from 13 to 21 inclusive, every odd number will be composed of four squares, the

sum of whose roots is 7. In this case the process cannot be carried beyond 21 ; for 23

being of the form 8ft -f- 7, cannot be composed of less than four squares: 5 is too large

to be one of the roots, and four is unavoidable, since 23— 16 leaves a remainder of 7,

which cannot be expressed by less than four squares. The only form, therefore, of roots

for 23 is 1, 2, 3, 3, and their sum is 9. But the sum of the roots from the number 21

to 31 will be 9 ; and from 21 to 31 the odd numbers can be made of four roots whose

sum shall in every case be 9 ; and this goes two steps beyond 31 ; and as the number

4 R 2
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increases which may belong to the sum of the roots, the number of odd numbers in

succession which may be formed increases faster than the interval between the terms

of the gradation series. This will appear by an examination of the numbers themselves

;

but the interval may be filled up more readily in the manner above mentioned ; and if

any two terms in the gradation series be taken, the odd numbers from the one to the

other, both inclusive, may be made up of the squares of roots whose sum shall be the

number indicated by the sum of the roots of the first of the two terms.

Thus 3, 3, 3, 4 are the roots whose squares make the number 43 ;
and from 43 to 57,

which is composed of 3, 4, 4, 4, every odd number can be found, the sum of whose roots

shall equal 13. Thus

From 43 to 57 is but 7 steps

;

but the series of odd numbers

consisting of squares whose roots

equal 1 3 goes on 6 steps further.

' 0 0 1

3, o, 3, 4 — 43

1 1 0

2, 3, 4, 4 — 45

1 0 2

2, 3, 3, 5 = 47

0 2 1

2, 2, 4, 5 = 49
<

2 1 1

1, 3, 4, 5 _ 51

0 1 3

2, 2, 3, 6 — 53

2 0 3

1, 3, 3, 6 = 55

1 2 2

i 1, 2, 4, 6 — 67(=

3 2 0

0, 3, 5, 5 = 59

3 1 2

0, 3, 4, 6 = 61

1 1 4

1, 2, 3, 7
— 63

2 3 1

0, 2, 5, 6 zz: 65

0 3 3

1, 1, 4, 7 — 67

2 2 3

0, 2, 4, 7 69

The differences between the roots are marked in order to compare them with those in

the next number
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So

From 57 to 73 is 8 steps

(one more than the last); but

the series of odd numbers

goes on 10 steps further.

1 0 0

3, 4, 4, 4 — 57

0 1 1

3, 3, 4, 5 = 59

2 0 1

2, 4, 4, 5 = 61

1 2 0

2, 3, 5, 5 = 63

1 1 2

2, 3, 4, 6 = 65

3 1 0

1, 4, 5, 5 — 67

3 0 2

1, 4, 4, 6 = 69

2 2 1

1, 3, 5, 6 — 71

0 2 3

2 2 4 7*J
, "J ^5 '

— 73

2 1 3

1, 3, 4, 7 — 75

4 1 1

0, 4, 5, 6 = 77

1 3 2

1, 2, 5, 7 — 79

3 3 0

0, 3, 6, 6 = 81

3 2 2

0, 3, 5, 7 = 83

1 2 4

1, 2, 4, 8 = 85

0 5 1

1, 1, 6, 7 — 87

2 4 1

0, 2, 6, 7
— 89

0 4 3

1, 1, 5, 8 — 91

2 3 3

0, 2, 5, 8 = 93

The differences are the same, but are reversed, and this occurs alternately.
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Again

:

Here the next term in the

gradation series (91)is reached

by 9 steps ; but the series of

odd numbers goes on 15 steps

further.

4, 4, 4, 5 = 73

3, 4, 5, 5 = 75

3, 4, 4, 6 = 77

3, 3, 5, 6 = 79

2, 4, 5, 6 = 81

3, 3, 4, 7 = 83

2, 4, 4, 7 = 85

2, 3, 5, 7 = 87

1, 4, 6, 6 = 89

1, 4, 5, 7 = 91

2, 3, 4, 8 = 93

1, 3, 6, 7 = 95

2, 2, 5, 8 = 97

1, 3, 5, 8 = 99

0, 4, 6, 7 = 101

1, 2, 7, 7 = 103

1, 2, 6, 8 = 105

0, 3, 7, 7 = 107

3 3 2

0, 3, 6, 8 — 109

1 3 4

1, 2, 5, 9 - 111

4 0 5

0, 4, 4, 9 = 113

0,

3

3,

2

5,

4

9 = 115

2 5 3

o, 2, 7, 8 = 117

0 5 3

1, 1, 6, 9 = 119

2 4 3

0, 2, 6, 9 — 121

4, 5, 5, 5
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4, 5, 5, 5 = 91

4, 4, 5, 6 = 93

3, 5, 5, 6 = 95

3, 4, 6, 6 = 97

3, 4, 5, 7 = 99

2, 5, 6, 6 = 101

2, 5, 5, 7 = 103

2, 4, 6, 7 = 105

3, 3, 5, 8 = 107

2, 4, 5, 8 = 109

1, 5, 6, 7 = 111:

2, 3, 6, 8 = 113

1, 4, 7, 7 = 115

1, 4, 6, 8 = 117

2, 3, 5, 9 = 119

2, 2, 7, 8 = 121

1, 3, 7, 8 = 123

2, 2, 6, 9 = 125

1, 3, 6, 9 = 127

0, 4, 7, 8 = 129

0, 5, 5, 9 = 131

0, 4, 6, 9 = 133

1, 2, 7, 9 = 135

0, 3, 8, 8 = 137

0, 3, 7, 9 = 139

1, 2, 6, 10= 141.

So much for the series 1, 3, 7, 13, 21, &c. ; but The Square has three series. The

other two (when the first term is 1) are 1, 5, 13, 25, 41, 61, &c., and 1, 3, 9, 19, 33,

51, 71, &c. ; and each of these affords a similar facility of passing from one term to the

next ; but these last series assist each other, and the condition is, not the sum of all the

roots being the same, but the difference of two of them, and any term of the second

being halfway between two of the first; thus 25+ 8= 33, and 33+ 8= 41, Avhich is

true throughout both series.
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Roots.

25 = 3, 0, 0, 4

27 = 3, 1, 1, 4

29 = 3, 0, 2, 4

31 = 2, 1, 1, 5

33 = 2, 0, 2, 5

But 33 is in the other series, and is represented by

4, 0, 1, 4 = 33

3, 0, 1, 5 = 35

4, 1, 2, 4 = 37

3, 1, 2, 5 = 39

4, 0, 3, 4 = 41

The first five terms have eaeh two roots whose difference is 7 ; the second five terms

have each two roots whose difference is 8 ; and this process may be continued throughout

the two series. 51 is the middle term between 41 and 61; 73 is the middle term

between 61 and 85 ;
and each of these admits of the same treatment as 25, 33, and 41.

If a Supplemental Square be appended to The Square
,
and be constructed on the

reverse principle of diminishing towards the left as the other increases towards the right,

beginning with precisely the same odd number (see Diagram No. 1), it is manifest that

a series of numbers may be obtained less than the original number, and which will

finally terminate, giving all the numbers from which the odd number in the beginning

of The Square may proceed, if each be placed in succession in the first position of The

Square ;
for it is clear that if the given odd number be lessened by 4, 8, 12, &c., and

each of these numbers be again lessened by 2, 6, 10, &c., till the operation can be carried

no further, the process which takes place in the formation of The Square itself will be

reversed, and therefore if any number so obtained in The Supplemental Square be placed

in the first position in The Square, and 4, 8, 12, &c. be added, and then to each of these

2, 6, 10, &c., at length the given odd number will be reached; and in this way it will

be seen that the odd number will be found in any position whatever that its magnitude

(as a number) would enable it to fill and properly occupy. And now, if all the numbers

less than the given number have the properties, which it is alleged belong to all odd

numbers, viz. of differences of two roots and sum of all the roots, then the given odd

number will be accompanied by numbers less than itself, having such properties that

they properly (that is, according to the laws ofThe Square) occupy their place in The

Square

;

and it must follow that their composition will indicate what roots the given odd

number ought to have in order to comply with the exigencies of the place in The Square

that it occupies ; for, in respect to any one of the series that compose The Square
,
if one
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term in the series be correct, that is, have the proper sum of two roots, or the proper

sum of all the roots, then every other term in that series will also be correct (see last

paper) and may be derived from that term, and it will therefore have all the qualities

that belong to the different portions of The Square, and in every one it will be divided

into four squares, and the roots will appear. It may be said the first does not appear to

have two roots equal, or two differing by 1, but (see Diagram No. 1) where the top row

is called A, the second B, the third C, the fourth D, and the terms in each row are

distinguished by 1, 2, 3, 4, and because 25 in A 1 has two roots differing by 1, 29 in

A 2 will have two roots differing by 3; and because 17 in A1 has two roots differing

by 1, 29 in A 3 will have two roots differing by 5 ;
and because 5 has two roots differing

by 1, 29 in A 4 will have two roots differing by 7. But in A 2, 29 (which is derived

from 27 the sum of whose roots is 1) will have the sum of its roots 3 ; and for a similar

reason in A 3 it will have the sum of its roots 5 (derived from 23 the sum of whose roots

is 1 in B 2), and in A 4 it will have the sum of its roots 7.

But if the sum of the four roots =2w+l and the difference between two of them

=2w+l, the other two must be equal to one another, or they would prevent the sum

of the roots being 2n-\-l.

A similar mode of reasoning applies to show that 29 must have two of its roots differing

by 1. For, because 27 has two roots equal, therefore 29 in B1 (derived from 27) has

two roots differing by 2, and in Cl (derived from 21) has two roots differing by 4, and

in D 1 (derived from 11) has two roots differing by 6. But if any number has the sum

of its roots equal to 2w+l and to 2w+3, and two of the roots differ by 2^+2, the other

two must differ by 1, or the sum of all the roots could not be both 2w+l and 2w-j-3.

I propose now to point out some of the results of what has been already stated.

There can be no doubt that every number, odd or even, is composed of four squares

or less. And whether this be proved by the gradation series
,
or by the combination of

The Square and the Supplemental Square (if these furnish a proof), or by Lagrange’s

method from the prime numbers, or by any other, the result is the same, the proposition

is true ;
and it follows that a number of the form 4n -f- 2 must he composed of two odd

squares, or of two odd squares and one even one, or two odd squares and two even ones.

In the first case 4w+ 2= 4a2+ 4a+l -\-4b
2
-\-4b-{-l ;

deducting 2 from each side and

dividing by 4, n=a2
-\-a-\-b

2
-\-b \ that is, four trigonal numbers, of which two are equal

and the other two are equal. In the second case 4w-j-2= 4a2+4a+ l+ 452+45+ l+4c?2
,

n=a2
a-\-b

2
-{-b c

2
; but d?-\-a-\-c

2 equals 2 trigonal numbers, therefore n equals four and

trigonal numbers, of which two are equal. In the third case n=a2
-4-a-\-b

2
-\-b-\-c

2
-\-d

2
;

and as a2
-{- and b

2
-\-b-\-d

2 are each equal to 2 trigonal numbers, n in every case is

equal to four trigonal numbers, that is, to a2
-\-a-\-l)

2
-\-c

2
-4-c-\-d

2
.

In Euler’s 4 Opuscula Analytical vol. ii. p. 4, he says, “ Lagrange’s demonstration as

to the square numbers is deduced from principles of such a kind that clearly no assist-

ance can be expected from that to prove the rest of Fermat’s theorems*.

* Quae autem ex ejusmodi principiis estdeducta, ut inde nullum plane subsidium ad reliqua demonstranda

expectari possit.

MDCCCLXVIII. 4 S
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Now the above observation on a number of the form An-\-

2

shows that Lagrange’s

method may be used to prove that every number is composed of four trigonal numbers

as well as of four squares, and thus is brought into immediate connexion with The Square,

and enables it to divide the first term (whatever odd number it may be) into 4 squares

the algebraic sum of whose roots shall be 1, and the consequence of that is, that the

IstAT1—- will be a number composed of 3 trigonal numbers or less
;

it may be as well

here to insert the proof of this.

If the sum of two of the roots differ from the sum of the other two by 1, the 2 sums

of the roots must be of the form 2«+l and 2 a, and the four roots will be of the form

a-\-p-1-1, a—p, a+ q, a—q, and the sum of the roots squared will be

4a3+2p2+2£2+2«-|-2p+l

;

deducting 1, and dividing by 2, the number will be 2a2
-\- a-\-p

2
-\-p q

2
\ 2a2

-\-a is a tri-

gonal number, andp
2
-\-p-^-q

2
is an expression for 2 trigonal numbers. Now if 1 be the

first number in The Square
,
every number in it will be of the form \-\-2a2

-\-2a-\-2b
2
,

which is 4 squares, and expressed by their roots is a-\- 1, a,b,b\ and the sum of any two

terms added together will be an even number
; and as every possible value of a and b is

to be found in The Square, every even number may be obtained by adding together some

two of the numbers in The Square.

Another result is that, as every number is of the form a2
-\-a-\-b

2
-\-c

2
-\-c-\-d

2
,
every

even number may be composed of 4 of the terms of the series 0, 2, 4, 8, 12, 18, 24, &c.,

the terms of which are alternately 2b2 and 2<f-\-2a.

The law of the series is obvious enough
; beginning with 0, the differences are

2, 2, 4, 4, 6, 6, . . . 2n, 2n. It is a convenient mode of using this series to place the

terms in two columns, putting all the 2b2 in one column and all the 2a2
-\-2a in another,

as below.

2 4

8 12

18 24

32 40

50 60

72 84

&c. &c.

Every even number may be made by some 2 terms of each column, and any 2 squares,

if equal, may be increased by 2, 8, 18, 32, &c., that is, by 2b2
,
by changing the roots

—

Increase.

n, n into n— 1, n -\- 1 2

n— 2, n-\-

2

8

n— 3, n-\- 3 18

&c. &c. 2b2
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In like manner any 2 roots that differ by 1 may be increased by 4, 12, 24, 40, &c.

(2a2
-\-2a) by changing

Increase.

n, n-f 1 into n— 1, n-\- 2 4

n— 2, n-\- 3 12

n— 3, n+4 24

&c. &c. {2a2
-\-2a)

Another conclusion is, that if The Square have as the first number in it all the odd

numbers in succession which are to be found in The Square when 1 is the first number,

then every other odd number will be obtained as some one of the numbers thus formed.

For every such Square will begin with a number of the form of l-\-2a2-\-2a-{-2b2
; and

in forming The Square from that, 2m2
-f2m

+

2n2
will be added, therefore all the possible

combinations of 2a2
-\-2a-\-2b

2 and 2m2-\-2m-\-2n2 will be found, with every value of a

and h, m and n ;
that is, every odd number will be found.

But if any odd number whatever be made the first number in The Square
,
and a Sup-

plemental Square be formed, and the numbers in the Supplemental Square be successively

put in the first place in The Square
,
the assumed number will be found in some of the

terms at the top, and also in some of those at the side. And the necessary consequence

is, if we are allowed to notice the numbers of The Square when 1 is the first number,

that any odd number is not only equal to 1 -\-2a
2
-\-2a-\-2b

2
-\-2c

2
-\-2c-\-2d

2
,
but also

to \-\-2a
2
-\-2a-\-2b

2
-\-2c

2
-\-2c, or l-\-2a

2
-\-2a-\-2b

2
-\-2d

2
•, that is, the four squares may

have two equal roots, or two roots differing by 1

.

I now propose to show in what manner The Square can obtain a division of its first

term into four squares, the algebraic sum of whose roots =1; the result of which is

that the first term less 1, divided by 2, will be composed of 3 trigonal numbers (see

Theorem C in Philosophical Transactions, vol. cxliv. p. 315).

Every odd number is of the form 4%+l, or 4%+3. If it be of the form 4w+3, then

in the (2w+l)th term of the series which increases by 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, &c., the roots will

be n, n-\~ 1, n-{- 1, n-\- 1.

For 4w+3+2n terms of 2, 4, 6, 8, &c.

2n
=4ra+3+(2+ 4«) x 7)

n2

= 4w24-6%+3=
(n+iy

(»+ 1)
2

I>+1)2

the roots of which are n, w-fl, n-\- 1, w+1. The index of this term is 4w+l (since it

is the (2w-(-l)th term of 1, 3, 5, 7, &c.), that is, 2 less than the sum of the roots.

In like manner, if the number be of the form 4?i+l, then the 2nth term in the series

already mentioned will have as roots n, n, n, n-\- 1.

4 s 2
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For 4w+l+(2w— 1) terms of 2, 4, 6, 8, &c.

=4m2+2w+1=

0+i)2

which, when expressed in roots, is n, n, n, w+ 1. The index of the term is in— 1

(being the 2wth term of 1, 3, 5, 7, &c.).

It will be seen that in each case the sum of the roots exceeds the index of the term

by 2 ; it is therefore obvious that if the sum of the roots could be diminished by 2

(without altering the sum of the squares), the sum of the roots would be equal to the

index, and the roots of every term in the diagonal would be obtained, with the sum of

roots equal to the index of the term
;
and as the first number in The Square is in this

diagonal, the roots of the given number would be obtained, whose sum would equal 1.

The difference between the sums of the squares of the roots of any two terms in the

gradation series is the sum of the roots of the larger, minus 1. The difference between

the sums of their roots is 2 ; therefore, if the sum of the roots of the larger, minus 1,

can be added to the roots of the smaller, a set of roots will be obtained whose sum will

be 2 less than that of the larger, but the sum of their squares will be equal to it. (See

Diagram No. 2.)

Take the case of 35 as the first term of The Square. In the (w+l)th term of the

diagonal, 8, 9, 9, 9 will be the roots of the squares which compose that term. The next

term in the gradation series will have the roots 9, 9, 9, 10, but will be two more

than the position requires, as will appear from calculation. The difference between

82+ 9
2+ 9

2+ 92 and 9 2+ 9
2+9 2+102

will be 9+9 + 9+10— 1, that is, 36, but that would

be 2 too much. If, therefore, the squares of 8, 9, 9, 9 be increased by 34, the number

will be what that place in The Square requires, and the sum of the roots will be 35,

which is the index of that term.

Now the squares of the roots 8, 9, 9, 9 maybe increased by 34 by adding 12 + 184-4,

which are three terms in the two columns above mentioned
;
12 may be added by

changing 8, 9 into 6, 11 ; and 18 may be added by changing 9, 9 into 6, 12. The

roots then are 6, 11, 6, 12, and to these 4 is to be added. This may be done by
0 4 3

changing 11, 12 into 10, 13, and the result is 6, 6, 10, 13, whose sum is 35, and is

therefore equal to the index of the term.

To reduce roots whose sum is 35 to roots having the same differences but whose sum

will equal 1, deduct 9 from each root, and 9x4 will be deducted, and the sum will then

be —1, which by changing all the signs will become +1. From each of the roots 6,

6, 10, 13 deduct 9, and they will then be —3, —3, 1, 4, and the sum of their squares

= 35.

If 1 be deducted from 35, and the remainder be divided by 2, the quotient (17) will

be composed of not exceeding three trigonal numbers.
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There remains one other matter to be mentioned, viz. a certain remarkable relation

which all the polygonal numbers bear to each other, and which forms a connexion that

runs through them all; from which it would seem to follow that a solution of the

theorem as to one, would be a solution as to all the rest (except the first).

This relation arises in the square numbers by a property of the gradation series,

already in part alluded to, viz. as to the odd numbers, by which the interval between

any two terms can be filled up, all the terms having, as to the odd numbers, the sum of

the roots of the squares that compose them equal to the sum of the roots of the first

term ; but the intervals, as to the even numbers, may be also filled up by making the

sum of the roots 1 less than that of the roots of the odd numbers (see the Table in

Diagram No. 3), which is thus constructed : a term in the gradation series is assumed

(in this case 73); its roots are 4, 4, 4, 5, and the roots of all the odd numbers between

that and the next term are found by the processes mentioned in the former part of this

paper. The roots of the even numbers are obtained by an analogous process, and these

are used as bases or roots of the polygonal numbers, which are placed in columns,

with their sums, as appears in the Table. See Diagram No. 4 for the mode in which

the polygonal numbers are formed.

It will be observed that the sum of the roots or bases is 17, but if they be used to

form trigonal numbers, the increment of the sum of the resulting trigonal numbers,

above the sum of the roots or bases, is 28; and so on of the rest, each successive column

increasing by the same number, viz. 28. If the roots or bases be n, n, n, w+1, that is,

a term in the gradation series, the increment of the sums of the successive columns will

be 2w2=p^, a trigonal number.

Again, in the trigonal numbers the difference between the sums of the first and second

term is 0 ; in the square numbers it is 1, in the pentagonal numbers 2, in the hex-

agonal numbers 3, in the heptagonal numbers 4; but in all of them the difference

between the second and third terms isl, and this continues throughout. The difference

between the 3rd and 4th, the 5th and 6th, the 7th and 8th, &c. increases by 1 in each

column, but the difference between the 2nd and 3rd, the 4th and 5th, the 6th and 7th,

&c. is always 1 in each column ; and the result is, that by adding 1 in the pentagonal

column, by adding 1, or 1, 1 in the hexagonal, by adding 1, or 1, 1, or 1, 1, 1 in the

heptagonal, every number, odd or even, can be made by not exceeding four square

numbers, or five pentagonal numbers, or &c., as clearly appears by the Table.

This corresponds with what was discovered by Cauchy, published at the end of

Legendre’s “ Theorie des Nombres,” viz. that four only of each class of numbers is

necessary, the rest may be supplied by 1, repeated as often as necessary. But I must

not omit to say that, although all the odd numbers are sufficiently obedient, there is one

class of even numbers quite refractory, viz. the powers of 2. They may easily be ex-

pressed in squares, pentagonal numbers, &c., but they cannot be brought within the

rule that otherwise prevails.
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Diagram No. 1.

1 3 5 7 9

5 17 25 29 0

A

i

29

3

2

5

3

7

4

9

l l 3 5 7

3 15 23 27 2 3 5 7 9 li

B 1 2 3 4

3 l l 3 5

9 17 21 4 5 7 9 11 13

C 1 2 3 4

5 3 l l 3

7 11 6 7 9 li 13 15

D 1 2

7 5 3 1 1

1 1

8 9 11 13 15 17



Diagram No 3.

[To face page 640.

Roots

Bases Sums.
Trigonal

Rumbers. Sums.
Square

Numbers. Sums.
4 4 4 5 = 17 10 10 10 15 =

: 45 16 16 16 25 = 73

2 3 5 6 = 16 3 6 15 21 = 45 4 9 25 36 = 74

3 4 5 5 = 17 6 10 15 15 = 46 9 16 25 25 = 75

3 3 3 7 = 16 6 6 6 28 = 46 9 9 9 49 = 76

3 4 4 6 = 17 6 10 10 21 = 47 9 16 16 36 = 77

2 3 4 7 = 16 3 6 10 28 = 47 4 9 16 49 = 78

3 3 5 6 = 17 6 6 15 21 = 48 9 9 25 36 = 79

2 2 6 6 = 16 3 3 21 21 = 48 4 4 36 36 = 80

2 4 5 6 = 17 3 10 15 21 = 49 4 16 25 36 = 81

2 2 5 7 = 16 3 3 16 28 =j 49 4, 4 25 49 — 82

3 3 4 7 = 17 6 6 10 28 = 50 9 9 16 49 = 83

1 3 5 7 = 16 1 6 15 28 = 50 1 9 25 49 = 84

2 4 4 7 = 17 3 10 10 28 = 51 4 16 16 49 = 85

2 3 3 8 = 16 3 6 6 36 = 51 4 9 9 64 = 86

2 3 5 7 = 17 3 6 15 28 = 52 4 9 25 49 - 87

2 2 4 8 = 16 3 3 10 36 = 52 4 4 16 64 = 88

1 4 6 6 = 17 1 10 21 21 = 53 1 16 36 36 = 89

1 3 4 8 = 16 1 6 10 36 = 53 1 9 16 64 = 90

J
1 4 5 7 =

l
17

J
1 10 15 28

l
=

l

"541 1 16 25 491= 91

U 5 5 5 =ll9 lio 15 15 15/=1.55J 16 25 25 25J= 91

3 3 5 7 = 18 6 6 15 28 = 55 9 9 25 49 = 92

Pentagonal

Numbers. Sums.

22 22 35 = 101 28

Hexagonal
Numbers.

28 28

Sums.

45 = 129 34

Heptagonal

Numbers. Sums.

34 34 55 = 157
12 35 51 = 103 6 15 45 66 = 132 7 18 55 81 = 161
22 35 35 = 104 15 28 45 45 = 133 18 34 55 55 = 162
12 12 70 = 106 15 15 15 91 = 136 18 18 18 112 = 166
22 22 51 = 107 15 28 28 66 = 137 18 34 34 81 = 167
12 22 70 = 109 6 15 28 91 = 140 7 18 34 112 = 171

12 35 51 = 110 15 15 45 66 = 141 18 18 55 81 = 172

5 51 51 = 112 6 6 66 66 = 144 7 7 81 81 = 176

22 35 51 = 113 6 28 45 66 = 145 7 34 55 81 = 177

5 35 70 = 115 6 6 45 91 = 148 7 7 55 112 = 181

12 22 70 =
- 116 15 15 28 91 = 149 18 18 34 112 = 182

12 35 70 = 118 1 15 45 91 = 152 1 18 55 112 = 186

22 22 70 = 119 .6 28 28 91 = 153 7 34 34 112 = 187

12 12 92 = 121 6 15 15 120 = 156 7 18 18 148 = 191

12 35 70 = 122 6 15 45 91 = 157 7 18 55 112 =192
5 22 92 = 124 6 6 28 120 = 160 7 7 34 148 = 196

22 51 51 = 125 1 28 66 66 = 161 1 34 81 81 = 197

12 22 92 = 127 1 15 28 120 = 164 1 18 34 148 = 201

22 35 701 = 128
J

1 28 45 91]= 165
/

1 34 55 1121= 202

35 35 35J= 127 128 45 45 45J= 163 134 55 55 55l= 199

12 35 70 = 129 15 15 45 91 = 166 18 18 55 112 = 203

22

5

12

12

12

5

12

5

5

5

12

1

5

5

5

5

1

1

.(
1

1 22

12



.
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Diagkam No. 4.

Natural numbers . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 &c.

Trigonal numbers . 1 3 6 10 15 21 28 36 45 55 &c.

Squares . . 1 4 9 16 25 36 49 64 81 100 &c.

Pentagonal . . . 1 5 12 22 35 51 70 92 117 145 &c.

Hexagonal . 1 6 15 28 45 66 91 120 153 190 &c.

Heptagonal . . . 1 7 18 34 55 81 112 148 189

!

235 &c.

Octagonal
,

. 1

1

8 21 40

1

65

1

96 133 176 225 280 &c.



Explanatory Bemarks on Diagram No. 2.

The number in the first square is 35, a number of the form 4n+3
;
the nearest division in whole

numbers of 35 is 17, 18, and the nearest division of these is 8, 9, 9, 9, which are the roots of the

(»+l)th term down the diagonal (in this case the 9th) ; these roots, when 8 and 9 are negative, give

a difference of 1, and therefore the roots traverse from the place they occupy to the top comer, becoming

there 0, 1, 17, 17, and also to the opposite corner, becoming there 1, 1, 16, 17. If the roots ascend

in the diagonal towards 35, diminishing each root every step by one, they will require a numeral to be

added, viz. 4, 6, 12, 16, &c., to make them equal to the number that should be found in the square they

occupy. This may be easily done by the assistance of the 2 columns of 2b2 and 2a2
-\-2a ; a few of them

are corrected and marked thus, = 0, 2, 5, 6= by way of example. The term in the gradation series next

below 8, 9, 9, 9 has the roots 8, 8, 8, 9, but it requires 2 to be added, and when corrected is 7, 9, 8, 9.

If the roots 8, 8, 8, 9 (diminished by 1 each) at every step be taken up the 2nd diagonal, they will

require a numeral to be added, viz. 2, 6, 10, 14, &c., to make them equal to the required number
;
this

also may be done in the same way as the other, whenever the correction produces 1 as a root ;
the

roots of the 1st number may be obtained
;
thus in the 4th square of the diagonal the corrected roots are

3 4 0

1, 6, 2, 6, the sum of which is 15 ;
but by making 1 negative, —1, 2, 6, 6= 13, and lessening the roots

by 3 each, they become —4—133, the sum of whose squares is 35, and the algebraic sum of the roots 1

;

35 q
the number —-— ,

that is 17, is composed of 3 trigonal numbers, viz. 10, 6, 1. All the squares in

the line have a similar property, 12, 13, 5, 5 ;
the 4th below to the left from 8, 9, 9, 9 may be

carried up, diminishing the roots by 1 each every step, but adding as a numeral 4, 8, 12, &c., the roots

will always (one or more) have 1 among them ; but it may not always be easy to find out which
;
the

following mode cannot fail : 8, 8, 8, 9 is 34 less than 8, 9, 9, 9, each term in the Gradation Series is

less than the next above it by the sum of the roots of the next, minus 1 ; 34 will be added by adding

18, 12, and 4 ; 18 will be added by changing 8, 8 into 5, 11 ; 12 may be added by changing 8, 9 into

6, 11 ;
the roots will then be 5, 6, 11, 11, and to these 4 will be added by charging 5, 6 into 4, 7 ;

4,

7, 11, 11, when squared (each of them), =8, 9, 9, 9 when squared and added together; but the sum

of the roots of 4, 7, 11, 11 is 33, the index of the square in which 8, 9, 9, 9 is
;

it will therefore

traverse upwards to the left and diminish each root by 8; the roots will be —4— 133 as before.

Note .—Every square that is crossed by a red line, whether perpendicular, horizontal, or transverse,

will have one or more forms of roots, the sum of the squares of which will be the number belonging

to that square.
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XXVI. On a Method of making a Direct Comparison of Electrostatic with Electro-

magnetic Force ; with a Note on the Electromagnetic Theory of Light. By J. Clerk

Maxwell, F.B.8S. L. &E.

Received June 10,—Read June 18, 1868.

There are two distinct and independent methods of measuring electrical quantities with

reference to received standards of length, time, and mass.

The electrostatic method is founded on the attractions and repulsions between electri-

fied bodies separated by a fluid dielectric medium, such as air
;
and the electrical units

are determined so that the repulsion between two small electrified bodies at a considerable

distance may be represented numerically by the product of the quantities of electricity,

divided by the square of the distance.

The electromagnetic method is founded on the attractions and repulsions observed

between conductors carrying electric currents, and separated by air
;
and the electrical

units are determined so that if two equal straight conductors are placed parallel to each

other, and at a very small distance compared with their length, the attraction between

them may be represented numerically by the product of the currents multiplied by the

sum of the lengths of the conductors, and divided by the distance between them.

These two methods lead to two different units by which the quantity of electricity is

to be measured. The ratio of the two units is an important physical quantity, which

we propose to measure. Let us consider the relation of these units to those of space,

time, and force (that of force being a function of space, time, and mass).

In the electrostatic system we have a force equal to the product of two quantities of

electricity divided by the square of the distance. The unit of electricity will therefore

vary directly as the unit of length, and as the square root of the unit of force.

In the electromagnetic system we have a force equal to the product of two currents

multiplied by the ratio of two lines. The unit of current in this system therefore varies

as the square root of the unit of force
;
and the unit of electrical quantity, which is that

which is transmitted by the unit current in unit of time, varies as the unit of time and

as the square root of the unit of force.

The ratio of the electromagnetic unit to the electrostatic unit is therefore that of a

certain distance to a certain time, or, in other words, this ratio is a velocity

;

and this velo-

city will be of the same absolute magnitude, whatever standards of length, time, and

mass we adopt.

The electromagnetic value of the resistance of a conductor is also a quantity of the

nature of a velocity, and therefore we may express the ratio of the two electrical units

MDCCCLXVII1. 4 T
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in terms of the resistance of a known standard coil
;
and this expression will be inde-

pendent of the magnitude of our standards of length, time, and mass.

In the experiments here described no absolute measurements were made, either of

length, time, or mass, the ratios only of these quantities being involved ; and the velo-

city determined is expressed in terms of the British Association Unit of Resistance, so

that whatever corrections may be discovered to be applicable to the absolute value of

that unit must be also applied to the velocity here determined.

A resistance-coil whose resistance is equal to about 28*8 B. A. units would represent

the velocity derived from the present experiments in a manner independent of all par-

ticular standards of measure.

The importance of the determination of this ratio in all cases in which electrostatic

and electromagnetic actions are combined is obvious. Such cases occur in the ordinary

working of all submarine telegraph-cables, in induction-coils, and in many other artificial

arrangements. But a knowledge of this ratio is, I think, of still greater scientific

importance when we consider that the velocity of propagation of electromagnetic dis-

turbances through a dielectric medium depends on this ratio, and, according to my cal-

culations*, is expressed by the very same number.

The first numerical determination of this quantity is that of Weber and KoHLRAUSCHf,

who measured the capacity of a condenser electrostatically by comparison with the capa-

city of a sphere of known radius, and electromagnetically by passing the discharge from

the condenser through a galvanometer.

The Electrical Committee of the British Association have turned their attention to

the means of obtaining an accurate measurement of this velocity, and for this purpose

have devised new forms of condensers and contact-breakers; and Sir William Thomson

has obtained numerical values of continually increasing accuracy by the constant improve-

ment of his own methods.

A velocity which is so great compared with our ordinary units of space and time is

probably most easily measured by steps, and by the use of several different instruments

;

but as it seemed probable that the time occupied in the construction and improvement

of these instruments would be considerable, I determined to employ a more direct method

of comparing electrostatic with electromagnetic effects.

I should not, however, have been able to do this, had not Mr. Gassiot, with his usual

liberality, placed at my disposal his magnificent battery of 2600 cells charged with cor-

rosive sublimate, with the use of his laboratory to work in.

To Mr. Willoughby Smith I am indebted for the use of his resistance-coils, giving a

resistance of more than a million B. A. units, and to Messrs. Forde and Fleeming

jenkin for the use of a galvanometer and resistance-coils, a bridge and a key for double

contacts.

Mr. C. Hockin, who has greatly assisted me with suggestions since I first devised the

* “ A Dynamical Theory of the Electromagnetic Eield,” Philosophical Transactions, 1865.

t Pogg. Ann. Aug. 1856, Bd. xcix. p. 10.
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experiment, undertook the whole work of the comparison of the currents by means of

the galvanometer and shunts. He has also tested the resistances, and in fact done

everything except the actual observation of equilibrium, which I undertook myself.

The electrical balance itself was made for me by Mr. Becker.

The electrostatic force observed was that between two parallel disks, of which one, 6

inches diameter, wTas insulated and maintained at a high potential, while the other, 4

inches diameter, was at the same potential as the case of the instrument.

In order to insure a known quantity of electricity on the surface of this disk, it was

surrounded by the “ guard-ring ” introduced by Sir W. Thomson, so that the surface of

the disk when in position and that of the guard-ring were in one plane, at the same

potential, and separated by a very narrow space. In this way the electrical action on

the small disk was equal to that due to a uniform distribution over its front surface,

while no electrical action could exist at its sides or back, as these were at the same

potential with the surrounding surfaces.

The large disk was mounted on a slide worked by a micrometer-screw. The small

disk was suspended on one arm of a torsion-balance so that in its position of equilibrium

its surface and that of the guard-ring were in one plane.

If E is the difference of potential between the two disks in electromagnetic measure,

the attraction between them is

Wa*

where a is the radius of the small disk, b its distance from the large one, and v is the

velocity representing the ratio of the electromagnetic to the electrostatic unit of elec-

tricity.

The electromagnetic force observed was the repulsion between two circular coils, of

which one was attached to the back of the suspended disk, and the other was placed

behind the large disk, being separated from it by a plate of glass and a layer of Hooper’s

compound. A current was made to pass through these coils in opposite directions, so as

to produce a repulsion
2A

=2 (2 )

where n and n' are the number of windings of each coil, y is the current, and

where

^={E,tan* y -2(F,—*)}££*

c=sm y= 2 */a,a0

(3)

(4)

<z, and a2 are the mean radii of the coils, and V the mean distance of their planes, and

Ee and Fc are the complete elliptic functions for modulus c=sin y.

2A. 2o!

When V is small compared with a'!, -g- becomes very nearlyy
4 t 2
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If we take into account the fact that the section of each coil is of sensible area, this

formula would require correction ; but in these coils the depth was made equal to the

breadth of the section, whence it follows, by the differential equation of the potential of

two coils, given at p. 508 of my paper on the Electromagnetic Field,

d*M ldM
dc? db2 'a da ’

that the correction is a factor of the form ^1
—

-̂ ,
where a! is the depth of the coil

—a correction which is in this case about 1— *000926.

The suspended coil, besides the repulsion due to the fixed coil, experiences a couple

due to the action of terrestrial magnetism. To balance this couple, a coil exactly similar

was attached to the other arm of the torsion-balance, and the current in the second coil

was made to flow in the opposite direction to that in the first. When the current was

made to flow through both coils, no effect of terrestrial magnetism could be observed.

A. Suspended disk and coil.

A'. Counterpoise disk and coil.

C. Fixed disk and coil.

B
2
. Great battery. B

2
. Small battery.

G, . Primary coil of galvanometer. G
2

. Secondary coil.

R. Great resistance. S. Shunt.

K. Double key. g. Graduated glass scale.

C. Electrode of fixed disk.

x. Current through R.

x'. Current through Gr x—x'. Current through S.

y. Current through the three coils and G
2

.

M. Mercury cup. T. Torsion head and tangent screw.

One quarter of the micrometer-hox, disks, and coils is cut away to show the interior. The case of the instru-

ment is not shown. The galvanometer and shunts were 10 feet from the Electric Balance.
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The torsion-balance consisted of a light brass frame, to which the suspended coils

and disks were attached so that the centre of each coil was about eight inches from the

vertical axis of suspension. This frame was suspended by a copper wire (No. 20), the

upper end of which was attached to the centre of a torsion head, graduated, and pro-

vided with a tangent screw for small angular adjustments. The torsion head was sup-

ported by a hollow pillar, the base of which was clamped to the lid of the instrument

so as to admit of small adjustments in every direction.

The fixed disk and coil were mounted on a slide worked by a micrometer-screw, and

were protected by a cylindrical brass box, the front of which, forming the guard-ring,

7 inches in diameter, had a circular aperture 4'26 inches diameter, within which the

suspended disk, 4T3 inches diameter, was free to -move, leaving an interval of -065 of

an inch between the disk and the aperture. A glass scale with divisions of ywo an

inch was attached to the suspended disk on the side which was not electrified, and this

was viewed by a microscope attached to the side of the instrument and provided with

cross wires at the focus.

The disk worked by the micrometer was carefully adjusted by the maker, so as to

be parallel to the inner surface of the guard-ring, or front face of the micrometer-box.

This front face of the micrometer-box, when in position in the instrument, was made

vertical by means of three adjusting screws. The suspended disk was then pressed

against the fixed disk by means of a slight spring, and the fixed disk was gradually

moved forward by the micrometer-screw, while at the same time the graduated scale

was observed through the microscope. In this way the graduations on the scale were

compared with the readings of the micrometer. This was continued till the large disk

came into contact with the guard-ring at one. point, when the regularity of the motion

was interrupted. A very small motion was then sufficient to bring the whole circum-

ference of the disk into contact with the guard-ring, when the motion ceased altogether.

This motion was not much more than one-thousandth of an inch.

This disk was then brought to the position of first contact, and the microscope was

adjusted so that a known division of the glass scale was bisected by the cross wires. A
small piece of silvered glass was fastened to the outside of the guard-ring, and another

to the back of the suspended disk ; and these were adjusted so as to be in one plane, and

to give a continuous image of reflected objects when the disks were in contact and the

surface of the suspended disk was therefore in the plane of the surface of the guard-ring.

The fixed disk was then screwed back, and the torsion-balance was adjusted so that the

suspended disk when in equilibrium was in precisely the same position as before.

This was tested by observing the coincidence of the zero division of the glass scale with

the cross wires of the microscope, and by examining the reflections from the two pieces

of silvered glass. The torsion-balance could be moved bodily in any horizontal direction

by adjusting the base of the pillar; it could be raised or lowered by a winch, and it

could be turned about any horizonal axis by sliding weights, and round the vertical

axis by a tangent screw of the torsion head. In this way the position of equilibrium
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of the suspended disk could be made to coincide with the plane of the guard-ring to the

thousandth of an inch ; and the adjustment'when made continued very good from day to

day, soft copper wire, stretched straight, not having the tendency to untwist gradually

which I have observed in steel wire. The weight of the torsion piece was about 1 lb.

3 oz., and the time of a double oscillation about fourteen seconds. The oscillations of

the suspended disk, when near its sighted position, were found to subside very rapidly,

the energy of the motion being expended in pumping the air through the narrow aper-

ture between the guard-plate and the suspended disk.

The electrical arrangements were as follows :

—

One electrode of Mr. Gassiot’s great battery was connected with a key. When the

key was pressed connexion was made to the fixed disk, and thence, through Mr. Wil-

loughby Smith’s resistance-coils, to a point where the current was divided between the

principal coil of the galvanometer and a shunt, S, consisting of Mr. Jenkin’s resistance-

coils. These partial currents reunited at a point where they were put in connexion with

the other electrode of the battery, with the case of the instrument, and with the earth.

Another battery was employed to send a current through the coils. One electrode

of this battery was connected with a second contact piece of the key, so that, when the

key was pressed, the current went first through the secondary coil of the galvanometer,

consisting of thirty windings of thick wire, then through the fixed coil, then to the

suspension wire, and so through the two suspended coils to the brass frame of the torsion-

balance and the suspended disk. A stout copper wire, well amalgamated, hanging from

the centre of the torsion-balance into a cup of mercury, made metallic communication to

the case, to earth, and to the other electrode of the battery.

When these arrangements had been made, the observer at the microscope, when the

suspended disk was stationary at zero, made simultaneous contact with both batteries

by means of the key. If the disk was attracted, the great battery was the more power-

ful, and the micrometer was worked so as to increase the distance of the disk. If the

disk was repelled, the fixed disk had to be moved nearer to the suspended disk, till a

distance was found at which, when the scale was at rest and at zero, no effect was pro-

duced by the simultaneous action of the batteries. With the forces actually employed

the equilibrium of the scale at zero was unstable
; so that when the adjustment was

nearly perfect the force was always directed from zero, and contacts had to be made as

the scale was approaching zero, in such a way as to bring it to rest, if possible, at zero.

In the meantime the other observer at the galvanometer was taking advantage of

these contacts to alter the shunt S, till the effects of the two currents on the galva-

nometer-needle balanced each other.

When a satisfactory case of equilibrium had been observed simultaneously at the gal-

vanometer and at the torsion-balance, the micrometer-reading and the resistance of the

shunt were set down as the results of the experiment.

The chief difficulties experienced arose from the want of constancy in the batteries,

the ratio of the currents varying very rapidly after first making contact. I think that
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by increasing considerably the resistance of the great battery-circuit, the current could

be made more uniform.

When a sufficient number of experiments on equilibrium had been made, a current

was made to pass through the secondary coil of the galvanometer, and was then divided

between a shunt of 31 units B. A. and the primary coil of the galvanometer with a

resistance S' added. S' was then varied till the needle was in equilibrium. In this

way the magnetic effects of the two coils were compared.

The resistance of the galvanometer and of all the coils were tested by Mr. Hockin,

who also made all the observations with the galvanometer and its adjusting shunts.

To determine v from these experiments, we have first, since the attraction is equal to

the repulsion,

E2 a2 . ,2A

SP=w b! (6)

If x is the current of the great battery passing through the great resistance R, and if x1

of this passes through the galvanometer whose resistance is G, and x— x' through the

shunt S to earth, then

E=Rr+G^ (7)

and

Ga/=S0r-O (8)

Also if (j !
is the magnetic effect of the principal coil of the galvanometer, and g2 that of

the secondary coil, then when the needle is in equilibrium

g^-g.y. (9)

In the comparison of the coils of the galvanometer, if x
x
and y x

are the currents

through each, we have

Fi=Mi (
10

)

But y x
is divided into two parts, of which x

x
passes through the galvanometer G and

the shunt S', and the other, y x
—x!, passes through the shunt of 31 Ohms. Hence

^(G+S')=(y- ffJSl. (
11

)

From these equations we obtain as the value of v.

v~4V^ii T> \/£5 (

R
S

G+E+G
)

31

G + S'+ 31 (
12

)

an equation containing only known quantities on the right-hand side. Of these, n and

n1

are the numbers of windings on the two coils, a is the mean of the radii of the sus-

pended disk and the aperture, b is the distance between the fixed disk and the suspended

2A
disk, -g- is found from a

x
and a2,

the mean radii of the coils, and V their mean distance

by equation (3).

It is the great resistance, G that of the galvanometer, S that of the shunt in the prin-

cipal experiment, and S' that of the additional resistance in the comparison of galvano-

meter-coils.
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In this expression the only quantities which must be determined in absolute measure

are the resistances. The other quantities which must be measured are the ratios of the

radius of the disk to its distance from the fixed disk, and the ratio of the radius of the

coils to the distance between them. These ratios and the number of windings in the

coils are of course abstract numbers.

In the experiments,

w=144 ri= 121

a— 2-0977 inches. a'= T934 inch.

To determine a', the circumference of every layer of the coils was measured with

watch-spring, the thickness of which was -008 inch.

One turn of the micrometer-screw was found by Mr. Hockin' to be equal to *0202 inch.

If m is the micrometer-reading in terms of the screw,

b=m- 12-70, V=m+ 26*31.

In terms of the micrometer measure we have for a and a',

a= 103-85 turns, a!= 95-75 turns.

The resistances were determined by Mr. Hockin as follows :

E= 1 102 000 Ohms.

G= 46 220 „

The experiments were made for two days, using a small battery charged with bichro-

mate of potash. The current due to this battery was found to diminish so rapidly that

a set of Grove’s cells was used on the third day, which was found to be more constant

than the great battery. A proper combination of the two batteries would perhaps pro-

duce a current which would diminish according to the same law as that of the great

battery. Another difficulty arose from the fact that when the connexions were made,

but before the key was pressed, if the micrometer was touched by the hand the disk

was attracted. This I have not been able satisfactorily to account for, except by leak-

age of electricity from the great battery through the floor. When the micrometer was not

touched, the disk remained at its proper zero. In certain experiments I kept my hand

always on the micrometer in order to be able to adjust it more accurately. These expe-

riments gave a value of v much too small, on account of the additional attraction. When
I discovered the attraction, I took care to make the observations without touching the

micrometer, and took advantage of the attraction to check the oscillations of the disk.

The experiments in which these precautions were taken agree together as well as I could

expect, and lead me to think that, with the experience I have acquired, still better re-

sults might be obtained by the same method. It must be borne in mind that none of

the results were calculated till after the conclusion of all the experiments, and that the

rejected experiments were condemned on account of errors observed while they were

being made.

Any leakage arising from want of insulation of the fixed disk would introduce no
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error, as the difference of potentials between the two disks is measured by the current in

the galvanometer, through a known resistance, independently of any leakage.

All that is essential to accuracy is that the position of equilibrium before making con-

tact should be at true zero, the same as when there is no electrical action, and that this

equilibrium should not be disturbed when simultaneous contact is made with both

batteries.

Experiments on May 8. S'= 1710 Ohms.

Number of

experiment.

Great
battery-cells.

Small
battery-cells.

Distance of disks

by micrometer.

Resistance of

sbunt S.

Value of v in

Ohms.

1 1000 6 12-41 6870 28-591

2 1000 6 12-36 6940 28-430
8* 1800 8 16-99 5074 28-886

9 1800 8 17-02 5110 28-686

10 1800 8 19-91 4430 28-910

11 1800 7 20-07 4410 28-850

12 2600 9 25-08 3700 28-762

13 2600 9 25-12 3690 28-795

14 2600 9 25-29 3680 28-735

15 2600 9 25-18 3690 28-752

16 2600 9 25-19 3695 28-709

17 1800 7 19-69 4435 29-474

Mean value of y=28‘798 Ohms, or B. A. units,

or 288 000 000 metres per second,

or 179 000 statute miles per second.

The “probable error” is about one-sixth per cent.

Experiments 8, 4, 5, 6, 7 were rejected on account of the micrometer being touched

during the observation of equilibrium. These experiments gave an average value of v

=27-39.

The value of v derived from these experiments is considerably smaller than that

which was obtained by MM. Weber and Kohlrausch, which was 31-074 Ohms, or

310 740 000 metres per second.

Their method involved the determination of the electrostatic capacity of a condenser,

the electrostatic determination of its potential when charged, and the electromagnetic

determination of the quantity of electricity discharged through a galvanometer.

The capacity of the condenser was measured by dividing its charge repeatedly with a

sphere of known radius. Now, since all condensers made with solid dielectrics exhibit

the phenomena of “ electric absorption,” this method would give too large a value for

the capacity, as the condenser would become recharged to a certain extent after each

discharge, so that the repeated division of the charge would have too small an effect on

the potential. The capacity being overestimated, the number of electrostatic units in

the discharge would be overestimated, and the value of v would be too great.

In pointing out this as a probable source of error in the experiments of MM. Weber
and Kohlrausch, I mean to indicate that I have such confidence in the ability and fidelity

* In experiment 8 Mr. Hockin' and I changed places.

MDCCCLXVIII. 4 U
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with which their investigation was conducted, that I am obliged to attribute the differ-

ence of their result from mine to a phenomenon the nature of which is now much better

understood than when their experiments were made.

On the other hand, the result of present experiments depends on the accuracy of the

experiments of the Committee of the British Association on Electric Resistance. The

B. A. unit is about 8'8 per cent, larger than that determined by Weber in 1862,

and about 1-2 per cent, less than that derived by Dr. Joule from his experiments on

the dynamical equivalent of heat by comparing the heating effects of direct mechanical

agitation with those of electric, currents.

I believe that Sir William Thomson’s experiments, not yet published, give a value of

v not very different from mine. His method, I believe, also depends on the value of

the B. A. unit.

The lowest estimate of the velocity of light, that of the late M. Foucault, is

298 000 000 metres per second.

Note on the Electromagnetic Theory of Light.

In a paper on the Electromagnetic Field* some years ago, I laid before the Royal

Society the reasons which led me to believe that light is an electromagnetic pheno-

menon, the laws of which can be deduced from those of electricity and magnetism, on

the theory that all these phenomena are affections of one and the same medium. Two

papers appeared in Poggendorff’s ‘Annalen’ for 1867 bearing on the same subject.

The first, by the late eminent mathematician Bernhard Riemann, was presented in

1858 to the Royal Society of Gottingen, but was withdrawn before publication, and

remained unknown till last year. Riemann shows that if for Laplace’s equation we sub-

stitute

"-*!T+.'trj=0, (13)

V being the electrostatic potential, and a a velocity, the results will agree with known

phenomena in all parts of electrical science. This equation is equivalent to a statement

that the potential V is propagated through space with a certain velocity. The author,

however, seems to avoid making explicit mention of any medium through which the

propagation takes place, but he shows that this velocity is nearly, if not absolutely, equal

to the known velocity of light.

The second paper, by M. Lorenz, shows that, on Weber’s theory, periodic electric

disturbances would be propagated with a velocity equal to that of light. The propaga-

tion of attraction through space forms part of this hypothesis also, though the medium

is not explicitly recognized.

From the assumptions of both these papers we may draw the conclusions, first, that

action and reaction are not always equal and opposite, and second, that apparatus may

be constructed to generate any amount of work from its own resources.

* Philosophical Transactions, 1865, p. 459.
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For let two oppositely electrified bodies A and B travel along the line joining them

with equal velocities in the direction AB, then if either the potential or the attraction

of the bodies at a given time is that due to their position at some former time (as these

authors suppose), B, the foremost body, will attract A forwards more than A attracts B
backwards.

Now let A and B be kept asunder by a rigid rod.

The combined system, if set in motion in the direction AB, will pull in that direction

with a force which may either continually augment the velocity, or may be used as an

inexhaustible source of energy.

I think that these remarkable deductions from the latest developments ofWeber and

Neumann’s theory can only be avoided by recognizing the action of a medium in electrical

phenomena.

The statement of the electromagnetic theory of light in my former paper was con-

nected with several other electromagnetic investigations, and was therefore not easily

understood when taken by itself. I propose, therefore, to state it in what I think the

simplest form, deducing it from admitted facts, and showing the connexion between the

experiments already described and those which determine the velocity of light.

The connexion of electromagnetic phenomena may be stated in the following manner.

Theorem A.—If a closed curve be drawn embracing an electric current, then the

integral of the magnetic intensity taken round the closed curve is equal to the current

multiplied by 4ir.

The integral of the magnetic intensity may be otherwise defined as the work done on

a unit magnetic pole carried completely round the closed curve.

This well-known theorem gives us the means of discovering the position and magni-

tude of electric currents, when we can ascertain the distribution of magnetic force in

the field. It follows directly from the discovery of (Ersted.

Theorem B.—If a conducting circuit embraces a number of lines of magnetic force,

and if, from any cause whatever, the number of these lines is diminished, an electromotive

force will act round the circuit, the total amount of which will be equal to the decre-

ment of the number of lines of magnetic force in unit of time.

The number of lines of magnetic force may be otherwise defined as the integral of the

magnetic intensity resolved perpendicular to a surface, multiplied by the element of

surface, and by the coefficient of magnetic induction, the integration being extended

over any surface bounded by the conducting circuit.

This theorem is due to Faraday, as the discoverer both of the facts and of this mode

of expressing them, which I think the simplest and most comprehensive.

Theorem C.—When a dielectric is acted on by electromotive force it experiences what

we may call electric polarization. If the direction of the electromotive force is called

positive, and if we suppose the dielectric bounded by two conductors, A on the negative,

and B on the positive side, then the surface of the conductor A is positively electrified,

and that of B negatively. If we admit that the energy of the system so electrified resides

4 u 2
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in the polarized dielectric, we must also admit that within the dielectric there is a dis-

placement of electricity in the direction of the electromotive force, the amount of this

displacement being proportional to the electromotive force at each point, and depending

also on the nature of the dielectric.

The energy stored up in any portion of the dielectric is half the product of the elec-

tromotive force and the electric displacement, multiplied by the volume of that portion.

It may also be shown that at every point of the dielectric there is a mechanical tension

along the lines of electric force, combined with an equal pressure in all directions at right

angles to these lines, the amount of this tension on unit of area being equal to the amount

of energy in unit of volume.

I think that these statements are an accurate rendering of the ideas of Eaeaday, as

developed in various parts of his ‘Experimental Researches.’

Theorem D.—When the electric displacement increases or diminishes, the effect is

equivalent to that of an electric current in the positive or negative direction.

Thus, if the two conductors in the last case are now joined by a wire, there will be a

current in the wire from A to B.

At the same time, since the electric displacement in the dielectric is diminishing, there

will be an action electromagnetically equivalent to that of an electric current from B to

A through the dielectric.

According to this view, the current produced in discharging a condenser is a complete

circuit, and might be traced within the dielectric itself by a galvanometer properly con-

structed. I am not aware that this has been done, so that this part of the theory, though

apparently a natural consequence of the former, has not been verified by direct experi-

ment. The experiment would certainly be a very delicate and difficult one.

Let us now apply these four principles to the electromagnetic theory of light, consi-

dered as a disturbance propagated in plane waves.

Let the direction of propagation be taken as the axis of z, and let all the quantities

be functions of z and of t the time
;
that is, let every portion of any plane perpendicular

to z be in the same condition at the same instant.

Let us also suppose that the magnetic force is in the direction of the axis of y, and let

/3 be the magnetic intensity in that direction at any point.

Let the closed curve of Theorem A consist of a parallelogram in the plane y z, two of

whose sides are b along the axis of y, and z along the axis of z. The integral of the

magnetic intensity taken round this parallelogram is b((30 —{3), where /30 is the value of /3

at the origin.

Now let p be the quantity of electric current in the direction of x per unit of area

taken at any point, then the whole current through the parallelogram will be

§*bpdz,

b(P0—(3)=4ir$*bpdz.

and we have by (A),
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If we divide by b and differentiate with respect to z, we find

f=-^ <14 )

Let us next consider a parallelogram in the plane of x z
,
two ofwhose sides are a along

the axis of x, and z along the axis of z.

If P is the electromotive force per unit of length in the direction of x, then the total

electromotive force round this parallelogram is «(P—

P

0).

If p is the coefficient of magnetic induction, then the number of lines of force embraced

by this parallelogram will be

f* ayjfldz,

and since by (B) the total electromotive force is equal to the rate of diminution of the

number of lines in unit of time,

«ip-Po)=-f
t
s;^dz.

Dividing by a and differentiating with respect to z, we find

dV_ dp

dz—^dt (15)

Let the nature of the dielectric be such that an electric displacement/' is produced by

an electromotive force P,

r=¥> (16)

where Jc is a quantity depending on the particular dielectric, which may be called its

“ electric elasticity.”

Finally, let the current j), already considered, be supposed entirely due to the varia-

tion off, the electric displacement, then

p=% ('"»

We have now four equations, (14), (15), (16), (17), between the four quantities (3,_p,

P, and f. If we eliminate p, P, and/, we find

If we put

d*[

3

k_ cPp

dt2 4ny. dz2
‘

the well-known solution of this equation is

(3=(p.(z— V£)+<p 2(z+V£), .

showing that the disturbance is propagated with the velocity V.

The other quantities p, P, and/can be deduced from (3.

(18)

(19)

(
20

)
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Thus, if

j3=CCOSy (2—W),

i’=i sin x(z- Vl!)>

cos ~ (z— Vi),

/=ilv“s x(z-v<)-

(21)

I have in the next place to show that the velocity V is the same quantity as that

found from the experiments on electricity.

For this purpose let us consider a stratum of air of thickness b bounded by two

parallel plane conducting surfaces of indefinite extent, the difference of whose potentials

is E.

The electromotive force per unit of length between the surfaces is P=
^
E.

The electric displacement is/=^P.

The energy in unit of volume and the tension along the lines of force per unit of area

is \ Pf.
The attraction X on an area 7ra? of either surface is

=mv\ (
22)

If this area is separated by a small interval from the rest of the plane surface, as in

the experiment, and if this interval is small compared with the radius of the disk, the

lines of force belonging to the disk will be separated from those belonging to the rest of

the surface by a surface of revolution, the section of which, at any sensible distance from

the surface, will be a circle whose radius is a mean between those of the disk and the

aperture. This radius must be taken for a in the equation (22)*.

Let us next consider the magnetic force near a long straight conductor carrying a

current y. The magnetic force will be in the direction of a tangent to a circle whose

axis is the current ; and the intensity will be uniform round this circle. If the radius is

b, and the magnetic intensity j3 ,
the integral round the circle will be 2T$/3=4vry by (A).

* [Note added Dec. 28, 1868.—I have since found that if a
x
is the radius of the disk, and a

2
that of the

aperture of the guard-ring, and b the distance from the large fixed disk, then we must substitute for
^

the more

approximate expression
, where a is a quantity which cannot exceed (a

2
— aj.—J. C. M.]

bz 26(6+ a) tt
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Hence

0= 2 -
*b' (23)

Let a wire carrying a current y be placed parallel to the first at a distance b, and let

us consider a portion of this wire of length l. This portion will be urged across the

lines of magnetic force, and the electromagnetic force Y will be equal to the product of

the length of the portion, multiplied by the current and by the number of lines which

it crosses per unit of distance through which it moves, or, in symbols,

Y=fcW3
'

=ty
l

htnf

(24)

If the two wires instead of being straight are circular, of radius a!, and if V the

distance between them is very small compared with the radius, the attraction will be

the same as if they were straight, and will be

Y=2^V (25)

When V is not very small compared with a!, we must use the equation (3) to calculate

. 2A
the value of -g- by elliptic integrals.

Making X=Y and comparing with equation (6), we find

<3if Sit (26)

but, by (19),

yg— k
.

4?rjw.

Hence
v—yV, ...... (27)

where v is the electromagnetic ratio and V is the velocity of light.

But since all the experiments are made in air, for which is assumed equal to unity,

as the standard medium with which all others are compared, we have finally

v=Y, (28)

or the number of electrostatic units in one electromagnetic unit of electricity is numeri-

cally equal to the velocity of light.
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XXVII. On Supersaturated Saline Solutions. By Charles Tomlinson, F.R.S.

Received April 21,—Read May 28, 1868*.

I. History.

The phenomena of supersaturation have been studied chiefly with reference to

solutions of Glauber’s salt. In 1809, Ziz of Mayencef showed that the sudden crys-

tallization of these solutions is not due to agitation ; that the vessels containing them

need not be hermetically sealed, but if put under a bell-glass, or loosely covered as

with a capsule, they can be preserved during a long time ; that solids brought into con-

tact with the solutions act as nuclei and produce instant crystallization, especially when

dry
;

if wet or boiled up with the solution they become inactive. The best nucleus is

a crystal of the salt itself. Air, if artificially dried, ceases to be a nucleus. Three

varieties of the sodic sulphate are noticed, i. e. the anhydrous
,
the ordinary 10-atom

hydrate
,
and also a modified salt formed when supersaturated solutions are left to cool

down in closed vessels. This salt contains less water of crystallization than the ordinary

salt, and is more soluble. If the vessel in which it is formed be suddenly opened, or a

nucleus touch the mother-liquor, this instantly solidifies into the 10-atom hydrate, and

the crystals of the more soluble salt become opaque, like the boiled white of egg.

In 1819 Gay-LussacJ referred the state of supersaturation to the inertia of the saline

molecules, the molecular condition of the sides of the vessel, and other causes. He also

showed that solutions of some other salts besides Glauber’s salt exhibit the phenomena

of supersaturation. In 1832 the number of such salts was stated by Dr. Ogden § to be

not less than 21.

In 1825 Faraday
[|
published some experiments on the supersaturated solutions of

Glauber’s salt. Graham% Turner**, Ure, and others also contributed new facts
; but

the most elaborate inquiry was made by M. Lowel between the years 1850 and 1857, the

results of which are contained in six memoirsff . According to this writer, the modified

salt is formed in consequence of a molecular change which takes place when a solution

saturated at 218° Fahr. cools down to 64°. The modified salt is much more soluble at

ordinary temperatures than the 10-atom hydrate, its maximum solubility being at 80
O-
6.

The sodic sulphate has three maxima of solubility, viz. 93
0-
2 for the 10-atom hydrate,

780,
8 to 80

o,
6 for the 7-atom hydrate, and 62 0,

6 to 640- 4 for the anhydrous salt. At

* Rewritten by the author from the original paper in a more condensed form.

f Schweigger, Journal for 1815, Band xv. J Annales de Chimie et de Physique, 2nd ser. vol. xi.

§ Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal.
||

Quarterly Journal of Science, vol. xix.

IT Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. ** Elements of Chemistry.

ft Annales de Chimie et de Physique, 3rd ser. vol. xxix., xxxiii., xxxvii., xliii., xliv., xlix.

MDCCCLXVIII. 4 X
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these three temperatures the saturated solutions are about equally rich in salt. The

7-atom hydrate and the anhydrous salt can only maintain their molecular constitution

when in contact with the mother-liquor in closed vessels, in which they are sheltered

from the air and from other bodies that act upon them as nuclei. No sooner are they

exposed to the air than they become opaque and warm, and assume the molecular

constitution of the 10-atom hydrate as well as its solubility. Hence the conclusion is

that supersaturated solutions of the sodic sulphate are not really so, since they hold a

salt of much greater solubility at common temperatures than the ordinary salt. It is

also stated that the solutions of the sodic carbonate and of the magnesic sulphate form

salts of a lower degree of hydration, and of greater solubility than the normal salts.

Bowel’s general conclusion is that all cases of supersaturation are such in appearance

only, and not in fact. As to the function of nuclei and the inner sides of the flasks in

determining crystallization, he regards it as the effect of one of those mysterious contact

actions known as catalytic, of which science has not yet been able to give a satisfactory

explanation. Bodies that appear to be active in inducing crystallization are designated

catalytic or dynamic

;

while bodies that are apparently inactive are termed non-catalytic

or adynamic. “ It appears certain,” he says, “ that but for the mysterious action

which the air and other bodies exert on supersaturated solutions, we should obtain sul-

phate of soda only in the modified state ; that is, crystallized with seven equivalents of

water, and possessing at ordinary temperatures of the air a much greater solubility than

that of the ordinary 10-atom salt.”

Later inquirers have endeavoured to explain the action of nuclei. Gernez* tried 220

solids, and of these he selected thirty-nine that were active in inducing crystallization,

of which eighteen were insoluble : these were carefully washed in distilled water, and

dried out of contact with air. When dry they were found to be inactive. The twenty-

one soluble substances were purified by recrystallization, and they all became inactive.

Hence it is concluded that sulphate of soda is the only nucleus for solutions of the same

salt. That is to say, whenever a glass rod or other body acts as a nucleus, it is conta-

minated with minute portions of the salt itself, which is supposed to exist in the air,

not only of towns, but in the country. According to this view, the supersaturated

solution of any other salt can only be crystallized by a saline nucleus of its own kind.

II. Definitions.

In the present memoir the terms chemically clean or chemically unclean, or simply

clean and unclean

,

are to be taken with the following limitations :

—

1. A chemically clean surface is one that has not a greater attraction for the dissolved

matter than for the liquid which dissolves it. A supersaturated aqueous solution, for

example, whether of a salt or of a gas, will adhere perfectly to such surface, and there

will be no separation of salt or of gas.

2. But as there is little or no adhesion between water and a fatty, oily, or greasy

* Comptes Eendus, vol. lx. p. 833. See also Schiff, Ann. der Chem. und Pharm. vol. cxi. p. 68.
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surface, while there is strong adhesion between a salt or a gas and such surface, the

presence of such a surface in a supersaturated solution will cause a separation of the

salt, or of the gas.

3. Hence a surface contaminated ever so slightly with oily, fatty, or greasy matter

will act as a nucleus in such solutions.

4. A nucleus may be defined as a body that has a stronger adhesion for the salt or

the gas than for the liquid which holds it in solution.

5. Bodies that have been exposed to the products of respiration or of ordinary com-

bustion, or that have been handled or wiped with a cloth, are covered more or less with

a greasy film, and act as nuclei in aqueous solutions. So also the dust of the room

raised into the air is more or less contaminated with greasy or organic matter, and acts

as a nucleus.

6. By washing such bodies in a solution of caustic alkali, in sulphuric acid, in ether,

&c., such oily or greasy film is got rid of. In this way the sweepings of a room may be

made inactive as nuclei. It is proposed to name bodies or surfaces that have been

treated in this way catJiarized
,
from KaOapoc.

III. Action of Nuclei.

This action may first be illustrated by taking care to ensure the absence of nuclei.

Previous observers insist on the great sensitiveness to cold of sodic sulphate solutions

;

but if precautions be taken to ensure chemical purity, this sensitiveness disappears. For

example :—Two ounces of large crystals of this salt (which had been purified by repeated

crystallization) in a dry and slightly efflorescent state were put into a clean flask with

one ounce of distilled water, and the flask was carefully heated so as to avoid the deposit

of anhydrous salt, and then boiled. Two thin glass test-tubes, each of 1^ oz. capacity,

and about f inch in diameter, were filled with strong sulphuric acid, emptied, and left

to drain with their mouths under water. A glass funnel washed with spirits of wine,

had a clean filter adapted to it, and the boiling solution was passed through the filter

into the two tubes. These were immediately plugged with cotton-wool, and passed over

the flame of a spirit-lamp, when one of the tubes gave a kick, and threw down a small

quantity of anhydrous salt. Both tubes were now placed in a vertical position in a rack,

and left to cool. At about 50° F. they were put into a freezing-mixture in which a

thermometer rapidly sank to 10°
; the tubes were moved about in the mixture, and then

left in it during some hours, while the temperature slowly rose from 10° to 40°, when

the solution in one tube was still liquid, bright, and transparent ; and equally so in the

other tube, only at the bottom there was a small group of 7-atom crystals, built, as it

were, on the deposit of anhydrous salt already referred to. The cotton-wool was now
taken out so as to admit a nucleus from the air, and crystallization instantly set in at

the surface, spreading rapidly downwards, and carrying with it sufficient water to convert

the whole solution into the 10-atom hydrate, and also to impart to the 7-atom hydrate

three additional equivalents of water. There is a considerable rise of temperature

4x2
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accompanying this action. By cautiously fusing the salt after each experiment, these

phenomena may be repeated with the same solution a number of times. It is very pos-

sible, however, that the tube may cease to retain its condition of chemical purity perfect

;

in which case the ordinary phenomena consequent on reduction of temperature will take

place. It is not easy to maintain a chemically clean surface. A short exposure to the

air, or a mere touch, will often suffice to impart a greasy film, or motes or dust, which

prevent or lessen adhesion, and render a so-called “ inactive ” solid “ active.” When
a glass rod has been kept in water or passed through flame and dried, or cooled not in

contact with the air, it is more or less chemically clean, and remains so while being

sheltered. When Herr Ziz found that a knitting-needle was “ active ” in one solution,

and that by passing it through the cork which confined another solution it became

inactive, he simply made the wire chemically clean by the friction.

Some liquids, such as spirits of wine, act as nuclei by combining with a portion of the

water of the solution, and liberating a little salt which acts as a nucleus.

My experiments lead me to the conclusion that air, in its pure state, is not a nucleus

;

for not only may a supersaturated solution be briskly shaken up in a bottle half-full of

air *, but air if previously passed through water may be made to bubble through a super-

saturated solution without producing any separation of the salt.

When air appears to act as a nucleus, I believe that it is simply performing the part

of a carrier of some solid particle not chemically clean. If a boiling solution be poured

into a bottle, which is then tightly corked, or the stopper inserted, the solution in cooling

down will have a partial vacuum over it. If, now, the cork be loosened, air will rush in,

and almost certainly drag in with it a solid nucleus. But if the flask be plugged with

cotton-wool, motes &c. will be kept back while the air streams in as the solution cools,

and the plug may be removed without always producing immediate crystallization.

Thus a solution opened in a garden, on a fine clear still day, is less likely to crystallize

than if opened in a room, where a step across the carpet raises a cloud of solid particles.

So also a narrow-necked bottle is less likely to catch nuclei than a wide one. Lowel

found that he could keep his solutions from crystallizing longest in tubes of narrow

bore. Those in tubes of from ^ to f-inch bore, crystallized on being opened ; in those

of less than half an inch the solutions remained longer in the liquid state, and they could

be kept for weeks exposed to the air in tubes of j-inch bore. All this seems intelligible

without recurring to any mysterious undiscovered force, such as M. Lowel so frequently

refers to.

By using chemically clean vessels and thermometers, we get rid of various anomalous

cases of crystallization referred to by previous observers. And not only so ; but we

reduce most of the phenomena of supersaturation to the case of nucleus or no nucleus.

In chemically clean vessels there is no nucleus, and the modified salt, if formed at all,

* In such a case it is a long time before the air becomes disengaged and the solution clear—an effect which

belongs to many saline solutions a familiar example of which is afforded by the long white foaming trail left

behind a steamer in sea-water. This effect is not produced in river-water.
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is the result of certain conditions which will be examined in the next section. But it

by no means follows that supersaturated solutions in cooling down undergo any change

in molecular condition, or produce a modified salt of a lower degree of hydration. Strong

solutions of many salts may be cooled down below the freezing-point of water, and

become viscous without crystallizing. For example:—Five parts of sodic acetate to one

part of water were boiled, filtered, and boiled again at 240°, in a flask, with a thermo-

meter in the solution, the neck being plugged with lamp-cotton. The solution was left

in a cold room during about twenty hours, and then placed for some hours in a freezing-

mixture. The solution remained some time at 14°, when the thermometer being gently

lifted up several times, without being taken out of the flask, the viscous solution ran off

from the bulb like a thickish syrup. The thermometer was restored to its place, and a

wire passed down so as to touch the liquid. It immediately and rapidly crystallized into

an amorphous mass, and became quite solid ; the temperature rose to 104°, thus showing

a sudden rise of 90°.

Now here is a solution which in an open evaporating-dish crystallizes at 150° and

becomes solid a few degrees below this
;
yet it can be cooled down to 14° or lower,

and be kept in that state for hours without crystallizing. It becomes viscid at this low

temperature, and so far it undergoes a molecular change ; but this solution has no ten-

dency, so far as I am aware, to form a salt of modified character. It may be cooled

at least 140° below its point of crystallization and yet not crystallize, simply because

there is no nucleus to start the action. In the open evaporating-dish, on the contrary,

no sooner is the boiling solution in contact with the air, than its surface becomes dotted

with specks and filaments that are floating about. If these be carefully watched, one or

more of them will be seen to increase in size by the aggregation of saline particles about

it, and suddenly from this point fans of crystals begin to radiate. In the meantime

the sides of the vessel are active in separating the saline molecules, and the more so in

proportion to the absence of chemical purity.

The sodio-potassic tartrate also gives remarkable results. Two ounces and a half of

newly formed crystals were fused in their water of crystallization, one ounce of water

was then added, and the solution raised to the boiling-point. The solution cooled down

to the temperature of the air without depositing crystals. The flask was then kept for

some hours in ice and water, and afterwards in ice and salt until the temperature of the

solution was 14°. The flask was repeatedly moved round and round in the freezing-

mixture, but the solution remained perfectly fluid. The flask was now taken out, and

the thermometer lifted up several times, then quite out of the flask ; the solution was

also touched with a wire, but crystallization did not set in until the side of the flask had

been scratched with a wire not chemically clean. (If clean, it would have had no effect.)

The scratches instantly became chalky white, and crystallization set in very gradually
;

each crystal as it was formed dragged a viscid line as it slowly descended. There was

at first but little rise of temperature, but in the course of half an hour the mercury

gradually rose to 64°, thus showing a rise of 50°.
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The sodic arseniate may be taken as another example. Two parts of this salt to three

of water were boiled at 223°, and filtered into a clean bottle with a thermometer passing

through the plug. As the solution cooled it became viscid ; but at 35° there was no

sign of crystallization. The thermometer was taken out of the flask for an instant, and

then reinserted. The effect was striking. The thermometer had caught up some che-

mically unclean particles from the air, and these acted as nuclei. The whole of the

immersed portion of the thermometer became at once covered with crystalline tufts

which propagated their action, and the temperature rose to 54°.

Cases like these may be multiplied
; for it must not be supposed that I am dealing

with exceptional instances with respect to these motes and particles. The air of every

house is full of them (as a sunbeam often reveals) ; they come in contact with solutions

and start crystallization, or they enter by the necks of flasks and bottles, and render

their inner surfaces “ active.”

The cotton-wool used in plugging the vessels is not chemically clean ; it induces crys-

tallization if the solution touch it for an instant, as it may sometimes do on inclining

or shaking the flask for the purpose of watching the effects of cooling. We can also

induce crystallization in any part of the vessel by making that part chemically unclean.

For example, a large tube was washed out with a caustic alkaline solution, rinsed first

with water, then with spirit, and again with water, when a boiling solution of sodic

phosphate was poured into it, and in another experiment sodic sulphate (5 salt to

1 water) ; but before plugging it, the upper part of the inside of the tube was touched

with a finger slightly greased. When cold the solution was brought into contact with

different parts of the tube that were clean, without producing crystallization
;
but the

moment the solution came upon the edge of the finger-mark, crystallization set in, and

the solution became solid.

I believe this experiment will explain the statement so often made as to the necessity

of keeping supersaturated solutions quite still ; for if stirred or agitated they suddenly

deposit the excess of salt. In such cases, no care having been taken to produce che-

mically clean surfaces, the solution itself does something in that direction to the extent

that it occupies in the vessel ; but agitation brings a portion of the solution against the

upper and more “ active” part of the sides, or the rod used for stirring is equally

“ active,” and either may perform the part of a nucleus accordingly.

The salt used for making a solution is likely to be unclean. During its formation in

an open evaporating-dish, and its subsequent handling, packing, &c., it contracts vari-

ous impurities, among which may often be found hairs and other greasy substances,

which do not always lose their property of becoming nuclei during the boiling of the

solution. They may be removed by filtration; but as they often contaminate the

vessel in which the salt is boiled, it is desirable to filter the hot solution into a

second clean flask, in which it may be boiled up again. In the case of the acetates,

a few drops of acetic acid should be added to the second flask to make up for any

loss during the boiling. But in such case the temperature may pass beyond the
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boiling-point without giving any signal whatever, until the liquid bursts into vapour

with explosive violence, or is simply turned out of the flask without any noise at all.

Five ounces of sodic acetate were fused in its water of crystallization, boiled, and set

aside to cool. The liquid contained a number of hairs or motes. At 150° it began to

crystallize, and the whole solution became filled with crystalline needles. The salt was

again raised to the boiling-point, and it boiled quickly and readily with the usual symp-

toms, both before and during the boiling. The solution was now filtered into a chemi-

cally clean flask wet with acetic acid, and again placed over the lamp. It rose to 240°

without any sign, and a few degrees above this it suddenly burst into vapour. I have

not repeated this experiment
;
but have no doubt that, instead of crystallizing at 150°, the

clean solution might be reduced to a very low temperature without crystallizing, simply

from the absence of the nuclei which were so abundant in the unfiltered solution.

*[It is said that the most powerful nucleus is a crystal of the salt itself. This state-

ment must be received with reference to the condition of clean and unclean. When
supersaturated solutions are lightly covered, so as to allow a portion of the water to

escape, a crystalline crust often forms on the side of the flask. This crust does not act

as a nucleus, because it is clean ; and the solution, being supersaturated, does not dis-

solve it. I have kept such a solution of ammonium-phosphate in contact for days toge-

ther with the crystalline crust that had formed above it with little or no corroding

action. These crusts may be readily formed in the case of the magnesic sulphate solu-

tion (2 salt to 1-|- water) in clean tubes placed in strong sulphuric acid under an ex-

hausted receiver. A crust will form on the surface of the cold solution in about twenty

minutes, and this may be allowed to fall through the solution without acting as a

nucleus. Or a solution of the magnesic sulphate (4 salt to 4 water) may be made in a

flask, and filtered into a clean flask ; and while this is boiling, perfectly clean crystals

(made so by washing in sulphuric acid and rinsing in water), contained in a clean, short

tube, are to be suspended by a clean wire in the neck of the flask while steam is pouring

off from it. The cotton-wool plug may now be inserted, the lamp removed, and the flask

left to cool during twelve hours or so. The tube may then be lowered into the solu-

tion, and the crystals will not act as nuclei in inducing crystallization.

In a similar experiment with sodic sulphate the salt in the short tube became, of

course, converted into the anhydrous salt ; but it was quite inactive as a nucleus on the

cold solution. Exposed to the air for a few moments it acted powerfully as a nucleus.]

Such cases as the above lead me to the conclusion that the state of supersaturation

is simply a case of no nucleus. There is nothing to start the action which produces

change of state, and there is no reason why the state should change, unless indeed, as

may sometimes happen, mere reduction of temperature is the efficient agent in inducing

crystallization by bringing the particles so close together that cohesion can prevail over

adhesion. But in such cases it more often happens that the solution completely solidi-

* Those paragraphs within [ ] formed the subject of a Note sent in to the Royal Society, August 13, 1868.
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fies into the normal salt than partially into a salt of a modified character. The formation

of the modified salt, which has given rise to much speculation, will next be considered.

IV. On the Formation of the modified Salt.

Two ounces of zincic sulphate and one ounce of water were heated in a clean flask

until the solution boiled briskly. The solution was then filtered into chemically clean

test-tubes, made so by washing them out with strong sulphuric acid. The tubes were

plugged with cotton-wool and set aside to cool
; they were bright and transparent

;
but

on cooling to about 70° they became troubled by the formation of a monohydrated salt,

which gradually subsided and formed a small deposit at the bottom of the tubes. Upon

this deposit, after some hours, a fine crop of acicular crystals had sprung up, leaving the

mother-liquor clear, but still supersaturated ; for on taking out the cotton-wool from

one tube, crystallization set in from the surface. On gradually raising the other tube to

the temperature of 100°, or from that to 106°, the acicular crystals melted down and

formed a dense lower stratum.

This experiment throws much light on the behaviour of those supersaturated saline

solutions that form salts of a modified character, and of greater solubility than the

normal salt. When the richly hydrated salts, which best display the phenomena of

supersaturation, enter into solution at high temperatures, they give up all, or nearly all,

their water of crystallization to the aqueous solvent. In the case of the sodic sulphate,

for example, I quite agree with the accepted theory, that from the boiling-point of an

aqueous solution down to about 60° it is the anhydrous salt that is held in solution

;

but I differ from that theory which supposes a molecular change to take place in the

supersaturated solution at and below 60°, and the molecules to arrange themselves into

the constitution of the 7-atom hydrate. There is no experimental proof that such is

the case. We can get the 7-atom hydrate, it is true, when a strong solution is cooled

down below 60°
; but this is no proof that the solution passed through the molecular

change which has been insisted on.

I have already given a case in which a strong solution of the sodic sulphate, contained

in a tube made chemically clean with special precautions, was cooled down to 10° F.

without any separation of the salt, in consequence of the absence of a nucleus, and the

strong adhesion of the solution as a whole to the sides of the tube. If a strong solu-

tion of sodic sulphate be filtered into a tube washed without any special precautions to

make it chemically clean, and the mouth be closed with cotton-wool, such a solution may

be cooled down to 50° or less without depositing any salt. If we now place this tube in

ice-cold water, and watch it carefully, a small number of octahedral crystals (the form

of the anhydrous salt) will separate from the solution and subside, liberating heat-cur-

rents as they fall and when resting at the bottom. This experiment has been performed

with supersaturated solutions of sodic sulphate of varying strengths and with the same

result, unless crystallization set in from the surface by the dragging in of a nucleus con-
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sequent on the cooling, or on the separation of a fragment of cotton-wool, and then the

whole solution immediately became solidified into the 10-atom salt. The deposit of a

few anhydrous crystals, as stated above, is, I think, a sufficient proof that the- solution

undergoes no molecular change at 60° or under, but continues to be a solution of the

anhydrous salt until, by a proper reduction of temperature, it deposits the excess that it

can no longer hold.

That which takes place in the case of the zincic sulphate solution applies equally here.

The anhydrous sodic sulphate thus thrown down at 32° liberates heat, and the crystals

partially enter again into solution. Or should the atmospheric temperature rise a few

degrees, the operation is further assisted; the anhydrous crystals become wholly or

partially dissolved, and a dense lower stratum is thus formed, containing not water

enough for the formation of the 10-atom hydrate, but only sufficient for the 7-atom;

and thus we have a comparatively small group of crystals of the 7-atom hydrate formed

at the bottom of the solution.

In this way, as it appears to me, the formation of the 7-atom hydrate may be accounted

for and rendered intelligible without having recourse to the doctrine of molecularity of

which we really know so little. The mother-liquor resting on this 7-atom hydrate is still

a supersaturated solution
;

so that if the flask be opened crystallization proceeds rapidly

from the surface downwards, and carries down sufficient water to form the 10-atom salt

throughout, and also to convert the 7-atom hydrate into the 10-atom
; and in appropri-

ating the three additional equivalents of water, the 7-atom hydrate becomes of an opaque

white, from the breaking up of the mass into a multitude of minute 10-atom crystals.

It is important to bear in mind the difference of locality in the formation of the two

hydrates; the 7-atom hydrate originates at the bottom of the solution under circum-

stances which do not allow of sufficient water being present to form a salt of a higher

degree of hydration than the 7-atom ; whereas the 10-atom salt originates at the surface,

and carries down in close well-packed crystalline lines sufficient water to form the

10-atom salt. These lines form so quickly, and are packed so closely together, that

there is neither time nor space for the formation of the usual crystal
; they pass to the

very bottom of the vessel, and seem to penetrate while they render opaque the transpa-

rent crystals formed there.

M. Lowel states that supersaturated solutions of the sodic carbonate form two modi-

fied hydrates, viz. the 7HO a and the 7HO h
,
which, he says, not only differ in solubility

from each other, but also from that of the 10-atom salt. He admits that the sodic car-

bonate differs in behaviour from the sodic sulphate, since the carbonate does not deposit

crystals from the supersaturated solution merely by a reduction of temperature ;
“ but

such solutions remain saturated until, in consequence of lapse of time, and above all of

low temperature, the inner surfaces of the flask have recovered their peculiar catalytic

properties of determining crystallization which heat had deprived them of, the cause of

which remains unknown.” In chemically clean vessels I have not been able to repro-

duce M. Lowel’ s results. I have tried numerous experiments with solutions containing
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5, 4, 3, and 2 parts salt to 1 of water : the solutions have been left to themselves, or they

have been placed in freezing-mixtures at various temperatures
;
hut the general result

is a sudden crystallization from some point near the surface of the solution, rapidly con-

verting the whole into a solid, with a rise of temperature of 35° or 40°.

M. Lowel also points out three varieties of the magnesic sulphate, the ordinary 7-atom

salt, which he names 7HO a, a modified salt, 7HO b, and also a 6HO salt.

In the case of this salt also I have placed highly charged supersaturated solutions

(2 salt to 1 water), contained in chemically clean tubes, in freezing-mixtures without any

effect in producing crystallization. In one experiment a solution made with two ounces

of salt and one of water was boiled and filtered into five tubes, four of which were chemi-

cally clean, while the fifth had been used for a solution of this salt and left lying on the

table for two or three days. All five tubes on being filled were plugged with cotton-

wool, and set aside to cool. When cold the four clean tubes were 1 put into a freezing-

mixture at 10°, and when this had slowly risen to between 30° and 40°, another freezing-

mixture was prepared, to which the tubes were transferred
;
but still after another half

hour the solutions remained perfectly bright and transparent. One tube was removed

from the mixture and opened, when on touching the surface with a metal point, crystal-

line tufts, like thistle down, were propagated downwards, and soon the whole solution

had solidified into the usual 7-atom salt. The fifth tube, which was not chemically clean,

did not retain its solution in the liquid state : on examining it some hours after it had

been filled, the contents had solidified into the ordinary salt. The other three tubes, on

being removed from the freezing-mixture, showed no disposition to crystallize.

The magnesic sulphate parts readily with an atom of water and becomes milky

wrhite. A group of these milky crystals is sometimes deposited at the bottom of a loug

tube containing a strong and still warm solution of the salt, and partly immersed in cold

water. A certain difference in density between the lower and upper portions of super-

saturated solutions is favourable to this result. Indeed there is a tendency to stratifi-

cation during the cooling of all these solutions, as may be seen on gently shaking the

flask, when the effect is that of the mingling of layers of different densities, as when

water is resting on syrup. I long thought that when a salt of a lower degree of hydra-

tion is produced, it was due to the formation of denser and more highly charged saline

substrata. Gay-Lussac’s experiment* teaches that saturated solutions contained in long

tubes, and maintained at the .same temperature during many months, are of the same

density at every part of the column-; and it seems probable that such is also the case with

supersaturated solutions when cold and left undisturbed some time ; but there are vari-

ous difficulties in the way of determining this point experimentally. When the denser

lower stratum is formed at all, it is, I believe, by the process already explained in the

case of zincic sulphate and sodic sulphate. A salt of a lower degree of hydration, or an

anhydrous salt, is thrown down on a reduction of temperature of the supersaturated solu-

tion, and the heat given out during a change of state, assisted by a rise of atmospheric

* Annales de Chimie et de Physique, vol. vii. p. 79.
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temperature, enables the salt to go into solution, and thus a dense lower layer is formed

from which the modified salt is produced.

The ammonium phosphate is another example of this action. A solution saturated at

212° was filtered into a clean flask wetted with liquor ammoniee, and left some weeks as

a supersaturated solution. It was then placed in a freezing-mixture, when it threw

down a white powder, probably the anhydrous salt : the flask was now set aside, when

after a few days the powder had partially disappeared, and a crop of transparent crystals

had formed. But this result is not so readily produced if special means be taken to

secure clean vessels. Five tubes were filled with sulphuric acid, rinsed with water,

filled up with liquor ammonise, emptied, and a boiling saturated solution of the ammonium

phosphate filtered into them. When cold, these tubes were put into a freezing-mixture

composed of sodic sulphate and hydrochloric acid, and after half an hour transferred to a

similar mixture, without producing any immediate effect. On examining the tubes next

day a small quantity of white powder was found at the bottom of three of the tubes,

with transparent crystals in the form of flat quadrangular prisms.

Strontic nitrate would appear to be favourable to the exhibition of this class of phe-

nomena, since a strong solution on cooling down to about 62° deposits anhydrous octa-

hedral crystals. But these are bright, hard, and transparent, and apparently not affected

when the tube is put into water at 212°, or into a freezing-mixture at 10°, or when the

crystals are touched with a wire. On removing the cotton-wool and scratching the side

of the tube, the scratches became immediately filled up with minute crystals, and a

copious shower of the hydrated salt took place with the liberation of heat-currents.

After a time these formed a considerable mass, and on putting the tube into water at 7
0°

the salt melted down, but more rapidly at 90°; at 200° the remaining part of the mass

fell down into an opaque white powder, from which the original octahedra emerged as

sharp and transparent as when first formed.

Many salts behave like the sodic carbonate in maintaining a state of supersaturation

down to a certain temperature, and then suddenly becoming solid throughout. The

rhombic sodic phosphate does this, as also the plumbic acetate. A boiling solution of

plumbic acetate (2^ salt to 1 water) was left to cool slowly down to about 40° (the tempe-

rature of the room), when it suddenly crystallized with a considerable rise in temperature.

The whole formed a solid mass, not amorphous, but consisting of needles of the normal

salt, as is nearly always the case when crystallization commences at the surface. On gently

warming the mass, these needles fell apart, and revealed the fibrous structure. This is a

common case in salts that have considerable solubility. A boiling saturated solution of

zincic acetate, on the contrary, not only cooled down to 40° without crystallizing, but con-

tinued liquid during some hours in a mixture of snow and water at 32°. On removing the

thermometer crystallization did not set in until the inner side of the flask at the level of the

solution had been scratched, when the marks became chalky white as usual, crystallization

of the normal salt set in, and small well-shaped crystals continued to fall during some hours

with but slight rise in temperature. The excess of salt beyond the point of saturation was

4 t 2
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deposited, and the mother-liquor was simply a solution saturated at the existing tem-

perature. The cupric sulphate, citric acid, and other salts are examples of this action.

In some cases supersaturated solutions, if not highly concentrated, may be frozen and

thawed again, without any separation of the salt
;
whereas if such solutions are much

stronger, they cannot be frozen at temperatures varying from 10° to zero. The cupric

sulphate is a good example of this. According to Poggiale, 100 parts water at 86°

dissolve 48-81 parts of the salt ; this is equivalent to 234^ grains of salt to one ounce

of water. A solution of this kind was put into a freezing-mixture and sank slowly to

about 16°, when it froze, and the thermometer rose to about 25°. The solidified solution

now appeared almost white, but on leaving the flask exposed to an atmosphere of 52°

during some hours, the solution thawed, and recovered its former brightness. A much

stronger solution was now made (468 grains salt to 1^ ounce water) and filtered into a

tube that had been washed out with sulphuric acid ; this was repeatedly kept in a

freezing-mixture at 10° without any deposit of salt.

V. Anhydrous Salts.

The salts hitherto treated of in this memoir as presenting the phenomena of super-

saturation are hydrated, and in general the phenomena are best exhibited in those salts

which are richest in water of crystallization. Whether anhydrous salts display these

phenomena in their solutions is a point by no means settled
;
for while some observers

maintain that the solutions of a few anhydrous salts do become supersaturated, others

deny that such is the case. In perfectly clean flasks, and with clean solutions, I have

never been able to detect a case of supersaturation in an anhydrous salt. A few examples

may be given. Two ounces of nitre crystals were added to two ounces of water in a

clean flask, say 100 parts of nitre in 100 of water, and the solution was raised to the

boiling-point, filtered into a chemically clean flask, made so by washing it out with

strong nitric acid. In this flask the solution was boiled again; the neck was then

plugged with cotton-wool with a thermometer passing through the plug. When the

temperature of the solution had fallen to about 120°, crystals began to grow up from the

bottom of the flask. These crystals were built up of short prisms, diminishing in width

and becoming smaller as they rose into the hotter and weaker part of the solution above.

Now, according to Gay-Lussac’s Table, 100 parts of water at 131° F. contain 97-05 of

nitre. My solution contained 100 parts. Supposing that, owing to the absence of a

nucleus, the solution were supersaturated between the temperatures 131° and 118°,

it could not remain so in consequence of the cohesive force of the saline particles

prevailing over the adhesive force of the solvent; it begins to deposit crystals, and then

the action goes on rapidly
;
the temperature rises a few degrees, then declines, and

when cooled down to the temperature of the air, say 50°, the solution holds about 22

per cent, of the salt.

But is there any reason for supposing the solution to be supersaturated \ When
crystallization begins, it is at the coldest part of the flask that the action commences.
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The coldest part is the bottom, and the coldest part of the bottom is that nearest the

window. If the flask be suspended in the air crystallization will first begin on the window

side. If the flask be placed on metal or other good conductor of heat, a ring of crystals

will be formed at the bottom, while the thermometer is 6° or 8° above the point at which

crystallization ought to take place ; the bottom of the flask and the ring of solution in

contact with it are prematurely chilled, while the rest of the solution is above the point

of crystallization. If the flask be left on a thick block of wood or other bad heat-con-

ductor, the crystals at the bottom will be formed later. A solution containing 125 parts

of nitre in 100 of water ought, according to the Table, to begin to deposit salt at 150°.

The flask containing such a solution at boiling heat was placed on a block of wood
;
at

about 149° heat-currents suddenly rose like a cloud from the bottom of the solution to

the surface, and crystallization instantly set in. If, before crystallization begins, the

flask be plunged into cold water, the sides become coated with a shell of crystals, while

the rest of the solution is still hot.

It might reasonably be expected, from its great solubility, that nitre would form

supersaturated solutions ; but it behaves as, I believe, anhydrous salts in general behave

;

its solution cools down until it is exactly saturated, and then it begins to deposit crystals

of the normal salt without any modification whatever.

The potassic bichromate is cited, on the authority of Ogden and others, as an example

of an anhydrous salt that produces supersaturated solutions. My experiments do not

confirm this view. According to Kremer’s Table, 200 parts water at 140° F. dissolve 100

parts of the salt. Such a solution in cooling down from 212° ought to deposit salt at

about 140°, unless it becomes supersaturated. One ounce of newly crystallized dry

salt was boiled in two ounces of water, filtered into a clean flask and again boiled, and the

flask was closed. At 138° an abundance of crystalline flakes was thrown down, heat-

currents ascended, and the temperature continued stationary for a minute or so. The

crystals formed a lining over about two-thirds of that part of the flask that was occupied

by the solution, but the deposit was most abundant on the side nearest the window*.

Sal-ammoniac .—According to Karsten, 100 parts water at 65°*75 dissolve 37*02 of the

salt, or, what is the same thing, one ounce water (480 grains) dissolves 177*6 grains of the

salt. Such a solution in cooling from 212° began to deposit. salt at about 66°, and just

below this the salt separated abundantly.

Sodic nitrate was also tried. According to Poggiale’s Table, 100 parts of water at 158°

will dissolve 129*6 of the salt, or -^~0- of Aip=:622 grains. In such a solution raised

to the boiling-point and allowed to cool down, the salt began to separate at 160°.

* Saturated solutions of the potassic bichromate undergo a remarkable deepening in colour under the action

of heat
;
they may even become black and opaque if boiled a second or a third time in the same flask

; but

they recover their usual colour on cooling. The salt deposited in an open evaporating-dish from a hot saturated

solution is almost white. If this light-coloured portion he placed on filtering-paper and allowed to dry in the

open air, it does not deepen in colour
;
hut if put in a platinum crucible and gently heated over a spirit-lamp, it

becomes very dark in colour, and in cooling assumes and retains the usual colour of the salt. The phenomena

in question resemble those pointed out by Sir David Brewster in the case of nitric peroxide.
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Potassic chlorate, potassic ferrocyanide, baric nitrate, and plumbic nitrate gave similar

results.

Ammonium-nitrate solution gave apparently some signs of supersaturation
; but the

observation is liable to error from the fact that at high temperatures ammonia is given

off. According to Karsten, 100 parts of water at 64°5 F. dissolve 199 -54 parts of the

salt. A hot solution (2 salt to 1 water) was filtered into a clean flask moistened with

a few drops of liq. ammon. Such a solution remained during an hour or so at 40°, when

it suddenly crystallized. I may, however, remark that a number of authorities differ in

their determination of the solubility of this salt. But if the observation be correct, the

behaviour of this anhydrous salt resembles that of some salts that crystallize with only

a small proportion of water of crystallization. Baric chloride (Ba Cl+ 2 Aq) is a case in

point. According to Brande’s Table, 100 parts water at 990,
5 F. dissolve 51 parts of

the salt. This is equal to 244 grains of salt to one ounce of water. A solution of this

kind cooled from the boiling-point to 100° without depositing salt, and it was not until

the temperature had fallen to about 66° that the salt separated, and then it did so

abundantly.

VI. Summary.

My experiments lead me to the conclusions, first, that the state of supersaturation in

saline solutions is a real and not an apparent one, and is due in the majority of cases,

where the solutions are kept in chemically clean flasks, to the absence of nuclei or other

predisposing cause to crystallization ; 2nd, that in the few cases where salts of a lower

degree of hydration are formed in such solutions, the effect is not due to a predisposing

molecular change in the solution, but to the deposit of a portion of the anhydrous salt,

or of a monohydrated salt, which, entering again into solution, forms a dense lower sub-

stratum from which the modified salt crystallizes out ; 3rd, that anhydrous salts do not

form supersaturated solutions.

The salts examined in this memoir may be arranged into five groups according to

their behaviour :

—

I. Salts of which the supersaturated solutions remain liquid at low temperatures.

Examples :—Sodic acetate.

Sodic sulphate.

Sodic arseniate.

Sodic succinate.

Sodic borate.

Sodio-potassic tartrate.

Potash alum.

Magnesic sulphate.

Baric acetate.

Calcic chloride.

Cupric sulphate.
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II. Salts of which the supersaturated solutions suddenly solidify at low temperatures.

Examples :—Sodic carbonate.

Sodic phosphate.

Plumbic acetate.

Sodic hyposulphite.

Strontic chloride.

III. Salts of which the supersaturated solutions deposit their excess of salt at low

temperatures, or under the action of a nucleus, leaving the mother-liquor saturated.

Examples :—Zincic acetate.

Cupric sulphate.

Baric chloride.

Potassic arseniate.

Antimonio-potassic tartrate.

Citric acid.

IV. Salts of which the supersaturated solutions form modified salts of a lower degree

of hydration.

Examples :—Sodic sulphate.

Zincic sulphate.

Magnesic sulphate.

Ammonium phosphate.

It will be seen that the sodic sulphate and the magnesic sulphate also occupy a place

in Class I.

V. Anhydrous salts that do not form supersaturated solutions:

—

Potassic nitrate.

Potassic bichromate.

Sal-ammoniac.

Sodic nitrate.

Potassic chlorate.

Potassic ferrocyanide.

Baric nitrate.

Plumbic nitrate.

Ammonium nitrate.
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XXVIII. The Caudal Heart of the Eel a Lymphatic Heart.—Effect of the force with

which the lymph-stream is propelled therefrom on the flow of the blood in the Vein

into which the heart opens.—Explanation of the appearance ofbloodpropelled in suc-

cessive drops, as iffrom the heart, along the Caudal Vein.—Influence which theforce

of the lymph-streamfrom the heart exerts in accelerating and promoting theflow of

blood in the Caudal Vein. By Thomas Wharton Jones, F.P.S., Professor of Oph-

thalmic Medicine and Surgery in University College, London, Ophthalmic Surgeon

to the University College Hospital
,
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Introduction.

The remarkable pulsating organ in the tail of the eel, which forms the subject of this

paper, was discovered by the late Dr. Marshall Hall. He viewed it as belonging to

the blood-vascular system, and named it the “ Caudal Heart.”

His description of it was founded on observations made on small eels under the micro-

scope. In large eels the heart may, as he also pointed out, be seen with the naked eye

by spreading the tail on a plate of glass and viewing it against the light. Not only,

however, are the pulsations of the organ itself thus visible, but also the very peculiar

appearance of successive drops of blood propelled, as if from the heart, with great velo-

city along the caudal vein, which was observed by Dr. Marshall Hall in his microsco-

pical examinations, though incorrectly interpreted by him.

To explain the true nature of the phenomenon here referred to,—to prove thereby that

the caudal heart belongs, not to the blood-vascular system, but to the lymphatic system,

—

and to inquire into the influence which the force of the lymph-stream from the heart

exerts in accelerating and promoting the flow of blood in the caudal vein, constitute the

object of the communication here presented to the Royal Society.

My observations, like those of Dr. Marshall Hall, were made on small eels under

the microscope.

A third of an inch Objective, by the Messrs. Merz of Munich, with the lowest eye-

piece was the microscopical power employed.

The small eel used for the purpose (one of the size of those commonly kept in aquaria)

was secured by wrapping it up in a bit of wet rag, leaving only about one inch of the

tail hanging out.

The glass slide on which the animal was placed was about double the usual length.

mdccclxviii. 4 z
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Being laid on the slide with the tail in proper position, the animal was fixed by tying

a string loosely round the slide and its body where enveloped in the rag.

The part of the tail to be examined was covered with water and a thin plate of glass.

Matters being thus arranged and the microscope adjusted, rapid pulsations are imme-

diately detected, on directing the eye to the region of the extreme end of the vertebral

column—abdominal side*.

No very well-defined heart-like organ is observable at first sight, but the pulsations

seem as if in the tissue of the part generally. The skin and substance of the tail sur-

rounding the heart are drawn somewhat together at each systole, and fall back into their

previous state at each diastole. From this it may be inferred that the heart does not

lie free in a special cavity, nor even in loose cellular tissue, but that it is imbedded in

the substance of the tail.

Dissection of the tail of a large eel shows that the heart is connected with the adjacent

bonesf.

The great vein of the tail$ is formed by the junction of two trunks, a larger and a

smaller §. The larger trunk receives the venous radicles returning the blood from the

terminal and abdominal parts of the caudal fin. The smaller trunk receives the venous

radicles returning the blood from the dorsal part.

It is into this smaller trunk, near its junction with the larger, that the caudal heart-

opens.

The great artery of the tail
||
runs close alongside the vein, and is smaller than it,

and somewhat tortuous. It gives off branches to the abdominal and dorsal parts of the

caudal fin, whilst the continuation of it subdivides into the small ramifications distributed

to the terminal part.

This continuation of the artery and the larger trunk of the great caudal vein diverge

from each other in their course towards the end of the tail, and then, after having

become small by the giving off of branches, approach curvingly and cross each other at

the place where the spine ends and the terminal part of the caudal fin commences.

The elongated space bounded by the artery and vein thus diverging from*
1

and again

approaching each other, is that in which the lymphatic heart is situated^]
-

.

Description and explanation of the phenomena attending the propulsion of the lymphfrom

the caudal heart into the caudal vein.

At the opening of the caudal heart into the vein there is a valve which prevents

regurgitation of the lymph back from the vein into the heart ; but, owing to the thick-

* Plate XXXY. figs. 1 & 2, E.

t This point in the anatomy of the candal heart is described in detail in Part III. of my paper entitled,

“ Microscopical characters of the rhythmically contractile muscular coat of the veins of the Bat’s wing, of the

lymphatic hearts of the Erog, and of the caudal heart of the Eel.”

t Kate XXXY. figs. 1 & 2, B. § Plate XXXY. figs. 1 & 2, C, D.

||
Plate XXXY. fig. 1, A. f Plate XXXY. fig. 1, E.
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ness of the substance of the tail, a well-defined view of the valve and its workings, such

as we have of the valves of the veins of the thin web of the bat’s wing and their workings,

cannot be obtained.

When, by the contraction of the heart, the lymph is propelled into the vein*, the flow

of blood from that vessel into the great caudal trunk is interrupted by the force of the

lymph-stream. From the place where the heart opens into the vein to the junction of

the latter with the caudal trunk, colourless lymph thus replaces red blood ;
whilst in

the caudal trunk itself, the lymph, still under the influence of the heart’s force, so far

displaces the blood as to flow in a colourless stream on one side of the vessel (the side

corresponding to that on which the heart opens) for some distance, distinct from and

unmingled with the blood-stream from the lower part of the vein and from its lateral

branches f.

During the diastole of the heart, the stream of lymph into the vein intermitting, the

flow of blood from that vessel into the great trunk of the caudal vein again takes place.

No sooner, however, has a small quantity of blood entered than systole of the heart

ensuing, the stream of lymph thereby propelled into the vein drives the small quantity

of blood before it into the great caudal venous trunk J, whilst it at the same time arrests,

as before, the flow of blood into the great caudal vein from its tributary vessel.

In consequence of the arrestment of the flow of red blood in the vein under notice,

though for so short a time, the red corpuscles appear to become, under the influence of

contact with the lymph, aggregated together at the place §, so that when, by the diastole

of the heart, the flow of blood is again permitted, it is a small mass of aggregated red

corpuscles which enters the great caudal vein, and is, during the ensuing systole of the

heart, driven before the stream of lymph issuing therefrom.

In the observation now described, we have thus presented to our eye the remarkable

phenomenon of small drops of red blood or agglomerations of red corpuscles propelled

in rapid succession in the colourless stream of lymph above described, as seen within and

to one side of the great caudal venous trunk ||.

Such is the true nature of the phenomenon which has hitherto been erroneously sup-

posed to be owing to the caudal heart transmitting, at each systole, a drop of blood into

the caudal vein.

The intermittent propulsion of drops of red blood into and along the caudal vein gives

the appearance, at first sight, as if the vein pulsated. But neither that vessel nor the

adjacent arterial trunk does so.

The undulatory appearance of the stream in the caudal vein is seen to be continued

to a considerable distance upwards. The blood and lymph-streams at last mingle, and

the result is a blood paler and brighter even than that in the adjacent artery.

* Plate XXXV. fig. 1, D ;
fig. 2, D-E. f Plate XXXV. fig. 1. £ Plate XXXY. fig. 2, G.

§ In a manner analogous to that in which the red corpuscles of a drop of blood, newly drawn from the body

become aggregated in cases in which the plasma contains an excess of fibrin.

||
Plate XXXV. fig. 2, G, G, G.
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When the circulation in the tail is active and the blood flows with corresponding force

in the great caudal venous trunk and its tributary vein, the blood-stream does not yield

so readily, as above described, to displacement by the lymph-stream from the heart, but

the propulsion of the drops of red blood presents a remittent rather than an intermittent

character.

Influence of the force with which the lymph-stream is propelledfrom the caudal heart in

accelerating and promoting theflow of Mood in the caudal vein.

The force with which the lymph is propelled by the heart into the caudal vein may

be judged of comparatively by contrasting the force of the stream, as indicated by

rapidity of flow, in the tributaries of the vein, with that of the stream in the vein itself

whilst the lymph is being propelled into it. Within the vein, the force of the lymph-

stream is evidenced by the fact above mentioned, that at the moment of the propulsion

of the lymph into the vein by the contraction of the heart, the onward course of the

blood in the tributary vein is arrested and the column of blood in the caudal trunk

displaced to one side ; and also by the manner in which the drops of red blood or agglo-

merations of red corpuscles, which enter the caudal trunk from the tributary vein during

the diastole, are seen driven on in the lymph-stream at each systole of the heart.

Through the medium of the stream of lymph propelled into the great caudal vein at

each stroke of the heart, an impetus is communicated to the column of blood in that

vessel, which we can observe has the effect of accelerating and promoting its onward flow

to the blood-heart of the animal.

We thus see that though the caudal heart of the eel is a lymphatic heart, its function

being to receive lymph on the one hand and to propel it into the great vein of the tail

on the other, it at the same time performs the secondary function of accelerating and

promoting the flow of the blood in that vessel in its course back to the blood-heart.

Teleologically speaking the great length of the tail of the eel seems to render a reason

for such a provision.

In respect to the secondary function of the caudal heart of the eel here mentioned,

an analogy may thus be traced between it and the rhythmically contractile veins of the

much elongated wing of the bat.

How does the lymph enter the caudal heart ?

This question does not properly come within the scope of the present paper. It may,

however, be remarked that I have observed under the microscope no defined lymphatic

vessels opening into the heart, and only an indistinct appearance of afferent streams of

lymph.

If there had been any lymphatic canals opening into the heart, such as those the late

Professor Johaottes Muller (in his paper entitled “ Beobachtungen zur Analyse der

Lymphe des Blutes und des Chylus ” in Poggendorff’s Annalen der Physik und Chemie

for 1832, page 519) states that he injected through a slit made into the organ, and if a
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stream of any kind passed through them into the heart, they could not fail being seen

under the microscope.

The arrangement of the canals described by Muller is identical with that of the

blood-vessels of the caudal fin
;
and I cannot help suspecting that it was those very

vessels which that distinguished physiologist had injected. Indeed he seems to have

subsequently tacitly admitted as much when, in his ‘Physiology’ (Balt’s Translation, 2nd

edition, vol. i. p. 246, 1839), he says, without any expression of dissent or comment :

—

“ Dr. Marshall Hall has discovered in the eel a kind of auxiliary venous heart situated

at each side of the last caudal vertebra, which pumps the blood out of the small veins

of the extremity of the caudal fin into the vena caudalis.”

It may be proper to remark here that Muller’s injections of the alleged lymphatic

canals appear to me, from his description (Poggendorff’s Annalen, loc. cit.), to have

been made, not from the caudal heart, nor even from the great caudal vein, but from

the two tributary venous trunks which unite to form that vessel.

Historical retrospect regarding the discovery of the caudal heart of the eel, and the

opinions entertained of its nature.

Dr. Marshall Hall made known his discovery of the caudal heart in the eel in his

‘ Critical and Experimental Essay on the Circulation of the Blood,’ published in 1831.

He viewed it as an auxiliary heart belonging to the blood-vascular system, as previously

stated, and erroneously supposed that the drops of red blood seen passing in rapid suc-

cession along the caudal vein were propelled from it.

His description of the phenomenon is in the following words :
—“ By a sudden con-

traction of this (the ventricle of the heart) it
(i. e. the blood which had entered it

in the manner he erroneously supposed) is gathered into a

drop and propelled with great velocity, and at first with

the peculiar appearance of successive drops, along a vessel

which ascends along the inferior spinal canal, and which must,

although it pursues a direction towards the heart, be consi-

dered an artery”*.

The anatomical relations between the caudal heart and blood-

vessels, and between the blood-vessels themselves, as described

and delineated by Dr. Marshall Hall, are altogether incorrect.

In his figure of the caudal heart, an outline copy of which is

here annexed, vessels are represented as arising from the heart

and returning, some to it and some to the caudal vein, after

having formed a loop, an anatomical arrangement very different

from the reality, as may be seen by comparing Plate XXXY.
fig. 1 which accompanies this paper.

It need scarcely be remarked that an organ with such a structure as that described by

* Op. cit. p. 172.
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Dr. Marshall Hall would have been inadequate for the performance of the function he

attributed to the caudal heart of the eel.

Though the late Professor Johannes Muller, in his paper in Poggendorff’s ‘ Annalen’

for 1832 above quoted, remarks that “ further observations must teach whether the

function of this organ (the caudal heart in the eel, the discovery of which by Dr. Mar-

shall Hall he had just learned from the 698th Number of Froriep’s ‘ Ndtizen ’) is to

drive the lymph of the tail into the end of the caudal vein,” he did not, in his paper on

the lymphatic hearts of Amphibia, question Dr. Marshall Hall’s representation of it

as a blood-heart.

In the paper referred to, which was published in the Philosophical Transactions for

1833, and is entitled, “ On the Existence of four distinct Hearts, having regular pulsa-

tions, connected with the Lymphatic System in certain Amphibious Animals,” Professor

Muller, then of Bonn, makes the following statement:—“ In the vascular system of the

blood, there certainly are particular places, besides the heart, which are capable of con-

tractions
;

as, for example, the bulbus aortse in fishes and batrachia, the venae cavee where

they enter the atrium, and the pulsating organ discovered by Dr. Marshall Hall in the

eel at the end of the vena caudalis, where that organ receives the branches of the extre-

mity of the tail and conducts its blood into the vena caudalis. But organs of pulsation

in the lymphatic system have hitherto been altogether unknown.”

Again, Professor Muller, in his ‘Archivfiir Anatomie und Physiologic’ for 1842,

p. 477, published a paper entitled “ Bemerkungen uber eigenthiimliche Herzen des

Arterien- und Venen-Systems,” in which he says, “To the heart-like contractile parts of

the blood-vascular system the following structures belong :

—

“ A. To the venous system

:

« 1 .
* * * * *

“ 2. The heart of the caudal vein of the eel. The pulsation at this place was seen by

Leeuwenhoek, who, however, did not examine into the nature of the thing. Marshall

Hall is the discoverer of this heart.”

I shall return to the claim set up for Leeuwenhoek, as it has been reproduced in a

more decided manner by Professor Milne-Edwards of Paris.

In Muller’s ‘ Archiv’ for 1843, p. 224, Professor Hyrtl, at that time of Prague, but

now of Vienna, has a paper entitled “ Ueber die Caudal- und Kopf-Sinuse der Fische,

und das damit zusammenhangende Seitengefass-System,” in which he refers to Dr.

Marshall Hall’s discovery of the caudal heart of the eel, and describes his own exami-

nation of the pulsations of the organ with the naked eye, in the tail of a large eel held

against the window-pane, but says nothing in opposition to Dr. Marshall Hall’s

opinion of the nature of the organ.

Professor Milne-Edwards, in his “ Lemons sur la Physiologie et l’Anatomie comparee,”

vol. iv. (Paris 1859) p. 476, correctly views the pulsating organ in the eel’s tail as a

lymphatic heart, but adduces no facts, either anatomical or physiological, to prove that

the organ is of this nature. He merely refers to Professor Muller as having recognized

the organ to be a lymphatic heart.
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That Professor Milne-Edwards labours under a mistake in thus attributing to Pro-

fessor Muller the recognition of the true nature of the caudal heart of the eel is evident

from the following facts :

—

Professor Muller, as we have seen, indeed remarks, in his paper in Poggendorff’s

‘Annalen ’ above referred to, that “ further observations must teach whether the function

of this organ is to propel the lymph of the tail into the end of the caudal vein.” But a

reference to the quotations, also above given, from Professor Muller’s paper in the Phi-

losophical Transactions for 1833, and his paper in the ‘ Archiv ’ for 1842, p. 477, as well

as from his ‘Elements of Physiology,’ by Balt, 2nd edition, 1839, pp. 216 and 245,

shows that Professor Muller did not in these more recent writings dissent from Dr.

Marshall Hall in the opinion he entertained that the “ caudal heart ” in the eel belongs

to the blood-vascular system.

So far as I have been able to ascertain, no one has hitherto given a correct explanation

of the phenomenon of small drops of red blood propelled in rapid succession, as if from

the caudal heart, along the caudal vein.

Without first showing that these drops of blood or agglomerations of red corpuscles

are not propelled from the heart, and without showing that it is colourless lymph alone

which is really propelled from the heart, no one could have been warranted in dissenting

from Dr. Marshall Hall’s view as to the nature of the caudal heart of the eel, or in

pronouncing, how correctly soever, that organ to be a lymphatic heart.

I now come, in conclusion, to the alleged anticipation of Dr. Marshall Hall’s dis-

covery of the “ caudal heart ” by Leeuwenhoek.

Professor Milne-Edwards, adopting Professor Muller’s reading of Leeuwenhoek, as

above quoted, more decidedly than Professor Muller himself, says :
—“ Cet organe a ete

vaguement aperQu, il y a pres de deux siecles, par Leeuwenhoek, mais n’avait que peu

attire l’attention cles physiologistes, lorsque, en 1831*, Marshall Hall publia a ce sujet

des observations qu’il croyait etre completement nouvelles.”

In regard to this claim for Leeuwenhoek, I have not been able to satisfy myself that

there is any foundation for it.

Leeuwenhoek’s words in his 66th Epistle, which was addressed to “ Nobilissimi Viri,”

the Fellows of the Royal Society of London, ‘ Opera Omnia,’ tom. ii. p. 174, the reference

given by Professor Milne-Edwards, are :

—

“ Vidi quoque in omnibus arteriis, licet minutissimis, assidue, ac celeriter novam fieri

accelerationem protrusionis in sanguine, ubi vero attenderem ad magnam arteriam in

cauda jacentem, ibi protrusio sanguinis, a corde facta, multo erat vehementior.”

Again, at page 175, Leeuwenhoek says:

—

“ Imo etiam fere semper quam proxime ad pinnae extrema in tenuissimis vasis sangui-

feris, singulis momentis novae protrusionis, quam sanguis a corde accipit accelerationem

dignoscere poteram.”

How far, with the knowledge of Dr. Marshall Hall’s discovery, the words “ ubi vero

* 1836 is put down, but evidently by mistake.
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attenderem ad magnara arteriam in cauda jacentem, ibi protrusio sanguinis, a corde facta,

multo erat vehementior ” might be admitted as having reference to the phenomenon of

the transmission of the drops of red blood or agglomerations of red corpuscles in rapid

succession along the caudal vein, opinions may perhaps differ, but certainly all will

agree with me that no one could have been led by the words to suppose that Leeuwen-

hoek was speaking of a heart in the tail of the eel.

Had it been the caudal heart to which Leeuwenhoek refers, however, and not merely

the branchial heart of the fish, he would, no doubt, have commented on the peculiarity

of its position in the tail, and expressed as much admiration, at least, as he does at the

general phenomena of the circulation in the fins of the eel, when he says, unwilling

to reserve to himself so beautiful a sight, he invited several “ Viri gravissimi ” to come

to see it—amongst others the celebrated Christian Huyghens. These gentlemen, he

tells us, “ often exclaimed that they could not have believed anything more curious

could have met their eye or been better demonstrated.”

Explanation of the Plate.

PLATE XXXV.

Fig. 1. The caudal artery and its ramifications, the caudal vein and its two tributary

trunks with their radicles, and the caudal heart, as seen in a small eel

under the microscope.

No capillaries are represented.

A. The caudal artery, the ultimate ramifications of which are seen distri-

buted in straight lines corresponding with the direction of the rays of the

caudal fin.

B. The great caudal vein formed by the junction of the two tributary trunks

C and D. The radicles of these trunks are seen parallel with the straight

ultimate arterial ramifications.

E. The caudal heart communicating, by an opening provided with a valve,

with the smaller tributary caudal venous trunk D, near where it joins the

larger tributary caudal venous trunk C to form the great caudal vein B.

The smaller tributary venous trunk D, from the place where the caudal

heart opens into it to its junction with the larger tributary trunk C, to form

the great caudal vein B, is seen filled with the lymph-stream just propelled

into it from the heart, whilst in the great caudal vein the lymph, still under

the influence of the heart’s force, has so far displaced the blood as to flow for

some distance in a colourless stream on one side of the vessel.

Fig. 2. A diagrammatic view of the caudal heart, and the lymph-stream from it, with

the drops of blood or agglomerations of red corpuscles which issue, one from
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the smaller tributary caudal venous trunk (into which the heart opens) at each

diastole, and are propelled along in the great caudal venous trunk at each

systole of the heart*.

B. The caudal venous trunk.

C. The larger tributary caudal venous trunk.

D. The smaller tributary caudal venous trunk.

E. The caudal heart opening into the smaller tributary caudal venous

trunk.

F F F. The lymph-stream from the heart, and its course along the great

caudal vein.

G G G. The drops of blood or agglomerations of red corpuscles as propelled

along in the lymph-stream.

* The phenomenon which it is here attempted to represent can properly he seen only in time and space.

MDCCCLXVIII, 5 A
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XXIX. On the Tides of Bombay and Kurrachee. By William Parkes, M.Inst. C.E.

Communicated by G. B. Airy, Esq., Astronomer Boyal, F.B.S.

Received May 5,—Read May 28, 1868.

The tides on the coasts of India present a marked difference from those on our own

coasts in the large amount of diurnal inequality to which they are subject.

My attention was first directed to the subject in the course of an engineering survey

of the Harbour of Kurrachee which I made in 1857-58, when I obtained between three

and four months’ continuous observations, a copy of which is deposited with the Royal

Society. Subsequently I obtained from the Admiralty, through the kindness of Captain

Burdwood, R.N., the loan of the records of three years’ observations taken at Bombay in

1846, 1847, and 1848. Of these I plotted in a series of continuous curves the records for

1846, and deposited them, at the Astronomer Royal’s request, at the Royal Observatory,

Greenwich. These records, however, are not perfect. They were made by a self-acting

machine, the adjustment of which does not appear to have been always accurately pre-

served ;
and I hope that they will be superseded as data for investigation by a better

record for the year 1868. Taking them as they were, however, I discussed them to

obtain the semimonthly curves of semidiurnal tide, and also formulae for the approxi-

mate determination of diurnal tide.

In 1865 a careful series of observations was made at Kurrachee for the six months

from March to August inclusive. They were made by a self-acting machine, the adjust-

ment of which appears to have been fairly maintained, and the records are generally

self-consistent. A register and diagram of High Water and Low Water formed from

these observations is deposited with the Royal Society.

This series of observations was made the basis of a discussion for the curves of semi-

diurnal tide, and for a series of formulae for diurnal tide.

In 1866, I received from the Secretary of State for India instructions to prepare tide-

tables for Bombay and Kurrachee for the year 1867 ;
and the tables made in accordance

with these instructions have been compared with records of observations at Bombay and

Kurrachee as under

:

At Bombay, from January 28th to June 4th, by direct reading from a graduated staff

at every ten minutes, under the superintendence of Mr. Ormiston, C.E.

At Kurrachee, the machine made diagrams for the whole year.

The registers and diagrams of high and low water of these two records, and the con-

tinuous curves of the Bombay observations, are also deposited with the Society.

Plate XXXVI. is a specimen of the mode in which the times and heights of high

and low water are exhibited in a graphic form.
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The discussions of the records for semidiurnal tide were made in the ordinary manner,

except that diurnal inequality was eliminated before grouping the heights and intervals.

The curves of semimonthly inequality are appended (Plate XXXVII.), and the principal

results are as follows :

—

Bombay. Kurrachee.

Time of highest tide of the springs after

|

the transit nearest to noon or midnight)

d h m
1 12 17

d h m
1 11 3

Mean of least lunitidal intervals 1 11 32 1 10 10

Mean of greatest lunitidal intervals . . 1 13 6 1 11 42

Mean spring half-range 73 inches. 44 inches.

Mean neap half-range H|S)COCO 22

The effects of the variations of declination and parallax in semidiurnal tide have not

been minutely investigated
;
but it was found that the corrections for moon’s parallax

adopted by the Admiralty, for tides of similar range on the English coast, were insuffi-

cient. The following were therefore adopted in the calculations of height of semidiurnal

tide.

For all times of Moon’s transit.

Parallax.

Correction.

Parallax.

Correction.

Bombay. Kurrachee. Bombay. Kurrachee.

inches. inches.

571

inches. inches.

54 — 10 -7 + 2 + 1

541 - 81 —51 58 + 31 + 2

55 - 7 — 4 581 + 51 + 31
551 — 5 — 3 59 + 71 + 5

56 - 31 —2 591 + 9 + 61
56| - 2 — 1 60 + 11 + 8

57 0 0 601 + 13 + 91
61 + 15 + 11

I now proceed to describe those features which it is the special object of this commu-

nication to bring before the Royal Society, viz. those in which the tides on the coasts

of India differ most remarkably from those on our own coasts.

It is well known that certain effects are produced by the attraction of the sun and

moon upon the waters of the ocean, which ultimately result in a series of tide-waves

having an average length or period of half a lunar day. The combination of the solar

and lunar waves as the luminaries change their relative positions, produce the alterna-

tions of neap and spring tides. Without entering into any question of tidal theory, it

may be assumed that the semidiurnal tide-wave is primarily due to the tendency of the

waters to be drawn into two heaps, one on the side of the earth nearest to the attracting

body, and the other on the side furthest from it. When the attracting body is in the

plane of the equator, these two tendencies appear to be sensibly similar *, and the resulting

* A slight difference in the tides following the north and south transits has been detected by Mr. Bxjnx in

the Bristol tides (Philosophical Transactions, 1867).
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series of semidiurnal tide-waves present in their variations in height and time a nearly

unbroken gradation.

When, however, either luminary is out of the plane of the equator, the tide formed on

the nearer side is different from that formed on the further side of the earth ; and the

difference depends, not upon its origin being on the further or nearer side of the earth,

but upon its being situated in the northern or southern hemisphere. Such of the

variations in the tidal movements, therefore, as are due to the fact of their having taken

their ultimate origin from the northern or southern hemisphere, recur every day instead

of every half day
;
and hence we have a result which, if it could be separated from the

semidiurnal features of the tide, would appear as a diurnal tide.

I have now to show how this supposition of an independent diurnal tide agrees with

the observed tidal movements.

The diurnal tide being a combination of solar and lunar effects, is subject to the

recurrence of neaps and springs like the semidiurnal tide, but beyond this it is subject

to a recurrence of changes as the luminaries leave and reapproach the plane of the

equator. The semidiurnal luni-solar tide is a combination of two tides of different

periods, but each in itself of dimensions varying only slightly. The diurnal luni-solar

tide, on the contrary, is a combination of two tides not only of different periods, but each

in itself of ever-varying magnitude.

Again, it is well known that the time of semidiurnal tide varies to some extent during

the half lunation, according as the solar portion of the tide precedes or follows the lunar

portion
;
but as the lunar effect preponderates in the nearly constant ratio of about 3 to

1, a tide occurs once in every lunar half day. In the diurnal tide, however, the lunar

influence does not always predominate. Twice in the course of a tropical month, when

the moon is on the equator, her diurnal effect vanishes, and the period of diurnal tide

then responds to the sun’s influence alone. After the moon has crossed the equator,

however, her influence rapidly increases, and the diurnal tide then again follows the

lunar period. But the lunar effect, in thus recovering its preponderance, does so under

changed conditions. The times of lunar diurnal high water and low water are now

reversed. Thus there is an abrupt transition of twelve hours from the time of the

vanishing tide to that of the reappearing one. The abruptness, however, is more or

less counteracted by the solar diurnal tide, which maintains its regular periods. From
these considerations it will be evident that, whether in respect of height or time, the

diurnal features of the tide are of a far more complicated character than the semidiurnal

features.

In considering the effect of the combination of the semidiurnal and diurnal tides, it

will be obvious that if one diurnal high water takes place at the same time as a semi-

diurnal high water, the next diurnal low water will take place at the same time (or

nearly so) as the next semidiurnal high water. Thus there will be a difference between

the two successive semidiurnal high waters equal to the whole range of diurnal tide.

Since, however, in the first semidiurnal tide the water ceases to rise at the same time as
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the diurnal tide ceases to rise, and in the second it ceases to rise at the same time that

diurnal tide ceases to fall, the times of actual high water (the combination of the two

tides) will be the same as those of semidiurnal high water. Thus, though there is a

diurnal inequality in height equal to the whole range of the diurnal wave, there is no

inequality of time. If we now turn to the semidiurnal low waters, we find that the

first, being between the two high waters in question, is coincident with diurnal half ebb
,

and the following one with diurnal half flood. Thus when the first semidiurnal tide

ceases to fall, diurnal tide is still falling at its most rapid rate, and the actual combined

tide continues to fall till the rate of fall of the diurnal tide is balanced by the rate of rise

of the semidiurnal tide, and thus actual low water is retarded. When the second semi-

diurnal tide ceases to fall, diurnal tide is rising, and the actual tide has therefore been

on the rise since the moment when the rate of semidiurnal fall was equal to the rate of

diurnal rise. In this case the actual low water has been accelerated. Thus, one having

been retarded and the other accelerated, a
- diurnal inequality in time is the result. The

level of the diurnal tide, however, will have been the same at half flood and at half ebb,

and will not therefore have affected the level of semidiurnal tide when at its lowest points.

Hence in such case there is no diurnal inequality in height of low water.

It appears, then, that when there is no diurnal inequality in high-water time
,
there is

none in low-water height, and when there is none in high-water height there is none in

low-water time. This will be seen to be almost universally the case in the diagrams.

I now proceed to describe the mode adopted to compare the actual effects of diurnal

tide with the changes in the positions of the sun and moon supposed to have produced

them.

The diagrams (of which Plate XXXVI. is a specimen) are laid down in the manner

usually adopted in tidal investigations, and from them the amount of diurnal inequality

in height and time at any given high water or low water may be ascertained by simple

measurement. By a similar process of measurement the time and range of any pure

semidiurnal tide may be ascertained. From these two elements (the time and range

of semidiurnal tide, and the amount of diurnal inequality in time and height) the

time and range of the diurnal tide producing those diurnal inequalities may be ascer-

tained by the following process :

—

Let H be half range of semidiurnal tide.

h be half diurnal inequality in height.

t be half diurnal inequality in time.

c be interval of time between semidiurnal and diurnal tide.

D be half range of diurnal tide.

[In reference to the expressions
(
t and c) which denote values of time, 360 degrees is

supposed to represent indifferently twenty-four hours, or the period of diurnal tide.

Where the expression denotes a proportion of semidiurnal tide, double the value in

degrees must be taken to represent the value in hours and minutes which it would

denote if representing a proportion of diurnal tide.]
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Then the general equation to the tidal curve being, Height at any time=Half range

multiplied by cosine of interval between that time and high water, we have for total

height of water at time t,

H cos 2

t

(semidiurnal tide)-j-D cos c—t (diurnal tide),

and this is a maximum when

0=—2H sin2i(-fD sine— t,

or

D 2 sin 2 1

H sin c— t
’

also the half diurnal inequality being

A=H—(H cos 2£+D cos c—t),

|j
= l— (cos 2£+ jj

cos c— t)

2 sin 2 1

. COS c— t
sin c—t

c°s2 1

2 sm 2 1 ’

whence c, and by substitution in (A) I) also may be found.

Then, by taking the successive corresponding values of H, h, and t, we may deduce

the corresponding values of c and D, and thus obtain a series of heights and times of

diurnal tides.

If we next apply the same system to the successive low waters, we obtain by inde-

pendent means a second series which ought to correspond with the first. This process

was tried, but it was found that there was a decided discrepancy between the two series

of diurnal tides
; and the values of diurnal inequality upon which the results were based

were, moreover, not sufficiently sharply defined to give confidence in their correctness.

A process in some respects the reverse of this was therefore tried, viz. the assumption

of a hypothetical diurnal tide, and its combination with the semidiurnal tide by means

of an inversion of the formulae given above. There were at the same time some data for

determining the approximate values of the local constants which would enter into the

expressions for diurnal tide. As has been before stated, whenever there is no diurnal

inequality in time, the time of diurnal tide corresponds with that of actual tide, and the

range is equal to the difference in height between two consecutive tides. Thus a simple

inspection of the diagram gives four values for diurnal tide in each month, two when
diurnal inequality in time vanishes at high water, and two when it vanishes at low water.

But besides this, diurnal inequality in time of low water is sometimes for several con-

secutive days so small that a series of diurnal tides, in which the times are those of semi-

diurnal low water, and the ranges the total amount of diurnal inequality in height of

low water, could not be far from the truth.

= 1— cos 21—

1 -
cotan c—t=—

(A)

(B)
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A series of trials based on these data led to the following results :

—

1st. That the diurnal tide was referable to the transit of the moon immediately ante-

rior to it, and not to one a day and a half anterior, as in the case of semidiurnal tide.

2nd. That the time of high or low water of solar or lunar diurnal tide was about three

hours at Kurrachee, and two hours at Bombay after the transit of the sun or moon*.

3rd. That the amount of diurnal tide (being proportional to the declination and the

cube of the parallax combined) was for the half-range at Kurrachee about of an

inch for each degree of the sun’s, and for each degree of the moon’s declination when

at the mean distance from the earth. At Bombay the range was taken to be -§• more.

A series of diurnal tides was then calculated from the following expressions :

—

Let M be moon’s declination.

S be sun’s declination.

P be moon’s parallax (sun’s parallax neglected).

MP3

L=-jTyg- (57 being the mean value of moon’s parallax).

T=moon’s hour-angle.

C= proportion of half-range for each degree of sun’s declination.

Then the height of diurnal tide at any time t (measured from the time of high water of

solar-diurnal tide) is

(3LcosT— £+Scostf)xC (A)

This is a maximum when

0= 3L sinT—t— S sin t,

S sin £=3L (sin T cos t— sin t cos T),

s
=sin T cotan t— cos T,

S
-y + COS T

cotan t—' ^—

,

sin I

whence t may be found, and thence by substitution in (A) the range of the diurnal tide.

The application of the daily successive values of S, L, and T in these formulae gave a

series of hypothetical diurnal tides, and these were combined, by inverted forms of

the expressions at p. 689, with the actual semidiurnal tides, so as to obtain the values

of diurnal inequalities which they would produce.

These hypothetical diurnal inequalities were then compared with the actual ones. As

had been anticipated, the assumed values for the constants which gave a coincidence in

high-water time and low-water height did not give a coincidence in high-water height

and low-water time. This result is indeed identical with that wThich was obtained when

the series of diurnal tides, deduced from the high-water observations, was compared with

those deduced from the low-water, but in its present form it offers greater facility for

* It has since been found that the times are nearly the same at both ports (see Postscript).
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ascertaining the character of the correction required. We have now a series of observed

heights of high water and low water, and a corresponding series of calculated heights.

In order to ascertain whether the differences between these followed any regular law,

they were set off as ordinates from a horizontal line, and a continuous line drawn through

their extremities. This continuous line assumed a form obviously, though roughly, ap-

proximating to the curves of a series of diurnal lunar tides having a maximum half-range

of about 12 inches at Bombay and 6 inches at Kurrachee*. It made its high water and

low water nine hours at Bombay and ten hours at Kurrachee after the moon’s transit,

high water at full and change being at night in the summer, and in the morning in the

winter. It had evident periods of disappearance twice in a month, two days at Bombay

and three days at Kurrachee before the moon crossed the equator ; and, like the first-

described diurnal tide, it reappeared after vanishing with the times of high and low

water reversed. There seemed to be some evidence of solar influence upon this tide,

but of too uncertain a character to justify its being taken into account.

The incorporation of this empirical tide with the first diurnal tide effected a materially

closer coincidence with the observed heights and times, but it cannot be taken as a final

solution of the problem. A more perfect series of observations at Bombay may probably

suggest some form of the correction more consistent with known physical causes.

The combination of the two diurnal tides may be effected by the following formulae,

similar to those given in page 690.

Let a be interval between the two tides.

D be half-range of first tide.

d be half-range of second tide.

8 be interval between the times of first and combined diurnal tides.

Then height of diurnal tide at time 6

=D cos 8-\-d cos a— 8 ; (A)

and this is a maximum when

D
-j+ COSa

cotan 8=— ,

sin «

whence 6 may be found, and the half-range by substitution in (A).

For the purposes of practical computation tables and diagrams were formed from the

various formulae above given, and under the authority of the Secretary of State for

India, tide tables for Bombay and Kurrachee for the year 1867 were published. The

times and heights given in these tables were compared with observation for four months

at Bombay and eight months at Kurrachee. The diagrams give in a graphic form the

result of the comparison, the small black dots showing the observed, and the redf ones

the calculated times and heights. It should be stated that the calculated heights are

* This result is modified, so far as Bombay is concerned, by the process described in the Postscript,

t In Plate XXXVI. small circles.

5 BMDCCCLXVIII.
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plotted from the half-tide level of the day (shown on the diagrams), and not from a fixed

level. Thus the disturbances of sea-level due to other than tidal causes are eliminated

from the comparison.

The following are the analyses of the comparison :

—

Bombay High-Water Heights .—242 cases.

31 or 13 per cent, are correct.

94 „ 39 are within 1 inch.

140 „ 58 55 55 2 inches.

175 „ 72 55 55 3 „

198 „ 82 55 „ 4 „

221 „ 91 55 „ 5 „

231 „ 96 55 „ 6 „

237 „ 98 55 55 7 „

240 „ 99 55 55 8 „

The greatest error is 9 inches.

Bombay Low-Water Heights .—243 cases.

34 or 14 per cent, are correct.

109 „ 45 are within 1 inch.

152 „ 62 „ 55 2 inches.

185 „ 76 „ 55 3 „

209 „ 86 4 „

217 „ 89 55 5 „

235 „ 97 55 6 „

239 „ 98
55 7 „

242 „ 99* „ 55 8 „

The greatest error is 9 inches.

Bombay High-Water Times—246 cases.

75 or 30 per cent, are within 5 minutes.

151 „ 61 „ 10 „

200 „ 81 55 15 „

225 „ 91 55 20 „

238 „ 97 55 25 „

The greatest error is 30 minutes.
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Bombay Low-Water Times.—246 cases.

68 or 28 per cent, are within 5 minutes.

133 „ 54 55 55 10 „

178 „ 72 55 15 „

207 „ 84 55 55 20 „

226 „ 92
55 55 25 „

239 „ 97 55 55 30 „

244 „ 99 „ 55 35 „

The greatest error is 37 minutes.

Kurrachee High-Water Heights.—479 cases.

51 or 11 per cent, are correct.

131 „ 27 55 are within 1 inch.

242 „ 50 55 55 2 inches.

335 „ 70 55 55 3 55

385 „ 80 55 55 4 55

435 „ 91 55 5 55

456 „ 95 55 55 6

467 „ 97 55 55 7 55

475 „ 99 55 55 8 55

The greatest error is 9 inches.

Kurrachee Low-Water Heights.—473 cases.

114 or 24 per cent, are correct.

259

369

425

458

466

470

55

78

90

97

99i

are within 1 inch.

„ 2 inches.

?? 3 „

„ 4 „

5? 5 „

„ 6

The greatest error is 8 inches.

The Kurrachee High-Water Times are rather more correct, and the Low-Water Times

are rather less correct than those of Bombay ; but the errors cannot be given in a tabular

form, as there are obvious errors in the record owing to the imperfect adjustment of the

machine, the limits of which cannot be exactly defined.

5 b 2
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POSTSCRIPT.

Since receiving the observations made at Bombay and Kurrachee in the year 1867 the

author has subjected them to another process for obtaining the actual times and heights

of diurnal tide, which has been more successful than that described in the paper.

The only data made use of were the diurnal inequalities in height at high and low

water, the range of semidiurnal tide and the diurnal inequality in time, which were

necessary to the previous process, being now altogether disregarded.

The diurnal inequalities in height were obtained from the diagrams by measuring the

widths between the lines joining alternate tides where they were crossed by the vertical

lines representing noon on successive days. The two daily values thus obtained are

respectively the sine and cosine of an angle which represents the difference in time

between semidiurnal and diurnal tide. Dividing the low-water by the high-water value

gives the cotangent of that angle, and thence the angle itself. Thus the time of actual

diurnal tide (first in relation to the time of semidiurnal low water, and then in relation

to solar time) was obtained.

The actual range of diurnal tide was obtained by adding together the squares of the

high-water and low-water values (sine and cosine), and taking the square root of the sum.

With these two series of results as ordinates, curves were drawn representing times

and ranges of actual diurnal tide, which were thus presented in a convenient form for

comparison with the diurnal tide which had been previously calculated.

The comparison confirmed the previous conclusion that the tide based on the simple

declination theory was insufficient ; and the empirical correction which had been adopted

seemed to provide an approximation to the required addition to it, both in time and

height. But it appeared that a better coincidence in time would have been obtained

by assuming the diurnal tide at Kurrachee to be forty minutes earlier. This supposition

was tested by treating the observations of 1865 in a similar manner, and also by recal-

culating a portion of the tides of 1867 with the earlier diurnal tide. In both cases the

supposition was confirmed, a better agreement being obtained.

On treating the Bombay observations in the same manner, a fair general coincidence

with the calculated diurnal tides was found to exist ; but it was further found, on com-

paring together the Kurrachee and Bombay curves of actual diurnal tide (thus for the

first time recorded for the same period), that the times were nearly identical at the two

ports, and the range at Bombay about one-tenth greater than that at Kurrachee.

The tables for the four months over which the Bombay observations extend were

recalculated with the diurnal tides which had been calculated for Kurrachee (but made

forty minutes earlier, and increased in range by one-tenth), and the result was quite as

good as that shown by the original tables. This fact would seem to point to the possi-

bility that the diurnal tide is a vertical undulation, acting simultaneously, or nearly so,

over a large area.
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Appendix.

Explanation op the Diagrams.

PLATE XXXVI.

The four sets of waving lines running the whole length of the diagrams represent

respectively High-Water Times, Low-Water Times, High-Water Heights, and Low-

Water Heights.

The observed times are represented by small black circles, the day and approximate

hour being given by their positions measured along a horizontal line, and their intervals

after the moon’s transit by their vertical positions according to the scale—the line AA
representing thirty-three hours after the moon’s transit throughout.

The observed heights are also marked by small black circles laid off by scale from the

straight horizontal line B B, which represents mean sea-level. The diurnal inequality is

shown by the widths of the spaces between the lines joining alternate black circles

—

coloured brown in the manuscript diagrams.

The blue * lines passing along the centres of these spaces represent the actual curves

of semidiurnal tide. The uneven line B B is equidistant between the semidiurnal curves

of High-Water and Low-Water heights, and represents the actual half-tide level.

Mean sea-level at Bombay is deduced from the four months’ observations here given,

and is 80 feet 4 inches above the “ Town Hall Datum.”

Mean sea-level at Kurrachee is deduced from the observations of 1857-58, and is

4 feet 9 inches above the “ Harbour Works Datum.”

The calculated times and heights are given by redf circles in the diagrams for 1867.

The heights are plotted from the actual half-tide level (uneven line), and not from the

mean sea (straight line).

The calculated semidiurnal curves of time and height are shown by redJ lines.

The Bombay observations (1867) are believed to be sufficiently correct for most

practical purposes. The same may be said of the Kurrachee observations of 1857-58.

The Kurrachee observations of 1865 and 1867 were taken by a self-registering

machine at a spot a mile and a half higher up the harbour than that at which those

of 1857-58 were taken; but numerous observations have been taken simultaneously at

the two places, which prove that the tide-wave is scarcely appreciably affected in its

passage up the harbour. The time of high water is, however, from five to ten minutes

later at the upper station. The times of high and low water given on the diagrams of

1865 and 1867 are ten minutes earlier than those actually recorded, so as to make them

comparable with those of 1857-58.

The working of the self-registering machine is not quite perfect, and its adjustment is

* Strong black lines. f Small open circles. J Broken black lines.
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doubtful in some respects ; it will therefore be desirable not to place too much confi-

dence on its records in some particulars.

They may be depended on for,

—

1st. The forms of the mean semimonthly curves of height and time (very nearly).

2nd. The range of tide without reference to a fixed level.

3rd. Diurnal inequality in height or time.

But in the following the results should be taken with some reserve :

—

1st. The actual time of any particular tide or short series of consecutive tides.

2nd. The height of any particular tide or short series of tides above a fixed level.

(N.B. The papers were generally renewed about once a week, and any error in placing

a paper would be likely to be continued till it was removed.)

3rd. The comparative duration of the times of rising and falling water. The machine

gives the average duration of flood tide a few minutes longer than that of ebb, a result

which is not confirmed by direct observation.
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Brussels :

—

Academie Boyale de Medecine. Me'moires des Concours et des Savants

Etrangers. Tome YI. fasc. 3, 4. 4to. Bruxelles 1868.

Bulletin. Troisieme serie. . Tome I. Nos. 3-11, Tome II. No. 1. 8vo.

Bruxelles 1867.

Calcutta :

—

Asiatic Society of Bengal. Journal, 1866, Part 1, No. 4 ; 1867, Part 1,

Nos. 1, 2, Part 2, Nos. 1, 2. 8vo. Calcutta 1866-67.

Proceedings, 1867, No. 8. Title, Index, and

Appendix for 1866. 8vo. Calcutta.

Cambridge Philosophical Society. Transactions. Yol. X. Part 2, Yol. XI.

Part 1. 4to. Cambridge 1864-66.

Cambridge (Mass.) :

—

Harvard College. Annual Keports of the President and Treasurer, 1865-66.

8vo. Cambridge 1866.

Catalogus Senatus Academici Collegii Harvardiani, 1866. 8vo. Cambridge.

Catalogue of the Officers and Students for the years 1866-67, 1st and 2nd

Terms. 12mo. Cambridge.

Statutes and Laws. 8vo. Cambridge 1866.

Annals of the Astronomical Observatory. Yol. II. Part 2, 1854-55 ; Yol. Y.

Observations on the Great Nebula of Orion. 4to. Cambridge 1867.

Catania :—Accademia Gioenia di Scienze Naturali. Atti. Serie terza. Tomo I.

4to. Catania 1867.

Christiania :—

-

Kongelige Norske Frederiks Universitet. Meteorologiske Iagttagelser paa

fem Telegrafstationen ved Norges Kyst. Forste og anden Aargang. 4to.

Christiania 1866.

Universitets Aarsberetning for Aaret 1866. 8vo. Christiania 1867.

Universitets Legater og Stipendier. 8vo. Christiania 1867.

Index Scholarum Jan. & Aug. 1867. 4to. Christiania.

Morkinskinna, udgiven af C. B. Unger. 8vo. Christiania 1867.

Etudes sur les Affinites Chimiques, par C. M. Guldberg et P. Waage. 4to.

Christiania 1867.

Forhandlinger i Yidenskabs-Selskabet. Aar 1865-66. 8vo. Christiania

1866-67.

Nyt Magazin for Naturvidenskaberne. Bind XV. Hefte 1-2. 8vo. Chris-

tiania 1866—67.

Norske Meteorologiske Instituut. Meteorologiske Iagttagelser i det Sydlige

Norge 1863-66. 4to. Christiania 1867.

Observatorium. Meteorologiske Iagttagelser 1866. 4to. Christiania 1867.

Coimbra :

—

Ephemerides Astronomicas calculadas para o meridiano do Observatorio da

Universade para 1869. 8vo. Coimbra 1867.

Posi§ao Geographica do Observatorio Astronomico. 8vo. Coimbra 1867.

Copenhagen :—Kongelige Danske Yidenskabernes Selskab. Skrifter. Femte

Baekke. Naturvidensliabelig og Mathematisk Afdeling. Bind YI., VII.

4to. Kjobenhavn 1867-68.

a 2

Donors.

The Academy.

The Society.

The Society.

The College.

The Academy.

The University.

The Institute.

The Observatory.

The Observatory.

The Society.
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Presents.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES {continued).

Copenhagen :

—

Oversigt . . . . i Aaret 1865, Nos. 1-4
; 1866, Nos. 1-7

; 1867, Nos. 1-5.

8vo. Kjobenliavn.

Siderum Nebulosorum Observationes Havnienses, auctore Dr. H. L. D’Arrest.

4to. Havnice 1867.

Dijon :—Academie des Sciences. Compte-Eendu des Travaux. Annees

1841-42. Memoires. Annees 1850, 1864, 1865. 8vo. Dijon.

Dorpat :—Naturforscher-Gesellschaft. Archiv fiir die Naturkunde lav-, Ehst-

und Kurlands. Erste Serie, Band IV. Lief. 1 ;
zweite Serie, Band YII.

Lief. 1. 8vo. Dorpat 1867.

Dresden :—Kaiserliche Leopoldino-Carolinische dentsche Akademie der Natur-

forscher. Yerhandlungen (Nova Acta). Band XXY. 4to. Dresden 1867.

Dublin:—

Eoyal Dublin Society. Journal. No. 36. 8vo. Dublin 1867.

Eoyal Geological Society of Ireland. Journal. Yol. I. Part 3. 8vo. Dublin

1867.

Edinburgh :

—

Botanical Society. First (and Second) Annual Beports and Proceedings

1836-38. 8vo. Edinburgh 1838-41.

Eoyal Physical Society. Proceedings. Sessions 1862-63, 1863-64. 8vo.

Edinburgh.

Eoyal Scottish Society of Arts. Transactions. Yol. YII. Part 3. 8vo.

Edinburgh 1867.

Eoyal Society. Transactions. Yol. XXIY. Part 3. 4to. Edinburgh 1867.

Proceedings.

Exeter :—Devonshire Association for the Advancement of Science, Literature,

and Art. Eeport and Transactions (Barnstaple, July 1867). 8vo. London

1867.

Falmouth :—Eoyal Cornwall Polytechnic Society. The Thirty-fourth Annual

Eeport. 8vo. Falmouth 1866.

Florence :—Societa Italiana delle Scienze. Memorie di Matematica e di Fisica.

Serie terza. Tomo I. Parte 1. 4to. Firenze 1867.

Frankfurt a. M. :

—

Tageblatt der 41 Yersammlung deutscher Naturforscher und Aerzte vom

18. bis 24. Sept. 1867. 4to. Frankfurt a. M.

Senckenbergische naturforschende Gesellsehaft. Abhandlungen. Band

YI. Heft 3, 4. 4to. Frankfurt 1867.

Freiburg im Breisgau:—-Naturforschende Gesellsehaft. Berichte iiber die Ver-

handlungen. Hefte 1-4, Band II. Hefte 1-4, Band III. Heft 1, Band

IY. Heft 3. 8vo. Freiburg 1855-67.

Geneva :—

Institut National Genevois. Memoires. Tome XI. 4to. Geneve 1867.

Bulletin. Nos. 30, 31. 8vo. Geneve 1867.

Societe de Physique et d’Histoire Naturelle. Memoires. Tome XIX.

le Partie. 4to. Geneve 1867.

Giessen :—Ludewigs-Universitat. Yerzeichniss der Yorlesungen 1866-68.

4to. Giessen.

Donors.

The Society.

The Academy.

The Society.

The Academy.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Association.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Institute.

The Society.

The University.
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Donors.Presents.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES (continued).

Giessen :

—

Ludewigs-Universitat. Index Librorum, 1865-66. 4to. Gissee.

Thesen, von W. Adam, A. Peyser, L. Bormuth, A. Brill, Y. Clemm, E. C.

Dickore, E. Dirck, 0. Dornseiff, S. Pertig, B. Eridberg, J. Goldschmidt,

E. Haupt, L. Hauser, H. Hoffmann, E. Jbering, J. Kessel, L. Langius,

M. Loeb, W. von Lowis, E. Moldenbaner, E. Miinch, G. Eeuling, H. Sal-

zer, A. Schmitt, K. Schuster, AY. Spahn, W. Stahl, H. IJlmann, H.

Weckerling, E. Werle. 8vo and 4to. Giessen 1865-67.

Gottingen :

—

Konigliche Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften. Abhandlungen. Band XIII.

4to. Gottingen 1868.

Hachrichten . . . aus dem Jahre 1867. 8vo. Gottingen 1867.

Graz :—Naturwissensehaftliehe Yerein fur Steiermark. Mittheilungen. IY.

Heft. 8vo. Graz 1867.

Haarlem :

—

Hollandsche Maatschappij der Wetenschappen. Hatuurkundige Yerhan-

delingen. Band XXIY., XXY. (Weiss). 4to. Haarlem 1866.

Archives Xeerlandaises des Sciences Exactes et Xaturelles. Tome I. livr. 5.

Tome II. livr. 1-5. 8vo. La Haye 1866-67.

Musee Teyler. Archives. Yol. I. fasc. 1-3. 8vo. Harlem 1866-68.

Catalogue Systematique de la Collection Paleontologique, par T. C. Winkler.

6e livraison. 8vo. Harlem 1867.

Halle:—Naturw. Yerein fiir Sachsen und Thiiringen. Zeitschrift fiir die

gesammten Xaturwissenschaften, redigirt von C. Giebel und M. Siewert.

Jahrgang 1867. Band XXIX., XXX. 8vo. Berlin 1867.

Innsbruck:—Eerdinandeum fiir Tirol und Yorarlberg. Zeitschrift. Dritte

Eolge. 13. Heft. 8vo. Innsbruck 1867.

Jena :—Medicinisch-naturwissenschaftliche Gesellschaft. Jenaische Zeit-

schrift fiir Medicin und Xaturwissenschaft. Band III. Heft 4. 8vo.

Leipzig 1867.

Kiel :—Universitat. Schriften, aus dem Jahre 1866. Band XIII. 4to. Kiel

1867.

Konigsberg :—Konigliche physicalisch-okonomische Gesellschaft. Schriften.

Sechster und siebenter Jahrgang. 4to. Konigsberg 1865-66.

Lausanne:—Societe Yaudoise des Sciences Naturelles. Bulletin. Yol. IX.

Hos. 57, 58. 8vo. Lausanne 1867-68.

Leeds :

—

Geological and Polytechnic Society of the West Biding of Yorkshire.

Eeport of the Proceedings, 1867. 8vo. Leeds 1868.

Philosophical and Literary Society. The Annual Eeport for 1866-67.

8vo. Leeds 1867.

Leiden :—Yerslag van den Staat der Sterrewacht te Leiden en van de aldaar

volbragte AYerkzaamheden in het Tijdvak van den eersten Julij 1866 tot

de laatste Dagen der Maand Junij 1867, uitgebragt door E. Kaiser. 8vo.

Amsterdam 1867.

Leipzig:—Astronomische Gesellschaft. Publicationen 1-8. 4to. Leipzig

1865-68.

The University.

The Society.

The Union.

The Society.

The Museum.

The Union.

The Eerdinandeum.

The Society.

The University.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Academy.

The Society.
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Presents.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES {continued).

Leipzig:—

Yierteljahrsschrift. Heft 1-4
;

II. Jahrgang, Heft 2-4. 8vo. Leipzig

1866-67.

Konigl. Sachsische Gesellschaft. Berichte fiber die Yerhandlungen. Phil.-

hist. Classe 1866, 4-5
; 1867, 1-2. 8vo. Leipzig 1867.

Abhandlungen. Matb.-pbys. Classe, Band VIII. Nos. 4, 5 ;
Pbil.-hist.

Classe, Band Y. No. 3. 8vo. Leipzig 1867.

Liege :—

-

Societe Royale des Sciences. Memoires. Deuxieme serie. Tome I. 8vo.

Liege 1866.

Liverpool :

—

Historic Society of Lancashire and Cheshire. Transactions. New Series.

Yol. YI. 8vo. Liverpool 1866.

London :

—

Anthropological Society. Anthropological Keview. Nos. 14, 18-21. 8vo.

London 1866-68.

—- Catalogue of Books in the Library. 8vo. 1867.

List of Fellows. 8vo. 1867.

Art Union. Thirty-first Annual Report. 8vo. London 1867.

British Association. Report of the Thirty-sixth Meeting, held at Nottingham

in August 1866. 8vo. London 1867.

Atlas of Charts of the Meteor Tracks contained in the

British Association Catalogue of Observations of Luminous Meteors ex-

tending over the years from 1845 to 1866, by R. P. Greg and A. S.

Herschel. 4to. London 1867.

British Horological Institute. Horological Journal. Nos. 107-118. 8vo.

London 1867-68.

British Museum. A Guide to the Blacas Collection of Antiquities. 12mo.

London 1867.

Catalogue of the Fishes in the British Museum, by A.

Gunther. Yol. YII. 8vo. London 1868.

List of the Specimens of Birds, by G. R. Gray. Part 3,

Sections 3 & 4. 12mo. London 1868.

Catalogue of the Specimens of Heteropterous Hemiptera

in the Collection of the British Museum, by F. Walker. Parts 1, 2.

Scutata. 8vo. London 1867.

British Pharmaceutical Conference. Proceedings at the Fourth Annual

Meeting at Dundee, 1867. 8vo. London.

Chemical Society. Journal. Series 2. Yol. Y. July to December 1867

;

Yol. YI. January to June 1868. 8vo. London.

East India Association. Journal. Yol. II. No. 1. 8vo. London 1868.

Entomological Society. Transactions. Third Series. Yol. III. Part 4

;

Yol. IY. Parts 2,-3 ; Yol. Y. Parts 6, 7. 8vo. London 1867.

Ethnological Society. Transactions. Yol. YI. New Series. 8vo. London

1868.

Geological Society. Quarterly Journal. Yol. XXIII. Parts 3, 4, 5 ; Yol.

XXIY. Parts 1-2. 8vo. London 1867-68.

Donors.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society,

The Art Union.

The Association.

The Institute.

The Trustees of the

British Museum.

The Conference.

The Society.

The Association.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.
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Donors.Presents.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES {continued).

London :

—

Geological Survey of Great Britain. Memoirs. Mineral Statistics of the

United Kingdom for the years 1864, 1865, 1866, hy R. Hunt. 3 vols.

8vo. London 1865-67.

Harveian Medical Society. Report of the Committee for the Prevention of

Venereal Diseases. 8vo. London 1867.

Institution of Civil Engineers. Minutes of Proceedings. Vol. XXVI.

8vo. London 1867.

Linnean Society. Transactions. Vol. XXV. Part 3. General Index, Vols.

I.-XXV. 4to. London 1866-67.

Journal. Zoology, Nos. 36-41
;

Botany, Nos. 40-46.

Proceedings, Session 1866-67. 8vo. London 1867-68.

Catalogue of the Natural History Library. 2 vols. 8vo.

1866-

67.

Mathematical Society. Proceedings. Nos. 10-11. 8vo. London 1867.

Meteorological Society. Proceedings. Vol. III. No. 32 ;
Vol. IV. Nos.

33-37. 8vo. London 1867-68.

Odontological Society. Transactions, 1856-67. 5 vols. 8vo. London

1858-67.

Pathological Society. Transactions. Vol. XVIII. 8vo. London 1867.

Photographic Society. Photographic Journal. Nos. 182-194. 8vo. London

1867-

68.

Quekett Microscopical Club. Journal. Nos. 1-2. 8vo. London 1868.

Royal Agricultural Society. Journal. Second Series. Vol. III. Part 2

;

Vol. IV. Part 1. 8vo. London 1867-68.

Royal Asiatic Society. Journal. New Series. Vol. III. Part 1. 8vo. London

1867.

Forty-fourth Annual Report, 1867. 8vo.

Royal Astronomical Society. Memoirs. Vols. XXXV., XXXVI. 4to. Lon-

don 1867.

Monthly Notices. Vol. XXVII. Nos. 4-9

;

Vol. XXVIII. Nos. 1, 3. 8vo. London 1867-68.

Royal College of Surgeons. Calendar. 8vo. London 1867.

Royal Geographical Society. Journal. Vol. XXXVI. 8vo. London 1866.

Proceedings. Vol. XI. Nos. 3-6
;
Vol. XII.

No. 1. 8vo. London 1867-68.

Royal Horticultural Society. Proceedings. New Series, Vol. I. Nos. 8-10.

8vo. London 1867.

Journal. Vol. II. Part 5. 8vo. London 1868.

Royal Institute of British Architects. Sessional Papers, 1866-67. Part 3.

Nos. 2-4
; 1867-68, Nos. 1-12. 4to. London.

Royal Institution. Proceedings. Vol. V. Part 2, No. 46. 8vo. London 1867.

List of Members, &e.

Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society. Medico-Chirurgical Transactions.

Vol. L. 8vo. London 1867.

Proceedings. Vol. V. Nos. 7, 8 ;

The Survey.

The Society.

The Institution.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Club.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The College.

The Society.

The Society.

The Institute.

The Institution.

The Society.

Vol. VI. No. 1. 8vo. London 1867-68.



Donors.Presents.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES
(
continued).

London:

—

Boyal Society. Abrege des Transactions Philosopbiques de la Societe Boyale

de Londres : Ouvrage traduit de l’Anglois et rcdige par M. Gibelin. Pre-

miere Partie. Histoire Xaturelle. 2 vols. Paris 1787.—Botanique.

2 vols. Paris 1790 Quatrieme Partie. Physique Experimentale. 2

vols. Paris 1790.—Cinquieme Partie. Chimie. Paris 1791.—Sixieme

Partie. Anatomie et Physique Animate. Paris 1790.—Septieme Partie.

Medecine et Chirurgie. Paris 1791.—Huitieme Partie. Matiere Medi-

cate et Pharmacie. 2 vols. Paris 1789-91.—Dixieme Partie. Melanges,

Observations, Voyages. Paris 1790.—Onzieme Partie. Antiquites et

Beaux-Arts. 2 vols. Paris 1789-90. 8vo.

Boyal Society of Literature. Ti’ansactions. Second Series. Vol. IX.

Part 1. 8vo. London 1868.

Boyal United Service Institution. Journal. Vol. XI. Xos. 43-47, and

Appendix. 8vo. London 1867-68.

Saint Bartholomew’s Hospital Beports, edited by Dr. Edwards and Mr. Cal-

lender. Vol. III. 8vo. London 1867.

Society of Antiquaries. Archseologia, or Miscellaneous Tracts relating to

Antiquity. Vol. XLI. Part 1. 4to. London 1867.

——-—
- Proceedings. Vol. III. Xos. 3-6. 8vo. London

1866-

67.

Society of Arts. Journal. July to December 1867 ;
January to June 1868.

8vo. London.

Society of Engineers. Transactions 1860-66. 7 vols. 8vo. London.

University College. Calendar, Session 1867-68. 8vo. London.

University of London. Calendar for the year 1868. 8vo. London 1868.

War Office Library. Index to the several Articles in Periodical Publications.

1867, Xos. 1-4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. 2nd year, Xo. 1. 4to. London 1867-68.

Zoological Society. Transactions. Vol. VI. Parts 1-5. 4to. London

1867-

68.

Proceedings of the Scientific Meetings. 1866, Parts

1-3
; 1867, Parts 1-3. 8vo. London.

Lund:—Acta Universitatis Lundensis 1865. Mathematik och Xaturvetens-

kap
;
Batts- och Statsvetenskap

;
Philosophi, Sprakvetenskap och Historia.

4to. Lund 1865-66.

Luxembourg :

—

Societe des Sciences Xaturelles. Tome IX. 8vo. Luxembourg 1867.

Observations Meteorologiques faites a Luxembourg, par F. Eeuter. 8vo.

Luxembourg 1867.

Madrid :—Beal Observatorio. Anuario, ano 8, 1868. 8vo. Madrid 1867.

Mauritius :—Meteorological Society. Proceedings. 8vo. Mauritius 1866.

Melbourne:—Boyal Society of Victoria. Transactions and Proceedings. Vol.

VIII. part 1. 8vo. Melbourne 1867.

Milan :

—

Beale Istituto Lombardo di Scienze e Lettere. Memorie. Classe di Sci.

Mat. e Xat., Vol. X. fasc. 3. Classe di Lettere, &c., Vol. X. fasc. 3, 4.

4to. Milano 1866.

The Boyal Institution.

The Society.

The Institution.

The Hospital.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The College.

The University.

The War Office.

The Society.

The University.

The Society.

The Observatory.

The Society.

The Society.

The Institute.
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ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES (continued).

Milan :

—

Reale Istituto Lombardo di Scienze e Lettere. Rendiconti. Classe di Sci.

Mat. e Nat. : Yol. II. fasc. 9-10 ; Vol. III. fasc. 1-9. Classe di Lettere,

&c. : Yol. II. fasc. 8-10
;

Yol. III. fasc. 1-10. Anuario 1 866. 8vo.

Milano 1865-66.

Solenni Adunanze. 7 Agosto 1866. 8vo. Milano.

Del Lavoro messo a capitale e della sua applicazione agli

scienziati e letterati Italiani. Memoria del Prof. B. Poli. 8vo. Milano.

Eondazione Scientifica Cagnola. Atti negli anni 1862-66. Yol. IY. par.

2-3. 8vo. Milano.

Societa Italiana di Scienze Naturali. Atti. Yol. VIII. fasc. 3-5; Yol. IX.

fasc. 1, 2; Yol. X. fasc. 1-3. 8vo. Milano 1865-67.

Memorie. Tomo I. n. 1-10
;
Tomo II. n. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8,

9, 10. 4to. Milano 1865-67.

Montreal :

—

McGill College and University. Calendar. Session of 1867-68. 8vo. Mon-

treal 1867.

Natural History Society. Canadian Naturalist and Geologist. Yol. III.

Nos. 1, 2. 8vo. Montreal 1866.

Moscow:—Societe Imperiale des Naturalistes. Bulletin. 1866, Nos. 3,4

;

1867, Nos. 1, 2. 8vo. Moscou 1866-67.

Munich :

—

Kcinigl. bayer. Akademie der Wissenschaften. Sitzungsberichte, 1867. I.

Heft 1-4, II. Heft 1-3. 8vo. Munchen 1867.

Abhandlungen der Math.-phys. Classe. Band X. Abth. 1. 4to. Munchen

1866.

Abhandlungen der Historischen Classe. Band IX. Abth. 3. 4to. Munchen

1866.

Ueber einige altere Darstellungen der deutschen Kaiserzeit, Yortragvon W.

von Giesebrecht. 4to. Munchen 1867.

Ueber die Brauchbarkeit der in verschiedenen europaischen Staaten verof-

fentlichten Resultate des Reerutirungs-Geschaftes zur Beurtheilung des

Entwicklungs- und Gesundheits-Zustandes ihrer Bevolkerungen, von T.

L. W. Bischolf. 8vo. Munchen 1867.

Naples :

—

Society Reale. Rendiconto dell’ Accademia delle Scienze Eisiche e Mate-

matiche. Anno 3, fasc. 7-12
;
Anno 4, fasc. 1-12

;
Anno 5, fasc. 1-12

;

Anno 6, fasc. 1-5. (Anno 1, 2, Indice.) 4to. Napoli 1864-67.

Rendiconto delle Tornate e dei Lavori dell’ Accademia di

Scienze Morali e Politiche. Anno 6 ;
Anno 7, Gennaio 1868. 8vo.

Napoli 1867-68.

Neuehatel :—Societe Helvetique des Sciences Naturelles. Actes. 50e Session,

1866. 8vo. Neuchdtel.

New Haven :—Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences. Transactions.

Yol. I. Part 1. 8vo. New Haven 1866.

New York:—Lyceum of Natural History. Annals. Yol. VIII. Nos. 11-14.

8vo. New York 1866-67.

Donors.

The Institute.

The Society.

The Society.

The College.

The Society.

The Society.

The Academy.

The Academy.

The Society.

The Academy.

The Lyceum.

MDCCCLXVIII. b
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ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES (continued).

Northumberland and Durham Natural History Transactions. Yol. I. Part 3.

8vo. London 1867.

Palermo :—E. Istituto Tecnico. Giornale di Scienze Naturali ed Economiche.

Yol. II. fasc. 2-4; Yol. III. fasc. 1-4. 4to. Palermo 1866-67.

Paris :

—

Bureau des Longitudes. Connaissance des Temps pour 1867, 1868. 8vo.

Paris 1865-66.

Depot de la Marine. Annales Hydrographiques. 4e Trimestre de 1865,

ler-4e Trim, de 1866, ler-3e Trim, de 1867. 8vo. Paris 1866-67.

Annuaire des Marees des Cotes de France 1867, 1868.

12mo. Paris 1866-67.

Catalogue Chronologique des Cartes, Plans, Memoires,

&c. 8vo. Paris 1865.

Considerations generates sur la Mer Mediterranee, par

A. Le Gras. 8vo. Paris 1866.

Instructions Nautiques sur la Nouvelle-Caledonie, par

de Montravel, Grimoult et Jouan. 8vo. Paris 1867.

Mer de Chine. Instructions Nautiques, par A. Le Gras.

3e
et 5e parties

;
Deuxieme Supplement. 8vo. Paris 1867.

Note sur les Traversees de Betour du Golfe du

Mexique en Prance, par B. P. Grasset. 8vo. Paris 1866.

Pilote du Golfe d’Aden, par C. Y. Ward, traduit par

J. Lafont. 8vo. Paris 1866.

Pilote du Golfe Persique, par C. G. Constable et A. W.

Stifle, traduit par Hocquart. 2 parts. 8vo. Paris 1866.

Eenseignements Nautiques sur quelques ports de

l’Oceanie, de la Nouvelle-Hollande, et de la Mer Eouge, par E. Poy. 8vo.

Paris 1866.

Boutier de l’Australie, par C. B. Yule, traduit par

Besson. Yol. III. 8vo. Paris 1866.

— Boutier de Pile Jersey, par J. Bichards, traduit par

J. Vavin. 8vo. Paris 1866.

— Boutier des Cotes Sud, Sud-Est, et Est d’Afrique, par

A. P. B. de Horsey, traduit par A. MacDermott. 8vo. Paris 1866.

Charts and Plans.

Ecole Imperiale Polytechnique. Journal. Cahiers 37 & 42. 4to. Paris

1858-67.

Ecole des Mines. Annales des Mines. Sixieme serie. Tome X. 6e
livr. de

1866 ;
Tome XI. l-3e

livr. de 1867 ;
Tome XII. 4-5e

livr. de 1868. 8vo.

Paris 1867.

Ecole Normale Superieure. Annales Scientifiques, publiees par L. Pasteur.

Tome IY. Nos. 2-6
;
Tome Y. Nos. 1, 2. 4to. Paris 1867-68.

Paculte des Sciences. Theses, par Th. Dieu, Durand, Merget, E. Phillips,

et Soufflet. 4to. Paris 1849.

Theses, par Dutirou, Morot, Viard, et Lissajous.

4to. Paris 1850.

Donors.

The Tyneside Naturalists’

Club.

The Institute.

The Board.

The Depot.

The 12eole Polytechnique.

The Ecole des Mines.

The Ecole Normale.

The Paculte des Sciences.

4to. Paris 1851.

Theses, par Dareste, Prontera, Lamy, et Lallemand.
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Presents.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES {continued).

Paris :

—

Faculte des Sciences. Theses, par Alquier, Bonnet, Bourget, Gaudry, Ladrey,

Sainte-Claire Deville, Seguin, et Tissot. 4to. Paris 1852.

Theses, 1853-1867. Nos. 167-294. 4to. Paris.

Institut Imperial. Comptes Bendus des Seances de 1’Academic des Sciences.

June to December 1867 ;
January to June 1868 (and Tome LXIY). 4to.

Paris.

Memoires. Tome XXIX., XXXII., XXXIV.,

XXXY., XXXYII. premiere partie. 4to. Paris 1864-68.

Memoires presentes par divers savants. Sciences Ma-

thematiques et Physiques. Tomes XYIII., XIX. 4to. Paris 1865-68.

Memoires de l’Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-

Lettres. Tome XXIII. partie 1 ; XXIY. partie 2 ; XXY. partie 2

;

XXYI. partie 1. 4to. Paris 1864-68.

Memoires presentes par divers savants. Premiere

serie, Tome YI. partie 2
;
deuxieme serie, Tome Y. parties 1, 2. 4to.

Paris 1864-65.

: Notices et Extraits des Manuscrits de la Bibliotheque

Imperiale. Tome XYIII. partie 2 and Atlas
;
XX. partie 1 ;

XXI.

partie 2. 4to. Paris 1865.

Museum d’Histoire Naturelle. Nouvelles Archives. Tomes I., II., III.

fasc. 1-2. 4to. Paris 1865-67.

Observatoire Imperial. Atlas des Mouvements Generaux de PAtmosphere,

Annee 1864. Juin-Decembre. fol. Paris 1868.

* t

—

Atlas des Orages de 1’Annee 1865. fol. Paris 1866.

Societe d’Encouragement pour ^Industrie Nationale. Bulletin. 2e serie.

Tome XIY. May to December 1867 ;
Tome XY. January to April 1868.

4to. Paris.

Societe de Biologie. Comptes Bendus des Seances et Memoires. Tome

deuxieme de la quatrieme serie, annee 1865. 8vo. Paris 1866.

Societe de Geographic. Bulletin. June-November 1867, January-May

1868. 8vo. Paris 1867-68.

Societe Entomologique de France. Annales. Quatrieme serie. Tome VII.

1867. 8vo. Paris 1867-68.

Societe Geologique. de France. Bulletin. Deuxieme serie. Tome XXIII.

feuilles 813-873
;
Tome XXIV. Nos. 3-5

;
Tome XXY. feuilles 1-8.

8vo. Paris 1866-68.

Philadelphia :

—

Academy of Natural Sciences. Journal. New Series. Yol. VI. Part 2.

4to. Philadelphia 1867.

Proceedings, 1867. Nos. 1-4. 8vo. Phila-

delphia.

American Philosophical Society. Proceedings. Vol. X. No. 76. 8vo. Phi-

ladelphia 1866.

Franklin Institute. Journal. Third Series. Vol. LIII. Nos. 5, 6 ;
Yol.

LXXXIY. Nos. 1-4
;

Yol. LXXXV. Nos. 1-4. 8vo. Philadelphia

1867-68.

b 2

Donors.

The Faculte des Sciences.

The Institute.

The Museum.

The Observatory.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Academy.

The Society.

The Institute.
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Donors,Presents.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES (continued).

Prague :

—

Konigl. Bohmische Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften. Abhandlungen,

funfter Eolge. XIY. Band. 4to. Prag 1866.

Sitzungsberichte, Jahrgange 1865, 1866. 8vo. Prag.

Rome :—Osservatorio del Collegio Romano. Bullettino Meteorologico. Com-

pilato dal P. Angelo Secebi. Yol. Y., Vol. VI., Yol. VII. Nos. 2-5. 4to.

Roma 1866-68.

Rotterdam :—Bataafsch Genootschap der Proefondervindelijke Wijsbegeerte.

Nieuwe Yerhandelingen. Tweede Reeks. I. Deel. 1-3. Stuk. 4to. Rot-

terdam 1867.

St. Petersburg:

—

Academie Imperiale des Sciences. Memoires. VIIe
serie. Tome X. Nos.

3-16
;
Tome XI. Nos. 1-8. 4to. St. Petersbourg 1866-67.

Bulletin. Tome X. Nos. 1-4: Tome

XI. Nos. 1-4
;
Tome XII. No. 1. 4to. St. Petersbowrg 1866-67.

MOPCKOli CEOPHMKT, (Marine Collections). 1867, Nos. 4, 6, 7, 8, 9,

10, 11, 12 ; 1868, Nos. 1-4. 8vo. St. Petersburg.

Salem :—Essex Institute. Proceedings. Vol. V. No. 2. 8vo. Salem 1867.

Stonyhurst :—Observatory. Meteorological Reports. August-December 1867.

January-Eebruary 1868. 8vo.

Sydney :—Philosophical Society of New South Wales. Transactions 1862-65.

8vo. Sydney 1866.

Throndhjem :—Kongelige Norske Videnskabers-Selskab. Skrifter i det 19de

Aarhundrede. Bind IV. 4to. Throndhjem 1846-59.

Toronto :—Canadian Institute. Canadian Journal. Nos. 65, 66. 8vo. Toronto

1867.

Toulouse :—Academie Imperiale des Sciences, Inscriptions, et Belles-Lettres.

Memoires. 6e serie. Tome V. 8vo. Toulouse 1867.

Trinidad:—Scientific Association. Proceedings. Part 2, June 1867. 8vo.

Port of Spain 1867.

Truro :—Miners’ Association of Cornwall and Devonshire. Annual Meeting

held at Ealmouth, 26th August, 1867. 8vo. Truro 1867.

Turin :

—

Reale Accademia delle Scienze. Memorie. Serie seconda. Tom. XXII.,

XXIII. 4to. Torino 1865-66.

Atti. Vol. I. disp. 2-3 ;
Vol. II. disp. 1-7.

8vo. Torino 1866-67.

Regio Osservatorio dell’ Universita. Bollettino Meteorologico ed Astro-

nomico. Anno II. 1867. 4to. Torino.

Utrecht :

—

Provinciaal Utrechtsch Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen.

Natuurkundige Verhandelingen. Nieuwe Reeks. Deel I. Stuk 5. 4to.

Utrecht 1868.

Verslag van het Verhandelde in de algemeene Vergadering

1866,.1867. 8vo. Utrecht.

Aanteekeningen van het Verhandelde in de Sectie-Verga-

deringen 1866, 1867. 8vo. Utrecht

The Society.

The Observatory.

The Society.

The Academy.

The Compass Observatory.

The Institute.

The Observatory.

The Society.

The Society.

The Institute.

The Academy.

The Association.

The Association.

The Academy.

The Observatory.

The Society.
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Presents.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES {continued).

Utrecht :

—

De Wettelijke Bewijsleer in Strafzaken, door W. Modderman. 8vo. Utrecht

1867.

Koninklijk Nederlandsch Meteorologisch Instituut. Nederlandsch Meteo-

rologisch Jaarboek voor 1866, Deel I., II.
; 1867, Deel I. 4to. Utrecht

1866-67.

Venice:—-

Reale Istituto Veneto di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti. Memorie. Vol. XIII.

parte 3. 4to. Venezia 1867.

Atti. Serie terza. Tomo XII. disp. 4-9. 8vo. Venezia 1867.

Vienna :

—

Kaiserliche Akademie der Wissenschaften. Denkschriften. Math.-nat.

Classe, Band XXVI., XXVII. Phil. -hist. Classe, Band XV. 4to. Wien

1867.

Sitzungsherichte. Math.-nat. Classe, Abth. I. : Band LIV. Hefte 4, 5 ;

Band LV. Hefte 1-5
;
Band LVI. Hefte 1-5. Abth. II. : Band LIV.

Hefte 4, 5 ;
Band LV. Hefte 1-5

;
Band LVI. Hefte 1-5. Phil.-hist.

Classe : Band LIV. Hefte 1-3; Band LV. Hefte 1-4
; Band LVI. Hefte

1-3; Band LVII. Heft 1. 8vo. Wien 1867.

Anzeiger. Jahrg. 1867, Nr. 16-23, 27, 28 ; 1868, Nr. 1-14. Almanach

1867. 8vo. Wien.

Reise der Oesterreichischen Pregatte Novara um die Erde in den Jahren

1857, 1858, 1859. Anthropologischer Theil, zweite Ahtheilung. 4to.

Wien 1867.

Geologischer Theil. Band II. 4to. Wien 1866.

Arneth (J.) Die antiken Cameen des k.-k. Miinz- und Antiken-Cabinettes

in Wien. fol. Wien 1849.

- Die antiken Gold- und Silber-Monumente des k.-k. Miinz- und

Antiken-Cabinettes in Wien. fol. Wien 1850.

Die Cinque-Cento-Cameen und Arbeiten des Benvenuto Cel-

lini und seiner Zeitgenossen im k.-k. Miinz- und Antiken-Cabinette zu

Wien. fol. Wien 1858.

Boue (A.) Recueil d’ltineraires dans la Turquie d’Europe. 2 vols. 8vo.

Vienna 1854.

Dante Ebreo, pubblicato dal Dr. J. Goldenthal. 12mo. Vienna 1851.

Diemer (J.) Genesis und Exodus. 2 vols. 8vo. Wien 1862.

Hammer-Purgstall. Geschichte Wassafs. Band I. 4to. Wien 1856.

Karajan (T. G. v.) Das Verbriiderungs-Buch des Stiftes S. Peter zu

Salzburg, fol. Wien 1852.

Meiller (A. v.) Regesten zur Geschichte der Markgrafen und Herzoge Oes-

terreiehs aus dem Hause Babenberg. 4to. Wien 1850.

Miklosicb (F.) Monumenta Linguae Palseoslovenicas. 8vo. Vindobonce 1851.

Schmidt (A.) Die Grotten und Hohlen von Adelsberg, Lueg, Planina und

Laas. 8vo, and Atlas. Wien 1854.

Tschudi (J . J. v.) Die Kechua-Spracbe. 2 vols. 8vo. Wien 1853.

Ximenez (F.) Las Historias del Origen de los Indios de esta provincia de

Guatemala. 8vo. Viena 1857.

Donors.

The Society.

The Institute.

The Academy.
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Donors.Presents.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES (continued).

Vienna :

—

K.-k. Geologische Reichsanstalt. Jahrbuch. 1864, Nr. 1 ; 1867, Nr. 1-4
;

1868, Nr. 1. 8yo. Wien.

Verhandlungen. 1867, Nr. 10-18 ; 1868,

Nr. 1-6. 8yo. Wien.

Die fossilen Mollusken des Tertiaer-Beck-

ens von Wien, von M. Hornes. II. Band. Nr. 7-8. Bivalven. 4to. Wien.

K.-k. Zoologisch-botanischen Gesellschaft. Verhandlungen. Jahrgang 1867.

XVII. Band. 8vo. Wien 1867.

Diatomeen der hohen Tatra,

bearbeitet Yon J. Schumann. 8vo. Wien 1867.

— Beitrag zu einer Monographic

der Sciarinen, von J. Winnertz. 8vo. Wien 1867.

i
Diagnosen der in Ungarn und

Slavonien bisher beobachteten Gefasspflanzen welche in Koch’s Synopsis

nicht entbalten sind, von A. Neilreicb. 8vo. Wien 1867.

Washington :

—

National Academy of Sciences. Memoirs. Vol. I. 4to. Washington 1866.

Smithsonian Institution. Miscellaneous Collections. Vols. VI., VII. 8vo.

Washington 1867.

Catalogue of Publications of Societies. 8vo.

Washington 1866.

Annual Report of the Board of Regents for 1865.

8vo. Washington 1866.

U.S. Naval Observatory. Observations on the November Meteors of 1867.

8vo. Washington 1867.

Wurzburg :

—

Physikalisch-medicinische Gesellschaft. Wiirzburger naturwissenschaftliche

Zeitscbrift. Band VI. Heft 4. 8vo. Wurzburg 1867.

Wiirzburger mediciniscbe Zeitscbrift. Band VII. Hefte

4-6. 8vo. Wurzburg 1867.

Verhandlungen. Neue Folge. Band I. Heft 1. 8vo.

Wurzburg 1868.

Zurich :

—

Naturforscbende Gesellschaft. Vierteljabrsscbrift. Redigirt von R. Wolf.

Jahrgang 9-11. 8vo. Zurich 1864-66.

An die ziiroberisebe Ju-

gend. Stuck 67-69. 4to. Zurich 1865-67.

Societe Helvetique des Sciences Naturelles. Nouveaux Memoires. Band

XXII. 4to. Zurich 1867.

ACLAND (T. D.) The Discouragement of Elementary Mathematics in General

Education at Oxford considered in a Letter to the Rev. the Vice-Chancellor.

8vo. Oxford 1867.

AIRY (G. B., E.R.S.) Astronomical and Meteorological Observations made at

the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, in the year 1865. 4to. London 1867.

On Sound and Atmospheric Vibrations, with the Mathe-

matical Elements of Music. 8vo. London 1868.

The Institute.

The Society.

The Academy.

The Institution.

The Observatory,

The Society.

The Society.

The Author.

The Board of Admiralty.

The Author.
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Donors.Presents.

ANONYMOUS :

—

Almanaque Nautico para 1869. 8yo. Cadiz 1867.

American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac for 1868, 1869. 8vo. Washington

1866-67.

Tables of Ennomia, by E. Scbnbert. 4to. Washington 1866.

Anuario Estadistieo de Espana, publicado por la Junta General de Estadistica,

1862-1865. 8vo. Madrid 1866-67.

Army Medical Department. Statistical, Sanitary, and Medical Reports. Yol.

VII., for tbe year 1865. 8vo. London 1867.

Catalogue of Contributions transmitted from British Guiana to the Paris Uni-

versal Exhibition of 1867. 8vo. London 1867.

Catalogue of the Library of the Board of Trade. 8vo. London 1866.

Catalogue of the Second Special Exhibition of National Portraits, commencing

with the reign of William and Mary and ending with the year 1800, on loan

to the South Kensington Museum, May 1, 1867. 4to. London.

Catalogue of the United States Army Medical Museum. Surgical, Medical,

and Microscopical Sections. 4to. Washington 1866—67.

Circular of the American Aelloscope Company of Rochester, N. Y. 8vo.

.Rochester 1866. *

Discours prononces aux funerailles de M. le General Poncelet, le Mardi 24

decembre 1867. 8vo. Paris.

Entomologist’s Annual for 1868. 12mo. London 1868.

Fifth Report of the Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1851 to the Right

Hon. Gathorne Hardy. 8vo. London 1867.

II Secondo Congresso Internazionale Sanitario ed il Regno d’ltalia. 8vo. Mi-

lano 1866.

Index to the Catalogue of Books in the Bates Hall of the Public Library of the

City of Boston. First Supplement. 8vo. Boston 1866.

Inventaris der Verzameling Kaarten berustende in het Rijks-Archief. Erste

Gedeelte. 8vo, ’s Cravenhage 1867.

Minutes of the Proceedings of the Meteorological Committee 1867. fol. London

1868.

Nautical Almanac and Astronomical Ephemeris for 1871. 8vo. London

1867.

Perpetual Motion. 8vo. London 1867.

Renseignemens Statistiques sur les Departemens de la France formant le tome

seizieme du Bulletin des Sciences Geographiques. 8vo. Paris 1830.

Report on Epidemic Cholera in the United States during the year 1866

(Circular No. 5, Surgeon General’s Office). 4to. Washington 1867.

Report on Amputations at the Hip-Joint in Military Surgery (Circular No. 7).

4to. Washington 1867.

Report on Leprosy by the Royal College of Physicians prepared for Her Ma-

jesty’s Secretary of State for the Colonies, fol. London 1867.

Report of a Special Committee on the “ Gibraltar” Shields, together with the

Minutes of Evidence, &c. fol. London 1868.

Report of Proceedings of the Gun-Cotton Committee up to the 31st December

1867.

The Observatory.

The Office.

The Junta.

The Department.

The Committee of Corre-

spondence of British

Guiana.

The Board.

The Science and Art De-

partment.

The Surgeon-General.

The Company.

The Publisher.

H. T. Stainton, F.R.S.

The Commissioners.

The Congress.

The Library.

Lord Stanley, F.R.S.

The Committee.

The Lords of the Admiralty.

The Author.

The Royal Institution.

The Surgeon General,

United States.

The Secretary of State.

The Secretary of State for

War.

The Committee.
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Donors.Presents.

ANONYMOUS (continued)

Report of the Secretary of War, with accompanying Papers. 8vo. Washington

1866.

Reports of the Commissioner of Patents for the Years 1863, 1864. 4 vols. 8yo.

Washington 1866.

Royal Commission on Railways. Report of the Commissioners ; Minutes of

Evidence and Appendices. 4 vols. folio. London 1867.

Statistique de la Prance. Statistique de l’Assistance Publique de 1854 a 1861.

Strasbourg 1866.

Third Report of the Commissioners appointed to inquire into the best means of

preventing the Pollution of Rivers (Rivers Aire and Calder). 2 vols. fol.

London 1867.

Weekly Returns of Rirths and Deaths in each of the Districts of the City of

Dublin. Yol. 4. Nos. 24-32, 34-52.- Yol 5. Nos. 1, 2, 4-20, 22-24. Quar-

terly Returns 1867, Nos. 13—16. 8vo. Dublin 1867—68.

A Work in Japanese, “ Rules for Calculation necessary for youth to know.”

11 vols. 8vo.

ANSELMI (C.) Quadratura del Circolo. 8vo. Piacenza 1867.

ATTPIELD (J.) An Introduction to Pharmaceutical Chemistry. 8vo. London

1867.

BAER (K. E. v., Por. Mem. R.S.) Berichte iiber die Anmeldung eines mit der

Haut gefundenen Mammuths. 8vo. St. Petersburg 1866.

BALSAMO (J. E.) L’ Unipolarite du Per dans les liquides revelee par nouvelles

combinaisons Yoltaiques a double element fer
;
e[t] la Ceruse produit electro-

litique d’une nouvelle pile Voltaique au plomb. 4to. Lecce 1867.

BARRY (Alfred) Sir Charles Barry and Mr. Pugin. The Architect of the New
Palace at Westminster. A Reply to the Statements of Mr. E. Pugin. 8vo.

London 1868.

BEAMISH (Richard, P.R.S.) The Psychonomy of the Hand, or the Hand an

Index of Mental Development according to MM. D’Arpentigny and Desba-

rolles, 4to. London 1865.

BENSON (L. S.) Experimentum Crucis. 8vo. New York.

BERTELLI-BARNABITA (T.) Sopra Pietro Peregrino di Maricourt e la sua

epistola de Magnete, Memoria Prima. 4to. Roma 1868.

BILLING (A., P.R.S.) The Science of Gems, Jewels, Coins, and Medals, An-

cient and Modern. 8vo. London 1867.

Pirst Principles of Medicine. Sixth Edition. 8vo. Lon-

don 1868.

BOCCARDO (Gerolamo) Fisica del Globo. Spazi, Climi e Meteore, corso com-

plete de Geografia fisica e di Meteorologica. 8vo. Genova 1868.

BC)HM (J. G.) und M. ABLE. Magnetische und meteorologische Beobach-

tungen zu Prag. 27. Jahrgang. 4to. Prag 1867.

BOUCHER DE PERTHES. Des Idees innees : de la Memoire et de l’Instinct.

8vo. Paris 1867.

BRAYLEY (E. W., P.R.S.) The Periodical Meteors of November. (Excerpt

from the Brit. Almanac and Companion). 12mo. London 1867.

BRISTOW (H. W., P.R.S.) On the Lower Lias or Lias-Conglomerate of a part

of Glamorganshire. 8vo. London 1867.

The Secretary of War of

the U. S.

The U.S. Patent Office.

Wm. Pole, Mus. D., P.R.S.

Dr. Parr, P.R.S.

The Commissioners.

The Registrar General for

Ireland.

J. Rennie, Esq., P.R.S.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

E. M. Barry, Esq.

The Author.

The Author.

The Prince Boncompagni.

The Author.

The Author.

The Observatory.

The Author,

The Author.

The Author.
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Presents.

BROOKE (C., F.R.S.) The Elements of Natural Philosophy, based on the Trea-

tise by G. Bird. 8vo. London 1867.

BROUN (J. A., F.R.S.) On the Diurnal Variation of the Magnetic Declination

at Trevandrum, near the Magnetic Equator, and in both Hemispheres. 4to.

Edinburgh 1867.

BRUHNS (Dr . 0. )
Resultate aus den meteorologischen Beobachtungen angestellt

an mehreren Orten im Konigreich Sachsen in den Jahren 1826 bis 1861 und

an den fiinf-und-zwanzig kon. sachsischen Stationen im Jahre 1866.

Dritter Jahrgang. 4to. Leipzig 1868.

BULLMORE (W. K.) Cornish Fauna, a short Account of all the Animals found

in the County. 8vo. Truro 1867.

BURMEISTER (G) Anales del Museo Publico de Buenos Aires. Entrega 2 & 4.

4to. Buenos Aires 1867.

BURT (T. S., F.R.S.) Miscellaneous Papers, chiefly on Scientilie Subjects.

Vol. III. Part 3. 8vo. London 1868.

CHEVREUL (M. E., For. Mem. R.S.) Notes Historiques sur la nature imme-

diate de l’Amer de Welter et de l’Amer au Minimum. 4to. Paris 1864.

Considerations sur l’Histoire de la par-

tie de la Medecine qui coneerne la prescription des remedes. 4to. Paris

1865.

— Memoire sur des Phenomenes d’Affl-

nites Capillaires. 4to. Paris 1866.

Histoire des Connaissances Chimiques.

Tome I. 8vo. Paris 1866.

— Rapport sur ses Cours du Museum

d’histoire naturelle en general et en particulier sur son cours de 1866. 8vo.— Societe Imperiale et Centrale d’Agri-

culture de France. Annexe au Proces-Verbal de la Seance du 10 Juillet

1867. 8vo. Paris.

Des Arts qui parlent aux Yeux au

moyen de solides colores d’une'etendue sensible, et en particulier des Arts

du Tapissier des Gobelins et du Tapissier de la Savonnerie. 4to. Paris

1867.

Examen Critique au point de vue de

l’Histoire de la Chimie d’un eerit alchimique intitule, Artefii Clavis Majoris

Sapientise. 4to. Paris 1867.

CLAUSIUS (R.) Abhandlungen iiber die meehanische Warmetheorie. Abthei-

lung 1, 2. 8yo, Braunschweig 1864—67.

The Mechanical Theory of Heat, with its applications to the

Steam-Engine and to the Physical Properties of Bodies, edited by T. A.

Hirst, F.R.S. 8vo. London 1867.

COOKE (Rev. T. F.) Authorship of the Practical Electric Telegraph of Great

Britain, or the Brunei Award vindicated. 8vo. Bath 1868.

COOKE (W. F.) The Electric Telegraph : was it invented by Professor Wheat-

stone ? 2 vols. 8vo. London 1856-57, and 8vo. London 1866.

CORNELISSEN (J. E.) On the Temperature of the Sea at the Surface near the

South-Point of Africa. 4to. Utrecht.

CROMPTON (Dr.) On the Portraits of Sir Isaac Newton. 8vo. Manchester.

Donors.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Museum,

The Author;

The Author.

The Author.

Mr. Van Voorst.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author,

MDCCCLXYITI. (1
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Presents.

CUNNINGHAM (A. W.) Notes on the History, Methods, and Technological

importance of Descriptive Geometry. 8vo. Edinburgh 1868.

DADABHAI NAOROJI. Admission of Educated Natives into the Indian Civil

Service. 8vo. London 1868.

DARWIN (C., F.R.S.) The Variation of Animals and Plants under Domesti-

cation. 2 vols. 8vo. London 1868.

DAUBENY (Dr. C., E.R.S.) On the Temperature of the Antient World. 8vo.

1867.

Miscellanies : being a Collection of Memoirs and

Essays on Scientific and Literary Subjects. 2 vols. 8vo. Oxford 1867.

DAUBREE (A.) Rapport sur les progres de la Geologie Experimentale. 8vo.

Paris 1867.

Classification adoptee pour la Collection de Meteorites du

Museum. 4to. Paris 1867.
,

DAYIS (C. H.) Report on Interoceanic Canals and Railroads between the Atlantic

and Pacific Oceans. 8vo. Washington 1867.

DAYIS (J. E.) Notes on Deep-Sea Sounding. 8vo. London 1867.

DE CANDOLLE (Alph.) Lois de la Nomenclature Botanique. 8vo. Paris 1867.

DE LA RIVE (A,, Eor. Mem. R.S.) Notice sur Michel Faraday, sa vie et ses

travaux. 8vo. Geneve 1867.

DELESSE (— .)
et DE LAPPARENT. Revue de Geologie pour les Annees

1865 et 1866. 8vo. Paris 1868.

DEREINS (J. B.) Villa des Nourrissons. Allaitement des Enfants par les

femelles d’Animaux. 8vo. Paris 1868.

DIRCKS (H.) Inventors and Inventions, in three parts. 8vo. London 1867.

The Polytechnic College, a proposed Institution for aiding de-

pressed talent to complete works in progress connected with Science, Litera-

ture, and Art. 8vo. London 1867.

DOBELL (H.) Report on the Experience of Medical Men who have used “ Pan-

creatic Emulsion of Fat.” 8vo. London 1867.

DOVE (H. W., For. Mem. R.S.) Preussische Statistik, XII. Monatliche Mittel

der Jahrgange 1864, 1865, 1866 fur Druck, Temperatur, Feuchtigkeit und

Niederschlage, und fiinftagige Warmemittel. 4to. Berlin 1867.

—— Uber die Mittlere und absolute Veranderlich-

keit der Temperatur der Atmosphare. 4to. Berlin 1867.

Cber Eiszeit, Fohn und Scirocco. 8vo. Berlin

1867.

DUNCAN (P. M., For. Mem. R.S.) A Monograph of the British Fossil Corals.

Second Series, Part 4. No. 1. Liassic. 4to. London 1867.

On the Fossil Corals (Madreporaria) of the

West-Indian Islands. 8vo. London 1868.

DURAND (A.) La Toscane, Album Pittoresque et Archeologique, 15e-17e
li-

vraisons. fol. Paris 1862.

DURAND (J. P.) Essais de Physiologie Philosophique. 8vo. Paris 1866.

Polyzoisme ou Pluralite animale chez l’Homme. 8vo. Paris

ELLERY (R. L. J.) Results of Astronomical Observations made at the Mel-

bourne Observatory in the years 1863, 1864, and 1865. 8vo. Melbourne

1866.

Donors.

The Author..

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Secretary of the Navy

of the U.S.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

Mons. Delesse.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Prince Anatole Demi-
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The Author.
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ERDMANN (A.) Sveriges Geologiska Undersokning. 22-25. 8vo. Stockholm

1867.

[Maps], attonde Haftet. fol.

FAIRBAIRN (W., F.R.S.) Treatise on Mills and Millwork. 2 vols. 8vo. Lon-

don 1864-65.

Iron, its History, Properties and Processes of

Manufacture. 8vo. London 1865.

Treatise on Iron Ship Building, its History and Pro-

gress. 8vo. London 1865.

FALCONER (Hugh, F.R.S.) Palaeontological Memoirs and Notes, with a

biographical sketch of the Author, compiled and edited by C. Murchison,

M.D. 2 vols. 8vo. London 1868.

FAVRE (Alphonse) Recherches Geologiques dans les parties de la Savoie, du

Piemont et de la Suisse voisines du Mont-Blanc. 3 vols. 8vo, and Atlas

fol. Paris 1867.

Station de l’Homme de l’Age de la Pierre a Veirier

pres de Geneve. 8vo. Geneve 1868.

FELICE (Marco) Principii della Teoria Meccanica dell’ Elettricita e del Mag-

netismo. 8vo. Firenze 1867.

FENICIA (Salvatore) Canto Scientifico Morale sul congegnato dell’ Atmo-

sfera della Terra. 12mo. Bari 1867.

Sunto d’un Sogno. 1868.

FERREIRA (Antonio Alves) Hydrologie Generale ou Dissertation sur la

nature, les qualites et les usages des Eaux Naturelles et Artificielles, Mi-

nerals et Potables. 4to. Paris 1867.

FICHERA (Filadelfo) H Nuovo Goniometro. 8vo. Catania 1867.

FOERSTER (W.) Berliner astronomisches Jahrbuch fur 1870. 8vo. Berlin

1868.

FRANCIS (Major Grant) The Smelting of Copper in the Swansea District from

the time of Elizabeth to the present day. 8vo. Swansea 1867.

FRESNEL (Augustin) (Euvres Completes, publiees par H. de Senarmont,

E. Yerdet, and L. Fresnel. 2 vols. 4to. Paris 1866.

GARRIGOU (F.) LaYerite sur les Obj ets de 1’Age de la Pierre polie des Cavernes

de Tarascon (Ariege). 8vo. Paris 1867.

GEIKIE (A., F.R.S.) Address to the Geological Section of the British Associa-

tion. 8vo. Ayr 1867.

GILLISS (Capt., J. M.) Astronomical Observations made at the TJ. S. Naval

Observatory during the years 1851 and 1852. 4to. Washington 1867.

GLAISHER (J., F.R.S.) Royal Microscopical Society. The President’s Address

for the year 1867-68. 8vo. London.

GRAY (J. E., F.R.S.) Synopsis of the Species of Starfish in the British Museum.

4to. London 1866.

— The Lizards of Australia and New Zealand in the Col-

lection of the British Museum. 4to. London 1867.

GROYE (W. R.) On Taxation of Permanent and Precarious Incomes. 8vo.

London 1867.

HAAST (Julius, F.R.S.) Report on the Headwaters of the River Rakaia. fol.

Christchurch, 1867.
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HAIDINGER (W., For. Mem. R.S.) Five Tracts on Meteorites. 8vo. Wien

1864.

HANNOVER (A.) Om Bygningen og Udviklingen af Skjael og Pigge hos

Bruskfisk. 4to. Kjobenhavn 1867.

HARRIS (Sir W. Snow, F.R.S.) A Treatise on Frictional Electricity in Theory

and Practice, edited, with a Memoir of the Author, by C. Tomlinson, F.R.S.

8vo. London 1867.

HINRICHS (G.) Atomechanik oder die Chemie eine Mechanik der Panatome.

4to. Iowa, U. S. 1867.

A Programme of Atomechanics. 4to. Iowa 1867.

HIRSCH (A.) and PLANTAMOUR (E.) Nivellement de Precision de la Suisse.

4to. Geneve 1867.

HOEVEN (J. Van der) Ontleed- en Dierkundige Bijdragen tot de Kennis van

Menobranchus, den Proteus der Meren van Noord-Amerika. 4to. Leiden

1867.

HOGG(Jabez) The Microscope : its History, Construction and Application. 8vo.

London 1867.

HOGG (J., F.R.S.) Is the Fresh-Water Sponge (Spongilla) an Animal ? (Popular

Science Review, April 1868). 8vo. London 1868.

HOPE (Beresford) Speech in moving the Rejection of the Metric Weights and

Measures Bill, Wednesday, May 13, 1868. 8vo. London 1868.

HUGGINS (W., F.R.S.) On the Results of Spectrum Analysis applied to the

Heavenly Bodies. 8vo. London 1866.

IGELSTROM (L. J.), NORDENSKIOLD (A. E.), and EKMAN (F. L.) On the

Existence of rocks containing Organic substances of the fundamental gneiss

of Sweden. 8vo. Stockholm.

JAMES (Sir H., F.R.S.) Facsimiles of National Manuscripts from William the

Conqueror to Queen Anne. Part 3. fol. Southampton 1867.

Facsimiles of National Manuscripts. Part 1. fol.

Southampton 1867.

Plans and Photographs of Stonehenge and of Tu-

rusachan in the Island of Lewis, with Notes relating to the Druids and

Sketches of Cromlechs in Ireland. 4to. Southampton 1867.

JEFFREYS (J. G., F.R.S.) Fourth Report on Dredging among the Shetland

Isles. 8vo. London 1867.

JERWOOD (J.) On the Longitude of Places, and on the Application of the

Electric Telegraph to determine it. 8vo. 1867.

JOHNSON (Dr. G.) On the Diseases of the Kidney, their Pathology, Diagnosis

and Treatment. 8vo. London 1852.

On Epidemic Diarrhoea and Cholera, their Pathology and

Treatment. 8vo. London 1855.

The Laryngoscope, Directions for its Use. 8vo. London

1864.— On the Pathology and Treatment of Cholera. 8vo. London

1867.

JONES (Joseph) Researches upon “ Spurious Vaccination” in the Confederate

Army during the recent American Civil War 1861-65. 8vo. Nashville,

7 : in. 1867.

Doxoits.

The Author.

The Author, by J. Paget,

F.R.S.

The Editor.

The Author.

The Authors.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Authors.

The Secretary of State for

War.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.
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JONES (Joseph) Quinine as a Prophylactic against Malarial Pever. 8vo. Nash-

ville, Tenn. 1867.

JONQUIERES (E. de). Lettre a M. Chales sur une question en litige. 4to.

Paris 1867.

JOURNALS :

—

Archiv fiir Ohrenheiliunde. Erster Band. 8vo. Wurzburg 1864.

Archivio Giuridico di Pietro Ellero. Yol. I. fasc. 1. 8yo. Bologna 1868.

Bulletin de Statistique Municipale. Ville de Paris. Fev.-Dec. 1867, Janv.

1868. 4to Paris.

Bullettiuo Archeologico Napolitano. Nuova Serie puhhlicato per cura di

Giulio Minervini. Anno 7. 4to. Napoli 1859.

Bullettino di Bibliografia e di Storia delle Sc-ienze Matematiche e Fisiche.

Tomo I. Gennaio e Fehhraio. 4to. Roma 1868.

Cosmos. June to December 1867 ;
January to June 1868. Syo. Paris.

Der zoologische Garten : Zeitschrift fiir Beobachtung, Pflege und Zucht der

Thiere. YITI. Jahrgang 1867, Nos. 1-6. 8yo. Frankfurt a. M.

Geological and Natural History Repertory, edited by S. J. Mackie. Nos. 26-35.

8vo. London 1867-68.

Gill’s Technological Repository. Yols. I.-YI. and XI. 8yo. London 1827.

Les Mondes. June to December 1867 ; January to June 1868. 8yo. Paris.

Naturhistorisk Tidsskrift stiftet af Henrik Kroyer, udgivet af J. C. Schiodte.

Tredie Rsekke. Bind IY. Heft III. 8yo. Kjobenhaven 1867.

Nederlandsch Archief voor Genees- en Natuurkunde, uitgegeYen door F. C.

Donders en AY. Roster. Deel 3. Af. 1, 2. 8yo. Utrecht 1867.

Notes and Queries. June to December 1867 ;
January to June 1868. 4to.

London.

Revue des Cours Scientifiques de la France et de l’Etranger. June to December

1867 ; January to June 1868. 4to. Paris.

Revue des Cours Litteraires de la France et de l’Etranger. June to December

1867 ;
January to June 1868. 4to. Paris.

Symons’s Monthly Meteorological Magazine. Nos. 18-29. 8vo. London

.

1867-68.

The American Journal of Science and Arts. Nos. 129-134. 8vo. New Haven

1867-68.

The Athenaeum. June to December 1867 ;
January to June 1868. 4to.

London.

The Builder. June to December 1867 ;
January to June 1868. fol. London.

The Chemical News. June to December 1867 ;
January to June 1868. 4to.

London.

The Educational Times. July to December 1867; January to June 1868. 4to.

London.

The London Review. June to December 1867 ;
January to June 1868. fol.

London.

The Philosophical Magazine. July to December 1867 ;
January to June 1868.

8vo. London.

The Quarterly Journal of Science. Nos. 15-18. 8vo. London 1867-68.

JULLIEN (C. E.) Resume de mes Recherches sur l’Acieration. 12mo. Paris

1868.

Donors.

The Author.

The Author.

Dr. Yon Troltsch.

The Editor.

The Baron Haussmann.

The Editor.

Prince Boncompagni.

The Editor.

The Zoological Society of

Frankfort.

The Editor.
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The Editor.

The Editor.

F. C. Donders, For. Mem.

R.S.

The Editor.

The Editors.

The Editor.

The Editors.

The Editor.

The Editor.

The Editor.

The Editor.

The Editor.

W. Francis, Esq.

The Editors.

The Author.
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KEY (Admiral A. Cooper). A Narrative of the Eecovery of H.M.S. Gorgon,

stranded in the Bay of Monte Video, May 10, 1844. 8vo. London

1847.

KNEE. (E.) TJeber Kiemen-Anhange bei Characinen. 8vo. Wien 1861.

- tjber das Vorkommen der Schwimmblase nnd die Anordnung der

Sexualorgane bei aalahnlichen Eischen. 8vo. Wien 1865.

KNEE (E.) und STEINDACHNEE (E.) Neue Eische aus dem Museum der

Herren Joh. Ces. Godeffroy und Sohn in Hamburg. 8vo. Wien 1866.

KNOBLAUCH (H.) Ueber den Durchgang der Warme- und Lichtstrahlen

durch geneigte diathermane und durchsichtige Platten. 8vo. Berlin

1866.

Ueber die Interferenzfarben der strahlenden Warme. 8vo.

Berlin 1867.

KOLLIKEE (A., Eor. Mem. E.S.) Handbuch der Gewebelehre des Menschen.

Eiinfte Auflage, zweite Halfte. 8vo. Leipzig 1867.

KOPS (J.) en HAETSEN (F. A.) Flora Batava, Afbeelding en Beschrijving

van Nederlandsche Gewassen. Afl. 200-203. 4to. Amsterdam.

KUPEEEE (A. T., Eor. Mem. E.S.) Annales de l’Observatoire Physique Central

de Eussie, 1863, 1864. 4to. St. Petersburg 1865-66.

Compte-Eendu Annuel, Annee 1864. 4to. St. Petersburg

1865.

LAGEANGE (—) (Euvres, publiees parlessoins de J. A. Serret. Tome I. 4to.

Paris 1867.

LAMBEET (J. Y.) Trisection et Polysection de 1’Angle. Quadrature du Cercle.

8vo. Spinal 1867.

LAMONT (J. von, Eor. Mem. E.S.) Annalen der koniglichen Sternwarte bei

Miinchen. Bande XY., XYI. 8vo. Miinchen 1867.

LAEEEY (Hte
. Bon

.) Notice sur les Titres, Services et Travaux Scientifiques de

M. Hte
. Bon

. Larrey pour sa Candidature a l’Academie des Sciences. 4to. Paris

1867.

LAETET (E.) and CHEISTY (H.) Eeliquiae Aquitanicse, . being Contributions

to the Archaeology and Palaeontology of Perigord and the adjoining pro-

vinces of Southern France, edited by T. Eupert Jones. Part 5. 4to. London

1868.

LASSELL (W., F.E.S.) Observations of Planets and Nebulae at Malta. Miscel-

laneous Observations with the four-foot Equatoreal at Malta. A Catalogue

of New Nebulae discovered at Malta in 1863 to 1865. (E. Astron. Soc.

Memoirs. Yol. XXXVI.). 4to. London 1867.

LAVOISIEE (—) (Euvres. 3 vols. 4to. Paris 1862-65.

LEA (Isaac) Index to Yol. I. to XI. of Observations on the Genus Unio. 4to.

Philadelphia 1867.

LE YEEEIEE (U. J. J., For. Mem. E.S.) Annales de l’Observatoire Imperial

de Paris. Observations. Tomes XXI., XXII. 4to. Paris 1867.

— Atlas Meteorologique de l’Observatoire

Imperial, Annee 1866. 4to. Paris 1867.

LEVINS (P.) Manipulus Yocabulorum: a Ehyming Dictionary of the English

Language, edited by H. B. Wheatley. 4to. London 1867.

Donors.
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The Author.
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The Author.

The Author.

H. M. The King of the Ne-
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The Minister of Public In-
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LOOMIS (W. J.) Discovery of the Origin of Gravitation and the Majestic Mo-

tive force which generated the diurnal and yearly Revolutions of the Hea-

venly Bodies. 8vo. Martindale, New Yorlc 1866.

A Hew Resolution of the Diameters and Distances of the

Heavenly Bodies hy Common Arithmetic. 8vo. New York 1868.

LORIMER (J.) Constitutionalism of the Future, or Parliament the Mirror of

the Nation. 8vo. London 1867.

LUBBOCK (Sir John, F.R.S.) On Pauropus, a new type of Centipede. Notes

on the Thysanura. Part 3. 4to. London 1866-67.

An Address delivered to the Entomological

Society at the Annual General Meeting held on the 27th January 1868.

8vo. London.

On the Parallel Roads of Glen Roy. 8vo. Lon-

don 1868.

MACFIE (R. A.) The PatentQuestion under Free Trade, a solution of difficulties.

8vo. London 1863.

MAESTRI (P.) Rapport soumis a la Junte Organisatrice sur le Progamme de

la 6e Session du Congres International de Statistique. 8vo. Florence

1867.

MAILLY (E.) L’Espagne Scientifique. 8vo. Bruxelles 1868.

MAIN (Rev. Robert, F.R.S.) Astronomical and Meteorological Observations

made at the Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford, in the year 1864. Yol. XXIY.

8vo. Oxford 1867.

MAP, PHOTOGRAPHS, &c.

Mapa de la Republica de Nicaragua, por Maximiliano de Sonnenstern, 1868.

(Mounted on roller.)

Drawing of the Great Nebula of Orion, drawn at Malta from Observations with

the four-foot Equatoreal in the years 1862, 1863, and 1864, hy William

Lassell, F.R.S. (Framed and glazed.)

Set of Eleven Photographic Yiews, Ac.., in Abyssinia.

The Transit-Instrument used by Captain Cook.

MARCHI (U.) Descrizione di un Nuovo Termometrografo a Massima e Minima.

8vo. Firenze 1868.

MAREY (E. J.) Du Mouvement dans les Fonctions de la Yie. 8vo. Paris

1868.

MARTINS (Charles) L’Association Britannique pour l’Avancement des Sci-

ences. 8vo. Paris 1868.

MARTINS (C.) et COLLOMB (E.) Essai sur l’Ancien Glacier de la Yallee

d’Argeles (Hautes Pyrenees). 4to. Montpellier 1868.

MARTIUS (C. F. P. v., For. Mem. R.S.) Beitrage zur Ethnographie und Sprach-

enkunde Amerika’s, zumal Brasiliens. 2 vols. 8vo. Leipzig 1867.

MATTEUCCI (Carlo) Sulle Correnti Elettriche della Terra, Memoria. 4to.

Firenze 1867.

Documenti e Studi sul Clima d’ltalia. Clima di Yige-

vano. 4to. Milano 1868.

MENARD (P.) Reflexions sur la Gravitation Universelle et sur la Rotation des

Corps Celestes. 8vo. Vitry-le Francois 1867.

Donors.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.
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J. Hart, Esq., Consul Gene-
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W. W. Landell, Esq.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.
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The Author.
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MILANESI (G.) Documento inedito e sconosciuto intorno a Lionardo Fibo-

nacci. 8vo. Roma 1867.

MINICHINI (Domenico). Elogio Storico del Commendatore Bernardo Quaranta.

4to. Napoli 1867.

MIQUEL (F. A. G.) Annales Musei Botanici Lugduno-Batavi. Tom. III. fasc.

1-5. fol. Amst. 1867.

MITBA (M. L.) The Ultimate Structure of Voluntary Muscular Tissue and the

Mode of Termination of Motor Nerves. 8vo. Edinburgh 1867.

The Mechanism of Muscular Motion. 8vo. Edinburgh

1867.

MOIGNO (l’Abbe) Le§ons de Mecanique Analytique. Statique. 8vo. Paris

1868.

MOLISON (A. B.) Against the theory of the retarding influence of tidal action

on the axial motion of the earth, and showing the true source of tidal

energy. 8vo.

MORRIS (J.) Germinal Matter and the Contact Theory, an Essay on the

Morbid Poisons. 8vo. London 1867.

MULLER (F., F.R.S.) Fragmenta Phytographiae Australise. Vol. V. 8vo. Mel-

bourne 1865-66.

MURCHISON (Sir R. I., F.R.S.) Siluria: a History of the Oldest Rocks in

the British Isles and other Countries. 8vo. London 1867.

MURRAY (G.) Aerial Locomotion : a Descriptive Treatise of a Practical me-

thod of traversing the Atmosphere. 8vo. Liverpool.

NAPIER (J. R., F.R.S.) Remarks on the 3rd, 13th, and 14th Articles of the

Admiralty Regulations for preventing Collisions at Sea. 8vo. 1867.

Description of some Tug Steamers for the Godavery

River. 4to. London 1867.

NEUMAYER (G.) Discussion of the Meteorological and Magnetical Observa-

tions made at the Flagstaff Observatory, Melbourne, during the years 1858-

1863. 4to. Mannheim 1867.

NEWLANDS (J. A. R.) On the Magnetic Attraction of Cosmical Bodies. 8vo.

London 1867.

NILSSON (Sven) The Primitive Inhabitants of Scandinavia, edited with an In-

troduction by Sir John Lubbock, F.R.S. 8vo. London 1868.

OETTINGEN (A. von) Meteorologische Beobachtungen angestellt in Dorpat im

Jahre 1867. 8vo. Dorpat 1868.

OSBORN (Captain Sherard) Remarks upon the Amount of Light experienced

in high Northern Latitudes during the Absence of the Sun. 8vo. London

1858.

Stray Leaves from an Arctic Journal. 8vo. Edin-

burgh 1865.

The Discovery of a North West Passage by H.M.S.

Investigator, Capt. R. M‘Clure, during the years 1850-54. Edinburgh

1865.

Quedah ; a Cruise in Japanese Waters ; the Fight

on the Peiho. 8vo. Edinburgh 1865.

OWEN (Richard, F.R.S.) Memoir on the Dodo, with an Historical Introduction

by the late W. J. Broderip. 4to. London 1866.

Donors.

The Prince Boncompagni.

The Author.

The Museum.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Editor.

The Author.

The Author.
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OWEN (Richard, F.R.S.) On the Dental Characters of Genera and Species,

chiefly of Fishes from the Low-Main Seam and Shales of Coal, Northumber-

land. 8vo. London 1867.

PARKES (W.) Report addressed to the Under Secretary of State for India on

the Tides of the Port of Eurrachee. 8vo. London 1866.

PESSINA (L. G.) Quistioni Naturali e Ricerche Meteorologiche. 2 parts, 8vo.

Napoli 1865-68.

PETTENKOFER (M. von) and YOIT (C.) Untersuchungen iiber den StoflVer-

hrauch des normalen Menschen. 8vo. Miinchen 1867.

PHILLIPS (J., F.R.S.) Obituary Notice of Charles Giles Bridle Dauheny, M.D.,

F.R.S. 8vo. Oxford 1868.

PICTET (F. J., F.R.S.) Melanges Paleontologiques
;
troisieme livraison. 4to.

Bale 1867.

PLANTAMOUR (E.) Des Anomalies de la Temperature observees a Geneve

pendant les quarante annees 1826-1865. 4to. Genbve 1867.

PLATEAU (F.) Sur la Transformation Spontanee d’un Cylindre liquide en

Spheres isolees. 8vo. Bruxelles 1867.

POLE (Dr. W., F.R.S.) Experiments on the flow of Gas in long pipes, made in

the Works of the Paris Gas Company, by M. Arson. Translated. 8vo. Lon-

don 1868.

Diagrams and Tables to illustrate the Nature and Con-

struction of the Musical Scale and the various Musical Intervals. 4to. Ox-

ford 1868.

POLLENDER (A.) Ueber das Entstehen und die Bildung der kreisrunden

Oeflnungen in der ausseren Haut des Bliitenstaubes nachgewiesen an dem

Baue des Bliitenstaubes der Cucurbitaceen und Onagrarien. 4to. Bonn 1867.

PUMPELLY (R.) Geological Researches in China, Mongolia, and Japan during

the years 1862-1865. 4to. Washington 1866.

QUARITCH (B.) A General Catalogue of Books arranged in Classes. 8vo.

London 1868.

QUATREFAGES (J. L. A. de) Annelides. Observations sur une brochure de

M. Ed. Claparede intitulee “ De la Structure des Annelides.” 4to. Paris

1868.

QUETELET (A., For. Mem. R.S.) Annales de l’Observatoire Royal de Brux-

elles. Tomes XVII., XVIII. 4to. Bruxelles 1866-68.

Annuaire 1867-1868. 12mo. Bruxelles

1866-67.

Annales Meteorologiques 1868. Ff. 1-13.

4to. Bruxelles.

Observations des Phenomenes Periodiques

pendant l’Annee 1864. 4to.

Sur le 17me volume des Annales de l’Obser-

vatoire Royal de Bruxelles. 8vo. Bruxelles 1866.

Deux Lettres de Charles-Quint a Francois

Rabelais. 8vo. Bruxelles 1866.

Observations des Etoiles Filantes Perio-

diques de Novembre 1866. 8vo. Bruxelles 1866.

Etoiles Filantes, <fcc. 8vo. Bruxelles 1867.
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The Author.
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QUETELET (A.,- For. Mem. R.S.) Bolide observe le 11 Juin 1867. 8vo. Bru-

xelles 1867.

Des Lois Mathematiques concernant les

Etoiles Filantes. 8vo. Bruxelles 1867.

Sur les Etoiles Filantes Periodiques du Mois

d’Aout 1867. 8vo. Bruxelles 1867.

Meteorologie de la Belgique comparee a celle

du Globe. 8vo. Bruxelles 1867.

Sur la loi Statistique des Tailles humaines

et sur la regularity que suit cette loi dans son developpement, a cbaque age.

8vo. Bruxelles 1868.

Sur l’Age et l’Etat Civil des Maries en Bel-

gique pendant le dernier quart de siecle (1841 a 1865). 8vo. Bruxelles

1868.

QUETELET (E.) Memoire sur la Temperature de l’Air a Bruxelle^. 4to. Bru-

xelles 1867.

BAMSAY (A. jun.) The Rudiments of Mineralogy. 8vo. London 1868.

RANKINE (W. J. M., F.R.S.) On the Economy of Fuel, comprising Mineral

Oils. 8vo. London 1867.

Applied Mechanics. (Excerpt from the Ency-

clopaedia Britanica.) 4to. Edinburgh 1857.

RICHARDSON (Sir J., F.R.S.) and GRAY (J. E., F.R.S.) The Zoology of the

Voyage of H.M.S. Erebus and Terror. Birds by G. R. Gray. Part. 1.
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